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promotes party politics and a state, which syndicalism 

isn't involved in and often is critical of. 
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De Leonism

From De Leon +  -ism.

De Leonism (uncountable)

1. The Marxist philosophy of Daniel De Leon.
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De Leonism

Marxism–De Leonism is a libertarian Marxist current developed by the American activist Daniel De Leon.
De Leon was an early leader of the first United States socialist political party, the Socialist Labor Party of
America (SLP). De Leon introduced the concept of Socialist Industrial Unionism.

According to De Leonist theory, militant industrial unions are the vehicle of class struggle. Industrial unions
serving the interests of the proletariat (working class) will be the needed republican structure used to establish a
socialist system.

While sharing some characteristics of anarcho-syndicalism (the management of workplaces through unions)
and with the SLP being a member of the predominantly anarcho-syndicalist Industrial Workers of the World
(IWW), De Leonism actually differs from it in that De Leonism, and its main proponent, the modern SLP, still
believe in the necessity of a political party advocating a Constitutional amendment making the Union the
government of industry. Central government would coordinate production. The party would cease to exist, as
would the political state and that was its goal. No vanguardist elites are provided a base in Marxist-DeLeonism
to scuttle the Republic.[1]
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According to the De Leonist theory, workers would simultaneously form socialist industrial unions in the
workplaces and a socialist political party which would organise in the political realm. Upon achieving
sufficient support for a victory at the polls, the political party would be voted into office, giving the De Leonist
program a mandate from the people. It is assumed that at that point the socialist industrial unions will have
attained sufficient strength in the workplaces for workers there to take control of the means of production.[2][3]

The De Leonist victory at the polls would be accompanied by a transfer of control of the factories, mines,
farms and other means of production to workers councils organised within the industrial unions. De Leonists
distinguish this event from the general strike to take control of the workplaces advocated by anarcho-
syndicalists and refer to it instead as a "general lockout of the ruling class".[4]

The existing government would then be replaced with a government elected from within the socialist industrial
unions and the newly elected socialist government would quickly enact whatever constitutional amendments
or other changes in the structure of government needed to bring this about, adjourning sine die. Workers on the
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shop floor would elect local shop floor committees needed to continue production and representatives to local
and national councils representing their particular industry.[5]

Workers would also elect representatives to a central congress, called an All-Industrial Congress, which would
effectively function as the national government. These representatives would be subject to a recall vote at any
time. De Leonism would thus reorganise the national government along industrial lines with representatives
elected by industry, not by geographic location.

De Leonism lies outside the Leninist tradition of communism. It predates Leninism as De Leonism's principles
developed in the early 1890s with De Leon's assuming leadership of the SLP. Leninism and its idea of a
vanguard party took shape after the 1902 publication of Lenin's What Is to Be Done? De Leonism is generally
opposed to the policies of the former Soviet Union and those of the People's Republic of China and other
socialist states, and do not consider them socialist but rather state capitalist or following "bureaucratic state
despotism". The decentralised nature of the proposed De Leonist government is in contrast to the democratic
centralism of Marxism–Leninism and what they see as the dictatorial nature of the Soviet Union.[6]

The success of the De Leonist plan depends on achieving majority support among the people both in the
workplaces and at the polls, in contrast to the Leninist notion that a small vanguard party should lead the
working class to carry out the revolution. De Leonism's stance against reformism[7] means that it is referred to
by the label "impossibilist", along with the Socialist Party of Great Britain.

De Leonist political parties have also been criticised for being allegedly overly dogmatic and sectarian. Despite
their rejection of Leninism and vanguardism, De Leonism also lies outside the "democratic socialist" and
"social democratic" tradition. De Leon and other De Leonist writers have issued frequent polemics against
democratic socialist movements, especially the Socialist Party of America; and consider them to be reformist or
"bourgeois socialist". De Leonists have traditionally refrained from any activity or alliances viewed by them as
trying to reform capitalism, though the Socialist Labor Party in De Leon's time was active during strikes and
such, such as social justice movements, preferring instead to concentrate solely on the twin tasks of building
support for a De Leonist political party and organising socialist industrial unions.

Daniel De Leon proved hugely influential to other socialists, also outside the US. For example, in the UK, a
Socialist Labour Party was formed. De Leon's hopes for peaceful and bloodless revolution also influenced
Antonio Gramsci's concept of passive revolution.[8] George Seldes quotes Lenin saying on the fifth
anniversary of the revolution, "... What we have done in Russia is accept the De Leon interpretation of
Marxism, that is what the Bolsheviks adopted in 1917."[9]
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THE DAILY PEOPLE.
The attention of all workingmen is called to the Daily People. It

was established on July 1, 1900 , by the Socialist Labor Party. Since

then it has been doing valiant battle for the working class and the Social

ist Republic.

THE DAILY PEOPLE IS THE ONLY

ENGLISH SOCIALIST DAILY PAPER

IN THE WORLD.

It is the property of the Socialist Labor Party, and is the organ of the

militant working class of America ) It is

OWNED BY WORKINGMEN.

EDITED BY WORKINGMEN .

SUPPORTED BY WORKINGMEN .

The mission of the Daily People is to educate the working class in

the principles of Socialism to that point where they will march to the

ballot box as a class, annihilate the capitalist system of production , with

its idle capitalist class on the one hand and its starving working class on

the other, and proclaim

THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC ,
a republic in which those who wish to live by their own labor shall have

abundant opportunity to live, while those who wish to live on the labor of

others, as the capitalists and their parasites live to-day , shall be given the

same option the capitalists now give the working class - - the option to

GO TO WORK OR STARVE.
Every workingman and all other forrest citizens should read the Daily

People. Capitalism is tottering to its grave. The banner of the Social

Revolution is already unfurled . The forces of Capitalism and the forces

of Socialism are lining up , and when the time comes for the

FINAL TEST OF STRENGTH ,

the working class must be educated , organized, and disciplined . Educated ,

organized, and disciplined, nothilmarean keep them from victory. The

Daily People is this educating, organizing , and disciplining force. Every

workingman and all other honest citizens should read it.

Subscription price- One year, $ 3.50 ; six months, $ 2 ; three months,

$ 1 ; one month , 40 cents . Sample copies free.

THE DAILY PEOPLE,
Nos. 2 to 6 New Reade Street, New York City
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SOCIALIST

ALMANAC .

The monographson Italy and Spain
are especially instructive. They trace

to its origin thelong andmortal strug
gle between anarchism and social

Ism , the latter of which , fathered by

the sophist Proudhon and brought

forth in agony by a middle class finan

cially and morally bankrupt, had fas

tened itself to the international pro

letariat. -- Introduction to " Socialist

Almanac. "

A BOOK THAT EVERY WORKINGMAN SHOULD READ.

By LUCIEN SANIAL, formerly editor of " The People,” the

official organ of the Socialist Labor Party. A handbook

on the history and economics of Socialism . Prepared
under the direction ofthe National Executive Committee

of the Socialist Labor Party.

The Science of Modern Socialism is based upon facts. To present this

Science, the Socialist must be equipped with the facts upon which it rests,

while he who would attempt to refute the Science must also be equipped with

those facts. With the object ofmaking these facts easily accessible to friend

and foe alike, the National Convention of the Socialist Labor Party held in

1896 instructed the National Executive Committee to have prepared a book

which would contain the data necessary for the successful propaganda of

Socialism , and at the same time give the American people a reliable history of

International Socialism . Lucien Sanial, of New York City , was directed to

proceed with the work . It required two years of labor to collect and arrange

the data . Upon the completion of his task the book was issued with the title

" The Socialist Almanac," a stout volume of 230 pages.

The first part of “ The Almanac" is historical, and gives a detailed

history of Socialism in the various countries of Europe from its incipiency

down to the present day. The second part consists of instructive theoretical

and statistical articles on every subject connected with capitalism and the

working class. This second part is truly a mine of information for the

workingman . It contains a vast amount of valuable information, which no

one could obtain but at an enormous expense of time and labor in tedious

research through ofticial and other documents not readily accessible. Every

workingman and every student should have a copy of the Socialist Almanac.

It is authority in all disputes, and will settle every argument

230 Pages. Price, 50 cents .

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPANY,

2 New Reade Street, New York , N . Y .



In the cornerpiece ' of the advertisement of “ The Socialist
Almanac" on the opposite page, fifth line from the top , for ' latter ' s
read • ' former , " so that the sentence will read : " They trace to its

origin the long and mortal struggle between anarchism and socialism ,

the former ofwhich , fathered by the sophist Proudhon, " etc .
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Address delivered by Daniel De Leon in the City Hall of

New Bedford, Mass., February 11, 1898.

(FROM A STENOGRAPHIC REPORT.)
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Working men and working women of New Bedford ; ye

striking textile workers ; and all of you others, who, though

not now on strike, have been on strike before this, and will

be on strike some other time

It has been the habit in this country and in England that,

when a strike is on , " stars" in the Labor Movement are in

vited to appear on the scene, and entertain the strikers ;

entertain them and keep them in good spirits with rosy

promises and prophesies, funny anecdotes, bombastic recita

potions in prose and poetry ; stuff them full of rhetoric and

wind, - very much in the style that some Generals do,

who, by means of bad whiskey, seek to keep up the

courage of the soldiers whom they are otherwise un

able to beguile. Such has been the habit in the past;

to a great extent it continues to be the habit in the present;

it was so during the late miners' strike; it has been so to

someextent here in New Bedford ; and it is so everywhere, to

the extent that ignorance of the Social Question predomi

; nates. To the extent, however, that Socialism gets a foot

ing among the working class such false and puerile tactics

are thrown aside. The Socialist workingmen of New Bed

105246min



ford, on whose invitation I am here; all those of us who are

members of that class-conscious revolutionary international

organization of the working class, that throughout the world

stands out to -day as the leading and most promiseful feature

of the age ; - all such would consider it a crime on the part

of the men , whom our organization sends forth to preach the

Gospel of Labor , if they were to spend their platform time in

“ tickling " the workers. Our organization sends us out to

teach the workers , to enlighten them on the great issue

before them , and the great historic drama in which most of

them are still unconscious'aotors. Some of you, accustomed

to a different diet, may find my speech dry ; if there be any

such here, let him leave: he has not yet graduated from that

primary school reared by experience in which the question

of wages is forced upon the workers as a serious question ,

and they ‘are taught that it demands serious thought to

grapple with , and solve it. If, however, you have graduated

from that primary department, and have comehere with the

requisite earnestness, then you will not leave this hall with

out having, so to speak , caught firm hold of the cable of the

Labor Movement; then the last strike of this sort has been

seen in New Bedford ; then , the strikes that may follow will

be as different from this as toddling infancy is from vigorou

manhood ; then you will have entered upon that safe and suro

path along which , not, as heretofore, eternal disaster will

mark your tracks, but New Bedford, Massachusetts and the

nation herself will successively fall into your hands, with

freedom as the crowning fruit of your efforts. (Applause.)

Three years ago I was in your midst during another strike.

The superficial observer who looks back to your attitude

during that strike, who looks back to your attitude during

the strikes that preceded that one, who now turns his eyes

to your attitude in the present strike, and who discovers

substantially no difference between your attitude now and

then might say, " Why, it is a waste of time to speak to such

men ; they learn nothing from experience ; they will eternally

dght the same hopeless battle ; the battle to establish 'sato



relations with the capitalist class , with ho samo hopeless

weapon : the 'pure and simple' organization of labor !" But

the Socialist does not take that view . There is one thing

about your conduct that enlists for and entitles you to the

warm sympathy of the Socialist, and that is that, despite

your persistent errors in fundamental principlos, in aims and

methods, despite the illusions that you are chasing after,

despite the increasing poverty and cumulating failures that

press upon you , despite all that you preserve manhood

enough not to submit to oppression , but rise in the rebellion

that is implied in a strike. The attitude of workingmen en

gaged in a bona fide strike is an inspiring one. It is an

earnest that slavery will not prevail. The slave alone who

will not rise against his master, who will meekly bend his

back to the lash and turn his cheek to him who plucks his

beard - - that slave alone is hopeless. But the slave, who, as

you of New Bedford, persists, despite failures and poverty , in

rebelling , there is always hope for. This is the reason I have

considered it worth my while to loave my home and inter

ruptmy work in New York , and come here , and spend a few

days with you . I bank my hopes wholly and build entirely

upon this sentiment of rebellion within yoll.

WHENCE DO WAGES COME, AND WHENCE PROFITS ?

What you now stand in need of, aye, more than of bread,

is the knowledge of a few elemental principles of political

economy and of sociology. · Be not frightened at the words.

It is only the capitalist professors who try to make them so

difficult of understanding that the very mentioning of them

is expected to throw the workingman into a palpitation of

the heart. The subjects are easy of understanding .

The first point that a workingman should be clear upon is

this : What is the source of the wages he receives ; what is the

source of the profits his employer lives on ? The following

dialogue is not uncommon :

Workingman -- " Do I understand you rightly, that you so

cialists want to abolish the capitalist class ?

Socialist- " That is what we are after ,"



Workingman “ You are ! ? Then I don 't want any of you .

Why, even now my wages are small ; even now I can barely

get along. If you abolish the capitalist I'll have nothing;

there will be nobody to support me."

Who knows how many workingmen in this hall are typified

by the workingman in this dialogue!

When , on pay-day, you reach out your horny, “ unwasheday

hand it is empty . When you take it back again , your wages

are on it. Hence the belief that the capitalist is the source

of your living, that he is your bread-giver, your supporter.
Now that is an error, an optic illusion .

If, early in the morning, you go on top of some house and

look eastward , it will seem to you that the sun moves and

that you are standing still. Indeed , that was at one time the

general and accepted belief. But it was an error, based upon

an optic illusion . So long as that error prevailed , the

sciences could hardly make any progress. Humanity virtu

ally stood stock still. Not until the illusion was discovered

and the error overthrown, not until it was ascertained that

things were just the other way, that the sun stood still, and

that it was our planet that moved at a breakneck rate of

speed , was any real progress possible. So likewise with this

illusion about the source of wages. You can not budge, you

can not move one step forward unless you discover that, in

this respect also , the fact is just the reverse of the appear

ance : that, not the capitalist, but the workingman , is the

source of the worker' s living ; that it is not the capitalist who

supports the workingman , but the workingman who supports

the capitalist (loud applause) ; that it is not the capitalist

who gives bread to the workingman, but the workingman

who gives himself a dry crust, and sumptuously stocks the

table of the capitalist (long and loud applause) . This is a

cardinal point in political economy; and this is the point I

wish first of all to establish in your minds. Now , to the

proof.

Say that I own $ 100 ,000 . Don 't ask mewhere I got it. Il

yoų do, I would have to answer you in the language of an



dapitalists that " Such a question is un- American. You
must not look into the source of this my " original accumu

lation " : it is un-American to pry into such secrets .

(Laughter). Presently I shall take you into my confidence.

For the present I shall draw down the blinds, and keep out

your un -American curiosity. I have $ 100,000, and am a

capitalist. Now , I may not know much ; no capitalist does ;

but I know a few things, and among them is a little plain

arithmetic. I take a pencil and put down on a sheet of paper

“ $100,000." Having determined that I shall need at least

$5 ,000 a year to live with comfort, I divide the $100,000 by

$ 5 ,000 ; the quotient is 20. My hair then begins to stand on

end. The 20 tells me that, if I pull $5 ,000 annually out of

$ 100,000, these are exhausted during that term . At the be

ginning of the 21st year I shall have nothing left. “ Heaven

and earth , I would then have to go to work if I wanted to

live !” No capitalist relishes that thought. He will tell

you , and pay his politicians, professors and political parsons,

to tell you , that “ labor is honorable .” He is perfectly will

ing to let you have that undivided honor, and will do all he

can that you may not be deprived of any part of it ; but, as to

himself, he has for work a constitutional aversion : the cap

italist runs away from work like the man bitten by a mad

dog runs away from water. I want to live without work on

my $ 100,000 and yet keep my capital untouched. If you ask

any farmer, he will tell you that if he invests in a Durham

cow she will yield him a supply of 16 quarts a day, but, after

some years, the supply goes down ; she will run dry ; and then

a new cow must be got. But, I , the capitalist, aim atmaking

my capital a sort of $ 100 ,000 - cow , which I shall annually be

able to milk out of $5 ,000, without her ever running dry. I

want, in short, to perform the proverbially impossible feat of

eating my cake, and yet have it. The capitalist system per

forms tha feat for mo. How !

I go to a prokor. I say, Mr. Broker, I have $ 100 ,000 ; I
want you to invest that for me. I don 't tell him that I have

a special Ilking for New Bedford'mills' stock ; I don ' t tell him



I have a special fancy for railroad stock ; I leave the choosing

with him . The only direction I give him is to get the stock

in such a corporation as will pay the highest dividend. My

broker has a list of all of these corporations, your New Bed

ford corporations among them , to the extent that they may

be listed ; ho makes the choice , say of one of your mills right

here in this town. I hire a vault in a safe deposit company,

and I put my stock into it. I lock it up, put the key in my

pocket, and I go and have a good time. If it is too cold in

the north I go down to Florida ; if it is too hot there I go to

the Adirondack mountains; occasionally I take a spin across

the Atlantio and run the gauntlet of all the gambling dens

in Europe; I spend my time with fast horses and faster

women ; I never put my foot inside the factory that I hoid

stock of; I don 't even come to the town in which it is located,

and yet, lo and behold, a miracle takes place !

Those of you versed in Bible lore surely have read or heard

about the miracle that God performed when the Jews wero

in the desert and about to die of hunger. The Lord opened

the skies and let manna come. But the Jews had to get up

early in the morning, before the sun rose ; if they overslept

themselves the sun would melt the manna , and they would

have nothing to eat. They had to get up early , and go out,

and stoop down and pick up the manna , and put it in baskets

and take it to their tents and eat it. With the appearance

of the manna on earth the miracle ended. But the miracles

that happen in this capitalist system of production are so

wonderful that those recorded in the Bible don 't hold a candle

to them . The Jews had to do some.work , but I, stock -hold

ing capitalist, need do no work at all. I can turn night into

day, and day into night. I can lie flat on my back all day

and all night; and every three months my manna comes down

to me in the shape of dividends. Where does it come from ?

What does that dividend represent?

In the factory of which my broker bought stock , work

men , thousands of them , were at work ; they have woven



cloth that has been putupon themarket of the value of $ 7 , 000 ;

out of the $ 7 ,000 that that cloth is worth my wage werkers

recelve $ 2 ,000 in wages, and I receive the $ 5 ,000 as profita or

dividends. Did I, who never put my foot inside of the mill ;

did I, who never put my foot inside of New Bedford ; did I,

who don 't know how a loom looks; did I , who contributed

nothing whatever toward the weaving of that cloth ; did I do

any work whatever toward producing those $ 5 ,000 that came

to me? No man, with brains in his head instead of saw

dust, can deny that those $ 7 ,000 are exclusively the product

of the wage workers in that mill. That out of the wealth ,

thus produced by them alone, they get $ 2,000 in wages, and I,

who did nothing at all, I get the $ 5 ,000. The wages these

workers receive represent wealth that they have themselves

produced ; the profits that the capitalist pockets represent

wealth that the wage workers produced , and that the cap

italist, does what ? - let us call things by their names that

the capitalist steals from then ,

THE STOCK CORPORATION .

You may ask , But is that the rule , is not that illustration an

exception ? - Yes ; it is the rule ; the exception is the other

thing. The leading industries of the United States are te

day stock concerns, and thither will all others worth mentioe

ing move. An increasing volume of capital in money is

held in stocks and shares . The individual capitalist belds

stock in a score of concerns in different trades, looated in

different towns, too many and too varied for him even to

attempt to run. By virtue of his stock , he draws his income

from them ; which is the same as saying that he lives on what

the workingmen produce but are robbed of. Nor is the case

at all essentially different with the concerns that have not

yet developed into stock corporations. .

"DIRECTORS."

Again , you may ask, The conclusion thatwatmet sterke
kolders live on la stolen wealth because they evidently per
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form no manner of work is irrefutable, but are all stock .

holders equally idle and superfluous ; are there not some who

do perform somo work ; are there not " Directors" ? - There

are “ Directors", but these gentlemen bear a title much like

those "Generals ,” and “ Majors" and "Colonels" who now go

about, and whose generalship, majorship and colonelship

consisted in securing substitutes during the war. (Applause.)

These " Directors” are simply the largest stock -holders, which

is the same as to say that they are the largest sponges; their

directorship consists only in directing conspiracies against

rival "Directors,” in bribing Legislatures, Executives an

Judiciaries, in picking out and hiring men out of your midst

to serve as bell -weathers, that will lead you, like cattle to the

capitalist shambles, and tickle you into contentment and

hopefulness while you are being fleeced . The court decisions

removing responsibility from the “ Directors" are numerous

and increasing; each such decision establishes, from the cap

italist Government's own mouth , the idleness and superflu

ousness of the capitalist class. These “ Directors," and the

capitalist class in general, may perform some " work ," they

do perform some " work ," but that "work " is not of a sort

that directly or indirectly aids production ; - no more than

the intense mental strain and activity of the " work ” done by

the pick - pocket is directly or indirectly productive. (AP

plause.)

"ORIGINAL ACCUMULATION." !

Finally , you may ask , No doubt the stock -holder does no

work , and hence lives on the wealth we produce; no doubt

these " Directors" have a title that only emphasizes their

idleness by a swindle, and, consequently, neither they are

other than sponges on the working class ; but did not your

own illustration start with the supposition that the capitalist

in question had $100,000, is not his original capital entitled

to some returns ? This question opens an important one;

and now I shall, as I promised you, take you into my con

fidence ; I shall raise the curtain which I pulled down before
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the question, Where did I get it ? I shall now let you pry

into my secret.

Whence does this original capital, or " original accumula

tion ," come? Does it grow on the capitalist like hair on his

face, or nails on his fingers and toes ? Does he secrete it as

he secretes sweat from his body ? Let me take one illustra

tion of many.

Before our present Governor, the Governor of New York

was Levi Parsons Morton . The gentleman must be known

to all of you. Besides having been Governor of the Empire

State, he was once Vice -President of the Nation , and also at

one time our Minister to France . Mr. Morton is a leading

“ gentleman" ; he wears tho best of broadcloth ; his shirt

bosom is of spotless white; his nails are trimmed by mani

curists ; he uses the élitest language ; he has front-pews in a

number of churches ; he is a pattern of morality , law and

order ; and he is a multi-millionaire capitalist. How did he

get his start millionaire -ward ? Mr. Morton, being a Re

publican , I shall refer you to a Republican journal, the New

York “ Tribune," for the answer to this interesting question.

The " Tribune" of the day after Mr. Morton 's nomination for

Governor in 1894 gave his biography . There we are informed

thatMr. Morton was born in New Hampshire of poor parents ;

he was industrious, he was clever, he was pushing, and he

settled, a poor young man , in New York city, where in 1860,

mark the date, he started a clothing establishment; then , in

rapid succession , we are informed that he failed , and

STARTED A BANK ! (Loud laughter and applause). A

man may start almost any kind of a shop without a cent. If

the landlord give him credit for the rent, and the brewer, the

shoe manufacturer, the cigar manufacturer, etc., etc., give

him credit for the truck , he may start a saloon, a shoe shop,

a cigar shop, etc., etc., without any cash , do business and

pay off his debt with the proceeds of his sales. But there

is ONE shop that he can not start in that way. That shop

is the banking shop . For that hemust have cash on band.

Ho can no more shave notes without money than he can



shave whiskers without razors. Now , then , the man who

Just previously stood up before a notary public and swore

“ So help him , God ," he had no money to pay his creditors,

immediately after, without having in the meantime married

an heiress, has money enough to start a bank on ! Where

did he get it ? (Applause.) Read the biographies of any of

our founders of capitalist concerns by the torch - light of this

biography, and you will find them all to be essentially the
same, or suggestively silent upon the doings of our man

during the period that he gathers his " original accumula

tion." You will find that " original capital” to be the child

of fraudulent failures and fires, of high -handed crime of some

sort or other, or of the sneaking crime of appropriating trust

funds, etc. With such " original capital," - gotten by dint

of such “ cleverness," " push " and industry” , - as a weapon,

tho " original" capitalist proceeds to fleece the working class

that has been less " industrious," " pushing” and “ clever " than

he. If he consumes all his fleecings, his capital remains of

its original size in his hands, unless some other gentleman of

the road, gifted with greater " industry," " push " and " clever

ness" than he, comes around and relieves him of it ; if he con

sume not the whole of his fleecings, his capital moves up

word , million -ward .

The case is proved : Labor alone produces all wealth .

Wages are that part of Labor' s own product that the work

ingman is allowed to keep ; profits are the present and run

ning stealings perpetrated by the capitalist upon the work

Ingman from day to day, from week to week , from month to

month , from year to year; capital is the accumulated past

stealings of the capitalist - corner-stoned upon his " original

accumulation ." (Long applause).

Who ot you before me falls now to understand, or would
still deny that, not the capitalist supports the workingman ,

but the workingman supports the capitalist ; or still holds

that the workingman could not exist without the capitalist ?

If any there be lot als raias bls hand and speak up now



Nono? Then I may consider this point settlod ; and shall

move on .

THE CLASS STRUGGLE.

The second point, on which it is absolutely necessary that

you be clear, is the nature of your relation , as working

people, to the capitalist in this capitalist system of produc

tion . This point is an inevitable consequence of the first.

You have seen that the wages you live on and the profits

the capitalist riots in are the two parts into which is divided

the wealth that you produce. The workingman wants a larger

and larger share, so does the capitalist. A thing can not

be divided into two shares so as to increase the share of each .

If the workingman produces, say, $ 4 worth of wealth a day ,

and the capitalist keeps 2 , there are only 2 left for the work

ingman ; if the capitalist keeps 3 , there is only 1 left for the

workingman ; if the capitalist keeps 342 there is only 1/2 left

for the workingman . Inversely, if the workingman pushes

up his share from 12 to 1, there are only 3 left to the capital

ist; if the workingman secures 2 , the capitalist will be re

duced to 2 ; if the workingman push still onward and keep 3 ,

the capitalist will have to put up with 1 ;-- and if the work

ingman makes up his mind to enjoy all that he produces, and

keep all the 4 , THE CAPITALIST WILL HAVE TO GO TO

WORK . (Long applause.) These plain figures upset the

theory about the Workingman and the Capitalist being

brothers. Capital, meaning the Capitalist Class, and Labor,

have been portrayed by capitalist illustrated papers as Chang

and Eng ; this, I remember, was done notably by " Harper'a

Weekly ," the property of one of the precious " Seeley Diners'

(laughter) ; — you remember that " dinner." (Laughter). The

Siamese Twins were held together by a piece of flesh . Where

over Shang went Eng was sure to go ; if Shang was happy,

Eng's pulse throbbed harder ; if Shang caught cold , Eng

sneezed in chorus with him ; when Shang died , Eng followed

suit within five minutes. Do we find that to be the relation

of the workingman and the capitalist ? Do you and that the

tatter the capitalist, the latter algo grow the workingmen ?



Is not your experience rather that the wealthier the capital

ist, the poorer are the workingmen ? That the more mag

nificent and prouder the residences of the capitalist, the

dingier and humbler become those of the workingmen ? that

the happier the life of the capitalist' s wife, the greater the

opportunities of his children for enjoyment and education ,

the heavier becomes the cross borne by the workingmen ' s

wives, while their children are crowded more and more from

the schools and deprived of the pleasures of childhood ? Is

that your experience, or is it not ? (Voices all over the hall:
“ It is !" and applause.)

The pregnant point that underlies these pregnant facts is

that, between the Working Class and the Capitalist Class,

there is an irrepressible conflict, a class struggle for life.

No glib tongued politician can vault over it , no capitalist

professor or official statistician can arguo it away ; no cap

italist parson can veil it ; no labor fakir can straddle it ; no

“ reform " architect can bridge it over. It crops up in all

manner of ways, like in this strike, in ways that disconcert

all the plans and all the schemes of those who would deny or

ignore it. It is a struggle that will not down, and must be

ended only by either the total subjugation of the Working

Class, or the abolition of the Capitalist Class. (Loud ap

plause.)

Thus you perceive that the theory on which your " pure

and simple" trade organizations are grounded, and on which

you went into this strike, is false. There being no “ common

interests ," but only HOSTILE INTERESTS , between the

Capitalist Class and the Working Class, the battle you are

waging to establish " safe relations" between the two is a

zopeless one.

Put to the touchstone of these undeniable principles the

theory upon which your " pure and simple" trade organiza

tions are built, and you will find it to be false ; examined by

the light of these undeniable principles the road that your

falso theory makes you travel and the failures that have
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marked your career must strike you as its inevitable result.

How are we to organize and proceed ? you may ask . Before

answering this question, let me take up another branch of

the subject. Its presentation will sweep aside another series

of illusions that beset the mind of the working class , and

will, with what has been said , give us a sufficient sweep over

the ground to lead us to the right answer.

DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITALIST SOCIETY.

Let us take a condensed page of the country 's history .

For the sake of plainness, and forced to it by the exigency of

condensation , I shall assume small figures. Place your

selves back a sufficient number of years with but ten com

peting weaving concerns in the community. How the in

dividual ten owners came by the " original accumulations"

that enabled them to start as capitalists you now know .

(Laughter). Say that each of the ten capitalists employs

ten men ; that each man receives $ 2 a day, and that the prod .

uct of each of the ten sets ofmen in each of the ten estab

lishments is worth $40 a day. You now also know that it

is out of these $40 worth of wealth , produced by the men ,

that each of the ten competing capitalists takes the $20 that

he pays the ten men in wages, and that of that same $40

worth of wealth he takes the $ 20 that he pockets as profits.

Each of these ten capitalists makes, accordingly , $120 a week .

This amount of profits, one should think , should satisfy our

ten capitalists . It is a goodly sum to pocket without work .

Indeed , it may satisfy some, say most of them . But if for

any of many reasons it does not satisfy any one of them , the

whole string of them is set in commotion . " Individuality"

is a deity at whose shrine the capitalist worships, or affects

to worship. In point of fact, capitalism robs of individuality,

not only the working class, but capitalists themselves. The

action of any one of the lot compels action by all; like a row

of bricks, the dropping of one makes all the others drop suc

cessively . Let us take No. 1. He is not satisfied with

$ 120 a week. Of the many reasons ho may have for that,



let's take this : He has a little daughter ; eventually , she will

be of marriageable age; whom is he planning to marry her
to ! Before the public, particularly befere the workers, he .

will declaim on the “ sovereignty ” of our citizens, and declare

the country is stocked with nothing but " peers.” In his

heart, though, he feels otherwise. He looks even upon his

fellow capitalists as plebeians; he aspires at a Prince, a Duke,

or at least a Count for a son -in - law ; and in visions truly ro

fiecting the vulgarity of his mind, he beholds himself the

grandfather of Prince, Duke or Count grandbrats. To re

alize this dream he must have money ; Princes , etc ., are ex

pensive luxuries. His present income, $ 120 a week, will not

buy the luxury . He must have more. To his employees

he will recommend reliance on heaven ; he himself knows

that if he wants more money it will not come from heaven ,

butmust comefrom the sweat of his employees' brow . As all

the wealth produced in his shop is $ 40 a day , heknows that, it

he increases his share of $ 20 to $30, there will be only $ 10 left

for wages. He tries this . Ho announces a wage reduction

of 50 per cent. His men spontaneously draw themselves to

gether and refuse to work ; they go on strike. What is the

situation ?

In those days it Reed'ed skill, acquired by long training, to

do the work ; there may have been corner-loafers out of work ,

but not weavers ; possibly at some great distance there may

have been weavers actually obtainable , but in those days

there was neither telegraph nor rallroad to communicate

with them ; finally , the nine competitors of No. 1 , having no

strike on hand, continued to produce, and thus threatened to

crowd No. 1 out of the market. Thus circumstanced , No. 1

caves in . He withdraws his order et wage reduction .

"Come in ," he says to his striking workmen , " let's make up;

Labcr and Capital are brothers; the most loving of brothers

sometimes fall out; we have had such a falling out; it was a

siip : you have organized yourselves in a union with a $ 2 a day

wage scale ; I shall never fight the unior ; I love it, come back

to work ." And tho n . 44.



Thus ended that first strike. The victory won by the men

made many of them feel bold . At their first next meeting

they argued : “ The employer wanted to reduce our wages and

got left ; why may not we take the hint and reduce his profits

by demanding higher wages ; we licked him in his attempt to

lower our wages, why should we not lick him in an attempt

to resist our demand for more pay ?" But the labor move

ment is democratic. No one man can run things. At that

union meeting the motion to demand higher pay is made by

one member, another must second it ; amendments and

amendments to the amendments are put with the requisite

seconders; debate follows; points of order are raised , ruled on ,

appealed from and settled ;- in the meantime it grows late,

the men must be at work early the next morning , the hour

to adjourn arrives, and the whole matter is left pending.

Thus much for the mon.

Now for the employer. He locks himself up in bis closet.

With clenched fists and scowl on brow , he gnashes his teeth

at the victory of his “ brother" Labor, its union and its, union

regulations. And he ponders. More money he must have

and is determined to have. This resolution is arrived at

with the swiftness and directness which capitalists are able

to. Differently from his men, he is not many, but one. He
makes the motion , seconds it himself , puts it , and carries it

unanimously . More profits he SHALL HAVE . But how ?

Aid comes to him through the mail. The letter -carrier

brings him a circular from a machine shop. Such circulars

are frequent even to- day. It reads like this : "Mr. No. 1, you

are employing ten men ; I have in my machine shop a beauti

fulmachine with which you can produce, with 5 men , twice

as much as now with 10 ; this machine does not chew tobacco ;

it does not smokey (some of these circulars are cruel and

add:) this machine has no wife who gets sick and keeps it

home to attend to her ; it has no children who die, and whom

to bury it must stay away from work ; it never goes on strike ;

it works and gramblea not; come and eso It."
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INVENTION .

Right here let me lock a switch at which not a few people

are apt to switch off and be banked . Somemay think : “ Well,

at least that machine capitalist is entitled to his profits ; he

surely is an inventor.” A grave error. Look into the his

tory of our inventors, and you will see that those who really

profited by their genius are so few that you can count them

on the fingers of your hands, and have fingers to spare. The

capitalists either take advantage of the inventor's stress and

buy his invention for a song ; the inventor believes he can

make his haul with his next invention ; but before that is

pr:rfected , he is as poor as before, and the same advantage is

again taken of him ; until finally the brown of his brains

being exhausted , he sinks into a pauper' s grave, leaving the

fruit of his genius for private capitalists to grow rich on ; or

the capitalist simply steals the invention and gets his courts

to decide against the inventor. From Ely Whitney down,

that 18 the treatment the inventor, as a rule , receives from the

capitalist class .

Such a case , illustrative of the whole situation , happened

recently . The Bonsack Machine Co. discovered that its em

ployees made numerous inventions, and it decided to ap

propriate them wholesale. To this end, it locked out its

men , and demanded of all applicants for work that they sign

a contract whereby, in " consideration of employment" they

assign to the Company all their rights in whatever invention

they may make during the term of their employment. One

of these employees, who had signed such a contract, informed

the Company one day that he thought he could invent a

machine by which cigarettes could be held closed by

crimping at the ends, instead of pasting. This was a valu

able idea ; and he was told to go ahead . For six months he

worked at this invention and perfected it ; and, having.

during all that time, received not a cent in wages or other

wise from the Company, he patented his invention himself.

The Company immediately brought suit against him in the

Federal Courts, daiming that the invention was its property ;
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and - THE FEDERAL COURT DECIDED IN FAVOR OF

THE COMPANY, THUS ROBBING THE INVENTOR OF

HIS TIME, HIS MONEY, OF THE FRUIT OF HIS GENIUS ,

AND OF HIS UNQUESTIONABLE RIGHTS ! ! (Cries of

“ Suama” in the hall.) “ Shame" ? Say not "Shame” ! He

who himself applies the torch to his own house has no cause

to ci'y " Shame!" when the flames consume it . Say rather

“ Natural!” , and smiting your own breasts say “ Ours the

fault !" Having elected into power the Democratic , Repub

lican, Free trade, Protection , Silver or Gold platformsof the

capitalist class, the working class has none but itself to

blame, if the oficial lackeys of that class turn against the

working class the public powers put into their hands. (Loud

applause.)- The capitalist owner of the machine shop that

sends the circular did notmake the invention .

THE SCREWS BEGIN TO TURN .

To return to No. 1. He goes and sees the machine; finds

it to be as represented ; buys it ; puts it up in his shop ; picks

out of his 10 men the 5 least active in the late strike; sets

them to work at $ 2 a day as before ; and full of bows and

smirks, addresses the other 5 thus: “ I am sorry I have no

places for you ; I believe in union principles and am paying

the union scale to the 5 men I need ; I don 't need you now ;

good bye. I hope I'll see you again .” And he means this

last as you will presently perceive.

What is the situation now ? No. 1 pays, as before, $ 2 a

day, but to only 5 men ; these, with the aid of the machine,

now produce twice as much as the 10 did before ; their product

is now $ 80 worth of wealth ; as only $ 10 of this goes in wages,

the capitalist has a profit of $ 70 a day , or 250 per cent. more.

He is moving fast towards his Prince, Duke or Count son -in

law . (Laughter and applause.)

Now watch the men whom his machine displaced ; their

career throws quite some light on the whole question . Are

they not " American citizens" ? Is not this a " Republic with



a Constitution” ? Is anything else wanted to get a living ?
Watch them ! They go to No. 2 for a job ; before they quite

reach the place, the doors open and 5 of that concern are like

wise thrown out upon the street. - What happened there ?

The “ individuality" of No. 2 yielded to the pressure of cap

italist development. The purchase of the machine by No.

1 enabled him to produce so much more plentifully and

cheaply ; if No. 2 did not do likewise , he would be crowded

out of the market by No. 1 ; No. 2 , accordingly, also invested

in a machine, with the result that 5 of his men are also

thrown out.

These 10 unemployed proceed to No. 3 , hoping for better

luck there. But what sight is that that meets their as

tonished eyes ? Not 5 men , as walked out of Nos. 1 and 2 ,

but all No. 3 's 10 have landed on the street; and, what is more

surprising yet to them , No. 3 himself is on the street, now

reduced to the condition of a workingman along with his

former employees. - What is it that happened there ? In

this instance the “ individuality" of No. 3 was crushed by

capitalist development. The same reason that drovo No. 2

to procure the machine, rendered the machine indispensable

to No. 3 . But having, differently from his competitors Nos.

1 and 2 , spent all his stealings from the workingmen instead

of saving up some, he is now unable to make the purchase ;

is, consequently, unable to produce as cheaply as they ; is,

consequently , driven into bankruptcy , and lands in the class

of the proletariat, whose ranks are thus increased .

The now 21 unemployed proceed in their hunt for work ,

and make the round of the other mills . The previous ex

periences are repeated . Not only are there no jobs to be

had, but everywhere workers are thrown out, if the em

ployer got the machine; and if he did not, workers with their

former employers, now ruined , join the army of the unem

ployed .

What happened in that industry happened in all others.

Thus the ranks of the capitalist class are thinned out, and



the glass is made more powerful, while the ranks of the work .

ing class are swelled , and the class is made weaker. This is

the process that explains how , on the one hand , your New

Bedford mills become the property of ever fewer men ; how ,

according to the census, their aggregate capital runs up to

over $14,000 ,000 ; how , despite " bad times," their profits run

up to upwards of $ 1 ,300 ,000 ; how , on the other hand, your

position becomes steadily more precarious.

No. 1' s men return to where they started from . Scabbing

they will not. Uninformed upon the mechanism of capital

ism , they know not what struck them ; and they expect

" better times," - just as so many equally uninformed work

ingmen are expecting to -day ; in the meantime, thinking

thereby to hasten the advent of the good times, No. 1' s men

turn out the Republican party and turn in the Democratic,

turn out the Democratic and turn in the Republican, - just as

our misled workingmen are now doing (Applause), not under

standing that, whether they put in or out Republicans or

Democrats, Protectionists or Free traders, Goldbugs or

Silverbugs, they are every time putting in the capitalist

platform , upholding the social principle that throws them out

of work or reduces their wages. (Long applause).

But endurance has its limits. The Superintendent of the

Pennsylvania Railroad for the Indiana Division , speaking, of

course, from the capitalist standpoint, recently said : "Many

solutions are being offered for the labor question ; but there

is just one and no more. It is this : Lay a silver dollar on

the shell, and at the end of a year you have a silver dollar

left; lay a workingman on the shelf , and at the end of a

month you have a skeleton left. (Loud applause.) This,"

said ho, “ Is the solutian of the labor problem ." In short,

starve out the workers. No. 1' s men finally reached that

point. Finally that happens that few if any can resist. A

man may stand starvation , and resist the sight of starving

wife and children ; but if he has not wherewith to buy med

icine to save the life of a sick wife or child , all control is lost

over him . On the heels of starvation , sickness follows, and



No. 1's men throw to the wind all union principles; they aro

now ready to do anything to save their dear ones. Cap in

hand, they appear before No. 1 , the starch taken clean out

of them during the period they “ lay on the shell.” They

ask for work ; they themselves offer to work for $ 1 a day .

And No. 1, the brother of Labor, who but recently expressed

devotion to the union , what of him ? His eyes sparkle at

“ seeing again " the men he had thrown out ; at their offer to

work for less than the men now employed , his chest expands,

and, grabbing them by the hand in a delirium of patriotic

ecstacy , he says: “ Welcome, my noble American citizens

(Applause); I am proud to see you ready to work and earn

an honest penny for your dear wives and darling children

(Applause) ; I am delighted to notice that you are not, like so

many others, too lazy to work (Applause) ; let the American

eagle screech in honor of your emancipation from the slavery

of a rascally union (Long applause) ; let the American caglo

wag his tail an extra wag in honor of your freedom from a

dictatorial walking delegato (Long applause) ; you are my

long lost brothers (Laughter and long applause) ; go in my

$ 1 - a -day brothers !" ; and he throws his former $ 2 - a -day

brothers heels over head upon the side-walk (Long and pro

longed applause ).

When the late $ 2 - a -day men have recovered from their

surprise, they determine on war. But what sort of war ?

Watch them closely , and you may detect many a feature of

your own in that mirror. “ Have we not struck ," argue they ,

" and beaten this employer once before ? If we strike again ,

we shall again beat him ." But the conditions have wholly

changed .

In the first place, there were no unemployed skilled work

ers during that first strike; now there are ; plenty of them ,

dumped upon the country, not out of the steerage of vessels

from Europe, but by the native-born machine;

In the second place, that very machine has to such an ex

tent eliminated skill that, while formerly only the unem

ployed in a certain trade could endanger the jobs of those at



work in that trade, now the unemployed of all trados (virtu

ally the whole army of the unemployed) bear down upon the

employed in each ; we know of quondam shoemakers taking

the jobs of hatters ; quondam hatters taking the jobs of

weavers ; quondam weavers taking the jobs of cigarmakers ;

quondam cigarmakers taking the jobs of " machinists” ;

quondam farm -hands taking the jobs of factory hands, etc.,

etc. ; 80 easy has it become to learn what is now needed to be

known of a trade ;

In the third place, telegraph and railroads have made all

of the unemployed easily accessible to the employer;

Finally , differently from former days, the competitors have

to a great extent consolidated ; here in New Bedford, for in

stance, the falso appearance of competition between the mill

owners 18 punctured by the fact that to a great extent seem

ingly " independent” mills are owned by one family, as is the

case with the Pierce family .

Not, as at the first strike, with their flanks protected, but

now wholly exposed through the existence of a vast army of

hungry unemployed ; not, as before, facing & divided enemy,

but now faced by a consolidated mass of capitalist concerns ;

how difieront is not the situation of the strikers ! The

changed conditions brought about changed results : instead

of VICTORY, there was DEFEAT (Applause) ; and we have

had a long series of them . Either hunger drove the men

back to work ; or the unemployed took their places ; or, if the

capitalist was in a hurry, he fetched in the help of the strong

arm of the government, now HIS GOVERNMENT.

PRINCIPLES OF SOUND ORGANIZATION .

Wenow have a sufficient survey of the field to enable us to

answer the question , How shall we organize so as not to

fight the same old hopeless battle?

Proceeding from the knowledge that labor alone produces

all wealth ; that less and less of this wealth comes to the

waking class, and more and more of it is plundered by the



idle class or capitalist ; that this is the result of the working

class being stripped of the tool (machine), without which it

can not eara a living ; and, finally, that the machine or tool

has reached such a state of development that it can no longer

be operated by the individual but needs the collective effort
of many; - proceeding from this knowledge, it is clear that

the aim of all intelligent class -conscious workingmen must

be the overthrow of the system of private ownership in the

tools of production because that system keeps them in wage

slavery.

Proceeding from the further knowledge of the uso made of

the Government by the capitalist elass , and of the necessity

that class is under to own the Government, so as to enable it

to uphold and prop up the capitalist system ; - proceeding

from that knowledge , it is clear that the aim of all intelligent,

class-conscious workingmen must be to bring the Govern

ment under the control of their own class by joining and

olecting the American wing of the International Socialist

party -- the Socialist Labor party of America, and thus estab

lish the Socialist Co -operative Republic . (Applause.)

But in the meantime, while moving toward that ideal,

though necessary, goal, what to do ? The thing can not be

accomplished in a day , nor does election come around every

twenty -four hours. Is there nothing that we can do for

ourselves between election and election ?

Yes; plenty .

When crowded, in argument, to the wall by us New Trade

Unionists , by us of the Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance,

your present, or old and " pure and simple" organizations,

yield the point of ultimate aims; they grant the ultimate ne

cessity of establishing Socialism ; but they claim “ the times

are not yet ripe" for that; and, not yet being ripe, they lay

emphasis upon the claim that the " pure and simple" union

does the workers somegood NOW by getting something NOW

from the employers and from the capitalist parties. We are

not " practical" they toll us; they are. Lot us test this theory



on the spot. Here la New Bedford there is not yet a single

New Trade Unionist organization in existence. The " pure

and simple " trade union has had the field all to itself. All

of you ,whose wages are NOW higher than they were five years

ago, kindly raise a hand. (No hand is raised .) All of you

whose wages are now lower than five years ago, please raise

a hand. (The hands of the large audience go up.) The

proof of the pudding lies in the eating. Not only does " pure

and simpledom ” shut off your hope of emancipation by

affecting to think such a state of things is unreachable now ,

but in the meantime and RIGHTNOW , the “ good” it does to

you, the " something" it secures for you " from the employers

and from the politicians" 18 lower wages. (Prolonged ap

plause.) That is what their " practicalness" amounts to in

point of fact. Presently I shall show you that they prove

" practical" only to the labor fakirs who run them , and whom

they put up with . No, no; years ago, before capitalism had

reached its prosent development, a trade organization of

labor could and did afford protection to the workers, even if,

as the " pure and simple" union, it was wholly in the dark on

the issue. THAT TIME IS NO MORE .

The New Trade Unionist knows that no one or two, or even

half a dozen elections will place in the hands of the working

class the Government of the land'; and New Trade Unionism ,

not only wishes to do something now for the workers, but it

knows that the thing can be done, and how to do it.

“ Pure and Simple" or British trade unionism has done a

double mischief to the workers: Besides leaving them in their

present pitiable plight, it has caused many to fly off the

handle and lose all trust in the power of trade organization .

The best of theso, those who have not become pessimistic and

have not wholly been demoralized, see nothing to be done but

voting right on election day - - casting their vote straight for

the S . L . P . This is a serious error. By thus giving over

all participation in the industrialmovement, they wholly dig .

connect themselves from the class struggle that is going on

every day ; and by putting off their whole activity to a single



day in the year - election day, they become floaters in the alt ,

I know several such . Without exception they aro dreamy

and flighty and unbalanced in their methods.

The utter impotence of " pure and simple” unionism to -day

18 born of causes that may be divided under two main heads.

One is the contempt in which the capitalist and ruling class

holds the working people. In 1886, when instinct was, un

consciously to myself, leading me to look into the social prob

lem , when as yet it was to me a confused and blurred interro

gation mark , I associated wholly with capitalists. Expres

sions of contempt for the workers were common . One day I

asked a set of them why they treated their men so hard , and

had so poor an opinion of them . “ They are ignorant, stupid

and corrupt,” was the answer, almost in chorus.

"What makes you think so ?” I asked. " Have you met

them all ?"

"No," was the reply , " we have not met them all individu

ally , but we have had to deal with their leaders, and they are

ignorant, stupid and corrupt. Surely these leaders must be

the best among them , or they would not choose them ."

Now , letme illustrate. I understand that two days ago , in

this city , Mr. Gompers went off at a tangent and shot off his

mouth about me. What he said was too ridiculous for me

to answer. You will have noticed that he simply gave what

he wishes you to consider as his opinion ; he furnished you no

facts from which he drew it , so that you could judge for your

selves. He expected you to take him on faith . I shall not

insult you by treating you likewise. Here are the facts on

which my conclusion is based :

In the State of New York we have a labor law forbidding

the working of railroad men more than ten hours. The rail

road companies disregarded the law ; in Buffalo , the switch

men struck in 1892 to enforce the law ; thereupon the Demo

cratic Governor, Mr. Flower, who had himself signed the law ,

sent the whole militia of the State into Buffalo to help the

railroad capitalists break the law , incidentally to commit



assauit and battery with intent to kill, as they actually did ,

upon the workingmen . Among our State Senators is one

Jacob Cantor. This gentleman hastened to applaud Gov.

Flower's brutal violation of his oath of office to uphold the

constitution and the laws; Cantor applauded the act as a

patriotic one in the defense of " Law and Order." At a sub

sequent campaign , this Cantor being & candidate for re- elec

tion , the New York “ Daily News," a capitalist paper of

Cantor's political complexion , published an autograph letter

addressed to him and intended to be an indorsement of him

by Labor. The letter contained this passage among others:

" If any one says you are not a friend of Labor, he says what

is not true." By whom was this letter written and by whom

signed ? - by Mr. Samuel Gompers, “ President of the Amer

ican Federation of Labor.” (Hisses.)

Whom are you hissing, Gompers or me? (Many voices:

“ Gompers!" followed by prolonged applause.)

Do you imagine that the consideration for that letter was

merely the “ love and affection " of Senator Cantor ?

(Laughter.)

Again : The Republican party, likewise the Democratic, is a

party of the capitalist class ; every man who is posted knows

that; the conduct of its Presidents, Governors, Judges, Con

gresses tnd Legislatures can leave no doubt upon the sub

ject. Likewise the free coinage of silver, or Populist party,

was, while it lived, well known to be a party of capital; the

conduct of its runners, tho silver mine barons, who skin and

then shoot down their miners, leaves no doubt upon that

subject. But the two were deadly opposed : onewanted Gold ,

the other Silver. Notwithstanding these facts, a " labor

leader " in New York city appeared at a recent campaign

standing, not upon the Republican capitalist party platform

only, not upon the Free- Silver capitalist party platform only ,

but- ON BOTH ; he performed the acrobatic feat of being

simultaneously for Gold and against Silver, for Silver against

Gold. Who was that " labor leader" ? - Mr. Samuel Gompers,

“ President of the American Federation of Labor.”



Again : In Washington there is a son of a certala labor

leader with a Government job . He is truly “ non- partisan ,"

Democrats may go and Republicans may come, Republicans

may go and Democrats may come, but he goeth not; the Dem

ocratic and the Republican capitalists may fight like cats

and dogs, but on one thing they fraternize like cooing doves,

to wit, to keep that son of a labor leader in office. Who is

the father of that son ? - -Mr. Samuel Gompors , “ President of

the A . F . of L ."

Again : You have hero a "labor leader ," named Ross (Ap

plause in several parts of the hall)-- Unhappy men ! Uuhappy
men ! As well might you applaud the name of your ex

ecutioner. When I was here about three years ago I met

him . Hewas all aglow with the project of a bill that he was

going to see through your Legislature, of which he was and

is now a member. It was the anti- fines bill ; that, thought

he, was going to put an end to an infamous practice of the

mill owners. I argued with him that it does not matter what

the law is ; the all important thing was, which is the class

charged with enforcing it. So long as the capitalist class

held theGovernment, all such labor laws as he was straining

for, were a snare and a delusion . What I said seemed to be

Greek to him . He went ahead and the bill passed And

what happened ? You continued to be ined after, as before ;

and when one of you sought to enforce the law , was he not

arrested and imprisoned ? (Voices : " That' s so ." ) And when

another brought the lawbreaking mill owner, who continued

to fine him , into court, did not the capitalist court decide in

favor of the capitalist (Voices: " That's so ") , and thus virtu

ally annulled the law ? And where was Mr. Ross all this

time? In the Massachusetts Legislature . Do you imagine

that his ignorance of what a capitalist Government means,

and of what its " labor laws" amount to , did not throw its

shadow upon and color you in the capitalist's estimation ?

Do you , furthermore, imagine that his sitting there in that

Legislature, a member of the majority party at that, and

never once demanding the prompt impeachment of the Court



that rendered null that very law that he had worked to pass,

- do you imagine that while he plays such a complaisant rôle

he is a credit to the working class ?

No need of further illustrations. The ignorance, stupidity

and corruption of the " pure and simple" labor leaders is such

that the capitalist class despises you . The first prerequisite

for success in a struggle is the respect of the enemy. (Ap

plause.)

The other main cause of the present impotence of “ pure and

simple" unionism is that, through its ignoring the existing

class distinctions, and its ignoring the close connection there

is between wages and politics, it splits up at the ballot box

among the parties of capital, and thus unites in upholding

the system of capitalist exploitation . Look at the recent

miners' strike; the men are shot down and the strike was

lost ; this happened in the very midst of a political campaign ;

and these miners, who could at any election capture the Gov

ernment, or at least, by polling a big vote against capitalism

announce their advance towards freedom , are seen to turn

right around and voto back into power the very class that

had just trampled upon them . What prospect is there, in

sight of such conduct, of the capitalists becoming gentler ? or

of the union gaining for the men any thing NOW except more

wage reductions, enforced by bullets ? None! The prospect

of the miners and other workers doing the same thing over

again , a prospect that is made all the surer if they allow

themselves to be further led by the labor fakirs whom the

capitalists keep in pay, renders sure that capitalist outrages

will be repeated and further capitalist encroachments will

follow . Otherwise were it if the union , identifying politics

and wages, voted against capitalism ; if it struck at the ballot

box against the wage system with the same solidarity that it

demands for the strike in the shop. Protected once a year

by the guns of an increasing class - conscious party of labor ,

the union could be a valuable fortification behind which to

conduct the daily class struggle in the shops. The increasing

Socialist Labor party vote alone would not quito give that



temporary protection in the shop that such an increasing vote

would afford if, in the shop also , the workers are intelligently

organized , and honestly , because intelligently , lead . With

out organization in the shop, the capitalist could outrage at

least individuals. Shop organization alone, unbacked by

that political force that threatens the capitalist class with ex

tinction , the working class being the overwhelming majority ,

leaves the workers wholly unprotected . But the shop organi

zation that combines in its warfare the annually recurring

class -conscious ballot, can stem capitalist encroachment from

day to day. The trade organization IS impotent if built and

conducted upon the impotent lines of ignorance and corrup

tion. The trade organization IS NOT impotent if built and

conducted upon the lines of knowledge and honesty ; if it

understands the issue and steps into the arena fully equipped,

not with the shield of the trade union only , but also with

the sword of the Socialist ballot.

The essential principles of sound organization are, accord

ingly, these :

1st- A trade organization must be clear upon the fact that,

not until it has overthrown the capitalist system of private

ownership in themachinery of production , and made this the

joint property of the people, thereby compelling everyone to

work if he wants to live, is it at all possible for the workers

to be safe. (Applause.)

20 - A labor organization must be perfectly clear upon the

fact that it can not reach safety until it has wrenched the

Government from the clutches of the capitalist class; and

that it can not do that unless it votes, not for MEN but for

PRINCIPLE , unless it votes dato power its own class plat

form and programme: THE ABOLITION OF THE WAGES

SYSTEM OF SLAVERY.

30 - A labor organization must be perfectly clear upon the

fact that politics are not, like religion , a private concern , any

more than the wages and the hours of a workingman are his

private concern . For the same reason that his wages and



hours are the concern of his class, so is his politics. (AD

plause .) Politics is not separable from wages. For the

same reason that the organization of labor dictates wages,

hours, etc., in the interest of the working class, for that same

reason must it dictate politics also ; and for the same reason

that it execrates the scab in the shop, it must execrate tho

scab at the bustings. (Applause.)

THE WORK OF THE SOCIALIST TRADE & LABOR

ALLIANCE .

Long did the Socialist Labor party and New Trade Union

ists seek to deliver this important message to the broad

masses of the American proletariat, the rank and file of our

working class. But we could not reach , we could not get at

them . Between us and them there stood a solid wall of

ignorant, stupid and corrupt labor fakirs. Likemen groping

in a dark room for an exit , wemoved along that wall, bump

ing our heads, feeling ever onwards for a door ; wemade the

circuit and no passage was found. The wall was solid . This

discovery once made, there was no way other than to batter

a breach through that wall. With the battering ram of the

Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance we effected a passage ; the

wall now crumbles ; at last we stand face to face with the

rank and file of the American proletariat (Long and pro

longed applause); and we ARE DELIVERING OUR MES

SAGE (Renewed Applause ) -- as you may judge from the howl

that goes up from that fakirs' wall that we have broken

through.

I shall not consider my time well spent with you if I see

no fruit of my labors ; if I leave not behind me in New Bed

ford Local Alliances of your trades organized in the Socialist

Trade & Labor Alliance. That will be my best contribution

toward your strike, as they will serve as centers of enlighten

ment to strengthen you in your conflict, to the extent that it

may now be possible.

In conclusion , my best advice to you for immediate action ,



la to step out boidiy upon the streets, as soon as you can ;

organize & monster parade of the strikers and of all the other

working people in the town ; and let the parade be headed by

& banner bearing the announcement to your employers:

“ We will fight you in this strike to the bitter end ; your

money bag may beat us now ; but whether it does or not, that

is not the end, it is only the beginning of the song; in No

vember we will meet you again at Philippi, and the strike

shall not end until, with the falchion of the Socialist Labor

party ballot we shall have laid you low for all time!" (Loud

applause.)

This is the message that it has been my agreeable privilege

to deliver to you in the name of the Socialist Labor party and

of the New Trade Unionisto or Alliance men of the land.

(Prolonged applause )
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A race uncertain and unev'n,

Derived from all the nations under Heaven .
*

Thus, from a mixture of all breeds began

That heterogeneous thing, an Englishman .
*

Fate jumbled them together, God knows how :

Whate'er they were, they're True - Born English now .

-Daniel De Foe : “ The True -born Englishman ."





FOREWORD .

or

Every now and then such questions as

Semitism Anti-Semitism will appear

among the many clouds on our social hori

zon, causing a few more ripples on the po

litical surface or whip into greater fury the

tempest in the social teapot. The recent

“Ford incident” was such a cloud. Henry

Ford accused certain Jewish financiers of

having caused and promoted the war for the

sake of reaping profits, supplementing the

“ exposures” of the London Morning Post

which resuscitated the so - called “ Protocols

of the Wise Men of Zion ,” a book purport

ing to be an exposure of a Jewish secret so

ciety led by “ Elders of Zion , ” who suppos

edly dream of centering world power in the

hands of Jews through the issuing of so

called " protocols.” It has been sufficiently
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oved that these documents are false, but

hether they are true or false — both sides

e vehemently championed - matters little

this connection . The important fact is

e howl of indignation , the social tempest,

e “ printers' ink riot” which arose all over

e country because the financiers in ques

on were Jews. All superficial Jews, Jews

ade conceited and shallow by Gentile the

ogy , considered it incumbent upon them

Ives to rise in the defense of Jewish bank

g interests . Ford was denounced as a

raitor” on every street corner and hyster

al Jews saw visions of pogroms on the

"eets of New York City.

It is in the analysis of such outbursts as

e recent Ford incident that this essay on

Anti-Semitism ,” written in 1903 by Dan

De Leon , will prove particularly valu

le . Had the “ Traveller from Mars ” been

undering about in the United States a few

Onths
ago he might reasonably have con

aded from the fury with which the mass

Jews rose to the defense of the Roths

ilds that every Jew in the United States
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was a war profiteer — in desire at least. On

the other hand, the same Traveller might

well have been excused for wondering from

what source Henry Ford drew his moral in

dignation. Armed with this little booklet,

the " Traveller from Mars” would quickly

have realized that on both sides it was just

a case of human nature - common stupidity ,

inborn narrow prejudice — kicking over the

traces - that is all .

THE PUBLISHERS.
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,

he New York International Library

Publishing Co. has brought out an

English translation , from the French origi

nal , of Bernard Lazare's work , " Anti

Semitism , Its History and Causes. What

with the recent * Kishineff butcheries and

the literature — pro -Semitic, anti-Semitic

and otherwise that these butcheries have

given rise to , the Semitic question has re

ceived fresh impetus. Bernard Lazare's

work fits in with such setting.

That there is a Semitic Question none

will deny. Wherein, however, the Question

consists is in itself a question that will re

ceive different answers. Bernard Lazare's

work is not valuable for the answer it gives :

*This was written in July, 1903.-- Publishers.
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in fact, the answer it gives follows in the

main the beaten and false path of philo

Semitism in general . The value of Bernard

Lazare's work lies in the mass of facts that

it brings together, some of which are new,

and which, indirectly at any rate, point the

way to the correct answer to what may be

said is becoming a “ Vexed Question .”

Let loose upon the world a “ Traveller

from Mars, ” or any of the “ Innocents” that

Voltaire used to choose in his criticisms of

men and things, and what would be his ex

perience ? He would find that, every time

anyone with fact and argument shows that

a certain Jew is conceited or superficial,

forthwith up jumps the philo-Semite and

denounces the utterer as an anti-Semite ;

every time anyone, with fact and argument,,

shows that a certain Jew is a characterless

worm, up jumps the philo -Semite and

denounces the utterer as an anti-Semite ;

every time anyone, with fact and argument,

shows a certain Jew to be double-faced and

a swindler, up jumps the philo-Semite and

denounces the utterer as an anti-Semite ;

14



every time anyone, with fact and argument,

shows a certain Jew to be physically ormor

ally unclean, or a coward , forthwith up

jumps the philo -Semite and denounces the

utterer as anti-Semite . The latest is the

most remarkable instance of the sort : The

Russian at Washington, having said that

many of the Kishineff Jews were usurers ,

forthwith up jumped a Jewish editor of a

Jewish paper in this city, Mr. Kasriel Sarah

son, and declared that such words were “ an

insult to the 10,000,000 Jews of the world .”

What conclusion , from such an experience,

could our Traveller from Mars arrive at

other than that the Jews ( Semites ) are all

conceited, characterless worms, double

faced, swindlers, physically and morally un

clean, cowards and usurers ? Seeing that

any one such justifiable charge, brought

against a concrete Jew, is forthwith pro

nounced " anti-Semitism ,” what conclusion

could that Traveller arrive at but that Semit

ism was the incarnation of all these vices, a

veritable compound of vileness ?—And that

opinion, be it noted, would be gathered not

15



from the “ anti” but from the “ philo ” Sem .

ites .

Such would be our Traveller's experi

ence on one side. But he would be making

other experiences simultaneously . He would

make the experience of meeting many a

Jew without any of these vices, let alone all

these vices together. He would make still

further experience . He would meet many

a Gentile ( non-Jew ) with one or more of

these vices in his make-up -- occasionally,

all of them together. His first notion as to

“ Semitism ” thus receives a violent shock, a

shock from which it can not recover . Pres

ently, however, further experience gives his

original notion regarding “ Semitism ” a

blow that knocks it out wholly . He will

experience that , probed to the bottom , no

one hates the Jew as such . Probed to the

bottom , the manifestations of Jew-hatred

have roots wholly free from the Jews-idea

and absolutely alike and the same with feel

ings that produce hatred or opposition be

tween non - Jews and non-Jews . The few

instances that would seem at first blush to

16



be exceptions, prove, upon closer inspection,

to be none and to fall under the general

category. There ARE Gentiles who DO

bristle up at the word Jew. But why do

they ? Their conduct is no other than that

of the man who experiences a shiver at the

bare word “ horse,” simply because the word

conjures up to his memory some sad experi

ence made with some horse. Question such

a man and it becomes clear that he bears no

animosity to the equine race ; even if he did,

his experience is not that of all others, and

the equine race continues in good repute .

And so in these instances of Jew-hate . At

this stage of the inquiry the conclusion is

obvious — there is no such thing as anti

Semitism ; whatever else may go by that

name, the thing itself does not exist . And

the conclusion will hold good to the end of

the inquiry .

What ! There is no anti - Semitism ? Then ,

perchance, there is no Semitism , either ?

From the most orthodox to the most

“ liberal ” or “ reformed Jew ” upholders of

Semitism there is a habit of resorting to a

17



theory, variously termed by them the " Spir

it of Judaism ,” the “Message of Judaism ,”

etc., —- in short, a principle as the foundation

or feature of Semitism . The alleged " prin

ciple,” as peculiar to Judaism, will not stand

inquiry for one moment. There is no “ prin

ciple, " " spirit ” or “message" claimed to be

Judaic, and however exalted , that is original

with Jewish theology or creed. They were

all uttered before ; they were borrowed , and

in many instances bodily incorporated by

the inspired Prophets and Judges. That

the upholders of “ Semitism ” frequently

base their “ semitism ” upon that is only an

evidence that they realize the slipperiness of

the ground under them. Their resort to

the “ Spirit” or “ Message,” etc., of Judaism

is like the flutter of a bird that knows not its

own bearings, and that by its conduct con

fuses the hunter. The Question of Judaism,

or Semitism, obviously becoming a vexed

Question, is only rendered confusing by

such maneuvres — and its solution put off.

In order to get at the bottom of the

question it is necessary to hold the uphold

18



The passages

ers of “ Semitism ,” the believers in it, closely

to their own premises . It is at this point

that Bernard Lazare's work becomes of ex

ceptional value through the facts that it puts

together. What are the real premises of

“ Semitism ” ? — The SEED OF ABRA

HAM ; in other words, the racial unity of

the Jew. The work of Bernard Lazare de

molishes these premises.

upon this head read like De Foe's satire

" The True-born Englishman ,” which called

attention to the fact that the alleged Anglo

Saxon was, dashed and doused and strained

by all the races of civilization . So does Ber

nard Lazare call attention to the fact that

the Jew of today ( Semite ) is of all imagina

ble races, and Bernard Lazare backs himself

up not only with facts, culled from modern

history, but with proverbs from orthodox

Jewish works and even with utterances of

such Fathers of the Jewish Church as Mai

monides . The theory of the " seed of Abra

ham ” is proved a myth, the ethnical, mate

rial basis of “ Semitism ” is shattered , the

19



groundwork of “ Semitism ” is taken from

under it .

Is there, then , no “ Semitism ” ? The

fact remains that there IS such a thing. It

is a solid fact ; a fact that can be weighed,

measured and even reduced to statistical

tables . What, then , is its feature ? Wherein

does it consist ? Without a principle or

mission, unique and born from its own spiri

tual womb, and without a unique, exclusive

ethnic basis , what is it that holds the thing

together ? Such an apparition is phenome

nal ; in what does the phenomenon con

sist ?

Once the mind is cleared of perturbing

causes ; once the cobwebs concerning the im

aginary “ Message of Israel,” and concern

ing the myth of the “ seed of Abraham ”

the alleged body and the alleged soul, so to

speak , of “ Semitism ” -are brushed aside,

the answer sticks out clear as a pike ;—and

the answer points to a phenomenon, indeed ;

to a phenomenon unique in the history of

the human race ; a phenomenon that is in it

self a compendium of psychology, an elec

20



tric light on vast domains in the philosophy

of history .

The answer is : THE BASIS OF SEM

I'I'ISM IS GENTILE THEOLOGY. In

other words: Semitism is not a cause, it is a

result . Let Gentile theology drop, and the

bottom and the bonds on which Semitism

stands and that hold it together, fall out and

melt away , and Semitism itself is dissolved .

So long as a certain book — a collection of

sublime ideas ; beastly thoughts and acts ;

disjointed and jumbled scraps of history ;

tatters of fiction ; shreds of lyric prose ; poet

ry in which the Jew is the central figure---

is held up as sacred ;-so long as a Jew is

made a God, a Jewess the “ Mother of God ,”

another Jew the stepfather of God, and

whole rafts of other Jews are worshipped as

members of a nobility that surrounds the

throne of that celestial temporal King — so

long, in other words, as the Gentile world

predominantly manufactures itself into a

debtor to another set of folks of A DEBT

TOO HUGE AND CRUSHING EVER

TO BE REPAID , just so long will there

21



be “ anti -Semitism ” that is , manifesta

tions of human nature that has no love for

the creditor whose account is non -cancela

ble ; and just so long will there be the reflex

of “ anti-Semitism , ” to wit, “ Semitism , ”

that is , that other manifestation of human

nature that finds a morbid delight in glory,

even if its halo be borrowed, or even if, at

times, the halo may turn into a thorny

crown .

Numerous are the instances of the utter

bewilderment in which the ruling class of

modern society, together with their “ intel

lectuals,” the so-called “ leaders of thought ,

stand before the perplexing problems of the

day . Numerous are the instances in which

these rulers and intellectuals” act in sight

of these pressing problems the way

acts who, knowing not how to swim, sud

denly falls into the water. The first thing

he does is the last thing he should. He

throws up his hands and thus aids the law

of gravitation to carry him under water :

The capitalist social system, with its re

duction of the area of production , brings on

the man

22



a scarcity of food . In sight of short rations

for many, the modern “ intellectuals ” con

clude that there is an over-population, and

they address themselves to meet the phe

nomenon with Malthusianism , or the still

more insane neo-Malthusianism , whereas

the fact is that, so far from there being too

many, there are too few people today to

produce all the foodstuffs that are procur

able, and that civilized society needs. — Mal

thusianism and neo-Malthusianism only ag

gravate the evil.

The capitalist social system lowers ever

more the earnings of the Working Class . In

sight of the privation of the workers, due to

small earnings, the modern intellectuals ”

of the Atkinson type conclude that the

workers are not " clever enough husband

ers,” and they address themselves to meet

the phenomenon of deepening poverty by

training the workers in a Chinese, cheese

paring economy. The process lowers the

standard of life ; and this, operating jointly

with the law of value, of prices and of wages

( the price of labor power in the labor mar
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ket ) has for its effect to lower earnings still

more, and thereby to deepen privation.

This method likewise accomplishes the exact

opposite of what it sets out to accomplish .

The capitalist social system , with the

general insecurity that it generates and the

general shrinkage of the field for economic

independence, smites the family as with a

flaming sword. The result is that directly

and indirectly prostitution is fomented , till

it assumes the rank of an inevitable social

institution .” Confronted with this disgrace

ful sight, bourgeois “ intellectuals” address

themselves to meeting the phenomenon by

cauterizing the gangrene of prostitution, in

stead of removing the cause , and thus spread

the corruption stealthily through the arte

ries of the whole body.—Here , too , the

process does evil and no good. And so forth

and so on .

So also with the Jewish or Semitic

Question. Even if every Jew ---man , wom

an and child—were killed, Semitism would

not vanish. The idea of being a pre-selected

and sole supplyer of Gods and their pur
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suivants is too fascinating and enticing to

some minds to be let alone. If Gentile the

ology continues, even in case of such whole

sale slaughter, there would eventually be

gathered from the ranks of the Gentiles

themselves the elements that would again

set up the claim of “ Semitism .” Such a

monstrous, preposterous conception as Gen

tile theology breeds “ Semitism ” as inevita

bly as a cheese breeds maggots. The “ intel

lectuals” of the bourgeois world - Jew and

Gentile - are addressing themselves to the

phenomenon miscalled “ Semitism ” in the

same irrational manner that they address

themselves to the other phenomena just

mentioned, and to so many others of kindred

nature . They attack the evil in a way that

intensifies it : they strain to remove the “ ob

jectionable features of Semitism ” ( a result ) ,

while they keep alive the cause (anti-Sem

itism , i . e . , Gentile theology ) .

Nor can it be otherwise. Socialism, with

the light it casts around and within man ,

alone can cope with these problems. Like

the sea that takes up in its bosom and dis

25



solves the innumerable elements poured

into it from innumerable rivers, to Socialism

is the task reserved of solving one and all

the problems that have come floating down

the streams of time, and that have kept man

in internecine strife with man .

1
2
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TO THE READER

Socialism is continually being accused in some quarters

with “ attacking religion .” Whenever this charge is closely

investigated it will invariably be found that it is not So

cialism which attacks religion, but that politics, ambushed

behind religion , attacks Socialism ; and when grabbed as

such, sets up the howl that “ religion is being attacked ! ”

As a concrete example of this studied policy of the

politico-religios against Socialism we present herewith this

work entitled, “ Father -Gassoniana."

The Rev. Father Gasson, a leading Jesuit Father, was

featured in Boston , last February, as the deliverer of an

address against Socialism. The address was extensively

circulated as a demolisher of Socialism by religion. So

cialism, in a series of editorials in the Daily People (New

York ), official organ of the Socialist Labor Party, takes up

that alleged religion of the Jesuit Father, practically

sentence by sentence, and shows that Economics and So

ciology, and not religion, are the pronouncement of the

Father - Economics and Sociology of the Dark Ages at

that.

The series of articles from the Daily People, nineteen

in number, cover the subject completely. They are here

presented to the judgment of the reader.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS Co.

November, 1911 .



INTRODUCTION .

At least a score of clippings of the Boston " Post” of.

February 6, containing a report of an address against So

cialism delivered by the Jesuit Father Thomas I. Gasson,

have reached this office in the course of the last two weeks.

Most of the clippings came accompanied with some humor

ous remark or other ; with two of them the remarks were

not humorous ; in these instances the senders were terribly

in earnest. One nervously hoped that “the un-Godly teach

ings of Socialism are nailed " ; the other, as nervously hoped

that we would " learn something, and stop flying in the

face of God.” Both, with tell- tale inconsistency, challenge

refutation. We shall accommodate these fluttering souls.

The points scored by Father Gasson fall under two heads

- concrete faults found with Socialism , and assertions of

a general nature, or of the nature of general and funda

mental principles. These will all be taken up seriatim in

successive weeks. Obviously, the points of a general na

ture must be allowed precedence : upon the soundness or

unsoundness of these depends, to a considerable extent,

the solidity or hollowness, of most, if not all, the concrete

points raised against Socialism .



I.

" GRATUITOUSNESS " OF CLERICAL SERVICES.

Conceding at the opening of his address that Socialism

is interested in the welfare of humanity, Father Gasson

proceeds to say :

“ I belong to one of the religious orders of the church,

and we receive nothing for our services. Therefore, I am

in hearty sympathy with that aim of Socialism . ”

The sentence contains a serious misconception of facts.

So far from Father Gasson receiving nothing for his

services, the gentleman - that is, taking him as a sample

of the orders that he speaks of,—is the recipient of what,

to large masses of the population of the civilized world ,

would amount to a bounteous material gift. Even if

Father Gasson's picture did not accompany the report of

his oration, the knowledge of the church orders possessed

by every man of observation and education conveys the in

formation that the members of these orders are no ragged

starvelings. The picture of the orator published by the

Boston " Posť removes all possible doubt on that head .

Father Gasson receives for his services three square

meals, at least ; he receives for his services the necessary

clothing, heavy in winter , light in summer ; he receives for

his services a good bed, hard or soft, according as health
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may dictate ; he receives for his services shelter over head .

In short, Father Gasson receives for his services the neces

saries wherewith to live. That alone would be, as all scien

tific investigation establishes, an amount of material ac

quisitions above those enjoyed by the average workingman.

Furthermore, the amount of these material things , re

ceived by Father Gasson for his services, embraces another

remuneration . Man does not “ lay by ” but against a rainy

day - a day of illness, or of out-of-work. This is the spring

of hoarding, of economy, of miserliness. Seeing that the

average workingman does not receive for his fitful work as

much as Father Gasson does for his steady employment ;

seeing that, accordingly, the Specter of Want dogs the heels

of the average worker ; it follows that Father Gasson re

ceives for his services a volume of material goods that drives

the dread Specter from his side and leaves his mind at ease .

So serious is the misconception of facts involved m

Father Gasson's statement, to the effect that he receives

nothing for his services, that it disqualifies him from log

ical and precise thinking upon the field of economics. The

misconception of fact renders the Father inaccessible to

the philosophy of the lesson taught in all languages, all of

which, backed by popular experience, have some adage or

other to the effect that " man speaks as his bread is but

tered ” ; hence, the misconception of facts disables Father

Gasson — we believe the gentleman sincere from that

healthy exercise of the well poised mind, INTROSPEC

TION , with the aid of which Father Gasson would under

stand himself, and would catch the note of the voice that

issues from the stale bread and rancid butter that speaks

through him.



FATHER -GASSONIANA .

II .

IS “ SOCIALISM ” A SHIFTING NAME ?

The second of the general statements, made by Father

Thomas I. Gasson in his anti-Socialist address, delivered

in Boston on February 5 , that requires preliminary hand

ling, is the statement that “ Socialism is rather a shifting

name. ” The context of the passage in which the state

ment occurs implies that a critic of Socialism has so

shadowy a subject to operate on that he must be excused

if the “ Socialism ” he objects to is not the " Socialism ”

that others hold dear.

This reasoning is vicious. It consists in applying a

principle, applicable enough to a certain order of facts, to

an order of facts to which the principle is inapplicable.

For instance :

The serious man, who would treat of the Roman Cath

olic Church, is expected to approach his subject equipped

with a fund of information sufficient to distinguish be

tween incidentals and essentials, and with a mental train

ing that will enable him so to distinguish. Such a man

will not pronounce “ Roman Catholicism ” a "shifting

name ” however numerous the instances of the name's being

applied to different and even opposite thoughts and acts.

Such a man will not be confused by the fact that there

were once two rival popes, with their respective warring

Roman Catholic supporters ; such a man will see nothing

" shifting” in the fact that history records bloody wars be

tween Catholic countries , with Roman Catholic prelates

in the opposing armies, each set blessing the arms of its
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own and imploring the destruction of the opposite army

“for the greater glory of the Roman Catholic Church ” ;

such a man will not be puzzled at the sight, seen only

twenty-five years ago in this country, of one set of Roman

Catholics denouncing and another set extolling Father Ed

ward McGlynn ; such a man will not be blinded at the re

cent spectacle of Roman Catholics chasing nuns and friars

out of Portugal, while at the same time Roman Catholic

organizations in America were denouncing the deed ; the

sight of one set of Roman Catholics in America anathema

tizing, as Roman Catholics, the American non -sectarian

system of Public Schools, while another set, likewise as

Roman Catholics, enthusiastically praises the system , will

not dethrone such a man's judgment. A mentally well

equipped and serious man will not allow such superficial

phenomena to cause him to be set at sea with regard to

the Roman Catholic Church. His knowledge of facts

and his analytic mind will cause him to distinguish be

tween authoritative and unauthoritative statements. He

will recognize the Roman Catholic Church as a clear cut

distinct political organism , in all essentials unaffected by

what is designated in natural science with the technical

term of “freak manifestations."

Identically with Socialism

A serious, well trained and well posted man, who under

takes to treat of Socialism , knows he has no shadowy sub

ject, but a very concrete and well defined one in hand.

Being well posted , such a man will not be affected by the

freedom exercised in numerous quarters with the name of

Socialism . He will know to distinguish between authori

tative and " freak ” utterances and acts. He will know
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more.
He will know that authoritative Socialist literature

----authoritative because flowing from the organized Inter

national Movement to which alone " Socialism ” owes its

standing—is ample and vast, yet, despite the various shades

of opinion that such vastness breeds, has but one central

and dominant feature.

The order of facts, to which Father Gasson's reasoning

of calling Socialism " a shifting name” applies, is not the

order of facts to which Socialism belongs. The order of

facts to which Socialism belongs is the scientific order of

facts—hence everything but an order of facts from which

shifting names flow — as the uphill efforts of Father Gas

son's organization to combat Socialism sufficiently prove.

No serious man fights spooks .

III.

CORRECT AND INCORRECT REASONING .

Among the general principles with which the Jesuit

Father Thomas I. Gasson combated Socialism in his Feb

ruary 5 Boston address, one is embodied in this sentence :

“ Taking the teachings of leaders of many of the Socialist

programmes, who teach that, except in mathematics, that

all laws are changeable, that teaching is dangerous to the

nation . ”

We shall not be hard enough upon Father Gasson to put

him to his proof. The Rev. Father would find it hard to

lay his hands upon any authoritative Socialist utterance

made in any such sweeping language. Socialism , being a

science, is planted upon facts, hence is careful and precise
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in its utterances. What Father Gasson may have come

across in some Socialist work or other is the view, shared

by all sociologists of standing, to the effect that social laws

are not, like mathematics, unchangeable, but change along

with changed conditions. Waiving, accordingly, the tech

nical right of charging Father Gasson with misquoting,

and giving him credit for having meant to quote Socialist

writers correctly, his estimate of such Socialist teachings

places him outside the pale of scientific reasoning.

Social science does not, primarily, inquire whether a

certain teaching is " dangerous to the nation," or not. So

cial science inquires, primarily, whether a certain teach

ing " is true or false.” Only after the truth, or falsity,

of a certain teaching has been established does social science

utter itself upon the teaching's dangerousness, or benefi

cence , to the nation - pronouncing the teaching danger

ous , if false ; beneficent, if true.

The method of social science eliminates the complexi

ties of private interests. Personal views regarding the dan

gerousness or beneficence of teachings, or other things, are

apt to be echoes of material and, therefore, conflicting sen

timents. Even Roman Catholic prelates, when serious

errors of individual clericals are mentioned, explain the

errors on the score of the human weakness of the clericals

concerned . If prelates, people who claim ex -officio sanc

tity, can succumb to their personal and material interests,

the rest of humanity can surely not be deemed immune to

the temptation. Social science takes cognizance of the

fact ; it relegates the question of a teaching being benefi

cent or dangerous to the second rank, and makes these

views bow to the question of first rank - the truth or fals
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ity of the teaching. Father Gasson reverses the process,

with the consequence of rendering his reasoning worthless.

Into what entanglements the Father's method lead those

who adopt it the Father's own words illustrate :

Father Gasson stood forth on the Boston occasion as

the paladin of a number of good things, the Nation among

others. Socialism he opposed as a menace , as a threat to,

as subversive of these good things, among them , the

Nation . These good things, the Nation among them,

Father Gasson wanted to save. And yet, as a consequence

of his rejecting the scientific method of first inquiring

into the truth, or falsity, of a teaching, and his pursuing his

own method of starting from the notion which his private

interests suggest to him regarding the dangerousness or

beneficence of the Socialist teaching concerning the muta

bility of social laws, Father Gasson strikes a posture that

is glaringly subversive of the Nation, of one of the very

things he is out to save.

One clause above all others typifies this Nation's Con

stitution. That clause is the one that provides for amend

ments. Other Nations have had Presidents ; other Nations

have had Congresses; other Nations have had judiciaries,

etc. , etc.; but no Nation, before the United States, ever

provided in its own organic law for the method of chang

ing that law, and all other laws that flowed from it. The

United States was the first Nation that recognized the

mutability of social laws and institutions, and imbedded

the principle in its supreme chart.

By declaring that the teaching of the changeableness of

social laws is a teaching " dangerous to the Nation" Father

Gasson places himself in the droll posture of bucking
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against the typical feature of the Nation that he seeks to

preserve and the good man seems blissfully unconscious

of the drollness of his posture.

IV.

LOGIC OF SOCIALIST PROPAGANDA .

Walt Whitman is said to have answered a quizzer on &

certain occasion : “ Do I contradict myself ? Well, then, I

contradict myself.” The retort is legitimate on the lips of

a poet, especially a " pathfinder poet.” Logic is not the

specialty of such minds ; preciseness of expression is not

their characteristic. The very charm of their performances

lies in their butterfly-like erratic course. Otherwise with

the statesman , he who undertakes to handle social ques

tions, and formulate canons by which society is to be ruled.

The latter is the posture assumed by Father Thomas I.

Gasson in his anti -Socialist Boston address of February

5th . Walt Whitman's retort is barred from such a pos

ture. Contradiction is fatal to the statesman's reasoning.

It is a case of self -rout. And this is the plight of Father

Gasson .

In the address aforenamed, Father Gasson - whether

quoting Socialism correctly or not matters not just now ;

that will be considered in due time; stated the purpose

of Socialism to be the placing of “ the ownership of pro

duction and distribution of all goods in the hands of one

body, the State, " and he condemned the purpose as an un

qualified evil. Father Gasson branded Socialism as “ im

moral .” Father Gasson stigmatized Socialism as “ un -Godly.”
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Father Gasson frowned upon Socialism as a perverter of

manhood and womanhood . In short, Father Gasson's pres

entation of Socialism was that of a sort of pestilence -- none

the less a pestilence because of the good intentions of some

of its misguided apostles.

If all this is so , the only logical conclusion admissible

is that no good man or woman, if intelligent, no intelligent

woman or man, if good, ever was, is, or could (world

without end ! ) be a Socialist. And those declarations he

made as a spokesman of the Roman Catholic Church . All

this notwithstanding, Father Gasson declared, in the same

breath , that Sif every man and woman was perfectly made

and every man and woman was of the highest character and

intended to live for others then we might possibly come

to a Socialistic world.” The two sets of pronouncements

are violently at fisticuffs with each other. They involve the

Father in a double contradiction .

First of all, a teaching that poisons manhood and wom

anhood ; a teaching that is armanqualified evil ; a teaching

that is impious ; a teaching that, in short, is inherently a

pestilence ;—such a teaching cannot possibly ever be a

working system for “perfectly made” men and women ,
and

for men and womenof “the highest character. ” On the

contrary, in the exact measure that men and women

reached perfection and highest character they would spurn

such teachings. Either Socialism is the thing worthy of

anathema that Father Gasson thinks it is and then no

“perfectly made” man and woman, or woman and man of

" the highest character ” would touch it with a pair of

tongs ; or, only men and women “perfectly made” and of

" the highest character" are fit for Socialism-in which
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case Socialism could not possibly be the pestilential thing

that Father Gasson makes it out to be.

Secondly, if the circumstance of a teaching's being fit

only for men and women “ perfectly made” and of the

highest character, ” and the further circumstance that, so

far from all men and women being of that high type, the

large majority of them are " quite otherwise and to the

contrary," — if these combined circumstances are a jus

tification for opposing such teachings, for even fighting

them " tooth and nail," as another dignitary of the Roman

Catholic Church recently declared his policy to be towards

Socialism , by what title in Common Sense does Father

Gasson preach, to an admittedly unregenerate world, the

teachings of Roman Catholic Christianity, held by him as

the ideal ? One of two things: either the preachings of

Roman Catholic Christianity to a sinful world is the proper

thing to do — and then the promulgation of teachings ac

ceptable to " perfectly made” men and women , and of “the

highest character ” is a commendable act on the part of

Socialists; or , the teaching of Socialism to a generation of

men and women that are far from “perfectly made, ” or

of the " highest character, ” is censurable - in which case

Father Gasson, devoted as he indicates he is to teaching

what he holds ideal, Roman Catholic Christianity, to a

world composed of sinners mainly, puts the extinguisher

upon himself.

Father Gasson is self-impaled on one horn or other of

the dilemma. Such are the wages of false reasoning.
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V.

INFDEL OR TURK ?

“We are all one before the law and in the sight of the

Almighty, but are we all equal in regard to strength of

body, of mind ? Do we all have the same attractive man

ner or possess agility ? ”

The above is the fifth of the general principles advanced

against Socialism , as a practical proposition, by the Jesuit

Father' Thomas I. Gasson in his last February 5th address

in Boston.

Father Gasson says either too little, or he says too

much :

If the sentence means that, because of the obvious in

equalities between men , the more favored are entitled to

lord it over the less favored - then he says too much .

If the sentence means that, because of the said inequal

ity, there is left nothing to do but to bow down, and to be

lorded, or to suffer others to be lorded then he says too

little.

If the former is the meaning of the sentence, then Father

Gasson proclaims himself less charitable than the infidel

John Stuart Mill . “ I leave aside, " said Mill , "the pro

priety, or wisdom , of rewarding bountifully the racer who

reaches the goal first, and leaving the rest out in the cold

But I can see neither wisdom nor propriety in a system ,

which , besides bountifully rewarding the winner in a race,

administers lashes on the backs of the losers.”

If the latter is the meaning of the sentence, then Father
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Gasson confesses himself a Turk, a Mohammedan fatalist,

who forgetful of the favorite maxim of Joan of Arc, now

beatified by the Roman Catholic Church , " God helps those

who help themselves” -spinelessly submits to any visita

tion of Nature or Man as “the will of God.”

Whatever the meaning may be, whether the first or the

second, of Father Gasson’s general principle, it goes to

pieces upon the rock of the Declaration of Independence,

a " great divide” in the annals of the human race.

The Declaration of Independence was no idiot's work.

The very endeavors to deprive Thomas Jefferson of the

glory of having produced it, and to trace it to a variety of

other sources, proves it the product of its Age — the product

of its 'Age's experience and learning, coupled with the vir

gin conditions offered in the land in which it was put to

gether. Seriously to cite human physical inequalities as an

argument against that social proclamation of man's " equal

ity” is of the nature of an "Irish bull.” Where no such

innocent nonsense marks the criticism the criticism is a

Jesuitic twist.

The standard set up by the Declaration of Independence

is the standard that turns down and nails down an old

page, and opens a new in social polity. The old was typi

fied by its individualistic ancestry. The new was marked

with the loftiness that comes from knowledge. Greatly

freed by experience from the trammels of individualism ,

collective society in America assumed the duty of guar

anteeing to the individual a free field - EQUALITY OF

OPPORTUNITIES.

The equality of opportunities, which the American Rev

olution proclaimed, has not been realized . Material de
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velopments, unforeseen by most of the Revolutionary

Fathers, arose to block its realization . That mattered not.

Though Columbus, sailing westward in the expectation to

strike the eastern coasts of Asia, found the realization of

his purpose blocked by the continent of the Western Hemi

sphere, stretched across his path, the scientific principle,

first grasped by him and that he started from , was not

blunted, let alone abandoned . It remained in full force,

a guide and spur to others. So with the principle of the

American Revolution proclaiming “ equality of opportuni

ties ” as a standard of civilized society. Though blocked

it has remained a vital force, propelling Socialism . Other

navigators, the successors of Columbus, sailing westward,

realized his scientific expectations. The goal that the

American Revolution was prevented from reaching, its suc

cessor, the Socialist Revolution, proposes to attain .

The fifth general principle that Father Gasson advances

against Socialism , is, in fact, leveled at the American Rev

olution . It is, accordingly, a principle that seeks to fight

civilization — a puerile if not a dullard's attempt.

VI.

" SHUTTING THE BARN DOOR AFTER THE

HORSE HAS BEEN STOLEN ."

A sixth general principle, set up by Father Thomas I.

Gasson in his February 5 Boston address, and tested by

which principle Socialism was pronounced a menace to

the Nation is embodied in the passage “ unless the bond of
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.
matrimony is regarded as sacred

the Nation will

inevitably go to pieces.”

Leaving for a later occasion - when the concrete charges

advanced by Father Gasson against concrete features of

Socialism shall be treated — the handling of the question

of marriage, and sticking, for the present to the inquiry

of general principle, only the general principle embodied

in the above passage will be here considered.

Remembering that Father Gasson is a member of the

Roman Catholic organization, and speaks as such, when

the Father advances the principle that the bond of matri

mony is sacred we are justified to go “ beyond the record, "

beyond the passages of his address reported in quotation

marks by the Boston “ Post. ” Considering, accordingly,

that the Roman Catholic organization takes an emphatic

stand, not against the looseness of divorce merely, but

against divorce itself, Father Gasson's principle concerning

the “sacredness” of the marriage bond must mean the prin

ciple of the bond's indissolubleness. Combining all this,

it follows that the passage cited from Father Gasson's ad

dress amounts — at least among other things — to saying :

“ Unless the bond of matrimony is regarded as indissoluble,

the nation will inevitably go to pieces.”

The utterance places Father Gasson and his organiza

tion in a succession of lights unenviable.

Only quite recently, within a week after Father Gas

son's address, we were all reminded, on the occasion of

the sale of Mark Twain's library, that the bond of matri

mony was not considered sacred, hence indissoluble, by

foremost apostles of original Roman Catholicism . The

reminder came forcibly owing to a marginal notation
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" atrocious scoundrel”-inserted by Mark Twain on page

82 of Samuel Clarke's "Mirror or Looking Glass, Both for

Saints and Sinners ,” at the margin of the passage which

reported St. Saturus as saying he was resolved to forsake

his wife, children , home, etc., for the love of Christ. The

incident recalled numberless other Saints who gave vent

to and put into practise the principle of St. Saturus. It

it not to be supposed that pillars of an organization, can

nonized pillars, at that, will misrepresent their Founder.

He can not be supposed to inspire impious sentiments, nor

can his love be supposed to be gainable by the impious

ness implied in the act of snapping, of dissolving, a bond

that is sacred . The principle of the " indissolubleness of

the bond of matrimony ” is, according to the history of

Father Gasson's own organization, far from being the

sweeping principle which his words would make it out to

be. Seeing, moreover, that “partial sacredness " is a con

tradiction in terms — a thing is either " sacred, ” or it is not,

Father Gasson is at war with the annals of his own

organization which make practical denial of the “ sacred

ness ” of the bond of matrimony.

Leaving Father Gasson to square himself with his own

organization, his posture is still more infelicitous when

looked at from another angle of view, an angle of view with

which society is more deeply concerned . It is not as a

theologic tenet that Father Gasson advances the general

principle that the bond of matrimony is indissoluble,

sacred, as he words it. He advances the tenet strictly as

one sociologic. His application of the principle leaves no

doubt on that point. He applies the principle to the sta

bility of the terrestrial thing, a Nation. None can choose

}
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but go to pieces, he warns, which regards the bond of mat

rimony as dissoluble. If to regard as indissoluble the bond

of matrimony is the elixir of life to a Nation, then the

historic fact remains a mystery of so many Nations hav

ing gone down in the ages [history calls it Dark Ages] dur

ing which Father Gasson's organization held undisputed

sway, and his sociologic principle concerning the sacred

ness of the bond of matrimony " was " the law of the land.”

How account for the downfall of the Holy Roman Em

pire ? How account for the present torn -to -pieces condi

tion of that watchdog of Catholicity, the former Kingdom

of Poland ? Coming down to more modern days, how ac

count for the downfall — from Scotland south to Italy,

from Scandinavia across to France, and now Portugal also,

closely to be followed by Spain ,-of the one-time powerful

Roman Catholic political scepters one- time seated in those

countries ? Despite the alleged elixir of a Nation's life

and stability - Father Gasson's principle concerning the

indissolubleness of the bond of matrimony - one after an

other these Roman Catholic “ Nations ” fell to pieces. There

must be some serious flaw in Father Gasson's sociology.

But there is still a third angle of view - an angle of

view of keen interest to the overwhelming majority of

the people of the Nation - looked at from which Father

Gasson fares even worse.

It was as a conservative patriot, as the patriotic custo

dian of this Nation , it was as a buckler against the menace

to this Nation of the alleged " Socialistic doctrine" regard

ing the non -sacredness, or dissolubleness, of the marriage

bond that Father Gasson took the rostrum in Boston. To

oppose a threatened " evil ” means that the Nation is yet
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free from the "evil .” Now , then , it so happens that a

cornerstone of this country's institutions is the denial of

the “ sacredness,” that is, the sacramental nature of mar

riage. It is a national principle with this Nation that

marriage is a " contract,” binding as such, hence the con

demnation of adultery ; but, as such, dissoluble, hence the

provisions for divorce. Whether the principle be an evil

or not is here beside the question. Fact is that principle

evil or good - is, since the Nation's birth, imbedded in the

Nation's life as one of its institutions; and surely enough,

the Nation is not yet Socialist. The alleged evil is, ac

cordingly, if at all a menace, no menace from without. To

fight such an evil as a "menace fraught in Socialism ” very

much partakes of the nature of shutting the barn after

the horse has been stolen. Yet the buffoonery of such a

polity is of secondary consideration only. Interesting as a

stray light upon Father-Gassonism as may be the ridicule

to which its posture drives it, there is a feature of the thing

that is of vastly greater moment. It may be, we believe

it is, patriotism that animates Father-Gassonism . But

that “ patriotism ” is one qualified with the Jesuit principle

of " mental reservation.” It is a patriotism in behalf of

another “patria,” in behalf of another sovereignty than

that of the United States. The substitution of the papacy's

terrestrial and universal empire's cardinal polity that mat

rimony is a “sacrament,” for the United States cardinal

polity that matrimony is a "contract,” means the down

fall of this Nation and the raising of another on its ruins.

It means revolution , and revolution, though, as Socialism

holds, it may be eminently patriotic, is the badge of RAD

ICALISM not of CONSERVATISM.
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The flaws in the two aspects above considered of Father

Gasson's sixth general principle, serious though they are,

are not a circumstance beside the flaw in this third aspect.

Combined , the flaws dispose of the general principle as

hollow , false -- and misleading.

VII.

HUMAN NATURE.

“As long as, men and women are constituted as they are

there must be evils. "

This general principle, stated by Father Thomas I. Gas

son in his Boston address on February 5th as a general

principle that makes against Socialism , has, in a way , been

grazed by the fourth article of this series. The specific

point involved in this specific sentence is another phrasing

for the argument of " human nature " - " you will have to

change human nature before it will accept Socialism .”.

What is " human nature " ?

A simple example will illustrate the article.

Take a young lady on whose velvety chin a flea has

alighted. How will " human nature " conduct itself in such

& case ?

That depends.

If the " molders " of the young lady's opinion - press,

pulpit, professors and political orators - promulgate a the

ory to the effect that the black spot on her chin is a beauty

spot ; if her professors of natural science learnedly dis

course upon the difference between that "beauty spot” and

cancerspots, whereas the latter, drawing their existence
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from a pre -disposition to disease, lead straight to death,

the former, being the external manifestation of internal

attractiveness, adds to her charms, hence, promotes her

happiness ; if the political orators, whom to hear the in

ducement is offered her of private boxes at Carnegie Halls,

dispense eloquent orations upon the pre-eminence of the

“ American Girl," and, pointedly alluding to her, sing her

praises, upon the strength of that " beauty spot,” as the type

of " American Beauty ” ; if from the pulpit, set up in the

church whither she takes on exhibition the latest marvels

of the millinery art, the parson, looking straight at her,

adds to the rosary of beatitudes a new one : " Blessed

are the bearers of beauty spots, for they shall be greatly

admired ” ; if the morning and evening editions of the

papers that she is inveigled into reading publish stenog

raphic reports of the above learned lectures, eloquent ora

tions and pious sermons, and supplement them with num

berless others which she has no chance to hear, but all of

which are pivoted upon the purpose of causing her to be

lieve that the flea on her chin is a spot of dazzling beauty ;

-in such a case, "human nature ” will, in all likelihood,

cause the young lady to nurse the black spot and care

fully to guard it against harm . “ Human nature,” in such

a case, will probably go further. It will cause the young

lady to spurn as " unscientific” ; indignantly to reject as

“ unpatriotic ” ; piously to condemn as “ un -Godly” whom

soever would utter anything however remotely suggestive

of the idea that the alleged beauty spot was nothing of the

kind. According to the young lady's temperament and

length of nails the dissenters from the theory pounded into

her would fare more or less ill. None would fare well ;
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and their tracts would be consigned to the stove . - Such ,

under such circumstances, would be the conduct of " human

nature .”

Now , watch the identical young lady the instant she

discovers that the supposed " beauty spot ” is a miserable

parasite, which, so far from adding to, only undermines

her charms by feeding on her blood . That instant she will

take the unclean insect between two nails and nip out its

harmful existence . Such also would be the conduct of

" human nature."

Are there, then, two " human natures" ? No ; there is

but one. In both instances it is the identical human na

ture, the identical motive force in action. The identical

motive force of wishing to charm , and which, under the

belief that the flea was a beauty spot, endeared the

parasite to the young lady ,—that identical motive

force, once enlightened upon the facts, aroused the

young lady’s deadly hatred against the formerly cherished

"beauty spot. ” The “ human nature" remained the same.

The difference lay in the Intellect_dethroned by false

teachings in the former, enthroned by correct teachings in

the latter instance.

Satirizing the canting Puritanism of his generation, the

author of Hudibras summed up its theories with the dis

tich - it acted

As if theology had catched

The itch on purpose to be scratched .

The biologico -sociologic concept embodied in the seventh

general principle taken from Father Gasson's Boston ad

dress is that of a human race , crippled in perpetuity, on

purpose to justify the existence of evils.
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Men and women need not be reconstituted in order to

prevent the evils that now afflict society. What needs

to be done is to enthrone the Intellect, dethroned by false

teaching, and lying prone with the majority of men and

women.

The " human nature” argument in support of things as

they are , and in refutation of Socialism , is a plain case of

begging the question. How plain the case is may be gath

ered from the nervous activity of the Fathers Gasson .

Human nature is unalterable. If Human Nature blocks

the path of Socialism , why not leave the job to Human

Nature ?

VIII.

EVILS OF CAPITALISM INHERENT.

" No capitalist should fail to give the toilers a wage

which would enable the toiler to live in decent circum

stances,” is a passage, quoted by Father Thomas I. Gas

son in his Boston anti- Socialist address, from an encyclical

letter issued by Pope Leo XIII . And Father Gasson in

troduces the quotation with his own opinion, " dwelt upon

with force, ” that labor should not be allowed to be treated

as a " bale of merchandise. ”

The opinion and the quotation are in the nature of a

further general principle to prove that Socialism is in

error when it demands the overthrow of Capitalism . The

general principle is that the evils complained of in Capi

talism are not inherent, but remediable.

Let Capitalism speak for itself:

Without exception the capitalist authorities on Capitalism

emphasize the economic mission and virtue of their social
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system to be the cheapening of goods. It matters not at

this stage of the discussion that these authorities suppress

the fact that the " cheapening " redounds to the benefit of

the capitalist, not of Labor. The capitalists' contention

regarding the " cheapening” achievements is true. They

demonstrate the fact with proofs innumerable, unnecessary.

Without exception the capitalist authorities on Capitalism

pronounce the biologic principle of the survival of the fit

test a vital principle latent in their social system . Con

struing these two features together the conclusion is that

the fittest is he who can produce cheapest, and that only

he survives -- and proud are the capitalist authorities

thereat.

Among the factors, used by the capitalist in produc

tion, is labor-power. Again construing this fact, together

with the conclusion just arrived at, the further conclu

sion is that only that capitalist is fittest, only he can sur

vive , who pays the lowest price, that is wage, for his labor

power.

That is Capitalism . To say, as Pope Leo XIII does,

" capitalist ” and “ wage,” and, in the same breath, to say

the toiler should be given enough “to live in decent cir

cumstances ” is a contradictory thought. The social sys

tem, under which “ the toiler is given a share of his prod

uct on which to enable him to live in decent circum

stances," would be substantially the social system which

Jesuit Fathers attempted, about two hundred years ago,

to set up in Paraguay, in their benevolent attempt to prac

tice the Republic of Plato in that country ; it would be

a repetition of the equally benevolent Protestant commun

ity of Rappites on the Wabash. These systems may, or
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not, be superior to Socialism. That is not now the

tion . Capitalism they are not - from bottom up, and

i top down, they are non-capitalist, they are anti-capi

t. Their introduction means the overthrow of Capi

m.

aking another order of capitalist authorities on Capi

m --without exception they use the term " Labor -Mar

By all the canons of philology such a term implies

merchandise feature of the thing that designates the

ket. On the identical principle that the term “ Cat

Tarket" indicates that cattle is a merchandise ; on

identical principle that the term “ Money -Market in

tes that money is a merchandise; on the identical prin

that the term " Hay -Market” indicates that bales of

are merchandise ;-on that identical principle the term

por-Market ” indicates that Labor is a merchandise,

er " on the hoof,” like cattle ; or in bales, like hay.

ich are the facts, not the fancies. To do, as Father

on does, take the stump for Capitalism , and, in the

act, “ dwell with force ” on " not allowing Labor to be

ed as a bale of merchandise ” is to kick to pieces the

platform on which he takes his stand.

hosoever advocates Capitalism , and yet demands that

workingman be well paid and be not allowed to be

ed as a bale of merchandise, cuts, on the field of so

gy, a figure no less ridiculous, not to say suspicious,

he would cut on the field of zoology if he praised a

and yet sought to make people believe that the beast

i be made to bleat like a lamb, and to delight in

red water, instead of in red , hot blood fresh from the

es it inflicts .

>
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On page 31, G. P. Putnam's Sons' edition, of that, on its

field, modern epochmaking pronouncement, “ The Pro

gramme of Modernism ,” issued by the brightest intellects

among the Roman Catholic prelates, and the most pious,

withal, in criticism and condemnation of the reactionary

and anti -democratic posture of the papacy , these good and

learned men demonstrate the “ philological and critical in

competence" of the ruling cardinals, their " unscientific con

ception of the Bible " and the " depths of ignorance" that

they exhibit in the utterances that issue from the Vatican

on clerical matters. If the princes of the Roman Catholic

hierarchy have so declined in the scale of knowledge on

matters directly within their own province, small wonder

that, on economics, a province foreign to them , from

Father Gasson up their incompetence exhibits itself so

shocking ; their lack of scientific grasp so glaring ; and

the depths of their ignorance so unfathomable.

IX .

INDIVIDUAL INCENTIVE.

A ninth general principle, advanced by Father Thomas

I. Gasson in his Boston address, and upon the strength of

which he opposes Socialism , is that the present social

system , of which the Father is an apostle, promotes, cul

tivates and safeguards individual incentive to useful labor.

Father Gasson does not formulate the principle in precisely

these words. Yet he indicates the principle with sufficient

precision when he states that "you would take away the

great incentive of human energy ” if Socialism were to pre

vail.
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Socialism may or may not "take away the great incentive

of human energy.” We are not yet at that stage of this

discussion to consider that aspect of the issue. It will

come in due time. At present we are concerned, as a

preliminary, with Father Gasson's assertions and premises

of a general nature.

It is not true that the present social system promotes,

cultivates and safeguards individual incentive. The op

posite is true .

In the capitalist social system production is undertaken,

not for the fun of the thing, but for sale. It is the pros

pect of sales that moves the capitalist - sales for which there

are orders received , or sales for which he expects orders.

Has he such orders, or has he expectations of receiving any,

the capitalist starts his plant ; has he no orders, and no

expectations of any , then he shuts down, tight as a clam .

What effect has such a state of things upon the incentive

of the workingman to exert his human energy ? The an

swer can be illustrated in figures.

Say, the employer is a shoe manufacturer, and employs

100 hands. Say he has, or expects orders for 100,000 pairs

of shoes. Finally , say, that the regulation average daily

output per hand is 10 pairs of shoes. Under this supposi

tion we would have the following results :-The 100 hands

would be turning out 1,000 pairs of shoes a day, and the

100,000 order would be filled in 100 days . At the expira

tion of that period , no further orders coming, or being an

ticipated, the 100 hands would be " laid off.”

Is it human to expect of these 100 men that they should

exert themselves ? Suppose they did , what would happen ?

If they exert themselves to the extent of producing 15
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pairs of shoes a day, the consequence would be that the

order would be filled within 67 days, and their jobs ended .

If they exert themselves to the extent of producing 20

pairs of shoes a day, the consequence would be that the

order would be filled in 50 days.

If they put on still more steam and turn out 25 pairs of

shoes a day, the order would be filled in 40 days.

In other words the harder the men work all the sooner

will they throw themselves out of work .

From this presentation it is evident that the shoemakers

in question would be the veriest lunkheads if they exerted

themselves to their best. So far from there being any in

centive for them to do so , the incentive is all the other way.

Not only will they not “put on steam , ” they will " let up ."

Seeing that the harder they work, all the sooner will they

be breadless, they will work as slowly as they can manage,

and thus put off the day, certain to come, when, there being

no orders, and none in sight, the factory will shut down ,

and enforced idleness afflict them .

The above illustration condenses in a nutshell the man .

ner of capitalism . Enforced idleness, want and starvation

being the reward of exertion to do one's best, the " great

incentive of human energy” is, instead of promoted, dis

turbed ; instead of cultivated, injured ; instead of safe

guarded , punished.

Is, then, Father Gasson's theory wholly without founda

tion ? Is there no human energy at all that capitalism in

cites, promotes, cultivates and safeguards ? Yes, there is

one — the human energy, which, planted upon the knowl

edge of the presentation made above, and , perverted by the

teachings of capitalist professors, politicians and pulpiteers,
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cludes that society is hopelessly a jungle where, either

u “ do ” others, or you will be “ done ” by them , and, con

quently, exerts itself to its utmost to earn its spurs among

“ doers " and thus escape affiliation with the " done. "

The capitalist social system nips in the bud “ the great

centive of human nature" from developing in the right

rection , and lashes it in the wrong - a mathematically

monstrable proposition.

What Goethe pithily calls “ der Hexen Einmal Eins ”

he witches' multiplication table ) , wherever else it may

o down,” has no standing in Science.

X

'HE CHURCH'S CHAMPIONSHIP OF LABOR.

A tenth proposition of a general nature, advanced by ·

ther Thomas I. Gasson in his anti-Socialist address de

ered in Boston on February 5, was that “ it is a matter

history that the clergy, as a rule, have championed the

use of Labor.” This proposition, which, taken in its

ntext, correctly implies that the clergy, as a rule, is at

zgers drawn with the Socialist, incorrectly implies that,

refore, the Socialist is wrong and the clergy right. Ad

iced in the "easy, conversational way,” that the Boston

ost,” which reports Father Gasson's address , reports the

ther to have spoken , the proposition seems to have been

ered with the assurance that are uttered propositions

ich need not challenge refutation, seeing they are so un

iable as never to have been denied .

Che facts in the case are all the other way.
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Of course , the condition of the working class, in coun

tries and regions where the Roman Catholic polity has lost

almost all, if not all the hold it once had, that is, the coun

tries dominated by the capitalist polity, is far from de

sirable ; it may even be designated as horrible. It may even

be granted that, all things considered , the sufferings of the

working class are in such countries worse than, in many

respects, they were before. This by no means proves the

clergy the champion of Labor.

The philosophy of history teaches that suffering is not

the staff by which to gauge a people's status on the scale

of progress. Socialist science points out that, in all likeli

hood, the Hottentot suffers less than the Russian peasant ;

the Russian peasant less than the workers in the German

Empire ; the workers in the German Empire less than their

fellow proletarians of Great Britain ; the proletariat of

Great Britain less than their fellows in the United States.

Nevertheless, the status of Labor in the United States is

superior to what it is in Great Britain ; in Great Britain

superior to what it is in the German Empire ; in the Ger

man Empire superior to what it is in Russia ; in Russia

superior to what it is in Hottentotia. Why ? For the

reason that in Hottentotia social conditions are at the bot

tom of the ladder ; several rungs higher in Russia ; many

more rungs higher in Germany ; perceptibly higher still in

Great Britain ; highest of all in the United States - hence

affording to Labor a nearer and better opportunity to cast

off all social suffering. As the Daily People has more than

once pointed out, when Fred Douglas, shortly before his

death, stated that the condition of his race, the Negro, was

then tangibly worse than when still slave, he probably
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stated an actual truth, but certainly a sociologic untruth.

Each social stage has sufferings peculiar to itself, and the

sufferings in the higher may be peculiarly more trying than

the sufferings in the lower — as happens with higher or

ganisms in biology. All the same, the Negro, as wage

slave, enjoys a status superior to that of chattel-slave. The

very fact of being so much nearer, indeed, within reach of

actual freedom , affords the wage-slave Negro fruitions not

imaginable to the chattel-slave.

Of course , as stated before, the conditions of Labor are

actually horrible under the capitalist polity ; may be, as

before stated, these conditions inflict upon Labor sufferings

that are intenser than those endured under the Roman

Catholic polity. The test of championship of the cause of

Labor is not a comparison of Labor conditions under the

two polities. The test is the activity or non -activity of the

clergy in raising Labor up the ladder to the point of total

emancipation. What was that activity ? The answer that

history makes is diametrically the opposite of Father Gas

son's proposition.

William Cobbett's work upon the condition of the poor

before and after the Reformation in England conveys in

formation that Father Gasson may not gainsay, seeing the

work earned for its author an autograph and complimen

tary letter from the then incumbent in the papal chair.

Cobbett described how the mass of roving poor were, be

fore the Reformation, taken care of by the monasteries,

and how , after the Reformation , the monasteries having

been sequestered with nothing to take the place of their

benevolent work, the poor were left to the mercy of the

elements, to starve and freeze. The championship of the
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clergy is there exhibited as consisting in almsgiving

hardly a championship for the elevation of Labor.

Leaping forward to our own days, we find on page 127

( G. P. Putnam's Sons 1908 edition ) of the Modernist Pro

gramme, issued by leading prelates of Roman Catholicism

in point of intelligence and piety, but repudiated by the

dominant chieftains of the Roman Catholic polity, the fol

lowing tell -tale indictment :

"What sort of sympathy is she [ the Roman Catholic

Church or polity] to win from the best spirits of the age

by these wretched remnants of a power she has lost, or by

vain efforts to re-acquire it ? What sort of a popularity

can these dwindling and decrepit aristocratic oligarchies

confer upon her which , in exchange for a little paltry

grandeur would tie her to customs in open discord with

modern tendencies ? One thing we know, and we say it

openly : we know that we are weary of seeing the Church

reduced, for all practical purposes, to a bureaucracy jealous

of its surviving scraps of political power and hungering to

get back all it once had — to a group of idle men who, hav

ing dedicated themselves to a priestly and apostolic calling,

and having afterwards attained the highest ecclesiastical

grade, enjoy the most fabulously wealthy benefices as ab

sentee incumbents . We are weary of seeing her reduced

to a sterilized force, which , notwithstanding an apparent

grandeur that wins the facile and unintelligent adulation

of the multitude, acts as a brake on social progress" ;

hardly a championship that Labor can profit from .

Finally, coming to a category of facts taken from the

immediate present, we see Labor in France, in Italy, in

Portugal, and now in Spain also all of these Catholic
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countries — the instant it gains its voice, place the expul

sion of monks and nuns, clergymen, generally, at the

head of the list of their demands, ahead even of the

demand for bread - a pathetic sight, on the part of those

most intimately and long familiar with their championship

by the Roman Catholic clergy.

Neither the allegation by Father Gasson in opposition

to the Socialists and in favor of the clergy, as the fitter

element for Labor's improvement, nor the placid confidence

with which the allegation was made, is borne out by the

facts.

XI.

STRUGGLE AS CHARACTER -BUILDER.

There remain, before taking up his concrete charges,

three general propositions advanced by Father Thomas I.

Gasson in his Boston anti-Socialist address. The three re

maining general propositions differ from those hitherto

considered in that they do not appear expressly stated,

nevertheless they are felt to underlie the whole tenor of

the Father's effort. They might as well have been stated

expressly. They are, first, the theory that Struggle is re

quisite to develop character ; second, that the Roman Cath

olic polity is entitled to unquestioning submission, having

been tried by experience ; and third, that it is as a moral

force that the Roman Catholic Church takes the field

against Socialism .

We shall to-day take up the first of these three implied

propositions.

It is nothing new to hear Struggle advolated as a means
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toward progress. In economics, the Manchester, or " laissez

faire,” school sets up the principle as a guiding star ; and,

in sociology, Herbert Spencer cracks up the principle as

the source of all that is good, and the opposite as the

source of all evil. Thus launched, the principle receives

endorsement from a variety of other sources. The Pseudo

Darwinian maintains it as the foundation of biology ; the

capitalist asseverates it is the breath in his nostrils ; every

politician on the stump delights in singing its praises ; last,

not least, incumbents of pulpits, as appears from Father

Gasson's address , " bless it with a text," expressed or im

plied . The principle, evidently, is one of universal - ac

ceptance ? —Let's see.

The Manchester School of Struggle, unguardedly, and

forced thereto by the dominant demands of commerce,

holds war as "next to pestilence.”

Herbert Spencer, the "Scientific Apostle of Competition ,"

fills up volumes upon the need of proper ethical schooling

for children ,—to cultivate the spirit of Struggle ? No !

in order to eradicate from the children's minds and breasts

the savage instinct of the savage for strife .

The pedantic Pseudo-Darwinian, full of what he loves

to term " the austere character of Nature, " when turned

stock raiser, instead of affording his flocks and herds the

amplest opportunities for struggle, guards them, not mere

ly against danger from without but against conflicts from

within their palings, "lest the breed suffer."

The capitalist - in the same breath that he proudly sets

himself up as an exhibit of what “ roughing it does for a

man, while the opposite breeds the helpless namby -pamby,

sees to it, with the aid of the best legal advice, not that
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is wealth be left to the children of his worst enemy in

der that they may become " helpless namby-pambies,”

at that his wealth be secured to those he loves dearest.

The politician's lips, from which but a minute before

wed a perfervid rhetoric in favor of the beatitudes that

tend upon struggle, instead of intonating hosannas at

dings of a close vote, that is, at tidings that promise a

olongation of the struggle, pour out a steaming lava

ream of curses at his bad luck .

Finally, most repulsively contradictory of all is the pul

teer praise-singer of Struggle. To sing the praises of

ruggle, in the same breath that one recites the implora

on of Jesus to his father who is in heaven not to lead us

to temptation, is a performance unmatched by the per

rmances of Manchesterians, Spencerians, Pseudo- Dar

nians, coarsest of capitalists, and ranting politicians

lled in one. Any of these may, but then only occasionally

d in a moment of excitement, like Henry George when

as much as declared God to be a Single Taxer, claim to

the mouthpiece of the Deity. The pulpiteer makes the

aim habitually. It is his profession. When, accordingly,

Father Gasson promotes, even by implication, the tenets

Manchesterians, Spencerians, etc., what he actually does

to demand that the Lord's Prayer be amended.

Not of universal acceptance, but of universal declamation

the part of the upholders of the capitalist system is the

eory that Struggle is a character developer. With them

is a theory known by its breach not by its observance.

he theory is preached by one and all as a narcotic to be

imb the Working Class. Themselves, they treat the

eory in a manner that Protectionist and Free Trade cap
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italists treat Free Trade and Protection — they all want

Protection for the goods they sell, and Free Trade for the

goods they buy.

Struggle, with its manifold manifestations of competi

tion, strife, temptation, is not a character-builder ; it is a

character dwarfer.

XII.

FAILURE OF ROMAN CATHOLIC POLITY .

The second of the general propositions, not expressly

stated, but expressly implied in the anti- Socialist address

delivered by Father Thomas I. Gasson in Boston last

February is the proposition that the Roman Catholic polity

is entitled to unquestioning submission, being tried by ex

perience.

There are propositions so glaringly untenable that their

only chance of acceptance is to be advanced with what in

gambling parlance is the " bluff.” The present proposition

of Father Gasson's is of that nature.

The Roman Catholic polity rejects the materialist con

ception of history. While the materialist conception of

history plants society's social institutions, its practical, con

crete conceptions of Right and Wrong, its judicature, its

movements, etc., etc., upon material conditions, the Roman

Catholic polity, in common with most other polities, makes

the moral, or, call it the religious, sense the foundation of

social institutions, and of all that thereby hangs. The

practical bearing of the two propositions is of prime mag

nitude.

Proceeding from its premises that material conditions
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e the foundation and the shapers of mass-conceptions of

ight and Wrong, hence, of social institutions, Socialism

eliberately withholds its efforts from preachments of ab

ract Right and Wrong, upon the principle that such

ceachments, being left without the material foundation

ithout which they are impracticable, can only lead to

Lilure, hence, to disappointment, and hypocrisy. The

odus operandi of Socialism is, acordingly, to direct its

forts towards and center them upon bringing about the

aterial conditions from which the mass -conceptions of

ight and Wrong are not warped by material necessities.

he Roman Catholic polity, on the contrary, proceeding

om its premises that Right and Wrong are foundation

inciples, centers its efforts upon that, holding that

orality is above, and independent of, Matter.

Which of the two theories is correct ?

It so happens that, if in this year of grace there is any

estion as to which of the two theories is CORRECT,

e facts are too numerous and crushing to leave any

ubt upon which is INCORRECT. These facts are fur

shed by the Roman Catholic organization itself.

Beginning with Father Gasson, what is that he says in

s address under consideration ? Let's see . Almost the

ery opening sentence of the Father's address is the fol

wing: “ There are colossal fortunes and there are depths

poverty. There are those who know not what to do

ith their wealth, and those who have to cry out for a

ere pittance only to keep body and soul together ." . The

cture drawn by Father Gasson is true to life. Surely it

not overdrawn. And what is the tale the picture tells ?

hat the sermon the picture preaches ? It tells the tale
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that an immoral state of things prevails to -day in society

-notwithstanding fully a one thousand and seven -hundred

years' application of Father Gasson's theory, during fully

eleven hundred of which the Father Gasson theory was in

complete, undisputed, supreme command. It preaches the

sermon that there must be some serious ilaw in the prin

ciple that Morality is above and independent of Matter.

But, perhaps, Father Gasson is of too law a rank in his

hierarchy for his testimony to be controlling. Let us

ascend the steps. What was it that Archbishop John Ire

land said in the course of his address before the Creve

Coeur Club of Peoria, Ill ., on last Washington's birthday,

that is, only a little over a fortnight after Father Gasson's

Boston effort ? He said : " Has the day come of such emi

nent prepotency of the principle of arbitration that a great

nation such as the United States of America may safely.

turn all its swords into plowshares and all its spears into

sickles ? No one will make the affirmation .” A companion

picture to the picture drawn by Father Gasson is here

presented by an Archbishop. The testimony of the Father

is confirmed by one " higher up, " one, moreover, who is a

standing candidate for the Cardinalate. Nor does the tale

told from the canvas of Archbishop Ireland, and the ser

mon that canvas preaches merely re -tell the tale and re

preach the sermon told and preached by Father Gasson's.

So far, the tale and sermon give testimony to a principle

the opposite of Morality's being above and independent of

Matter in the present and the past. The Archbishop went

further than that on the occasion of his last Washington's

birthday address. After attesting to the immoral state of

things now prevailing the world over, the Archbishop pro
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eeded : “No, the day of assured and lasting international

eace has not arrived — if ever ambitions and pride of na

ion permit it to arrive. ” Not in the present and the past

nly , after the more than a thousand years trial, has

orality disproved its independence from and priority to

fatter, the Archbishop correctly foresees its disproval in

ne future.

And, should even an Archbishop's testimony be deemed

şufficient, let us climb to the top of the ladder and place

ne Pope himself in the witness stand at the bar of the

hilosophy of history. Bemoaning the loss of its tempor

Ity, and stating the reason for its striving to recover the

ame, the papacy itself announces that “without its tem

oral power, it can not attend to its spiritual functions,"

nd the argument is echoed and re -echoed everywhere , here

nd abroad, by the upholders of the Roman Catholic polity.

emporal powers are material, spiritual functions are

oral.1

From top to bottom, and from bottom to top , the spokes

en of the Roman Catholic polity testify with facts and

asoning to the incorrectness of their own, the theory that

Corality is above, or even independent of Matter .

The materialist conception of history may or may not

true. However that might turn out to be, and it will

bsequently be taken up, the more than millenary test of

e opposite, the Roman Catholic polity's conception

amps it false — wholly unentitled to submission , unques

ning submission least of all - entitled only to rejection.

1 'Tis ever the same with this mankind.

The spirit you've ready to own with your lips,

but in fact nothing counts that your fists can not handle.

-Ibsen in Peer Gynt.
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XIII.

ROMAN CATHOLIC HIERARCHY A POLITICAL,

NOT A RELIGIOUS FORCE.

The letter of a Spirit Lake, Ida., correspondent who

writes :

" I would like to see a definition of the 'Roman Catholic polit

ical organization.' What is the qualification for its membership ???

arrives in time, just as we are about to consider the third

of the general propositions implied, and last of the general

propositions advanced by the Jesuit Father Thomas I. Gas

son in his February 5 Boston speech against Socialism

the implied proposition that it is as a moral, as a religious,

force that the Roman Catholic Church takes the field

against Socialism .

Our correspondent's closing question was an inspiration.

It materially assists in framing the definition he requests,

and, at the same time, refuting Father Gasson's contention.

Everybody knows that the name “ Republican ," assumed

by the party of President Taft, has no bearing upon the

principles of its membership : high tariff, colonies, im

perialism , all of these leading policies of the party are

nothing peculiar to republicans: monarchists there are who

pursue the identical policies. Everybody knows that the

name “ Democratic , " assumed by the party of Bryan, has

no bearing upon the principles of its membership: low

tariff, free trade, anti-colonial policies, reciprocity agree

ments, etc., etc., are no peculiarities of democrats : oligarchs

there have been and are that hold the same principles high.
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hatever the origin of political names, parties of long

anding reach a stage when their names cease to be any

ing but mere terms for the collective designation of the

urty's members, the same as the names of individuals

any a Long, unquestionably a name that orginally fitted

3 bearer, is a short man ; many a Small a tall man ; many

Black a man of white complexion ; many a White is often

rd to distinguish from one of colored ancestry. So with

e modern political organization known as “ Roman Cath

sic .”

Originally, at a time when , with local Jewish exceptions,

e devotional type of all civilized lands was Roman Cath

ic, the political organization named Roman Catholic de

ved its name from the devotional preference of its mem

rs. The fact that the one- time distinctive feature of the

embers of the Roman Catholic political organization, to

it, their devotional convictions, no longer is the feature

the membership of the modern body, is a fact pregnant

ith meaning. Roman Catholic devotional convictions no

nger are the distinctive qualification for membership in

e Roman Catholic political body. This one - time pre

quisite has been gradually wearing out. It was no longer

force at the age of the Medicean popes, these themselves

ing adepts at speculative philosophy on divinity, if not

tual atheists. To-day the membership of Roman Catho

e political bodies is composed, not merely of devout Ro

an Catholics and of men who are Roman Catholic by

ofession only, but also of Jews, of Protestants of all the

y varieties ," and of atheists of Roman Catholic, Jewish

d Protestant extraction . Tammany Hall in this city is

type of the modern Roman Catholic political body.
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Such a composite membership, composite on the very

held from which the Roman Catholic political organization

originally chose its name, pointedly points to the fact that

devotional conviction was not of the essence of the body

even at its inception ; that the name " Roman Catholic

was a chance designation ; and that the accidental circum

stance, which originally determined the designation, have

ing worn off in the course of time, the name is now left

à mere “loose fit .” A further evidence of this evolution

in the composition of the Roman Catholic political ma

chine is furnished by the sight of the majority of the

adherents to the Roman Catholic form of worship being,

not within, but without the Roman Catholic political or

ganization, and, in notable instances; its foes. Modern

Italy, France, Portugal, the bulk of the Latin American

republics-- all of these Roman Catholic countries — illu

mine the point by their pronounced and successfully main

tained attitude of " No politics from Rome."

Seeing that Roman Catholic devotional conviction is

anything but the essence of the Roman Catholic political

body, what is the common bond that holds together its

membership of so many “ religions " and " anti-religions” ?

In other words, what is its essence ?

'Tis not the wild -eyed Anarchist alone who sweepingly

denounces as “ devilish schemes " all modern social institu

tions upon the ground of the harm that these are seen to

work. The Anarchist spirit that prompts such sociolog

ically shallow reasoning animates many others who are

otherwise mentally well balanced. Among the institutions

thus shallowly denounced as " devilish schemes ” is the Ro

man Catholic political organization .
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The men whom the philosopher Auguste Comte refers to

s the organizers of what has become the Roman Catholic

olitical body were no fiends, intent upon evil . As with

eligions, none of which teaches immorality, so with polit

cal bodies. The Roman Catholic political machine is no

xception. The loftiest of purposes animated its construc

ion, and may not, even to -day, be denied to many of its

Paders. That purpose was to secure the welfare of the

eoples, the peace of society.

The Roman Catholic political machine was organized at

season when Greek and Roman civilization , together with

he power for social order that they imparted, had crumbled

) ruins, and simultaneously hordes of barbarians inun

ated Europe. Aiming at social peace and popular wel

are, the founders of the Roman Catholic polity grappled

rith the problem before them . Unfortunately for the

uman race the sociologic premises from which these well

meaning men proceeded were of the falsest. The principle

nus evolved was radically wrong. What was that prin

iple ?

It may be reduced to a mathematical formula, present

ble in simple figures :

Say, society consists of 100 adults, male and female. Of

his number, so the formula runs , fully three - fourths, 75 ,

e unfit for self-rule, or self-government. They must be

endered harmless to themselves, and to others. The re

aining 25 are, to various degrees, fit for self-government,

- rule. But the full number is not needed , 5 will suffice.

hat shall be done with the superfluous 20 ? Their am

tion will push them to enter the circle of the select and

ect. Left to themselves these 20 will work as much mis
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chief as " The 75," if left to themselves. The alternative

is, either social disorder, or the incapacitating of " The 20 , "

along with "The 75," from - participation in rule. There

being nothing else to do, the methods adopted to render

"The 75" harmless to themselves and to society , must be

the methods applied to “ The 20” —DIG OUT THEIR

BRAINS — destroy their individuality and self -reliance.

To use sociologic terminology, the social system aimed at

by the founders of the Roman Catholic polity was the pa

ternal system , with the masses of the population held in

the status of wards to a select few. The title of “ Father, "

given by the Roman Catholic polity to its officers, and re

appearing in the title of “ Pope " [ from " papa ,” father]

accurately reflects the paternal spirit of that governmental

system .

Thus, receiving the propelling impulse for its supposed

necessity from its barbarian and dominant surroundings,

was launched the Roman Catholic political system , an in

stitution that became, as it could not choose but become,

the scourge of man while it held power ; and that to -day,

crippled though it is by advanced enlightenment, continues

a hindrance, if not a menace to Progress.

The principle, laid bare by the above mathematical for

mula, is the essence of the Roman Catholic political or

ganization. That is the bond that holds together its present

membership , however heterogeneous in point of “ religion ”

and " anti-religion.” No longer limited to the one and

only method for the BRAINS -OUT -DIGGING process

available at its birth , the Roman Catholic political organi

zation now utilizes, as occasion may prescribe , besides its

original, the numerous new methods that the changed
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mes render available. The methods have been improved,

enlarging the repertoire, to suit both the " religious " and

e “ irreligious” tastes of the present conglomerate mem

rship of Jews, Protestants, Catholics and Atheists ; the

Irpose has remained the same.

The Roman Catholic ecclesiastical affiliates of the pres

t non-sectarian Roman Catholic political organization

e not of repeating : " The Roman Catholic Church never

anges ; as it is now it ever was.” This is a prevarication.

he meaning intended to be conveyed is that devotional

oman Catholicism is perpetual — this is false — devotional

oman Catholicism has undergone many and radical

anges. What these ecclesiastics have in mind, as a men

| reservation , is the Roman Catholic political organiza

in - that has not changed — its principles and purposes

e to -day what they were from the beginning.

In sight of the above historical review , and keeping in

ind that, while men of evil purposes gather in all poli

al bodies, evil is not the purpose of these bodies, but

od, " good " understood by such light as they have, the

finition of the Roman Catholic political organization can

best drawn up by the following bird's -eye view of the

-litical field :

On the political field of the land there are three leading

litical groups all three non -sectarian :

The Republico -Democratic group which holds that the

ople's welfare depends upon conserving things as they

e. This is the conservative element.

The other two leading groups are both revolutionary,

th holding that as things are they should not, and can

-t remain
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One of these two is the Socialist group , which endeavors

to push society onward by popular enlightenment. This

is the progressive-revolutionary element ;

The other is the Roman Catholic group, which strains

to pull society back by “digging out the brains” of . “ The

75 ” and of "The 20.” This is the reactionary-revolu

tionary element.

Not as a moral force, but strictly as a political force,

does the organization, for which Father Gasson takes the

stump, enter the field against Socialism , hence against all

other political parties in this and other lands.

XIV .

ABOLITION , NOT LESSENING OF POVERTY .

Having considered and disproved all of the expressly

expressed and expressly implied general propositions that

Father Thomas I. Gasson advanced against Socialism in

his Boston, February 5, address, the field is now clear for

the consideration of the Father's specific assertions. This

we shall now do in six successive articles.

When reading Father Gasson's statement that “the great

aim of Socialism is to lessen poverty " one wonders what

syndicated, ephemeral, superficial magazine article the

Father derives his information on Socialism from .

Socialism and the idea of " lessening poverty" are con

tradictions in terms. If the best that could be done with

poverty was to lessen it, Socialism would lack foundation,

at least sociologic foundation. Socialism's aim is, indeed,

great ; the aim , however, is not to " lessen ," it is to "abol

ish ” poverty, that is, involuntary poverty.
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Social science establishes that, one time, the poverty of

some was necessary to social progress. That was the era

when the productivity of labor was so slight that a suffi

ciency, let alone an abundance, for all was impossible. A

sufficiency for all being impossible there was no alternative

other than either for society to remain in general poverty,

with the evil train thereof - a brute's existence, spent in

grubbing for the necessaries of life, constant want, the

greater evil of constant fear of worse want, and no time

for mental and spiritual expansion ;-or for some to be

steeped in poverty while others, a minority, being freed

from the curse, could expand mentally and spiritually, and

thus uplift society as a whole. So long as society was at

that stage of production the abolition of poverty was an

idle dream — a regretable state of things, yet not an im

moral seeing that a better state of things was materially

impossible. The only thing then possible was the “ lessen

ing” of poverty, or, to speak more precisely, the mitigation

of the ills entailed by poverty — a reform , not a revolution,

as the abolition of poverty implies.

A child of the materialist conception of history, modern

Socialism denounces the past no more than it denouncer:

the incapacity of Franklin to reach England on one of his

trips as fast as was desired — the material, physical means

were not then in existence to prevent either undesirable

thing. A child of the materialist conception of history

modern Socialism first ascertained the material possibilities

of our age. These, being found to establish the material

foundation for the aspiration to abolish poverty, modern

Socialism steps forth boldly, crystallizing the one-time idle

aspiration into a political , a revolutionary demand.
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To -day, the excuse, the apology for the involuntary pov

erty of a single member of society exists no more. Material

conditions have changed so radically that, so far from in

sufficiency, there is to -day the material possibility of abun

dance for all. The mechanisms and the methods of pro

duction are such to -day that the leisure, the freedom from

arduous toil for the necessaries of life, the emancipation

from the clutches of the Fear of Want, all of these pre

requisites to mental and spiritual expansion, one-time en

joyable but by some, are to -day possible to all . To-day

all statistical researches combine to demonstrate - man can

have an abundance at his disposal with no more exercise

of physical energies than is requisite for health .

Under such material social conditions, Socialism spurns

the goal of “ lessening poverty" as a miserable Reform , as

a betrayal of Man's opportunity and duty. Under the

present material social conditions Socialism boldly seizes

the Archangel's trumpet, boldly places it to its lips , and

boldly sounds the call for human redemption — the call for

Revolution — the call for the ABOLITION OF POV

ERTY .

xv .

COMPETITION AND EMULATION .

That Socialism would do away with " human incentive ” .

was one of the direct charges made by Father Thomas I.

Gasson in his Boston address of last February.

Already we have demonstrated in a previous article of

this series that, if, indeed , Socialism made against incen

tive, the charge came with poor grace from the lips of an
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upholder of capitalism - an incentive destroyer. Over that

field we need not go again. Neither is it here necessary

to enlarge upon the droll sight of a preacher of the gospel

of the meek and lowly Nazarene holding the language of

" the survival of the fittest.” This article will dislodge the

Jesuit Father and his Jesuit charge with a front attack.

" Incentive ” is no technical term . It means different

things in different mouths. In the mouth of the Anti

Socialist the word is used in one sense, and is meant to

convey another sense . In the mouth of the Anti-Socialist,

by " Incentive " is meant " the father of Competition ,” but

the meaning that the term is meant by him to convey is

“the father of Emulation . ” Thus the Anti- Socialist

juggles with words. His purpose being to uphold an evil

—“Competition”, he shields the evil with a good

" Emulation ."

What is Competition ? What is Emulation ?

An illustration will define the two terms.

Consider a mining camp - say, Bret Harte's " Roaring

Camp."

At Roaring Camp each man's hand was raised against

all others' throats. Not a member of the camp but was

a walking arsenal of pistols, bowie -knives and daggers,

ready for instant use. Between these men and their savage

ancestors of some 20,000 years before there was only one

difference a difference great, no doubt, as the forward

march of many thousand years was bound to bring about

-it was the difference of Association . While 20,000 years

earlier the ancestors of those men , that is, the ancestors of

us all, were at the race's infancy, hence, truly individual

ists, each pursuing individualistically his own individual
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purposes ; hence, while 20,000 years earlier the capabilities

of their ancestors were still fettered, 20,000 years later, at

Roaring Camp, their capabilities were unfettered to the

extent that they practised the elemental collectiveness of

Association.
This was progress, however rudimentary.

For the rest the men at Roaring Camp remained savage,

that is individualists. Competition , in all its pristine

purity, was their rule of conduct. Conditions decreed the

rule. As children of the 19th Century, the men of Roar

ing Camp could not wholly relapse into savagery. The

march of the race had purged them of the race's original

Individualism sufficiently to cause them to hold together

in community ; nevertheless, the material conditions into

which the rush for gold threw them in the early days of the

Far West, counteracted the progress of the Ages upon

them to the extent of wiping out the veneer with which

the civilization of the Eastern States covered and covers

to-day the rawness of that lingering feature of savagery

-Competition . Each sought to outwit, to circumvent the

other ; to " get there.” He who did not compete to the full

extent of the occasion was left behind ; he who did sur

vived. The misfortune of one was the opportunity of

others ; and the opportunity had to be and was seized.

Such is the law of conduct decreed by the Facts that com

pel a struggle for existence.

Thus stood and ran things at Roaring Camp when its

"Luck" was born ; and when, what with the simultaneous

death of the one woman in the camp and the sight of the

helpless babe, the semi-savage men were transformed.

Competition ceased instanter. Did those men collapse like

so many dish -clouts ? Did the death of Competition sig
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nify the simultaneous death of Incentive ? Far from it.

Incentive remained and immediately manifested itself in

manner and style in keeping with the transformation

wrought in the men. The place of Competition was taken

instanter by Emulation . The former semi-savages thence

forth vied with one another in works of kindness.

It matters not that the transformation of Roaring Camp

was a purely local, sporadic, exceptional sentimental event.

Even without the torrential rains that poured down the

hills and swept Roaring Camp out of existence, the place

could not have long survived. The vastly more torrential

stream of capitalism would have done its work, sooner or

later. Nevertheless, the experience of Roaring Camp

points the moral.

Competition is an evil. Like slavery, which was harm

ful to the slave -holder and the slave alike, Competition

injures him who practices it, and him upon whom it is

practised . Emulation is a blessing. Like mercy, that

blesseth him that gives and him that takes, Emulation

ennobles him that indulges it and all with whom it is in

dulged.

Incentive is not to be judged by its offspring Competi

tion — the child begotten from the mother of material

hardship, of precarious living, of the Struggle for Exist

ence, in short, of the brute's condition . The same father

also begets another child-Emulation—a child begotten

from the mother of material well-being, assured existence,

abundant production , in short, Socialist existence.
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XVI.

THE STATE .

In his February 5 Boston address against Socialism ,

reported in the Boston “ Post, " Father Thomas I. Gasson ,

said :

“ The Socialism of which I speak is that economic social

theory which wishes to place the ownership, production and

distribution of all goods in the hands of one body, the

State. The great authors of the system of Socialism of

which I speak are Karl Marx, Engels and others.”

At another place in his address Father Gasson stated :

“ I was intending to read citations from several socialistic

authors, but unfortunately my eyesight is bad ” ; and the

report in the " Post ” adds in parentheses : " Father Gasson

had the works of several socialistic authors on the desk.”

It was a fortunate and far from an unfortunate circum

stance for Father Gasson that the bad condition of his eyes

prevented him to read from the " socialistic authors" whose

works he had before him on the desk. Had the Father's

eyesight been good, and had he started to read from those

works, he would then and there have become acquainted

with Socialism . Aquaintance with Socialism would have

informed Father Gasson that " State Ownership, Produc

tion and Distribution of All Goods” and “ Socialism ” go

together as nicely as " Father-Gassonism ” and “ Darwin

ism," or as Roman Catholic politics and Socialist politics.

It is not because " State Ownership " is a bad, or an un

desirable working system of society that “ Socialism ” is not
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tate Ownership .” “ Socialism ” is not " State Owner

p " for the simple and sufficient reason that “ State Own

hip,” as a working system , is a sociological impossibility.

d Father Gasson taken the pains to post himself on the

minology that he uses, had he, for instance, acquainted

mself with Lewis H. Morgan's “Ancient Society,"

ther Gasson would have known what the term “ State"

ans in ethnology, and he would have been saved the

nder of imputing “State Ownership ” to “ Socialism .”

any rate, neither Marx nor Engels held any views of

sort imputed to them in the Father's address - far

Lerwise , and to the contrary.

For instance, in Engels' " Development of Socialism

m Utopia to Science ” -a work prized and praised by

1x—this passage occurs under the heading : “ The State

es a Natural Death " :

‘ By urging more and more the conversion of the large,

eady socialized means of production into State prop

y, it [ capitalism ] points the path for the accomplish

nt of this [ the Socialist] revolution. The proletariat

zes the machinery of the State and converts the means

production first into State property. But, by so doing,

extinguishes itself as proletariat ; by so doing it extin .

Eshes all class distinctions and class contrasts ; and along

h them , the State as such . The society that existed

til then, and that moved in class contrasts, needed the

ate, i . e. , an organization of whatever class happened at

e time to be the exploiting one, for the purpose of pre

ving the external conditions under which it carried on

oduction ; in other words , for the purpose of forcibly

ping the exploited class down in that condition of sub
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jection — slavery, bondage or vassalage, or wage-labor

which the corresponding mode of production predicated .

The State was the official representative of the whole so

ciety ; it was the constitution of the latter into a visible

body; but it was so only in so far as it was the State of

that class which itself, at its time, represented the whole

society : in antiquity, the State of slave-holding citizens;

in the middle ages, the State of the feudal nobility; in our

own days, the State of the capitalist class. By at last be

coming actually the representative of the whole social

body, the State renders itself superfluous. So soon as there

is no longer any social class to be kept down ; so soon as,

together with class rule and the individual struggle for

life, founded in the previous anarchy of production, the

conflicts and excesses that issued therefrom have been re

moved, there is nothing more to be repressed, and the State

or Government, as a special power of repression is no

longer necessary.'

Shallow thinkers of imperfect information fall into the

error of concluding that Socialism is . Anarchy. Vastly

shallower must that thinker be, and vastly more imperfect

his information , who, flying to the opposite extreme, would

take Socialism to be State Ownership. Father Gasson

stated that the authors of the Socialist system which he

meant were “ Karl Marx, Engels and others .” Guess it

must be " others, " and those others not Socialists.
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XVII.

MATERIALIST CONCEPTION OF HISTORY.

In a way, it should seem superfluous to take up here the

defense of Materialism, one of the features of Socialism

that the Jesuit Father Thomas I. Gasson rebuked in his

Boston, February 5, address. The exposure made of the

opposite theory in the twelfth article of this series might

be deemed a sufficient demonstration of the correctness of

the materialist philosophy. Nevertheless the demonstra

tion having been negative, having consisted only in exº

posing the untenableness of the opposite philosophy, a

positive, direct demonstration is demanded by the weighti

ness of the subject. If one of two disputants maintains

that 2 + 2 = 16, it does not follow that the demonstra

tion of 2 + 2 not making 16, is equivalent to the demon

stration of the proposition that 2 + 2 make 36, which may

be advanced by the other disputant.

The materialist philosophy is not a deduction from as

sumed premises. It is the induction from facts carefully

ascertained and construed together. These facts history

furnishes in abundance. They leave room for no alterna

tive other than either reject the facts as false, an impos

sible thing ; or, accept the materialist conclusion to which

these facts point. From the inexhaustible quarry of his

toric facts a few leading ones will suffice.

The sense that involuntary poverty is an evil to him who

is afflicted therewith is found in all literature, and in all

ages. The sense of the evil has affected people in two
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ways. What those ways were is typified by the best types

of the people differently affected . Isaiah and Plato may

be taken as the oldest types of one set; Aristotle and Xeno

phon as the oldest types of the other set.

The set typified by Isaiah and Plato undertook to re

move the affliction of involuntary poverty, then and there.

Their reasoning was that, involuntary poverty being an

evil, the moral sense must revolt against it ; and , seeing

that morality could not bide by the sufferings of mankind,

all that was needed was to render man moral. A quickened

morality was to establish paradise on earth — Isaiah's

“ Kingdom of the Lord of Hosts, ” Plato's “ Republic.”

The set typified by Aristotle and Xenophon looked upon

involuntary poverty as an evil, but a necessary, an un

avoidable evil. The Aristotelian passage, cited by Marx,

- “ If every tool, when summoned, or even of its own ac

cord, could do the work that befits it, just as the creations

of Daedalus moved of themselves, or the tripods of

Hephaestos went of their own accord to their sacred work,

if the weaver's shuttles were to weave of themselves, then

there would be no need either of apprentices for the master

workers, or of slaves for the lords " —this passage strikes

the key -note of the reasoning of this set.

There is not on record, in the history of intellectual

development, another instance of an error of judgment

embodying a truth of such colossal proportions as the error

which the Aristotle-Xenophonian school uttered in the

passage cited above. There is no other instance of error

big with such constructive powers. The Aristotle-Xeno

phonian school looked upon involuntary poverty as unavoid

able because the tool did not move of itself. Under such
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echanical conditions, the alternative was either econ

mic dependence, that is, involuntary poverty, for all, with

isure, hence, the opportunity for intellectual expansion

or none ; or, economic dependence, hence, involuntary

overty with its train of sufferings for the masses, and the

onsequent economic independence for some.

The Aristotle-Xenophonian school grasped the sociologic

w that decreed intellectual progress. Pardonably unable

project itself into the future so far ahead as the time

hen mechanical conditions would be so radically revolu

onized that the " weavers' shuttles would weave of them

lves,” this school considered slavery, which meant labor

ad poverty, to be unavoidable. By so doing the Aristotle

enophonian school planted itself upon material condi

ons as the prime factor to determine social institutions

nd morality. The fruitfulness of their posture is in .

timable.

In the first place, it was a shield against wishes that

ere impracticable. The Isaiah - Platonian school , by

spiring and grasping at a goal for which society afforded

material foundation, led from disappointment to dis

ppointment, and finally to the psychologic spot where the

ad forks - one road striking in the direction of extreme

eaction , to a frame of mind in which the well-spring of

fty sentiments is dried up, and the masses are looked

pon as brutish herds, who get no worse than they deserve

hen starved or beaten over the head into quiet ; the other

ad striking in the direction of Hypocrisy, the original

ntiments being preserved only in phrases, while actual

nduct is hard to distinguish from Reaction - each of the

wo roads being worse than the other,
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In the second place, the Aristotle -Xenophonian school

furnished the key to the successive correction of whatever

principle, which, however correct at one time, time may

subsequently have rendered incorrect. By subjecting Aspi

ration to Material Possibilities, the key furnished by this

school opened the portals for loftier and ever loftier senti

ment in the measure that Aspirations, once lacking ma

terial foundation , were furnished with the same by the

material conquests of advancing society, and things once

held impossible, had become accomplished facts. The pas

sage from Aristotle cited by Marx contrasts the two

schools, and it illustrates the incomparable superiority,

moral and material, of the Aristotle-Xenophonian posture

over the Isaiah - Platonian.

The Aristotle -Xenophonian is the Materialist Phil

osophy.

The Materialist Philosophy subordinates the Heart to

the Mind. By so doing, the Materialist Philosophy is the

Guardian of Social Morality.

Mass-humanity, the facts of history demonstrate, ever

adapts its moral conceptions to its material needs. The

Anti-Materialist does not, and can not escape that law of

human action .

The Anti-Materialist not only cripples himself, he in

jures society. By expecting universal Good Will, the ap

plication of the Golden Rule, in short, ideal morality un

der 'conditions in which for instance, “ the weavers' shut

tles do NOT weave of themselves, " the Anti-Materialist

renders himself stone blind to the advent of the material

conditions when “ the weavers' shuttles DO weave of them

selves . ” Expecting the impossible, the Anti-Materialist
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mpedes the inauguration of the possible. The consequence

s inevitable. It is seen in the fact of the churches, the

enters of Anti-Materialism , being filled with Reactionists

nd Hypocrites.

The Materialist, on the contrary, ever adapting Aspira

ions to Material Possibilities, never can inflict upon so

iety the alternate and double injury of promoting Re

ction , or Hypocrisy, or both . The highest possible Ideal

hat material conditions afford he stands for -- none be

ond that. Where material conditions,-as, for instance,

Then the mechanical appliances for production are so rudi

hental that the abundance needed for the welfare of all

s a physical impossibility_his Mind will curb the beat

ngs of the Heart, and he will abstain from preaching the

Jew Jerusalem. He knows the deep morality of the warn

ng against the shouting of “ Peace, peace, where there is

o peace," and the deep damnation of the practice. On

ne other hand, when material conditions have so improved

-as, for instance, when the mechanical appliances for

roduction have reached the present stage of perfection

at an abundance for all is possible without arduous toil

-then will the Materialist's Mind give full rein to the

robbings of the Heart, and he will proclaim the advent

Man's terrestrial wellbeing. He will do so because

ware of the deep damnation of upholding “War, war,

hen there can be peace, " and the lofty morality of in

sting that there be " Peace, peace when there can be

eace . ”

Being the carrier of the highest Morality, Socialism is

aterialist, Materialism being TRUE, Anti -Materialism

ALSE, and false pretence.
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XVIII.

MARRIAGE

Not all the baits, dangled by the agencies of capitalism ,

can lure the Socialist away from the field of Socialism

into fields other than Socialist. Nothing would suit

these agencies better than to have the Socialist - like a

bull, which, closely pressing the toreador in the rink, is

drawn away from his prey by the waiving of a red rag be

fore his eyes — quit the capitalist trail on which he is

camped, and pursue some will-o'-the -wisp or other.

There are two of these will -o '-the-wisps that rank high

est in the estimation of capitalist agencies as fittest to lead

Socialist discussion off into the air, or down into the

swamp. The two lures are " Religion ” and “ Marriage.”

As to religion, previous articles of this series have dem

onstrated Father Gasson's organization to be not religion

at all, but politics, rawboned and rampant, ambushed be

hind the word of " religion ." Seeing religion is a private

affair and that the Socialist demands from others, for his

private preferences, the same respect that he accords to

their private preferences in the matter, the subject needed

and needs no further treatment. As to marriage the mat

ter is less simple.

“ Marriage,” in this discussion partakes of the feature

of “ Religion ” in so far as it forms not, and can not form ,

any part of the Socialist program . Differently, however,

from “ Religion , ” “ Marriage ” is an ethnic institution ; and

as such it is subject to scientific treatment - no less and no

more so than biology, astronomy, geology, or any other
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scientific subject . The Socialist, being a scientist, is un

affected by the bogey that alleged religionists à la Father

Gasson, set up to combat Science, and the hocus-pocus that

those same elements seek to substitute for scientific dis

cussion .

It is a significant fact that the institution of " Mar

riage, ” as at present understood and seen,—that is, a

sexual relation requiring certain formalities, civic, and re

ligious , so called ,-no sooner springs into existence than it

casts its shadow of " Prostitution . ”

Chemistry teaches that the sediments left in the retort

are important to the knowledge of the substances that are

freed . The sediment of "Prostitution,” found in the

retort of society, is an illuminer of " Marriage. " Upon

this subject the estimate of Lecky is classic :

“There has arisen in society a figure which is certainly

the most mournful, and in some respects the most awful,

upon which the eye of the moralist can dwell. That un

happy being whose name is a shame to speak ; who counter

feits with a cold heart the transports of affection, and sub

mits herself as the passive instrument of lust; who is

scorned and insulted as the vilest of her sex, and doomed,

for the most part, to disease and abject wretchedness and

an early death, appears in every age as the perpetual sym

bol of degradation and the sinfulness of man. Herself

the supreme type of vice, she is ultimately the most effi

cient guardian of virtue. But for her, the unchallenged

purity of countless homes would be polluted , and not a

few who, in the pride of their untempted chastity, think

of her with an indignant shudder, would have known the

agony of remorse and of despair. On that one degraded
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and ignoble form are concentrated the passions that might

have filled the world with shame. She remains, while

creeds and civilizations rise and fall, the eternal priestess

of humanity, blasted for the sins of the people .”

The loftiness and even poetic tone of the principal

feature of the passage do not detract from its scientific

soundness.

“ Marriage,” taking the term broadly, is a regulator of

sexual intercourse. As such Marriage has its early begin

nings in the gens formation of society — a formation that

received its earliest impulse from experience regarding the

harmfulness of promiscuity. The gens formation pre

vented the evil through the provision that forbade inter

copulation in the same gens. In that stage in man's

history " Prostitution ,” as the institution has become and

is known to -day, did not exist. The fact of "Prostitu

tion's ” arising with the more modern institution of “Mar

riage” is evidence unerring that “Marriage,” as now un

derstood, was a perversion of the course of Nature and of

Society. What the reason , or cause of the perversion was ,

sociology explains.

“Marriage,” as now understood, is one of the manifesta

tions of “class” divisions, and consequent Class Rule. The

sentiment of love — an acquired sentiment in the course of

the race's development, and source of noblest, altruistic im

pulses — that sentiment, on the one hand, and class-tyranny

and class-subjection on the other, are incompatible. The

institution of Divorce a counter formality — is a clumsy

remedy for the evils of a clumsy institution. Like Laws of

Bankruptcy, Laws of Divorce tell the tale of society's

economic ill-being. The one and the other, being the re
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flexes of economic changes, can not choose but share the

fate of these, changing with these for the better, or the

worse, according as economic conditions should improve

or deteriorate. For the same reason that deteriorated

economic conditions gave birth to Laws of Bankruptcy, and

these laws are bound to become obsolete under improved

economic conditions — for the same reason Laws of Divorce

will cease with the economic conditions that shall render

them unnecessary , -- and along with them must vanish

“ Marriage,” the formal institution that now it is, taking

away along with it, its execrable shadow of " Prostitution . ”

The natural necessity of sexual intercourse is a material

fact which resists the attempts of all Father -Gassonic in

cantations to wrench it from its nature and setting. How

futile all such attempts have proved is attested by the

scandals that periodically break out in monasteries out

raged Nature breaking through the bonds of man -made

pressure in the diseases known to medical jurisprudence as

"nymphomania" and " satyriasis. ” A further and more

recent attestation is furnished by the Rome correspondent

of the London “ Daily Chronicle," who recently telegraphed

to that paper : " The Vatican has ordered the Bavarian

Episcopate to proceed with thie greatest severity against the

movement among Catholics in that country for the sup

pression or alleviation of the rigors of sacerdotal celibacy.

According to official information furnished to the Pope, an

association founded with this object already counts 13,000

members, many of whom are themselves ecclesiastics. "

( “ Converted Catholic," for April 11 , 1911 ; page 124. )

On the other hand not all the "Free Lovers' ” excesses,

that blind resistance to the prostitution-producing class
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rule perversion of sexual intercourse, known in the Polit

ical Social order as “ Marriage," can breed, can throw dis

credit upon the purity, loftiness and wisdom of the family

when emancipated from the shackles of economic ill -being.

As set forth in his preface by the translator of Bebel's

“ Woman Under Socialism" :

“ The monogamous family - bruised and wounded in the

cruel rough -and -tumble of modern society, where, with

few favored exceptions of highest type, male creation is

held down, physically, mentally and morally, to the brutal

izing level of the brute, forced to grub and grub for bare

existence, or, which amounts to the same, to scheme and

scheme in order to avoid being forced so to grub and grub

—will have its wounds staunched, its bruises healed, and ,

ennobled by the slowly acquired forces of conjugal, pater

nal and filial affection, bloom under Socialism into a lever

of mighty power for the moral and physical elevation of

the race .”

XIX.

SOCIALISM .

The two correspondents -- the gentlemen who furnished

us with clippings from the Boston “ Post ” of February 6,

containing the report of the Jesuit Father Thomas I. Gas

son's Anti -Socialist address, delivered in that city on the

previous day, and who, while considering Father Gasson's

words the word of God that “nailed the un-Godly teachings

of Socialism , ” yet, with tell-tale inconsistency, challenged

refutation — the two gentlemen have been accommodated in

the preceding XVIII articles. For the greater edification

of the challengers, who, we hope, have " learned some
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thing, ” the series may now be completed with a succinct

presentation of Socialism .

Socialism is the synthesis of two sets of laws, one econ

omic ; the other sociologic.

The leading economic law that carries Socialism in its

folds is the Law of Value Value in Exchange.

The Law of Value establishes that the standard by which

goods are exchanged is the amount of labor-power crys

tallized in them, and socially necessary for their produc

tion .

From the Law of Value flow two others, corollary to it,

under the system of the private ownership of the neces

saries for wealth production, that is, the Capitalist System :

The first corollary is that the articles of merchandise

turned out by the operator of superior capital, being more

numerous and turned out with less expenditure of labor

power than the articles of merchandise that are turned out

by the operator of inferior capital, drive the latter out of

the market. To illustrate :

If at a given time the machinery ( capital ) for producing

calico enables each operator to produce 10 yards in 12

hours, and the same amount of labor-power produces 4

bushels of potatoes, then the calico and the potatoes will

exchange in the market at

10 yards for 4 bushels.

If the machinery, operated by one of the operators, has

improved and it turns out 20 yards in 12 hours, then the

exchange in the market will be

20 yards for 4 bushels,

consequently, the operators operating the same machinery
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as before will have to exchange in the market their

10. yards for 2 bushels.

If the machinery, operated by that one of the operators,

improves so much more that it turns out 100 yards, then

the exchange in the market will be

100 yards for 4 bushels,

with the consequence that the operators who have none but

the old style machinery to produce with are compelled to

exchange in the market their

10 yards for only 4/10 of a bushel.

In this progression is read, on the one hand, the finish

of the small producer, and, on the other, the concentration

of capital, in short, the Trust, that contrivance of produc

tion that turns out the largest number of useful articles

with the least possible expenditure of human labor.

Against this progression all “ Sherman Anti-Trust Laws” ;

all “ Interstate Commerce Laws" ; all Supreme Court de

cisions, with or without the application of the " Rule of

Reason ,” are as effective as the noise of tin kettles to affect

sun and moon eclipses.

The second corollary to the economic Law of Value is

that the workingman, the proletarian, the man wholly

without the necessaries for production, is lowered to the

status of merchandise, to be bought and sold in the Labor

Market under laws identical with those under which all

other merchandise is bought and sold . In that economic

law is read the inevitable decline of the human factor in

production. In view of that fact no " Labor Law " enacted

by the Capitalist Class can bring redress, on the contrary.

The main effect of such laws, unless quickly followed up

with revolutionary moves, is to perform the part of social
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parachutes — they render the decline slow , unperceived,

gradual, yet nevertheless steady, and, therefore, all the

surer and more baneful.

The sociologic laws, which merge with the economic laws

just outlined are:

1. The trend of society is to produce with ever increas

ing abundance and decreasing human exertion, so as to

insure to all the material necessaries of life to the end that

the race be raised above the level of the brute, and of the

brutifying compulsion of toil for bare existence.

2. The material means toward that consummation is the

ever more perfect tool of production. In the measure that

the tool is perfected the goal is reached . The Trust is,

mechanically, the most perfect stage yet reached by the

tool.

3. The process of the perfection of the tool compels co

operative labor to an ever widening extent.

4. The tool of production is the weapon of Man against

Slavery. Without the tool Man is Nature's slave. In the

measure that the tool improves, the intensity of the slavery

declines .

5. The mere existence of the tool does not bring about

Man's emancipation from the bondage of material neces

sities. The perfected tool only brings about the poten

tiality of Man's emancipation .

6. Toolless Man being the slave of Nature, it follows that

the tool having come into existence, the toolless individual

becomes the slave of the tool-holding individual. That is

Capitalist Society.

7. The nature of the tool dictates the system of its own
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ership. The collectively operated tool must be owned col.

lectively.

8. The social system pivoted upon the private ownership

of the collectively wielded weapon of production is re

flected in the " political system ” of government.

9. The “ political system ” of government is a system of

oppression — the oppression of the slave by the slave-holder.

10. So long as the tool is not perfect enough to be able

to accomplish its emancipatory function, the slave -holder

and slave, or the Classes, are inevitable. All efforts -

whether sentimental, or blindly rebellious,—to remove or

even mitigate the evils of such a social system are vain .

In the measure that the emancipatory possibilities of the

tool ripen, the strain of the Class Struggle is intensified

and social discontent increases and takes organized shape.

11. Social Discontent is the badge of a Subject Class.

When the subjection is no longer a social necessity, that

Class is ripened into a Revolutionary Class .

12. The economic laws which decree the fated bank

ruptcy of the small holders and their fated conversion into

proletarians, fated under capitalism to the status of merch

andise, together with the sociologic laws that cluster around

and flow from the tool of production, determine at once

the structure of the revolutionary organization and its goal.

From the synthesis of these laws, or be it their con

vergence, arises Socialism-a revolutionary social move

ment, which, taking evolution by the hand, eliminates the

economic and political ills that to -day afflict society.

In other words, Socialism is the logical sequence of econ

omic and sociologic development. It is the movement

which overthrows the Political State ; rears the Industrial
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State in its place ; harmonizes the system of ownership with

the collective system of operating the plants of production ;

and abolishes economic, the foundation of all slavery.

Such being the material basis of Socialism , the Socialist

Movement is the sole one that furnishes the foundation and

shelter for the loftiest aspiration of the loftiest minds of

all Ages — the Brotherhood of Man.
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PROLOGUE

The work here presented to the reader is composed of

a series of articles which appeared in the DAILY PEO

PLE (New York ) , official organ of the Socialist Labor

Party . The articles were written by Daniel De Leon, the

Editor, in answer to certain articles, attacks and chal

lenges against Socialism by Tom Watson, editor of The

Jeffersonian and Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine.

Tom Watson, the recognized mouthpiece of Southern

Jeffersonian Democracy, was a man of parts, an unmis

takably brilliant intellect gone to seed, and a highly cour

ageous man gone to waste because of the accident of

birth in the most reactionary surroundings.

One cannot read his “ Story of France," extensively

reviewed in the DAILY PEOPLE some 20 years ago ,

without becoming impressed that, whatever his limita

tions due to the environment in which he had his being, he

had a much broader outlook than the average American

politician or journalist. And yet for a man with a broad

historic outlook, he was one of the most passionately

narrow -minded men of his day. He hated the Negro as

only a true chivalrous Southerner can hate the " nigger,

and his hatred of the Jew and the Catholic was scarcely

less bitter. Some years ago , in the sensational murder

trial of Leo Frank, Watson's Jeffersonian, blinded with

rage and anti -Jew mania, led the fight for Leo Frank's

conviction, stirring up the passions of the mob, which

finally led to the sensational lynching of Frank.

Watson was a fighter, continually on the warpath ,



hitting, slashing, often abusive, his attacks lacking bal

ance, as naturally they would . His middle -class-reform

ism and gone-to-seed Populism could not fail to make him

a Don Quixotic absurdity even when he took the field

in a good cause . He first stepped into the strong lime

light of politics during the Populist movement in behalf

of whose petty and impossible reforms he fought like a

Trojan . He was once the Populist candidate for Presi

dent .

During the World War, Watson did not fall in with

the warmongers. His attack upon Wilson and his position

earned him the “ righteous ” hatred of that good hater.

The Jeffersonian had to bite the dust in that struggle, but

Watson was powerful enough to hold his own and keep

out of jail . In 1920 he won the Senatorial battle with a

tremendous majority, fighting his campaign on an “ anti

Wilson, anti-League and anti-war " platform . At Wash

ington, where he had been a familiar figure since 1891,

first as a Representative and later as a Senator, he was

one of the most picturesque figures , brilliant , erratic, a

hard hitter who became decidedly uncomfortable to the

stand-pat element. It was he who charged that American

soldiers had in France been executed without trial, which

led to an inquiry the result of which never came to light,

the committee in charge never making a report. In the

midst of that battle hedied at Washington, in full armor,

so to speak , in the fall of 1922.

Watson perhaps never met a real Waterloo but once

and that was when he made “ contact” with the Socialist

Labor Party . On an evil day for him, Tom Watson,

armed all cap-a-pie, strutted into the arena loudly snort

ing all sorts of threats and challenges against Socialism ,

which he undertook to demolish in ways of his own. He

was taken up by De Leon in a manner that must have

greatly hurt his pride . The literary result of that encoun

ter is the Socialist Labor Party classic presented here

under the title , “ Watson on the Gridiron ," wherein Wat

VITI



son and his notions about Socialism are first roasted and

then grilled to a nice tasty brown.

When Watson tackled Socialism he was instantly

beyond his depth. Of course, he knew nothing whatever

about it, entertaining upon that subject the crude, unpol

ished notions altogether too prevalent in this country.

What he lacked in argument, however, he tried in true

Watsonian fashion to make up in vituperation , but as is

too well known, the man who met De Leon with vituper

ation, bluff and bluster, had no chance whatsoever. Wat

son was in no manner a match for De Leon, which he

soon learned to his sorrow. Ere long the would -be de

molisher of Socialism cried " Hold ! Enough !" and

furling his banner galloped away in a manner anything

but graceful.

THE PUBLISHERS.
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[ From DAILY PEOPLE, October 24, 1909 )

1

JACOB'S TWO-RUNG LADDER TO NONSENSE.

SOCIALISM , BEING FUNDAMENTALLY WRONG, CANNOT BE DEFEND

ED UPON FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES — From The American

Whip, Reproduced in Watson's Atlanta, Ga ., The Jeffer.

sonian, Sept. 30, 1909.

Whatever is perfect in its kind deserves admiration .

Some people are seen sweating at every pore in the at

tempt toadjust facts to their theories, by toilsomely manu.

facturing premises that may square with their preconceived

conclusions. The " American Whip ,” endorsed by Wat

son’s “ Jeffersonian , " saves itself the trouble. It needs no

facts for its premises ; bothers not about seeking, or setting

up any ; its conclusions are THE thing, to which it ar

rives like a bolt from a clear sky. Socialism is fundamen

tally wrong, first rung of the ladder; therefore Socialism

cannot be defended upon fundamental principles, second

and top rung of the ladder. And there you are!

There is much sterling merit in this system , besides

beauty. With other systems one needs to load his cannon

with the balls of fact, in order to overthrow the false facts

set up as the foundation for a false conclusion. With the

" American -Whip - Jeffersonian ” system no such loading of

cannons is requisite. The system is so simple, as simple

as Columbus's trick of standing an egg on end, that it

invites imitation.

For instance :

The "American-Whip" and the “ Jeffersonian " being

scrub cattle, they cannot warble like canary birds.

Or :
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The “ Jeffersonian " and the " American Whip" being

horse - thieves, they cannot be defended upon the principle

of honesty.

Or :

The " American Whip " and the “Jeffersonian” being

bald, no mattress can be made of the hair on their heads .

Or :

The “ Jeffersonian” and the " American Whip” being

crocodiles , they cannot climb trees.

And so forth, and so on.

That happens, however, with the American-Whip -Jeff

ersonian system that happens to no other original idea.

With other originators, imitation only strengthens the

originator . In this instance , imitation knocks down the

two-rung ladder and leaves the originators with their noses

flat upon the ground .

11 .

[From DAILY PEOPLE, November 5, 1909

A BELATED “ SON OF LOYALTY.”

Tom Watson in his “ The Jeffersonian ” of last week con

trasts himself and policy with Socialism . “ We, " he says

of himself and fellow Populists, " want to drive out abuses ;

we want to cure the sick man , not to kill him , " whereas

Socialism would kill the Sick Man of bourgeois society,

not cure him.

It is said that in the days of the American Revolution

there was an organization styled “ Sons of Loyalty.” The

purpose of these Sons was to oppose the Revolution by pen

and speech , occasionally by waylaying Washington's sol. "

diers. It is not reported that the Sons had a weekly; but

if they had, some such article as the following surely must

have flown from their feverish brains and tremulous pens:

“The Revolution is an insane idea. We do not deny

that there are abuses committed by Crown and Parliament.

We are as anxious as anyone can be to drive out the abuses.
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But lo, the Revolution ! That's something radically dif

ferent. We want to cure the sick man. Crown and Parlia

ment are sick. We do not want to kill Parliament and

Crown. What new fangled language is that one hears

nowaday's about 'overthrowing Feudalism !' Overthrow

the King ? Overthrow Parliament ? Overthrow the prin

ciple that Parliament has a right to tell us what it is well

for us to manufacture, and what we should keep our hands

off ? whom we may trade with abroad and whom we should

not ? Do away with all that ? Why, that is not to cure,

that is to kill the sick man. Let us cure the sick man .

Let us put him in condition to exercise his God - given

powers without abusing them. But to kill him ! Why,

that would overthrow civilization, smash up the family

and uproot religion .”

The weekly organ of the Sons of Loyalty must have

borne some such name as “ The Blind Bat." The name

would fit the paper of Tom Watson , a belated Son of Loy

alty, much better than “ The Jeffersonian . ”

III .

[From DAILY PEOPLE, November 14, 1909]

HORRIBLE EXAMPLE OF 16 TO 1 MENTAL

TRAINING.

“ Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine” for the current month

leads with an 18-page article by the mercurial Tom Wat

son himself on “ Socialists and Socialism . ” The purpose

of the article is to show authoritatively - mind you , au

thoritatively — and documentarily-mind you, documen

tarily — that the program of Socialism embraces a sweep

ing remodeling of the family relations, the " overthrow of

the monogamic family” and the establishment of “ free

love. "

Readers of the Daily People might ask, Why bother with

such stale trash ? Does not Socialism, in the platforms

enunciated by its conventions, and in the classics upon

which all Socialists are agreed, plant itself exclusively upon

1
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the economic question ? Is not Socialism well understood

by all intelligent people, foe and friend alike, to begin and

end with the demand for the abolition of private owner

ship in the necessaries for labor and the re-organization

of society upon that basis ? What concern is it of Social

ism what the private opinion may be of this or that So

cialist as to whether monogamy will or will not continue,

any more than it is the concern of Protectionism whether

the protectionist Robert Ingersoll was an atheist; or any

more than it is the concern of Populism whether the Pop

ulist Tom Watson believes in the divine dispensation that

the Negro is a special creation for the Watsons to ride; or

any more than it is the concern of the Roman Catholic

creed whether the Prince of the Church Cardinal Anto

nelli was a promiscuous begetter of children ? Why bother

with such stale trash , anyhow ? That's all very true; and

the Daily People does not propose now, any more than it

has done heretofore, to allow itself to be drawn beside the

question—the overthrow of the capitalist system of pro

duction , the only issue that Socialism presents. In taking

up the article of our effervescent, though oft admired , ac

quaintance Tom Watson, the Daily People purposes to

render to the public the valuable service of illustrating the

pitiable wreckage of all sense of responsibility that a lib

eral education in heels-over-head populistic economics will

work even in so bright an intellect as Tom Watson's.

The first four pages of the article in question are taken

up with a roasting of the Socialist party man , the Rev.

George D. Herron , for the “ Socialist Wedding” which he

celebrated with Miss Rand, after divorcing his first wife.

Lest we digress, we shall not go into details to show that

Mr. Watson substantially blundered even on this point, in

that the revoltingness of the Rev. Herron's conduct the

casting off for a rich one a poor wife, whom shortly before

he had pronounced " the inspiration of his life" -makes

no part of Mr. Watson's anathemas. We shall let that

pass. The Rev. Herron " Socialist Wedding ” is but a pre
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lude to Mr. Watson's article . However excited, Mr. Wat

son realizes that his case on Socialist immorality could

not stand upon that leg alone. The remaining fourteen

pages buckle down to business. Bebel is to be convicted

out of his own mouth . The work of Bebel's, chosen to do

the job , is " Woman Under Socialism ."

At first sight, as one turns these pages over in wonder

ing anticipation, his heart is gladdened . There appears

to be a vast amount of citations from “Woman Under

Socialism .” The appearance is of conscientious research,

and sober thought. Such ever is a treat to the Socialist,

even if against himself. But what a disappointment fol

lows !

It would fill nothing short of a book to cite Mr. Wat

son's citations, which he repeatedly asseverates are not

garbled, and contrast them with the full passages actually

in Bebel's work. That is here out of the question . The

reader should invest in “Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine ”

and in Bebel's work, and make the comparisons himself.

Nevertheless, although a direct proof of the recklessness of

Mr. Watson is not allowed by our space—it would not do

to quote one passage ; if any, several should be quoted - a

clear idea of Mr. Watson's state of mind can be furnished

the reader expeditiously by quoting in full his observations

upon the English translator's preface of Bebel ( wherewith

Mr. Watson introduces his assault upon Bebel ) and then

contrasting that with what the translator actually did say .

Mr. Watson says :

“ In the translator's preface, he states that 'the Woman

Question is the weakest link in the capitalist mail . He

alludes to the efforts Socialists are making to enlist the

women in the 'overthrow of the existing order,' and ex

presses his belief that the race is now headed toward it.

“ Mr. De Leon is one of the most conspicuous and ener

getic American leaders of Socialism. When he translates

Herr Bebel's book into English, and publishes it for use

in Socialist propaganda, we need not be told that Mr. De
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Leon is in full accord with Herr Bebel, and desires to win

converts to Socialism by the circulation of Bebel's book.

And when we find that Woman Under Socialism' is an

elaborate argument for just such ideals as those set forth

at ‘A Socialist Wedding, we need no farther evidence to

convince us that Socialism does make uncompromising war

upon marriage, as we know it , and proposes to substitute

therefor the informal 'free and easy 'mating which Herron

and Miss Rand first practised and then 'announced'."

( The italics are in the original . )

Now let the reader turn to that translator's preface

quoted from , and referred to by Mr. Watson as evidence of

the translator's anti-monogamic views. It sets forth as

follows :

“ The ethic formula commands self -effacement to a trans

lator. More so than well-brought- up children , who should

be 'seen and not heard ,' a translator should , where at all

possible, be neither seen nor heard . That, however, is not

always possible. In a work of this nature, which , to the

extent of this one, projects itself into hypotheses of the

future, and even whose premises necessarily branch off into

fields that are not essentially basic to Socialism, much that

is said is , as the author himself announces in his introduc

tion , purely the personal opinion of the writer. With

these a translator, however much in general and fundamen

tal accord , may not always agree . Not agreeing, he is in

duty bound to modify the ethic formula to the extent of

marking his exception , lest the general accord , implied in

the act of translating, be construed into specific approval

of the objected-to passages and views. Mindful of a trans

lator's duties as well as rights, I have reduced to a small

number, and entered in the shape of running footnotes to

the text , the dissent I thought necessary to the passages

that to me seemed most objectionable in matters not re

lated to the main question ; and , as to matters related to

the main question , rather than enter dissent in running

footnotes, I have reserved for this place a summary of my

own private views on the family of the future.
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" It is an error to imagine that, in its spiral course, 80

ciety ever returns to where it started from . The spiral

never returns upon its own track. Obedient to the law of

social evolution, the race often is forced, in the course of

its onward march, to drop much that is good, but also

much that is bad . The bad, it is hoped , is dropped for all

time ; but the good, when picked up again, never is picked

up as originally dropped. Between the original dropping

andthe return to its vicinity along the tracks of the spiral,

fresh elements join. These new accretions so transmute

whatever is re -picked up that it is essentially remodeled.

The 'Communism' for instance, that the race is now head

ing toward, is, materially, a different article from the

'Communism' it once left behind . We move in an upward

spiral. No doubt moral concepts are the reflex of material

possibilities. But, for one thing, moral concepts are in

themselves a powerful force, often hard to distinguish in

their effect from material ones ; and , for another, these

material possibilities unfold material facts, secrets of Na

ture, that go to enrich the treasury of science , and quicken

the moral sense. Of such material facts are the discoveries

in embryology and kindred branches . They reveal the

grave fact , previously reckoned with in the matter of the

breeding of domestic animals, that the act of impregnation

is an act of inoculation. This fact, absolutely material,

furnishes a post-discovered material basis for a pre-sur

mised moral concept, -- the ‘oneness of flesh' with father

and mother. Thus science solidifies a poetic-moral yearn

ing, once held imprisoned in the benumbing shell of theo

logical dogma, and reflects its morality in the poetic ex

pression of the monogamic family. The moral, as well as

the material , accretions of the race's intellect, since it un

coiled out of early Communism , bar, to my mind, all pros

pect, I would say danger, moral and hygienic,-of pro

miscuity, or of anything even remotely approaching that.

" Modern society is in a state of decomposition. Insti

tutions, long held as of all time and for all time, are crumb
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ling. No wonder those bodies of society that come floating

down to us with the prerogatives of 'teacher' are seen to

day rushing to opposite extremes. On the matter of

'Woman' or "The Family' the divergence among our rulers

is most marked. While both extremes cling like ship

wrecked mariners to the waterlogged theory of private

ownership in the means of production, the one extreme,

represented by the Roman Catholic church -machine, is

seen to recede ever further back within the shell of ortho

doxy , and the other extreme, represented by the pseudo

Darwinians, is seen to fly into ever wilder flights of heter

odoxy on the matter of Marriage and Divorce .' Agreed ,

both , in keeping woman nailed to the cross of a now per

verse social system , the former seeks to assuage her agony

with the benumbing balın of resignation , the latter to re

lieve her torture with the blister of libertinage.

“ Between these two extremes stand the gathering forces

of revolution that are taking shape in the militant Socialist

Movement. Opinion among these forces, while it cannot

be said to clash, takes on a variety of shades as needs

will happen among men , who, at one on basic principles,

on the material substructure of institutional superstruc

ture, cannot but yield to the allurements of speculative

thought on matters as vet hidden in the future, and below

the horizon . For one , I hold there is as little ground for

rejecting monogamy, by reason of the taint that clings to

its inception , as there would be ground for rejecting co

operation, by reason of the like taint that accompanied its

rise, and also clings to its development. For one, I hold

that the smut of capitalist conditions, that to -day clings

to monogamy, is as avoidable an 'incident in the evolu.

tionary process as are the iniquities of capitalism that to

day are found the accompaniment of co -operative labor;

and the further the parallel is pursued through the many

ramifications of the subject, the closer will it be discovered

to hold . For one, I hold that the monogamous family

bruised and wounded in the cruel rough -and-tumble of

modern society, where, with few favored exceptions of
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highest type, male creation is held down, physically, men

tally and morally, to the brutalizing level of the brute,

forced to grub and grub for bare existence, or, which

amounts to the same, to scheme and scheme in order to

avoid being forced so to grub and grub — will have its

wounds staunched, its bruises healed , and, ennobled by the

slowly acquired moral forces of conjugal, paternal and

filial affection, bloom under Socialism into a lever of

mighty power for the moral and physical elevation of the

race .

The reader should now refresh his memory by re-reading

Mr. Watson's account of the translator's preface of Bebel's

“ Woman Under Socialism .'

Far be it from us to believe that Tom Watson deliber

ately falsified , and deliberately misrepresented. In all

sincerity we do not. If he had , the matter would not de

serve handling. Mr. Watson did not mean to falsify. His

false presentation of the translator's posture is one of the

inevitable results of the mental training imparted by the

philosophy of 2+2=16 to 1 . A system of thought that ,

from shallow premises, flies off to the scatter-brained finan

cial theory of which Mr. Watson is an expositor, misedu

cates. If indulged in intensely, it disqualifies the mind

for that conscientious reading and sober thought that ren

ders a man responsible for his words. The translator's

preface is not quite four pages long. If the wheels in Mr.

Watson's head whirl so wildly that he can so wholly mis

apprehend and so rashly report the contents of a 4 -page

preface, what the chances are of his acting with a greater

sense of responsibility, with regard to a nearly 400-page

book, the reader may judge forhimself.

IV.

[ From DAILY PEOPLE, November 26, 1909]

THE MOTHER -RIGHT.

Tom Watson's weekly, " The Jeffersonian," of November

18, addressing its fellow Populists warningly against So
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cialism, and informing them that in the magazine of the

same name Mr. Watson is “disemboweling that filthy, per

nicious book, Bebel’s ‘Woman Under Socialism ,' ” says to

them :

“ Do you know what the mother -right system was ? IT

WAS SEXUAL PROMISCUITY, IN WHICH EVERY WOMAN WAS

ENJOYED CARNALLY BY ANY AND EVERYBODY . The tribe

could not tell who was the father of the children , and

hence the mother was the only recognized parent.

“ The four lower races lived on that swinish level, at

first, BUT THE CAUCASIAN RACE NEVER DID. THERE NEVER

WAS AN AGE IN WHICH WHITE WOMEN HAD THE MORALS

OF NEGRO WENCHES, — NEVER ! ”

The substance of the two paragraphs sufficiently de

notes a mind unhinged, in revolt against facts ; the under

scoring of the passages, reproduced above exactly as in the

original , only renders the performance all the more com

pletely corybantic.

The concept of the mother -right could and did arise in

the human race only after some degree of system had as

serted itself. When human societyhad advanced enough,

that is, when it had gathered a sufficient store of expe

rience upon which at all to base a system, however rudi

mental , promiscuity, the primal condition in which "every

woman was enjoyed carnally by any and everybody," lay

far behind society. Mother-right is one of the surest, per

haps the very surest, evidence of social organization ; more

over, the social organization of which mother-right was an

institution was constructed expressly to prevent promis

cuity, the evil effect of which was the first impulse for or

ganization. When human society had advanced to the

mother-right stage, human society had reached the gentile

system of organization. Under the gentile system of or

ganization cohabitation between the men and women of

the same gens was forbidden .

The original gens was the era of earliest communism.

The Iron Tool had not yet made its appearance. As yet
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there was not the slightest foreshadowing of the ripping

of society into classes. As a consequence, the dignity of

motherhood clad woman with social precedence. A social

consequence thereof was that when a man and a woman co

habitated, seeing they had to be of different gentes, she

did not leave her gens for his, but he left his gens for hers ;

the children of the union belonged to the mother's gens ;

the name of the mother's gens was theirs ; and the property

acquired remained, generally, with her gens. Thatwas the

essence and the system of mother-right .

From this first gentile formation society melted into the

second . The transition took place during the later period

of barbarism, so-called in ethnology. The Iron Tool had

sprung up . Classes were forming Property was gath

ering . Under these circumstances male creation, by rea

son of the greater vigor of bone and muscle it was en

dowed with and that society then needed, rose to suprem

acy. In the transition , the inhibition against marriage in

the samegensof course remaining, when aman anda woman

cohabited , he did not, as formerly, leave his gens for hers ;

she henceforth left her gens for his ; the children of the

union belonged to the father's gens ; the name of the fath

er's gens became theirs ; and the property acquired re

mained, at first, with his gens , and later went to his ag

nates, until, finally, with the breaking up of gentile society,

the property was inherited exclusively by hisown children .

Accordingly ,

1. Mother-right, so far from being a " swinish ” affair,

as Mr. Watson in his frenzy declares,so far from being a

badge of degradation to woman, was a badge of dignity.

It was a diadem , proudly worn on the foreheads of the

sweethearts of our remote ancestry, and zealously guarded

by the mothers of our early forebears.

2. The loss of the mother-right, so far from elevating

womanhood, marks her downfall, and fastened upon her

a badge of servitude that lasts to this day , and that no

hymeneal lace-veils of Watsonic society can successfully

conceal.
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3. However shocking the thought to our modern sense,

the remote ancestry of us all ( white women along with

" Negro wenches” ) began their march towards civiliza

tion with promiscuity and incest. Even if Mr. Watson

in his delirium were to reject the word of ethnologic sci

ence on this head , surely such a compound of piousness

and Caucasianism as he will keep his delirium sufficiently

under control not to reject scripture , the Adamic version

of which leaves no escape from the promiscuity and incest

conclusion .

4. And finally-by the force of the identical and irre

sistible social evolution , that, at one of its stages, tore the

diadem of mother- right from the brow of woman , the dia

dem will be restored to her at the stage that civilized society

is now getting ready to enter upon — the stage of that im

proved communism , when the classes will again be no more,

and economic independence, becoming the birthright of

humanity, matrimony will no longer justify the pun with

which the American poet John Godfrey Saxe justly stig

matized the modern institution when he called it a matter

of-money.

V.

[From DAILY PEOPLE, December 5, 1909)

“ DISEMBOWELING ” LABOR.

Tom Watson's “ The Jeffersonian ” lets up a moment in

its November 25th issue on " that filthy, pernicious book,

Bebel's Woman Under Socialism ," to take a fall out of the

workingman. The trick is attempted by an attempted par

allel between the "blacklist" and the "boycott."

“ The Jeffersonian” reasons as follows : " What is the

blacklist ? The corporation gets a grudge against you and

discharges you ; it does not want you to get another job ;

it, therefore, follows you up ; and, if you obtain another

position, it notifies the employing corporation that you are

on their blacklist,—that you are a dangerous man and

ought to be discharged. You are, accordingly, fired. You
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go to another corporation and get another job . By the

same process you are fired again . This happens to you

again and again, until you are finally convinced that they

are dead against you, and that you can not get work any

where.” Having described the blacklist in that way, “ The

Jeffersonian ” proceeds to describe the boycott as a process

in which the Union treats a corporation in the way the

corporation treated the workman, until the corporation

can not manufacture and sell goods. And the paper con

cludes from this that " there is not the least bit of differ

ence in the principle of the thing." " The blacklist is sim

ply the corporation's method of boycotting the undesirable

workman," while the boycott is simply the workman's

method of blacklisting the corporation .

The presentation of the case is structurally false, be

cause essentially defective.

“ The Jeffersonian ” omits important features of the

blacklist, features without which the process of the black

list could not be set in motion . The blacklist is a sen

tence, pronounced upon a workingman by a court in the

electing of which the workingman had no hand , and after

a trialin which he was not present, and at which he was

not confronted by the witnesses against him . Moreover,

in order for such a court to exercise its blacklisting func

tions the condemned man must be a helpless being by

reason of his being plundered of the fruit of his labor by

the very court that passes sentence upon him. The boy

cott, on the contrary,is not a final affair. It is an incident

in a struggle. It is a move that contemplates negotiations ,

treaty and settlement. The blacklist is an act of punish

ment ; the boycott is a manoeuvre for redress. The black

list is final; the boycott temporary. The blacklist is an

act of persecution ; the boycott a measure of war.

When a populist employer of labor pretends that the

boycott, set in motion against his class by its emplcyes, is

exactly like the blacklist inflicted by his class upon a work

man , we but have a latter day explanation of the correct
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instinct that kept the working class from taking stock in

funstic protessions of love and affection for Labor.

When, moreover, a paper that names itself after Jefferson

is seen justifying the blacklist by paralleling it with the

boycott, we have a prime illustration of the hypocritical

pretensions of the bourgeois to Jefferson as their patron

saint.

VI .

( From DAILY PEOPLE, December 21 , 1909)

WATSON ON INTEREST.

In the “ Jeffersonian ” for the current month Tom Wat

son appears in poetic garb. What ? Does he really turn

up in rhyme and meter ? Not exactly. The appearance is

that of prose, plain prose ; the style is that of poetry, lyric

poetry. The article in question is entitled “ Interest.” It

is a lyric poem to justify sponging, and should have borne

the titled of “ Sponging," not “ Interest.”

According to Mr. Watson the genesis of borrowing is

idling. There was a Mr. Worker who worked hard ; at the

same time there was a Mr. Idler who idled equally hard.

While Mr. Worker sweated , Mr. Idler lived , laughed, loved

and enjoyed life. Mr. Worker's hard work produced fifty

dollars. That's his " Reward.” One day Mr. Idler knocks

at Mr. Worker's door, and says : “Let me use your Re

ward for my pleasure and profit.” Mr. Worker, who is en

titled to use his Reward , asks Mr. Idler : “ What induce

ment do you offer me ? ” The upshot is the birth of Inter

est, that being the inducement offered by Mr. Idler and ac

cepted by Mr. Worker, whereupon the angels sing in heav

en at the sight of the “ poor man being enabled to use the

rich man's Reward .”

As an item in Mother Hubbard's experience, which

starteu with her cupboard , this would be lyrically charm

ing. As an item in economics it is mere balderdash .

Interest on a capitalist's money, profits on a capitalist's

plant, are differentiations of the identical thing - Spong
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ing ; the one and the other has its origin in the same act

expropriation ; in the one instance, as in the other, the

Sponging requires the same conditions.

The conditions for Sponging are the existence of a class,

that is without the wherewitual to work , confronting a

class, that holds the wherewithal to work . As a conse

quence the conditions for sponging are the existence of a

class, that, in order to live, must work for a class that can

live without work.

The beginning of such conlitions lies in the brutal ex

pulsion, by a minority, of the majority of the people, from

the land.

The majority having been driven with fire and sword

from the soil become the thralls of the Expropriators who

return to the Expropriated only a pittance of their pro

duce on field and, later, in factory , mines, etc.

Interest, paid by the worker to the capitalist, for the use

of his money, is, accordingly, exactly as the profits, paid

by the worker to the capitalist for the use of his plant.

The " bargain ” made by the borrowing or the working pro

letariat is the kind of " bargain” that is made between

the highwayman and the wayfarer.

Poetic license is allowed in works of rhymed fiction .

Science knows naught of that.

---

VII .

[From Daily PEOPLE, January 7 , 1910]

A LESSON IN ENGLISH TO TOM WATSON.

" Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine” for the current

month "disemboweling" Marx presents, if anything, a

droller picture than it did when engaged at " disembowel

ing ” Bebel.

Marx is correctly quoted as stating that “ that which de

termines the magnitude of the value of any article is the

amount of labor socially necessary, or the labor-time so

cially necessary for its production.” Thereupon Mr. Wat

son cites the instance of two cotton plantations, one " level,
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free of stumps, fertile and easy to work , ” the other " roll

ing, rocky, stumpy and thin ” ; and he cites the instance of

two sawmills, one “ an up-to-date plant, with powerful en

gine” and equipped with a lightning saw that splits off

plank after plank “ with a 'zip, zip, zip, ' ” the other "one

of these portable fellows ” of which “the engine is small” ;

and he cites a string of other " homely examples," after

cach of which he asks whether the output of the inferior

land or plant will sell for as much as the output of the

superior land or plant ? Correctly he answers: “You

know that it does not” ; and from that he takes a clown's

tumble arriving at the conclusion : " Then the Socialist

theory isn't worth a hill of beans.”

Whereat Socialism takes Mr. Watson on its knees and

addresses him as follows :

“ Tommy, dear , cool down. In your heated state of mind

you can't understand and won't learn English. Your error

is primarily an error in English . Just read over again

that Marxian theory which you quoted. That which de

termines the magnitude of the value of any article is the

amount of labor socially necessary, or the labor-time so

cially necessary for its production . Good boy, that was

nicely read. Now, do you see that word 'socially' ? It

occurs twice the amount of labor, or the labor -time 'so

cially' necessary-- do you see that word ? Yes ? Good.

Whatever may be said of your undeveloped mind, your eyes

are true. Now, Tommy, spell that word . Hard to spell ?

Well, I'll help you . S , 0, 80 ; c, i , a, 1 , cial ; social; 1 , y , ly ;

socially. Good boy. Now do you know what that word

stands for in English ? No ? I thought so. Let's turn

to page 1701 of the Standard Dictionary. Here it is.

Now read : 'Socially adv. , with reference to society.' Good !

Your enunciation is clear, clear as your eyes. What you

need is to polish up your mind, too . You see , 'socially is

called an 'adv .' Doyou know what that abbreviation stands

for ? No ? It stands for 'adverb .' Socially is an adverb .

Adverbs qualify verbs and adjectives. You know that ?
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Good. Now we can proceed . A thing that is 'necessary'

forproduction is a thing thatproduction can not get along

without. If I put the word 'socially' before 'necessary ,' 1

thereby qualify the 'necessary . I then mean that the 'nec

essary' is not absolute; production can be carried on with

out that thing. A thing 'socially necessary for produc

tion,'-do you catch on , Tommy ?-is a different thing

from the thing ‘necessary for production. The labor-time

expended on an old -time mill, or on a field from which the

stumps have not yet been removed, is 'necessary for pro

duction , but it is not 'socially necessary. Society having

reached the point where it operates improved engines to saw

planks 'zip, zip, zip ,' it follows that society does no longer

depend upon the labor-time formerly needed to saw planks

when no ' zip, zip, zip ,' could do the job . Now, Tommy,

you will perceive that the Socialist theory is worth all the

hills of beans in the world. He who, to-day, when im

proved machinery makes things go 'zip, zip, zip,' chooses,

or is compelled, to work with old style machinery, can natu

rally notexpect to get as much for his work as he who op

erates the 'zip, zip, zip' engines. The reason is obvious,

the labor he expends in production is no longer 'socially

necessary. So that the very illustrations you cite knock

you out. They prove that what 'isn't worth a hill of beans'

is, not the Socialist theory, but is your denial, due to your

weakness in English grammar. The labor socially neces

sary for production is what determines the value of goods .

And much flows from this fact. The man who owns nlants

that enable him to turn out goods with an amount of labor

vastly below the amount of labor required by the man who

owns no such plant, will outsell and ruin the latter. The

reason being that the labor, ‘socially' necessary for the

turning outof the said article, is vastly below the labor

which the other fellow requires. So, you see, Tommy, how

important grammar is to the understanding of economics.

And, now , Tommy, here is a cooky for you ; and next time

don't be so cocksure in your ignorance. Modesty is a

jewel. Now , go and take a run in the woods."
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VIII.

[From DAILY PEOPLE, February 2, 1910 )

WATSON AND SURPLUS VALUE.

Tom Watson's " Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine" for

this month praiseworthily continues its praiseworthy task

of "disemboweling” Bebel , “ exploding” Marx, and “driv.

ing Socialists so completely into a corner that they haven't

got room to grunt . The Socialist principles this month

disemboweled, exploved and cornered into gruntlessness are

three - Surplus Talue, the Law of Wages, and the Mate

rialist Conception of llistory.

Anxious not to allow Mr. Watson's genius to go to waste,

the bleeding, palpitating remnants of all the three subjects

will be picked up successively from the refuse heap into

which Mr. Watson flung tl.em. From that heap we take

up this week the first subject--Surplus Value.

DIr. Watson grips the subject at its very heart. Says he :

“ Karl Diarx contended that when A. sold to B. à com

modity which B. aficrwards sold to C. at a profit, a social

wrong had been committed. The profit made by B. in the

trade was 'surplus value.' ” Whereupon Mr. Watson con

cludes that Marx's idea is absurd . Our conclusion is that,

either some enterprising book -agent found Mr. Watson

“ dead easy” and stuck him with a copy of some wild -eyed

reformer's pamphlet, which he palmed off upon the un

sophisticated Georgian as a work by Marx ; or, that Mr.

Watson actually had an actual work by Marx in his hands,

but was himself in such a towering state of rage over the

increased resistance of his plantation " Niggers” to his

sponging of the surplus value yielded by them, that he

knew not what he read .-Fact is, Marx never said any

such thing, nor anything that remotely looks like it.

“ Surplus Value” is not the yield of a commercial trans

action . * Surplus Value is that wealth , measured in value,

that Labor yields to the finished product, and which the

finished product is worth over and above the cost of pro

duction . For instance :
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We are not accurately informed how many “ Niggers”

Mr. Watson works on his plantation. Let us assume he

works 100 of them . Let us also assume that cotton is the

staple product of the plantation. Mr. Watson will have

to make certain expenditures. He will have to pay rent,

either direct or indirect direct if he does not own the

ground, indirect in the shape of the interest forfeited by

the purchase-money of the land if he does own it ; he will

have to pay for the seed ; he will have to pay for the imple

ments; he will have to pay for the live stock, etc.; etc.;

and he will have to pay his “ Niggers” for their labore

power. Now, then, when the cotton of the Watson planta

tion is sold, assuming that the cotton market is not, at the

time, suffering from any perturbing cause-such as an ex

ceptional demand, which would send prices up ; or an ex.

ceptional glut, which would force prices down that cot

ton will be sold at its EXCHANGE VALUE, that is for

the amount of gold which represents the amount of labor.

power socially necessary to produce, that is, to place that

cotton on the market. That amount of gold consists of

two parts :

One part is the value of the expenses - rent; seed ; wear

and tear of implements, that is , that portion of the imple

ments consumed in production ; wear and tear of stock ;

etc.; etc.; and the wages bargained for by the " Niggers,"

and not always paid to them as they go along, but fre

quently paid to them when the employer collects on his

sales.

The other part consists of an additional value, a value

which labor -power yields over and above its own wages,

and the yielding of which is the specific quality of labor.

power, without which quality it would not be hired at all.

That excess of value, which labor-power yields over and

above the wages paid to the wage slave ,-that is SUR

PLUS VALUE.

When Mr. Watson has his cotton , and before he sells the

same, he has in his possession , in the shape of cotton , all
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that he expended — and something else, besides. That ad

ditional something is the wealth that it is the quality of

labor-power to yield over and above its own wages ; that

additional something is SURPLUS VALUE ; that addi.

tional something Mr. Watson appropriates as “ profits."

If Mr. Watson is in any way related to Artemus Ward's

** Uncle Willyum ,” who, Artemus tells, sold “ applesass ” in

kegs containing only an upper layer of " sass ' and below

that shavings; if , in other words, Mr. Watson were surrep

titiously to insert bricks and rocks into his bales of cotton,

he would then get still larger returns. But the increased

returns would not be "profits" ; they would not be SUR

PLUS VALUE ; they would be “ cheating.” Without

“ cheating” in his sales the employer pockets more than he

gives out . The excess is SURPLUS VALUE.

SURPLUS VALUE is, economically, not the fruit of

overreaching practiced by one dealer upon another; it is

the plunder levied by the Watson class upon their wage

slaves engaged in production.

SURPLUS VALUE , consequently, has also a sociologic

side . It inarks the line along which the class-struggle is

being waged — the line along which the Watson Class and

the Working Class, Mr. Watson and his “ Niggers, " have

their hands in each others' wool .

IX.

[From DAILY PEOPLE, February 10, 1910 )

WATSON AND HIS DUCHESS.

Agreeable to promise we take up this week the second of

the Socialist principles that " Watson's Jeffersonian Maga

zine” for the current month “ disembowels , " " explodes, "

and " corners into gruntlessness” -the theory of the mate

rialist, or economic interpretation of history.

The theory of the materialist conception of history

places the moving spring of the mass-actions of men, and

the foundation of social institutions in economic interests

and in the existing systems of production and distribution ,
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respectively. This theory Mr. Watson starts with the

promise of tearing to tatters ; whereupon he opens fire as

follows : " To say that some wars have had their motive

in considerations of this sort ( economic interests ) would

be perfectly true ; but a theory which seeks to account for

all wars in this way is simply laughable," and he proceeds

to fill four pages with instances of wars and wars only in

proof of the laughableness of the Marxian theory. In

other words, Mr. Watson flunks from the very start. Set

ting out with the promise to overthrow the whole theory

of the materialist conception of history, which embraces

institutions as well as actions, he limits himself to actions

only, and actions, at that, of a limited category - war. It

should not be difficult to rake out of the store - room of

8,000 years of history a number of instances of wars

brought on by mere whims. Even if the instaņces adduced

by Mr. Watson fell outside of the materialist theory they

would prove nothing. They would be what biologic sci

ence terms “ freaks." Bilgewater in the hold of an ocean

steamer is no argument against the theory of the ship's

being staunch . Unfortunately for Mr. Watson, the bilge

water in the hold of the materialist theory is so slight that,

in trying to scrape it up, the instances that fill his cup are

not “ bilge water,” at all , but robust facts that turn the

laugh on him.

Mr. Watson cites the siege of Troy - thereby betraying

the shallowness of his reading. The siege ofTroy, wrapped

in mythologic rhapsodies though it be, is the earliest re

corded episode in an economic conflict that later took the

name of the " Eastern Question , " and which, in our days,

is speaking the language of railroad ventures.

Mr. Watson cites the Crusades-- thereby uncovering vast

areas of history that are a closed book to him. Material

was the vast political scheme, schemed by Pope Urban II .

and which carried off his base the maniacal Peter the Her

mit, fittingly nick -named at the time " Cuckoo Peter" ; and

material were the reasons that prompted the bulk of the

men and women who joined.
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Mr. Watson cites the "Hundred Years' War” between

France and England—thereby letting out the secret that

he is not even versed in his Shakespeare, whose tragedies.

of the Henry's would have, by many a pointed passage, en

lightened him .

And so on. Without a single exception, even upon the

exclusively and limited field of war chosen by himself, Mr.

Watson so far froin adducing proofs against, trots out

proofs that only make for the materialist theory.

Nor is this the only sample of the bad luck that pursues

our Georgia Don Quixote. In his headlong effort to break

a lance in favor of an archiac , not even a modern, super

stition—the superstition that material facts adapt them

selves to sentiments, instead of sentiment to the facts — Mr.

Watson unguardedly slides from the special field, the field

of war, which he chose, and naively contributes a proof

to the materialist theory out of his own, his private house

hold .

In this very article Mr. Watson's hatred of the “ Niggers ”

causes him to digress with the following passage : “ As to

colored women - they are duchesses. Theywork when they

want to, and quit when they feel like it . No white house

wife in the Southern States can take a comfortable nap,

any more . Haunted by anxiety concerning the appearance

of Her Grace, the cook, the poor white woman hurries out

of the warm bed, down to the chilly kitchen, to see if the

duchess has arrived . In case she has, your wife can re

turn to her rooms and perhaps get a snooze.

many instances, it is the duchess who lies abed , taking the

nap , while your wife is in the kitchen making the fire , and

starting the breakfast. Isn't it so ? THAT'S THE WAY

IN MY HOUSE ."

O, happy digression ! The Evil Genius of anti-material

ism , none other, could have inspired it .

Mr. Watson is — at least he tires not to assure the pub

Jio = -a Saxon of Saxonville ; a Southron of Southronville.

The characteristic of the Saxon -Southron , boasted about

In very
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by the species, is its chivalry-a chivalry that finds its

highest expression in reverence, respect and solicitude for

the female sex of their clan. To the chivalrous Saxon

Southron their wives and daughters are something pecu

liarly sacred - beings that must be shielded from the tur

moil of active life, and whose very names must be left out

of the rude contests of men. And yet what do we see ?

Such is the pressure of economic interests, so imperious

are these in dictating men's acts and standards of pro

priety, that the Saxon - Southron Watson is seen raising the

veil over his own wife's sanctum ; he is seen placing the

lady in the limelight of evidence as a specimen ; he is seen

doing worse, he isseen betraying the fact that his chivalry

allows him to remain “snoozing" like his duchess, while

his own wife has to go " down to the chilly kitchen ” and

" make the fire.”

There is nothing in potency like material interests . They

fire even Saxon-Southron chivalry out of the window - as

illustrated by the Saxon-Southron Chevalier Tom Watson

himself, driven thereto by Her Grace , the Duchess his cook .

. X.

[From DAILY PEOPLE, February 18 , 1910)

!

DUCK-IN-THUNDER WATSON.

The third of the Marxian theories , which " Watson's

Jeffersonian Magazine " for this month " disembowels, " and

the “ disemboweling ” of which it now remains to consider

is the law governing wages.

“ Watson's ” states : “ Karl Marx contended that, under

Capitalism, the wage of the worker tended downwards to

the bare cost of living. He called this 'The Iron Law of

Wages.' '

We shall not take advantage of Mr. Watson's betraying

his unfamiliarity with Marx's works, as appears from the

statement that Marx gave the name of " The Iron Law of

Wages" to the theory that the wage of the worker tends

downward to the bare cost of living. Neither did Mary
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ever use the term "Iron law of wages" to designate his

theory: nor does the term “ Iron law of wages ” apply to

the Marxian theory. We shall not take advantage of the

good ground the gentleman offers to dismiss him as a per

son who knows not what he is talking about, and his " dis

emboweling” as a mare's nest. Thatwould be to allow our

genial , though wrathful Georgian to run to waste. He

can be put to good use—the use that teachers put ungram

matical sentences to . They thereby teach correct grammar.

The “ Iron law of wages " is known in economics mainly

through Lassalle. It was a pictorial sentence by which

that great orator illustrated his theory of wages . Accord

ing to his theory, seeing that supply and demand regulate

prices, workingmen, being many, wages would go down ;

the privations that lower wages would bring about, would

also bring about a decrease of proletarians ; the decreased

supply of workers would then bring wages up ; the pros

perity of higher wages would then result in an increase of

proletarians; the increased supply would thereupon bring

wages down again , back to where they were - and so on, in

an endless, vicious and unbreakable circle. This Lassalle

cal :ed the " Iron law of wages.” The theory is partly made

up of Malthusianism . It is untrue. It is rejected by So

cialism . No Socialist talks of the " Iron law of wages."

The Socialist law of wages is an induction from the two

sets of facts from which flow two economic laws, and form

a third fact.

The first of these laws is the law of exchange value, or,

value proper. The law of exchange value establishes that

the measure in which goods, wares and merchandise, in

short, commodities, are exchanged for one another is the

amount of labor-power socially necessary to produce them .

As the socially necessary labor-power to produce one com

modity declines, the others remaining stationary, a larger

quantity of the former equals the value of, and is ex

changeable with the latter. If the labor-power socially

necessary to produce them all either rises or declines, then

the relative value of all remains unchanged.

>
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The second law is that of prices. The law of prices es

tablishes that, while in the long run the price fetched by

commodities in the market coincides with their value, nev

crtheless, owing to the perturbations that the market is

generally affected with, the price periodically rises above,

or sinks below , the value of the commodity. These risings

and sinkings depend mainly upon the relation between

suyply and demand ; if supply exceeds demand, the price

falls below ; if demand exceeds supply, then the price rises

above the commodity's value.

The fact, or third factor which determines the law of

wages, isthe fact that labor-power, under capitalism , is a

merchandise. Numberless circumstances veil the fact.

The veil is rent by a pregnant philologic principle. Let

Mr. Watson conjure from his grave his patron saint and

namesake, Thomas Jefferson, and ask him : " Tom , how is

the labor-market to-day ?” Tom would look blank. In

Jefferson's time there was no such thing as a " labor mar

ket.” Philology teaches that a thing, or its manifestation,

must first exist ; then it takes shape in a thought ; there

upon it crystallizes into a word , or term . Language, ac

cordingly, is a prime factor in sociology. The word, or

term, that is current coin is the reflex of a thing in exist

ence. “ Labor-market” is such a current coin to-day. As

the terms cattle-market , cotton-market, leather-market ir

resistibly denote that cattle, cotton , leather, etc. , are com

modities, so does the term " labor-market” irresistibly tear

the civic-religious mystifications that veil the fact of labor

power being, under capitalism , a chattel , and, as chattel,

subject to the laws of value and price that rule all other

commodities.

From the synthesis of the two laws above mentioned and

the fact just considered flows the law of wages .

“ Wages” is the price that the commodity labor -power

fetchesin the market. In this law, however, is involved

a sociologic storm , the approaching rumblings of which

are the cause of Mr. Watson's deliriums.
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It has been shown that supply and demand determine

prices, causing price to fall below and rise above the value

evel . There is one commodity, however, with which the

ise of price above the value level is exceptional, while al

nost permanent and increasingly so is the fall below that

evel , for the reason that that one commodity is the only

ne with which an increased supply does not denote a de

reased value . That commodity is labor-power, the work

1.gman .

With cattle, cotton , shoes, hats, etc. , the less the quan

ity of labor-power socially required for their production,

he lower will their value sink ; and the sinking of their

alue, being the consequence of a decreased quantity of

abor-power socially required for their production , is con

cequently accompanied by an increased supply. With all

hese other commodities an increased supply is, normally

considered, a sign of decreased value. Otherwise with

abor -power. The increase in the supply of labor-power in

he market is , to- day , the consequence, exclusively, of the

lisplacement of labor by improved methods of production,

cogether with the consequent dis-classing of members of

he middle class , and their being turned into proletarians.

The “ value ” of labor-power, a partly physical, partly so

cial magnitude, depending upon social conditions at a

given time, is expressablein the term “ standard of liv

ng." The aspiration to preserve, if he cannot improve

pon that “ standard ,” remains in the workingman . But,

emain as that aspiration may, the “ standard of living,"

or be it the " value of labor-power ” at a given time , is de

pressed by the increased supply of himself steadily dumped

nto the labor-market by improved methods of production .

Accordingly , the supply of labor precedes and thereby

forces down the decline of the "standard of living." A

further consequence is the steady decline in the price of

labor -power. The ultimate consequence is the inevitable

ness of the Social Revolution.

Not all the figures Mr. Watson may trot out from this
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spot, and that spot, and the other, can affect the robust

general fact that the " standard of living " of our working

men is steadily on the decline. Indeed , Mr. Watson's fits

of delirium are evidence thereof. A duck in the thunder

of the storm that the Marxian law of wages explains and

makes the knowing ready for, Mr. Watson feels bewil

dered, looks bewildered, and transfers to paper the bewil.

derment of his duck - in -thunder bourgeois soul.

XI.

[From Daily PEOPLE, March 9, 1910)

WATSON'S "CRYSTALLIZED LABOR.”

In “ The Jeffersonian " of March 3rd, a sort of weekly

installment of " Watson's Jeffersonian " monthly magazine,

Tom Watson denies with his customary effervescence the

imputation of the Daily People that he lives on " surplus

value," that is , on the unpaid-for value produced by his

“ Niggers,” to use the Christian term which he applies to

his colored workingmen . Mr. Watson denies the impu

tation on two grounds :

First, there is no such thing as " surplus value” ; the

term is “ pure nonsense ,” “ idiotic gibberish ” ; and

Second , he hires no Negro producers.

We promise ourselves the pleasure in a subsequent issue

to make a front attack upon the “idiotic gibberish .” This

trip we shall flank that position by storming the second.

The first can then be more easily blown up.

Mr. Watson's reasoning to prove that he does not live

on surplus value because he hires no Negro producers is

this : For thirty years he worked as a lawyer, a lecturer,

and in other capacities . He worked very hard , he worked

so hard that he " lost the art of taking a vacation ” ; with

the money earned during those thirtyyears in the manner

above indicated , he bought a tract of land ; that tract of

land he allows certain tenants to use ; those whom he thus

accommodates agree to pay him two bales of cotton for the

weet boon, and that cotton is payment for the use of Mr.

Watman's " arystallized labor. "
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From this presentation of his own case, and we make

no doubt the presentation is truthful, Mr. Watson should

know best, it follows

First. - We gave Mr. Watson credit for two things

which we are, in honor to social science, bound to hasten

to retract. We had been giving him credit for being, up .

to -date, a capitalist ; we now see he is fully a hundred years

behind , he is a feudal junker ; we gave him credit for using

his workers in wage-slavery ; we now see he use : them in

an even lower status, the status of serfs.

Second. As a consequence of this, Mr. Watson, indeed ,

does not live on “surplus value.” What does he live on ?

When the property -holding class is still at the feudal

stage its method of exploitation is cruder than when it has

grown into a capitalist class. Under feudalism the serf

is taxed a stated amount of his product by the feudal

holder, and , if there is anything left , the serf is allowed

to keep it for himself. Under capitalism , the wage-slave

sells his labor -power for a given sum, normally speaking,

he sells at the market value. The utility there is in his

merchandise labor- power, the quality of that merchandise,

which quality is what induces the capitalist to buy it, is

that of yielding more wealth than its own value, or price.

This additional value is called " surplus value.” If the

value, or price, of labor-power in the labor market is $2

a day, then the utility of that labor-power to the capitalist

whobuys it is that it yields fully $3 worth of wealth over

and above its own cost, or value. This excess is called

" surplus value. " Under capitalism , the propertv -holder

lives on “ surplus value ” ; under feudalic conditions he

lives on taxes. In other words, the capitalist lives on

veiled extortion ; the junker lives on extortion unveiled -

Mr. Watson's case , as presented by himself.

Third. Junker Watson's "crystallized labor " is a thing

unique. It has a deliciously heathenish flavor about it,

the favor of one of the many miraculous talismans we are

in childhood made familiar with through the Thousand .
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and-one-Nights' Taleg - talismans that never diminish in

efficacy, however much used. Other "crystallized labor" is

consumed in use. The " crystallized labor" in a coat , the

" crystallized labor" in a bale of cotton, all these " crystal

lized labors” wear out ; they go the way whither goes the

petal of therose and the leaf of the laurel. Not so Junker

Watson's. His " crystallized labor" is perennial. Tenants

may die and new ones may come ; however long the figure

of the bales of cotton which in the procession of the years

the tenants may have worked themselves to a bone in order

to pay Junker Watson for the use of his land , the shadow

of that land, which he calls his "crystallized labor, ” never

grows less.

Fourth and last .-- Differently from the junkers of feu

dalism in its prime, who were well aware, and boasted

thereof, and considered the fact of their vacation a feather

in their cap, Junker Watson is not aware that he is having

his vacation .

XII.

(From DAILY PEOPLE , March 19, 1910)

THE SECRET OF TOM WATSON'S IRRITATION .

“If the Socialists were capable of sane reasoning,” says

Tom Watson in " The Jeffersonian ” article, a part of which

was commented upon last week in these columns , "they'd

know that the term 'surplus Value' is pure nonsense.

There may be different kinds of value - value in use , value

in exchange, etc.,-- but there is not , never has been, and

never can be such a thing as Surplus Value. You might

as well speak of the surplus hide of the living horse, or the

surplus horns of a live cow. When a pail is full of water

or milk , it is full ; and to speak of its being fuller than

full, is to talk idiotic gibberish . The value of a thing is

the full measure of its commercial worth ; in the very na

ture of things, there cannot be surplus to it."

Assuming for the sake of argument, that the word “sur

plus” and the word " value " are mutually repellant, it does
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not follow that a combination of the two is "insanity” or

“ idiotic gibberish .” Technical language and usage pre

sent innumerable instances of a terminology that, dissect

ed , will not bear scrutiny ; and yet passes current as tech

nical accuracy. The term " bittersweet,” used in botany,

may cause a Watsonic ignoramus on botany to laugh out

aloud : “ A thing can not be bitter and yet sweet !” The

word “ tribe," meaning originally a third of the Roman

population, was later, when more gentes were introduced

in the commonwealth, transferred to any of the main civic

divisions of the Roman people: when Momsen , the Roman

historian refers to the " fourth tribe, ” some Watsonic lump

of cocksureness may say : " Idiotic gibberish ! how can a

' fourth ’ be a 'third ' !" . The word " umbrella ” means liter

ally “ shade-giver,” and yet the thing is used when it rains;

we have heard “ Volkszeitung " Timbuctooers pronounce

the word "umbrella” an evidence of " the duplicity of the

English language," and very probably some Watsonic

shallow literateur may deny sanity to him who, the rain

coming down and no sun shining, would want a “ shade

giver.” And so on . The etymologically absurdest of terms

may, when it has acquired a technical meaning, become

perfectly sane and sound. Mr. Watson's literary effort in

sweeping denunciation of “ surplus value” is , accordingly,

noise, and noise only. “ Surplus value” being a technical

term in economics, covers a specific thing, and is, as such,

perfectly intelligible. Moreover, there is nothing in Mr.

Watson's philologic objections, which we pursue no fur

ther because we are not engaged in philology.

But why should Mr. Watson, a personage of literary at

tainments, be so nervous in his assault of “ surplus value”

as to misdirect the batteries of his indignant anti-Social

ism against the philologic construction of the term , in

stead of directing them against what the term stands for ?

The fact is a charmingillustration of "class instinct.”

Last week the Daily People acquitted Mr. Watson of the

veiled extortion involved in the capitalist's appropriation
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of “ surplus value," by showing that, according to the gen

tleman's own statements, he was still a hundred years be

hind, and practised the unveiled extortion that is the

apanage of the feudal junker - lived on taxation . One

touch of nature makes all exploiters kin . Hit the junker,

and the capitalist will yell-we are seeing the spectacle in

Great Britain in the matter of the House of Lords ; hit

the capitalist, and the junker will shriek - We are seeing

the spectacle in Mr. Watson's deportment . The term

“ surplus value ” makes Exploiterdom squirm.

What is surplus value ?

All desirable things have a quality. The quality of

bread is to feed ; the quality of clothing is to shelter ; the

quality of jack -knives is to cut; and so on. Labor-power,

à desirable thing like those mentioned , has, like them , a

quality of its own. What may that quality be ? It is the

quality of producing more wealth than, under any imagin

able circumstances, it is itself worth, that is, may be re

quired to reproduce it.

He who buys bread pays, normally, the exchange value

of the bread, that is, the amount of socially necessary

labor crystallized in its production , and, having purchased

the bread, enjoys its quality - impartment of food .

He who buys clothing pays, normally, the exchange

value of the article, and , having bought that , enjoys its

quality - impartment of shelter.

He who buys a jack-knife pays , normally , the thing's

exchange value, and, having bought it, enjoins its quality

-the power to cut.

He who buys labor-power pays, normally, the exchange

value of that commodity, and, having bought it , enjoys

its quality — the capacity to produce more wealth than paid

for. That excess of wealth is known in economics as “ sur

plus value, " or "surplus wealth ."

At this point economics and sociology merge. From

the merger, together with the facts just examined , the

conclusion follows
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Either the purchaser of labor-power is, and of right

ought to be, and it is folly to deny him the right, entitled

to appropriate the fruits of the quality of the purchased

merchandise labor -power, on the same principle that he is

entitled to enjoy the quality of the purchased bread, cloth .

ing and jack -knife ;

Or, the purchaser of the merchandise labor-power, al

though entitled to enjoy the quality of the purchased

bread , clothing and jack -knife, is not entitled to appro

priate the fruits of the quality of the purchased merchan

dise labor - power.

One or the other — the decision of which turns upon the

nature of the merchandise “labor-power.”

With bread, clothing, jack -knives, as with all other com

modities, except one, the goods and the owner , or seller,

are distinct beings; the one exception is the commodity

labor-power ; it is so interwoven in every muscle, fibre and

tissue of its owner that the two are inseparable. When the

owner of the commodity labor-power sells that, it is him

self he sells. Thus sociology steps in

If the first of the above alternatives is to prevail, vest

ing in the purchaser of labor-power the " surplus value"

yielded by his purchase, then it follows that human be.

ings, and a growing majority of the population, at that,

can be permanently held down to the status of bread,

clothing, jack -knives, etc.;

If the second alternative i .: to prevail, denying the pur

chaser of labor -power the "surplus value” yielded by his

purchase, then it follows that the appropriation of "sur

plus value” is extortion , a conclusion that involves the

denial of the stability of a social system in which human

beings are held in the status of bread, clothing and jack

knives.

The case needs but to be stated, and the secret is forth

with disclosed of why the term " surplus value” gets on the

nerves of Mr. Watson, junker though he be. “ Surplus

Value” is a term, whose crystallization into shape and
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sound, is a trumpet blast of the Day of Judgment to the

Exploiter.

XIIL

[ From DAILY PEOPLE, April 5, 1910 )

3

!

AN OPEN LETTER.

To Thos. E. Watson,

Thomson, Ga.

Sir:

Your publication- "Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine" -for the

current month, just received, conta.n8 a “ dare, " addressed to seve

eral persons, myself included. You say : “Dan.e. De Leon , you

have been assailing me in your paper ; and you are the translator

of Herr Bebel's obscene book, "Woman Under Socia.ism .'

Now, I dare any of you, and all of you, to come into this mag.

azine and discuss Socialism . You may have ten pages a month.

I just dare any and all of you to come. Will you come ?

Iam rubbing my fist right under your noses, you know .-- THOS.

E. WATSON .”

This thing of " ist.rubbing right under one's nose” at long and

safe distance may be chivalry, as she is undersiood in Thomson ;

it is not chivalry, as she is understood in the code to wh ch !

was trained , or which Socialism promotes. Let's come to closer

quarters.

I accept your "dare" to " come into your magazine and dis .

cuss Socialism ." Determined to allow no time for the ardor of

your "dare” to cool off, and also in order promptly to test the

sincerity of the“ dare," I forward to you with'n and registered,

the twelve articles wh'ch have appeared in the Daily People, and

the corresponding. Weekly Peop.e, in the course of the last tive

months, and in which I successively and seriatim jo'n spec fic is .

sue with you on your objections to Socialism . If your " dare”

is not bluster, and if your fist- rubbing is not swagger, you will

promptly publish the enclosed articles in your magazine, and in

the order of their dates. I caim for them the ten pages tendered

to me.

Better than an abstract treatmentof Socialism , these articles

should meet your challenge for " a discussion of Social sm ” in

your magazine. The articles take up one by one, in the order in

which you attacked them, leading features of the vast doma n of

Socialism .

“ Jacob's Two-Rung Ladder to Nonsense" and " A Belated Son

of Loyalty" contrast Socialist dialectics with the dialecʻics that

youply against Socialism . They answer the purpose of two in•

troductory "rounds."
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The other ten articles follow you into specific subjects:

“ Horrible Example of 16 to 1 Mental Training” ciinches with

you on your pet subject of Socialist immora.ity,” incidentally

furnishing proor of the unreliab.l.ty of your citations against

Socialist writers.

“ The Holder Right” makes the fur fly of your concept re

garding the institution of marriage.

“ 'Disemboweling' Labor” closes with you on the " blacklist.”

Finally , " Watson on Interest, ” “ A Lesson in English to Tom

Wat-on ," " Watson and llis Duchess," " " Duck -in - Thunder Watson,"

" Watson on ( rystallized Labor,” and “ The Secret of Tom Wat

son's Irritation ," tackle your assaults on Socialism concerning

the “ returns of money," the source of “ value," the source of

" profits," the “matır.alistic foundat on of history," the merchan.

dise status of the wage earner , the difference between “ feudalism's

and “ capitalism ," the inevitableness of capitalist breakdown.

There still remain extensive areas of Social.st science untouched.

They remain untouched because you have not yet attempted to

" disembowel ” them . For the present the subjects touched upon

by these articles shou'd do. If the position you take on these

subjects is right, and the position taken in the above articles is

wron Socialism could not stand.

The titles of the last seven articles might give, in the minds

of the uninformed, a color of just ce to the charge you make

against me that I have been " assailing ” you. Such a charge,

coming from you , who, to cite one of many instances, use the

word " Jew ” as a discredit to a man ; who seek to make so per

sonal a matter an argument against Marx, “ a Jew , " and Ricardo,

" another Jew ”; and who go to such lengths of personal “assault”

as to state three times in your magazine for December that

Engels was a “ Jew , " when the fact is that, for weal or for woe,

Engels was a Jew as much as you are—from so reckless an as

sailer the objection that I have been “assailing" you sounds odd,

even if it were true . But the charge is unwarranted . If the

Editor of a publication is its owner ; if on top of that, such an

Editor identifies his personality with his publication 80 com

pletely as prominently to weave his own name into the pub

lication's name—“WATSON'S Jeffersonian Magazine” ; and if,

on top of all that , such an Editor continuously seeks to illustrate

his points with autographic sketches, to the extent of setting

up himself, his household , aye , even his private bed chamber, as

specimens,--such an Editor not only invites, he compels

personally tackled . The very language and tone of your " dare"

obtrude your personality into the discussion . The Daily People

as the official organ of the Socialist Labor Party, attacks prin

ciples. In the conflict, men may not always be ignored: with

out mon to uphold principles these are vapor, not worth notice..
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Only in this sense have you been, and are you now, grappled

with - a proceeding that is all the more unavodable in sight of

your own setting up yourself as a specimen. To ignore a speci.

men constantly“ rubbed under one's nose” would justify the

chargo of “wandering from the question .” That Socialism never

does.

At all points, accordingly, the enclosed articles come within

the requirements of the ethics of a discussion, and meet your
“ dare ."

DANIEL DE LEON ,

Editor Daily People .

April 3, 1910 .

1

1

1

!

XIV.

[From DAILY PEOPLE, April 15, 1910)

IS TOM WATSON " FIGARO'S” UNCONSCIOUS

HUMORIST ?

In “Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine” for this month

Tom Watson asserts, amid caps and italics enough to su

perinduce delirium tremens, that " unwittingly " Marx

himself “bears witness to the correctness of my (Mr. W.’s]

position , which is that there is nothing wrong in Capital

ism itself.” In proof of this Mr. Watson cites the follow

ing footnote in Marx's " Capital," where Marx quot;

from Colonel R. Torrens? “ An Essay on the Production

of Wealth ,” as follows:

" In the first stone which he ( the savage ) Alings at the

wild animal he pursues, in the stick that he seizes to

strike down the fruit which hangs above his reach, we see

the appropriation of one article for the purpose of aiding

in the acquisition of another, and thus discover the orig

inal of capital.”

Indeed the Torrensian philosophy squares exactly with

the Watsonian. It presents the genesis of Capital as an

innocent, justifiable, and harmful-to -no-man process.

its inception is innocent, justifiable, and harmful-to -no

man, why apply to it the hard words that Socialists do ?

Whereupon Mr. Watson, in a state of mind of which some

idea is given by the italics and caps literally reproduced

in the following passages, hurrahs as follows :
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" These would-be philosophers ( the Socialists] trace

their dearest foe, capitalism , back to the stone with which

the savage kills a wild animal, and thus obtains food for

himself and kindred ; to the stick which brings wasting

fruit to appease human hunger --AND THEN HAVĚ

THE ASTOUNDING OBTUSENESS TO ARGUE

THAT CAPITALISM IS WRONG, IN ITSELF !

Mercy on us ! how one sided these doctrinaires become

when laboring to find facts to support absurd theories !"

But, Mr. Watson, not so fast

"Well, who besides the hog was damaged by the use of

the rock ? Wasn't it a good thing for the tribe to have its

food supply increased , in that manner ? Was the tribe in.

jured when the original capitalist , whose stick brought

down grapes, or nuts, added those luxuries to the pro

visions of the tribe ? How was 'Society' damaged when

those original capitalists learned how to make spears,

javelins , stone hatchets, fish -hooks, bows and arrows, and

thus enormously increased their capacity for securing the

flesh and hides of wild beasts, forfood and clothing and

tents ."

But, Mr. Watson, we beg your pardon, the original cap

italist

“ Then when those original capitalists learned how to

use boats and nets, traps and pitfalls, to capture a vastly

larger number of fish and wild animals, with very much

more ease, capitalism wasgoing at tremendous speed.in

comparison with Colonel Torrens' rock and stick throwers.

But can you see wherein this capitalism was doing any

harm to 'Society' ? When axes were used to fell trees, and

implements employed to produce grain and vegetables, the

capitalists had made another tremendous leap onward ,

AND UPWARD. And so on at each successive step, in

the natural process of evolution ."

But, one minute, Mr. Watson , Marx

" Here was capitalism in full blast according to Marx

and his wonderful Colonel Torrens."
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Now, Mr. Watson, take a reef in your tongue ! You

have been going at the rate of 40 knots a minute. Stop,

if for breath only. Man, you're off - from bottom up.

Marx never said any such nonsense as you put into his

mouth. The " original capitalist" is not Colonel Torrens's

stone and stick throwing savage; nor is " original capital"

the Colonel's stick and stone.

Capitalism , like all other institutions of man , is no bolt

froma clear sky. Almost imperceptible are the gradations

that lead to it. This notwithstanding, deep and wide is

the chasm that separates the savage, whose property rests

upon his own labor, and the person, or concern , whose

property rests in the labor of others ; deep and wide is the

chasm, between the stick and stone of the savage, and the

plant of the capitalist ; deep and wide is the chasm that

separates the social conditions under which the savage and

those under which the capitalist produces.

The stick and stone ofthe savage are no more " original

capital” than the sand of the Ocean is " original fortress."

Marx emphasizes the point that, so long as the means of

production and subsistence remain the property of the

producer, they are not capital.

The savage who takes a stick or a stone to bring down

a wild animal is no more " original capitalist” than the

tightrope dancer is "original aeroplanist” ; nor is the sys

tem of the savage in question " original capitalismº any

more than a lighted tallow candle is " original electric

light.” - Marx emphasizes that the capitalist and capital.

ism are impossibilities before the creation of something

else, without which neither could breathe. What is that

something else ? That something else, essential to capital

ism, is amass of expropriated humanity, originally expro

priated by being driven with fire and sword from their

small landed tenures, and thereafter compelled to sell

themselves in wage slavery - the proletariat. Upon this

fact history is full. It is a fact which misleads the Single

Taxer into the error of concluding that, because original
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expropriation from the land was the remote cause of pro

letarian misery, therefore, to -day, after capital has got

into the saddle , land is all-sufficient for independence.

Even such utensils as hatchets, guns, saws, etc., articles

far in advance of the savage's stone and stick, and used

to -day for the acquisition of useful things, are not " capi

tal,” nor is their wielder a " capitalist” if he uses them

himself for his own subsistence.

One is a capitalist only if the means of production

owned by him are operated, not by himself, exclusively,

but by employes ; and he can fill that capitalist role only

when there are, ready to his hand, humanbeings who need

just such means of production as he owns, and who are

stripped of the opportunity to acquire them. The system

under which this combination of circumstances is found is

" capitalism ." Hence, in the words with which Marx sum

marizes his treatise on the genesis of capitalism , “ If

money, according to Augier, “comes into the world with a

congenital blood -stain on one cheek , capital comes drip

ping from head to foot, from every pore, with blood and

dirt.”

This is what Marx says . Marx may be an ass, Mr.

Watson, and false his history, and yours correct ; in which

event an expectant humanity will be happy to learn by

sitting at your feet, under your drippings. But you will

have to quote him correctly. You may not put into Marx's

mouth your own views as anticipated by Colonel Torrens.

You may do this all the less seeing that Marx did not leave

to inference the opinion he entertained of people who see

in the savage, using stones and sticks, or even in the mod

ern self- employer, the "original capitalist,” and, in the

implements of these, " original capital.” Innumerable and

pointed are the shafts of Marx's ridicule at the Colonel

Torrenses, at this very Colonel Torrens in particular.

At this point Mr. Watson may be seen rising majesti

cally, and, triumphantly reading further down from his

own article, say :
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“ Marx is quite rapturous in quoting R. Torrens to that

effect. He calls Torrens's discovery of the original capi

talist, a wonderful feat of logical acumen .'

We are disarmed . Our indignation at what we took to

be a recurrence of Mr. Watson's malady of misquoting

vanishes. We now can only roar. Mr. Watson must be

the long-sought-for Paris "Figaro’s” unconscious humorist.

The Paris “ Figaro ” tells this story : A book on Amer

ica having appeared in which the author narrated as some

thing new , some things about America that everybody

knew before, and some other things that were simply ab

surd, the “ Figaro ” made an allusion to the author to the

effect that Mr. So-and-So “ had discovered America . ” A

day or two later the paper received a letter from an un

known correspondent informing the “ Figaro ” soberly and

politely that it had made a mistake: Mr. So-and-So was

not the discoverer of America ; the discoverer of America

was Cristofero Colombo ; see such and such authorities

upon the subject.

Yes, Marx does call Colonel Torrens a

introduces his footnote quotation from the Colonel with

these words : “ By a wonderful feat of logical acumen

Colonel Torrens has discovered , in this stone of the savage

the original of capital.” Mr. Watson, not having read the

text , and his eyes accidentally alighting upon the footnote,

he, like “Figaro's"? wooden-headed correspondent, missed

the sarcasm , took it literally — and immortalized himself

as an unconscious humorist.

XV .

[From Daily PEOPLE, April 25, 1910 )

TOM WATSON CLIMBS DOWN .

I.

[“Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine,” April, 1910.]

Daniel De Leon, you have been assailing me in your papor ;

and you are the translator of Herr Bebel's obscene book , “ Wo.

man Under Socialism ." ... Now , I dare any of you , and all of

you, to come into this magazine and discuss Socialism. You may
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havo ten pages a month. I just dare any of you and all of you

to come. . Will you come? I am rubving my fist right under

your noses, you know.

THOMAS E. WATSON .

II.

[ Daily People, April 4, 1910.]
To Thos. E. Watson,

Thomson, Ga.

Sir :

Your publication— “Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine" -for the

current month, just received , contains a “ dare , ” addressed to sev .

eral persons, myself included . You say : "Daniel De Leon, you

have been assailing me in your paper; and you are the trans.

lator of Herr Bebel's obscene book, Woman Under Socialism .'

.. Now, I dare any of you, and all of you, to come into this

magazine and discuss Socialism . You may have ten pages &

month . I just dare any and all of you to come. .. Will you

come? I am rubbingmy fist right under your noses, you know .

THOS. E. WATSON,"

This thing of “fist-rubbing right under one's nose” at long

and safe distance may be chivalry, as she is understood in

Thomson ; it is not chivalry, as she is understood in the code to

which I was trained, or which Socialism promotes. Let's come

to closer quarters.

I accept your “dare” to “come into yourmagazine and discuss

Socialism . " Determined to allow no time for the ardor of your

“ dare " to cool off, and also in order promptly to test the sin .

cerity of the “ dare," I forward to you within , and registered, the

twelve articles which have appeared in the Daily People, and the

corresponding Weekly People , in the course of the last five

months, and in which I successively and seriatim join specific is.

sue with you on your objections to Socialism. If your " dare”

is not bluster, and if your fist-rubbing is not swagger, you wil

promptly publish the enclosed articles in your magazine, and in

the order of their dates. I claim for them the ten pages tendered

to me.

Better than an abstract treatment of Socialism these ar

ticles should meet your challenge for " a discussion of Socialism ”

in your magazine. The articles take up one by one, in the or

der in which you attacked them, leading features of the vast

domain of Socialism .

" Jacob's Two-Rung Ladder to Nonsense" and " A Belated Son

of Loyalty" contrast Socialist dialectics with the dialectics that

you ply against Socialism . They answer the purpose of two in .

troductory " rounds ."

The other ten articles follow you into specific subjocts:

“ Horrible Example of 16 to 1 Mental Training" clinchos with
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you on your pet subject of “ Socialist immorality," incidentally

furn.saing prooi of the unreliability of your citations against
Sociaist wr.ters.

“ The Mother Right” makes the fur fly of your concept ro

gard.ng the institution of marriage.

* Disemboweling' Labor” closes with you on the " blacklist.”

Finaıly, “Watson on Interest, ” “ A Lesson in English to Tom
Watson , " "Watson and Surp.us Value, ” “Watson and His

Duchess, " " Duck -in - Thunder Watson ,” “ Watson on Crystallized

Labor,” and “ The Secret of Tom Watson's Irritation . "" tackle

your assaults on Socialism concerning the “ returns of money ,”

ihe source of " value," the source of " profits," the "materialist

foundation of history," the merchandise status of the wage earner,

the difference between " feudalism ” and “ capitalism ," the in

evitableness of capitalist breakdown. There still remain cx.

tensive areas of Socialist science untouched. They remain un.

touched because you have not yet attempted to "disembowel"

them. For the present the subjects touched upon by these ar

ticles should do. If the position you take on these subjects is

right, and the position taken in the above articles is wrong, So

cialism could not stand.

The titles of the last seven articles might give, in the minds

of the uninformed, a color of justice to the charge you make

against me that I have been " assailing" you. Such a charge,

coming from you, who, to cite one of many instances, use the

word " Jew " as a discredit to a man ; who seek to make so per.

sonal a matter an argument against Marx, "a Jew ," and Ricardo,

" another Jew "; and who go to such lengths of personal " as

sault” as to state three times in your magazine for December

that Engels was a " Jew , " when the fact is that, for weal or for

woe,Engels was a Jew as much as you are — from so reckless an

assailer the objection that I have been " assailing " you sounds

odd , even if it were true. But the charge is unwarranted. If the

Editor of a publication is its owner ; if, on top of that, such an

Editor identifies his personality with his publication so completely

as prominently to weave his own name into the publication's

name- "WATSON'S Jeffersonian Magazine"; and if, on top of all

that, such an Editor continuously seeks to illustrate his points

with autobiographic sketches, to the extent of setting up himself,

h's household, aye, even his private bed chamber, as specimens.-

such an Editor not only invites, he compels being personally

tackled . The very language and tone ofyour " dare” obtrude

your personality into the discussion. The Daily People as the

official organ of the Soc'alist Labor Party, attacks principles. In

the conflict, men may not always be ignored ; without men to

uphold princip'es these are vapor, not worth notice . Only in this

sense have you been, and are you now, grappled with a proceed
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ing that is all the more unavoidable in sight of your own setting

up yourself as a specimen. To ignore a specimen constantly

“rubbed under one's nose”would justify the charge of " wander

ing from the question .” That Socialism never does.

At all points, accordingly, the enclosed articles come within the

requirements of the ethics of a discussion, and meet your " dare.”

DANIEL DE LEON , Editor Daily People.

April 3, 1910.

III.

Thomson, Ga . , April 12, 1910.

Daniel De Leon, Esq ., 28 City Hall Place, New York, N. Y.

Dear Sir :-I cannot consider your manuscript untilmy series

of articles now running in my magazine is completed. I am hold

ing your manuscript, unopened , until that time.

Yours very truly ,

( Sig. ) THOS. E. WATSON .

IV.

Thomson , Ga . , April 20, 1910.

Mr. Daniel De Leon , New York City .

Dear Sir: --Having learned through Socialist sources that you

do not represent the true Socialist doctrine I cannot see any

benefit from discussion with you as there would be from such

representatives as Mr. Debs, or Mr. Charles Edward Russell or

some other of the most orthodox views, therefore I am returning

your matter unopened by this mail . Very truly,

( Sig. ) THOS. E. WATSON , Per G.

The King of France, with thirty thousand men ,

Marched up the hill, and then, marched down again .

XVI.

[ From DAILY PEOPLE, May 3, 1910]

AN OPEN LETTER.

To Thomas E. Watson , Thomson, Ga .

Sir : -- After you, in the April issue of your “Watson's Jeffer

sonian Magazine,” dared me to come into your publication and

discuss Socialism , stating that you gave me ten pages a month

if I only “dared," and elegantly informing me that you were

rubbing your " fist right under my nose” ; after I promptly ac.

cepted your "dare” by Open Letter, dated April 3rd, published

in these columns on April 4, and forwarded to you by registered

letter containing the articles which tear to pieces your false state

ments of fact and your falser reasoning against Socialism ; after

your letter, sent to me thereupon as follows:
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Thomson, Ga., April 12, 1910.

Daniel De Leon , Esq ., 28 City Hall Place, New York , N. Y.

Dear Sir :-I can not consider your manuscript until my series

of articles now running in my magazine is completed. I am hold

ing your manuscript, unopened, until that time.

Yours very truly ,

( Sig. ) THOS. E. WATSON .

and after your subsequent letter to me as follows:

Thomson, Ga., April 20, 1910.

Mr. Daniel De Leon, New York City.

Dear Sir :-Having learned through Socialist sources that you

do not represent the true Socialist doctrine I can not see any

benefit from discussion with you as there would be from such

representatives as Mr. Debs, or Mr. Charles Edward Russell or

some other of the most orthodox views, therefore I am returning

your matter unopened by this mail. Very truly ,

( Sig. ) THOS . E. WATSON, Per G.

-in other words, after you are in full retreat, at a swifter pace

than a comfortable dog - trot, after all this , and without a line

from you, pubiic or otherwise, behind which to shelter one's as

tonishment, your magazine forthis month, just received, reiter

ates your " dare ” to me in the identical language and style of the

"dare” issued in your magazine of last month !

Such conduct is something worse than the " chivalry ” you love

to boast about ; it is something worse than the bluster of the cross

between the feudal junker and the bourgeois which you typify;

it is something worse than even the swagger of the plug -ugly,

who tries to impose upon the weak of mind and body ;-- such

conduct verges on the fraudulent. It is fraudulent.

True, the tangle your shallowness and impudence got you into

is something awful— desperately so. To desperate situations des

perate methods, is evidently your motto in this affair ; and now,

your bluff having been called, you seek to impose upon your read

ers with the attitude of a challenger whose gauntlet remains un

touched.

To the wrong thus practised by you , at the expense of the So.

cialist Labor Party and my name, there is no " remedy” at law.

Is it that your "chivalry” spells c -o - w - a -r-d -i-c -e, and that you

dare to indulge the wrong of keeping up a challenge which, soon

as accepted, you ran away from , knowing the machinery of the

law can not reach you ?

Sir - I call upon you to haul down the flag of that challenge

to me : it is a falseflag floating overa pirate craft.

DANIEL DE LEON , Editor Daily People.

New York , May 2 .
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XVII.

(From Daily PDOPI.E , May 25, 1910)

TOM WATSON AS A NATURALIST.

" Competition is inseparable from private ownership,

and private ownership is a law of Nature,” accordingly

Socialism is artificial, so says Thomas E. Watson in this

month's installment of the series against Socialism which

he has been publishing in his “ Watson's Jeffersonian Mag

azine,” and which, as fast as published , The People has

been popping holes through.

First of all, what is meant by “ private ownership” in

the above passage? Is it meant to describe the tenure of

ownership of the social share of the fruits of a man's labor ?

If so , whether " private ownership” be a “ law of Nature"

or not , it certainly is the law that Socialism will see to

substitutes the present law. The present law enables the

non -producing class to seize and enjoy the bulk of what

would be the social share of the fruits of Labor's toil:

under the present law there is, accordingly, no private

ownership: what there is is private plunder. The why

of the wherefore leads to the next query.

Does " private ownership ,” in the sentence quoted, mean

the individual tenure of ownership of the necessaries for

production ? If it means that , then , again whether the

law be called a " law of Nature," or not , it certainly is a

law that Socialism will see to is torn up root-and -branch.

The private ownership of the necessaries for production

implies a class that owns these necessaries and a class that

is stripped of them . He who is stripped of the necessaries

for production is the slave of him who holds the same.

Without diving into the question whether Nature so wills

it or not, Socialism plants itself squarely upon the prin

ciple that a state of things , whether dubbed " law of Na

ture," or not , which decrees servitude for some and mas

terhood for others, is one that can not endure.

The full sentence may now be considered in its several

possibilities of meaning. Substituting the several mean .

ings for " private ownership," one gets either
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" Competition is inseparable from a tenure of own

ership whereby the social share of the fruits of man's

labor is granted to him”-which is nonsense. Not com

petition , but emulation will prevail in such a social sys

tem . Competition implies a devil- take -the-hindmost rush

for life. Such a rush, inevitable when the social system

is such that the worker's social share of his efforts may be

“ lawfully" plundered from him, vanishes as inevitably

when society casts off the jungle conditions of existence;

then rises the lofty aspiration of emulation ;-or,

" Competition is inseparable from the individual tenure

of ownership of the necessaries for production " -- which

is true. By the fruit of such a tenure of ownership, Com

petition, the nature of the tenure may be judged. By that

token the thing stands condemned.

The jungle with its wild beast tenantry is " natural. "

Equally “ natural” is the cutting down of the jungle, the

extirpation of the wild beasts, and the establishment of

peaceful society. Mr. Watson, as a naturalist , is as lop

sided a being as he is in his capacity of economist . The

gentleman knows of Nature only its primitive state. He

never fathomed the fact that

In that art, that you say makes Nature,

Is an art that Nature makes.

1

1

XVIII.

( From DAILY PEOPLE, June 27, 1910)

HARD ON MILWAUKEE.

Tom Watson, in "The Jeffersonian " for the first week

ofMay, speaks of the victory in Milwaukee as the “ So

called Socialist Victory.” He calls it "so-called Socialist”

because he claims that its principal plank and features

were Populist, hence, “ Populism has won another victory,"

not Socialism . Such treatment should be hard enough

on the Milwaukee victors, but Mr. Watson is still harder

on them. He actually “ rubs it in . "

After having justly claimed all that was good in the

Milwaukee Social Democratic platform for Populism , Mr.

Watson picks out the plank which demands that " washer

1
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women, who are widows, shall have the use of the water of

the city free of charge," and he declares: " That is So

cialism - many a widow who does washing is strong and

robust and needs no charity, whereas many a married

woman, loaded with children and having a sot of a hus

band on her hands, is much more in need of the city char

ity of free water for washing."

For once Mr. Watson is right — but such is the falseness

of the man's position that even when right, he beats a tat

too on his own head .

No doubt the " widows clause" in the Social Democratic

platform is absurd ,-and, by that token, it is not Socialist

at all but a chip of the reform block of Populism .

It is a feature of Reform that, whichever way it utters

itself, it gets pinched in its own cleft stick. This is a con

sequence of Reform being sentimental, and never reason

ing from fundamental principles. The “ widow " and the

“ married woman ” cases illustrate the point.

Sound reasoning, Socialism , in short, disregards con

sequences ; it looks mainly at causes. Neither widowhood

nor “ a sot of a husband ” is necessarily a state of distress .

If either happens to be a state of distress, the cause lies

further down. The Socialist looks for the cause ; the Re

former contents himself with scratching the surface. As

a consequence, the Reformer will either incur the blunder

pointed out by Mr. Watson in the Social Democratic plat

form of Milwaukee concerning widows ; or he will incur

the equal blunder that Reformer Watson forthwith pro

ceeds to incur of putting the plaster of free water on the

wooden leg of the "sot of a husband” -in both instances,

the cause of the distress being left untouched , the relief is

truly populistic, that is, inefficient and, what is worse, a

stimulator of the cause to blossom into some fresh mani.

festations.

Otherwise does the Socialist proceed. He sponges off

the blood of " widowhood ,” in one instance, of " a sot-of-a

husband , " in the other, and looks at the wound itself. That

wound he perceives is inflicted by the lethal weapon of eco

nomic dependence, which class-rule sharpens upon the
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modern grindstone of the private ownership of the neces

saries for work and wealth -production. That once per

ceived, the Socialist will aim at the removal of the cause.

While he will not disregard the necessity of alleviating

distress in the meantime, his main thought will be direct

ed towards the attack of the root of the evil . Thus sound

ly poised, whatever alleviation the Socialist may recom

mend, never will be exposed either to the arrows that the

Milwaukee Social Democratic platform is exposed to, nor

to the arrows that may proceed from the Pot ofPopulistic

Reform aimed at the Kettle of the Milwaukee S. D. P.

XIX.

[ From DAILY PEOPLE, June 17 , 1910]

WATSON BOWS HIS ADIEUS.

This month's “ Watson's Jeffersonian Magazine" con

tains the closing chapter of Tom Watson's series of arti

cles "Socialists and Socialism," which, intended , in Mr.

Watson's swaggering language, to “ disembowel ” Social

ism, have afforded a never-before-equalled procession of

bourgeois blundering thought by which to teach , illustrate

and demonstrate Socialist truth and integrity. The Daily

People having all along availed itself of the rare oppor

tunity thus offered by Mr. Watson, can not forego the de

light of utilizing this the latest and closing Watsonian

performance.

Mr. Watson's closing chapter of “ disembowelment” may

be termed a summary. He sums up, with the cool effront

ery of the fellow in the story who knew not he was licked ,

one by one the theories he had advanced, and which were

successively riddled in these columns - and he sums up

himself.

The first portion of the summary is purelv economic,

or sociologic ; the second is a summary of Watson -psychol

ogy. We are grateful to Mr. Watson for having kept this

tid - bit for the close. Had he begun his series, with that

as a prelude, we might have dropped him aside from the

start , and thus the Movement would have been deprived of

a valuable elucidation of Socialism by the contrast that his

up -to -date bourgeois breaks have afforded. As it turns ont,
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the Watson -psychology finale adds zest and point to his

Stone Age economics and sociology.

The Watson-psychology is compressed in the utterance :

“ We don't need a new system of Government ! ” Not that

the present system of things suits the gentleman . He

would tear that up. Only, its substitution should be ef

fected , not with a new System , such as Socialism proposes,

but with an old system crowded out by the, as Mr. Watson

put it, “ Carnegie -Rockefeller-Gould- Vanderbilt-Havemey

er-Guggenheim -Morgan ” system , that is by the system of

the Plutocracy. The reasoning with which Watsonism

supports this its stand illuminates the stand itself. It

amounts to going back to the days Mr. Watson cracks up

as the Golden Age, the days of "Charles Fox, of Samuel

Romilly, of Henry Vane Cromwell's "Sir Harry Vane !

Sir Harry Vane !'), of Algernon Sidney, of Pym , and

Hampden ."

Man retro - voluting, back to the anthropoidal ape ; man ,

surrendering the opportunities which the higher evolu

tionary plane places within his reach , and surrendering

them because of the peculiar and transitionally incidental

forfeiture of the paradisaical features enjoyed by his tree

climbing forbears -- such is Watsonic psychology .

Such is not the psychology of the brave and the intel

lectually alert ; it is the psychology of the craven and intel

lectually torpid . Such is not the psychology of the world's

elite, who, in every Age, pushed civilization forward : it

is the psychology of the race's " sediment” that ever tended

to drag man back . Hence, such is not the psychology of

Reason, the feature of which is consistency ; it is the psy

chology of Un-Reason, the feature of which is to be at

fisticuffs with itself. Watson -psychology would not think

of taking a physician who had not advanced beyond the

Age of Sir Harry Vane, yet it clings, like an oyster to its

rock, to the economic and sociologic crudities of an Age

gone by.

With this confession, Mr. Watson bows his adieus.com

Adieu !



EPILOGUE.

)

Though Tom Watson's dust reposes somewhere in

these broad United States it would seem that his spirit

has sought refuge in the shell of one of the " antipodians.

For scarcely had Watson breathed his last than there

appears a brochure which, in point of style, logic, viru

lence and bitter hatred of De Leon, fairly matches “the

great Georgian's" literary efforts in the same connection .

This brochure is written by one W. H. Emmett who

hails from Australia . It carries the following pompous

title : "Marxism Explained and De Leon's Errors Ex

posed .” The pomposity of Mr. Emmett is quite outof

keeping with the mark he has made in this world. His

chief efforts in the past appear to have been directed to

ward making clear what Marx already made perfectly

clear, and these efforts therefore (comingfrom a “Wat

sonian " ) thus far have merely contributed toward

muddying a crystal- clear spring.

In the brochure mentioned before the Australian gen

tleman not only exposes his insensate hatred of De Leon,

but he also exhibits an ignorance and cunning knavery

that poor Tom Watson would have found it hard to beat.

From which fact one might infer that after all there is a

progressive development of the soul in the process of

reincarnation !

Space forbids an extended review of Mr. Watson's

I mean Mr. Emmett's “ critique" of De Leon. That will

be attended to in due season, and Mr. Watson - pardon,

Mr. Emmett may yet find himself squirming on the grid

iron . If Mr. Emmett's hysterical outburst is mentioned
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here at all , if it has been thought fitting to close this cycle

of Watsonism with these brief comments on Tom's rein

carnated self , it is because he takes up for special consid

eration the present masterpiece by De Leon, viz ., “Wat

son on the Gridiron.” De Leon devotes 48 pages to Mr.

Watson . The reincarnated Watson , Mr. Emmett, de

votes 112 pages to De Leon's merciless exposure of Wat

sonism ! Brevity being the soul of wit, Mr. Emmett

Watson thus demonstrates his utter lack of wit.

Not the least amusing feature of Mr. Emmett's labo

rious effort is the role he assumes as an authority on

what constitutes good English . One need not be a clas

sicist to be able to derive considerable pleasure at this

particularly clownish performance of Mr. Emmett. And

if this seems unduly hard on the poor devil let us remem

ber that hypocrisy is not counted among the virtues of

civilized man . Wherefore, as the incomparable John Gay

once said :

" Let's not by outward show be cheated :

An ass must like an ass be treated ."

ARNOLD PETERSEN.

New York, February 1926 .
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PREFACE.

The thirty articles that compose this pamphlet are

editorial articles that appeared in the New York DAILY

PEOPLE, the national English organ of the Socialist Labor

Party, in the course of the called session of the Sixty

second Congress - April-October, 1911 .

The thirty articles cover as many different points and

phases of the Social Question - historic, economic, political,

sociologic and tactical.

Seeing that the thirty points dealt with in these thirty

articles touch as many palpitating issues that arose in the

course of the debates in the said called session of Congress,

the compilation presents in compressed form the leading

issues of the day, submitted to the Socialist alembic.

For all these reasons the present pamphlet will be found

of inestimable value to the student as well as to the prac

tical worker in the field of the Social Question of our day.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS Co.

New York , February, 1912.
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BERGERS MISS NO. 1 .

[ DAILY PEOPLE , April 11 , 1911]

Socialism on the Political Field

Page 6 of the Congressional Record, which records the

transactions of the called session of Congress on its

opening day, the 4th of this month , records miss No. 1

of Victor L. Berger in Congress.

It is there entered that, the roll call by States of the

members of the House of Representatives being completed,

and the Clerk having called for nominations for a Speaker,

Representative Albert S. Burleson of Texas nominated, in

the name of the Democratic caucus, the Hon. Champ

Clark ; and Representative Frank D. Currier of New

Hampshire, in the name of the Republican caucus, nom

inated the Hon. James R. Mann, whereupon the Clerk

having asked : " Are there any other nominations ? " and

hearing none, the House proceeded to vote viva voce for

a Speaker. On the same page the names of the Repre

sentatives are entered alphabetically as they answered to

their names, the names of all appearing on the roll — the

220 who voted for Champ Clark, the 131 who voted for

Mann, the 16 bolting Republican Insurgents who voted

for Cooper, the 1 bolting Insurgent who voted for Norris,

and Berger, who abstained from voting on the Speaker

ship.

This was a miss on the part of " the first Socialist Con

gressman .”

Whatever dissentient opinion Socialists , here and else1
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where, may entertain for the Socialism of Berger, it is a

recognized member of the International Socialist Family ;

and his election to the parliament of the United States, by

whatever methods achieved , was conducted under the ban

ner of SOCIALISM . Under these circumstances, Social

ism , the world over, looks, in a broad, however broad the

sense, upon Berger as its sole representative in Congress.

As such it behooved him, when the Clerk asked : "Are

there any other nominations ?” to have risen in his seat,

and, in the most sonorous voice he could muster up, say :

“ In the name of the American division of the Interna

tional Socialist Movement, I place in nomination the Rep

resentative from the Fifth Congress District of the State

of Wisconsin - Victor L. Berger" ; and, when his name was

reached in the roll, boldly, self-possessed, cast his vote fo

Victor L. Berger for Speaker.

The Socialist Movement lets no post go by default. It

contends for, conscious that it will capture all .

BERGER'S MISS NO. 2 .

( DAILY PEOPLE, April 20, 1911]

Amending the Constitution

The first act done by the House of Representatives of

the Congress now in session was the passing on the 13th

of this month of a joint resolution providing for a consti

tutional amendment to elect Senators by a popular vote.

Considering the persistence and loudness of the popular

call for the measure, and the more than probability of the

Senate, as now constituted , at last concurring, the act was

important. In a way it marked an epoch .
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In view hereof, the question suggests itself, What share

did Victor L. Berger take in the event ? The answer will

not lie in Berger's mouth that the move was a mere re

form , unworthy of his notice. For one thing, “ reform " is

Berger's forte ; for another, although the immediate se

sults of the move are purely reformatory, the move is a

sign of the times, and, as such, it offered an opportunity to

address the people of the land from the elevated rostrum

of Congress upon matters not at all reformatory, and which

many an utterance, let drop by the Republican and Demo

cratic speakers, gave a strong handle to.

In the course of the debate - hardly any of the speakers

objecting to the move, and most of even those who voted

in the negative applauding "the principle ” of the amend .

ment — the changes were wrung and re -wrung upon the

reason for the amendment, to wit, the ever more frequent

scandals that convulse State Legislatures at the election

of a Federal Senator. The handle was thus actually thrust

into Berger's hand. It was his cue to rise and say :

" Mr. Speaker - On all sides it has been admitted on this

floor to -day that State Legislatures have failed in their

duty ; they have been charged with 'sullying the fair names

of States’; they have been shown to have encompassed 'an

evil'; they have been accused, and justly so, of not having

been “ responsive to the public will’ ; they have been re

buked for ' shameful and disgraceful practises’ ;-all of

this in the exercise of one of their functions, the election

of a United States Senator. Bodies that disgrace the fair

name of their constituents, that are guilty of shameful

and disgraceful practises, that close their ears to the voice

of the people - bodies guilty of such misconduct in the
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exercise of any one, can not be guiltless in the exercise of

any other of their several functions. The whole Interna

tional Socialist Movement hails your present move. It

hails the move as a step forced upon Political Government

' y the approaching Social Revolution — a step that is the

precursor of a series of other steps — a series that shall close

not until the last step is taken, stripping Legislatures of

their last functions, in short, the abolition of the Political

State , to make room for Industrial Government. To -day's

move on your part is a nail driven into the coffin of the

last of the series of Political Governments — the Capitalist

State. Gladly do I add the hammer blow of my vote to

the driving in of this nail,—not because my blow is nec

essary , but because mine is the only blow , which, being

consciously administered , rings in the Industrial Repub

lic ; is the first tocsin sounded in this hall announcing its

approach .”

Did Berger seize the handle thrust into his hand ? Not

in the least. On the contrary. The first sound he emitted

was after the debate closed , when the vote was being taken

upon a double-faced amendment, transparently offered to

refeat the resolution , and which the introducer of the reso

Intion scathingly characterized as proceeding from one

“ With smooth dissimulation skilled, to grace

A devil's purpose with an angel's face .”

Berger voted for that amendment, and, only upon its de

feat. for the resolution itself.

The Daily People anxiously awaits the moment when it

may initiate a different series, with an article entitled

" Berger's Hit No. 1.” To-day we regret to have to record

Perger's miss No. 2 .
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BERGER'S HIT NO. 1 .

[DAILY PEOPLE, May 14, 1911]

Jeffersonianism

It may be " stretching a point” -we are willing to do so

in behalf of the "first Socialist Congressman ” -to record

as a " hit" Victor L. Berger's proposed constitutional

amendment on the procedure for amending the Constitu

tion.

The " Congressional Record ” of the transactions of Con

gress on the 19th of last month enters the resolution for

the proposed amendment as follows:

"Joint resolution ( H. J. Res. 71 ) providing for an

amendment to the constitution of the United States, " and

the "Volkszeitung" of the next day amplifies the Record

by quoting ihe proposed amendment in full as follows :

“ Congress shall by majority vote of both Houses have the

power to call a convention to revise and amend the con

stitution .”

In other words, instead of the present round about, and

almost prohibitive procedure of Congress proposing amend

ments subject to the ratification of three- fourths of the

Legislatures or conventions of the several states, and the

original proposal of Congress requiring a two-thirds ma

jority in Congress itself,-instead of all that Congress

shall , by simple majority, be empowered to call a national

convention with power to amend the Constitution.

While Berger's amendment falls materially short of the

ideal that is bound to be eventually reached, and which

the genius of Thomas Jefferson projected more than a

hundred years ago, nevertheless the proposed amendment
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is switched on the right Jeffersonian track, and is, more

over, in the spirit of industrial evolution .

Jefferson argued against the snobbishness of one gen

eration presuming to bind the hands of a future genera

tion . He branded as wrongful the principle whereby it is

made hard for a future generation to undo the work which

a previous generation did with less effort. Jefferson ap

plied the principle to the amendment of constitutions.

Each generation, he maintained, should be at a par with

any previous one in the matter of deciding upon its own

organic laws. Furthermore, drawing in a breath from an

Age far in advance of his own, the breath of Socialism ,

holding that a free people must be an alert people, Jeffer

son advanced the theory that the consent of any generation

to the organic laws that rule it should not be a passive, but

an active consent. Accordingly , Jefferson promulgated the

principle that constitutions should expire at stated and

not very distant dates, and should then be either expressly

re-enacted if the people like, or re-modeled, as they may

prefer.

We wish to credit Berger's proposed amendment with

the Jeffersonian spirit. We wish to credit it with the in

tent of being a deliberate step in the direction of genuine

freedom under the self-imposed restraints that civilized

society demands.

Furthermore, Berger's proposed amendment is in line

with industrial evolution .

The present required ratification , of three-fourths of the

Legislatures or of conventions of the several States savors ,

on the political, of the backwardness of Craft Unionism on

the economic field. It savors of the moss-back autonomous
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individualism that fetters man , preventing him from de

veloping the capabilities of his species. What Craft Unions

are in this country, the several States have become. The

injury that Craft Unionism now is to the Working Class,

distinct Statehood is, to -day, to the citizen . As Craft

Unionism was the shell within which Industrial Unionism

had to develop, so was distinct Statehood the shell within

which the National Chick was to be hatched. Finally, just

as, on the industrial field, the one-time myriad sacrosanct

Craft Unions are on all hands cracking and tending, how

ever gropingly, to transform into one Industrial body, $0

is the day bound to come when the forty- and -odd State

hood varieties are to merge into one.

Whether Berger's proposed amendment-- the wiping out

of separate State ratifications, and providing for one Na

tional Constitutional Convention with power to amend

is or is not consciously responsive to the Socialist trend of

the times that demands the wiping out of Craft and the

instituting of Industrial Unionism — however that may be,

we gladly credit him with the purpose of intentionally ren.

dering the Constitution more readily responsive to the pro

gressive sentiments of our people.

Let this go as Berger's hit No. 1 .

BERGER'S MISS NO . 3 .

[ DAILY PEOPLE, May 16, 1911 )

Labor and Sayings

On last April 28, the Republican Congressman J. Hamp

ton Moore of Philadelphia occupied the floor in the de

livery of an extensive speech against the Farmers' Free

List bill.
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The speech was of the regulation Republican high tariff

style. In regulation Republican fashion the gentleman

stood forth against Free Trade on the ground of its "bane

ful effects ” upon the " wage earners.” It is a part of all

such harangues to picture the prosperity of the wage earn

ers which Free Trade menaces, and would utterly destroy.

That part was not failing in Mr. Moore's speech. It was

& conspicuous feature thereof.

By the half hour - Mr. Moore must have spoken longer

than three hours - proof was produced, statistical and oth

erwise, of the affluence now enjoyed by the wage earners

under the Republican Administration. Among the proofs,

Mr. Moore cited his own city of Philadelphia and , more

particularly, the Savings Fund Society of Philadelphia

which receives "no more than $500 from any one depositor

in any one year” ; which, he added, now rejoiced in " more

than 276,000 ” depositors, “ the owners of $111,000,000" ;

and in which number of depositors, he stated , " wage earn

ers predominate.” To back up his statements, Mr. Moore

read from " a table showing the occupations of the depos

itors who opened accounts with the society during 1910 " ;

and he rattled on at this rate till his voice gave out, and

he " inserted without reading ,” a long list of capitalist con

cerns, in the bonds of which funds of the Saving Fund

Society are extensively invested , and from which bonds a

shower of prosperity redounds to the preponderating num

ber of wage earner depositors in the shape of interest - all

in demonstration of the wage earners' present prosperity.

At this point Victor L. Berger should have broken in

for a question. Such an act would not have been disor
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derly. It would have been strictly in keeping with par

liamentary usage in both Houses of Congress.

There is hardly a speech made in Congress but is in

terrupted with many a question . The Speaker, or who

ever is at the time acting as presiding officer, usually asks

whether the gentleman from So and So, naming the State

from which the member who has the floor hails, will yield

for a question to the gentleman from So and So, naming

the State from which the member who wishes to ask the

question is accredited. In ninety-nine cases out of a hun

dred the gentleman from So and So who has the floor

courteously yields for a question . It was the cue of the

“ first Socialist Congressman " to say :

“ I should esteem it a favor if the gentleman from Penn

sylvania will enlighten the House, and myself in particular ,

upon the figures that he quotes . He has produced a tab

ulated statement officially issued by the Philadelphia Sav

ing Fund Society, giving the occupations of last year's de

positors, these being 46,340 in number, and 15,836 thereof

wage earners, male and female. The tabulated statement

omits, however, to indicate the amount of deposits that

these wage earners have to their credit. I would like the

gentleman from Pennsylvania to give me the figures under

that head . Neither the number of wage earner depositors,

nor the statement that $500 is the maximum that any one

depositor is allowed to deposit in any one year, give any in

timation as to the amount that these wage earners have to

their credit, hence as to the degree of prosperity that they

enjoy. The gross figures that the gentleman from Penn

sylvania has recited from memory on the present status of

depositors and deposits in the said Saving Fund Society ,
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276,000 depositors, and $ 111,000,000 deposits, without

specification of the amount owned by wage earners, -leave

me still worse in the dark, upon the points that I wish to

be enlightened on, than the official figures for last year

which he read off. The gentleman from Pennsylvania

states that 'wage earners predominate' in the 276,000 pres

ent depositors. Even if the ‘predomination ' be a predomi.

nation of only 1 , it would follow that there are this year

138,001 wage earner depositors — a phenomenal increase of

at least 122,165 wage earners, or nearly nine times as many

as last year, giving them a preponderance that they did not

then have, and all that during the last sixteen months, fully

six of which have elapsed since the orerthrow of the Repub

lican party at the polls, aggravated, from the gentleman's

standpoint, by the still more prosperity -subversive event of

the election of a Socialist to this house over the head of a

previous Republican incumbent. I wish the gentleman

from Pennsylvania would explain this sudden and phe

nomenal rush of wage earners to the Saving Fund Society,

and specify the share they own in that $ 111,000,000 gross

deposit.

" If the gentleman from Pennsylvania will indulge me

just a minute longer, I would like to add to this question

a further elucidation that will enable him to explain the

point completely, as it bears directly upon the prosperity

of the wage earner, resulting to him through his savings

bank deposits. It is argued that the deposits of the wage

earner, so far from benefiting, do him positive injury. The

average wages of the wage earner in Philadelphia are, ac

cording to the latest figures obtainable ( 1905 ) , $546.52

a figure too small from which to make 'savings . If, from
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50 small a wage, the worker does make any 'savings, the

amount though trifling, in each individual instance, will,

in the aggregate, amount to something. The amount, say,

of savings by the at least 138,001 workers, who, accord

ing to the gentleman from Pennsylvania, constitute the

preponderating class of depositors in the Saving Fund So

ciety of his city, would be a figure of respectable propor

tions. That amount, or any considerable portion thereof is

not available to anyone of the said wage earner depositors

they lack collaterals for raising loans from the Saving

Fund Society. The aggregate deposits are, however, ac

cessible to capitalists. These deposits are frequently bor

rowed by capitalists to improve their plant with improved

and, therefore, labor-displacing machinery. Hence, it is

argued, that the wage earner depositor, who pinches him

self against a rainy day , and also in order to increase his

income, does, in fact, hasten the arrival of the rainy day,

and throw himself out of work. His mite towards the

aggregate deposits of his class, it is argued, returns to him

in the shape of a privately owned machine that knocks the

bread out of his own mouth. From which it would follow

that the larger the share of the Philadelphia wage earner

depositors in that $111,000,000 with the Saving Fund So

ciety, by all the thinner thread would their prosperity ba

hanging. I would like the gentleman from Pennsylvania

to explain these points."

It does not matter what answer " the gentleman front

Pennsylvania " would flounder over . The question could

be put, the bolt shot in less than four minutes. It would

be a message, delivered under the resounding board of Con

gress, that would reverberate into the shacks and the tene
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ment pigeon-holes where the workers of the land are hud

dled : it would enlighten them : wipe away many a certain

cobweb that now stuffs their mind, and mightily contribute

towards the realization of Socialism -- all of which, in the

interest of the emancipation of the Working Class, is a

tip herewith suggested to the "first Socialist Congress

man ."

THAT a " lone Socialist ” CAN do — and vastly more

valuable would that be than , in Congress, to keep silent,

and , out of Congress, deliver speeches on what one Social

ist CAN NOT do .

BERGER’S MISS No. 4 .

[ DAILY PEOPLE, May 25, 1911 )

Wages Here and Abroad

The House of Representatives being in Committee of the

Whole on the Farmers' Free List bill, Representative James

M. Graham of Illinois delivered on May 3rd a lengthy

speech that one should think was expressly intended to set

up a series of clean targets, challenging Socialist bolts — 50

many were the opportunities which the speech held out to

Victor L. Berger to " interpellate, ” in strict parliamentary

form and conformity with the usages of the House. Berger

missed them all. In successive articles we shall treat the

leading "misses” on that occasion .

For instance

Tackling the false reasoning that Protectionists delight

to indulge in of comparing the higher (money ) wages paid

in America with the lower ones paid in European countries,

and imputing the more favorable American ( money ) wages

to Protection, Mr. Graham said : " How ridiculously absurd,
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to compare wages and conditions in two countries, when the

population is twenty times as dense in one as in the other

and competition proportionally keen .”

This statement, made by a Free Trade, or Low Tariff

man , who was all along claiming a lower tariff was in the

interest of the workingman, was a bugle call to bring the

Socialist to his feet with the request- " Will the gentleman

yield ?” Representative Sims of Tennessee, who was at the

time officiating as chairman, would have asked : " Does the

gentleman from Illinois yield to the gentleman from Wis

consin ? ” The gentleman from Illinois would certainly

have yielded ; he yielded repeatedly to others ; it is the

" courtesy of the House. ” Whereupon Berger could have

scored the following inning for sound, for Socialist, for

Labor political economy :

“The gentleman's reasoning to the effect that a bare com

parison of American wages with wages in other countries 15

an absurdity, in so far as the comparison is intended to

argue in favor of Protection, is cogent . As the gentleman

correctly stated , other factors have to be considered.

Among the determining factors cited by the gentleman was

the factor of 'competition among the workers for jobs . In

other words, the condition of the Labor -Market. This, of

course, means that, where and when the supply in the mar

ket is in excess of the demand, Labor will fetch a propor

tionally lower price, that is , wage. This is a recognition of

sociologic fact that, within the frame work of the present,

or capitalist system of production , the price of Labor is

determined — like the price of cattle , of bales of hay , of

hairpins, in short, of all other merchandise, by the supply

of and the demand for the same in the market. And, fin
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ally, this is the consequent adinission of the further so

ciologic fact that, within the capitalist system , the status

of the workingman is economically, neither better nor worse

than that of an article of merchandise. Now, then , keep

ing in mind this pregnant social and economic fact, point

edly indicated by the gentleman of Illinois himself, I would

request him to explain to me, to this House, and, through

this House, to the wage earners of the land—for whom he

expresses such admirable solicitude, and for the benefit of

whose wages he so fervently advocates a lower tariff - I

would request him to explain by what process of economic,

or any other, reasoning the low tariff or free trade man can

make out that a lower tariff can redound to the benefit of

the wage earner , of the wage slaves, to put it plainly. See

ing, as the gentleman correctly indicated , that wages, the

price of Labor, depend upon the supply in the Labor

Market, hence, that where the supply is high wages will be

low-seeing that, by what process of reasoning does the

law of supply and demand in the Labor Market cease to

be operative under Free Trade, or a lower tariff. Does it

not rather follow that, high tariff, or low tariff, or no tariff,

wages depend upon the supply of and the demand for the

merchandise workingman - hence, that the tariff issue is

of no economic interest whatever to the working class ?”

While other Congressmen freely availed themselves of

the usages of the House and interrupted Representative

Graham with questions in the interest of the specific capi

talist interests that they are the watchdogs of in Congress,

the "first Socialist Congressman ,” supposedly the repre

sentative of the Working Class, to the tune of $7,500 a

year for two years, was away from his post , making grand
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stand speeches outside, to justify his impotence inside of

Congress and missed the opportunity.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 5.

[DAILY PEOPLE, May 31 , 1911 )

The Secret of Briand

' Twas Thursday, April 27.-The bill under considera

tion by the House, in Committee of the Whole, was on the

apportionment of Representatives in Congress. David J.

Lewis of Maryland had the floor.

The gentleman, young in years, was still younger in

point of Congressional experience. He started by saying so

himself, and proved it by the college boy matter that he de

livered, and the manner in which he delivered it . He

ignored the bill under consideration and read a lecture to

Congress on comparative parliamentary practice, giving, in

regular political science seminary student's fashion, the

palm to European nations for superior parliamentary

methods. So dry was the delivery, so crude the treatment,

that, so far, this was the only speech not accentuated

throughout with applause by one side or the other of the

House. Nevertheless this speech enjoys the distinction of

being the only one that united the two factions of capitalist

politicians. The solitary applause which it evoked is re

corded not as the applause is usually recorded— “ on the

Democratic side" ; or, "on the Republican side"-but sim

ply " Loud applause,” which means applause on both sides .

What was the point scored by the new member of Mary

land, to provoke such a demonstration ?

Mr. Lewis had been explaining the European system of
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dividing parliament by lots into large " deliberative divi

sions, " and arguing the superiority of the system over that

vihiili shtained in Congress . As " a characteristic illustra

tion " oi tie puration of the European system in afford

ing all the lumbers, " without regard to whether they are

new Members or old ,” the opportunity to display their cap

abitjes, the gentleman cited the " instance of a very dis

tinguished man of France," who, as every Member belongs

to some section and is free to participate in the considera

tion of every measure referred to it , showed his surpassing

eminence from step to step, first with regard to a notable

measure before his own section, next in the central section ,

next “ as the man selected to steer the measure through the

turbulent House of Deputies of France," until "he was

next heard of thoughout the world as Briand, the prime

minister of France, although belonging to an extremely

minor party, with very radical feelings and opinions, and

in a country that respects property as much as we do here.”

This was the climax that unified the warring clans of

capitalist politicians in “ loud applause ” —and that was the

psychologic moment for a Socialist to break in with, “Will

the gentleman yield for a question ? Probably the presid

ing officer would not have needed to ask the gentlemen

from Maryland whether he yielded to the gentleman from

Wisconsin. In all probability the gentleman from Mary

land, cockish and cocksure, would have anticipated the pre

siding officer with a courteous : “ I do , with pleasure,"

whereupon Berger should have proceeded :

" Is not the gentleman from Maryland attaching prime

importance to an immaterial, and overlooking the essential

cause in the case ? Is not the cause of Briand's elevation to
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be found in the double circumstance of France being so

stirred by the breath of the Socialist Revolution that the

capitalist class of the country felt desperate, and, in its

desperation, did what ruling classes often do in such con

junctions— throw a tub to entertain the whale ; and in the

further circumstance of Briand's being an Anarchist, not

a Socialist, that is, just the kind of a tub from which was

expected that it would gratify the Revolution and yet be

tray it, as Briand did ? Does the gentleman from Mary

land fail to catch the note of the identical strategy in this

country, notwithstanding there is not here in vogue the

parliamentary system which he praises so highly ? How

does the gentleman account, for instance , for the recent

establishment of a Department of Commerce and LABOR ,

and the same being placed in the hands of some plutocrat

or other ? Or does the gentleman fail to detect the physiog

nomy of Briand in the multitude of ‘ labor-leaders,' pets of

the National Civic Federation, who are elevated into polit

ical jobs by our powers that be ? In short, is not the par

liamentary system under which a Briand was elevated ,

merely a matter of form , the essence being the purpose of

leading the electric spark of the Revolution into the

ground ? ”

The "loud applause,” that united the Republican and

Democratic Representatives upon the bestowal of praises

upon Briand by the “ gentleman from Maryland," would

have been X -rayed by such a question, interpolated by the

" gentleman from Wisconsin ," and the flash would have

illumined many a dark corner in the land, to the clearing

up of the path for Social Emancipation. But - as hith

erto -- the " first Socialist in Congress" "muffed the ball. "
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BERGER'S MISS 10. 6.

[ DAILY PEOPLE, June 8 , 1911]

The “ Source of Higher Wages "

Representative Sydney Anderson, high tariff man from

Minnesota, had the floor on Thursday, April 20 .

The speech that the gentleman delivered on the occasion

bore the earmarks of careful preparation . Figures in abun

ance, citations from previous Republican Presidents and

other authorities were marshalled in solid columns against

the proposed Canadian Reciprocity bill as disastrous to the

Nation, and a bill calculated to draw the working class into

the vortex of calamity.

The burden of the speaker's argument was that the

farmer is the center from which and whom prosperity,

or adversity, radiated , and that the bill would make havoc

with prosperity from prosperity's starting point.

In order to illustrate his point, Representative Anderson

said :

"It might be pertinent to inquire in this connection

where it is that the prosperity expert gets his facts. Does

he go to the factory and inquire what men are employed ,

and at what wages ? No. He goes out to the farm and

learns that the crops are well put in, that the weather con

ditions are good, that there is no prospect of drought, that

the chinch bigs have not devastated the crop, and he comes

back and makes the report, and the factory owner increases

his product, raises the wages of his men 5 per cent., and

adds 20 per cent. to the price of his goods, because he

knows that this year the farmer will have the money to buy

& new pair of felt boots, a new overcoat, build a new hog

house, and buy his wife a new spring bonnet. "
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Instanter the voice of Victor L. Berger should have been

heard :

“Will the gentleman yield one brief minute ? The point

he has just made regarding the genesis of a rise in wages

is so pregnant, and, so far as I know , so novel, that it

should not be impaired by lack of explanation and proof.

I would like the gentleman from Minnesota to cite at least

one instance of wages being raised voluntarily by the mand

facturer, and as a consequence of good crops. So far as I

know , wages, that is, the price paid by the purchaser of

labor power, are raised voluntarily by the employer not any

more than any other purchaser voluntarily offers a higher

price for the article that he purchases. So far as I know ,

and the manufacturers in this House will bear me out,

wages are not, surely not habitually, raised but upon the

demand of the workers, backed by an actual, or the prose

pect of a good, healthy crop of strikes."

Had the " first Socialist Congressman " put in this " lick , "

and not once more “ missed stays," then the estimate he re

cently gave out himself to the effect that he was not con

sidered a joke, but was " taken seriously ” by Congress,

would be an inspiring reality, instead of being the rip

roaring thing that the statement actually is.

BERGER'S MISS NO. Y.

( DAILY PEOPLE, June 14, 1911)

Bourgeois Soul of Pure and Simple

Socialism

The several Trust investigations that have been con .

ducted by House Committees of this special session of

the 62nd Congress were initiated through & resolution,
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Resolution 157, introduced in the House on May 9 by

Representative Robert L. Henry of Texas, Chairman of

the Committee on Rules.

The resolution provided for the election of a commit

tee of nine members to inquire into the doings of the

American Sugar Refining Company, better known as the

Sugar Trust. While the powers of the Committee were

broad , specific channels of investigation were pointed out

to its attention the relations of the Trust with other con

cerns engaged in the same business ; the effect of the

Trusts conduct upon competition ; its effect upon the

price of sugar.

The "first and lone Socialist in Congress" labors under

the disadvantage that, in order to make a set speech , he

must obtain " time " from either of the two-the Demo

cratic or the Republican- "time" controllers during the

debate on any motion. But the disadvantage is theo

retical , only. Making ample allowance for the practical

effect of the theoretic difliculty, a SOCIALIST, that is, a

Member of mental and moral fiber will find no unremove

able difficulty to :ssert his right to "voice," as he exer

cises his right to " vote," on any matter before the House.

De La Matyr, the Greenback Member from Indiana dur

ing the days of Greenback agitation, though a " lone ” Mem

ber, had his say, whenever he wanted. Moreover, as has

been repeatedly pointed out in these columns, the parlia

mentary usage of the House, as well as of the Senate, gives

ample scope for a Member, however “ lone,” to be heard

provided, of course , he has " anything to say, " and the

bravery, born of knowledge and integrity of conviction ,

to say what he has to say.
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Resolution 157 being before the House, and the debate

on foot, it was the duty of a Socialist Member, all the

more imperatively if he is a " lone” one, to move to

amend :

“ And the said Committee shall also inquire into the

general conditions of work that prevail in the plants of

the American Sugar Refining Co. and the various cor

porations controlled thereby, as follows :

" First. As to the hours of work ;

“ Second. As to the wages received by each employe

not the "average wage’ ;

“ Third . As to the sanitary conditions of the shops and

yards ;

"Fourth . As to the number of accidents, and the na

ture, and the cause thereof ;

" Fifth . As to the violations of Factory Acts committed

by the said company and companies.”

It would not have been necessary to back up the amend

ment with arguments. Each sentence in the amendment

would have been an argument in itself, and notice to the

galley slaves chained by Poverty to the benches of the

Sugar Trust galley, that their day of deliverance had act

ually dawned. Would the Speaker have ruled out the

amendment ? So much the worse for him.

But there was no amendment to be ruled out. The

notice that their Cause was being attended to, in othen

words, that Socialism had really broken into the Halls of

Congress, was not given to the wretched Sugar Trust pro

letariat, and , through them , to the rest of the wage slave

class. The silence — from the only quarter that should

have aught to say of interest to the wage slave, —was, on
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the contrary, a notice, a gloomy notice, a heartbreaking

notice that the Exploiter still rules the roost, undisputed,

in his political burg — that, not a " lone Socialist,” but a

" regulation politician" occupies the seat of the 5th Con

gress District of Wisconsin, more intent upon securing

the Speaker's automobile for the comfort of his own Dis

trict of Columbia Committee, than upon issues that af

fect the comfort and the prospects of the proletariat.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 8.

[DAILY PEOPLE, June 22, 1911]

The “ Message" of Bergerism

Keeping in mind that Victor L. Berger did not speak,

but read, the speech which he delivered in the House, sit

ting on June 14 in Committee of the Whole on the tariff

on wool ; also considering that, although the speech was

read, it was withheld a full day, and not published until

the Record for the following session ;-in short, consider

ing that the speech was written down before delivery, and

was, after delivery, polished up, the conclusion is justified

that the effort was Mr. Berger's best, and expected by him

to be worthy of the occasion — the debut of Socialism od

the floor of Congress.

Fain would we, a second time, stretch a point in favor

of Mr. Berger, and record his “ Second Hit," as a relief

to the scandal of the long procession of “ Misses ” that the

gentleman has so far scored in Congress. It can not be

done. The performance of June 14 is the sorriest “ Miss ”

of all, down to that date.

In attempted justification for having left unchallenged

any of the innumerable, to the Working Class, pernicious
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economic and sociologic tenets which, down to June, were

being daily reeled off in Congress by both Democrats and

Republicans, Mr. Berger authorized the statement that he

was not there to convert capitalist Congressmen. For the

conversion , for the instruction of whom were such utter

ances prepared, written down in advance, and carefully

looked over after delivery, as these, for instance :

" I want it understood that there is no such thing as pro

tection to labor in any tariff bill. ”

“You are continually making laws for the protection of

life and property - for the protection of the lives of those

who own the property, and for the protection of the prop

erty they own.”

“ No matter whether we have a high tariff or free trade,

competition has a tendency to weed out the economically

weaker concerns."

“ Business men are always patriotic when there is profit

in sight.”

" The manufacturers palm off their private issues as na

tional issues .”

“ In the steel mills of Pittsburg, Chicago and Milwau

kee, where 30 years ago the so -called princes of labor used

to get from $10 to $15 a day, the modern white coolies get

$1.75 for twelve hours a day, seven days in the week - hav

ing no time to praise the Lord, and no reason either. "

" Free trade is no panacea. "

" It [ labor] has protected itself by strikes and boycotts,

which have been declared by the Supreme Court of the

United States to be illegal.”

“ Our so - called free workers are sometimes worse off
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from the purely economic point of view — than the blacks

were under slavery before the war .”

“ The employer who can fleece and skin his workingmen

best is best equipped for the fight in the open market.”

“ For the poor people the times are always hard .”

“ Various remedies have been proposed. Single tax, more

silver dollars, greenbacks, and a dozen other remedies have

been offered. But since none of them does away with the

deadly effects of competition, and with the effect of the

machine on the workman, I must dismiss them as insuf

ficient.”

“ As long as these implements of production - land, ma

chinery, raw materials, railroads and telegraphs — remain

private property, only comparatively few can be the sole

owners and masters thereof."

“ The workingman's labor has become a mere ware in

the market."

“The yarn , the cloth , the metal articles which now come

out of the factory are the joint product of the many people

through whose hands they had to go successively before

being ready. No single person can say of them : " This I

have made. Yet these social tools and social products are

treated in the same way as they were at the time when

the tool was an individual tool , and when the product was

created by the individual.”

These sentences are types. They are fair specin :ens from

Mr. Berger's maiden speech. From them the whole of the

June 14 effort may be judged.

What sustained argument does such a speech contain to

prove WHY Socialism --the Industrial Republic on the
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ruins of the Political State is THE solution, the ONLY

solution , the logical solution ?

With the exception of the two passages quoted last

disconnected, dislocated , fragmentary in part falsely

quoted, and obviously ununderstood chips of Socialist phil

osophy, timidly pushed forward , like the spooks that

timidly advance from the medium's cabinet — the speech

is of the tribe that has been heard in the country, off and

on, for the last fifty years, from all manner of Discontents.

Mr. Berger declared he had " a message to deliver.” Was

this a Message, the Socialist Message ? But for Mr. Ber

ger's saying he was a Socialist, the “ message ” is hard to

distinguish from that which is being delivered from the

platform of the Single Tax ; of Prohibitionism ; of Green

back and Free Coinagism ; of the Roman Catholic political

hierarchy, whence, quoting the encyclical of Leo XI, the

distress of the workers is specified, and the cruelty of the

rich condemned ; or from the platform of Anarchy ;-in

short, from the political platforms of all Movements that

are, either the breath of Sentimentality, or the bourgeois

class -ignoration, if not denial, of economic and sociologic

Fact.

The re -assertion of distress (even Democrats and Insur

gent Republicans are indulging the sport) —that merely is

not, can not be the Message that the occasion calls for

the stomach of the proletarian and otherwise public mind

has been stuffed to repletion with such indigestible mental

food . Bald , unsubstantiated , undemonstrated assertions ,

defectively cribbed from Socialist literature - neither that

can honor the bill that the Age is pressing for collection .

WHY - the allegations contained in the speech being
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true - Why is Socialism , and not Single Taxism , Prohibi

tionism , nor yet Protection or Free Trade, tariffs, high or

low , or any other political scheme the solution ? The fail

ure of all of these is no proof of the assured success of

Socialism . WHY did, and were all of these, doomed to

fail ? WHY is Socialism the correct answer to the modern

social Sphinx ? THAT was the Message expected ; yet, of

that not a word worth the while.

Not a word in demonstration of the stupendous sociologic

fact that the Capitalist System condemns the proletariat

to the status of goods, wares and merchandise -- a casual

assertion only.

Not a word about the imperious economic Law that de

crees the death of the small producer, all factitious legis

lation in opposition notwithstanding --- not a word in dem

onstration of the pregnant economic fact.

Not a word about the smallness of the wealth now act

ually in existence, together with its insufficiency to afford

a civilized existence to all, despite the modern potentiality

of affluence for all, with excessive toil for none - not a

word in demonstration and explanation of the tell- tale

phenomenon.

Not a word about the juridic-economic Law according

to which the tenure of possession of the necessaries for

production is bound to be adapted to the method of using

the same ; hence, that the method of production now hav

ing again become collective, the tenure of possession of

the necessaries therefor the march of Civilization orders

must likewise become collective not a word in demonstra

tion of that great ethnic fact - only a clumsy and confused

utterance regarding the same.
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Not a word to guard against the quagmire of Senti

mentality - not a word of warning, and proof that suffer

ing is classless, differing only in degree, not in kind - on

the contrary, words without end promotive of the common

delusion .

Not a word regarding INTERESTS - not a word in

demonstration of the illuminating Sociologic fact that it

is INTERESTS that bear the class impress, and that it

is CLASS INTERESTS that carve the history of the

race, its Past, its Present, and its Future - not a word.

Not a word to clarify the field by drawing sharp and

clear the Class Struggle of to-day — not a word.

Not a word, accordingly, not an argument to enable

the Wage-Slave Class to bowl down the preachments of the

pack of politicians, professors and pulpiteers , along with

their capitalist press, whose function it is to fill the air

with false and conflicting and confusing reasoning.

Not a word about any of these Facts and Laws, big with

Revolution - Facts and Laws which explain the present 50

cial unrest, disorder and turmoil, which marshall the Na

tion the path that it must tread, and which point impera

tively to Socialism and Socialism alone as the goal — not

& word.

Of all that, not a word ; in other words, not a word of

the Message that the hour is thundering for.

That Message, true enough , is difficult to understand .

It requires close attention ; close reasoning. Nevertheless,

the hard conditions of the times have turned the stomach

of the Working Class against the windy declamations of

yore, and dieted them with a taste for solid mental food .

Not since the closing of the Civil War, when the Social

į

E

.
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Question first raised its head throughout the length and

breadth of the land , have the toilers been in a mood to hear

the Message of Socialism as they were on June 14, when

“ the first and only Socialist in Congress” rose for the first

time in his seat to address them , as they hoped, in

the Nation's capital , from the Nation's capitol . They were

hungry to hear. It was a psychologic moment such as the

Nation's proletariat had never before experienced. The

moment was lost. The Message remained undelivered . In

stead of stilling the hungry ear of the revolutionary class

of the land, “the first Socialist in Congress ” put at ease

the apprehensive mind of his bourgeois fellow Congress

men — and made himself solid with them . Our proletariat

craved for LIGHT - light to light their path for their own

independent thinking --they were given, instead, a dark

lantern .

For two months, since the entrance in Congress of "the

first Socialist” there, expectation had been agog . As day

passed upon day, and week upon week, and the second

month upon the first, with the silence unbroken from his

seat — despite the numerous challenges couched in repeated

anti- Socialist utterances on the floor from his bourgeois

colleagues — many there were, we among them, who bor

rowed consolation from the thought that Mr. Berger was

a German. As such we hoped he would eventually make

good the German proverb to the effect that what takes long

in the making will finally be good . What he did was to

make good the English proverb : “ 'Tis your addled egg

that takes long hatching."

When the hour granted to Victor L. Berger expired, and

his maiden speech was delivered — then, while the bourgeois
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Representatives crowded around him with sincerely glad

handshakes — the Genius of Socialism, who, up to the last

minute, had hovered around him, dropped her head in

sorrow , and took flight from his side.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 9.

[ DAILY PEOPLE, June 28, 1911]

Who Are the Savings Banks ' Depositors?

If ever a man himself put his own head "in chancery"

it was Representative Julius Kahn of California wher,

Victor L. Berger having delivered his maiden speech on

June 14, he started to interrogate him. If ever a man

had another's head “ in chancery” it was Berger on that

occasion .

Kahn was the first to start the shower of questions,

and he did so in cross-questioning style, which Berger met

courteously. In the course of the cross-questioning, Kahn's

purpose being to refute Berger's claims regarding the de

clining well-being of the workingman, the Representative

from California said :

" I know in my city of San Francisco the savings banks

have deposits of $159,000,000 , which are the savings of the

working people of that community.”

Here was a head “ in chancery” —the head of the capi

talist maker of the statement, above all, the head of the

brazenly false statement itself.

The claim, set forth by the labor -skinning bourgeois,

that the millions and billions in the savings banks of the

land are the "savings of the working people,” has many

a time and oft been demonstrated false in these columns.

The demonstration has been made with the official figures
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of the Departments. Socialist Labor Party literature has

demolished the claim . Neither in San Francisco nor any

where else are the deposits in the savings banks " savings

of the working people.”

As to Representative Kahn's own San Francisco

Representative Kahn gave the figures for the total de

posits in the savings banks of that city. He abstained

from stating the number of depositors. Without the figures

on the latter head, the statement concerning the $159,

000,000 deposits in the ' Frisco savings banks being "the

savings of the working people of that community " can not

be tested . We are, however, not left dependent upon the

Representative's omission. The number of depositors in the

savings banks of ' Frisco can be obtained with sufficient ap

proximateness elsewhere.

The latest report of the Comptroller of Currency gives

the total deposits in the savings banks of the State of

California as $334,965,870.34. Representative Kahn's

figures for ' Frisco are $159,000,000. Accepting Mr.

Kahn's figures as correct, it follows that the savings banks

of San Francisco hold 47 per cent. of the total deposits in

the State.-- Stick a pin there.

The Comptroller of the Currency also gives the total

of depositors in the savings banks of California. The

figure is 420,172 . Seeing that the deposits in the savings

banks of 'Frisco are 47 per cent. of the total savings de

posited in the State, the assumption is fair that the same

ratio holds good with regard to the number of depositors.

Forty-seven per cent. of 420,172 gives to 'Frisco 197,480

depositors.-- Stick a pin there also.

There is a third item needed — the number of wage
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earners at present employed in the mechanical and indus

trial occupations of San Francisco. The exact figures on

this head are not accessible. Census Bulletin 101 for 1905

places the figure, that year, at 44,875 . Stretching every

point in favor of Representative Kahn, we shall accept the

number to have since increased to 50,000 . - Stick a pin

there.

And now combine the three premises.

The conclusion is that, even if every single one of these

50,000 wage earners — men , women and children - even if

every mother's son and daughter of the lot were a de

positor in the savings banks of their community ( a thing

that not even so venturesome an individual as Represen

tative Julius Kahn would venture to claim ) -even then

there would be 147,480 depositors, or nearly three times as

many, who are not wage earners .

The final conclusion is obvious :

If, out of 197,480 depositors in ' Frisco, only about one

third are wage earners, then the total deposits can not be

"the savings of the working people of that community. "

The share of that $159,000,000 that falls to the working

people shrinks to about one-third - even supposing the un

supposable that everyone of the 50,000 wage earners were,

indeed , a depositor.

When the scrutiny is carried on deeper and from still

other sides, the fact is revealed that the day when savings

banks were the banks of the poor is gone by. But the

revelation from the above scrutiny is sufficient unto the

day to demolish Representative Kahn's false figures. As

in ' Frisco, so everywhere else. As everywhere else, so in
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' Frisco, the amount deposite

d in savings banks by waga

earners is a negligibl
e

quantity.

It can be expected of Mr. Berger, no more than of any .

body else, that he should have been posted, on the spot, and

in precise detail, upon these figures. True. What, how

ever, could be expected of the " first Socialist in Congress,"

nay, demande
d

, was that he should have been found postel

upon the principle in the case, upon the general facts and

figures, and also upon the experien
ce that the capitalis

t

class and its mouthpie
ces

- lay and clerical, political, pro

fessorial and pulpiteri
al

— the moment their false pretense
s

concerni
ng

high wages to the wage earners in milla, fac

tories, shops and mines and on railroads, in short in all the

producti
ve

and distribut
ive

occupati
ons

, are refuted , presto,

take refuge behind the mists of savings in the savings banks.

It is a sort of scuttle fish trick , by which individu
al

low

wages, and conseque
nt

poverty, is expected to be blurred by

an alleged hugeness of collectiv
e
earnings, and consequ

ent

afiuence.
Berger had the floor when the San Franciscan , Berger

having yielded to him for a question, made the brazen

assertion regarding the $ 159,000,00
0

deposits in the San

Francisco savings banks being “ the savings of the working

people of that communit
y

. ” It was for “the first Socialist

in Congress” to turn on the spot the tables upon the rant

ing bourgeois politician with two questions in rapid suc

cession :

"What is the number of depositors in your San Fran .

cisco savings banks ?”
Mr. Kahn, who introduced his assertion with " I know , "

who, accordingly, spoke as "one who knew , ” can hardly
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pos

KUSE

spila

pretar

have tried to dodge the question . Had he tried to do so ,

instinctively scenting where he was to land, then the false

ness of his reasoning would have needed no further dem

onstration, and Berger could have dismissed him and his

statement in disgrace. More likely, Mr. Kahn would have

answered the question with substantial accuracy . The sec

ond question should then have followed instanter :-“And

what is the number of the wage earners in 'Frisco, em

ployed in mechanical and industrial occupations ?”

The second question would have clinched the first.

If again Representative Kahn had given the figures with

substantial accuracy, then the fact would stand revealed

that, even if all the 50,000 wage earners of 'Frisco were

among the 197,480 depositors the by far larger portion of

the $159,000,000 would not be the property of the working

people.

If, however, Representative Kahn, by this time perceiv

ing the hole he had got himself in, became rattled, he

would have done one of two things:

Either, timidly lowered the figure of wage eamers below

the actual number — in which case the consequence would

have been to increase still more the already by far larger

portion of the $159,000,000 which the wage earners do not
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s Or, grown desperately reckless, desperately increased the

figure of wage earners above the actual number - in which

case, inversely, Mr. Kahn would still have exhibited a

larger portion of the $159,000,000 as belonging to others

than the working people.

In any and all cases, the fact stands out clear as a pike :

-contrary to Representative Kahn's assertion , the $159,

I knop

D har
i
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000,000 in the savings banks of San Francisco are not "the

savings of the working people of that community .” The

overwhelming majority of them are kept down by capital

ism with nothing to " save” from. Whatever shoot the

bourgeois podsnap Julius Kahn had elected to take, he

would have found himself in the plight of a toad nailed

to a barn door-at the mercy of Berger - the head of his

mischievous falsehood staved in, in plain view of the bour

geois whom the falsehood is intended to back up, and of

the proletariat for whom the falsehood is intended as dust

in the eyes .

The hare, in hunter's parlance, having run up the legs

of the Socialist hunter ; the contestant having, in boxers'

parlance, run his head into chancery with the Socialist

boxer ;-did the "first Socialist in Congress ” turn to ac

count the providentially tendered opportunity ? He did

exactly the opposite.

Upon Representative Kahn's preposterous assertion that

he “ knew ” in his own city of San Francisco " the savings

banks have deposits of $159,000,000, which are the savings

of the working people of that community," Berger's im

mediately following answer was— " Yes ." And the shame

ful " Yes " is no wise mitigated by the rest of the sentence

- " and I know that you have had more strikes and more

hell in San Francisco than in any other city I know of

except Chicago.”

The “ Yes” was in contradiction to the statistics in

Berger's speech showing a decline of wages . That “ Yes”

was tantamount to a retraction of his assertions regarding

the lowering status of the Working Class . If the prole

tariat of San Francisco can be possessors of $ 159,000,000
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of savings, then the "strikes" and "hell” in that city differ

not in kind from the " hell ” that capitalists raise against

capitalists, the fraternal swine-rend-swine “ hell” in the

capitalist brotherhood in which, it is the capitalist con

tention, Brother Labor has his place beside his Brother

Capital.

To the shame of the Socialist Movement, " the first and

only Socialist ” in Congress made an unconditional sur .

render to capitalist theory, capitalist false figures, and

capitalist falser reasoning, when victory and the utter an

nihilation of all these was in his power.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 10.

(DAILY PEOPLE, July 4, 1911 ]

The Single Tax

On June 10 the Single Tax was on exhibition in the

House.

In justice to Representative Henry George, Jr. , from

New York, it must be said that it was none of his fault

the exhibition was not complete. He did his part well.

The exhibition fell short of perfection due to Victor L.

Berger's wholly failing in his part.

So far as Henry George, Jr., was concerned, the speech

he delivered on that day unveiled the leading beauty -spots

of Single - Taxism . Nothing worth mentioning, on that

head, was withheld from the spectators:

Single Tax duplicity was exhibited in the claim that the

Single Tax did not- " propose to change titles ” -as tho'

the landlord was a title - lord - as tho' what moved the land

lord was the theoretic enjoyment of title to, and not the

material rental yield of the land - as though the " land
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values," so called, being taxed away from , there was any .

thing worth keeping left to the landlord. Single Tax

duplicity, hence conscious weakness, was well exhibited.

Single Tax comical economics came out strong in the

stateinent that " value proceeds not only from labor, but

from a power to exact labor”—like saying that a race

horse's speed proceeds not only from the horse's sinews and

muscles, but from the whip in the hand of the jockey on

his back.

Single Tax patent-medicine-drummer's characteristics

ktood out in bold relief in the lengthy passages about won

derful progress made by the Single Tax in far away lands

- just as drummers of quack nostrums declaim of wonder

ful cures effected there and yonder, everywhere except in

the place where the drummer happens to be holding forth .

Single Tax half -truth was displayed in the instancing

of the raising of the tax on land in many localities as evi

dences of Single - Taxism - as though the periodical raising

of the tax on land were not a well known fiscal move,
dis

connected from and free of all Single Tax sociologic pre

tensions.

Single Tax shallowness leaped to sight in the belief that

the howls of the British feudal lords at the Lloyd -George

budget - the immediate effect of which is the re -valuation

of land which now " stood valued as it was in the days when

the Norman William crossed the channel and took the

crown from the Saxon Harold ” —was an evidence of Single

Tax up -to -dateness in social demands, whereas what the

howls do demonstrate is the Socialist tenet to the effect

that the Single Tax is a sociologic back -number, a weapon

borrowed from the arsenal of the French bourgeois, re
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sorted to by him when , in the days of his revolution , he

fought to overthrow his feudal masters and to subject the

proletariat to himself.

To the exhibition of all these and kindred Single Tax

features, such as Recklessness and Sweepiness of statement,

as also Cocksureness, Representative Henry George, Jr.,

attended to to perfection, himself. When he was through

the Single Tax stood out, well defined , as one of the plants

spoken of in the Bible that spring up rank because they

have no deepness of earth .

It was thereupon the cue, it was the duty, of Represent

ative Victor L. Berger to put the finishing touch to the

picture, so far drawn so well . That finishing touch could

have been put with one short question. Nor would there

have been any difficulty to put the same, seeing that Mr.

George, Jr., was the pink of courtesy towards questioners,

in fact, panted after questions. The question would have

been :

“The Single Tax claims, as its central virtue, that it will

render access to land, that is, to natural opportunities,

equal to all . In what way will the land become more ac

cessible to the proletariat, the class that has nothing to

work with but its finger nails ? ”

Many a lovable man and woman there are in the Single

Tax. To them no offense is meant by saying that the

above question invariably transforms the Single Tax into

8 rat in a trap when the lid has clicked fast.

Endeavoring to escape, the Single Tax rat rushes in one

direction, and bumps its nose against the bar of the prin

ciple of political economy to the effect that, between Man

and Nature (Land or Natural Opportunities ), there has
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risen a Social creature, the Machinery of Production , with

which Land becomes accessible, without which Land re

Inains inaccessible.

His nose being bumped against that bar, the Single Tax

rat scurries in the opposite direction, only to thump his

Dose against another bar — the principle of sociology to the

cifect that, the Machinery of Production being private

property, that is, Capital, the proletariat can exercise it's

labor functions only with the consent of the private owner's

of the said Machinery, that is, of the Capitalist Class, and

that the consent is not granted but upon condition that the

proletariat sell itself into wage slavery.

Thumped against that second bar the Single Tax rat

ricochets with his nose in some other direction only again

to go smack against another bar—the bar of another eco

nomic principle to the effect that , even if, under capitalism ,

access be allowed to broader areas of land, such is, on the

one hand, the concentration of economic power now at the

capitalist's command, and , on the other hand, the hugeness

of the unemployed, that conditions will remain practically

unimproved for these, and the status of wage slavery un

changed .

A third time jolted against a bar of the trap he is in, the

Single Tax rat will dart elsewhither, only to dash his nose

against still another bar, the bar of economic logic, a bar

into which not the slightest dent can be effected, the logic

according to which, upon the same principle that if, of two

wolves which were in the habit of sharing between them

the lamb they jointly caught, one is killed off, the surviving

wolf will not content himself with half a lamb : he will

devour the whole lamb himself. To -day the hide of the
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proletariat is shared between Capitalist and Landlord.

Suppress the Landlord wolf, and the Capitalist wolf will

appropriate the whole proletarian hide.

Furious at the bump his nose receives at this last bar,

the Single Tax rat will plunge with a bang against still

another bar, the philologic bar which, through the modern

term " land poor," brings home to him the fact that things

have wholly changed since the archaic times when "white

parasols and elephants mad with pride” were the fruits of

a deed of land.

And so our Single Tax rat will make the rounds of the

bars of the cage in which the above stated question confines

him . With increasing rage will he bump himself from bar

to bar. Until, at last, demented, and his nose all swollen

and bloody, he will sit, as at bay, on his haunches, show

his teeth, and, grinding them, spit out :

“ Socialist !”

“ Tyranny !"

“I don't want the State to dictate to me what color of

handkerchief I shall blow my nose in ! ”

By failing to put to Representative Henry George, Jr.,

the question— " In what way will the land become more

accessible to the proletariat under the Single Tax ? ” — the

" first and only Socialist” in Congress fell blameworthily

short of his duty to exhibit the Single Tax bourgeois

anachronism upon the stage and with the settings of Con

gress ; expose it in all the fullness of its features ; show it

off in the completeness of its image ; and unveil it in its

tell-tale form and pressure.
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BERGER'S MISS NO. 11.

( Daily PEOPLE , July 12, 1911]

History a la Capitalism

Presumably in silent admiration, so far as the Congres

sional Record gives any token , the House granted on May

17 the request of Representative James L. Slayden of

Texas to have inserted in the Record the address which he

delivered nearly a fortnight previous before the Third

National Peace Congress, at Baltimore.

The address bore upon the relations of the United States

to other American Governments and upon the Monroe

Doctrine. Some few portions of it are a correct historic

presentation of ancient history ; altogether, the address was

cast in a mold to deceive, to perpetuate popular supersti

tions that are harmful to the working class, to confirm

popular errors that conceal the misconduct of Congress

and the Administration, and to promote popular delusions

to the end of giving a free hand to the bourgeoisie for its

policy of foreign rapine, as now threatened against Hayti,

in alliance with monarchic governments.

The address slurred over the fact that the monarchic

Governments of Europe were speedily reconciled to the

idea of a republic in America, not out of fear for the then

young and weak United States, but because the Kings of

Europe, together with their Noble pursuivants, took note

of the rapidly cumulating evidences that a republic need

not necessarily be a guarantor against privilege. The

evidence of a Ruling Class, swinging here into the saddle,

satisfied the Crowns and Nobles of Europe that they needed

not fear for “the evil effects," or the example of republican
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America among their subjects and vassals at home ; on the

contrary, they could count upon the Ruling Class of Am .

erica as a new ally. — The language of the address was in .

tended to cultivate the, to the workers, harmful supersti

tion that “ kingship ” means tyranny, " republicanism ” free

dom.

The address is worded in a manner to conceal the fact of

our war against Spain having had for its moving spring

the intrigues of stockjobbers and Trust land- grabbers. It

conceals the fact in volumes of denunciations of " stock

jobbers' and moneylenders' wars” while seeking to throw

the mantle of internationai law over the fishy transactions

and scandal of the Bermudez Asphalt Syndicate through

the United States legation in Venezuela.

The address strikes the posture of righteousness and

affects to believe peace possible between the Nations of

America through the command " love thy neighbor as thy

self," thereby evading the glaring fact of the itch for war

on the part of our soldiers of fortune, obedient to the itch

of our American capitalists for rapine in Latin America.

The purpose of printing in the Congressional Record

such a series of matter poisonous to enlightenment, espe

cially in these days of popular effervescence, is transpar

ently obvious . If objection is raised , nothing that is not

said in the House can appear in the Record. In this in

stance the usage of the House makes, and justly so, one

Member a majority. There was no objection raised . With

the tacit consent of Victor L. Berger, whose objection

would have been enough to keep the poison out, in went

the poison .
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BERGER'S MISS NO. 12.

[DAILY PEOPLE, July 16, 1911)

Reincarnation of Toryism

Of all polite Members of the House, Representative

Frank B. Willis of Ohio is easily foremost. His is the

politeness of the politician ; aware of the changes of for

tune ; careful not to make an enemy ; with a smile and a

Emirk for foe and friend ; knowing what he wants and

pursuing his interests, or obedient to his instructions, yet

ever professing " great respect and admiration ” for the ad

versaries whose interests he knows are as sordid as his own .

Mr. Willis gave an exhibition of his imperturbable and

honied politeness on the 18th of May, when the bill to ad

mit New Mexico and Arizona to statehood was called up,

and he led the debate on the Republican side, holding the

floor for over an hour. As Mr. Willis himself said of his

speech, it was " colloquy ” rather than a speech - So many

were the interruptions for questions to which he cheerfully

yielded, the questioners being themselves frequently in

terrupted by other questioners, without objection on Mr.

Willis's part. He said he enjoyed it.

Mr. Willis was firmly set against the recall of the ju

diciary clause in the constitution of Arizona. He raised

no objection to the recall of any other officer. The recall

of the judges he objected to . He said :

" I believe it will make a weak judiciary when a man

sitting on the bench, instead of considering the law and

the facts, is put in the position where he has to find out

what is being said about this proposition in the corner

groceries and at the pink teas all over the country .” The
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issue, according to Mr. Willis, was whether the Judges were

to be “ independent and free to apply the law ," or whether

they were to be “the mere creatures of the passing gusts

of public opinion .”

Surely there was no danger of so polite and yielding a

Congressman, as the gentleman from Ohio, refusing Vic

tor L. Berger the opportunity of asking :

“Was not there, about 120 years ago, an element in this

country who held language like this :

“ 'I believe it will make a weak legislature when men

sitting in the Nation's parliament, instead of considering

the law and the facts, are put in the position where they

have to find out what is being said of a proposition before

them in the corner groceries and the pink teas all over the

country. The question is whether the legislators are to be

free and independent to enact the laws, or whether they

are to be mere creatures of the passing gusts of public

opinion. Nor, dangerous as that is, is it as dangerous an

experiment as the creation of an Executive, subject to im

peachment by such a dependeni Legislature, and himself,

instead of independently and hereditarily, and, consequent

ly, unremovable, considering the laws and facts that would

redound to the people's welfare, put in the position where

he has to find out what is being said in the corner groceries

and at the pink teas all over the country, a mere creature

of the passing gusts of public opinion.'

" And what did such language then, and its echo to -day

import but fear of the people?”

Did the "first Socialist Congressman , ” the reputed

representative of the crowning revolution of all social

revolutions, the revolution that is pre-eminently THE
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PEOPLE'S — did he voice the sentiments of THE

PEOPLE on the occasion of the snobbish language used

against it by the slick , the oily -tongued, the all -men's - friend

Ohio politician ? No, Mr. Berger once more illustrated

the fact , quite naively , though unintentionally confessed by

himself of his nullity in Congress.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 13 .

[DAILY PEOPLE, July 18, 1911]

Free Trader Labor Lovers

Although he introduced his remarks, in the speech that

he delivered on April 28 in favor of free trade, with the

words that he spoke was a farmer, one among the few

farmers' in the House, Representative James C Cantrill

of Kentucky struck the attitude of a special guardian of

the workingman.

It was in the interest not of the farmer only, that

Cantrill demanded the abolition of the tariff, so that "with

free sewing machines the farmers' wives can sew up our

protection friends, the standpatters, in free burlap and salt

them away with free salt to keep until the final day of

judgment. "

It was in the interest, not of the farmer only that, with

wit unexcelled even by the French free trade wit Bastiat,

Cantrill demolished the radically false economic theory of

protectionis's known as the " balance of trade,” according

to which the larger the volume of goods exported by a

country in comparison with its imports, all the wealthier

that country is — ’twas in the interest not of the farmer

only that Cantrill exposed to ridicule that ridiculous thecimento
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with the observation that “ if a freezing tramp should sell

his clothes, he certainly would improve his balance of

trade, although not his condition.”

No, the Kentucky Representative used his keen dialec

tics, and exhausted his oratorial powers in the interest of

the workingman as well, whose burdens free trade was to

lighten , whose wages free trade was to raise, whose right

to organize free trade was to promote and insure.

Nor did the free trade Kentuckian indulge in such gen

eralities only . His solicitude for the laboring man led him

to observations that blasted many a false reasoning of the

industrial capitalist who systematically seeks to identify

the condition of his employes with his own — as, for in

stance, when our Kentucky farmer free trader remarked

that “ it would not interest the men described in the Pitts

burg Survey, who are worked to death and thrown on the

junk pile, to figure out and to ascertain how many wives

per annum a Pittsburg millionaire could afford out of the

dividends of the Steel Trust” ; or when he let drop the

weighty statistical observation that "there would be little

satisfaction to a cash girl working for the Marshall Field

Co. at a weekly wage of $3 to know that she and that cor

poration were jointly worth over $ 50,000.000 .”

Obviously the free trader Cantrill was a consummate

hypocrite of the regulation property -holding stamp, or an

egregious ignoramus on the economics that concern his

dearly beloved " laboring men.”

For what reason did not Victor L. Berger, “ the first and

only Socialist Congressman , ” turn to account, in the inter

est of the Working Class, at least one of the numerous

blanks offered in this speech by asking " the gentleman
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from Kentucky” in what way free trade could benefit the

laboring man ? in other words, in what way would, or could,

free trade affect beneficially the status that both free trade

and protection capitalism condemn the workingman to

the status of merchandise, bought and sold in the labor

market ? again, in other words, in what way would or could

free trade overthrow , or at least counteract the market law ,

the law which “ the gentleman of Kentucky” himself rever

ently bowed to as “ the natural law of supply and demand ,”

according to which the price ( wages ) paid for labor - power

is bound to tend downward ? In short, in what way does

free trade differ from protection, in so far as the working

man's wages are concerned, seeing that free trade, iden

tically with protection , allows the workingman to preserve

only so much of the fruits of his labor as the supply and

demand for his hide will fetch in the market ?

For what reason did not “ ihe first and only Socialist

Congressman” avail himself of the usages of the House to

put any of these clarifying questions, and thereby voice the

class interest of the class whose class interests Socialism

voices ? Why did Berger miss this choice opportunity also ?

Why ? -_ Why, he was absent " on important business ,” the

business of self -exhibition .

BERGER'S MISS NO. 14 .

[ DAILY PEOPLE, July 22, 1911 ]

The Measure of Protection

There is in the House of Representatives a “ gentleman

from Connecticut with whom " accuracy", " preciseness",

" facts and figures" are a specialty. The gentleman fron

Connecticut has been nicknamed by one of his colleagu

"Mr. Danbury Hats" from the circumstance that
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district takes in the hat town of Danbury, and he, more

than once, approved himself the watchdog of Danbury hat

manufacturers. The gentleman's name is Ebenezer J. Hill.

From these introductory remarks it will have been per•

ceived that Mr. Hill is a Republican - a protectionist Re

publican — a high tariff man .

On May 4 Mr. Hill broke the Democratic party on the

wheel of his facts and figures. Maintaining that the Payne

Aldrich tariff was a revision downward ; reminding his

Democratic colleagues that they had been howling through

out the country against the Payne-Aldrich tariff as " revi

sion upward ” ; and holding up to them more recent docu

ments, issued by their own Ways and Means Committee,

from the statistical tables of which it appeared that the

Payne- Aldrich tariff was revision downward ; Mr. Hill

climaxed this part of this argument saying :

"Are we, as Republicans, not entitled to retraction of all

statements heretofore made about upward revision and

repudiated pledges ?"

Had Mr. Hill stopped then and there, the gentleman

would have given himself no blank for a Socialist bolt.

The Socialist can have applause only for every Republican

politician who nails the duplicity of the Democrats, the

same as he has applause only for every Democratic poli

tician when they nail their Republican competitors. But

Mr. Hill did not stop then and there. Obedient to the

fatality that pursues the Republican as well as the Dem

ocrat, the gentleman from Connecticut had to go further.

Having tied the Democrats fast to the stake, so fast as

to be justified in demanding of them a retraction , Mr. Hill

proceeded to elucidate, and thereby endeavor to justify the
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Republican's pretense of his high tariff's being for the pre

tection of American labor. Not once, but twice, Mr. Hill

proclaimed with admiration the Republican tariff theory

to be the equalization of wages between this and competing

countries, “ the measure of protection" being "the differ

ence in the cost of production at home and abroad.”

This was the Socialist's opportunity, in turn , to tie fast

to the stake the Republican Representative.

The difference of COST , meaning, of course, wages ,

between this and competing countries, is and can be no

criterion. If German workingman John Doe, receives $1

a day, and American workingman Richard Roe receives for

& work day of the same length $2 a day, it does not follow

that Richard is better paid than John. A number of

things, things that the statistician , the man of " facts and

figures," is wide awake to, come into consideration. These

things fall under two heads :

Under the first head comes the consideration of the

“ cost of living " _ $ 1 in one country may go as far as, if

not further than, $2 in another. The importance of this

fact is known all about by the Republican “ gold bugs,”

who, fifteen years ago, correctly argued against the " free

coinage " craze, showing that an increase of wages, through

an increase of coins called “dollars,” would by no means.

signify an increase, and might even signify a decrease, in

the goods, or necessaries purchased thereby — 2 50 -cent

“ dollars ” had no higher purchasing power than 1 100-cent

dollar.

Under the second head of things to consider is the

productivity of labor here and in competing countries. If

German workingman John Doe receives $1 a day for mak
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ing two pairs of, say, $ 1 shoes, and American workingman

Richard Roe receives, say , $ 2 a day for turning out, say, 10

pairs of shoes, it would be equivalent to saying that the

German receives back 1 his product while the American

receives back only 1-10, and is the worse paid of the two,

the more extensively plucked.

The detailed facts that fall under these two heads being

rather involved ; moreover, seeing it would take too long

to recite them from market and other reports ; the Socialist

in Congress would simply allude to them curiously, as the

theoretical preparation in his process for tying up the

"labor protecting” Republican. More effectively than by

reciting the details under these two heads, he would pro

ceed to tie up Mr. Hill by reciting certain facts that flow

from , prove and illustrate the economic theories pointea

out.

The Socialist would mention the large number of

protected articles of American manufacture sold abroad ,

in competing and in non-competing countries, at a lower

price than they are sold here-hats ( the product of

Mr. Danbury Hat's ) our own special pets ; locomotives ;

Waltham Watches ; boots and shoes ; bicycles ; sporting

goods ; textiles ; firearms; boilers ; kitchen ware ; etc.; etc.

This list overthrows all pretense of the tariff being in

tended to equalize wages between this and competing coun

tries for the protection of American labor. The recitation

of this list could have been done easily. The denial of its

correctness would be as impracticable a flying in the face

of facts, as would have been the denial, by Mr. Hill's Dem

ocratic colleagues, of the facts that he marshalled against

their veracity. It was the duty of Victor L. Berger, a duty
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he owed to the proletariat of the land, to have requested

Mr. Hill to yield ; stated these reasonings and facts ; and,

following the example of "the gentleman from Connec

ticut," asked :

"Are not the workers of the United States entitled to an

apology fur the oft repeated incorrectness of this talk about

the tariff being intended for their protection as an equalizer

of wages between the 'highly paid and the ‘pauper labor

of other countries ? ”

Berger would have had no difficulty in inducing " the

gentleman from Connecticut” to yield to "the gentleman

from Wisconsin .” For one thing, "the gentleman from

Connecticut” is the pink of tolerant courtesy ; for another,

the interest shown by the House in his speech was so slight

that he himself observed there were “more people in the

galleries than on the floor " : gladly would he have seen the

occasion enlivened by a question from the " first Socialist

in Congress.” It was not so. " The first Socialist in Con

gress” remained mum - or was he equally delinquently

absent from his post ?

BERGER'S MISS NO. 15 .

[DAILY PEOPLE, July 25, 1911 ]

The Right to Trade Where, How and

When One Pleases

“We care nothing for the freedom of the foreign man

ufacturer that the present law interferes with or restrains,

but we do care for the restraint that the present law im

poses against the exercise of the inherent and what ought

to be inalienable right of every American citizen to trade

where, and when, and how he pleases”-such was the key
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note sentence in the long speech delivered on June 8

against the wool schedule, Schedule K, by Representative

William G. Brantley from Georgia, who throughout the

speech posed as the paladin of Freedom , Labor's Freedom

specifically.

The key-note passage occurred during the first hour of

Mr. Brantley's speech, before his time was extended in .

definitely. During that firsť hour the Republican Rep

resentatives must have sat like "baked owls ,” speechless at

the onslaught upon them . Not one dared to interject a

question , or ask the gentleman from Georgia to " yield .”

The speech was throughout accentuated by " Applause from

the Democratic side," and by "Loud applause."

Surely Victor L. Berger, " the first Socialist in Congress"

did not figure among the galaxy of “baked owls ” ? Surely

he, being the " lone, ” the only Socialist in Congress, felt

the full responsibility that rested on his shoulders when

that brazenly untrue key -note - brazenly untrue with

regard to the Working Class - was sounded ? Surely he

promptly rose and, requesting the gentleman from Georgia

to yield, asked :

“ If it is the inherent right of every American citizen to

trade 'where, and when, and how he pleases,' then there

must be some statutory enactment that suspends the ex

ercise of this right by the Working Class. The gentleman

from Georgia declares that the exercise of this right is

interfered with by the high tariff of Schedule K in certain

quarters. Seeing that ' trade' does not mean to 'buy only

but to sell also ; seeing that the workingman can not sell

his merchandise, labor-power, 'where, and when , and how

he pleases’ ; and seeing that Schedule K can, obviously, not
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be held responsible for the infringement, with regard to

the workingman, of that important factor in trade;' to

wit, to sell ; - seeing all this, I would request the gentie

quan from Georgia to inform us by what process of reasone

ing the clipping of Scheuule K will restore to the wage

earners of the land that right, which, though called by him

inherent the worker is deprived of - the right to sell

' where, and when , and how ,HE PLEASES.

" I lay emphasis upon the 'pleases.' The gentleman from

Georgia is too much of a scholar to fail to realize that, tho'

the workingman nay withdraw from one employer, and

carry his merchandise, labor-power, to another, he does not

therefore sell ‘where, and when, and how he pleases

“ The wage earner has no choice as to 'where - he is com

pelled to go wherever it may please the employer to set up

his plant - if it please the employer to remove his factory

to another city or State, the wage earner's home is broken

up and he must expatriate himself whither the employer

may please, with the alternative to starve . - There is no

‘pleases' as to the ‘where .'

"The wage earner has nothing to say as to the 'when .'

Whenever the employer, in his private judgment, thinks it

is well to shut down his plant, the wage earner has to try

to sell anew . Whenever the employer chooses to reopen ,

the wage earner has a market. There is no 'pleases' as to

the 'when.'

" Least of all has the wage earner to say how he will

sell. The price of his merchandise depends upon supply

and demand in the labor market. Differently from all

other sellers he can not curb the supply ; differently from

all other commodities, the supply of or demand for the
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merchandise labor power lies wholly in the hands of the

buyer. It is the capitalist class that alone can and does

control the supply and demand of labor -power. The wage

earner must, in the long run , sell how the capitalist class

wishes, and that is the same as to say that a change of

master, or buyer, is no change to the workingman.

“ Accordingly, in capitalist society the workingman can

not sell 'where he pleases,' he can not sell ‘when he pleases,'

he can not sell 'how he pleases.'

"This being thus, in what manner would the clipping,

or even the killing of Schedule K , restore to Labor its ' in

herent right to sell ‘where, and when , and how it pleases

so long as capitalism abides ?

"Will the gentleman from Georgia make that clear ??

Did, we asked above, Mr. Berger figure on the occasion

among the galaxy of baked owls in the House ? Of course

he did - unless he was still more derelict to duty by being

wholly absent from his post.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 16.

(DAILY PEOPLE, July 29, 1911)

Capitalism and Laws

Representative Julius Kahn from California takes rank

in Congress among the most redoubtable champions of

" stable government,” of “American institutions, and of

" true democracy.” As such, the "radical” and “ anarchis

tic” proposed constitution of Nevada gave the gentleman

an opportunity that it was not in him to let slip — the op

portunity to inveigh against "dangerous and doubtful ex

periments.” And he did so , on May 18 , in style and man

ner of shallow inveighers generally — with the bombastic

phrases of a Bombastus Furiosus.
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One of the phrases that Mr. Kahn used was : “ Too much

law will lead eventually to contempt for all law.” Mr.

Kahn liked this phrase so well that he inserted it at the

head of his speech. Indeed, the gentleman chose well.

None of the phrases which he used typified his speech so

well as— “ too much law will lead eventually to contempt

for all law ."

“ Too much law , ” under capitalism ?

" Laws," as the term is understood in class-rule, especially

in capitalist society, are generally provisions for the

protection of one interest against another. Capitalism ,

being a social system of strife, is, by the very principle of

its own existence, a sort of umpire at a boxing match . It

must regulate the manner of the strife : specify admissible

blows and " fouls ” : decree the conditions for the former,

and the conditions that determine the latter. A glance at

books of law under capitalism brings conviction upon the

strife nature of capitalist society. Laws are enacted, not

only on matters that affect “business.” The Law enters

into the privacy of the family and illumines the strife that

capitalism raises there - laws on "husband and wife, " on

" parent and child , ” on “guardian and ward ,” etc., etc., as

well as laws on " corporations, " on “banking,” on “ con

tracts.”

Besides being a system of strife, therefore, a system that

demands Laws; capitalism is a system of continuous dif

ferentiation. The Spencerian description of the march of

evolution from the homogeneous to the heterogeneous is a

definition that fits capitalist society. The infinite differ

entiations, or developments from homogeneous interests to
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heterogeneous, works an added call upon capitalist society,

for more, and more, and still more laws .

Laws, ever more laws, and still more laws is a " law of

capitalist existence .

Accordingly, to talk of “too much law,” as the rambunc

tious . pillar of capitalist society, Representative Julius

Kahn, of California, does, is downright treason to his own

" flag. ” The capitalist building can not have too many

props. Its interests are too many and too antagonistic,

and they are too increasingly numerous and too increasing

ly antagonistic to miss a single law , and not to need an

ever larger number of ' em .

Nevertheless, Mr. Kahn's motto to the effect that "too

much law will lead eventually to contempt of all law” is

a truth - a truth , however, of the sort that danger often

wrings from instinct.

It is not alone in the matter of raising the proletariat

that capitalism raises its own future conquerors ; it is not

alone in the matter of organizing production integrally

that capitalism abolishes itself. In short, it is not in such

matters only that capitalism digs its own grave. Cap

italism provides for its own annihilation by bringing con

tempt upon its own political State . And that it achieves

thanks to that law of its existence, a law which it fain would

escape, but a law which, joined to others, decrees its doom

--the law that compels it to whelm itself with Laws and

thereby fatedly turns these, its props , to contempt.

In the instance of Mr. Kahn, Mr. Victor L. Berger must

not be blamed for not having requested “the gentleman

from California " to yield , and , with a concise, terse ob

servation, ripped up in the course of the Californian's
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speech, the false sociology that the country was being

treated to . No, Mr. Berger must not be blamed for not

having done so then and there. Mr. Kahn seems to have

committed his speech to memory , and he prudently twice

declined to yield to others in the course of the delivery.

Interruption in such cases often plays bad tricks upon

memory. Mr. Kahn announced, however, his readiness to

" answer all questions when I have concluded my speech. "

This was an express invitation. Nor was the invitation

left unaccepted. Four Representatives fell in at the end ,

and Mr. Kahn yielded courteously to each in secession,

The " first Socialist in Congress ” was, however, not among

the four, as it was his duty to have been .

BERGER'S MISS NO. 17 .

( DAILY PEOPLE, August 2 , 1911)

Yards of Cloth and Yards of Law

An insult - calm , cold, deliberate, cruel and brazen

was offered to the working class of the land, in general,

the cotton mill operators of the South, in particular, by

Representative James F. Byrnes of South Carolina from

the floor of the House of Representatives.

Answering the attack of the Pennsylvania Republican ,

Benjamin K. Focht, upon industrial conditions in the

South, Representative Byrnes said : “ In comparison with

the salary and mileage of the gentleman from Pennsyl

vania the operatives ( cotton mill operatives of the South )

are poorly paid, but for the class of work demanded of

them their wages are fair.”

" Will the gentleman allow a question ? " was due from

the seat occupied by a Socialist member of the House the

instant the gentleman from South Carolina had closed his
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much applauded peroration. Whereupon the question

should have followed clip and clear :

“ What does the gentleman mean by 'the class of work ’

demanded of the cotton mill operatives of the South, and

for what reason does he consider the wages, which he ad

mits are 'poor in comparison with the salary and mileage

of a Representative to this House, to be “ fair ” ? A Rep

resentative receives $7,500 besides mileage, not to mention

other perquisites ; the operative in the Southern cotton

mills receives, according to the latest ( 1905 ) available

figures, $4.68 a week. What are the services rendered, or

goods produced by the two ? The Representative turns out

yards of laws. What the quality is of this commodity may

be judged from the expressions that have dropped plenti.

fully from the lips of the gentleman's own fellow Dem

ocrats, to the effect that the masses of the country have

been legislated into poverty, and from his own lips in the

short rattling speech that he has just delivered, when he

quoted the summary of the situation by a citizen of Ohio,

showing that nearly $ 1,000,000 a day or 671 per cent. of

all Government expenses was incurred for war purposes,

the figures in detail given by him being : " For education,

8
per cent. and for agriculture 1 * . per cent.; for feed, $1 ;

for fight, $37 ; for brains, $1 ; for bullets, $22 ; to en.

courage production, $1 ; to encourage idleness, $37 ; to

shoot brains in , $1 ; to shoot brains out, $ 22 ; for culture,

refinement and education, $1 ; for shotgun business in time

of peace, $ 22 : On the other hand, the cotton mill

operative turns out yards of cotton goods. The usefulness

of this output need not be enlarged upon. Comparing the

tro outputs — yards of laws and yards of cotton goods
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they stand to each other in the relation of shoddy to

genuine products . If the pittance paid to the producer of

useful goods is ‘ fair wages, then it should follow that the

bountiful salary and mileage paid to the producer of

shoddy is wasteful . And vice versa , if the bountiful salary

and mileage paid to the producer of shoddy yards of law

is legitimate, then, it seems to me, that the producer of

useful yards of cotton goods should be remunerated many

times more bountifully. I should thank the gentleman

from South Carolina if he will explain on this floor the

process of reasoning by which he implies disparagement of

the 'class of work that is done by the cotton mill operatives

of the South, and admiration for the class of work done

in the law mill of the Nation . The explanation, I trow ,

will be of deep interest, not to the Southern cotton mill

operatives only , but to the working class the land over. ”

The insult offered by Representative Byrnes to the wage

slaves of the land remained unresented, unrebuked . The

A. F. of L. labor-leaders in Congress applauded with the

consent implied by silence, if they did not actually join in

the handclapping that greeted Representative Byrnes

speech .

And what about Victor L. Berger ? He again missed

the opportunity to puncture the class reasoning of the

exploiters' class. Representative Byrnes's speech was

delivered on May 2. On that day, the "first Socialist. Con .

gressman” was illustrating outside of Congress, outside of

Washington, how impossible it is for the “ ONE Socialist

Congressman” to do anything in Congress, seeing that,

even when he is at his post, he might as well be thousands

of miles away .
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BERGER'S MISS NO. 18.

[ DAILY PEOPLE, August 6, 1911 ]

Old Age Pension

On July 31 Victor L. Berger dropped a bill into the

basket at the Speaker's desk . The noiselessness of the

dropping was made up by the noisiness of the claims that

Berger immediately set up for his bill through private

interviews.

The bill was, by these means, announced as a " pension

bill for the veterans of the industrial war . ” In its behalf

it was, by these same means, argued that the pensioning

of soldiers being legitimate, for all the more reason should

the " soldiers of industry” be taken care of - many more

of these than of the others being maimed and killed on

the battlefields of industry, and their services being vastly

more valuable to society.

Nor were the high expectations, raised by this correct

statement of the exalted posture of Socialism towards the

soldiers of industry, left to rest wholly upon the loftiness

of the goal. They were raised still higher by the method,

which ( likewise by the means of private interviews ) it was

pointed out and enlarged upon with which the bill guarded

itself against bourgeois assault. That method was drastic

and extreme : it went the full length of extremity and

drasticness that the Constitution allows : and it was backed

up and justified by a drastic and extreme precedent to

match - the act of Congress of March 27, 1868 , forbidding

the Federal Courts to pass upon the validity of the recon

struction laws which it had enacted after the Civil War.

The Berger Pension Bill expressly forbids the exercise of
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jurisdiction by any of the Federal Courts upon the validity

of the act.

In short, here was a goal set up, than which none more

lofty under capitalist rule,-provision for the soldiers of

industry, men and women , who, delivering daily battle on

the firing line of industry, at the risk of health, limb and

even life, physically and mentally feed, clothe and home

the Nation. Here was a means, than which none more

determinedly manly,—the emulation of Congress in an

action taken at that most critical parliamentary crisis ia

the Nation's existence, when the rebel buffoonery of the

then President by accident, Andrew Johnson , and the en

couragement that that gave to rebel intriguers, threatened

to undo with legal manoeuvres the achievement just sealed

at Appomattox.

With such a goal and such a means to match, Expecta

tion soars — but soars only to droop and drop plump down .

First — the pension is to accrue only after the veteran's

60th year. - The average life of the American soldier of

industry is barely 40, a fact well known to, and reckoned

with by the railroad and other capitalist concerns that

force their employes to join the insurance clubs which these

concerns set up.

Second — the pension is to be forfeited by a conviction

of felony, the disqualification is sweeping. Whatever action

a bourgeois Court pronounces felony is to be felony. No

distinction between acts of moral turpitude, and honorable ,

elass -conscious acts, which, in a spirit of revenge, the bour

geois Courts stamp felonious and punish as such . Preston ,

who, under all law " human and divine, " asserted his right
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to life against a murder-minded and murder -armed bour

geois ; Smith , his associate, and for which association alone

he was convicted, along with Preston, by a Pinkerton jury ;

and both of whom are now in a Nevada's felons' cell ;

neither of them , and along with them many more of

Labor's champions, past, present and to come, “ need

apply."

Third — the pension rolls are closed to him or her who,

though 60 years of age, has a weekly income of $ 6. - Those

rare survivors of close to two generations of unrequited toil,

during which they sweated and bled an abundance of

wealth into the coffers of the Capitalist Class - those rare

survivors, who, perchance, pinched themselves during two

generations of toil and whose savings now may yield them

the weekly pittance of $6 ; or who, more probably, are still

on the firing line of industry from which they fetch soma

crumbs that enable them to hold the prohibitory $ 6 -yield

ing property ;-they, all of them , are to be left out in the

cold .

Fourth — no pension for the orphans of the toilers, mala

or female, whose occupation has, either indirectly, by un

dermining their health, or directly, through any of the

bumerous " accidents" on the firing line of industry, sent

them to early graves.

Fifth and last, and, if possible, worst of all — the " lucky "

ones ( we mean no unseemly joke at the expense of these

martyrs of Capitalism on whose backs the Victor L. Ber

gers have joined the capitalists in “ practicing upon the

dog" ) , the “ lucky” soldiers of industry who have escaped

death before 60, and who can filter through the excluding
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provisions of the bill, they are to be remunerated with the

bountiful maximum amount of 57 cents and 14 mills a day

($4 a week ), or the minimum amount of 14 cents and 29

mills a day ($1 a week) . Sixty years of toil and poverty

that yielded affluence into the coffers of the Capitalist Class

are to be rewarded out of those same coffers with the crust

of an average 35 cents and 73 mills a day ($2.50 a week) !

Such a bill, if it came from an outspoken bourgeois,

would confirm the Socialist maxim that “ Charity is to

steal wholesale and return retail. ” Coming in the name

of Socialism , the bill is an insult to Socialism and to the

Working Class alike. It is an insolently insulting bunco

game of "big boast, and small roast.”

Since this special session of Congress began and down to

date, the “first and only Socialist in Congress” —with just

one exception for which, anxious to stretch a point in his

favor, we allowed him credit - has done literally nothing

but "miss stays.” On June 14, when Mr. Berger, in his

first and , so far, only speech, made the lamentable exhibi

tion of Socialism that he made on that day, even to the

point, as shown in the 8th article of this series, of speaking

about raw materials as “ social tools,” the hope arose that

the gentleman had “ touched bottom . " The hope was un

warranted. Deeper depth was reached on July 31, when

the pension bill was introduced, and the trumpet blown

over it by its introducer into reporters' ears.

With the exception of June 14 and July 31, Socialism

was exhibited in the House dumb and craven ; on June 14

Socialism was exhibited as ignorant; now , on July 31,

Socialism was exhibited as shoddy.
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BERGER'S MISS NO. 19 .

[ DAILY PEOPLE, August 9, 1911]

The Lap -Dog Bill

To the unsophisticated, there was something myste

riously uncanny in a certain performance that took place

on the floor of the House of Representatives in the course of

the session of the 12th day of July.

On that day a tariff bill was reported unanimously - aye,

unanimously - by the Committee on Ways and Means ;

bill to amend paragraph 500 of the Republican act of

August 5, 1909, by allowing the free importation of certain

articles not thought of in the said act.

A bill removing the duty collected under a Republican

act — such a biil agreed upon, not merely by the Democratic,

but also by all the Republican members of the Committee

that, assuredly, was something mysterious, if not un

canny.

The debate that ensued was short, yet was it long enough

to clear up the mystery, and turn the uncanniness to

drollery .

It developed that a lady, owning a Pomeranian pup,

who went to Europe with her pet, and returned with the

same, was, upon her arrival here, submitted to the horror

of seeing the pup seized for duties. The customs inspector

would listen to neither sense nor pleadings. Appealed to

by the lady on the score of heart and sentiment, he re

mained obdurate. Argued with by the fair pup owner that

her pet was no merchandise, and had not even been bought

abroad , but was born and bought in America , and was

taken abroad, and now returned to its own home-- the

customs officer coldly pointed to paragraph 500 of the acı
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of 1909 which provided no loophole for the pup to slip

through. The lady, possessed, evidently, of political pull,

set her wires agoing. The result was magical. The whole

machinery of the government was set in motion . The

House Committee on Ways and Means was hurriedly cor

vened. The upshot was an amendment to paragraph 500

covering the Pomeranian pup under an all embracing

clause for such cases.

The bill became known as the “ lap- dog bill.” While no

Member of the House spoke against it, and the fact was

obvious that Republicans and Democrats alike were to con

cur, the one and the other took occasion to indulge in con

siderable banter at each other.

On the Democratic side, Representative John J. Fitz

gerald of New York led . On the Republican side, strange

to say, the sedate old ex-Speaker and Sereno E. Payne,

were the fuglemen. The former pooh -poohed at the Re

publicans for being so ready, they who had been objecting

at every step to any amendments of the tariff before the

Tariff Board had reported , to vote for this free pup im

portation. The latter returned the compliment with many

satirical shots at the Democratic majority's affection for

Pomeranian pups, mongrel and yellow dogs. The Insurgent

Norris went further. Amid jokes cracked over the back

of the Society for the Protection of Poodle Dogs in the

District of Columbia, he aired his democratic, " common

people” sentiments by telling the story of how one day,

walking down Connecticut Avenue he " saw the door of a

residence open — a residence that had cost perhaps a couple

of million dollars — and a well-dressed woman came out

and there drove up in front of it a carriage with two men
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in uniform sitting on the seat in the rear, and as the

woman came down the walk those men got down and took

cff their silk hats and bowed almost to the sidewalk is

they opened the carriage door and put her in the carriage.

She carried in her arms a beautiful poodle dog, all decked

out in ribbons, trinkets and flowers.” And he proceeded

to say that he watched her as they drove down the avenue ,

and how his heart bled in pity for this woman's wealth

who, he supposed was childless, but that presently the door

of that mansion opened again, and a colored woman came

out whceling a baby carriage, and that when he noticed

the expensive trinkets and playthings about that baby, he

felt sorry for the little baby . And more of this sort of

thing.

Finally Representative William Hughes of New Jersey

lost all patience. He did not stand upon the formality of

time being granted him . He broke in directly with : “ Mr.

Speaker, I ask to be recognized for five minutes” ; and he

was ; and brushing aside the banter of the debate as a

manifestation of the " silly season ” when “ the dog days are

upon us, ” he presented the serious aspect of the bill.

Did the “first and only Socialist in Congress” do like

wise ? If Victor L. Berger is too spineless to demand

recognition for five minutes when the subject on the tapis

is of a nature to cause the Members' jaws to be set, could

he not have mustered up spine enough to demand recogni

tion for two minutes at a time when the nerves of the

Republican and Democratic Members were relaxed in

mirth ? Were the kennel-like accommodations, vouchsafed

by the steamers to proletarians coming or returning to

America and the treatment they receive on landing, in
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contrast with the Asiatic splendor that homing lap-dogs

enjoy on the same steamers, and the consideration that

this particular Pomeranian pup received from Congress,

-were not thoughts thereof prods enough to cause the

"only Socialist Congressman” to rise to his feet, demand

recognition, and hold the mirror up to the otherwise

mutually snarling but now unanimously hilarious bunch

of bourgeois politicians ? Evidently not. Conspicuous by

its absence in the Congressional Record is any entry

credited on the occasion to " Mr. Berger. ”

BERGER'S MISS NO . 20.

(DAILY PEOPLE, August 12, 1911)

Soldiers' Pension

A matter entirely foreign to pensions— the appeal of one

of the House employes for reinstatement - being wrangled

over in the House on May 26, the subject of pensions did

somehow intrude itself.

Pensions is a subject matter of many fascinations for

our bourgeois Congressmen. To one set the subject affords

golden opportunities for Jingo speeches on all that "the

country owes to the dauntless defenders of the flag " ; to

another set the subject is the occasion to look wise and

circumspect, to warn against extravagance, and to display

much detailed knowledge of Treasury affairs; to still an

other set the mere word “ Pensions ” is like the waving of a

red rag before a bull . It opens the sluices for many ugly

digs at " Carpet-Bag Rule ” and other morbid war remi

niscences. There are still more sets, all differently af

fected. The long and short of the story is that Pensions
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is a subject that often bobs up unexpectedly, and forthwith

holds the center of the stage.

It was so on this occasion . Turning up in the most

casual manner , Pensions became the subject of debate.

Ex-Speaker Cannon leaped to the fray. Retorts and

counter retorts flew thick . Representative Isaac R. Sher

wood, quoting somebody, accused the ex - Speaker of having

stood ready, at the previous session of Congress, to keep

enough members of the Invalid Pension Committee away

from each meeting to prevent a quorum . The ex-Speaker

retorted that he looked his accuser " in his eye ” and told

him there was "not a word of truth ” in what he said. And

so it went on, until Representative Sherwood gave notice

that the Democratic majority would at the earliest oppor

unity introduce a dollar-a -day pension bill ; and, he added ,

banteringly addressing the Republican side of the House,

" you will all vote for it. ”

The sally restored good humor. It was greeted with

laughter and applause. Small danger, under such cir

cumstances, of the Members' class instinct sheltering itseif

behind strict parliamentary forms. A dollar -a-day invalid

pension ? A dollar -a -day for invalid soldiers ? Victor L.

Berger should have seized the occasion by the horns, and

promptly said :

“ And I, Mr. Speaker, now give notice that, when that

dollar- a-day invalid pension bill is introduced, I shall move

an amendment to the effect that the bill extend to invalid

workingmen , those veterans without whom all other veter

ans are as nothing ; those veterans who have left eyes, legs,

arms, fingers and the bulk of life on the Nation's most

deadly battlefield - the mines, railroad tracks, mills, fac
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tories and shops, where they have fought unrequited , life

long battle to feed, clothe, house and otherwise support the

Nation's life.”

But Mr. Berger did nothing of the kind . That bugle

call, sounding the note of the land's proletariat's interest

and dignity, remained unsounded from the place and seat

occupied by the “ first Socialist in Congress .” It could be

no otherwise. The “ only Socialist in Congress " was at the

time incubating the addled egg of an average 35 cents and

71 mills a day pension bill for workingmen who performed

the nigh to miraculous feat of reaching their 60th birthday.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 21 .

[ DAILY PEOPLE, August 19, 1911]

Social Jungle Conditions

On May 22d the aggressive representative of Law and

Order, and of Republican plutocracy, Representative Edgar

D. Crumpacker of Indiana, looked like a stag at bay,

barely had he been speaking twenty minutes.

The initiative and referendum ?-Why, devices of dis

order ! The recall of Judges ?-why, an obvious scheme

of Anarchy !

Representative Crumpacker was laying about him at

this rate with such and similar " arguments ” against the

" attempted inroad upon constitutional government when

he was set upon by a number of his colleagues - Ben Jack

son of Kentucky ; Frank Buchanan, the “ Labor " member

from Illinois ; Philip P. Campbell of Kansas ; Scott Ferris

of Oklahoma ; H. Robert Fowler of Illinois ; and a num

her of others. These did not even ask whether "the gentle

man from Indiana" would yield. They simply " butted in"

with suggestions and questions.
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With such an example of tolerance on the part of the

speaker on the floor, and with such a virtual invitation to

"come one, come all ! " one should think that the “first

Socialist Congressman ” would have felt the whole Socialist

Movement tugging at his coat not to allow the challenge

to go unaccepted by him.

Boiled down to their substance, Representative Crum

packer's arguments amounted to denying the fitness of our

" cosmopolitan population ," spread over so vast an area as

our country, and among whom there was "a great diversity

of ideals, social and political,” with “ material interests of

various sections often antagonistic in their legislative wants

and needs, ” to be entrusted with anything that approx

imated direct legislation.

With such a declaration of principles, on the part of

Representative Crumpacker, amounting to a slap in the

face of the democracy that Socialism advocates, and with

such a challenge, as above indicated, to deny the slapper's

premises , Victor L. Berger was in duty bound to break in

with the question :

" Does not the gentleman from Indiana's position amount

to saying that the theory of the Constitution, as the Con

stitution now stands, is false ? The theory of the Con

stitution is that the officers, entrusted with government,

are human , therefore fallible. The theory advanced by

the gentleman from Indiana implies their infallibility . If

that is not the theory implied , then the gentleman from

Indiana is , by his argument, laying the foundation , or the

approaches, for the total overthrow of the Constitution and

its ſupplanting with another which shall proceed upon the

theory of infallibility being the badge of the citizen
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the moment he is elected to officea revolution backward ,

theocracyward .

" Moreover, does the gentleman from Indiana realize the

full import of his allegation that the country consists of

antagonistic sections, and of the conclusion he draws there

from , to wit , that therefore, the power to recall Judges

must be withheld from the people ? If this means any .

thing , it means that the denial of democracy, a wrong, is

to be justified by the existence of a shocking state of things

-a Nation divided against itself. Sound reasoning, healthy

statesmanship would not justify a wrong, and seek to per

petuate it, by reason of the existence of shocking state of

things . Healthy statesmanship would seek to remove the

existence of the shocking state of national conditions, and

thereby remove the excuse for undemocratic principles.

“ I would like to inquire of the gentleman from Indiana

whether he considers antagonism of interests the desirable

thing for a Nation ; and, if not, how can capitalism avoid

the evil ? ”

But the acceptance of the challenge, and the counter

challenge that would have thrown a flashlight upon the

jungle conditions of capitalist society, together with the

civilized conditions that Socialism urges, and thereby

helped disabuse the abused of the land by spreading the

light from the elevated platform of Congress, -- all that

failed to be forthcoming.

Where was Berger when this opportunity presented it .

self ? Was he in his seat, or out of his seat ? If out of

his seat, where was he, and doing what ? If in his seat,

was he asleep - or afraid ?
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BERGER'S MISS NO. 22.

[DAILY PEOPLE, August 23, 1911)

A Contrast

Under the rules and usages of the House of Represent

atives it happens not infrequently that one or other of the

two "floor leaders" allows a few minutes of his time to

some Member who wishes to say a few words on something.

or other not relevant to the matter before the House, and

that would not otherwise have an opportunity to be heard .

As a rule, such a privilege is granted upon a matter that

is considered of no importance, and it is not granted when

anything of importance is before the House.

In keeping with this practice, on August 7, the House

having under consideration House concurrent resolution 3

to print and bind 17,000 copies of the proceedings upon

the unveiling of the statue of Baron von Steuben in Wash

ington last December, the Republican floor leader, Rep

resentative James R. Mann of Illinois, yielded 10 minutes

to Representative Victor L. Berger, which time, afterwards

extended to five minutes more, Mr. Berger consumed in

reading his arguments in favor of his Old -Age Pension bill .

The paper read by Mr. Berger was withheld from the

Record of that day ( for improvement ? ) and appeared two

days later, in the Congressional Record of August 9 , neatly

subdivided under captions.

Mr. Berger's Pension bill, itself an insult to the prole

tariat and to Socialism , has been dissected in a previous

article. One turns with anxious expectation to the speech .

Will it, perhaps, make up in argument for the radical

worthlessness of the bill ? No. The " speech " is a repeti
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tion of the worthless arguments with which Mr. Berger

had, a week before, explained his bill to the reporters.

A fit companion-piece to the bill, the " speech ” is an

egregious miss.

“ On the farm , ” the speech argues, “ it is comparatively

easy to take care of the aged.” How so ? The reason only

increases one's amazement. “ There is plenty of room on

the farm . And even old people can usually do some chores

-enough to make up for the slight expense of their keep.

It is thus no special hardship for their friends and rela

tives to take care of thein ."

Socialism stands on facts and reason. This argument

flies in the face of both .

Between the farm and the city, the aged proletarian finds

the farm a hell compared to the city. Of what earthly

use to him is the “plenty of room on the farm ” when the

farm with that plenty of room is not his ? So far from the

“ plenty of room on a farm” being an advantage, it is a

positive disadvantage to the proletarian. The openness of

the fields offers no obstacles for the dogs, set upon the

" tramps," — the insulting term that, in rural- feudal par

lance, is applied to the unemployed and the looker for

work - to see and reach their victims, and chase them

away. What with that, and the inevitably feudalic exer

cise of governmental functions by the rural property

holders themselves, the poor proletarian, especially when

aged, is on the rocks in rural districts, without even a

hole to creep and hide in , as the city offers. To give the

palm to the farm above the city, as far as aged workers

are concerned, may tickle the palates of the "Milkmen , "

the dairy property -holders of Waukesha county , whose vote,
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by counteracting the heavy loss of Social Democratic votes

in Milwaukee, helped for the nonce Mr. Berger over the

stile into Congress ; but the tickling of those palates is an

act by which Socialist clarification suffers :1

* Jefferson's “ Notes on Virginia," p . 196, describes the condition

of the aged and out-of-work in the rural districts of his time : " A

subsistence is easily gained here : and if, by misfortunes, they are

thrown on the charities of the world, those provided by their own

country are so comfortable and so certain , that they never think

of relinquishing them to become strolling beggars. Their situa

tion, too, when sick, in the family of a good farmer, where every

member is anxious to do them good oſlices, where they are visited

by all the neighbors, who bring them little varieties which their

sickly appetites may crave, and who take by rotation the nightly

watch over them, when their condition requires it, is, without

comparison, better than in a general hospital, where the ck, the

dying and the dead, are crammed together in the same rooms,

and often in the same beds." These Arcadian conditions “ on the

farms” no longer exist in this country.

-
Bad as this break is, worse, if possible, is the argument

of the number of people whom the bill would benefit.

Mr. Berger estimates the number of persons more than

60 years old in 1910 at 5,800,000 . That among these there

are people three score years of age who do not belong to

the proletarian class Mr. Berger realizes. How does he

ascertain the number of the aged proletarian ? Deducting

1,000,000 from the 5,800,000 as "foreign born or not citi

zens 15 years, " he has 4,000,000 left. Of these 4,000,000

he considers 2,765,000 to be proletarians entitled to his

proposed pension-in other words, a majority of the 4,000 ,

000 persons more than 60 years old in the land are prole

tarians — in other words, a bouquet is thrown at capitalism .
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Not so does capitalism treat its proletariat. The ripe

old age of 60 is not theirs but as a comparative exception.

Grey hairs, and not premature greyness, but the greyness

of old age, is a badge of the property holding class. Long

before the age for grey hairs arrives, death overtakes the

majority of the workers . The old men in workingmen's

districts and gatherings are rare ; the old men in capitalist

quarters and gatherings are conspicuously numerous. Not

a majority, but a slim minority of “ persons more than 60

years old ” are proletarians - a damnable fact which be

trays the cannibalic qualities of capitalism, and which “ the

first and only Socialist in Congress” not only knows not

enough to expose, but helps to cover up.

Mr. Berger's fifteen minutes being over, the House

turned its attention back to the virtual pension of the

memory of the Baron - a providential contrast between the

generous manner that the Capitalist Class remembers its

own in, and niggardly plaster with which pure and simple

Socialist politicians seek to cover the big, capitalist- inflicted

sore on the proletariat body.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 23.

( DAILY PEOPLE, August 28 , 1911 )

The “Common People "

There is a big real estate suit - it is claimed to be the

biggest real estate suit ever filed - now pending in the Fed

eral Court at Portland, Ore. It is the case of the United

States against the Oregon & California Railroad Co.

Among the numerous evidences of a bourgeois govern

ment being of, by and for the bourgeois, the acts of govern

ment in connection with the starting of railroads are among
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the most luminous. To take the workingmen under the

arm and give him a lift — that is " paternalism ," and must

not be. To take the capitalist under the arm-that is

“ patriotic ” and legitimate — that must and shail be.

Obedient to this principle, the Oregon & California Rail

road Co. being projected, Congress, by act of April 10 ,

1869, supplemented by the act of May 4, 1870, granted to

the company alternate sections of land aggregating 2,300,

000 acres, with a proviso that the lands so granted be

sold by the company to actual settlers " at prices not ex

ceeding $2.50 per acre.”

The proviso will start no spooks in the minds of those

who understand the spirit of Law. These know that a law

is a weapon forged in the interest of the class that has the

power to enact and to enforce the law . Accordingly, the

proviso that the land be sold to settlers " at prices not ex

ceeding $2.50 per acre" did not confuse the Oregon & Cali

fornia Railroad Company. The grant of land was intended

to assist the company to do business — first, by putting

money into its pockets ;-secondly, by furnishing it with

settlers to pluck. Thoroughly posted on the law , the Ore

gon Railroad Company started to do business.

There is a superstition abroad that the business of a cap

italist concern is determined by its name, that is, the name

of the industry that it flies at its masthead :-if it calls

itself “ The Great American Clothing Company, " that

clothing is its only trade ; if it calls itself " The Non-Ex

celled Mining Company, ” that coal or ore is its real and

only stock in trade ; if it calls itself "The Patriotic Pub

lishing Company," that its real source of income is news ;

and so forth . Indeed, it was so at one time. One of the
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achievements in the development of capital is to merge all,

or a number of lines of business into one. A " Clothing

Company” to- day , does at least as much business in real

estate , in gas stock and other lines as in clothing ; a "Min

ing Company " has at least as much interest in railroads

and in banking, and other lines as in coal or ore ; a “ Pub

lishing Company" most assuredly does a more thriving

business in advertisements and blackmail than in news;

and so all along the line. To -day, a company, whatever

its specific name, is in for BUSINESS, that is, for cash

from whatever source . It was so with the company yclept

" Oregon & California Railroad ."

Business ( cash ) being the burden of its song, and the

price of real estate being on the upward bound on the Pa

cific Slope, the Oregon & California Railroad Company

took its time leisurely in the matter of laying its rails and

operating its plant, in the meantime becoming actually a

dealer in real estate. Thus pursuing its business, when

would-be settlers offered the company $2.50 an acre , the

company simply told them they were “exhibiting a lot of

nerve” to demand at $2.50 land " worth on an average $25

>>
per acre."

That would - be settlers , softies long fed on the pap of

our bourgeois government's being a "government of , for

and by the people,” should snort, rear on their hind legs ,

and rush to court to " enforce the law ” is in the nature of

things . It is also in the nature of things that shyster law

yers in abundance should be found ready to collect fecs

from these softies. It is , however, not quite so completely

in the nature of things that lawyers of higher caliber
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should be found to take up these cases in real earnest.

Yet such there were found .

There is in the land what may be called the Tribe of

Lawyers — legal pundits above the shyster, and separate

from the Corporation Constables. These gentlemen live

in the past. The Lawyer's tribe arose with the bourgeois.

As such they actually were an able and a doughty lot of

paladins, the paladins of the “ common people.” Since

then, however, the bourgeois has graduated out of the herd

of the " common people," and bourgeois law has stepped

into the shoes formerly occupied by feudal law . Of this

development the Tribe of Lawyers knows nothing. Being

lawyers without being jurists, the Tribe does not realize

the effect that the change has wrought upon Law. They

still believe that bourgeois law is the law of the " common

people. ” To this Tribe belongs Representative A. W.

Lafferty, of Oregon. He took up the case of the would be

settlers, fought it in the Oregon courts, found himself

blocked in all directions by dilatory proceedings, and finally

caused a resolution ( House Joint Resolution 129 ) to be

introduced in Congress directing the Attorney General to

employ at least one resident attorney of the State of Ore

gon as associate counsel in behalf of the Government to

aid in the prosecution of the suit, which the outcry of the

$ 2.50 folks caused the United States to humor them by

starting against the Oregon & California Railroad Com

p:iny - and which has languished ever since.

On July 15 Representative Lafferty had the floor in

behalf of his joint resolution . Covertly poked fun at by

ex-Speaker Cannon with a number of barbed questions ,

Representative Lafferty exhibited his back numberness by

th

fe?

of

1

her
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parrying the ex-Speaker's thrusts with : “The Congress of

the last generation in making this grant ( the grant of

2,300,000 acres to the Oregon & California Railroad Co.,

with the $2.50 an acre proviso ) provided for the protec

tion of the poor people of this country seeking homes, and

the Congress of the present generation should see to it

that the law is carried out in good faith ."

Such a statement, embodying so big a bunch of false

conceptions regarding " the poor people of this country

seeking homes " was a trumpet blast challenging the " first

and sole Socialist in Congress ” to his feet with a mus

ketry of questions, which , however answered, would have

sent to the country , through the official record of the

transactions of Congress , together with the poison of Rep

resentative Lafferty's words, the antidote of Socialist truth .

Ex- Speaker Cannon had been doing so in behalf of his set,

the now feudalized Top-Capitalist. Victor L. Berger did

not do so in behalf of the American Proletariat, which he

claims to represent . Why not ? Because he is there only

to prove with an unbroken succession of misses the utter

ineptness of pure and simple political Socialism ,.

BERGER'S MISS NO. 24.

[ DAILY PEOPLE, September 2, 1911]

The Political State On the Rocks

The Apportionment bill was under consideration in the

House on April 27th . The gist thereof was that the num

ber of Representatives be increased from the present 391

to 433 .

The “ two sides”-Democratic and Republican -- were

agreed upon the bill . When, however, the debate got well

under way the spectacle-- passing droll, in view of the all
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around agreement that the bill should pass - unfolded it

self of extensive disagreement. Criticism and dissatisfac

tion cropped up from numerous corners ; while the lan

guage of even the most loyal supporters of the bill was one

of apology, rather than of aggressive defense. Evidently

nobody was really satisfied .

Representative William C. Houston , of Tennessee, in

charge of the bill , argued, correctly enough, that a legisla

tive body should not be large, lest its unwieldiness render

deliberation next to impossible. The present membership

of the House, 391, he considered quite large enough . To

increase the number by 42, he conceded , was a move in the

wrong direction. But what help was there for it ? If the

desirable size of a legislative body was to be kept exclusively

in mind, another evil would be incurred. The House was

a representative body. Representatives could hardly repre

sent constituencies too large and of diverse interests to be

well acquainted with them . Already the constituency, over

200,000 population , of a Representative to Congress was

by far the largest of any existing parliament - three, and

four, and five times as large as most, about 50,000 larger

than the largest of them, the German parliament. If con

stituencies were to be kept down to a reasonable figure,

the number of Representatives to Congress would rise to

unwieldy dimensions; if, on the contrary, the representa

tion in Congress was to be kept down to deliberate size,

then the constituencies would swell to a size unrepresenta

ble by a Representative. The bill was a compromise be

tween the two horns of the dilemma-it raised the constit

uency slightly, to 211,877, and the representation in the

House to 438.
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Representative Edgar 1) . Crumpacker, of Indiana, the

leader on the Republican side for the occasion, opened the

flood -gates of criticism . While accepting the theories ad

vanced by Representative Houston, and stating his inten

tion to vote for the bill, he also announced his intention

of offering an amendment which , he claimed, would ob

viate the danger of Congress - ten years hence, when the

14th Census will have been taken , and when a still larger

population will have to be considered - being confronted

with the problem that confronts the present Congress, and ,

perhaps, yield to the pressure for increased representation.

The purport of the amendment was that, under subsequent

censuses, the Secretary of the Department of Commerce

and Labor should divide the aggregate population by the

arbitrary number of 433, and thus determine the number

of Representatives that each State was to be entitled to .

The clumsiness of the proposition escaped nobody . From

that moment on criticisms , objections and further sugges

tions followed thick and fast, till the kink was inextrica

ble.

Against Representative Crumpacker's threatened amend

ment two sets of objections were advanced . In the first

place, what Congress did , Congress could undo. To shift ,

this year the trouble to the shoulders of a Cabinet officer,

would not prevent Congress next year from reassuming

the trouble. In the second place, the impracticability of

constituencies excessively large was not met, on the con

trary, it would be incurred and established. One Repre

sentative shouted, against the objection : “ Where, Mr.

Chairman, is the increase in membership going to stop ?"

A still clumsier proposition came from Representative :
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Swagger Sherley, of Kentucky — to fix the ratio ( size of

constituencies ) small enough and the total ( number of

Representatives ) large enough ” so as to insure the States

against the loss of membership in the House, ten years

hence.

An even inepter , because utterly childish , suggestion was

that the difficulty could be obviated by rearranging the

seats so that " the Members will be seated close together

and be brought nearer.”

Nor did radical bourgeoisdom fail to air itself, and ren

der confusion worse confounded. Representative James L.

Slayden , of Texas, wanted to know why it would not be

“the wiser thing to have a constituency of 35,000 or 50,000

people," and Ollie M. James of Kentucky declaimed

against the idea of a small body being wiser than a large

body, as "a doctrine upon which thrones have been built

and monarchies sustained,” and as the “ argument of the

crown and the scepter. ”

Was such a spectacle an instance of parliamentary in

eptness ? No. In most other instances of false reasoning

on the part of our bourgeois lawmakers, the suspicion is

justified that they know they are reasoning falsely, but their

class interests compel them to play the hypocrites. In

this instance, they were honest, honest on account of the

density of their bourgeois ignorance regarding the issue

that was " running up their trousers .”

The issue that confronted Congress was the death rattle

of " Political Government.” The thing is being choked to

death by its own swelling and ulcerating tonsils , so to speak.

A legislative body can not be large, or deliberation ceases :

a constituency of diverse and conflicting interests must be
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small , or it can not be represented. The cry , Where, Mr.

Chairman , is the increase in the membership of the House

of Representatives going to stop that cry is smothered

by the counter cry, Where, Mr. Chairman , is the increase

in the constituencies of diverse and conflicting interests

going to stop ! And vice versa . The reduction, ai.1 , there

fore, the practicability, of the one, necessarily impies the

increase, and, therefore, the impracticability of the other.

At first, the incompatibility of the two institutions is not

perceptible. The time presently arrives when , each render

ing the other impossible, they cancel each other, and their

joint product, “Political Government,” is at an end.

It is no accident that, of all capitalist countries, the

United States is that in which the irreconcilability of “ rep

resentation” and “ constituency ” is first coming to a head.

Of all countries, the United States is completest capitalist,

hence, it outlines clearest on the horizon the approaching

downfall of Class Rule Government; hence, also , it pre

scribes with parallel distinctness the organization of the

Socialist or Industrial Republic and Administration, where,

not constituencies of DIVERS AND CONFLICTING IN

TERESTS, but constituencies of INTEGRAL INDUS

TRIES are the basis and the source of representation

where, accordingly, the requirements for representative

deliberation, and the magnitude of the constituency, do

not run foul of each other.

During the discussion in the House the interruptions

and interpolated speeches were frequent. In reading the

report of the debate one anxiously hopes to see Victor L.

Berger taking a hand. It was not even necessary to go

through the formality of asking the “gentleman from So
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and So to yield .” Both the leaders in that debate - Hous

ton and Crumpacker - who controlled the time ” were

anxious for the fullest and freest expression of opinion to

assist them out of the trouble. Without a doubt “ the first

Socialist in Congress ” would have found no difficulty to

secure from either " leader ” at least fifteen minutes, during

which to throw light upon the situation inside of Congress,

and outside of Congress, into the public mind - inside of

Congress, to prove the futility of their paltry make-shifts ;

outside of Congress, to the masses addressed from that con.

spicuous platform , to urge on their organizing themselves

industrially, that is, their getting ready the administrative

constituencies of the approaching Future which are to take

the place of the present less and less possible constituencies.

But " the first Socialist in Congress" again, and in regula

tion form, was weighed and found wanting.

And how else could it be ? Himself a pure and simple

political Socialist, his mentality upon the subject was at a

par with that of his bourgeois colleagues - neither he nor

they having the remotest inkling of the governmental evolu

tion that is undermining the "Political Government " and

is raising the " Industrial Administration ."

BERGER'S MISS NO. 25.

[ DAILY PEOPLE, September 7, 1911)

Internationality of the Social Question

Great was the applause in the House and the gratifica

tion of the Republican Members on May 6, and proportion

ally the feeling of discomfiture on the Democratic side,

on the occasion of ex -Speaker Cannon's climaxing his ex

posure of the Democratic Members by indignantly charging
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that what they had done was “ to answer a hysterical cry

made by the demagogues and the Democrats and by the

newspapers about the high cost of living when the neces

saries of life were as cheap here as elsewhere in the world . ”

The ex- speaker was anxious to answer questions. He

laid himself open , expressly, for them . He expressly in

vited them to be made at the close of his speech . The

Democrats sat there cowed by the ex - Speaker's strong per

sonality and the remorseless exposure of their duplicity

and political chicanery. Only one dared interrogate him .

None other followed suit , and Cannon's speech closed amid

loud applause “ on the Republican side, ” the applausė being

uninterrupted , or its subsidence punctuated by a single

question from the “ Democratic side."

llere was another choice opportunity for the " Socialist

side” to be heard from :

“ If 'the necessaries of life were as cheap ' — the gentleman

from Illinois surely means ‘no dearer, ' or 'as dear'—'here

as elsewhere in the world ,' is not the conclusion inevitable

that the affliction of a towering cost of living, unaccom

panied with a proportional increase in the wage earner's

income, is an affliction against which a 'republican form of

governmenť is no protection ? Is not the admission made

by the gentleman from Illinois an admission of one of the

fundamnental contentions of Socialism that the form of

government,' even if the same be republican, is no better ,

so far as the wellbeing of Labor is concerned , than where

the form of government is monarchic ? Has not the gentle

man from Illinois by his statement, and correct the state

ment was, confirmed the Socialist principle that even the

best 'form of government must be supplemented by demo
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cratic material, or economic, conditions , that is, by a demo

cratic system of production, which , of course, includes

distribution, before the Working Class can be emancipated

from the slave status of merchandise, a merchandise, at

that, whose price ever lags behind its cost of existence ?

Does the gentleman from Illinois realize that the well

deserved shower of blows which he administered to the

Democratic side' fellésimultaneously and at once with

equal weight upon the Republican side' ? ”

Was “ the Socialist side” of the House heard from to this

effect ? No. The “ Democratic side” lay silent, cowed .

Was “ the Socialist side” equally cowed, being equally

silent ?

BERGER'S MISS NO. 26.

(DAILY PEOPLE, September 9, 1911 ]

Initiative, Referendum , Recall

A Red Letter Day in the annals of Representative Scott

Ferris of Oklahoma was May 22d.

On that day the vibrant radicalism of the Oklahoman

had full swing. Initiative, Referendum, even Recall — this

was the trinity before which Mr. Ferris - like David of old,

when the Ark was wheeled into the City of Zion - danced

to the rhythm of a flow of eloquence plentiful and resist

less . Particularly enthusiastic was the Representative over

the Initiative and Referendum . With these once estab

lished in Nevada to begin with, " full power” was hence

forth to be enjoyed by the citizen " to play his part in

initiating legislation.”

However necessary representative government is when

population becomes too numerous to meet in “ Committee

of the Whole" and itself attend directly to legislation, it
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does not follow that population has no choice, after it has

become too numerous for direct legislation, but allow all

its power to ooze out of itself and ooze into the officials

whom it elects to represent it. So cardinal is this princi

ple of democracy that — with the single exception of the

United States Supreme Court Justices, with whom the old

leaven is still maintained under a variety of pretexts

life -terms are not recognized in this country. All off

cials are elected for a certain, usually a short term . This

is & check upon official irresponsibility. Any additional

check , such as the Initiative, the Referendum and also the

Recall, can not but be wholesome. It is in line with the

limitation of officers' terms. Rationally applied , the one and

the other are aidful to the maintenance of the people's

sovereignty. So far as that goes, Initiative, Referendum

and Recall deserve applause. For this very reason the

posture of Representative Ferris calls for condemnation .

No greater injury can be done to a good measure than to

exaggerate its efficacy. To expect from a measure, good

and desirable in itself, an effectiveness that is not in it, is

to cover up, intentionally or unintentionally, and to protect

the very evils that the new measure is falsely boosted to

alleviate. The end of the story can only be to discredit the

good measure itself. This is what Ferris - like orations are

calculated to achieve.

Inherently, the Initiative, the Referendum , the Recall

are nothing but differentiations of the Suffrage. The three

measures partake of all the power, and also of all the weak

ness, of the Suffrage. What this weakness is the man

and woman of average information knows in this year of

grace.
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Once upon a time it used to be believed that the Suffrage

was a sort of miraculous weapon, instinct with the power
to

perform wonders. With this superstition as the impulse,

the right of the Suffrage was striven for to the neglect of

all other things. Once obtained, the right of the Suffrage

revealed its weakness. It revealed itself as an alphabet,

with which bad as well as good words can be spelled

according to the speller, or the wielder of the Suffrage. Fire

will burn, whether in the hands of child or man. Other

wise with the Suffrage. Its effectiveness has been ascer

tained to be no more and no less than the knowledge of

him who wields it. Thus in republican and manhood-suf

frage America, poverty has been seen to deepen and widen :

tyranny, political and economic, to increase. Despite the

recall-power of the masses at periodical elections to recall,

by voting down, the political agencies of plutocratic and

political tyranny, these have been duly reelected : despite

the referendum -power to condemn the legislation that ty

Tannized and pauperized the workers, the same was en

dorsed and confirmed by the reelection of the evil-doers ;

despite the initiative-power to introduce measures in the

interest of the masses, these measures were either ignored

or voted down. Obviously, to a perceptible extent, Initia

tive, Referendum and Recall are powers or rights that the

people now have. Equally obvious is the fact that these

powers have not been used, or, if used , remain ineffective

for good.

Why ?

Indiscriminate praise of the Initiative, Referendum and

Recall drowns the answer .

The answer is that what our people have been exercising
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their suffrage on , initiating, referenduming and recalling,

has been MEX, not PRINCIPLES. Deluded with the

idea that our Government was “ the best possible,” our

people have been pining their faith on men -- " good men "

“honest men”-only to find out that things remained as

they were. Hence disheartenment. Once enlightened

upon the facts ; once realizing that our "best of all pos

sible governments” has seen its day ; once aware that the

country has outgrown its old -time clothes and now needs

a suit in keeping with its present ampler proportions; in

short, once our people have become Socialists from that

moment on the Suffrage power they now hold would be

ample for all practical purposes. Wild, lurid declamation

for “ the Initiative, Referendum, Recall — and Freedom ,"

is calculated to turn the people's thoughts away from the

essence to the shadow, from the goal to the means, and

thus turn means into goal to the injury of the working

class.

Representative Ferris spoke without interruption . Even

the Republicans must have been gratified at the chloroform

that he was plentifully dispensing for public consumption.

Was Victor L. Berger also chloroformed ? Did his pure and

simple political Socialist physiology succumb to the Ok

lahoman’s narcotic ? Or was he of the opinion that the

false sociology dealt out by Representative Ferris did “not

bear upon fundamental questions” ? Whatever the reason,

the “ first Socialist in Congress” failed to puncture the Fer.

ris bubble, and , by so failing, earned the reprobation of

Working Class and Socialists .
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BERGER’S MISS NO . 27 .

(DAILY PEOPLE , September 14, 1911)

The “ People's Wealth ”

On a previous occasion we commented upon the miss

scored by Victor L. Berger in the baked-owl-like silence

in which he joined his Republican colleagues during the

first hour of the speech delivered by Representative Will

iam G. Brantley of Georgia on June 8, despite the, to

wards the working class, brazenly false theory set up by the

Georgian . It is our painful duty to enter a second miss

scored by " the first Socialist in Congress" on the same

occasion.

In the course of the second hour of Representative

Brantley's speech, several Republicans seem to have recov

ered their breath . Ex- Speaker Cannon led the way in

breaking the ice.

Representative Brantley was boasting of the “ astound

ing" increase of wealth during the decade of 1850 to 1860,

that is, under a Democratic tariff. Ex - Speaker Cannon

broke in with : “ Will the gentleman yield right there ? ”

The gentleman having answered “ with pleasure, " the fol

lowing dialogue ensued :

" MR . CANNON . - Will the gentleman tell us that,

after we have lived as we have from 1860 to the present

time, the wealth of the United States has increased from

$1,600,000,000 in 1860 to $125,000,000,000 in 1910 ?”

MR. BRANTLEY . - Mr. Crairman, I have not the fig .

ures before me, but if my friend states that those are the

figures, I am not prepared to take issue with him. He

can incorporate them with his speech.”
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"MR. CANNON . - But I wanted to get them in at this

point."

“MR. BRANTLEY . - Unfortunately, I have not the

figures before me.”

" MR . CANNON . - But I state that that is so ."

The ex-Speaker's purpose was obvious. If, under a

Democratic tariff, the increase of wealth was " astounding, "

then the Democratic tariff is a good thing ; and if, under

the Republican tariff, the increase of “the wealth of the

United States” was decidedly.more astoundingly " astound

ing," then the Republican brand of tariffs must be a bet

ter thing. Representative Brantley was knocked out

knocked out on a double falsehood , that closely concerns

the working class.

It is not true that the wealth of the United States was

125 billions in 1910.

As to the figures, they are violently inflated. Facts camo

out before the Investigating Committees of this very spe

cial session of Congress that the plant of the now Steel

Trust, estimated at the already highly inflated value of

$130,000,000, rose over night by the " value" of $ 300,000 ,

000, and was sold for and bonded in that amount ; and

that the sugar refineries of the now acting president of

the Sugar Trust, valued by him at $500,000 were within

shortly " consolidated” with the Trust for $900,000. Even

before this special session, the Congress Committees of re

cent years have been unearthing secrets of the formation of

a large number of gigantic syndicates and trusts, proving

in all instances the issuance of stocks and bonds in sums

fabulous in themselves, and all the more fabulous when

their ratio to the actual capital invested is considered . And
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even before these investigations, the railroads, accused of

issning watered stock , have been " educating" the people

with extensive literature that admits and justifies the

watering process.

All this is called " capitalization ,” that is, a mortgage

upon the future and probable yield of Labor's toil . It is

not wealth in existence, it is the wealth which, in increas

ing quantity, the increasing productivity of Labor is er .

pected to yield.

As to the 125 billions, or whatever amount of wealth

there is actually in existence, being “ the wealth of the

United States ” that may or may not be, according 28

" the United States ” is interpreted. If the words mean

what they are supposed to mean, the people of the con

try, the words are false. As well say " the people of the

United States own the villas on the Rhine and on the

Riviera which our capitalists are purchasing ," as say, even

by the remotest implication, that the people own the pres

ent billions in existence. The billions are wealth " of the

capitalists" which may at any time be used against the

United States if by so doing the billions would yield larger

dividends.

When ex-Speaker Cannon interrupted Representative

Brantley, he declared he wanted to get his figures " in at

that point. ” The working class of America, at that point

--the point where the ex -Speaker misrepresented the econ

omic and social status of the people with colossally false

figures and loud phraseology — thundered into the ears of

the “ first Socialist in Congress ” that he be wise and get

their facts “ in at that point.” But the silence was un

broken, and the only word there spoken was the whis
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pered words— “ Miss No. 27,” whispered by the sorrowing

Genius of Socialism that hovered over Mr. Berger's seat,

hopeful , expectant, and once again , as so often before, tooks

its flight with drooping head .

BERGER'S MISS NO. 28 .

[ DAILY PEOPLE, September 21, 1911]

Political False Mathematics

Proud of his own and fellow Democrats' achievements,

in the line of cutting down expenses by the abolition of

superfluous House offices, Representative A. Mitchell Pal

mer of Pennsylvania narrated in his speech on the floor of

the House, on May 9, how his committee began by abol

ishing six superfluous House Committees, thereby saving

$6,000 ; and furthermore by cutting the House police force

down from 21 to 10 ; by reducing the Capitol police force

from 72, many of whom “ soldiered on their job ,” down to

36 ; and by sweeping away, wholesale, a raft of offices which

had been carried along on the rolls and the incumbents of

which performed no manner of work - Assistant Stenog

raphers to Committees, an Assistant Doorkeeper, a clerk

tothe Doorkeeper, nine messengers under the Doorkeeper,

two telegraph operators who "sat by silent telegraph ma

chines” since the installation of the telephone, two night

watchmen, a string of laborers, an Assistant Journal Clerk,

and a mass of other " sinecurists, aggregating a saving of

$228,745.26.”

So proud of his work was Mr. Palmer that he asked sev

eral times for an extension of time, and, not satisfied with

that, asked, and of course obtained, consent to extend his

remarks in The Record . Mr. Palmer was evidently de
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livering himself of a campaign document to be used at

next year's Presidential contest. The document is expected

to contribute quite considerably towards helping the Demo

cratic party to victory. The party's record for " economy

and retrenchment” is to be one of the campaign slogans ,

to capture the Labor Vote.

By May 9 Victor L. Berger's leave of absence, used by

him to exhibit himself in the North, had expired . He was

back in Washington ; presumably also (he is entitled to

the benefit of the doubt ) in his seat in the House. There,

and for nearly an hour, he heard - agreeable to the fraudu

lent, yet catchy theory that Labor pays the taxes, hence,

that retrenchments in government are tantamount to put

ting money into the workingman's pockets — the detailed

amounts reeled off that were to be " saved to the taxpayer ” ;

and the insult was aggravated by the transparent expecta

tion that the Democratic victory would be brought about

by the workingmen voters thus trepanned , and, moreover,

rejoicing over the sacking of rafts of their fellow prole

tarians, at whose expense, almost exclusively, the $ 228 ,

745.26 were saved to the capitalist class only.

Of the many provocations to cause the Socialist to

breathe the disinfecting breath of Reason into bourgeois

Unreason , and of Rectitude into bourgeois Duplicity, the

speech , and the arguments, both stated and implied , of

Representative Palmer surely were not the slightest.

Speech and speaker should have been riddled on the spot

with the logic and the ridicule that they exposed them

selves to :

" Is not the gentleman from Pennsylvania rather hasty

in his conclusions ? Even if, indeed , Labor paid the taxes,
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is the wholesale dismissal of workers calculated to endear

his party to the Labor Vote ? Has the Democratic party

forgotten the lesson of 1896 ? Its Presidential candidate

was the most brilliant Presidential orator since Henry

Clay, or Douglas. Yet every speech that Bryan made be

fore workingmen audiences lost him the support of most

of them . It is a mathematical proposition, founded upon

obvious human impulses. Mr. Bryan's argument was :

'Make the " Common people,” the middle class, richer, and

from their abundance you will have an ampleness. Their

interests lie with the free coinage of silver at the ratio of

16 to 1. According as your employer's interests are pro

moted will you promote yours. Seeing that the top

capitalist or plutocratic class preached to the working

class the identical theory that Bryan preached to them :

'According as your employer's interests are promoted will

you promote yours '; seeing that the interests of the plu.

tocracy lay with goldbugism ; finally, seeing that to every

one employe whom the middle class hires, the top -capitalist

hires 1,000 ;-seeing all this, it followed that the credulous

Labor Vote went, and had to go, overwhelmingly for Mo

Kinley, and left Bryan stranded.

" I would like to ask the gentleman from Pennsylvania

what essential difference, if any, there is between the tac

tical blunder of Bryan in 1896 and the Labor-discharging

policy of the gentleman from Pennsylvania as affecting the

Labor Vote. Top -capitalism is luxurious. As such it at .

tracto dependents in large numbers, and provides

for them . The unemployed, according to ex- Speaker

Cannon himself, number to -day not less than 3,000 ,

000 It capitalism is to endure, whom are the vast
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majority of these jobless people more likely to support at

the hustings and elsewhere — the party that swells their

ranks by retrenchments, or the party that will reduce their

numbers by jobs, though the jobs be useless ? ”

There was a variety of ways to breathe this disinfecting

breath into the House. It was not breathed . The "first

Socialist in Congress" may plead in explanation that the

gentleman from Pennsylvania showed scant courtesy to

interrupters, and refused to yield . That is true. But

would the gentleman from Pennsylvania have displayed

equal discourtesy towards one , who, as " the gentleman

from Wisconsin” has said of himself, is not taken for a

joke in Congress, but is taken seriously ?

BERGER'S MISS NO. 29.

[ DAILY PEOPLE, September 26, 1911)

The Sire of the Trust

Returning once more to the speech delivered in Con

gress on May 3rd by Representative James M. Graham of

Illinois, the gentleman announced amid " applause on the

Democratic side" that " protection has borne two legitimate

children "-the Trusts and the Panics.

Where was the Socialist Congressman when so superbly

an anti-Socialist doctrine was set afloat among the peo

ple of the United States from the shipyard of Congress,

and for what reason did not the Socialist Congressman

rise deliberately, and deliberately say:

" Will the gentleman from Illinois yield for a moment ?

The railroads of the land are said by some to be controlled

by only fifty magnates. Some reduce the figure to twenty
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five. Whether twenty - five or fifty, certain it is that the

railroad industry is a colossal Trust. But, apart from

its magnitude the railroad Trust is of a nature to grip the

vitals of the land. We might get along without oil, at a

pinch, and use tallow . We might find some temporary,

however inadequate, a substitute for mcat , leather, copper,

and the rest of the trustified necessaries. One necessary

there is for which there is no substitute. That necessary

is transportation. It reaches into all the corners of the

land. Without it the Nation is hamstrung. Here you

hare a Trust of Trusts—the Trust par excellence. The rail.

road industry can by no stretch of the imagination come

under the head of 'protected industries. If the indus

tries are to be divided into 'protected' and ' free trade' ones ,

the railroads would come under the designation of 'free

trade industries.' And yet the industry is the best trusti

fied , with all the powers for mischief of such - a despot

over other industries except those who find shelter under its

shadow , and identify themselves with it ; a builder and

emiter of cities ; a cruel despot over its employees whom

it slaughters by the scores of thousands. If the Trust

is as the gentleman states, a legitimate child of Protection ,

must it not then follow , seeing the railroad industry is

foremost among Trusts and it is not born from the wonib

of Protection , that it is an illegitimate child ? From forth

the kennel of what womb does this illegitimate monster

come forward ? Do not, I would ask the gentleman , the

frets in the case point to a Mormon father, potent enough

to begiet upon a multiple mother - Dame Free Trade,

along with Dame Protection ,-his brood of social-econe

emio monsters ? The question then comes, Who may that
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father be ? How can the gentleman from Illinois escape

the conclusion that the Trusts - meaning thereby the evils

of the privately owned and highest developed contrivanco

for production ,-trace their line of descent lineally and

legitimately from the Capitalist System , a System, which ,

by leaving in the hands of private concerns the necessar

ies for production, dooms the rest of the people to various

grades of vassalage, subjection and wretchedness ? Who, if

not Capitalism , is the sire of the mischief ?"

Where, we asked, was Victor L. Berger when Represen

tative Graham's violently anti-Socialist pronouncement was

made ? Why did not Berger rise in his seat on the spot

in due parliamentary form, and in the exercise of his par

liamentary rights ? Why?--Simply because the "first So

cialist Congressman ” was not at his post of duty. Having

regularly missed every opportunity to do his duty by the

Working Class and by Socialism when he was present in

Congress, he, logically enough , concluded he might as well

stay away from his post in Congress, away even from

Washington, and exhibit himself upon public platforms

where to solace himself in the sun of the facile popularity

yielded by gaping and curious crowds .

BERGER'S MISS NO. 30 .

( DAILY PEOPLE, October 8, 1911)

John Warwick Daniel

The afternoon of June the 24th was given over by the

House to speeches in eulogy of the deceased Senator from

Virginia, John Warwick Daniel .

The hour to adjourn having arrived , Representative

James Hay of Virginia asked “ unanimous consent that all
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gentlemen who desire to do so have leave to print remarks

on Senator Daniel" ; and , no objection being raised, it was

so ordered .

The nine Representatives who had spoken pronounced

speeches of the regulation laudatory funeral oration type

words, words, words , interspersed with poetry, poetry, poetry.

l'nconditioned " leave to print" having been extended, and

the leave having been arailed of by several of the Mem

bers, it was to be expected that the “first and only Social

ist in Congress” would not have missed the opportunity

to put some sense into the twaddle, and justify his claim

of representing Socialism , with a funeral oration worthy

of the occasion.

Indeed, the occasion demanded , urged , ordered a speech

from a Socialist Member somewhat to this effect :

" Mr. Speaker, I also wish – I deem it incumbent upon

me—to contribute my tribute to the memory of the late

Federal Senator, John Warwick Daniel.

" In doing so I yield not to the weakness of a desire to be

on a popular side in this House ; I am prompted by no

sentimentality regarding naught being due to the dead but

praise ; nor yet am I animated by the ambition of attain.

ing immortality by connecting my name with the illus

trious dead . I speak in all solemnity-in all sincerity.

“ Such a posture on my part - on the part of a Socialist

-moreover, on the part of the first and only Socialist

elected to this Chamber — the sole representative on this

floor of the International Socialist Movement - might seem

paradoxical . It might even seem contradictory. It is

neither.

"Socialism is not a breath of Anarchy, which sees not
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and knows nothing of the Compulsory Logic of Events.

Socialism is a breath of Science and Science is the child

of Evolution . As such, in the measure that Socialism is

fascinated by the coming social glories of which it is the

apostle, it recognizes the debt it owes to the preceding, the

present, the capitalist social link , without which those ap

proaching glories would be impossible.

“ John Warwick Daniel contributed mightily in forging

the capitalist link from which alone Socialism , the next

link on the social evolutionary chain , could at all evolve.

"His was not the acre on which the Rockefellers, the

Carnegies, the Woodses of textile celebrity, the Douglasses,

McCormicks, the Wanamakers, in short , the 'Captains of

Industry plowed — the economic acre where small produc

tion was weeded out, and the ground cleared for the stately

oak of the Trust with its possibilities of bountiful economic

blessings. Not that was his acre .

“ The acre that John Warwick Daniel plowed was the

equally important one of the Political State . On that acre

he labored with singular abnegation. Easy was the task of

his fellow workers, north of Mason and Dixon's line, on

that particular field . With them, tradition and habits of

thought combined to attune their minds for the dictates of

progress. With them the task was easy of laboring for

the establishment of a strong, well -centralized political gov

ernment over the whole United States , without which the

course of social progress and the triumph of Socialism

would have been indefinitely hindered . It was exactly the

opposite with him . With John Warwick Daniel tradition

and habits of thought bent his mind the other way.

True to the convictions bred by such circumstances, he
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unsheathed his sword ; and brave, like all men of con :

victions, he battled for the cause of State Rights. The

crippled body that he carried off that battlefield bore for

life the stamp of his convictions and of the error of his

youth. All these impediments notwithstanding it is to

John Warwick Daniel , more than to any other one per

son, that the Cause of Progress in the United States owes

it that the military achievements of Grant and Sherman

did not remain barren . It ix to John Warwick Daniel, more

than to any other one person, North and South, to whom

Socialism is indebted for locking the switch that would

have led away from, and to cause the engine of the State

to run straight towards its goal—the terminal of the

Political State, the portals of the Industrial, or Socialist

Republic.

“ Of what avail was suppression of political Secession

in the South if economic Secession was to be tol

erated in the North ? Gov. Altgeld tried the feat

under the second Cleveland administration. It was a

critical moment in the Nation's life. Then it was that

John Warwick Daniel rose to the full , the giant height of

his intellectual and historic inches. While Secession , after

its defeat in the South , raised its hideous head, thirty years

later, in the North, in the very state of Grant and Lincoln,

John Warwick Daniel , the ex- Confederate Adjutant-Gen

eral, rolled off his being the slough of the past. It was he

who steeled the tremulous arm of Cleveland , imparting

to.it the gesture of command, at which the Federal troops

marched upon and occupied Chicago,—and canceled the

State militia .

“ And he did more.
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" It was John Warwick Daniel who, thereupon, seized the

laboring oar in the Senate , and there shielded the Execu

tive against the attacks of Southern Senators of smaller

intellectual stature, and of Northern ones who weakened

under the strain of the emergency. The unity of the

Nation was saved. The economic and the political achieve

ments of capitalism were rescued from being washed back

into the deep by the threatening wave of reaction that set

in from capitalist quarters themselves--and, rescued, the

future birth of Socialism was assured .

" It matters not that it was not love for the Working

Class, not love for Socialism, surely not solicitude for the

success of the Social Revolution, that animated Senator

Daniel ;-it matters not that what animated him were sen

timents exactly the opposite of these. What does matter

is that, of all the pillars of capitalist society it was John

Warwick Daniel who, at that emergency, alone rose to the

height of class -consciousness, the class -consciousness of his

own class, and, breaking with all his own past traditions,

saw the demand of the hour, and bravely voiced it, and

made it good.

“ The class, whose interests Senator Daniel saved at that

eritical hour, is the very class that Socialism is to -day in

the field against. In now rendering tribute to the memory

of John Warwick Daniel, and doing so in the name of

Bocialiana, I am not rendering tribute to mere valor, though

the valor be displayed by a foe. In rendering tribate to

the memory of John Warrick Daniel I am rendering

bributo to a brave man for an act of bravery that yu

oss atid to the perfection of a Class System , upon the per

faction of which is predicated the final emancipation of
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the proletariat, and thereby of the human race - the So

cialist Republic in America ."

Mr. Berger flunked again . Although chosen umpire of

the Republican and Democratic Congressmen's baseball

match, he muffed the ball thrown into his hands by Rep

resentative Hay of Virginia . The opportunity, tendered

to him to insert in the Record whatever he wanted, was

missed .

The preceding twenty-nine misses record but a small

fraction of the misses perpetrated in the special session of

the Sixty-second Congress by the "first and only Socialist ”

in the Federal House of Representatives. The series may

be fitly closed with this “ Miss No. 30.” It summarizes

those recorded , and the many more left unrecorded . As

such it sums up the indictment of a Great Opportunity

Lost.
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That this [ socially necessary labor

time) is really the foundation of the

exchangeable value of all things, ex

cepting those which can not be in

creased by human industry, is a doc

trine of the utmost importance
in

political economy ;
for from

source do so many errors, and

much difference of opinion in that

science proceed as from the vague

ideas which are attached to the word

value.

-DAVID RICARDO.

SO



PREFACE

are

The debate, the report of which is contained in these pages ,

was held before the University Extension Society of Philadel

phia on January 27, 1913. The debate was reported steno

graphically and is published without either of the participants

having read or revised the manuscript. There therefore

necessarily some rough places which appear, which otherwise

would have been smoothed out. Such places , however, are very

few, and should interpose no difficulty to the reader.

The debate itself, which was supposed to be on the “ trust

problem ,” soon turned into a debate on Capitalism versus So

cialism, as it inevitably had to do. The trust problem is but

one of the many manifestations of a social order which is se

riously out of joint, and as none of the manifestations or social

phenomena can be grasped without understanding the law of

value , the debate soon resolved itself into a debate on value, sup

ply and demand , and the various corollaries . Mr. Berry, though

an able and skilled debater, soon " dashed his head against it, "

[ the law of value ] to use an expression of De Leon's .

As for the rest, the debate is interesting for the participation

of two able and scholarly men, and it has interest beyond the

exigencies of the moment, since the battle will continue to rage,

with the “ trust problem ” more aggravated, with the condition

of the working class becoming worse and worse , and with that

class which Mr. Berry typifies, the middle class, ibeing ground

into powder between these two millstones in society.

The booklet is herewith commended to the thoughtful student

and reader .

The Publishers.





De Leon - Berry Debate.

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS .

STEWART WOOD.

The University Extension has adopted this year the practice

of having debates on subjects of political and public interest,

something a little different from the lectures of former years,

and tonight presents to you in juxtaposition two subjects, both

of which are certainly live topics, those of Socialism and the

trust problem.

I can remember nearly forty years ago, when I was a young

man in Berlin, visiting some of the “ revolutionists of the chair ,"

as they called the professorial Socialists of that time, and one

of them saying to me, “ You will be having Socialism in America

soon . ” I was a little disposed to scoff at it. At that time So

cialism , as it was understood in Europe, was a thing practically

unknown here. We did have a gentle kind of Socialists , who in

a way were very logical. They formed little communities of

their own , where they withdrew quietly from the world to lead

their gentle lives according to their own theories. Such were

the followers of Robert Owen, the Shaker Settlement, the Brook

Farm, and so on. Those examples will always prove and re

main classical examples, both of some of the fine points in hu

man nature to which Socialism does make an appeal, and also

of the practical difficulties which exist in human nature for

making it a success, and for which the Socialists will have to

find some remedy if their views are to prevail.

We have with us tonight a Socialist of a very different type

from those I spoke of as having existed in early days in Amer

ica. He does not come to you with a torch or with dynamite,

but he does come bearing radical views of philosophic Socialism .

I take pleasure in introducing to you Mr. De Leon , of New York.
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DIRECT PRESENTATION.

DANIEL DE LEON .

Lalies and Gentlemen :

The subject I was invited to discuss here tonight was the so

11: 11vl vi'the trust problem , and as I am known to be a Socialist

I reized tile I was invited to present the Socialist position ,

wi .. is the Socialist solution . I am i'ui forgetful of the fact

11. oinpeaking here under the auspices űf the University

in lension , and that my audience mar we supposed to have en

joyeu the alvantages of college training. We who have gone

through coiiege are aware that words cannot be understood un

less we go to their rool . It is with words and terms as with a

ship . The ship is anchored , but according to the streams and the

winds it may driſt 1. ) the nužth or to the south of its anchorage,

to the east or to the west . By following the anchor we ascer

tain where think ship is anchorcil. It is so with terms, especially

with so -called technical terms.

The word “ trust” is a technica : term. It has a surface mani

festation . It cannot be approache !, it cannot be understood, let

alone the solution therefor presented, unless we trace that word

down to the anchor which the term is fastened to. I shall there

fore invite your attention to an argument. I do not come with

rhetoric. I do not come wit: oratory. The times are serious,

very serious, and it is thought that is going to help us out. The

anchor on which the trust question is fastened is that law of po

litical economy known as the law of value. I wish right here

to say that that law has been fought by all the elements of mod

ern capitalist society, and they have dashed their heads against

it. But at such critical moments as the Bryan campaign of 1896

it was to that law that they had to cling for refuge, and it was

a page from Socialist literature that furnished the excellent

speeches with which to overthrow the Bryanistic absurdity of

free coinage of silver regardless of international trade.

What, then , is that law ? I see no blackboard here, and I shall

have to make my illustration short. It must appeal to your

memory. The law of value establishes that merchandise has a
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value according to the amount of labor power crystallized in it

and socially necessary for its reproduction. That is inhesive,

and yet much depends upon the correct understanding of that

position, because that law is the social dynamo that is causing

the upheaval throughout the civilized world . To understand that

law, I shall give you an illustration .

Take yourselves back some hundred years when this country

began its independent career . Imagine a person weaving cloth

here. She wove cloth with an old -style loom, that is to say, old

style compared with what we have today, a loom that they then

hàd. You want to suppose that the person wove one yard of

cloth a week . That was doing pretty well. The labor socially

necessary to produce that yard of cloth was one week's labor,

and that week's labor crystallized in that yard of cloth rendered

the yard exchangeable with any other commodity that required

an equal amount of socially necessary labor. You want to sup

pose that it took just one week to produce ten bushels of po

tatoes. You see the subject is a commonplace one, and it is well

for you to realize the beauty of these commonplace facts. Then

it follows from the law of value , that one yard of cloth was the

equivalent of ten bushels of potatoes in the market, and that ons

yard exchanged for those ten bushels, and vice versa.

But the progress of machinery presently enabled some one to

produce two yards of cloth during one week . The consequence

was that the exchange value of the cloth was no longer one

week's labor but half a week's labor, or one yard of cloth was

equal no longer to ten bushels of potatoes but was equal to five

bushels. The exchange value being determined by the socially

necessary amount of labor crystallized in the production of those

commodities, rendered lower the value of the cloth ; and the pro

ducer of the cloth , who before exchanged that one yard for ten

bushels of potatoes, was compelled, if he wanted to have pota

toes, to exchange his yard no longer for ten bushels but for five,

because no longer was the whole week socially necessary to pro

duce it . Someone else was producing cloth in half the time.

To make a long story short, as the machine or the tool of pro
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re

duction improved, the time came when during that week no long

er one yard of cloth, no longer two yards of cloth , but 1000 yards

of cloth were produced . The time necessary to produce potatoes

not having changed , -and if it had it would come down to the

same thing ,—the time necessary to produce 1000 yards of cloth

having been one week , it follows that 1000 yards of cloth

equal in value to the ten bushels of potatoes, so that he ( or she )

who was producing with the old- style loom and could only bring

forth one yard during that week, had to limit himself to the one

one -thousandth part of one bushel a week , in other words, had

either to starve or throw the loom on the scrap heap and go out

and sell himself as a wage slave . That is the law of value. As

I said before, capitalism and its professors have been trying to

overthrow it, and wise they are to try to overthrow it, because

that is the central point that, once understood , all chimeras drop ;

that, once understood, all halfway measures are appreciated at

their real value.

Under the social pot from which issues the trust there is this

law, and all of you who have understood the comparison I have

just made will be able to follow me when I come to that improv

ed method of production which is known as the trust today.

The trust must be stripped of all its accidental circumstances,

such things as watered stock , such things as agreements be

tween gentlemen or non -gentlemen , such things as chicanery

and bribery of politicians. These are poultices that help the

thing along, but they are not characteristics of the thing. To

understand the thing we must eliminate all these, and what we

then see in the trust is a contrivance of production which car

ries out that evolution I mentioned before with regard to the

loom , and carries it to a state of perfection that we may almost

consider final. The trust is that device, that tool of production ,

which , incited by the law of value, enables production to be car

ried on more and more plentifully, with less and less waste. The

trust, accordingly, is essentially a contrivance of production , a

tool of production .

How is that problem going to be met ? Just as soon as that re
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markable tool presents itself, that gigantic tool that enables

production to be carried on with so much swiftness, with so lit

tle waste, just as soon as that tool presents itself on earth a new

issue also presents itself, or rather is seen . The question of the

history of the tool is civilization turned out. The tool of produc

tion is the yard stick by which to measure the advance of man

from the earliest savagery to his present condition . The human

being is the only one that is born toolless , and therefore help

less. Every other animal is born with implements it needs to

grub its existence out of nature. The meanest spider has all it

needs. The smallest rat has all it needs. The eagle has his

beak, the tiger and lion their fangs and claws, the beaver that

remarkable tail of his.

Go through the whole gamut of animals and you will find that

each one of them is born supplied with the tool that it needs.

Man alone is born toolless, and at that stage of his existence he

is the most helpless of all animals. He is the sport of nature .

Nature has her foot upon his neck, makes him her toy, afflicts

him with drouth one day and drowns him with flood the next,

one day blesses him with abundance and the next afflicts him

with dearth . No animal goes through that experience . Man

does, and he rises from that by slow degrees in the measure

that he fashions the tools with which to fight nature. With

his bare fingers at first he has to eke out his existence. Pres

ently he places his hands upon the tool, and with the tool, per

fecting it by little and little, he reaches that point which is the

point that civilization has advanced to , the point when wealth

can be produced so abundantly and with so little toil that all the

citizens can enjoy the leisure with healthy exercise which only

affluence can afford . That being the case, that the tool is the

weapon for human freedom and the perfection of the tool is the

symbol of the capability of the human race for freedom , it can

not be denied that the element of society which today has no

tool of production is no better off than our barbarian and sav

age ancestors 25,000 years ago.

The working class today is toolless. Their tool is owned by
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the class that has appropriated it, by historic methods that I

shall not here go into. At any rate, the history of the tool es

tablishes this principle, that the tool is the means for human

emancipation from the thrall of nature, and he who owns that

tool is a free man. He who does not is a slave, originally of na

ture and now of the class that does own it. When we see and

weigh that position, then we are enabled to approach the sub

ject of the solution of the trust. We have here a giant that is

instinct with good, and yet, seeing that it raises such a rumpus,

it evidently does harm . How is that problem to be solved ?

Righi here a number of propositions present themselves. I

shall take up only those that recognize the significance of the

tvol, that is , those propositions that somehow or another stand

planted upon the law of value. One proposition we will call the

proposition of love and affection and habits of thought. It sees

the trust redounding to the benefit of the few. It sees the mil

lionaire heiresses multiplying and purchasing nobility for their

husbands, while the masses of the people are in deplorable and

increasingly deplorable salvery. That element sees that the po

litical government is helpful to the trust. That element says,

“ Smash the trust.” It says , “ Let us return politics to the peo

ple.” Those who propose that solution do not understand the

meaning of a tool. If the trust were to be smashed it would

mean sending us back to that age where the abundance of

wealth was not producible without excessive toil, where the

abundance of wealth was not possible in quantities large enough

to afford well-being to all. Those who propose to smash the

trust recognize the power of the tool, but do not understand its

mission. To those we say, the trust cannot be smashed be

cause all the powers of civilization are making toward promot

ing the operation of trusts. We say, even if the trust could be

smashed we should not smash it, because by smashing it we

would throw civilization back .

Another proposition is this , control the trusts. This element

recognizes that the trust is valuable, but it says, “ It does do

some mischief. Let us legislate around it.” Twenty years ago
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name

when that proposition was first presented , we Socialists showed

that it was impracticable. Today no one should deny the im

practicability thereof. To control a trust is like controlling a

tiger. To control a trust is to make believe, because the pi'ie

tical result of all attempts to control the trust has been to uro

those laws broken. Attempts to control the trust resemble an

attempt to hold back a fiery horse by the tail , with the only re

sult that the laws that are passed to control the horse are kick

ed to splinters, and the splinters serve no other purpose than as

pastry for corporation lawyers to grow fat upon .

Now comes the third proposition. That comes from those who

realize that the trust must not be destroyed. It comes from

those who realize that the trust cannot be controlled . They pro

pose to nationalize the trust, and that is the scheme that has the

abnormal of State Sociaisin The trust problem

throws its light upon this development, that today has reached

that point where the political government must be overthrown ,

when legislation cannot and must not be conducted by an organ

ism that is separate and apart from the productive capability of

Congress, the President, and all our judges may die to

morrow and not a wheel of production would stop running. That

sort of government is political government.

It is said that the solution of the trust lies in the overthrow

of the political government and the institution in place of the

political government of the industrial government, the govern

ment made up of the representatives of the organized industries

of the nation, the wiping out of the state lines , and the institu

tion in lieu of the state lines of the industries. Instead of hav

ing the state of Pennsylvania we would have the industry of

railroads, the industry of mines , the industry of weaving, the

industry of food production , and so forth ; and the represent

atives of those industries, representing the working people

in those industries, would constitute the government, and

that government would then own and control those instruments

of production that civilization needs. But State Socialism , which

is justly called half -baked Socialism, would put into the hands

inan .
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of the political State, the State which consists of capitalists, the

management of industry. In other words, it would put in their

hard ; additional powers to tyrannize the people.

li I have any time left I wish to sum up in a few words. So

cialism demands , as the only solution of the trust problem, the

overthrow of the political State and its substitution with the in

düstrial State . It demands this because the trust should not if

it could , and could not if it would, be destroyed ; and the trust

cannot be saved for the people unless the people own it and con

trol it through those who work, and not through politicians,

whose only mission in civilization has been to keep the working

class in subjugation .

In closing, I hope that my opponert , if he opposes this con

clusion, will state whether he accepts the law of exchange

value. If he does not, why not ? If he does , how can he deny the

inevitableness of the perfected tool of production ? If he does

not deny that, how will he explain that course of civilization

which Lewis H. Morgan, the leading American writer on eth

nology, has proclaimed the future of society ; namely , that social

institutions and social associations will overthrow the political

State and establish the industrial State. You have come to list

en . I can assure you that no one will listen to my distinguished

opponent with greater attention than I, and as I have no hobby

to serve, and this one purpose : to promote that system of gov

ernment that will enable man to have what belongs to him, that

will enable woman to enjoy her dignity, that will enable child

hood to enjoy its pleasures, if my distinguished opponent can

bring any point of reason to overthrow my position , no one will

be more thankful than I to hear it.

CHAIRMAN.

STEWART WOOD.

Ladies and gentlemen :

You have ndoubtedly listened with interest to this scholarly

statement of the views of the Socialist scholars, and we will

now listen to a presentation from a gentleman who has been a
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captain of industry and is a captain of industry himself, and has

been operating under conditions or individual management of

industry. I need not introduce one to you who is your neighbor,

and who has played so conspicuous a part in restoring the self

respect of Pennsylvanians when they think of their state govern

ment. I have the pleasure of introducing the Honorable Wil

liam H. Berry.

FIRST PRESENTATION .

WILLIAM H. BERRY.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen :

I am extremely gratified to have had the opportunity of list

ening to the presentation of the argument that my friend has

advanced . I am extremely sorry that I am compelled to differ

with him at the very outset. I would like to go along with him

as far as I can , and I think I will begin at the back end of his

address, in order that I may go with him a while. I join with

him , and with every Socialist who complains of the injustice of

existing conditions . I am not here to make any apology for the

rank and gross injustice that is rife throughout our civilization ,

but when it comes to the matter of presenting a remedy, a way

out of those difficulties, I feel myself unable to follow the rea

soning of any of the Socialists . I was in hopes I might find

something on the part of the brother who has just spoken that

would be essentially different from anything I had previously

neard. I have, however, been disappointed in that particular .

I want to preface my remarks by his statement. Mr. De Leon

assumes that commercial or exchange value is determined by

the cost of production , by the labor concentrated in the produc

tion of an article . I am compelled to deny that statement in

toto. The cost of production does not now, never did , and never

can determine exchange value. It never did, does not now, and

never can do it. The thing that determines exchange value is

the law of supply and demand. The amount, the quantity of a

product which is offered in the market in exchange for other
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things, as compared 1 :) the quantity of other things which are

offered in exchange for it, will determine how much of one will

go for the other , absolutely regardless of what it cost to produce

either one. Cost of production ultimately, in the long run , and

in those things which come to be of daily use, will have a con

trolling influence upon the quantity of products, but until it

does it is absolutely powerless to determine anything in regard

to exchange value . It must first work upon quantity before it

coes anything at all with the value. That is in harmony with

che profoundest philosophy of human life. If it were not so, it

would not have persisted through all the ages. These things

which persist age through , age long, you may take for granted

are ingrained in the very system . The reason that that is true

is because the ideal man is a free man. Patrick Henry said, “ I

do not know what cour ' , « t.ier's may pursue , but as for me, give

me liberty or give me let . " P.:t me off the planet if I can

not be free. I never ropitel that oll speech when I was a boy

that it did not go from conica t . ) circumference of my entire be

ing. I believe it to be true, 2.di man is impossible without free

dom .

There is no merit or demerit possible in any action that is not

volition. I care not how exemplary one's conduct may be, if it

is not from choice there is no merit resident in it. I once ad

dressed an audience of 1,500 men . The most exemplary conduct

I ever saw was practiced by them , universally, absolutely up to

date, every one of them in every particular. I could not find a

single fault with any of them . They were in the Eastern pen

itentiary. There was no merit in anything they did . They did

it perforce. So I hold that in order that we may have a man at

all , we must have a free man, a man who makes choice.

Now , we come into this world, all of us. This world is the

environment, this land, these natural opportunities, are the en

vironments of our existence . Two things, of course , are always

to be considered in the development of any living organism :

heredity and environment. I would like to take time to trace

the heredity of this race to where I believe it originated, in the
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mind of the Eternal God. I differentiate between a man and

any other creature, not on the ground of his being toolless when

he comes into the worid, but on the ground that he has the

stamp of Deity placed upon him, in that he is a free agent and

shall determine for himself what he shall do and how he shall

do it.

I am

But we come into this environment. Here are a lot of tasks.

In some places it is easier to work than it is in others. Some

tasks are very pleasant to some people, not always to every

body. I know a fellow that would rather work around a plant,

fool around with a spade, dig among the worms and raise

flowers and vegetables, than do any other thing on earth . I

would not. He has no competitor when it comes to me .

not bothering with his job. There are other jobs I would rather

do for nothing than to be paid for doing some jobs. Some things

are more excellent to some people than they are to others, so

that if we are to have free men, and if we are to have men

who follow the impulse implanted by the Creator, if they shall

develop in full, we must let them choose. If this fellow wants

to raise flowers, let him raise them . But if flower-raising looks

good to one fellow it is very likely to look good to somebody

else. If there is no irksome feature in the task , if it is clean,

wholesome, pleasant, a whole lot of people will likely choose

that occupation . On the contrary, there is another task over

there that is anything but pleasant. It has got to be done, but

it is hard work . It has nothing attractive about it. There is

more or less of dirt and discomfort necessarily associated with

it . Some fellows may choose it. Some fellows may rather do

that than do the other, but most of us would not. So as a con

sequence a great many people will choose the less irksome task,

and very few people will choose the more irksome task.

As a consequence , flowers come into the market in great

quantities , not in great abundance because they can raise

flower quicker than this fellow can wheel a wheelbarrow of

stone. Not so . It is not the case at all . The labor involved

may be the same, but a whole lot of people want to do this par

a
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insist upon

tieaar work . They do it in abundance and come forward with

Louers in great abundance. Tnis other thing over here, which

i : ( xtremely necessary , but which involves irksome effort, comes

scarce, and as a natural, necessary, inevitable consequence,

flowers, no matter what they cost in the way of effort and time

to produce them , wiil exchange, a whole lot of them for very

little of this other thing on the other side. That is the natural

process. If left to itself the easy job will always get the poor

est pay. The hard job will always get the most pay. That is

what ought to happen , but I ought to be perfectly free to choose,

so far as I am concerned, which of those jobs I will work at.

That ought to be left to me , not to you or anybody else. It

should be a matter for me to determine. That is one thing I in

sist upon . I am going to choose my job. I would rather starve

at certain occupations than be a millionaire in some others. I

that I can only do my best work and only rise to

th > highest possible levels for me to attain when I have chosen

congenial employment, no matter what it is .

We have the trust problem confronting us. What is the matter

with the trusts ? I have no fault to find with the trust on ac

count of its size ; not at all . I have no fault to find with the

trust on account of its efficiency ; not at all . I am perfectly satis

fied that up to a certain extent the assembling of large capital

and widely co-ordinated effort into some one industry , results,

just as my friend here has said , in some very desirable and very

proper things . I would perhaps define it a little differently from

the way he does. I would call it more a manifestation of the

division of labor, the specialization which goes on and marks it,

as he says, as the index of human advancement, not exactly and

solely the improvement of tools, but largely the improvement of

the skill and ability due to specialization and the direction of the

effort of the individual in some one direction .

If there is anything the matter with the trust, what is it ?

There is only one thing. There is only one characteristic of the

trust that I think we want to try to get rid of, and that is the one

thing that strikes at the very heart of humanity, monopoly. That
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is all . What is monopoly ? Let me give you a definition. Mon

opoly is anything in existence , man -made or natural, that pre

vents the free flow of effort into any channel of production.

That is what it is and that is all it is , if by any process whatso

ever it prevents the free flow of effort. I mean freedom to flow

to any channel of activity you please. What is its opposite ?

Competition. What is competition ? That is the thing that is at

the bottom of the trust proposition which I am opposed to, and

which I think the thoughtful mind of the time is determined to

eradicate. Monopoly, the miasma. It is the cankerworm that is

at the bottom of this entire situation. It is responsible for every

evil with which we are afflicted .

Let me in just a few minutes illustrate its operation . It has

its special field of operation in three particular directions. In

the first place, in land, using the term in the broad sense which

takes in all natural opportunities. Suppose, for instance, we geti

before us a community that we can see all around. Crusoe alone

on his island, of course , is obliged to do everything for himself .

He is jack of all trades and master of none . He never knows

how to do anything well because he nas so many things to do he

never becomes master of anything. In consequence , the hats he

makes are of no account. The shoes he makes are bunglesome

and bother him more than they do him good, many times .

Let one hundred men assemble with him on the island. Now

they specialize. Each takes up some one particular branch of

production . One makes hats, another shoes , another coats, and

so on. By concentration of effort, by study of the particular

things of which he makes a life business, he becomes expert.

True, he improves his tool , too. The tools are a factor and a

large factor, but they are not the only factor. The improvement

of the man is the most important factor, in my judgment. I

have seen lots of tools. I was looking just the other day in

amazement at the Merganthaler type -setting machine, and I

want to tell you it never set a type on earth and never will until

there is a man there to handle it. There is a man involved in ev

ery one of these propositions. No matter how complicated the
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tool is, there is a man, and his development comes about by his

specialized attention to some particular thing. He becomes skill.

ed . This man produces a hat in a day which it took old Crusoe

a week to make, and it is a far better hat than he ever had. This

man produces a pair of shoes in a day that it took Crusoe a week

to make, and better shoes than Crusoe ever saw . But with the

specialization of labor comes in immediately the necessity of ex

change of products. The shoemaker cannot wear shoes all over

him. Our feminine friends nowadays seem to be able to wear al

most any old thing in the shape of a hat, but there is a limit even

to the power of our lady friends to wear everything on earth

on their heads. He cannot clothe himself entirely with this par

ticular thing, so he must exchange products with his neighbor.

I want to stop right here for a second and illustrate one of the

things which doubtless my friend will raise. He has not raised

it as yet, but every Socialist I ever heard talk does raise it ; that is

the question of profit. I want to show you that this hat maker,

bringing a hat over to the shoemaker, will say , “Here, will you

trade even ?” Enough said , they trade. The hatmaker going back

with a pair of shoes , chuckles to his neighbor, “ Look at the shoes

I got. I got a pair of shoes here I could not have made in a week ,

and got them for a hat I made in a day. Look at the rake-off I

got on that deal.” The shoemaker, going home to his chum ,

says, “ Look at the hat I got, a good hat I could not have made in

a week. I got it for a pair of shoes I made in a day. Look how

I skinned that fellow on that deal , the tremendous profit.” Both

of them got together and exchanged products.

Some Socialists seem to think one of the great evils against

which we labor is profit taking. I do not. I want to tell you that

profit taking is the grandest thing in the proposition . I want

to tell you that civilization today, and all that beautifies the

earth today, is accumulated profit. Had there been no profit,

this building would not have been here. All that is accumulated

is profit, and it does not scare me after it gets in that position.

Our Socialist friends call it capital, and get awfully scared when

they get to calling it that. I am not afraid of it at all. The only
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trouble about it is that too few people own it. It is the segrega

tion of it in the hands of a few that is doing damage. How has

it been done ? In almost every single instance through the op

eration of monopoly somewhere in some shape or other. So that

when I am seeking a remedy for the trust question , I want to go

to the root of the matter and bring up monopoly.

Suppose in the primitive community of ours, by some process

or other, the shoemakers got hold of the section of land that rais

ed all the leather , and there could not be any leather raised any

where else, and that society had been harnessed with some kind

of agreement that gave the owners of that land the title in fee,

so that they could say to everybody else, " Keep off!” Don't you

see that, the population growing, it would all have to concentrate

in the hat and coat business and elsewhere. But the shoe busi

ness would be cutting out the shoes in the old quantity, and, hats

coming out in double quantity, one pair of shoes would get two

hats . They would have the same labor, the same effort, but the

monopoly that surrounds this shoemaking industry , that prevents

the free flow of effort into that channel , simply banks up an ar

tificial value by operating on the quantity, entirely indifferent

to the cost of production.

By that process , the monopolization of natural opportunity in

the first place, we have permitted a few of our people to absorb

all the profit of all our industry, while the great mass of our

people have very little, and we are fulminating against the trust

because of the name of it in some cases , and for various undi

gested reasons, but at the bottom the one indictment we

bring against the trust is that it prevents competition, for it is

not a trust in any hurtful sense until it can prevent competition ,

and when it can then it has got us by the throat, and until it can

it is as harmless as we are . I propose that the monopoly in na

tural opportunities shall be destroyed ; not remedied , but abso

lutely destroyed. I do not believe that title to a single square

inch of the face of God's green earth can be justified anywhere

today. There is not a single title of record today that cannot be

traced back to some physical giant that either murdered the man

can
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who had it before, or drove him off of it, and kept other people

off by force, and took it and wrote the title to it in the blood of

his ieilows .

Second, transportation . People cannot exchange their prod

ucts unless they can get together. If there is a chasm between

the shoemaker and the hatmaker they cannot produce as special

ists. They cannot do it. They cannot improve. Improvement

there is impossible. This man must go back and do everything ,

and then he never does anything well. Suppose I am permitted

by the community to open a road and build a bridge across this

chasm , and then I am permitted to sit there and collect toll from

the fellow that crosses this way and the fellow that crosses that

way. I will get them coming and going, both of them . If I am

given a monopoly of transportation , unless there is free entry of

competitive effort in the transportation of goods, the segrega

tion of all the profits on all the industries of people that cross it

will finally land in the pockets of the toll -gate keeper. So that

I will direct your attention, second, to the evils of the transpor

tation system .

There is no evil in one of these magnificent locomotives that

pull a hundred cars across the Rocky Mountains ; nothing wrong

about that, nothing wrong about one thousand or ten thousand

miles of railway ; nothing wrong at all about any of it except

monopoly. Whenever you get down to where the prevention of

competition enters then the devilment enters, so that your atten

tion should be directed to the dissolution of the monopolistic fea

tures of transportation , whatever they are. Open up competition

upon it. It is the one thing that will cure the situation . There

is still another. This is one I wish I had about an hour to talk

about. It is not the primary one in point of historic precedence.

It is not even secondary, but while it is tertiary in point of his

toric sequence, it is primary in point of momentary imminence.

I went into the Eastern penitentiary on the occasion I told you

about. They led me through the outside gate and looked it. We

went on in . They let us through the gate of the building, took

us through and locked it. We went on in. They took us to an
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man on

inner cell apartment, unlocked that, let us in and locked it be .

hind us. There we were with a threefold lock between us and

liberty. Suppose we had begun to fulminate and say, " Here, the

thing that is troubling us here now is the outside gate . It is

troubling us . We are not goingto get away until we open that

gate.” Suppose we had said, “ It is the gate to the main building

that is troubling us. We are never going to get out until we

open that.” But we will never get to those gates until we unlock

the cell door first. The thing that is right next to us , the thing

that has got us in such an iron grip today, is the monopoly in

currency. That is the thing we are up against today.

I want to make this statement here and now, without fear of

successful contradiction , there is no unwillingly idle

God's green earth today that does not owe his present inability

to find work at profitable wages, wages representing every par

ticle of product that he himself produces, to the monopoly of cur

rency that exists in this country today. I am prepared to de

fend that proposition at length and show you very briefly how it

works. We come finally to changing these products around, and

pick out one of them as the most convenient for a medium of ex

change, the current commodity, so to speak. By and by we at

tach the power of law to it, and say, “ If you owe anybody any

thing this is the thing that you have got to get in order to pay

it . ” The minute .you do that you do not set up monopoly there,

but you make possible the most dangerous monopoly that con

fronts the race. Why ? Simply for this reason : When you have

done that you have set by law a monopoly which prevents the

free flow of effort into the production of this particular com

modity, which alone in all the scope of our product is empower

ed to cancel debt. That is, the only way you can get away from

a creditor is by coughing up the money. I do not care what else

you have got, get the money or you cannot get away from the

creditor. Whenever you make it difficult to produce the money,

then you make it difficult to get away from the creditor. Let us

see where that leads you, especially taking this great jump my

friend is obliged to take, down to the present time, where this
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great institution of currency has come to be one of the equival

ents in every exchange.

One-half of the things that pass from hand to hand in the

world is currency, and when that comes to pass and you are pro

ducing a locomotive, for instance, it is very interesting to see.

Visit the Baldwin loco otive works. There is a magnificent

!ncomotive, weighing 150 tons , representing the labor of probably

thousands of men. Probably a hundred thousand men in differ

eilt ways had something to do with the manufacture of that

great machine. There it was, ready to be put on the market.

There was not a man that had anything at all to do with it from

its very inception in the bowels of the earth as iron ore until its

final delivery into the hands of the engineer, but what got a

piece of money for his efforts. Labor, money. Material, money.

Everything weighed against money in that proposition , so that

finally when the locomotive was ready to be put on the market

it owed the Baldwin locomotive works a certain amount of

money, and that money must be secured for it or the locomotive

works cannot run . Anybody that has ever tried to run a factory

-I do not make locomotives, but I tell you I make mud -brick ,

and you cannot make such a simple thing as mud -brick without

paying money to somebody every time you turn over in bed. Ev

ery time you have a brick made you have to get a certain

amount of money for that brick when you sell it, or you are go

ing to the sheriff. I do not care what your business is . Wihat

is it that determines the amount of money that I will secure

for the brick , that Mr. Baldwin wlll for

the locomotive ? Not the cost of making brick ? Oh , my, no . Not

the cost of making the locomotive ? Oh, my, no, by no means, not

or secure

now or ever.

The thing that determines how much money will be exchang

ed for the locomotive will depend entirely upon the number of

locomotives that are in the market offered for money, as com

pared to the amount of money, on the other hand, that is offer

ed for locomotives. That is what will determ much the

locomotive brings in the market . Then you discover, as every
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manufacturer in the known world has discovered over and over

again , that if you let your people work all the time in the loco

motive ghop or in the brickyard or anywhere else, you will get

more of this kind of stock than that fellow is getting of his, and

the first thing you know a locomotive costing you $20,000 to

make, you have to sell for $ 15,000. Then the sheriff looms up as

big as the whole horizon . Your speed of money production

is determined by law, and when you have limited that the nec

essity rests upon every man to limit the production of locomo

tives and of everything else, and lays back upon the whole race

the necessity of restraining effort, and sets up something that

people miscall competition. They tell me that the people who

stand around the gates of the locomotive works fighting one

another for the first chance to get in there and bidding against

one another to get the job at a less and less wage, are compet

ing. No, no, no more like competition than day is like night.

That is war, and war is hell and nothing but hell, and there is

more of it in that contest than there is in the clinch of armed

forces, and it is set up solely by reason of the presence of mon

opoly.

SECOND SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON .

My audience will remember that I stated in the course of my

opening that the law of value which Socialist science has, is a

rock against which the capitalist forces have wisely addressed

their efforts. My distinguished opponent proved that proposi

tion. I also stated that against that rock all opposition has dash

ed its head. I think I can prove to you that my distinguished ad

versary proved that point, too.

My distinguished adversary denied that law of value which

says that the amount of labor crystallized in a commodity estab

lishes its exchange -value. He said exchange- value is established

by supply and demand. Now listen , men and women. If supply

and demand establish value it follows, for instance, that if I pull

with my left hand with 40 -pound force and with my right hand
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with 10-pound force upon a pendulum , that pendulum will lean

toward the left hand. If I pull with my right hand with 50

pound force and with my left hand with 20 -pound force, the pen

dulum will swing toward my right. Supply and demand means

that the larger the supply in relation to the demand the lower

is the value, and the lower the supply the higher is the value. In

other words, if the supply is 50 pounds, which I take in my left,

and the demand is only 20, the value would be toward my left

hand . If toward my right hand the supply is 100

pounds and from my left side the demand is only 10,

the price would be so much lower because the supply is so

much higher. All right, but suppose supply and demand cancel

each other. Suppose the supply and the demand are even . What

becomes of value ? Does it vanish ? No. If I pull with 50 -pound

force that pendulum with my right hand and pull it back with

10- pound force with my left hand, the pendulum will oscillate to

my right, but if with my right I pull with 10 -pound force and

with my left I pull with 10-pound force, according to that rea

soning the pendulum would fly into the air. No, the pendulum

will swing obedient to the law of gravity. The law of supply and

demand explains nothing at all because if the elements of sup

ply and demand equal each other, what becomes of value ? That

value is dependent upon the amount of labor power that crystal

lizes in it. I think that point is made clear.

My distinguished friend said that monopoly is the trouble. He

said that monopoly means that the free flow of effort is prevent

ed. I admit that, and I showed why - what it is that brings that

about, namely, that law of industry that produces all that improv

ed machinery , which excludes the man who has not got it. He

said that competition is the remedy, that whatever promotes

competition will destroy that monopoly. He said there is no

trust until competition is prevented. Then he started to tell us

what were the causes of monopoly . He began with land . It is

true he mentioned railroads and it is true he mentioned money.

The money subject is one which needs a special address, but he

began with land monopoly and argued that if a person appro
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priates a certain portion of the earth that is the foundation of

all monopoly. According to him , after having made that as a

condition, money and railroads have not any rope left. If the

ownership of land is what produces monopoly, and if the owner

of that land can tell the other fellow to get off the earth , why

cannot the owner of that land tell the moneyed man and the rail

road man to get off the earth ? That is the single tax theory, a

theory which has to be taken separately and will be the subject

of an address. All I can do in the fifteen minutes left to me is

to puncture that bladder. I will show it to you .

I again repeat, I take it for granted most of you have had a

college education . You know the language, the importance of

language in determining certain facts and the significance

thereof. It is through philology alone, language, that we can

trace the stages of our progress. When our ancestors migrated

from Asia, one branch went into Italy and another went into

Germany. Philology tells us that. Philology may help in this

case to prevent this absurdity of the single tax from extending

any further. I say to you that there is nothing in that theory of

land being the source of monopoly. Conjure to yourselves some

of the leading Revolutionary Fathers. Conjure to yourself the

most eminent of them all, Benjamin Franklin . Conjure before

you the most brilliant, Thomas Jefferson. Conjure before you

the profoundest, James Madison . Ask them , “ Did you hear that

so - and - so was land-poor ? ” Imagine the statement. They would

not know what that meant. They would say, “ Man, you

crazy. Land -poor is a contradiction of terms . He who has land

cannot be poor.” That was the condition then . Today we have

the term land - poor, a term that shows that the thing exists , that

a man can have land and yet be poor as Job . Between the land

and natural opportunity has arisen the tool of production, the

trust monopoly of production . Philology right here comes to our

assistance and tells us of this change in conditions, of that

change in conditions which existed at the time of the Revolu

tionary Fathers, when, land being all that was necessary, the

term land - poor did not exist; whereas today, when land is no

are
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longer the foundation for monopoly , when between land and na

tural opportunity has arisen the tool of production , that gigan

tic, perfected contrivance called the trust, land has taken a back

seat. There was a time, according to the single taxers , when

white parasols and elephants mad with pride went with the title

to land. Today we have white parasols and elephants mad with

pride that are no longer in the possession of the landlord. They

are in the possession of the capitalist lord. He owns them , and

the landlord has passed the sceptre over to the capitalist who

owns the capital, and owning the capital, owns the land, because

without that capital the land is inaccessible to him , inaccessible

because of the law of exchange value that renders the labor of

him who has not the necessary capital unproductive. That much

for land monopoly .

As to the money monopoly, it falls together with the land

monopoly. We had Crusoe referred to, a favorite authority with

single taxers. I refer all of you, including my distinguished ad

versary , to the other works of the author of "Robinson Crusoe,”

namely Daniel Defoe. He wrote “ Robinson Crusoe, ” but he also

wrote “ Dilworth .” If I were a single taxer Crusoe would be the

last man I would mention , because he reminds us of Daniel De

foe, and the mention of Daniel Defoe reminds us of his work

which knocks the single tax sky high. I refer you to his great

work, “ Captain Jack.” He was one of the grand men of Eng

land and was sent over here under indenture, virtually a slave,

and had to work seven years for his master. But his master lov

ed him and appreciated him and said to him one day, " Jack , you

have served me faithfully for a couple of years. I don't want to

have you to serve me any more . I have lots of land. Beyond is

all the land you want. Go there and help yourself.” The author

of Robinson Crusoe says Captain Jack fell upon his knees before

his master and said, “ Master, what have I done to you that you

treat me like that ? What can I do without the implements of

production ? I cannot help myself."

Daniel Defoe is the man who knocked out the single tax .

He lived at a time when that vagary came up, and it was perfectly
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logical it should come up , because right here I want to say to

you that taxation is a badge of servitude. He who taxes is mas

ter. He who is taxed is slave. The feudal lords owned the land ,

consequently the land was not taxed . The movable property of

the bourgeois was taxed . When the bourgeois made a revolu

tion they turned the tables on the feudal lords and said, “ Our

property shall not be taxable. Your land shall bear all taxes. "

Take any given land as a pledge, free that man , and leave cap

ital in the hands of the capitalists, and the capitalists will have

the whole sway. Listen to those who claim that land monopoly

is the foundation of all . Do you think when a farmer puts a

mortgage on his land he does so because he thinks a mortgage

is like a flower -pot ? No , it is the law of exchange -value that

renders it impossible for him to produce, with as little effort, as

plentifully as a fellow who has a reaper and other instruments

of production. As he is bankrupt, he goes cap in hand. He, at

one time the holder of the white parasol and elephant mad with

pride, goes to the banker. The banker looks him all over the

same as the feudal lord looked at the bourgeois. He asks him

many questions so as to make sure. When that landlord, the

owner of that foundation and groundwork of all monopoly, has

passed muster with the banker, then the banker puts another

rope around his neck and gets a mortgage whereby the banker

becomes really the owner of the land and the farmer becomes

his slave. He becomes a slave for the capital that the farmer

needs to produce with .

I think I covered the matter of money . I have here a memor

andum which I shall refer to for a moment. My friend said

profit -making is the grandest thing in creation . Every capital

ist will agree with that. The social revolutionist says, “ Nay,

nay ; it is a crime.” It was a necessary crime. It was a crime

which was incident to that development of the tool until we

reached the time when production was perfected by the trust .

What is profit ? Profit is that amount of wealth which the

wage slave yields over and above his market price. If the

workingman's market price is $1 a day then $1 he gets , and
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profit is everything that the capitalist can squeeze out of him

as use value. Profit means unpaid labor. Profit means that

portion of wealth that humanity has sweated and which is found

in the pockets of the few. It means wholesale and legalized

theft, and how anybody can invoke aid in support of such a thing

passes my understanding.

SECOND SPEECH .

WILLIAM H. BERRY.

one .

I am very much interested in my brother's effort, especially

in this matter of profit. I want to pay attention , however, to

his illustration of the operation of the law of supply and de

mand. There is nothing so illustrative or so apt as a good illus

tration. The tug of war between two contending forces does not

illustrate the phenomena of supply and demand, at all. What

I wish to do is to give you now the real illustration of the law

of supply and demand . It is not an easy thing to do. There are

not very many operations that may be cited . That probably is

the reason my good brother has skipped them all. I know of but

It is the contention between the force of gravity on the

one hand, which tends to pull a balloon down, and the buoyancy

of the atmosphere on the other hand, which tends to raise it up.

As the altitude of the balloon increases , the buoyancy of the at

mosphere decreases by reason of the increasing rarity. Just so ,

as the value of an article increases, the demand gradually de

creases by reason of the inaccessibility, the inability of men to

compete for it, and if it were to rest in that position it does not

go up in the air even then . It has a point where the equilibri

um between the contending forces of gravity on the one hand,

or supply, tends to pull it down, and the buoyancy of the atmos

phere , paralleling the force of demand, on the other hand, tends

to raise it up , and whenever they come to a balance there it

rests. Some things will range higher than others, but the fact

that they have a fixed place in the scale of values does not af

firm for a minute that they are off the map. They are there

just the same. They are there resisting two contending forces.
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a
This would even be true of a couple of teams pulling on

weight with equal force. The fact that the forces are equalized

does not take the weight off the map by any means. The weight

is right there. The equilibrium of forces simply determines

where the weight will rest. If the force on one hand is stronger

than the other it will pull it over there, but the right place and

the best place to bring it is in a vertical movement, because we ,

usually think of things very valuable as being high. It is a mere

matter of thinking, so the parallel might better be taken that

way. The contention of the forces of supply and demand always

did and always will determine the question of value, and the dis

tribution of profit is the result of the contending forces of sup

ply and demand .

As to the mal- distribution of the profits of industry, whatev

er my friend may say to the contrary , I think the profit upon

anything is the difference between what it cost to produce it

and what you get for it . That is the profit. The difference be

tween what it costs you to make an article and what you get for

it is the profit, and if profits were equally distributed there

would be no trouble . The difficulty is that they are unequally

distributed. I want to tell you that a man who has a factory

and is not a landlord is in bad shape . The man who does not own

the ground his capital rests on is in bad shape. If there is no

other ground to take it to the landlord will eat him up. That is

easy to see, but I want to talk about this mal-distribution of this

profit. That is the whole problem . It is the law of supply and

demand. In other words, it is the law of human freedom.

I want to tell you I would rather have some hard times and

be free than live in luxury a slave. I have not any use for the

slavery I see in the Socialist program . What is the trouble ?

This man has a factory. I want to tell you something. He is

the most miserable of all men if he has to go into a labor mar

ket where the demand for labor is greater than the supply. Just

think a minute. I have got a shoe factory. I want to hire men .

I go out into th arket where there are two jobs hunting for

Let that situation persist for any length of time inone man .
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your locality , and the first thing you know the working man will

be making as much profit as the man that owns the factory and

maybe a little more. In most cases today, even in this imper

fect system , that is the case . I can cite you cases without num

ber in which the workman gets more than he produces day in

and day out for months together , and finally the sheriff takes

the factory not infrequently. Seventy-five per cent. of people

that go into productive enterprises get that handed to them be

fore they are done with it. Seventy -five per cent. go to the

sheriff. Why ? Because the workingman gets more than the pro

duces. When he fails to get it (and in the long run 'he does fail

to get it ) , he does not get his own by any means. When he does

fail to get it it is simply because the man who wants to hire him

goes into a congested labor market where the law of supply and

demand sets up conditions in which two men are hunting for one

job, in which case always and everywhere the workingman will

get the worst end of the proposition . He is sure to get less than

is coming to him.

Why is there an idle man ? That is the question . Most of the.

Socialists who have discussed this question with me attempted

to tell us why. Mr. Kirkpatrick , I think, the last time he was

here, told us the workman does not get all that he produces be

cause he does not get all that he produces, and he showed it to

us beyond peradventure that that was true. A man does not

get all he produces because he does not get all he produces. I

cannot see any sense in that and never could , but I can see the

reason why the workingman is in a congested market, why two

men are hunting for one job. Whenever a locomotive works

sees that the price of its locomotives is going down, there is on

ly one thing for the locomotive man to do to save himself from

the sheriff, and that is to shut down the locomotive factory and

stop making locomotives, stop building the product. That is

what he does, and why does he do it ? Not because we do not

want locomotives. James G. Hill said not a great while ago the

railroads of this country today need $5,000,000,000 for extension

of the railways of this nation . Thousands upon thousands of
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locomotives are in immediate demand in this nation today, yet

our locomotive makers dare not make them beyond a certain

speed. Why ? If they do the price goes down and the sheriff

takes the locomotive works. That is the reason .

The land question is a fundamental question . The landlord is

on the job ; don't think he is not. ut am not here to tell you

that the land question is the only question, by any means. I tried

to explain to you that it is only the outside gate. It is the gate

to the wall of the prison. You will never be free until you cor

rect it. The gate that leads you into the prison yard and out of

the building is the transportation question ; but the cell door, the

door that has got you in its grip at this minute all over the

civilized world, is the currency monopoly. The money people

have got you tied down until you cannot get to the outside door.

The first thing you have to decide is , what are you going to do

with this currency question ? It is nothing new. Five hundred

years before the dawn of the Christian era the Prophet Amos

called down the wrath of Jehovah upon Israel because they had

made the ephah small and the shekel great. How had they

made the shekel great ? By making it scarce, setting up mon

opoly around it. They caused the poor of the land to fail. How ?

By making two of them beg for one job. The same old story.

It is as old as the race and just as potent today as it ever was.

Inch by inch the coils of this monopoly contract. The land

lord even comes up to the banker. Why, even the landlord to

day when he comes up to the banker has got his hands full. He

is up against it for fair, as the boys would say, when he meets a

banker . I want to warn you tonight, my friends. I went to a

moving picture show in Pittsburgh not a great while ago. I was

not much interested in the moving pictures but they had a fel

low that swung a lariat. I am always interested in that. I came

from the Western country myself. He was the most expert ar

tist with a rope that I ever saw. He stood his assistant on the

back end of the stage and swung the lariat over and put it

around his ankles and jerked it up , and the one half - hi

another ran along. It flew over the assistant's head, like get
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ting a fish hook on a line, one half -hitch after another until he

had every limb tied , and at last he wrapped it around his neck.

I tell you the question here is the use of the rope in this atmos

phere of ours today. Hitch after hitch, half - hitch after half

hitch , is coming and the final ringer they call the Aldrich Bill

.
Look out for it. If they land that it is all up . Let them land

that final half -hitch and the poor landlord and the poor

facturer, no matter who it is , his name is Dennis. He is finish

ed if ever you allow that last hitch.

But what I want to get back to, for all these things are im

material to me, is the proposition I started out with. Let me

tell you unless we can havefree men we cannot have men at all.

I can see an inherent difficulty in the.Socialist program , neces

sarily so .
Grant that we shall own indiscriminately these in

dustries. By some process or other you determine who shall

run them . Somebody has got to do it. You have got to let us

compete with one another for the opportunity to manage that

thing, by which process alone in my judgment can you ever de

terminewho is the best mantodoit. The men best capable of

doing it are doing it today. The men at the head of these great

institutions got there,not in every casebut in most cases, be

cause they were the men of the hour. They got there by reason

of qualifications, through competitive methods. Sometimes they

did not, but after they got there they put it over us. How are

you going to get it ? You are going to get it in one of two
ways. You either going to

let
those jobs, or you are going to elect somebody at the head of

the situation whose business it will be to say to me, “ Berry, you

run that thing. BrotherDe Leon, you run that one.” “ But I

object.” “ Never mind, now. This has got to be run. There are

not enough of these. You come over here and run it.” You

must either let me choose thator choose

for me,one of the two.

That difficulty inheres in every fibre of the Socialist pro

gram . As a practicalmethodof operation, youmust either let

me choose or choose for me, one of the two. If you let me

choose, that is competition. That is human freedom . If you

are
us compete for
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choose for me that is slavery. I do not care who the chooser is.

I do not care whether I help to elect him or not. I am a slave

just the same. If there was any necessity for it I would submit

to it, but I insist there is no necessity . I insist that all we have

to do is to undo this monopoly that we have allowed to grow

thus far and set our industries free. If a man is down in a well

the way out is up, not down. The further you dig down the

worse you get. Socialism leads you further down in this thing,

for what is monopoly ? What is the hurtful thing about it ?

Nothing but the infringement of human freedom , that is all.

Nothing but the slavery of man is involved in monopoly. That

we do not like. Monopoly is slavery to whatever extent it ex

ists , and that is what we hate about it. When you begin to ex

tend the system then you take away from every one of us the

very thing that made the civilization of which we are so proud

and which is our boast.

THIRD SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON.

My distinguished adversary denied my symbol of supply

and demand, that is, the opposing forces, and said the real com

parison is the law of gravitation as it affects things up and

down . I will prove to you that that comparison of his will not

fit, for the reason that the law of gravitation is a permanent

thing, always there, always with the same force, whereas de

mand is not always there with the same force, and supply is not

always there with the same force. Consequently, the thing that

puts value upon them must be a thing that is changeable . What

is changeable ? Supply and demand, and I have shown with my

illustration that the forces which I imagined , are changeable. The

comparison of gravity will not hold water for the reason that

gravity is not a changeable force. It remains permanent.

Number 2. My distinguished adversary said that profit is the

difference between the cost of production and what you get for

it. If that is true, then profit is cheating . If a thing costs me

$6 and I get $20 I have stuck the purchaser. That is not profit.
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The man who makes profit does not cheat the purchaser. He re

covers the value of the goods that he sold . The one who is cheat

ed is the workman . He was not paid , and the capitalist gets

that swag. The other definition of profit is typical of the cap

italistic mind . The capitalist actually believes that cheating is

what does it . No, some capitalists cheat, but society could not

last upon that basis . Capitalists give value for what they get,

but the value they give for the money they get get is not the

value that they pay Labor for. The workman is cheated. The

workman does not get all his produce. Of course, not. The law

of exchange-value, which is an illustration of supply and de

mand, only confirms the statement. That explains why the

worker does not get all that he produces. The socially

necessary tool of production is not his. That socially

necessary tool is in the hands of a private concern , and

it needs the tool which can produce as plentifully as

the test ; that is what is meant by the socially nec

essary tool. Since he has not got that he has to go and sell

himself in wage slavery, and wage slavery means selling oneself

as a commodity. The workman today is nothing but a commodi

ty, and he gets his price , which is determined by supply and de

mand — the price, not the value. His value is vastly higher, but

his price is determined by supply and demand . The tool throws

more and more capitalists out of the capitalist class into the

lower class. The supply becomes larger. The demand does not

rise in proportion, and the workman does not get what he pro

duces.

We have been told Socialism is slavery and the workman

makes more than the capitalist. How could there be a capitalist

under Socialism ? It is like telling us through the Revolutionary

days that there would be no freedom in America after King

George was kicked out, because the Revolutionary Fathers and

the citizens of these colonies would be trampled upon by the

British Crown. How can the British Crown trample after it is

kicked out ? When the capitalist class has been abolished by ap

propriation by the people of that which by right is theirs — that

which they cannot exist without except as slaves of the capital
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ist classe.then for the first time in creation a revolution takes

place in which the victorious class will not hang that class which

it overthrows, but in which it will enable that class to earn an

honest living by going to work . I realize there is nothing for the

capitalist. I realize it seems almost like servitude to him that

capital cuts no figure, but he will be given an opportunity. The

revolutionary class will do that.

When my distinguished adversary says many workmen get

more than the capitalist, I would like to know if he will accept

my amendment. Many a capitalist cannot continue to skin his

workingmen of part of what they produce, although he is get

ting more . I admit it. That is so because that capitalist is pro

ducing with tools inferior to other capitalists and he is ground

between the upper and nether millstones. The capitalist's tools

fail to produce as cheaply as those of the other capitalists , and

the result is that he cannot continue to exist. He goes into

bankruptcy , but it is not because the workman got more than

he. There is no such capitalist in existence .. If you find any

such in Philadelphia my advice to you is to grab him , pinion him

and put him in a hall on exhibition .

We were told a good deal about money. My distinguished ad

versary gave up his theory that land was the foundation of mon

opoly. Instead of being the foundation it was the back gate . I

congratulate him on the progress he has made . What is money ?

I cannot go into that broad subject. Money is a necessary thing

under a social system that produces for sale and not for use.

Given that production for sale, with the law of value working

under it, and you must have money, and you kick against that

as a barricade. The ground and foundation of the theory which

I mentioned was this private tool of production. Remove that

and there is no money anymore. Money vanishes absolutely ,

such a thing as metallic money. We saw yesterday that about

$ 5,000,000 of gold coin had to be shipped bodily to the Argentine

Republic. Such a thing is evidence of the absurdity of our pres

ent social system . It is not gold used for the arts or sciences.
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It is gold used for exchange, and exchange under this condition

has to be by means of money with all the evils my friend refer

red to . Remove that method of production , overthrow the politi

cal State, establish the Co -operative Commonwealth or Indus

trial Republic, and money collapses as completely as I would

drop to the center of the earth if this stage broke down and a

vacuum took its place, leaving me down below. There is no sense

in animadverting on money. Of course, it is bad, but how fool

ish it is to scratch at a pimple that has broken out on the hand

that is getting more and more soie, instead of making the blood

healthy, so that the pimple will disappear. You can go on pick

ing at that pimple as much as you like , you cannot pick it out.

Money is one of those pimples on the social body.

My opponent says unless we can have free men we can have

no men at all . That I accept. The question is, what is freedom ?

Freedom is that condition of society in which a man can work

when he pleases, at what he pleases, and keep all that he pro

duces. The great way to get that is to overthrow the political

State and establish the Socialist Industrial Co -operative Com

monwealth . Today there can be no freedom . Money and the

banker are necessities of the capitalist State . Today men are

slaves because they produce more than they get. That is the

condition of slavery, and of course, under those conditions we

have no men. That is why we have this condition of unrest in

the country.

The men at the head of institutions today we are told are men

who know best. I would like to know what man at the head of

an institution is doing any work . I have looked into that ques

tion . Very few of the institutions of the land that are worth

mentioning are not run by wage slaves . Some get pretty good

wages and others lower wages, but the men who own the insti

tutions are not running anything. They are spending their time

in Europe with fast horses and faster women. They are wast

ing their substance. They are not running the country or the

institutions. Those who do run the institutions are small bour

geois who are still trying to save themelves, but the big capital

ist will take care of them .
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As to his plan of Socialism , I cannot see any Socialism but as

I have described. I can assure you that if Socialism were the

kind of thing my distinguished friend perhaps thinks it is, the

thing which he described, I would not advocate it. It is all the

single tax theory we have heard so often , that under Socialism

the State will order me what kind of handkerchiefs I shall use

to blow my patriotic nose with . Socialism is nothing of the sort.

Under Socialism the opportunity for work is there and no one

can live unless he works. People will go to work . A man will

be anxious to work two or three hours a day gladly if he is go

ing to keep all that he produces. There will be no danger of

anybody dictating to him . He is going to choose for himself.

The pa

THIRD SPEECH .

WILLIAM H. BERRY.

I shall refer for a moment to what my distinguished oppon

ent thinks is the exceedingly insignificant currency question. It

amuses me. I apprehend that when he will have amputated that

excrescence he will discover himself somewhat in the condition

of the young surgeon who had a very important case.

tient had a tumor, and he performed an operation and removed

it , and he was bragging to his fellow professionals on the sub

ject. He told them that the tumor weighed 120 pounds and the

patient only weighed 60 after the tumor was removed . He was

asked , “ Did you save the patient ? ” “ Oh, no, " he said, “ I saved

the tumor . ” I rather fear after this currency proposition is

eliminated that you will discover that it is something more than

a mere experience.

If under the Socialistic system you are permitted to choose

your employment, you will undoubtedly find that the

easy jobs will be over- chosen and the product

will become greatly abundant, and that your fancy

notions of the labor value will disappear. Competition

will get its nose in the tent, and before you know it the whole

canvass inside your Socialistic system is gone if ever you let

fellows compete for a job . If you let me choose my occupation
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I am going to choose the easy thing. You can depend on me for

tilät. I will choose the soft thing. I think a whole lot of other

fellows will choose the soft thing, and just as sure as the soft

thing is over-chosen just that sure the soft thing will be over

produced. Just that sure it will lose value in spite of everything

you can possibly do or say. If you let that proposition into

your game at all it is absolutely gone down the winds.

I put this proposition . I put it to this audience once before.

I think I will do it again , it is so apt. My brother has five min

utes in which he can refute it . Freedom is impossible under a

Socialistic system . We have got to have beef cattle. We are

going to get them in one of two ways . Either we are going to

let people who feel like it choose to raise cattle, or we are go

ing to elect somebody by a 51 per cent vote whose business it

will be to pick out the people who shall raise cattle. I do not

care which it is , but you are going to do one or the other . My

theory is that you must let us choose to raise cattle and take the

consequence if we overproduce and give cheap ibeef once in a

while . That is my theory about it, for in that case you have

free men . If you do not you put a man who is built for a law

yer in cattle raising. You do all sorts of violence to everything

that is valuable in man . After you have the cattle raised you

have to have a butcher. You will get him one way or the other.

You will either elect a man with a 51 per cent vote whose busi

ness it is to pick out butchers and say , “ We want ten butchers.

Ten butchers is all we can have. You are a butcher or nothing,"

or else you let us compete and have a whole lot of butchers — if

it is the thing we like to do, let us do it. We get butchering

cheap, and the cheapness will keep us away if we get too many.

After you get the butchers you have the problem of distribu

tion before you just as big as ever. Who is going to get sirloin

and who is going to get inferior portions ? You are going to de

termine that in the same way you did the other. You have to do .

it. There is no escape from it. You have either to elect a man

by a 51 per cent vote, whose business it will be to say , “It is

your day for shinbone, and, Brother De Leon, it is your day for
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sirloin .” Either you have got to do that or let us compete , and

then the fellow that will give the most for the sirloin will get it ;

one of the two. I can see perfectly well that there is some ex

travagance in that system . A friend said something to me the

other day. We were sitting on my porch and I think about sev

en or eight milkmen went by in the course of an hour. He said ,

“ There is an illustration. Under Socialism you would only have

one milkman who would come around here and serve everybody

on this street.” I said, “ Not if I could help it, you would not.

I want to choose even my milkman . I do not want you to choose

him for me. I have a preference in milkmen and would rather

pay one man eight cents a quart than pay another man seven. I

know it costs more to have six or eight men come along there,

but I can beat cheapness to death . It is not cheapness we want,

it is freedom we want. That is the thing that develops men . ”

CLOSING SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON.

This debate has closed where some debates would have com

menced. My distinguished adversary has drawn a picture of

Socialism which is a caricature . All I can do is to throw out

just one hint. He tells us that the easy job will be over-chosen

and he will choose the soft job. Do you know anybody who

chooses the hard job today ? I do not. The difference between

the Socialist commonwealth and the present capitalistic com

monwealth is that today the hardest jobs have to be chosen coni

pulsorily by those who need some kind of a job, and they get paid

in proportion to the supply of applicants for those jobs. Under

Socialism the principle is entirely different, but to give you the

fundamental principle for that would need half an hour and I

have not got it, so I can only give you the concluding principle.

Under Socialism , if there is an over-supply, say of conductors

of cars, it would be an implication that there is less fibre spent,

less labor power consumed in conducting a car, and the conse

quence would be that the hours of those men would have to be

longer than the hours of the men who applied for jobs that are
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disagreeable. It is the application of the law of exchange value

to which I referred at the beginning of my address , as the dyna

mo under capitalist society. It is the application of that. There

is , and I repeat it, nobody today looking gladly for a hard job .

l'eople take whatever job is open to them .

My distinguished friend referred to himself as a brickmaker.

He will allow me to say I do not believe he chose brickmaking be

cause he loved bricks. He chose brickmaking because 'he thought

he would make more money according to his theory, getting more

than 'he expended in getting it. I do not believe in a civilized

community a gentleman with his shape of head would adopt such

miserable work and spend his life upon making bricks. That can

be done in a few hours and he devote 'his talents to other things.

I refer to his often repeated caricature of Socialism , which

shows he does not grasp the law of exchange -value. He says ,

first, that soft jobs will be over-crowded ; secondly, the supply

will be excessive. That does not hold. I repeat it, in proportion

to the supply of labor for a certain thing you can tell whether,

much or little fibre is expended in its production, and the relative

supply for this, that and the other job establishes the number of

hours that are equivalent with this condition. Then we would

have long hours maybe for some on account of the work being

pleasant, and have short hours for others, but the hours of one

cannot exceed the necessary 'hours for physical exercise, for the

reason that the productivity of the Commonwealth will be so

much larger.

I will use my closing minutes with a rapid survey of the posi

tion. The proposition, the trust proposition , the back gate or the

foundation of the land, and all these various things, you cannot

approach and cannot understand unless you grasp the law of ex

change - value. That law of exchange- value disables the man

who does not own the best machinery for his form of work . That

determines the usefulness of the trust as the best implement

possible, and just as soon as the trust presents itself then the

decree of civilization is that the trust shall be saved, and that it

shall be saved in the only way it can be saved , namely, by bring
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ing society to that condition from which our ancestors moved

when they had to enter into the valley of the shadow of death

of capitalism , leaving communism behind .

We have to rear that social system in which the government

consists of the people who are directing production instead of

the people whose sole work must be to cheat the underlings un

der them. We must have a social system which outlines with

the truth , and only that is true which fits all the facts, the fact

of the law of exchange -value, the fact of the necessity of the

most perfect tool, the fact that that most perfect tool of today,

the trust, rings the knell of political government and ushers in

the government of representatives of industrial occupations.

That proposition fits all the facts, and as it fits all the facts the

Socialists work along that line. As far as I know , there is no

other movement that is making any progress. All others grow

like cows, tail down toward the earth .

THE CHAIRMAN .

The debate between the speakers is now closed. When we

came we expected to hear Socialism as a cure for the trust. We

have heard very little about trusts and a great deal about So

cialism pro and con . I rather thought the proposition might

have been announced that the formation of the trust was only a

step toward the introduction of Socialism. That is a proposition

which is quite open to debate, and which is very interesting, but

it is too late to open that now .

According to the custom of these meetings, I will state that

it is now open for any one to ask any relevant question of either

of the speakers, but in this we follow a rule which I believe has

been announced by both speakers in their objection to monopoly ,

so that no lady or gentleman is expected to ask more than one

question or to take more than two minutes in presenting the

question , and then the speaker will answer it.

A GENTLEMAN . I would like to ask Mr. Berry, why should

the discipline of an industrial government be less desirable than

the discipline of the armies that have fought for political free
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dom .

MR . BERRY. I presume discipline is a necessity of all or

ganizations. This thought would lead me into a very large dis

cussion if I were to follow it. I do not believe in armies at all.

I think the most ridiculous thing on the face of the earth today

are those armies we are mobilizing for various purposes. I be

lieve that they could not be recruited if we had monopoly elimin

ated at the bottom , and a condition set up where the demand for

labor in productive enterprises would always and everywhere ex

ceed the supply. You could not hire a man to go to war if he

could always do better at home than he can in war . Therefore,

I question the whole proposition of discipline. I know perfect

ly well , as a manager of a productive enterprise, that a man who

C ) -ordinates an enterprise must have control of it, but that con

trol of it must be with free, independent men. Competition is

reprehensible only when it is of the jug -handle type, when it is

all on one side , when the employer does not have to compete

and the employe does. When competition is like a loving cup

that we pass around at our various functions, and has a 'handle

on both sides of it , then there is nothing the matter with com

petition , and then discipline is quite a different thing from

what ordinarily arises in one's mind in thinking about it.

A GENTLEMAN. How can a trust, or even Socialism , save

the family or even the State ? He was saying about there being

no money.

THE CHAIRMAN. To whom is the question addressed ?

THE GENTLEMAN. To Professor De Leon.

MR. DE LEON. The question is , how can the trust or Social

ism save the family or State ? I do not understand the question .

THE GENTLEMAN . You said wipe out state lines .

MR. DE LEON . Yes, wipe out state lines and establish in lieu

of state lines the industries, representatives of industry. How

will that save the family ?

THE GENTLEMAN . They say Socialism breaks up the fam

ily. I always heard that it would lead to free love. They do not

believe in the Bible.

MR. DE LEON. As far as I can judge, I think the capitalist
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is the one who breaks up the family. He sends the husband to

look for a job anywhere. He throws the wife in the market. He

grabs children from the cradle . Socialism cannot be worse than

that. I do not understand that question . Today the family is

smashed by capitalistic conditions under the private ownership

of the tool of production . Overthrow that. Have that which is

real Socialism , not State Socialism ,—that is not Socialism at all .

Overthrow the capitalist system, which means organize the in

dustries of the country so that their representatives can meet

and make laws for production , and I do not believe there will be

any wife who will run away into a factory. I do not believe there

will be any man who will go out West looking for a job . I do not

believe there will be any more she -towns in Massachusetts and

he-towns in Pennsylvania, a disgrace to civilization .

How Socialism would destroy the family ? It is one of the

slanders of capitalism . You might as well say Socialism will

produce arson or do anything else, that men under Socialism

will walk on their heads. We have heard such things, but we

hear less and less of them. Socialism will save the family . To

day the family does not exist de facto. Ladies will not think I

am rude when I say that the best of capitalist society recognizes

that houses of prostitution cannot be destroyed because under

capitalism they are a necessity.

A GENTLEMAN . I would like to ask Mr. De Leon a ques

tion. With reference to value, he says that the amount of labor

in an article constitutes its value , or determines its value. I

would like to ask him whether if he built an ocean steamship on ,

the Rocky Mountains and another in the Delaware River, the one

on the Rocky Mountains , which presumably has required a great

er amount of labor to construct than the one in the Delaware

River, would be of greater value than the one in the river.

MR. DE LEON. If anybody is insane enough to build a steam

boat there he deserves to get stranded on top of the mountain .

THE GENTLEMAN . The question is the amount of labor

power in the article. If the steamboat on the Rocky Mountains

required a greater amount of labor to produce, would that

steamboat then have greater value than the one in the river ?
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MR. DE LEON . No, that steamboat would have no value at

all for it is no commodity. I said that all commodities have

their value dependent upon the amount of social labor necessary

for their production . Your steamboat on the Rocky Mountains,

by the very fact of its being built on top of the Rocky Moun

tains , is excluded from the market, is excluded from the category

of commodities . It is a freak production , and freak productions

have no value.

THE GENTLEMAN . Then it follows the amount of labor has

nothing to do with the value of the article.

MR. DE LEON. Oh, no . If you mean that the amount of la

bor, regardless of what it is expended on , has nothing to do with

value, I stated that myself. I said the amount of labor socially

necessary, so that if a man were today to weave with an old

style loom he would produce about one yard of cloth a week, and

that yard of cloth is produced by an instrument that is rejected

by society. It is no longer socially necessary , but it is the an

tediluvian labor which we have outgrown. To say, therefore,

that labor has nothing to do with it is to deny my definition .

The value of a commodity depends upon the amount of socially

necessary labor power to produce it. It means that the thing

must be a commodity. A steam - boat on top of the Rocky Moun

tains is no commodity . It means it must be produced by socially

necessary labor power . The man who spends a whole week in

producing one yard of cloth is not spending 'socially necessary

labor, but wasting socially unnecessary labor power . The thing

must be a commodity. It must have a market in which it is to

he sold . I am pretty sure a steamboat on top of the Rocky

Mountains has no market.
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PREFACE

The fifteen questions in this pamphlet were pro

pounded by the Providence, R. I., “ Visitor, " an Ultra

montane, hence, political Roman Catholic weekly pub

lication , in its issue of September 12, 1913 , and were

headed with this recommendation :

“ The next time you hear a Socialist soap-box orator

you might interest him in the following list of questions .

Clip these questions and carry them with you.”

The Daily People, seeing that the “ Visitor" voiced

the political and economic creed of Ultramontanism,

while it itself expressed the political and economic creed

of Socialism , and, holding furthermore, that, judging by

the signs of the times , the economic and political forces

of Capitalism in the land would gather to a head under

the political and economic banner of Ultramontanism ,

while the economic and political forces of Labor would

be marshalled under the political and economic banner

of Socialism for a final struggle between Capitalism and

Socialism, immediately took up the “ Visitor's ” ques

tions and answered them editorially, promising to invite

the " Visitor" to reciprocate by answering a set of fifteen

questions propounded to it . The questions answered by

the Daily People are here presented in more available

and lasting form.

NATIONAL EXECUTIVE COMMITEE,

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY .

New York, N. Y., 1914.
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FIFTEEN QUESTIONS

QUESTION NO . I.

"How will the Co- operative Commonwealth deter

mine the income of each worker ?"

ANSWER :

In order that the answer to the question be under

stood, two things must first be grasped, and kept in

mind.

One is the factor which determines the worker's in

come today ; and that involves the worker's status under

Capitalism .

The other thing is the worker's changed status in

the Co -operative Commonwealth ; from which status

flows the factor which will then determine the worker's

income.

How is the worker's income determined today, under

Capitalism ?

The income of the worker is his wages.

That which determines the wages of the worker to

day is the supply and demand for Labor in the Labor

market.

If the supply is relatively large , the price of labor

power , that is, wages, which means income , will be rela

tively low . If the demand is relatively large, then the

income, that is , wages . will rise.

As the Law of Gravitation may be, and is, perturbed

9
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by a number of perturbing causes, so with the Law of

Wages :-combinations of workers, on the one hand, may

counteract an excessive supply of Labor in the Labor

market, and keep wages up ; on the other hand, capitalist

outrages, such as shanghaing, not to mention innumer

able others, may counteract a small supply of Labor in

the Labor market, and keep wages down. In the long

run the perturbing causes cease to be perceptible factors,

and the Law of Supply and Demand re-asserts itself.

It follows that, under Capitalism, the status of the

worker is not that of a human. His income being his

price , and his price being controlled by the identical law

that controls the prices of all other articles of merchan

dise, under Capitalism the worker is a chattel. In so far

as he is a " worker” he is no better than cattle on the

hoof - all affectation to the contrary notwithstanding.

What, on the contrary, is the worker's status in the

Co-operative Commonwealth ?

" Co -operative Commonwealth” is a technical term ;

it is another name for the Socialist or Industrial Republic,

He who says “ Co-operative Commonwealth ” means,

must mean , a social system that its advocates maintain

flows from a previous, the present, the Capitalist regi

men ; a social system that its advocates maintain is made

compulsory upon society by the impossible conditions

which the Capitalist regimen brings to a head ; finally , a

social system which its advocates maintain that , seeing

it is at once the offspring of Capitalism and the redress

of Capitalist ills , saves and partakes of the gifts that

Capitalism has contributed to the race's progress, and

lops off the ills with which Capitalism itself cancels its
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own gifts. The issue of wages, or the worker's income,

throws up one of the leading ills of Capitalism .

The Co-operative Commonwealth revolutionizes the

status of the worker . From being the merchandise he

now is, he is transformed into a human. The trans

formation is effected by his pulling himself out and away

from the stalls in the market where today he stands

beside cattle, bales of hay and crates of crockery, and

taking his place as a citizen in full enjoyment of the

highest civic status of the race.

The means for the transformation is the collective

ownership of all the necessaries for production , and their

operation for use , instead of their private ownership by

the Capitalist , and their operation for sale and profits.

The worker's collective ownership of that which ,

being stripped of under Capitalism , turns him into a

wage-slave and chattel , determines his new status . The

revolutionized status, in turn , determines his income.

Whereas, under Capitalism , the very question whether

the worker shall at all have an income depends upon the

judgment, the will or the whim of the Capitalist ,

whether the wheels of production shall move, or shall

lie idle ,-in the Co -operative Commonwealth, where the

worker himself owns the necessaries for production , no

such precariousness of income can hang over his head.

Whereas, under Capitalism , a stoppage of production

comes about when the capitalist fears that continued

production may congest the market , thereby forcing

profits down, and never comes about because there is no

need of his useful articles, -in the Co-operative Com

monwealth, use and not sale and profits being the sole
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purpose of production , no such stoppage of production,

hence, of income, is conceivable.

Whereas, under Capitalism, improved methods of

production have an eye solely to an increase of profits,

and therefore are equivalent to throwing workers out of

work , -in the Co-operative Commonwealth, use and not

sale and profits, popular wellbeing and not individual

richness, being the sole object in view , improved meth

ods of production , instead of throwing workers out of

work, will throw out lours of work, and keep steady, if

they do not increase , the flow of income .

Consequently, and finally

The Co-operative Commonwealth will not determine,

the Co -operative Commonwealth will leave it to each

worker himself to determine his income, and that income

will total up to his share in the product of the collective

labor of the Commonwealth, to the extent of his own

efforts, multiplied with the free natural opportunities

and with the social facilities (machinery, methods, etc.)

that the genius of society may make possible.

In other words -- differently from the state of things

under Capitalism , where the worker's fate is at the mercy

of the capitalist- in the Co -operative Commonwealth

the worker will himself determine, will himself be the

architect of his fate.



QUESTION NO . II .

“Will each worker, skilled or unskilled, receive the

same income? "

ANSWER:

The answer to this was virtually given in the pre

ceding question .

Answering the preceding question - How will the

Co -operative Commonwealth determine the income of

each worker ?-it was established that the income of eachi

worker would be determined by himself, inasmuch as

his income would “ total up to his share in the product

of the collective labor of the Commonwealth, TO THE

EXTENT OF HIS OWN EFFORTS," etc.

It follows that, so far as " income" is concerned , that

will depend , not upon the category of the worker, or

work done, whether " skilled " or "unskilled”—but upon

the rate of effort that the worker will have contributed

towards the totality of the collective work done.

The income of the skilled worker, who loiters, will

be less than the income of his unskilled fellow -worker

who bestirs himself.

13



QUESTION NO . III .

" If all receive the same rate of compensation , will

not such a system forever rob the superior workers of

a part of their superior ability ?"

ANSIER :

The question is grammatically defective. Surely the

questioner can not mean that there can be a system of

compensation that could rob a superior worker " of a

part of his superior ability.” Not unless a worker suf

fers physical injury could his ability be impaired ; " rob

bed ” it could not be. A worker may be robbed of the

whole fruit of his ability, yet his ability will remain

intact . What the questioner means is " a part of the

fruit of his superior ability .” The question would then

read :

" If all receive the same rate of compensation, will

not such a system forever rob the superior worker of a

part of the fruit of his superior ability ?”

The grammatical defect being eliminated, the ques

tion will next have to be cleansed of an ethical defect.

It is un-ethical to assume an important fact, without

specifically asserting its correctness , and then to proceed

as if the alleged fact were an established one. Such a

method amounts to the surreptitious injection of prem

ises. The method is a favorite one with the Jesuit and

Ultramontane Fathers Escobar and Hurtado. Ethics

condemns the method ; science will none of it.

The premises which the question assumes as granted

is that in the Co -operative Commonwealth all workers

14
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receive the same rate of compensation. The assumption

is not weakened by being put conditionally. It amounts

to the surreptitious injection of premises for which there

is no warrant.

Cleansed of this ethical defect , and its grammatical

error expunged, the question should be divided in two,

and read :

“ Are the rates of compensation in the Co -operative

Commonwealth to be different for different workers , say ,

for workers of superior ability and of inferior ability ?

If the rates of compensation are to be different, what

will determine them ?

" If all receive the same rate of compensation, will

not such a system forever rob the superior workers of a

part of the fruit of their superior ability ?"

Seeing that the Co-operative Commonwealth is not

a mechanical contrivance , contrived to accomplish a cer

tain result, but is an evolutionary social growth , the con

ditions, at any rate the rough outlines of conditions, in

the Co -operative Commonwealth flow from sociologic

and economic facts . These facts being ascertained and

grasped, the conditions follow .

The sociologic and economic facts that bear upon the

question whether the rates of compensation in the Co

operative Commonwealth will be different for workers

of superior and inferior ability , and , if so, what will de

termine them, are these :

Ist economic and sociologic fact. - Useful work falls

under two categories .

Useful workis either directly or indirectly productive

of material objects , conducive to physical wellbeing.
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-For instance:

The men at the bench, who turn out the several parts

that finally combine in a shoe, are directly productive.

The men engaged in the clerical work, requisite for

the operation of a boot and shoe plant, are indirectly

productive.

The two sets— "manual” work, so -called, and " cler

ical” work, so -called ,-combine in producing a material

object , necessary for physical wellbeing.

The second category under which useful work falls

is that of work that is productive, neither directly nor

indirectly, of material objects , but is conducive to mental

or moral expansion .

-For instance :

The heart , which , pregnant with celestial fire, gives

birth to a poem that thrills the mind with lofty emotion ;

the hand that to ecstacy wakes the living lyre ; the scien

tist, whose combined imagination and trained powers

discover a secret of Nature ;—the work of these and all

such workers , tho ' it produce no material object, is con

ducive to mental and moral elevation.

and economic and sociologic fact. - Tho' "man doth

not live by bread only ,” neither can he live without

" bread .” Inestimable tho' the useful work be that is

neither directly nor indirectly productive of material ob

jects, the usefulness of such work is conditioned upon

material existence . " A living dog is better than a dead

lion ," sayeth The Preacher.

3rd economic and sociologic fact.--- As with the indi

vidual, so with society. Material existence, hence, ma

terial conditions, is the foundation of all else. Hence,
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society concerns itself, first of all , with useful work that

either directly or indirectly ministers to physical well

being. That is the starting point for all else as ultimat :

results .

4th economic and sociologic fact .–Useful work that

is productive of material objects consumes unequal

amounts of tissue in a given time. The amount of tissue

thus consumed by the worker in useful production deter

mines the rate of his toil , and that rate determines the

rate of his contribution to the social store .

5th economic and sociologic fact .-As set forth in the

answer to Question No. I. , under the present , or capitalist

regimen, in which the necessaries for production are held

privately, and are operated for the sake of sale and profit,

the worker's “ ircome” -which means his total earn .

ings — is determined by the merchandise Law of Supply

and Demand, Seeing that improved machinery and

methods tend to throw labor out of work, they tend to

raise the supply of labor, and thereby to lower the price

of labor-power - which is the worker's rate of compen

sation . Thus the factor, which determines the rate of

the worker's toil , has , under the capitalist regimen , no

regard for the factor which determines the rate of the

same worker's contribution to the social store .

It follows from the synthesis of these sociologic and

economic facts :

ist . That in the Co-operative Commonwealth , where

the necessaries for production are collective property,

operated for use , the worker's rate of compensation will

not be the same, but will depend upon that which deter

mines the individual worker's rate of contribution to the
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social store , to wit , the amount or rate of tissue that he

expends in a given time .

2nd. That the method to ascertain the individual

worker's rate of tissue expended in production must be

substantially that which fatedly works human degrada

tion under the capitalist regimen, but under the Socialist

regimen must, as inevitably, have a contrary effect.

A simple illustration will make the point clear.

Say conductors and motormen are wanted on a new

traction line . Say that there are 200 cars to be equipped .

There will be wanted an equal number of each - 200

motormen and 200 conductors.

What is the practical working of the economic and

sociologic facts under the capitalist regimen ? The large

supply of undifferentiated labor will cause an excess of

applicants for both jobs, with the consequence that the

price of the applicants' labor-power will be depressed.

Another effect will be that, in the very nature of things ,

many more will apply for the function of conductor than

for that of motorman, with the further consequence that

the price of the conductors ' labor-power will suffer an

even severer depression . Craft Unionism , " labor laws"

requiring a certain length of residence from applicants,

together with other such makeshifts and patchwork, may

temporarily counteract these effects; they can neither

permanently check them , nor yet prevent their aggra

vation .

Starting, on the contrary, under the regimen of the

Co -operative Commonwealth , the same economic and

sociologic laws work differently. Given the instance of

200 conductors and 200 motormen being needed, the
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supply of conductors, which will be indicated by the

number of applicants for conductors' function, and the

supply of motormen, which will be indicated by the num

ber of applicants for motormen's function , will be an

exact index of the amount of tissue expended in each

function . Temperamental and other exceptional causes

being left aside, it will be found that the preference will

be generally given by the applicants to the pleasanter,

or easier, function, that is, to the function that consumes

less tissue . Say that, in the instance under consideration,

400 workers apply for the function of conductor, while

only 50 apply for the function of motorman, it would

follow that I hour of a motorman's function consumes

as much tissue as do 8 hours of a conductor's . The rate

of tissue consumption being the index of the contribu

tion to the social store , and the rate of contribution to

the social store being the index for the rate of compen

sation , the motorman's 1 hour would receive a compen

sation equal to the conductor's 8 hours. The huge ad

vantage of leisure that the motorman's function would

thus be found to enjoy, and the conductor's function to

be deprived of, would have the effect of counterbalancing

the discrepancy in the consumption of tissue . A deflec

tion of applicants from the conductors' to the motormen's

function would set in. The effect of this effect would

be the equilibration of the relative hours of the two. The

action and re-action upon one another of these effects

and counter-effects will ultimately and unerringly adjust

the number of hours of the motorman's function which,

all told , would be equivalent to the number of hours of

the conductor's function. If, say , in the final adjustment
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2 hours of the motorman's function are equal to 4 of the

conducwor's, then the voucher for labor performed ,

that is , iur contribution made to the social store , --paid

Oilt in the motorman Tor 2 hours' work will enable him

iv draw from the social store as much wealth as the

vo :: cher paid out to the conductor for 4 hours' work ;

and the voucher paid out to either will enable them to

draw from the social store as much of the wealth pro

duced by the other workers as they, motormen and con

dictors, respectively , contributed to the same store.

It will escape none but those whose powers of per

ception are clouded by bourgeois class interests ; or by

habits of thought; or by some other hindrance to recti

tude of reasoning :-it will escape none other that the

process for determining the worker's rate of compensa

tion in the Co -operative Commonwealth follows, as has

been indicated , the identical lines that are followed un

der Capitalism , to wit , the line of supply and demand.

with , however, the difference that , whereas under Capi

talism the process works evil , hence, injustice to the

worker, under Socialism the process works good, hence ,

justice, -a justice that the abundance of wealth for all ,

producible today, underscores the injustice that obtains

under Capitalism .

This latter and further feature of the subject , tho

entitled to incidental mention at this place, belongs for

fuller consideration under Question No. XI.

It having been shown that the rate of compensation

in the Co-operative Commonwealth will not be the same

for all workers, and the method for determining the rate

of compensation that the workers are entitled to in their
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several functions having been set forth, the last portion

of the question under consideration - whether, if all re

ceive the saine rate of compensation, the superior worker

would not be robbed of a part of the fruit of his superior

ability — has nothing left to be answered , -- except in so

far as the fact is undeniable that hardly any two work

ers , in the identical function , work with equal efficiency,

a fact the consideration of which belongs in the answer

to the next question .

1

1



QUESTION NO . IV.

" And will not this conflict with the oft -repeated as

sertion of Socialists that the workers will receive the full

product of their toil?"

.1.XSWER :

It is evident that this question is grounded upon the

assumption that the answer to the question immediately

preceding would be that in the Co -operative Common

wealth the " rate of compensation " was to be the same

in all occupations . Seeing the answer was “ otherwise

and to thc contrary ” the present question would seem to

have been disposed of.

In a way , it is so ; not so in another.

This question , as well as the preceding ones, and

several of the rest, betrays much looseness of thought,

with consequent looseness of expression. It is evident

the questioner jumbles together "occupational” work

and " individual” work. We shall not take advantage of

his confusion of thought . Having in the previous an

swer considered the “ rate of compensation " by occupa

tion, we shall now consider the “ rate of compensation"

by the individual worker.

The texture of the question justifies the belief that

in the questioner's mind there floats, undefined, the im

pression that individuals do not all produce the same

amount of wealth, hence, that , either the individual can

not possibly receive the " full product of his toil," in case

all are remunerated alike ; or the " oft-repeated assertion

22
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of Socialists that the workers will receive the full pro

duct of their toil" is hollow.

The "nut" that the question presents is no "nut" at

all . In so far as it be a " nut, " the nut has been amply

cracked by economic science ,

Grappling with the “ nut " Marx says :

" In every industry, each individual worker, be he

Peter or Paul , differs from the average worker. These

individual differences, 'errors' as they are called in

mathematics, compensate one another , and vanish when

ever a certain minimum of workmen are employed

together."

As an evidence that this view is neither new, nor

revolutionary , but was a matter of common observation

and experience, Marx quotes the thorough-paced bour

geois philosopher Edmund Burke, who records his ob

servation and experience in the following express and

expressive terms :

“ Unquestionably, there is a good deal of difference

between the value of one man's labor and that of another

from strength , dexterity and honest application . But I

am quite sure , from my best observations , that any given

five men will , in their total , afford a proportion of labor

equal to any other five within the periods of life which I

have stated ; that is, among such five men there will be

one possessing all the qualifications of a good workman ,

one bad, and the other three middling, and approximat

ing to the first and the last . So that in so small a platoon

as that of even five, you will find the full complement of

all that five men can earn ."

In other words, even when those working together

3
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are as few as five, all individual differences in the quan

tity of the wealth produced by each vanishes, and con

sequently , any given five workingmen , working together,

" will, ” to quote Marx again , " in the same time do as

much work as any other five .”

The “ nut" is involved in the subject known to politi

cal economy as " Co -operation ."

Co-operation, or collective labor, brings out and es

tablishes a political-economic fact from which flow two

principles-one of sociology , the other of logic — both of

which bear directly upon the question in hand.

The political-economic fact brought out and estah

lished by Co-operation is that the joint product of co

operating workers is larger than the sum of the products

of the same workers , if they worked separately, indi

vidually , isolatedly. For instance : If five men worked

isolatedly at the same industry, and the sum, or, in the

language of Burke, the total , of their product amounted

to $5 worth , then , if the five workingmen co-operated ,

or worked collectively , their joint product would total

up to $ 8. The co-operative labor of these five would

have yielded an excess of $3 , over and above what the

total of their individual, or isolated, labor would have

amounted to .

The point is luminously expressed by Marx :

" Just as the offensive power of a squadron of cavalry,

or the defensive power of a regiment of infantry is es

sentially different from the sum of the offensive and

defensive powers of the individual cavalry or infantry

soldiers taken separately, so the sum total of the mechan

ical forces exerted by isolated workmen differs from the
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social force that is developed when many hands take

part simultaneously in one and the same undivided

operation, such as raising a heavy weight, turning a

winch, or removing an obstacle . In such cases the effect

of the combined labor could either not be produced at

all by isolated individual labor, or it could only be pro

duced at a great expenditure of time, or on a very

dwarfed scale." And Marx ties up the several threads

of the economic fact which he recites with the observa

tion that “ not only have we here an increase in the pro

ductive power of the individual , by means of co -opera

tion , but the creation of a new power, namely, the col

lective power of masses.”

The principle of sociology that flows from this poli

tical-economic fact transpires in the answer to the ques

tion that the political-economic fact raises :

“ Which one of the co-operators is entitled to the

increased produce ? If all , each according to the volume

of his particular product, how shall the apportionment

be made ?"

Capitalism answers : " None of the co-operators is

entitled to the increased produce ; it belongs to the

Capitalist Class ” ; — and Capitalism makes good the an

swer by virtue of its placing the necessaries of produc

tion in the private hands of the Capitalist Class.

Socialism answers : “ Seeing that the increased pro

duce was and could be brought forth by none of the

co-operators alone—whether the best , the worst, or the

middling ; seeing that the increased produce is the yield

of a 'social force' that is latent in co-operative , or col

lective, labor ;-seeing all that , the increased produce
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belong : to ail the co-operators, to none but them, to all

share and share alike."

The principle of logic , which flows from the political

economic fact which Co-operation establishes , is

thatmy lightly be confounded with Equity. Drawing,

hourler, sharp the line between Equity and Logic, and

leavin ' the equity aspect of the principle for when we

come in the fifteen questions with which we propose to

reciprocate the “ Visitor,” — logic, as demonstrated by

John Stuart Will, establishes that, if 50 needs 2 with

which to be multiplied in order to produce 100 , the 2

however much smaller than the 50 — is as essential to

the final and desired result as the 50 — however much the

50 mly be larger than the 2. Seeing that the co -opera

tion of all the workers, whatever the differences among

them may be , is requisite to obtain the final and desired

volume of product , logic concludes that all the co-opera

tors are at a par, and logic demands that they share alike

in the fruit of their joint toil .

The thought that underlies the question in hand, to

wit, the unquestionable fact of there being considerable

difference in the work of different individuals, is a

thought that concerns social conditions which exist no

longer. Society no longer is grounded upon individual

labor. Society is now grounded upon collective , or co

operative work. Indeed, the conflict that today convulses

society is born of the contradiction that exists between

collective, that is , the present system of production, and

the private ownership of the means of production, that

is, the old tenure of property.

To indicate injustice or contradiction in the remuner
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ative methods that the Co -operative Commonwealth pro

claims marks him who makes the indication guilty of

suggesting what is false, and also of ignorance, or, if not

ignorance, of a disposition to trifle :

-He is guilty of suggesting what is false in that

false is the silent implication that Capitalism conscien

tiously ascertains, and scrupulously apportions their

shares to the co-operators. Not only does the Capitalist

Class appropriate to itself, normally, the surplus wealth

that the individual worker yields over and above the

value of his individual labor-power, the Capitalist Class

also bags the whole of the increased produce which

flows from the collective work of the workers.

-He is also guilty of blameworthy ignorance in that

he knows not that society has left behind it the stage of

individual, and has entered and rests today upon the

stage of collective labor.

-Finally, if not ignorant, then he is guilty of pre

suming to trifle with so weighty a subject as the Social

Question, in that he pothers about trifles of the nature

of what is called “ errors” in mathematics.

" The oft-repeated assertion of Socialists that the

workers will receive the full product of their toil” is in

conflict with no principle of science ; nor is the Socialist

at fisticuffs with himself.



QUESTION NO. V.

terms
becomes imperative

.

" If each worker should receive the full product of his

toil who will support the vast horde of non -productive

workers ?"

ISWER :

The word " horde" evokes before our mind a thing of

cvil. Our sense oi the term is borne out by the only

passage from literature that the Standard Dictionary

cites in illustration of the word—the passage from

Everett— " The magnificent temples of Egypt were de

molished in the sixth century before our Saviour by the

hordes which Cambyses had collected from the steppes

of Central Asia.” Accordingly, the word " horde," espe

cially preceded by the word" vast,” is a repetition of the

offense committed in Question No. III. — the offense of

the surreptitious injecting of premises . The premise,

surreptitiously injected in this question, is that in the

Co-operative Commonwealth there will be a “ vast

horde” of non-productive workers . Again, as happened

with Question No. III . , the assumption in this instance

of an unwarranted premise compels the division of the

question into its component parts, so that it will read :

" Will not there be a vast horde of non-productive

workers in the Co -operative Commonwealth ?”

“ If there will be such , who will support that vast

horde, if each worker should receive the full product of

Before tackling the two propositions, a definition of

his toil?"

28
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What is “ productive,” and what " non -productive,”

and what " unproductive” work ?

Upon this subject there is a vast amount of confusion

of thought. It will be necessary to dispel two mani

festations of the confusion .

Take the following chain of closely connected links

of work :

The work of the miner, who mines the coal ;

The work of the carter, who carts the coal from the

mouth of the mine to the station ;

The work of the railroaders, who convey the coal to

the centers of population ;

The work of the servant , who carries the coal from

the cellar to its last destination where it is finally con

sumed .

There are many other links of work necessary for

the continuity of the chain , some subsidiary, others lead

ing. The few that are mentioned will suffice to illustrate

the point.

Of course, the work of the miner will be readily and

unanimously accepted as " productive.” Not so with the

work at the other links.

Discriminate analysis , however, establishes that , ap

pearances notwithstanding, every single link of the chain

belongs in the category of “ productive” work .

The coal is of no use at the mouth of the mine . Its

use - value comes into play only on the spot of consump

tion-the furnace , the cooking, or the heating stove .

Seeing that only then is the coal useful, every link of

work, necessary for the realization of the coal's use

value, is " productive ” work.
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This economic fact being established , the numerous

other links of work, without the performance of which

the rise -value of the coal could not conduce to physical

wellbeing , will readily occur to the mind , without need

of their enumeration. The work done at each of these

links — whether it be " manual” or “ clerical,” directly or

indirectly productive ,-is " productive ” work .

But these are not yet facts enough from which to

deduct the definition of " productive,” and less so of

" non -productive" and of “ unproductive" work . In order

to marshal these further facts , the second manifestation

of the confusion of thought regarding " productive,"

" non -productive" and " unproductive” work must also be

dispelled.

The impression is quite common that " productive"

work is any work that brings into existence a material

object which did not exist before . In common parlance

the impression may pass . In social science it may not.

The work that brings into existence , for instance, a

Yale lock to block burglars, or a blackjack for the foot

pad's use, or flaming advertising placards, or a Krupp

cannon - all these species of work are , in a sense , " pro

ductive " ; and he, whose mind has been sufficiently

clarified to realize that all the several links of work

needed for the fruition of the coal's use-value also come

under the category of " productive” work, might by par.

ity of reasoning conclude that all the several links of

work, needed for the realization of the use -value of the

Yale lock, the blackjack, the flaming advertising plac

ards, and the Krupp cannon , are likewise " productive."

This is an error in social science .
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The consideration of Yale locks, blackjacks, flaming

advertising placards, Krupp's cannon , and of all other

products of kindred nature, together with the several

links of work that are necessary for the realization of

their use-values, belong for treatment under Question

No. XI. Suffice it here to distinguish that no such work

can be dignified with the appellation of productive, be

cause all such work is either harmful to society, or is

rendered needful by harmful social conditions, which ,

once removed , would render the product superfluous, and

relegate it to museums, alongside of the thumb - screw

and the rack of still darker ages . Such work is " unpro

ductive."

We now have the requisite facts from which to de

duce the definition of " productive" and of "unproduc

tive ” work.

" Productive work is that effort of the human brain

and brawn from which , directly or indirectly, flow ma

terial objects that are conducive to physical wellbeing,

and the welfare of society.

“Unproductive ” work is the exact opposite—the ma

terial objects that it directly or indirectly brings into

existence are a waste , and wasteful of human energy .

Finally , there is “ non-productive” work to describe

and define.

A few simple illustrations will serve .

The school teacher works ; so does the detective; so

loes the clergyman ; so does the soldier ; so does the

Lighthouse keeper ; so does the lawyer ;-and so

through a long list.

While all of these personages work, the work that

on
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they perform has only one feature in common, to wit,

their work is productive of no material object, good, bad,

or indiferent. Beyond that common point , the different

kinds of work that these personages perform differ

widely .

They differ, first, in that they partake of the qualities

that distinguish " productive" from " unproductive " that

is . liseiul from harmful work : the teacher and the

ciergyman and the lighthouse keeper perform work that

is useful; on the contrary , the detective , the soldier and

ihe lawyer perform work that is harmful, or that harm

iul social conditions render necessary .

The work of these personages differs , secondly, in

that the work of those who perform useful work differ

cntiates between work that is social and work that is

not :--the teacher and the lighthouse keeper perform

work that is social , the test whereof is that, however

remotely, they do co-operate in the collective work of

socieiy : services that, by being specialized , enable the

directly and the indirectly " productive” workers to

bestow their undivided time upon their work ; on the

contrary , the clergyman performs work that is non

social , the test of which is that it in no wise co-operates

in the collective work of society : such services minister

to exclusive needs , in the instance of the clergyman's

work, the person who temperamentally is incapable of

grasping the philosophy of Matthew VI . 6.—"But thou

when thou prayest, enter into thy closet and when thou

hast shut thy door, pray to thy Father which is in secret ;

and thy Father which is in secret , shall reward thee

openly "—that person will need an intermediary between
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himself and his Creator ; others, and that the majority

of the population of this country, do not.

Accordingly, work, that is neither directly nor in

directly productive of material objects, yet is useful, is

" non - productive.” Non-productive work that is not use

ful falls, broadly, under the category of “ unproductive ”

work .

Thus work is either " productive, ” or it is “ non-pro

ductive, ” or it is “unproductive,” the workers in the last

of which category are the equivalent of the French " use

less mouths” -mouths that must be fed without their

returning any service .

Whether the term “non -productive” workers, as used

in the present question, actually means what the term

stands for ; or whether it is used in a special and unde

fined sense, as might seem from the context of Question

X. , in which the terms recurs ; or whether it is used in

the sense of " indirectly productive workers" ; or whether

it stands for " unproductive workers ” ; we are unable to

determine . The general looseness of the “ Visitor's”

terminology justifies the belief that the " Visitor” does

not itself know .

However that may be, the expression "hordes of non

productive workers” in connection with the Co -operative

Commonwealth is a contradiction in terms.

The opportunity for work , together with the certain

ty of the worker's enjoying the full fruit of his toil , that

the Co -operative Commonwealth guarantees to all ;

man's physical need of exercise, together with the fact

that , in point of hours and of conditions of work , work

will cease to be a curse and become pleasurable exercise ;

5
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the further fact that production - once emancipated from

the trammels of being conducted for sale, and having

become for use ,-will yield an abundance for all , as will

appear in the course of the answers to subsequent ques

tions ;—these are circumstances and economic facts that

inevitably will swell the ranks of the " productive"

workers ; reduce to a minimum the ranks of the exclu

sively “ non -productive” workers ; knock the bottom from

under the ranks of the "unproductive" workers ; and

cmpty the “ reserve army of the unemployed ,” workers

who are ready, but are not allowed the opportunity to

work, that cruelest of the essential conditions for the

capitalist regimen.

Accordingly, and now turning directly to the ques

tion under consideration :

As to whether there will be a vast horde of non

productive workers in the Co-operative Commonwealth ?

-if by "non-productive workers" is mistakenly meant

“indirectly productive” workers : Yes, the number will

be vast ; if by the term is meant what the term actually

means : No, the number will be reduced ; if by the term

is mistakenly meant " unproductive” workers : No, the

number will vanish like disease from a healed body .

As to who will support that vast horde ?-if the " vast

horde" is supposed to consist of " unproductive” workers ,

there will be none such to support ; if the " vast horde"

is supposed to consist of " non -productive ” or of “ indi

rectly productive ” workers, they will support them

selves, as they do now, with the difference that, whereas

now they support themselves with a pittance of the fruit

of their work, the bulk of the fruit of their work being
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now plundered from them by the Capitalist Class under

the title of “ profits,” in the Co -operative Commonwealth

they will support themselves with the full product of

their toil .



QUESTION NO . VI.

"As the capabilities of the workers will differ under

Socialism , just as they now differ in our Socialistic pub

lic school system , how and what way will it be possible

to determine the true value of each worker's toil? "

ANSWER :

With the exception of one sentence, this question is

essentially a repetition of the five previous ones.

The sentence that marks the exception is : " Just as

they (the capabilities of the workers] now differ in our

Socialistic public school system .”

The sentence, really, is foreign to the subject. It is

a digression , intended for a tangle-foot.

Leaving the side-swipe, implied in the digression, for

when we shall come to the questions with which we pro

pose to reciprocate , be it here observed in passing that

the difference in capabilities , observed " in our Socialistic

public school system ,” is a disadvantage, or an advan

tage, whatever you may please to call it, that the Ultra

montane parochial school system likewise suffers from ,

or is blest with , according as you may prefer. The dif

ference in capabilities among pupils is a fact , the recog

nition of which constitutes the single admirable feature

of the pedagogic system of the Jesuit Order . Recognizing

the fact of the difference in capabilities , the pedagogic

system of the Jesuit Order seeks, at least in theory , to

promote the powers that are latent in the different cap

abilities,

36
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Does the digressive sentence about " our Socialistic

public school system ” mean to imply that the difference

in capabilities, observed in our public school system, is

due to our public school system being Socialistic ?-If

so, then , the sentence is just so much nonsense.

Or does the digressive sentence mean to indicate that

our public school system , although Socialistic, hence a

sample of what Socialism can do for the human race,

reveals the human race's uneradicable feature of con

sisting of units of different capabilities ?-If so, then the

sentence is supremely infelicitious , coming from the

quarter that it does . It draws attention to the sociologic

fact that the capitalist regimen safeguards not even the

one good feature of the pedagogic system of the Jesuit

Order, but, on the contrary, rides rough-shod over the

same . Capitalist Society rolls the steam-roller of the

Capitalist Class ruthlessly over the Classes below, crush

ing them into one amorphous pulp, and annihilating the

differences of individuality that flow from different cap

abilities .

The tangle -foot of " our Socialistic public school sys

tem ” being laid aside, we may return, un -tangle-footed,

to the question proper.

As already stated, what is left of the question is the

substance of those that preceded it ; hence, is a repetition

of erroneous economic and sociologic views, already dis

posed of, but now dished up in a new sauce — the sauce

of " value," the " true value of each worker's toil.”

Let us submit the new sauce to the alembic of politico

economic science .
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What can be the meaning of " the value of each

worker's toil" ?

The phrase is vaporous. Condensed, the vapor yields

the substantive cuestion , What is the true value of the

product ui cach worker's toil ?

The question raises the political-economic question

of " val:10 ."

Wilt in cursists of useful products .

Liciti prolunis are the fruit of labor .

The vo'iie ( usciul pruuct of labor is twofold - it

cher is 11 ( lity of inc prouiict which indicates the

ix.rticular than wat wich it satisfies ; or it is that

quality :ic : ir : ! :cates tlie quantity of other useful

product visi it is exchangeable with. The former

quality ( virmines the product's " use- value” ; the latter

( ?2lity chines the product's “ exchange value. ”

Right is . Ik we may allow to evaporate from the alem

11 the " 1130- talle " quality of the worker's product. Ob

viously, the question can have no reference to that

" value" of the product of the worker's toil . The " true

tise- value of the procluct of each worker's toil” obviously

is as different as the products themselves. The ques

tion can refer only to the " exchange-value” of the

product .

Seeing that the exchange-value quality of the product

is that quality which indicates the quantity of other use

ful products which the product is exchangeable with , it

is a conclusion of logic that the exchange-value of a

product must depend upon something that the product

has in common with all others, and the quantity of
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which something determines the proportion of the

exchange .

The only thing that all products, whatever their use

value may be, have in common is human labor - the

labor-power that was expended in their production , that

is crystallized or embodied in them , and that they are

the depositaries of.

But labor is a social magnitude. It always was since

organized society. It becomes more markedly so in the

measure of social progress . The mere fact of a given

product's embodying a quantity of labor-power equal to

that embodied in another product does not establish the

equilibrium in their exchangeability. The yard of cloth ,

produced today with the spindle and loom of three gen

erations ago, embodies an amount of labor-power that

is enormously larger than that embodied in a yard of

the same cloth turned out by a modern loom , the North

rop loom, for instance . The amount of labor-power em

bodied in the former yard of cloth may be equal to the

amount of labor-power embodied in all the 5,000 yards

turned out by the Northrop loom . Will, therefore , the

yard of cloth that was turned out by the old-style loomi

be exchangeable for the 5,000 yards of the Northrop

loom ? “ Far otherwise, and to the contrary. ” That

yard of cloth is worth, is exchangeable with, no more

than any one of the 5,000 yards of cloth from the North

rop loom. The excess of labor-power, expended upon

the yard of cloth turned out by the old appliances, is

labor-power wasted. It is labor-power wasted because

it was socially unnecessary. It was socially unnecessary

because society had evolved the superior appliances and
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methods, whereby 5,000 yards of cloth could be turned

out with the same expenditure of labor-power that three

generations ago it took to turn out I yard.

Accordingly , the value (exchange-value ) of a useful

product is that quality of the product which is deter

mined by the amount of labor-power socially necessary

for its production .

Now, then , How and what way will it be possible to

determine the true value of each worker's toil ?

N. B. No. 1— " True value," means value in exchange ;

value, for short . If that which is called " value" is not

" true, " then it is not " value" at all . " True value” is a

tautology.

N. B. No. 2- " The value of each worker's toil," or

of " the product of each worker's toil, ” is a term inappli

cable to modern methods of production. The term is a

surreptitious injection of the premise that old methods

of individual production still obtain. As elaborated in

the answer to Question No. IV ., the wealth of modern

society is produced by co -operative labor. In co -opera

tive labor no product, and no part of any product, is any

longer traceable to the individual worker. In co -opera

tive labor the product is the fruit of joint efforts in which

inequalities vanish .

Now , again , How and what way will it be possible

to determine the value of each worker's toil ?

The value of each worker's toil will be determined

by the value of the product that flows from the workers'

co -operative toil ;

The value of the product of the workers' co -operative
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toil will depend upon the amount of labor-power socially

necessary for the production of the product.

The amount of labor-power socially necessary for

the production of the product of the workers' co-opera

tive toil will depend—as elaborated in the answer to

Question No. III .—upon the amount of tissue- consump

tion that the production of the product may demand.

The amount of tissue-consumption that the produc

tion of a product demands from the toiler will be deter

mined — as also elaborated in the answer to Question

No. III .—by supply and demand.

Whereas, under Capitalism , contrary to the implica

tion that the posture of the “ Visitor's" questions falsely

suggests, there is , as indicated in the course of previous

answers , no conscientious attempt to ascertain, and no

scrupulous effort to allot to each worker the share of

the product that belongs to him, in the Co-operative

Commonwealth , on the contrary, the laws of scientific

political economy - operating untrammeled by private

interests and the system of production for sale - guide

the workers themselves to determine the value of their

toil” to society



QUESTION NO. VII.

" How much more should a college professor receive

than a railway brakeman ?"

ANSWER :

This question is admirable. It is admirable in that

it presents an excellent illustration of the degree to

which habits of thought can interfere with the under

standing of the law, or principle, which lies at the root

of even the habit of thought itself. The question is,

inferentially , also an illustration of the sorrowful capers

that he cuts who denies the materialist conception of

history, that is , the material foundation and shaper of

principles , or ideals .

Of course , the " Visitor" is of the opinion that " high

remuneration for college professors and low remunera

tion for railway brakemen” is itself a principle, a law

of nature. But what the " Visitor" believes does not

alter facts .

He who would form an estimate of the bourgeois,

from the iniquities and injustices that obtain under

Capitalism , would put the bourgeois down as a fiend

from Hell . Indeed, such is the Anarchist conception.

Violently tho' our modern bourgeois would bristle at

the charge of their conception of Right and Wrong

being closely akin to, and differing from , the Anarchist

only as the obverse and reverse of the same medal dif

fer, the charge is sound. The Anarchist starts with a

principle , or ideal, and seeks its realization without re

44
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gard to the material facts which determine the possi

bility of the ideal or principle. The modern bourgeois

starts with the habit of a certain standard ; forgets , if

he ever knew, the material facts which raised the stand

ard ; and ends by believing that the standard itself is a

principle , or ideal , instead of its being, what it is in

fact , a practice fashioned upon and by the anvil and the

hammer of material necessity. The Anarch would , for

instance, start with the principle that the remuneration

of the college professor and the railway brakeman

should be the come, without stopping to consider

whether the material social conditions will allow the

realization of the principle, or ideal ; the bourgeois , as

we notice , starts with the idea that the present crass

difference between the remuneration of college profes

sors and railway brakemen is a fundamental principle ,

or standard , without any inkling of the material facts

that pounded the practice into the existing standard .

Drawing from the psychologic facts thrown up by

history a conclusion exactly the opposite from that

drawn by those who impute constitutional, God-or

dained , depravity to man , the Socialist concludes with

the Confucian sage that " as water naturally will run

down, but can be forced to flow up by artificial means,

man naturally aspires upward and nobly, but
be

forced by artificial means downward and ignobly. ” The

bourgeois is no exception , much tho' the imputing to

him of the virtue may surprise him.

It is ignoble to remunerate a human being, whose

work is necessary to society, whose necessary work,

moreover, is perilous, less bountifully than another

can
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human being, whose work, however useful to society,

is beset with no danger to life or limb. How , then ,

comes it that the reverse of the noble principle obtains

in bourgeois society ? Inquiry into the material founda

:ion of practice , and the shaper of principle, or ideal,

into practice, answers the question ; and the issue being

grounded upon, hearkens back to, a vital page in Social

svience.

That page will be found condensed in the following

passages from our address on " Woman Suffrage,” de

livered at Cooper Union on May 8, 1909, under the aus

pices of the Socialist Women of Greater New York :

" Given a society of, say, one hundred persons, in

which , work as they may, all they can produce is one

dollar's worth apiece, while five dollars ' worth of wealth

is the minimum each would require for comfort - given

such a society , then its people are upon a level with

brute creation ; compelled to devote their whole exist

ence to the supplying of their animal needs ; ever on

the brink of want ; hence, dogged by the worst, the

most demoralizing of all specters — the specter of want ;

and , of course, deprived of leisure that boon without

which no room is left for mental and spiritual expan

sion . In such a society there would be equality, but the

equality would be that of pauperism, with all the ills

that that implies . This is no imaginary picture. It was

the actual condition of our savage ancestors - it is the

condition that the ripening of society into classes, with

the consequence of the Class Struggle, had the instinct

ive purpose to pull us out of.

"Of course, there was no ' town meeting called to
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consider the subject as a special order of business ; there

was no motion made, seconded, debated, and carried.

The race marches obedient to certain laws ; the more

backward it is the less of a hand does itself take in the

application of these laws. Early man marched uncon

sciously in unconscious obedience to the laws that un

derlie his progress, much as a river flows to its destiny.

Only when far advanced, with a fund of past experience

that gives him prescience, does man take evolution by

the hand, so to speak, and perform an active part in the

process.

“ Early society, accordingly, faced unconsciously the

alternative

“ either, equality - and then remain rooted in brutish

and brutifying poverty ;

“ or, pull out of the rut - at the price of equality.

" Unconsciously, instinctively, society took the latter

alternative, instinctively, unconsciously, striking the

route of the valley of the Class Struggle.

" It is a plain arithmetical proposition that, given a

social stage where the one hundred persons composing

it, work as they may, can produce only one dollar's

worth of wealth on an average, five dollars' worth being

the minimum for comfort - it is a plain arithmetical

proposition that under such material conditions, if only

as few as five members of the community secure to

themselves the amount of wealth necessary for freedom

from toil , with the resultant freedom from want and the

fear of want, and the leisure required for mental and

spiritual expansion-it is a plain arithmetical proposi

tion that the consequence must be intensified evil con
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ditions for the large majority . The Ninety -five will

then have to feed the Five. Each of the Ninety -five

being unable under the then conditions to produce more

than one collar's worth of wealth, it follows that out of

the ninety - five dollars ' worth producible by them will

have to come the twenty - five needed by the Five.

Thenceforth the Ninety - five can not even enjoy the pit

tance of their own individual one dollar's worth of the

fruit of their toil . Thenceforth their share would be

seventy dollars' worth of wealth - less than their pro

duct. In short , slavery arises. "

No more than slavery — whether in the form of

" chattel-slavery," or in the form of "wage -slavery " -is

a device of hell-hounds, is the hell-houndish present

difference in the economic treatment bestowed upon

college professors and the economic treatment inflicted

upon railway brakemen a device of Satan. Society's

economic, material necessity dictated originally the lat

ter as it dictated the former. Material possibilities ren

dered impossible material wellbeing for all , and curbed

the lofty sense of justice .

The bourgeois mental poise, which transpires from

the sneer that peeps through a question that counter

poises the college professor with the railway brakeman,

is a close kin with the Communist -Anarch's mental

poise of ethereal justice, which transpires from the Com

munist-Anarch's motto : "To each according to his

needs."

To the Communist-Anarch the Socialist answers :

“ Your ideal is lofty. It is lofty to desire to help the

less fortunate . That is not open to dispute . But lofti
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ness of ideal is not , socially , the determining factor in

its favor. The determining factor is the material pos

sibility to reach the ideal . The father who has four

children , three strong and robust, one not so, would be

only too anxious to bestow upon his less favored off

spring the additional support that its greater needs call

for. And he will do som provided he is materially able

to. If, however, he has not enough even for the mini

mum support of his stronger children , it will be physic

ally impossible for him to deal with his weaker child

‘according to its needs.' The father may stretch a point ,

or ten points , but reach the requisite , hence, desired

point he cannot. Not unless the father has enough

wherewith to attend to the minimum required by his

stronger children , and has enough left to see to his

weaker child, will the latter be provided ‘according to

its needs . ' It is the father's material possibility that

constitutes the determining factor. Consequently, the

course to pursue is not to set up a standard of loftiness

as goal . That standard will rise of itself. It will rise,

as daylight bursts forth with the rising sun, from ma

terial conditions favoring it . The course to pursue is to

grasp the economic development of society. Can the

economic development of society produce a sufficiency

of wealth to meet the needs of the less favored without

crippling all others, and thereby cripple social progress

itself ? If the economic development of society is such

that it cannot-then the motto : 'To each according to

his needs' is idle . It is impossible of execution : those

who utter the motto are crying in the wilderness . If ,

however, the economic development of society is such

1

1
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that it can - then the course to pursue is to buckle down

to action , and re -organize society in such manner as to

bring its organization abreast of the lofty standard

which its own material possibilities themselves raise.

The moment, however, this course is pursued in our

generation , that moment the Communist-Anarch's

standard justly and inevitably droops as obsolete. The

moment the economic development of society is grasped,

the face of the problem suffers material change. It is

no longer the case of a father with four children of un

equal strength, and materially unable to meet even the

minimum requirements of the robuster children ; it is

not even the case of a father with material ability to

meet the minimum requirements of his stronger child

ren , and enough left to satisfy the greater needs of the

less favored ; it is found to be the case of a father hold

ing in his hands the possibility to bestow abundance

upon all . What need, then , of the Communist-Anarch's

motto : 'To each according to his needs' ? The problem

regarding the less favored is eliminated . Co -operation

upon the gigantic scale, now possible , finds a place for

the 'less favored ,' as the weak of sight, or otherwise

unfit for military duty in the field, find a place in other

branches of the German army. The actual cripples,

where cripples there be, present no social problem . Then

up rises the Socialist motto : ' To each according to

his deeds.' "

And, turning to the bourgeois who sneeringly con

trasts the railway brakeman with the college professor,

the Socialist makes answer :

"You slander the humanity within you. But you
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know not what you do. You are the victim of your

class habits of thought, strengthened by the ignorance

that your class interests breed . What you hold to be

just, so just that you indulge in sneers , is not just at

all . It is an evil consequent upon the race's early eco

nomic weakness, which then rendered the injustice im

perative . The laborer is worthy of his hire . He who

co-operates towards ultimate results is essential to the

result . As such he is entitled to an equal share in the

result , even leaving out of consideration the peril that

attaches to his function in the co -operative chain . The

economic impotence of the race in its infancy , coupled

with the sociologic law that drove the race to aim at

economic potency, obscured the principle of justice. But

we live at a stage when the race's one-time economic

impotence has grown to giant potency : the sociologic

law that served as scaffolding to reach the present stage

is sociologically out of date. The justification, or even

the extenuation of social injustice lies behind us . The

material possibilities of today plant the railway brake

man a peer of the college professor in the co-operative

work of society . Man, turn to history. Read it with

discretion and discrimination. It bristles with evidenre

of the compelling force of material necessity. In th

thirty-third edition of his work, 'Woman Under Socia

ism , ' August Bebel sketches the devastated condit :

of Germany after the religious war of Thirty Year

whole territories and provinces lying waste ; hund

of cities , thousands of villages partially or who ?

burnt down ; the population sunk to a third , a fourth

fifth, even to an eighth and tenth part ; the men carried

.
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off, and of women there being an excess ;-whereupg .

the physical necessity arising of providing the de

populated cities and villages as quickly as possible with

an increased number of people , the drastic measure was

resorted to of returning to polygamy. In proof of which

statement Bebel cites the resolution - adopted only two

years after the close of the war, on February 14, 1650,

by the Congress of Franconia, convened at Nuremberg,

in the Catholic Kingdom of Bavaria,-providing that

‘ every male shall be allowed to marry two wives, ' and

even ordering that 'priests and curates , if not or

dained, and the canons of religious establishments, shall

marry .' Soon as , or in the measure that, the materiai

necessity ceased , the polygamous laws were suspended,

and the Church's relaxed political-disciplinary institu

tion of celibacy regained its pristine rigidity. Inversely,

no longer compelled by economic stress to trample

upon his fellow co -operator, his economic needs being

easily, comfortably, healthily and abundantly suppliable,

the college professor in the Co-operative Common

wealth will spurn as idiotic — the unjust craving could

then be attributable only to mental weakness -- would

spurn as idiotic the base thought of wanting his deserts

' weighed, ' let alone demanding a larger share of the

jointly produced hoard than the already bountiful one

which will be his , along with his fellow co -operators' in

all other social functions. With pity for your bourgeois

mental and moral deformity, the Socialist organizes your

victims, and endeavors to redeem your fellows , to the

end of reorganizing society abreast of its material pos

sibilities.”
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Now , then, how much more should the college pro

fessor receive than a railway brakeman ?

Grounded upon the material possibilities of modern

society, together with the principles elaborated in the

answers to Questions No. I. , II . , III . , IV ., and V., the

income of a college professor in the Co-operative Com

monwealth will normally be no more and no less than

that of a railway brakeman. If any difference there

should be, the difference will arise from the socially

personal misconduct of either .



PILOT

QUESTION NO. VIII.

“ If we are to reduce the working time to four hours

per day under Socialism, as Socialists assert, will it not

require the services of two million more railway work

ers to perform the same service that the 1,500,000 rail

vayınen now perform ? And will not this cost the na

tich over $ 1,000,000 annually more than the present

cost for our transportation ? "

AXSWER :

The next question - Question No. IX.-is so much

of a piece with this one, being, in fact , but the extension

to all other industries of the misconceptions with regard

to the relation between hours of work and number of

employes, and oi the confusion of thought with regard

to the cost of production, both of which underlie this

question, that we shall omit from this answer, reserv

ing for the next , the consideration of the confusion oi

thought regarding cost of production , and shall omit

from the next, and consider in this answer, the miscon

ceptions regarding the relation between hours of work

and number of employes.

In pursuing this consideration we shall not allow

ourselves to be drawn aside by matter of such secondary

importance as the exact number of hours which Social

ists are alleged to assert that the working time will be

reduced to ; or the actual present figures of the em

ployes engaged in the railway , or any other industry :

nor yet , when we come to the matter of cost of pro

52
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duction , any precise attempted estimate of what the

cost will amount to .

The gist of the question is this :

Socialists maintain that the existing hours of work

are inhuman , and unnecessarily long ; hence, the So

cialist program must contemplate a greatly reduced

working time . Will not a greatly reduced working time

entail a proportional increase in the number of workers,

and also a proportional increase in the cost of pro

duction ?

In the first place , the belief , that decreased hours

must necessarily be followed by an increased number of

employes, proceeds from the tacitly accepted premise

that the full number of present employes is needed for

conducting the industries . The premise is false .

—Not in the railway or transportation industry only,

in all other well developed industries there is a consider

able number of employes , whose status is that of “un

productive" workers, or " useless mouths," as defined in

the answer to Question V. The “ spotters, ” who are

permanently employed along the lines, the “watchers,”

who are perpetually kept in the offices or on the floors,

to keep alive , if necessary , to throw " the fear of the

Lord " into the hearts of employes and of customers ,

are a type of this order of " workers," or employes ;

and their number is not " a few ."

-Furthermore, even in industries such as the trans

portation industry, that have attained a high grade of

centralization and even trustification , much more so with

industries that have not yet reached such a stage, com

petition is still alive. It is languid and sporadic among
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the more concentrated ones ; it is brisker in those that

are less concentrated ; and it is intense in those indus

tries, the nature of which is less aidful to the concen

trating process. Competition there still is in all . The

consequence is a veritable horde, a vast horde of em

ployes, who, tho' " indirectly productive," as the term is

technically defined also in the answer to Question No.

V., fill a status that is hard to distinguish from that of

the "unproductive” workers . Tho' not engaged in occu

pations that are actualiy harmful, their activities are

due to harmful social conditions . To this category of

workers belong, for instance , the clerks , bookkeepers,

cashiers , accountants, salesmen and saleswomen, floor

walkers, “ pages, ” liveried and unliveried, inspectors,

superintendents , along with their numerous assistants

in competing stores, factories and mills, on railroad,

telephone and telegraph lines . To this category of

workers belong also the drivers , together with their

long train of human appendages, of competing deliveries

who cross one another in and from all directions . Bone

of the bone and flesh of the flesh of this category of

workers are the swarms of drummers, traveling agents

and canvassers for rival concerns . Etc.; etc.; etc.; etc.

The output of wealth that engages the energies of

the above-described two categories of workers - the

downright " unproductive” and the semi- "unproductive,"

in so far as the number of these is necessarily greatly

in excess of the number that concentrated production

would require,-needs not for its production the myriad

human energies that its production now consumes.

Concentration and properly organized industry could,
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even

as

under the capitalist regimen, and without

the reduction of the hours of work, yield

much without the employment of the present

swarm of " useless mouths. ” Consequently, the hours

of work, needed for the present output, could be greatly

reduced without the reduction compelling the employ

ment of more workers than the total now employed under

Capitalism . The at present " useless mouths” could be

absorbed by the reduced hours. The fact of a vast

horde of employes whose " work " could be well missed,

but whom still unripe Capitalism needs temporarily , is

an effective denial of the supposedly logical conclusion

that decreased hours must necessarily be followed by an

creased number of employes .

In the second place, the belief, that decreased hours

must necessarily be followed by an increased number

of employes, proceeds from a disregard of the ample

teachings of experience as to what improved mechan

ical appliances and methods can do with regard to the

number of employes previously needed .

-The history of the Eight-Hour Movement in this

country illumines the subject with respect to improved

mechanical appliances.

Two were the arguments which the Movement ad

vanced in its behalf.

The first argument was that a reduction of hours

would be beneficent to the workers. It would afford

them greater leisure to recuperate, and for mental ex

pansion . This argument, although the reality made

serious breaches into it ,—the “ International Typo

graphical Journal," for instance, stated that the mor
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tality in its trade had increased appallingly coincident

with the intensified labor demanded by the type -setting

machine, despite the 8-hour day ,-does not directly con

cern the subject in hand, and may be passed.

The second argument was that reduced hours would

absorb the unemployed . The argument was presented

in mathematical form , this wise :

If an employer employs 1,000 men at 10 hours a day ,

it means that he needs 10,000 hours of work. If , then ,

he can work his men only 8 hours , he could get only

8,000 hours out of them, that is , 2,000 hours less than

he needs. Seeing he needs 10,000 hours, he will have to

employ 250 more men ; and thus the evil of out-of-work

is relieved .

The practical result was not merely a severe breach

into the argument: it smashed the argument to pieces .

The smashing was done by improved mechanical ap

pliances and improved methods.

To present the result also in mathematical form, im

proved mechanical appliances enabled the employer of

1 ,coo men , at 10 hours a day, to get out of them, under

the 8-hour day, the equivalent of, not 10,000 hours, but

of 15,000 . The consequence was that, instead of need

ing more men to make up for the deficiency that sup

posedly was to arise , the employer could actually dis

charge 333 of his men and yet turn out as much product

as before ; or, if willing to turn out the equivalent of

15,000 hours , the improved mechanical appliances en

abled him to do so with the same 1,000 of before, at 8

hours a day. In the latter event the army of the unem

ployed was relieved by not one man ; in the former, the
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army of the unemployed was increased by 333 fresh

recruits . The total number of employes has increased

since the 8-hour day, but not through it . It increased

through the expansion of the country .

-With regard to improved methods of production,

these repeated and aggravated the result brought about

by improved mechanical appliances. Keenly cutting

into profits through its wastefulness , the competitive

warfare between capitalists is rendered still more dis

astrous through the 8-hour day. The consequence is an

acceleration of the tendency of combination, with the

further consequence of " economies." One of these

" economies” consists in a reduced pay-roll , not through

lower wages, but through fewer employes : the clerical

force of one office can run the business of two, often

without any, generally with very little increase in the

former personnel, while the “ dismantled ” plants , as the

expressive term runs , loudly tell of directly productive

workers set afloat - all of these incidents being incident

to the reduction of hours .

Accordingly , reduced hours of work is not synonym

ous with an increased number of employes. While de

creased hours may require an increase of workers, the

reverse is as likely a phenomenon.

The facts herein exposed have direct bearing upon

" cost" in the Co-operative Commonwealth-the subject

that will be considered under the next question.



QUESTION NO. IX.

"And if we reduce the working time in all other in

dustries to a four -hour basis will it not cost twice as

much to produce everything ?"

.1.XSWER :

It is psychologically impossible for the bourgeois to

think of “ increased cost ' without a shiver. The term

covers him with goose flesh . The reason therefor will

transpire from a simple example.

Take manufacturer John Jones, for instance, who

employs the 1,000 men in the illustration given in the

answer to the preceding question , works them 10

hours a day, pays them an annual wage of $ 400 apiece ,

and himself pockets $ 400,000 profits. Assuming the

hours of work to be reduced to 8, and leaving out of

consideration, for the present, the capacity of improved

machinery to counteract the reduction of hours, as ex

plained in the previous answer, John Jones will then

have to employ 250 more men ; his pay -roll will rise by

$ 100,000 ; and his profits will sink to $ 300,000. The lower

the hours are reduced , all the higher will his pay -roll

rise, and all the lower will his profits sink. If the hours

are reduced to 5 , other things remaining unchanged, the

pay-roll will absorb all the profits, and our Mr. Jones

would be put out of business. Taking, now, into con

sideration the capabilities of improved machinery, and

assuming that the same will enable the identical 1,000

men to produce in an 8 -hour day the equivalent of
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e

15,000 hours with inferior mechanical appliances, the

manufacturer's condition would have been improved.

With a pay-roll no higher than before, his profits will

have risen 50 per cent. They will be $600,000. But the

capacity of improved machinery to make up and more

for displaced hours has its limits . If hours are further

reduced from 8 to 4 , other things remaining equal, the

manufacturer will have to employ twice as many men ,

2,000 ; his pay-roll would be raised to $ 800,000 ; and his

profits reduced to one-third , from $ 600,000 to $ 200,000.

Nor yet is this all .

Our manufacturer John Jones does not thrive merely

from the existence of the proletariat whom he regularly

exploits , and with whom the necessity to live is the

guarantee of his reign . The prosperity of his reign

hinges upon the existence of an even more wretched

layer of the proletariat . The figures presented by the

" Visitor ," and showing that the vacancies created by

reduced hours would be filled by additional workers,

implies the existence of a proletariat sufficient in num

bers and ready to fill the vacancies. The implication is

true ; and the truth thereof is a crack inadvertently dealt

by the “ Visitor ” itself over the head of the saintly

capitalist regimen . The truthful implication is the sub

stantiation of one of the worst counts in the Socialist

indictment against Capitalism. That count is what

Socialism designates as the “Reserve Army of the Un

employed .” As Marx put it-Capitalism cannot start

without there is a mass of humanity unable to live

without it sells itself into wage-slavery ; and it can not

expand without there is a superabundance of these, a

V

!
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superabundance large enough to keep wages down , and

large enough , besides and above all, to keep on hand a

reserve army of potential exploitees upon whom to

draw whenever a favorable fluctuation of trade demands

an increased output. In other words, Capitalism is

cornerstoned upon continuous starvation wages for its

continuous exploitees, and periodically actual starvation

for its periodical exploitees , when not needed . Accord

ingly, the systematic lowering of hours would further

more tend to reduce and eventually wipe out the Reserve

Army of the Unemployed, and thereby to deprive Master

John Jones of both the lever whereby to keep wages

down, and the ready-at-hand human material upon

which to draw periodically at periodically recurring

seasons of industrial briskness.

Such stands the case under Capitalism . Reduced

hours spell , in the end, heavily reduced profits, if not

bankruptcy.

Why?

Because the profits of the employer represent the

surplus wealth produced by the employes ; in other

words, profits represent the amount of wealth that the

employes yield over and above their wages ; in still

other words, profits are plunder, with the workers as

the plundered .

Of course, Capitalism denies the economic estimate .

In order to substantiate the denial , Capitalism has in

vented a variety of theories — the theory of profits being

" wages of abstinence," despite the glaring fact that

" abstinence” is the virtue most conspicuous by its ah

sense in the Capitalist Class ; the theory of profits being
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" wages of superintendence," despite the fact that from

top to bottom production is in the hands of, and is car

ried on by the Working Class ; the theory of profits

being " remuneration for risk,” despite the deserved

ridicule that Ruskin heaped upon the theory, and the

tragic fact that the risk of false imprisonment, of limb,

of life , even of wages themselves, is the " portion of

Labor ” ; the theory of profits being " wages of manage

ment,” despite the fact, abundantly uncovered by Con

gressional and other investigations, that all that the

members of the Capitalist Class "manage" is conspira

cies how to over- reach one another, and how to circum

vent and cheat the law. * But the denial of the facts

concerning profits, and the fables invented to give a

color to the denial, affect the truth , and the Socialist

Movement planted upon the truth , no more than the

sacerdotal denials , along with the myths in support of

the denials , of Columbus's astronomic and geographic

principles , succeeded in preventing Columbus's triumph .

*

.

*In the course of an address, delivered by R. W. Babson, the

noted statistician , to the members of the Efficiency Society in con

ference at the Biltmore Hotel, New York , on January 26, 1914, the

speaker said :

" Efficiency experts should devote more time to developing

the efficiency of the heads of great corporations, and let the em

ployes rest once in a while.

" If an efficiency engineer is honest, he will recommend in

most cases the firing of the president the employment of a

new treasurer, and the choosing of a new board of directors.

" I believe that the greatest inefficiency is in the boards of di

rectors of our various corporations. Most of these men, are in

different and attend meetings only for their fees, if they attend

at all. Moreover, many of them hold their positions simply be

cause of inherited property and are utterly unfitted for their

work ,
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Just because of the economic facts , which cause the

" cost " involved in reduced hours under Capitalism to

spell reduced profits and even bankruptcy, in the Co

operative Commonwealth , on the contrary, the argu

ment of "cost" is downright idiotic-as idiotic as the

complaint of the murderer in the story that if the rope

which was tightening around his neck tightened much

more it would choke him to death .

The estimate of John Stuart Mill, with the Marxian

amendment, is to the effect that it is doubtful whether

improved mechanical appliances had reduced the hours

of work of a single workingman . Work has remained in

tense ; the benefit of mechanical improvements has ac

crued to the Capitalist Class in the shape of ever huger

profits — how huge , the frequent “melons” that corpora

tion directorates cut for stockholders serve to give an

inkling of. The plea against reduced hours, upon the

strength of “ cost, ” is a plea for the capitalist only. A

systematic reduction of hours, in even step and measure

with improved machinery and methods, would cost the

capitalist his profits, under whatever name he makes

them , whether under the name of rent, or under the

name of interest, or under the name of dividend's, or

what not. Hence the plea is one that presupposes

capitalist conditions . Where no capitalists are, neither

can there be any “ costs” incurred by shorter hours.

Finally, and now taking both the preceding, Ques

tion No. VIII . , and the present, Question No. IX . , by

the throat -- the only reduction of hours that will be

" costly " to the Nation would be a reduction in excess

of what improved and improving machinery and meth
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ods would warrant. Only that reduction would, or

could , be " costly ," because it would lower the store of

wealth. The reductions made in even measure with

improved mechanical appliances and methods would

transfer the “melons,” now cut for capitalists, to those

who produced them, the usefully engaged population of

the land, -and a 4-hour day, as will appear more in de

tail when Question No. XI. will be considered, will fur

nish a veritable garden of " melons.”



QUESTION NO. X.

" Then how about the non -productive workers - i, e. ,

the strictly government officials ? Will it not require

the service of a million boards of arbitration and two or

three million bookkeepers to keep track of the hours,

income, skill, etc., etc. , of each worker in order to deter

mine whether the Socialist nation is robbing somebody

or paying too much to somebody ? And who but the

workers, the real producers, will pay all these bills ?"

ANSWER :

This question is a " bull.” Vot that the previous ones,

or the ones to follow, are free of "bull" earmarks. This

one, however, is pronouncedly so . It is all “ bull .”

Passing by the recurrence of the misuse of the term

" non -productive workers," a term that was defined and

rectified in the answer to Question No. V.; passing by

the suggestion regarding the " two or three million book

keepers,” etc. , a suggestion that has been parried and

met in the answers to Questions VIII. and IX.; further

more, passing by the suspicion regarding " the Socialist

nation robbing somebody," a suspicion that the an

swers to most of the previous questions have disposed

of by anticipation ; finally, passing by the affectation of

zeal to protect the workers from paying swollen bills,

an affectation from under which the answers to several

of the questions preceding this one knocked the bottom ;

--passing by, for the present all these side issues , al

ready considered in some way or other, what there is
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left of this Question No. X., is the concept, silently as

serted , and taken for granted, that the Socialist govern

ment is bourgeois government run by Socialists. The

concept transpires from the sentence “ the strictly gov

ernment officials.” The concept is radically wrong. It

brings up the question of the “ Political State ” and the

" Industrial Republic," or of political and industrial

government.

Whether Government be protectionist or free trade ,

absolute or constitutionally monarchic, theocratic and

feudally oligarchic or bourgeois republican ,-- however

marked the differences may be in the governmental

principles of these various regimens, all have one char

acteristic in common : while they are all based upon

some method of production , production is independent

of them . That fact marks them all members of the same

governmental family, the Political State,-a govern

mental system that is no part of, takes no hand in , and

has other functions than the functions of production.

To the bourgeois, his professors, his politicians, his

press and his pulpiteers, the governmental system of

the Political State always was. The notion is one of

the many that bourgeois and Anarchists share in com

mon, proceed from as a premise, and bank upon as a

foundation , the bourgeois, however, arriving at the con

clusion that such governmental system is ideally good

and for all time, the Anarchist that it , hence, all govern

ment, is wrong, bad, and utterly rejectable . Fact is, the

governmental system of the Political State -- political

government, for short,-is of comparatively recent date

in the annals of the human race .
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What the " State, " or the “ Political State, ” is and

what the development of “Government” has been, con

stitute a broad subject in social science. The subject is

essential to the appreciation of the "bull" which the

question under consideration perpetrates, hence, also

to the grasping of the answer. We shall give the gist

of the subject by quoting a passage from our address,

“Reform or Revolution ," delivered under the auspices

of the People's Union, at Well's Memorial Hall, Boston,

Mass. , January 26 , 1896 :

“How many of you have not seen upon the shelves

of our libraries books that treat upon the 'History of

the State' ; upon the ' Limitations of the State '; upon

'What the State Should Do and What It Should Not

Do' ; upon 'Legitimate Functions of the State,' and so

on into infinity ? Nevertheless, there is not one among

all of these, the products, as they all are, of the vulgar

and superficial character of capitalist thought, that

fathoms the question, or actually defines the 'State .'

Not until we reach the great works of the American

Morgan, of Marx and Engels, and of other Socialist

philosophers, is the matter handled with that scientific

lucidity that proceeds from the facts, leads to sound con

clusions , and breaks the way to practical work. Not

until you know and understand the history of the 'State'

and of 'Government will you understand one of the

cardinal principles upon which Socialist organization

rests, and will you be in a condition to organize success

fully.

“ We are told that 'Government has always been as

it is to -day , and always will be. This is the first funda
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mental error of what Karl Marx justly calls capitalistic

vulgarity of thought.

“ When man started on his career, after having got

beyond the state of the savage, he realized that co-opera

tion was a necessity to him . He understood that to

gether with others he could face his enemies in a better

way than alone ; he could hunt, fish , fight more success

fully . Following the instructions of the great writer

Morgan-the only great and original American writer

upon this question -- we look to the Indian communities,

the Indian settlements, as a type of the social system

that our ancestors, all of them, without exception, went

through at some time.

" The Indian lived in the community condition . The

Indian lived under a system of common property. As

Franklin described it in a sketch of the history and al

leged sacredness of private property, there was no such

thing as private property among the Indians . They

co-operated, worked together , and they had a Central

Directing Authority among them. In the Indian com

munities we find that Central Directing Authority con

sisting of the 'Sachems. It makes no difference how

that Central Directing Authority was elected : there it

But note this : its function was to direct the co

operative or collective efforts of the communities, and,

in so doing, it shared actively in the productive work of

the communities. Without its work, the work of the

communities would not have been done.

"When, in the further development of society, the

tools of production grew and developed - grew and

developed beyond the point reached by the Indian ;

was .
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when the art of smelting iron ore was discovered ; when

thereby that leading social cataclysm , wrapped in the

mists of ages, yet discernible , took place that rent for

mer communal society in twain seemingly along the line

of sex , the males being able, the females unable, to

wield the tool of production — then society was cast into

a new mold ; the former community, with its democratic

equality of rights and duties, vanishes, and a new social

system turns up, divided into two sections, the one able ,

the other unable, to work at production. The line that

separated these two sections, being seemingly at first

the line of sex , could , in the very nature of things, not

yet be sharp or deep . Yet, notwithstanding, in the very

shaping of these two sections — one able, the other un

able , to feed itself — we have the first premonition of

the classes , of class distinctions, of the division of society

into the independent and the dependent, into master and

slaves, ruler and ruled .

“ Simultaneously, with this revolution, we find the

first changes in the nature of the Central Directing Au

thority, of that body whose original function was to

share in , by directing, production. Just so soon as

economic equality is destroyed, and the economic classes

crop up in society, the functions of the Central Directing

luthority gradually begin to change, until finally,

when, after a long range of years, moving slowly at

first, and then with the present hurricane velocity under

capitalism proper, the tool has developed further, and

further, and still further, and has reached its present

fabulous perfection and magnitude; when , through its

private ownership the tool has wrought a revolution
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within a revolution by dividing society, no longer seem

ingly along the line of sex, but strictly along the line of

ownership or non -ownership of the land on and the tool

with which to work ; when the privately owned, mam

moth tool of today has reduced more than fifty -two per

cent . of our population to the state of being utterly un

able to feed without first selling themseives into wage

slavery, while it, at the same time, saps the ground from

under about thirty -nine per cent . of our people, the

middle class, whose puny tools, small capital , render

them certain victims of competition with the large capi

talists, and makes them desperate ; when the economic

law that asserts itself under the system of private

ownership of the tool has concentrated these private

owners into about eight per cent. of the nation's inhabit

ants, has thereby enabled this small capitalist class to

live without toil , and to compel the majority, the class

of the proletariat, to toil without living ; when, finally ,

it has come to the pass in which our country now finds

itself, that , as was stated in Congress, ninety-four per

cent. of the taxes are spent in " protecting property”

the property of the trivially small capitalist class — and

not in protecting life ; when, in short, the privately

owned tool has wrought this work , and the classes — the

idle rich and the working poor — are in full bloom-then

the Central Directing Authority of old stands trans

formed ; its pristine functions of aiding in, by directing,

production have been supplanted by the functions of

holding down the dependent, the slave, the ruled , i , e. ,

the working class. Then , and not before, lo, the State ,

the modern State, the capitalist State ! Then, lo, the
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Government, the modern Government, the capitalist

Government - equipped mainly, if not solely, with the

means of suppression , of oppression, of tyranny !

“ In sight of these manifestations of the modern

State , the Anarchist - the rose-water and the dirty

water variety alike - shouts : 'Away with all central

directing authority ; see what it does ; it can only do

mischief; it always did mischief! But Socialism is not

Inarchy. Socialism does not, like the chicken in the

fable , just out of the shell , start with the knowledge of

that day. Socialism rejects the premises and the con

clusions of Anarchy upon the State and upon Govern

ment. What Socialism says is : 'Away with the eco

nomic system that alters the beneficent functions of the

Central Directing Authority from an aid of production

into a means of oppression . And it proceeds to show

that, when the instruments of production shall be owned,

no longer by the minority, but shall be restored to the

Commonwealth ; that when, as a result of this, no longer

the majority or any portion of the people shall be in

poverty, and classes , class distinctions and class rule

shall , as they necessarily must, have vanished, that then

the Central Directing Authority will lose all its repres

sive functions, and is bound to reassume the functions

it had in the old communities of our ancestors, become

again a necessary aid, and assist in production .

" The Socialist , in the brilliant simile of Karl Marx,

sees that a lone fiddler in his room needs no director;

he can rap himself to order, with his fiddle to his shoul

der, and start his dancing tune, and stop whenever he

likes. But just as soon as you have an orchestra, you
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must also have an orchestra director - a central directing

authority. If you don't you may have a Salvation Army

pow -wow , you may have a Louisiana negro breakdown ;

you may have an orthodox Jewish synagogue, where

every man sings in whatever key he likes , but you won't

have harmony - impossible.

“ It needs this central directing authority of the or

chestra master to rap all the players to order at a given

moment; to point out when they shall begin ; when to

have these play louder, when to have those play softer ;

when to put in this instrument, when to silence that ;

to regulate the time of all and preserve the accord. The

orchestra director is not an oppressor, nor is his baton

an insignia of tyranny ; he is not there to bully any

body ; he is as necessary or important as any or all of

the members of the orchestra.

"Our system of production is in the nature of an

orchestra. No one man, no one town, no one State, can

be said any longer to be independent of the other ; the

whole people of the United States, every individual

therein, is dependent and interdependent upon all the

others. The nature of the machinery of production ;

the subdivision of labor, which aids co -operation , and

which co -operation fosters, and which is necessary to

the plentifulness of production that civilization requires,

compel a harmonious working together of all depart

ments of labor, and thence compel the establishment of

a Central Directing Authority, of an Orchestral Direc

tor , so to speak, of the orchestra of the Co-operative

Commonwealth ,
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" Such is the State or Government that the Socialist

revolution carries in its womb. "

Accordingly, to speak of “ strictly government offi

cials, ” in connection with the Co -operative Common

wealth , is to perpetrate a robustious "bull" sociologic :

-there will be none such in the bourgeois, or modern

sense of " government.” With the downfall of the Poli

tical State, or of " political government,” the personnel

of the same vanishes, leaving not a rack behind .

Again , the broad hint at, and even assertion of, a

largely increased number of administrative public offi

cials in the Co -operative Commonwealth is an equally

robustious " bull,” but a " bull " of a different breed, a

"bull" arithmetic :-it must take an exceptionally dull

bourgeois to fail to realize, or an exceptionally insolent

" barker” for the bourgeois regimen to realize and yet

deny the fact that the administrative officials whom the

Capitalist Class employs in the running of the indus

tries are virtually public officials, seeing that industry

has become a public function ; it takes an additionally

dull bourgeois to fail to realize, or an additionally in

solent "barker" for the bourgeois regimen, to realize and

yet deny that, as indicated in the answer to Question

No. VIII. , vast hordes of these virtually public officials

are "useless mouths” whom the competitive warfare of

Capitalism breeds; it will take a still duller bourgeois

to fail to realize, or a still more insolent "barker" for

the bourgeois regimen to realize and yet deny that the

circumstance of these larger masses of public officials

not being technically public officers only adds to the

evil the brand of " taxation without representation"
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their wages, or salaries, are in the nature of a tax levied

upon the wealth produced by the Working Class , and

yet the Working Class is without representation in the

sanctums where the tax is ordered . Leaving aside this

last and aggravating feature of the situation, it would

finally , take a sublimely dull bourgeois to fail to realize,

or a sublimely insolent “ barker” for the bourgeois

regimen to realize and yet pretend that the number of

these virtually public officials - excessive under compe

titive Capitalism, and reduced under Capitalism only in

the measure that it clears the field of competition

would be multiplied in the Co - operative Commonwealth,

where the occasion for such wastefulness of forces can

not be.

So far from the Co -operative Commonwealth multi

plying and needing a large number of public officials,

the exact opposite is inevitable. On the one hand, the

complete wiping out of the Political State with its

" political government " leaves no place for the mass of

public employes whom “ political government” requires,

and of whom , alone , even exclusive of its most typical

branches, the Army and Navy, it is estimated that the

proportion was I to every 1,300 of the population in 1816,

and has since risen so gigantically as now to be i to

every 242 of the population ; on the other hand the eli

mination of the competitive warfare necessarily elimin

ates a vast number of the virtually public officials that

are actually "useless mouths. "

In his epoch -marking work, " Looking Backward, ”

Edward Bellamy summed up the situation under Capi

talism with the terse sentence : "We go to war as an
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organized body , and we go to work like a mob .” The

summary at once portrays the situation in the Co -opera

tive Commonwealth . If war be necessary, due to an

aggression from without , similar to that of the combined

Crowns of continental Europe against the rising

French Republic and which Carlyle characterized as

the combination of Cimerian Darkness, the war methods

of the Co-operative Commonwealth will not put its

productive methods to shame. The Co -operative Com

monwealth will not go to work as a mob . Every mem

ber thereof of “military age,” in the only way that civil

ized conditions will know, the War against Want, will

be directly or indirectly productive. As to who will

pay the workers , we need but repeat the closing words

of the answer to Question No. IV.:

"They will support (pay] themselves, as they do

now ; with the difference that, whereas now they sup

port themselves with a pittance of the fruit of their

work, the bulk of the fruit of their work being now

plundered from them by the Capitalist Class under the

title of 'profits ,' in the Co-operative Commonwealth they

will support (pay] themselves with the full product of

their toil."



QUESTION NO. XI.

" If we are able to produce less than $700 net wealth

per worker per year, as the last census shows, and with

the best machinery and the best organization to aid us,

with an eight hour work day ; how are we to produce

two or three thousand dollars per year per worker, a's

the Socialists assert, with a four -hour work day and a

great increase in non -productive labor which Socialism

will impose ?"

ANSWER :

The feature of this question is a large number of

assertions of things that are not so .

It is not so that " we are able to produce less than

$ 700 net wealth per worker per year.”

It is not so that " the last Census shows” anything of

the kind.

It is not so that we are aided by “ the best machin,

ery.”

It is not so that we are aided with the “best organi

zation .”

It is not so that Socialists assert that we shall pro.

duce “ two or three thousand dollars per year per

worker.”

It is not so that " Socialism will impose" a "great

increase in non-productive labor.”

The key-stone in this arch of Not-Soness is the third

assertion, to the effect that we are aided with the best

75
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machinery and organization. We shall first knock out

that .

The empire city of the land offers a spectacle that

is itself a treatise. New Yorkers, upon whom the sight

dawned gradually, are not generally startled ; visitors

irom younger and smaller centers of population are. It

is the sight of the street cars run by horses, notwith

standing the tracks are crossed, re-crossed and criss

crossed by numerous electric underground trolleys, and

that overhead rumble the electric -motored elevated

trains. How comes it that, in these days of electricity

in transportation , the old horse-power still prevails on

some lines, and in the leading city of the land, at that ?

Capitalist production is production for sale ; that is,

production, not for use, but for profit - profit, of course,

for the capitalist . This is the starting fact of Capital

ism , and the fact sways and controls every thought, and

move , and fibre of the capitalist.

Profits are that amount of wealth that the capitalist's

plant, labor included, yields over and above what, in

slovenly parlance, is called his " cost of production , " or

what, in technical language, is termed the value of the

material that is consumed in the product, the labor

power included.

An item in the " cost of production " is the wear and

tear of the plant in which the capitalist made his invest

ment. If the capitalist discards an older plant and in

vests in a better before the first investment has been

exhausted , then he is the loser to the extent of the dif

ference between the value of the wear and tear that

already has gone into his output, and the value of the
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wear and tear that yet remains latent in his investment.

Obviously, it is a matter of keen interest with the cap

italist to extract the last penny's worth possible from

his first investment.

The mental process has a number of serious conse

quences, most of which have none, or only indirect bear

ing upon the matter in hand - as, for instance, the cap

italist's nerve-racking hurry to get as much wear and

tear as possible out of his plant before improved machin

'ery, invested in by his competitors, compel him to drop

his plant before he has drawn out all that he invested

in it, or be smoked out of the competitive field into bank

ruptcy. A direct bearing upon the subject in hand is

the consequence of the capitalist's “ hanging on” to his

plant so long as possible, whenever he at all can do so .

The longer he does, before the plant is exhausted, all the

more completely is he re-imbursed for his investment.

This economic-psychologic process is glaringly illus

trated by the still surviving horse -cars - rickety con

cerns that should have been dumped upon the junk

heap long ago, and antique nags, whose march to Fresh

Pond, L. I., there to be converted into " guaranteed Bo

logna sausage,” is being postponed.

These horse -cars give a " tip " of what is happening

in other quarters of production.

Notwithstanding the nigh to phenomenal newest

machinery that is in operation in many industries, the

inferior machinery which they have displaced has not

been cast away. Sold cheaply, such inferior appliances

are still in operation, and yield a profit -- at the cost of
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the increased output that up-to -date machinery could

turn out.

Furthermore, valuable inventions are locked up in

the safes of our financiers. These inventions are dreaded.

They are dreaded for two reasons.

One reason has already been indicated. If put into

practice now , the invention would render older machin

ery obsolete , and this, being displaced, much of the

original investment would remain unrecovered. The

huge value of, and still higher prices fetched by modern

machinery, together with the equipment that this de

mands, renders displacement a matter of serious con

sideration to the profits- greedy, hence, loss-dreading

capitalist . Though inferior to what could be had, if the

invention were put into operation, the inferior machinery

is preserved—again at the cost of the larger output that

could otherwise be had.

The second reason why these inventions are dreaded

is that they would increase the output to the extent of

lowering the price, and thereby " smashing" profits.

The facts are exactly the opposite of those alleged

in the question . Neither is the best possible machinery

now employed, nor is the best available machinery in

operation to the extent that it should be. The speech de

livered by the Secretary of Commerce, William Cox

Redfield, before the National Association of Employing

Lithographers, in session at Washington, D. C., on May

14 , 1913 , and commented upon in The Daily People in

an article entitled " Surely No Trust- Buster ,” recognized

and condemned the fact of inferior machinery being

greatly in use. He recognized and condemned the fact
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so bluntly that Washington despatches reported the

Secretary's audience to have been " flabbergasted. ”

The key-stone of the arch of Not-Soness being down,

down are, along with it, the other stones of the arch .

We can now inspect the debris collectively and separ

ately .

Whether the net wealth be $ 700, or $ 500, or $ 1,000

is immaterial. True it is that the wealth actually pro

duced to - day falls short of the amount required to

afford comfort, let alone abundance to all the workers

of the land. That is the fact of importance ; and the

truth thereof is even more signal if the water, that

capitalist chicanery causes the capitalist to inflate his

wealth with , is wrung out of the Census figures. But

that is one thing, and a very different thing it is to say

that the pittance per worker, actually produced today,

is all that is at all producible , and that the Census proves

the allegation. Quite “otherwise and to the contrary ”

as Artemus Ward would say.

Production being carried on for profit, " prices” is the

first consideration with Capitalism . Now , then, prices

depend upon supply and demand , A large supply,

supply in excess of the demand - or, rather, in excess of

the money capacity of the masses to demand,-spells

lower prices, with the sequel of decreased profits. In

order to prevent the to capitalists " dire calamity," coffee

in tens of thousands of bags is ordered burnt in Brazil

by the coffee syndicate seated in London ; peaches are

periodically dumped into the Raritan ; shiploads of

bananas are thrown overboard in New York harbor ; and

so on . Even wheat has been similarly treated . It was

a
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this spectacle, observed by him in the harbor of Mar.

seilles, that first aroused the indignation of Fourier

against the existing social system , and first turned his

thoughts to Communism, as Socialism was then called . *

Nor is this all . The wealth thus destroyed, although

it certainly does not figure in the net wealth of the Cen

sus, was wealth produced. Its destruction partakes of

the criminality of infanticide. Vastly larger, immeasur

ably larger, is the volume of wealth that is strangled off

before birth . How vast the amount of wealth that,

though possible of birth to bless man, yet remains un

born in this country alone, was inadvertently admitted

in a recent document of first rank, The Republican

platform of 1908, written in a moment of unguarded ex

uberance by the then President , issued from the White

House, and accepted by the Republican national con

vention at Chicago, truthfully declared :

“We have a vast domain of 3,000,000 square miles,

literally bursting with latent treasure, still waiting the

magic of capital and industry to be converted to the

practical uses of mankind . ”

The mechanical appliances are there and more are

ready to be fashioned ; yet much of them remains idle ,

and the additional appliances, ready to be fashioned,

remain unfashioned for fear of " a market."

* The January 20, 1914 , Bulletin , issued by the Otice of In

formation , U. S. Dep't of Agriculture, contains this passage :

" No other civilized country wastes foodstuffs as we waste

them . If all the crops that the farmers raise were utilized ; all

the meat animals that are killed eaten ; all the fish that come

into the nets marketed , hundreds of thousands who are now

hungry would be well fed ," etc., etc.
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Nor yet is this all . Even the small $ 700 net wealth

per worker is, in reality, smaller than the figures would

indicate. Even after the water, with which the capitalist

inflates his wealth, is wrung out, a still closer inspection

of what remains reveals the fact that much of that

wealth does not really belong under the category of

" wealth , ” being harmful . The Yale locks and similar

cunning devices ; the burglar -proof safes, burglar alarms

and the like ; the implements of war ; the adulterants ;

the trashy mass of advertising that draws upon and de

bauches art ;-these are but a few samples of a kind of

" wealth , " the mass of which is gigantic, and as harmful

as it is gigantic. The story is told of a Connecticut

Yankee, who, having come at home to the end of his

tether in the wooden nutmeg industry, went out West

and put up his shingle as a physician. That same night

he was aroused out of bed by violent raps at the door.

It was a distracted father who called him in for a sick

child. “ What ails him ?" asked the self-approved Aescu

lapius. "He has the small pox.” “ I know nothing about

small pox ," replied the medical fraud, pressing a vial

into the father's hand ; " you give the little cuss this ;

that will throw him into fits ; then call me ; I have grad

uated on fits.” A large percentage -- to state an estimate

would sound incredibleof the raw material that could

be turned to useful purposes, of the human labor that

could be put to better use , is expended by Capitalism in

curing society of the " fits" that Capitalism itself throws

society into. Waste breeds waste. The amount of

labor wasted in wasteful, because harmful , products,

could, if usefully employed, be productive of larger
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stores of wealth than the stores of harmful so - called

wealth that it turns out.

And still this is not all . Though the idle Capitalist

Class is relatively small, absolutely it is no inconsider

able number ; add to this number the vast number of

" non -productive " workers , indicated in the answers to

Questions Nos. V. and VIII ., a veritable horde, whose

" non-productiveness” verges on " un -productiveness”;

add, finally to that sum the further mass of Labor whom

the exigencies of Capitalism require to be kept in period.

ical idleness as indicated in the answer to Question No.

X .; do that , and a conception may be formed of the

huge body of human labor-power that is suffered to go

to waste under Capitalism , and that Capitalism deliber

ately wastes.

With Nature teeming, and ready to be tapped , yet

“ still waiting the magic of capital and industry to be

converted to the practical uses of mankind ” ; with

magnificent machinery available , yet curbed in its pro

ductivity ; with still more magnificent machinery in

vented , yet the invention kept frozen lifeless ; with vast

human forces turned into " unproductive" channels, and

still vaster human forces available, yet left, or con

demned to idleness ; with, in short, production manacled

and trussed ; and, with, to crown it all , competition

squandering the nation's productive potentialities, and

all due to the exigencies of capitalism ; with such

chaotic conditions, to speak of “ the best organization to

aid us” betrays either fathomless Ignorance or sublime

Effrontery. The estimate of Bellamy is correct - capi

talist society goes to work like a mob .
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Socialists might, like all previous carriers of Prog

ress at critical epochs in the forward march of mankind,

at times yield to visions that are unwarranted. The

dawn always inspires. It even intoxicates. But the So

cialist carries the corrective with him. He is the first,

in the line of progressive revolutionary descent, to do so .

Leaving on one side the " philosophy ” of the Anarchist,

and on the other side the “philosophy" of the Anarch's

cousin , the Bourgeois, the Socialist ever endeavors to

sober up his Ideal by adjusting it to the material pos

sibilities. These he ascertains first. While all the facts

requirable for an exact estimate are not accessible ,

nevertheless, sufficient facts are, from which to induce

and deduce the conclusion that - with our population

properly organized ; with all the machinery that is avail

able, or that can be rendered available, in operation ;

and with a social system under which production is con

ducted for use and not for sale and profits ;-then, only

four hours a day, male adult work , that is , no more

exertion than the healthy physical exercise that the body

requires, and only for the period of 21 years, will yield

to each an annual social share equal to what today it

would require $ 10,000 to purchase, and enable the work

ers to be mustered out at the age of 42, veterans in the

War against Want, deserving of the rest and the further

expansion that the dignity of a useful life and advancing

years entitle them to.



QUESTION NO. XII.

“How are you Socialists going to get possession of

all the land , railroads, manufacturing plants, business

blocks, banks, church and school property , machinery,

etc. ? Will you Socialists confiscate or purchase all cap

ital now used in production and exchange ? ”

ANSWER :

Had the question simply asked, How are you So

cialists going to get possession ? we could have pro

ceeded with the answer without further ado. The ques

tion is, however, loaded with a number of kinks. These

will first have to be straightened out.

The first kink is imbedded in the word " confiscate."

A definition of the word in its historic and juridic sense

becomes a necessary preliminary.

What is " confiscation " ?

We shall answer the question with two passages

from Socialist Labor Party literature - one furnishing

a sidelight into the concept of " confiscation," the other

directly defining it — and then clinching the point with

illustrations fresh from the history of our own days.

The first passage is taken from “ The Warning of

the Gracchi" in our address, " Two Pages from Roman

History," delivered in New York City under the auspices

of Section New York , S. L. P. , at the Manhattan

Lyceum , April , 1902 :

“ When , at the critical stage of the revolution he was

active in, Tiberius Gracchus took a 'short cut across

84
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lots,' and removed, regardless of ' legality,' the colleague

who blocked his way, consciously or unconsciously he

acted obedient to that canon of the Proletarian Re

volution that it must march by its own light, look to it

self alone ; and that, whatever act it contemplates, it

judges by the Code of Law , that, although as yet un

formulated into statute , it is carrying in its own womb.

When, afterwards, Tiberius looked for justification to

the laws of the very class that he was arrayed against,

he slid off the revolutionary plane, and dragged his re

volution down, along with himself. The revolutionist

who seeks the cloak of 'legality' is a revolutionist spent.

He is a boy playing at soldier.

" It was at the Denver convention of the American

Federation of Labor, in 1894, that a scene took place

which throws much light on the bearing of this par

ticular point in the Movement of our own days . The

A. F. of L. at a previous convention had ordered a gen

eral vote upon a certain 'declaration of principles . '

Among these principles there was one, the tenth , which

a certain class of people , who called themselves Social

ists , were chuckling over with naive delight . They

claimed it was 'socialistic . ' One of their number had

bravely smuggled it into the said 'declarations . ' They

were by that manoeuvre to capture the old style Trades

Unions, and thereby 'tie the hands of the Labor Lead

ers . '
For a whole year these revolutionists had been

chuckling gaily and more loudly. The unions actually

polled a majority for all the 'principles , ' the celebrated

Plank so included . At the Denver convention the vote

was to be canvassed , but the Labor Leaders in control

2
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threw out the vote on the, to them , good and sufficient

reason that ' the rank and file did not know what they

had been voting for. ' That is not yet the point; that is

only the background for the point I am coming to. But

before coming to that let me here state that the rank

and file meekly submitted to such treatment. The point

lies in a droll scene that took place during the debate to

throw out the vote. The scene was this :

“The revolutionist who had surreptitiously intro

duced 'Plank 10 ' in the 'declaration of principles, and

thereby schemed to capture the Unions by ambush, a

gentleman of English Social Democratic antecedents,

one Thomas J. Morgan, now of Chicago, was storming

in that Denver convention against the Labor Leaders'

design to throw out his 'Plank 10 ,' and incidentally, as

he expressed it himself, was 'putting in fine licks for

Socialism .' Suddenly his flow of oratory was checked.

A notorious Labor Leader, to whom the cigar manufac

turers of America owe no slight debt of gratitude, Mr.

Adolf Strasser of the International Cigar Makers' Union,

had risen across the convention hall and put in :

" 'Will the gentleman allow me a question ?'

*Certainly .'

" 'Do you favor CONFISCATION ?

" The answer is still due. Mr. Morgan collapsed like

a punctured toy balloon .

“ The scene should have been engraved to preserve

for all time pictorially the emasculating effect of ignor

ance of this canon of the Proletarian Revolution upon

that venturesome man who presumes to tread , especially

as a leader, the path of Social Revolution , notwithstand
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ing he lacks the mental and physical fiber to absorb in

his system the canon here under consideration.

" As I said, the Proletarian Revolution marches by its

own light ; its acts are to be judged by the Code of Le

gality that itself carries in its fold , not by the standard

of the existing Law , which is but the reflex of existing

Usurpation. Indeed, in that respect, the Proletarian

Revolution shares a feature of all previous revolutions ,

the Capitalist Revolution included. A new Social System

brings along a new Code of Morals. The morality of

the Code that the Proletarian Revolution is impregnated

with reads like a geometric demonstration . Labor alone

produces all wealth, Idleness can produce maggots only ;

the wealth of the land is in the hands of Idleness, the

hands of Labor are empty ; such hard conditions are

due to the private ownership by the Idle or Capitalist

Class of the land of the tools with which to work ; work

has become collective ; the things needed to work with

must, therefore, also become collective property ; get

from under whosoever stands in the way of the inevitable

deduction, by what name soever he may please to call

it ! Accordingly, no militant in the modern Proletarian

Revolution can be knocked all of a heap by the howl of

'Confiscation .'

The second passage is taken from our debate , “ In

dividualism vs. Socialism ," held under the auspices of

the Troy, N. Y., People's Forum , April 14, 1912, with

the nominally Democratic, but actually of Ultramon

tane political persuasion , Attorney -General of the State

of New York , Thomas F. Carmody :

" I am asked : 'How are you going to cure the situa
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tion ? ' 'What are you going to do ?' 'Are you going to

confiscate ?'

" I want my distinguished adversary to refresh his

mind upon the juridic meaning of the word ' confiscation .'

Confiscation means the appropriation of property con

trary to the laws of an existing social system. Revolu

tions, however, bring their own laws with them. Con

sequently, under the laws of a Social Revolution, that

may be done legitimately , without the brand of 'con

fiscation ' which, under the laws of the social system

that the Revolution has supplanted , would be called con

fiscation . We have a striking illustration of this fact in

the language of one of the early leaders of our country,

one whom , I hope, Mr. Carmody will not repudiate.

When our Revolutionary Fathers were asked : 'Are you

going to confiscate these colonies' it was no less a man

than Jefferson who answered the ' confiscatory' charge :

Whenever in the history of a people conditions have be

come such that they have to be changed, changed they

shall be. ' Confiscation ,' from the British viewpoint was

at the root of this Republic. Like all Revolutionary

Governments, the Government of the United States was

born in revolution . It did not confiscate under the

laws of its own existence, whatever the name given to

the act by the social system and government which it

overthrew . The question is, Do the requirements of the

working class demand a different state of society ? If

the answer is, Yes, then that appropriation is not con

fiscation at all . I hope my distinguished adversary

heard and will remember my answer . The breath that

denounces us as ' confiscators' curiously enough brands
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Thomas Jefferson, on this platform, by a Democrat, a

' confiscator.' "

Finally, as clinchers of the principle, the following

illustrations will be found exceptionally to the point, be

sides cogent as demonstrations :

In the city of Scranton, Pa. , are two congregations of

Roman Catholic religious persuasion . The property

real and movable and worth considerable - was purchased

with contributions made by the parishioners, or pew

holders. The Bishop, a gentleman of Roman Catholic

political, or Ultramontane persuasion, took possession of

the property , and assumed the functions of owner in the

name of the church . The congregations brought an ac

tion at law against the Bishop. After an expensive and

ong litigation, the congregations won out. The highest

court decided that the title to the property of each con

gregation vested in whomever the majority of the con

tributing members ( " pew -holders" ) should choose. Upon

the congregations choosing themselves as owners, they

were promptly excommunicated.

Somebody attempted confiscation. Who ?

It all turns upon what the social principle is upon

which the nation rests, hence upon the constitution and

laws that are in force.

If the laws of the land should be found to be such

as obtained during the Middle Ages, when Ultramontan

ism was the organic principle of society ; when the local

civil magistracies were but the constabulary of a tem

poral Papacy ; when by law, implied and expressed , all

church property, wherever situated, was vested in the

temporal Vatican via its Bishops and other subordinates ;
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-if such should be found to be the law of the land, then

the theory that parishioners have proprietary rights in

the property that their funds brought together, or have

any function other than to contribute funds and obey

their Bishop, is an utterly revolutionary theory . It

would be a revolutionary theory because it would

be a theory that flew in the face of the establis

ed social theory of Ultramontanism. If, therefore, Ul

tramontanism should be found to be the law of the land,

then the Scranton congregations attempted to enforce a

code of social principles at war with the social principles

in force ; then they attempted to enforce a revolutionary

principle before their own anti-Ultramontane Revolution

had triumphed and overthrown Ultramontanism ; then

their conduct was Anarchic ; then were they guilty of

the social misconduct named “ confiscation .”

If, contrariwise , it should be found that the laws of

the land bear the distinct mark of anti-Ultramontanism ,

and are planted upon a social principle that denies and

repudiates the social principle of Ultramontanism ;-if

such should be found to be the laws of the land, then the

theory that parishioners have no proprietary rights in

the property that their own contributions brought to

gether, and have no function other than to pay and obey

their Bishop, that theory would, in turn, be the revolu

tionary theory. It would be revolutionary because it

would be a theory that flew in the face of the land's

established social theory of anti -Ultramontanism . If,

therefore, anti-Ultramontanism should be found to be

the law of the land, then it would be the Bishop who at

tempted to enforce a code of social principle at war
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with social principles that are in force ; then it would be

the Bishop who attempted to enforce a revolutionary

principle before his own Ultramontane Revolution had

triumphed in the land , and overthrown anti-Ultramon

tanism ; then it was the Bishop's conduct that was An

archic ; then it would be the Bishop who was guilty of

the social misconduct named “ confiscation .”

There can be no doubt upon what the determining

facts are. The migrations that founded this country,

including that which flowed into Maryland , with pos

sible exceptions that are negligible, left behind them the

Ultramontane social polity. They had cast it off even

in their respective mother countries . The social polity

that they set up was the exact opposite of the Ultramon

tane. Whereas, the social polity of Ultramontanism is

pivoted upon the theory that " power comes from above "

-another way of saying that " the will of God is con

veyed to the ruled through the rulers," the polity that

the founders of this country set up was that “ power

comes from below ” -another way of saying that “ the

or "Vox populi , vox Dei. ” When the country shaped it

will of God is conveyed to the rulers through the ruled , "

self into an independent Nation the theory, latent thereto .

fore, became vocal in the Declaration of Independence

- "Governments are instituted among men , deriving

their just powers from the consent of the governed.”

The theory may be right, the theory may be wrong

wrong or right , it became, was and is to-day a " Law of

the Land." There may be those who at any time hold

a " Law of the Land" to be wrong . It is their privilege

so to hold. It also is their privilege to endeavor “ to
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alter or to abolish it, and to institute a new Government,

laying its foundation on such principles and organizing

its powers in such form , as to them shall seem most

likely to effect their safety and happiness"--the field of

speech , press and the ballot being left free. Until so

altered or abolished , and substituted with a different

“ Law of the Land, ” to practice that different “ Law of

the Land" is to slide into Anarchy.

The Bishop was well within his rights when he ex

communicated the two congregations for insubordina

tion. The right of the individual to secede a right con

quered by civilization is balanced by the reciprocal

right of the organization to expel. When, however,

obedient to a social polity that is at war with the exist

ing social polity, or “ Law of the Land, ” the Bishop took

and sought to hold the property of the pew -holders,

the Bishop was guilty of the Anarchic miscon

duct named confiscation - a misconduct that the bril

liant American satirist Artemus Ward summed up pic

torially with the pictorially new -coined word " confistica.

tion .”

Will the Socialists confiscate ?

Socialism is not Anarchy. The Socialist will not

confisticate.

The second kink is imbedded in the stringing to

gether of “land, railroads, manufacturing plants, school

property, machinery, etc., " as the things that Socialism

is to take possession of.

The sentence presents a sort of mental hash, that

can only proceed from hashy information and thought.

As to "machinery ,” that is included in "manufactur
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ing plants.” The word is surplusage . A manufacturing

plant without machinery belongs to the realm of myths,

disemboweled spooks, and other nightmares. The fate

-good, bad or indifferent, “Godly" or " un -Godly,”

that strikes the “manufacturing plant” strikes the “ma

chinery" ; it strikes it “ simultaneously and at once " ; and

cannot choose but strike it in the same manner on the

same principle that when Elijah ascended to heaven in

his fiery chariot , his kidneys had a ride along with him ;

or when Lucifer fell headlong into hell , his liver and

other intestines went down in even swiftness,

As to “ railroads” and “ manufacturing plants, ” while

they do not stand to each in the relation of "machinery"

and " manufacturing plants" ; while, therefore, the coup

ling of either with the other is not surplusage , the men

tioning of both is redundant. They are categories of

identical economic nature. The atmosphere that would

suffocate men, will suffocate women , lawyers, seam

stresses , bachelors , widows, carpenters, and parsons as

well . No need of specifying each. That which affects

life, affects it whatever its envelope may be. “ Rail

roads” and “manufacturing plants ” being capital when

they are privately owned and used for profit and exploi

tation , the decree which smites the " capital” feature of

any necessary of production smites the " capital” feature

of all , without the need of specifying each.

As to " school property,” the term is loosely used .

Much school property is now the property of the Nation ,

hence , need not be gotten possession of. But there is

considerable "school property " in the country that is

privately owned , and used for profit and exploitation .

1
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As Marx has it-whether a capitalist invest in a sausage

factory and employ sausage-makers, or he invest in a

school and employ teachers, the economic process is the

same, to wit , exploitation . The asking of questions re

garding such school property is as redundant as the

question that specifies railroads and manufacturing

plants when the issue is what's to be done with " cap

ital.”

As to " church property,” to the extent that the same

is actually devoted to the uses that its name indicates,

that is , to the extent that it is CHURCH property, prop

erty devoted to religious edification , --to that extent the

property falls , as a matter of course , within the category

of property devoted to private consumption, like clothes,

shoes , hats , etc. , with all the consequences of such, as

indicated in the answer to Question No. III.

But a considerable amount of property that would

pass as "church property " is not such at all.

For instance :

Within the last year, a plot of ground in Newark , N.

J., was attempted to be kept from taxation . The reason

given was that the plot had been consecrated to divine

service. The fact being established that the alleged con

secration was purely formal, and no church had been

raised or attempted to be raised upon the plot, the tax

was ordered paid . That " church property ' was a real

estate speculation , masked with the word " church .”

In August of the year 1913, special Master in Chan

cery , appointed by the Federal District Court at New Or.

leans , in the suit brought by the Societe Anonyme de la

Distillerie de la Liquere Benedictine de l'Abbaye de Fe

9)
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camp against Yochim Brothers of New Orleans, reported

to the court a recommendation that a perpetual injunc

tion issue restraining the defendant from using on the

labels the name of “ Compound Liquer Benedictus” and

" Compound Liquer Superieure Benedictus, ” or any imita

tion of the trade mark or label of the complainants. The

facts in the case brought out the fact that the Benedictine

monks at the Abbey of Fecamp were in business. That

" church property ” is in the nature of a distillery with

the mask of “ church ."

Of such nature the instances are innumerable. Prop

erty, said to be religious and church property, in Bar

celona, Spain , has been shown to be sweatshops ; simi

larly in Portugal, hence, the overthrow of Ultramontan

ism in the land amid the execrations of the working

class , and the establishment of the Portuguese Republic ;

similarly in Mexico, where property, labeled “ church ,”

constitutes vast agricultural slave pens upon which the

peons are exploited . That considerable property, simi

larly labeled and similarly used, is to be found in this

country, the evidences of are numerous.

All such property falls under designation of capital.”

Its specification is redundant.

Likewise as to “ business blocks" and "banks."

Finally, as to " land, ” the kink regarding huge chunks

of it is straightened out along with the kinks of " rail

roads," "manufacturing plants," " school and church

property," etc. Moreover, seeing that the last, Question

No. XV, is wholly devoted to " land , ” the straightening

out of the kink on the subject shall be left for when we

come to that question .
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The third and last kink is imbedded in the suggestion

of the “purchase” of capital.

What would be the effect of purchasing capital?

The purchasing idea, advanced in some quarters

yclept Socialist, proceeds from the notion that capital

ism could be reconciled to its own downfall, and that,

unless it is reconciled, it would give insuperable trouble.

The idea is self -contradictory. If Capitalism could be

reconciled , it will not allow itself to be reconciled . The

downfall of Capitalism means the enthronement of the

Co-operative Commonwealth, that is , the Industrial Re

public . The enthronement of the Co-operative Com

monwealth is tantamount to the wiping out of the func

tion of metallic money, that is, Money : exchange will

no longer need a medium of exchange that is itself the

depository of intrinsic value. The wiping out of the

function of metallic money wipes out the standard of the

value of money. The wiping out of the standard of the

value of money renders coin , or its token, worthless.

The bourgeois may not know much ; his instinct

helps him out. That instinct tells him that the purchase

money which he would receive will be a snare and a

delusion ; indeed , a mockery. If it be in the power of

the capitalist " to make trouble , " he will exercise the

trouble-making power anyhow , to its extreme limit, well

aware that it is with him “ to be, or not to be. "

Socialism does not propose to "purchase all capital,”

or any part thereof. Socialism proposes nothing of the

sort, for four good and sufficient reasons, amply pro

mulgated by its philosophy and literature:

ist. To buy the capitalist off with money , or its
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token , would be to cheat him, as above indicated . So

cialism is no dealer in green -goods.

2nd . To " pay" the capitalist by pensioning him out

of the National Store would be to bond the Nation, and

bond it indefinitely. Socialism is here to free, not to

bond the workers.

3rd . No Social Revolution ever bought off the

tyrant class against whom it rose. It never did, not out

of revengefulness, but in unconscious obedience to the

principle that “ property ” is not merely " wealth ” ; that

property is “ wealth held under a certain tenure of owner

ship ” ; thence, that, as Franklin summed up the case,

"property is the creature of society and society is en

titled to the last farthing thereof whenever society needs

it . ” The principle is recognized even in bourgeois

jurisprudence, our highest courts having recognized in

taxation the power to "destroy property , ” and in society

the unlimited right to tax . That society has reached

the stage of development in which it needs the wealth

which itself produced, but which, under the capitalist

tenure of ownership, is held by the Capitalist Class, is

evident. That wealth being needed by society, society

is entitled to, and will take it.

4th . Socialism being the highest expression of

morality and justice , the taking of the capital, and

thereby the emancipating of property from the shackles

of private ownership, can be accomplished without in

Alicting upon the present ruling class the social penalty

that all previous class revolutions have inflicted upon

the class that they overthrew . With all previous class

revolutions , though the oppressed freed themselves, they
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did not establish freedom . The conquering class, in

turn , became an oppressor, the previous oppressor being

placed under the yoke. The Socialist Revolution will

be, must be free of the stain . The law of its being leaves

it no other choice. Seeing that Socialism abolishes, not

simply the class rule of the present ruling class, but

class rule itself, the conquered capitalist will not be

yoked ; he will be raised, along with the rest of the popu .

lation to peership with all others in a Commonweal

where his existence will be safeguarded, the same as the

existence of all others, under the only condition that he

sponge not, but do his share in the co -operative work.

The "right to vote ” in the Co -operative Commonwealth

is accompanied with the supplementary right to live a

civilized life, that is, a life of economic freedom .

The kinks that loaded the question under considera

tion being straightened out, the question now stands

out in its purity : “ How are you Socialists going to get

possession of the capital now used in production and

exchange ?"

With all his iniquities, the bourgeois is entitled to

the merciful treatment that the pending Social Revolu- .

tion has in store for him . He is entitled to it because

it is he who cleared the way for the redemptory revolu

tion of Socialism . He cleared the way by casting the

mold into which the Co -operative Commonwealth is to

be organized. Despite the substantially mob appearance

and disorganized state of the capitalist productive regi .

men, it is under the lash of Capitalism that the outlines

are drawn of the industrial organization of the people,

and the skeleton centers around which the subdivisions
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are to be ranked . It matters not that the bourgeois has

done this work unconsciously, even unwillingly, and

often seeks to undo it. The law of his own existence

compels him to persevere. WITHOUT this work on

the part or the bourgeois, all Socialist efforts would be

vain . WITH this work on the part of the bourgeois,

Socialist political activity supplements the labors of the

bourgeois, supplements them with the economic agita

tion that renders the workers conscious militants, con

sciously filling the ranks of the industrial organization

of the land.

From top to bottom production is today conducted

by the Working Class. As a consequence, all the capital,

that is, all the plants " used in production and exchange, '

are actually in the hand, actually in the possession of

the Working Class. Ownership, however, lingers with

the bourgeois by reason of the continued imperfection

of the industrial organization . So long as the incon

gruity between ownership and possession lasts, the

Political State and its political government will prevail.

The day the industrial organization shall have reached

the minimum of perfection needed, that day the scales

will tip ; ownership will be coupled with the existing

fact of possession, and the Co -operative Commonwealth

will be master.

That is the " how . "



QUESTION NO . XIII.

“ Will the man who invents a machine worth millions

to society be paid a life income (a new form of royalty),

or how will he be rewarded ?"

ANSWER:

We do not know. What is more, we do not care.

The Socialist, being no dreamer and no idler, finds bet

ter use for his time than to indulge in inconsequential

speculations. It is—in the matter of inventors and the

treatment of the same- enough for the Socialist to

know that the principle-shaping material conditions in

the Co -operative Commonwealth, being fundamentally

different from the principle-shaping material conditions

in Capitalist Society, will safeguard the inventor, in

stead of, as happens today, expose him to a life of mental

torture , through apprehensions that generally come

true.

Few, if any, are the inventions that can be turned to

financial profit with little capital. Generally, the capital

needed is large . Very often it is gigantic. The inven

tor, who owns the requisite capital to experiment, per

fect, and , finally , turn out the product of his genius, does

not exist, at least not " to any alarming extent,” - and

thereby hangs one of the most distressful pages of capi

talist history, full as that history is of distressful pages .

The pace of the fate of the inventor of machines

" worth millions to society" was set, in this country , from

an early day of its history by the fate imposed upon Eli

100
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Whitney. So valuable to the then Southern society , the

then dominant portion of the country, was the cotton

gin which he invented that it was immediately prized at

its true value,-and as promptly seized and appropriated

by the dominant class without any returns . The thorny

path of legal procedure that Whitney was forced to en

ter upon only added to his trials. He himself tells of

an instance when the whir of his machine, in full opera

tion only a block away, could be heard distinctly in the

very court-house where he was endeavoring to assert his

rights, and where defendants, judge, and jury, striking

the ostrich posture, affected total ignorance of the " al

leged infringement." Whitney died disappointed , broken

hearted , in poverty, while his invention, true to the

“ millions it was worth to society, " made his despoilers

affluent.

It is a part of the history of inventions which " are

worth millions to society' that the most valuable agri.

cultural inventions accredited to McCormick were not

at all his . The fabulous wealth that the appropriation

of the fruit of another's genius channeled into his cof,

fers enabled McCormick to silence and elbow the in

ventor out of court, into impotent poverty and obscur .

ity, while he himself rose to richness and prominence .

His brazen effort to induce his effigy to appear on the

Federal currency issued under McKinley revived the

memories of the despoiler's high -handed antecedents .

Although human conscience asserted itself sufficiently

to thwart the vainglorious attempt at immortality

through the Nation's currency, the despoiler's wealth ,

seconded by the laws of capitalist society, enabled him
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to retain possession of the invention which he had mis

appropriated .

The more recent Dempsey case is of kindred nature.

The employe of a dyeing firm in Pennsylvania, Dempsey,

who was a chemical genius , had made valuable discover

ies which he applied to dyeing, and the formulas of

which he preserved in his note-book . The firm desired

to obtain possession of the note-book. To this end it

summarily dismissed Dempsey, entered his room , took

the notes -- and kept them . Dempsey's legal efforts to

recover the fruit of his genius failed . The court plump

and plain pronounced " intolerable" the conditions that

would arise were an employer to be " kept under depend

ence” to his employe by reason of the latter's discovery.

The Bonsack case was another in point. It is sum

marized in this passage from our address, "What Means

This Strike?" delivered in New Bedford on February II ,

1898, to the weavers then on strike :

“The Bonsack Machine Company discovered that its

employes made numerous inventions, and it decided to

appropriate them wholesale . To this end it locked out

its men, and then demanded of all applicants for work

that they sign a contract whereby, in 'consideration of

employment,' they assign to the Company all their rights

in whatever invention they may make during the term

of their employment. One of the employes, who had

signed such a contract, informed the Company one day

that he thought he could invent a machine by which

cigarettes could be held closed by crimping at the ends,

instead of pasting. This was a valuable idea ; and he

was told to go ahead. For six months he worked at
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this invention , and perfected it ; and , having during all

that time received not a cent in wages or otherwise

from the Company, he patented his invention himself.

The Company immediately brought suit against him in

the Federal Courts, claiming that the invention was its

property ; and — the Federal Court decided in favor of

the Company, thus robbing the inventor of his time, his

money, the fruit of his genius, and his unquestionable

rights !"

Substantially the same was the experience of Merg

enthaler, the talented and persevering inventor of the

linotype type -setting machine. That dark and fresh

history has been very fully written . The upshot was

that, while the great Mergenthaler was left to linger

and die in want, a set of millionaires became multimil

lionaires through his invention, and one of these, White

law Reid, the son-in-law of Darius Q. Mills of Coeur

d'Alene mining iniquities celebrity, could afford to " keep

up the standing” of a United States Ambassador at the

court of St. James's, and even impart to the standing a

chrysanthemum gardens glamour of Asiatic splendor

that was the delight of Queen Victoria, a frequent visitor

at the gardens.

Long, tedious by repetition, distressful and often

heart-rending is the history of the “ men who invented a

machine worth millions to society.” One more instance

the tragic fate and death, in 1913 in Paris, of Charles

Tellier - brings up -to -date the internationality of the

inventor's fate under Capitalism .

Released, penniless, from a debtor's prison - whither

the appropriation by capitalists of his successful inven
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tion oi a boat in which ammonia was used as motive

power had caused him to be thrust - Tellier, undiscour

aged, turned again to inventing. His second effort

matured in 1869 in a contrivance of untold benefit to the

Puuman race. The invention consisted in a system of

freezing food by compression. The new machine was

cible to preserve, not only meat, but all kinds of vege

izbles and fruit. Tellier's invention may be considered

: ! ? e rounding up of that great ethnic invention that

pushed the human race upward from the upper status

of Saragery to the next higher, or lower status of Bar

barism -- the invention of the art of pottery, whereby

man turned down the leaf of that part of his history

when he lived from hand to mouth , thenceforth able to

lay up a store for " the next day." Eggs from Australia,

peaches from the Cape of Good Hope, strawberries from

California , salmon from Alaska, meat from Argentina

and New Zealand could be enjoyed in Paris just as fresh

as when they left their distant home countries. It was

an invention that helped to deal a deathblow to famine

by enabling the transportation of food in good condition

to and from regions however distant. The Cold Storage

Associations of capitalists arose, appropriated Tellier's

invention to themselves, and, while the invention poured

millions and billions into their coffers, Charles Tellier

languished. Olccasionally a bone was thrown at him,

and the genius and human benefactor died in the sum

mer of 1913 literally of starvation at the age of 86 .

And naturally so. For the same reason that the

proletarian is under the necessity to sell himself in wage

slavery, that is , to sign a social contract whereby, in

consideration of a chance to earn his own living, he sur
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renders to the capitalist the lion's share of his product,

for the identical reason, the overwhelming majority of

inventors face the " Hobson's choice ” of either selling

their invention to the capitalist for a song, or to be kept

in constant apprehension of their invention's being

stolen - an apprehension but too often verified .

For the exact opposite of the reason that such is

bound to be the treatment that Capitalism has for the

general run of inventors, a treatment exactly the oppo

site is bound to prevail in the Co -operative Common

wealth . The point need but to be indicated. Man,

being emancipated from want and the fear of want, the

goad to man's iniquity to man is blunted, or broken.

On the one hand, the overpowering motive for wronging

the inventor, together with the institutions to match,

cease to be ; on the other hand, the inventor himself, no

longer in danger of being “ done ” by others, can

longer feel, and succumb to, the demoralizing pressure

to exploit his invention for personal profit. It is in

keeping with the known qualities of man, under favor

able conditions, to find his actual reward in the bestow

ing of benefaction upon his kind. In the language of

the great and good, the scientific and practical Benjamin

Franklin, “ as we enjoy great advantages from the inven

tions of others, we should be glad of an opportunity to

serve others by any invention of ours ; and this we

should do freely and generously."

Will the inventor be rewarded with the intrinsically

worthless oaken -crown that the economically independ

ent patriciate of Rome rewarded its members with, and

no
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that these economically independent members gloried

in receiving ?

Will he be rewarded with mural tablets, or statues ?

Will the superfluity of a “ life income,” or a "new

form of royalty” be the style ?

The Socialist knows not - and cares less.

In our debate, " Individualism vs. Socialism " quoted

in the answer to Question No. XII. - our distinguished

opponent having asked a number of specific questions

concerning the Co -operative Commonwealth, the answer

was :

" We are asked for a complete list of items of the

Socialist Republic. The same demand has been made

before upon great men upon great occasions and with

as little sense.

" When Columbus proposed to start on his trip to

discover the eastern shores of Asia, there were people

of my distinguished opponent's bent of mind who asked

him where the mountains, and the mouths of rivers, and

the harbors would lie . His answer was : 'I do not

know, and I do not care . What I do know is that the

world being round, if I travel westward I must strike

land . '

“ If Columbus is too ancient in history, take Wash

ington. When he was fighting the battles of independ

ence there were Tory pamphleteers who pestered him

and the other Revolutionary Fathers with questions

upon the kind of government they contemplated - was

it to be a Venetian Doge affair, a Dutch Republic of

High Mightinesses, or what ? Washington's answer

was. 'First lick the British.'
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" Impossible for the capitalist system with its politi

cal state to continue. The Goddess of Liberty cannot

sit upon bayonets. With a logic similar to that of

Columbus's answer, the Socialist says that the Co-opera

tive Commonwealth, or the Industrial Government, is

next in the order of social systems. No more than

Washington can we give details in advance, and, like

Washington, we say : First lick the British of today.”

And so we say now to whomsoever is preoccupied,

or affects to be preoccupied , with curiosity regarding

how will the man, "who invents a machine worth mil

lions to society , be paid , ” —first lick our Britishers of

today, the Capitalist Class,



QUESTION NO . XIV.

"Is it not true that of the 1,500,000,000 people onearth

no two are alike ? One man is a success, the other is a

failure ; one industrious, the other a spendthrift. Will

the industrious, sober and thrifty man be willing to

divide and help support the lazy man , the drunkard and

the spendthrift?"

ANSWER :

It is true that of the people of the earth, whatever

the number of the earth's population may be, no two

are alike .

It is also true, too true, that one man is a success,

the other a failure ; one industrious , the other a spend

thrift.

Will the industrious, sober and thrifty man be will

ing to divide with and help support the lazy man, the

drunkard and the spendthrift ?

The subject opens two angles of view from which to

consider it.

Taking up the subject from one angle of view, we

find that, whether the industrious, the sober and the

thrifty are willing or not, they do today “help support

the lazy man, the drunkard and the spendthrift" :

It , surely, is not by the lazy man , the drunkard, or

the spendthrift that , for instance , Harry Kendal Thaw

is being supported . The wealth that supports that homi

cidal paranriac spendthrift is wealth produced by the

industriour, the sober and the thrifty . It is , accordingly,

108
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the sober, the industrious and the thrifty who today

support that worthy . If they did not, the earth would

long, long ago have been relieved of the worthy's

presence .

It , surely , is not from the lazy man, the drunkard, or

the spendthrift that the funds flow to the support of the

inebriates inside of our asylums, or those who wander

at large. The wealth that supports the habitual splicers

of the main-stay is wealth produced by the sober, the

industrious and the thrifty . It is , accordingly, the sober,

the industrious and the thrifty who today support these

moral, physical and mental cripples. If they did not,

then, neither the inmates of our inebriate asylums, nor

the many more who belong there, could be alive today ,

Sloth, sayeth the adage, is the beginning of all crime.

It surely is not through the lazy man, the drunkard, or

the spendthrift that the moneys are raised which go to

the support of the humanity that graduate from the

University of Sloth into the penitentiaries of the land .

The money that goes to the support of these social waifs

represents, and is exchanged for, wealth produced by

the industrious, the sober and the thrifty. It is , accord

ingly, the thrifty, the sober and the industrious who

today support the convict . If they refused , what would

become of the criminals ?

Summing up the subject , as it presents itself from

this first angle of view, even if lazy people , drunkards

and spendthrifts should be found in the Co-operative

Commonwealth, and even if the Co -operative Common

wealth were to compel the industrious , sober and

thrifty to support such social refuse, it is not for a
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supporter of Capitalism to throw the first stone. The

house he lives in is too much of a glass house for him to

start the stone-throwing process.

Taking up the subject from the other angle of view

which it presents, the telescope of political-economic

science , turned upon the capitalist regimen, reveals the

sociologic fact that the capitalist regimen does not give

the industrious, the sober and the thrifty the option

whether they will divide with the lazy man, the drunk.

ard and the spendthrift. The capitalist regimen is so

constructed that it compels the industrious, thrifty and

sober to divide. Indeed, it compels them with such a

compelling power that the division leaves them but a

beggarly pittance, while the lion's share goes to the

lazy, the drunkard and the spendthrift.

Paul Lafargue condensed the process of " division"

under the capitalist regimen in the terse motto : "Wealth

is the product of Labor, and the reward of Idleness."

Surely, idleness can produce nothing. The obvious

principle notwithstanding, the bulk of the enormous

wealth of the land is found in the possession, not of the

workers, but of the idlers. To what an extent this is

true has lately been uncovered by the statistics which

the idle , finding it impossible to keep the lid tight upon ,

have endeavored, as a last resort, to use as a warning

against the enactment of the income tax. The statistics

indicate that even after lowering the limit of untaxable

incomes to $ 3,000 , barely 500,000 people will “ bear the

burden ." Allotting four dependents to each of these,

only two millions of our more than ninety million popu

lation will be affected.
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This indicates the existence of a " division " with "a

vengeance," and " with a vengeance" to have the indus

trious, sober and thrifty support the lazy man and the

spendthrift.

The fact that the wealth produced under the capital

ist regimen is found divided into two disproportionate

shares, the overwhelmingly bigger share being in the

possession of the idle , the idle have long sought to justify

with a number of more or less ingenious, more or less

clumsy fictions :

They have given their share the name of "wages of

abstinence” -despite the striking, often shocking exhibi.

tion of the fact that abstinence is with them a non

existent virtue , the excesses of most of them being re

placed, with others, by the extreme, opposite, corrosive

miserliness.

They have given to their share the name of "wages

of superintendence " -despite the notorious fact that,

from top to bottom, the industries are run by the wage

earners.

They have given to their share the name of " remune

ration for risk ”-despite the experience, painfully made

by the wage-earners, and brilliantly elaborated by Rus

kin, that theirs is the risk, the whole risk, the risk of a

living, the risk of limb, the risk even of life.

They have given to their share the name of "wages

of management” -despite the fact that, so far as pro

duction is concerned, they manage next to nothing, their

managerial activity consisting mainly in managing

political and economic conspiracies against, in order to

overreach one another,
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Dr.

It is the industrious, sober and thrifty Working Class

that produces the wealth of the land. Under the capi

talist regimen the Working Class is forced to divide

with the Capitalist Class , a class the idleness of whose

members in production is illustrated every time one of

them is gathered unto the bosom of Abraham, and not

a single wheel of production ever stopping to turn. An

idle class is a lazy class, with the spendthrift and the

drunkard as no infrequent specimens.

But Socialism would not be the redemptory Move

ment that it is if , every time a charge is made, or in

sinuated , against it , all that the Socialist could do were

to play the schoolboy act of "You're another," When

the Socialist stops , in this instance, for instance; to

show that that which is insinuated against Socialism is

actually a feature of Capitalism, the Socialist legitimately

places his finger upon a state of things that is inevitable

from capitalist , and , therefore, impossible from Socialist

premises. The very social structure of Capitalism , the

social structure pivoted upon the private ownership of

the means of production , renders natural the existence

of an idle and of an industrious class, with the former

dividing the wealth produced by the latter in such a

manner that, while wealth remains the product of labor,

it becomes the reward of idleness.

Nor is this all .

It cannot be denied , indeed, the psychologic fact

should be emphasized that, apart from the lazy men ,

the drunkards and the spendthrifts, whom , due to the

possession of excessive wealth , Capitalism breeds within

the Capitalist Class itself, laziness and drunkenness
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crop up among the proletariat also, and crop up to a

vast extent. The consideration of the subject in hand

from the first view -point which it presented showed

that, under the present regimen, these unfortunates are

supported by the industrious, the sober and the thrifty,

to the extent that they are at all supported. Is inherent

depravity the cause of laziness and drunkenness among

the masses ? The convenient theory, that inherent de

pravity is the cause, is the theory set up by the Capitalist

Class, together with its press, its politicians, its profes

sors and its pulpiteers. Sociology rejects the theory.

There where, however excessive the toil and abund

ant its product, the toiler's income is trifling and insuffi

cient even to restore the tissue that is expended ,—there

incentive is nipped in the bud, hopelessness and help

lessness follow , and drunkenness, laziness, and a long

train of similar and even worse habits and vices fatedly

crop up. As fatedly as these evils flow from capitalist

conditions is the inevitableness of their eradication in

the Co -operative Commonwealth, where, abundance

being possible for all , and the full product of his toil

being inured to each, incentive is inevitably spurred,

and hopelessness and helplessness as inevitably take

wing, to make room for the exact opposites.

Before closing this answer, this is the place to lock

a certain switch .

Will not the Co -operative Commonwealth build

streets and highways, and keep them up ? Will not the

Co-operative Commonwealth lay out parks, establish

libraries and other public buildings ? Moreover, apart

from the wealth required for these and similar items,
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must not the Co -operative Commonwealth land in bank

ruptcy, unless it providently make provision to restore

the wear and tear of its plants ? If it make such provi

sion , must not the provision come from the wealth pro

duced by the workers ? Does it not, therefore, follow

that the promise of “ the full return of their toil” is

hollow ?

The promise is not hollow, it is solid.

In the days of Marx and Engels, when the Socialist

Movement was still entangled with " Communism ,"

hence , with " Communist Anarchy," and, as
a further

consequence, was in the toils of Bakouninis
m ,-in those

days an extreme precision of language on this subject

seemed imperative.

Socialism implies co -operation upon a large scale,

the only scale on which wealth is producible with the

abundance that renders involuntary poverty unneces

sary . Co -operation on a large scale implies organization

to match ; and such organization implies a central di

recting authority. Communist- Anarchy, on the con

trary, with its small, “ directly governed," " autonomous"

communities is a denial of Collectivism , or Socialism .

It is an aspiration without economic foundation - hence,

a freak aspiration. As such, Communist-Anarchy light

ly fell into extravaganzas of economic and sociologic

demands. These were harmful to intelligent and ef

fective organization . As such, Marx leading, the state

ment that the worker should receive the full returns of

his toil was pointed out as defective. The function of

the central directing authority — an authority rejected by

Anarchy - to reserve from the collective product the
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portions requisite for public institutions , and also for

the replacement of the wear and tear of the existing

plants of production, was pointed out.

The policy of such precise expression , wise at that

time, has now become unnecessary, and, if now insisted

upon , would, in turn, be misleading. Now that Socialist

Science has spread in all directions , and Anarchy in all

its freak manifestations is no longer a danger, however

frequent its flarings up,-now the statement that the

worker will receive the full product of his toil can lead

to no quagmire. The mission, functions and duties of

the central directing authority in the Co -operative Com

monwealth once grasped, no thinking man will deny

that the product of the worker which is appropriated for

public institutions, for the restoration of his own plants

of production , and so forth , is a product the fruition of

which falls to the workers themselves. Under the capi

talist regimen the portions of the workers' product, ap

propriated for such uses , accrue only in a trifling degree

to the benefit of the workers ; in the Co -operative Com

monwealth those portions accrue wholly to the benefit

of the workers . Tho' the route by which these portions

of the workers' product reach the workers be different-

one route directly to the individual, to be disposed of as

he wills , the other indirectly, to be profited by collect

ively,--in the Co -operative Commonwealth the worker

receives the full product of his toil.

The problem of the lazy man, the drunkard and the

spendthrift, and , we may add, of criminals, generally,

will be a non-existent one in the Co -operative Common

wealth . In the Co -operative Commonwealth-where

1
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production will be abundant for all and each will be

insured the full product of his toil — the problem will be

known only from the history of the nightmare that Capi

talism in its maturity was to man. As well ask how to

prevent drowning, where no water is to be drowned in.

.



QUESTION NO. XV ,

" What will you Socialists do with the farming lands,

and with the five million owners of these lands ? Will

you divide the tract into five, ten , or fifty -acre tracts

and parcel it out to each farmer and will each farmer be

compelled to account to the State for what he raises ?

Will the intelligent farmer receive the same income as

the ignorant farmer ? Will an account be kept of what

each farmer produces and the quality ? If so, will it not

require an army of experts and bookkeepers to see that

each farmer receives the full reward of his toil ? Or will

you Socialists farm the lands in large tracts with Social

ist farm bosses and Socialist farm hands ? And which

will you be, a farm boss or a farm hand ? "

ANSWER :

If the framer of this question had read Prof. Ely's

book on the " Weaknesses of Socialism " the fact would

have manifested itself in some degree of system in the

objections to Socialism therein implied. As it is , the

implied objections , or the numerous sub -questions that

constitute the question itself, bump against one another

in such a disordered manner that the suspicion is justi

fied the " Visitor " is in the mental state of the bewil

dered , thick-skulled peasants in the German story who

" heard the bell ring, but knew not where it hung."

That bell is the extensive European Socialist litera

ture on the Agrarian or Land Question.

The Agrarian or Land Question raises no economic

or even sociologic principle different from the economic

or sociologic principle raised by urban industry. Not a

IIZ
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line and not a word is found in all the mass of Socialist

literature to indicate that, so far as economics or sociol.

ogy is concerned, the Socialist faces on the farm a prob

lem different from that which he faces in manufacturing

towns. The difference in the problem goes, not to the

root of the economic problem : it affects only the top

most branches . It is a difference that dictates tactics, a

difference due to the historic antecedents of the peasant,

a class that does not exist and never existed in this

country, due to the circumstance of the country's never

having passed through a really feudal period, except,

perhaps, in spots .

The string of incoherent questions, strung up under

this XVth question , affects economics . Even in Europe

--where there is a peasantry whom social evolution has

to hurl into the cities before Capitalism can grip them,

hence, before they can be rendered accessible to Socialist

propaganda — these objection-questions to Socialism are

shots with blank cartridges. In this country - where

there is no peasantry, where capitalism itself stalks forth

and reaches out into the fields, and renders the farm the

rural aspect of the factory, and the factory the city

pect of the farm in this country the string of questions

under XVth Question is as downright a bit of idiotic

pertness as if a school boy, who was told that the camel

was an animal used in order to cross sandy deserts, were

to interject : “ But, Teacher, how could the camel swim

across the oceans in the desert ?"

What will the Socialists do with the farming lands ?

-Just what they will do with the urban plants of pro

duction .

as
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What will the Socialists do with the five million

owners of farming land ?—Just what they will do with

whatever the number may be who own the urban plants

of production.

Will the Socialists divide the tract into five, ten, or

fifty acre tracts and parcel it out to each farmer ?—They

will do that no more than they will divide the plants of

production into five, ten , or fifty inch plants, and parcel

them out to each industrial worker.

Will each farmer be compelled to account to the

State for what he raises ?-No more than each industrial

worker will be compelled to account to the State for

what he turns out. Like the present plant- of-production

owner, who, if he does not mean to go on a hunger

strike, will have to take hold of the co -operative cable

of production, the farmer will have to step into the Na

tion's co-operative army of production .

Will the intelligent farmer receive the same income

as the ignorant farmer ?-Yes, or no, the same as the

urban industrial worker, as fully set forth in the answers

to Questions I. and II .

Will an account be kept of what each farmer pro

duces and the quality ?—No more than an account will ,

or could, be kept of what each individual urban worker

turns out, for the reasons fully set forth in the answer

to Question No. IV. , which set forth the features of

co -operative labor.

If an account will be kept of what each farmer pro

duces and the quality, will it not require an army of

experts and bookkeepers to see that each farmer receive

the full reward of his toil ?-Seeing that, no more than
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an account will , or could, be kept of what each farmer

produces than of what each industrial urban worker

turns out , it will no more require an army of experts and

bookkeepers to see that each farmer receives the full

reward of his toil than it will require such an army of

experts and bookkeepers to perform the same services

for the industrial workers.

Will the Socialists farm the lands in large tracts?

Just as industrial production will be carried on upon a

national scale , agricultural production will be conducted

“ on large tracts . ”

Will Socialists farm the large tracts with Socialist

farm bosses and Socialist farm hands ?-Yes. Just the

same as the Nation-wide industries , and for the same

reason. There will be no anti-Socialist labor of what

ever nature and category to be found in the Co -operative

Commonwealth outside of asylums where merciful care

will be taken of the mental cripples who may have been

inherited from the capitalist regimen.

Finally, would we be a farm boss or a farm hand ?

Either indifferently. As to which of the two, will de

pend upon the circumstances detailed in the answer to

Question No. III .

Some capitalists run large urban industries , others

run large agricultural concerns ; some run small urban

industries , others run small agricultural enterprises. The

farmer, accordingly, is nothing but a differentiated capi

talist. He is a capitalist in agriculture ; the same as the

manufacturer is a capitalist in industry, or the railroad

magnate is a capitalist in transportation. To handle the

agricultural capitalist upon a principle entirely different
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from his industrial cousin is , in economics, as idiotic a

proposition as, in anatomy, the proposition would be to

handle city residents on the correct theory that their

heart is the organ from which, and to which their blood

pulsates ; but to handle country residents on the theory

that their heart is located in their big toe, and that its

function is to keep the body from wabbling.

Socialism will affect the farmer (agricultural capi

talist ) exactly as it will affect the urban or industrial

capitalist :

The large agricultural capitalist will be dethroned

by Socialism from the class throne that enables him to

exploit the workers, the same as it will dethrone the

urban capitalist, compelling the former, as it will the

latter, to take hold of the co-operative cable of produc

tion and cease sponging — or starve .

The small agricultural capitalist will be freed by

Socialism from the illusion of property that today is a

millstone around his neck, the same as it will free the

sniall urban capitalist of the identical illusion . To the

one and the other, Socialism will be a redeemer - re

deeming them from the peculiar material ills that are

born of the optical delusion which causes both to fill the

disgraceful social role of being duped by the upper capi

talists , while themselves seeking to dupe the proletariat.

The " Visitor" heard the sonorous sound of the bell

of tactics rung by European Socialist literature with

regard to agriculturalists, but the " Visitor" knows not

where that bell hangs, and it fancies the bell hangs under

the dome of economics.
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UNITY

By DANIEL DE LEON

move. in my

Workingmen and Workingwomen of New York :

Almost immediately upon the issuing of the Unity Resolu

tion by the National Executive Committee of the Socialist

Labor Party, a number of acquaintances, and many who were

no acquaintances, approached me with the request for a pub

lic expression of opinion in The People, from me, on the

I declined. My reasons were that, editorial

capacity, I had no right to comment upon an act of the Na

tional Executive Committee ; and that in my individual ca

pacity I had no right to space in The People until the matter

should come before the Party membership on referendum . I

yielded , however, so far to the request of my friend Epstein,

our chairman here to-night, as to express, from this independ

ent platform, the views that I have on this subject. All this

precaution notwithstanding, and seeing that, somehow or

other, the adversaries of the Socialist Labor Party have in

carnated in me my Party's virtues , I shall take the additional

precaution of stating right here, at the start, and expressly,

that I do not here represent the Socialist Labor Party ; that

I am not speaking in its name ; that I do not stand here in

my official capacity in the Party and not even as a Party mem

ber. I speak here simply as one of the many people active

1
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in the Socialist Movement, and merely exercising the right

of thought and speech . In pursuit of this line of procedure

I shall consider the subject of Unity the way a traveler from

Mars would do-- objectively, unbiased by the rancors that

participation in conflicts frequently engenders, but equipped

with certain general information as to basic Socialist prin

ciples.

The first thing that that traveler, coming from Mars,

landing upon earth, here in the United States, would notice

on the field of Labor was the existence of two distinct political

parties, both calling themselves Socialist, both having the

word “ Socialist” in their names, and both heralding the “ So

cialist Republic," but each setting up opposing candidates,

each actively taking the field with opposing propagandists,

and each claiming that it, and not the other, is entitled to the

voters ' support. The traveler from Mars must be supposed

to be equipped with some general knowledge of men and

things, and also of history. Such knowledge will warn him

against considering such a sight, as the one I just described,

as necessarily absurd . He will know that such a thing as two,

or even more, bodies, having the same goal and yet bitterly

combatting each other as to methods, is nothing strange in

history. Being versed in history and in the philosophy of

history, the traveler from Mars will be aware that different

sets of people will frequently believe their goal to be identical,

and will give it the same name, and yet, unconscious to most,

but conscious to some, the goals are, in fact, not quite iden

tical , the difference in goals being fatedly manifested by the

differences in methods. For instance, the traveler from Mars

will realize that the concept of a " Socialist Republic,” whose

central, or Directing Authority, that is, its Government, is

to consist of the Representatives of the several industries and
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branches of occupations, must needs be a goal somewhat dif

ferent from the goal presented by that concept of a “ Socialist

Republic," the Government of which is to consist of a major

ity, or even a totality, of Socialist, instead of Democratic

and Republican Congressmen, members of Legislatures, or

Aldermen . The traveler from Mars, aware that only the for

mer goal is Marxist, will, accordingly, experience no surprise

at seeing in America two opposing parties flying the colors

of Socialism . On the contrary, he would see in the opposing

tactics the reflex of the different goals ; and he would con

sider, not absurd, but perfectly legitimate, and true to his

tory, the existence of the two warring political bodies. But

surprise is in store for our traveler the moment he takes in

a more comprehensive view of the two parties and of the

Socialist field .

The traveler from Mars will not confine his observations

to America. He will extend them over the International field .

The moment he does, there will be a surprise for him, that

will compel closer scrutiny, and will result in revelations and

conclusions that will cause him to change his opinion, and

then wonder at the sharp division existing in America.

The first thing to strike our traveler's eyes will be the

International Socialist Congress. As I am speaking here on

the East Side , the term Sanhedrin may be appreciated . He

will see the International Sanhedrin of Socialism . Landing,

as our traveler is supposed to do , quite recently, his eyes will

alight upon the Stuttgart Socialist Sanhedrin, and upon that

his attention will be next focused. The startling sight will

immediately strike him of the two warring parties in Amer

ica being both seated in the Congress, and even represented on

the International Bureau. “ What does this mean ?” he would

ask himself, astonished. His astonishment would compel fur

1
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ther inquiries. Inquiry would reveal a number of facts ..

Three of these facts would be leading ones .

The first leading fact that he would discover is that the

Russian Socialist Revolutionary organization , the methods of

which are essentially terroristic , has long enjoyed a seat in the

Congress. One of the statutes of the Congress requires of its

constituents the recognition of “ political action ,” as expressly

distinguished from the Anarchist claim that "physical force"

is also of the nature of “ political action .” The “ physical

force ” as “ political action” Anarchists are barred from the

Congress; the Russian Socialist Revolutionists are admitted .

The next leading fact to be discovered by our traveler

would be that the British Independent Labor Party, which

demanded of the Congress that it amend its statutes so as

not to require of bona fide Trades Unions the recognition of

the class-struggle, was seated at the Congress. The recogni

tion of the class-struggle, besides being an express statutory

provision of the International Congresses, is a basic principle

with Socialism . Christian Socialists, who deny the class

struggle, are barred from the Congress. Although obviously

denying the class-struggle, the Independent Labor Party was

seated in the Congress by a ruling of the chairman of the

Bureau, Vandervelde, to the effect that economic organiza

tions of Labor recognize the class -struggle de facto.

The third leading fact that our traveler would stumble

against is , if anything, more startling than either of the two

others — the granting of a seat on the International Bureau to

the Zionist- Socialists. Socialism is essentially international.

Nativism or nativistic aims are repugnant to Socialist

thought. Socialism , being essentially practical, does recog

nize the material fact of existing races and nationalities.
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Indeed, the constituents of its Congresses are grouped ac

cordingly. But, at least not before the Stuttgart Congress,

was ever a body of men, whose first aim is the restoration of

a nationality like the Zionist-Socialists, or Socialist -Zionists,

recognized as entitled to a place in the International Con

gresses of Socialism. In the very nature of Socialist-Zionism,

the Socialism in its program can not be a thing to be striven

after now ; in the very nature of its program , the only thing

upon which Zionist-Socialism can and must bend its present

energies is the restoration of a nationality. That that can

not be done without the co -operation of classes ” in that par

ticular race goes without saying. Nevertheless, the Zionist

Socialists are to-day an integral body in the International

Sanhedrin of Socialism .

Our traveler from Mars would wonder at all this, and at

many other and similar facts that would jar upon his precon

ceived ideas of Socialism . His wonder will be all the greater

when he looks around, and sees walls and balconies plastered

with Marxian mottoes that sound at variance with the facts

of his discoveries. And still greater will be his wonderment

when he notices that the only picture exhibited at the Con

gress is the picture, and almost the only name he hears con

jured by is the name of Marx. But our traveler from Mars

is a man of sense , and disciplined thought. He does not

adjust facts to a theory ; he adjusts his theory to the facts .

Seeing the facts do not square with his theory, he lays his

theory by, marshals the facts, and re-casts his theory in

accordance with them. In this task of re-formulating his

theory our traveler is materially aided by two circumstances :

The first is the aspect presented by the continental parlia

ments, especially that of France — the one European country

which our traveler from Mars knows proceeds with strictest
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logic, in the form as well as in the matter. He will notice

that — differently from Germany, for instance, in whose par

liament the various political groups, representing different

grades of social development, are thrown in promiscuously - in

the French parliament these groups are historically and sci

entifically assorted , presenting a picture that is an epitome of

the country's history. He will notice, for instance that, at

the Extreme Right , are the deputies who hold the views of the

Ancient Règime — the " good old days” when the King was

master, the people slaves - deputies whose program is that of

an Ultramontane monarchy, and who, no doubt, would re

introduce Inquisitions and “ Dragonades " for the salvation of

the people's souls. To the right of this little group, and mov

ing toward the Left of the Chamber, the traveler from Mars

would see the group of constitutional monarchists of various

degrees and shades. To the right of these, and still further

to the Left of the Chamber, he would see the republican bour

geois, and they, he will notice, extend over and hold the cen

ter. Again to the right of these, and still further toward the

Left , he would perceive the more radical bourgeois repub

licans, shading off further to the Left into the Socialistic

radical republicans . Finally, at the extreme Left of the

Chamber he would perceive the " Mountain " —the Socialist

deputation . Traveling his eyes from the Extreme Right to

the Extreme Left he would see the condensed history of

France pictorially reproduced , -at the Extreme Right the

Ultramontane monarchy, that once swayed the whole parlia

ment, crowded into a corner by the constitutional monarchy,

which , one-time ruling supreme, has, in turn, been shoved to

the impotent Right by the bourgeois republicans who now

rule the roost and once extended from the right of the con

stitutional monarchy to the extreme Left, but who now have
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been crowded out of the Left by the new apparition of Social

ism . Our Martian traveler will readily grasp the moral of the

picture . It teaches him that the Left-the " Mountain "

heralds the future; that the center represents the present; and

that the extreme Right is a memento of the past . The "Moun

tain " tells what will be ; the Center what is ; the Right what

was.

The second circumstance that will aid our traveler in re

formulating his theory is a term with which his ears would

become familiar through the debates at the International

Congress, the committees, and on the International Bureau.

That term is— " The Socialist family " ; or " The members of

the Socialist family,” meaning thereby the groups of differ

ent views admitted to the Congress .

Putting together all the facts that he discovered , and di

gesting them by the light of the picture presented by the

French parliament, together with the light shed by the term

“ the Socialist family," our traveler from Mars would con

clude as follows

“ The International Socialist Congress is cast in the mold

of considering as members of the Socialist family all or

ganizations—from the most rudimentary, like Zionist-Social

ism, up to the most clearly and soundly revolutionary, like the

Socialist Labor Party — provided they all aim , remotely or

approximately, mediately or immediately, at the overthrow of

the capitalist system of production. By the recognition of

all such bodies as legitimate members of the 'Socialist fam

ily,' the International Congress establishes a basic principle

of its own as the foundation for the unity of the Socialist

family . Basic principles, as a rule , are premises ; in this

instance the basic principle is not premises but goal . The

International Congress considers the abstract goal to be the
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family bond for the “Socialist family. Upon that principle

the Congress rears its organic structure. Furthermore, see

ing that correct methods for the reaching of a goal are them

selves a matter of development, the International Congress

considers the ' Socialist family' as a nation , itself as the par

liament of that nation, and the various constituent bodies

of that parliament as reflecting the development of the sev

eral members of the 'Socialist family ,' in the same manner

that the French parliament reflects the development of the

French nation . ”

On the principle that truth is that which fits all the facts,

it must be conceded that the conclusion of the traveler from

Mars must be correct. The theory he sets up with regard to

the " Socialist family ” explains the broadness of the Interna

tional Congress; it explains the tolerance in its midst of

bodies in various stages of development. On the same prin

ciple that the parliament of the French nation tolerates as

members of the “ French family" a large variety of groups

from the " Mountain " down to the " Swamp," — the Interna

tional Congress throws her maternal arms around all those

whom , aiming at the goal of the Socialist Republic, she looks

upon as members of the Socialist family — from the most

rudimentary up to the most completely developed . On the

same principle that the French parliament, schooled by ex

perience, knows that elements once dominant were successively

crowded to the Right by elements once considered " impossibil

ist , " and which occupied the extreme Left, the International

Congress takes in " Mountain ” and “ Vale,” leaving to time

to demonstrate whether the " impossibilist" " Mountain ” of

to-day, or the “ possibilist ” “ Vale ” is to be the force of to

morrow .

These being the conclusions, this the theory that our trav
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eler from Mars would set up from the facts in the case, the

result would be that he would cease to wonder at what he

saw on the international field , but would immediately begin

to wonder at what he sees in America. At first, before he

took in the international lay of the land, and , guided by cer

tain general historical experiences , he wondered not at the

open hostility of the two parties in America, even thought

such hostility to be true to history. Subsequently , however,

having taken in the spectacle of the International Congress ;

having seen there the two warring American parties seated,

without opposition by either ; having taken cognizance of the

attitude of the International Congress towards the Russian

Socialist Revolutionary party, towards the class-struggle

questioning British Independent Labor party, towards the

Zionist- Socialists, and on a number of other matters; having

digested and interpreted all these facts together by the light

of the principle regarding the “ Socialist family,” set up and

followed by the International Congress ; having done this, it

was inevitable that our traveler from Mars should change his

mind with regard to America, and be puzzled at what he saw

here. The two parties of America being participants of the

International Congress, he is bound to hold that they both

adopt the theory of the International Congress regarding the

“ Socialist family. ” The theory of the International Congress

regarding the “Socialist family ” establishes the broad basis

for concerted action . The application of the theory by the

International Congress - proportional representation and free

dom of agitational methods -- points the way for the same ap

plication in America . Our traveler from Mars would wonder

that the two American members of the “ Socialist family,"

conduct themselves as such at the International Congress, but

proceed here in America from a principle that denies such

familyship.
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But our traveler from Mars would not wend his way back

home upon reaching this conclusion. He would prolong his

stay on earth , and wait and watch developments. Presently

he would have learned of the Unity Resolutions adopted by

the Socialist Labor Party, and forwarded to the Socialist

Party. I do not believe our explorer from Mars would have

wasted any time in deploring that the overtures were not

made by the Socialist Party, or in trying to smell " secret

motives” in the move of the Socialist Labor Party. From

his premises the move was due. It was over -due. It had to

come from either quarter. It was so natural that he would

have only applause for it — that applause which a thinking

mind always has for a logical sequence. The move came.

That is all that would interest our traveler and investigator.

Soon as the move came a new train of thoughts would be

started in his mind, and the machinery of his intellect would

forthwith begin to grind the fresh grist thrown into it. He

would reason somewhat along these lines :

The broad principles or basis for Unity is established by

the International Sanhedrin ; only details remain to be con

sidered. These details affect only a modus vivendi. True,

these details turn upon many a point that each considers

vital; but, when true "members of a family differ upon

methods, it should not be hard for them to hit upon a means

of agreement. No compromise even may be needed . If, in

deed, they are "members of the Socialist family ,” the in

evitable conclusion must be that each may realize some sense

in the other, however temporary the sense,—the sense that

the “ Vale” must, by experience, be ready to concede to the

"Mountain," and , inversely, the " Mountain " to the " Vale."

The Socialist Labor Party is unquestionably the " Mountain . "

Ninety -nine per cent. , if not the full hundred per cent. of its
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planks, methods and principles are certain to be in force when

the Movement turns the lap to the "home-stretch.” But, es

sential to the ultimate success of a Revolutionary Movement

as may be and is the upholding, constant and clear to view,

of all the means necessary on the day of the " home-stretch , "

just so necessary may, before that day, and simultaneously,

be the looser methods of the " Vale.” Things that, superficially

looked upon, are considered as abstract essentials by the two

warring parties may, if indeed , the two are "members of

the Socialist family ," be found to be , not so much a matter

of abstract principle, as a matter of the practical distribution

of functions— “ Vale” and “ Mountain ” each fulfilling its spe

cial function, while the consciousness of working to a com

mon end may act as an allayer of the inevitable irritation that

the impatience, typical with " Mountains” to raise the “ Vale ”

to " Mountain " height, and the sluggishness, typical with

“Vales," to prolong their flatness, may generate all the while.

Reasoning along these lines, our traveler from Mars, be

ing a gentleman of an inquisitive and exploring turn of mind,

would proceed to look into the several differences that each

of the two parties considers as vital .

PRESS OWNERSHIP.

Though not, perhaps, because he thinks that the issue of

the International Congress principle regarding the “Socialist

party press ownership is supreme, but, probably, because that

issue affects material interests — always a delicate and anger

provoking subject - our explorer from Mars would, in all

likelihood, explore that issue first.

The Socialist Labor Party position, he would discover, is

that the press is the most potent weapon of a Movement.

Word -of -mouth agitation is powerful and necessary ; but it

can be set up and stopped at a moment's notice. Not so with
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its press .

the press. It is the product of growth, of financial sacrifices,

of long and strenuous endeavor. To forge such a weapon

without the certainty of preserving control over it, is to

forge a weapon that may at any time turn against the Move

ment ; and then the whole work would have to be gone over

again , and under greatly increased difficulties. The Move

ment must own its press, or the press will own it. Hence the

Socialist Labor Party holds to the strict party -ownership of

Our explorer from Mars would not be likely to

find any fault with this reasoning. On the contrary , he can

not choose but accept it. But before deciding, he would turn

to the Socialist Party and opposite position.

The Socialist Party rejects the principle of party -ownership

of the press. Our traveler from Mars would at first find him

self tangled up in what seems an inextricable tanglesuch is

the discord of the reasoning he would run across . He would

run across the recognition of the importance of the press,

and yet plump-and-plain opposition to party -ownership on the

allegation that party-ownership spells “ tyranny ” ; and he

would run across declarations of devotion to party -ownership,

and yet opposition to the Socialist Labor Party position . Our

traveler would have too keen an ear to fail to detect in much

of the opposition to party-ownership the ring of material in

terests that feel themselves rebuked by the Socialist Labor

Party position, and , consequently, feel themselves endangered.

But our traveler is too wise a man to imagine that the ma

terial interests of a few individuals and corporations could

dominate the broad membership of a wholly voluntary or

ganization like that of the political party, except in spots.

Our traveler would, accordingly, discard the reasonin

vanced from the quarters of material interests, and seek to

fathom the seeming mystery of the Socialist Party opposition
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to the Socialist Labor Party principle on this matter. Patient

and conscientious investigation will reward his efforts. He

will discover the mystery, and, in discovering it he will alight

upon the grain of sense that lies imbedded in it.

The United States, a country nearly as large, in point of

area, as the whole of Europe, does not yet present a homo

geneous economic aspect. Capitalism has spread in all direc

tions, but so young is the country that primitive opportunities

still occasionally crop up even in regions where capitalism is

strongest, and, so vast is the country's territory, that primitive

conditions still assert themselves over extensive regions. Be

ing versed in Socialist science, our traveler knows that such

diversity of conditions, implying different stages of economic

development, is bound to be reflected in a variety of mental

stages of development. Such varying mental stages require

different treatment. Being versed upon the process of socio

logic formations, as well as upon economic phenomena, our

traveler knows that a strong organization is dependent, not

merely upon identity of class interests, but upon the degree

of development that these interests have attained . A prole

tarian element, that still has strong navel-string connections

with bourgeois interests, can not be as solidly welded as an

organization of proletarians with whom such navel-string liga

ments have been sundered ; and, obedient to the biologic law

of " natural selection , " the non - proletarian element , attracted

by the two sets of proletarian developments, will share the

features of the respectively attracting bodies. The less class

developed a revolutionary element is , the less homogeneous

it will be ; the less homogeneous it is, the more torpid will be

its sense of sacrifice; the more torpid its sense of sacrifice, the

less focalized will be its efforts. Inversely, the more class

developed a revolutionary element is , the more homogeneous
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will it be ; the more homogeneous it is, the more active will

be its sense of sacrifice ; the more active its sense of sacrifice,

all the more focalized will be its efforts. These facts and

reasoning would illumine the whole field to our traveler. They

would explain to him why the Socialist Party strikes a pos

ture of opposition to the Socialist Labor Party in the matter

of the press.

The Socialist Labor Party being the " Mountain , " has

gathered in its camp a class-developed revolutionary element.

That renders its membership homogeneous ; their homo

geneity quickens their sense of sacrifice ; their sense of sacri

fice focalizes their effort — with the consequence that they have

been able to set up and uphold a press owned by themselves

—not only a Weekly, but a Daily,English Socialist paper-- a

magnificent monument of what organized well-developed class

consciousness can achieve. Our traveler would realize, on the

other hand, that the less class -developed composition of the

Socialist Party, lacking the homogeneity that quickens the

sense of sacrifice and focalizes efforts, could not possibly set

up a press owned by itself . Incapable of that achievement,

the Socialist Party was put to the alternative of either re

maining tongue -tied, or accepting a press owned privately by

individuals and corporations in their midst. Man adjusts his

principles to his material possibilities. Seeing that the ma

terial possibilities of its composition disable it from producing

its own party -owned press, the Socialist Party sings the

praises of a privately-owned press . Furthermore, our traveler

would realize that the very reason why the Socialist Party

could not produce a party-owned press — the less -developed

class -consciousness of its composition - is the reason why it

believes that party -ownership spells “tyranny.” The tactical

and theoretic agitation of a “ Mountain " can not choose but
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appear tyrannical to the “ Vale, " and the excusable confusion

of thought is incurred of imputing the “ tyranny ” to the sys

tem of ownership.

Clarified on the matter, our traveler would conclude that ,

at least upon this head, his theory was correct as to the press

question's offering no insuperable barrier for the establish

ment of a modus vivendi—always, of course proceeding from

familyship.” The united party, recognizing the respective

field of the " Mountain " and the “ Vale,” consequently, also

their respective capabilities, can leave each to regulate its own

system of ownership . Mutual criticism would continue

sharp, if you please, but, being thenceforth conducted by

bodies who practice the International Congress theory regard

ing the “ Socialist family,” the harshness of the manner might

be chastened to the profit of the matter. And as time passes

and class -conscious clearness increases , such increasing clear

ness would lead in its train the qualities that will cast off the

private-ownership and set up the party-ownership principle.

At present when such development takes place, friction is the

consequence, or rupture. In the united party the transition

would be accompanied by no such disagreeable consequences.

Accordingly, upon the head of the press, our traveler would

conclude that unity can be effected without sacrifice of prin

ciple by either side .

AUTONOMY.

The next subject of division that our traveler would place

upon the dissecting table is that of " autonomy.” The in

vestigations made by him on the press-ownership would great

ly facilitate his understanding of the reason back of the So
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cialist Labor Party and the reason back of the Socialist Party

position, and arriving at a conclusion .

Our traveler from Mars has some knowledge of mechanics

and a good deal of knowledge of the history of the American

people. Mechanics teaches him that there is in Nature a force

called " centripetal” : that force drives matter toward the

center ; and that there is in Nature another force, called

" centrifugal” : that force drives matter apart. He knows that

these two forces are not opposed, but are supplementary to

each other. It is due to the joint action of the " centrifugal"

and the “ centripetal” forces that our planetary system is kept:

in shape. Our traveler's knowledge of American history tells.

him that America has solved, in the matter of terrestrial gov-

ernment, the problem of yoking together the " centripetal” .

and the "centrifugal” forces, and making them promote the

country's existence. Our system of Federal and State gov-.

ernments, respectively represent " centralization ” and “ auton

omy." The local self-government enjoyed by the several

States is " autonomy” ; the Federal government is " centrali-

zation." Each system has its own sphere of action. The

two combined keep the top spinning. Equipped with this.

knowledge our investigator from Mars will tackle the problem :

of Socialist Labor Party " centralization ” and Socialist Party

“ autonomy ” with a hopeful heart. As I just said, his in- .

vestigations concerning the issue of press-ownership will light

en his work greatly. For the identical reason that an organ

ization of " Mountain ” elements will necessarily move in focal-.

ized shape, and , accordingly, exhibit the aspect of " central

ization ,” an organization of " Vale ” elements is bound to move

divergently, and exhibit the aspect of " autonomy." It is

not that the former starts with “ centralization ” as a matter

of principle, and the latter with “ autonomy,” also as a matter
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of principle. The traveler from Mars would realize that the

fact is just the reverse. The one acts “ centrally,” the other

“ autonomously, ” as a result of their different compositions .

He would also realize that, for the same reason that private

ownership of the press is a necessary transitional period with

a “ Vale ” element, and party-ownership the necessary condi

tion for the successful, or safe , " home-stretch, " " autonomy"

has its transitory, and " centralization " its permanent func

tion . Our traveler would furthermore and finally realize that,

at the present stage of American mental conditions, only harm

could come to the Movement from the prolongation of the dis

located operation of the " centripetal" and the " centrifugal”

forces, which , at the present stage , should operate together.

It would be no rare occurrence for our traveler from Mars,

as he travels over the country, to meet thoughtful Socialist

Party men, who dread nothing so much as the verification of

the jubilant prophecy, so often heard from flighty Socialist

Party quarters, that “the Socialist Labor Party is about to

die.” It would be no rare occurrence for our traveler to hear

thoughtful Socialist Party men and women declare : “ The

Socialist Party needs the Socialist Labor Party to keep our

party straight”

* A striking confirmation of this passage is furnished by the Eng

lish organ of the Finnish S. P. members — the “Wage-Slave ” of

Hancock, Mich . , of Feb. 14, 1908 . In an editorial article that

strongly urged unity the “Wage- Slave ” said :

"We are very much confirmed in this position by reading the

arguments against uniting with the S. L. P.that are to be met with

insome quarters in ourown party. They may be summarized as

follows : That the S. L. P. have been in the past ‘a disturbing ele

ment.'

“We are very much inclined to think that the S. L. P. have

been a disturbing element, and that it is a good thing for our party

that they have been. We are inclined to think that the debt we

owe them , for keeping our movement out of the bogs and quag

mires of Opportunism , is very great. "

رو

*
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Our traveler from Mars would conclude, always proceed

ing from the International Congress theory regarding the

“ Socialist family, ” that the two American members of that

family, if they are really of one family, should find no diffi

culty , on this subject also , to find a modus vivendi, to the ad

vantage of both, seeing that an agreement would result ad

vantageous to the Movement.

TRADES UNIONS.

Even the theory of the International Congress, regarding

the “ Socialist family, ” might have failed to prove a work

able foundation for our traveler from Mars to discover com

mon ground , sufficiently solid, for the two American parties

to arrive at a common agreement on the Question of Union

ism . On this subject the " Mountain " and the "Vale” stood

upon irreconcilable ground, and the International Congress

had not yet reached sufficient maturity to bridge the chasm .

The Socialist Labor Party holds, and will ever hold, that,

convenient, useful and even necessary though political action

is to Socialism , the ballot alone is impotent to accomplish the

Social Revolution. The Socialist Party holds that the ballot

is all -sufficient.

The Socialist Labor Party holds, and will ever hold , that

the only physical force, without which no ballot ever was or

ever will be effective, available to the proletariat, and ample

for its purpose, is its class -conscious and industrially organ

ized economic Union .—The Socialist Party holds that the

political organization is the all -sufficient revolutionary or

ganization.

The Socialist Party looks upon the Union as a transitory

affair ; as an organization that capitalist development tends

to wipe out ; as a sort of Kindergarten in which to train So
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cialist voters ; as a drilling ground for the class - consciousness

of the working -class . — The Socialist Labor Party looks upon

the Union as a permanent institution ; the Socialist Labor

Party looks upon the Union as an organization that capitalist

development does not tend to wipe out, but that, on the con

trary, capitalist development, on the one hand, deliberately

seeks to perpetuate in its obsolete craft Union shape as the

strongest bulwark for the continuance of capitalism , while, on

the other hand, capitalist development unintentionally and

unwillingly forces the workingmen forward to reform their

economic organizations upon a fit system , by itself marshaling

the workers into the industrial battalions that ever more in

dustrially organized capitalism itself furnishes the mold for.

Accordingly, the Socialist Labor Party does not look upon

the craft Union as a drilling ground for the class -conscious

ness of the workers, but, on the contrary as bodies in which

the class- consciousness, learned in the shop, can be, and gen

erally is, stamped out.

All this our traveler from Mars would know . He would

have seen the horns of the two parties locked. Not an inch

of common ground perceptible. Thus, he would know stood

things a year ago. But he would conclude that since then

the declaration of the Stuttgart International Congress on

Unionism had thrown a bridge across the chasm , which be

fore then , seemed impassable.

The declaration of the Stuttgart International Congress

on Unionism , our traveler from Mars would know , is serious

ly defective in more than one respect. He would know that

that declaration places the political abreast of the economic

arm of the Movement, and thereby places the two in false

perspective, seeing that the economic arm is the more im

portant, first, because it is indispensable to the revolutionary
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act , and next, because it is the frame of the Government of

the Co-operative Commonwealth. But our traveler would be

fully aware of the fact that the Stuttgart declaration is the

longest step the International Congress had yet taken in that

direction . He would be aware of Vandervelde's introduc

tory remarks to the volume of the reports to the Stuttgart

Congress in which, taking a bird's-eye view of the situation ,

he observes that the fact is salient from the bulk of the re

ports that the question of the economic organization has as

sumed an importance not recognized even four years ago ;

that this fact is the phenomenon of greatest importance since

the Amsterdam Congress ; and that militant Socialism to -day

sees in Unionism a fact of greater moment to the Revolution

than the conquest of a few seats in the political parliaments.

With these facts before him, our traveler from Mars would

not be slow to perceive solid ground for a common inder

standing in America .

It is true, our traveler would be aware that the Socialist

Labor Party voted against the Stuttgart Resolution on Union

ism , but he would not be confused by that circumstance.

Our traveler is versed in parliamentary practice . He is

aware of the inferiority of the parliamentary system followed

at the International Congress — its inferiority to the Amer

ican ; and he knows the false position such inferior parlia

mentary practice often places the voter in . Let me illustrate.

Suppose that, in view of the disgracefully dirty condition of

the streets that we have all had to wade through in order to

reach this hall , some one were to move that a committee of

twenty of us be appointed to call upon the Mayor to -morrow

morning and remonstrate with him. I , would immediately

move to amend that the committee consist of only three men ,

upon the ground that I have seen large committees appointed
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who were wound up by : the Mayor around his finger, and

then, the committee being so large, each member threw upon

the other the blame for their having been humbugged by the

Mayor, and in that way all escaped responsibility for their

poltroonery ; whereas , if the committee is small , then such

shifting of responsibilities is not so easy, and the cominittee

is more likely to keep a stiff upper-lip before " His Honor . ”

What is our, the American parliamentary method ? It is to

put the amendment first; if my amendment is lost I would

then support the original motion as the next best thing. To

put the original motion first is bad practice. If that is done,

then I would be compelled to vote against the motion, and

preserve my vote for when the amendment was submitted .

Whereas in that other case , all those who favor my amendment

would vote for it ; and, if it is lost, we would all be unanimous

for the original motion . Our traveler from Mars would know

that the practice is upside down at the International Congress.

He would, accordingly, know that the Stuttgart Resolution

was the original motion , the joint S. L. P. and I. W. W. Res

olution an amendment to the original motion, and that , ac

cording to the practice of the International Congress, the

original motion, being put first, the S. L. P. was compelled

to vote against it, and, seeing that it was overwhelmingly

carried, the S. L. P. had no further opportunity to express

itself ; whereas, had the amendment been put first, and de

feated, the S.L. P. would have supported the original Resolu

tion as the next best thing. Our traveler, knowing all this,

would discount the fact of the S. L. P. having voted against

the Stuttgart Resolution on Unionism . He would see in that

resolution and the circumstances of its adoption a long step

forward in the right direction — the recognition of the neces

sity of the Union for the revolutionary act — a recognition
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which , though not yet accompanied with all the recognitions

that flow therefrom, nevertheless, removed in fact the chasm

between the two parties in America, and presented a common

ground upon which to negotiate an agreement for the future

conduct of both . Accordingly our traveler from Mars would

have seen no impassible barrier under this head - always, of

course, presupposing that both are loyal to the International

Congress theory regarding the “ Socialist family . "

Our traveler from Mars would, in this way , consider one

by one the other and minor details, and his final conclusion

would then be

That the action of the Socialist Labor Party in adopting

the January Unity Resolutions and presenting them to the

Socialist Party was a proper, was a wise, was a noble act ;

it was an act of loyalty to the International Congress, of loy

alty to the international proletariat in general , of loyalty to

the American proletariat in particular. It is now up to the

Socialist Party whether it, in turn, will act as properly, as

wisely and as nobly ; whether it, in turn , will act as loyally

to the International Congress, to the international proletariat

in general , and to the American proletariat in particular.

( Loud and prolonged applause . )
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[ The resolution published below was the first move toward

Socialist unity madeby the Socialist Labor Party. It was super

seded in January, 1911, by the S. L. P. Unity Memorial, an address

to the International Socialist Bureau stating the position of the

Socialist Labor Party on this question, and outlining a plan for

unity .]

RESOLUTION ON UNITY QUESTION

Adopted by the National Executive Committee of the So

cialist Labor Party at Its Session of January 6, 1908, and

Rejected, Without Consulting Their Membership , by the

Business and Professional Interests Who Dominate the

National Committee of the Socialist Party.

WHEREAS, The International Socialist Congress, held in Am

sterdam in 1904, adopted under the title of “ Unity of the Party"

the following resolution :

“ The Congress declares :

“ In order togive to the Working Class all its force in its

struggle against Capitalism , it is indispensable that in each coun

try there should be but one Socialist party against the Capital

ist parties, just as there is but one proletariat.

“ Therefore, all comrades and all factions and organizations

which claim to be Socialist have the imperative duty to do all

in their power to bring about Socialist Unity on the basis of the

principles established by the International Congresses and in the

interest of the International proletariat, to whom they are

responsible for the disastrous consequences of the continuation

of their divisions.

" To help reach this aim, the International Bureau and all

parties of Nationalities where Unity exists place themselves at

their disposal and offer their good services.”

WHEREAS, After this call was_issued the various warring

factions in the Socialist Movement of France — the Socialist Party of

France , the French Socialist Party, the Revolutionary Socialist

Labor Party and four Independent Socialist Federations of different

parts of France - after some preliminary work of a Unity Confer

ence, met in a joint Unity Convention in Paris and established the

present Socialist Party ( French Section of the Workers' Interna

tional) ; and, likewise, the warring factions in the Social Demo

cratic Movement in Russia — the “majority " anci “minority ” factions
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of the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party and the General

Jewish Labor Union of Russia, Poland and Lithuania ( The Bund)

met in a joint Convention in 1906 at Stockholm, and organized the

united Russian Social Democratic Labor Party ; and,

WHEREAS, The experience of the Socialists of the above two

countries , as well as that of other countries, where a united and de

veloped party of Socialism exists, demonstrates — first, the possibili

ty for all Socialists, recognizing the principles and decisions of the

International Socialist Congress, to present with immensely in

creased effect a united solid front against the common enemy, the

Capitalist , and to address a united, harmonious appeal to the Work

ing Class which is so much more responsive when confusion, dis

trust and demoralization, created by internal strife and division in

the Socialist camp are eliminated ; and, second - it demonstrates the

possibility of such co -operation based upon the recognition of the

right of minority divisions of a United Party, to advocate their

particular views through their own publications, and their own

minority delegates to National Conventions and International Con

gresses ; and,

WHEREAS, The necessity for a United Socialist Movement in

America is ever more keenlyfelt, andthe demands for it are ever

more persistently and insistently voiced by the most active workers,

the rank and file of both parties ; and,

WHEREAS, The decisions of the recent International Socialist

Congress, held at Stuttgart — both upon the matter of immigration,

which recognizes the soundness of the Marxian motto for the

Working Class, “ Proletarians of all Countries, Unite !” and, even

upon the vital question of Unionism , which, while the Congress has

not yet taken the advanced Industrialist position, does take a posi

tion that clearly rejectsthe principles that the economic organization

is a " transitory affair ,” accordingly a position that holds that the

economic organization is something more than simply a recruiting

ground for votes and funds, but is essential to the revolutionary act

of the proletariat - are, in so far as they affect the issues of the

American Movement, of a character to present a more acceptable

common working basis for the two parties ; and in view also of

the greater necessity for unhindered constructive Socialist work and

greater opportunity for it furnished by the spreading of the present

industrial crisis in America ; therefore, be it

RESOLVED ,That we, the National Executive Committee of the

Socialist Labor Party, insemi-annual session assembled, desiring to

free the Socialist Labor Party inthe eyes of the Working Class of

America and of the International Proletariat, of its seeming share

of responsibility for the divided, demoralized and retarded state of

the Movement this country, hereby take the initiative toward

remedying such conditions, by electing a committee of seven mem
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bers and inviting the National Headquarters of the Socialist Party

to elect a committee of like numberto a National Socialist Unity

Conference, to meet not later than the third week of the month of

March of this year, in order to consider whether Unity of the two

parties of Socialism in America is possible , and on what special

basis ; and be it further

RESOLVED, That if such conference takes place and succeeds

in agreeing on conditions for uniting the two parties, such decisions

of the Conference be immediately submitted to a general vote of the

membership of both parties for approval, and the date for the

closing of such vote be such, that, in the event of the vote being in

favor of the proposed basis of unity, steps be immediately taken

that one joint National Convention, instead of two separate ones ,

be held to adopt - on behalf of the United Party and in conformity

with the Unity basis accepted by the general vote—a platform ,

constitution and resolutions, and nominate candidates, etc. , and

finally,

RESOLVED, That copies of these resolutions be sent to the

National Headquarters of the Socialist Party of America, the In

ternational Socialist Bureau at Brussels, and the leading Socialist

and Labor publications in the United States and other countries .
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PREFACE

" Socialism versus Anarchism " is one of those little gems

of lecturing art, delivered upon " an occasion ," but which time

inevitably makes a classic. The occasion which brought forth

this pronunciamento by the Socialist Labor Party through

Comrade De Leon was the assassination of President William

McKinley at Buffalo, N. Y., by the anarchist Czolgosz. The

assassination of McKinley caused a veritable outburst of blind

rage and petty persecution against individuals and organiza

tions which professed to any kind of so-called radical " ism ."

Open or covert attacks were made upon the Socialist move

ment, with that unerring class instinct which makes the ruling

class and its henchmen scent in Socialism its real opponent

and take every opportunity to attack it with the fervent though

futile hope of wiping it out of existence. Outrages, by mobs

or petty authorities, were committed against Socialists under

the belief, real or assumed, that Socialists were Anarchists.

Public outrages were stimulated and abetted by the capitalist

press which in every city and state, in its usual glib, ignorant,

or wilfully vicious fashion, confounded Anarchism with Social

ism as if the two were identical and synonymous.

The Socialist Labor Party, the true representative of the

Socialist Movement in America, saw itself compelled to make

a plain and authoritative statement showing the difference be

tween Anarchism and Socialism both in theory and practice.

Section Boston of the Socialist Labor Party arranged a mass

meeting with Comrade De Leon as the speaker. In his usual



calm and logical manner, Comrade De Leon traced the doc

trine of " physical force, " the so-called " propaganda of the

deed , ” to its last conclusion, showing that it played its role in

history at an age when the individual, the leader, the king, the

emperor, or whatever the one-man ruler might be called, was

all , and the mass counted for nothing ; showing how this " rev

olutionary method, ” outgrown and outworn at this time, has

stuck in the human conception to this day, theoretically fos

tered by that one organization-the Catholic Church-in which

the Pope or the priest, that is to say, the individual leader,

still counts for all and the mass counts for less than nothing;

showing the stupidity, the futility in our day and age, of the

methods and the tactics of the Anarchists ; and showing, fur

thermore, how diametrically opposite to these are the meth

ods and tactics of the Socialist Labor Party.

At the present moment we are again passing through a

stage in history when it is convenient for the powers that be

and for the subsidized press to misrepresent Socialism by con

founding it with anarchy, often at this time giving it the new

name, I. W. W. or syndicalism, or calling it Bolshevism or

Spartacanism-painting these movements in the blackest col

At the present moment a number of decidedly “ shady"

and incomprehensible bomb explosions have again brought the

subject of anarchy very much in the limelight, which will

beyond a doubt make it the subject of strong repressive legis

lation, upon the basis of which the legitimate Labor Movement

will be made to suffer. Clarity of thought and reasoning, al

ways necessary in the Socialist Movement, is, therefore, at

this time more than ever imperative. We have no better and

clearer concise statement of the position of the S. L. P. in op

position to anarchy and other criminal doctrines springing

from the cellar or the dungeon than this little pamphlet.

In preparing this new edition for the printer, the Socialist

Labor Party does so feeling that it is its strongest weapon

against slander and the covert attacks launched by its hun

dieds of foes , open or secret. It is a book that should be in

the hands of every man and woman in the land.

National Executive Committee,

Socialist Labor Party.

New York, June , 1919.

ors.



Ladies and Gentlemen : The voices of those little ones* in.

duce me to introduce my own intended introduction with an

observation of Victor Hugo's. On a certain occasion, when

the French Revolution seemed to be in danger (and you un

derstand by the French Revolution not the decapitation of

anybody, but the overthrow of the Feudal System) , more than

one is said to have gathered courage from hearing, while walk

ing the streets of Paris, the little children singing " Ca Ira" ( " It

will Succeed " ). Victor Hugo, in his own peculiar language,

said on the subject : " The voices of those children, that is the

voice of the immense future." It matters not whether these

children are aware that a Socialist Labor Party meeting is be

ing held here or not. Let us take it as a good omen that the

voices of these little ones echo, outside of this hall, the cheers

that, inside, have greeted the introduction of a Socialist Labor

Party speaker. (Applause.)

Before taking up my subject, allow me to make a few in

troductory remarks, which may, or may not, be necessary in

this instance ; or may be necessary only to a very limited ex

tent ; or possibly may be necessary to a very extended extent.

All those of you who remember the recent vulgar attacks

upon the Socialist Labor Party on the part of the Republican

press, which manufactured " Socialists, ” and put into their

mouths cheers for the assassin of McKinley ; all those of you

who remember the equally obscene assaults by the Democratic

press, which endeavored to connect Czolgosz directly with the

Socialist Labor Party ; all those of you who recollect the vul

gar language hurled from the Protestant and Jewish pulpits,

lumping Socialism and Anarchism in one ; all those of you who

remember the immoral attitude struck by the Princes of the

Roman Catholic Hierarchy of this country , who, forgetful of

their claim that they are “ teachers of morality, " have, on the

occasion of the Buffalo tragedy, resorted to the immoral act

of falsifying the tenets and principles of Socialism ; all those

* After the applause had subsided in the hall, the speaker, before start .

ing again , was compelled to wait until the noise raised by some urchins on
the street had stopped, who, hearing the cheering in the ball, took it up

and kept at it for a few seconds.
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of you who remember the language of the politicians, Demo

cratic and Republican, on this subject, may possibly expect oi

me that I am going, this afternoon , to hit back. Nothing of

the sort. The sun hits not back against the dark clouds that

may gather in its face ; neither does the Socialist Labor Party.

The Socialist Labor Party, like all Truth, can bide its

time ; and in the meantime proceed serenely along its orbit. To

hit back increases disorder because it increases animosity. . I

come not to hit back. What I come for is to enable those

gathered here-to the extent that I can within the limited time

that it is physically possible for a person to address you on so

broad a question — to pick their own way ; to give you tips, a's

it were, that may aid you in unraveling the complicated prob

lem that this question of Anarchism brings up, that the shot

of Czolgosz has raised into prominence.

Indeed, the great Social Question can not be entered, per

haps, by a better gate than the gate which, not Anarchism

suggests, but which the anarchistic forces of society try to

raise as a barrier against the Socialist Labor Party and the

Socialist Movement.

The Social Question has been justly called the great sol

vent, that great ocean , into which all the rivers of knowledge

flow, and to which all the departments of intellectual upbuild

ing are tributaries. It is hard to say that this, that, or the

other of the numerous sub-questions is the most important. I

shall not say that the questions raised in the public mind by

the word Anarchism are the most important; but what I do

maintain is this : That this question involves a tactical issue,

and that that tactical issue is today of the greatest importance.

With these preliminary remarks I shall begin, but yet I

must bring in another little preliminary. It is suggested by a

book review in one of the New York papers of this very morn

ing. At the risk of advertising a very stupid book , and a still

more stupid reviewer, I shall mention their names. I hold

here the New York Sun of this morning. It contains a certain

book review. The author of the book is a gentleman who has

perpetrated before works of this nature. His name is John

Rae. He has written a book called "The History of Social

ism ." God help Socialism and God help history ! (Laughter
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dishes up

and applause. ) I have marked and picked out of this review

three of the statements which the reviewer has taken and

as choice morsels from Mr. Rae's book. These

passages will serve me as landmarks during my address to you

and will help me to make clear my argument. Let me read

them.

The first is : Mr. Rae characterizes Anarchism as “ the lat

est and most misshapen offspring of revolutionary opinion.” I

shall show you that Anarchism is not the latest, but, so far

from being the latest, is the very oldest conception of a rev

olutionary movement. I shall show you that it is old, stale,

and played out. ( Laughter and applause. ) I shall show you

that it is the child of infant social organization. I shall show

you that whatever manifestation of it we have today is purely

an atavistic revival of an old , old idea.

The next statement that I think of importance to quote is

this : He says : “ The Anarchists of Boston , " and I quote it be

cause you are of Boston, " for example, are individualists ; one

of the two groups of English Anarchists in London is indivi

dualist " ; and Mr. Rae (reading from the review) " points out

that these individualist Anarchists are very few in number

anywhere, and he maintains that the mass of the party whose

deeds excite abhorrence on both sides of the Atlantic are un

doubtedly more socialist than the Socialists themselves. " I

shall show you that he who connects Anarchism with Social

ism commits in the domain of sociology as great a blunder as

he who, in the domain of natural science , would say that the

eagle belongs to the same species as the eel in the zoological

scale.

The last clause in the analysis of Mr. Rae's book by this

reviewer, that helps me out and that I will quote, is this : He

says : “ It is said to be a subject of speculative discussion

among the Anarchists whether two members are sufficient to

constitute an anarchist club . The dread of subjection to au

thority keep them disunited and weak. A small group may

concoct an isolated crime, but it can do little toward bringing

about a social revolution .”

Mind you , this is the opinion of the author, condensed by

the reviewer, and is given as a pearl of thought . I shall show
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you that the man who wrote that does not know the first thing

about history. I shall show you that these individualisic out

breaks have accomplished wonderful revolutions in their time,

but in days gone by. I shall show you that, as humanity pro

gresses , individual acts wane in strength, and I shall show you

why , today, they are simply flashes in the pan ; consequently,

that this wholesale denunciation of individualistic revolutions,

individualistic shots and individualistic assassinations, as acts

incapable of accomplishing great results, shows that these

gentlemen have no conception of what Anarchism really

means, or where it has its roots.

Now to the subject . Of course, whatever makes much

noise is considered by the superficial observer as the thing.

Now, particularly, with Anarchism , the noisy part of Anar

chism is not th essence of Anarchism. One Anarchist who

fires a shot , one Anarchist who throws a dynamite bomb, or

one Anarchist who today assassinates a president, has his name

flashed from one end of the country to the other to such an

extent that people , who are themselves itching for notorietý,

are so envious of him that they pass resolutions declaring that

his name shall not hereafter be mentioned at all. Assassina

tion is not an essential part of Anarchism.

You get assassination as a possible, but by no means an

inevitable, incident of Anarchism. Anarchism does not imply

homicide, however natural its development in that direction

may seem. Anarchism is essentially a gubernatorial or gov

ernmental conception-a conception of government in social

society.

A conception of government is a reflex of social concep

tion ; and that social conception in its turn is based upon, not

what we would like, or what we would fancy to be the desir

ous thing, but upon what material conditions dictate. You

take your present raspingly-noisy and unseemly Elevated in

Boston, for instance ; it is not what you would like ; but it is a

reflex of the conditions of things and capabilities of the time ;

and that reflex takes tangible form in the best way people

know and are physically able to meet a certain condition of

things.

Now, what is the social conception that lies at the root of
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names

Anarchism? - I can hardly illustrate Socialism better than by

drawing clear the essence of Anarchism . With that as a back

ground, then Socialism , the reason therefor, what it means and

the tactics to reach it, spring naturally to the eye.

What, then, is that governmental conception that mani

fests itself as Anarchism ? What that social conception is the

reflex of, I shall not start with stating. I shall mention somc

leading historic events, and thus enable you to answer the

questions yourselves.

Take one of the leading epochs in ancient history. We

there come across a monumental being. His name has come

down to our days ; he has given names to cities ; his sayings,

his words, his conduct, have become proverbial. That man

was Alexander, named the Great. He built an empire that lap

ped over both sides of the Euxine ; he conquered the formerly

unconquerable Greeks ; he spread eastward over the great em

pires of the Assyrians and Babylonians, or whatever

they had. His empire swamped Egypt, and raised the city of

Alexandria, with all that it implied. That empire was the

largest empire , properly speaking, using the word in a semi

technical sense , the largest the world had yet seen. Alexan

der was its head.

One day, Alexander died. What became of his empire ?

Immediately upon his death, it shattered into a dozen different

fragments . Without Alexander the empire of Alexander came

to naught. The death of that man was not brought on by

homicide. His death is attributed to " a natural event in the

course of nature. " The fact that interests us most just now

is what happened when that great Alexander died. What hap

pened was the death of his empire. Leave that as one in

stance.

Now let us take up another series of events. It is one sess

palatable than the one just mentioned to the Jewish rabbis ,

the Protestant and Catholic pulpiteers, whom I referred to in

opening. But that is not my fault; it is theirs. The series of

events which I now propose to mention are taken from the

Bible. You know that the elect of the Lord backslided very

frequently. On one of these occasions they fell under the

control of a wicked race called the Moabites. Thereupon they
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groaned under the yoke of the Moabites many long years.

Finally, in the language of the Bible, "God raised up a

judge to Israel ." His name was Ehud. He looked : around,

and saw the oppression of his nation , and made up his mind

to put an end to the oppressors. How did he go about it ? By

warring against the Moabites ? No. The king of the Moabites

was a gentleman by the name of Eglon, described as "a very

fat man." Ehud, who is described as “ left-handed," provided

himself with a dagger ; hid it under his garment ; secured a pri

vate interview with Eglon, who was thrown off his guard see

ing Ehud's right hand unarmed ; and, suddenly using his left

hand, grasped his dagger, and, in the language of the Bible,

" thrust it into Eglon's belly, " so that " the haft went in after

the blade, and the fat closed upon the blade " and stuck fast.

Exit Eglon, not alone , but every mother's son of the Moa

bitic oppressors. With the death of King Eglon the rule of

the Moabites was at an end as absolutely as if Ehud's dagger

had transfixed every single Moabite in transfixing Eglon. That

much for the claim of the review I have read from, that in

dividualistic acts are barren of results.

Take another event, also from the Bible. It is a celebrated

one, one that has passed into art, furnishing poets and paint

ers with the subject for many a great production. It is the

story of Judith and Holofernes.

King Nebuchodonosor, as he is called in the Book of Ju

dith, allowed his eyes to roam around, and caught sight of the

Jews, and decided to conquer them . Holofernes was appointed

the general of that conquering army. He carried everything

before him, and finally reached Judea with an army over a

hundred thousand strong. With that he encamped near Bethu

lia. The Jews were hard pressed ; the water had been turned

away from them ; talk of surrender began to be heard.

At that critical moment a woman stepped forth. She con-.

sulted no one ; she confided her plan to no one, not even to the

maid servant that she took along. She arrayed herself at her

best, and sallied forth from the city towards the camp of Holo

fernes, before whose tent she soon arrived, the soldiers readily

making way for her. In the beautiful language of the Bible,
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as near as I can recall it , “her sandals ravished his senses, and

her countenance took his mind prisoner. "

To make a long story short, one night, as Holofernes lay

in the stupor of sleep on his couch, Judith took his falchion ,

cut off his head, and returned home with it. The decapitation

of Holofernes was equivalent to the decapitation of every in

dividual in his vast army. That army vanished as completely

as the first thin layer of snow vanishes on the streets of New

York when struck by the torrid sun of southern Europe ; it

vanished even more completely, leaving not a wrack behind .

This was a great result. It put off for many a hundred

years the day when the fiat of time was to be recorded, and

the Roman emperor placed upon the ramparts of Jerusalem

the stone effigy of a pig with impudently curled tail as the

seal of Gentile subjugation of the Jewish Acropolis. A more

" autonomous " , or " individualistic " act can ill be conceived ;

nor one more fruitful of result.

Let us now take a long leap forward into modern history.

You have watched contemporaneous events in France. " Paris , "

down to a very recent date, stood for " France.” In the suc

cessive crises witnessed in that country, whatever coterie of

capitalist interests captured Paris captured France " for good

measure.” And Paris stood for “ the Government." Whoever

took the Government had the Nation.

Draw nearer to our own country. What is the spectacle

presented on this head by our neighbor republic, Mexico ? The

railroads have in more recent date taken from revolutions the

chance of success they once enjoyed. But until then, how

stood it ? The chieftain , or, say, the interests clustered around

such a chief, who aimed at controlling the people, simply

marched upon the capital. “ The capital" stood for the “Gov

ernment.” He who pocketed the Government, bagged the peo

ple.

And finally, stepping upon our own soil, and coming down

to the immediate present, what is the spectacle that is being

presented just now in our Empire City of Greater New York ?

A fierce municipal campaign is raging there between the forces

of Capitalism, aligned along the lines of Fusion or " Reform , "

l

1

1
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on the one side, and the party in power, Tammany Hall, on

the other.

What is it all about ? Corruption — undeniable, openly ad

mitted or silently conceded-is rampant in the mu ipal goy

ernment. Do the " Reform " forces, with Seth Low as their

fugleman, take the people of the city into account ? Do : they

recognize that the precariousness of livelihood , among the

toiling masses , the racking nervous strain to "keep up ap

pearances” among the shoddyocracy, the slipperiness of the

foundation of their affluence among the plutocracy,- do they

take into consideration that these popular, conditions neces

sarily breed an atmosphere of social impurity , whose exhala

tions are bound to manifest themselves in governmental in

purity and corruption ?

Not in the slightest ! The Seth Low column of fused Re

publican and Democratic capitalists - granting for the nonce

the honesty of their declamations- proceed from the prin

ciple that it is all- sufficient to decapitate Tammany Hall with

the falchion of a “ Reform Government" in order to establish

governmental purity ; with the decapitation of Tammany Hall

it is expected that impurity and corruption in the city will

have been decapitated,-aye, decapitated as effectively as the

empire of Alexander the Great died when he died ; as effective,

ly as the Moabite oppressors of the Jews were stabbed to

death by the dagger with which Ehud stabbed to death the

Moabitic king ; as effectively as the hundred and odd thousand

soldiers of Holofernes were beheaded with the falchion that

Judith cut off their general's head with ; as effectively as the

France of the first half of this century was successively cap

tured by the successive revolutions that captured Paris ; as ef

fectively as the Mexican people were bagged by the chieftains

who pocketed the capital of the Republic ;—mark you, as ef

fectively, and upon the same principle, as the shot of the An

archist Czolgosz was expected by him to. kill capitalist dom

ination by the killing of the President of the Nation, (Ap

plause .)

No need of multiplying examples. The mental kinship of

all these instances is obvious. From them leaps to view the

identical governmental conception together with the social
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conception that it is the reflex of. And what is that ? It is

obviously the social conception that the people do not count

in society, except, at best, as food for cannon (laughter and

applause) ; that Government, accordingly, is something outside

of, separate and apart from, and superimposed upon the peo

ple from above .

It is the chess-board conception of society. One may have

all his men on the board, but if his king is checkmated, the

game is lost.
Your opponent may have pawns, bishops ,

knights, rooks and queen , but if you have crowded his king to

where he must surrender, then all his bishops, his pawns, his

rooks, his knights, and even his queen, go for naugt. And

that conception is the essence of Anarchism. ( Cheers and ap

plause. ) All else. in Anarchism are but incidents and results

that flow from this central principle. (Applause. )

Now, then, as you may begin to perceive , this Anarchist

conception of society and of government was natural enough ,

and in place, at a certain social stage. How much in place , and

what sort of social stage, you may have an inkling from the

illustration furnished by Alexander's empire, and from the ef

fectiveness with which that conception of society was applied

in the instances of Ehud and Judith, together with many other

instances that these two readily suggest.

On the other hand, from the other instances cited, and

the many more you can readily think of, together with the

common experience of the declining effectiveness with which

that Anarchist conception of society is applied, down to our

own days , when its application regularly suffers shipwreck , as

illustrated by the utter failure that attends and must inevitably

attend all the “ Purity Movements” that we have seen spring

up periodically in the land ;-from all this.it will be clear that,

from the social conditions in Asia Minor and Palestine, many

centuries before Christ, to those of the United States in the

Twentieth Century ; from the days of Ehud and Judith to those

of Czolgosz and Seth Low (laughter and applause ), a steady

change has been going on, until, ' today, the old Anarchist

conception of government no longer fits with actual social

conditions. (Applause.) .

Now, then , what is the reason the Ehuds and Judiths suc
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ceeded, while, today, the Czolgoszes and Lows have failed , and

will continue to fail ? Before going to the bottom of the mat

ter, and detailing the fundamental and remote, it is well to first

point out the immediate reason ,

The immediate reason is a sociological development preg

nant with significance. It is this : For reasons thatI shall

presently take up more fully, the masses are stepping more

and more upon the stage of history, and not as "supes" or

scene-shifters, but as stars in the performance. (Applause.) They

counted for naught - except as " supes" and scene-shifters un

der the industrial order when Ehud and Judith figured.

They gradually begin to count for more and more ; the his

tory of the principalities of northern Italy and the Hansa

towns of Germany is interesting reading on the early stages

of this transformation.

Under the modern industrial order, the masses have grown

into society , -- and not a few of the epileptic fits that capitalist

society is being continually thrown into are the result of the

attempt on the part of the capitalist class to ignore, while

seeking to profit by, the change ; of the efforts of that class to

brace itself against the Niagara-like torrent of evolution that

has removed government down and away from the skies and

planted it on earth, and that marks it flesh of the people's

flesh, and bone of their bone, -part and parcel of, inseparable

from , society. (Applause.)

The further back one traces the race, the fewer are con

cerned in the government; the fewer are so concerned, the

more natural, because the easiest, is the system of effecting

changes - aye, improvements - by " despatching" the govern

ment.

The further we move forward, the more intimate becomes

the blending of " government ” with the rest of society ; in even

step the system of “ despatching ” a government, whether by

assassination or some newer method, grows more barren in

results : To the Red Terror ever succeeds the White; the in

dividually benign McKinley is succeeded by the Spiked-Police

Club Roosevelt. (Applause.)

The Anarchist conception of government and modern so

cial conditions is not the least of the glaring, contradictions
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that capitalist-ruled society groans under. It foments civiliza

tion, and yet it incites to barbarism.

It is no accident, for instance, that Balthasar Gerard, the

assassin of William the Silent, a leader in the Protestant Rev

olution (an interesting historic event in this connection that I

hope I may remember or have time to touch upon later) ; that

Jacques Clement, the assassin of Henry III. of France ; that

Ravaillac, the assassin of Henry IV. , also of France ; and, com

ing down to the history of our own days, that Kullman, the

would-be assassin of Bismarck ; Santos, the assassin of Presi

dent Carnot of France ; Bresci, the assassin of King Humbert

of Italy ; Luechini, the assassin of the Empress of Austria ; Al

goncillo, the assassin of the Spanish Prime Minister Canovas

del Castillo ;-it is no accident that all of these, down to Czol

gosz, are Catholics.

It is no accident that these were all brought up by the Ro

man Catholic Hierarchy during the tender years which that

same Hierarchy recognizes as the most important in shaping

the future man's mind. I say it is no accident. Not, indeed,

that the Roman Catholic Hierarchy makes it a practice of

preaching assassination ; not that. But that unable, as it

would seem, to free itself from its patriarchal and subsequent

feudal habits, and becoming in our days the handmaid of the

capitalist system of despotism - it instils into its pupils, not

the today true and elevating principle that government is a re

flex of social conditions, but the today false and degrading theo

ry that social conditions are a reflex of government: a theory

that by exaggerating the value of the individual act, by thus

inflating the individual self -love, needs but to fall upon favor

able soil to inevitably breed the assassin. ( Prolonged applause.)

A great woman, George Eliot, has called the attention of

the race to the following principle of investigation : " The im

portant thing is not to find that in which things, seemingly

alike, are unlike ; the important thing is to ascertain that which

things seemingly unlike have in common, or are alike in .”

The naturalist has proceeded on these lines. In establish

ing, for instance, the cardinal point of contact between a huge

elephant and the wee little mouse, the domain of natural phil
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osophy was immensely enlarged, and no slight insight was

gained into the scheme of Nature.

And the naturalist has pursued this line further. He has

not rested content with the examination only of the large

types ; after taking up such large formations as the elephant,

the rhinoceros , the giraffe, etc., he turned his attention to the

minute insect ; and rich is the store of information thereby gar

nered.

The interrelation of animal life thus ascertained has been

invaluable in the comprehension of life and evolution. I wish

in this study of Anarchism to proceed upon the same lines.

My investigation, so far, was confined to such huge formations

as the Republican Party, the Democratic Party , the Capitalist

Reformers, together with their Jewish, Catholic, and Protes

tant clerical varieties. These are all like elephants, rhinoce

roses , giraffes , etc., in the sociologic menagerie of Anarchism.

I now want to descend to the insect world of the same family.

It will materially help to round up our information.

There is in the political domain of this country an insect

known as “Kangaroo Social Democracy . " (Laughter and ap

plause . ) Let us take a pin ; let us stick that pin into that insect ;

let us hold it up and examine it. We shall find a striking con

nection between it and the elephant-like , rhinoceros-like , giraffe

like Anarchist creatures we have been sticking the scalpel into .

(Applause.)

You will all of you who are at all informed - agree with

me that the golden dream of the Kangaroo Social Democracy

is to capture the Socialist Labor Party. The mere existence ;

the posture ; the activity ; the high grade vitality ; the mental,

moral, and physical fibre of the Socialist Labor. Party have

been a veritable nightmare to the Kangaroo Social Democracy,

to such a point that the Socialist Labor Party actually deprives

the insect of all equipoise. The Kangaroo Social Democracy

wishes fervently to capture, and, if it can not do that, to kill

'the Socialist Labor Party.

With this end in view , what is the plan of campaign that

the insect has adopted and pursues ? Has it been to work upon

and win over the Socialist Labor Party membership , or kill off

THEM? No! All of you , approximately informed upon the
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subject, will agree that the plan the insect adopted and pur

sues was, which ?-to kill off the Editor of The People ! (Laugh

ter and applause) . Look at what passes for " literature" in

their camp, and is issued as such by them ; look at the word of

mouth " agitation" they carry on. There is no capitalist class to

be fought, no wage-slavery to be overthrown ; there is only one

" Wicked man " to be killed off the Editor of The People.

( Laughter. )

Whatever calumny could do, whatever chicanery could do,

whatever backbiting could do, whatever ' malicious forgery

could do, the insect has resorted to, with the view to kill off

that one man, to whom it attributes headship in the Socialist

Labor Party. In other words: the Kangaroo Social Democ

racy has acted obedient to the same notion that guided the

Ehuds of old, and that guides the Czolgoszes and Lows of to

day, to wit, the Anarchist notion that by killing off an officer

supposed to be clothed with headship, his organization is killed

along with him, or falls a helpless booty into the hands of his

slayer. (Applause.) In other words, the Anarchist tactics of the

Kangaroo Social Democracy betray its Anarchist conception

of organization, and brand it Anarchist. (Applause.)

The Socialist Labor Party is an organization of the Twen

tieth Century, and of Twentieth Century conditions. No man

makes the Socialist Labor Party. (Applause. ) It is the Social

ist Labor Party that makes its men. And the truth hereof is

exemplified at every turn by the shipwreck that attends every

Anarchist attempt upon the sane , broad, practical , and un

flinching democracy of the Socialist Labor Party. (Applause. )

Its officers have not dropped down into their positions from

the sky. They are a product of the organization . (Applause.)

Vain, because Anarchistic, is the imagining of whomsoever,

who, aiming at capturing or killing off the organization, mere

ly aims at capturing or killing off its officers . He who aims

at capturing or killing off the Socialist Labor Party must ad

dress himself to the task of capturing or killing off the Social

ist Labor Party itself. (Loud applause and cheers.)

Now , if you have followed me so far, looking from one

end to the other end of the gamut,-from the basso profundo

of the Democratic Party and the Republican Party up to the
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Catholic Hierarchy and the Jewish and Protestant pulpits, till

you finally reach the penny -whistle treble of the Social. Dc

mocracy, --you find written over all their faces, as clear as it

is possible for a man to see who has eyes to see- ANAR

CHISM. ( Loud applause.) Anarchism backward ; Anarchism

forward.

The difference between these and the outspoken Anarchists

-in that the former imagine conditions can be changed by the

mere capturing of governments, while the latter hold that con

ditions can be changed by the mere decapitations of govern

ments-is a difference, not of kind, but of variety. They both

belong to the same species, the mark of which is that concep

tion of government - correct at one time, rendered less so from

social cycle to social cycle, until today it is preposterous-that

consists in holding that government is something outside, -sep

arate and apart from, the people. (Applause. )

Now, against that conception the Socialist Labor Party

stands out alone in the United States. It says today, at the

present stage of civilization, there is no reform worth speaking

possible by simply monkeying with the government. You must

educate the masses first. (Applause. ) You can not move faster

than the masses move with you in this Twentieth Century.

Aye, even in Russia the masses have a good deal to say. In

some countries they are active forces, in other countries pas

sive forces ; but forces, social forces, they have become all the

same.

Consequently the Socialist Labor Party can not preach in

one place a doctrine that it denies in another place ; it can not

preach a doctrine in one place that is based upon one theory,

and in another preach the same doctrine, backing it up by an

other theory ; in other words, it can not play the role of a

double -faced siren , and indulge in the practices that one and all

of the organizations -- clerical and lay — which I have mentioned

indulge in. You must take the individual and revolutionize

him. The revolutionizing of the individual develops the neces

sary head which society requires to progress.

I think it was from this very platform that , a few years

ago, in an address entitled “ Reform or Revolution , " I treated
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this matter in detail. To run rapidly over the principles there

laid down, they were as follows:

Under the social system where the tool of production is so

small that every single man can operate it himself, he, under

that social system, owns his tool, and, along with that, owns

the product of his toil. If he started without implements of

labor, he could easily acquire them. He was the architect of

his own fortune.

Production at that stage had not a few satisfactory fea

tures ; it had , however, a very unsatisfactory one. The in

dividual producer could not produce enough to free him from

that animal condition of having to grub for his material sus

tenance all his life . Man aspires to freedom from the neces

sity of worrying as to how he will live , or whether he will en- ,

joy shelter. Man's ambition is to be free from that ; and the

potentiality of his freedom in that direction increases in even

step with the perfection of the implements of labor.

Hand in hand with this development goes another. The

more perfect the tool of production becomes , the more are men

compelled to co-operate in production. I am almost tempted

to have that blackboard brought forward to prove the point. It

is a point almost subject to mathematical demonstration. Co

operation is the top-notch flower of improved machinery. Co

operation brings about a multiplication of the fruitfulness of

labor many times more than the amount the individual could

raise. If ten men produce a certain quantity individually, un

der the co -operative labor superinduced by the modern per

fected machine they would produce, not ten times as much, but

a hundred times more.

However free man may be, there are things he can not

rise above. He can not rise above material evolution . He

would like to fly to San Francisco to reach a sick friend's bed

side, but he is compelled to submit to his physical inability to

go any faster than inventive science makes it possible. Man

is compelled to co - operate, so that the productivity of labor

shall be so large that he can enjoy leisure and develop himself

intellectually.

Old-time farming, individual farming, in Massachusetts was

self-supporting after a style . The father plowed, and carpen
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tered, and built the shanty, the mother and the daughters spun,

and the boys as they grew up helped the father, unless they be

came pedlers like Huntington and grew rich by the merchant's

process of selling both purchaser and goods. So long as they

remained at home they could do the work among themselves.

The individualistic farmer was self-supporting, and conse

quently was exposed to all the evils that beset the beasts of

the jungle. Those farmers alternated between a feast and a

fast ; in cases of drought or a failure in the crops, they had to

suffer prolonged hunger. The work of these people was ardu

ous and continuous, there was little time for educational de

velopment.

The histories of New England people, as written by Mas

sachusetts writers themselves, picture the old-time intellec

tual expansion at a very low level. The songs they sang, the

kind of music they performed, etc., etc. , are all very suggestive.

I suggest that literature to you for your edification . It was a

low level of intellectuality, of course above a certain minimum.

It told at all points of arduous, culture -nipping toil.

That changed by degrees with the introduction of the per

fected machine, together with the increased productivity of co

operative labor that the improved system of production forced

upon the people. The final aspect which the change brought

on is that, today, no one man in the United States is any lon

ger independent of all others. Today, no one city, county, or

state is any longer independent of any other city, county ,

state.

The Massachusetts weavers could not work if the miners

in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, and as far west as Kansas, did

not dig for coal ; and the miners of Pennsylvania , Indiana,

Ohio, and Kansas, could not work if the farmers did not pro

duce grain ; and the farmers could not do their work if the

shoemakers of Massachusetts and other industrial centers did

not furnish them with shoes ; and none of them could exist if

the great railroads of the country did not transport their prod

ucts. Today there is absolute co-operation.

Now, under such a system of production there must be a

central directing authority, a government. As Marx puts it, a

single violinist can be his own director. He raps himself to or

or
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:

der, he puts his violin to his shoulder and sets his music to suit

himself ; he plays fast or slow, loud or otherwise, and stops

whenever it suits him ; but if you want an orchestra, if you

want to have that combination of tones that comes from co

operation and an even assortment of musical instruments; jf

you want the blending of the bass drum, the cornet, the cym

bal, and the flute with those of the violoncello, then you must

have an orchestra director. If you have not cot a director,

you may have a Louisiana negro break-down, or something of

that sort, but you can not have musical harmony.

Likewise in this productive system of today. It is a large

orchestra of production. In order to conduct this productive

orchestra there must be a central directing authority. Under

such social conditions, the central directing authority, the gov

ernment, is like the skin on a man's body.

The thought occurs to me that it is not only the capitalist

politicians, professors , and pulpiteers who are Anarchists. The

quack advertisers also come under that category, intellectually.

You may have noticed the advertisement of quack doctors, ad

vising, for instance, the use of John Jones's Skin Ointment : " it

will give you a beautiful complexion and remove all pim

ples."

True, it may remove the pimples from a certain spot of the

body ; but below the skin, it is as foul as ever and productive

of fresh pimples. It is absurd to say that you can remove im

purities in that way ; and it is just as absurd to imagine that you

remove the modern ills that afflict a people by either

changing merely its government or decapitating the govern

ment altogether.

The nerves and muscles and veins and bones, of which this

modern orchestra of production is made up, are aching, and the

disease manifests itself in the ugly pimples that crop up on the

surface of the skin—the capitalist governments, that reflect

the conditions of society. The social nerves, muscles, veins

and bones, do not ache because they do not produce enough.

They ache because they are drained of the wealth they pro

duce. They ache because all the advantages of their co-oper

ative labor ſlow, not to them, but to a social abscess that has

shaped itself within the body social . That social abscess is the

can
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capitalist class. They ache because not only are the advan

tages that flow from co-operative labor turned away from , but

because these advantages are turned against them , straining

them to the point of breeding nauseous impurities.

The mere change, or the mere abolition of the governmen

tal pimple can, obviously, bring no improvement, whatever

else it may do. False pretences will not stead. Purity , no.

more than freedom , can come to a people from the outside. As

those who would be free must themselves ' strike the blow , so

must that social lever named " government,” to be used to es

tablish freedom and purity, evolute from within.

People who have the Anarchist conception of government

have not yet learned the lesson that every boy has learned

who has climbed up a tree, and watched the eggs hatch in the

bird's nest, and seen the wings and the feathers of the wings

sprout out of the body itself, until the bird takes flight. That

boy knows that wings could never stead the bird to fly with

if fastened on from the outside. They must grow from within.

They must be a structural limb of the body. So, at all points,

with " government." ( Applause. )

Consequently, today, arrayed against the whole clerical and

lay Anarchistic conception of government, which, logically

enough, produces such assassinations as the recent one in Buf

falo, and to which such idiotic campaigns as the municipal

paign now on in New York are closely akin-arrayel

against the whole pack stands the Socialist Labor Party. (Ap

plause . ) It says to the workingman : True enough, you must

seek to capture the government, true enough you must aim

at the overthrow of the present government, but not as either

a finality or a starter. The overthrow of the government you

must aim at must be to the end of using the governmental

power to perfect the revolution that must have preceded your

conquest of the public powers. (Applause. ) The initial revolu

tion must be accomplished in your minds. You must have di

vorced yourselves from the habits of thought that have been

used to your enslavement; you must have come to an under

standing that you are the sole producers of all wealth. (Ap

plause. ) You must have been able to draw the logical conclu

sion that the capitalist class is a parasite on your backs. (Ap
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plause. ) You must have raised yourselves to appreciate your

high mission in the evolution of society, in that only the eco

nomic program of your class is able to abolish the slavery of

the race. (Loud applause. ) You must, in consequence, have

first learned what use to make of the government, when got

ten, to wit, to use it as a social lever with which to establish

the Socialist Republic and install the government that

needs require and that civilization needs.

Accordingly, the Socialist Labor Party says not to the

workingmen : Vote the Socialist Labor Party ticket. It ex

plains to them why they should vote that ticket, and it adds :

If you do not yet understand why, then, for heavens' sake,

cast not your votes with us, because , when elected, the So

cialist Labor Party, the government you shall have chosen,

must, in order to be effective , be something, not outside, not

separate and apart from you ; it must be flesh of your flesh

and bone of your bone ; it must have men at its back . (Pro

longed applause. )

There is a providential dispensation in what is going on .

The question is often put in these days, whether perhaps this

Czolgosz affair might not cause the vote of the Socialist La

bor Party to go down. What of it ? What would be the

meaning of the vote's going down ? It would simply mean

that the men who leave the Party at this election, voted for it

at the last election when they were not fit for the ranks of

the Socialist Labor Party. (Applause.) It would mean that

in that part of the structure for the emancipation of our peo

ple which the Socialist Labor Party is rearing, the ground had

sagged. It would mean that the ground would have to be

pounded harder to make a more solid foundation .

Yet all these things that happen are like sponges which

the providential surgeon puts to the body to absorb the pus

and all impurities that do not belong there. ( Laughter.) If

the shot of Czolgosz takes votes from us, these votes never

belonged to us . (Applause.) If a freak political movement

come's up, and if anybody thinks he can make a short cut

towards Social Revolution, let him try it and find out. He

will come back to us, if he is worth having. (Applause. ) If

the Democratic party comes out with a plank to “ smash the
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trust, ” and numbers of our previous voters go away toward

them, I say, “ Wayward brothers, go in peace," .

One thing, however, the whole gamut of the Anarchist

organizations — clerical and lay - in the land can not do, and

that that is to cause the banner of the Socialist Labor Party

to be lowered one inch. ( Loud and prolonged applause and

cheers. ) The Party will carry on its work of education de

spite anything that may happen. It carries on that work en

couraged by the knowledge that it is making progress. It

carries it on encouraged by the knowledge that the Revolu

tion is being perfected in the minds of hundreds and of thou

sands of men in the nation.

The Party carries on its work of education encouraged

by the knowledge that some day, somehow, something is

bound to rip. And then, at that crisis, when the people, who

have allowed themselves to be misled from Mumbo Jumbo to

Jumbo Mumbo, will be running around like chickens without

a head, there will be one beacon light in the land burning as

clear in that darkness as it is burning 'midst the clouds to

day ; one beacon, whose steady light will serve as guide;

whose tried firmness will inspire confidence ; and whose rock

ribbed sides will serve as a natural point of rally from which

to save civilization. (Prolonged cheers. )

In conclusion, let me place on record a cheering fact that

may be gathered from amidst the present chaos of thought

that the country is in . You have seen during the last two

months all the forces of Anarchism combining the great

powers they wield to the end of exploiting the Buffalo tra

gedy. Their instinct .guided them correctly. All the warring

factions of capitalist society, whatever label - clerical or lay

—they wore, joined in one common assault on the Socialist

Labor Party. From Barnegat to Puget Sound they fanned

the sparks of rowdyism in the land, and sought to incite the

populace to deeds of violence against the Socialist Labor

Party.

And yet, despite all the forces of this mighty onslaught,

they failed . Here and there and yonder, breaches of the

peace were perpetrated against the Party. But the instances
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were isolated ; they were in no manner commensurate with

the efforts put forth to bring them on.

What signifies this wondrous manifestation ? Negative

though its significance is, it discloses the cheering fact that

a healthy undercurrent is animating our people ; it discloses

the cheering fact that the ruling forces of Anarchism do no

longer command the unqualified confidence of the masses ;

it confirms the estimate that, as our America was the land in

which the death -knell of Feudalism was struck, so it will be

here that the death-knell of Capitalism will sound, and the

birth chimes of the Socialist Republic will ring. (Prolonged

cheers and applause. )

QUESTIONS.

At the close of the address, the chairman of the meeting,

Mr. James A. Bresnahan, opened the floor for questions, and

passed the gavel to the speaker. The following questions

were then put, and answered by the speaker :

Mr. Abraham Brownstein ( Social Democrat) . The speaker

made a remark in one part of his lecture which, it seems to

me, contradicts certain statements which he makes in another

part of his lecture. In one part of his lecture the speaker

remarked " that all those who do not quite understand the

reason why they have to vote for the Socialist Labor Party

ticket, for heaven's sake, let them not vote for it. " Now I

will ask him : What does the Socialist Trade and Labor Al

liance mean by forcing upon its members to vote for the

candidates of the Socialist Labor Party, and if not, they are

compelled to be thrown out of their job? Now supposing

that a certain trade is organized in the Socialist Trade and

Labor Alliance, and a certain person does not believe in the

doctrines of the Socialist Labor Party ; he is naturally, ac

cording to the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, thrown

out of that labor union, or is compelled to vote the Socialist

Labor Party ticket.

The Speaker. I stated that when we address people for

the Socialist Labor Party we tell them : “ If you are not ready

to , accept our positions, for heaven's sake, don't vote
our
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ticket.” Now , he says, isn't this in contradiction to a cer

tain position which he calls attention to, namely , his decla

ration that we compel people who are members of the So

cialist Trade and Labor Alliance to vote our Socialist Labor

Party ticket, or get out. I am delighted he has asked that

question. It furnishes one more proof that whoever tries to

assault the Socialist Labor Party position must begin by fur

nishing himself with convenient premises by making false

statements. (Applause.)

The gentleman has quoted my words correctly , but he

has falsified the constitution of the Socialist Trade and La

bor Alliance. There is no truth in the premises he has set up

that we compel people in the Socialist Trade and Labor Al

liance to vote the Socialist Labor Party ticket. The charge,

as made by the gentleman, is stale. It has been made often

before from the same source, and it has been as often dem

onstrated to be false.

The position of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance is

plain. It is this : In view of the fact that the Labor Fakers run

the trade organizations for capitalist, and therefore corrupt,

political purposes, have themselves elected and announced

as " presidents " and "secretaries," and then appear on the

capitalist political platforms as leaders in their bodies ; in

view of the fact that they try to get office in these trade oro

ganizations for the purpose of appearing to the politicians

as having the membership of the unions in their pockets ;

in view of these well-known facts, the Socialist Trade and

Labor Alliance declares in its constitution that no officer

(officer, mind you) of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance

shall take any active part in any political party unless it is

the Socialist Labor Party. ( Great applause.) Hold on, I am

not yet through with this chap. Mind you, the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance does not say even to the officers ,

" You must vote the Socialist Labor Party ticket.” It does

not even say to the officers, “ You must be a member of the

Socialist Labor Party." Not at all ! The pledge amounts to

saying to them : “ We shall. not allow you to officiate as con

dle - bearers for capitalist political parties by trafficking upon

the prestige of your position as an officer of the Socialist
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ss you

Trade and Labor ' Alliance." We do not say that an officer

must be active in politics for this, that, or the other party ;

we do not say that he shall be active for the Socialist Labo :

Party ; but the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance does say

that if he is at all active for any political party, then his ac

tivity must be for the Socialist Labor Party .

Now see the difference there is between saying to a man,

" You shall not be an officer of this organization un

pledge yourself that if you are at all active in any party that

party must be the Socialist Labor Party,” and compelling

him to vote the Socialist Labor Party ticket if he desires to

become a member of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance,

as the gentleman has falsely charged. It will be a cold day

when any Kangaroo will catch the Socialist Labor Party, in

a contradiction . (Great applause . )

Dr. Harriet Lothrop. How about the history of the Pro

testant Revolution helping to illustrate the subject of today's

address ?

The Speaker. I am glad to be reminded of that. The

Protestant Revolution had no chance of making headway

until the gild -masters had succeeded very materially in strip

ping their apprentices of very many of their privileges, which

prevailed under the Feudal System, and were safeguarded by

the Roman Catholic Church. Each trade was formed into a

gild, and every gild was under the gild-master, who took ap

prentices. These apprentices were treated as “ gentlemen's

sons." They learned the master's trade ; they ate at his table,

they enjoyed with him all the holidays of the Roman Cath

olic Church, of which there are fully one hundred a year ;

not infrequently, they wound up by marrying the master's

daughters.

Under that system the gild -master could not exploit his

apprentices. Capitalism had no show . He began by chopping

off their privileges, one after the other, until the apprentice

sank to the level of a menial, and was relegated to the cook.

In Dickens's “ Barnaby Rudge ” you will get a fair picture of

this stage in the apprentice system. In the popular ballads

of the period the apprentices complained that formerly they

used to eat turkey, whereas now they never tasted the bird ;
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was

that whereas formerly they were given " wine to drink , they

had now to drink bilge-water. "

The gild -master having thus squeezed the apprentices

down-both in starving them and in knocking more work

out of them by taking away from them one holiday after

the other grew wealthier. He was the capitalist in embryo.

Before that, and during the early stages of this development,

there were numerous " uprisings ” against the " Red Harlot,”

as the Protestants styled the Roman Catholic Church. But

these uprisings , on the Continent and in England, all came

to naught, bloodily so . It was not until the gild -masters had

made sufficient progress on the lines of exploiting their ap

prentices, and had taken away almost all the Roman Catholic

festivals from them ; it was not until the point was reached

when the gild-masters' interests were, accordingly, arrayed

against the interests of the Roman Catholic Hierarchy;-it

not until then that there was an economic, material

foundation for the alleged religious movement named “ Prot

estantism .”

The gild-masters were, of course , Protestants. A revolu

tion had been accomplished in the ranks of the people. And

thereupon Protestantism won out. The connecting point be

tween this subject and the subject of this afternoon's ad

dress, is that the Anarchists on the theological field, especially

the professional Atheists , imagine religions, meaning creeds ,

can be set up, changed or overthrown. by cashiering parsons,

priests, or rabbis. They have failed to learn the lesson taught

by Socialism upon the relation there is between society and,

" government,” and learned by Socialism. from the histories

of creeds, the Protestant creed among the latest.

Another, perhaps still more comprehensive, illustration

may be quoted. It is . furnished by the Jews. The greatest

prayer the Jews have, and the most remarkable prayer, at

that, is not a prayer directed from man to God. It is a prayer

directed from man to man . In that prayer they say : "Hear,

oh Israel ," do not do this bad thing or that bad thing; do

this and that good thing, etc. To what end ? To the end

that they may soon go to heaven ? Oh, no ! To the end that

they may live long on this earth. And
no wonder; that
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prayer, when originally gotten up, had a broad economic

foundation.

At that time the Mosaic laws controlled, and under that

system there was to be every five years a Jubilee ; there were

other larger Jubilees, and there was to be every fifty years a

Grand Jubilee. At that Grand Jubilee, there was to be a

complete readjustment of property . These Jubilees were a

sort of vast and comprehensive bankruptcy law . Under that

system there was a guarantee against perpetual and hereditary

want. Accordingly, the Jewish people did not pray that they

might die and go to heaven. In that prayer of theirs they

admonished one another to behave well in order that they

might live long.

But when, despite all the Jubilees, the Roman Legions

came along, and mowed down men, gathered in all the wealth

they produced, and carried it back with them to Rome ; when

that Roman patrician class turned the world into a Valley of

Tears , then people turned their eyes towards heaven as

asylum. With that changed social order, a changed order of

prayers arose ; then the "Lord's Prayer" made its appear

ánce ; then sprang up a new creed, the Roman Catholic creed,

adapted to then existing social conditions. ( Great applause. )

Ferdinand Lasalle , a thinker of deep penetration , in

dicates that the Roman Catholic . Curia itself is well aware of

the historic foundation of its creed. In a magnificent pas.

sage of his great drama, entitled " Franz von Sickingen," he

introduces a dialogue between two dignitaries of the Roman

Catholic Curia, one of whom, a Cardinal- legate, observes

that the danger lay, not in Luther, but in Erasmus and

Reuchlin , who were awakening in the people a taste for a

paradise on earth. He understood that the danger lay in

economic conditions, backed by teachings, that should induce

man to pray to God to keep him as long as possible away

from heaven , so that he might enjoy the certain pleasures of

a terrestrial paradise. ( Applause and laughter. ) *

Mr. Rizmann ( Social Democrat). My question is that

upon the theory that has been expressed this afternoon, that

an

* See appendix.
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or

by killing the head of an organization it does not say that the

organization itself is killed. Yet in the ancient history which

we have heard today it is entirely different (laughter) , and

then the conclusion leads to that. (Laughter.) The speaker

has mentioned that when you kill the Editor of the Socialist

Labor Party paper, thereby you have also killed the Socialist

Labor Party, because (Laughter, and cries of “Sit down ." )

I understood that the speaker said, that by killing the Editor

of the Socialist Labor paper in some way, you may just as

well kill the Socialist Labor Party . (Several voices : “ Sit

down." Laughter.) I understood that the speaker said that.

I wanted the speaker to explain how he contradicts himself

in that by saying that today to kill the president of an

ganization does not affect the organization, and yet at the

same time he mentions that by killing the Editor of the So

cialist Labor paper you kill the Socialist Labor Party.

( Laughter.)

The Speaker. Every man or woman present, who heard

me say what this man says I said, let him raise his right hand.

(No hand was raised.) Now all those who know that he is

falsely stating what I said, please raise your hands. (Prac

tically all the hands were raised.) This question also illustrates

what kind of people rise up, with malice marked on their faces ,

against the Socialist Labor Party. One of them misquotes a

printed statement, another has the impudence to declare, in

your very presence, that I said things here which are just the

reverse of what I did say. Your question has been answered

by the audience. You will take your seat, sir. (Applause.)

Mr. Fred J. Boyle. The attitude of the Socialist Labor

Party is well known on the armory question. Now, if a mem

ber of the Socialist Labor Party were elected to the city coun

cil of a city, and the question should come up of making an

appropriation of $15,000 for the police, what would be the at

titude of the Socialist Labor Party on that question ?

The Speaker. I do not know whether all of you are fully

informed on what, no doubt, is back of this question . Let

me, therefore, state what I consider the source of this gentle

man's question before I answer it.

In Haverhill, a man by the name of James Carey, a Social
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Democrat ( Laughter. Applause from one person)-that solitary

hand-clap is a good illustration of the popularity of Mr. Carey

outside of a Democratic Party crowd. (Laughter and ap

plause. ) Now then, the person who has the intense admira

tion of that lone man in this hall, voted for a $ 15,000 appro

priation for an armory in the city of Haverhill. Thereupon

the Socialist Labor Party pitchforked him, and has never let

up.

He first " explained, ” saying that unless he voted as he

did he would have been punished by the state laws; - that was

shown to be false .

Then he “ explained,” saying that, if he had not done as

he did, the city of Haverhill would have been liable to a fine ;

--that false pretence was also knocked down.

Then he " explained , ” saying that it was necessary that

the appropriation should be made as a sanitary measure, for

the old armory , he said, was in an unsanitary condition ;

that crook's " explanation " was also knocked down by show

ing that if the bullets that killed workingmen on strike were

sanitary bullets, they were not any less deadly, and in the

capitalist's interest, than the unsanitary ones . ( Laughter.)

Thereupon that paragon of duplicity and treason to the

workers, after several other contortions , resorted to this, his

latest " explanation " : " Look, " said he, “ at the Social Democ

racy in Germany ; see how the Social Democracy in Germany

votes for appropriations for the sanitation of the German

Army, and shall not I, a genuine Social Democrat, vote for

appropriations for the sanitation of an American armory ?"

( Laughter.)

In other words, he dared no longer to lie ; he now started

to insinuate a lie. The lie here insinuated is that there is any

point of comparison between the German army and the

American militia,-between the American militia, made up of

young whipper-snappers, mostly sons of capitalists, who go

into it for fun and for the purpose of killing strikers when

they turn out, and a body like the German Army, which every

man is compelled to join , and the majority of whom are work

ingmen. In the latter case the men are supported by that

Army ; they are taken from their trades and occupations and
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homes for three or four years, and of course it is necessary-

that the barracks in which they live shall be kept in a sanitary :

condition. But here, especially with the militia, it is quite

different. Here we have a lot of youngsters who go into the

militia, not because they are compelled to ; the regiment does

not give them a penny ; it costs them money to keep it up,

or keep themselves in it. There is no comparison between

the two. Of course, we can not favor appropriations for such

purposes as that. (Applause .)

Now, by the light of this explanation , we can approach

the question of appropriations for police. Nine -tenths of the

policeman's work consists in protecting the property in the

hands of those who have it — that is, the capitalist class, the

robber class. That robber class has its property, not by rea

son of its having worked for it , but by reason of its holding

the instruments of production, which enable it to sponge up

the wealth produced by the workingman,

But the policemen have other duties besides protecting the

capitalist class in the possession of its stolen property. They

have to stand on the streets, and prevent blockades, and an

swer questions, and similar duties. The policeman there exer

cises a social function that large aggregations of people render

necessary. In Boston, I suppose there are certain streets

where policemen have to be placed in order to prevent block

ades and to make passing safe.

In New York there are many such streets. For instance,

in the neighborhood of City Hall in New York there are three

or four streets on which two policemen must be stationed on

both sides of the street. Those thoroughfares are crowded

with numerous trolley lines and other vehicles of traffic . Peo

ple would be killed right along if policemen were not stationed

there all the time, to give the signal to vehicles when to stop

or when to proceed , and protect foot-passengers. That is a

social function. The whole of New York is represented there

by that work .

Now , the question is, What would the Socialist in office

do under those circumstances in matters of appropriations ? I

should say that, under those circumstances, the Socialist would

look carefully into all the circumstances and see what the mot
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ney is to be expended for. If the appropriation is demanded in

order to put that policeman in proper woolen clothing during

cold weather and proper thin clothing during warm , in order

that he may be protected properly from the weather while ful

filling that useful social function , then I should say it would be

the bounden duty of all Socialists to vote for such an appro

priation,

If, however, the appropriation is demanded for the purpose

of furnishing the police with a certain kind of brass buttons for

their coats, those brass buttons to be bought of a certain pat

entee, the wife of a certain gentleman, who is a factotum of a

Republican leader (this actually happened recently in New

York) , then the Socialist Labor Party would vote NO. (Ap

plause . )

Again , if the appropriation is to give the policemen night

billies or “ riot " billies — that is to say, to arm them against

workingmen on strike— then it would be the duty of the Social

ist Labor Party to vote NO, and NO forevermore. (Applause.)

....Mr. A. H. Simpson (Anarchist) . I would like to ask the

speaker whether there are not high Anarchist authorities who

would agree with the speaker that government is an outgrowth

of conditions, and that education would be a means of extir

pating that form of government? And I would like to ask the

question, if he will not favor us with two definitions, one social

istic and one anarchistic ?

The Speaker. The last part of the question shows to me

that the gentleman ha's missed all I said about " government”

as understood by Socialism. I certainly shall not attempt to

give a coherent definition of what Anarchists understand under

“ government.” Their own utterances on the subject are too

incoherent for that. They run all the way from the Ben Tucker

notion of a chairman with autocratic powers, and from whose

decision there is no appeal, to the vagaries and mysticisms of a

headless body. (Laughter and applause. )

Mr. W. H. Carroll. I have here a copy of the Constitution

and By-Laws of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance. I

would like to ask the speaker to read the portion which shows

that it is false to claim one must vote for the Socialist Labor

Party to be a member of the Alliance.
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The Speaker. The passage in question is found in Section

3 of Article 10 of the Constitution of the Socialist Trade and

Labor Alliance of the United States of Canada. It is as fol

lows (reading ) :

Every general officer, every member of the General Executive Board,
every officer of an affiliated organization , and every delegate to a na.

tional trade alliance, a district alliance, or convention of the Socialist Trade
and Labor Alliar.ce, shall, upon entering his functions, take the followiag
pledge, which shall be read to him and subscribed by him :

" I regard it as a sacred duty of every laboring man, and especially of

anyone who is trusted by his fellow wage-workers with a mission or posi.

tion in the class struggle, to sever his affiliation , direct or indirect , with

political parties of the capitalist class. I solemnly pledge my word and

honor that I shall obey the constitution , rules and regulations of the So

cialist Trade and Labor Alliance of the United States and Canada, and

that, keeping always in view its fundamental principles and final aims, I

shall to the best of my ability perform the task assigned to me.'

Mr. Abraham Brownstein (Social Democrat) . I want to

ask another

The Speaker (rapping to order ). You will take your seat,

sir . I refuse you the floor. You have abused the courtesy of

the floor when it was extended to you as the first questioner,

by endeavoring to insinuate into the minds of this audience a

false notion with regard to the Socialist Trade and Labor Al

liance constitution. That was a discourtesy to this audience.

(Applause.) It may not be the least of the tasks before the

Socialist Labor Party to teach such as you the elemental prin

ciples of propriety in public assemblages. You will take your

seat, sir . ( Loud applause. )

Mr. John F. Coyle. Did not George D. Herron preside at

a meeting in New York at which the Russian Anarchist Prince

Kropotkin spoke ?

The Speaker. I don't know . So many things happen with

the Rev. Social Democrat Herron. ( Laughter.) He has been

flitting around, here, there and everywhere. He posed as a

great hero, ready to suffer martyrdom, when the heroism con

sisted in dropping a poor wife, and the martyrdom consisted in

taking up a rich one. Now that, owing to the use the capital

ists are making of the Czolgosz incident, the Socialists are

called upon to show their mettle, the Rev. hero is off to Egypt

to inspect mummies. I don't know whether he presided at that

Anarchist meeting in New York. But I know this about the

Social Democrats in New York : In that city there was a noto
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rious Anarchist, Justus Schwab by name, a flannel-mouthed

ranter. He died early this year. Social Democrats were fore

most among those who did him honor. The funeral orator was

a Social Democrat, one Alexander Jonas, who is on the staff of

the German Social Democratic organ , the Volkszeitung. In the

course of that funeral oration the Social Democrat Jonas eu

logized the Anarchist Schwab, and apostrophized him : “ Thou

art a hero ." *

Mr. A. H. Simpson (Anarchist) . Can you tell us when you

ever heard Schwab make a speech ? To my personal knowl

edge Schwab has been too weak to speak for the past five years,

and has been a physical wreck. Now I ask you where you

have heard him make a speech. He has been for five years too

weak even to be heard in conversation .

The Speaker. To your " personal knowledge, " eh ? Well,

you are mistaken when you say Schwab had been for five years .

too weak to be heard even in conversation. During the months

of January to June, 1899 — that is not five years ago-Schwab

was one of the leading shouters during the series of protracted

sessions that took place in the Volkszeitung Corporation meet

ings, when the Schwab crew, mostly now Kangaroo Social

Democrats, were trying to dictate to the Socialist Labor Party

what policy it should adopt and how to conduct its own paper .

I was present at those meetings. Spoke there. Had to speak

in German. That was quite enough of a task upon my jaws.

Now then, your Schwab, who you say was too weak to be

heard in conversation for the past five years, made my task

harder by constant interruptions and shouting at me . His voice

was so far from being a " whisper " that I was constrainted to

turn on him at last, and, addressing him as a “ Lager Beer An

archist, " bid him keep order. ( Laughter and applause. )

Mr. Frank B. Jordan. I would like to ask if it is an utter

* The exact language used was : “When a learned man dies, whose

significance escapes the masses, but who greatly benefited the world , then

it may happen to be necessary to call attention to his merits. That, how

ever, is not the case at the bier of Justus Schwab. Every one in New

York , aye, everyone in the whole United States, knew him, knew who Jus
tus Schwab was. Despite the villifications and the slanders of the cap

italist press, the picture of Justus Schwab penetrated through, and it

stands, today, illumined as that of a hero of Freedom .' -New Yorker

Volkszeitung , December 21, 1900 .
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impossibility that there should be two Socialist parties in one

nation.

The Speaker. Your question is too broad. It is not an im

possibility in a country like France, where there is no such

thing as a national election in our sense. For instance. In Lille

there may be an election , and one in Nantes. But the candi

dates set up in Nantes are never voted for in Lille, and vice

versa. Thus there may be a Socialist party in one place, and

another Socialist party in another, wholly disconnected from

each other's organization. The same thing holds good in Ger

many, Spain, etc. In none of those countries is ever a candi

date run with the whole country as a constituency.

But that is not so in the United States. In the United

States if there are two Socialist parties they would come into

conflict necessarily every four years, at every presidential

election. My answer therefore is that, in the abstract, it is

possible in countries where there is no national constituency ;

it is not here in the United States. I shall go further, however,

and say there are not in the United States two Socialist par

ties ; there is but one-the Socialist Labor Party. (Applause.)

A Voice (no name). There are several people who are

asking about the Socialist Labor Party as to just what it means,

and they ask if the Socialist Labor Party works on the first

command of God : “ Love your neighbor as yourself.”

The Speaker. I do not know just what this gentleman is

trying to get at. If he means whether the Socialist Labor Party

works on the principle of common politeness between man and

man, and aims at the betterment of the race, that goes without

saying. For the rest, the Socialist Labor Party has its feet

planted upon the earth ; its feet are not in the clouds, with its

head down in the dirt . ( Laughter and applause. )

Mr., A. H. Simpson (Anarchist) . I would like just to put a

question, in fairness, in answer to the gentleman . The socialis

tic theory is that the means of production , the instruments of

production , should be in the hands of the people. Otherwise

it is impossible to prevent exploitation of the people. Now I

want to know if that is not precisely the Anarchistic doctrine

as taught by Kropotkin , Reclus, and Malatesta ? I mention

them because these three Anarchists have preached that exact
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doctrine. I wish to know whether you do not think that Kro

potkin, Reclus and Malatesta teach those doctrines as absolutely

as you and Marx do ? In other words , I want to know if the

difference between you and them is not the difference of po

litical wire-pulling, and not of principle ? I wish to have you

answer that question for the benefit of some Anarchists who

are present- whether the communism of Karl Marx is not laid

out in Kropotkin and other Anarchists ? And we are under the

impression that it is .

The Speaker. The question is this : Do not the theories of

Reclus , Malatesta and Kropotkin embody the economics and

doctrines of Socialism ? And, further, whether the difference

is not rather one of tactics I would rather call it " tactics "

than " wire- pulling. ” My answer is : It is quite likely, nay, it is

a fact, that Anarchists quite frequently crib Socialism ; but in

the same breath they fly off the handle with theories that

positively fly in the face of the Socialist theories they had just

proclaimed. In that they illustrate the felicitousness of the

name they have given themselves ; they bring themselves within

the dictionary meaning of Anarchy — disorder.

As to Elisee Reclus, no one who knows what he is talking

about will charge him with being a responsible man

nomics or sociology. Reclus was a lovely character and an

eminent geographer.

As to Malatesta, the least said of him the better.

And now, as to Kropotkin. He was recently in New York ; .

delivered an address there. The Daily People had an article on

the subject. The article placed two passages from that speech

--one a Socialist, the other an Anarchist - in juxtaposition . *

The two passages were at fisticuffs. The Anarchist lacks the

sense of synthesis.

Sticking to Reclus and Kropotkin, whether or not they de

sired to abolish exploitation of the people cuts no figure in de

termining the quality of Anarchy. When Caesar was assas

sinated, it was done to the túne of “ Freedom ," and to the tune

of " Freedom " did the avengers of Caesar slay his slayers.

Forty years ago , I venture to say, it would have been hard

*The article referred to is an editorial in the Daily People of April

2. 1901 , entitled “ Trokinkapism ."

on eco
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score

was

to find anywhere north of Mason and Dixon's line, a Repub

lican ready to do justice to Jefferson Davis's abstract sincerity,

Jefferson Davis wanted freedom . Lincoln (wanted free

dom . Today Jefferson · Davis stands vindicated OR the

of his sincerit
y

. But the freedo
m

Davis -wanted

a very different thing from the freedom that Lin

coln wanted. The difference was brought out, not by: talking

for " freedom , " or talking of "what is freedom ;" but by dealing

with the question of how to bring that freedom about. The

method to bring about the freedom which Davis wanted could

not bring about the freedom that Lincoln's party was after.

Consequently, it made no difference what name Davis, how

ever sincere, gave to the freedom he was after. It was put down .

Likewise with all those people the Recluses: and Kropot

kins included --who talk about " freeing the people, " "improving

the people's condition ," etc., and who seek to establish the

point of contact between the concrete propositions of Anar

chists and those of Socialism , on the ground that "both want

the same ultimate end." That conclusion is an assumption. The

historic instances just quoted prove it.

Who would not wish for human happiness ? The question

is not whether they are one as to ultimate wishes. The ques

tion is HOW do they propose to realize their wishes ?

Take two treesma pear tree and a crab -apple tree. Plant

them two yards from each other. They both draw up nourish

ment from the same soil; they both live in the same sun ; they

both breathe in the same air ; the same wind blows upon both ;

and yet upon the one tree you will see growing a splendid

Bartlett pear, and upon the other you will find crab -apples.

What is it that produces such a vast difference in the fruits that

have drawn identical sustenance ? It is the structural make-up

of the two trees : their organizations.

The crab-apple tree produces a crab-apple, the pear tree

can never produce a crab-apple ; he who wants a pear will not

put up with the lingo of the crab -apple. (Applause and laugh

ter.) So it is with the structural composition of Anarchism

and Socialism . Whatever the Anarchists's language may be on

the " exploitation of the people," what determines the fruit of

their tree is the structure of Anarchy, its conception of society.
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Now the fruit evoluted, or strained, through that structure, is

not the fruit that Socialism is after. We do not want it (Apa

plause. )

Indeed, we do not want it. And that we are right in not

wanting it is not merely a theoretic inference of the reasoning

I just presented. That we are right in not wanting it , may be

judged from the difference of the attitude of Capitalism to

wards Anarchism and towards Socialism . Has anyone ever

heard of the Capitalist Class cultivating Socialism ? No ! För

Socialism they have the correct historic instinct that it will be

their death.

But how about Anarchism ? The Illinois Staats-Zeitung,

a capitalist paper of European experience, gave away the se

cret when it advised the Capitalist State to " cultivate the An

archist larvae as a means of destroying Socialism .” Capital

ism may at times be incommoded by Anarchy, annoyed, irritat

ed by it , like a restive broncho may irritate its master; but

Capitalism knows its rule has nothing to fear from Anarchy,

that the axe that will behead the Tyrant Capitalism is held in

the powerful grasp of Socialism. ( Great applause and cheers.)

* The following is a faithful rendition in English of the language of

the Illinois Staats-Zeitung: "We have always been of the opinion that it

takes the devil to drive out Beelzebub with , that Socialism must be fought

with Anarchy. The same as the corn louse and similar insects are driven

out by setting against them other insects, that devour them and their eggs,

so should the State cultivate and rear Anarchists in the principal nests of

Socialism , and leave to the Anarchists the work of destroying Socialists.

The Anarchists will do the work more effectively than either police or dis

trict attorneys."



APPENDIX

an
For lack of a better, the below rendition in English will convey

idea of the passage from “ Franz von Sickingen " :

Not Luther is that danger's name!

Its source I spy in quite another spring.

At our very breast the foelies nestled ;

And we, Italy's Princes of the Church ,

'Tis we who nourish it with our very blood .

Accursed be the Danite gift, that us

The Moslem gave ! When , with the fall

Of the City of Constantine,

The fleeing Greeks arrived,

Transplanting, among us spreading

The ruins of their Arts and Sciences,
That was the evil's start !

With unholy fascination seized ,

On its neck, God -intoxicated, hung

The Rembos, Medicis, the flower of all Italy !

The youthful serpent they suckled into strength.

From the laws eternal, instinct in beauteous forms,

There flowed a spirit of the Now and ' Here on Earth ;

Of a nobler markind vague forebodings

Streamed into the breasts of the believers in Hereafter,

At first , our servant, to trick us all the surer.

From Raphael's Madonnas there peers forth
Heathendom's superb grimace,

And swellingly a dispensation new
Is preached by Titian's flesh-tints ! Out to all the peoples went

The impulse by us given , -in_you

Its justification finding. In Reuchlin's struggle

It grew clearer what new impetus the worldwas moving.

Look about ! Who, of Luther, are the props ?

The Hunters, Crotuses, Reuchlin and Erasmus

They it is who greet it with full joy.

The Humanists, thus this great league styles itself,

In the name quits full their secret letting out.

A new Evangel of Mankind,

That is the kernel, hidden in this Proteus,

Which , belligerent, flings itself against 'us,

With Luther but its first and quickly vanished slough .
And just the pressure of our own resistance

Promotes the sloughing process. Slough is cast off after slough ;

It waxes in the transformation; and, finaily, stands there

In the fiery glow of its own light!

Across the world it cries, 'Tis 1! Reaches out into the hearts of men ;
Writes Here on Earth, Fruition on its banner ;

Tears down Heaven ; wildly rages through space and time,

Every newly spied-out law of Nature,

Every treasure buried in long -forgotten history
Welding into a bolt, that it hurls

Into the holiest of our creed,

Raising an Evangel of Man

Boldly against that of the Son of Man .

It then grows hot! Our pinions droop ;

From us, then, the peoples turn away

Towards the newly conquered bride. Reality

With ardor rushing in her luscious arms.
Before Fruition's ruddy sun,

When fades the pale star of Beyond,

Then draws nigh the night of our Theology.

.
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Preface

The two articles from the pen of Daniel De Leon , pre

sented in this pamphlet, at first blush seem to deal with sub

ject matters as far apart as the poles . James Madison and

Karl Marx - how incongruous !--the average man is apt to

think or feel when first confronted with the combination .

Incongruity , however, will vanish when the reader dives

into the subject matter itself . It will be seen that James

Madison, long before Marx, clearly foresaw how the insti

tution of private property under the interaction of cause

and effect would move along a line of development that was

bound to produce profound changes in the economic status

of the population of this country ; that the time would come

when these changes in full fruition would split that popula

tion into antagonistic opposites ; that on the one side we

would have a handful of holders and owners of large prop

erty, and on the other side there would be a large, an over

whelmingly large , mass of the population without property

and without the opportunity and even the hope of ever ac

quiring any . AND SO IT HAS COME TO PASS .

Madison, having in mind only America and its future

fate — the fate of the institutions he helped in building - and

sorely perplexed by the contradictions he clearly saw ahead ,

sought the solution of these in the progressive adaptation of

the laws and the institutions of the country to whatever so

cial changes might take place , a way out that is and needs
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must be, under the conditions that have grown up about us,

blocked by the material interests of the ruling class, which

these very conditions have called into being.

Marx, on the other hand, coming at a much later pe

riod , when the outlines of capitalist society had developed

with sufficient clearness to enable him to examine, analyti

cally, the law of its existence and to formulate, theoretically,

the laws that determine the trend of its future development

Marx did not and could not deal with the manifestations of

that system in any one country ; he could and did, in the

very nature of things, deal with it only as a world-wide

phenomenon, his conclusions being applicable to America as

well as to any other spot on this globe where the social sys

tem of capitalism either is fully developed or where it is

spreading its tentacles .

Madison and Marx - Marx and Madison - what a con

trast and yet what similarity ! What the one apprehends

and foreshadows on a national scope, the other, at a later

date , formulates and establishes scientifically on an inter

national one.

The pamphlet is timely. It is more than timely , for we

in our day see how the ruling class of the country, fatedly

driven by the law of its existence, unable and unwilling to

" adapt the laws and institutions of the country to whatever

social changes might take place,” seeks to set aside and nul

lify , not only the historic traditions of the country , but the

very institutions and constitutional guarantees framed by

the Revolutionary Fathers to safeguard the future develop

ment of the Nation . And, worse yet, in a mood half scared

and half desperate , as is the mood of every criminal, and

evidently despairing of being able to square its future aims

with the country's political institutions, that ruling class is

6



now seen to attack the very foundation upon which these

institutions and constitutional guarantees were based by the

Founders of the Nation-REPRESENTATIVE GOV

ERNMENT.

In the light of present events and of events yet to come,

this pamphlet deserves and should find a host of attentive

readers .

HENRY KUHN .

Brooklyn, March 1920 .

}
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" We are free today substantially, but the

day will come when our Republic will be

an impossibility . It will be an impossibility

because wealth will be concentrated in the

hands of a few . A republic can not stand

upon bayonets, and when that day comés,

when the wealth of the nation will be in

the hands of a few, then we must rely upon

the wisdom of the best elements in the

country to readjust the laws of the nation

to the changed conditions."

-JAMES MADISON.

I
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The Voice of Madison

(From " The Nationalist, ” August, 1889. )

The wrongs on which the social movement in this coun

try has fixed attention have finally, thanks to unremitting

agitation , become matters of such undisputed authencity,

that there is now a perceptible diminution of the refutations

once attempted by those who, with book and candle, were ,

and to a certain extent still are, wont to formulate alleged

scientific dicta in opposition to glaring facts . This sort of

argument is now yielding to another which, in legal par

lance, may be termed of confession and avoidance . It con

sists in admitting the ills complained of , but denying their

connection with anything inherent in our economic system ,

and attributing them in some unexplained way to a depar

ture from the wholesome lines originally laid down by the

Revolutionary Fathers. * Accordingly, exhortations to return

to old-time ways are becoming no uncommon thing ; and,

in proportion as this sort of declamation approaches the

level of 4th of July orations, we find it festooned with

flowery phrases on the fertility of our soil , with encomiums

on the radical political advantages enjoyed by the inhabit

ants of this over those of any other country, and with ran

dom quotations from the Revolutionary Fathers intended

to show that they considered the principles established by

* The centennial sermon of Bishop Potter is the latest ,

most notable , and curious instance of this new departure .
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them sufficient to insure to American industry the rewards

of its labor, and to free the American people from the afflic

tions and problems that disturb the happiness of others.

A study of the works left to us by the Revolutionary

Fathers reveals , however, that they were not the visionary

beings their well-meaning admirers would make them, but

indeed the giant intellects Pitt pronounced them to be. Pe

culiarly interesting among these statesmen on the social

conditions of their days, and the future problems with which

they thought the people would come to be confronted, was

James Madison, whom to study is to revere . Madison was

no hireling scribbler, catering to a self- seeking constituency ;

no sycophantic pedagogue talking for place or pelf . He was

an honest , as well as earnest and profound thinker, peering

deep into the future in order to foresee his country's trials

and, if possible, smooth her path . Let us then enrich the dis

cussion with the learning of this distinguished Revolution

ary Father, and give ear to the voice of Madison .

The question of the suffrage was one to which Madison

justly attached critical importance. He understood it to be

the point where political and economic conditions meet and

react one upon the other. With pains, himself and his con

temporary statesmen had devised our present duplex system

of small and large constituencies intended to be a check on

popular impulses, and , at the same time, a concession to re

publican instincts . This system met with Madison's approv

al . His reliance on its efficacy was, however, grounded

upon the actual distribution of property in the United States,

and the universal hope of acquiring it.* Those conditions,

* Even as late as the year 1829, a majorityof the people in

the United States were property-holders, or the heirs and as

pirants of property.
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Madison argued , lay at the root of , inspired , and nurtured

among the people a sentiment of sympathy with the rights

of property. Again and again he declared that sentiment

essential to the stability of a republican government. And

he pointed with gratification to that social and economic

peculiarity as among the happiest contrasts in the situation

of the new -born states to that of the Old World, where no

anticipated change in that respect could generally inspire a

like sentiment of sympathy with the rights of property. But

would the principles established by the revolution insure

the permanence of that happy contrast ?-and Madison's

face grew overcast with apprehension as , searching the an

swer, his thoughts traveled whither economic and historic

reasoning pointed the way.

Madison'accepted the natural law touching the capacity

of the earth to yield, under a civilized cultivation, subsis

tence for a large surplus of consumers beyond those who

own the soil , or other equivalent property ; he realized the

great lengths to which improvements in agriculture, and

other labor-saving arts were tending, and measured their

effect upon the production of wealth ; the laws of increas

ing population with the increasing productivity of labor

were no secret to him ; he succumbed to no hallucination on

the score of the freedom of our political institutions ; and,

finally, gauging the effect of the individual system of pro

duction, or competitive struggle for existence, he drew from

these combined premises , and declared the conclusions ,

that the class of the propertiless in the United States would

increase from generation to generation ; that, from being a

minority, it would eventually swell into a majority ; that it

would be reduced to lower and lower wages affording the

bare necessities of life ; and that, thus gradually sinking

15



the scale of happiness and well-being, the large majority of

the people of this country would finally touch the point

where they would be, not only without property, but with

out even the hope of acquiring it .*

It was then no immutable state of happiness, but a

steady progress towards poverty that this eminent Revolu

tionary Father, for one, foresaw and foretold as the inevita

ble sequel of the forces at work under the economic system

that lay at the foundation of the country. All the causes

he enumerates as productive, by their combined agencies,

of a majority of hopeless poor have been at work among

us with an intensity beyond his forecast . The pitiable stage

when the masses of the people would be, not only without

property, but without even the hope of acquiring it, Madi

son calculated would be reached by the United States be

fore the nation numbered a population greater than that of

England and France. Our population is now double that of

either ; and Madison's gloomy prophecy is, accordingly, re

alized by us in its deepest colors . Our property holders

have become an actual, ever decreasing minority ; the prop

ertiless are today the overwhelming majority ; the wages

of these have declined until they afford the bare means for

a pinched subsistence ; chance or intrigue, cautious crime or

toadying, may, but no degree of honest toil can any longer,

under the prevailing system , insure property or the just re

wards of their labor to the myriad wealth-producing work

ers with brain or brawn ; the few among them , with whom

SO

*It should be noted that in this reasoning Madison alto

gether leaves out of his calculation the additional cause of

immigration. Without this cause, a cause to which our

called statisticians love to turn with predilection , Madison'

justly arrives at the conclusion upon which the present social

movement rests, and from which it starts .
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the spark of hope still glimmers, hold to a straw that must

soon disabuse them ; with most, all hope in this direction is

totally extinct ; starvation , plus work, is creating by the

thousands the genus " tramp," which prefers starvation mi

nus work ; and, as the certain consequence of grinding pov

erty and its concomitant - extravagant wealth - immorality,

as well as corruption, is rampant among the people, and

breaks out in the government. Not , then , by reason of any

degeneration, not by reason of any departure from , but

closely adhering to the lines laid down by the Revolution

ary Fathers , have the people reached the present shocking

state against which the Nationalist movement is enlisted.

The vulnerable point was the competitive system of pro

duction which the American revolution left extant. The

present conditions are its logical result.*

On a notable occasion , John Adams, another Revolu

tionary Father , had uttered the sentence, that where the

working poor were paid in return for their labor only as

much money as would buy them the necessaries of life, their

condition was identical with that of the slave , who received

those necessaries at short hand ; the former might be called

" freemen ," the latter " slaves,” but the difference was imagi

nary only. Madison grasped the bearing of this profound

thought in all its fulness . As his own reasoning revealed to

him the eventual destitution of the masses, the conclusion

was self-evident that their condition would become virtually

that of slavery. A minority of slaves might be kept under ;

*It does not necessarily follow from this that a blunder

was committed by the Revolutionary Fathers. History seems

to show that the competitive stage is a requisite step in the

evolution of society. But whether this be so or not, today the

competitive system is only productive of mischief.
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but a large majority - and that made up of the races to

which the world owes its progress --- Madison realized would

not long submit to the galling yoke. Accordingly , he descried

in the not distant future a serious conflict between the class

with and the class without property ; the fated collapse of

the system of suffrage he had helped to rear ; and, conse

quently, the distinct outlines of a grave national problem .

The solution of this problem , which presented itself to

Madison in the guise of a question of suffrage, involved ,

however, the economic question : What should be done with

that unfavored class , who, toiling in hopeless poverty ,

slaves in fact, if not in name- would constitute the ma

jority of the body social ? This question Madison proposed,

but vainly labored to find in the various methods of checks

and balances an answer that was either adequate to the

threatened emergency , or satisfactory to his judgment. To

exclude the class without property from the right of suf

frage he promptly rejected, as no republican government

could be expected to endure that rested upon a portion of

the society having a numerical and physical force excluded

from and liable to be turned against it , unless kept down

by a standing military force fatal to all parties. To confine

the right of suffrage for one branch of the legislature to

those with, and for the other branch to those with

out property , he likewise set aside a regulation

calculated to lay the foundation for contests and antipathies

not dissimilar to those between the patricians and plebians

at Rome. And again, he shrewdly detected dangers lurking

in a mixture of the two classes in both branches.

Thus the question of the suffrage brought Madison

unconsciously face to face with the social question. His

talent saved him from falling into a reactionary plan, or

as
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even resorting to a temporary make-shift ; but likewise did

the limitations of his age prevent him from hitting upon the

scheme which alone could solve both the problem that pre

occupied him, and the graver one into which his spirit had

projected . He gave the matter over ; but not without first

bestowing upon it a parting flash of genius by the significant

avowal that the impending social changes would necessitate

a proportionate change in the institutions and laws of the

country, and would bespeak all the wisdom of the wisest pa

triot.

Karl Marx stops in the midst of his analysis of the law

of values to render tribute to the genius of Aristotle

for discovering in the expression of the value of com

modities the central truth of political economy, which only

the peculiar system of society in which he lived prevented

him from accepting and carrying to its logical conclusion.

How much more brilliant and deserving of tribute the genius

of Madison that enabled him to take so long a look ahead ;

calculate with such nicety the results of political and eco

nomic forces ; foresee with such accuracy the great coming

problem of our country, and state it with such clearness ;

weigh with such breadth of judgment the methods known

to him in order to meet and solve it, and discard them one

after the other with so much acumen ; rise to such height of

statesmanship by boldly declaring the problem could be

dealt with in no way other than by adapting the laws and

institutions of the country to the social changes that may

take place ; and , finally, commend the task to, and invoke

for its performance, the wisdom of the future patriot !

That the wisdom of the Revolutionary Fathers and

their teachings are not lost upon their successors , the ap
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pearance and growth of the Nationalist movement demon

strate. The voice of Madison has reached our generation.

The patriots in the revolution now impending and equally

important with that of a hundred years ago will be on hand.
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" In the social production which men carry

on they enter into definite relations that are

indispensable and independent of their will ;

these relations of production correspond to

definite stage of development of their

material powers of production . The sum to

tal of these relations of production consti

tutes the economic structure of society - the

real foundation , on which rise legal and po

litical superstructures and to which correspond

definite forms of social consciousness. The

mode of production in material life determines

the general character of the social, political and

spiritual processes of life. It is not the con

sciousness of then that determines their exist

ence, but, on the contrary , their social exist

ence determines their consciousness. At a cer

tain stage of their development, the material

forces of production in society come in con

flict with the existing relations of production ,

or--what is but a legal expression for the same

thing with the property relations within

which they had been at work before. From

forms of development of theforces of produc

tion these relations turn into their fetters.

Then comes the period of social revolution ."

-KARL MARX.
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Karl Marx

(Daily People, May 4, 1913.)

Above the dust raised by the recent speeches of Vice

President Marshall , the answers attempted by his critics , his

replies , rejoinders and surrejoinders on the subject of " the

rich " -above that thick dust there rises , majestic, the giant

intellectual figure of Karl Marx-above the confused con

troversy there is heard, clear as a bell , the scientific note of

Marxism.

The Labor Movement, or, be it , the Social Question, is

not a phenomenon of date as recent in America as it would

seem. It arose about ninety years ago . Nevertheless ,

first the war with Mexico and thereby the opening of

further and vast natural opportunities ; thereupon the dis

covery of gold in California ; the Civil War in the Sixties ;

the subsequent acquisition of the Hawaiian Islands ; the

speedily following discovery of gold in Alaska ; then the war

with Spain and the consequent annexation of Porto Rico on

the Atlantic and of the broader acres of the Philippines on

the Pacific ; last but not least , the Canal venture on the

Isthmus—these , not to mention minor intermediary incid

ents , were the forces of varying power, recurring at inter

vals of varying length, that successively “ laid on the table "

the motion of the Social Question which was first made in

the Twenties of the last century. To be sure, each successive
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time the motion was supposed to be permanently " tabled,"

yet was it as regularly and persistently again " taken from

the table ” at each successively recurring interval - taken

from the table with an ever increasing "vote" in the affir

mative, until now the slininess of the " vote" in the negative

may be gauged by the insignificance of the only two States

carried last November by Mr. Taft. Today the motion is

now in permanence " before the house ” ; it is the only mo

tion.

Epoch -marking in the discussion was the book of Ed

ward Bellamy, “ Looking Backward ” -a curious work on

social science , seeing its teachings were threaded with a love

story ; a unique romance, seeing it was essentially sociologic .

Down to the Nationalist Movement, to which " Looking

Backward" gave the impulse in 1889, and since the days of

Thomas Skidmore, which may be said to have seen the tan

gible start of the Social Question, the motion presented by

the same bore two characteristics — the distinct note of Rev

olution , and glaring crudity of thought. The Nationalist

Movement was the connecting link between the crude, tho'

Revolutionary Past, and the Revolutionary, but no longer

crude, Present . The difference consisted in the Marxism

that stamps the present.

From the older, hence more experienced civilization of

Europe, the breath of Collectivism was breathed into the

land. With the device " Proletarians of all countries, unite!”,

Collectivism itself had cast off the early Communistic ves

tiges with which it was at first clothed and Marxism made

its appearance here as Socialism , as the compilation of the

economic , ethnic and sociologic principles around which a

vast Movement was crystallizing on the opposite shores of

the Atlantic.
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It goes without saying that the appearance of Marxism

in America denoted a ripening of Social conditions away

from the conditions known to the " Revolutionary Fathers."

In the measure that Evolution was plowing the field for

Revolution, and in the measure that Evolution was recruit

ing, even organizing, the forces for the Social Revolution,

the Capitalist Class "threw up breastworks " --met the argu

ments of the approaching Revolution with counter-argu

ments. The crudities of the arguments of the pre-Marxian

days furnished the counter-arguments with welcome han

dles. The "handles” grew fewer and fewer in the measure

that Marxism " took possession ." From year to year the

clash narrowed down more and more to Marxism and anti

Marxism .

Today it is Marxism against “ the field, ” or, “ the field "

against Marxism, the multitudinous anti-Marxist theories

making common cause against Marxism.

Which is right; hence, to which belongs the future ?

Altho' the dictum of John Stuart Mill— “ Social science

is not an exact science”-is more sweeping than the facts

warrant, this much is true : Social science is not , like the

exact sciences, subject to demonstration in advance. Is,

then, man left whollywithout guidance, condemned to floun

der about in the wilderness, and by accident only to strike

the path that leads out of the woods ? Not at all — at least

not our generation.

Altho' not directly demonstrable, like a proposition in

Euclid, sociologic theories are more or less quickly amenable

to a touch-stone that is the test of SCIENCE. What is the

touch-stone ? It is Prescience — the power to foresee . Not

one of the sociologic theories advanced today but has lived

long enough to be brought to the touch :-has it foreseen
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correctly -has it not : If it has, it is scientific , and true ;

if it has not , it is nonsense and false. If it has foreseen cor

rectly, then may it be safely banked upon as a cardinal

principle , like any mathematical theorem ; if it has not fore

seen correctly, then should it be discarded as a chimera.

Brought to the touch , is Marxism scientific ?

Marxism is the sociologic tenet, which, synthetically

combining ethnology and political economy, and , proceed

ing froin the theory of the Law of Value, established by it

self , follows the law through its numerous ramifications,

and arrived at the conclusion that the material goal of civil

ized existence is an abundance of wealth for all producible

and produced without arduous toil by any ; that the social

structure requisite to reach the goal , is dictated by the pro

gressive mechanism of wealth -production, that social struc

ture being the Co -operative Commonwealth — a common

wealth which substitutes “ political government,” govern

ment by political agents , with “ industrial government, ” gov

ernment by the representatives of the organized useful in

dustries of the Nation ; and that broadening and deepening

mass-pauperization , with the consequent enslavement to an

ever more plethorically wealthy economic oligarchy, is the

inevitable outcome of the continued private ownership of

the natural and social requisite for production.

Thus does Marxism foresee and foretell.

How does anti-Marxism ?

Anti-Marxism foretells that the social and political insti

tutions raised by the Fathers will be forever ; it maintains

that they are the last word of socio -political evolution , and it

surmounts the Constitution with the motto : “ Esto perpetua ”

=so shall it be forevermore .

Anti-Marxism - unmindful of the warning of James
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Madison that the time would come when a majority of our

people would be propertiless and without the hope of ac

quiring property - foretells that involuntary poverty is a

phenomenon impossible under the Stars and Stripes .

Anti-Marxism , speaking through the mouth of the A.

F. of L., asserts the present and foretells the continued

"brotherly relations" between Capital and Labor.

Anti-Marxism , speaking through Protection, foretells

prosperity from a high tariff and dear goods, profited from

by Brother Labor and Brother Capital alike.

Anti-Marxism , speaking through Free Trade, foretells

prosperity from a low tariff and cheap goods, a bountiful

ness to be shared in reciprocity by Bother Labor and Brother

Capital .

Anti-Marxism , speaking through Finance, foretells

universal well -being, one day from a gold standard, another

day from a silver standard , now from an " elastic currency.”

Anti-Marxism, speaking through its ecclesiasticals,

foretells peace on earth from "Godliness," and denounces as

" un-Godly " the theorizers who maintain the existence of

classes and class war.

Unnecessary to extend the list . Whatever the special

complexion of the anti - Marxist , one basic feature all have

in common, instinctively in common , --a veritable Free Ma

sonry, all reject the Marxian Law of Value, along with its

consequent theory of the unbridgeable, irreconcilable, and

irrepressible Struggle of Classes , UPON THE REJEC

TION OF WHICH EACH PLANTS HIS SPECIAL

THEORY, speedily to see the prognostics drawn therefrom

come to grief . They prove better things . With the regu

larity of clockwork worse has followed and is following, as
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illustrated, just now , by the spasms of both Vice- President

Marshall and all his bourgeois critics.

Events refute anti-Marxism, and demonstrate it the

opposite of Science . From each recurring refutation of

anti- Marxism, and demonstration of its unscientific foun

dation and spirit , Marxism itself rises re - confirmed ; its

scientific merits re -demonstrated ; taller in inches, stronger

of voice ; with ever more ears catching its vibrant, clear note ;

ever more hearts warming and minds rescued from the

Slough of Despond by the lofty sentiments its truths in

spire ; ever larger masses marshalling under its banner.

In the meantime, official economists , and other pension

aries of capitalism , writhing with the cold steel of Marxian

science in the vitals of their theories, hide their rage in the

wrinkle of a sneer at Marx.
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Woman's Suffrage

Ladies and Gentlemen :

The Socialist Women of Greater New York have invited you

to this meeting for the purpose of presenting to you the position

they take in the matter of Woman's Suffrage, and the reasons for

their position . And the organization has asked me, it has done me

the honor to ask me, to be its spokesman on this occasion.

It has been said that a distinctive feature of the days we

are living in.may be gathered from the circumstance that there is no

subject which may come up for discussion, or even spring up in

cidentally in the course of conversation , however trivial the subject,

even if so trivial as a clambake, but will inevitably drift into the

Social Question . It is not supposable that, at such a season as

the one we are traversing, a subject that calls itself "Woman's

Suffrage,” and even broader still, the "Woman Question," or the

"Woman Movement,” can escape the fate of other lighter ones

land plump into the broad issue of the Social Question. If trivial

subjects do to -day find their rootlets in the Social Question ,

how much more inevitably Woman's Suffrage. Indeed , Woman's

Suffrage is itself a product of and has its ramifications in the

scores of issues that go to make up the burning question of to -day

Sthe Social Question of our generation.

It may be said that to merge Woman's Suffrage with the

scores of other issues that are agitating us to -day could only cre

ate confusion, promote “ entangling alliances ” and be the surest

way, first, to dwarf, and then toelose sight altogether of the

issue itself. The warning is not wholly without its justification .

Common is the attempt to get rid of a subject, if felt to be thorny,

by coupling it with , and drowning it in :many others. Neverthe
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less, if taken absolutely, the warning works harm . The veins

of a body surely are not the body's heart. All the same, heart

and veins are so intimately connected that neither can be thoroughly

anderstood without understanding both . Specialists ever are prone

to impute exclusive importance to their own particular specialty. The

part of wisdom is to escape both horns— the horn of confusion

and the horn of exclusive specialty . This can be done only by

the systematic treatment of a complicated subject- by first

analytically considering its several parts, then synthetically bringing

them together.

To this method of treatment the Socialist Women of Greater

New York invite you to submit the question of Woman's Suffrage

- a question in which they, also , along with all other enlightened

human beings, feel deeply, but to which the application of any

method of treatment other than the one here outlined can have

for its practical effect only to play into the hands of the enemies

of Woman's Suffrage by leading the movement away from the fruit

ful channels, to which it rightly belongs, into channels that fruit

Jessly wear out its energies .

"Woman's Suffrage," as the very etymology of the name in

dicates, is a branch of the trunk of Suffrage, not of the trunk of

Woman. Woman is only one half the human race : the suffrage

is for the whole human race. The name itself of the issue

"Woman's Suffrage” -points to that domain of investigation to

which attention must be first directed — the Suffrage Question.

No sooner, however, do we step upon this domain than we

realize that back of it lies another, a vast one ; vaster than that

of the Suffrage itself ; more comprehensive ; embracing the Suffrage

Question, and from which Suffrage itself is one of the issues

the domain of Class Rule .

The line of investigation must begin with the history of Class

Rule .

Luminous as the history of Class Rule is to all the issues that

go to make up the modern Social Question, it is especially aidful

to the investigating of that particular issue known as the Woman's

Movement, or Woman's Suffrage. The history of Class Rule

throws its light before the feet of the Woman's Movement; it

explains the errors, accounts for them , that the Movement slips
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into ; the emotional vagaries with which the Movement is often

marred ; its futile tears ; its frequently barren efforts. Above all,

the history of Class Rule, together with its derivative, the history

of Suffrage, marshals the Movement the path that it must follow

in order to achieve the triumph it is so richly entitled to.

as

The Class Struggle

Hewho raises the curtain of the history of the Class Struggle

is immediately struck with the figure of woman a leading

figure on a tragic stage, herself a tragic victim - at first sight, the

tragic victim . The portentous tragedy with which the drama of

Class Rule opens superinduces two errors :

First, that woman was smitten down because of sex . She

was not.

Second, that some Imp prevailed in a contest for rule over

the destinies of the race, hurling it from Arcadian happiness into

sorrow .

Curious, even luminous, is the circumstance that the An

archist, that element, among those in revolt against modern so

ciety, which is most boastful of its enlightenment and mental free

dom from " ancient mystifications" is , in this respect, at one

with all the known systems of superstition. With these, the An

archist prates of a Fall of Man , " Once there was freedom ; there

is none now ," with them he holds a language, which , if it means

anything, is pivoted on the theory of the existence of an " Evil

Genius." There is no such fiend : there was no such fall.

Man - meaning mankind - is, in the sense -laden language of

Carlyle, " a tool-using animal.” When man first made his appear

ance upon earth he was of all animal beings the most abjectly

helpless. Nature's foot was planted upon his neck. She scourged

him with droughts and with floods; with heat and with cold ; a

toy of her caprice, now she overwhelmed him with abundance,

then afflicted him with dearth . The birds that flew over his head,

the beasts that prowled around his cradle - all were self- sufficient.

They came into being equipped with the tool requisite to carve

their living out of Nature — the lion his fangs; the spider his

pouch of mucilage and thread ; the eagle his beak and talons; the
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beaver his wonderful tail; the tiniest wren his bill. Man alone is

born toolless, hence at the start of his career, inferior to all others.

The weapon by which man turned the tables upon brute cre

ation and upon Nature herself, rising to Princeship over the

former and overpowering the latter till she has become his obedient

hand-maid , was the tool of production, which he at first painfully

fashioned ; which in his hands improved, becoming more power

ful, that is, fruitful of results, and the development of which

marks the milestones of his onward and upward march. Though

in the nature of things the steps in this evolution are not " recorded” ,

no historic fact is more authentic. From the scientific point of

view , the Fall of Man is an idle nursery tale ; from the moral

viewpoint it is a slander on the race. Man rose ; he did not fall.

In the course of the onward process in the perfection of the

tool, the discovery of the secret of smelting iron ore marks an

epoch - the first great epoch - in the annals of man. From that

time on society undergoes a radical change. The secret of smelt

ing iron ore begets the edged tool- none of the dainty ones known

to -day, but the ponderous ones that required muscular strength

to wield . Remorseless as the law of gravitation , the imperious

and ultimately benevolent law that propelled mankind towards

the ever more perfect, the ever more powerful, the ever more

fruitful tool of production, wrought its effect upon early society

with the advent of the iron tool. Those physically powerful

enough to wield the then most fruitful tool became an aristocracy ;

those who could not, fell below . The line of cleavage was, ac

cordingly , not sex , but physique. Of course, sex qualities contrib

uted to mark the female sex the weaker. Nevertheless, it was

not as Woman that she was subordinated. The proof is found in

the fact that Woman shared the new subjection with the males,

who, sex disregarded, were unequal to the demands made by the

dew apparition — the Iron Tool.

Poets have indulged the quaint conceit of a race of Amazons

-muscularly vigorous viragos, the peers of men. The conceit

was not the product of poetic insight. It was the child of the

infant mind's delight in the phenomenal. The Amazon is twin

sister of the one- eyed monsters of Homer, the headless men of
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Herodotus, the four-armed beings of Hindoo mythology, and

other such antique impossibilities. The Amazon never was. She

is a physical impossibility - except, of course, in the case of those

exceptional instances in which Nature seems to delight in sporting

with her own laws.

The appearance of iron in the development of the tool was,

however potent, not the sole factor in the birth of the classes.

The iron tool imparted to that development a powerful acceler

ating impulse ; it did not create the Class Struggle. Interwoven

with the racial impulse to supply man's deficiency by straining

after the ever more perfect tool of production, is another so

ciologic law , a law that, given certain material conditions, may be

said to dictate the Class Struggle as an early racial necessity .

This leading law may be condensed in a plain arithmetical formula .

Given a society of, say, one hundred persons, in which , work

as they may, all they can produce is one dollar's worth of wealth ,

while five dollar's worth of wealth is the minimum each would re

quire for comfort - given such a society , then its people are upon

a level with brute creation : compelled to devote their whole ex

istence to the supplying of their animal needs ; ever on the brink

of want; hence, dogged by that worst, most demoralizing of all

specters— the specter of want; and , of course, deprived of leisure

-that boon without which no room is left for mental and spir

itual expansion. In such a society there would be equality , but

the equality would be that of pauperism , with all the ills that

that implies. This is no imaginary picture. It was the actual

condition of our savage ancestors - it is the condition that the rip

ping of society into classes, with the consequence of the Class

Struggle, had the instinctive purpose to pull us out of.

Of course, there was no " town meeting" called to consider

the subject as a special order of business ; there was no motion

made, seconded, debated and carried. The race marches obedient

to certain laws; the more backward it is the less of a hand does

it take in the application of these laws. Early man marched uncon

sciously in unconscious obedience to the laws that underlie his prog

ress, much as a river flows to its destiny. Only when far advanced ,

with a fund of past experience that gives him pręscience, does man
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take evolution by the hand, so to speak , and perform an active

part in the process .

Early society, accordingly , faced unconsciously the alternative

either, equality — and then remain rooted in brutish and brutify

ing poverty ;

or, pull out of the rut - at the price of equality.

Unconsciously, instinctively, society took the latter alterna

tive- instinctively, unconsciously striking the route of the valley

of the Class Struggle .

It is a plain arithmetical proposition that, given a social state

where the one hundred persons composing it, work as they may.

can produce only one dollar's worth of wealth on an average, five

dollar's worth being the minimum for comfort- it is a plain arith

metical proposition that under such material conditions, if only

as few as five members of the community secure to themselves

the amount of wealth necessary for freedom from toil, with the

resultant freedom from want and the fear of want, and the leisure

required for mental and spiritual expansion — it is a plain arith

mctical proposition that the consequence must be intensified evil

conditions for the large majority . The Ninety -five will then

have to feed the Five. Each of the Ninety -five being unable under

the then conditions to produce more than one dollar's worth of

wealth , it follows that out of the ninety - five dollars' worth

producible by them will have to come the twenty-five needed by

the Five. Thenceforth the Ninety -five can not even enjoy the

pittance of their own individual one dollar's worth of the fruit

of their toil. Thenceforth their share would be seventy dollars'

worth of wealth_less than their product. In short, slavery arises.

The appearance of the Iron Tool may, perhaps, not have suf

ficed to rip up society into a master and a slave class— perhaps not.

The appearance, however, of the Iron Tool as an incident in the law

that propelled society towards the perfection of the tool, coupled

with the law of progress that urged society, at whatever cost, to

pull out of the deep rut of universal brute conditions— with the

two laws operating together, the appearance of the Iron Tool

accelerated and placed its decisive stamp upon the course of events.

A new institution Private Property in the necessaries of pro
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duction, land and tool- crystallized into being as the logical re

flex of the altered industrial system . The Communal System was

overthrown, or rather cast off. A majority fell below , a minority

rose above where it was before. Yet there was no Fall - no Evil

Genius tempting. On the contrary. Mankind is one - whatever

the sex , color, or race of its component human atoms. The Im

possibility of Progress, under material surroundings of equality

of brute conditions, was a doom upon the whole race ; on the other

hand, the Possibility of Progress, under material surroundings

destined to lead up from the depth of universal brute conditions,

was a boon universal.

Thus arose, such was the process, together with its orchestra

tion , that shaped the Classes — Master and Slave. Thus did Woman

lose the position of pre-eminence which the unquestionable evi

dences of the "Mother -Right” period in earlier gentile society

attest she once enjoyed. The process, together with the reasons

therefor, point unerringly to the conclusion that Woman's social

downfall was not incurred as sex , but as a weaker vessel, being

a downfall shared by her fellow weaker humans of the male sex.

| Each of the previous discoveries or inventions, marking the lower

rungs of the ladder by which the race ascended — such, for in

stance, as the great discovery of the use of fire, and the subsequent

and equally great invention of pottery - were discoveries and inven

tions that called for skill only , vigor of inuscle not at all. While those

discoveries and inventions were a -making, Woman's sex qualities

readily enough won and preserved for her the seat of honor she

then enjoyed . The appearance of the Iron Tool, swung, more

over, by that social law that drove mankind to escape at any price

from the social blind -alley of universal equality in poverty, cleft

society in twain , the line of cleavage being Strength - the strength

requisite to render the newly conquered tool available. The

event wrought a veritable tragedy. Seeing the tragedy was one

in which a whole sex , Woman , was engulfed, a tragedy, moreover,

which had for its sequel, and speedily and successively bore the

fruits of specific sex hardships and indignities, that sex appears,

naturally enough at first sight, as the sole victim in a catastrophe,

and the singled -out objective of a conspiracy. Though appear
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ances justify the conclusion, closer inspection, fuller information,

rejects it.

The subjection of Woman is an incident in that primal social

convulsion , the outlines of which , though veiled in the mist of

the far distant Past, are clearly discernible — the primal social con

vulsion that ripped society into classes, a Master and a Subject

class, along the line of muscular strength . Woman, physically weak

-weak, that is, in point of muscular fiber - shared, as a matter

of course, the physical disabilities, hence the social disqualifications

of the muscularly less favored males.

With the birth of the classes the Class Struggle springs up

the struggle between the upper and the lower class, the former

to maintain , if possible, extend its authority ; the latter to cast

off, or, at least, ease its yoke.

From that day on , the history of the human race, all that is

important in that history , is threaded by the line of the struggle

between the two Classes, conducted with varying results, under

varying aspects.

1

The Suffrage

A weapon in the arsenal of the Class Struggle is the Suffrage.

It will not be necessary to go into the details of the Suffrage,

with the fullness I have just done when considering the sources

of the Class Struggle. In the matter of the Class Struggle, its

beginnings, a valuable guide to the understanding of all modern

social manifestations, are, with regard to Woman's Suffrage, par

ticularly important, aye, indispensable. It is not so in the matter

of Suffrage, especially not so with an eye to Woman's Suffrage.

The origin itself of Suffrage throws no special light on the matter

in hand - except in so far as Suffrage is a product of the primal

1 Lewis H. Morgan's work " Ancient Society " is recommended as in .

dispensable to the understanding of the origin of the Class Struggle, and,

thereby, to the understanding of the various manifestations of the strug

gle . The work wrought a veritable revolution in the science of Ethnology.

It is not the least of the glories of the Socialist Labor Party that the
demand it created for this work rescued it from the oblivion to which

the Ruling Class of America sought to relegate this, the gift to the world

of one of America's greatest geniuses.
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social revolution which subjugated Woman. The history of Suf

frage grows in interest to the Woman's Movement, and it becomes

essential to the proper handling of the political issues which the

Movement raises, only after Suffrage begins to play its role in

modern history , that is, when the Class Struggle itself has un

dergone marked changes. It is from that later date on that Suf

frage gains step by step in significance and importance to the un

derstanding of the Woman's Movement.

Folks, who, conscious of the vaporousness of their pet theories

regarding the tactical treatment of the modern Social Question ,

feel constrained to manufacture facts to square with and thereby

prop up their own vagaries, are fond of sneering at Suffrage as

a " concession of the bourgeois.” The Suffrage is no " concession"

- least of all by the bourgeois. Suffrage existed before the bour

geois, himself, and long before the bourgeois had power to "con

cede” anything. The Suffrage is a conquest of advancing civili

zation , wrung from the clutches of Tyranny.

In the line of succession of tyrant classes we encounter the

feudal lord ; in the line of succession of tyrannized classes we en

counter the bourgeois ; in the line of succession of Class Struggles,

we encounter the struggle conducted between the feudal lord

and the bourgeois. Our inquiry into the history of the Suffrage

may safely begin with the Bourgeois Revolution , when Suffrage

played a more extensive and effective role than ever before.

One would hardly recognize in the pharisaic, pietistic, "law

abiding", " peaceful", conservative, in short, in the Philistine Cap

italist of to -day the iconoclastic, revolutionary bourgeois, who

summoned to his bar all institutions " human and divine,” called

upon them " to justify their existence" , and fought and won the

battle of Capitalism against Feudalism . Previous social revolu

tions had been long protracted affairs. The bourgeois sustained

long protracted struggles; he went through a long period of

* To the militant in the Socialist Movement - whose mental fiber pro

tects him against the allurement of increasing the volume of the Move

ment's literature with literature that is mainly a re-hash of principles.

already plentifully and brilliantly set forth — the suggestion is thrown out

that the History of Suffrage from its inception still awaits treatment ;

and when it appears will be a valuable contribution to the literature of

the Social Question,
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preparation ; that is all true; but his revolution was swift, sharp,

drastic. This was markedly so in France and America . The his

tory of the Suffrage is peculiarly interesting in its instructiveness

as it deploys here in America , the leading country of triumphant

bourgeoisdom , or Pluto Capitalism ; hence a rapid sketch of its

career will give material aid in grasping the political issue pre

sented by Woman's Suffrage.

The American Revolution, the name that our bourgeois revo

lution goes by, was the most liberal until then experienced . Dry

as-dust dogmatists, whose Socialism goes by rote, deprive the

gorgeous Morgan -Marxian theory regarding the materialist con

ception of history of much of its splendor, incisiveness and many

sided luminousness by denying the Revolutionary Fathers' of

America all sincerity in their fervid proclamations of freedom .

Not only is the materialist conception of history nowise done vio

lence to, on the contrary, it receives marked demonstration from

the sincere, however fatuous, belief of the Revolutionary Fathers

that they had established Freedom on permanent foundations.

Surrounded by vast, seemingly inexhaustible natural oppor

tunities ready at hand for the taking - besides, if not above all,

with the implements of production so manifoldly developed that

most of them could be readily fashioned and used by all — under such

conditions involuntary poverty was, as a matter of fact, out of

question . The young male American did hire himself to another

but he had the certainty of eventually enjoying independence as

a master mechanic himself; the young American girl might be

seen taking service in some other household — but she served with

dignity, certain one day to be mistress at her own hearth . Under

such conditions each could be said to be the architect of his own

fortune, modest, yet sufficient. Under such conditions the one-time

reason for classes seemed no more. Accordingly, when the Ameri

can Revolution took place, Suffrage, now become a necessity to

large communities, is found in force as a universal right, enjoyed

without distinction of sex, by those who chose, neglected by

those less politically active, and restricted only by a property

qualification , which , being small, so far from savoring of former

times' class distinction, only emphasized the revolutionary sin
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cerity in the declaration that the American Republic had removed

the ground from under slavery and was a guarantee of Freedom .

Of course the belief was fatuous. The economic social laws

that underlie the private ownership of the necessaries for pro

duction — land and tools , and which started into activity since

that great primal revolution which overthrew the Communal Sys

tem , could not choose but be latent in the young bourgeois Ameri

can Republic . Nor were these laws slow to assert themselves,

and, in so asserting themselves, to shake and then shatter , the

card-house of the Revolution's illusions concerning Freedom . The

institution that was a necessary accompaniment and logical re

flex of the ripping of the old Communal System into warring

classes - the private ownership of the necessaries for production

could not survive without fatedly reacting back and re-introducing

the social conditions which , originally, had given birth to the institu

tion itself,and which the institution was, in turn ,meant to safeguard.

The inevitable happened . The events that followed, the changes

that were wrought, thrill, step by step , with significance to Woman's

Suffrage. Our own Empire State of New York, the pace-setter

for the land, is classic ground for study on this head.

The institution of private ownership of the necessaries for

production carried out its mission with marvelous dexterity - all

visions of the permanence of Freedom and all the Jingoism of the

freedom -promoting inexhaustibleness of our natural opportunities

to the contrary notwithstanding. Indeed , it turned out that both

the visions of Freedom and Jingoism concerning our natural

resources, only furnished ready-made and desirable material for

conversion into dust, wherewith to fill confiding eyes. Under the

dust, raised in ever thicker clouds and almost suffocating us to

day, a complete transformation took place in the social conditions,

in the very foundation of the Class Struggle— and, as the inevi

table consequence, in the angle of vision within which Suffrage

fell. A few manifestations of the transformation will throw light

across the path of our endeavors to understand and promote

Woman's Suffrage.

The property qualifications which , in the days of the American

Revolution , only added dignity to Suffrage, soon became a bar
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to its exercise. Small as the property qualification was, and one

time easily attainable, it became unattainable, within half a genera

tion, to increasing numbers. By the time the century of the Revo

lution was rounded , the property qualification became a political

disability to still larger numbers. Poverty spread apace ; bank

ruptcies multiplied to a point that bankruptcy laws- a sort of be

lated Jubilee of olden Hebrew legislation - were demanded with

a view to cancel indebtednesses, and give creditors a new start ;

the unemployed sprang up like mushrooms in all the large cities ;

-in short, all the evidences were visible of a Class Struggle un

der modern conditions. The classes had re-risen , and were at it.

A second manifestation of the transformation , and leading

consequence of the first, was the onslaught, generally successful,

against the original property qualification . The State of New

York was the chief battlefield. During the second decade of the

Nineteenth Century, a little over a hundred years ago, the move

came to a head . In vain did the eminent Chancellor Kent warn

against the innovation. He cautioned that the move was not in

the interest of a broadened democracy, but in that of the already

powerful employers' class — the employer who had twenty employees

would thenceforth control one and twenty votes, instead of the

single vote he then wielded — it was simply a move whereby the

employer could multiply his political voice by the number of votes

in his establishment. It was all to no purpose and fortunately

The Chancellor was only partly right, and mainly wrong.

He was no more right than those who to -day seek to brace up

against the concentration of wealth - a necessary, useful process

in the promotion of the Socialist Revolution . Moreover the Chan

cellor was wrong in his premises. The move though, perhaps,

abetted by some of the then larger employers, was not of their

initiative, and must have been positively distasteful to most. The

move was the issue of a political uprising of the New York

Working Class, and it had a decidedly revolutionary ring, as

proved by its nomination for Governor of Thomas Skidmore, the

author of a book, which, however crude in its economics and

sociology, consequently in its program also , nevertheless contained

utterances of lasting value ; for instance ;

So.
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" Inasmuch as great wealth is an instrument which is uni

formally used to extort from others their property, it ought to be

taken away from its possessors, on the same principle that a sword

or a pistol may be wrested from a robber, who shall undertake

to accomplish the same effect in a different manner.”

Themovewas of proletarian initiation ; and was, as I shall pres

ently show , made in obedience to a keen instinct. It was successful.

The property qualifications to the suffrage were abolished in this

State.

A manifestation of another order, and to which attention

can not be too strongly called , was the appearance of women among

the Ruling Class. As you will remember, when the primal com

munal society was first split into classes, Woman took her place

in the lower, the class of the ruled, along with those males, who,

like herself, were physically disqualified to wield the Iron Tool. As

you will remember, the characteristic of the Ruling Class then

was strength to wield the Iron Tool. As you may judge, it was

not .property that imparted power to rule ; it was power to rule,

because of exclusive capacity to render needed social service , that

imparted property . A Ruling Class makes its first appearance

upon the stage of history as a useful service -rendering minority .

It is in this capacity that the Ruling Class , down to the bourgeois

revolution , assumes and beco the necessaries for

production, and, as a consequence, of the wealth produced. Sole

capacity personally to wield the needed or leading tool of its times

is the foundation of a Ruling Class from its inception and down

to the bourgeois revolution . With the advent of the bourgeois

revolution the foundation is radically changed. Property ceases

to be the attribute of rule; rule becomes the attribute of property .

The reason is obvious — the radical change wrought in the tool

of production, coupled with the consequences thereof, altered so

cial conditions. As Marx tersely put it : " It is not because he

is a leader of industry that a man is a capitalist ; on the contrary,

he is a leader of industry because he is a capitalist.” The cap

italist does no manner of useful work ; he renders no manner of

social service ; he could not, if he would. Soon as that trans

owner
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formation is perfected the Hetty Greens appear abreast of the

J. Pierpont Morgans, the Harriet Fishers turn up beside the

James W. Van Cleaves in National Manufacturers' Associations.

Thus once more the pregnant fact is made manifest - sex is not,

as it never was, the line of class cleavage.

A fourth manifestation of the transformation that came over the

conditions of the land ; one that constitutes a landmark in the

evolution of Suffrage ; moreover, one chat vies in importance to

Woman's Suffrage with the manifestation just considered, in

which women appear as members, active ones, at that, along with

men among militants in the Ruling Class, —that manifestation is

the discredit into which the franchise has fallen in the estimation

of the Social Masters.

You will remember how the bourgeois revolution, surpassing

all others in the revolutionariness of its aspirations and in the liber

ality of its program , proclaimed and established universal suffrage.

Then , in Whittier's language,

The crowning fact

The kingliest act

Of Freedom was the freeman's vote !

When the private ownership of the necessaries of production

had done its work, and the latent bourgeois quality of Tyranny

in Idleness matured to full bloom , all that changed . Suffrage, a

rung of the ladder by which the bourgeois climbed into capitalist

power, lost its fascination — even worse.

The ballot, with regard to themselves, male as well as female

capitalists now look at it — at the one-time prized weapon and

proud badge of citizenship as an unclean thing to handle. The

sentiment is kin to that other sentiment which despises work .

Once a worker, despised by his feudal lord for being a worker,

and proud of being one, the capitalist, the modern full-blown

s How thorough-going a revolution is marked by the appearance of

the Hetty Greens on the social stage is illustrated by a recent remark of

the lady : “ Let others own the land, I take mortgages upon the land."

Not only is the original foundation of the Class Struggle so completely

changed, from what it was originally , that Woman steps into the Ruling

Class, but also the subsequent accompanying foundation - land — that be.

came a characteristic of feudal supremacy has been removed. The capi

tallst woman sees no attraction in land ; what charms her is the capi.

talist claws with which to transform the land into profits-yielding capital.
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bourgeois, now , in turn , despises work upon the same principle

as did his feudal lord of old - work, under Class Rule,'means

unrequited toil, and that is a badge of servitude. Precisely as

the feudal lord justified his sovereignty with the mystification

of " by the grace of God”, the capitalist- through his officialmouth

pieces, of professors, politicians, press and pulpiteers - justifies his

pre- eminence with language, which , though not literally so , never

theless is equivalent to the principle " Idleness is the source of

all wealth ” . Naturally enough, such a standard of ethics can

have no liking for the active use of the ballot. The mills, mines,

factories railroads, shops— from top to bottom , all the plants of

industry and of useful service are now superintended and run

by proletarians, by wage slaves. They run to perfection in the

interest of the capitalist master. Why should not the political

shop — that buttress to the industrial shop — why should not it al

so be run likewise ? Royalty does not vote . is it dignified for

the Monarch Capitalist Class to vote, —and hustle, aye, perchance

be jostled about on the political field by sweaty toilers ? It is

well worth the while to watch the legislative devices of the Cap

italist Class to be saved the annoyances of political activity, and

bring the ballot box to their beds and bathtubs. Woman, in the

meantime, had been constructively, perhaps surreptitiously, dis

franchised. If to the male members of the Capitalist Class the

use of the ballot is repulsive, to the female members of the same

class the ballot is, to say the least, no more attractive. They

sneer at, where they do not despise it.

But the Social transformation which the country has under

gone finds its manifestation, with regard to Suffrage, in some

thing more active than dislike by the Capitalist Class for politi

cal activity by himself. It finds its manifestation also in a dread,

on the part of the Capitalist Class, for political activity exercised

by the proletariat.

The capitalist is not in the dark as to what Suffrage im

plies. The capitalist is well aware that, if Suffrage began and
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* Another subject deserving the research of serious Socialists who

would enrich the literature of the Social Question with solid information ,

comprehensively presented .
ita
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ended with the ballot, the peacefully blissful continuance of the

Reign of Capital would be an assured thing. Whatever the system

of voting — whether old style ; or Australian style, so -called ; or

machine;-the capitalist is safely entrenched politically . A hostile

vote that endangers his reign can to -day be deftly counted out,

and safely, too.

Furthermore, as an incident in their struggles with one an

other, one set of capitalists has often found its account in setting

up a “ Labor Party” , a sort of decoy -duck to draw votes away

from the other set. Hardly a State, north of Mason and Dixon's

line, but has seen , some time or other, the apparition. But the

trick is falling into disuse. For one thing, with the stupendous

development of the Trust the “Labor Vote” , to -day, is, as Chan

cellor Kent's partially correct opinion predicted, ever more plainly

a tail to the Trust magnates' kite. For another thing, the trick

is costly. The psychologic counterpart of the physical quality

of the drunkard never to be satisfied, is the Capitalist's mental

quality , never to feel rich enough. The English economist, T. J.

Dunning stated with witty profundity that, with a 300 per cent. profit

in sight, there is no crime at which capital will scruple, nor a risk

it will not run, even to the chance of its owner being hanged.

For parity of reason, the Capitalist, female or male, while prone

to lavishness for purposes of ostentation , eschews expenses in

business. They lower profits, Decoy-duck Labor Parties are mer

cenary armies, and expensive. For a third reason , the trick is

fraught with danger. If decoy Labor Parties are free to spring

up, then bona-fide ones can not be prevented.

That is the rub — and the specter it raises in the capitalist's

mind's eye is one that Woman's Suffrage must reckon with .

If Suffrage began and ended with voting , the worst incon

venience that the capitalist could suffer from it in the hands of

the proletariat would be that of a gravel in the shoe - a nuisance,

but nothing fatal. Suffrage, however, does not begin and end

with the ballot. The ballot is only an incident, the least impor

tant, at that, in the franchise. The franchise, Suffrage, implies

BA third subject worthy of the attention of serious Socialists, ang

awaiting comprehensive historic treatment,
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propaganda; propaganda educates ; education crystallizes into

organization . A revolutionary propaganda against Capitalism

is unfeasible except in the open. Too is the

Class interested therein ; too many the minimum nuni

ber needed for the resultant organization that the times

demand. These numbers not be reached and brought

together in midnight gatherings in cellars, or attics, or groves,

nor can the propaganda be conducted in whispers, or veiled lan

guage. The revolutionary propaganda against Capitalism can be

conducted only over- and-above-board, in language that is clear in

sound, and clear in sense. There is no field other than that offered

by Suffrage for such a propaganda. What is known as “ Poli

tical Action” -that alone can preach the Revolution in the way

it must be preached.

Now , then , we have seen , on the one hand, the ballot-holding

proletariat fastened to -day as a tail to the political kite of the

Top-Capitalist Class ; on the other hand, we have seen the utter

futility of the proletarian ballot alone. To escape being impaled

on one horn or the other of the dilemma there is but one path

to use the opportunity afforded by Suffrage to preach the

Social Revolution ; in other words, to carry on the propaganda

that will educate, and, so doing, crystallize in that organization

which is the only physical force available to the proletariat; the

all -sufficient physical force ; withal, the very physical force , the

mold of which is furnished by capitalist society itself, in that the

mold foreshadows the construction of the Socialist Republic

the integrally, industrial organization of the proletariat. The

industrial organization of the proletariat, on the one hand, cuts

the bonds of economic superstitions that frighten the proleta

rian ballot into Top-Capitalist support, and thereby gives a chance

to a peaceful solution of the Social Question ; on the other hand,

the industrial organization of the proletariat is the ready phy

sical force to frustrate a capitalist electoral crime.

Though deep thought is not a capitalist virtue, instinct is a

virtue of the dullest beast,-- preeminently so of Usurpation.

No wonder the Capitalist Class now sees in Suffrage a source

of danger to its existence.

Finally, there is a fifth manifestation of the transformation that
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came over the land, due to the economic laws that underlie the

private ownership of the necessaries for production - a transforma

tion that can be overlooked only at the peril of Woman's Suffrage.

It flows as the direct consequence of the one just considered — the,

at first bold , now devious devices adopted to disfranchise the pro

letariat, at least hamper it in the exercise of Suffrage.

The chapter of the story I now enter upon has never yet

received that fullness of treatment that it is entitled to. I can

here give only its roughest outline.

The attempt of Capitalism to rid itself of the danger that

Suffrage is fraught with for its rule may be said to have started

with the scheme of President Grant's ex -Secretary of the Treasury ,

Benjamin H. Bristow , conceived barely ten years after the close

of the Civil War, to overthrow the Republic and replace it with a

Monarchy. Bristow was too headlong. The scheme was smoth

ered . Less headlong than Bristow's, but still too bold for ex

ecution , was the next, the scheme of which Simon Sterne of this

State became a leading expositor a few years later — the scheme to

re -establish a property qualification . That scheme also was scotch

ed. Its weakness also lay in its frankness. Then came the third

epoch in the move, when the same purpose was to be pursued in

devious and surreptitious ways. That epoch we are now in .

In several states of the South the scheme has been tangled

up with the false pretence of " preserving the purity of the white

race”. The pretence is transparent. Concealed under it is the

throbbing Labor Problem . The tanglefoot Suffrage legislation ,

while aimed at the Negro ostentatiously as a Negro, in fact aims

at him as a wage-slave, seeking to keep him focused to the tra

ditional standpoint, and, along with him , the rest of his class.

In most other States, the North leading, the scheme is pursued

under the colors of the " Australian Ballot."

The term " Australian Ballot” suggests the idea of a move

democracyward. The " Australian Ballot” presupposes the im

possibility of, at least much curtailed opportunities for ballot-bo

frauds; it diminishes, aye, removes the item of expense — a serious

* A fourth subject that bespeaks and awaits special treatment by

serious Socialists, who would enlighten the Movement with original work.
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obstacle to the ease of political expression under the former private

ballot system . In short, the “ Australian Ballot” presents itself

as a promise of a more efficacious, because more liberal, Suffrage.

Under color of the promise, suggested by the name— " Australian

Ballot" -exactly the opposite goal is pursued , and is being ac

complished . Out of the forty -six States of the Union only three

-Georgia, North and South Carolina - have retained the old sys

tem . In these three States, it would seem , the alleged " Anti

Negro" ballot laws are deemed sufficient for the purpose . In

all the remaining forty -three States the Australian Ballot, modified ,

has been introduced . What the modifications purportmay be judged

from a few of the most striking ones :

The Virginia sample Australian Ballot that I have is fit to

superinduce delirium tremens in choosing one's candidates. The

names of the offices are so contrived as to run into one another .

A mistake in marking, by all but the most expertly prepared,

is easily incurred . A mistake renders the ballot null.

In the States of Washington and Minnesota a money contri

bution is demanded from each candidate. In Minnesota a fixed

sum ; in Washington a percentage, a tall one at that, of the salary

attached to each office.

Here in New York, where we have nearly sixty counties,

at least fifty signatures are now demanded in each, besides a total

of 6,000. Slip on one county and you have slipped on all.

In Ohio and other States the percentages are being raised .

In short, all the modifications hamstring more or less the " Aus

tralian Ballot” ; they are intended to render free Suffrage ex

pression difficult, and more and more so — all obedient to that

sentiment of the capitalist, female and male, that to -day causes the

Ruling Class to scent danger in Suffrage, and to strain for its

abolition as a proletarian weapon .

Surveying the field of the Woman Suffrage Movement from

the elevation of the historic development that I have just rapidly

sketched — the splitting of the primal Communal System into

classes; the metamorphosis undergone in the foundation of the

Ruling Class ; the rise of Suffrage; the changes Suffrage has un

dergone; finally the present posture of the capitalist mind toward
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the ballot in its own and then in the hand of the proletariat

we are in condition to pass in review the arguments of the Suf

fragist Specialists, and the arguments of their Antis.

Arguments of Antis

I have jotted down a few of the representative argu

ments made by the leading male and female opposers of Woman's

Suffrage.

Here they are :

" Woman's Suffrage would break up the home" ;

“Woman has no experience or knowledge of political matters" ;

“ The ballot would degrade woman " ;

"Woman is mentally unfit for questions of State" ;

“ The ballot would render woman sordid ” ;

" The disfranchised status of Woman may work evil here and

there; on the whole, what is their loss is society's gain " .

These will do. They are types of the mass of Anti-ammuni

tion fired into the camp of the Suffragists.

Not one of these arguments but sounds as a deliberate in

sult to the human intellect. To dispose of them , however, as

such would be to miss the point. With the exception of the Richard

Watson Gilders beings that are atavistic manifestations of the

oyster- stage in biology, the stage of mentality that, clinging to

the sea -weed -covered rock of the Present- Past, perceives not

the changes that are going on in shore formations and in the cur

rent of the tides -- with the exception of such oyster antedi

luvianists, whose occasional poetical vein instead of promoting

Progress, would retard it by making the apotheosis of the Past,

at the shrine of which they worship, veritable pagans,—with

the exception of such mentalities, to whom I am surprised not

yet to have seen the talented Charlotte Perkins Gilman dedicate

a geologic poem , matching the one with which , nearly twenty

years ago, she disposed of Francis A. Walker, the unenviable

author of the dictum : “ Socialism is a Vagary" —with the ex

? Francis A. Walker's dictum was hurled at the Nationalist Movement

which was given birth to by Edward Bellamy's novel “ Looking Back

ward ." Charlotte Perkins Gilman's brilliantly satirical poem , dedicated

to Mr. Walker and compeers, appeared in “ The Nationalist” at the time.

9
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ception of such exceptional personages, all others who raise

their voice against Woman's Suffrage utter the sentiments of the

Ruling Class. Theirs is not a purpose to insult : theirs is the purpose

to preserve their class supremacy, instinctively felt to be imperilled

by a Movement, which , so far from sestricting, as they are seeking

to do, would tend to add fresh recruits to the political army of the

proletariat. How truly an exhalation of capitalist class instinct the

Antis' arguments are appears from their being exact counterparts of

the agonized arguments that proceed from the same source against

Socialism .

Let us consider them separately :

"Woman's Suffrage would break up the home” -exactly what

they say against Socialism - a doubly untrue charge. or the

home to be threatened with destruction by Woman Suffrage,

or Socialism , the home must be safe and pure to -day under the

shield of Capitalism . The home is broken up to -day . Mothers,

in increasing numbers, are torn from their homes in search of

a living in factories and shops, while their babes are " charitably”

left to the “ charitable” care of “ charitably" instituted " nurseries” ;

husbands have to leave their homes in search , far and wide,

for the illusive job ; children, who should be under the softening

influence of the home are forced into the hardening influence

of child labor. Nor is this all. The percentage of marriages

declines ; the percentage of divorces increases ; while the domestic

scandals that are in perpetual outbreak among the topmost branches

of the tree of the Top-Capitalist Class allow more than peeps

into what is up in those "homes” —all this under the shield of

Capitalism . The home is pivoted upon material wellbeing. What

ever tends to promote the solidity of the pivot makes for the

solidity of the home. Nor can it be doubted that, to place in

the hand of the members themselves of the home the power to

control its destiny, must make for the welfare of the home. It

is but natural that, with the opposite principle in force, the home

is to -day on the rocks.

“Woman has no experience or knowledge of political matters"

-exactly, what they say of the Working Class - exactly the lan

guage of King George and his Parliament toward the American
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colonists in revolt - exactly the language of the Oeil de Boeuf

anent the bourgeois who demanded a voice in the affairs of

the France of the Old Regime-- exactly the recent language of

Abdul Hamid towards his people tired of autocratic rule. In

short, exactly the language that Usurpation ever holds, and that

regularly is disproved, soon as its yoke is cast off. The resources

a people hold within themselves are vast soon as the bars are thrown

down and opportunities are open to all. Upon that history is

eloquently conclusive.

" The ballot would degrade woman" —though not literally, yet

substantially what they say of the effect that Socialism would

have upon the race - a purely ruling class conception of what

the race is. To a ruling Class, it is the race. What is good

for it is good for the race ; what harms it is harmful to the race .

Once, as we saw , the conception had a color of justice . It had

a color of justice with the initial ruling class whose useful efforts

society then needed ; it had a color of justice even with the bour

geois, whose efforts, though essentially criminal in methods, served

the needed purpose of organizing labor co-operatively - so long

as he performed that needed social mission, the bourgeois could

consider himself the race with a color of justice. But its mission

has been performed by each successive ruling class. To-day the

last descendant of the long line of social masters, the capitalist,

lingers on the stage only as a scab clings to the wound that healedi

under it. To -day , accordingly, not only is the present ruling

class not the race, it has become a husk formation upon the race

benefited only in the measure that it injures the race ; harmed by

aught that would promote the race. No wonder the Capitalist

Class apprehend the effect of Woman's Suffrage upon their race.

"Woman is mentally unfit for questions of State"-exactly the

charge they bring against the proletariat, and for exactly the

same purpose— to justify the continuance of their own privileged

position. In both cases, to the extent that there is truth in the

charge it smites the charger. The ethic principle that none shall

profit by his own wrong rejects a plea that seeks to justify the

continuance of a wrong with the wrong itself.

" The ballot would render woman sordid "-who does not
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nor

recognize in this charge the familiar ring of the admonition to

the Working Class, issued from Falstaffian " capon -lined bellies” ,

to give no heed to Socialism with its “materialistic" and " un

spiritual gospel", but turn their thoughts to heaven , and there

lay up treasures for themselves where neither moth rust

doth corrupt, and where thieves do not break through and steal?

“ The disfranchised status of woman may work evil here and

there ; on the whole, what is their loss is society's gain " -drop the

words in the sentence, which allude to Woman exclusively, and

substitute for them " condition of the Working Class” , and the

whole sentence, literally and in spirit, is identically the self-satis

fied phrase with which some official sociologists of the Capitalist

Class have sought to reconcile the proletariat to their martyr

domythe condition of the working class may work evil

here and there ; on the whole what is their loss is society's gain .”

Slavery ever debases the slave and pollutes the master. The de

basement on the one side, the pollution on the other, may be

extenuated as transitory social necessities, whereby ultimate and

greater benefits are to be gained to all. We saw such to be the

case when the first Ruling Class, the wielder of the Iron Tool,

arose ; social science recognizes the force of the argument even

in the instance of the bourgeois when his mission was still to be

fulfilled ; with the fulfillment of the mission of the bourgeois the

social mission, if the term may be allowed, of the injuries inflicted

by Class Rule is completed . So thoroughly completed is it that

the whole basis of Class Rule stands transformed . Not Effort

but Idleness is now the badge of the modern Social Ruler. The

goal, which to attain , society submitted to the ills of Class Rule,

has been reached . The tool and mechanism of production have

matured to such perfection , that to -day, without arduous toil ,

abundance is possible to all. The double-headed Wolf of Want

and Fear of Want need no longer throw his shadow across the

threshold of man . Leisure is possible to all ; with Leisure its

long train of blessings. In short, the first task of the human race

has been accomplished. The problem of its material wellbeing

is solved . We now stand at the gate of the higher problems, the

metal and spiritual problems of our existence. Slavery, at such
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a ripened season, has no longer any place in sense or reason .

seek to justify it in any form is to seek to sacrifice the race to

the interests of a superannuated class . It is to act as a drag

upon Progress.

In short, Suffrage is not being denied to Woman as a sex ;

it is being denied to her as a proletarian. The women who are

not proletarians care not for the ballot themselves any more than

the male members of their class, and realize full well, with their

male fellows, that by foregoing this, to them , indifferent privilege ,

they bar out the overwhelming members of their sex who are

proletarians. I have yet to hear an argument from the Antis that

does not proceed from Ruling Class interests - consequently, that

does not help to light the movement for Woman Suffrage the

road that it should tread .

Arguments of Pros

Have the Suffragists — and when I say Suffragists Suffra

gettes are included , have the Suffragists caught the note of the

Antis'opposition ? The regrettable fact must be recorded that,

as a body, they have not. Far otherwise . Had the Antis deliber

ately meant to lead the Suffragists to the wrong track , the Suf

fragists could not, as a body, have suited the Antis more completely.

Let me take up some of the arguments made by prominent

Suffragists on leading occasions — especially arguments that are

favorite ones, and deemed powerful by them .

“With the disfranchisement of Woman," it is a favorite argu

ment with Suffragists, " Society has been limping on only one foot.”

--This is a historic error involving a serious error in sociology. It is

not on a whole foot that society has been limping. Society has been

" limping" on only the hundredth part, or even less, of a foot. The

episode in the history of Suffrage, comprised in the era of the old

Republic of Rome, for one, not to mention other striking episodes

in the history of Suffrage, is conclusive of the fact that it is

by virtue of Class Rule that society has done the “ limping." The

8 The episode comprised in the era of feudalism in France, after the

bourgeois had obtained the suffrage ; likewise in Spain ; also in the me

dieval republics of Italy and the German Hansą, towns, are all ilļustrative
of the same fact,
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members of the estate consisting of the poor classes in Rome

were qualified voters. But their vote was, constitutionally, of

no importance if the two upper classes - patricians and knights

were agreed, and, consequently, their vote was not required in

such cases — which was the rule. It was, accordingly , not by reason

of its being divided between qualified and unqualified voters that

the Roman republic " limped" . It " limped” because of being di

vided into economic classesma Ruling and a Ruled Class. The latter

being the vast majority, there was no whole foot, but only a frac

tion of a foot to " limp" upon . We have seen that, with the very

first appearance of Classes, symmetry ceased in the anatomy of

society. From that time on there was " limping", but the lame'

limb comprised the large majority, and the majority comprised

males as well as females.

It suits the Ruling Class to have Woman's Suffrage presented

as a sex issue. As such an issue the source and present founda

tion of Woman's social inferiority is kept dark , and thereby the

inferiority is perpetuated.

Take this other argument :

Olive Schreiner, a brilliant advocate of Woman's Rights, is

the framer of the pathetic sentence, “We have carried the race

within our body, and we have carried it on our arms and our

back ” , on account of which she pleads for the Suffrage for

Woman as a matter of Justice.- Justice is not the moving force

of the race. Justice has meant different things, to different men

at different times. Idle is the speculation whether there is an

Abstract Justice, or not. The question will appear differently to

different men of different temperaments— but all will act alike.

The practical fact is that, granting the theory of Abstract Justice ,

its practice depends upon material possibilities. It is a "working

maxim ” that, whether a man hold to the theory of Abstract Jus

tice or not, he must begin by encompassing the material condi

tions to render feasible the Justice that he aims at, and which

he seeks to substitute for some other principle in force and held

to be Justice by others. It follows that, guided by the Torch of

Human Experience, which does not lose force or dignity by being

designated as “ Sociology” , he who would introduce the “Justice” ,
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whose light he strives after, must do what he does who would

introduce light into his room - begin by providing the lamp. Only

in the measure that lamps improve has illumination gained in

brilliancy. He who would illumine the house social with the

added brilliancy of Woman's Suffrage nust begin by providing the

material lamp to shed that improved light. Sociology teaches

how the voice of Woman was originally silenced, and the reason

why it is wished that that voice be continued silent to -day. The

Social-material lamp that is to shed the light is the abolition of

Class -Rule. The demand for " Justice " is a cry in the wilderness.

No Ruling Class fancies this reasoning. With each succeeding

Ruling Class the mystification of " Abstract Justice” is a palladium .

Logically so. If there is “Abstract Justice” , then, what is must

be just. If what is is just, then, the respective Ruling Class is

just; its existence, as a consequence, a perpetuity ; and, as an ulti

mate consequence, to attack or raise a rebellious hand against

it is sacrilege. Hence we see no Ruling Class fond of History.

History overthrows the pretence, and, along with it, the theory

of "Abstract Justice” . The plea for Justice takes Woman's Suf

frage before the very tribunal that its foe, the Ruling Class, would

wish .

Take this third argument:

It is of more recent date, but has become a veritable pet.

With the recent revolutions in Finland, Russia , Turkey and

Persia - in all of which the demand for Woman's Suffrage has

figured more or less conspicuously — the argument became frequent

at Suffragists' meeting that " Finland extended the Suffrage to

women ; the Russian revolutionists demanded it for 'her ; even

in the 'land of veiled women' the veil is being cast aside, and

women, abreast of men, have begun to claim the ballot for both .”

The argument is intended as a reproach to the government of

the United States. Indeed, the reproach is often expressly made.

“ Other countries,” so runs the reasoning, " countries that have

waked up long after our own to the call of democracy, immediately

established Woman's Suffrage, while others promptly demanded

it. America alone lags behind." - So far from the reproach com

paring Finland and these other lands favorably, it compares them
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unfavorably with this Government- that is, from the sociologic

standpoint deliberately chosen by the Woman's Suffrage Movement

itself. A Social Movement can not, in these days, remain neu

tral in the issue between the Proletariat and the Capitalist Class.

Neutrality, at such times, is , at least, implied consent that the

social system , as it is, continue in force. À movement that, ac

cordingly, raises no objection to the Capitalist System of society,

accepts capitalist evolution as legitimate. Now then, we saw how

the bourgeois revolution starts ultra-radical. We saw the evi

dence of this in the American Revolution with regard to the very

subject of Suffrage. The Revolution saw no classes ; could con

ceive of none ; accordingly, Suffrage was universal, as a matter

of course,-unqualified, as a matter of course , by sex.
Such was

the American Revolution at its inception such it is in Finland

to -day ; such would the Russian Revolution have been if success

ful - and for identical reasons. The revolution we see taking place,

and those attempted in Eastern Europe, even in Persia, are bour

geois revolutions in their nature. Being such , their present de

mocracy is not an evidence of advance beyond capitalist thought

in America ; it is an evidence of immaturity compared with Ameri

can bourgeoisdom
. So far from the Bourgeois Rule of America

proving itself behind the Ruling Class in those other countries,

by reason of its withholding Suffrage from Woman , the Bourgeois

Rule of America attests by its posture the long distance it has

traveled since the time when it was at the Finland stage.

When the Suffragists twit the American Government, to which

they appeal, with not being abreast of Finland, they cause the

Government no shame; on the contrary ; they make it feel proud

of being so far beyond the youthful age when itself was subject

to " infant diseases” , as the professional mouthpieces of Capitalism

arrogantly and self -complacently term the early democratic

pulsations of the class of their paymasters. When the Suffragists

twit the American Government, to which they appeal and from

• The recognition of chattel slavery in the Negro race by the Revo

lutionary Fathers does not affect the principle.

parallel with those upon which the establishment of a property qualifica

tion for Suffrage can not be considered to detract from the genuineness

of the revolutionary spirit of 1776, Negro chattel slavery, not then the

national institution it developed into later, must likewise be discounted .

For reasons that are
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which they fatuously expect help , with being behind Finland, they

do not weaken the Government's arm , they strengthen it.

Take, again , this other and also favorite argument, one that

was condensed in a short sentence by Mme. Sarah Grand at the

International Woman's Congress, held this very year at London :

“Modern civilization is to be saved by woman '.- As there is but

a step from the tragic to the ridiculous, the posture of the tragical

ly fatal argument is being carried to a laughable extreme. At

the Suffragist meeting held in Carnegie Hall on last December 4,

with no less distinguished a personage than Mrs. Philip Snowden

as the principal speaker - there, under the chairmanship of Mrs.

Carrie Chapman Catt, President of the International Woman Suf

frage Alliance, the Rev. Charles F. Aked and Rabbi Stephen S.

Wise rang the changes of the principle, which Mme. Grand con

densed, and so many others enlarge upon . In two lengthy elo

cutions, that were the most absurd and undignified twaddle it ever

was my misfortune, or, perhaps, my fortune to listen to ( it may

be fortunate to witness, personally , certain scenes: they might

otherwise be deemed impossible ) the two reverend gentlemen per

formed a distressing feat of self- effacement. Listening to them one

would imagine that male creation was a sort of " appendix ”, good

only to produce social " appendicitis”, and fit only for amputation

and that none too soon .

A few years ago, on the occasion of the annual dinner of

the descendants of the Pilgrim Fathers, the toast list being ex

hausted and the Pilgrim Fathers having been extolled, as usual,

a londheaded , witty descendant arose and of his own motion pro

posed a toast " To our Pilgrim Mothers, without whom our Pil

grim Fathers would not have been of much account." I do not

intend to make the apotheosis of Woman. She does not need

it. But after the full and due meed of honor is bestowed upon

her, only one-half the sex tale is told . Whether biologically or

sociologically viewed, without male creation , woman creation is

not of much account.

Wrong enthroned can wish for nothing better than for its

assailants to turn freaks. Upon these the subtle warning is lost

conveyed by Artemus Ward in his " ferocious he- females” , armed
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with 'bloo -cotton umbrelers” , and the grotesque " she-males” that

danced attendance upon them , and both of whom inyeighed

against " proud and domineerin ' man."

Still another argument, closely connected with the one just

considered, and which I have heard advanced by more than one

Suffragist, notably by a woman speaker who dispenses in par

ticularly emphatic language some of the most startlingly original

ideas, is this : "Woman invented industry.” — Industry is no in

vention. It is an absurdity to call it that. As we saw , industry

is the result of the race's striving after the Tool of Production

to supply the deficiency of its birth . Industry slowly evolved with

the slow evolution of the tool. That no sex in particular con

trived the first tool, and that there is no historic data upon which

to base the theory that the contrivance was the work of any one

sex, are conclusions that flow inevitably both from man's primal

Communism , and from the subjection that males, along with fe

males, have been held under ever since the rise of Classes. No good

can accrue to a Movement whose arguments partake of the nature

of pleas " by lawyers with endless tongues", or of the nature of

blind fanaticism that adjusts facts to theories, instead of theories

to facts. The Movement that attracts and gives prominence to

such supporters betrays the fact, either that it is impossible ; or

that it has not yet found solid ground upon which to plant it

self, and from which to draw logical reasons for its existence and

triumph .

Less frequent than any of these arguments, but whenever

advanced, advanced with uncommon intensity, is the argument that

the Movement for Woman's Suffrage is one in which it is phy

sically and morally impossible for man to feel as Woman does.

This argument places the Movement more expressly and exclu

sively upon the terrain of sex than any other. “Man " , declare

those who advance the argument, " can not possibly realize the deep

sense of personal indignation , felt by Woman , at the infamous

state of sex subjection to which man -made law lowers her” . Be

ing so entirely a sex argument, the argument is advanced parti

cularly to woman, whose support is demanded to join in a " revolt” ;

some Suffragists even use the word " revolution" ,-This argument
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sounds sentimental. Scientifically , it does not fall and may not

be placed under that classification without missing the point. The

sentimental argument, as I shall show , has, in its place, a legit

imate function to perform : the argument that attacks effects

only , while it partakes of the sentimental, has no function other

than to lead into a blind alley.

The sense of sex indignation , at the infamous state of sex

subjection to which man-made law lowered Woman , probably was

the first impulse that launched the Woman's Movement. Its earli

est manifestations were probably " domestic scenes.” Probably , also

the Lycurgan law , or Spartan ethics, with regard to " adultery",

are suggestive of the weapon early seized by Woman in revenge

"revolt " or " revolution" being then unthought of. The spirit of

this early sense of sex indignation was caught by a work quite pop

1:lar a generation ago, in this country, and still thought much of

among “ radicals" , entitled " The Strike of a Sex" -a heels-over-head

concept. Few must be the women endowed with the exceptional

vigor of mind and at the same time afflicted with the exceptional

physique required to carry out such a program . The latest mani

festation of the same sense of indignation is the modern outcrop

ping of an extensive literature of the kind that Elinor Glyn of

England and Mrs. Herbert Parsons, in this country, are leading

producers of, with the brilliant and sympathetic divorced woman

"George Sand" as their prototype. From first to last, the indig

nation, together with its manifestations, ran into a blind alley.

It could not be otherwise. The “ infamous state of sex subjec

tion" can be considered a " cause” only in the remote sense that all

effect reacts back and stimulates its cause. The " infamous state

of sex subjection ” is essentially a result — a result of Class Rule.

Marriage, as an institution , has ever been a reflex of material so

cial surroundiings. To tug at "marriage” with the intent to remove

the ills that flow from it and that are but thorns on the tree of

Class Rule is to tug at a chord that can give no response. The

woman who bitterly preaches a " sex revolt” or a " sex revolution"

only consumes fires worthy ofmore practicalmaterial to work upon.

In justice to truth it must be said that the note of protest is

already heard in the Suffragist camp against the sex accentuation .

The distinguished Şuffragist Henrietta Crosman uttered a senti
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ment that Woman's Suffrage can only profit by, the moment the

sentiment becomes dominant with the Suffragists— " There is too

much of the sex business in 'Votes for Woman '." 10

I now come to a set of Suffragist arguments of a different or

der of harmfulness - harmful because blind to what Woman Suff

rage is actually up against.

Ida Husted Harper - a Suffragist " of international reputation",

as she is described - had , on the ioth of February of this year, an

article in the “Evening Post” of our city entitled "Australia's Wom

en Vote ” . I wish to call your attention to the following passages

and reasoning.

After stating that "Opponents in the Legislature and the press

[of Australia ] declared that polygamy in Utah and the striikes in

Colorado were wholly the result of woman suffrage" , the lady pro

ceeds to say : " but after the women of the whole country began

voting and nothing that was predicted happened these [objections]

became too ridiculous for further service” , and she closes the

passage with : " Australia has thoroughly tested woman suffrage."

Transparently , this is an attempt to recommend the Movement

to the Ruling Class. Language that amounts to a condemnation of

Labor's revolts against the employer's despotism as evils that threat

en the desirable peace of the master, has the transparent purpose

of ingratiating the Movement with the Master Class. Conclusions

that represent the "thorough test” of Woman Suffrage in Australia

as approving Woman Suffrage a promotor of bourgeois “ Law and

Order" are transparent efforts to allay the apprehensions which the

Movement instinctively arouses in the mind of the modern bour

geois. Equally transparent is the blunder of such tactics. It is

a double blunder - a blunder, because Ruling Class instincts are not

to be trepanned ;'a blunder, because the tactics tend to convict the

Movement of double dealing, or of itself not knowing what it is

after, hence, contradicting itself. I shall in a minute take up that

aspect of the blunder which consists in convicting the Movement

of contradiction . Let us give our first attention to the blunder of

attempting to seem " good" .

10 Another work that derails the Movement into the false issue of

sex is Alice Stone Blackwell's otherwise readable book , " Objections to

Woman Suffrage Answered .” This Suffragist considers woman and man

80 fundamentally different that neither can represent the other even

civically.

.
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If Woman Suffrage in capitalist countries is anything it is a

breath of the Social Revolution. Revolutions do not always start

consciously, 'tis true. Even the keen minded Franklin made no less

than three trips to England in the sincere belief that peace could

be patched up between Crown and Colonists. What at first escaped

the keen mind of a Franklin did not at all escape the dull mind of

a George III. Instinct is the most active element with a Ruling

Class — precisely as with brute creation. Long before its foe has

realized his mission , is a Ruling Class sufficiently aware thereof,

and deports itself accordingly, to the best of its capacity. The

practical consequence of this socio -biologic fact is of priceless value.

A Ruling Class is not trepannable. All that is accomplished by the

attempt to trepan a Ruling Class, on the part of a Revolution, is

to forfeit the support of forces that are the Revolution's natural

allies - forces which the Revolution has to count with , and which ,

their eyes opened by the sight of a banner plainly unfurled , would

otherwise flock to its support. When the hard facts taught Franklin

better, he acted accordingly, and he became the, by England, best

hated leader of the American Revolution. Woman Suffrage has,

by this time, stumped its nose and toes too long against facts too

hard to be ignored. By this time the Movement should know itself

-and what is up. The season for fatuity is over. To continue

longer on the "diplomatic” tack only redounds to the advantage of

the foe. The Ruling Class is gaining time.

The second argument I wish to take up of this same order is

the obverse of the medal, the reverse of which we have just con

sidered. It consists in the attempt to ingratiate the Woman Suff

rage with the Labor Movement. This line of argument consists

in lyric attempts to contrast the four "suffrage States” of the Union ,

frequently Australia also , with the other States where Woman is

disfranchised . To mention only one Suffragist meeting and speak

er, of themany I could cite, at that same Carnegie Hall Suffragist

meeting of last December, I heard Rabbi Wise exclaim raptur

ously : “ In Colorado there is no child labor !” ; at the London In

ternational Woman's Suffrage Congress which I referred to before,

the delegate from Australia reported : " Australia is a paradise for

workingmen and workingwomen ." — What are the facts ?
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Let us take up first the four suffrage States - Colorado, Utah ,

Idaho and Wyoming. On this subject of child and woman labor

I have collected a few figures from the Census that are conclusive.

During the single decade of 1890-1900 woman labor rose in the

land from 3,712,144 , or 18 per cent. of our population, to the relative

and absolute increased number of 4,997,415 , or 20 per cent. of our

population - woman being found in all pursuits, except as tele

graph liners and pole climbers.

Woman labor, in the manufacturing and mechanical pursuits,

unsexes; child labor cripples the rising population. In the instance

of Woman labor there is the aggravation that she is paid less for

equal work ; with consequences that are truly infamous. It would

seem that where woman has the ballot, wherewith , as Mme. Grand

tells us, she is to “ save civilization ” , all these evils would be swept

away. At least one would expect to see a beginning made of the

sweeping-away process by a somewhat favorable contrast with the

non-suffrage States. The facts are exactly the reverse. Here are

the figures :

In Colorado, the Census reports for 1905 give 1,343 women of

16 years and over engaged in the manufacturing and mechanical

industries, and 306 children under 16 .

In Idaho, the Census reports for 1905 give 90 women of 16

years and over engaged in the manufacturing and mechanical in

dustries, and 40 children under 16 .

In Utah, the Census reports for 1905 give 1,017 women of 16

years and over engaged in the manufacturing and mechanical in

dustries, and 195 children under 16 .

In Wyoming, the Census reports for 1905 give 33 women of 16

years and over engaged in the manufacturing and mechanical in

dustries.

Nor do these figures convey the real picture in the case. Com

paring the Census figures of 1900 and 1905 the following facts are

uncovered :

First, that woman labor increased in Colorado, from 1,081 in

1900 , to 1,343 in 1905 ; that it increased in Idaho, from 32 in 1900,

to go in 1905; that it increased in Utah, from 173 in 1900, to 195

in 1905.
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Second, that child labor increased in Colorado, from 203 in

1900, to 306 in 1905 ; that it increased in Idaho, from 22 in 1900 ,

to 40 in 1905 ; that it increased in Utah, from 577 in 1900, to 1,017

in 1905.

Third, that in Colorado, the difference between the average

woman's wages and the average man's wages was $ 286 in 1900,

and $ 356 in 1905 ; that, in Idaho, the difference was $ 276 in 1900,

and $343 in 1905 ; that, in Utah, the difference was $317 in 1900,

and $ 456 in 1905.

In short, the picture that the figures throw upon the canvas is

woman labor, and woman labor on the increase; child labor, and

child labor on the increase ; finally also lower pay and an increas

ingly lower pay to women than to men in the " suffrage States” ,

-precisely the same as in non -suffrage States — and this notwith

standing " suffrage States” are near to the bottom on the list of our

industrial States and territories."

Taking a peep across the Pacific to Australia , the following his

toric incident will serve to sum up a mass of details, even the de

tailed consideration of which could not convey so complete an idea

of the state of things. A few years ago, seeing petitions pouring

into parliament with relief propositions for the unemployed of the

land, a capitalist member of the Australian parliament pooh- poohed

at the petitions, their plans and those in behalf of whom the plans

were proposed, and he sought to dispose of the whole matter with the

international capitalist Pecksniffianism that “only the lazy and shift

less, who have nobody but themselves to blame for their poverty ,

are idle” . Unfortunately for the gentleman he rashly went fur

ther. He agreed to give remunerative work to all who would ap

ply to him . The next morning the worthy found it impossible to

reach his office. The street was packed with a solid mass of ap

plicants for a chance to earn a living.

In suffrage Australia , as in our own four " suffrage States”, the

identical dehumanizing struggle for existence is found. Nor could

u The Census figures are so meager for Wyoming that they furnish
no basis for a comparison between present conditions and conditions in
1900. Since the delivery of this address much confirmatory light has been
Bhed by Colorado. All efforts to stem the exodus of school children from

school, and their rush to the beet fields, have dashed against the economic
necessity of the parents to turn the little ones into breadwinners.
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it be otherwise. Where identical results are found in countries

with different suffrage systems there must be a cause common to

all. The common cause in this instance is wage-slavery, or cap

italism , or the Class Struggle of modern days, upon which Aus

tralia, " the paradise of workingmen and workingwomen " , along

with all our States, is pivoted.

A policy, or tactics, of ingratiation amounts practically to at

tempting to carrywater on both shoulders. The attempt to perform the

feat, never glorious, is, in the instance of Woman Suffrage, pecu

liarly inglorious. It drives the Movement simultaneously into three

fatal errors — the error of pursuing the will- o'-the-wisp of set

ting the Ruling Class at ease ; the error of being guilty of a con

tradiction ; and the error of such a looseness of statement as to

make the Suffragists who attend to this ide of the propaganda

look more like romancers than like people engaged in a serious

issue.

In making " the four suffrage States” and the Australia argu

ment Suffragists betray a weakness that is typical of Movements

that either have no foundation , or the foundation of which has not

been grasped by their sponsors. I may illustrate the point with

a story told by John Swinton . It is suggested to me by the cir

cumstance that the dry bones of the Single Tax have been set

rattling this very week by a rich bourgeois who, seeking to ad

vertise a soap that he manufactures and that bears his name, has

donated a sum ofmoney for “ the promotion of the Single Tax."

Swinton relates that, having been told by Single Taxers here

in New York that, however insignificant the Single Tax Move

ment was in this city, it was powerful in England, when he made

a trip to Great Britain and arrived in London he inquired from

some Single Taxers after the Single Tax Movement there. “ There

is none of it here” , he was told , “but in Scotland it is quite strong."

When he reached Scotland and inquired from Single Taxers con

cerning the Single Tax Movement, the answer was again : “ There

is none of it here, but in Ireland it is very strong." Arriving in

Ireland he again inquired after the Single Tax Movement, but

again the Single Taxer to whom he applied informed him there

was none of it in Ireland, but that it was remarkably powerful in

:
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are

Brooklyn . On his return to America, Swinton says he hastened

across the river to Brooklyn to satisfy his curiosity concerning

the Single Tax ; but all he could learn from the Single Taxer

whom he was referred to was that " there is no Single Tax in

Brooklyn, in Australia, however , the Single Tax is carrying every

thing before it.”

It is a symptom of weakness in a Movement to seek to recom

mend itself by alleging popularity somewhere else. The act is

instinctive. It is the result of a desire to avoid the difficulty of

argumentative proof by substituting therefor success at a distance.

As a matter of course, the " success " ever is a case of the wish be

ing father to the thought. A strong Movement, strong in the con

sciousness of its soundness in premises and conclusions, such a

Movement cares not if it is successless here, there or anywhere .

It knows it must prevail. Movements of the dignity and import of

that of Woman Suffrage, not being in their nature “reforms”,

not, like patent medicines, dependent upon the recommendation of

having been " tried and found to cure". A Revolution fights its

own battles, and the battle is fought out in each country by dint of

the revolutionary Movement's own vitality.

Finally, the Suffragist argument. with which the examination

of the favorite Suffragist arguments may be profitably completed

is one rarely made in public. It is usually made in private, though

not secret, conversation with Socialists. Is is this : “ Socialism is

very popular with Suffragists, but it is so much easier to put through

one demand than a whole lot.” Upon the principle herein implied

Suffragists aim at one thing — the suffrage— first. — This is a per

fectly legitimate conclusion from the premises of the suffragist

theory that the demand by Woman for the ballot, at this season, is

a reform .

One thing at a timemay or may not be easier to secure than

a whole lot. That depends. It is easier to secure one dollar than

a million ; it is, however, harder to secure a railroad piecemeal

than to secure the whole line. Where the thing to be secured is

part of an organic whole, then the one-thing -at-a -time theory is an

optic illusion . From the optic illusion that Woman Suffrage can,

to-day, be obtained separately from the Socialist Republic flows
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every move made by the Suffragist Movement - and great must be

the comfort of the illusion , together with its brood of false steps,

to the intelligent Antis.

These instances will suffice to illustrate the point. Blind to

the origin and development of the classes ; blind to the history of

Suffrage ; blind, accordingly , to its intimate connection with the

great Social Question of our generation - the Suffragist Movement

imagines itself not a separate planet merely, revolving in an orbit

all of its own , but imagines itself a planet that is wholly discon

nected from the social planetary system . Laboring under this fatal

error the Woman Suffrage Movement - as the typical arguments it

delights in indicate - mainly wastes its ammunition in a cannonade

of dialectics against the phantom targets raised by the arguments of

the Antisma wild display that causes most of its shots to fall

wide of the real mark , and not a few to break over its own head .

The clock behind me runs fast. I notice it has grown late.

I must wind up. Much more is there to be said . I trust I have

said enough to indicate what I have no time left to add, and much ,

besides, that may nor occur to yourselves. I trust I have estab

lished a foundation deep and broad enough upon wirich to plant

the principles that the issue dictates. Taking, then , a " cut across

lots" I shall hasten to the conclusions.

Conclusions

Woman's disfranchisement is an incident in the division of

society into classes, the consequent Class Struggle, and the rise of

Class Rule .

The civic disqualifications that smote Woman, having had their

origin in the social system of classes, can be ended only with the

ending of Class Rule .

The very reason that prompted the birth of classes and Class

Rule now demands the ending of them . The system of classes and

Class Rule was a means to an end-- a means to the end of pulling

the race out of the ruts of universal, savage poverty. The end has

been reached. Civilized conditions, born of ampleness of wealth

producible without life -long and arduous toil, are now possible to all.
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The end having been reached, the means no longer have any justi

fication . When means survive the attainment of the goal for whose

attainment they were adopted they lose their pristine beneficent

character ; they are transformed into impediments to the fruition

of the goal itself. With the possibility for universal well-being, the

bulk of society remains submerged , virtually at the old savage stage

of brutish toil and poverty. Social ripeness demands the casting off

of Class Rule.

The social pulsations that make for the ending of Class Rule

imply a revolution — a social revolution. They imply the SOCIAL

REVOLUTION of our generation .

The program of the Social Revolution is determined

First, by the race's imperative striving to regain the good it

temporarily let go in order to escape the bad that burdened it;

Second, by the race's unerring instinct to save the means, which,

being developed in the course of its march to the civilized goal,

are either conducive towards, or necessary for, the preservation of

the goal itself;

Third, by the race's common sense which distinguishes between

means that are of temporary and those that are of permanent utility ;

and which, while preserving the latter, causes it to discard the for

mer, when obsolete ; and

Fourth , by the race's perception of the new means which it

must institute in keeping with the revolution itself.

As to the first principle that determines the program of the

Social Revolution, the race let go the democracy of Communism ,

a social system , or call it Government, whose main , if not sole

function, was the direction of production,-the only legitimate, be

cause the only necessary , object of social organization ; the only

legitimate because the only necessary function of a central di

recting authority. Back to Communistic society , with its equality

of rights without distinction of sex, there being no distinction of

class ;-back to Communistic society, whose instinctive motto, " All

for each, and each for all” , caused it unconsciously to practice

without preaching the morality subsequently, and down to our own

days, preached but never practiced ; - " Back to Communism , and
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regain the olden good !" is an imperative watchword of the Social

Revolution .

As to the second principle that determines the program of the

Social Revolution — the race, on its march to the material possibil

ities for civilization, invented or discovered, perhaps it was a com

bination of both , that social tool, or contrivance now known by the

name of " Representative Government”. Olden communities, being

small, direct legislation was possible. The communities, which en

larging production demanded as a consequence of broadening co

operation, rendered the old system of direct legislation imprac

ticable. Representative Government became a necessary social tool,

a tool that is indispensable to the preservation of the materialmeans

for civilized life, and which , as such , all Anarchist vaporing to the

contrary, the Social Revolution will save.

As to the third principle which determines the program of the

Social Revolution — the race, on its march to the material possibil

ities for civilization , in part reared, in part submitted to a social

contrivance now known as “ Political Government” . Political Gov

ernment was the unavoidable consequence of the rupture of society

into classes. It is the weapon of the Ruling Class to keep the nec

essarily restive Ruled Class in harness. Political Government is

an evil, but a necessary evil so long as the evil of class was neces

sary. " Political Government" entwined itself with " Representative

Government" . It entwined itself so closely that to the superficial

they are undistinguishable. The Social Revolution distinguishes.

It recognizes the permanent utility of Representative Government.

It knows that, without co -operation on a large scale, the material

foundation for civilized life - affluence for all without life-long toil

-is unproducible ; it knows that, without organization , the re

quisite co-operation is unattainable ; it knows that, without a cen

tral directing authority, no organization is imaginable; finally it

knows that while 500 persons may personally gather together and

direct themselves, 50,000,000 can not meet and argue. The Social

Revolution, accordingly, knows that the vast co -operation, which

requires millions of beings, imperatively demands "Representative

Government” , and that the same is an institution of permanent

utility . On the other hand, the Social Revolution perceives with

equal clearness that "Political Government” , though necessary at
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a time, is never other than mere social scaffolding, to be discarded

as soon as the building is reared . Ripeness for the Social Revolu

tion denotes the completion of social building. The Social Revolu

tion disentangles “ Political Government" from “ Representative Gov

ernment" and discards the former.

Finally, the fourth principle that determines the program of the

Social Revolution combines the experience that is back of the first

three. As a consequence, the Social Revolution carries in its folds

a social system , which , arriving at the democratic equality of the

Communism of old , plants itself upon the elevation of ripened ex

perience. It reconstructs society in the integrally organized use

ful occupations of its people, governed by a Central Directing

Authority , the Representative Governmentof all.

Class Rule began with the rendering of useful services as the

badge of the Ruling Class. In the course of time, till the final

decay of Class Rule that wewitness to -day, the badge of the Rul

ing Class has become idleness. The cycle of Class Rule is com

pleted. The present utter idleness of a class, the justification of

whose origin lay in useful activity , marks the period for its root

and-branch abolition - the restoration of the old Communist demo

cracy, with Woman, of course , as of old , taking her honored place

beside her fellow male citizens, emancipated, along with her fellow

male slaves of all these centuries.

Such is the issue.

Can it be met by Woman with appeals for the ballot directed

to the Government of the Ruling Class ?

Since the birth of a Ruling Class , Government has been the

special prop of that very class. The more vigorous, because more

useful, the Ruling Class was, all the weaker was and could its

political Government afford to be. The weaker, because more use

less, the Ruling Class became, all the more strength and alertness

did and does its political prop require. To-day, when the Ruling

Class has become most useless, its Government is, accordingly ,

alertest. On exceptional occasions the spectacle may be presented

of the governmental agents of the Ruling Class seriously together

by the ears, as we see them to -day over the tariff. The spectacle

is exceptional. The main function of the Government of the Rul
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ing Class of to -day, apart from the continuous and increasingly

difficult function of keeping the Ruled Class under, is to act as a

breakwater against legislation that threatens danger to Capitalism ,

or is at all distasteful to it. The women public school teachers of

this city are making some experience on this head. Their bill

for the equalization of salaries has to run the gauntlet, not of the

Legislature and Executive only , but of the Mayor in addition, with

the Courts as a reserve force against possible emergencies. Con

stitutional provisions are framed for the express purpose of ren

dering " undesirable ” legislation next to impossible. In short, the

whole machinery of Government is constituted, not merely as a

breakwater, but on the principle of a barbican to repel a foe. Whose

foe? The foe of the Ruling Class. What foe? Why, the Ruled

Class.

How the Ruling Class , female and male, feel about the ballot

I have shown. Themselves despising the ballot as an unclean thing,

and fearing it in the hands of the male proletariat who now hold

it, they seek to restrict the latter in its use. Are they likely to

enlarge the mass of the qualified voting proletariat by extending

the Suffrage to the women wage- slaves? Hardly . The fisherman

in distress will throw tubs to the whale : himself never. To-day,

Top-Capitalism drags the qualified voting male proletariat after

it, lashed to the chariot wheels of its political car — and it propor

tionally despises them for it. For Top -Capitalism to concede the

Suffrage to Woman would be to denote an even greater contempt

for the woman wage- slave than it silently , yet uneasily, entertains

for her brother.

The male bourgeois will oppose Woman Suffrage " gallantly" ,

" theologically ", " judicially" , " sociologically ", "biologically" -accord

ing to the angle of his mental strabismus. The female bourgeois

will immolate her own civic rights, “ self-sacrificingly" , upon the

altar of “ Sex Morality ". The government gate is barred.”

12 A further serious evil, that flows from the Woman Suffrage posture

of totally ignoring the Class Struggle, is the inciting of the Anarchistic

feeling of total derision of the ballot, a feeling which the excessive im

portance Woman Suffrage attaches to the ballot alone incites , naturally

enough , in some quarters. Extremes not only meet, they stimulate each

other .
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Can the issue be met by Woman with sentimental appeals to

" the public" ?

No Socialist will deny the power of Sentiment- in its place

and due proportion . What gunpowder is to the bullet, that Senti

ment is to Sense in a social movement. Without the gunpowder

to impart to it motion the bullet would be inert, inoffensive matter;

but, without the load of the bullet, the gunpowder would be a flash

in the pan. It is so with Sentiment and Sense. Without Senti

ment, Sense would drop and lie on the ground, barren of result ;

on the other hand, without the load of Sense, Sentiment, however

thrilling, would be sound and no substance. Jeremiads are very

beautiful. But since the days of Jeremiah , who gave them his name,

they have never been otherwise than fruitless wails.

Here is a striking illustration and instance of Sentiment out

of place, particularly striking being furnished within a month

by a Suffragist of distinguished gifts and mental training - a lawyer,

Harriette M. Johnston -Wood.

Answering on last April 27th a flippant Aling against Woman

Suffrage, made by the “New York Times”, in which, with its usual

lack of information, the paper, after pronouncing Woman Suffrage

a fad, stated that women now enjoy all the rights which they would

enjoy if they voted , Harriette M. Johnston -Wood quoted a case

decided only a few weeks before in the Supreme Court that com

pletely and effectively refuted " The Times”. It was the case of an

18 -year-old lad, who was killed while at work , and on account

of which the father brought an action for $15,000 damages. Before

the case came up for trial the father died, whereupon the case

was continued by the widow and mother, who was left, moreover,

with six children to support. Based upon a law which provides

that if an unmarried child dies the father, as next of kin , inherits

all the property, and upon another law which provides that damages

can be recovered only by the one who was next of kin at the time of

the death , and in case of the death of the next of kin the action

abates, the Court decided that the mother had no right of action,

and awarded her $ 50 , that being the amount of the lad's wages

from the time of his death to the death of his father. So far, this

answer is Sense. It was a shot that ripped up “ The Times's "
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false contention. Unfortunately, the effect of the shot is marred by

just two short sentences — the sentences that the case " should make

a Suffragist and a revolutionist of every mother in the United

States" , and "What say the mothers ?” This is Sentiment out of

place.

Sex is not Class. Class is sexless . Class is amorphous in

point of Sex. The iniquity perpetrated upon the mother of the slain

working lad was not an iniquity perpetrated by one Sex upon an

other Sex ; it was an iniquity perpetrated by one Class upon another

Class. So long as there is one mother, whose class interests pro

mote and are subserved by the enactment of such laws, and are pro

moted and subserved by their enforcement- just so long will the

appeal to “mothers” remain a responseless bit of sentimentalism ,

aye, harmful sentimentalism . On the one hand, as it dislocates the

class solidarity of the proletariat by dividing it into sexes, the appeal

strikes a chord that can only twang a cracked note ; on the other

hand, the appeal leaves the bourgeois mother cool. If it at all sets

her pulse beating higher, it is with satisfaction at not being her

self a proletarian , exposed to such financial and heart- rending trials

as was the mother of the slain lad - a satisfaction that will cause

her to cling all the more fondly and tenaciously to capitalism and

its laws, consequently,also to the disfranchised state ofmothers.

Sentimentalism , out of place, is moreover , raught with other,

and no less serious dangers to a social Movement. It invites the

blasé of both sexes - women and men of the élite , in search of fresh

sources of excitement. Ominous figures have already made their

appearance in “ reserved seats” at Suffragist meetings- figures from

whom Woman Suffrage can expect as little strength , and will de

rive as much discredit as the Socialist Movement can expect and

has derived from the Countesses of Warwick , who, when asked

with much curiosity by some of their fellow noble ladies to ex

plain Socialism to them , say they " go slumming once a month , and

don't look with contempt upon the lower classes." Nor is this

all. The blasé from the Ruling Class who condescend to dabble

in a revolutionary Movement against their own class, may, probably

will, desert the Movement at the hour of danger. They do not join

it for purposes of betrayal. They, however, act as entering wedges

for others of their class whose only motive is treason , whose only
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expectation is to steer the Movement into the breakers. Such fig

ures also have already appeared in the Woman Suffrage camp.

Sentimentality does not, cannot, crystalize a Movement into

an organic factor for deeds. On the contrary, sentimentality alone

is a dissolvent. Not all the floods of sentiment, bestowed upon the

Negro slave, brought him an inch nearer to his emancipation . Not

even the lyrics of Whittier, nor the magnetic verse of Lowell, ac

complished the feat. When the material conditions had gathered

sufficiently to a head, and were sufficiently understood, then the

solid hull of the ship was launched, whose sails Sentiment could

then fill to a purpose.

Woman Suffrage may disregard these conclusions only at its

own peril. The least evil result of such disregard is the fate which

the venerable Suffragist Lilly Devereux Blake humorously de

picted with a story about a little niece of hers. The little girl,

wishing to make a book -mark with the motto "Hope on, hope

ever" for an auntwho was about to visit the family, but not having

e's enough to go around, turned the motto into "Hop on , hop ever".

To hop on , hop ever, trying as the ordeal may be, would not be

the worst affliction that could befall the Suffragists. There is worse.

The Movement may be utilized as a feint to re-establish a property

qualification , whereby to disfranchise the male proletariat, leaving,

of course , the female proletariat just where they are to -day. This

is no idle fear. Symptoms of such a move already loom above the

horizon. Writing from the camp of the Suffragists themselves, the

British Suffragist Mrs. Fawcett expressed emphatic opposition to

the Geoffrey Howard Bill, the effect of which would be to en

franchise the twelve million women now disfranchised in the United

Kingdom , and expressed her own, together with the approval of

seventy -one societies comprising the National Union , of another, the

Stranger Bill, which would leave the basis of the franchise un

touched, and only remove the disability of sex, thereby adding, to

the present British electorate of seven and one-half millions, only

from one and one-half to two million Woman voters - that is, such

as have the necessary property qualification .

We see the Capitalist Government enact insidious class laws

to the tune of "No Class Legislation !” ; we see it enact laws in
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promotion of Trusts to the tune of “Down with the Trust !” : we see

it enact laws that craftily hamper the freedom of political express

ion under color of the " Australian Ballot” ; we see one set of cap

italists, aiming at a reduced cost of labor through lower prices,

aiming, accordingly, at higher profits for themselves under the pre

tence of helping Labor, rapturously declaim in favor of " Free

Trade and Lower Prices for the Workingman's Breakfast Table ” ,

while another set, likewise aiming at higher profits for themselves

through higher prices, as rapturously declaim in favor of " Protec

tion for American Labor" . In short, the capitalist manoeuvre of

legislating against the proletariat and against progress under the

colors of " Labor" and of " Freedom " is common . “Woman Suff

rage" is a term that denotes liberalism . In the cards is the man

oeuvre of female and male capitalists availing themselves of the

sound of liberalism , and, wrapping themselves in the colors of

"Woman Suffrage" , throw a tub to the whale ; grant the suffrage

to property -holding women ; and, under the glow of such a seem

ingly liberal act, change radically the basis of the franchise reac

tionward. Supposed to be enlarged, the electorate will have been cur

tailed ; supposed to have been liberalized, the franchise will have

been restricted . property qualification will have been established .

Not only will the female proletariat be then left out in the cold

by "Woman Suffrage", but "Woman Suffrage" will have served as a

lever to thrust the male proletariat out in the cold , where their

sisters have all along been. The excessively sentimental, therefore,

thoughtlessness -promoting, propagandistic methods of Woman Suff

rage are preparing the way for this affliction. There is a worse

sorrow than to hop on, hop ever. I can think of no Suffragist,

of the many whom it has been my privilege to meet, whose heart

would not feel like breaking at finding herself and her cherished

Movement so cruelly tricked.

All the facts — all the reasoning focus into one conclusion . Wo

man Suffrage must take its place as an integral splinter in the

torch that lights the path of the Social Revolution.

Self-effacing male , and sex over-fond female Suffragists would

do well to light their tapers at the torch held aloft by a woman

whose life and writings are a priceless contribution to the treasury
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of the race's wisdom . George Eliot gave to the race the guiding

maxim that the difficult and useful thing to do is not to find differ

ences in things that look alike, but to discover the likeness that

may be between things that look different. There is nothing easier,

nor yet more useless, than to discover differences between two

peas, their proverbial likeness notwithstanding. The difficult, withal

useful thing, is to discover the likeness, for instance, between the

humble strawberry and the stately pear tree, thereby the identity

of their botanical family . The principle should be of inestimable

value to Woman Suffrage.

There is nothing easier, nor yet more useless to the Movement,

than to perceive differences between Woman and Man - for the same

reason that there is nothing easier, nor yetmore useless to the Move

ment, than to discover the difference there is between a Negro and

a white man ; a carpenter and a teacher, etc. More difficult, withal

useful to the Movement, is the discovery of that which may be

identical in all - their proletarian character . This is a creative dis

covery. No more than carpenters, teachers, Negro laborers, etc.,

can successfully agitate for their separate emancipation as carpen

ters, as teachers, as Negroes, etc.; for the same reason that car

penters, Negroes, teachers, etc., must unite upon the status that is

common to all — their proletarian status— for precisely the same

reason the stand that Woman must take for her emancipation is

the stand she shares in common with her fellow slaves - her prole

tarian character. The sex line - like craft, color, creed or nationality

lines — disrupts ; the class line solidifies the revolutionary forces of

our generation.

Summing up this summary I may close with the principle

at revolutionary periods the blinking at one Wrong extenuates the

Wrong protested against: it is a feature of revolutionary periods

that kindred Wrongs, all the Wrongs rooted in the central Wrong

that the revolution is up in arms against, are blended into one,

and are jointly attacked.

It is for Woman Suffrage to recognize the principle, and thus

to gain in strength by imparting strength to the body that it is a

part of the Movement that drills for the Social Revolution ,
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INTRODUCTION.

The Ten Canons of a Revolutionist are , as they

originally stand, part of the second part - The Warning

of the Gracchi — of "Two Pages from Roman His

tory," being lessons deduced from blunders or weak

nesses of the two Gracchi brothers in their struggle

with the Roman patriciate. Beyond a doubt, these Ten

Canons are the clearest , the most concise outline of con

duct of the Proletarian Revolution that have ever been

penned . They amount practically to a code of revolu

tionary conduct and tactical ethics . Because of this ,

we have considered it valuable and proper to publish

them in handy pamphlet form by themselves , so that

the rest of the material, however significant in itself ,

shall not detract attention from these revolutionary

canons, so important and essential that they ought to

be engraved on the mind of every revolutionist , the

" leaders" as well as the rank and file .

The strength , the cool , relentless and unassailable

logic of each of these rules of conduct, could never at

any time fail to strike the revolutionist, but it is only

since the Proletarian Revolution actually got into action

that we can fully appreciate these revolutionary " ten

commandments . " So concrete are they that they might
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well have been written in the strong light of present Eu

ropean events instead of as they were in the light of

the events of Roman history of the second century B.C.

Turn to the first canon : how near did not Kerensky

( the Gaius Gracchus of the Russian Revolution, with.

out the latter's essential nobility of character and purity

of purpose ) come to steering the Russian Revolution

onto the rocks by the lure of the Constituent Assembly !

But the Revolution with true revolutionists coming to

the helm-abhorred form and the Constituent Assem

bly was dissolved to the tune of a united howl of the

“ democratic " bourgeois world and the bourgeois “ So

cialist " world of " undemocratic methods, " of " suppres

sion ," of " dictatorship .” The Bolsheviki, undisturbed ,

upheld the essence of the Revolution and let the forms

take care of themselves in due time.

Turn to the eighth canon and again we see " Gaius

Gracchus" Kerensky in action, leading the Revolution

to the very brink of destruction with no sounder chart

or more scientific instrument than marvelous rhetoric

the weapon of reform . We see the Revolution rescued

in the very nick of time when true Marxian revolution

ists, wielding the “ tempered steel of sterner stuff , " po

litely — more or less - relieved him of his leadership

for which this reformer, in a period of revolution, was

utterly unfit.

Turn to the tenth canon and we have a graphic pic

ture of what actually took place in Germany when his

tory gave the Social Democracy the opportunity to play



the revolutionary part. The Social Democracy — and

it was true of the Independents as well — with its morale

utterly destroyed by the tinkering with capitalist re

forms for nearly three decades, was wholly unfit to play

the revolutionary role which by its position as the So

cialist party of Germany it had assumed. It " made

peace with the usurper " and Kårl Liebknecht, Rosa

Luxemburg and others had to pay the penalty.

This only by way of illustration . Every line in the

canons is replete with lessons traceable to present-day

events.

It remains but for the sake of clearness to say a

word of the Gracchi. Tiberius and Gaius Gracchus

were brothers who figured successively. Tiberius be

gan his work in 133 B. C. with the introduction of a

series of reforms in opposition to the Senate. He was

assassinated by the Senators. A few years later Gaius

took up the work and carried it on for a while success

fully, but in 121 B. C. , left in the lurch by the prole

tariat, he fled from Rome while his followers were being

massacred, and committed suicide in the Grove of the

Furies.

The PUBLISHERS.

April, 1923
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I wish to see a world that's free of guile :

A world no more a market-place, but made

A vineyard , and a garden, and a school.

I wish to see men's eyes freed of that sly

That mean , that shrewd, that knowing, cunning gleam

Which now proclaims to all abroad the creature

Who hath attained the hideous shame that's called

success .

I wish to see men strive for finer ends

Than those of furtive gain, of secret rule,

Or dull and stupid labor for a crust!

I wish to see the worthy hour arrive

When flaunting show will be disgrace, when all

Must do their measured doles of toil for food, for roof,

For everything of need, but none at all of spoil,

And leave some time for every man to raise

His eyes from trough, or furrow, and to live

With thought, with love, with nature, with the gods !

ODIN GREGORY : “ CAIUS GRACCHUS."



TEN CANONS

of the

PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION

Out of the shipwreck of the Gracchian Movement

and tactics ten planks come floating down to our own

days. They may be termed the warnings uttered by

the shades of the Gracchi. They may be erected into

so many Canons of the Proletarian Revolution . These

canons dovetail into one another. At times it is hard

to keep them apart, so close is their interrelation, seeing

they are essentially differentiations of a central idea

thrown up by the singular nature, already indicated, of

the proletariat as a revolutionary force :

CANON I.

The Proletarian Revolution Abhors Forms.

It was a blunder of the Gracchian Movement to

devote time and energy to the changing of the forms of

the suffrage. The characteristic weakness of the prole

tariat renders it prone to lures. It, the least favored of

all historic revolutionary classes, is called upon to carry

out a revolution that is pivoted upon the most compli

cated synthesis, and one withal that is easiest to be

obscured by the dust that its very foe , the capitalist

class, is able to raise most plentifully . The essence of
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this revolution—the overthrow of wage slavery - can

not be too forcefully held up . Nor can the point be too

forcefully kept in evidence that, short of the abolition

of wage slavery , all " improvements" either accrue to

capitalism, or are the merest moonshine where they are

not sidetracks .

It matters not how the voting is done ; it matters

not whether we have the Australian ballot or the Mal

tese ballot ; it matters not whether we have the secret

ballot or the viva voce ballot-aye, if it comes to it , it

should not matter whether we have the ballot at all.

All such " improvements” —like the modern " ballot re

forms” and schemes for “ referendums," " initiative, "

" election of Federal Senators by popular vote," and

what not-are , in the very nature of things , so many

lures to allow the revolutionary heat to radiate into

vacancy. They are even worse than that : they are

opportunities for the usurper to prosecute his own usur

patory purposes under the guise, aye, with the aid and

plaudits of his victims, who imagine they are command

ing, he obeying their bidding — as we see happening

today.

The proletarian's chance to emerge out of the be

wildering woods of " capitalist issues” is to keep his eyes

riveted upon the economic interests of his own class

the collective ownership of the land on and the tools

with which to work - without which the cross he bears

today will wax ever heavier, to be passed on still heavier

to his descendants . No " forms" will stead.
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CANON II.
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Often has the charge been made against the Social

ist Labor Party that it is " intolerant," that its officers

are “ unyielding. " The Proletarian Revolution can

know no " tolerance," because “ tolerance " in social dy

namics spells " inconsistency . ” Tiberius Gracchus over

looked the principle, and all that therefrom flows, in

his revamped Licinian law. If the Sempronian law

meant anything ; if the attitude of Tiberius , together

with that of the proletarian mass that took him for its

paladin, meant anything, it meant that the landlord

plutocracy of Rome was a criminal class—criminal in

having plundered the Commonwealth of its estate ,

doubly criminal in turning its plunder to the purpose of

degrading the people and thereby sapping the safety of

the State . The only logical conclusion from such prem

ises and posture is a demand for the unconditional

surrender of the social felon. The Sempronian law,

so far from taking this stand, took the opposite. By

its confirmation , implied only though the confirmation

was of proprietary rights in stolen goods, by its provi

sion for indemnity to the robbers , the Gracchian Move

ment became illogical ; it thereby became untrue to

itself . It truckled to usurpation ; it thereby emasculated

itself .
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With the Proletarian Revolution, not a point that it

scores , not an act that it commits deliberately, not a

claim that it sets forth may be at fisticuffs with one an

other, or with the principles that they are born of.

Capitalism is an usurpation : the usurpation must be

overthrown. Labor produces all wealth : all wealth

belongs to labor. Any act that indicates — or, rather , I

shall put it this way : any action that, looking toward

“ gentleness” or “ tolerance," sacrifices the logic of the

situation , unnerves the Revolution. With the Prole

tarian Revolution, every proposition must be abreast of

its aspirations ; where not, it limps, it stumbles and falls .

CANON III.

Palliatives Are Palliations of Wrong.

Plausible are phrases concerning the “ wisdom of

not neglecting small things," and the suggestions to " ac

cept half a loaf where a whole loaf cannot yet be had."

The Gracchian Movement yielded to this optical illu

sion. Even the old Licinian law, much more so its

revamped form of a Sempronian law, was cast in that

mold. " All that the people were entitled to they could

not get.” They were to have a “ first installment," a

slice of what was due ; in short, a palliative . The

Gracchian Movement thereby gave itself a fatal stab.

If the palliative could trammel up the consequence ;

if it could be the be-all and end - all here , then, what ills

might flow might be ignored as neglectable quantities.
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But here also the relentless logic of the Proletarian

Revolution commends the ingredients of his poisoned

chalice to the bungler's own lips .

In the first place , the same hand that reaches out the

" palliative" to the wronged, reaches out the " pallia

tion " to the wrong. The two acts are inseparable. The

latter is an inevitable consequence of the former. Re

quest a little , when you have a right to the whole, and

your request, whatever declamatory rhetoric or abstract

scientific verbiage it be accompanied with works a sub

scription to the principle that wrongs you . Worse yet :

the " palliative " may or may not — and more frequently

yes than otherwise—be wholly visionary ; the " pallia

tion," however, is ever tangible; tangible to feeling as

to sight ; no visionariness there . The palliative , accord

ingly, ever steels the wrong that is palliated.

In the second place , the palliative works the evil of

inoculating the Revolutionary Force with a fundamen

tal misconception of the nature of the foe it has to deal

with . The tiger will defend the tips of his mustache

with the same ferocity that he will defend his very

heart. It is an instinctive process . The recourse to pal

liatives proceeds from, and it imperceptibly inculcates

the theory that he would not. It proceeds from the

theory that the capitalist class will allow itself to be

" pared off” to death. A fatal illusion . The body of

Tiberius Gracchus, mangled to death by the landlord

plutocratic tiger of Rome, sounds the warning against

the illusion . The tiger of capitalism will protect its

11



superfluities with the same ferocity that it will protect

its very existence . Nothing is gained on the road of

palliatives ; all may be lost.

CANON IV.

The Proletarian Revolution Brings Along

Its Own Code.

When, at the critical stage of the revolution he was

active in , Tiberius Gracchus took a “short cut across

lots,” and removed, regardless of " legality,” the col

league that blocked his way, consciously or unconsciously

he acted obedient to that canon of the Proletarian Rev.

olution that it must march by its own light, look to itself

alone , and that , whatever act it contemplates, it judges

by the code of law, that, though as yet unformulated

into statute , it is carrying in its own womb. When,

afterwards, Tiberius looked for justification to the laws

of the very class that he was arrayed against, he slid

off the revolutionary plane, and dragged his revolution

down, along with himself. The revolutionist who seeks

the cloak of " legality,” is a revolutionist spent. He is

a boy playing at soldier.

It was at the Denver Convention of the American

Federation of Labor, in 1894, that a scene took place

which throws much light on the bearing of this particu

lar point of the movement of our own days. The A. F.

of L. at a previous convention, had ordered a general

vote upon a certain " declaration of principles." Among
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these principles there was one, the tenth , which a certain

class of people, who called themselves Socialists , were

chuckling over with naive delight . They claimed it was

" socialistic." One of their number bravely smuggled it

into the said " declarations." They were by that maneu

ver to capture the old style trade unions, and thereby

“ tie the hands of the labor leaders.” For a whole year

these revolutionists had been chuckling gaily and

loudly. The unions actually polled a majority for all

the " principles, " the celebrated " Plank 10" included .

At the Denver Convention the vote was to be can

vassed ; but the labor leaders in control threw out the

vote on the , to them, good and sufficient reason that

" the rank and file did not know what they had been

voting for.” That is not the point ; that is only the

background for the point I am coming to. But before

coming to that, let me here state that the rank and file

meekly submitted to such treatment. The point lies in

a droll scene that took place during the debate to throw

out that vote. The scene was this :

The “ revolutionist" who had surreptitiously intro

duced " Plank 10 " in the " declaration of principles,"

and thereby schemed to capture the unions by ambush ,

a gentleman of English Social Democratic Federation

antecedents, one Thomas J. Morgan, now of Chicago,

was storming in that Denver Convention against the

labor leaders' design to throw out his “ Plank 10 , " and

incidentally, as he expressed it himself, was " putting in

fine licks for Socialism ." Suddenly his flow of oratory

13



was checked . A notorious labor leader, to whom the

cigar manufacturers of America owe no slight debt of

gratitude , Mr. Adolf Strasser of the International

Cigarmakers' Union, had risen across the convention

hall and put in :

" Will the gentleman allow me a question ?”

" Certainly ."

" Do you favor confiscation ?”

The answer is still due. Mr. Morgan collapsed

like a punctured toy balloon .

The scene should have been engraved to preserve

for all time pictorially the emasculating effect of ignor

ance of this canon of the Proletarian Revolution upon

that venturesome man who presumes to tread, especial

ly as a leader , the path of Social Revolution, notwith

standing he lacks the mental and physical fiber to absorb

in his system the canon here under consideration .

As I said, the Proletarian Revolution marches by its

own light; its acts are to be judged by the code of le

gality that itself carries in its folds , not by the standard

of the existing law, which is but the reflex of existing

usurpation . Indeed , in that respect, the Proletarian

Revolution shares a feature of all previous revolutions ,

the capitalist revolution included . A new social system

brings along a new code of morals. The morality of

the code that the Proletarian Revolution is impregnated

with reads like a geometric demonstration : Labor alone

produces all wealth , Idleness can produce maggots only ;

the wealth of the land is in the hands of Idleness , the
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hands of Labor are empty ; such hard conditions are due

to the private ownership by the Idle or Capitalist Class

of the land on and the tools with which to work ; work

has become collective , the things needed to work with

must, therefore, also become collective property ; get

from under whosoever stands in the way of the inevita

ble deduction , by what name soever he may please to

call it ! Accordingly, no militant in the modern Prole

tarian Revolution can be knocked all of a heap by the

howl of “ Confiscation."

Plutarch , whom Prof. Lieber shrewdly suspects of

responsibility for much of the revolutionary promptings

of modern days , touching upon these two acts of Tibe

rius Gracchus, produces without comment - a severe

sarcasm in itself — Tiberius's elaborate legal plea in de

fense of his removal of his colleague. A revolution

that needs to apologize for itself had better quit. And

he comments upon the Sempronian law in these touch

ingly incisive terms :

" There never was a milder law made against so much injustice and

oppression ; for they who deserved to have been punished for their in

fringement of the rights of the community, and fined for holding the lands

contrary to law, were to have a consideration for giving up their ground

less claims, and restoring the estates of such of the citizens as were to be

relieved ."

Preach to the proletariat, in the most convincing

way a man may please, the abstract principles of their

own, the Socialist Revolution, and then let that man

seek to sugar-coat the dose with suggestions or acts that

imply the idea of “ buying out the capitalists,” and he

15



has simply wiped out clean , for all practical purposes ,

all he said before : he has deprived the Revolution of

its own premises, the pulse of its own warmth .

CANON V.

The Proletarian Revolution Is " Irreverent.

Karl Marx — the distinctive feature of whose phil

osophy is that it stands with its feet on earth, and is su

premely practical—throws out, right in the midst of an

abstract economic chapter, the point that it is essential

to the stability of capitalism that the proletarian look

upon the conditions surrounding him as of all time .

Reverence of the blind type is a fruit of latter day

capitalism. Starting as an iconoclast, the capitalist

winds up as a maw-worm. And it is essential to his safe

ty that the proletarian masses take him seriously . The

root of this blind reverence is the belief in the antiquity

of the subject revered ; and that implies the future, as

well as the past. Capitalism , along with its gods, its

gods along with it , are all pronounced " sacred," " ever

were and ever will be , life without end." The capital

ist foments such " reverence" ; and, while he pushes his

parsons forward to do the work, he holds himself out

as the high priest . The usurper ever needs the cloak

of sanctity ; and therefore it is of importance to strip

him bare of the cover.

The posture of Tiberius materially played into the

hands of this useful capitalist deception. He cultivated
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reverence for the magistracy. The plea in defense of

his deposition of his colleague was a sanctification of the

class of the usurper . It riveted superstitious awe on

the mind of the proletariat , whose striking arm never

could be free until its mind was emancipated. When

the reverential proletarians trampled over one an

other, reverently to make way for the Senators, who,

sticks and staves and broken furniture in hand, rushed

forward to slay Tiberius, the luckless reformer could

not have failed to notice that the arrow that killed him

was steadied by a feather plucked from his own refor

matory pinions.

Irreverence — not the irreverence of insolence , which

is the sign manual of the weak, but the self-sustained

irreverence that is the sign manual of the consciously

strong because consciously sound—is one of the inspir

ing breaths of the Proletarian Revolution.

Reverence for the usurper denotes mental, with re

sulting physical, subjection to usurpation.

CANON VI.

The Proletarian Revolution Is Self -Reliant.

The tactics of Gaius Gracchus in seeking support

or protection in the Equestrian Order, by raising it to

senatorial powers, was a ' grave tactical misstep . In

stead of inspiring the proletarian movement with self

reliance , he thereby trained it to lean on others than it
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self . The Proletarian Revolution must, under no cir

cumstances, play the role of the horse in the fable .

You know the fable ? It is a pretty one . A horse

was being harassed by a lion . The horse found that his

opportunities to graze were impaired by that roaring

beast that lay low in the bushes and threatened to jump

upon him, and frequently did jump upon him, and not

infrequently scratched him to the point of bleeding ; so

that the horse, finding the area of his pasture narrow

ing, and his life threatened either way, entered into a

compact with a man. According to agreement, the man

mounted the horse, and by their joint efforts the lion

was laid low. But never again could the horse rid him

self of the man on his back.

By the action with which he clothed the Equestrian

Order with the powers it had not formerly wielded ,

Gaius Gracchus certainly weakened the Senate, but he

thereby also , and in the same measure, extended the

number of the political participants in the political usur

pations, that had backed and brought on the social dis

tress which he was combating. The Equestrian Order

was of the identical class that profited by the senatorial

iniquities . By setting up the Equestrian Order with

powers formerly wielded by the Senate alone, Gaius

Gracchus was safer from the latter, but only in the

sense that the horse in the fable was from the quarter

of the lion after his alliance with the man. Gaius, like

the horse, had saddled himself with a master. And

the hour came when the master rode him to his death.
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That it is a waste of time and energy for the prole

tariat to knock down the Democratic party, however op

pressive that party may be , if the knocking down is to

be done by saddling itself with the Republican party, a

partner of the Democratic oppressor ; that , however re

sentful the proletariat may be at a Republican President

or Governor, who throws the armed force of the State

or Nation into the capitalist scales in the conflicts be

tween employer and employe, it were a mere waste

of energy to substitute them with their Democratic

doubles ; all that is elemental . The absurdity is illus

trated by the fate of the horse in the fable . There can

be no real knocking down of either party until they are

both simultaneously knocked down ; that knockdown

blow is in the power of the proletariat only.

All this is elemental . But equally elemental, though

the point be more hidden , should be the principle that

the Proletarian Revolution must not only not seek, but

must avoid as it would a pestilence , all alliance with any

other class in its struggles , or even its skirmishes , with

the capitalist class , the landlord-plutocracy of today.

Here, again, the peculiar weakness of the proletariat,

the proneness to yield to lures , manifests itself and

needs watchful guarding against by its movement.

There is no social or economic class in modern so

ciety below the proletariat . It is the last on the list . If

there were other classes below it, the Proletarian Rev

olution would not be what it is , the first of all wi

world -wide, humane program. All other classes, while
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seeking their own emancipation from the class that

happened to be above, were grounded on the subjection

of a class below. The Proletarian Revolution alone

means the abolition of class rule. It follows from such

a lay of the land that any class the proletariat might ally

itself with must, though oppressed from above, itself

be a fleecers' class ; in other words, must be a class whose

class interests rest on the subjugation of workers. Such

a class is the modern middle class . It , like the man in

the fable I have just recited, can ally itself with the pro

letariat only with the design to ride it. However plau

sible its slogans , they are only lures .

So long as a Proletarian Movement seeks for " alli

ances abroad,” it demonstrates that it has not yet got

its “ sea legs.” Any such move or measure can only de

prive it of whatever chance it had to develop and

acquire them . The Proletarian Revolution is self

reliant. It is sufficient unto itself.

CANON VII.

The Proletarian Revolution Spurns Sops.

Sops are not palliatives. The two differ essentially .

I have explained the palliative . The sop is not a “ slice , ”

an “ installment" ladled out in advance, of what one is

entitled to . It is an " extra ," a " bon -bon , " a narcotic,

thrown out to soothe. Accordingly, the sop adds as lit

tle to the character and directness of a movement as

does the palliative. The essential feature of the sop is,
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however, that it is a broken reed on which to lean , a

thing no clearheaded revolutionist will ever resort to.

It was upon just such a reed Gaius Gracchus sought sup

port when he proposed the establishment of three colo

nies for the relief of the Roman proletariat.

What could these colonies accomplish ? In the first

place they were in the nature of a desertion. The colo

nists were to leave Rome, the soil of Italy, in short, the

battle ground, to set up in far away Africa, in Spain, in

Sardinia . But, above all, in what way could colonies re

lieve the distress in Rome, unless undertaken on a gigan

tic scale ; that is to say, on a scale of wholesale migration

from the city ? And that would nullify their very pur

pose. At any rate to propose only three colonies was

the merest sop thrown at his army. The revolutionist

must never throw sops at the revolutionary element.

The instant he does, he places himself at the mercy of

the foe : he can always be out-sopped. And so was

Gaius Gracchus. The proposition for twelve colonies

with which the patriciate answered Gaius's proposition

for three, completely neutralized the latter, leaving the

“ honors” on the side of the patriciate. Nursed at the

teat of the sop, the Roman proletariat decamped to

where they could get the largest quantities of that com

modity. And that, more than any other thing, stripped

Gaius of his forces . Once he was deserted and downed,

the bigger sop of twelve colonies never materialized.

had answered its narcotic purpose, and was dropped.

On this very point, there is an all-around remark
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able illustration , fresh from the oven. I here read to

you a telegram sent from Chicago on April 2—only

two weeks ago - to the Milwaukee Social Democratic

Herald, and signed “ Jacob Winnen ." Referring to the

vote polled in Chicago by a capitalist party proposition

for " municipal ownership” the day before , the Social

Democratic Winnen says : " Two-thirds majority cast

for municipal ownership shows that Socialism is in the

air. "

The labor field of Chicago has been convulsed a

great deal more than that of New York. As a result of

that, or possibly due to the lake air, the capitalist politi

cians of Chicago are, if such a thing be possible , " quick

er " than even the New York politicians . I admit that is

saying a good deal . We have seen , even in New York,

" municipal ownership " often, of late , used as a stalking

horse by individual politicians. Unterrified Socialist

agitation has familiarized the public mind with Socialist

aspirations , though still only in a vague way.
The

politician, being " broad ” besides " quick ,” has no ob

jection to polling " socialistic" votes . Being " quick ” be

sides " broad, " he has no objection to the performance if

he can indulge in it by giving the shadow for the sub

stance ; all the less if he can thereby run Socialism into

the ground. " Municipal ownership ” lends itself pecu

liarly to such purposes. It sounds " socialistic ” ; and yet

we know the term can conceal the archest anti -labor

scheme. His nursery-tale theory concerning his God

given capacity to run industries having suffered ship
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wreck, the capitalist can find a snug harbor of refuge in

" municipal ownership .” It is an ideal capitalist sop to

catch the sopable . We know all that . It is in view of

all that that the Socialist Labor Party " municipal pro

gram ” has been drawn up as it is . It renders the So

cialist Labor Party man sop-proof from that side . Ac

cordingly, it is not surprising to find the " municipal

ownership ” sop or dodge in full blast among the Chi

cago politicians . It is there in such full blast that in the

municipal campaign , which closed there with the election

of April 1 , "municipal ownership " was a capitalist par

ty political cry. The platform so declared it , and the

speeches of the politicians of that party resounded with

"municipal ownership ” of railways , of gas plants , of

electric plants—well, of everything in sight . And the

Chicago politicians had sharp noses ; how sharp may be

judged from the double circumstance that the Socialist

Labor Party vote at the election rose considerably,

while the Social Democratic party— with a national

platform declaration on "municipal ownership" that

plays into the hands of the sop--went down so markedly

that its statisticians have had to seek shelter for their

diminished heads behind “ percentages.” Such, then,

was the situation in Chicago. The intelligent Socialist

perceives the sop of " municipal ownership” in that cam

paign ; it cannot escape him. The large vote polled for

that capitalist " municipal ownership ” proposition, so

far from smoothing, can only cause his brow to pucker.

That vote discloses vast chunks of Socialist education
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left unattended to ; vast masses left so untutored as to

be caught by fly paper. No cause for joy in the phe

nomenon. And yet this Social Democrat rejoices : " Two

thirds majority cast for municipal ownership shows that

Socialism is in the air. "

" In the air !" Very much “ in the air ”-everywhere,

except on Chicago soil .

Two-thirds majority cast for a municipal ownership

proposition, emanating from a capitalist political party,

" shows that Socialism is in the air,” and is pointed to

with joy ! Can you imagine such childish fatuity ? For

this man , the Gracchi lived and labored, bled and died

-in vain !

Let the modern revolutionist try the "municipal

ownership " sop , and he will find himself out-municipal

ownershipped. Nothing there is more demagogic than

usurpation. For every one " municipal ownership ” he

may propose , the capitalist class will propose twelve ;

the same as , for every one colony proposed by Gaius

Gracchus, the Senate out-sopped him with a proposition

for four, drew his support away from him, and threw

the threatened revolution flat on its back. And Gaius

Gracchus had himself lent a hand. Every sop thrown

by Gaius at the proletariat was a banana peel placed by

himself under their feet. Of course, they slipped and

fell.

Not sops, but the unconditional surrender of capi

talism , is the battle cry of the Proletarian Revolution.
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CANON VIII .

The Proletarian Revolution Is Impelled and

Held Together by Reason, Not Rhetoric.

Speech is powerful. No doubt. But all is not said

when that is said. The same nature of speech that an

swers in one instance fails to in another. Whatever the

nature may be of the proper speech on other fields,

on the field of the Proletarian Revolution it must be

marked by sense , not sound ; by reason , not rhetoric .

The training of the Gracchi, of Gaius in particular, dis

qualified them in this. They had been tutored from in

fancy by Greek rhetoricians . Now rhetoric , like a ship ,

may cleave the waters of the Proletarian Revolution ;

but these close after it , and presently remain trackless .

Organization is a prerequisite of the Proletarian

Revolution. It is requisite by reason of the very num

bers involved ; it is requisite , above all , as a tactical pro

tection against the tactical weakness that I have pointed

out in the proletariat as a revolutionary force. Other

revolutions could succeed with loose organization and

imperfect information . In the first place, they were

otherwise ballasted ; in the second, being grounded on

the slavery of some class, a dumb driven herd of an

army could fit in their social architecture. Otherwise

with the proletariat. It needs information for ballast

as for sails, and its organization must be marked with

intelligent cooperation . The proletarian army of eman
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cipation cannot consist of a dumb driven herd. The

very idea is a contradiction in terms . Now then, not

all the fervid and trained rhetoric at the command of

the Gracchi , and lavishly used by them , could take the

place of the drill that the Roman proletariat needed on

hard, dry information . The Gracchian rhetoric pleased ,

entertained , swayed , but did not organize ; could not. At

the first serious shock, their forces melted away—just

as we have seen proletarian forces again and again melt

away in our own days .

Rhetoric is a weapon of reform ; it may plow the

ground , it does not sow . The Proletarian Revolution

wields the tempered steel of sterner stuff.

CANON IX.

The Proletarian Revolution Deals Not in

Double Sense.

It is at its peril that a revolution conceals its pur

pose .

This is truest with the Proletarian Revolution .

Gaius Gracchus had set his cap against the Senate . He

conceived that body to be the embodiment of all evil .

That he looked only at the surface of things appears

from his conduct in clothing the Equestrian Order

men of the senatorial class—with senatorial powers.

Nevertheless , it is the Senate he sought to overthrow.

In his mind that was the barrier against social well
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being. His revolution aimed at the overthrow of the

Senate . But he kept the secret locked in his breast ,

and only allowed it to peep through by indirection .

It is narrated of Gaius that, meaning to convey the

idea that not the Senate , but the people , should be con

sidered , he, differently from the orators of old , stood

with his face toward the Forum and not toward

the Senate , in his public addresses . This was a bit of

pantomime, unworthy of a great cause that called for

plain language in no uncertain tones . By such conduct

Gaius Gracchus could only raise dust over his designs .

And that could have for its effect only to weaken him .

It could not throw the affronted foe off its guard. On

the other hand, it could only keep away forces needful

to his purpose , whom straightforward language would

attract .

It is only the path to servitude that needs the gen

tle ; the path to freedom calls for the ruder hand. Pan

tomimes, double sense and mummery may answer the

purpose of a movement in which the proletariat acts

only the role of dumb driven beasts of burden . Panto

mimes , mummery and double sense are utterly repellent

to , and repelled by, the Proletarian Revolution.

I stated introductorily to the Canons of the Proleta

rian Revolution that they dovetailed into one another,

seeing they all proceeded from a central principle. That

central principle may now be taken up as the tenth of

these canons . It sums them all up .It sums them all up . You cannot have
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failed to perceive it peeping through all the others. It

is this :

CANON

The Proletarian Revolution Is a

Character Builder.

The proletarian organization that means to be tribu

tary to the large army of proletarian emancipation can

not too strenuously guard against aught that may tend

to debauch its membership. It must be intent upon pro

moting the character and moral fiber of the mass. Char

acterfulness is a distinctive mark of the Proletarian

Revolution. Foremost, accordingly , in the long series

of Gracchian blunders stands the measure of Gaius for

the free distribution of corn. By that act he reduced

the Roman proletariat to beggars. Beggars can only

desert and compromise ; they cannot carry out a revo

lution .

Their energies consumed with the tinkerings on

" forms" ; their intellect cracked by illogical postures ;

their morale ruined by palliatives ; the edge of their

revolutionary dignity blunted by " precedents" ; their

mental vigor palsied by the veneration of the unvener

able ; their self-reliance broken by leaning on hostile

elements ; their resolution warped by sops ; their minds

left vacant with rhetoric ; their senses entertained with

pantomimes ; finally, their character dragged down to

the ditch of the beggar- what wonder that, the mo

ment the Roman proletariat were brought to the
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scratch, they acquitted themselves like beggars, made

their peace with the usurper, and left their leaders in

the lurch ?

The task is unthankful of submitting to rigid criti

cism the conduct of men of such noble aspirations as

the Gracchi. Nevertheless, it must be recorded that, of

all the distressing acts of the Gracchi, none compares

with the conduct of Gaius when, finding himself for

saken by the masses that himself had debauched and

thus virtually driven from him, he implored in the Tem

ple of Diana eternal slavery for them in punishment for

their " base ingratitude" -exactly as, in modern times,

Utopians turned reactionist have been seen to do.

End of the Ten Canons.
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Supplementary to the Ten Canons.

The modern revolutionist knows full well that man

is not superior to principle , that principle is superior to

man , but he does not fly off the handle with the maxim,

and thus turn the maxim into absurdity. He firmly

couples the maxim with this other, that no principle is

superior to the movement or organization that puts it

and upholds it in the field .. ... He knows that in the

revolution demanded by our age, Organization must be

the incarnation of Principle . Just the reverse of the re

former, who will ever be seen mocking at science , the

revolutionist will not make a distinction between the Or

ganization and the Principle . He will say : " The Prin

ciple and the Organization are one."

Again , the modern revolutionist knows that in order

to accomplish results or promote principle , there must

be unity of action . He knows that , if we do not go in a

body and hang together, we are bound to hang separ

ately . Hence, you will ever see the revolutionist submit

to the will of the majority : you will always see him

readiest to obey ; he recognizes that obedience is the

badge of civilized man . The savage does not know the

word. The word " obedience" does not exist in the voca

bulary of any language until its people get beyond the
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stage of savagery. Hence, also, you will never find the

revolutionist putting himself above the organization .

The opposite conduct is an unmistakable earmark of

reformers.

The revolutionist recognizes that the present ma

chinery and methods of production render impossible

—and well it is they do—the individual freedom of man

such as our savage ancestors knew the thing ; that , to

day, the highest individual freedom must go hand in

hand with collective freedom ; and none such is possible

without a central directing authority . Standing upon

this vigor-imparting high plane of civilization, the rev

olutionist is virile and self- reliant , in striking contrast

with the mentally sickly and , therefore , suspicious re

former. Hence the cry of “ Bossism ! " is as absent from

the revolutionist's lips as it is a feature on those of the

reformer.

** * **

No organization will inspire the outside masses with

respect that will not insist upon and enforce discipline

within its own ranks . If you allow your own members

to play monkeyshines with the Party, the lookers-on

who belong in this camp , will justly believe that you

will at some critical moment allow capitalism to play

monkeyshines with you ; they will not respect you , and

their accession to your ranks will be delayed.

-DANIEL DE LEON : “ Reform or Revolution ."
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A race uncertain and unev'n ,

Derived from all the nations under Heaven.

Thus, from a mixture of all breeds began

That heterogeneous thing, an Englishman.

*

Fate jumbled them together, God knows how :

Whate'er they were, they're True -Born English now .

-Daniel De Foe : " The True-born Englishman."
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T

he New York International Library

Publishing Co. has brought out an

English translation, from the French origi

nal, of Bernard Lazare's work, “ Anti

Semitism , Its History and Causes.' What

with the recent * Kishineff butcheries and

the literature -- pro -Semitic, anti- Semitic

and otherwise that these butcheries have

given rise to , the Semitic question has re

ceived fresh impetus. Bernard Lazare's

work fits in with such setting.

That there is a Semitic Question none

will deny. Wherein, however, the Question

consists is in itself a question that will re

ceive different answers . Bernard Lazare's

work is not valuable for the answer it gives :

*This was written in July, 1903. - Publishers.
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in fact, the answer it gives follows in the

main the beaten and false path of philo

Semitism in general. The value of Bernard

Lazare's work lies in the mass of facts that

it brings together, some of which are new,

and which , indirectly at any rate, point the

way to the correct answer to what may be

said is becoming a “ Vexed Question .”

Let loose upon the world a “ Traveller

from Mars,” or any of the “ Innocents” that

Voltaire used to choose in his criticisms of

men and things, and what would be his ex

perience ? He would find that, every time

anyone with fact and argument shows that

a certain Jew is conceited or superficial,

forthwith up jumps the philo -Semite and

denounces the utterer as an anti-Semite ;

every time anyone, with fact and argument,

shows that a certain Jew is a characterless

worm, up jumps the philo-Semite and

denounces the utterer as an anti-Semite ;

every time anyone, with fact and argument,

shows a certain Jew to be double - faced and

a swindler, up jumps the philo -Semite and

denounces the utterer as an anti-Semite ;
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every time anyone, with fact and argument,

shows a certain Jew to be physically or mor

ally unclean, or a coward , forthwith up

jumps the philo -Semite and denounces the

utterer as anti -Semite. The latest is the

most remarkable instance of the sort : The

Russian at Washington, having said that

many of the Kishineff Jews were usurers ,

forthwith up jumped a Jewish editor of a

Jewish paper in this city, Mr. Kasriel Sarah

son, and declared that such words were “ an

insult to the 10,000,000 Jews of the world .”

What conclusion, from such an experience,

could our Traveller from Mars arrive at

other than that the Jews ( Semites ) are all

conceited, characterless worms, double

faced, swindlers, physically and morally un

clean, cowards and usurers ? Seeing that

any one such justifiable charge, brought

against a concrete Jew , is forthwith pro

nounced " anti-Semitism , ” what conclusion

could that Traveller arrive at but that Semit

ism was the incarnation of all these vices, a

veritable compound of vileness?-And that

opinion, be it noted , would be gathered not
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from the “ anti ” but from the “ philo ” Sem .

ites.

Such would be our Traveller's experi

ence on one side . But he would be making

other experiences simultaneously. He would

make the experience of meeting many a

Jew without any of these vices, let alone all

these vices together. He would make still

further experience. He would meet many

a Gentile ( non-Jew ) with one or more of

these vices in his make-up occasionally,

all of them together. His first notion as to

“ Semitism ” thus receives a violent shock, a

shock from which it can not recover. Pres

ently, however, further experience gives his

original notion regarding " Semitism ” a

blow that knocks it out wholly . He will

experience that, probed to the bottom, no

one hates the Jew as such . Probed to the

bottom, the manifestations of Jew -hatred

have roots wholly free from the Jews-idea

and absolutely alike and the same with feel

ings that produce hatred or opposition be

tween non-Jews and non - Jews. The few

instances that would seem at first blush to
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be exceptions, prove, upon closer inspection ,

to be none and to fall under the general

category . There ARE Gentiles who DO

bristle up at the word Jew. But why do

they ? Their conduct is no other than that

of the man who experiences a shiver at the

bare word “ horse," simply because the word

conjures up to his memory some sad experi

ence made with some horse. Question such

a man and it becomes clear that he bears no

animosity to the equine race ; even if he did,

his experience is not that of all others, and

the equine race continues in good repute.

And so in these instances of Jew-hate . At

this stage of the inquiry the conclusion is

obvious — there is no such thing as anti

Semitism ; whatever else may go by that

name, the thing itself does not exist. And

the conclusion will hold good to the end of

the inquiry .

What! There is no anti-Semitism ? Then ,

perchance, there is no Semitism , either ?

From the most orthodox to the most

“ liberal” or “ reformed Jew ” upholders of

Semitism there is a habit of resorting to a
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theory, variously termed by them the “ Spir

it of Judaism ," the " Message of Judaism ,”

etc ., - in short, a principle as the foundation

or feature of Semitism . The alleged " prin

ciple , " as peculiar to Judaism, will not stand

inquiry for one moment. There is no " prin

ciple," " spirit " or "message" claimed to be

Judaic, and however exalted, that is original

with Jewish theology or creed . They were

all uttered before ; they were borrowed, and

in many instances bodily incorporated by

the inspired Prophets and Judges. That

the upholders of “ Semitism ” frequently

base their “ semitism ” upon that is only an

evidence that they realize the slipperiness of

the ground under them . Their resort to

the “ Spirit ” or “Message,” etc., of Judaism

is like the flutter of a bird that knows not its

own bearings, and that by its conduct con

fuses the hunter. The Question of Judaism ,

or Semitism, obviously becoming a vexed

Question, is only rendered confusing by

such maneuvres — and its solution put off.

In order to get at the bottom of the

question it is necessary to hold the uphold
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The passages

ers of “ Semitism , ” the believers in it , closely

to their own premises. It is at this point

that Bernard Lazare's work becomes of ex

ceptional value through the facts that it puts

together. What are the real premises of

“ Semitism " ? - The SEED OF ABRA

HAM ; in other words, the racial unity of

the Jew. The work of Bernard Lazare de

molishes these premises.

upon this head read like De Foe's satire

“ The True-born Englishman ,” which called

attention to the fact that the alleged Anglo

Saxon was dashed and doused and strained

by all the races of civilization . So does Ber

nard Lazare call attention to the fact that

the Jew of today ( Semite ) is of all imagina

ble races, and Bernard Lazare backs himself

up not only with facts, culled from modern

history , but with proverbs from orthodox

Jewish works and even with utterances of

such Fathers of the Jewish Church as Mai

monides. The theory of the " seed of Abra

ham ” is proved a myth , the ethnical, mate

rial basis of " Semitism ” is shattered , the

$
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groundwork of “ Semitism ” is taken from

under it .

Is there, then, no “ Semitism ” ? The

fact remains that there IS such a thing. It

is a solid fact ; a fact that can be weighed,

measured and even reduced to statistical

tables . What, then, is its feature ? Wherein

does it consist ? Without a principle or

mission , unique and born from its own spiri

tual womb, and without a unique, exclusive

ethnic basis, what is it that holds the thing

together ? Such an apparition is phenome

nal ; in what does the phenomenon con

sist ?

Once the mind is cleared of perturbing

causes ; once the cobwebs concerning the im

aginary “ Message of Israel , ” and concern

ing the myth of the " seed of Abraham ” .

the alleged body and the alleged soul, so to

speak, of “ Semitism ” —are brushed aside,

the answer sticks out clear as a pike ;-and

the answer points to a phenomenon, indeed ;

to a phenomenon unique in the history of

the human race ; a phenomenon that is in it

self a compendium of psychology, an elec
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tric light on vast domains in the philosophy

of history .

The answer is : THE BASIS OF SEM

ITISM IS GENTILE THEOLOGY. In

other words : Semitism is not a cause, it is a

result . Let Gentile theology drop, and the

bottom and the bonds on which Semitism

stands and that hold it together, fall out and

melt away, and Semitism itself is dissolved .

So long as a certain book - a collection of

sublime ideas ; beastly thoughts and acts ;

disjointed and jumbled scraps of history ;

tatters of fiction ; shreds of lyric prose ; poet

ry in which the Jew is the central figure-

is held up as sacred ;—so long as a Jew is

made a God, a Jewess the “ Mother ofGod ,"

another Jew the stepfather of God, and

whole rafts of other Jews are worshipped as

members of a nobility that surrounds the

throne of that celestial temporal King — so

long, in other words, as the Gentile world

predominantly manufactures itself into a

debtor to another set of folks of A DEBT

TOO HUGE AND CRUSHING EVER

TO BE REPAID , just so long will there
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be “ anti-Semitism ” that is , manifesta

tions of human nature that has no Tove for

the creditor whose account is non -cancela

ble; and just so long will there be the reflex

of anti-Semitism ,” to wit, “ Semitism , "

that is, that other manifestation of human

nature that finds a morbid delight in glory,

even if its halo be borrowed , or even if, at

times, the halo may turn into a thorny

crown.

Numerous are the instances of the utter

bewilderment in which the ruling class of

modern society, together with their " intel

lectuals,” the so - called “leaders of thought,

stand before the perplexing problems of the

day . Numerous are the instances in which

these rulers and “ intellectuals " act in sight

of these pressing problems the way the man

acts who, knowing not how to swim, sud

denly falls into the water. The first thing

he does is the last thing he should . He

throws up his hands and thus aids the law

of gravitation to carry him under water:

The capitalist social system, with its re

duction of the area of production, brings on

>
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a scarcity of food. In sight of short rations

for many, the modern " intellectuals” con

clude that there is an over-population , and

they address themselves to meet the phe

nomenon with Malthusianism , or the still

more insane neo -Malthusianism , whereas

the fact is that, so far from there being too

many, there are too few people today to

produce all the foodstuffs that are procur

able, and that civilized society needs. - Mal

thusianism and neo -Malthusianism only ag

gravate the evil.

The capitalist social system lowers ever

more the earnings of the Working Class. In

sight of the privation of the workers, due to

small earnings, the modern " intellectuals ”

of the Atkinson type conclude that the

workers are not “ clever enough husband

ers,” and they address themselves to meet

the phenomenon of deepening poverty by

training the workers in a Chinese, cheese

paring economy. The process lowers the

standard of life ; and this, operating jointly

with the law of value, of prices and of wages

( the price of labor power in the labor mar
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ket ) has for its effect to lower earnings still

more, and thereby to deepen privation.

This method likewise accomplishes the exact

opposite of what it sets out to accomplish.

The capitalist social system, with the

general insecurity that it generates and the

general shrinkage of the field for economic

independence, smites the family as with a

flaming sword . The result is that directly

and indirectly prostitution is fomented, till

it assumes the rank of an “ inevitable social

institution .” Confronted with this disgrace

ful sight, bourgeois " intellectuals” address

themselves to meeting the phenomenon by

cauterizing the gangrene of prostitution , in

stead of removing the cause, and thus spread

the corruption stealthily through the arte

ries of the whole body . — Here, too, the

process does evil and no good. And so forth

and so on.

So also with the Jewish or Semitic

Question. Even if every Jew—man, wom

an and child—were killed, Semitism would

not vanish. The idea of being a pre-selected

and sole supplyer of Gods and their pur
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suivants is too fascinating and enticing to

some minds to be let alone. If Gentile the

ology continues, even in case of such whole

sale slaughter, there would eventually be

gathered from the ranks of the Gentiles

themselves the elements that would again

set up the claim of “ Semitism .” Such a

monstrous, preposterous conception as Gen

tile theology breeds " Semitism ” as inevita

bly as a cheese breeds maggots. The “ intel

lectuals” of the bourgeois world — Jew and

Gentile - are addressing themselves to the

phenomenon miscalled “Semitism ” in the

same irrational manner that they address

themselves to the other phenomena just

mentioned, and to so many others of kindred

nature . They attack the evil in a way that

intensifies it : they strain to remove the “ ob

jectionable features of Semitism ” ( a result ) ,

while they keep alive the cause ( anti-Sem

itism , i . e . , Gentile theology ) .

Nor can it be otherwise. Socialism , with

the light it casts around and within man ,

alone can cope with these problems. Like

the sea that takes up in its bosom and dis
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solves the innumerable elements poured

into it from innumerable rivers, to Socialism

is the task reserved of solving one and all

the problems that have come floating down

the streams of time, and that have kept man

in internecine strife with man .
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IN MEMORIAM

BY RUDOLPH SCHWAB .

Let not the muffled drum, nor slow and solemn knell,

Mourn for our comrade who has passed away;

Nor rain hot tears upon his mortal clay.

Furl not the flag, nor let your sorrow swell,

Let not your dull and dismal dolour dwell;

The International! Come comrades, play !

Salute ! The scarlet standard raise today !

He served, he led ; he served and led us well.

Catch up his flaming torch and hold it high !

Forward! The dizzy heights are yet unscaled ;

Roll drums! Close ranks ! March on ! Resume the road !

We cry not out for help, we need no goad ;

Ere ebon night to silver dawn has paled

Our scarlet standard from the peak shall fly.
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INTRODUCTORY

When , on Saturday, September 14, 1918, our National Sec

retary , Arnold Petersen , urged upon me that I undertake to

add to the present volume such of my reminiscences during

the period of my close association with our late comrade,

Daniel De Leon, as I considered of value as a contribution to

the history of the Socialist Labor Party, I was at first taken

aback. I knew what that meant in point of reseaich, in gather

ing again the mass of material that had passed through my

hands during the formative and most stressful period of the

Party's existence and I also felt that, not being able to give to

so important an undertaking a measure of time ample enough

to insure painstaking performance, I would have to rely, ex

tensively, upon the indulgence of the reader, the more so since

I can not, by any stretch of the imagination, be considered an

historian , either by others or by myself.

However, the idea once implanted did not let me rest, but

continued to revolve in the mind. I realized that the time is ,

perhaps, not far distant when that which I can say now, as

well as the material I can yet gather and preserve in print,

for such use as our movement might be able to make of in the

future, could not perhaps be said and gathered any more and

might be thus lost forever. Accordingly, I made an effort to

free myself, for a short time at least, from all other work and

bend to the task, hoping that, wherever I might fall short in

regard to the manner and form of presentation, the reader

might find compensation in the substance presented.

Inasmuch as this is to be, chiefly, a narrative of the ac

tivity in our movement, and of the effect produced upon that

movement, of the most notable man the movement has pro

duced, and only incidentally a narrative of the intimate asso

ciation that existed for so many years between him and my

self, I have endeavored to adhere closely to the text, deviating
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therefrom only when considerations of historic accuracy made

it necessary to refer to matters on which we were fated to dif

fer in spite of otherwise undisturbed and harmonious rela

tions, both official and personal.

It has not been an easy task to do justice either to the

man or to the subject. For one thing, De Leon has not gone

hence long enough to all of us the proper perspective of

his life and of his work ; and, for another, the men and women

of his own generation can not, in the nature of things, per

ceive always the full effect his life and his work have had and

yet will have upon conditions, political, industrial and social.

As the imposing figure of De Leon recedes into the past, and

as the further evolution of our social system will add to man

kind's experience and produce new viewpoints, in that meas

ure will the effect of De Leon's work come out clearer and

ever clearer. Today, we may be prone often to fail in distin

guishing between cause and effect. A more distant, historic

perspective will bring out the one and the other, and, when

that time has come, an abler hand may undertake to present

to the world the true worth of the man as well as the true

significance of his work . But such as this present effort is, it

must needs be accepted, and it is herewith submitted to the

jury of the readers.

Brooklyn, N. Y., October 15, 1918.

HENRY KUHN.





DANIEL DE LEON

WHEN HE FIRST ENTERED THE LABOR MOVEMENT 1886



PART 1

From 1886 to 1896. - Make-up of Early S. L. P.

De Leon's Entrance into the Party . “ Bor.

ing From Within " .-Formation of S. T. &

L. A. and Endorsement of Same by S. L. P.

Forerunner of Industrial Unionism .

My earliest recollection of De Leon dates back to the year

1886 , the days of the Henry George campaign and of the " Na

tionalist " movement, a collectivist movement that had sprung

up after the publication of Edward Bellamy's “ Looking Back

ward,” a book that stirred up not a little interest in those

days and that was industriously spread by all who took a

more than passing interest in Socialism. De Leon delivered a

lecture on some subject connected with that Nationalist move

ment and I had gone over to New York to hear him. Of the

lecture itself I have today no recollection whatever, but the

lecturer, how he spoke and how he looked, all that I can con

jure up before my mind's eye as distinctly as though it hap

pened yesterday. A portrait of De Leon, published in the 25th

anniversary souvenir of the Weekly People, depicting

him as he looked at the time of his entrance into the Socialist

movement, corresponds precisely with the mental picture I

have of him when he delivered the aforesaid lecture ; if that

portrait be made part of this volume, it will greatly enhance

its value and be an aid to the reader. It will be observed that,

on this picture, De Leon wears a stiff collar ; when I got to
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know him better, a few years later, he had emancipated him

self in that respect and he remained in that state ever after,

while the rest of us continued the slaves of convention in the

matter of wearing collars.

In 1889, the seat of the National Executive Committee of

the Socialist Labor Party having been transferred from New

York to Brooklyn by the national convention held in Chicago

that year, the Party's agitation was, naturally , directed from

that point. The then National Secretary was Benjamin J.

Gretsch, a young Russian law student, and I remember well

the day when Gretsch, at one of the meetings of the body,

proposed that we arrange an agitation tour with De Leon as

the speaker. This tour, undertaken in 1891 , and extending as

far west as the Pacific coast, brought De Leon over to our

meetings , first before he started and again when he had re

turned, and we had, besides , his frequent and comprehensive

reports while en route.

An Exotic National Committee

To my mind, that tour was the beginning of the change

that was to transform the Socialist Labor Party from the

body it was then , into the body it became later, the two be

coming more unlike each other as time went on. With the

advent of De Leon, a powerful intellect and a masterful and

commanding personality was brought to bear upon what was

at first a decidedly peculiar situation. Looking backward over

these many years, in the light of all that has happened since,

and in the light of all I myself have learned, I can not today

help thinking that we, the then N. E. C., and the entire Party

for that matter, must have looked rather quaïnt to a man like

De Leon. Gretsch and I were, sometimes (as the com

position of the body happened to change) , the only

ones on that committee able to speak English. Correspond

ence in that " foreign " tongue, unless dealing with simple rou

tine matters, had to be " explained " to the rest of the mem

bers. They were full of devotion to the cause as they con

ceived it, many of them were excellent men in point of char

acter, but they were strangers in a strange land, called upon

to handle a situation the potentialities of which they had no
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way of understanding or of meeting. It is true, they under

stood their own organization, because 99 per cent. of that

was composed of men like themselves, but what could be

done with and could be made of that organization , all that was

to them a book with seven seals.

me.

S. L. P. Chooses “ De Leonite" Secretary

A few months after De Leon had returned from that tour,

Gretsch resigned his office to take up the practice of law and,

for the reasons outlmed, the mantle descended upon

There was hardly any one else in sight ; it was a case of being

the “ logical " candidate. Well do I remember the misgivings I

entertained as to my ability to fill the office creditably , but

all reluctance was finally swept aside by the urgings of my

co-members on the committee. Little did I know then what

the coming years would have in store for meand how the con

dition of comparative complacency, then prevailing, would

change to one closely resembling a running battle with scarcely

a breathing spell between different actions. I took office in

September, 1891 , and, from that time on, came into ever closer

personal contact with De Leon, learning to know him per

haps as intimately as one man may know another. I was then

just beyond 32 and De Leon was 7 years my senior. He a man

of broad education, of much experience in lifė, of great in

tellectual force, whose active and comprehensive mind rapidly

digested the new experience he was gaining through his con

nection with the Labor movement and, who, thereupon , force

fully reacted upon his environment. I, on the other hand, a

proletarian, taken from the workshop and put into an office ,

still plastic, eager to learn, with some practical experience in

the Labor movement, both in its economic and in its political

phases, having gone through the Knights of Labor during the

palmiest days of that order as a member of the Bookbinders'

Union and having been, for several years past, a member of

the S. L. P. A voracious reader, I had, since 1883, read what

Sòcialist literature I could get hold of, in both English and

German, and I shall never forget my first reading of the Com

munist Manifesto and the impression it made upon me.
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De Leon Instrument of Providence

Naturally, the influence upon me by a mind like De Leon's

was great and did much to shape the entire course of my life,

the more so since that influence was constant for over 20

years of close co -operation through the storm and stress, the

endless difficulties and the incessant struggles of the Socialist

movement of America. Indeed, no sentient human being

could have escaped being influenced by a personality such as

De Leon's. His vast knowledge, made mobile and available

by a virile mentality, the purity of his motives engendering a

flawless devotion to the movement, his absolute fearlessness

and steadfastness in the face of whatever might befall, never

wavering, never faltering, never perturbed, no matter what

disappointments, setbacks and difficulties the troubled waters

of the Labor movement might cast ashore, he was, indeed, a

tower of strength. It was as though Providence had first

shaped and then selected him as an instrument to hold aloft

the banner of the Social Revolution at a time and during a pe

riod when , seemingly , no one else could have so held it. And,

coupled with these rugged characteristics of the leader, the

forerunner, the pioneer of a new Social Order, were the more

human characteristics of the man, the friend, the companion,

the husband and father. Sunny of disposition , kindly, vivaci

ous, always ready with an anecdote or a jest, which latter he

had to " get out of his system or 'bust ", as he often used to

say, Daniel De Leon, the man, certainly was a being far dif

ferent from the horned and hoofed fiend his enemies used to

depict him when, in their incessant assaults , they could find.

no vulnerable spot in his armor and were compelled to resort

to that style of warfare. The maxim , “ If you can't beat your

foe, call him names, " is as old as , the human race tand is always

new; perhaps it always will be.

Still "Boring From Within ”

But, even to an intellect like De Leon's, the Labor move

ment was a new problem wherein he had to get his bearings ,

more especially as to its economic phase. Thus, during the

next few years , 1891-1894 , we see that strenuous efforts were
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made to inocculate the trade unions of the land with Socialist

revolutionary principles by means of a method designated in

those days as “ boring from within ." These efforts were made

in the local unions, in white local central bodies and, through

these, it was sought to carry the revolutionary propaganda

into the national conventions of the American Federation of

Labor, as well as of the Knights of Labor. In regard to the

former organization, these efforts culminated, in the early

90's, in the election of Lucien Sanial as the delegate of the

New York Central Labor Federation to the annual national

convention of the American Federation of Labor, at Detroit,

Mich. It must here be borne in mind that Section New York ,

S. L. P., was represented in the C. L. F.; that Sanial was the

Section's delegate to that body; that the C. L. F. chose him

as its delegate to the Detroit convention of the A. F. of L.,

with the openly understood and expressed purpose of carry

ing the propaganda of Socialism into the latter body. The

capitalist henchmen, dominating that body, knew precisely

what he had been sent for and the issue was clear. Sanial

made a memorable fight in that convention on the question of

his admission as a delegate, but his credentials were rejected.

K. of L. Invaded

De Leon, on the other hand, carried the fight into the

Knights of Labor. To the present generation of readers,

some brief explanation must be made to make the situation

intelligible to them. The Order of the Knights of Labor was

an organization originally quite different from the American

Federation of Labor, in organic structure as well as in underly

ing principle. It was founded by a set of men who, however

deficient in understanding of our social fabric according to

present day standards, had a purpose higher and purer than the

A. F. of Le ever laid claim to. They really wanted to organize

the working class as against the capitalist class, not only the

skilled crafts but all of the working class, skilled and un

skilled, with a decided tendency to go after the unskilled - first

on the theory that they needed organization most. There ex

isted in the Order a distinct revulsion against the craft union

spirit and, in a crude and groping way, they had hold of the
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germ of the idea of industrial unionism, as far as that was pos

sible in those days. I remember well the zeal and devotion of

some of these men and their earnestness, being myself a mem

ber during the 80's and coming in contact with some of the

leading spirits in the then famous D. A. 49, the most radical

of the “ District Assemblies” as the local central bodies of the

Order were called. A healthy class instinct animated them

and, to paraphrase a familiar saying, “ They were on the way,

though they didn't know where to go.” Often have I mused

what might have been had the S. L. P. of 1899 existed in 1883 ,

had it been possible to instil into that fermenting mass the

spirit and the knowledge the S. L. P. of 1899 possessed, backed

by the power and material resources then at its command en

abling it to transmute class instinct into class consciousness .

At one time the Order had a membership far beyond the

million mark, but capitalist influences, scenting the rising dan

ger, had provided the antidote by the formation of the Amer

ican Federation of Labor, in 1881 , and the incessant fight it

had carried on against the Order had told. But that alone

would not have mattered so much had not these same capital

ist influences carried the corroding poison of corruption into

the Order. Its management had slipped out of the hands of

the element that had founded it and a set of crooked politi

cians, headed by one Terence V. Powderly, as General Mas

ter Workman, was at the helm. Thus , when De Leon entered

the order, via D. A. 49, the organization had long ago passed

its zenith and was on the downward part of the curve. But

it still had respectable numbers and, with all the vim of his

energetic personality, De Leon set to work to clean out that

nest of fákers. He beat Powderly and made him quit, only to

see him rewarded with a political job by the capitalist class

he had served so well. He beat Powderly's successor, a fel

low named James R. Sovereign , but it was found in the end

that the whole fabric of the organization was rotten to the

core and nothing could be gained by capturing what had been

reduced to a nest of crooks.

8. T. & L. A. Formed

Then came the next epoch in the development of the So.
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cialist movement of America, the formation of the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance.

Right here, it is necessary to note, for the sake of his

toric accuracy, that in all this prodigious work, from its very

beginning back in 1889, down to the year 1902, De Leon had

been ably and chiefly assisted by two men ; Hugo Vogt, a for

mer student of jurisprudence, whom the Bismarckian anti

Socialist laws had exiled from Germany ; and Lucien Sanial,

in his younger days a French naval officer, who had long been

active in the Socialist movement, first in France and, later,

for many years in America. Sanial was De Leon's senior by

about 18 to 20 years, while Vogt was about 7 years younger

than De Leon. Of the two, Vogt was perhaps the more able

and certainly the more efficient, partly because of mental at

tributes and also because, being himself a German, he was in

a position, up to 1899, to wield considerable influence within

and upon the many German trade and other labor organiza

tions which, in the very nature of things in those days, had to

serve as a fulcrum whenever the S. L. P. lever had to be ap

plied to dislodge some obstruction in the path of the revolu

tionary movement. Sanial, lacking this advantage of position ,

was, nevertheless, a valuable man. An effective and fluent

speaker in English, despite his atrocious French accent, a

writer of clear and forceful English, a man who had quite a

reputation as a statistician , in hysique broad-shouldered,

heavy-set, of ' venerable appearance, he was the very antithesis

of the rather undersized, frail and youngish - looking Vogt.

Sanial certainly was a good third of the De Leon-Vogt-Sanial

team. Vogt, cool, calculating, logical, and wielding a force

ful tongue and pen ; Sanial , though old enough to have been

Vogt's father, more mercurial in temperament, optimistic often

to a fault, often inclined to be visionary, easily impressed with

this scheme or that to advance the cause, but for all that al

ways stable in his fealty to that cause.

This rapid sketch of the two men is here inserted for the

reason of the part they will play in these pages up to a certain

point, and , for the further reason of preparing the reader's

mind for the astounding later developments , in the course of

which both gave way under the terrific strain the movement
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imposes upon men who have to stand in the breach, so to

speak. These two of the tri-partite team succumbed ; the

third, De Leon, like a rock jutting out into a raging sea,

breasted the dash of the angry waves until the grim reaper,

death , laid low the mortal part of him ; his other part, that

which in the language of Sam French can not, will not and

did not die, is immortal and will be with us as a living force

as long as the struggle for human emancipation will go on, is

influencing our thought and action today and will continue to

influence countless other human beings yet unborn .

Factors Three

Returning from this digression to the subject in hand, and

taking up again the thread of the narrative when the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance was about to be formed, several fac

tors must now be borne in mind. One is that the backbone of

the new organization was D. A. 49, K. of L. This District

Assembly pulled away from the rapidly crumbling parent

body and helped to form the S. T. & L. A. It furnished per

haps the best and the cleanest element of its component parts,

the one least affected by tendencies to be described later. It

was largely an English-speaking element.

Another factor that entered into the situation was the

Central Labor Federation of New York, a local central body

1 ?gely composed of German " progressive" unions and these

often dominated, overtly or covertly, by influences not always

friendly to the new departure and becoming less so when, in

the course of time, the revolutionary posture of the S. T. &

1. A. became more marked and, correspondingly, more in

convenient to this element. The origin of the Central La

bor Federation goes back to the year 1886, and was the re

sult of a breaking away from the utterly .corrupt and faker

led Central Labor Union, a body so rotten and stenchful and

so honeycombed with capitalist political influences that , to

use a phrase of Artemus Ward, it was entirely "2 mutch "

even for the none too clean " progressive " unions which had

fakers of their own aplenty. But the membership in these

unions, still to an extent under the influence of the traditions

of the movement in Germany, made it advisable and even
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necessary for the “ progressive" faker to be more careful and

not ply his dirty trade as openly as did his prototype in the

C. L. U. In the C. L. F. fakerism was still an excrescence, to

be hidden if possible, and to be explained and apologized for

if it came to light; in the C. L. U. it was innate, shamelessly

open, part and parcel of its very being. Moreover, the mate

rial interests of these two sets fakers often clashed, the

C. L. U. set being prone often to disregard entirely those of

the “ Dutchmen . "

To the two foregoing factors must now be added a third,

somewhat loosely connected with the other two, namely, that

swarm of " progressive” organizations, forming a
sort of

comet's tail to the " progressive" movement, singing societies,

sick societies, burial societies , cremation societies, fire insur

ance societies, athletic societies ( so - called Turn Vereins ) ,

and so on ad infinitum , their membership partly middle class

but chiefly working class, the latter portion dovetailing closely

into the various unions of brewers, bricklayers, waiters, mu

sicians , framers , carpenters , cabinet -makers, pianomakers , bak

ers, etc. , etc., that made up the C. L. F. De Leon's fertile

mind invented and added thereto the pretzel varnishers and

the horse-tail scrubbers and, while these had no real exist

ence, they nevertheless were instrumental in causing a near

assault upon him at one of the later meetings of the New

Yorker Volkszeitung Publishing Association , after the fight

was in full swing and the temperature had risen rather high .

An irate " progressive," deficient in sense of humor, shook

his first in De Leon's face, was shoved back none too gently by

him and, rushing back at him again with evil intent, had to

be tapped on the nose by an innocent bystander.

No one can understand the situation then prevailing, un

less aware of the existence and understanding the significance

of these three factors and then adds to them a fourth , the

New Yorker Volkszeitung, a . daily newspaper professedly

Socialist, and serving as the bond that connected the factors

two and three. For the sake of historic accuracy it must be

noted that there were three other bodies that joined the new

organization, a small central body in Brooklyn, called the

Socialist Labor Federation, a sort of offshoot of the New
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as a

York C. I. U., the United Hebrew Trades, located in old New

York, and a small central body in Newark, N. J. , but these

did not materially affect the general situation here depicted,

neither of them being "factors” in the sense described. The

Brooklyn and the Newark bodies were composed of the same

elements as was the New York C. L. F. and ran in the same

rut in a different locality. The U. H. T., on the other hand,

was not strong enough in those days greatly to affect the

complexion of the Alliance whole. Immediately

upon the formation of the S. T. & L. A., opposi

tion began to raise its head, at first rather unde

fined and impalpable, but taking shape and coming out

into the open after the national convention of the S. L. P. ,
held in 1896 , had endorsed the S. T. & L. A. What is here

rapidly sketched embodied, of course, an enormous amount

of work of which De Leon had an ample share. He was in

defatigable, speaking, lecturing, organizing, both in the trade

unions and in the Party, both locally and elsewhere, aside

from his work as editor in chief of The People, the official

Party organ , his efforts ably seconded by the two men al

ready mentioned , Sanial and Vogt.

Labor Faker An Indigenous Product

At this juncture, it is well again to digress a little and

throw a backward glance at what the Party organization had

been doing and how it had been faring in the meantime. This

was my specific field and to it I had devoted almost my en

tire attention, taking a hand only now and then in the work

on the economic field . The Party organization had developed

wonderfully, the number of local “ Sections” having increased

from 113, in 1893, to 200 in 1896, with a membership increase

that sent us close up to the 6,000 mark. The Party's vote

showed marked increases where we had been in the field be

fore, and newly-formed Sections, in many parts of the coun

try, had raised the political standard and had added to the

total figures.

The strikingly able manner in which De Leon conducted

The People, attracted to the movement many strong men

who, in turn, reacted upon the building up of the organiza
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tion . The People had become a paper admired, respected

and feared by such as had reasons to fear it. De Leon knew

the American labor faker to be one of the most serious ob

stacles in the path of the revolutionary Socialist movement

and he dealt with him accordingly, camping on his trail , ex

posing his crooked capitalist connections and thus conveying

to the duped rank and file the needed warning. The capital

ist atmosphere in the United States, productive of rich pick

ings in politics and in industry, breeds the labor faker as a

swamp will breed mosquitoes. During an election campaign,

the capitalist politician will “ shell out” in exchange for labor

organization " endorsements " even if he knows them to be

worthless as vote producers , while the industrial field

strikes may be threatened, may be called and may be settled ;

labels and union “ stamps” may be granted and may be with

held, all of which furnishes endless opportunities for the labor

crook to feather his own nest at the expense and over the

back of his rank and file . All of this is rather self-evident

and would scarcely deserve mention were it not for the bane

ful effect that condition has upon the general Labor move

ment and, necessarily, upon its revolutionary wing as well.

New York City has , during the last thirty years or so,

furnished another striking example of the indigenous growth

of the American labor faker. At the time when, due to the

industrial expansion of Germany the immigration of work

ers from that country began to slow up, a heavy Jewish im

migration began to set in , tending to transform or at least to

affect , vitally, the character of the city's population . Jewish

unions were formed in great number and numbers, a Jewish

central labor body arose, the United Hebrew Trades , which

body became the incubator of a set of labor fakers second to

none the country over.

De Leon understood this condition, he knew what it

meant and that it must be fought day in and day out, merci

lessly, without let-up, never. balking at reiteration if reitera

ation would drive the important lesson home to the rank and

file. With the labor faker as an American " institution," De

Leon has dealt exhaustively and scientifically in his “ Two

Pages from Roman History," a pamphlet based upon two
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lectures delivered by him in New York, one that no serious

student of the American Labor movement should be with

out and, indeed, should know by heart.

.

S. L. P. Endorses S. T. & L. A.

Under such conditions did the S. L. P. enter upon its

ninth national convention of 1896. That convention marked

another milestone in the Party's development towards an ever

clearer perception of its true mission in the Labor move

ment of this country. Having grown to a state of maturity ,

it took a step which , in 1893, would have been impossible.

The newly-founded Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance was en

dorsed with the clear understanding of what this step im

plied ; that it meant a declaration of war against the "pure

and simple ” trades unions of the land, typified by the Amer

ican Federation of Labor, the erstwhile powerful Knights of

Labor having in the meantime almost vanished from the

field. At the convention, the subject was introduced by Vogt,

leading off, on Monday, July 6, with a carefully prepared

speech which , in substance at least, is to be found in the

“ Proceedings of the Ninth Convention of the Socialist Labor

Party,” and De Leon then followed by introducing the reso

lution of endorsement, the “ Resolved " part of which read :

" That we hail with unqualified joy the formation of the So

cialist Trade and Labor Alliance as a giant stride towards

throwing off the yoke of wage slavery and of the robber

class of capitalists. We call upon the Socialists of the land

to carry the revolutionary spirit of the S. T. & L. A. into all

the organizations of the workers, and thus consolidate and

concentrate the proletariat of America into one class-consci

ous army, equipped both with the shield of the economic or

ganization and the sword of the Socialist Labor Party bal

lot."

The opposition, what there was of it in the convention ,

did not put up as much of a fight as might have been expected ;

it was overwhelmed, not alone in numbers, but also in point

of ability and forcefulness displayed on the side of the this

time truly progressive element. When the vote was taken ,

it stood 71 in favor of the resolution and 6 against, with one
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delegate not voting. It is interesting to note that even such

a dyed-in-the-wool labor skate as one G. A. Hoehn, of St.

Louis, caved in and voted in favor of taking that revolution

ary step forward, though, no doubt, never for a moment in

tending to live up to his vote. But for all that it had been a

battle royal, the speeches made setting forth clearly the new

road the Party was to journey on. Sanial and Vogt took a

very prominent part in that debate and De Leon's effort,

closing the same, was particularly brilliant .

Gold and Silver in 1896

The political situation of that day was interesting and

was also decidedly hot. The capitalist forces had, at the out

set of the Presidential campaign , divided along the line of the

creditor and debtor divisions of capitalist interests, the for

mer waving the “ full” dinner- pail, while the latter allegedly

objected to the crucifixion of mankind " on a cross of gold.”

The Republicans , headed by McKinley, stood for the main

tenance of the gold monetary standard, objecting strenuously

to the cheapening of money, which they clearly saw would

result if the Democrats, headed by Bryan, were successful in

foisting upon the country the free coinage of silver at the

proposed ratio of 16 to 1 , i . e . , at the ratio of 16 ounces of

silver to 1 ounce of gold. The Populist Party had, inciden

tally, been swallowed, hide and hair, by the Democratic Party

when Bryan raised the free silver standard and became their

joint nominee for President. The free silver craze , an eco

nomic absurdity flying in the face of the very cornerstone of

Socialist economics, the law of exchange value, had to be

combatted by us and we had thus to occupy a rather difficult

position, appearing to the ignorant as though we were sup

porting the position of the pro -gold - standard Republicans.

The work of that campaign imposed heavy burdens upon De

Leon who, with speech and pen , had to maintain the Party's

position under these difficult conditions, in addition taking

upon himself the candidacy for Member of Congress, in the

old 9th Congressional District, where he conducted a very

vigorous campaign and polled a vote of 4,300.



PART II

From 1896 to 1906.-Enemy Machinations

against Party Policy . - Kangaroo Outbreak.

Kanglets Imitation of Same.-Formation of

1. W. W. Formulates Policy of Industrial

Unionism.-De Leon's Un -Mailed Letter

to Haywood.

The election over, the internal situation of the Party or

ganization again required attention. The opposition against

the Party's trade union policy began to show signs of pos

sessing some degree of organization in a greater measure

than had been the case theretofore. In a country like ours,

where, to a greater extent than elsewhere, the capitalist class

is dependent for its political dominance upon working class

votes, it is by virtue of that fact and by the very instinct of

self -preservation impelled to watch closely any attempt, on

the part of any portion of the working class, that may be

menacing to capitalist interests. We may safely take for

granted that the steady growth of the S. L. P. did not escape

its attention ; likewise we may take for granted that the po

tential dangers of that growth were fully understood and ap

preciated ; and, ditto, we may take for granted that appropri

ate steps were taken to dispel that potential menace as far as

could be done. What dark lantern work was resorted to in

engaging the leading actors of the conspiracy against the

Party, and to egg on their semi-conscious or wholly uncon

scious camp-followers, will probably never be known.

The conspiracy soon took shape, however, manifesting

itself, at first, in more or less concerted assaults upon the
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Party's policy in local organizations, then in ever more con

certed attempts to have that policy reversed by forcing one

general vote after the other upon the Party organization,

and, when all this failed, by an open attack in the editorial

columns of the New Yorker Volkszeitung, which paper, quite

naturally, became the rallying point of the conspirators. By

the time the Volkszeitung editorial attack was made, things

had already come to a head and the fight was on in earnest.

a

Tommy Morgan at Buffalo

Concurrently with this work of mining and sapping

within the Party organization , the same kind of work was

carried on in the C. L. F. , the rather rotten filling in the warp

of the S. T. & L. A. Open conflict with the C. L. F. was

hastened when, in a Labor Day souvenir issued by that body,

advertisements of capitalist politicians appeared, and when

the body itself could not be made to take a decided stand

against the enterprising fakers who had engineered that soit

of thing, the fight was carried into the national convention

of the S. T. & L. A. held, in 1898, at Buffalo, N. Y. Both De

Leon and I were delegates . To have some sort of counter

weight against De Leon who, as the fakers well knew, was

after their scalps, they had secured Thomas J. Morgan, of

Chicago, a man who had evoluted from a machinist into

lawyer, a rather queer personality, as vain as a peacock and

known all over the country as Tommy I. I. I. Morgan , which

modification of his name he had earned by the constant re

iteration in his speeches of the personal pronoun, first per

son, singular. He had some reputation as a speaker and

writer and had acquired further fame as the introducer of the

famous "Plank 10 , " embodied in the program of the A. F. of

L. at the Detroit convention , utterly disregarded by the of

ficialdom of the organization and then knocked out at the

next convention, at Denver, Col. Morgan was a Socialist

" too. " His " Plank 10 , ” calling for the collective ownership

of the means of production, was to transform the A. F. of L.

into a Socialist body, not all at once but bye and bye , which

explains that Tommy Morgan was the possessor of a robust

optimism and withal a rather unsophisticated man, provided
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we assume that he believed what he professed to believe.

Mr. Morgan did not cut a very heroic figure at Buffalo.

He had a bad cause (or case) to defend and he knew it ;

moreover, he had De Leon to contend with, as a counter

weight to whom he was rather too light in the head. The con

spirators had a narrow margin of votes in their favor, yet

were powerless to do much with it. A running fight ensued,

but before the convention adjourned De Leon was compelled;

for some imperative reason, to return to New York. Before

he left we held a council of war at which it was agreed that,

whenever the majority tried to put through some crooked

motion bearing upon the fight, which naturally meant at

tempted exoneration of the fakers, I was to move to refer

such matter to a general vote of the membership. That was

done. I made the necessary motions ; Comrade Jacob Alex

ander, of Albany, N. Y., seconded them. The situation was

such that the majority could not hold its vote together to op

pose such motions, some of their adherents not daring to

vote against, the result being that every such motion was car

ried to so refer.

After that convention the S. T. & L. A. and the C. L. F.

parted company. Prior to that convention , the Volkszeitung

element and its co-conspirators within the Party used to ac

cuse us loudly and lengthily for harboring in the S. T. & L. A.

such scamps as they declared that C. L. F. leading element

to be. After the convention, all sins being forgiven, both

these elements promptly fell into each other's arms and joined

forces against the Party. The struggle was on.

Taxation Taxes Party Patience

The supreme test was soon to come. The situation pre

sented several elements that must now be made clear. When,

as has already been mentioned, the New Yorker Volkszeit

ung began to attack the Party's trade union policy openly in

its editorial columns, The People, of course, hit back and a

rather interesting polemic ensued. The Volkszeitung, anxious

to raise dust to obscure the real issue, had injected into the

controversy a side issue, namely, the question of “ taxation,"

claiming that the working class is made to pay taxes out of
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its wages and that, inferentially, the working class was, for

that reason, interested in the taxation policies of the capital

ist political parties. This position was vigorously combatted

by De Leon, as the editor of The People, and by Vogt, the

editor of the German Party organ, the " Vorwaerts.” De Leon ,

in an editorial article under the caption : " Sign - Posts That

Will Have to Guide the Party for the Safe-keeping of a Daily

People," and published in The People of April 2, 1899, sum

med up the entire register of Volkszeitung sins committed up

to that time. The Volkszeitung now felt the pressing need of

addressing itself also to the English-speaking portion of the

Party's membership , so as to make clear to that portion the

beauties of its taxation position ,

Accordingly, there appeared, on April 29, 1899 , a sheet

designated as the “Monthly English Edition of the New

Yorker Volkszeitung, " which, in the course of time, came to

be known as the “ Taxpayer" for short. The paper opened

with an address “ To the Members of the Socialist Labor Par

ty," which related all the grievances the Volkszeitung had by

this time accumulated, and for the rest it was given over en

tirely to an exposition of its taxation position . Silly, vapid,

inane, labored, much of it in rather curious English, it was

a success as a contribution to the humorous literature of the

day, but it also angered the Party. To get that sheet into the

hands of the Party membership, the Volkszeitung had cooly,

made use of the mailing list of The People and, when taken

to task about that, it claimed, with equal coolness, that it had

a perfect right to do so.

With this view the Party, of course, disagreed emphati

cally and an acrimonious controversy ensued. To understand

how the Volkszeitung had access to and could use the mail

ing list of The People, it must be observed that, under an

agreement made in 1891, when The People was started, the

" Socialistic Co -operative Publishing Association, " the cor

poration that owned the Volkszeitung, printed the paper and

in return received the revenue derived from its sale . The

same arrangement, entered into at a later date, existed in re

gard to the German Party organ, the " Vorwaerts." In the

course of the aforesaid controversy , a situation arose that
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finally caused the National Executive Committee of the Party

to submit to the membership, for a general vote, the question :

" Shall the Party sever all connections between it and the So

cialistic Co-operative Publishing Association ; continue, through

its National Executive Committee, the publication of its or

gans, The People and Vorwaerts, and demand from the said

Association the unconditional surrender of all property be

longing to the said organs , including their respective mailing

lists and the amount of subscriptions paid in advance ? "

The Volkszeitung was now at the parting of the ways.

Repudiation by the Party was staring it in the face and the

situation , from its point of view , was growing desperate. At

the very outset there was no doubt how that vote would go

and, as returns began to come in, speculation as to the out

come became certainty . The aforesaid call for the general

vote, accompanied by a statement that set forth the succes

sive developments that had taken place, was issued on June

6, 1899, and the vote was to close on August 1 of that year.

For the Volkszeitung, time was both short and precious ; ac

tion of some sort had become imperative.

Kangaroos Break Loose

The fight that had raged for some time past now became

still more intense. In the National Executive Committee

there was just one loose wheel, a man named Stahl who, an

out and out Volkszeitung supporter, tried to obstruct where

he could or thought he could but was powerless to do much

more than just nag and irritate. But elsewhere the conspira

tors were better represented and they put up as vigorous a

fight as they could. We fought in the Assembly District or

ganizations of Section Greater New York , we fought in the

Volkszeitung Publishing Association, we fought in the local

unions of the S. T. & L. A., we fought everywhere with ton

gue and pen , De Leon always leading, always in the thick of

it, yet always cheerful, always full of resource, never falter

ing, never dispirited. It was then often said of him that he

would rather fight than eat. Finally, after the contending

forces had, on July 8, 1899, collided in actual physical con

flict, at a meeting of the General Committee of Section Greater
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New York, came the culmination of the struggle on July 10,

1899, in the shape of an unsuccessful midnight raid on the

Party's national offices, then located in the building of the

Volkszeitung, at 184 William street,

To enter here into the details of that memorable conflict

would lead me too far afield. These details have been set

forth, exhaustively and documentarily, in the " Proceedings of

the Tenth National Convention of the Socialist Labor Party,"

to which the student of Party history must be referred. That
midnight raid of July 10th was no mere riotous outburst.

Far from it. It was premedidated, had a definite purpose

and was based upon a theory. This was the theory : On Sun

day, July 9, 1899, there appeared in the Volkszeitung a call

for a fake General Committee meeting of Section Greater

New York, to be held next day. At this meeting the con

spirators gathered and proceeded to " depose" all Party of

ficers, local , state and national. Then they " elected ” a new

set of " officers," whereupon, after gathering numerous and

promiscuous re-enforcements, and, after providing these with

sundry weapons , they came down to the Party headquarters

demanding surrender of what they claimed was theirs. They

got " theirs." After the fight was over, it was De Leon's

coolness under stress , his commanding personality, his knowl

edge of our legal status, that saved the Party's property and

foiled the raiders . It is true that, in expectation of the raid,

we had removed all we could and thought essential, but enough

was left to have made valuable booty for the foe. We, who

had fought fiercely in that midnight battle against thrice our

numbers, were either wounded or exhausted. He had been

planted at his desk, his room securely barricaded and when a

squad of police, guns in hand, arrived and stopped the fight,

it was he who took the situation in hand. He showed the

officer in command that we were in lawful possession that

we had been assailed and he demanded that the invaders be

thrown out. They were thrown out.

Cleansed Party Wins Legal Battle

The abortive coup de main at once cleansed the Party in

New York of the disloyal element. Having come out in the
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open , it could be dealt with and was promptly ejected. Hence

forth, these men had to carry on their fight against the Party

outside of the breastworks and that fight then took shape in

a variety of forms. To begin with, the Volkszeitung at first

succeeded in obtaining a temporary injunction against the

members of the N. E. C. , the purpose of which was to prevent

them from publishing The People. Next came attempts to

lay hands on Party funds through various litigations. They

sought to confuse the working class of the land by setting up

a counterfeit S. L. P., with a counterfeit The People. In its

application for an injunction, the legal exigencies of the case

were such that the Volkszeitung was estopped from including

in its petition the real editor of the real The People, De Leon,

who was thus left free to hammer the foe to his heart's con

tent. And, oh, how he did hammer that foe ! Reading The

People of those days is an education in itself.

In this protracted legal battle, the Party finally won out

all along the line. We won out in the injunction case and

did not go to jail though we came very near it at one time,

that the Volkszeitung, in premature but

very triumphant item , announced that we would

have to go to the lock-up ; we out on the bal

lot contest and preserved name and emblem

New York State ; beat them when they tried to

lay their claws on funds that had been gathered by the Party

for a Daily People. No doubt there were powerful influences

at work behind the scenes that favored a different outcome,

but the conspiracy's methods had been too raw , its procedure

too illegal, to make possible its being upheld in court with

out establishing, precedents that would, at one time or other,

recoil upon the established political parties of capitalism

whenever they might have a " family row . "

In the light of subsequent events, it is not without inter

est to quote an utterance of the New Yorker Volkszeitung of

a much later date which illustrates the true attitude of that

sheet towards the revolutionary Socialist movement. In its

issue of September 2, 1909, more than ten years after the fu

tile attempt to disrupt the S. L. P., that paper said : “ Yes, the

New Yorker Volkszeitung went so far in its defense of the

SO near a

news
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we
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American Federation of Labor that it accepted the risk of a

split in the Socialist movement of America in order to pre

vent a split in ihe trades union movement of the land, and

to keep up the American Federation of Labor as the united

body of American unionism . ” It must, of course, be under

stood that " accepting the risk " is used in a purely euphonious

sense, for the New Yorker Volkszeitung and the elements

behind it had little use for a truly revolutionary Socialist

movement and certainly experienced no pangs of conscience

in trying to disrupt it. The only movement it had any use

for was one that it could control and that would fall in with

the many petty and often unclean interests that centered

around the paper. The S. L. P., having grown beyond its

leading strings and maintaining an attitude of uncompromis

ing hostility to these interests, was not a thing to be preserved

from the Volkszeitung point of view and its disruption , if it

could be accomplished, was a "risk " gladly assumed without

any qualms of conscience.

In 1899 it was not difficult for a Socialist to properly ap

praise the true character of the A. F. of L.; and it was not

difficult on September 2, 1909, while today, in 1918, its true

character has become so unmistakable that it may readily be

discerned by “ the man in the street,” but while mountains

may heave and worlds may fall, so long as the New Yorker

Volkszeitung sees in the pure and simple unions the pasture

it must graze on , so long will it maintain its conception of

“economic determinism ." And that, of course, carries with

it the defense of the A. F. of L. against the assaults of rev

olutionary Socialism and the maintenance of that champion

of “ Labor and Democracy ” as the " united body of American

unionism . "

Before closing this chapter, and taking, leave of the New

Yorker Volkszeitung and its works , it is well to revert, once

more, to an editorial utterance of that paper in its issue of

May 13, 1914, just after Daniel De Leon had forever closed

his eyes upon the world and its inhabitants, wherein, and in

whose behalf, he had so valiantly battled for so many years.

This editorial utterance, written on the occasion of De Leon's

death, not only illustrates luminously the petty mind of the
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person who penned it, but is also typical of the set of men

tal misfits conducting that paper. It is safe to assume that

even at this very hour, when event after event the world

over proves the unerring foresight of De Leon, as well as the

immense value of his teachings; when it is clearly seen by

millions of men and women, who never heard of De Leon,

that the foundation that he sought to place the revolution

ary Socialist movement on is the only safe and feasible one,

the only way out, viz ., the integral, revolutionary, industrial

organization of the workers of the world, enabling the work

ing class, everywhere, to take and hold and operate the

means of production and distribution, so that, in time of a

world crisis, when an old social system is seen in the throes

of dissolution and a new order is being born, aye, even in

such an hour would the insect minds of the Volkszeitung

staff in all likelihood again pen the lines penned on May 13,

1914.

Here is the Volkszeitung's editorial. It is a " gem " in

more ways than one that should not be left out of this vol

ume but should be embalmed for future contemplation :

" DANIEL DE LEON.

" He, who expired on Monday evening, fared as did so

many before him, he died a few decades too late ; he outlived

himself.

“ True to his maxim to destroy what he could not rule,

he concentrated, during the last fifteen years, his vitality

and will-power upon tearing down what he, personally, had

helped to create.

" And therein he was great, far greater than in construc

tion and erection. De Leon was, indeed, a destructive geni

us, i . e . , he was great in demolishing, in tearing down. With

an hatred that was insatiable and unstillable, he fought since

his entrance into the American labor movement since 1892

-against every movement of the working class of this coun

try that showed success and that seemed to be in the as

cendancy. It was contrary to his nature to perform con

structive labor , he was the born caviller, who, everywhere,

had to find fault, with whom only one person the world
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áround could do the right thing : Daniel De Leon.

"His fights against the Knights of Labor, to whom he

himself had belonged, against the A. F. of L. and the So

cialist Party , which he hated most heartily, no less than he

hated the Volkszeitung, are too well known to our readers

to deserve here more than passing mention. With the ex

ception of the K. of L, which at the time of the De Leon

Sanial fight were already in a state of dissolution, the en

mity of this man never had any evil consequences for those

attacked by him, the sufferer was almost always the Amer

ican working class which was by him entangled in struggles

through which the capitalists alone would benefit. The reac

tionaries in the A. F. of L. were for many years greatly

aided by the formation, set on foot by De Leon, of the So

cialist Trade and Labor Alliance, and again, later, of the

Industrial Workers of the World , and a Gompers, who

would most likely have long ago been swept away by a pro

gressive wave, is still the president of the A. F. of L.

“ Therefore, was De Leon's friendship far more..dan

gerous than his hatred. The S. L. P., led by him alone after

the split in 1899, soon lost through his methods and tactics

all importance, until, during the last years it was nothing

but a rump, giving testimony of departed splendor. It died

before him and buried him in its ruins.

" His death does not tear a gap......

It is hard to say which is the more remarkable in this

performance, its animus, or, its stupidity,real or pretended.

It is certainly superfluous to lose one word as to the at- .

tempted characterization of De Leon, the would-be charac

terizers being utterly unfit to appraise either the man or his

work, but the alleged likelihood of a " progressive" wave

that was to have swept away a Gompers is so ludicrous ,

when one contemplates the " sweeping" propensities of the

S. P. delegations at the national conventions of the A. F. of

L. , as to cause a feeling of mingled merriment, disgust and

anger. If memory serves me right, it was Mr. Victor L.

Berger, one of the highlights of the S. P., who at the Rich

mond, Va., convention of the A. F. of L. moved to increase

Gompers' salary ; and it was Mr. Max Hayes, a sort of sec
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ond -grade light in the S. P., who seconded the motion ; and,

if again memory serves me right, the motion carried unani

mously. Increasing Mr. Gompers' material prosperity and

making his job more desirable to him looks like a queer pre

liminary to " sweeping him away " !

The Volkszeitung's closing observation to the effect

that De Leon's death did not tear a gap is plausible enough ,

for, surely, it didn't - in the ranks of the Volkszeitungites.

They, on the contrary, heaved a vain sigh of relief when they

heard the news, vain because dead or alive they can not hope

to escape De Leon, who, in his every word and every deed,

was and is a standing reproach to the Volkszeitung element,

a reproach growing more formidable as time passes on.

National Convention of 1900

We now arrive at the time of the national convention of

the Party , held in New York , June 2 to June 8, 1900, the

largest, the most enthusiastic and the most fateful conven

tion the Party had ever held. Prior to the convention, the

local and general situation, having shaped itself as the result

of the bitter strife, had led to premature action towards the

establishment of the Daily People. At a general meeting of

the membership of New York and vicinity, called to consider

this matter, a plausible statement was submitted which tried

to show how , by doing this and by not doing something else,

the funds in hand would be sufficient to see the venture

through. Not being able to see things in the rosy light pre

sented, I opposed, but such was the enthusiasm of the meet

ing, such the desire for action that would place into the Par

ty's hands a daily paper to meet the constant attacks of the

daily Volkszeitung, that I stood practically alone and the

motion to begin publication on July 1 , 1900, was carried over

whelmingly. Thus, at the time the national convention met,

preparations were already well under way and the conven

tion simply endorsed what had been done. Accordingly , the

Daily People was launched on the above date with funds in

hand much below the mark that had always been set as a

minimum requirement. That spelled future troubles which ,

in due time, came thick and fast.
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Another momentous step, taken by the 1900 convention,
was to insert into the Party's constitution a provision that

" No officer of a pure and simple trade or labor organization

shall be a member of a Section." This, too, was an action

that grew directly out of the bitter struggle the Party had

gone through, which struggle dominated the minds of the

membership and created a psychology favorable to the adop

tion of such a measure. When going over the speeches made

at the convention in support of this measure, one is struck

by the ever recurring note in most of them that it would pro

tect our membership against pure and simple contamination ;

that failure to adopt the measure would make possible their

becoming corrupted by the allurements held out to them when

officers of such organizations, and that this corruption would

then be carried into the Party organization. Viewing this

contention in the light of all that has happened since and in

the light of the fact that the S. L. P. has since thought best

to again abolish that provision, it may, perhaps, be said that

the pure and simpler had about as much ground for the coun

ter contention that S. L. P. men, becoming officers of unions,

would be apt to become a danger to pure and simpledom, a

menace to the labor faker, that might often disturb his peace

of mind and make life a burden to him , due to the revolu

tionary propaganda these men would carry on amongst the

membership from the vantage point of officers of the union.

The class struggle is, after all, not an affair of today and to

morrow only and it is a long road that has no turn.

Unable to see that any good, but that, on the contrary ,

a lot of harm might follow the adoption of such a measure, I

opposed it . The idea of protecting S. L. P. men in that way

did not appear very convincing to me. I thought that many

of them might be able to take care of themselves and, if there

were any who could not or would not, we could get rid of

them as individuals rather than to " protect " them by such

sweeping preventive legislation. Also I was the National

Secretary of the Party. I had my finger on the pulse of the

organization , knew a good deal about local conditions and

thought I had a fairly clear idea of what was likely to hap

pen as a direct result of taking such a step. The labor faker
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was not a strange 'species to me and I knew the pure and

simple union to be largely dominated by capitalist interests

and even permeated by bourgeois ideology, but I did not for

get that most of these organizations were, nevertheless, formed

in obedience to the pressure of the class struggle and that

they furnished a legitimate field for our propaganda. The

exception, when such unions are formed at the behest of the

boss, does not alter this general fact. When such organiza

tions were formed, our men, as a rule better equipped than

their fellow workers, were looked to to take office. Forced

to decline, because their Party forbid it, they were placed in

a position which to maintain required more than can be ex

pected from the average man. Instead of the rank and file

being impressed with the rectitude of their stand, it worked

the other way. The rank and file naturally regarded such an

attitude as an act of hostility against themselves, regarded

the party that ordered it as a hostile force and its members

in their union as instruments of that hostile force. Thus it

meant that our members had to vacate the field and leave the

labor faker in undisputed control. It was he and the S. P.

that would profit.

In the course of time, events proved that we had drawn

the bow too tight and when, some years later, the Party

abandoned that position , the damage had been done and

could not easily be repaired. In all the years De Leon and I

had been working side by side, we had never differed on any

matter of importance until this measure was being agitated

and , much as I respected his foresight and reasoning powers,

I could not be convinced. However, opposition to the meas

ure amounted to little, the lay of the land being such that it

carried overwhelmingly in the convention and in the subse

quent general vote of the Party.

Troubles and Tribulations

The 1900 convention having become past history, the

Party now entered upon a phase of its existence different in

many respects to any we had so far passed through. To all

appearances, we were at the height of our strength . The

fight with the would-be disrupters was still on, but they were
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anow an outside foe. The struggle itself had acted like

tonic upon the organization , stirring our members into in

tense action and vastly increasing their aggressiveness, in

dividually and collectively. The phrase, “the fighting S. L.

P.” , often heard in those days, had a real background and,

therefore, a real meaning. The organization, the country

over, had suffered but little in point of numbers and that lit

tle was more than made up by a closer drawing of the ranks.

We had a clean -cut tactical program, thoroughly understood

and accepted by the membership and we had, for that reason ,

a unity of purpose never attained before.

As an off -set we had on our hands a daily paper that was

sapping our strength, the maintenance of which imposed

struggles which, in the long run, seriously affected that unity

of purpose. It is an old, age-long experience of the race,

that it is far easier to start a quarrel than to end it. This

experience, paraphrased and applied to the Labor movement,

may be given expression by saying : It is far easier to start a

labor paper than to give it up. It proved so in our case.
As

parents with a sickly child on their hands, one that can

neither live nor die , will strain themselves to the utmost, even

to the point of utter neglect of their healthy offspring, so

will a labor organization go to almost any length to save

paper. It is emotion , not practical considerations that will

govern - naturally so. Individually, all will be aware that the

organization's strength is being sapped ; collectively, they

will be unable to act in accord with this conviction . Thus,

all continue to hope against hope, waiting for some miracle

to turn up, meanwhile straining under the load, yet no one

willing to assume the responsibility of applying the coup de

grace . Such part of the membership as is finally unable to

stand the strain drops away, thereby intensifying the burden

carried by those who refuse to quit. Frantically casting

about for measures of relief, all sorts of plans are proposed,

mistakes, or what to some looks like mistakes, are made,

opinions collide, animosities are engendered and lead to open

hostilities . That, in rapid condensed outline, was our experi

Troubles and tribulations multiplied and most of them

a

ence.
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flowed from the same fountain head, the heartbreaking at

tempt to accomplish the unaccomplishable.

Many were the sad features embodied in this chapter of

the Party's history and it may be said that an organization

that can go through all that and survive, is in truth inde

structible. The elements the Party had sloughed off before,

really were not and never had been S. L. P. They were an

incubus, a foreign growth , not part of our being; to get rid

of them left our anatomy intact and improved our well-being

once the operation was over with. The defections we were

now to experience were of a different character, for it was

often blood of our blood and flesh of our flesh that had to be

torn away. True, there were amongst the lot characters

utterly unworthy, fair weather soldiers, with us while the tide

was running high, but flotsam and jetsam cast ashore as soon

as the tide ebbed. Such were the Hickeys, Daltons , Schul

bergs , Forkers, Currans, etc. , etc. , but there were many others

who, if not subjected to so terrific a strain, would not have

been lost. I have reason to think that even the intrepid De

Leon was deeply affected by what happened , many conversa

tions I had with him pointing that way, though, of course, he

could not linger with those who fell, and was, by the logic

of the situation, compelled to press on resolutely, come what

might.

| Kanglets Cast Their Shadowlet

It was in the year 1902 that matters came to a head. Be

cause of the legal fight with the Volkszeitung, the national

convention of 1900 was prevented from placing the manage

ment of the Daily People directly into the hands of the N. E.

C. A Board of Trustees, composed of three members, was

chosen, consisting of Hugo Vogt, Peter Fiebiger and Joseph

H. Sauter, The former became the manager of the paper,

the second its treasurer, and the third became nothing in par

ticular that I can remember. Not one of the three is in the

Party today. The first, Vogt, after the experience we went

through with him, that will be described later, and after he

had become an attorney-at-law, left no stone unturned to

wreck the Party and the paper, bringing suit after suit against
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Us. He shaped matters so, while still in charge of the man

agement, that wage claims of his cronies, claims that he was

supposed to have had cancelled and could have had if he

acted in time, claims that the loyal Party members working

on the paper did cancel, were left uncancelled and became in

his hands so many clubs to assail the Party with. The sec

ond, Fiebiger, while he did not commit any positive act

against the Party such as many of the others were guilty of,

nevertheless condoned every act of rascality committed by

the crew he was with, himself sued the Party for money he

had advanced and did so at a time when he and Vogt had

reason to believe, or thought they had, that now the psycho

logical moment had come to give the Party the last blow .

The third, Sauter, did not do anything at that time, but later ,

after he had landed in the S. P. , he published over his signa

ture, in an S. P. paper, the would -be witticism suggesting

that the most appropriate epitaph for De Leon would be :

" Here LIES Daniel De Leon, as he always did," a " witticism ”

which characterizes the “ gentleman ” better than would a long

essay . Marx , while he lived and fought the battle of the dis

inherited of the earth, had his traducers ; and, for the same

reason, it is but fitting that De Leon should have had his,

yet it is well for posterity to know what sort of vermin such

men have had to contend with.

So severe was the strain upon the Party imposed by the

ever increasing difficulties of maintaining the Daily People ,

that things began to crack . The first crack showed up in the

Board of Trustees. Vogt, entirely misplaced in the position

he occupied , began to give way under the strain ; he began to

drown his troubles in drink. He was surrounded, or sur

rounded himself, with an element which, far below him in

mental status, ably assisted him on the downward path.

The mechanical department of the paper became demoralized

and things came to such a pass that the N. E. C. had to inter

fere. The legal obstacles that had, in 1900, led to the forma

tion of the Board of Trustees had disappeared ; the Volks

zeitung had been beaten in court and we were in undisputed

possession of the paper. Impelled by the situation prevail

ing, the N. E. C. initiated a general vote of the Party to so
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amend the constitution as to abolish the Board of Trustees'

form of organization and place the management of the paper

directly into the hands of the N. E. C. The Party's vote so

decided but, even prior to the taking of that vote, as early as

1901, trouble had been stalking abroad. There was on the

Daily People staff a man named T. A. Hickey, a rather worth

less individual, irresponsible, blatant, shallow , an ardent dis

ciple of John Barleycorn and a crony and protege of Vogt.

The latter had helped him out once before, when he had got

himself in trouble with the N. E. C. in 1900, because he had

got drunk and allowed meetings that he had been sent to

cover to go to smash. The phyrric victory Hickey had gained

at that time with the aid of Vogt and his followers, made him

more impudent than ever and also less cautious . He had, in

the spring of 1900, agitated in Pennsylvania, under the aus

pices of the State Executive Committee of that state, had

taken literature from the N. Y. Labor News Co., a Party in

stitution, had sold the same and had failed to settle. The

manager of the Labor News, unable to collect, finally pre

ferred charges in Section New York. Hickey, feeling im

mune because of the support and backing he thought he had,

refused even to appear before the Grievance Committee of

Section New York when his case came up. He certainly did

have all the support and backing "he thought he had," but he

also had made his reckoning without Section New York,

which body promptly expelled him .

Intrigues Ad Infinitum

Thereupon, the Party was made the victim of a series of

intrigues which, for sheer impudence, transcended anything

I ever experienced in any organization. The intriguers had

a safe majority in the New York State Executive Committee,

Hickey himself being a member of that body. An attempt

was made to disregard the Section's act of expulsion by set

ting up the claim that Hickey was still a member of the State

Committee, because he represented on that committee the

membership not of Section New York alone, but of the en

tire state. Section New York thereupon appealed to the N.

E. C. and that body ruled " that no expelled or suspended
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member can hold office in the Party . " The next move was

to have the State Committee " give Hickey a trial,” which

meant that he was to carry his case on appeal before the

State Committee although he had refused to stand trial in the

Section . A ruling to the effect that a member who refuses

to stand trial in his Section thereby forfeits his right of ap

peal disposed of that move. In the meantime, one of the

Hickey supporters on the State Committee, Forker, had be

come so utterly discredited that he had to disappear from the

scene ; another one, Wherry, had eliminated himself before

that ; the majority the intriguers had on the committee was

vanishing ; indeed, the election of a new member to succeed

Hickey, which had meantime been ordered and was being

voted upon, would turn that majority into a minority. De

termined to prevent this, Vogt, the secretary of the State

Committee, held up the counting of the vote and the seating

of the new member as long as he possibly could. When,

finally, he had to do so the whole plot collapsed, for with the

seating of the new member, Ebert, the intriguers were

duced to two, H. Vogt and P. Murphy, as against J. Ebert,

A. C. Kihn and myself.

Hickey, the individual , it must be borne in mind, was

quite too insignificant to have caused all this turmoil, but he

served as a pretext, a rallying cry, so to speak, for all those

who either had turned or were about to turn against the

Party, and who later aimed at its destruction. These events ,

before their final consummation, of course, led to a complete

rupture between De Leon and Vogt, the break taking place

in my office and in my presence. Vogt, as already stated,

had been holding up the counting of the vote for the new

member on the State Committee under all sorts of shifty pre

texts so as to escape being outvoted in that body on the

Hickey matter. De Leon, already irritated almost beyond

endurance by what he saw going on, was beset by members

from all sides who, aroused over the scandal, complained to

him about Vogt's wanton disregard of Party constitution and

Party procedure. De Leon came up to my office one day,

wanting to know what had been done about counting the

vote and seating the new member. I replied that nothing

re
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had been done ; that Kihn and I had demanded that Vogt act

but that, with Vogt and Murphy on the other side, the com

mittee was tied and Vogt in possession of the returns on that

vote. At this juncture Vogt walked in. De Leon turned to

him , asking : " Vogt, how much longer are you going to dis

obey the orders of your State Committee?" Vogt turned and

walked out of the room and De Leon, in a voice quivering

with indignation , again asked : “ Is that all the answer you

have?" There was no answer and the two men never spoke

again .

In this way , and over so worthless a character as this

Hickey, ended a friendship that dated back to 1886 , sixteen

long and eventful years, during which these two men had

fought side by side, always in perfect concord as to the prin

ciples and tactics of the Party. It was in fact Vogt who had

attracted De Leon to the S. L. P., who had made him ac

quainted with the economics of Socialism and had been in

strumental in having De Leon enter the Party as a member.

Sic eunt fata hominum .

Intrigue, like politics, makes strange bed -fellows. It

brought together a Hickey and a Vogt, thereby becoming the

instrument that estranged a De Leon and a Vogt. It then

brought together, or at least gave a common purpose, for the

time being, to another two incongruities, to wit : Julian Pierce

and Vogt. While Vogt was the manager of the Daily People,

Pierce was the manager of the Labor News. While by no

means the equal of Vogt intellectually, Pierce was by all

means the better manager. There was no love lost between

the two, the less so since it had been Pierce who had, right

fully, moved against Hickey in order to make him pay what

he owed to the Labor News, thus becoming the little stone

that started the avalanche that swept Hickey and Vogt out

of the Party. Pierce had offered his services to the N. E. C.

as manager of the Daily People when, after the abolition of

the Board of Trustees , the N. C. took charge. His offer

accepted and he installed in the office, Pierce at once pro

ceeded to launch some underhanded scheme to inveigle the N.

E. C. into discontinuing the Daily People .

Fate got at Pierce, not via the drink route - he being too
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sober a man for that - but he had become infected with some

scheme to build up a big printing plant, and the Daily People,

demanding so many sacrifices, did not fit into that scheme at

all . He had looked over the books , at least he said he had,

and by painting in the blackest tints all that looked unfavor

able, while at the same time withholding all information that

tended the other way, he tried to sweep the N. E. C. off its

feet. He failed. At that time, and with the conditions then

prevailing, to propose to stop the paper by simple executive

action was either hare-brained lunacy or it was an attempt to

discredit the N. E. C. with the Party's membership. Short

work was made of Pierce and his scheme. Having made the

statement that " the heart had been taken out of him ," he was

asked to resign which he did.

Lampooning Little Kaags

We then entered what might rightly be called the period

of lampoons. It rained lampoons from all sides, their au

thors proclaiming a burning, unquenchable desire to " save "

the Party. These productions look rather funny by retro

spect, especially when one considers what has since become

of the “saviors,” but at that time this feature was not overly

conspicuous ; they were, on the contrary, evidences of a rather

widely -spread plot either to capture or to destroy the Party .

What that element wanted to do with the Party after the

" capture ” has never become very clear to me. There seemed

to be as many tendencies as there were groups of plotters,

each group heartily despising the other. The first of these

lampoons was the one of Mr. Julian Pierce. It was a 24 - page

affair, dated May 28, 1902, full of elaborately gotten -up pre

varication and misrepresentation , directed against De Leon,

the N. E. C., the National Secretary, in fact, everyone who

had disagreed with him. Then came lampoon No. 2 , emanat

ing from Providence, R. I. It was signed by three men :

Thomas Curran, James Reid and Herman Keiser, the three

professing to represent a Rhode Island state convention, said

to have been held on April 27, 1902, the proceedings of which

were then and have ever after remained a profound mystery.

Although claiming to represent a convention held allegedly in
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April, the Rhode Island lampoonists hitched their car right onto

the Pierce lampoon, dealing with matters that had transpired

after the date of the alleged state convention. The ostensible

purpose of the production was to stampede the Party into a

special national convention , " without the formality of a gen

era! vote, provided a majority of the Sections of the Party

demand it," as it was put, evidently hoping that, by means of

this trick, they might secure some sort of rump convention

and split the Party.

Still another lampoon came from a set of malcontents in

New York, styling themselves a " Committee of 31," of which

one Herman Simpson was the reputed author, but that de

serves but passing mention. The Pierce lampoon was

swered by the N. E. C. in a manner that squelched that gen

tleman. The Curran-Reid-Keiser affair was met in a way that

gave the Party membership a chance to attend to the squelch

ing thereof. A call for a general vote was issued and when

that vote had been counted there was but little more to be

said on the subject. The Simpson lampoon the N. E. C. paid

no attention to at all , but Section New York did, with the re

sult that the " Committee of 31" also vanished from the scene.

an

Pierce's Self- Photography

When the Pierce lampoon made its appearance, De Leon

had received a copy, mailed to him by Pierce himself, as ap

pears from De Leon's letter to me on this subject. This let

ter is characteristic of De Leon. It depicts accurately how

he felt and how he viewed this attempt to throw the Party

into confusion. Pierce, by the way, spread his lampoon with

a lavish hand all over the country, even timing the mailing of

same so that they were to arrive, everywhere, on about the

same day. Evidently, he expected a tremendous explosion,

and one can imagine how keenly disappointed he must have

been when his " clever " scheme produced hardly a ripple .

" Milford , Ct . , June 12, 1902 .

“ Dear Kuhn :-The watch arrived safely and duly , and

was delivered at the house. The expressman knows us well.

Many thanks .
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more ass

"Yesterday's People came in 6 pages. I imagined it was

to so continue, and thought the move premature. Today's

came in 4 pages. Was yesterday's a 'trial trip' ?

"At the beach yesterday afternoon I met Langner. The

moment he saw me, he said smiling :

“ 'Did you know there is a new S. L. P. ?'

“ 'No. Where ?'

“ ' Pierce started one in Philadelphia.' And he went on to

tell me that he had received a voluminous 'statement from

Pierce, in an envelope marked with the S. L. P. Arm and

Hammer. He had not yet read the thing all through, but he

thought the affair 'smelled of Hanna . I told him what I

thought of the wooden-nutmegger ; that he was

than knave.

" When I got home I found one of these 'statements' in

my mail. Pierce sent me one himself. Having other matter

(tinkering on the boat) in hand, I laid it away ; today I read

it through .

“Surely, the lies in it are thick enough to cut with a knife.

Yet the thing gave me a certain enjoyment. It forcibly re

minded me, at every turn, of my boyhood pleasure watching

a big field rat caught in a trap, rushing at the bars, and grind

ing his teeth at me. For all that, there is a coarse low cunning

in the performance that is typical of Master Pierce. He

strikes the attitude of having been victimized because he de

sired to impart ' accurate ,' 'exact,' 'truthful information to the

members on the matter of the Daily People, whereas the fact

is that what he sought to do was to stampede the Party mem

bers into abandoning the Daily People upon an inaccurate,

inexact and untruthful presentation of the situation, in that

all that made against the Daily People was exaggerated, and

all that was in its favor was suppressed. Possibly, some un

guarded members may be caught by this birdlime. If so, you

will get questions, and may have to knock him off that false

posture.

“ I presume you will get a copy yourself, and then you

will see all its beauty spots .' I can't part with mine. It is

‘killing' to see him , HIM, HIM, coquetting with the Vogt

element ; it is charming to see him throw bouquets at Simp
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son ; but I was disappointed to see no bouquet thrown at Mc

Donald for 'valuable services rendered to the Labor News by

his German and French translations.'

The 'documents' which he reproduces I did not go through

very carefully. There is one which it seems to me is missing.

The letter he sent to the N. E. C., after he was sacked from

the business management of the Daily People, in which he

falsely states that he had stated in his ‘report to the Board of

Management what was to be done with the Daily People,

plant, or something to that effect.

“ Then, also, I miss the letter to the N. E. C. in which he

proposes a temporary management for the Daily People,

shortly after his enthusiastic proposition of consolidation un

der himself, and before his alleged discovery of the 'complete

wreck of the Daily. But I will go over the documents ' more

carefully. I would like to know to what extent he succeeds

in his plan to throw consternation among our members. It

will be a good test of their clearness of vision. The 'state

menť carries its own refutation.

" It is a lovely feeling to be out here, where I am not

bound to take notice of this and kindred matters mentioned

by you . I remain cool and 'judicial. ' Don't, when you get

to read the thing, miss the place where he fabricates having

told me to be damned. The ass does not realize that by pub

lishing his letter to me and my answer to him, he makes that

part of his story look very fishy.

“ At any rate, let me know all that goes on. We here

philosophize on the 'Hexenkessel [witches' cauldron-H. K. ].

" I wish you would let me have the date of the Daily Peo

ple in which I had the translation about the Moscow police.

"Fraternally,

“ D. De Leon."

as

The disturbance of 1899 had been designated by the Party

the " Kangaroo exodus, " and from that designation the

latter-day disrupters , of 1902, inherited the appellation of

*Kanglets,' indicative of their more diminutive size and im

portance. Following these precedents, if ever there are other

attempts to either capture or kill the S. L. P., we shall, per
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haps, be obliged to descend still farther along the zoological

scale and, finally, get down to the field mouse.

Rhode Islandiana

In all these attempts to capture a Party that did not want

to be captured, as soon as the conspirators found that they

had lost, they concentrated the batteries of their abuse upon

De Leon. It is true, other Party officers came in for their

share, but he was by far the chief beneficiary, which goes to

show that they reasoned not so incorrectly after all, clearly

discerning that he was their chief obstacle. When the first

information about the Curran-Reid-Keiser move had reached

me, though I had not yet seen the lampoon itself, I had writ

ten to De Leon, then at Milford, Conn., so as to keep him

posted. He replied as follows :

" Milford, Ct. , July 5 , 1902.

“Dear Kuhn :-Necessarily incomplete as must be the in

formation contained in yours of yesterday on the R. I. call

for a national convention, I can form no opinion. It may

simply be a circular calling for a vote to secure the necessary

five sections' endorsement to serve as a basis for a real 'cail

for a general vote to hold a convention,' to be issued by the

N. E. C. If, however, this is not so, and R. I. has actually

presumed to exercise N. E. C. functions, then their conduct

is a glaring violation of the constitution. If the matter is

legitimate, I would counsel you to raise no objections to sub

mitting the proposition to a general vote for a convention,

just as soon as the necessary number of sections has endorsed

it. Only, the N. E. C. in fixing the date, should see to it that

it does not conflict with the campaign. ,

"While I see a possibility of the R. I, 'call not being il

legitimate, I must admit that the conduct of those who seem

to be running affairs there of late, does not justify the opinion

that the ' call may not really be illegitimate. It is certainly

possible that they have wholly lost their heads, and have ac

tually 'issued a call for a general vote to hold a convention .'

Government must be with the consent of the governed. If

the sections can allow anyone of them to cancel their votes

on the constitution and the N. E. C. and to set himself up
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with N. E. C. powers, and thus countenance Anarchy, then,

I say, they are hopelessly gone, and the Party organization is

foundered. But all this remains to be seen. It may be well

to have a letter-box answer stating the constitutional provi

sions on this head, and bringing out the point that, in order

to secure the endorsement of the requisite number of sec

tions, a section could communicate with many or all, but that

the vote of the sections on such a communication is not and

can not be 'a vote on a call for a general vote to hold a con

vention.' Such a call can only issue from the N. E. C.

" I duly received your letter of Sunday, June 29th. It, to

gether with the committee's reports in the Daily People gave

me a good idea of the 'Conspiracy of the Pinheads . ' What

self-photography by the men who shout bosses,' 'tyranny ,'

etc.

" I sent you yesterday a telegram to the Picnic grounds

cheering the Daily. Did not get today's People, and can't

tell whether it reached you.

" We had a lovely July 4th.

"Fraternally,

“ D. De Leon,"

A day or so later, having meantime come into possession

of the Rhode Island lampoon, I wrote to De Leon again, giv

ing him more precise information, but, not having more than

one copy and that one needed in New York, I did not send

the document . He replied, still not fully believing in the full

crookedness of the Rhode Island move, as is attested by his

answer to my letter,

" Milford, Ct. , July 7, 1902 .

" Dear Kuhn :-Back this evening from a clam-digging ex

pedition to the Long Island shore, I received your two letters

of the 5th and the 6th. So, then, the ' R. I. Call' is as idiotic,

malapert and vicious as all that ? I have seen none. Would

like to see one, so as to see by my own eyes such an exhibi

tion . A. M. Simons had at least the fact before or behind

him of two N. E. C.'s in New York. But the only chaos that

prevails in New York is the chaotic condition that the pin
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heads are in, due to the failure of their R. I. allies to throw

the section on its beam end.

"What is the N. E. C. going to do about it ? If you have

not erred in your report of the 'call' ( !) ( ?) and it really as

sumes the Anarchic posture of appointing Section Providence

an N. E. C., then they have to be dealt with summarily. But

how ? A Committee of a Convention is not a body recog

nized by the constitution. Such a committee can not be 'sus

pended. ' Guess you will have to communicate officially with

the State Committee or the Section, or both, so as to get

something tangible.

" I also think it would be well to send someone to Provi

dence, and see some of the men, and ascertain to what extent

the rank and file are hypnotized into making fools of them

selves, and getting material ready for a new organization . In

many respects Brower is the fit man ; he can connect with

our Alliance men. The talk I had with O'Connor showed

that they are onto Kroll, at least. It can not be possible that

all those men are gone to the dogs.

" In a way such a call does put the Party organizations

to a test. The section that does not give the thing a back

handed swipe is not worth the powder to blow it to hell.

" I don't break my head to fathom Curran. His 'policy'

satisfies me that he is deficient in thinking powers, and is

not the man I had thought. But what does interest me is

the Daily People . The typographical errors seem to increase.

And from what you say I judge that all is not well in the

composing room.

" Well, you people are not having a summer vacation .

The crooks are keeping you on the jump. How are the finan

cial aspects ?

" In a way I do very much wish to see a convention . Of

course, not one in response to Anarchy. But a Party conven

tion would afford excellent opportunity to size up the ele

ments and astigate the crooks. Unfortunately these, how

ever, are, one after the other, placing themselves outside the

Party .

“ Glad the Picnic was a success .

" MacDonald, I can assure you, is not in my councils ; so
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that he can't know that my purpose in going off on a vacation

was to escape the 'general wreck.' And I also need not as

sure you that for penetration and acumen I, for one, would

not go to Frank ( " Frank " is McDonald's first name.-H. K.) .

The 'general wreck ' will be the fate of the pin-heads. I have,

however, a pretty clear idea that the S. L. P. is about to cast

off a slough. Some meat may have to be dropped or torn off

along with the slough ; and then the organization will burn

more intensely' and scorch the carcasses of the field' more

mercilessly than ever. The only thing I am now keeping my
eyes on is the conduct of the sections. Will these deport

themselves as the occasion requires ? If they do, all is well .

Even if I have to live on bread and water, I shall then fall to.

The occasion is critical, and as promiseful as it is critical. No

wonder the owlish pin-heads are in a flutter. All the same, I

hope the Daily People finances will mend so that I may not

need to consume my vitals.

" I wish you to tell Hossack to be sure and come out here

for a few days. Will you have to give up your visit, and

Shaynin ?

“ It occurs to me that you will not henceforth have much

to say against my plan for a new form of N. E. C. At pres

ent any scalawag can make out the N. E. C. to be in turmoil

because of actual or imaginary turmoil in the section.

" Be virtoo-us and you will be happy. I who am happy

tell you so. The vegetable garden is blooming like the rose :

we have green peas and cauliflowers to furnish Legget's

( “ Legget"-a New York restaurant - H . K. ) . The boat cleaves

the Long Island sound to perfection and her captain is look

ing like a fighting cock .

" When you come, bring an extra pair of stockings for if

we take a sail I like to see the boat lean over so that she

takes in the water over her gunwales.

" D. De Leon."

Getting Things Pat

Soon thereafter I was able to send to De Leon the docu

ment itself, together with some other matter foreign to this

issue and he was then in a position more clearly to judge the
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ner.

thing. On the whole he seemed to favor a special conven

tion, doubtless because he felt the urge to meet and annihi

late these fellows, as surely he would have done had the con

vention been decided upon in a regular constitutional man .

I did not see the situation in that light at all, not believe

ing for a second that the S. L. P. membership could be stam

peded into voting for a special convention demanded by such

men employing such methods. De Leon sizes up Curran quite

correctly when he says the man hoped that the N. E. C. make

the mistake of refusing to call for a general vote as that would

have given him an opening to call a rump convention. De

Leon's next letter reads :

" Milford, Ct. , July 8, 1902.

" Dear Kuhn : I got this morning your two letters en

closing documents. In a way I am glad to see they do not

actually put themselves out of the Party. They make a show

of trying to be constitutional. I would close my eyes at the

false pretense, and call the thing simply irregular. Let them

come to the convention. But I urge you not to oppose the

holding of a convention. Remember, that many a man is

merely roped into endorsing such a R. I. proposition , but if

the N. E. C. acts in a way to make him think it wants no

convention, then he goes wholly over. By taking the stand

that I outline, such people will easily be held straight, ant

the R. I. crooks will find themselves left.

" As to the document I need not say to you it is dastardly.

It is a patchwork of Simpson, Curran, Pierce and Kroll . No

wonder they were two whole months in getting it out.

" Let New York vote quickly and vote for convention and

vote for Pittsburgh.

" What a Jesuit that Curran has turned out !

" Fraternally,

“ D. De Leon.

P. S. Curran does not imagine the Party will stand by

him . He calculates upon some mistake in New York to justify

a rump convention. D. DL .”
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Needless Apprehensions

The action of Curran and consorts had created amongst

the Party membership red-hot indignation. I had issued in

the Daily People a warning, pointing out the unconstitutional

character of the proposition and urging the membership to

keep cool. The New York State Executive Committee had

branded the attempt at creating confusion in a stiff resolution,

and other Party organizations were taking similar action.

Both of these matters are referred to by De Leon in his next

letter, the first disapprovingly, the second with approval. But

De Leon no longer desires that the membership vote for a

convention at the behest of men adopting such means to bring

it about.

“ Milford, Ct. , July 9, 1902.

“ Dear Kuhn :-I was yesterday in such a hurry to mail

you my letter that I did not say anything about the 'Answer'

of the N. E. C. and the Statement on Condition of People .'

The latter is magnificent and timely. I also enjoyed the in

formation that the former gave me. Of course, we knew

Pierce to be a liar.

" I also received this morning yesterday's and today's

People together. The action of the N. Y. State Committee

I find good. Such action, even perhaps more emphatic, should

come from Sections , State Committees and individuals. They

must repudiate the Curran Jesuit move, both as to its meth

ods and its contents, and I shall certainly watch with inter

est the conduct of such bodies. They are brought squarely to

the touch, and can now show what there is in them .

" But for the same reason I regret to see your 'Warnings

in yesterday's People. In the first place you ought to be

cautious. It may be said your office does not authorize your

to address the Party members except as the mouthpiece of

the N. E. C. A color is given to the claim that you pre

judged. In the second place, I hold that in this particular

Curran issue the N. E. C. should act with studied neutrality.

The Curran statement aims, true enough, at killing The Peo

ple ; but it expressly assails and marks out for decapitation

you and meatwo officers under the N. E. C. At such times
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as these it is the part of wisdom not to be too strict con

structionists of constitutions. A strict construction would re

quire the immediate suspension of the three signers and of

every organization that refuses to bounce them. They, in

trying to make themselves safe by a not too flagrant or im

pudent violation of the constitution , have actually hanged

themselves : they enable the N. E. C. to take the attitude of

complete neutrality in a Party row, and thereby to afford the

Party a legal way to smite them. I hope the tone in your

‘Warning' was a mere outburst of just and excusable indigna

tion , and that the N. E. C. will take the course I map out :

Condemn the R. I. method as unconstitutional and unwar

ranted, and at the same time submit to the membership the

question whether they care to have a special convention on

the R. I. matter. In that way the best good is obtained.

" Either the membership is stalwart or it is timid .

" If stalwart, it will vote No on the N : E. C. call ; and the

Curran crew will thereby get a double slap in the face ; their

call is ignored, and their purpose is knocked down by the NO.

“ If the membership is timid and has been frightened by

the partly plausible libels of the Curran Committee, then they

will want a convention to look into the matter.

tion of a convention being put by the N. E. C. , these

will vote on that call , and ignore the Curran Committee.

Only those in the conspiracy may vote the other way, but

they will surely feel embarrassed, and their conduct be scored

against them. No plausible reason would there be 'for an un

constitutional course, there being a constitutional door opened

by the N. E. C. And, finally, the Curran conspirators will

feel constrained either to come to our convention-a thing

they certainly have sense enough to know will be mighty un

pleasant to them, and which I know will mean their annihila

tion-or they will stay away, and then they stand exposed by

themselves as standing out against the Party itself.

" Curran wants no convention of the Party ; we should

hoist him by his own petard by taking him at his word, and

furnish him a convention , but a legal one. The bald, brazen,

denunciatory language of Curran against the Party itself, is a

The ques

men
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deliberate act on his part to irritate the Party into an attitude

that will free him from the necessity of making good his

charges. He knows the N. E. C. would never countenance

such a convention as he calls, and he expects to see the N. E.

C. simply repudiate his convention. IF THAT HAPPENS,

THE PARTY IS SMASHED. There would be quite a num

ber of well-intentioned members and people who could be

bamboozled into the belief that we were afraid, and have

something to hide.

" If the N. E. C. issues a call along the lines indicated, I

would urge that the tone of judicial calmness and neutrality

be preserved. Make no mistake about it : Curran expects no

general vote to be called by the N. E. C. on whether a con

vention shall be called or not. Such a call will be a bomb

shell in his house. Let not the ex-Jesuit Seminarist Curran

walk into capitalist political preferment upon the strength ɔf

carrying the scalp of the S. L. P. dangling from his belt. The

unconstitutionality of his course , though expected by him to

act upon the N. E. C. like a red rag before a bull, is so clever

ly woven that it will fail to strike many, and nothing but a

call for a general vote by the N. E. C. itself, with the Curran

charges for the subject of the special convention, will save

such members. I have said enough. We have knocked him

out at each move. We can knock him out for good now, and

clear the atmosphere immensely. Frankly, I have a sneaking

leaning for a convention . The subjects these people bring

up are all worth thorough exposition .

" Is anything being done to find out who was at that con

vention , and what it did really do, and who in R. I. approved

of this lampoon ?

" Fraternally,

“ D. De Leon."

In the foregoing letter De Leon goes into the subject

quite closely, considering all possible contingencies. Being

away from headquarters, and depending upon information

most if not all of which had to be indirect and second-hand,

he was apparently apprehensive on two points : One that the

N. E. C. might play into Curran's hands by angrily refusing
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to issue a call for a general vote on the question of holding a

special convention, thereby enabling Curran to try and get

together a rump convention to split the Party ; and, the other,

that a portion of the membership might be shaken by the

wild charges made by the Curran committee. Neither of

these apprehensions had any basis in fact. The N. E. C. never

dreamed of playing into Curran's hands, having from the first

made up its mind as to what he was up to. In due time the

call for the vote was issued on the initiative of the N. E. C.

and September 15, 1902, was the date set for the vote to close.

That call laid the Curranites out flat. In gathering my mate

rial for this work, I had to reread it and I enjoyed every word

of it. The fact that Curran had been the chairman of the

Committee on Constitution and had, in that capacity, reported

to the 1900 national convention the very constitution that

now he wanted so nonchalantly set aside, was used as the un

derlying text and it was used effectively. The other appre

hension, that part of the membership, or a considerable part,

might be shaken by the Curran move, was equally without

foundation. The brazen effrontery of Curran, first, in that he

set himself up as the N. E. C. ,, demanding from an outraged

Party that its vote be returned to " him " ; second, that in the

opening paragraph of his lampoonist call he openly threatened

Section organizers with dire consequences if they failed to

circulate his production , saying, literally, that " failure on the

part of any such person to communicate this statement to

the Section and to furnish it to the members of the Section ,

will be followed by us with definite charges against the per

son so transgressing ,” and, further, that if any members be

came aware that an organizer had failed to distribute the lam

poon he wanted " prompt advise of the facts in order that we

may take action against the guilty person " ; and, third, that

instead of making definite charges against officers according

to their respective functions, he hurled vague and cloudy ac

cusations against what he called "managing powers," all this

and more besides simply enraged the membership and caused

short work to be made of him and his " call " when the Party

took its vote. In fact, the Curran impudence helped to settle

the entire “ Kanglet ” issue much quicker than might have been

possible without his " aid .”
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Eccentric Centrists

But still another nest of treason had to be cleaned out

at Pittsburgh , Pa. , where a coterie of lightweights , whose

vanity had been stimulated by Sanial having made them be

lieve, which they gladly did, that they were the “ logical cen

ter” of the United States and that, therefore, they were the

right men in the right place to take a hand in this general en

deavor to " save" the Party. They had all along held that to

them should go the seat of the N. E. C. and they thought that

now had come the time for them to act. Accordingly, they

sent an “ investigation ” committee to New York, evidently ex

pecting to find there disaster, confusion and chaos, plus a

disposition to hand over to them the whole Party, boots and

baggage. Finding none of these things , nor any sign of the

aforesaid disposition , they returned to Pittsburgh and set up

an S. L. P. of their own. But this eccentric creation of the

" logical centrists” was not to be of long duration, for, rather

early in their career , they had the misfortune to lose their

treasurer and , incidentally, their treasury, whatever that may

have been and since, in addition to this mishap, they had es

tablished and had on their hands a non-supporting paper,

they did not linger very long.

Exit Lucien Sanial

Before closing this chapter, it must be observed that

Sanial, too, had succumbed. When that " investigation ” com

mittee came from Pittsburgh he, already rotten-ripe for a

fall , threw in his lot with the disrupters. An attempt was

made to go and see him to talk matters over, but he evaded

meeting the issue after he had at first agreed to meet a com

mittee of the N. E. C. Thereafter, not to be outdone by his

confreres, he followed the prevailing fashion and issued a

very sonorous lampoon.

" At the present day, Sanial is a very old man. After he

had said good-bye to the S. L. P. he joined the S. P. and re

· mained with that party for some years . But he left the S. P.

a short time ago and the last heard of him was to the effect

that, i . conjunction with Simpson, Stokes, Spargo, A. M.
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Simons, Walling, Bohn and a lot of other such "socialist

celebrities, " not to forget Mr. Samuel Gompers, President of

the American Federation of Labor, he helped to organize, at

Minneapolis , Minn. , the so-called "National Alliance of La

bor and Democracy, " which, if memory serves me right , is

engaged, besides many other things, in some such undertak

ing as harmonizing the interests of the working class and

those of its capitalist exploiters, a task that must be very con

genial to Mr. Lucien Sanial-God bless him !

I. W. W. Organized

We now come to the events of 1905, the year the Indus

trial Workers of the World was organized at Chicago, I11 . , an

event wherein De Leon participated with all the ardor of his

soul, believing that, at last, the hour had struck that would

see the working class , in ger numbers than ever before,

take the first step towards the formation of a formidable or

ganization on the economic field , based upon the unqualified

recognition of the class struggle and all that implies .

At the end of 1904, and the beginning of 1905, the N. E. C.

had arranged for a national organizing and agitation tour,

with Frank Bohn as the organizer and speaker. At the time

of the national convention of the Party, in 1904, Bohn had come

from Michigan as a delegate thereto , had taken an active part

in that convention and had begun to be looked upon as a

" coming man . ” How he came and went will appear later,

but in 1905, while en route on the aforesaid tour, he received,

at St. Louis, Mo. , an invitation to attend a conference to be

held at Chicago, Ill. , where said conference was to work out

and adopt a manifesto to be addressed to the " Workers of

the World , ” calling upon them to form a new organization of

Labor, based upon the class struggle and being industrial in

form as opposed to the old craft union organizations . Bohn

reported the matter to headquarters and was instructed to go

ahead and attend the conference. Being present at that gath

ering, he became one of the signers of that rather famous

manifesto which , when it appeared, had the effect of a trum

pet call and raised high hopes everywhere amongst forward

looking workingmen,
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The manifesto was also a call to attend a convention that

was to meet on June 27, 1905, at Chicago. De Leon went as

one of the delegates of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance

and took a notable part in the work of that gathering. That

convention was the starting point of the organization known

as the Industrial Workers of the World (I. W. W.) , an organ

ization that •placed itself, by its declaration of principles,

squarely upon a revolutionary basis on both the economic and

the political field. The formation of the I. W. W., regard

less of what has happened in after years, must be considered

one of the most important events in the history of the Amer

ican labor movement, an event that has already had far -reach

ing consequences and is certain to produce many more, not

necessarily by any future action of that organization, because

it has become rather discredited with the more solid and

sober-minded portion of the working class, but by virtue of

the ideas it has formulated and crystallized during the few

earlier years of its existence. Never before had the idea of

industrial unionism been so clearly formulated and that idea

is today fermenting everywhere amongst the working class,

never to disappear again , for our future industrial develop

ment is bound to give that idea ample and continuous nourish

ment.

But the forces that were at work when the S. L. P. was

split in 1899, at once became active in 1905 to carry discord

into the ranks of the I. W. W. The launching of such an or

ganization, with such a program for action on both the politi

cal and the economic field, and, moreover, with a form of or

ganization that would make of it a terrible and most direct

menace to the capitalist employer, could not but strike terror

in the capitalist camp. An organization which, instead of

splitting up into autonomous craft units, would organize an

entire industry into one big union without regard to the vari

ous crafts employed therein ; that would then federate all the

industries ; and that would not enter into any kind of trade

agreements with the boss , such an organization would be

something not to be regarded lightly. From mere rethorical

metaphor, the “ Giant" Labor was threatening to become an

actuality. Something had to be done to shear this Samson of
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his strength - imparting locks and Delilahs had to be found to

attend to the shearing.

ence.

Anarcho- Syadicalist Coup D'Etat

To be sure they were found. Internal friction became

manifest during the very first year of the organization's exist

Due to the looseness with which the first convention

had to be called, discordant elements had found their way into

the organization, birds of ill omen that had been active in the

past when the ranks of the revolutionary phalanx of Labor

had to be disintegrated, a process capitalism will continue to

resort to until the rising tide of the social revolution will be

come so strong as to render the efforts of its agents nugatory .

After the first convention every succeeding one that the or

ganization has held marked an eruption of some sort until in

1908 the real coup d'etat was staged and enacted. The I. W.

W. passed under the control of an Anarcho-Syndicalist, a

physical force element, which had packed the convention with

a lot of plug -ugly delegates, many of them representing purely

fictitious locals, and had refused to seat properly accredited

delegates from bona fide organizations, amongst these De

Leon himself.

This element, once it found itself in control, promptly uh

did the work of the 1905 convention ; the political clause of the

preamble, or declaration of principles, was eliminated and the

organization placed squarely upon a physical force basis. Sub

sequent history has demonstrated, amply and convincingly , the

logical and inevitable consequences that flow from assuming

such a posture ; the Anarchists did what they are always fated

to do, furnish the raison d'etre for the police spy, demoralize

the working class and discredit the very name of Labor. The

career of the I. W. W. since 1908, most of this time under

the leadership of Haywood, furnishes a striking lesson of

what not to do, a lesson that should not be lost sight of by

any thinking workingman. That, as has happened, leading

spirits of the I. W. W., about one hundred in number, were

indicted and, after a sensational trial lasting for about four

months, were sentenced to varying terms of imprisonment,

that in itself does not cover the case, for even the revolu
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tionary Socialist, fighting the working class battle on the

highest civilized plane that is possible today, may be per

secuted by a capitalist government. That has been done in

the past the world over and is likely to be done in the fu

ture, but that they - the I. W. W.- 0 conducted their “ or

ganization" as themselves to furnish a handle to their prose

cutors making it possible to convict them on their own show

ing as sabotagers, physical forcists and as men disregarding

the political institutions of the land, that is the real offense

from the standpoint of the Labor movement. In the last

analysis it is the movement that will be saddled with a good

portion of the responsibility for the folly and the misdeeds

of the comparatively few . De Leon in 1908, with prophetic

vision, told them just where they would land, but like so

many others before them they would and did not heed.

1

De Leon on I. W. W. Convention

Returning again to the time prior to that first conven

tion of the I. W. W., I had never seen De Leon so intensely

interested as he was in everything pertaining to that im

pending event. So filled up was he with the subject, that we

spent many hours going over the ground and casting up the

possibilities of the new move, the persons apt to play a role

and the good or evil influence they might exert. What were

De Leon's views after the convention may be gleaned from

his letter to me written when at St. Paul, Minn. , which let

ter I feel happy to have in my possession and be able to add

to this volume, as it portrays accurately how De Leon felt

at that time and, also, in what position he felt himself to be at

Chicago in regard to Debs and in regard to other matters.

" Globe Hotel, 260 East 6th St. ,

"St. Paul, Minn. , July 9, 1905.

" Dear Kuhn :Although the bulk of my letter is

business concerning Chase, I send it to you lest you grow

jealous at my writing to Chase only.

" I feel so happy and have so much, so very much to say

that I simply could not begin to tell the story in writng. For

one thing, I feel very tired. I am writing or starting this let

on
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ter while a bath is being prepared for me, after which I am

going to sleep (I have arrived here from Milwaukee at 11

a. m. and it is now about noon) . This forces to my pen two

matters :

First, yesterday's Milwaukee meeting. It was fine. Ex

S. Pi's crowded around me. They have joined us or are

about to do so. Berger, they say, is dead. Enclosed clipping

tells the tale as to whether we are ‘Union Wreckers' and

discredited with the working class .

" Second, as to the Chicago ratification meeting held night

before last. You may wonder and may have grieved that I

did not speak . Grieve not. As you may have seen from a

previous letter of mine to Chase, I did not much care for that

ratification meeting after the speeches of Debs and mine on

the convention floor. Nevertheless, if a ratification meeting

was to be held, I was going to speak with Debs and have the

matter stenographed. But, the matter of the ratification

meeting hung fire due to the lack of funds to secure the Au

ditorium ; besides, the matter was brushed aside by the palpi

tating issues that confronted the convention. When, finally,

the meeting was decided on , it was too late for the Audito

rium, and the convention hall had to do. On the speakers'

question we beat down the crooks, as you know, and every

thing was in good trim. Thus stood matters up to Friday

afternoon. By that time, I began to feel indisposed. For

one thing the heat in Chicago during the convention week

was intense ; for another, the heat in the convention hall and

in my committee room (Committee on Constitution with Sher

man who was elected President and with Moyer) was in

tenser ; for still another, the work was still intenser ; add to

that the sooty atmosphere of Chicago, by noon of Friday I

had a splitting headache. You know I am on the lookout

against apoplexy. This was the alternative either join the

demonstration of the ratification meeting and then run the

risk of breaking the Milwaukee, possibly also the St. Paul

date , or give these dates a chance and let the ratification

meeting go. My decision depended upon a third contingen

cy-would Debs be present ? He had left Chicago to hold a

4th of July oration somewhere in Dakota and he was to have
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been back on the 5th. He had not yet returned by noon of

the 7th ( the ratification meeting day) and there were

mors that he would not be back in time. If he appeared at

the meeting, then my absence would be construed as

demonstration against him ; if he did not show up and I did,

then his absence might be construed as a demonstration against

me. In view of all this, I went to my hotel, undressed and put

cracked ice on my head, and arranged with Shaynin (I am

called for my bath ; shall continue later) .

" Here I am again . The weather is pleasant. I had a

two hours' sleep. Begin to feel like myself. Well, to pro

ceed. I arranged with Shaynin that he was to go to the hall

and keep me posted by telephone. There was a telephone in

my room, The first message was 7.45 — no Debs ; second,

8.00 - no Debs ; third , 8.15 - no Debs; fourth , 8.30 - meeting

in full blast and no Debs. I breathed freely. If Debs had

turned up, I would ave taken my chances of a
troke of apo

plexy ; as he was not turning up, policy and personal safety

coincided. I had Trautmann called up, told him of my phys

ical condition, authorized him to express my deep "regret to

the meeting and to make my apology . Shaynin remained on

guard to notify me in case Debs should turn up ; I would

immediately have gone to the meeting. Well, he did not turn

up ; I slept - 9 hours -- the first sleep in two weeks. That tells

the whole story and no bones broken.

" It is the convention's opinion that the S. T. & L. A.

delegation presented the most dignified appearance, and con

ducted itself accordingly. “Weeping Charley ,' 'Moth Maily,'

' A. M. Simons, Editor,' Ex-Governor Coates,' etc. , looked

like baked owls. We triumphed all along the line. Haywood

tells me The People should be in every miner's hands, etc.

But I shall not proceed on these lines or I'll never end.

Trautmann , Hagerty and I spoke in Milwaukee last night.

" Now to Chase proper :

"1. -Enclosed are the stenographer's receipts— $78.75 in

all for 10% days. Having received $ 75.00 from Chase, I am

out $ 3.75.

" 2. - As the stenographer charged for the two half days

when the convention was in recess for the committees to
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work, I got him to take the ratification meeting without ex

tra charge. He now has everything — from the first word of

the first day to the last word of the 11th day at 1 p. m. , when

the convention adjourned, including the ratification meeting.

As I made him put it in the second receipt, he holds the

notes in trust subject to the disposition of the Daily People.

" 3. - Impossible here to condense the run of events ther

wise than to say that the notes are absolutely our property

as the convention found no way to join in defraying the ex

penses. Trautmann and Schultz, of Milwaukee, told me the

Milwaukee Brewers' Union donation of $ 25 will be sent to

The People. But Schultz wants copies of The People there

for. I have referred all that to Chase .

" The remaining amount ( $600.00 less $ 78.75 already paid

the stenographer) will have to be raised by us in the way the

present fund was raised. I would insert a statement in The

People to this effect ( stating also exactly when the steno

graphic report will begin to appear) just as soon as Chase

will have perfected arrangements with the stenographer for

transcribing the notes. I have referred him to Chase with

whom he was to communicate immediately. I find I have

not his address ; by this mail I am writing to Clarence Smith

to send Chase the stenographer's address immediately, so

that Chase can initiate the correspondence should the stenog

rapher not be as prompt as he promised. CONVENTION

MEMBERS AND SYMPATHIZERS WANT THE RE

PORT. The Coates-Simons clique maneuvred to take the

stenographic report from our hands and then pigeon -- hole it.

We foiled them.

"5.- I would suggest that certain episodes of the con

vention report be given the right of way. Haywood also is

of that opinion , seeing that it would otherwise take very long

before those episodes would appear in the regular course.

The episodes are the following in the following order : a )

Ratification meeting ; b ) Episode on the exclusion of law

yers ; c ) Episode of speeches - Debs, I , etc.; d ) Episode of

debate on adoption of preamble.

" I have arranged with the stenographer for this sequence,

subject to Chase's decision, he, possibly finding practical or
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technical difficulties in the carrying out of this plan. I do

not suppose that the publication will start before I return.

But if it can be started , then the first day's report might go

in before my return. Any one at the office could correct the

stenographic imperfections. Trautmann is to furnish us all

the documents that were read. In that way we save much

money for transcribing.

" 6. - Under this head Kinneally is mainly interested,

Chase incidentally. I have received from the Alliance,

through Kinneally and Gillhaus , a total of $110.00 in cash.

Of this amount, $10.00 was to be kept in reserve in case

levy was made at the convention. None was made and the

amount might go to the stenographer's fund. Possibly, how

ever, the Alliance may want it, seeing that a call for funds

will soon be issued from the headquarters of the new organ

ization . If these $ 10.00 are deducted, I would have had $ 100.

00. My bill against the Alliance ( 18 days , from June 21 to

July 8, at $5.00 per diem) is $90.00, leaving me with $10.09

over and above the bill-unless the S. L. P. assumes the ex

penses for the pre-convention days, in which case the amount

due the Alliance would be proportionately larger. But I give

notice that my expenses were compulsorily larger than the

tariff allows, and I had to incur them. I make a rough es

timate that the three weeks in Chicago, especially owing to

the last two, left me about $10.00 beyond the reckoning.

"7.-Albert Ryan, an excellent fellow and one of the

Western Federation of Miners' delegates is to be in New

York, probably before my return . If so, be good to him. He

will call at the Daily People office .

" It is with difficulty I refrain from taking up convention

and other kindred matters. But I must. A score of things

occur to me simultaneously. But to dash them off here

would be but to jumble them. The New York delegates will

be back by the time this reaches the Daily People building.

I shall let all of you buzz them. Moreover, I expect local

comrades to be arriving every minute. The St. Paul Pioneer

had it that the 'sane element' won out and Coates was elected

President !!! The enclosing clipping from the Chicago Chron

icle tells a different yawp. It is not the De Leon -Hagerty
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wonbut the Haywood-De Leon combination that out.

Simons is utterly discredited. St. Louis men will join S. L.

P. immediately, etc., etc.

" I wonder whether Moon-eyes finished typewriting the

Sue story and whether Fraser, of Dayton, Ohio, is alive .

" Fraternally ,

“ D. De Leon."

" P. S. I am told that Hickey is here and is now throwing

bouquets at me in order to ingratiate himself with the S. L.

P. men in St. Paul-Minneapolis who now are carrying chips

on their shoulders. D. DL."

The happiness that De Leon speaks of experiencing af

ter the I. W. W. convention no doubt inspired him to that

magnificent effort, namely, his lecture at Minneapolis, Minn. ,

on July 10 (a significant date in S. L. P. annals) , 1905, on

the “ Preamble of the Industrial Workers of the World ,” a

lecture that is one of the classics of the Party's literature,

setting forth, with crystal-like clarity, the entire subject of

industrial unionism. The Party has published this lecture in

pamphlet form and it is and will continue to be a source of

inspiration to all who are interested in that question.

Haywood's Lost Opportunity

All the overt and covert enemies of De Leon never tired

of harping on his " bossism ,” his " intolerance," his “ unwill
ingness to tolerate any man of ability working with him " and

all that sort of thing. Perhaps the constant iteration and

reiteration of these charges was due to the fact that they were

so utterly untrue, for those who knew him best knew that he

would only too gladly have stepped aside and let some one

else take the lead if there had been any assurance that the

revolutionary movement would have benefited thereby. But

one messiah after the other came and went and proved to be

a hollow tooth that could not " bite .” In the preceding let

ter of De Leon, written at St. Paul, we have seen how care

ful De Leon was of not doing anything that would tend to

ruffle Debs' feelings , so long as there was any hope that
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Debs might prove instrumental in the work of creating in

America a united economic Labor movement of revolution

ary character. Indeed, those who knew Der Leon best knew

only too well that this very desire often led him to misplace

his confidence and expect of some individuals attitudes and

deeds to which he himself. could, readily rise but which were

way beyond the calibre of such men to assume and to per

form.

The above observations are most strikingly illustrated

by a letter of De Leon written more than two years after his

St. Paul letter and addressed to "William D. Haywood, Den

ver, Colo.," but never mailed. As shown by the context of

the letter, it was written the day before De Leon was to sail

for Europe. It would be interesting to know just what hap

pened or what information came to De Leon's office during

that day to cause him to withhold the mailing of the letter,

but that can not now be established As it is, it is an inter

esting contribution to the history of the American Labor

movement and I am pleased to be able to include it in this

volume, since it shows, in De Leon's own words, just how

he viewed the possibility of Haywood becoming the rallying

point for the revolutionary American Labor movement and

how he viewed his own position in the movement brought

about by the intense work done during its formative period.

The real De Leon was quite ready to step aside if the ani

mosities, engendered of necessity during the early struggles

of the movement stood in the way of the movement's unifi

cation. It was the movement and always the movement that

was to be considered ; never the individual, no matter what

services he might have rendered. We see thus in the real De

Leon a man very different from the imaginary De Leon that

his enemies constantly pictured. How Haywood fulfilled the

hopes De Leon at one time placed in him has been shown

in the course of time. He, too, proved to be a “ hollow tooth.”
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* Editorial Department Post Office Box 1576

'Phone 129 Franklin

" DAILY PEOPLE

2, 4 and 6 New Reade Street

(Removed to 28 City Hall Place)

“ New York , August 3d, 1907.

“ Wm . D. Haywood,

" Denver, Colo.

“ Dear Comrade :

" Such , I know, must have been the shower of congratu

lations that poured upon you on your acquittal that I pur

posely kept in the rear lest my voice be 'drowned by the mul

titude. Moreover, how glad I felt needed no words ; my

‘ daily letter will have reached you promptly, anyhow.

“ Besides that, I had a special reason to wish to avoid

the crowd. What now have to say I say banking upon the

message that your lawyer Miller delivered to me in your

name at Boise last April. He said you would have liked to

meet me and talk things over in the hope of coming to an

understanding. I am about to leave for Europe to the Inter

national Socialist Congress. Things in America remain in a

disturbed and disordered condition. Nevertheless, it is a

state of disorder and disturbance from which your acquittal

is calculated to bring speedy order and harmony. The cap

italist class has again wrought better for the Social Revolu

tion than that class is aware - it has, through your now cele

brated case, built you up for the work of unifying the Move

ment upon sound ground. Those who have been early in the

struggle have necessarily drawn upon themselves animosi

ties. However undeserved, these animosities unavoid

able ; and what is worse yet, tend to disqualify such organiza

tions and their spokesmen for the work of themselves speedily

effecting unification , however certain the soundness of their

work may make ultimate unification. Important as their

work was in the past, and will continue to be, not through

them could a short cut to victory, through united efforts, be

made. The very value of their work in one direction inter

feres with their power in another. As I said, the capitalist

class, through this late persecution of you, has 'produced the

are
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unifier -- the Socialist who understands , as the Socialist La

bor Party does, that, without the ballot, the emancipation of

the Working Class can not be reached ; and that, without the

industrially economic organization of the workers, the day of

the workers' victory at the polls (even if such victory could

be attained under such circumstances) would be the day of

their defeat ; last, not least, the Socialist who is unencum

bered by the vanimosities inseparable from the early stages

ofthe struggle. We are again in the days when the old Re
publican party was organized out of warring free-soil and

abolitionist, and of up to then wavering elements. Thanks

to your own antecedents, your celebrated case, the unanimity

of the Working Class in your behalf, and your triumphant

vindication , the capitalist class has itself hatched out the

needed leader. The capitalist class has thrown the ball into

your hands. You can kick it over the goal.

" The season is so solemn that I shall speak solemnly .

Upon the wisdom of your acts it now depends whether the

ball is to be kicked over the goal within appreciable time, or

not. The S. L. P., of which it has been slanderously said is

run by one man, myself, just because it is a self-directing

body, is sane enough to listen with respectful attention (even

tho' it may disagree) to one who has so long filled my post

in its ranks. My individual efforts may be relied upon by

you, if you desire them, towards the work that circumstances

have combined to cut out for you.

" Men who are incapable of appreciating straight-forward

and consistent action have long been pronouncing the S. L.

P. dead, more lately also the I. W. W. , and myself as merely

anxious to " hang on to something." The soundness of the

S. L. P. principle, coupled with the power of its press, in

sures it against any such death. As I stated in the course

of the recent debate 'AS TO POLITICS' — so long as its mis

sion remains unfulfilled, the S. L. P. will hold the field un

terrified ; the day, however, when the I. W. W. will have re

flected its own political party, in other words, the day when

the vicious nonsense of 'pure and simple political Socialism'

will be at an end, it will be with a shout of joy that the S.

L. P. will break ranks.
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" I need say no more. Tomorrow I take ship for Europe.

Shall be back early the second week of September. I should

be pleased to hear from you. In order to insure the delivery

of this, and not knowing your address, I forward it care of

our mutual friend, Vincent St. John, to be delivered to you

in person.

" With hearty wellwishes

" Yours fraternally ,

“ D. De Leon,

"P. S. - Enclosed I send you a clipping from the Daily

People of September 22, 1906. It contains my letter, written

from Franklin , Ind. , on the subject of your nomination for

Governor in Colorado. Perhaps you saw it before now."
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PART II

From 1916 to 1918.—Slummists Capture I. W. W.

and Embark on Physical Force Career. - As

to “ Socialist Unity ''.- De Leon's Death in

1914.-Outbreak of World War and Attitude

of European Socialist Parties.-The Russian

Revolution and Recognition of De Leon's

Work .-- The New International.- Epilogue.

The following year, in 1906, I resigned my position as

the National Secretary of the Party, the reasons being made

known to the membership in a statement then issued . That

ended the close, almost every-day-contact I had for all these

years been in with De Leon, and I could only see him occa

sionally. Frank Bohn was elected to succeed me. Whatever

hopes had been entertained as to how he would conduct the

work of the office were soon dispelled . Very soon De Leon

used to send me word to come and see him and when I called

he complained about Bohn's ineptitude , his carelessness , lack

of method, etc. I had myself observed, when inducting him

into the work of the office , that there was something lacking

in the man, but I had concluded that he would learn , adapt

himself and break in in time. Before long, however, he de

veloped other traits, assumed an attitude of hostility towards

De Leon and began to intrigue against him. A situation

arose that finally led to his resignation at the session of the

N. E. C. held from Jan. 5 to 8, 1908. His place had to be

filled temporarily, pending the election of a permanent suc

cessor, and I had to jump into the breach to take charge of

the office until the vacancy could be filled by a general vote.

For a short time this brought me again in close touch with

the affairs of the Party and, also, with De Leon.



HENRY KUHN

NATIONAL SECRETARY , SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY

1891-1906
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Natural History of Mr. Frank Bohn

A purpose of future usefulness will be served if we now

digress a little and devote a little space to the further evolu

tion of Mr. Frank Bohn. Having ceased to be the National

Secretary, he continued for a time to linger in the Party's

ranks, intending to use it, it may be supposed, as a fisherman

uses a pond. In the fall of that same year, 1908 , the regular

state election was due in New York state and, in due time,

the S. L. P. held its nominating convention. Bohn was a

delegate to that convention, and so was I. Many of us sus

pected that for a good while past he had maintained close

connections with S. P. circles and that he was plotting, but

he had not yet been unmasked and could still obtain the votes

of unsuspecting members . But “ as murder will out," so did

he have to show his hand in the end, and he did so at the

time of this convention. On my way to the meeting room

on the top floor of the Daily People building, then located at

28 City Hall Place, I stopped at De Leon's office as was my

habit when in the building. De Leon, as soon as he saw me,

exclaimed : “ You are just the man I wanted to see ; look at

this ! ”_handing over to me a letter. It was a letter Bohn

had written to B. Reinstein, at Buffalo, N. Y., wherein he

sought to draw Reinstein into the support of a plot to pre

vent the nomination of a state ticket by the S. L. P. Thus,

Bohn, after he had himself elected a delegate to a convention

that had only one function and that to nominate a state ticket,

at once began to intrigue to prevent the very thing he had

been elected for and, worse yet, he tried to enlist other Party

members in his treasonable plotting. As a scheme it was

about as foolish a thing as could be imagined ; only a person

utterly ignorant as to the spirit of the S. L. P. membership

could have conceived such a " plan.” He no doubt took

chances . If he succeeded , all the better, for he could then

enter the S. P. a conquering hero ; if he failed he could point

out that he had made an effort and get credit for that . But

his inborn ineptitude cropped out again when he tried to

make Reinstein a partner in his scheme. He never made a

bigger mistake in his life when he permitted himself to as
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sume that, because Reinstein advocated a “Unity Resolu

tion” he would, therefore, be available for Bohn's under

handed work. Reinstein, feeling the insult to him implied in

such "reasoning,” promptly forwarded the Bohn letter to

De Leon,

I took that letter with me to the convention, my mind

made up to put an end to the career of the gentlemen in the

S. L. P. Bohn, not having had a reply from Reinstein, prob

ably felt ill at ease and did not know what might be in the

wind. At any rate, he was not on hand when the committee

on credentials made its report. I deferred action, preferring

that he be present at the coming exposure. But he failed to

turn up and I finally asked for the floor on a matter of per

sonal privilege, exposed his treasonable scheming and moved

that as a matter of form his seat in the convention be de

clared vacant and that the contents of the letter be made part

of the record of the convention. Towards the close of the

convention he finally did show up and he was then curtly in

formed that he had been unseated. Thereupon he landed in

the S. P. - naturally. Next we see him in the role of an or

ganizer of the Anarchist Chicago I. W. W., raiding the head

quarters of the Detroit I. W. W. (now the W. I. I. U.) at

Paterson, N. J., driving up with a truck in the dead of

night and, with the aid of several henchmen, carrying off the

furniture of the organization. After that he again turns to

" national politics," and we see him in the New York Times

advocating, day after day, the election of Woodrow Wilson

as President of the United States. Again he appears, in the

company ofof Gompers, Sanial, Simpson , Spargo , Simons,

Stokes, etc. , etc., as one of the founders of the " National Al

liance of Labor and Democracy" ; again in the New York

Times as a writer on international or world politics, dis

pensing, ex cathedra, opinions on the redrawing of the map

of Europe and sundry other matters; and, more recently, he

went with Mr. Gompers, Russell, Spargo and a few other

" socialists" on a quasi government mission to convince the

Socialists of England, France and Italy of the error of their

ways, from which mission he seems just to have returned.

Verily, Mr. Frank Bohn is a very versatile man, at home in
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every saddle. He also seems to be the happy possessor of

an unerring instinct that enables him to discern on which

side his bread is buttered. Mr. Bohn, way back in 1906, often

urged me to undertake the work of writing a history of the

S. L. P. Today I am rather pleased that I was unable to ac

comodate him, because at this much later date I am able to

include in this present effort a part at least of the natural his

tory of Mr. Frank Bohn, rather a mere sketch, it is true, but

sufficient to furnish a fairly good photograph of the gentle

man.

As to Socialist " Unity "

At the aforesaid session of the N. E. C. , in Jan. 1908, a

matter was broached which, for the second time during all

the years De Leon and I had worked together caused me to

disagree with him in a matter of importance. It was the so

called " Unity Resolution" introduced by Boris Reinstein on

behalf of Section Erie County ( Buffalo) , N. Y. Reinstein

had been at the Stuttgart International Congress and had

there received the stimulus that led him to inject that ques

tion into the S. L. P. I was present at that N. E. C. session,

De Leon having asked me to attend. Called upon to express

my views, I took the floor to point out the hopelessness of

such a move. The minutes of the session mention the mat

ter in these words : “Henry Kuhn was given the floor on the

subject and stated his reasons for being skeptical as to the re

sults to be expected from the adoption of such resolutions. "

If I was skeptical then, I am more than skeptical today, for

all that has since come to pass has re-enforced my convic

tion that unity with the S. P. is not possible and is not de

sirable if it were possible at least not now nor for probably

a long time to come if human foresight has any value. I

stated then that the S. P., predicated as it is upon the A. F.

of L., and the A. F. of L. , via the National Civic Federation

and numberless other influences, dominated by capitalist in

terests, could not if it would, and would not if it could , unite

with the S. L. P. upon a basis that left the S. L. P. a factor

to be reckoned with. To have us disappear as an organiza

tion by attachment to the S, P. as individuals would , of
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course, be entirely acceptable to them, but hardly to oursel

ves.

The move made in 1908 came to naught, the S. P. Na

tional Committee taking it upon itself to decline the invita

tion for a conference, not taking the trouble to refer it to its

membership. Since then the S. L. P. has several times over

been induced to spend and waste time and effort on the same

elusive task, the last time at the invitation of the S. P. , a gen

eral vote of that party having decided to invite the S. L. P. to a

" Unity Conference."

There may be such of our members who reason that these

unity conferences bring the S. L. P. position to the attention

of the S. P. membership and that they have, for that reason,

a propagandist value. I doubt whether any considerable por

tion of that membership ever hears about the result of these

conferences, and I also doubt that the few who do, ever get

more than a very much twisted version thereof.

There may also be such of our members who are born

strategists and who think that these unity conferences can

be used to maneuver the S. P. into an untenable position.

These fail to understand the peculiar jelly-fish character of

the S. P. organization . They reason from an S. L. P. organ

ization viewpoint - too much so. It is true that the S. L. P.,

caught in a position that violates accepted tenets of the move

ment, would suffer in standing and in morale, but the S. P.

never.

And if there be such of our members as really yearn for

unity with the S. P. on sentimental grounds, who have not

gotten over deploring the “ split ” and all that sort of thing,

let these by all means " unite” and leave us alone to fight our

own battles. At best they do not understand and live entire .

ly in the past. Political parties and movements are not im

mutable; they are organic structures changing with changing

conditions of which conditions they are the products . The

lay of the land in the United States is today such that there

HAS TO BE an S. P., and, for the same reason, there HAS

TO BE. an S. L. P.

This much must be said on the purely practical side of

the unity matter : If we of the S. L. P. permit that the fur.
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the: existence of our movement be continually called in ques

tion , for that is the inevitable impression created upon the

public mind as well as upon our own membership, we simply

weaken and injure our movement to that extent. We show

a lack of faith in the correctness of our position , which show

ing or which lack - whichever it be - tends to demoralize us

and cause discord in our ranks.

Europe Blind to American Conditions

Far more weighty are the objections upon the ground of

principles and tactics. The unity resolutions of the Interna

tional Congresses, from whence our unity advocates derived

their inspiration, were adopted with an eye to European con

ditions and with scarcely a thought of us in America. We

were, to them, a negligible quantity anyway. These con

gresses, as De Leon correctly stated at the 1900 National

Convention of the Party, were really peace demonstrations

and their unity resolutions manifestations of the instinct of

self-preservation . In an atmosphere such as prevailed on

the European continent at least, an atmosphere surcharged

with the constant danger of impending war, unity, where it

did not exist, became a measure of defense ; there was always

an urgent desire to draw their forces together so that, if the

black war cloud threatened to break, they might hope to

avert the calamity by concerted action, How these hopes

were fated to be frustrated has been amply demonstrated by

subsequent events and that, of all men, Daniel De Leon was

not permitted to live and see the play of the gigantic forces

that broke loose so shortly after his death, that is one of the

tragedies of life. There is perhaps not a single S. L. P. man in

the land in whose mind the same idea has not arisen ; all felt

that now we need De Leon, need his counsel, his judgment,

his guiding hand.

When the storm broke in Europe, we did see some queer

and to many unexpected developments in the Socialist move

ments on the other side of the Atlantic ; and yet, we need

not be overly astonished at what happened there after Au

gust 4, 1914, because what did happen was predicated upon

what did exist there prior to that fateful day. A man sitting
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on top of a volcano and likely to be blown up any minute is

not in a position to evolve fine points in tactics. His atten

tion is apt to be absorbed looking for help, however vainly,

and his mental processes will be of a kind that scorns fine dis

tinctions as to source and possible effectiveness of that help.

This simile may not fully cover movements composed of

numbers of men, but it comes near enough to explain how such

movements, situated as were those of continental Europe at

least, will develop a tendency to look for mass instead of

class, using the latter term in a purely sportive sense. Nor

could we, placed in exactly the same predicament, expect to

be any different.

De Leon, who attended congress after congress, and who

went there with his eyes open for seeing things below as well

as above the surface, came back again and again with the

same conviction, viz., that so long as conditions in Europe

remained as they were, America was the country where, for

reasons geographical, political and economic, the true rev

olutionary position of the Socialist movement must be worked

out. We had long talks each time he returned. He under

stood clearly the difficulties of their position ; he saw, with

equal clearness , their shortcomings flowing from these dif

ficulties ; and he saw also the inevitable psychological situa

tion thereby created. But there was no way out that we

could see. I distinctly remember a long conversation we had

-it was after the Stuttgart Congress, I believe, where Bebel

made a speech , saying, in substance, that in case of invasion

he , at his ripe age, would shoulder a gun to defend the father

land-in the course of which conversation I asked De Leon

whether he thought that the German movement would fall in

line behind the government if made to believe that they had

to ward off a threatened invasion. His answer was that he

thought that was just what would happen . We did all along

consider a European war unavoidable, it being only a ques

tion as to how long it might yet be avoided. We were also

clear upon the point that any capitalist government could

succeed fooling the bulk of its people into believing that any

war that it might become involved in was a war of " defense ."

In view of all this, where is the sense for us to be gov
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erned, when considering the question of unity HERE in

America, by European concepts or by the utterances of In

ternational Congresses scarcely ever meant for us ? That

question must be considered and decided upon grounds that

govern OUR conditions of existence the industrial and po

litical conditions prevailing right here in this country and

which are, in spite of all that has happened during the last

few years , essentially different from those prevailing in Europe

prior to the war, to say nothing of what these conditions are

there today. We know we have nothing in common with the

S. P. as to ultimate aim and, necessarily, we can not have any

thing in common in regard to methods and tactics to attain

that aim.

Victor L. Berger's Different Goal

To illustrate the difference as to ultimate aim, and to

make clear that, when the S. P. talks about the Co -operative

Commonwealth or about the Socialist Republic, it does not

mean what we mean by such terms , I shall present the fol

lowing. I have before me a pamphlet, containing a long

speech made by Victor L. Berger, of Wisconsin, in the House

of Representatives, on Thursday, July 18, 1912. I shall quote

from that pamphlet (which, by the way, is issued by the

Government printing office , Washington, D. C.) as follows :

Page 16

GOAL OF SOCIALIST PARTY .

Mr. CLINE. "Mr. Speaker, I understood the gentleman

to say in his address that the Socialist Party was in favor of

common ownership of most of the agencies of production

and distribution.

Mr. BERGER. For the collective ownership and the

democratic management of the social means of production

and distribution .

Mr. CLINE. How are you going to evolve the system ?

A NATURAL AND SCIENTIFIC ORGANIZATION

OF SOCIETY .

Mr. BERGER. We believe that everything that is neces

sary for the life of the Nation, for the enjoyment of every
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body within the Nation, the Nation is to own and manage.

Therefore we shall take over the trusts, railroads, mines,

telegraphs, and other monopolies of national scope.

Everything that is necessary for the life and develop

ment of the State , the State is to own and manage. There

are certain business functions that the State will have to take

care of, like interurban lines, for instance.

Everything that is necessary for the life and develop

ment of a city, the city is to own and manage, like, for in

stance , not only street cars and light and heating plants , but

also abattoirs , public bake shops, the distribution of pure

milk, and so forth.

Everything the individual can own and manage best, the

individual is to own and manage. That is simple enough.

In other words, the trust as a business has reached a

stage where it is unsafe in private hands ; it is a menace to

the Nation a long as it is in private hands. It can only be

managed by the Nation for the profit of everybody. The

same holds good for certain private monopolies in cities, as far

as the cities are concerned.

THE NATION COULD GET THESE PROPERTIES

EASIER THAN THE TRUSTS GOT THEM .

Mr. CLINE. How are you going to change the present

economic basis ? Give us a concrete statement of that prop

osition .

Mr. BERGER. That is easy enough. We surely could

get the trust properties in the same way the trusts got them.

The trusts paid for their properties almost entirely in watered

stock, preferred and common. We can give the best security

in existence today — United States bonds.

Mr. CLINE, Have the government buy them?

Mr. BERGER. Have the Government buy the trust

properties. Why not ? But pay only for the actual value.

That will be paid for out of the profits of these trusts in a

very short time.

Socialist Revolution Purchaser of Social System

What does Mr. Berger mean ? It must be assumed that

Mr. Berger, today an S. P. ex -Congressman and a big S. P.
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light withal, knows how the political state arose; that he

knows it is based upon the institution of private property

and, in fact, had its origin in the rise and development of

that institution ; that he knows the political state HAD to as

sume the function of a protector of that institution and there

by, ipso facto, became the maintainer of class divisions and

the defender of class rule in society ; that he is familiar with

what Lewis H. Morgan and Frederick Engels have said on

these subjects and that, lastly, he can not escape the conclu

sion that, if the institution of private property falls, its su

perstructure, the political state, must also fall . When we

hear some ignoramus talk about the social revolution buying

out a social system , we smile. When we hear Mr. Berger

talk as he does , we don't smile. We ask ourselves : What is

he after ? Is he simply blarneying the crowd, trying to make

them feel that they will get some coin out of the " deal " ? Or,

perchance, does he mean what he says, namely, that his " so

cialism " implies the continued existence of the political state,

with U. S. bonds for the capitalists that may have to let go

of their properties if ever the S. P. " gets there" ? Whatever

regard I have for the clear enunciation of Socialist principles

upon which alone correct Socialist tactics can be based, im

pels me to assume that Mr. Berger means what he says and

that he wants what he asks for, which leads me to the con

clusion that his " socialism " is not my Socialism, and from

which reasoning I draw the further conclusion that I don't

want my Party to unite with his party.

Going over Mr. Berger's speech in its entirety and con

sidering the place and the occasion of its delivery, it strikes

me that he presents his “ socialism ” almost like a business

proposition which may be adopted or rejected on its good or

bad points. The evolutionary processes at work within so

ciety are scarcely touched upon and his hearers must have

been under the impression that his " socialism " was some

thing they might take or leave just as they felt like. To us,

to whom Socialism does not appear solely as a problem in

ethics that may be discussed from the standpoint of good or

bad, desirable or undesirable, but, chiefly , as a theory of so

cial evolution to be considered only from the standpoint of
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its being true or untrue, its truth or untruth to be determin

ed by the facts and the interpretation of facts that the evo

lutionary processes bring to light, to us, I say, that speech of

Mr. Berger in the House of Representatives appears singular

ly deficient. Why does he deprive himself of the terrific

force that an argument based squarely upon the evolutionary

theory would impart to his effort ? WHY ?

Different Tactics

I have before me another pamphlet, entitled : “ The Social

ist Party, ” issued by the “ New York State Headquarters."

On pages 10 and 11 thereof, I find an address " To Organized

Labor, " adopted at the " National Convention, Chicago, May,

1908.” I quote :

" The Socialist Party does not seek to dictate to organiz

ed labor in matters of internal organization and union policy.

It recognizes the necessary autonomy of the union move

ment on the economic field , as it insists on maintaining its

own autonomy on the political field .”

Just so - you maintain your "necessary" autonomy and

we maintain ours, you leave us alone and we leave you alone

--that is the S. P. position ; a position which , were it possible

to maintain it, would forever prevent the working class from

using all its powers to free itself, from ever coming together

and, with common purpose, act as one united force on both

the political and the economic field . This S. P. " reasoning"

strikes one as though the working class were composed of

two parts ; one part consisting of " political” men and women

and the other part consisting of " economic” men and women

and that the twain will never meet. We, of the S. L. P. , who

perceive the working class to be composed of an aggregation

of individual units, having the same general interests as

against the interests of their capitalist exploiters , can not pos

sibly accept that sort of " reasoning " ; to us this pretended

dualism appears to be the rankest kind of treasonable

sense, calculated to confuse and bewilder and divide the

working class in its struggle for freedom that calls for united

action in any direction made possible by our form of social

organization. But we also perceive that this apparent non

non
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sense and real treason have their roots in the conditions of

the day, conditions that feed this pretense because it " pays" ;

and because the correct posture does not " pay" it is for that

reason rejected.

The Socialist, whom nature has endowed with any de

gree of prevision, whose mental horizon is not bounded by the

conditions of the hour, knows that " unions” can not always

remain what they are today; that the further evolution of our

industrial system will compel union evolution - willy -nilly - and

that the working class economic organization , once it has

grown out of its swaddling clothes, will not for a moment be

influenced by this “ autonomy ” nonsense . On the contrary,

such a working class economic organization will speedily

evolve its own political expression and, realizing full well

that its real might lies of necessity on the economic field , it

will most naturally and most certainly dominate (or “ dictate"

if you please) that political reflex of its own self.

But the S. P. does not bother its collective head about

the future. All the future visions it has are bound up in the

political state wherein it will hold the offices now held by

Republicans and Democrats, plus the jobs that become avail

able when, by the proposed means of bonds, Uncle Sam , or

the state, or the municipality, take over one industry or the

other from a part of the capitalist class. But that, if you

please, is not our way of bringing about Socialism , nor is it

the " socialism ” that we are after and, therefore, we do not

want our Party to unite with their party .

Industrial Evolution in America

At any rate, in view of what is today going on in this world

the entire S. P. conception , as advanced by its leaders and

spokesmen , that, on the whole, things will remain about what

they have been , is of a child-like simplicity unless conscious

ly advanced for the purpose of deception. The industrial sys

tem of this country, conceived in the sense of modern mass

production, dates back scarcely more than half a century.

During that short period a working class has arisen mighty

in numbers and we see on every hand evidences of the rage

ing class conflict. As far back as 1886 a labor movement ex
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so

isted that raised some good- sized waves and every ten years

or so some event would mark, in more or less striking man

ner, the progress made. The year 1895 saw the formation of

the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, an event of no mean

importance. Ten years later, in 1905, we witnessed the birth

of the industrial union movement, engendered by the S. L.

P. and carried in the womb the Labor Movement until the

hour of its birth had struck . In 1915 another wave would

have been due, because prior to 1914 we were drifting head

long into the biggest industrial crisis this country ever saw

had not the war intervened and staved it off. The European

nations had then perforce to stop sending their surpluses

to us, being busily engaged in blowing them up in the air and

we, in turn, were kept busy to produce and let them have

more for the same purpose.

It is the undying glory of De Leon that, what we

clearly perceive today, he saw many years ago and he spared

no effort to make us see it ; and that, besides being a pro

found thinker and clear reasoner, he was also a prodigious

worker and a dauntless fighter who threw the whole weight

of his powerful personality into the fray and helped us to

build up that organization of men and women, the Socialist

Labor Party, of which it can be said without any exaggera

tion, and without even an attempt thereat, that it is the most

advanced, the most conscious , and the most clear-cut Social

ist organization on the face of this earth. And whenever the

S. L. P. banner was raised in other countries , in England, in

Australia, or in South Africa, so strong proved the guiding

principles of our movement, that these parties were always

true chips of the old block . We occupy an advanced posi

tion and can not, for that very reason, boast of large num

bers ; we should not even desire large numbers NOW. It is

our fate and our mission to hold grimly to the position we

now occupy, for the lay of the land today is such that we can

not attract and hold the mass of the working class without

sharing, or pretending to share its errors and, thereby, be

traying it. Our time will come, is bound to come, when so

cial evolution has advanced sufficiently to make our position

understood by that mass. That does not mean that we must
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or can afford to sit still and let evolution do our work. That,

evolution can not do ; we must do it. We must constantly

hold up to the mass of the working class the mirror of its

errors and its follies ; we must gather the elements of the

working class that have become clarified and weld them into

our organization; we must work unceasingly to help build up

the revolutionary organization of Labor on the economic

field ; we must each serve our movement with what capacity

nature has endowed us with and to the extent our individual

circumstances permit.

In a country like ours there will always be men and

women in sufficient number to hold aloft the banner of the

S. L. P. so long as the S. L. P. is true to itself. We owe it

to the memory of De Leon, we owe it to ourselves, and we

owe it to the working class never to lower that banner, never

to be switched aside from our course, never to barter ulti

mate aim for temporary gain no matter what the allurements.

In the words of De Leon's favorite 'hymn we must

“ Dare to be a Daniel,

Dare to stand alone ;

Dare to have a purpose firm ,

Dare to make it known

and when we are approached by such as cry " peace” when

there is no peace, or propose " unity " with something there can

be no unity with, it is for us to knock that proposition squarely

on the head and then utilize it as a text to show why there

can not be such a thing.

saw how

Armageddon Breaking Loose

In 1914 we the productive forces of society,

having outgrown the social forms within which they were

confined, blew up with much eclat, drenching a world in blood

of which drenching the end is not yet. We also saw how the

majority of the Socialist parties of Europe were drawn into

the swirl of events and became active participants in the up

heaval on one side or the other of the conflict . By this I do

rot mean that the individual units composing these parties
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engaged in the struggle, for they were powerless to prevent

that. What I do mean is that these parties as such, by their,

acts and their utterances and by the position they took, be

came participes criminis, lining up with even becoming

part of their respective capitalist governments.

The leaders of the European Socialist movement are fam

iliar with Socialist economic theory ; they must have under

stood full well the true nature of the catastrophe, how it came

about and why it came about and what it meant to the work

ing class. But they have always 'been singularly deficient

when it came to the practical side of things, the matter of

methods and of tactics, the matter of organizing the working

class so as to make of it the power it could and should be. It

may be argued that politically backward conditions would

have made it impossible for most of the European countries

to adopt and pursue policies which, barring the present ab

normal and hysteric conditions, we always felt free to pursue

in America. Such an argument would explain that these pol

icies could not in their entirety be adopted and applied, but

it does not explain how the leaders of the European move

ment could remain so cold and so unsympathetic and so un

interested towards these policies which encompassed the

whole range of Socialist thought and action. One would rea

son that the principles of industrial unionism , providing that

form of organization of the working class which enable it to

take and hold and administer the industries of the land when

the day is here to " expropriate the expropriators ” and to sup

plant the political state with the Industrial Socialist Repub

lic, and which also and at the same time provide the form

of organization that can most effectively conduct the work

ing class struggle in present society, that such principles

would appeal to the intellect of these men and cause them to

exert themselves to also make them the intellectual property

of their rank and file,

Yet what did we see ? We have seen a De Leon carrying

this message to them again and again , yet hardly able to

make an impression. De Leon, a man of marked ability, con

trolling the three chief languages used at these international

gatherings, a man abundantly able to make clear what he had
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to say and amply energetic to do so. We have seen a Dr.

Karl Liebknecht, certainly a man of knowledge, rectitude and

proven courage, tour this country under the auspices of

the S. P. and studiously avoid coming near the S. L. P. , nev

er utter himself upon the palpitating issues that separate us

from the S. P., acting almost like an employee who feels un

der obligation not to offend his employer. When the point is

pressed home to him by an S. L. P. man, he advises that we

join the larger party. Sic ! Why doesn't he " join the larger

party” .today ?

From all of this we may perhaps deduce that these men,

in spite of better knowledge, could not rise above their en

vironment, and that again leads to the conclusion that mate

rial conditions determine not only the ideas and actions of

the mass of men , but also limit the mental vision of their

leaders so that they are unable to see and grasp what is so

obvious to us. It is one thing to know and quite another to

apply that knowledge to the ever rising issues of the day.

Russia to the Fore

That the Socialists of Russia occupied a position some

what different from that of the other European Socialist par

ties was, of course , due to special causes. Indeed, it may be

said that nearly the entire conscious portion of the Russian

people was interested in the defeat of Czarism rather than its

victory, at least one could infer as much from published and

private utterances at the beginning of the war. It is true,

there were exceptions, even notable exceptions such as Plech

anoff, but that did not affect the general situation . Under

Czarism the work of the Socialist movement had to be con

ducted largely " underground" and had to be managed from

foreign countries . Moreover, Russia, because of its medieval

backwardness, had not . developed a numerous and powerful

bourgeoisie able to hypnotize and poison the working class

mind, a process so successfully pursued in other countries .

On the other hand, Russia had developed a working class

rather numerous , although constituting but a small percent

age of a total population largely peasant. Due to the rather

weak mind - poisoning power of the bourgeoisie on the one
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hand, and the savage oppression of the Czarist bureaucratic

regime on the other, the Russian proletariat had a good

chance to develop a class-conscious organization, comprising

not only a small part but almost the entire working class.

Thus, at the time of the fall of the Czar, the Russian work

ing class found itself with arms in its hands, side by side with

a peasantry that was also armed and was without any con

scious reason for opposing a working class program. Five

sixths of the power of the land was at their disposal and they

were face to face with a situation that imperatively demanded

action. They did act in a manner that history will tell of as

long as history is going to be written, for we see today and

have seen for almost a year past the government of Russia

in possession of the most revolutionary part of the Russian

Socialist movement ; we see how that government has been

molded by the adaptation of the Soviet form of organization

in such a manner as to meet the situation Russia is today

confronted with , and we have seen how the revolution has

held its own although beset within and without. From time

to time we get glimpses of information showing what a vast

amount of constructive work is being done in that country ,

work along educational lines, work in industry, work wher

ever work can be done. It has been said that the Russian

revolution is the biggest event in all history and is well worth

all the war has and will yet cost. This is unquestionably true,

for though the end is not yet and man can not tell what the

future may bring forth, it is absolutely certain that Russia,

far from becoming again what she was prior to the outbreak

of the war, is bound to be one of the dynamic world forces

that will help to drive the system of capitalism down the road

to perdition . From the very inception of the Soviet govern

ment there has been carried on a tremendous propaganda in

both Austria and Germany with the outspoken purpose of

ripening these fields for the Social Revolution and so men

acing became this propaganda that the German Imperial gov

ernment had to address protests to and even to threaten the

Russian Republic.

Of all the expressions of the Socialist movement in Eu

rope it is Russia, through the mouth of Lenine, that has
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as

sounded the clearest note. Whatever utterance there has

been or has come to our knowledge, be it on a matter of con

structive action affecting their movement and its tasks, or of

criticism pertaining to sins of omisson and commission, with

in Russia and without, or dealing with internal problems con

fronting them, such utterance has been clear-cut and to the

point. These men are Marxians and they act and talk like

Marxians. It is but natural that in an atmosphere such

now prevails in Russia the logical position of the Socialist

Labor Party should find speedy recognition. This was strik

ingly and interestingly illustrated in the New York World of

January 31, 1918 , which contained a cable from its corre

spondent in Russia, Arno Dosch-Fleurot, saying, literally,

that “ Daniel De Leon, late head of the Socialist Labor Party

in America, is playing, through his writings, an important

part in the construction of a Socialist state in Russia. The

Bolshevik leaders are finding his ideas of an industrial state

in advance of Karl Marx's theories.

"Lenine, closing his speech on the adoption of the Rights

of Workers' Bill in the congress (of Soviets) showed the in

fluence of De Leon , whose governmental construction , on the

basis of industries, fits admirably into the Soviet construc

tion of the state now forming in Russia. De Leon is really

the first American Socialist to affect European thought."

A similar and also very significant recognition of the in

exorable logic of the S. L. P. position came from another

quarter. During the revolutionary struggle in Finland, a

Swedish Socialist paper, " Arbetet," put a query to the Social

ists of Finland, to this effect : " By what means and methods

can the cause of the Finnish working class be best advanced

just now ? " Amongst the answers received and published there

was one by Allan Wallenius, a Finnish Socialist who had,

some years ago, made a trip through the United States and

had there come in contact with the S. L. P. and its teachings.

Said he in part :

“ In the future we shall have more battles to fight. In

these we should not forget that it is necessary for the work

ers to get hold of the political power through their political

organization, but above all, of the economic power through
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their industrial organizations. If our industrial organizations

had been ready and strong enough to take over and to oper

ate the means of production at the time our general strike

broke out, then our position would have been entirely differ

ent from what it is now - trembling in the balance.

“ Means are at hand for the reformation of our trade un

ion movement in a direction so that it will be ready when the

time is ripe to take and hold and operate production . This

lies in the program which the advocates of industrial union

ism set up against the trade or craft organization .

" We have a few things to learn from syndicalism , and

also from the Scandinavian trade union opposition . The party

which resolutely and without compromise is supporting the

teaching of economic and political action in a true Marxian

spirit, with a determined stand aganst the Anarchist teach

ings of physical force and the anti-political character of syn

dicalism is the Socialist Labor Party (America, Australia,

England) . The tactics practised by this party must finally be

adopted also by us , for the reason that this program is the

surest and best way to be pursued for the annihilation of cap

italism, while it at the same time unfailingly erects the foun

dation of the Socialist society . "

In this connection it will not be amiss to relate how in

still another way the S. L. P. made " contact” with the Rus

sian revolution. Comrade Boris Reinstein , of Section Erie

Co., ( Buffalo) , N. Y. , having decided, after the revolution , to

go to Russia on private matters , was authorized by the Par

ty's N. E. C. , at its meeting of May 1917, to represent the S.

L. P. at the International Congress scheduled to be held at

Stockholm that year. For reasons universally known that

congress did not take place and Reinstein proceeded from

Stockholm to Russia. Due to unreliable mail connections we

did not often hear from him direct, but the public press from

time to time had reports from Russia in which he was men

tioned. On one occasion it was said that, after the fall of the

Kerensky regime, in November 1917, he had been placed in

charge of an International Bureau of Revolutionary Propag

anda organized by the Soviet government, seemingly the same

bureau that was carrying the revolutionary propaganda into
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Austria and Germany. Finally, aFinally, a few months ago, John

Reed, the well-known journalist, who had been in Russia dur

ing the revolution and had there been in personal contact

with Reinstein, returned to America and, at a meeting of the

N. E. C. held May 4, 1918, related his experience and brought

greetings from Comrade Reinstein .

But Reed brought more than that, he brought news that

not only was highly gratifying to the men and women who,

for so many years, have battled in the foe-beset ranks of the

S. L. P. , but, what is of much greater importance, news that

showed on the part of the men now guiding the destinies of

Russia a clear and keen perception of the value of the work

De Leon had been doing in America, plus a clear recognition ,

as clear as can be desired, that in order to safeguard the rev

olution in Russia they must shape their course along the lines

mapped, for the guidance of the International Proletariat, by
Daniel De Leon.

So important is this news that, for the sake of rescuing

it from the fate of an ephemeral item in a paper and give it

the greater permanency imparted by publication in book

form, I shall quote from the Weekly People of May 11 , 1918,

as follows :

“ Premier Lenine," said Reed, " is a great admirer of

Daniel De Leon, considering him the greatest of modern So

cialists — the only one who has added anything to Socialist

thought since Marx. Reinstein managed to take with him to

Russia a few of the pamphlets written by De Leon, but Lenine

wants more. He asked Reed to try hard to send several copies

of all of De Leon's published works , and also a copy of 'With

De Leon Since '89,' a biography by Rudolph Katz, which is

now in process of publication by the Socialist Labor Party.

“ Lenine intends to translate this into Russian and write ,

an introduction to it.

" It is Lenine's opinion that the Industrial State as con

ceived by De Leon will ultimately have to be the form of gov

ernment in Russia. The government is now based partly on

workshop committees. The Soviets are directly responsive

to their constituents, as a representative can be recalled and

his place filled in one day. "
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The New International

The world war and all that thereby hangs has buried the

old International. It is well that the abortion has gone hence

-never to return. How the new International, the one that

must arise after the war, will shape itself it is as yet too soon

to predict. The elements that will constitute it have not as

yet been clearly evolved and the convulsions society, is still

going through will yet weed out here and add there worn-out

or new constituent parts. Much depends upon the further

duration of the war, for the longer it lasts the more will the

capitalist social fabric be affected. One thing, however, is

certain : The bourgeois connections within the Socialist

movement, so clearly revealed by this war, must be cut out

as with a knife. A sharp line of demarcation must and will

be drawn between those who would end capitalism and those

who would mend it. It is a pity that De Leon is not with us

to help us build the new temple upon the foundation that he

strove and fought and lived for, but we of the S. L. P. must

and will do as he would have done. As things look today,

the lead in laying the beginning of the new structure may

devolve upon Russia for the reason that Russia today holds

the imagination of the revolutionary working class the world

Let us hope that, when the time comes, she will be in

a position to take the lead. Perhaps, who knows, other na

tions may by that time have trodden the path that Russia was

the first to venture upon ; almost anything is possible in a

time like this and with the Russian example at hand.

In the new International, freed from the rubbish of bour

geois connections that hampered and stifled the old and

caused its disgraceful collapse when the war -cloud broke, the

Socialist Labor Party of America will at last come into its

own, will contribute to the building material of the new struc

ture its undying principles so clearly enunciated by De Leon

and will thus help to clear the road for the emancipation of

the working class which today more than ever means the

emancipation of the human race from the bloody nightmare

of capitalism.

over.
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Who would be faint of heart when such a future beckons ?

Ye Men and Women of the S. L. P., close the ranks !

There is work ahead and it is for us to do it.

LONG LIVE THE SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY !

VIVE LA INTERNATIONALE !
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The Last Tribute

It is a bright, sunny day in the month of May, 1914.

I find myself in an undertaker's establishment, arranged

in chapel-like effect. Standing on a dais, I am flanked by

draperies in the sombre color of mourning. Before and be

low me stands a casket and in the casket lie the mortal re

mains of what once was Daniel De Leon. The strong fea

tures, stilled in death, stand out more strongly than ever, the

white beard having grown to flowing length during a linger

ing illness.

Beyond, scarcely discernible in the subdued light, I per

ceive a number of men and women, come to pay the last

tribute to the dead leader ,-solemn, expectant, waiting for me

to begin speaking. I speak. Tell them what sort of man he

was whom we have lost ; what he did and for whom he strove

and what his loss means to the Socialist movement, though

that movement will never lose him. I ask them to draw in

spiration from his life and his work, from what he has said,

has written and has done.

The speaking ends . The casket is closed, and we file

from the dim twilight of the chapel out into the glare of the

sunlit street, meeting streams of people coming from a nearby

larger hall where memorial services have also been held.

The procession forms and we fall in line, thousands of us,

marching behind the hearse, on towards the river and the

bridge. At the bridge the procession halts . The hearse and

the accompanying carriages alone pass across on their way

to the crematorium.

Slowly, we disperse.....

FINIS.
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DANIEL DE LEON - OUR COMRADE

When I was approached by Comrade Petersen, National

Secretary of the Socialist Labor Party, with the request that

I write a biographic contribution to this book, my feeling was

one of profound regret and annoyance with myself. The fact

is that I had for many years back harbored a secret desire to

write De Leon's biography some day. That a biography of

De Leon, however, should be infinitely more than the mere

events and data of his life , I knew only too well ; that it should

be even more than the story of his activity in the Labor

Movement, I was fully aware . It ought to combine all of this

indeed, and , besides , contain something of his inner life , his

development, and his action and reaction upon the causes and

events as they unfolded themselves during his rich and event

ful life . Some of this a few of us knew fairly well, but the

real key was held by De Leon himself. I had often resolved

to ask him to give something of his most intimate self - some

thing that the future , if not the present, would be able to un

derstand and appreciate. Something deterred me. I am in

clined to plead that it was not mere lethargy. Perhaps it was

that modesty, that indefinable something, almost akin to

awe, which all of us who truly appreciated De Leon felt in

his presence, even when we had beecome so familiar with him

as not to balk at a practical joke at his expense when the

chances were good . But there was something else that also

held me back. De Leon more than once told us — many of us

—that he was keeping a careful diary, the complete story of

his activity in the Labor Movement, his own reaction upon

men and events as they appeared to him in passing. This

diary he had willed to be published when his youngest son

should be twenty-one.

At the present time, however, to the best of our knowl
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edge, there is no better fount to draw from than the storage

house of memory of those who knew him and such material

as we still can find scattered about us. What I have now

gathered together will make only the merest sketch.
Such as

it is , I gladly give it, in order that, together with the several

other contributions that go to make up this book, each made

from a different point of view, a little something may be

pieced together that will give somewhat of an idea of Daniel

De Leon, the man and the fighter, the interest in whom is

bound to rise from year to year.

men.

Daniel De Leon-His Life

The bare facts of De Leon's career are set down in the

booklet " The Party Press, " issued in 1904. As this part re

quires neither originality of treatment nor elaboration , I sim

ply quote it as it was then put down. As this booklet was

gotten out in De Leon's lifetime, and with his approval, there

can be no question as to the correctness of the details, except

in one particular, the date of his birth, which I have correct

ed according to his own statement.

" Modest and unassuming, with a manner and countenance

as open as that of a boy, De Leon's appearance gives the lic

to the claims of his enemies that he is a 'boss' among S. L. P.

When speaking, De Leon presents a striking appear

ance as he calmly and logically strings together the facts of

his argument or coolly picks to pieces the statements of an

opponent in debate.

" De Leon's career is no less remarkable than his person

ality . Born on Dec. 14, 1852, on the island of Curacoa, off the

coast of Venezuela, he was early sent to Europe to be edu

cated in a school at Hildesheim, Germany, and later transfer

red to the famous University of Leyden, from which he gradu

ated in 1872, having mastered German, Spanish , Dutch , Latin ,

French, English and ancient Greek, and made a deep study

of History, Philosophy and Mathematics, besides being able

to read Italian , Portuguese and modern Greek. Having de

cided to strike out for himself in the United States, he shortly

after his return to this continent became associate editor of a

Spanish paper published in the interest of Cuban liberation ,
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and later secured a position as teacher of Latin, Greek and

Mathematics in a school in Westchester, N. Y.

" While in New York, De Leon took the course in Co

lumbia Law School , graduating with honors, being awarded the

prizes of international law and of constitutional law, the for

mer by President Woolsey of Yale, the second by William

Beach Lawrence of Providence ; and afterwards twice suc

cessfully competing for the post of Lecturer on International

Law at Columbia College, which he held for two successive

three-year terms. Naturally inclined to rebel against condi

tions which he saw were not as they should be, De Leon be

gan to interest himself in the reform movements of that time,

finally joining hands with the Labor political uprising of 1886,

which set up the late Henry George for Mayor in this city.

De Leon also interested himself in the Knights of Labor, an:

in later years was one of the most active among the Socialists

who launched the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance in New

York City, when District Assembly 49, Knights of Labor, be

came District Alliance 49, Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance.

Needless to say, De Leon's interest in the Labor Movement

soon led to a severance of his connections with the capitalist

professors of Columbia College. His activity in the Henry

George movement, bringing him in .contact with some of the

Socialists of that time, led him to study the theories of Karl

Marx, and his quick intellect rapidly landed him in the ranks

of the Socialist Labor Party , where he soon became recog

nized as one of its clearest and most uncompromising expon

ents , and in 1902 was nominated as its candidate for Gover

nor of the State of New York, receiving nearly 16,000 votes.

In 1892 De Leon was elected editor of the Weekly Pople and

has ever since been retained in that capacity, being made

editor of the Daily People at the time of its founding on July

1 , 1900.”

From 1900 the bare facts of his career may be summed

up in one sentence . He was the Editor of The People , lec

turer, and indisputable intellectual leader of the Socialist La

bor Party till the day of his death , the 11th of May 1914. Dur

ing these years he was the Party's representative on the In

ternational Socialist Bureau , and was the delegate to the In
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ternational Congresses of Amsterdam, Stuttgart, and Copen

hagen. The details of these fourteen years, however, are

numerous enough to fill volumes. They comprise, in truth,

the history of the Labor Movement of the United States, the

history of the tactics of the revolutionary movement of the

world ; the history of the formative period of the idea of the

central industrial structure of the Socialist Republic. With

the struggles, the trials, and the triumphs of this part of his

work the other contributions to this book deal. The funda

mental purpose of this sketch is to throw a few sidelights on

the man himself.

Sidelights on De Leon's Character

That there was in his blood the spirit of natural rebellion

against vested wrong may be gathered from the following

anecdote which dates back to his “ Mythological Age. ” To the

family circle at breakfast in the aristocratic home of Doctor

Solon De Leon in Venezula, the news was brought that a

slave had escaped during the night. “What ingratitude, " said

an uncle, “ I sent that fellow some rum when he was ill. "

“ And I," said an aunt, " sent some extra food to his children

only the other day.” “ And I.... ” “ But did any one ever

offer to give him his liberty ? ” a child's voice piped up. All

eyes turned on that boy, and one of the party, looking at the

boy's parents, said : “ I warn you, this boy will come to some

bad end."

However, De Leon boasted of no " chivalrous age" as far

as the revolutionary game was concerned. He never caught

the disease so common to young aristocrats of the student

class . Even in Germany, so he told me himself, where he

studied during the tumultuous sixties , he never caught

the
germ. If there were any revolutionary waves stir

ring among any of the bodies at Leyden, he either did not

hear of them at all , or their activities rolled past him with

out making any impression . He was frankly a young aristo

crat, bent on acquiring knowledge, drinking with the full

capacity of his ardent spirit the joy of European student life.

The change in his life came about so suddently that even

himself could not explain it. In the Spring of 1886 great
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labor disturbances took place in New York. The men on the

horse-cars struck. The condition of these workers was so

deplorable that even the police sympathized with them and

neglected to make arrests although a great deal of force was

used by the strikers . The capitalist class became angry ; these

neglects were reported, and many policemen were discharged.

Then a sudden change set in ; the workers were treated

most brutally. De Leon read about all this with great inter

est, but, as he said, not with any different interest than he

read other sensational news. The brutality was so evident,

however, that even the colored reports of the capitalist press

inclined towards the workers.

Columbia College was then on Madison Avenue, oppo

site St. Patrick's Cathedral. One day De Leon was sitting

there together with a number of his colleagues. Suddenly ·

there was a great noise - bells ringing, horns tooting. The

street-cars came in a row down the avenue. The workers

had won. The group of professors hastened to the window

and saw the parade go by. De Leon's colleagues expressed

during this procession so much contempt and scorn and even

threats against the workers that De Leon felt his blood boil.

His resentment and anger were aroused and in this temper

he wrote to Henry George that he had heard that the work

ers were intending to nominate George for mayor, in which

case he could count on De Leon's support. This happened.

But even then De Leon avowed he did not have the slightest

intention of throwing himself into the Labor Movement. Im

mediately, however, petty persecutions commenced. The

honor of the University was at stake. All manner of obstacles

were put in his way. They could not discharge him, but

neither was he appointed professor as he had expected . He

was told that he might compete again for the lectureship, but

the break was already inevitable.

De Leon's character may be said to have had two poles

firmness , and another which we may call simplicity and hu

man kindness. His firmness was steel. It could be bent,

bent to comply with the necessity of the hour, but never

broken - never. When he changed it was in the sense that

“ the wise man changes his mind ” —but he never compromised,
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never temporized , never log-rolled. After he had once chosen

his path in life everything, even his most sacred private feel

ings, were subordinated to it if the clash was such that one or

the other had to suffer. There was no putty in his make-up.

When Daniel De Leon threw his lot with the working class

it was the most unheard-of scandal that had ever befallen his

family of proud southern aristocrats, with its traditional con

tempt for the lower classes, laborers and traders alike. He

was forced to break with it entirely, but we never heard him

utter a regret, he never retraced his steps.

When the waves of the storm-tossed sea of the Movement

made it equally necessary for him to break with and practical

ly to cast off the beloved son of his first wife, he did it calm

ly and almost without a ripple on the serene surface, though

it wrung his heartstrings and dealt him the first severe blow

that went to undermine his constitution. It was the rest of us

that wavered then ; it was we who lacked firmness . We spared

the rod and did damage thereby, the bad fruits of which have

just lately ripened to do much injury to the Party. The won

derful fortitude of De Leon is shown by nothing as clearly as

by this incident. One day, matters jogged along

and the insidious work of Solon continued, De Leon mar

veled that the offender was not summarily dealt with.

A comrade said : “ The Party members hesitate at that, Com

rade De Leon , but it is you they desire to spare, not Solon . "

De Leon looked up with that deliberate, penetrating look of

his , that could express several distinct feelings at once, and

said slowly : " If my experience in the Labor Movement had

not fortified me against this contingency, it would not be

worth a pinch of snuff. ” He was fortified indeed, but only

that pole of him that was steel . He never hesitated for a mo

ment, for the good of the Movement was at stake. But that

other pole where dwelt the father, the pole of human kind

ness, that was mortally wounded. How deep this wound was

can only be realized when we know how much hope he had

built on this boy. He looked to him to be his successor in

the Movement. In 1905, after the launching of the I. W. W.,

he wrote to me in California :

"My oldest son, Solon, now nearly 22 years, it will inter

as
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est you to know, is now here in the office with me. He had

some plans to study engineering. I made him give that up.

The movement needs him, and I wish to break him in as soon

as possible. He has taken hold well, and is serious and en

thusiastic about it.”

Could De Leon have dreamt for one moment that this

enthusiasm would wind up in his son being a persistent drudge

for a branch of the Civic Federation, we miss our guess if

Solon would not have been allowed to go his way and never

been drawn into Party activity.

This was De Leon — in all his dealings uncompromising

and wholehearted. The movement choose his friends for him,

and friendship, however dear, never outlived disloyalty to the

Movement. A notable instance of this is the case of Hugo

Vogt. De Leon often said that no man ever was so near and

so dear to him as was Vogt, yet Vogt was unceremoniously

cut off by and from De Leon the moment it was found that

he had betrayed the trust put in him. From that moment

Vogt meant no more to De Leon than would have a Siwash

Indian . Himself noble, high -minded, and free from deceit,

he was quick to trust and believe in the genuineness of hu

manity. It was this which often caused him to believe too

well of men and take for genuine coin such evident counter

feits as Frank Bohn, Vincent St. John , Fred Heslewood and

many others, whom most of us who stood on their own more

tal plane spotted at once.

This double nature of De Leon, which I discerned early

in our acquaintance, was so marked and withal so curious

that it took me long really to understand it ; and I am certain

that there are many of his intimate friends to whom it re

mained a puzzle forever. It was a passage in Ibsen's " Brand "

which finst gave me the key to this part of his character.

"He who would conquer still must fight,

Rise, fallen, to the highest height.

And yet, when with this stern demand

Before a living soul I stand,

I seem like one that floats afar

Storm - shattered , on a broken spar.
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With solitary anguish wrong

I've bitten this chastising tongue,

And thirsted, as I aim'd the blow ,

To clasp the bosom of my foe.”

By coincidence I was reading " Brand " when an unusually se

vere editorial appeared in The People castigating Debs. Have

ing read this, I turned back my pages and read aloud the

above quoted passage and then said : " Boys, that is exactly

De Leon when he wrote that editorial.” In fact, De Leon

was a BRAND in many important particulars.

A passage in a private letter also serves to make clear

this essential trustfulness, hopefulness, and belief in man.

This letter fram which I quote was written to me in 1908,

after the split in the I. W. W.

" As to my having been over- confident with regard to

some men , I must plead ‘not guilty.' My enemies charge me

with fighting people unnecessarily. Fact is I uniformly go

the full length, fullest length, possible of giving people the

opportunity to show what good there is in them, if any, for

the movement. All these men who have gone to the dogs

gave promise of better things. There is in all of them some

good that was useful in the movement. Unfortunately the

evil prevailed — and what caused it to prevail is that greatest

fatality of all : the existence of a party that calls itself 'Social

ist,' that the capitalist press finds its account in booming,

that thereby is in a condition to fill the public eye and ear,

and thereby to cause its debauchery of Socialism to pass for

Socialism, at least to be accepted as such by crookdom.

Against this fatality, this problem, we have to contend."

However, though he met many disappointments and dis

couragements, these never caused him any deep sorrow, the

kind of sorrow that inflicted wounds on his very sensitive

nature. These only caused the sparks to fly from the steel ,

so to speak. The only real sorrow he suffered came from

misguided friends , comrades who failed to understand him.

I shall again quote from private letters , in order to show how

deeply he felt the lack of complete understanding.

Under date of Nov. 24, 1904, he wrote :
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" I have just read your article on the Ferri-Bulgaria

'search-light,' and have passed it on to my assistant with my

'Papal Imprimatur' - consent to be printed.

“ The article gave me great pleasure. Not only is it agree

able to one to see he is understood, but it is especially sooth

ing to me to notice that my martyrdom is realized. It has

been a martyrdom to me to see 'De Leonism' run into the

ground. There are those whom I call the Knipperdollings of

our movement. Such elements are , however sincere, a posi

tive danger to the best of principles. Of course, the Debs

party has its Knipperdollings too. But that is no balm to

my wounds—which never have been inflicted but by men

from within . "

On October 19, 1907, after having related some of the an

tics of National Secretary Bohn and the Sub-Committee, he

added :

“ That this does not conduce to encouragement of me you

may well imagine. But it shall not discourage me. I shall

face the music. They are a lot of belated Kanglets with even

less sense and crazier than that senseless and crazy crew of

1902."

And again, on May 8, 1909, commenting upon the fact

that a Party Section had actually asked him to come and de

bate some foolish charges made by a disgruntled and anar

chistic individual that had just jumped out of the movement,

he wrote :

“ The enemy never gave me a single pang of sorrow. All

the pangs I have received came from the fool friends . To

think of such sleepy -headedness as to consider such a chal

lenge, from such a source with anything but contempt and

laughter !"

De Leon's working capacity was prodigious. During all

the fourteen years of the Daily People he wrote an editorial

nearly every day, and it was an editorial, not merely " words,"

a task which is no small one in itself. When these are once

collected and published, and there will be found to be some

thing like six thousand of them covering the widest variety
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of topics , it is possible that the world may wake up at last

and take notice and realize that it stands in the presence of

one of its most unusual intellects. Besides this he continually

read-read and kept himself posted on the widest range of

matters ; prepared and delivered a number of masterful lec

tures , many of which have been published in pamphlet form;

he translated from the German Bebel's " Woman under So

cialism , " Lassalle's " Franz von Sickingen ," Marx's " Eight

eenth Brumaire , ” Engel's “ Utopia to Science , " and the “ Kaut

sky Pamphlets ." From the French he translated the twenty

one volumes of Eugene Sue's work, “ The Mysteries of the

People, or the History of a Proletarian Family Across the

Ages," in itself a momentous work, both as to quantity and

quality, and by this he rescued for the English -speaking

world a work of clear and readable history in fiction form,

written from the point of view of the class struggle as seen

and felt by the oppressed, which but for him might have re

mained a closed book to the English-speaking world because

of the existence of the very agencies, still active, that so bit

terly hated Sue and his latter-day works. Add to this that

De Leon prepared any number of official documents, reports,

and addresses, took an active part in Party work, went on

lecture tours , and catered to the demand of keeping " open

house” and holding continuous receptions in The People of

fice for comrades from near and far. And with this we never

heard him complain-though , to be sure, he escaped to his

home in order to work. He never pleaded being rushed or

overworked ; never made a wry face at being interrupted, ex

cept sometimes by a crank or a fool, such as used to blow

into the office in great numbers, particularly previous to the

split of '99 .

De Leon often said that by attracting the freaks to itself

the Socialist Party had rendered him immeasurable service.

A sample of this kind of visitation is found in the following

anecdote. De Leon was sitting at his desk when there en

tered a middle-aged , restless, nervous fellow.

" Is this the Editor of The People ? "

" Yes, sir, what can I do for you ? "
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“ I believe The People is devoted to the cause of hu

manity ? "

" Yes, sir ! Take a seat. What can I do for you ?"

"Well, I am the reincarnation of Jesus Christ!"

“ You don't say ! Wonderful !”

“ Yes ! And I am the reincarnation of Napoleon!"

" Well, well ! This is indeed remarkable ! "

“ Yes ! And I am the reincarnation of Adam ! "

“ What! You don't mean to tell me ?"

Yes ! I am Adam reincarnated ! "

" What, the whole of Adam ? "

“ Yes ! The whole of Adam !"

" Impossible ! Where does my share come in !?"

Startled by this extraordinary demand, uttered in sten
1

torian voice, the lunatic grabbed his hat and dashed out of

the editorial sanctum.

The secret of De Leon's unusual working capacity I have

always laid a great deal to his remarkable ability of com

plete mental relaxation , a secret which too few possess . De

Leon knew the full value of play, and knew how to extract

out of play all the good there is in it . He played physically

and he played mentally ; he was always on the lookout for a

good joke.

He placed very little store upon the possession of things.

Property and chattels he considered burdensome

brances and responsibilities, which could only hamper his

usefulness to the cause he had chosen as his. I have heard of

his first visit to the home of a friend who had a quite lavishly

furnished place. After enjoying the sight of a number of the

rare and beautfiul things he found, he looked appreciatingly ,

almost sympathetically at the hostess and said, shaking his

head in his characteristic manner : “ But my, what an awful

responsibility."

Of the home at Pleasantville he was wont to say : " The

comrades have done this for me out of the kindness of their

hearts, but I begin to feel the burden of property ; I begin to

feel myself sympathizing with the bourgeois 'taxpayer' ; I feel

responsibilities growing on me that I had hoped never to be

afflicted with ,” — and then he would laugh and turning to Mrs.

encum
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De Leon would say : " Now Bert, dominate the home, don't

let the home dominate you," and then he would have another

laugh.

He could never stand pretense, petty pride, or airs that

lacked genuineness. Here are a couple of anecdotes which

show the quiet fun he could have at the expense of false pride

and airs , while at the same time he could give a neat little

lesson to the presumptuous.

He was riding in the smoker of the parlor car on a New

York Central train with his friend Joseph Darling just after

the corrupt election campaign of Flower for Governor of New

York State. Darling and Flower were acquainted, but Dar

ling was out of the smoker and Flower sat in the chair next

to De Leon, who, while he recognized Flower , paid no atten

ition to him. De Leon was smoking his clay pipe, as was his

custom, and soon became aware that Flower was observing

him. He thought that possibly he took offence at a clay pipe

in a parlor smoker, but presently, when the train passed Hav

erstraw, Flower said : “ I polled a large vote here.” De Leon

looked up startled and said : " Is that so ! Were you running

for constable?" "No," said the Governor-elect, “ I have been

elected Governor of the State, I am Roswell P. Flower."

“ Oh!” said De Leon and continued his smoking. A little later

Flower met Darling and asked : “ Who is that eccentric old

man smoking a clay pipe ? ” Darling answered : " Oh ! He's a

Chicago millionaire and doesn't care a damn about the Gov

ernor of New York State !"

When Elizabeth Flynn was commencing to be hailed as

a seven-day wonder, she naturally wanted to show herself off

to De Leon. She was appropriately gotten up for the occa

sion , including a volume of "People's Marx ” which rested on

After the usual formalities had been gone through ,

De Leon said abruptly : “ Let me see what you read while you

are traveling about the city.” “ Oh, just 'People's Marx,' '

said the presumptuous youngster. “Now, I will show you

what I read, ” said De Leon, laughingly, and pulled out from

his satchel a copy of " Three Men in a Boat " by Jerome K.

Jerome .

De Leon, himself a great linguist, continually either poked

her arm.
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were

fun at or pretended to attempt to learn the languages he

could not understand. His excursion into Hungarian did not

go far. In his block on Avenue A. was an Hungarian grocery

store, the pretty little lady of which he was very anxious to

greet in her mother tongue. Most unwisely, however, he

choose for his tutor a young wag, a student friend of his son.

Well ins ted, he started off and said his polite " Good

morning" in what must have been very good Hungarian, for

the dear lady at once snatched up an apple with each

hand and made a threatening gesture, then, seeing his aston

ished expression, she burst out in rippling laughter, and, to

quote De Leon himself, “ All my Hungarian oozed out of me

by all my pores and I never made an attempt at that villain

ous language again . "

With the Swedish he succeeded far better. Having very

serious and most patient instructors, he actually managed to

acquire the use of four words quite accurately, both with

speech and pen, in the course of the fifteen or more years

that The People and The Arbetaren under the same

roof. One of these words was “ famntag” which means " hug.”

He learned this at a Swedish Party affair where some old

fashioned song - games were played. From that time on he

always " famntagged ” us in every letter clear across the con

tinent. What a useful thing language really is may be shown

by the following extract from a letter written just after a visit

at his office by Comrade Tholin, delegate from the Swedish

trade unions, visiting this country in 1910 in behalf of the great

general strike in Sweden.

“ You will have seen from The People that Tholin visited

the office. Did you meet him ? He is a burly, boisterous fel

low . Acts as if he highly appreciates the S. L. P. I under

stand he says there is no Socialist movement in America, but

what there is of it is S. L. P. I spoke to him through an in

terpreter, a young S. L. P. Swede , whom I often see . Can't

fix his name in my mind. Through the interpreter I informed

Tholin that I knew only one Swedish word safely— “ famn

tag.' Tholin's Aldermanic face brightened up instantly ; he

threw open his arms , and we " famntagged. ” He informed me

through the interpreter that with that one word it was enough
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for me to travel safely throughout Sweden. So, then, I got

my passport. Tholin tells me we shall meet at Copenhagen.”

He gathered about him a few very intimate friends and

was as happy as a child when any one of these came to visit

him. On the other hand, he disliked nothing worse than “ com

pany. ” Those who came to his home had to be “at home. ”

However, De Leon's was just the place where a person was

"at home" at once, i. e., unless he wished to mimic the actions

and phrases of empty politeness of the aristocracy. How his

" company" might become installed is illustrated by the fol

lowing episode.

A comrade, whom we may call Mr. B., visited De Leon's

for the first time. Of course, he was dressed in his Sunday

best and felt so keenly the honor of being with De Leon that

he was rather upset by it, particularly as every one attended

to his or her business as if there was no visitor at all. At last

Mr. B. strayed out in the yard, where he walked about in high

collar and stiffly starched cuffs, and looked truly bored. De

Leon spied him and took pity on him. He hied to the kitchen ,

picked up the empty water bucket, held it out at the door and

called : “ Here, B., fetch a pail of water! " B's features lit up.

With one jump he was at the door, took the bucket, turned up

his cuffs, flung off his collar, pumped up the water, and was

from that moment perfectly at home. "You see," said De

Leon , when he laughingly related the story, " B. is a fine fel

low. It only took one pail of water to take the starch out of

him and he has never become stiff again since."

As soon as De Leon arrived home in the country, he

hastened into what he called his "farmer uniform ,” white

jacket and overalls . Then he lighted his clay pipe and was

happy in his little circle. About one of his clay pipes evolves

another anecdote. During the many summers when the fam

ily lived at Milford, De Leon usually took the same boat on

Saturday up Long Island Sound to Bridgeport. Thus he be

came recognized on board. One day a talkative old sailor

came up to him.

" Excuse me, sir, ” said the tar very politely, " I have seen

you very often on this boat, and you never smoke anything

but a clay pipe. I am very curious to know why you smoke a
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clay pipe.” This was all spoken in a tone as if he meant to

say : " You look, sir , as if you might as well smoke a meer

schaum - if you cared to .”

"Well, you see, sir, ” answered De Leon just as politely,

" a clay pipe is the only pipe that never becomes sour.”

“ Is that possible ?" exclaimed the other in surprise. " I

never heard that before. How does that come about, do you

suppose ?"

Absolutely "accidentally" the pipe, just at that instant, fell

from De Leon's hand and crumbled at his feet. The tar asked

no more questions that day.

Although De Leon, because he placed his principles higher

than the social position he could have held, if he had deserted

the Socialist Labor Party, lived very plainly and simply, he

was far from being one of the class of “ intellectuals" who go

about and make a virtue and a fashion of poverty. He ab

hored poverty and misery and often complained about the in

born habit to suffer, common to the proletarian , which causes

him to live satisfied with scarcity and continuous deprivation .

On the other hand, he despised thoroughly the boastful ig

norance of the money aristocracy, which prompts it, in season

and out of season, to exhibit its possessions and luxuries. An

other anecdote shows how neatly he could rap this class over

the fingers.

It was on board the steamer which took De Leon back to

America after he had attended the International Socialist Con

gress at Stuttgart in 1907. A crowd had gathered in the salon ,

most of them belonging to the bumptious and snobbish mo

ney aristocracy. Someone asked what the hour was, and this

afforded a welcome opportunity to these gentlemen to “ show

off .” Watch after watch was pulled out, and everyone boasted

of his particular timepiece - its work and jewels, where it

was bought and, of course, how much it had cost. Enormous

amounts running into the hundreds of dollars were mentioned.

Finally De Leon pulled out his watch and began to brag. He

stated seriously and solemnly that nobody else had such a won

derful watch as his. The curiosity of the crowd was aroused.

The watch passed from hand to hand and it was turned and

turned, looked at on the back and front, from above and be
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low - and all looked stupid. At last someone exclaimed : “ But,

sir, what is it that is so wonderful about this watch? " "Well,”

said De Leon very seriously, “ the most wonderful thing about

this watch is that it cost 98 cents !"

De Leon had friends from his pre-S. L. P. days who lived,

surrounded by luxuries, in a costly villa. But their life was

one of continuous fear. Three times burglars had broken in.

“ You ought to have an apparatus in your house like I

have in mine and you would live tranquilly , " declared De

Leon very seriously and sympathetically after the last bur

glary. " I have a patent burglar alarm which causes a thief to

fall dead from heart failure the instant he enters my house."

“ Dear me, " cried the lady, both frightened and interested ,

" what kind of a machine is that ? ”

" Empty walls, home-made furniture, and tin spoons, "

laughed De Leon , and had by his joke given his rich friends,

who had a tendency to pity him, to understand that in reality

he lived happier than they.

97

Glimpses of De Leon Through His Letters

From 1904 onward I was in pretty steady correspondence

with Comrade De Leon, and in these letters we discussed nearly

every phase of the movement as it turned and twisted during

those eventful years of the rise and fall of the I. W. W. These

letters perhaps contain as complete a reaction upon that pe

riod as are possessed by any Party member. As I was a mem

ber of the N. E. C. , there arose continuous occasions for a

chat. Some day, I feel that I shall release these letters, so

that the Party may give them to the Movement if it sees fit.

As yet it is probably too early to do so, too near to his own

time. I have, however, chosen a number of extracts from

them containing his comments in passing upon men and mat

ters.

The rise , vicissitudes, and collapse of the original I. W.W.

furnished us for several years with subjects for cross-country

expressions of opinion . Some of these opinions serve to

throw the Movement as well as De Leon himself into strong

bas-relief. Shortly after his return from the Chicago Conven
tion he wrote ;
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“ August 21, 1905. - You will not take it ill if I start by

saying that your esteemed letter of the 24th of last month

might still remain unanswered, were it not for certain infor

mation that reaches me from California, and upon which I

would like to speak to you without delay.

" Indeed I am pleased with the work of the Convention ! I

had gone determined to withdraw if I had to struggle for the

right thing. I had enough with my K. of L. experience. There

was no sense in having to put men upon their feet, and then

struggle to keep them there. I was through with that sort

of work. The information I had a year ago when I drafted

the Trades Union resolution for the National Convention , the

last clause of which was, to my sorrow, changed ; the further

information that came in and that caused me to embody the

spirit of that resolution in my report to the Amsterdam Con

gress ; the seeming comprobation , of all that I could glean , by

the Manifesto , that all made me expect to have the Chicago

Convention act like a climax and mark the epoch. It did. The

victory was all won before. Berger viciously declares : 'De

Leon found them dead easy .' This is an insult to these men.

They were not 'dead easy. ' They had been S. L.P.-ized before

they reached Chicago. The Convention did mark an epoch

it recorded the ripeness of time and the logic of events. I fre

quently of late am reminded of the keen satisfaction of my

boyhood days when I solved my first geometric problem . The

beauty of the logic of things was charming. That old satis
faction , multiplied a thousandfold, was my satisfaction at

Chicago . The.S. P. was built upon the double fallacy that a

party of Socialism need not stand upon a Socialist economic

organization, and that the party of Socialism may rise upon

the tacit groundwork of pure and simpledom. For these many

years we have been ramming away at those false underpin

nings. At Chicago the underpinnings went down.......At last

we have a Socialist Union, equi-extensive with the nation and

consisting of material that readily admits, and gladly so , that

there is no literature worth reading except S. L. P. literature.

" From one source I learn that our Party members in Cali

fornia are somewhat at sea in this I. W. W. development ; from

another source I learn that at the recent I. W , W. meeting in
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If you

San Francisco our Party men denounced the S. P. The two

bits of information dovetail. Indeed our men must be 'at sea '

if they conduct themselves in that way.

" At I. W. W. meetings neither praises for the S. L. P. nor

attacks upon the S. P. should be indulged in. What should be

indulged in is the rubbing in of the fact-stated in the Pream

ble — that economic unity is essential for Labor's emancipation,

and that such economic unity is impossible under the A. F. of

L. This must be illustrated by A. F. of L. misdeeds, and

burnt in with illustrations taken from the conduct of well

known S. P. men. Their names should be mentioned, not their

party. Their papers, their national and state officers, all of

whom are pro-A. F. of L. and traducers of the I. W. W., these

should be quoted by name. At I. W. W. meetings our mèn

must stand squarely upon the principle that sound unionism

is the basis of political unity, and that the latter will take care

of itself. There is not today any stronger blow aimed at the

S. P. than the blow aimed at the A. F. of L. The People is

furnishing plenty of ammunition for that. are not

aware of the conduct of our S. L. P. folks at I. W. W. meet

ings, the information I have may serve you for a tip as to what

they are doing. Wisdom is more essential in California than

anywhere else. There the Party suffered most and freak

frauddom has held highest carnival. "

Nov. 29, 1905.—"Of course, our troubles are not ended. New

occasions bring new troubles. But, as it will be with the issues

of future society, which will move upon a higher plane, our new

troubles are of a higher order.

“ As to politics. This opens a wide subject. You mention

two effects as flowing from the present state of things .

" The first, that the abstinence of both parties from political

talk at the I. W. W.meetings has virtually come down to “ no

politics in the union ." I think this is as it should be – FOR

THE PRESENT. At least it is unavoidable. In point of

fact, seeing that Socialist economics is politics , the politics is

right there. What is absent is the concrete political pary

Sherman was in town last week. We spoke on two, three oc

casions from the same platform. I did not once use the word

“ politics; yet not a Kangaroo present but felt that every sen

.
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tence I uttered drove a nail into the coifin of their party. We'

are undergoing a period of transition . I pardon the S. P.'s for

believing that their party will endorse the I. W. W. Withia

twelve months they will have found out. In the meantime we

wouldbe playing into the hands of the A. F. of L Kangs if we

pushed the political talk into the I. W. W. locals, at this time

There is so much to be said on the subject that, rather than

start, I shall stop. But the above view in no wise prevents

the Section from doing its political work thoroughly. At Sec

tion meetings we should scourge the S. P. , especially with re

gard to the latest difference'; its hostility or indifference to

the I. W. W., which means either its love for the A. F. of L.

crew, or its idiotic notion that politics are all sufficient , or

both. So that, either, I do not understand and miss the point

you make on this head, or I do understand it but do not share

your alarm .

"More serious is your second point, the fear that the ab

sence of political talk in the I. W. W.) opens the door to the

wild-eyed Anarchist, with all the disaster that that implies. I

feel the full weight of that. But , if my preceding argument is

correct, then this particular evil also is unavoidable as a tem

porary affair ; and all we can do is to.hasten this period of tran

sition into ripeness. There may be snags ahead. If we run

up against any the safety will lie in our express S. L. P. political

attitude , a thing that did not exist at the time of the Chicago

Anarchists. Moreover, I opine that nine-tenths of the An

archist talk comes from the mixed locals . That sort of talk

will lessen in the measure that the locals are assorted into their

separate industrial departments . When there will be but one

party, the difficulty will have been materially overcome . I

would suggest that our men emphasize at the I. W. W. meet

ings the language of the I. W. W. Preamble which demands

'political as well as economic unity. ' That excludes Anarchy.

" The apprehension is that this Russian uprising will se :

all our small pots hot. They will fail to realize that in Rus

sia initial violence is praiseworthy, there being no other meth

od available. We may, therefore, expect somewhat of an An

archist wave. I should say, however, and I can not dwell upon

the fact with too much delight, that the existence of the I. W.
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W. affords us S. L. P. folks a means to counteract that wave

that we would not otherwise enjoy."

It was not very long, however, till it became plain that'

my apprehensions had been well founded. De Leon's optim

ism ( or was it not rather his desire to see at last a genuine eco

nomic organization of Labor) led him to entertain hopes for

the eventual triumph of the I. W. W. that few of us who saw

what was going on in the field, were able to keep up much af

ter the first year. It was probably due to that freak-frauddom

of California, which De Leon feared, that the Anarchistic

tendencies developed there quicker than anywhere else. How

ever, it was not long before De Leon was fully aware of the

situation, the culmination of which was a most vicious attack

upon the Party, from inside and out. In relation to this De

Leon wrote :

April 13, 1908.— "What does all this mean? It is the cul

mination of an issue that started with Bohn's inauguration as

National Secretary. He came here with the deliberate inten

tion to run the S. L. P. to the ground. Birds of a feather flock

together. That explains his intimacy with Connolly. Of

course he is a dull fellow, but he has the knack to rope in

fools . He did that. They did not know where they were be

ing led to. Got all twisted, and then vicious . Some have

fallen away from him since. The Bohn move was joined by

the Otto Just- Trautmann move, and there is where the don

key Williams came in. Through 'Bohn, the Trautmann end

of the scheme was made to believe we were busted up. Wil

liams came to give us the finishing touch -- lead into the Traut

mann treasury the funds that now flow to the S. L. P. He was

smashed, as you noticed. Then came the howl and the stam

pede. This is the story in a nutshell. It was a case of cheats

cheating cheats. When they got knocked down they did not

know what struck them . "

The culmination of the I. W. W. tragi- comedy was reached

during the Spokane so-called " free speech " riots, when De

Leon wrote :

" When you say you hope the Spokanites may stop 'before

they make another '86' [ the Chicago Haymarket bomb trage
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dy) , you touch upon a thing that has given me not a little

worry. I have all along been apprehensive that some of those

Knipperdollings would throw a bomb. That apprehension is

substantially removed. I learn that the poltroonish attitude of

the leaders, Joan ' [ our private pet name for Elizabeth Gurley

Flynn who had been called the 'Joan of Arc of the Labor

Movement'] among the lot, when arrested, in trying to show

the white feather, has cooled off the dupes. But another ap

prehension is now taking the place of the first - the throwing

of a bomb by some police-agent to discredit the Labor Move

ment. Hence it is that I have been hitting so hard. I have

been trying to keep the S. L. P. skirts clean against such an

eventuality. Indeed, I take the flattering unction to myself

that The People has, at least, contributed towards rendering

such an eventuality less likely. I notice with pleasure that

some of the Spokane capitalist sheets are quoting The People

on Spokane. So that they know there are Socialists who

spurn I - am -a -bummism , and all that thereby hangs. "

In the latter part of 1908, the I. W. W. having turned out

a complete fiasco, and a new situation presenting itself to the

Party, Mr. Johnson and myself, then living in California, con

ceived the idea of drawing up an Open Letter to the American

Proletariat for the purpose of putting the situation before them.

After the letter had been drawn up and before proceeding fur

ther in the matter, I wrote to Comrade De Leon asking him his

opinion as to the advisability of sending the letter to the So

cialist Party press , and other matters. This letter, along with

other matters, resulted in a correspondence which extended

through more than six months, during which many subjects

were touched upon . Some of De Leon's observations are

hereby given :

Dec. 26, 1908. " First of all your letter was a disappoint

ment. Don't condemn me in advance for discourtesy. I had

expected to hear from you something definite with regard to

that address that you had told me you and Mr. J. were hatch

ing. You do not now say more on the subject than you said

before, except things from which I infer that the address is

meant to be to members of the S. P. If this is your plan, I
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would strongly urge you against it. An address is good - but to

the thinking proletariat. If there be any in the S. P. they would

be included.

" The I. W. W. is smashed, upon that we seem to agree. The

supposed basis for unity is knocked out : agreed again. But to

me it looks this way.

“ 1 –The knocking out of the expected basis was done by

the agency of the S. P. Hence its rank and file, the dominant

portion thereof, is not worth bothering with. The exception

ally good , like D. B. Moore of Granite , Okla. , will either come

over of themselves, or stimulated by a proper address.

“ 2 — The election returns prove the S. P. worthlessness. Its

increase over 1904 is only 16,000 with all the whoople of the in

terested Republican press to blanket the S. L. P. Nor is this

all . Even that paltry increase would have been more than wiped

out but for the freak 21,000 Oklahoma vote . Nor yet is this all.

Commencing with N. Y. City (Manhattan and the Bronx) ,

where the S. P. went down 1,300, it has declined in all the other

industrial centers. In Cleveland, Cincinnati, Dayton-in short,

in all the industrial centers of Ohio the 1904 vote was smashed.

Without the rural vote of Ohio the S. P. would have dropped

from the ballot. You know how it fared in Chicago. Similarly

in the rest of the industrial centers. The S. P. has today (out

side of the German vote which is mainly labor, and the Jewish

vote which , even if largely ‘ intellectual,' is revolutionarily attun

ed, and both of which I generously estimate at 100,000)—the

S. P. vote is ‘American' flotsam and jetsam : 'Christian Socialist ,'

ex-Populistic frayed material , etc. I don't believe it polled 50,

000 ( out of the remaining 300,000) that is English speaking La

bor.

" 3 — The bulk of these 50,000 will go over, eventually 'if not

sooner,' as the case may be, to the Labor Party that the stupid

sentence of Gompers, etc. , is bound to beat into existence

or later, depending on circumstances. Unforeseen

events may deflect this course of events for a time, but it is in

the cards, as far as facts are accessible. It will be an imitation

of the British affair, possibly upon a higher plane.

"Consequently-I am not so sure or clear as to what will

become of the S. P, I know that there is the devil to pay in its

sooner
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own ranks. An address cognizant of all these facts whether

all be stated or not, will accelerate events. The propagandistic

importance and mission of the S. L. P. rises in importance.

Beyond that the motto that guides me is: 'Let us labor and

wait.' "

Jan. 25, 1909.- " I hasten to answer yours of the 16th , ar

rived this morning.

" My hurry is to arrive before you have sent me the answer

that you announce to my last letter. I want to arrive before

you have sent off that letter in order that it may contain an

answer to the question that this letter of yours suggests:

What S. P. paper do you expect will do your Open Letter the

insult of considering it worthless , so worthless as to be pub

lished by it ? Outside of the 'Wage Slave' I can think of none

that will . And, judging from one thing and another going on

there, I doubt that paper will publish the Open Letter.

“ Of course I do not mean to deter you from trying. Try

by all means.

“ Once writing, I shall refer more in detail to what you say.

" Shall be glad to see your Open Letter. Almost everything

depends upon that before I can draw any conclusions.

" I can see no breach of Party discipline in the mere act of

a Party member addressing people on his own responsibility,

and of his own motion. I , for instance , did so last night when

I spoke in that Christian Fellowship Church on the VIth

Psalm. But it seems to me you have an idea that a letter ad .

dressed to the public by you as the, or a, signer will be taken

as not coming from the S. L. P. I guess a letter bearing your

signature - such a 'notorious ' member of the N. E. C.-runs small

chances of being taken so innocently. Of course, if it does, the

field it reaches from the start would be much wider . - Try it,

and we shall watch and see ; but then meseems, THE PEO

PLE should give the other papers a chance, time, ample time,

to publish it, if they are going to. For THE PEOPLE to print

it soon as sent would rather tend to spoil your plan -- a plan

that should be tried, at any rate.

" As to my opinion of the S. P. make-up, you will find in

my letter that I do recognize some proletarians among it

both among its members and its votes. But that element is not
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dominant; it is dominated . This takes us back to my scepti

cism regarding your expectations of such an Open Letter being

published by the S. P. privately-owned press—especially when

the letter comes from a 'notorious' S. L. P. national officer. I

don't want to discourage you. Try your plan . But I fail to un

derstand the ground on which you base your expectation of

‘reaching' that desired proletarian element in the S. P. through

a press that is owned by the very leaders whom you recognize

the proletarians are 'fighting. '

“ You ask me whether I do not believe that 'if the letter is

all right the plan is all right too' ? I smile. All the more 'all

right' the letter is, meseems the plan will prove the reverse of

'all right-the S. P. press will not give it publication. The evi

dence, to me conclusive, is that the S. P. is developing from

left to right. Its leadership is waxing more and more reac

tionary — and they own the press.”

Feb. 2, 1909 .- " Last night I received and read your Open

Letter. Have just given it a second reading.

" I'm no longer 'disappointed. ' Now I'm ‘puzzled. ' How do

you expect so 'orthodox' a document to be published by the

more and more 'heterodox' S. P. press ? I was wondering, be

fore the Open Letter arrived, what scheme you were to pursue

to present orthodoxy in such heterodox garb as to have it slip

through. Now I only wonder how that letter can be accepted.

On this subject and kindred ones I wrote inquiringly to you

in my last letter, and also in one that preceded it, and which

two I expected you to answer jointly. The letter accompany

ing your Open Letter was evidently sent off before you re

ceived that one. Shall put no more questions but wait.

" The Open Letter is first rate. But how — there, I'm go

ing to ask questions .

" I have no suggestions to offer. The argument is cogent

all the way through. It ought to 'take. There is just one sug

gestion that occurs to me:

" On page 63, or perhaps somewhere before that, it were

well to take a stitch . That the workers would be slaughtered

in case of a pure and simple political victory is well worked

out. Somewhat sudden , however, is the conclusion that the

slaughtering would be avoided if industrially organized. I
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would insert some sentence to indicate that the industrial form

of organization, through its concentrated powers , furnishes a

matchless physical force . I rather have you frame the sentence

yourself than patch up the paragraph in my language. I worked

out the argument repeatedly in the 'As to Politics' pamphlet.

" Good luck to your plan.

" I'm hastening this off to go with tonight's mail, and shall

hold my breath until I hear from you again .”

Feb. 12, 1909.-"Yours of the 1st was duly received on the

8th. After reading it again I came to the conclusion that the

space you devote to justify your 'plan' indicates a desire to

know my views definitely on the 'plan . What my views are

on the 'plan' are indicated in the passage that you quote froin

me in which I say that all plans, every plan and none too

many plans , could be adopted.

" I don't look at the plan with 'pity. I look upon it ex

pectantly. I simply hold my breath. That I am not wholly

sceptical of its success , or at least of its partial success , appears

in my faith in trying each and all methods. I now know ex

actly what your sources of confidence are to see the Open Let

ter published by the S. P. papers. As to the Oakland paper I

think you will probably succeed. As to others—I shall wait

and see.

" You should dismiss the feeling that the Open Letter is

'tame . ' I don't think it is . It is pitched in a recitative, or con

versational key. That is good for it's purpose. I think you will

find out that the S. P. leadership consider it hot stuff enough

-hot enough to be touched with a long pair of tongues and

dropped.

" I smile broad smiles at your passages about whether the

S. P. are afraid of the truth, or fear to be ground to pieces by

S. L. P. logic. Why, yes ; that is just what they have been all

along. Nevertheless , a time is bound to come when , whether

afraid or not, conditions will force the gentry to try their teeth

on the S. L. P. file. That time may be now ; may be not. Let's

try and find out ! Even if that time be not yet, the Open Let

ter will surely contribute towards bringing on that time. Some

S. P.'s will read it ; some will think ; and it will have a corrod

ing effect - to some extent at least.
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" A word on the S. P. situation . Its 'revolutionary' mem

bership, as a bulk, are hypnotized with numbers. They got

their first shock this election . They believe in boring from

within. They are crazy optimists. If the S. P. develops to

wards the left of a bourgeois movement its existence will be

extinguished — just as was the existence of the Populist Party

when it developed towards the Democracy. Then will their

'revolutionary' elements drop over to us, just as the 'revolu

tionary' elements of the Pops dropped over into the S. P. In

the meantime, we must try all methods to reach the revolu

tionary element - whether within or without the S. P.

April 22, 1909.-"Your scheme of accompanying your O. L.

with stamps for return , in case of non -acceptance, and a ‘very

nice ' letter was ingenious . That insured something. And I see

you are gathering the crop .

“ The only paper you did not mention and which is publish

ing the O. L. is the Holland , Mich. , 'Wage Slave ' — the one I

stated that I expected would. Had I known then what I know

now about the 'W.S.' I would have added that it might be de

sirable it did not. From inside information I have it that the

' W. S. ' is hard pushed , and from outside information I see it

has become utterly characterless . It is publishing everything

and anything, the most contradictory. It takes praises from,

and sings them to the ‘I -am-abums' ; and it publishes contrary

articles — anything to get readers and shekels.

" Your 'nice and polite letter to the heathen will surely be

productive of inside lights for present and future use. For in

stance , that letter. of Mary Marcy, Associate Editor of 'Int'l

Soc. Rev.," serves to confirm inside information I have, and

the inside information may explain the Editor's letter to you .

[This letter was very complimentary of the Open Letter and

promised to publish the same, which promise, however, was

never fulfilled . ] There is a rumpus in the.S. P. brought on by

the Kerr & Co. It recently has been publishing articles in

sulting to the 'intellectuals. The articles are of the vicious,

'horny-handed' variety. The 'intellectuals' are boiling over

with wrath. In Indiana all sorts of things are being done to

the " Int'l Soc. Rev.” To me it is an evidence of an earthquake

which I am trying to promote by the re -iteration of the S. P.
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decline in the industrial centers-a fact they hate to swallow,

but swallow they must. My policy in emphasizing this St.

Louis and Chicago and Milwaukee city elections have furnished

fresh material-is working both ways. In New York it is hav

ing the effect of causing the 'intellectuals' to be acting still

more 'intellectually' against the proletariat; elsewhere it is

causing what I said is happening in Ind. and Chic. In both

cases the boil is being ripened . [ In the latter part of May the

International Socialist Review returned the Open Letter, with

the excuse that as the letter had already appeared in The Peo

ple the Review could not publish it as it was its practice never

to reprint from American publications . It should be noted,

however, that the Letter had been in the hands of all S. P. pub

lications ample time before it was used in the Daily People .

De Leon's comment was : “ Well, Kerr took backwater ! And

what a backwater ! He knew you had sent the O. L. to all radi

cal papers . According to his excuse, he would only take what

all other papers reject. It would have been a sight to see the

O. L. in K's publication . To talk ‘horny-handed' sons of toil,

and go for 'intellectuals' is one thing. To present the argu

ment in systematic form like the O. L. does can't suit Kerr's.” ]

" I shall watch with interest your California papers — 'Com

mon Sense,' etc.

" Be sure to let me know quick what the Appeal to Reason

writes to you—if it does. Also the N. Y. 'Call. ' The thing

must be a hot potato in the hands of both .” (From The Appeal

we never heard the slightest peep, so there was nothing to re

port. )

April 27, 1909.— " As I now make out, the O. L. is published,

besides in THE PEOPLE, in two other papers [ English] one

S. P. (Wage Slave) , and The Referendum. And you have

promises from two others, Mont. News and Int'l Soc. Review,

both S. P. That is, already, 200 per cent. better than I ex

pected .

“ And so the 'Call' sent you a regulation card? These

cards are great schemes. All capitalist papers have them. They

save a lot of trouble. Poor 'Call’ is just now sorely afflicted .

" As to the Seattle 'Socialist,' which I had at the time half

boped, would publish the O. L., the half hope has now evapor .
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ated . The paper appears now only in 2 pages. It looks ridicu

lous, and declares it may have to suspend.

May 11 , 1909.—“ I don't quite understand the theory upon

which you go on 'praying that the 'Appeal and some other pa

pers which you mention, may return your 0. L. I have been

praying the other way. The O. L. having been written, it

might as well be given full chance. I notice that my prayers

are not being heard . Well, that's an experience in itself. As

far as within the Party is concerned—the O. L. has had excel

lent effect . That private Jap and that private Swede's letter to

you are instances in point. There are many more.

“ I know that Kate S. Hilliard had published the O. L.

Was glad, when I saw it, that I thought of her. She is a trump.

She must have 'laid down the law' to the ' Morning Examiner'

[ Ogden, Utah) . It was quite a feat for her to widen her 'Col

umn' so as to take in the whole O. L. She is a 'girl' you should

cultivate.

" Whatever can be the matter with Berger and the 'Volks

zeitung' that you have not heard from them. I have not the

remotest hope they mean to publish the O. L. Miracles don't

happen anymore. [ Neither of them did answer or publish, and

under a later date De Leon wrote : " Send me legal authority

to collect the 2-cent stamp from the Volkszeitung." ]

“ As to 'Common Sense' it has been appearing in the size

of a postage stamp. It certainly couldn't handle the O. L. It

would have to be published in installments extending over a

year or more.”

Aug. 1 , 1909.-"I have been aware that the Open Letter

made its appearance in the Oakland 'World,' and that it has

not yet done so in the Montana 'News.' It is as it was to be

expected. The S. P. press that knows enough to, and is able

to be true to itself, refused publication to a document which

analyzed their policy as false, and unerringly cast their horo

scope as 'in the serip.' The only two that did publish it are

on the rocks—the 'Wage Slave' has wildly cast anchors to

windward and is trimming its sails for readers. It has be

come downright disreputable—a regular asylum for such ele

ments as the Eberts, Williamses, and I -am - a -bums generally.
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As to the 'World, ' the San Francisco 'Organized Labor' has it

'where the hair is short. '

" The logic of the situation and of events is smashing the

S. P. in good shape. Of ourse, if we had more forces much

more could be done. But, then, if we had more forces now the

problem would be different. We shall have to raise ourselves

by our own bootstraps — and we will. Pure and simple bomb

ism and pure and simple politicianism -- the two elements , kin

dred elements, in the S. P., on the one hand, and in the I-am -a

· bums on the other, are ripping apart fast. That affair in 'Frisco

is charming. Who would have thought the A. F. of L. had the

useful mission to perform that it is performing in California

generally? I wish you would let me have some inside informa

tion — if you can gather any, from the S. P.'s who 'are coming

our way.' Of these I hold they are 'floaters.' It would be a

sad day if many of them did come to us. They are essentially

freaks, and the worst sort of freaks, at that,-freaks who are

'on the make.' More and more I admire the Lassallean words :

‘Petrus, upon this rock ( the Proletaire) shall I build . Of course,

the statement must not be used demagogically, and there is

grave danger of its being so used. You hit the nail squarely

on the head where you say in the Open Letter - educate first

and organize afterwards, and that, as a consequence, the po

litical, that is , propaganda organization must needs be small at

this stage Gompers's trip to Europe, the experience he is mak

ing there, the evidence of our Socialists of Europe being 'on to

him ,' the inevitable effect of that upon the Europeans' senti

ment towards the S. P.-all that, and things here, make me feel

particularly good. The S. L. P. is the Capitoline Hill , which

alone , of all Rome, escaped the Gallic invasion, and from which

the invaders were finally driven back, never again to appear in

Italy except as captives. All we need is a little cash, plenty of

good health, and lots of good nature to enable us to draw fun

out of the struggle."

This Open Letter experience was very rich to all of us in

as far as it furnished us an insight into the methods of the

S. P. and its officialdom, As a climax to the private discussion
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and expression of opinions by letter which had been brought

out by it I have selected the following :

Nov. 25, 1909.— “ As an ' element I consider the S. P. folks

worthless. If they were to come into the S. L. P. in any num

bers I should want to have them strip to the skin ; I would

burn their clothes to kill the microbes; then the stripped S. P.

I would put through a Turkish bath, and then through a Rus

sian bath, and then I would hang him by the heels for a spell

and let the fresh air blow through him . Such a rotten element

as they are ! The development (or decomposition) now taking

place in its ranks is logical to a tittle. One set is becoming

more and more bourgeois radical and pronouncedly anti-pro

letariat : the letters that appear in the 'Call'since election are

rich ; another set, the Frisco, for instance, is approaching pro

letarianism ; and a third set, which the International Socialist

Review is trying to exploit, is developing I -am-abumward . The

three sets fit well together. They have this in common-they

are chickens without a head. All along the line, the thing is

meeting its fate . And, indeed, I bubble over with joy. The

logic of events is simply inspiring. It is as good to me as two

months' vacation. The experience will surely protect the S.

L. P. against much of its frequent 'good nature.' Don't worry

in the least about the good element in the movement whom

S. P.ism has disgusted with politics. The lesson will sink in

as to what kind of political education is disgusting. Not in

vain has the S. L. P. been standing its ground . "

The distinguishing note in all these letters as far as they

serve to throw light upon the character of De Leon himself is

that of a cheerful optimism. It was always so . His letters

never recited troubles, he never stopped to whine about past

disappointments. Never in all these years, except just once and

that merely in passing, did he mention the terrific financial

strain under which the Party and The People were continually

working and suffering. As a fitting conclusion, therefore, of

this chapter, I shall quote from that same letter of February

12, 1909, when we were talking about the " plan " of the Open

Letter. De Leon feared, I am sure, that I was building great

hopes of sudden revolutions upon such an address as I was

preparing, and, therefore, that I might become disappointed
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and perhaps " sore” at the " stupid and ignorant” working class,

as so many who believed themselves capable of " great things”

had become before. This drew from De Leon a beautiful de

finition of his own particular brand of optimism , the optimism

of science :

" Hugo Vogt, whose intellect marched like cattle on all

fours, used to tell me that I was 'optimistic.' My answer in

variably was : 'Optimism is very bad if one pins his expectation

upon it. It is then bad, because, in case it leaves the optimist

in the lurch, he grows despondent, and gives up. Optimism,

however, can do no harm, and may do lots of good, if the opet

timist knows that he is venturing. Then in the case of failure,

he is not disappointed, he does not throw up the sponge. He

knows he ventured upon unsteady facts, and the failure of.,

these does not overthrow the sound facts upon which he other

wise stands.'

The Pope - The Boss — The Rabbi

No sketch of De Leon, however meager, would be at all

complete without saying something about the abuse of which

he was the continuous target. This started with the struggles

in the Knights of Labor, gathered force during the days of the

formation of the S. T. & L. A., and reached its highest velocity

and viciousness at the time of the Kangaroo outbreak in 1899.

From that time on it continued at pretty even pace until the

day of his death, when he was very nicely eulogized from the

most varied sources, and if it were not for the preverseness of

some of his pupils in keeping his life work going, he would

probably by this time, or at least in the very near future, be a

canonized saint.

To make so sweeping a remark, however, does some in

justice. There was one S. P. paper at least which remained true

to its hatred of De Leon even in death. This was the New

Yorker Volkszeitung. From its “ farewell shot ” we quote :

" He, who expired on Monday evening, fared as did so
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many before him, he died a few decades too late ; he outlived

himself.

" True to his maxim to destroy what he could not rule, he

concentrated, during the last fifteen years, his vitality and

will -power upon tearing down what he, personally, had helped

to create.

“ And therein he was great, far greater than in construction

and erection. De Leon was, indeed, a destructive genius, i. e . ,

he was great in demolishing, in tearing down. With an hatred

that was insatiable and unstillable, he fought since his en

trance into the American labor movement- since 1892 — against

every movement of the working class of this country that

showed success and that seemed to be in the ascendancy. It

was contrary to his nature to perform constructive labor, he

was the born caviller, who, everywhere, had to find fault, with

whom only one person the world around could do the right

thing : Daniel De Leon ."

Had I the time for research among the old documents

that must still exist in the editorial office of the Weekly Peo

ple, I have no doubt that I would find a great deal of really

amusing evidence of this campaign of vicious slander, the only

weapons that the enemy really possessed against him - argu

ment and logic they never dared to try, for then their weapons

flew to pieces like wooden swords against steel.

Since I took charge of the office, I have found in a crev

ice an old tablet on which De Leon had taken copious notes at

several Volkszeitung Association meetings in the Spring of

'99. There we have them all photographed in the very first

onrush against De Leon and The People - Jonas, Hillkowitz,

Koeln, Schneppe, Leib, and all the others. It is one long at

tack on The People the tactics of the Party, its stand on the

question of taxation, and on the Socialist Trades and Labor

Alliance. How clearly the split was a split on the tactics of

the movement is shown by these notes.

In the pocket of another notebook from the days of '99, I

came across a lot of the slanderous circulars from the historic

Kangaroo " Don't Vote " campaign of '99. These are now his

toric documents of real value, and I can not resist in this con

nection to make the exhibition of a few.
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The following are facsimile reproductions of two circulars

that beautifully illustrate their authors.

Socialists, Don't Vote!

DANIEL DeLEON,

aided by TAMMANY Police Board ,

stole the Name and Emblem of the

Socialist Labor Party.

He is a UNION WRECKER ,

an ENEMY of

Organized Labor .

Socialists ! Don't Vote

for this Adventurer.

PRINTING
UVON

TRADES LABEL

UB

COUNCIL
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Don't Vote for Frauds!

The Socialist Labor Party bas -no Ticket

in the field this year.

Candidates under the emblem are oot

Socialists. That Emblem was stolen fromx

the regular Party.

Don't vote for De-Leon . He is an enemy

of Labor, a wrecker oflabor organj.

zations, an adventurer, who has done:

more mischief in workers ranks, thao .

any other fiend of organized labor.

HIS RECORD :

Y884, a paid spellbinder for the Democratic

party

1886 a Single Taxer,

1888 , a Nationalist.

1889, a Socialist (?)

1899. a nominee through the favor of a Tam.

many Police Board aided by Republicans

What Next ?

A foreigner himself he hates and denounces every,
foreign born citizen .

No Socialist, po hrnest workingman can vote tom .

this man ,

Remember, the Socialist Labor Party bas" 09.

ticket in the field this year.

16. Assembly District,

S. L. P :

The following two " documents, " the first printed in Ger

man, the second in both German and Jewish, show that the

zealous Kangaroos left no stone unturned in order to expose

this " vicious adventurer."

I.

“ To the Organized Workers of Greater New York !

" Friends and Comrades :

“ The election is at our door and how shall class - conscious

workingmen vote ?

“ This is the question which every worker, who has fully

grasped his class position, must put to himself.

"Perhaps never before has the working class of New York

been forced into a position like the present one .

“ The faction, functioning in the elections of this year as
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the Socialist Labor Party, is NOT the party of labor, it does

NOT represent the rights of the proletariat ; the Arm and Ham

mer, the symbol, has fallen into the possession of people who

do not stand for the principles of Socialism .

" How does this happen ? Just like this :

“ The Socialist Labor Party is a party which forms the po

litical organization of the proletariat, which must march hand

in hand with the economic — the trades union movement. It is

a sad experience in the modern labor movement that elements

sneak into its ranks who have not grasped the great struggle

for the liberation of the proletariat, who give the world -re

deeming principles of Socialism a wrong interpretation , in

short, who want to force the party , with might and main, upon

the road of a suicidal policy. And this was the case also in

our party.

" In 1896 it was Daniel De Leon, Vogt and consorts , who

proposed to the convention of the 'Socialist Labor Party,' in

session in New York, the endorsement of the “ SOCIALIST

TRADE & LABOR ALLIANCE,” with the remark that the

same had set itself the aim to organize the unorganized work

ers and thus to protect them against the ever and ever more

developing power of also organized capital. The convention

welcomed the existence of the S. T. & L. A.

" But soon the S. T. & L. A. , under the baneful influence of

De Leon, became a competing trades union. It sank ever

deeper until it led only a hybrid existence. Yes, Daniel De

Leon went farther, he as a leader negotiated with capitalist ex

ploiters, how to get scabs for them , as soon as they would rec

ognize HIS S. T. & L. A. With might and main he worked to

the end of breaking the economic weapon of the working class

-the organization to lame it and to cripple it . Workingmen,

remember the Seidenberg ghost! Remember the dishonor !

" To such a state of affairs there had to be opposed an ini

perative Halt! On July 10, 1899, the entire clique was deposed

by the membership of the party represented by delegates-for

the good and welfare of the workers organized economically

and politically.

“ Soon thereafter, a referendum vote took place and con

firmed the deposition of the treasonable officers of the party
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with an overwhelming majority. The would-be bosses, instead

of abiding by the mandate of the party membership — the high

est tribunal in the party_dared to proclaim themselves as the

party ; they continued to UTTER INVECTIVES against the

existing TRADES UNIONS, they bid defiance to the will of

the party and brought their rightfully effected deposition be

fore the courts, claiming the right to the party emblem - the

Arm and Hammer. We proved how unjustified this demand

was and hoped confidently for the seemingly inevitable yic

tory.

"But-we forgot that we live in a class state. We did not

consider that BOTH of the ruling, capital -serving parties—the

Republican and the Democratic-would give the emblem to that

faction, of which, for very GOOD REASONS they need have

no fear, because even if it would elect its representatives—

which, of course, is impossible - would not stand up for the

welfare of the workers , they who have succumbed to the cor

rupting power of capitalism, who did not offer resistance to

the money , to enticement, but wore down thereby. In the en

tire city, the rumor circulates, that De Leon , Vogt and Kuhn

have made a pact with the capitalist parties and soon proof

thereof will be found !

" Fellow Workingmen ! Can you vote for a dead letter ?

Can you give your votes to a DANIEL DE LEON, VOGT

and KUHN, men whose single purpose went in the direction

of splitting the trades union movement, to make it impotent,

wherein they have several times succeeded !! As honest work

ingmen, as Socialists, you must not do this .

" No party is this year in the field that represents your in

terests. No representatives of the working class that proclaim

the rights of the working people and enforce them .

“ The Socialist Labor Party is not in the field. Daniel De

Leon, Vogt and Kuhn and their few adherents , who, by means

of treason , have snatched this name, are a mongrel breed of the

existing capitalist parties, are capital's henchmen and work

for the existing wages slavery.

" We, the true Socialists, for whom the honest workers

would vote, have been pushed aside. But only for this one

year, because stronger, the ranks cleansed of unworthy ele
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ments, shall we, in the presidential campaign, appear in the

field , opposing capitalism in every form.

" Workingmen , whichever way you would vote this year ,

you would vote for your exploiters, for the masked retainers of

capital.

“ DO NOT VOTE ! Your silence will be a protest against

the gang, which has usurped the name 'Socialist Labor Party,'

and which makes front against the entire proletariat, organized

in trades unions, and wants to ruin the same.

" DO NOT VOTE ! Be on your guard ! The Arm and Ham

mer is in possession of your foes ; stay away from the ballot

box in this coming election and agitate with tongue and pen

amongst your unsuspecting fellow workers.

" ABSTENTION FROM VOTING IS THE SLOGAN !

" Whatever the clique, DE LEON, VOGT and KUHN,

may undertake to suppress or to hush the true revolutionary

spirit of the time, and , with the aid of capitalist politicians to

overcome Socialism - it is in vain ! Next year we shall again be

on the field of battle, whilst De Leon, Vogt and consorts shall

lie shattered on the ground, overwhelmed by the workers or

ganized in trades unions.

" Show that you comprehend the shame perpetrated upon

you , in that you do NOT VOTE !

" AWAY FROM THE BALLOT BOX THIS YEAR!

“ DO NOT VOTE !

" By order of the United German Trades Unions, repre

sented in the Parade Committee of the S. L. P."

After the foregoing wind-up there follows, on the leaflet ,

in big, flaring type, covering one-half of a page, the following :

“ DO NOT VOTE ! ABSTENTION FROM VOTING IS

THE SLOGAN !"

II .

VOTERS !

“READ WHAT THE SOCIALISTS [SAY ? ] ABOUT

DANIEL DE LEON, THE ADVENTURER, WHO LIVES

ON 84th STREET AND AVENUE A, 4 MILES FROM THE

16th ASSEMBLY DISTRICT.
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" THE FOLLOWING EXTRACTS ARE TAKEN FROM

THE SOCIALIST ORGAN THE PEOPLE' :*

“ ' The members of the N. Y. Section of Socialists were in

sulted and vilified until their patience was exhausted . The

majority were called “ DUTCHMEN , " " JEWS, ” “BEER

GUZZLERS,” “ LIMBURGER CHEESE COMRADES,” and

the like ; not only at open meetings by De Leon and others,

but even in their official organ (July 16, 1899 ).

“ 'These comrades heard it repeated several times that he

represented the American movement, while the foreigners, the

“ DUTCH ” and the “ JEWS” were the ones that did not under

stand the spirit of the country and were against his politics

(July 23, 1899 ).

“ De Leon and his adherents were suspended out of the So

cialist Labor Party, for UNFITNESS AND MISUSE OF

AUTHORITY which they held because of their position (July

16, 1899) .

" 'De Leon's district is very hostile to De Leon and his

administration (July 16, 1899) .

“ 'Not only endeavored the adherents and supporters of

De Leon to restrict the freedom of the press for the members

of the party, but they also tried to suppress the freedom of

speech . AND MEN ACCUSED OF SUCH CRIMES

SHOULD NO LONGER BE TOLERATED IN OUR

RANKS (July 23, 1899) .

" In no manner scrupulous as to applied methods, there ex

isted an IMPUDENT MISMANAGEMENT and an appropri

ation of party funds for personal purposes (July 30, 1899) .

‘Morris Hillquit, in an open letter to De Leon, on Oce

tober 3, 1899, wrote the following :

“ 'You and your adherents have neither the RIGHT nor

the JUSTIFICATION to call yourselves the S. L. P. , and such

an act is A DECEPTION of the people, and, particularly, of

the ORGANIZED WORKING CLASS .'

" One after the other leaves the stranded ship of the firmi

De Leon & Co.

* After the split the Kangaroos published a sheet which they also called

The People. They attempted through the courts to prevent the Party from

using the name “ The People," but lost, and were themselves enjoined from
using the name. The statement in the German - Yiddish bandbill refers to

the bogus People.
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" Benjamin Hanford, the able speaker, and candidate last

year for Governor, sent his resignation to the Beekman street

party with the request that it be published in their paper. But

until NOW, his just DEMAND has not been complied with

( October 15 , 1899) ."

The "German" of this last document is rather funny and

its Yiddishness is unmistakable. It is not possible to preserve

much of this in translation, though I have tried the best I

could. Quotation marks are used rather indiscriminately and

these have been faithfully copied as found.

And here a couple of stanzas of a German " pome, " a real

gem of " pote's " art, evidently produced in the midst of the

Volkszeitung's fight to retain possession of The People, for in

the corner of the paper, on which it is pasted up, is marked

“ Gross - N . Y. Arbeiter Z. Apr. 25/99.” I certainly feel that it

would be unfair of me, having made this find at this day, to

deprive those who are fortunate enough to be able to read

German of this treat. A comrade who went through the fight

with De Leon says he thinks that the author is M. Winchevsky,

an individual who did all he could to add to the confusion of

that day.

Ordonanzen , Ordonanzen !

Die Sektionen muessen tanzen

Wie ich ihnen aufgespielt.

Eins-Zwei-Drei und Runde, Runde !

Tanzet, oder geht zu Grunde,

Wenn der Boss es Euch befiehlt

Lernet Disziplin begreifen ,

Euer Fuehrer wird Euch pfeifen

Und Ihr werdet ihn verstehn.

Immer steifer, immer strammer,

Hoch die Hand und hoch der Hammer !

Rings um mich sollt Ihr Euch drehn.

Ich verbiete , ich gestatte ;

Ich belehr' und ich erstatte ,

Wenn's mich gut duenkt, Euch Bericht

Straeubt Ihr Euch, bring' ich am End um

Wahl und Wort und Referendum,

Die pro forma Ihr gekriegt.
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Ordonanzen ! Ordonanzen !

Die Getreuen muessen tanzen.

Wie ich ihnen aufgespielt.

Tanzet Deutsche , Juden , Polen,

Wie der Daniel Euch befohlen,

Wie der Hugo ihm befiehlt.

In the same pocket I found also two letters , written at

that period, which throw so much light on the insidious prop

aganda carried on against De Leon and the effects thereof,

that I feel they ought to be made public property. If I could

go over the old files of the national office I might find many

such, perhaps even better ones , but I can not spend the time

that this would require. Besides , I feel that De Leon kept just

these two in that place, together with the other documents on

the campaign of slander, because he considered them typical,

and perhaps even had in mind to use them some day in about

the manner they are being used now. They speak for them

selves, so I give them without comment.

" Kansas City , Mo., Aug. 5, 1899.

"A. M. Simons, Dear Comrade : Yours of the 2nd in reply

to my letter in regard to Chicago's proposition to settle the

N. Y. muddle and call an early convention was rec'd several

days ago. Nothing has yet transpired to cause me to change

my mind about the matter. No emergency exists requiring an

early convention and the N. Y. trouble has been , or is being,

settled, and settled right. I did not suspect that the Call had

aspirations as official organ , but I did state in my letter, as

you will remember, that the action of Sec. Chicago would con

vey the idea to some that there was a 'motive in their madness ,'

and now I see I reckoned correctly. Personally, I believe the

Section's action was intended to be good, but the comrades

were unnecessarily alarmed and excited . I believe you are en

tirely mistaken about the N. E. C. 'opposing the Worker's Call.

They may have expressed doubts about the expediency of at

tempting to establish the paper, but I am satisfied they have

never raised any serious objections to it as a party paper, or

as to its contents. I am also of the opinion that you are mis

taken about De Leon having tried to smother the Tocsin and
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so

Class Struggle with a personal motive in view . To claim that

he will kill anything that he does not immediately control is

preposterous. If he has attempted to 'smother' them as indi

cated for personal reasons, if you will furnish the proof I will

prefer charges against him, if you have any timidity in doing

I am also a believer in the so-called 'narrow ' tactics of the

N. E. C. , but am not a man-worshipper and will not defend De

Leon or any other Socialist when he or they attempt to use

the party for personal ends . The reply to Chicago's action

may appear to you to be harsh and not in good taste, but you

may decide later on that the N. E. C. is remarkably clear

headed and has a correct understanding of the proper use of

the English language. Again De Leon may be guilty of send

ing ou secret circulars libeling somebody, but being 'from

Missouri' I must have the proof. If he is guilty of this conduct

you can rest assured he will have to answer to the party for it.

I have heard such charges made against De Leon before, but

somehow or other De Leon always comes out on top and toes

the scratch smilingly with the facts and the evidence to sustain

him . One thing is certain : If De Leon is a designing trickster

and schemer ( for personal ends) he will not much longer re

main prominent in the ranks of the S. L. P. Bear in mind

constantly that no movement can rise above its source, and

if our national officials and editors are men of low moral char

acter and are designing tricksters , devoid of honor and prin

ciple , then the party can claim little or no reasons above the

ordinary political party for its existence. These men are be

ing pretty thoroughly tested and up to the present time the

test is entirely satisfactory to me.

" I have recommended the Worker's Call and never miss

an opportunity to say a good word for it and all other straight

party papers , but I am not yet convinced that the policy of es

tablishing papers here and there before the party is able to

properly support them , is the best policy. We should use ev

ery means to concentrate our forces and it is a question whether

this can not better be done by putting all our means and ener

gies into one paper until the party is able to support two or
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more. This is probably the view of the N. E. C. and should

not be misconstrued as being 'opposition . '

" Fraternally,

( Signed ) " O. M. Howard . "

" Holyoke, Mass. , March 27, 1899.

" Mr. D. De Leon.

“ Dear Comrade :-Comrade Malloney wrote to me today

asking for a letter I had received from the Debs Headquarters

in Chicago. ( There is going to be a debate between Malloney,

and Gordon at Winchester. ) In looking up this letter I came

across two letters you wrote to me at the time of the Casson

affair and I owe it to you to admit what you prophesied has

happened. What seemed to me then a harsh and dogmatical

letter seems now a bit of mighty good and friendly advice .

Events proved your words true. I have sent the letters to

Malloney to read them to his audience in case Gordon should

come out with his old chestnuts about your bossism and tyr

anny, etc. It took me several years to see the truth, but it is

all the plainer now after reading your letters, and then Gor

don's, Carey's, Casson's, etc. In conclusion let me say The

People is laying a solid foundation for Socialism and when I

now hear people kicking against The People I know that they

do not understand Socialism . The work of The People will be

appreciated and honored when such things as Gordon, Casson

and Carey lay rotting in the ground, forgotten.

"Yours fraternally,

" M. Ruther."

An anecdote from the " Association " days illustrates how

hard these Kangaroos were put to it in order to furnish the

" goods ” to their dupes, and how angry it made them that De

Leon kept himself free from alliances, adhering strictly to the

goal he had set, and that no allurements of place, pay, or pre

ferment could dissuade him from his course. An old German

member of the Volkszeitung Association, commenting on this,

exclaimed : " Der De Leon hat Recht, und das schlimmste an

der ganzen Sache ist, man kann ihm nichts anhaben !!!” (“De

Leon is right, but the worst about the whole thing is, we can

not get anything on him." )
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But De Leon never allowed the torrent of abuse, however

rapid and vicious, to get on his nerves. In fact, he often as

sured us that he " waxed fat upon it," as he got many a healthy

laugh out of it. That the manner in which he took this abuse

was part of a well-worked out philosophy is shown by the fol

lowing extract from a letter he wrote me in 1903, advising me

not to refute some silly lies which the Kanglets had been set

ting afloat about me.

" It dawned upon me at an early day that the policy which

the Kangaroos decided to pursue against me was to irritate me.

They hoped they could get me angry, and that then I would

either fly off the handle and do something silly, or cave in.

They failed. They could not irritate me. If they only knew ,

they would find out that their moves only amuse me, and make

me more deliberate. The Kanglets tried the same thing. But

they being so infinitely more insignificant, actually amounting

to nothing, failed even more egregiously than the Kangs. These

had to be taken notice of, the Kanglets can even be ignored . I

know that they are smothering in their own rage to see I take

no note of them, of their silly paper, or of their silly selves.

Had I been less on my guard, they would have been less un

happy."

Here are a couple of the best anecdotes that I know, relat

ing to this subject.

At one of the I. W. W. conventions some one got up and

raved in the usual billingsgate fashion. When he finally cried

out pointing to De Leon— " This Pope, this rabbi,” De Leon

rose calmly and asked the floor on a question of personal

privilege. " Mr. Chairman ," he said, “ We are getting ourselves

into religious complications here, which we had better straight

en out before we become entangled beyond recall. I am per

fectly willing to be a Pope ; I am perfectly willing to be a rabbi,

but I insist upon having a ruling from the chair whether I am

to be a rabbi or a Pope, for to be both a rabbi and a Pope im

plies a religious absurdity which I refuse to be a party to . "

Then he sat down. The convention by this time was roaring,

the raving orator felt like the proverbial thirty cents , and I

have no doubt that from that time to the day of his death he
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calls De Leon the most abusive fellow he ever met, just be

cause he had been completely disarmed by De Leon's quick

wit and kindly, razor -edged humor,

At a meeting in one of the middle western cities , after a

lecture, the usual crop of questions on the difference was being

fired at him, when a very irate little man came running up to

ward the platform and in a strong German accent cried out :

" You are a Pope, you are a Pope. ” “ Come, now ,” said De Leon

with a smile, “ You can't even spell 'Pope."" “ Yes, I can,"

shouted the angry man, “ B O B E , " and with that the audience

was in convulsions .

To illustrate the fun we used to extract out of this foolish

abuse and vituperation, and how the rest of us became imbued

with his own good humor in regards to it, I quote a stanza

from one of the birthday effusions which we sang " at him ” on
his sixtieth birthday :

“ His adventures have been numerous, terror to poor Kan

garoo,

Speared the elephant, kicked the donkey, kept old Sammy

on the go.

Pope De Leon, Rabbi Loeb, wicked are your shafts for

fair,

All the animals quake with terror when your arrows rent

the air ."

The Thorns in His Crown

De Leon, however, was mortal, and it would be too much

to expect that he could pass through the reefs and breakers of

his long activity in the Labor Movement unscathed and with

out annoyance and some bitter experiences. De Leon had

plenty of annoyance, and there were certain kinds of this which

were very wearing upon him and which might indeed have

made him bitter if he had not been so well balanced. '

" The sharpest thorn in my crown,” he often used to say ,

with the expression of a genuine martyr, “ is that of poets .

There is continually a fresh crop ripening in the Movement,

and they naturally look upon The People as their legitimate

stamping ground, and when I dare, as I generally am obliged
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to do, to shoo them off, they invariably become vicious. Poets

can be the most vicious of men . "

His pet aversion certainly and beyond a doubt was the

flippant, know -nothing newspaper reporter who continually

pestered him for statements or interviews, but who was utterly

incapable of reproducing one single sentence straight as it had

been given . How he regarded this class of pests may be gleaned

from his own description of them at the Tenth National Con

vention of the Socialist Labor Party :

" If a capitalist paper wants to report a regatta , it picks

out a man skilled in sailing and navigation , so he can report

intelligently. If they want to report a pugilistic encounter,

they pick out a specialist in that department, so that he can un

derstand the relative qualities of the fighters ; if a billiard tour

nament, they pick out an expert billiardist, knowing very well

that none but such can give a correct report. But when the

capitalist press wants to report a labor meeting, they pick out

the biggest jackass they can lay hands on, and just as soon as

they have ascertained the biggest jackass possible , they give

him the appointment, and that jackass must win his spurs or

his long ears, whatever the case may be . ”

The worst worry of his life , I should say, was the

Editor-the "natural born Socialist Editor. " The terrific birth

rate of this genus during De Leon's life-time was simply amaz

ing. The charged atmosphere these species could create when

their genius was rudely prevented from blossoming forth, was

such, at times, that it all but corrverted us to the idea of pri

vate ownership of the party press . This certainly is a safety

valve , as the " natural born ” can then rush right into the enter

prise of editing his own paper, and by the time he has squan

dered all the savings of his admirers and been thoroughly

" misunderstood ” by the masses he will generally go way back

and sit down.

But in the S. L. P. there is no safety-valve, so each newly

ripe product immediately made an onrush upon The People.

How they could criticize ! How they could advise ! How exact

ly they knew why The People did not appeal to the billion

mass ! How sublimely ignorant each one was that his own most
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original ideas had been proposed a dozen times before, and

that his most cherished plan had been tried and found wanting !

Nearly every assistant in the editorial office — the younger and

greener he was the surer he was to catch the disease-soon

developed an ambition to sit in " the chair, " and conceived the

notion that it was a real mistake of the Party not to realize

that he should be there, and make the change at once. The

policies and tactics of the S. L. P. were very good, indeed. De

Leon should be given credit for having contributed to make

these clear, but he failed entirely when it came to making them

attractive to the masses - in fact, as an editor, an organizer,

and a leader he was a back number, and if it was not for the

fact that he was a boss and an incurable egoist, he would rec

ognize this and step aside and give place to " number one” !

How painful this subject really was to him may be seen

from the following story.

After one of the N. E. C. meetings, when we had gone

through an unusually hard siege of aspiring " E's" or " A.E.'s,"

as we used to call them for short, my brother wrote De Leon

a formal application for the assistant editorship. As reference

of his ability, he stated the fact that for a " whole year he had

been the editor in chief of the Swedish 'Bazar Nisse' " ( a bazar

program , issued once a year, containing, besides the program,

some advertisements , a few jokes, and perhaps a foolish tale or

two) . To demonstrate his literary ability he wrote, in very

halting English, a joke on De Leon himself which had taken

place a few days previously at a Cooper Union meeting. With

a properly suppliant mien , I handed this " application” to Com

rade De Leon. De Leon read it, and, instead of roaring, as I

had expected, the “ A. E.” martyrdom expression spread over

his features , and I saw a sigh gather in his bosom as he handed

the letter to John Hossack, then manager of the Labor News

Company. As Hossack read his eyes danced , for he perceived

it at once to be a perfect satire on the “ A. E. " De Leon no

ticed this ; out came the sigh , and it was one of genuine relief.

" Is it a joke?” he gasped, and with that Hossack and I both

doubled up. It really took De Leon as long to see this as it

takes that proverbial Englishman of American creation to see

a joke, but when he finally did he laughed heartily and said it
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as

ser

reason,

was a good joke on the “ A. E . " — that it was also one on him

self, he would not condescend to admit !

The contributor was scarcely less of a problem at times.

The fact of a Party-owned press translates itself to some literal

minds into the conception that they ought to do

they please with it, and that anything they send in

should be published without comment, question or abridge

ment. If this " inalienable right” is infringed upon it

can only be because the editor, who should be a

vant of the membership , is a " boss” and a " tyrant.” At

every N. E. C. meeting we had a batch of appeals from De

Leon's " arbitrariness” to settle, and De Leon always came out

on top—he never ruled out anything unless he had a very good

The most insistent complainants were, naturally, peo

ple with " literary talent” and ambition, the class that is always

" misunderstood ” and “ suppressed .” The workingmen in the

Party caused him little or no trouble of this kind. These

would send in news from the field of action in plain, direct, and

often crude language, and were pleased if they saw it edited

and printed or made use of in a news item ; if they heard noth

ing of it they took for granted that it was not worth the print

er's ink. Not so the " literateur." If his effusion was ruled

out, his child was smothered. If it was “ edited ,” his offspring

was mutilated. In either case he would yell blue murder, and

there was the devil to pay !

The trials and tribulations this sort of thing would cause

De Leon is also demonstrated in a passage from one of his let

ters . A most stupid criticism of Henrik Ibsen by Plechanoff

had appeared in The People, translated by some ambitious as

pirant for literary honors , and showing nothing except the au

thor's absolute lack of appreciation and understanding of the

great Norwegian. When I read this in The People, I was “ rip
ping, " and I " let it rip . " De Leon wrote back :

" Ibsen ! Plechanoff ! That Plechanoff is a pedant. You

will see him at Copenhagen. I can tell you lots of things about

him. Pedant embraces them all . If all the fellows who have

been scheming, intriguing and otherwise wearing out their

nerves to put me out and become editors of THE PEOPLE

only knew how often an Editor must make concessions by let
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ting in stuff that he dislikes , these intriguers would sooner

shout, 'Saint ! ' 'Martyr ! at me than 'Boss! By the nature of

some of the things that go into THE PEOPLE you may judge

of the nature of the stuff that I sit down upon . I am not han

kering after rows : hence this 'critique ' ( ! ? ! ?) of Ibsen by P.”

De Leon Immortal

In these days of world-wide calamity scarcely one day

passes when some one of our comrades does not break out in

a tone of sorrow and regret : " Oh, that De Leon is dead ! That

the one pen , which could clearly and powerfully have analyzed

the situation of the day, is laid at rest for ever ! "

There is not much doubt, indeed, that De Leon's voice,

often quite prophetic, would now at last have commanded at

tention . There is surely no one now so bold as to declare that

De Leon was a fanatic in his often bitter criticism of the pres

ent labor movement. Does any one dare to deny that he was

correct when he pointed out weaknesses in the International

movement which would surely lead to disaster ? The hour has

arrived when the workers must harken to his warning that

right without might is as weak as an infant , and that the power

of the Labor Movement consists , not in beautiful , sentimental

phrases , not in long condemnatory resolutions , not in imitations

of crooked capitalist politics , but only in a powerful, class

conscious Socialist organization , which, at the same time as it

secures the political power for the workers, also creates the

economic power which is necessary to back up that right .

However , De Leon would feel deeply wounded could he

perceive our giving over a single moment at this hour, when

action is needed , to moping over his death . Such was not his

idea of a soldier in the revolutionary movement. Not for that

did he train and inspire us . He has given his contribution to

to the Movement,the tactics and the constructive basis. It is

for us to build. And in this work of building, in this activity,

De Leon is the active, living force today.

This I realized as soon as I had gotten over the first shock

of his death , but how infinitely more have I not come to real

ize it since events conspired to throw me to the helm
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of The People. Frightened, inexperienced, unused to act

on my own responsibility, I feel that I would have gone com

pletely to pieces under the strain had it not been for the fact

that De Leon was at my elbow - literally at my elbow. On

every serious question , in every dilemma that presented itself,

I needed but to consult him — the living, active force. More

and more his genius will inspire the working class and we are

near the day when he must and will conquer. In his life-time

he was too often like a prophet thundering in the desert, or, as

in the words of Ibsen : " Like one that floats afar, storm -shat

tered on a broken spar. " But now his time has come at last

and beyond a doubt. We see evidences of it on every hand.

And now, in conclusion , comrades of the S. L. P. , working

men of the United States and the world, all of you for whom

he lived and worked, let us resolve to live as he lived, true to

the cause, giving to it whole-heartedly the very best there is

in us, so that, in fact, the day may not be far off when he and

we together shall have conquered — the day when the workers,

as free men, shall hail the day of the establishment of the In

dustrial Republic.

To conclude this little sketch fittingly and in his own

spirit , let me linger over his memory just one moment more

and relate my favorite anecdote of Comrade De Leon, one tiiat

deserves to live , for it is so much in his spirit - the living ac

tive spirit, with nothing of the sickly sentimentalist.

On De Leon's very first tour through the country, back

in the eighties , before Populism had killed thousands of freaks,

and before the S. P. had gathered nearly all the rest to its ten

der bosom , it was only natural that he should attract them , for

they were naturally attracted by anything that called itself

radical-De Leon himself was as yet scarcely more than a radical.

After De Leon's lecture in Minneapolis a long-whiskered can

didate for Populism stepped up toward the platform, swung

his long arms , and bawled out in a tear-filled voice : “ Comrade

De Leon, you have given us a beautiful speech, you have

touched our hearts ; but tell me , Comrade De Leon, do you love

the cause so much that you would die for it ? " De Leon rose

with a serious and thoughtful expression , stepped deliberately

up to the footlights , and took on the profound mien which
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might indicate a long and passionate peroration, and then he

said : " MY FRIEND , ONE LIVE REVOLUTIONIST IS

WORTH MORE THAN A MILLION OF DEAD ONES. ”
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PRIOR TOTO 1889.

Collapse of the Henry George Movement - Dis

sension in the Early LaborMovement- Ill

Starred Rosenberg - Bushe Struggle for

Sounder S. L. P. Political Policy

In 1887 the Henry George movement went to pieces . Only !

a year before, in 1886, Henry George, candidate for mayor of

New York on the ticket of the United Labor Party, had loom

ed up a big figure in the political arena. Sixty-eight thousand

(68,000) votes were cast for Henry George, not in modern

Greater New York, but in old New York limited to a much

smaller number of voters than are now eligible to vote in the

Borough of Manhattan alone . The fact is also to be borne in

mind that this happened in the days when ballot-box stuffing

was quite freely indulged in, repeating being practised by

both Tammany Hall and the Republican Party. So general

was this foul practise that men boasted openly of having voted

early and often ; and many, in fact, considered themselves

good American citizens because they not only voted once on

election day, but a number of times, each time in a different

district. The oftener they voted, the better American citizens !

they considered themselves to be.

Of course, all the ballot-box stuffing and repeating was

the work of the old parties, and when, in spite of all of it,

Henry George polled sixty - eight thousand votes, there was

good reason for the old party chiefs to fear the new move
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men

ment. Accordingly, the press denounced Henry George as an

Anarchist and Socialist . This might not have had the desired

effect so far as the voters were concerned ; they cared little

for these denunciations of Henry George , as the vote indicated ,

for George had been denounced by the so -called public press

as an Anarchist during the '86 campaign ; but it did have the

desired effect with Henry George himself. Reasoning like all

who become afflicted with inflammation of the head ,

which results in its swelling to a size out of all proportion to

the size of the individual, Henry George thought that he was

the movement, and that since he received sixty-eight thousand

votes with the odium of being a Socialist upon him, how many

more votes might he not receive with the odium of being a

Socialist removed !

So, at the convention of the United Labor Party , held in

the city of Syracuse in 1887, Henry George declared that " the

tail must not wag the dog " ; the Socialists were read out of

the party, the " tail” was cut off.

The Socialists , and here begins my story, formed the Pro

gressive Labor Party, and put up a state ticket in opposition

to the Henry George party. Henry George, who in '86 received

sixty - eight thousand votes in New York city alone , received in

'87 for the office of Secretary of State in the whole Empire

State thirty-three thousand, the candidate of the Progressive

Labor Party for the same office receiving seven thousand

votes . The Henry George party was dead. Daniel De Leon,

who had been active in the United Labor Party up to the time

when the " tail that wagged the dog" was amputated, declared

that " the operation had been too successful, Henry George

having cut off the tail right back of the ears."

Dissension NotNot Introduced into the Labor

Movement by De Leon

De Leon joined the Nationalist movement, organized by

Edward Bellamy, 'who became famous at that time through his

book, " Looking Backward."

Many times we have heard from the lips of professional

slanderers the accusation that where De Leon was there was

sure to be dissension. Well, the labor movement, both political
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and economic, was a witches ' cauldron, seething with dissen

sions before De Leon joined it . There were three central

bodies of unions in New York-the Central Labor Union, the

Central Labor Federation , and District 49, Knights of Labor.

There was no love lost between these central bodies of

“ organized labor.” Billingsgate was indulged in on all sides

and each accused the other of scabbing Corruption, too, was

rampant. One instance may be cited here . After the strike or

lockout of brewery workers by the “ pool brewers, " as the

organization of the boss brewers was called, and a boycott

against these brewers was launched that became really effec

tive, because it was actually carried out by the Germans in

their trade unions which were indeed an important factor in

beer consumption , it was discovered that a bribe had been paid

to certain " labor leaders" in the Central Labor Union to annul

the boycott or work to that end . One delegate of the Brewery

Workers' Union pretended to be willing to take the bribe . He

received $500, which was deposited ; and later, in a sworn

statement before a notary, the whole affair was exposed.

On the political field , as during the George campaign, the

Socialists had thrown their activity and organization into the

United Labor Party, and were uncerememoniously thrown out

again . The Progressive Labor Party was at best only a make

shift to deal the United Labor Party a solar plexus blow,

which it did.

There was much more, however, of this kind of " peace " be

fore Daniel De Leon entered the movement. For even among

those who were in the old Socialist Labor Party ,—which at

that time was only a " party of propaganda ,” so styled by

some who wanted it to remain forevermore a " party of prop

aganda" and endorse whatever radical movement might spring

up—there was a good deal of hobnobbing with Anarchists

and also with freak reform movements. In the proceedings

of a convention of the old Socialistic Labor Party (as the par

ty was called at first, this being a literal translation from the

German ) held as early as 1883 in the city of Allegheny, Pa. ,

the national secretary of the party, Van Patten , was censured

for having opposed the formation of military clubs. Albert

Parsons , who later figured in the Haymarket affair in Chi
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cago, was a delegate to that convention. J. P. McGuire, the

notorious labor " leader," was at that convention elected as the

party's delegate to the International Congress.

From '79 to '89 the organization remained very much the

same. When light began to break and the few American Sec

tions wanted a real Socialist political organization without fu

sion and without taking a vote at every meeting whether po

litical action should be endorsed or rejected, they met with

the opposition of the New Yorker Volkszeitung and the ele

ments influenced by that paper.

For the most part agitation was conducted in the German

language, but now and then a native agitator would make his

appearance in New York and be immediately sent on an agi

tation trip through the eighteen towns where the party had or

ganized Sections. There being no established party policy,

everyone was free to tate his particular kind of Socialism

and express his own ideas as to party policy and tactics . Most

all the native agitators had some scheme wherewith they were

to transform conservative American workingmen into Social

ists.
1

Early Fight Over Independent Action

Many there were who came with the fixed idea that so

cialist propaganda should be based upon the Declaration of In

dependence and the Constitution of the United States, at any

rate brought into harmony with these documents, so as to re

move prejudice against Socialism. It is in the make-up of

the nativistic know-nothing individual to engender such no

tions. Artemus Ward, the humorist so much admired by our

late Comrade De Leon, tells us something that fits these fel

lows who have a hankering for making everything subject to

the Constitution. Artemus Ward in his talk to the members

of the community of Shakers , in bidding them " adoo,” says :

" Meanwhile the world resolves around its own axel -tree ev

ery twenty-four hours, subjeck to the Constitution of the

United States. " The Constitutional cranks have not altogether

disappeared even in these latter days.

After the experience made by the Socialists of New York

with the Henry George movement it began to dawn upon the

younger element, or perhaps rather upon those who were in
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earnest, that the time for experimenting with all sorts of

schemes had about passed , and that the Socialist Labor Party

should become a real political party , not only a party of prop

aganda. Several Sections, under the leadership of W. Rosen

berg and F. Bushe, editor of the Workmen's Advocate, the of

ficial party organ - the American Section of New York among

them took the stand that the time had arrived for the Social

ists to enter the political arena not here and there and at in

definite periods , but to unfurl the banner of International So

cialism on American soil without compromise or fusion with

any other political party. It was here that the New Yorker

Volkszeitung did its nefarious work by using its influence to

drive both Rosenberg and Bushc out of the party, and all

those who stood with them as well.

Rosenberg and Bushe thought they had the whole party

organization to back them up, and without doubt the majority

of active Sections endorsed their stand. But what was a little

thing like party organization to the Volkszeitung and its co

terie of directors, most of them “ has beens ” in the Socialist

movement, who were perhaps Socialists in their younger days

over in Germany, but who in America, by becoming store

keepers and shopkeepers , made peace with capitalist institu

tions and were Socialists in name only .

In those days when Daniel De Leon was not yet in the

party and sweet peace was accordingly supposed to have reign

ed, the Volkszeitung began a campaign of slander against the

Rosenberg-Bushe faction. Sections in New York, which were

entrusted by the party with the election of the National Exec

utive Committee , were easily captured by the Volkszeitung

Publishing Association , with the exception of the American

Section . This American Section was American to the extent

that the English language was the language spoken at its

meetings. The members of the Volkszeitung Publishing Asso

ciation were " it " in the German Section in New York, and the

German Section had the majority of party members in New .

York, so that practically the election of a National Executive

Committee was in the hands of this association, and not of the

party.

The Sections outside of New York stood with Rosenberg
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com

for a while , but then came the coup d'etat of '89. The Volks- '

zeitung elected a new National Executive Committee, and the

party's offices and papers were taken possession of by a well

organized physical raid. Bushe complained that even his per

sonal property was confiscated by the Volkszeitung followers

down to his best pair of trousers , which he kept in the office .

Rosenberg and his faction moved their headquarters from New

York, and there arose then what became known as the Roch

ester faction ( Rochester Richtung ). This faction was

pelled to change the seat of its headquarters to Cincinnati and

then to other cities, and every time headquarters were estab

lished in a new city the faction was rechristened accordingly

Rochester ofaction , Cincinnati faction , Cleveland faction, etc.

The Volkszeitung, because of the frequent change of head

quarters, called it " Die Richtung auf Reisen " ( the travelling

faction ) .

Rosenberg wrote circulars to all othe Sections, and when

he saw he was losing ground he wrote more circulars and leto

ters . But the Volkszeitung's influence won out. Moreover,

the Rosenberg-Bushe faction •was maneuvered into taking a

stand which •brought it into conflict with the German trade uns ,

ions , which circumstance soon reduced the Rosenberg faction

to a “ Richtung auf Reisen” indeed . The Volkszeitung, ins

stead of answering Rosenberg's arguments, which he submit

ted to the oparty members in his circulars , dubbed him " der

schreibselige [ blissful scribbler ] Rosenberg. ” To make your

opponent ! ook ridiculous is a sharp weapon ; the Volkszeitung

made good use of ita



FROM DE LEON'S ENTRANCE TO

THE FOUNDING OF THE

S. T. & L. A. ( 1895 ).

De Leon at the Time of His Joining the Party

-His First Campaign - Lucien Sanial and

De Leon-Character of “ The People”-Ex

periences within the Craft Unions Proof of

the Correctness of De Leon's Policies

A year after the split in '89 Daniel De Leon became a mem

ber of the Socialist Labor Party. He was received with open

arins by those who were in the movement because they were

Socialists, as well as by those who were Socialists to be in the

movement, no matter what the movement was , so long as it

moved without running counter to their immediate interests.

The honest element welcomed De Leon because they recogniz

ed that his great intellect in the service of the proletarian

movement would result in the building up of a great Socialist

organization. The storekeepers and saloonkeepers of course

figured that the larger the movement the larger their oppor

tunities . The honest element had the right instinct, the busi

ness element had not which to their sorrow they soon dis

covered .

Daniel De Leon was then in the prime of his manhood,
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his countenance beaming with intelligence ; every line in his

face bespoke his great intellect, his fearlessness, his piofound

convictions, unquestionable sincerity , and lofty morals.

His hair was even then very gray ; his beard white at the

tips, but jet black at the roots ; his gray -blue eyes penetratingly

clear. Those who met Daniel De Leon could easily make up

their minds upon two points at least : that De Leon was a man

who had drunk deep at the fountain of knowledge and that

he wa's in dead earnest. What a contrast between De Leon

and most of those who up to that time had been strutting the

stage of the labor movement as leaders ! What a contrast be

tween Daniel De Leon and the fellows who only possessed the

giſt to talk, with nothing to back up what they said ; the fel

lows with the glib tongue, or those with the freakish scheme

to solve the social question ; or the variety who were Socialists

for a while as a matter of style or fad, all dressing up for the

meetings where they were to appear, wearing loud neckties

and a sweet-sour smile to please everybody, like the clerk be

hind the bargain counter who wants to please all customers

for his own good.

Confidence and Enthusiasm Inspired by De

Leon's First Campaign

In 1890 a dignified campaign was conducted in New York

city by the Socialist Labor Party and brought good results.

Five thousand votes were cast for the mayoralty candidate, Au

gust Delebar. De Leon was an active participant in that cam

paign. Hall as well as street meetings were held, at many of

which he was the principal speaker. Those who wanted a

"party of propaganda ” only were no longer listened to . De

Leon's presence in the party councils changed the situation

considerably, and his personal activity and participation in the

campaign inspired the membership and created not only con

fidence but courage and enthusiasm .

Those who were the writers and speakers in the party preo

vious to 1890 were not averse to making their appearance at

Cooper Union when a mass meeting was held , where they

could shine in all their glory, or to writing "Was Nun ? " edi
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torials in the Volkszeitung. But speak to from the rear end of

a truck on street corners, insist on agitation meetings being

held frequently and attend them that was a horse of a differ

ent color. Here was Daniel De Leon, coming as he did from

Columbia University, a lecturer on international law , who did

not think it was below his dignity to speak at street corners ;

who did not offer apologies for the existence of the Socialist

Labor Party, but who, on the contrary, made it a point to at

tend meetings ; who spoke not like a man who gropes in the

dark, but in a manner that showed his profound convictions

based upon sound information.

Every Sunday morning during the campaign Daniel De

Leon lectured at Pohlman's Hall on Second avenue, near 74th

street, and all the members of the party who lived in that vi

cinity were there to listen to him. This place was the head

quarters of the old 22nd Assembly District, where De Leon

resided and of which district he was a candidate for the As

sembly in that year. At that time the writer of these remin

iscences was a youth of twenty summers and content with the

distinction of having been elected on the committee to attend

street meetings and distribute leaflets among the audiences.

At times , difficulties of a more or less serious nature were

experienced at street meetings , but as a general rule De Leon's

dignified appearance commanded respect even from the rough

element on the upper East Side, to whom ' Tammany Hall was

a sacred institution. Policemen at that time were not yet

" educated” and were apt to take sides with disturbers.

Only on one occasion did I see an attempt made to dis

turb the meeting when De Leon was addressing the people.

That was when someone hit the horse hitched to the truck, the

rear end of which was the speaker's rostrum. The horse start

ed on a gallop down toward the East River, only a couple of

hundred yards away. De Leon was not at all disconcerted by

the interruption ; he jumped off the truck , the horse was caught,

brought.gack, unhitched, and De Leon continued his speech as

though nothing had happened . There were, however , frequent

attempts by boodlums when other speakers were holding

forth,
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I had a friend who lived on East 81st street, whom I was

eager to convert to Socialism. I had not succeeded and was

grieved over it . A meeting was scheduled to take place on

the corner of 81st street and First avenue, and I insisted upon

my friend coming to listen to De Leon . But it turned out a

double disappointment. De Leon spoke elsewhere that eve

ning, and the substitute speaker, who did his best, met with

some resentment. A huckster with a wagon-load of cabbages

passed by, and the next minute a head of cabbage whizzed

through the air, aimed evidently at the speaker. But alas !

the friend I had invited was abnormally tall, and the cabbage

hit him in the back of the head. I never could persuade him

to attend another meeting to hear De Leon or any other so .

cialist, were he ever so great.

“ The People ” Started-De Leon Succeeds

Sanial as Editor — The Two Compared

After the 1890 campaign the publication of a paper was de

cided upon, and The People was started as a Sunday paper,

containing a whole lot of pages made up mostly of plate mat

ter, and printed on the Volkszeitung press. The paper was a
yard square and did not look like other papers. It was called

a “ mammoth paper " by the publishers, and they must have

known . Lucien Sanial was the editor.

It seems that the intention was to make of it a paper that

would reach and be attractive to all the members of he fam

ily . The Workmen's Advocate was consolidated with the new

venture. To be sure, it some improvement upon the

Workmen's Advocate.

In 1891 Daniel De Leon was appointed national lecturer

of the party and toured all states where the party had organiza

tions, including the Pacific Coast. The result of this tour was

the cementing of the affiliated Sections into a homogeneous

national organization , the real beginning of the Socialist La

bor Party as a factor in the labor movement. In the fall of

the same year De Leon was the standard bearer of the party

in New York state and received over 13,000 votes for governor.

The People was now a year old. Sanial resigned as editor

was
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to make place for De Leon, who up to that time had been as

sociate editor.

Sanial pleaded old age and bad eyesight a's the reason for

his resignation, but the real reason, no doubt, was that he rec

ognized in De Leon the superior man and above all the sys

tematic, tireless and steady worker, who was equal to the big

job of making The People not a “ family paper" filled with

plate matter (which is at all times of questionable quality) , but

a paper filled with original matter - an organ of a great move

ment, a movement whose task it is to accomplish the greatest

revolution which has yet taken place in the history of mankind.

With De Leon in the editorial chair The People became

indeed a journal worthy of the great cause of international So

cialism . Be it said here, however, in justice to Lucien Sanial,

that what he did write while a member of the Socialist Labor

Party was good, and that as a speaker and agitator he was a

man of marked ability ; but the difference between him and

De Leon was great and all in favor of De Leon. Sanial was

like many an artist or poet, who paints or writes poetry when

ever he is in the proper mood — when he gets an inspiration.

Sanial wrote many a page of educational matter, and at other

times delivered lectures and speeches both instructive and en

thusiastic. But to work as De Leon did, to be the one who con

tinually forges new weapons and finds the strategic paths that

lead to victory, one who gives his whole self to the movement

-only a great man is capable of that. Sanial was not a great

man,

Sanial was a number of times delegate of the Socialist La

bor Party to the International Congress. Upon his return he

made verbal reports to Section New York or perhaps wrote a

letter to the party members, but to write a report as did De

Leon in "Flashlights of the Amsterdam Congress, " wherein

he takes the measure of the leaders in the Socialist movement

in Europe and furnishes his constituents with a picture such

as that pamphlet contains,—that again only a great man can

accomplish.

Sanial liked to be regarded as the teacher, and told me (and

I presume everybody else) that he was De Leon's tutor while

the latter was his associate editor. A few years later, at a
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mass meeting held in the Opera House at Syracuse following

a convention of the Socialist Labor Party, De Leon and Sanial

were the speakers. De Leon spoke first and delivered a rous

ing campaign speech. Sanial followed him. “ I am not a man

of eloquence," Sanial said. “ I am a man of facts and figures .”

The next time De Leon and Sanial spoke together at a

meeting, Sanial spoke first and repeated the same declara

tion . This time De Leon spoke last, and had a chance to re

ply. He certainly did reply, explaining that a man who was

not “ a man of facts and figures " had no place in the Social

ist movement. Sanial never repeated that phrase again, at

least not at a meeting where De Leon was present.

National Campaign of 1892 Followed by Growth

of Party and Its Organ

In 1892, only two years after De Leon joined the party, a

national campaign was entered upon. Delegates from the

State Committees of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Massachusetts and Connecticut met in the Labor Lyceum on

East Fourth street in New York city, and nominated Simon

Wing of Massachusetts and Charles H. Matchett of New York

for President and Vice-President respectively. This was at a

time when the People's Party had made its appearance and

had made some mighty sweeps in a few Western states.

There were the old fusionists who wanted the party to

join this new movement, as some of them did individually.

Rappaport of Indianapolis , who was publishing a German

weekly in that city, was one of that brand of Socialist ; he

went, paper and all, over to the People's Party.

Twenty-one thousand (21,000) votes were cast for the can

didates of the Socialist Labor Party in its first national cam

paign. My first vote was cast for Wing and Matchett in 1892,

and in the same year I was a candidate for alderman in the

third ward of the city of Troy, N. Y., where after considerable

roaming about I had settled down. It was there that I got

more closely acquainted with Comrade De Leon. He spoke in

Troy that campaign and gave me privately a lecture upon how
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agitation meetings should be conducted, and the many things

which were neglected in connection with agitation meetings,

including the meeting addressed by him in Troy. We had

called a meeting, but not a piece of English literature was pro

vided for it ; in the advertising we had omitted the name of

the party ; the meeting room was adjoining a bar-room. De

Leon criticized all this severely , and we mended our ways in

Troy, as will be shown later,

After the campaign in 1892, Sections began to sprout up

everywhere, and Daniel De Leon was hailed by all as the man

to raise high the banner of Socialism in America. The Ger

man comrades admired him and were delighted to hear him talk

German. De Leon on some occasions spoke German even at

public meetings, although he complained that after a lengthy

talk in German he had to rub his jaws with vaseline !

The English-speaking comrades saw in De Leon the man

who understood American conditions ; the Jewish workers of

New York packed the halls whenever De Leon was announced

as a speaker in their districts . But there were some even as

early as '92 who did not like De Leon . Fellows who had un

clean motives, who had schemes to hatch out, saw in De Leon

a man who would be a hindrance in their path. As De Leon

used to say : " I have not always a good nose for crooks, but

the crooks have a good nose for me. "

Following the first national campaign of the Socialist La

bor Party, in which such satisfactory results were achieved,

The People gained in circulation and prestige, and began to

reach and be appreciated .by workingmen even in other Eng

lish-speaking countries . The virile , clear-cut, logical and in

imitable style of its editor differed as much from previo's

writings in Socialist papers in the English language (and for

that matter in other languages) as a piano differs from the

tom-tom of the savage .

There were a good many German papers published then,

claiming to be Socialist-private ventures, or in some cases

owned nominally by co-operative associations. Besides the

Volkszeitung in New York there were Das Tageblatt in St.

Louis and a paper with the same title in Philadelphia ; there

were alleged Socialist papers in German published in Cleveland,
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O. , Buffalo, N. Y., Chicago, Ill., and even a little town like

Belleville, Ill. ( 16,000 population at that time), sported an

Arbeiter-Zeitung, edited by Hans Schwartz. In New York

city there was also a Bohemian daily which flourishes to this

very day, and plies the same trade as all pseudo - Socialist pa

pers did then and do now, of exploiting the Socialist senti

nient among the workers for their own private interest - always

ready to bow to any old or new superstition so as not to of

fend some readers; or hiding some criminal act of the capital

ists so as not to lose the good will of advertisers and the cash

along with it.

To insert for hard cash gold -brick advertisements, and

around election times to publish advertisements of candidates

of the “ boodle parties" (a term frequently used then) , was the

least among the wrong-doings of the publishers and editors of

these papers. They invariably proclaimed themselves to be

the official representatives of the working class ; they invaria

bly announced in heavy type : “ Dedicated to the Interests of

the Working Class ” (“ Den interessen des arbeitenden Volkes

gewidmet" ). They invariably were everything but the official

representatives of the working class ; they invariably contain

ed matter that was dedicated to the interests of the work

shirking people ; and when taken to task the editors and pub

lishers invariably offered the excuse that the paper could not

exist if it told all the truth.

Again the contrast between these publications and The

People edited by Daniel De Leon. De Leon many times said

that a Socialist paper that could not afford to tell the truth

had no right to live . The People was only a small four-page

paper, but every article it contained from De Leon's pen was

based upon facts, breathing that enthusiasm that only a sound,

scientific posture can bring forth. The everyday 'struggles of

the working class were reported truthfully, the errors made

by the workers fearlessly criticized , and the misleaders and

betrayers of the proletariat so mercilessly lashed that it made

them foam at the mouth with rage. The capitalist system wa's

dissected with the knife of Marxian economics, and the cap

italists and their hangers-on had a searchlight turned upon

them that revealed them in their hideous nastiness. Last but
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not least, the road to victory, the road of uncompromising rev

olutionary tactics was clearly pointed out. “ Truthful Recorder

of Labor's Struggles, ” “ Unflinching Advocate of Labor's

Rights, ” “ Intrepid Foe of Labor's Oppressors” -these were the

mottoes of The People.

Those for whom the pace set was too swift were asked to

stay in the rear ; a few did slink away. Still, there were those

who thought that if the name Socialist were dropped, progress

would be more rapid. To them De Leon replied that no his

toric movement can sail under false colors.

There were not many who openly opposed De Leon in the

party. In New York, now and then, a fusionist to whom the

S. L. P. 'seemed to follow a path too narrow would stand up

for more " tolerance," " broadness, " and fusion. Such was Char

les Sotheran, who, being somewhat of a spellbinder, made a

little fuss for a while, Sotheran, however ridiculous this may

sound today, charged De Leon with wanting to establish tac

tics a la Berlin in the American Socialist movement.

This was by no ineans a ridiculous charge then , for in

those days Wilhelm Liebknecht was at the helm of the Social

Democracy in Germany. Up to the year 1892 there were only

eleven Social Democrats in the Reichstag. In that year thirty

six were elected. The Socialist Labor Party of America col

lected $5,000 within six weeks for the 1892 election campaign

of the German Social Democracy. The party in Germany had

not then voted for war budgets and the Haases* and Scheide

manns were not yet heard of.

Sotheran had very few to stand for his Populistic fusion

schemes, and he and his and the Socialist Labor Party parted

company.

The Homestead strike took place in 1892. There were

many other large strikes at that period, but the Homestead

strike attracted more attention . The strikers were mainly the

skilled English-speaking workmen in the Homestead steel

*Since this was written in 1915) Haase has, with a score

or so of other German Socialist leaders, broken with the con

servative wing of the party and come out in opposition to the

war.
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mills . Hired Pinkerton thugs drove the Homestead strikers to

desperate acts of violence. When additional thugs and strike

breakers were being brought to Homestead by boat, some of

the strikers got possession of a cannon and trained it upon the

boat. The captain lost his head, not metaphorically, but ac

tually ; his head was shot clean from his shoulders.

This gave the capitalists a chance to get in the militia, and

six strikers were killed by the " boys in blue," and many others

wounded. It was at this time that the Anarchist, Alexander

Berkman, went into the office of H. C. Frick, the steel mag

nate , with the design of performing an autopsy upon that gen

tleman first and letting him die afterwards. The autopsy did

not turn out quite successful, however. Outside of a scare and

a penknife scratch on the abdomen, Frick succeeded in post

poning the autopsy to a time when it could be performed with

out any inconvenience to himself. Berkman, however, got

twenty- two years in state prison, fourteen of which he served.

A private in the militia, whose name was Yates , thought

that Berkman was right, and he gave vent to his thoughts and

feelings. As a punishment for being so indiscreet he was

hung up for several hours by the thumbs.

In 1893 the Socialist Labor Party made substantial gains

at the polls , and by 1894 the vote had risen to 33,000. The party

was becoming a factor on the political field ; the correctness

of the uncompromising “ De Leon tactics" was demonstrated .

Boring from Within - The “ Victory" at the

1894 A. F. of L, Convention

On the economic field the Socialists were “ boring from

within , ” De Leon in District 49, Knights of Labor, others, I

among them, in the American Federation of Labor.

The joy among the borers from within the American Fed

eration of Lahor was great when in 1894 the independent po

litical platform was adopted by a referendum vote of the fed

eration . This platform contained ten planks ; the tenth plank

called for collective ownership of all mean's of production and

distribution. The fact that the resolution containing the plat

form of ten planks was carried did by no means denote great
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progress of Socialist thought or class consciousness, for besides

those who agitated for this political action resolution from the

standpoint of Socialists, there were “ labor leaders ” who want

ed to scare the old party politicians into granting them some

recognition, mainly at the time when officers in the various

departments of the Government were appointed and contracts

for Government work given out. “ Organized labor" needed

more recognition, and the scare of an Independent Labor Party ,

was to do the trick.

The rank and file of the trade unions affiliated with the

American Federation of Labor, including the cigar makers'

and printers' unions voted for this independent political action

platform containing the ten planks , but when the convention

of the A. F. of L. took place at Denver, Colo., the ten planks

were buried ten feet deep. At this convention Gompers was

defeated by the Mine Workers' delegate , McBride, who was ,

if anything, more reactionary than Gompers.

I must admit that the ten planks had carried me off my

feet somewhat. I really thought that after all Gompers and

the rest of the labor leaders, so-called , were too harshly dealt

with in The People, until the convention of '94 took place,

when the scales dropped from my eyes, and I saw through

the whole farce.

At that time a paper called Labor was published by a num

ber of S. L. P. members in St. Louis. The Sections of the So

cialist Labor Party were appealed to from St. Louis to sub

scribe for Labor, and as an inducement any Section that would

get 120 subscribers could have a local edition of the paper with

whatever name the Section pleased to give it . Many Sections

thought this a good chance to reach the workers, as it was

promised also by the management of Labor that the last page

of the paper could be used for local matters at the rate of six

cents an inch .

Over night there sprang up ever vhere papers called Labor ;

there was Buffalo Labor and Troy Labor, Chicago Labor and
Kalamazoo Labor, etc. Poor labor ! As soon as a Section

secured 120 twenty- five cent pieces it could 'sport its own local

paper and local manager and editor. The paper, however, was
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mailed from St. Louis, though this was not generally knowi

by the subscribers.

The party administration had no grounds on which to op

pose the scheme at that time. De Leon and the National Exec

utive Committee in New York knew that sooner or later the

scheme , like all schemes, would spring a leak . And it did. The

post office authorities, when they discovered the deception ,

compelled the publishers to mail the paper from the town

where it was dated, so the paper had to be sent by express to

the city where it was to appear as a local paper.

We in Troy, too, had our Labor experience. An old Ger

man comrade was elected editor and I was elected manager.

I "managed " to get the 120 subscribers, and the local editor

" edited " the inches on the last page , at six cents an inch. Some

times we had ten inches of local editorial matter, sometimes

more, depending upon the funds. As local manager, I had fre

quent consultations with the local editor relative to the num

ber of inches we were to have that week. When I later related

to De Leon all the tribulations of a local manager and local

editor, and how on one occasion the local editorial had to be

omitted, because that week the local editor was too busy cut

ting sauerkraut, De Leon laughed heartily and chuckled as only

those can picture who have seen and heard De Leon laugh

and chuckle,-not a loud , boisterous , or hysterical laugh, but

like the gurgling sound of a brooklet flowing swiftly down hill

among the rocks .

Those who fathered the publication of Labor in St. Louis

were the representatives of the pro-American Federation of

Labor and reform element in the party - the Socialist Party of

today in embryo.

There was at first no open hostility by Labor toward the

course taken by the official party organ , The People; not be

cause there was much sympathy with the uncompromising tac

tics which The People stood for, but rather because A. Hoehn

and his associates in St. Louis did not dare openly to oppose

the stand taken by Daniel De Leon , which the party had en

dorsed. Moreover, in 1894 Matthew Maguire was elected on

the Socialist Labor Party ticket to the board of aldermen in

Paterson , N. J. Maguire's election demonstrated that the lash
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ing of labor fakers and the revolutionary attitude did not keep

the Socialist Labor Party from growing.

The claim made by the publishers of Labor was that it

was more suited for new recruits to the movement, that its

contents were mental food easy to digest - admittedly some

sort of mush-and-milk Socialist teaching that would offend no

body.

Experiences with Samuel Gompers and the

Craft Union Borers Prove De Leon Right

Following the defeat of Gompers at the Denver ( 1894)

convention of the A. F. of L., at which John Burns was a fra

ternal delegate from the British trade unions , there was a con

vention held in Albany, N. Y. , of all A. F. of L. trade unions

in New York state. At this convention I was a delegate, rep

resenting the Trades and Labor Council of Troy, N. Y. Samuel

Gompers was there too, having come as a delegate from Lo

cal 144, International Cigar Makers' Union. There were seven

or eight members of the Socialist Labor Party at that conven

tion. Naturally the “ political action” resolution was trotted

out in the usual manner and defeated in the same way. There

were, however, some things that I observed that should be

related here.

Gompers, of course with much ado, posing, and attempts

at eloquence , warned the delegates not to leave the path of

“ trade unionism pure and simple” ; he told the delegates that in

some of the European countries where the Socialist political

movement was stronger than the economic organization, the

workers toiled longer hours and received starvation wages, etc.,

etc.

The noteworthy things were these : when the vote on this

political action resolution was taken I noticed that a delegate

from the Brewery Workers' local of Albany had voted against

it. Not only did this brewers' local claim to be a Socialist un

ion just as the unions in Germany were (Freie Deutsche

Gewerkschaften ), but the fellow was a member of Section Al

bany, Socialist Labor Party, and had only an hour before com

mended me for speaking in favor of that resolution. "Hascht
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gut gemacht" ( "Well done” ), he had said to me in pure Wuer

temberg German. He was one of the kind of “ borers from

within ” whom Daniel De Leon held more in contempt, and

rightly so, than those that were to be “ bored.” When I took

him to task about his inconsistency he replied that the Brewery

Workers would fare badly with the union label pasted on each

barrel of beer to be patronized by organized labor if they

should go straight forward to antagonize organized labor by

voting for a Socialist political action resolution .

Gompers at the opening of the convention had been asked

to deliver a speech, and he did. Among other things he said :

" John Burns — there was a real good man . ” Now, John Burns

in an interview published in the New York World, expressed

his disapproval regarding the rejection of the independent po

litical action platform by the delegates to the Denver conven

tion, in a very emphatic manner-he characterized the dele

gates who defeated the ten -plank platform as jackasses. I

had a copy of The World containing that interview in my

pocket, having learned from Daniel De Leon as early as that

how important documents are. When the political action re

solution was debated I said that Mr. Gompers was right about

John Burns, he was a good man without doubt; the best rea

son for believing him a good man I thought was his statement

that the delegates who voted against independent political ac

tion were jackasses, and Mr. Gompers was one of the delegates.

Gompers did not like to have any one poke fun at him, and

made much fuss about it. He asked the privilege of the floor,

and consumed a good deal of time throwing fine bouquets at

no one else but himself.

The convention adjourned sine die. As some delegates

lingered in the hall, Gompers came over to me, and laying his

hand on my shoulder he patronizingly spoke to me thus :

" Katz, I was in the labor movement before you were born .

You are on the wrong track. I was at one time a bit of a So

cialist, not a member of the Socialist Labor Party, but worked

with the Socialists in the shop. I associated with them. I

drank with them, in short, I was one of them. I studied the

German language for six months so as to be able to read Marx's

Das Kapital. ' [ " Das Kapital" was not translated into English
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at the time Gompers had in mind. ] I read it, but found there

was nothing in it. ” He advised me to read some book called

“ Politische Zeitwinke, ” but before parting he saw in one of my

coat pockets a copy of The People and in the other a copy of

Labor. “ This paper,” said Gompers, pointing to Labor, " is all

right; we have no fault to find with Labor, but that other pa

per you have there is no good. Beware of the man who writes

up that sheet. "

That was enough for me. If I had ever had any doubt as

to the correctness of De Leon's attitude toward labor leaders

of the Gompers kind, Gompers removed it. Here was the gen

eralissimo of “ labor leaders" telling me that he read " Das

Kapital” but “ found nothing in it ” ; praising one Socialist pa

per and denouncing the other. To be sure, I dropped the pa

per praised by Gompers like a hot potato.

At this convention Gompers boastfully declared that he

was willing to debate the question with any Socialist, but that

it was time wasted to discuss Socialist theories while the dele

gates had far more important work to do. " Such debates," he

said, " should take place outside of the convention hall. ” Soon

thereafter Gompers was challenged to debate with Daniel De

Leon. Gompers declined . He might have been too shallow

mentally when, as he claimed, after reading "Das Kapital" he

" found there was nothing in it," but he certainly had his wits

all there when he preferred not to debate with the editor of

" that sheet " he had so paternally warned me against.

Capitalist Lieutenants and Politicians in the

Labor Unions-An Instance in Troy

In 1895 the Socialist Labor Party made further gains at

the polls, the vote rising to 45,000. The party organization

gained in membership and gathered in its folds new recruits

on all sides, in the face of the phenomenal growth of the Popu

list movement. The greatest event in the life of the American

Socialist movement took place that year, namely the founding

of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance.

But before telling all the important happenings concern

ing the S. T. and L. A. it is necessary to relate sone of the do
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ers.

ings in District 49, Knights of Labor, and also the inner work

ings of the A. F. of L. craft unions, their relationship with the

employing class, and their inherent tendencies to fasten tighter

the chains of wage slavery upon the workers , because of that

relationship. It is necessary to show the futility of the “ boring

from within " policy in an organization started in many cases

by the bosses themselves, as was the case with many a local

of the Brewery Workers ; or the identity of fancied as well as

real immediate material interest with the small manufacturer

against the large companies, as in the case of the Cigar Mak

Besides these factors, the material interest of labor lead

ers whose numbers were legion must be understood.

Only by having a clear insight into all this, is it to be made

plain that to bore from within under such conditions was like

playing against loaded dice . Only by knowing how many soft

jobs were made insecure, and the immediate material interest

of numerous and varied groups affected can it be understood

why the S. T. and L. A. met such fierce resistance and brought

about within the Socialist Labor Party itself such a furious

storm of opposition against De Leon and “ De Leonism .”

The following episode of those days throws a strong light

upon these conditions. In the Trades and Labor Council at

Troy, N. Y. (and the conditions elsewhere were the same as

there) , the presiding officer, one Michael Keough, a member

of the Iron Moulders' Union, was as true a watch dog of cap

italist interests as could be ound anywhere. He was then

working at his trade and weighed no more than 115 lbs.; today

he is vice-president of the International Union of Moulders and

Coremakers and weighs 230 lbs . , a net gain in weight of 100

per cent. , but that is a different story. Michael Keough in the

chair, who would dare to introduce politics on the floor of the

Council ? How many times would his gavel come down with a

crash when a Socialist had the floor !

Anno Domini 1895, Thomas F. Kennedy, a member of the

Masons' and Bricklayers' Union of Troy, was nominated for

sheriff of Rensselaer County on the Democratic ticket. Ken

nedy and Michael Keough were friends , and the election of

Kennedy meant much to Keough, quite naturally. So up rose

Mr. Keough, as president of the Trades and Labor Council , and
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thus addressed the meeting : " Fellow delegates, you know I

am opposed to politics in the union. I shall never, never - s - r - 1

deviate from that principle, but - a union man, who has carried

a union card ever since he served his apprenticeship, has been

honored by the nomination for sheriff in this county. ” ( Here

Mr. Muldoon from the Cigar Makers', my co-delegate , Con

nolly from the Plumbers', Ryan from the Horseshoers ' , and

others, applauded vociferously.) "Are you going to support a

union man ? His politics or the party that nominated him do

not concern us, " etc. , etc.

The upshot of it all was that Kennedy's nomination was

endorsed. But this is only part of the story ; the worst was

yet to come. This was then the result of several years of bor

ing from within. The Cigar Makers' local of Troy, which body

Mr. Muldoon and I represented in the Trades Council, would

protest, I threatened, and when the Cigar Makers met, the

honest element won out. A resolution was adopted protesting

against the endorsement of the Democratic nominee.

This resolution was published in the daily newspapers in

Troy. But lo and behold ! our victory was short-lived. The

saloonkeepers who dispensed the “ blue , label” cigars over their

bars were all in politics, and ninety-nine per cent. of them

were of the same political faith as Mr. Kennedy. They bought

and sold union cigars exclusively, because it was good policy

to patronize " home industry ” and incidentally use the union la

bel cigar-box as proof positive that they stood for labor, for

organized labor. Who, then, could blame these saloonkeepers

and keepers of worse places than saloons when they

came to the Cigar Makers' headquarters, indignant over

the ingratitude of these fellows ? The word was passed

around that unless the Cigar Makers publicly withdrew the

resolution of protest not another union label cigar would they

sell . A special meeting of the Cigar Makers' local was called,

and not only was the former action repudiated, but a notice

was inserted in the daily papers stating that “ the alleged reso

lution of protest against the endorsement of Kennedy by the

Trades and Labor Council was never passed by the Cigar Mak

ers' union ."

The union label was used by the meanest of capitalist
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politicians within and without the International Cigar Makers'

Union to knock out all tendencies that threatened capitalist in

terests. Let it be borne in mind that this so-called Interna

tional Cigar Makers' Union was heralded by every labor

" skate , ” from Gompers down, as a model organization of a

trade union pure and simple. (Some of the German comrades

used to pronounce it " poor and simple." ) Let it also be borne

in mind that in no other trade union were the borers from

within so numerous as in this Cigar Makers' Union.

Even in the early days of the Socialist and labor move

ment in Germany the cigar makers were more numerous in the

movement than any other trade. When the Bismarck Exemp

tion Law was passed against the Socialists in 1878, thousands

of German Social Democrats were banished from the German

empire and came to the United States . Cigar makers from

Hamburg and Bremen were the largest proportion among the

banished. Anyone who was caught giving out Socialist liter

ature by the German police had to leave the country. The

Social Democratic Party in Germany helped those who were

without means to pay their way to America. Some who want

ed to go to the United States and have a free passage distribut

ed Socialist circulars in order to be arrested and shipped there

at the expense of the party, pose as martyrs ever after, and

finally become rabid anti-De Leonites.

At the time that Gompers with his lieutenants organized

the various existing national trade unions into the American

Federation of Labor ( this was in 1881 ) the cigar makers re

ferred to formed the Progressive Cigar Makers' union, which

had locals in several large cities. Some of these locals were

affiliated also with the Knights of Labor. In 1884 this Progres

sive Cigar Makers' Union was whipped into line by Adolph

Strasser , the chief mogul of the International Cigar Makers'

Union and Gompers's side -partner. The Progressives claimed

a membership of ten thousand, hence the preponderance of

borers from within in the Cigar Makers' Union.

Whether or not the membership of the old Progressive

Cigar Makers' Union had the correct instinct of what an or

ganization of workingmen should be is a question I cannot an

It is quite certain , however, that whatever virtues theyswer.
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might have possessed were lost in that "model " of trade un

ions of which Gompers and Strasser were the founders, the

only thing that remained of the revolutionary spirit being

phrases, but no deeds excepting a donation to the Socialist po

litical campaign fund and the display of red badges and the

red flag at parades, picnics and funeral processions .

of

The “ Label Agitation ” Farce and De Leon's

Attitude Toward It

That De Leon knew the make-up of this element in Local

Number 90, goes without saying. Number 90, of Cigar Mak

ers', had been allowed at the time of the merging of the Pro

gressives with the International to retain the name “ Progres

sive " and was called " Progressive Cigar Makers' Union No.

90. " But before the launching of the Socialist Trade and La

bor Alliance, De Leon was on friendly terms with many

the members of No. 90, some of whom were party members.

Not a few called on De Leon in his office and paid him homage

by bringing along some good " smokes," -- for De Leon loved a

good smoke. In the measure that the developments in the

movement assumed a clearer character and jarred the pure

and simple notions of the borers from within, the number of

cigars given to De Leon diminished . I remember how one of

No. 90's label committee members was once telling De Leon

the trouble that the cigar makers had in safeguarding their

blue union label. De Leon, with seeming seriousness , told

the fellow that it would be a great advantage to have a blue

label not only on each box of cigars, but to paste a label or

several of them on each cigar, so that it could be seen until the

cigar was 'smoked up that it was a blue label, and leave an ad

vertisement on the cigar butt for the union label in the bar

gain . At first the fellow, looking into De Leon's face which

was as grave as if he was in earnest, was baffled, until it dawn

ed upon him that De Leon was having some fun at his ex

pense. To be sure, that fellow brought no more Havanas to

De Leon

In this connection the activities of the " bored " and the

" borers” in New York should be related. While in reality they
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took place a couple of years later it will help to make the pic

ture complete to present them here. The several locals of

cigar makers in New York were represented by delegates on

what was known as a label committee. This committee had the

agitation for the blue label in charge, and incidentally the

spending of a large sum of money for this agitation. What

this agitation consisted of we shall soon know. There were

Locals No. 10 ( also Progressive) , No. 90, No. 141 ( Bohemian) ,

No. 144 and No. 213. The agitation conducted by this com

mittee consisted in having its members appoint themselves to

a day committee and a night committee, the day committee to

agitate all day, the night committee in the evening after the

working hours. The day committee's agitational work con

sisted in visiting places where cigars were sold and urging the

proprietors to sell cigars with the blue union label only. For

this work the members of the day committee received $3 a

day and incidentals. The places where cigars were sold were

saloons , and the argument that carries most weight and con

viction in a saloon is the number of rounds of drinks bought

or " set up" for " the boys.” In this work the day committee

was not in the least deficient, as they could hold up their end

against all comers.

The night committee performed this same kind of agitation

for $1 a night, or in other words spent a dollar for twenty

schooners of beer. The day committee would make the fol.

lowing report :

“ On the first of April we visited Murphy's saloon ;

bought seven rounds of drinks , fifty cents a round. Then we

asked Mr. Murphy to patronize manufacturers of union label

cigars ; we had three more rounds of drinks , and Mr. Murphy

promised to comply with our request. ”

Six months thereafter the committee made the identical

report about the identical saloon , the only thing that varied

being the number of rounds of drinks ordered. The night

committee's reports were more brief, as the amount of label

agitation was limited to $1 a night for each member,

Besides these committees there was the job of secretary

with $18 a week, so that the blue label agitation couldbe conduct

we
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ed systematically. “ Systematically " it was conducted , and no

mistake.

In this label committee the borers were boring with might

and main , so much so that they got nearly a majority in the

committee. When I came to New York and deposited my un

ion card with Local 141 and was elected a delegate to the label

committee there was much joy among the borers and gloom

among the bored. Being one of those, however, who still fur

nished a smoke or two to De Leon , I had a consultation with

him and asked his advice as to how we Socialists should pro

ceed when we had a majority in the label committee. De

Leon's advice was to abolish the day committee and the night

committee, and instead of visiting saloons to have committees

to visit all unions and other workingmen's organizations and

agitate for the union label, and by appealing to the working

men's solidarity, arouse them to class consciousness ; in short,

make speeches for Socialist principles.

I thought this a splendid idea and went straight ahead

with the proposal to the principal borer. This was one Negen

dank ; no small figure was he among No. 90's notables. True,

Negendank no longer gave cigars to De Leon, which was a

very bad sign ; but he did occasionally play a game of chess

with De Leon at the Workmen's Educational Association

rooms. Negendank was a good player at chess, but not quite

as good as De Leon. Because of the long time it took him to

make a move while playing chess De Leon turned his name

about and called him Gedankenman . Negendank was also in

the " prehistoric ” days of the Socialist Labor Party editor of

its German organ , Der Sozialist.

Negendank, when he heard the proposal to abolish these

label committee trips to saloons and instead to have commit

tees visit the unions , threw up his hands in horror. “ It could

not be done, ” he protested. “ It never was done. ” And then

he added - I am quoting him verbally : " Unsinn, verpulvert

muss das Geld ja doch werden .” (“ Nonsense; the money has

to be blown in anyway." ) Negendank and I could not agree ,

and I withdrew from the label committee,



FROM THE FOUNDING OF S. T.

& L. A. TO S. L. P. SPLIT , 1899

De Leon's Fight for the Alliance-Steady Ad

vance of the Party - Nefarious Work of the

Disrupters - Debs Movement in the West

-Volkszeitung's Fruitless “Coup d'Etat" ;

S. L. P. Wins in Court

The Knights of Labor, which at the height of its strength

had sent cold chills down the spine of the class of exploiters ,

was on the wane. Henchmen of the capitalist class were run

ning the once promising organization , and they were running

it into the ground at a rapid pace . Daniel De Leon undertook

the task of redeeming the organization. As a delegate of Mix

ed Assembly 1563 he entered the central body of the Knights

of Labor, District Assembly 49, in July, 1891 .

Attempt to Cleanse Knights of Labor

De Leon, too, bored from within. His boring made the

labor fakers in District Assembly 49 dance a dance they had

never danced before. Tammany heelers, Republican political

crooks, and Populist wind jammers who were formerly at one

nother's throat were driven into one camp. The lines were

drawn between Socialists and reactionists of all shades . Many

of the delegates were won over by De Leon, some of them

joined the Socialist Labor Party. So effective was this boring

by De Leon and those who stood with him that at the general
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assembly of the order, General Master Worknian Terrence V.

Powderly was defeated for that office and James R. Sovereign

elected in his stead.

Sovereign was flesh of the flesh and bone of the bone of

Powderly. The downfall of Powderly brought about chiefly

by the Socialists under De Leon's generalship was meant to

be a lesson to Sovereign. Sovereign did not heed the lesson .

The same corrupt practices of Powderly and his satellites

were repeated by Sovereign and his gang. In 1894 the con

vention of the Knights of Labor, or the general assembly, as

it was called, was held in New Orleans. Sovereign was taken

to task by De Leon and his Socialist co - delegates, and an

other chance was given him upon his promise to mend his

ways. Sovereign and the general officers of the order gave a

pledge to the Socialist delegates to let them name the editor

of the official journal of the Knights of Labor. Sovereign

broke his pledge . He knew, no doubt, that with the journal

in the hands of the Socialists there would be little chance for

crooked acts.

In District Assembly 49 the reactionists were whipped com

pletely. William L. Brower was elected district master work

man by a large majority, but not without a lively combat. It

was mainly the tireless work of De Leon whose activity and

most strenuous efforts brought in newly organized locals. In

those days there was hardly a night that De Leon was not

delivering a lecture , attending meetings of the party organiza

tion , local assembly, district assembly, committee meetings ,

campaign work,—all this in addition to his writing as the

editor of The People .

Boring Stopped ; S. T. & L. A. Started

By this time another general assembly was to be held at

Washington, D. C. This was in 1895 . Sovereign and his

clique knew that their heads would fall into the basket. De

Leon , heading the delegation of District Assembly 49, together

with the honest elements in the order, could easily have got

the majority. Accordingly , the general assembly at Washing

ton had to be packed, an easy task for those having the mile

age fund, the books, and the whole machinery of the organiza
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sure.

tion in their hands. The general assembly was packed, to be

With the assistance of men like one E. Kurzenknabe, an

infamous , characterless labor faker, the Sovereign clique re

mained in power . This ended De Leon's boring from within.

On December 6, 1895, a delegation from District 49,

Knights of Labor, met in conjunction with the general execu

tive board of the Central Labor Federation of New York and

constituted the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance.

This bold step on the part of the Socialists headed by

Daniel De Leon, created consternation in the ranks of the

dishonest trade union leaders. “ Opposition union," they cried

in chorus. That the A. F. of L. was an opposition union

against the Knights of Labor the shouters of “ opposition un

ion " evidently had forgotten. Be it said here to the glory of

the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance that its most vehement

adversaries at the time of its birth were the most despicable

among labor's misleaders. Men like Kurzenknabe of the

Brewers' , H. Weissman of the Bakers' , and Harry White of

the Garment Workers' were the loudest in their denunciations.

All three were eventually found out by their own constituents.

Weissman got to be a lawyer and became the attorney for

the association of boss bakers. In that capacity he fought the

unions of bakery workers whose head officer he had formerly

been . To mention H. Weissman's name after that among the

bakery workers was like mentioning the name of Benedict Ar

nold among school children who had just received their les

son about the American Revolution. Harry White was found

out somewhat later, but found out just the same. He was

caught red-handed carrying on a traffic in the Garment Work

ers ' union label and kicked out of that union. He cared little,

as he had made his " pile” before his practices were discovered.

Great Significance of the Alliance

The Alliance started life with a membership of about 15,

000, mostly of local unions in New York and vicinity. Soon ,

however, the organization spread out over the country. The

textile workers of Rhode Island joined the S. T. & L. A. in

large numbers; the shoe workers of Brooklyn had locals num

bering 800 to 900 members. Locals were organized in many
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of the industrial centers. The leaders of the " pure and sim

ple ” trade unions had indeed good cause to fear the S. T. &

L. A.

The founding of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance

was the first recognition and application of the principle of

strategy in the Socialist and labor movement in the world. It

was declared that without the organization of the workers into

a class conscious revolutionary body on the industrial field ,

Socialism would remain but an aspiration. It was " charged ”

that the idea of organizing the Socialist Trade and Labor Al

liance originated in De Leon's head. It did. That " charge,”

at least, was true. So much the better for De Leon. Recent

developments across the Atlantic have demonstrated beyond

doubt the impotence of the pure and simple political move

ment.

. Credit Due Daniel De Leon's Work

To Marx belongs the discovery of the economic interpre

tation of history and the scientific application of the theory of

value. To De Leon belongs the discovery of the necessity of

forming the industrial battalions that can " take and hold " the

wealth power now in possession of the capitalist class .

True, at the time of founding the Socialist Trade and

Labor Alliance not all the functions of the revolutionary So

cialist economic organization were recognized. That the in

dustrial union was to be the Republic of Labor in embryo was

seen only after the S. T. & L. A. ship had approached closer

to the shores of the Socialist goal.

Columbus, who set out to discover a new and shorter route

to India, discovered a new continent. Columbus sailed west,

his conviction being that, the world being round, by sailing

west he must strike land. The distance and all else was of

much less moment. Columbus erred in regard to distance and

other matters, but his central and principal claim was correctly

based upon scientific ground .

So it was with De Leon . The central and principal point

in organizing the S. T. & L. A. was the absolute necessity

of arraying the economic forces of labor alongside the

revolutionary political party, for the realization of So
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cialism. Whether De Leon then regarded the economic task

greater, or not as great as the political, is a matter of sec

ondary importance. As Columbus overcame all obstacles, from

the procuring of ships to the mutiny of his own men, so did

De Leon overcome seemingly insurmountable obstacles to

bring the working class upon the road that leads to victory.

At the time of the birth of the Socialist Trade and Labor

Alliance the Socialist Labor Party had grown to be a factor

to be reckoned with. Over two hundred Sections were then

in existence. The People made more gains in circulation, and

there was not a labor leader " pure and simple” or impure and

simple who did not know and fear that little paper published

at 184 William street , New York. Within the five years that

De Leon had been a member of the Socialist Labor Party a

transformation had taken place in the movement. It was no

mushroom growth , but a succession of 'steady gains made in

all directions and in many ways. There was growth not only

in numbers, but the warm breath of social revolution could be

felt in the atmosphere wherever The People · was circulated,

wherever the Socialist Labor Party gained a foothold.

The first real national convention (though nominally called

the ninth annual convention) of the Socialist Labor Party was

held in 1896, at Grand Central Palace , New York city. It was

the first real convention of the party not only because all in

dustrial centers were represented, but mainly because it was a

convention representing the membership . At former conven

tions , including the one held in the city of Chicago in 1893,

many of the Sections of the party had been represented by

proxy delegates, who in all cases represented their own views

or the views of the membership in their respective localities,

and not the views of the membership for which they bore cre

dentials . At the Chicago ( 1893) convention, for instance, Sec

tion Troy, N. Y. , was represented by one Suesskind, a member

of Section Chicago. Why we in Troy selected Suesskind I do

not know. No member in Troy knew him or any other mem

ber whose name was sent to us as being willing to serve as a

proxy delegate. Perhaps we in Troy selected Suesskind (lit

erally " sweet child ” ) because his name sounded so sweet,
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though we found later that he was not quite as ' sweet as his

name.

The system of proxy delegates had been abolished when

the 1896 convention gathered. Twelve states were represented

by about ninety delegates .

man.

1896 Convention Takes Up Union Question

The question of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance

was the most important question the convention had to deal

with . On the third day of the convention a delegation of the

S. T. & L. A. was given the floor. Hugo Vogt was its spokes

Vogt read a well-prepared speech, setting forth the rea

sons for the organization of the Alliance . Whatever Vogt be

came afterward , at that time he was De Leon's co-worker and

no one stood higher in De Leon's esteem and confidence than

Hugo Vogt, editor of the S. L. P. German organ . After Vogt's

speech De Leon introduced the following resolution :

“Whereas, Both the A. F. of L. and the K. of L., or what

is left of them, have fallen hopelessly into the hands of dishon

est and ignorant leaders ;

" Whereas, These bodies have taken shape as the buffers

for capitalism , against whom every intelligent effort of the

working class for emancipation has hitherto gone to pieces ;

" Whereas, The policy of 'propitiating the leaders of these

organizations has been tried long enough by the progressive

movement, and is to a great extent responsible for the power

which these leaders have wielded in the protection of capital

ism and the selling out of the workers ;

" Whereas, No organization of labor can accomplish any

thing for the workers that does not proceed from the principle

that an irrepressible conflict rages between the capitalist an i

the working class , a conflict that can be settled only by the to

tal overthrow of the former and the establishment of the So

cialist Commonwealth ; and

" Whereas, This conflict is essentially a political one, need

ing the combined political and economic efforts of the working

class ; therefore be it

“ Resolved, That we hail with unqualified joy the forma .

tion of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance as a giant
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stride toward throwing off the yoke of wage slavery and of

the robber class of capitalists. We call upon the Socialists of

the land to carry the revolutionary spirit of the S. T. & L. A.

into all the organizations of the workers, and thus consolidate

and concentrate the proletariat of America in one irresistible

class -conscious army, equipped both with the shield of the

economic organization and the sword of the Socialist Labor

Party ballot. "

The moving of this resolution for adoption brought the

matter before the house . Many delegates took part in the de

bate . Sometimes the enemies of De Leon went about with the

slander that De Leon was a party boss, insinuating that he

was some kind of Richard Croker, who whipped everybody

into line. If they had accused De Leon of everything under

the sun, nothing could have been further from the truth than

this slanderous statement. Bosses of parties hold sway be

cause of the jobs they have to distribute. De Leon had none

to bestow upon those who stood with him — quite the oppo

site , it was he whose election to the editorship of The People

was in the hands of the assembled delegates.

De Leon's Logic Wins for S. T. & L. A.

Nothing would have disgusted De Leon more than to have

had a lot of manikins about him who would jump at his bid

ding. Whatever De Leon proposed in the party he gave his

reasons for. It was his sword of logic that won out - a mightier

weapon, no doubt, than a mere whip, and steel that could be

crossed only with steel-a broomstick would not do.

It was De Leon's sword of logic that brought about the

adoption of the above resolution by an overwhelming majori

ty. The reformists were at this convention . The A. F. of L.

boosters were there : G. A. Hoehn, of St. Louis; Erasmus Pel

lenz, of Syracuse, whom in those days they called " silver

tongued orator" ; Frank Sieverman , the bosom friend of John

Tobin of the Shoeworkers ', and others. They came prepared

to cross swords with De Leon , with their speeches rehearsed

and committed to memory. When the time came they found

that theirs were not 'swords but broomsticks.

And how De Leon did wield his sword of logic at that
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convention ! Never before or since have I seen him look more

determined , or heard him speak with greater fervor than at the

1896 convention. De Leon's style of speaking was not a finely

spun chain of epigrammatical phrases, nor the bubbling enthu

siasm of impulsiveness , and least of all an appeal to sentiment

brought to a climax by dramatic posing. I can close my eyes

and see De Leon as he appeared then, pleading the cause of

the S. T. & L. A. I can recollect but not describe his gestures,

his tone of voice, and the effect it had upon the delegates.

De Leon spoke at length, but his was not the talk of a

long-winded speaker who speaks against time, who when his

memory fails him will fall back upon " As I said before, " and

begin his story all over again. De Leon's words were like

hammer blows from the arm of a giant. Facts and logica! de

ductions from facts, clothed in language which was incisive

and comprehensive, were uttered in a manner so convincing

that De Leon's opponents were completely routed. De Leon's

resolution was adopted by a vote of 71 in favor and six against.

By adopting De Leon's S. T. & L. A. resolution the So

cialist Labor Party took a long step forward. The 1896 con

vention was the beginning of a new epoch in the Socialist move

ment. At that convention Charles H. Matchett was nominated

for President, and Matthew Maguire for Vice-President. In

the spring of 1896 Maguire had been reelected to the board of

aldermen in Paterson, N. J., with an increased majority.

De Leon for Congress in the Ninth

In the same year Daniel De Leon ran for Congress in the

ninth Congressional district of New York. The campaign in

that district was the first of its kind in the history of the So

cialist movement in America. De Leon received 4,300 votes ,

or rather, that many votes were counted by the Tammany and

Republican election officers. This vote was not a complimen

tary vote for De Leon, it was a vote cast to send a revolution

ist to Congress. The workingmen in the district were aroused

as workingmen were never aroused before or since in a po

litical campaign.

New York city, that great proletarian center, had

many lively 'skirmishes between the forces of capital,and la

seen
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Lor, but the revolutionary atmosphere had never been warmer

than during the campaign of 1896 in the ninth Congressional

district. Thousands gathered at the street corners where De

Leon spoke, and his words were listened to with the closest

attention . The message that De Leon brought to the men and

women in that district, who were among the lowest paid, most

exploited workers in the city, was the message of the Socialist

union that was to deliver them from wage slavery, the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance.

That was the issue in the De Leon campaign-the revolu

tionary spark imbedded in the breast of every wage slave in

that district was fanned into flame. If there was any conspiracy

on the part of capitalists and their politicians to break up this

movement of which De Leon was the champion (and many

are the reasons to believe that there was such a conspiracy) ,

it must have started in that year. That the capitalist politicians

were much afraid of what might come from such a

ment is certain. As a matter of fact, opposition of any conse

quience within the Socialist Labor Party to its revolutionary

position dates back to that very year and to that very district.

Whether there was actual collusion between certain pronin

ent Socialists and the capitalist politicians, who can say ? Per

haps it was only the true instinct of some “ intellectuals ” in the

· Socialist movement, who could feel that in a movement such

as the Socialist Labor Party stood for there would be no pos

sibilities for big salaries , ten- story buildings, and a good time

in general , that made them rise against De Leon's " dictator

ship , ” as they pleased to call De Leon's insistence that

should not be a labor faker at one corner of his mouth and

claim to be a Socialist at the other corner.

move

a man

Disrupters Not Satisfied by Clean Vote

The campaign in the ninth Congressional district with

De Leon as the candidate showed the power that was latent

in the Alliance. Four thousand , three hundred votes should

have satisfied even those who were after votes only. But that

was not the point. What good are such votes that bring ouly

more struggles and no revenue ? Besides, a revolutionary

movement makes one so insecure in one's possessions! So
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those who were " leading Socialists ” in the party, officials of

the pure and simple unions, and speculators in real estate or

othe : schemes, and petty lawyers whose activities included the

draiting of agreements between sweatshop owners of New

York's East Side and their slaves, at so many dollars an

agieement, could not be expected to sit idly by and let a " dic

tator" like De Leon, a “ tyrant," a " pope," etc., etc., start

movement that would deprive such gentry of their jobs and

" contract " fees which amounted to great sums. Every cock

roach contractor in a tailoring shop had an agreement with

his employes, which was not worth the paper it was written

on to the employes, but which protected the bosses against

strikes, at least for the period of a season.

These are not unsubstantiated assertions. We may look

today at the men who were the loudest protestors against De

Leon's " dictatorship " : Abraham Cahan of the Jewish Daily

Forward, whose income out of the labor movement exceeds

that of Gompers and some of his lieutenants besides . Louis

Miller, formerly of the Jewish paper, Wahrheit, who recently

started another daily paper on the East Side, is another exam

ple. Miller's real estate speculations were very successful

no wonder De Leon's attitude was not cherished by him ! Last,

but not least, there is Morris Hillquit, a lawyer and now also

a “ Boersianer, " or speculator in Wall Street. Hillquit's “ origi

nal accumulation " was derived from fees in writing the agree

ment's mentioned above. Original accumulations and the rev

olutionary Socialist movement do not go hand in hand, hence

the starting of the opposition on the East Side at the time when

De Leon as a candidate of the Socialist Labor Party for Con

gress polled such a large vote.

Bryan Populist Storm Let Loose

While De Leon was battling in the ninth Congressional

district, into which campaign he had thrown his great energy

and personality, there was a political upheaval taking place

throughout the land that was unprecedented in the history of

American political life . William Jennings Bryan , " the peer

less orator" from Nebraska, had risen to leadership in the

Democratic Party. Grover Cleveland , who was elected Presi
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dent of the United States at the 1892 election, lost his Demo

cratic majority in the House in the election of 1894. The in

dustrial panic which began in 1893 was blamed on the Demo

cratic administration. Factories were shut down, and great

numbers of workers were unemployed and destitute . Soup

houses were opened in all large cities instead of the " good

times ” promised by the Democratic politicians. Farm prod

ucts were lower in price than for years previous ; a bushel of

wheat sold for fifty cents and less. (This latter fact, by the

way, was the material basis of the existence of the People's

Party.) The small farmers had to mortgage their farms, their

farm products did not yield the price to assure their existence

and make small farming possible.

When the Democratic Party met in convention at Chicago,

Bryan unsaddled the old leaders, and proposed a platform that

was to solve the economic problem. Free coinage of silver,

at the ratio of sixteen ounces of silver for every ounce of gold

coined, was to do the trick. This was the sum and substance

of the Chicago Democratic platform proposed by Bryan . The

free coinage of silver was to increase the circulation ; an in

creased money circulation would bring a boom in business.

That was the lure to get the workers' votes. The farmers,

with cheaper money, would get a dollar for a bushel of wheat

instead of fifty cents, and, besides, could pay off the mort

gages contracted when money was dear with money cheapened .

Many Workingmen Sadly Humbugged

Millions of people were made to believe that silver could

by law be given a fixed and determined value as compared with

gold, regardless of the amount of crystallized social labor

power it contained. Bryan's speech at the Chicago conven

tion had the effect upon “ suffering humanity " desired by that

wily politician. It seemed to the masses of starving workers

like actual relief ; to the farmers it looked like the rising of

clouds heavy with rain after a long period of exceedingly dry

weather. Bryan was hailed by the small farmers , who were

the backbone of the People's Party, as the Israelite, Joseph,

was hailed by the Egyptians of old.

"You shall not crucify mankind upon a cross of gold , " was
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one of Bryan's catch - phrases. And it did work like a charm

with the species of which it is said that there is one born ev

ery minute. There were many poor people who believed that

the proposed increased money circulation, or larger percentage

of silver dollars, would automatically put so many silver dol

lars into their pockets. “ Sixteen to one" was the topic every

where, for Bryan had declared and kept on declaring in every

speech he made, that the “ 16 to 1” silver question was " the

paramount issue of the campaign . ”

When the Socialist speakers were delivering their orations

on street corners, as we did in Troy and Albany, it was best

when criticizing Bryan and his party, to pronounce Bryan's

name very short. Whoever might try to say “William Jen

nings Bryan " and be long in doing it was sure to provoke a

cheer for the Nebraskan.

The Populist movement caved in like an empty shell, and

fell into the lap of Dame Democracy. It did not disappear

it vanished. Some of the People's Party leaders had made pre

tensions of being Socialistically inclined. Their Socialistic in

clinations were reflected in the People's Party demands that

the railroads should be owned by the Government, so as to

have cheaper shipping facilities for the small farmers ; was this

not Socialism ?

Bryan , though defeated on election day, was the most

popular candidate. His defeat was brought about by the pres

sure of the superior economic power of the industrial capital

ists as against the power of the middle class backed up by the

silver mine barons. Workingmen in the industrial centers were

intimidated into voting against Bryan by threais of shutting

down mills and factories. Troy was the only city in New York

state that gave Bryan a majority over McKinley. When Bryan

spoke at Albany on the large square near the state capitol,

20,000 came to hear him. I was there too, but little could I

see or hear of Bryan, so dense was the mass assembled there.

While I did not hear Bryan I did hear the utterances of those

standing near me, venturing their opinion of Bryan and his

greatness. Now and then a turn of the breeze would bring a

portion of a sentence spoken by Bryan to where I stood :

.to labor" ; " paramount issue . ..." ; "increased per capita . "
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Every time such a fragment of Bryan's stereotyped phrases

reached the place where I stood, those about me would start a

murderous din of applause. Though they could not hear a sin

gle coherent sentence the comment was just as sure to follow

every such fragment of one of Bryan's phrases as the applause :

" Isn't he the greatest speaker !! ” — “ Isn't that wonderful!!" etc.,

etc.

Way Cleared for Socialist Labor Party

The silver lining in this cloud of the " Bryan storm ” was

that when it passed it had cleared the atmosphere somewhat,

since the Populist movement disintegrated, and thus at least

one obstacle was cleared out of the way of the onward march

of the Socialist Labor Party.

De Leon's activity in the campaign of 1896 was not limited

to the precincts of the ninth Congressional district of New

York. He toured the country, delivering speeches and lectures

in many cities , East and West.

On a previous page it was related how De Leon severely

criticized our shortcomings in arranging agitation meetings on

the occasion of his visit to Troy when he ran for governor in

1891 , and how we in Troy mended our ways. On his way back

to New York in 1896 De Leon was booked to speak in Troy

again. This time a meeting was arranged that gave no room

for criticism ; in fact, De Leon was pleasantly surprised to find

that Troy had made such progress. Instead of holding the

meeting at Apollo Hall, the headquarters of the German Turn

Verein , as was previously done, with a keg of beer on tap ad

joining the meeting hall, the auditorium of the City Hall, hav

ing a seating capacity of about one thousand persons, was

hired. Keir Hardie, M. P., the leader of the Independent La

bor Party of Great Britain, had also spoken in this hall the

year before.

Keir Hardie, shortly after his election to Parliament, was

engaged by Chicago labor unions to deliver a series of lectures .

The Socialist Labor Party invited Hardie to speak under its

auspices on his way back from Chicago. Keir Hardie was ac

companied by Frank Smith, an ex-Salvation Army colonel , a

very clever speaker, but wholly sentimental , who soon after
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ward again became a Salvationist. Hardie's meeting in Troy

had been attended by about five hundred people ; we were de

termined to have even a larger audience for De Leon.

An Example of Self- Discipline

A parade was proposed. The old timers objected to this

because we could not get, they said, more than a corporal's

guard to turn out. Still the parade was decided upon, condi

tionally however, -it was to take place provided one hundred

comrades and sympathizers of the movement would give their

written promise to join the march . We got the hundred sure

enough to sign, and they turned out, too, to a man. They were

not all from Troy, of course, but from all the vicinity, which

took in the city of Albany to the south, and Watervliet, Green

Island , Cohoes, and Lansingburg to the south and west ; even

the village of Sand Lake was represented, but the hundred

were there ; every man who signed kept his promise and an

swered the roll call on the night when De Leon was in town.

This is not funny, or a matter of little importance, for it

demonstrated the fecling of comradeship that prevailed, and

the conscientious carrying into effect of a self -imposed obliga

tion. One hur:dred men in line under the banner of the Social

ist Labor Party in a city like Troy at the time when people

were half crazed with the Bryan “ 16 to 1" mania, was indeed

a sign that the Socialist Labor Party was an organization that

brought conviction to its members and sympathizers. De Leon

himself made the number a hundred and one. Jacob Alexander

of Albany brought with him the members of a band to which

he belonged, and though they were only four in number, our

parade headed by them created a healthy sensation in Troy and

vicinity. The following account of the meeting and parade ap

peared in The People in October, 1896 :

“ Stupefying Fakers and Politicians"

“ Troy, October 16.—The Socialist Labor Party threw this

evening a strong breath of fresh and purifying air into this

city, that reeks with the corruption of politicians and fakers.

It held a parade and a mass meeting. The parade was the first
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ever held here by the Socialists . It was headed by a good brass

band and a banner bearing a large arm and hammer. Besides

that there was one bearing the names of the Presidential nom

inees , Matchett and Maguire, and several others, one of which

read, ' Neither gold bugs nor silver bugs ; down with all hum

bugs.' The paraders illuminated their own path with Greek

candles and marched through the most populous sections of

the city, calling considerable attention and stupefying both

fakers and politicians. It took a large crowd with it to the

City Hall, where another large crowd had already gathered.

Daniel De Leon was the speaker. The meeting was twice as

large as Keir Hardie's ; it was the largest Socialist gathering

Troy has ever seen. The great crowd listened attentively and

broke forth into frequent applause. The meeting adjourned

with three cheers for Matchett and Maguire, and three rousing

ones in addition for the Social Revolution . "

Opposition's Poisonous Work

The vote of the Socialist Labor Party in 1896 was 36,564, a

gain over the Presidential election of 1892, but a loss in com

parison with the vote of 1895. Asalready stated, the People's

Party was annihilated. Bryan's endorsement by that party

showed the flimsiness of its structure. When the Socialist La

bor Party emerged from that political cyclone with 36,000

votes it denoted the quality of the material that the party was

made of, and could not be construed as retrogression.

The " opposition " found in this reduced vote an opportuni

ty sought, namely to claim that the party's tactics were all

wrong, that the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance would ruin

the party. The only spot where the Socialist Trade and Labor

Alliance was the issue was the ninth Congressional district, and

in that district the Socialist Labor Party made phenomenal

gains ; elsewhere the question of the Alliance did not penetrate

to the surface, so thick was the crust of the Bryan " free sil

ver " demagogism. For those who sought a pretext to com

bat the revolutionary tactics of the Socialist Labor Party the

pretext was furnished anyhow.

In 1897 I left Troy, to live in New York. Here the “ op

position" was at work outside and inside of the Socialist La
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bor Party, aye , outside and inside of the Socialist Trade and

Labor Alliance. The struggle between progress and reaction

was on. As long as the attitude of the party was only express

ed in revolutionary sentences, however terse, De Leon was

spoken of as Professor De Leon (though De Leon requested

everyone not to use that title) . When the time came, as it did

after the organization of the Alliance, when it was no longer

a question of revolutionary talk but one of action-the concrete

thing, not abstract theory - many of those who had spoken of

De Leon as the learned professor began to parrot the slanders

of the venal Weissmans and Kurzenknabes.

The Volkszeitung supported the party's adopted stand ,

but in a half -hearted manner, and on the quiet its editors and

reporters, of whom there was more than a bushel, were siding

in with the opposition. Some pure and simple union advertis

ing had already been lost, not to speak of the donations to the

Volkszeitung, for there were many of these so-called progres

sive unions that donated a sum either to the party or to the

Volkszeitung Conference, an organization of delegates from

various unions and benefit societies gotten up for the special

purpose of keeping the Volkszeitung alive. Such a donation

gave the donating " progressive union” absolution for sins com

mitted and sins to be committed against the Socialist move

ment.

“ Trooble” vs. the Spring Sunshine

Some of the officials of the unions that joined the Social

ist Trade and Labor Alliance were bribed with promises of

good jobs if they would turn against the Alliance. Ernest

Bohm, the first general secretary of the S. T. & L. A. , turned

against the organization, and as a reward was provided with a

little income in the Central Labor Union - was put on the pen

sion list , as it were, and is the recording secretary of that body

to this day.

Many of the old German comrades were visited in their

homes by self-constituted committees and told that the party

was in “ danger" ; that after all it was the German Socialists

who had built the party and now the party must be “ saved ” by

them ; that in Germany the Social Democratic Party did not
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meddle in the affairs of unions ; that De Leon, not being a Ger

man , did not understand scientific Socialism anyhow ; that the

party was being run high-handedly ; the vote was getting

smaller-in short, the poison of dissension was being injected

by unseen hands. Many of the honest " alte Genossen " (old

German comrades ) resented the slanders — did they not see

and hear De Leon speak and sometimes in German, too ? No,

iley could not believe that De Leon was not all right. But

then came the last card of the fellows who worked in the

dark : “ Don't you see that the Alliance moans opposition un

ions ? You are a carpenter ; tomorrow they may start a car

penters' alliance ; what will you do then-lose your job, fight

with your walking delegate ? " " No, no, not that ; I don't want

no ' trooble' with the union or the walking delegate.” Then the

members thus worked upon would come to the meetings of

the assembly district organizations and register a kick against

the party policy and against De Leon who is continually look

ing for “ trooble. "

This " trooble " became quite a joke. In one of the up

town assembly districts there was an old German comrade

whose name was Von Ellinger. He had a long, red beard

which he kept nicely brushed and shined. Von Ellinger, at

one of the meetings where De Leon was present, took part in

the discussion upon party tactics, and made the statement that

De Leon was all wrong, always taking a stand that meant

" trooble. ” “ Why, " said he , “ Socialism will not come if you

make nothing but trooble ; der Sozialismus muss kommen wie

die Fruehlingsonne . " ( Socialism must come like the spring

sunshine. ) De Leon ever after called Von Ellinger, “ Genosse

Fruehlingsonne."

This nicknaming of some of the oppositionists was made

much of by them, and sometimes furnished them with ammu

nition which they otherwise would have been lacking. To call

Morris Hillquit by his real name, Moses Hilkowitz, was also

taken ill by some. A little light thrown upon this subject may

be in place.

De Leon did not partake of any stimulants ; only on very

rare occasions would he join some friends in drinking a glass

of Wuerzburger. But to stand the tremendous strain which
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he stood for a quarter of a century, in a movement the van

guard of the forces of the social revolution, bound as a matter

of course to be not a bed of roses but a path every inch full of

struggle , or in the words of the " alte Genossen ,” full of

“ trooble," there had to be something in De Leon's life which

kept him young in spirit at sixty. That something was hu

De Leon had to have his dose of mirth every day, a

good hearty laugh, or else he would have succumbed much

earlier than he did. De Leon generally found a humorous side

to serious matters and had his health -giving laugh.

mor.

Turbulence Centered in New York

The period between the 1896 convention and the raid of

the oppositionists upon the party's national headquarters in

July , 1899, was a most turbulent one. There was " trooble "

galore. New York city was the place where the friction be

tween the opposing forces made the sparks fly. The National

Executive Committee was still being elected by Section New

York , as was the case in 1899. The Socialist Labor Party had

its main strength in New York, and so did the Socialist Trade

and Labor Alliance .

There were not more members of the party or the Alliance

in New York than in the other cities and towns combined, but

Section New York was the largest unit in the party organiza

tion, and the Alliance had a larger membership in New York

than in any other district. The forces opposing the revolution

ary attitude of the Socialist Labor Party both within and with

out the party were also centered in New York. The assembly

district organizations of which the Section was composed be

came the battlefield where the question of party tactics was

fought out. Some of these assembly district organizations fell

under the influence of the oppositionists ; there were certain

assembly district organizations which were known to be loyal

and others that were known to be the opposite, and still others

that were doubtful.

Some of the assembly district organizations that fell into

the hands of the opposition had to be suspended and reorgan

ized. The first sub-division of Section New York which had

to be cleansed by reorganization was in the district where
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those swayed a majority to their side who afterward clustered

around the Jewish Daily Forward. Some of them still cluster

there today. This fact of itself speaks volumes. Later the

opposition spread to some of the German assembly districts

uptown and across the East River to Brooklyn, but at no time

from the beginning of the struggle to the final rupture of

1899 did the opposition control one single English -speaking

subdivision of the party .

This fact also speaks volumes. Not that the district or

ganizations that were known as English-speaking were com

posed of men whose ancestors came over on the Mayflower;

some of them were American born and others were of that

" foreign ” element that followed the advice of Frederick En.

gels who, when he visited New York in 1891, said that the first

thing the Socialists from abroad should do was to acquire a

knowledge of the language of the land. Of course the im

migrants from Great Britain and Ireland did not come under.

the category of " foreigners . ” At one of the meetings an Irish

man was heard saying, when he saw the names of Matchett

and Maguire upon one of the banners : “ Maguire for Vice

President, is it ? And sure, Oi thought all thim Socialists was

foreigners. "

Conflicts in the General Committee

In 1897 there were assembly district organizations of Sec

tion New York, Socialist Labor Party, where " Americans"

with a Tipperary brogue predominated, such as the 18th As

sembly District, and these were among the loyal subdivisions

of the party. Some of the assembly district organizations

were subdivided into language branches, all subdivisions being

represented by delegates in a general committee. In this gen

eral committee many lively discussions between delegates who

represented the loyal subdivisions and those who leaned the

other way took place.

De Leon attended practically all the meetings of the gen

eral committee as a delegate from his assembly district and

did not tire of meeting every oppositionist who showed his

head in the general committee. He would go over the ground
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again and again with his sound reasoning, and many a fellow

was re-converted to the uncompromising revolutionary posi

tion of De Lcon. An instance in point was Charles Vander

Porten, who was elected by the 30th Assembly District to go

to the general committee and " crush ” De Leon. Vander Por

ten came. After a discussion on the subject, in which De Leon

took part, Vander Porten said to De Leon : " Comrade De

Leon, I came to this meeting of the general committee to lick

the 'Boss,' but I admit that I am the one who got licked . ” As

to Vander Porten, I shall have a little more to tell about him

later.

The opposition had started some sort of club that

was to teach the S. L. P. things about tactics and principles.

This club they called “ Der Mohren Club , " in imitation of a

club of the same name which was said to have played an im

portant part in the German Socialist movement. History was

to repeat itself, and it did. According to Marx, history pre
sents itself first as a tragedy and again as a farce. This

Mohren Club was made up of some of the suspended opposi

tionists and kindred spirits. The thing would not be mentioned

here , except for certain reasons, for it had no effect or influ

ence upon anyone. At one of the meetings called by this

Mohren Club, which I attended, several matters were clearly

revealed. The first was that no other but Alexander Jonas of

the Volkszeitung was the speaker, showing the connection be

tween the Volkszeitung and the opposition.

“ Sound, But Too Slow ,” the Argument

Jonas's speech on this occasion showed where the sowing

of the seed of dissension came from. The subject was the tac

tics of the S. L. P. Jonas's contention was that the Se L. P.

position was wrong, that there were in New York city 100,000

workingmen Socialistically inclined , and that the party must

adopt a policy whereby these 100,000 Socialistically inclined

workingmen would be reached and drawn into the movement ;

that the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance had the opposite

effect , since it would lead to the organization of dual unions;

that the leaders of the American Federation of Labor were in

sulted instead of being converted ; that the Socialist Labor
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Party insisted upon a sound position . “ Yes ," said he , “ the So

cialist Labor Party is as sound and solid as the Rock of Gib

saltar, nor has it any more motion ; it makes no progress . "

This was in 1897. At the polls in that year the Socialist La

bor Party received 55,000 votes , and only a year after , in 1898,

the party's vote rose to 82,000, in spite of all the opposition .

We see today, eighteen years after ( those who sided with

Jonas having a party of their own ) , that the 100,000 “ Socialis

tically inclined" workingmen in Greater New York have not

yet been reached , the leaving of the revolutionary path not

withstanding. Moreover, if there were 100,000 " Socialistically

inclined ” workingmen in Greater New York in 1897, there sure

ly must be 200,000 of them in 1915 , since a very large number

of workers came from all European countries within the past

eighteen years, from countries , too, where we were told every

third person was a Socialist.

a

The Opposition's " Tolerance"

Jonas's speech is only one reason why I mention the Moh

ren Club.
Another reason is that, notwithstanding the fact

that Jonas spoke harshly of the Socialist Labor Party at

meeting arranged by outspoken enemies of the party, he was

not disciplined, which disproves the charge so often made by

anti-De Leonites of all shades that no criticism was permitted

in the Socialist Labor Party and that any one who made bold

to oppose the party administration was thrown out. There is

a vast difference between criticism and sandbagging. Though

Jonas's talk belonged to the latter class, yet it was tolerated,

and those who were actually suspended or expelled from the

Socialist Labor Party in those days were men whose conduct

was such that they had to be dealt with severely if the party

was to retain its self-respect.

Still another reason prompts me to refer to this Mohren

Club. The loyal delegates to the general committee of Sec

tion New York were accused by the oppositionists of entirely

suppressing the minority ; it was charged that there was no

tolerance of other opinions. Of course this was a false charge.

But how did these fellows in the Mohren Club act ? When

Jonas had finished his speech , I asked for the floor. A Volks
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zeitung reporter was the chairman. The floor was given me,

mainly because the chairman did not know me. I proceeded

very cautiously in answering Jonas, but did not get very far

with my explanation. As soon as the chairman saw that I

was not an oppositionist, he simply declared me out of order

and my protests were howled down by the mob. Robert Glaser,

another loyal member of the party, who was also present , was

assaulted by a blue -label committeeman of Cigar Makers' Un

ion No. 90, R. Modest.

The substantial gains at the polls in 1897 and 1898 had a

tendency to strengthen the revolutionary wing of the party.

Some promising elements formerly affiliated with the People's

Party joined the movement. The future looked bright in spite

of all the opposition from within and without. True, the So

cialist Labor Party movement had the capitalist class to com

bat in front, the labor lieutenants of the capitalists on both of

its flanks, the enemy within its own camp in the rear ; still , in

forged ahead. The many enemies, the assaults of the capitalist

forces, the howling of labor fakers , the hissing sound of the

traitors, all this only stimulated the fighting S. L. P.

The opposition was in despair. Referendum votes to

change the party tactics were proposed, voted upon, and de

feated. How hard did the oppositionists work at times to deal

the party a blow ! “ Intellectuals ” like Dr. Ingerman were at

work to spread more of the poison of dissension , proceeding

no doubt from the theory, “ Throw mud, and keep on throwing

it ; some of it is bound to stick."

Die Liedertafel; De Leon's Joke

A center for the Genossen who were going to have, all

" trooble" in the movement abolished and have the Socialist

Republic ushered in with songs was “ Die Socialistische Lieder

tafel. ” This singing society was also a subdivision of Sec

tion New York, paid dues the same as an assembly district or

ganization, and had also the same rights. It developed that

the members of this singing society branch who would permit

no one to participate in their singing and drinking exercises

without paying his quarter of a dollar, did permit fellows to

vote upon a referendum vote on party matters, and the ques
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tion whether the individual who voted had paid his dues to

the party was not taken so seriously as was his participation

in song and drink - especially the latter.

A number of times I was elected chairman at the session

of the general committee, a job which was not an easy one.

There were always from ten to twenty hands raised asking

for the floor and not all could be permitted to speak at the

same time, and there was not enough time to have all speak in

succession. Some had to be disappointed. The delegate who

raised his hand first and asked for the floor in the proper man

ner was recognized. The minority delegates were never sup

pressed. On one occasion the Liedertafel elected a new dele

gate , who came to the general committee with his mind made

up to tell De Leon and the rest what he thought of them. He

did not ask for the floor in the usual manner, that is by rising

from his seat and addressing the chair ; instead he made wild

gestures, snapped his fingers , etc. , and as he could not arrest

my attention he finally whistled at me. He had to wait, how

ever, until those had spoken who asked for the floor in a de

cent manner. When his turn finally came he was so over

wrought with anger that he started his speech by cursing. He

did not proceed further than the curse ; down came the gavel

with a crash ; the delegate of the Liedertafel was out of order

and had to sit down.

De Leon was not at this meeting,but he had heard all about

it, for when I happened to call at the office of The People a few

days later, De Leon wanted to know whether I had heard what

the Liedertafel had done because I declared their delegate out

of order at the general committee meeting. " The Liedertafel

has decided not to sing at your funeral when you die, ” said

De Leon , with his characteristic chuckle ; " but when one of the

members asked what would be their action if De Leon should

die they decided they would sing at his funeral with pleasure. "'

Debs and the Pullman Strike

While the struggle within the Socialist Labor Party between

the revolutionists and the reformists was proceeding merrily,

events were taking place in the world of labor outside of the
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party that were bound to have a great influence on the devel

opments within the Socialist Labor Party movement.

The great strike of railroad workers affiliated with the

American Railway Union took place in 1894. Eugene V. Debs

was the man at the head of this new organization. Seventeen

railroad lines of the West and Middle West running into Chi

cago were tied up. It was a strike more general than many a

strike that is called a general strike. It started by a lockout of

the employes of the Pullman Company at Pullman, Ill. , where

this company had with pretentions of philanthropy instituted

some sort of capitalist paternalism, where the workers had the

opportunity not only to work and be exploited by the Pullman

Company in the workshop, but where they were given also the

opportunity to live in the company's houses, deal in company

stores, be treated by the company doctor, etc. The lockout of

the Pullman employes followed their refusal to accept another

of the company's gifts, namely, a twenty - five per cent. reduc

tion in wages. The directors of the Pullman Company are the

originators of the phrase, “We have nothing to arbitrate.” They

would not even negotiate with their locked - out employes.

Debs Misled by the Disrupters

The American Railway Union rose to the occasion. Trains

with Pullman cars attached were not handled by the members

of the American Railway Union, and thus the great strike was

precipitated. This strike paralyzed transportation and alarmed

the capitalists greatly. The demonstration of solidarity by the

American Railway Union, which during the strike claimed a

membership of over 100,000, struck the chords of class feeling

among the workers of the land, and the spectacular nature of

the strike, as of all such strikes, especially railroad strikes, in

creased the feeling of sympathy on the part of the members of

the working class and the opposition on the part of the capital

ists . Governor Altgeld of Illinois was reluctant to order out

the state militia and thus comply with the wishes of the cap

italists . Grover Cleveland, however, for whom so many poor

wage slaves had shouted when he was running for President :

" Four more years of Grover and then we'll be in clover, " order

ed out the Federal troops. Injunctions against the strikers and
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the officials of the American Railway Union were issued whole

sale. Debs was finally sentenced to six months' imprisonment

in the Woodstock jail for " contempt of court. "

This act of class justice had the tendency to make Eugene

V. Debs quite popular. Debs's name thereafter had the sound

which re-echoed the blow dealt by the railroad workers in the

Pullman strike to the capitalist class—a sound pleasant to the

workers' ears. This fact, together with Debs's talent as speaker

and organizer, gave him great opportunities and power for good

or evil in the labor movement, whichever influence he might

choose to exert. Debs was not a Socialist at the time of his in

carceration . He voted for Bryan in 1896, but did declare his

conversion to Socialism in 1897. Why did not Debs join the So

cialist Labor Party, then the only party flying the flag of So

cialism ? Was the Socialist Labor Party so fundamentally in

the wrong that a new party had to be started ? Or was there

something fundamentally wrong with Debs that he started one,

or rather that he allowed his so well sounding name to be used

to start a new party ? We shall see.

Debs, while serving his sentence in Woodstock jail and af

ter that, up to the time that he declared himself to be a Social

ist , was being sought by the elements for whom the Socialist

Labor Party was too narrow, dogmatic, sectarian, etc., etc. , and

also by those who were forced out of the party in 1889 by the

New Yorker Volkszeitung.

Freak “ Social Democracy" Started

While there is no documentary evidence in my possession,

I doubt that Eugene V. Debs would deny that he was besieged

by men who pictured to him the Socialist Labor Party as an or

ganization of fanatics who were devoid of tolerance in regard to

the opinions of others, and men who had no understanding of

American conditions. Oh, irony of fate ! The very elements in

the Socialist Labor Party who were actually guilty of such ac

cusations were those which after the split of 1899 within the So

cialist Labor Party Debs took to his bosom ; or, to be more

correct, he was grabbed to their bosom, where he has been held

ever since, mainly for advertising purposes for the soundthat

Te - echoes that outburst of wage slave solidarity, the Pullman

strike, still clings to the name of Eugene V. Debs.
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It was said that Rosenberg, the national secretary of the

Socialist Labor Party in 1889, and deposed by the Volkszeitung

in that year, was one of the correspondents of Debs while Debs

was imprisoned in Woodstock jail . That Rosenberg depicted

the Volkszeitung cabal in its true colors there can be no doubt ;

they were the very gang of would-be intellectuals whom De

Leon and those who sided with De Leon had to combat within

the Socialist Labor Party. As to the rest who sought to kidnap

Debs, there was Berger, of “ buy out the capitalists” fame. Bere

ger at all times respected De Leon , though he did not agree

with him, but time and again he showed his contempt for the

Volkszeitung and its adherents .

When , in 1897, the American Railway Union had lost the

bulk of its membership Debs gathered the wreckage together,

and with Wayland of the Appeal to Reason, and others, organ

ized a new political party, the Social Democracy of America.

There was little attention paid in the East to this new venture,

for this new political party was to establish Socialism by colo

nizing the state of Washington, and John D. Rockefeller was

to be appealed to to furnish the means . Naturally, all those

who wanted to establish Socialism in that fashion flocked to

the standard of the Social Democracy of America. Most likely

Debs was allowed to proceed with his colonization idea to a

certain point, just to demonstrate to him and his followers the

folly of such schemes. Unquestionably, there were men in the

Social Democracy of America, including Berger, who knew bet

ter. Children must be allowed at times to have their own way,

especially when ill or weak ; the time comes when by their own

developing reason they mend their ways ; the rod is the last re

sort with sensible parents and teachers. Victor Berger was a

wise parent and also principal of a German school in Milwaukee.

In 1898 the Social Democracy of America became the so

cial Democratic Party of America, and in a few isolated places

entered the political field with candidates set up in opposition

to the Socialist Labor Party. It is a most significant fact that

the first man elected on the ticket of the Social Democratic Par

ty of America was James F. Carey of Haverhill, Mass . , who

voted in favor of an appropriation of $15,000 toward the build

ing of an armory at Haverhill, and who had the brass to offer
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as an excuse for his action that it was a sanitary armory he had

voted the appropriation for.

Winner of the “ First Victory ''

James F. Carey was at first a member of the Socialist La

bor Party, and as such was elected to the board of aldermen in

(Haverhill, but the Socialist Labor Party being too narrow for

him, he refused to submit to its discipline and turned toward

the broad Social Democratic Party even before the Socialist

Labor Party had a chance to turn him out of its organization .

Carey, otherwise known about Haverhill as " weeping Jim ,"

claimed to be consumptive ; this helped Jim to a good many

sympathetic votes. The last time I saw him he looked very

sleek and fat, with nary a sign of consumptiveness. This armory

builder was the first candidate elected on the ticket of the “ So

cial Democratic Party of America ,” the present Socialist Party.

The Socialist movement in the state of Massachusetts, former

ly the Star of Bethlehem of the opposition to the Socialist La

bor Party, is weaker today than it was before the party that

was to bring " Socialism in our time" started on its career of

destruction eighteen years ago.

With this short description of the events outside of the So

cialist Labor Party we can return to the activities within the

organization, especially the doings in New York city. We must

needs return later to tell more of the Social Democratic Party,

Debs, and some others.

The 16th Assembly District organization was one of the

most active and loyal subdivisions of Section New York, So

cialist Labor Party. The membership in that district was com

posed mainly of men who were not influenced by “ Mohren

clubs ” or by any other set of oppositionists. While the poison

of dissension spread like gangrene in the assembly districts

which were the component parts of the ninth Congressional

district, and where De Leon made such a great fight in the

campaign of 1896, the 16th Assembly District , although border

ing on the ninth Congressional, remained unaffected. The evil

influence of Cahan , Winchevsky, Zametkin, Barondess, and

others, who were much comforted by the organization in the

West of the Social Democratic Party, did not reach to the 16th
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A. D.; their evil influence had not in those days got beyond

Houston street.

The revolutionary spark that had glowed so warmly and

so brightly among the mass of proletarians jammed together

within the borders of the ninth Congressional district the year

before, was being extinguished with bucketfuls of nastiness,

thrown about and squirted around by the " literateurs” of the

lower East Side. At the business of emptying buckets of dirt

over the heads of their adversaries, these gentry, in the lan

guage of Artemus Ward, were “ ekeled by few, exeled by none."

Any one who would have tried any slanderous work in the 16th

Assembly District organization would have fared badly.

De Leon's Big Vote in 16th A. D.

When the time came to make party nominations in 1897, a

delegation from the 16th Assembly District recommended that

De Leon be offered the nomination as a candidate in that dis

trict. This was agreed to by the general committee, and De

Leon accepted the nomination for member of the Assembly

from the 16th. The campaigns conducted in that district from

1897 to 1900 were lively affairs, and the 16th Assembly District

became known throughout the land.

The election returns from the district in 1897 made Tam

many Hall sit up and take notice. For Daniel De Leon 1,854

votes were cast. The column on the official ballot with the

uplifted arm and hammer began to look threatening. The vote

cast for De Leon was 400 higher than the vote cast for the Re

publican candidate. Tammany received over 3,000, but the very

fact that De Leon's vote was second highest in the district had

a depressing effect upon the Fourteenth street "wigwam .” How

this vote did cheer the ranks of the Socialist Labor Party ! It

was not a vote gotten by promises of palliative measures, not

a vote secured in the manner and by the method of political re

form parties. The issues were " the unconditional surrender of

the capitalist class” and the Socialist economic organization,

the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance versus " pure and sim

ple" unionism of the American Federation of Labor.

The membership in the 16th Assembly District worked

with the zeal and enthusiasm of new converts to the cause of
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Socialism. A large proportion of the members were young

men ; many of them developed to be speakers-quite a number

of soap- boxers got their first training in the 16th. Those who

could not speak on the corners distributed literature, and can

vassed every tenement house in the district.

De Leon himself was there every night, speaking some

times at three open-air meetings in one evening after a day's

hard work in The People office. As the party grew so did the

share of work in De Leon's office. Visiting comrades from out

of town called on De Leon . Some had important.happenings

from their localities to relate, others just came to have a look at

the man the very mention of whose name made the labor fakers

squirm ; still others called just because they could not help it.

a

A Caller at “ Dee Leawn's" Office

De Leon received all those cordially whose calling had

purpose. Overburdened with work and responsibilities of such

a magnitude as De Leon was, he had no time to waste with

people who came to see him and bother him with trivial mat

ters or freakish schemes of all sorts. Unlike the ordinary po

litical leader who pretends to be delighted to meet every Tom ,

Dick and Harry who comes along, De Leon did no such pre

tending ; he was at times painfully frank in telling some who

cailed out of curiosity or similar motives to go. Many a sen

timental chap who thought that De Leon should turn himself

into a reception committee to receive him, felt offended and

went forth to denounce De Leon as an aristocrat or an auto

crat. Many a freakish individual who looked up De Leon in his

office to have De Leon's opinion on some freakish scheme or

other became quite indignant when De Leon had no time for

such business.

On one occasion when De Leon was steeped in serious

work, a fellow called with a good-sized bundle of manuscript

under his arm . He looked like an incarnation of Mark Twain's

" Connccticut Yankee at the Court of King Arthur.” He was

not a bit backward , but went straight to De Leon's desk. " Is

this Mr. Dee Leawn ? ” he asked, in long-drawn nasal tones.
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“ What is it you wish, sir ?” asked De Leon in turn, in a

rather brisk manner, seeing at a glance what kind of a hairpin

he had before him.

“ Mr. Dee Leawn,” began the stranger, looking around for

a chair to sit down on, but , seeing none offered, preferring to

stand- “ I have written a book on , "

" I have no time now, sir, ” De Leon interrupted .

“ But, Mr. Dee Leawn, this book which I have written shows

the way to solve the social question, and I want you to read it,

and— ”

But De Leon Had Read It

" I've read it , sir, I've read it, ” De Leon broke in.

“ You're mistaken , Mr. Dee Leawn, you ~ "

" I am telling you, sir, I have read it . ”

“ But,” the " author " still persisted , " you certainly are mis

taken ; how could you have read my book when it has not yet

been printed ? Here is the manuscript, and—”

“ I've read that book, don't bother me, " insisted De Leon.

The fellow went, with the manuscript of the book that was to

solve the social question under his arm , much dejected and

swearing vengeance against the tyrant " Dee Leawn.” The so

cial question remained unsolved !

The man or woman who called on De Leon with a real

purpose concerning the great cause, for which alone De Leon

labored , always received merited attention , it mattered not who

the individual happened to be. No matter how great was the

volume of work that De Leon had to attend to in those days ,

eight o'clock in the evening found him at the open-air meetings ,

where large crowds were waiting to hear the " Old Man , " as De

Leon came to be known in the 16th Assembly District.

In the same year ( 1897) Lucien Sanial was the mayoralty

candidate of the Socialist Labor Party in Greater New York.

The vote of the party in the first election under the charter of

the Greater City was 16,000. There was quite a scramble among

the old party politicians for the spoils that lay in waiting for

the victors. Besides the regular nominations by Tammany

Hall and the Republican Party, there was Seth Low, president

of Columbia University, in the field, nominated for mayor by
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the Citizens' Union. Old Henry George was dug up by the

"Jeffersonian Democracy,” but died a few days before election

day. George's son , Henry George, Jr., was nominated to fill

the vacancy ; the ballots, in fact, were already printed, so no

change in the list of candidates was possible, and it made little

difference anyway, for the popularity of George had faded away

ten years before.

While the 16th A. D. was the storm center in the Socialist

Labor Party campaign, the rest of the city was by no means

neglected. Every other assembly district had its organization,

and carried on a vigorous campaign. There was no lack of

speakers ; literature was distributed throughout the city in large

quantities. There was a fife and drum corps composed mainly

of sons of Socialist Labor Party members. De Leon's son,

Solon, was a member of this corps.

Sanial's Mistake in the Band

This fife and drum corps was of course an innovation .

Many there were among the party's speakers who would regu

larly denounce the old parties, by force of habit, for having mu

sic , parades , etc., at their meetings. It so happened one night

during that campaign that Sanial, the candidate for mayor,

spoke at the corner of 70th street and First avenue. The crowd

of listeners that had assembled was large and appreciative.

Sanial's speeches were always full of vim and enthusiasm.

While Sanial was telling the audience that "before the century

closes the bottom will fall out of the barrel of capitalism in Eu

rope, " and that " the crimson banner will soon wave from ev

ery capitol across the Atlantic, " a Tammany band wagon halt

ed across the street, decorated with the flags of all nations , the

flag of the Emerald Isle predominating, for it was an Irish dis

trict. (In Italian districts this was changed a bit.)

Tammany had evidently arranged for a meeting, too .

Sanial turned on them. " Yes, fellow workingmen, the capital

ist politicians come to you before election with music and other

tomfoolery to get your votes , and after election they give you

different music music from the rifles of the militia and the

gatling guns of their military. We do not come to you with

music," Sanial continued. Just then I heard from the distance
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the sound of other music - it sounded like the “ Marseillaise ,”

the favorite march of the Socialist Labor Party fife and drum

corps . I looked up First avenue and was sure it was our band.

Sanial was still hammering the capitalist politicians and their

music. I pulled Sanial's coat tail to give him warning, but he

was too wrapt up in his subject to pay any attention to me.

The crowd grasped the situation sooner than Sanial, and

was quite merry. Finally the fife and drum corps had reached

our corner and swung around into 70th street, still playing the

Marseillaise. Sanial was still denouncing the music and red

fire of the old parties. The audience laughed. Sanial saw the

joke, too. He took out his red bandana handkerchief, wiped

the perspiration from his high forehead, and said : " Friends, I

made a mistake, these are our boys." Then he added : " They

will play the death march of capitalism .”

De Leon Shamelessly Slandered

The following year, 1898, De Leon's vote in the 16th As

sembly District rose to 2,207. Tainmany Hall was
alarmed .

The labor leaders in the Central Labor Union, who as a general

rule were boosting Tammany, were stricken with fear. The

oppositionists in and outside of the Socialist Labor Party were

stricken with something like yellow jaundice . Not only in the

16th A. D. , but everywhere, the party made gains ; 82,000 votes

were cast for the Socialist Labor Party. Something had to be

done. The cry that " the party makes no progress , " that was

raised a couple of years before could not be raised this time .

The oppositionists redoubled their efforts in the spreading of

slanders. De Leon was denounced by them as an anti -Semite

in Jewish districts ; as a Jew among Gentiles ; as a man who hated

the Germans, among the Germans , etc. The basest falsehoods

were told in the East Side cafés about De Leon . Gompers in

his paper made the allegation that De Leon's name was Loch ,

not De Leon. The name of Henry Kuhn, who was then na

tional secretary of the Socialist Labor Party, was woven into a

tale to the effect that there was a connection between Kuhn ,

Loeb and Co. , the noted banking firm , and Daniel De Leon and

Henry Kuhn . Be a slander ever so ridiculous, there are always

people who, having a mentality resembling a savage's, can be
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easily stuffed, and others willing to be stuffed. The fact, how

ever, important for all who seek to find the truth, is that the

oppositionists against the Socialist Labor Party and its revolu

tionary principles and tactics were blowing the same horn with

the crew of political office seekers bedecked with the mantles

of labor leaders and Tammany Hall itself.

De Leon pointed out on numerous occasions that it is not

the dishonest men who are dangerous to the movement, but

the honest, well-meaning people who, deceived by the crooks,

become the source of danger. This was the case at that time.

Many well -meaning Socialists were deceived by the schemers

with ulterior motives. Especially was this the case among the

Germans over whom the Volkszeitung exerted its pernicious

influence. Not that the Volkszeitung came out openly with

slander and calumny just then ; no, the time for open hostilities

between the Socialist Labor Party and the Volkszeitung had

not yet arrived. Long before the split of 1899, when the Volks

zeitung still claimed to be loyal to the Socialist Labor Party,

the members of the Volkszeitung Publishing Association were

as busy as bees in poisoning the minds of their compatriots, in

the German trade unions , sick and death benefit associations ,

singing societies, and pinochle clubs .

Disrupters' Narrow Selfishness

The Volkszeitung had its agents well distributed. In Cigar

makers' Union No. 90 it had, besides others, two brothers who

both employes of the Volkszeitung, and both

cigarmakers , and who still retained their membership in that

organization, although neither of them had made a cigar at the

bench for years . These were Adolph and Ludwig Jablinovsky ;

one was in the business department, the other in the editorial

department of the Volkszeitung, and both were top-notchers

in the slander department. There was nothing that Adolph and

Ludwig disliked more than to be compelled to work in the

cigar shop where work is hard and wages small --nothing like

the job on the Volkszeitung. A revolutionary attitude on the

part of the Volkszeitung might have endangered the existence

of that paper and incidentally the jobs of these two ex -cigar

makers , hence their opposition to De Leon and the Socialist

Labor Party.

were ex
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was even

In other organizations there were similar agents preparing

the ground everywhere for things that were to come. The

stories that were told about De Leon by these agents, his al

leged hatred of Germans, his desire to wreck unions, and stories

about the vulgar language in The People, made some people

actually believe that De Leon was a monster. Whatever hap

pened upon this planet that was bad they blamed on De Leon.

While on the road for the party in New York state some

years ago I encountered an individual in a remote part of

Schoharie County, who told me with candor that when the

Democrats were in power we did not have half enough rain.

Similarly there were mental cripples who blamed De Leon for

everything.

In the 28th Assembly District, the district where De Leon

lived , the party organization was about evenly divided between

the loyal S. L. P. men and those who were leaning toward the

opposition. At the business meetings of this district there

were always warm debates. At times De Leon

threatened with physical harm by the very fellows who were

afraid to fight the labor fakers in the unions. At every meet

ing of that district some new slander was hurled at De Leon

by the oppositionists. When De Leon demanded facts, thie

slanderers were stuck. They could only make allegations in a

general way ; when a specific statement was demanded they

could not give any.

De Leon's " Vulgar” Language

The spokesman of the opposition in that district was one

Loewenthal, a brother -in -law of Jablinovsky. He came to ev .

ery meeting with a new accusation, and was in every instance

shown up to be unreliable ; yet was sure to come with another

story the following meeting. At one meeting the allegation

would be made that De Leon had used unduly harsh language

against some official of the A. F. of L., when in fact the "un

duly harsh” language was not half harsh enough , as De Leon

would show. At the next meeting again Loewenthal would

come with a claim that the general committee was dictatorial

in its dealings with subdivisions. When facts disproved this

some other accusation was made at the next meeting.
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Once a lady member of the 28th Assembly District, who

belonged to the category of well-intentioned people, told me in

great excitement that Comrade De Leon was using terribly

bad language in dealing with his opponents in the discussions

at the meetings of his district.

" Why, it's a shame for an educated man, a professor, who

should be polite and refined, to use such language. Ach ! Such

language ! Was ist denn los mit Comrade De Leon ? "

When I asked her what the horrible language was she

would not tell me. From Harlem to the Battery it spread, this

tale of De Leon's using bad language at the meeting of the

28th A. D. This bad language, as upon inquiry I found out,

amounted to this : De Leon when referring to Loewenthal,

which means when translated into English, lion's dale, referred

to him as “ Comrade Lion's Tail, ” or in German, the language

spoken at the meetings of the 28th Assembly District, as

“ Genosse Loewenschwantz." This was the horrible language

used by De Leon , and it was quite excusable at that, for there

were a number of men about with similar names, like Loewen

fuss, etc.

Opposition Organized

With the advent of the year 1899 it became apparent that

the opposition had effected some sort of organization on a na

tional scale. Connections had evidently been established by

the New York oppositionists with those of other cities. At

any rate the disgruntled elements were getting bolder and more

and more boisterous and bothersome generally. Instead of de

voting the time to agitation work , party meetings were dragged

out for hours with wrangling ; the energies even of the loyal

members were exhausted with endless discussions upon party

tactics. It was felt that a storm was gathering that had to

break, soon or late.

From within the party came the cry that the progress

made was too w, in spite of the fact that really substantial

gains were made. The party had now nearly four hundred Sec

tions throughout the states, the destructive work of the ob

structionists notwithstanding. From outside of the party or

ganization rose the slogan of the newly formed Social Demo
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cratic Party, " Socialism in our time.” A short cut to Socialism

was discovered by Wayland and his little Appeal. The re

formists have somewhat altered their position since then . They

say now : “We can safely leave the evolutionary process of

transformation from capitalism to Socialism to future genera

tions."

Finally, the Volkszeitung made bold to come out in the

open and take issue with the official organ of the party, The

People. But it was not upon the attitude of the party toward

the trade unions that the Volkszeitung fired the first shot

Upon that question the Volkszeitung was not so sure of its

ground. The first shot fired was against the position of The

People relative to taxation. De Leon sought to guide the So

cialist Labor Party organization out of the quagmire of reform

upon the revolutionary path, but the party platform had still

its quota of " immediate demands. " The tax question gave the

Volkszeitung an opening. That was an issue that made it

easier for the Volkszeitung to beguile its followers.

Taxation Question First Assault

De Leon maintained in The People, as the Socialist Labor

Pasty does today, and as at least some of the Socialist Party

members have since learned, that workingmen do not pay

taxes ; that all wealth is produced by labor, including the wealth

out of which taxes are paid, but that taxes are paid out of that

part of the workers' product of which under the wage system

they have been filched anyway. This Marxian position the

Volkszeitung readers did not understand and would not learn

to understand. That the workers are robbed as producers and

that to receive the full value of their product must be the aim

of a party of Socialism, all other questions and issues being

misleading, including the question of taxation -- that they did

not grasp. Although most of them had the pictures of Marx

and Engels nicely framed to decorate the walls of their best

room, Marxian economics were not for them to read and study.

The Volkszeitung knew its "Pappenheimers." Nothing ap

pealed to its readers more than this tax question. They re

garded De Leon's position as absurd. “ The idea, workingmen

don't pay taxes!" they would exclaim with disgust ; "Rah !" It
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was useless to argue the question with them. The Volkszeitung

in support of its stand on the tax question quoted every Social

Democratic paper of Germany, Austria, Italy, and other coun

tries. The same Socialist papers may be quoted today as en

dorsing the bloody butchery now going on in Europe, each in

its own way, either as a struggle for German " Kultur" ; or for

the " national ideals " of Italy . But the quoting of the European

papers settled the question with the readers of the Volks

zeitung. Even many who up to that time had stood by the

party now swung around ; the taxation question and De Leon's

position regarding the same was " too many " for them .

Now that the ice was broken, the whole position of the

Socialist Labor Party was wrong ; the party had to be remodel

ed, and De Leon and De Leonism abolished forevermore,

How was this noble aim to be consummated? Oh, that was

easy. Simply get the majority of delegates to the general com

mittee, then elect all officers of the Section, suspend the Na

tional Executive Committee, and the Volkszeitung's new exec

utive committee would do the rest. In other words, repeat the

coup d'etat of 1889. This time, however, things went dif

ferently.

De Leon the Storm -Center

The lines were now drawn between the loyal party mem

bers, who were in favor of the revolutionary stand the Social

ist Labor Party had taken, and the oppositionists of all shades.

There were indeed many shades to the opposition faction,

Some of them claimed that the attitude of the Socialist Labor

Party toward trade unions was correct, but that it was pre

mature to sever connections with the old trade unions and to

set up a Socialist union. Others , again, claimed that Socialism

was sure to come in a decade and to bother with labor unions

was superfluous,-all economic organizations of the workers

were out of date. Another shade maintained that the Amer

ican Federation of Labor was all that could be expected, and

that it would eventually become a class conscious body. All,

however, were a unit upon changing the Socialist Labor Party,

making it repudiate its principles and tactics, and incidentally

getting rid of De Leon,
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The most despicable methods were employed to attain this

end. Fellows who had not " bothered " with the Socialistmove

ment for years were proposed and taken in as members ; those

of the opposition who had been in arrears for months paid up

their dues to be able to vote for delegates to the general com

mittee. De Leon had to be decapitated. It was all nicely map

ped out by the Volkszeitung board of directors, board of edi

tors, managers, assistant managers, etc., also by the members

of blue label leagues as well as by members of label leagues of

* other colors. ' 'Raus mit De Leon ! " they cried in chorus.

One J. Obrist, who claimed to be on the side of the loyal

members, but who turned only a few weeks before the split,

told me that De Leon had to be removed because he had " failed

to capture Debs. ” Obrist was regarded as an important per

sonage by the opposition. He at first fought against the slan

derhund of the Volkszeitung, but when the question of "Who

pays the taxes?" was raised, he toppled over like many others.

Obrist's statement in regard to De Leon's failure to capture

Debs would not, of itself, merit a mention. Obrist repeated

what he heard at the confabs presided over by the opposition's

high moguls, like Alexander Jonas and Herman Schlueter,

editors of the Volkszeitung. His statement only showed what

sort of " arguments " were used by these gentlemen to rope in

fellows like Obrist. De Leon was not out to " capture" any

one. He was not in the capturing business, De Leon contended

that men may be captured for false movements, but for the

building up of a movement that is to reduce the citadel of

capitalism men cannot be captured or kidnapped. Moreover,

he who can be kidnapped is not worth having.

“ The Best Laid Plans, Etc."

So sure of success were the ones who were to carry out a

revolution in the Socialist Labor Party that they went about

boasting how it would be done, and who would be allowed to

stay in the party and who would be expelled. Of course, De

Leon was on the list of those that were to be put out ; so was

Vogt, Sanial, Kuhn, Forker, Keep ; the organizer of Section

New York, Lazarus Abelson, was also on the list of those who

were not to be taken into the party. They were especially bit
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ter against Abelson , for in his capacity as organizer he had on

several occasions to execute orders of the general committee

in reorganizing some unruly subdivisions. Sometimes they

called Abelson re -organizer.

Things did not turn out to be quite as easy as the dis

rupters imagined. Henry Kuhn, in a neat parody on a song

known by all who speak German, summed up this " revolution "

in the S. L. P. To this day I remember every line :

( " Wir saszen so froehlich beisammen ." )

" We sat all so snugly together,

And held one another so dear ;

We gave each a lift in his business,

Had that lasted the coast had been clear ;

But it could not forever remain thus,

A malevolent fate cut it short,

That Cuckoo, De Leon, the old cuss,

Kicked us out and himself holds the fort."

First Attempt at Physical Force

On July 8, 1899, the general committee of Section New

York was to hold its regular meeting and elect officers for the

ensuing six months. The meetings of the general committee

were then held at the Labor Lyceum, so-called, a sort of party

headquarters for the city. At a previous time officers of the

national organizations had also been in this building. On the

ground floor was a saloon, above the portals of which was

written in large gilt letters the legend, “ Labor Lyceum ," and

in still larger letters, " Beer Tunnel.” On the floor above the

"beer tunnel” was the meeting hall for the delegates to the

general committee. On the Saturday night of July 8, 1899,

this hall was filled to its utmost capacity. Not all those pres

ent were delegates. There were always some visitors, but on

this night the number of visitors was much larger than at any

other time.

Abelson called the meeting to order and asked for nomina

tions for chairman. Henry Kuhn was nominated by the loyal

delegates, Bock by the other side. It became evident that it

would be difficult to hold a meeting right then, for those who
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He was

had come to make the " revolution " would not wait until their

credentials were presented, but wanted to vote on the chair

manship before they were seated.

Men who were not at all delegates also wanted to vote.

Hillquit was there to give advice to his side ,-lawyers always

give advice. The organizer insisted that those who were not as

yet seated as delegates could not vote for the chairman. Hill

quit began to give advice and started a harangue.

called to order but refused to obey. The organizer, not being

able to preserve order with his gavel, called for a committee

to assist the sergeant-at-arms. Several members, among them

Arthur Keep, volunteered. Hillquit, who insisted upon speak

ing, was approached by Keep and requested to sit down. Then

the fighting began. Several fellows fell over Keep ; the opposi

tionists had come prepared for a physical encounter. Many

blows were struck, but nothing very serious happened. The

object of the Volkszeitung to put the loyal party members out

was not accomplished.

After an hour's fighting the janitor put out the lights, and

the meeting of the general committee did not take place. Next

morning, however, the Volkszeitung published a notice calling

a meeting of the general committee for Monday, July 10, in a

hall on the Bowery. This, of course, meant bolting from the

Socialist Labor Party.

Rump Meeting on the Bowery

The office of the National Secretary of the Socialist Labor

Party and the editorial rooms of The People were on the third

floor at 184 William street, the building where the Volkszeitung

was published. This office of the National Secretary was rented

from the Volkszeitung Publishing Association . There another

battle royal took place between the opposing forces. This was

the memorable night of July 10, when the oppositionists tried

to capture the offices of the National Secretary and The People.

When it became known that the rump body would meet

on the Bowery, some party members came to The People of

fice, suspecting that their presence would be needed. It was

needed, and no mistake. At first it was doubted that any at

tempt would be made to take by physical force the national
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party headquarters . Reports soon came, however, that this

question was being discussed at the meeting on the Bowery

and finally that a raid had been decided upon. When that re

port reached the party members who had assembled at 184 Wil

liam street, they organized themselves to defend the S. L. P. ,

its offices, and documents, if need be with their lives.

On the ground floor of the building at 184 William street

were the business office and the editorial room of the Volks

zeitung. On the third floor was the editorial room of The

People. This room De Leon shared with Vogt, the editor of

the party's German paper. On the same floor was the office

of the National Secretary of the party. Dividing Kuhn's office

from that of De Leon there was a sort of ante-room where com

mittee meetings were often held.

It was there that the loyal party members, about thirty in

number, were assembled awaiting the onslaught of the Volks

zeitung reactionists. Ben Hanford and Herman Simpson were

there, at that time full-fledged S. L. P. men.

Brutal Attack Repulsed by S. L. P. Men

It was long after midnight when the attacking party ar

rived. Henry Slobodin, an East Side lawyer, whom the rump

general committee made the national secretary of what devel

oped to be the kangaroo party, accompanied by the illustrious

Loewenthal, came up as a parliamentary committee and de

manded the surrender of the party property and insignia of of

fice. They were told that there would be no such surrender.

They departed, and soon after came the charge, not of " The

Light Brigade, " but the heavy -booted, light-headed brigade.

How many there were would be hard to tell , but the stairs were

packed with them ; there must have been about two hundred .

The first onslaught was met by the boys from the 18th As

sembly District, who were especially handy in delivering upper

cuts, hooks to the jaw, etc.; who, in short, were quite proficient

in the gentle art of self-defense. The crowd of raiders, among

whom were many non-party members, came armed with blud

geons, mallets, and clubs. The only man who was armed with

a club on the side of the party was Ben Hanford.

There was an attack by physical force, as brutal as it was
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disgraceful, and for which the Volkszeitung alone was respon

sible. A dozen of comrades who fought for the S. L. P. were

more or less seriously wounded, but others took their places,

and the fight for the possession of the party's property continued

until the police, attracted by the noise and the crowd in the

street, came into the place with drawn revolvers. Many of the

raiders were hurled down the two flights of stairs, and for a

while it looked as though some one would get killed . The mid

night robbers never got into the ante-room, in spite of their

large numbers.

The police were compelled to recognize those in posses

sion, and the coup miscarried completely. As we all left the

building that night, the police alone remaining, we saw when

down the street that all the Volkszeitung crowd had disap

peared ; only Jablinowsky, the reporter, stood at the entrance

of the Volkszeitung business office. Being prote by a re

porter's badge he had picked up courage to stay when all his

friends had gone. He made a wry face and mumbled some

thing as De Leon passed him. “ This is not '89 !” De Leon called

to him as a parting shot.

That night few of those who were at the place of this

physical conflict went to bed. The Labor News Company, the

party's literature agency, had then a store on 23rd street. I

went to that place and stood on guard until the manager arrived

in the morning.

Bogus “ People ” Issued by Bolters

Next day all party property was removed to 61 Beekman

street, where the party headquarters were established. There

was nothing left in the rooms that The People and the party's

National Office had occupied except the whitewash on the wall

and that was not very white.

The People was printed in the Volkszeitung's printing

plant and its finances were handled by the Volkszeitung man

agement. The agreement made between this publishing asso

ciation and the Socialist Labor Party gave that association

certain rights in electing the editor, but it was clearly stated in

the stipulation made that if any disagreement between the Na

tional Executive Commitee of the Socialist Labor Party and

the Publishing Association should arise the members of the
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party were to decide by a referendum vote. The power to elect

an editor was thus vested in the party. The Volkszeitung was,

however , in possession of the subscription money, mailing lists
and of everything except the editorial office. This circum

stance was to have finished the job of killing the S. L. P. A

bogus People was now issued by the Volkszeitung; being in

possession of the mailing lists the Volkszeitung was in a posi

tion to use these. But the bogus People, not only printed but

also edited by these gentlemen , was a sight to behold. It was

the incarnation of Aesop's fable about the ass in a lion's skin ;

its braying deceived only children, or adults with a child's men

tal faculties.

There were thus two papers printed, each claiming to be

the organ of the Socialist Labor Party. The bolters claimed

to be the S. L. P. The bogus People in the first week reached.

the readers first, and the management of the Volkszeitung, hav

ing been intrusted by the party with its publication, was rec

ognized at first by the postal authorities . Many of the new

readers of The People were positively puzzled when instead of

receiving one copy of the paper they received two, each claim

ing to be the genuine , each claiming to be the official organ of

the Socialist Labor Party.

“ Kangaroos ” Beaten in Court

The Volkszeitung crowd nominated candidates and made

attempts to parade as the Socialist Labor Party. It was on tha

account that they were christened kangaroos by De Leon , re

calling the kangaroo courts of Civil War times that established

themselves in localities where they were not known, called a

sitting of the court, chose jurymen, held trials, imposed fines,

collected the same , and then jumped, kangaroo-like , to another

place just before they were discovered so much like the Volks

zeitung fellows who were usurping the name and functions of

the Socialist Labor Party. The name "kangaroo" stuck to

them for some time even after the abandonment of their claim

that they were the Socialist Labor Party.

The courts had finally to decide who was who and why.

The party secured the services of the talented attorney at law ,

Benjamin Patterson , whom De Leon knew from the days at

Columbia University. The kangaroos, knowing they had a hard
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case , hired lawyers who stood high up in politics : Abe Gruber,

the Republican politician, and ex-Governor Black were hired

by them. Hillquit, their own Hillquit, did not dare alone to

take up the case and cause of the usurpers of whom he was a

leader ; the political pull of an ex-governor was needed to pull

them through the courts. But it was of no avail. The kan

garoos lost all the suits ight against the party ; their case

was too flagrant a violation of all parliamentary law, common

law, as well as the unwritten law of decency. That a rump

body composed of delegates from a few assembly district or

ganizations could assume the functions of claimant, judge, jury,

and executioner all at once, and at a single session prefer

charges against, hold court, find guilty, suspend or expel the

majority of members, suspend or expel all the officers of the

organization in New York, depose all the national officers of

the party, including editors of party organs,—that was too

much even for a capitalist judge sitting in a capitalist court to

endorse ; such a precedent could not be established.

The kangaroos were in desperate straits. Everything they

undertook turned out as their midnight attack upon the party

headquarters had turned out - a failure. In the cities outside

of New York where attempts were also made to capture the

party organizations and their belongings, they fared no better.

In Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee, Indianapolis, everywhere

their kangaroo attempts were frustrated.

Party Weathered the Storm

At that time I was sent by the New York State Executive

Committee on a trip to visit all Sections in the state. Roches

ter was the only large city where the kangaroos predominated.

They had their most precious Frank Sieverman in Rochester,

who had opposed the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance at

the national convention of 1896. Sieverman boasted at that

time of his successful “ boring from within " in the Boot and

Shoe Workers' Union - how successful can be judged today by

the number of labor fakers turned out by that organization.

The only other Sections of the party that "kangarooed” in

New York state were Section Portchester, a small -town in West

chester County, and a Section in Oneida composed of cigar

makers.



FROM 1899 TO THE LAUNCHING

OF THE I. W. W. IN 1905

Hard Fight of Party and S. T. & L. A.-Daily

People a Rallying Point— “ Little Kangaroo"

Affair - Conflict in International - Rise of so

cialist Unionism

In spite of what had happened within the party in 1899,

which was surely enough to disrupt any organization, the party

more than held its own on election day and even made gains

where a ticket was put in the field . In the 16th Assembly Dis

trict in New York city the straight party vote was increased,

and De Leon's sympathetic vote of 2,000 was held.

Throughout the whole country the vast majority of the

four hundred Sections stood with the party and its duly elected

National Executive Committee. Only in comparatively few

places did the usurpers with their secretary, Henry Slobodin,

get recognition, endorsement, or support. In Cleveland, Ohio,

Robert Bandlow and Max Hayes, publishers of the pure and

simple paper, The Citizen , were such exceptions . At San Fran

cisco the notorious politician , Job Harriman, swayed some to

the Slobodin side . While in New York city, with a few ex

ceptions , all the crowd reading the Volkszeitung " kangarooed,"

the bulk of the German comrades throughout the country re

mained true to the Socialist Labor Party. F. Kalbitz held the

fort in Chicago, Richard Koeppel and Albert Schnabel, Sr. , in

21
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Milwaukee , Christiansen in Cleveland, Luedecke in Rochester,

and many other German comrades of prominence elsewhere

repelled the attacks of the Volkszeitung which claimed now to

be the mouthpiece of all German Socialists in America.

Unfortunately, the Volkszeitung Publishing Association

had been entrusted by the party with the publication of its

German official organ, Vorwaerts. This paper , previously pub

lished by the party itself in magazine form , had been a few

years before converted into one publication with the weekly

edition of the Volkszeitung, and was now in the clutches of

the Volkszeitung crowd. The party was left without an organ

in the German language. Through the most strenuous efforts

of Boris Reinstein the Buffalo Arbeiter Zeitung was taken

over by the Buffalo Section and made a party organ, and later

the Cleveland Volksfreund became the official party paper in

German and has remained such to this day.

Kangaroos and Tammany Hall

The 16th Assembly District occupied in the 1899 campaign

the center of the stage, even more so than in the previous two

campaigns , due to the fact that De Leon was again the party's

standard bearer in that district. That all the forces the kan

garoos , combined with Tammany labor fakers could muster,

were deployed in the 16th, goes without saying. Tammany

politicians , labor misleaders , walking delegates , label commit

tee beneficiaries, shyster lawyers and East Side " cadets, ” these

were the allies of the infamous gang of the Volkszeitung.

Again I must reiterate that these are not unsubstantiated

assertions. The proof of the statement is revealed by the fact

that the man whom Tammany Hall put on its ticket to run

against De Leon was Samuel Prince , a member of Cigar Mak

ers' Union No. 144, the same local in which another Samuel

was a member, namely Samuel Gompers ; the same Cigar Mak

ers' Union whose delegates to the label committee, together

with the delegates from the other locals of that organization ,

notably the so-called Progressive No. 90, were conducting a

" systematic label agitation " described at length in a previous

chapter.

The selection of Sam Prince by Tammany for the can
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didacy on its ticket in the 16th showed the underground con

nections among De Leon's opponents. Tammany was not in

the habit of throwing its nominations for office to fellows who

could not pay spot cash for such "honors, " and Tammany heel

ers were never known to work for love of cause or principle.

The nomination of Prince, who could not buy a round of drinks

unless he was doing label agitation, and thus paying with the

union's money, was a sacrifice by Tammany to save itself from

defeat by the Socialist Labor Party at the suggestion of the

Volkszeitung element.

Prince stood as low morally and intellectually as a man

can be imagined to stand in the labor movement,,-a vulgar ige

noramus, he was a disgrace even to the A. F. of L. , which re

quires no great standard. While Tammany was whooping it

up for this fellow as candidate for the Assembly in the 16th,

the Volkszeitung came to his aid by the distribution of leaflets

telling Socialists not to vote, that there was no Socialist ticket

in the field, that De Leon had been expelled from the party,

and that he was a union wrecker. Tammany held the same

language.

Feverish Work to Beat De Leon

The scum of the great metropolis was let loose in the 16th ;

so great was the fear that De Leon would carry the district

that open-air meetings of the Socialist Labor Party were

broken up by the police. “ Big Chief ” Devery, then head of

the whole police department of New York city, sardonically

answered the Section's protest with the reply that the meet

ings of the Socialist Labor Party were interfered with because

the Democratic Party had applied to hold meetings on the very

same corners a long time ahead of the Socialist Labor Party.

On the day of election I saw a Socialist Labor Party chal

lenger at the polls slugged by plug -uglies, such as are not seen

by daylight at any other time of the year, but who make their

appearance on election day and who appeared in profusion in

that particular election in the 16th A. D.

If there be any comrade in the Socialist Labor Party, or

one in sympathy with the party, who is blessed or damned with

earthly possessions and who may not be contributing much
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thereof to the movement because he considers a donation from

one who is not a proletarian to a proletarian revolutionary

movement to be conducive to unhealthy growth, let him aban

don such scruples. For even though a contribution from one

who is not a member of the working class to the Socialist La

bor Party may be regarded as promoting artificial growth let

it be remembered that it would require a good deal of such ar

tificial support to counterbalance the artificially created oppo

sition to the Socialist Labor Party. Let all such open their

pocketbooks wide and dig in deep in support of the Socialist

Labor Party.

Following the year of the kangaroo rebellion came the

Presidential election of 1900, the starting of the Daily People,

the conflict of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance with the

Cigar Makers' International Union, and other important hap

penings. All these will be touched upon in their order.

What the S, T. & L. A. Faced

The developments in the Socialist Trade and Labor Alli

ance must be considered as of prime importance, since its suc

cess as a factor on the economic field signified the strength

ening of the Socialist Labor Party, its failure a corresponding

loss. The Alliance started out vigorously enough, but could

not overcome the many enemies it had to face. From the day

of its birth at the close of the year 1895, the Socialist Trade

and Labor Alliance had to withstand the enmity of all its op

ponents , all of whom fought underhandedly and with unclean

weapons.

All the old trade union officials recognized in the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance a most dangerous foe ; to fight the

Alliance was to fight for their own existence. It was the en

deavor of Gompers and the rest of the A. F. of L.-ites to put

the Alliance on the defensive. In this endeavor Gompers was

well supported by those who claimed to be Socialists, many

of whom were members of the party. They contended that

boring from within was the correct policy.

Under normal conditions it would hardly be possible for

a reactionary body to put a revolutionary organization on the

defensive. The conditions under which the Alliance
was
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started lacked the necessary compactness and harmony within

its own ranks to maintain a successful offensive position. There

were two central labor bodies in New York city. It will be

remembered that with a few other unions outside of New

York, District Assembly 49, formerly of the Knights of Labor,

and the Central Labor Federation , constituted the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance, District Assembly 49 was pr ti

cally free from the craft union form of organization-at least,

no craft union spirit pervaded it , while in the Central Labor

Federation the craft union form and spirit were the dominant

factors . From the very start there was not the homogeneous

organization which was necessary to carry the day against the

fierce opposition the Alliance had to meet.

Corruption and Its “ Denouncers ”

Though the industrial form of organization was not then

in vogue in District Assembly 49, there was a tendency toward

such a form of organization and against the narrow, pure and

simple craft union. De Leon used to speak jokingly of the

“ Amalgamated Association of Pretzel Varnishers" and the

" United Brotherhood of Journeymen Horse-tail Scrubbers, "

thus ridiculing the craft unionism of those days .

The leading spirits in the Central Labor Federation were

August Waldinger and Ernest Bohm, both of whom had someg

executive ability. Bohm was a good secretary, and Waldinger

an excellent sergeant-at-arms. De Leon was reproached by the

anti -Alliance members of the party, because such fellows as

Waldinger and Bohm, the latter being the first national secre

tary of the Alliance, were the officials of a Socialist economic

organization for which the Socialist Labor Party stood spon

sor. It was not only hinted but openly claimed by some of the

oppositionists that both Bohm and Waldinger were so crooked

that they had to sleep in a washtub ! De Leon defended them

while there were no specific charges made, but fought them

when at the 1898 convention of the Socialist Trade and Labor

Alliance corrupt practices were proved against the two.

The exposure of Bohm and Waldinger resulted in the with

drawal of the Central Labor Federation from the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance. Most of the locals of the Central
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Labor Federation were with the efficient secretary , Bohm, and

the no less efficient sergeant-at-arms, Waldinger. The Central

Labor Federation shortly after merged with the Central Labor

Union into what was christened the Federated Labor Union.

Bohm was given the job of recording secretary, and Waldinger

retained his important post which he occupied in the Central

Labor Federation .

The act of corruption proved against both these gentlemen

at the 1898 convention of the S. T. & L. A. was that they sought

and accepted advertisements of candidates of the capitalist po

litical parties in a souvenir program published by the Central

Labor Federation. The interesting part of this episode was

the circumstance that after Bohm and Waldinger had been

proved guilty of these unsavory practices, the oppositionists

in the party who had denounced them as crooks before, now

took their part, again blamed De Leon, and once more raised

the cry that wherever De Leon was there was sure to be dis

sension . When Bohm thereafter became the secretary of the

Federated Labor Union he was spoken of by those who had

denounced him as a villain while he was national secretary of

the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, as a very good and

honest fellow - so honest and good that one could have come to

the conclusion that Bohm had really to hold on to something

solid on this earth to prevent sailing straight heavenward, the

law of gravity notwithstanding.

Strikes Under the Alliance

Wm. L. Brower, of District Assembly 49, was elected in

Bohm's stead as national secretary of the S. T. & L. A. During

his incumbency in office most of the struggles of the Alliance

took place. The most important struggle of the Alliance was

the strike of textile workers at Slatersville, R. I. Though the

strike was lost the firm was unable to reopen the mills in that

town,-the members of the S. T. & L. A. preferred rather to

leave the place than to return to work nder the sses' terms.

A large strike in the Shoen Steel works at Pittsburgh, Pa. , was

also conducted by the Alliance and attracted great attention at

the time. Many minor struggles were fought under the banner

of the Alliance. Most numerous among the trades that or
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ganized in the S. T. & L. A. were the textile workers, shoe

workers, and metal and machinery workers. Charters were is

sued to locals in many other trades in a large number of indus

trial centers.

There is no doubt that the time was as ripe for a class

conscious economic organization of the workers twenty years

ago when the S. T. & L. A. was born as it is now . There was,

however, a lack of men equipped with the knowledge and de

termination and self-reliance to carry out the plans of the or

ganization, which, in its cradle, was called by would-be friends

of the revolutionary movement a “ still-born child. ” How " still

born " it was we may gather from the efforts that were made

by all the enemies of Socialism to strangle the child, especially

during the fighting days of the Pioneer Cigar Makers' Alliance ,

to have been a member of which I cherish as a badge of honor.

The Lie About the Cigar Strike

The main facts of the Seidenberg and the Davis cigar

shop affairs have been published several times. The lie that

the members of the Pioneer Cigar Makers' Alliance scabbed in

Davis's cigar shop has been repeated by every A. F. of L. jour

nal, by every pseudo-Socialist privately owned sheet ; the lie

has been repeated by every S. P. soap-boxer, by every A. F. of

L. organizer. Some even claimed that De Leon was a cigar

maker and had worked in the Davis shop. Let the facts be re

stated with a few sidelights thrown upon the matter that have

perhaps not been mentioned before.

When in 1900 the cry was raised that the Alliance had

scabbed in the Davis shop many who were friendly disposed

toward the Alliance were taken off their feet. To hear that an

A. F. of L. body has scabbed on another A. F. of L. organiza

tion or upon unorganized workers does not as a general rule

come as a surprise ; that is an everyday occurrence. The charge

sounds different, and rightly so, when made against a Socialist

organization - just as everyone is jarred when a Socialist is

sent to prison for wife -beating or a similar offence, while no

one is at all astonished that Democrats, Republicans , and “ In

dependents” fill the prisons and jails. A heinous crime com

mitted by a member of the Socialist Labor Party would create
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a sensation, while the same crime committed by an adherent

of any other political party would be taken without special

notice of the criminal's political affiliation. This is a tribute

paid unconsciously to the ethics of Socialism in general, and

the ethics of the Socialist Labor Party membership in particu

lar . So it was at the time with the Alliance and the charge of

scabbery .

A. F. of L. Dark Practice in Davis Shop

Out of 259 employes in the Davis cigar shop only 22 were

members of the International Cigar Makers ' Union ; some be

longed to the Alliance ; the rest were unorganized. The strike

was decided upon by the advisory board of the A. F. of L.

cigar makers' locals in New York and sanctioned by the execu

tive board of their union , without the knowledge or consent of

the cigar makers who did not belong to the union. When Al

bert Maroushek, of the A. F. of L. cigar makers, called a shop

meeting of the Davis cigar shop he found a few members of

the Alliance who were ready to strike , but not under the aus

pices of the Cigar Makers' International Union, after the ex

perience they had made in Seidenberg's, where a strike had

taken place shortly before , and where Alliance men had struck

with the International only to strike themselves out of their

jobs. The workers had been gotten out on strike with the

promise of higher wages ; the strike was settled under old prices

or even lower, but all had to join the A. F. of L. union and

enjoy the privilege of paying their dues to the same.

The men who had made this experience knew the dark ways

of the officials of the A. F. of L. Cigar Makers' union, and pro

tested that a vote be taken, which showed only those who were

members of the A. F. of L. union to be in favor of a strike , the

overwhelming majority being against. Maroushek, the union

delegate, declared that it did not matter how the vote stood,

that “ the union," his union , “ declared the shop on strike , and

any one who would remain would be branded as a scab .”

The workers wanted higher wages , to be sure, but they

knew that Maroushek's union would not get them that. They

refused to be bulldozed and called upon the Alliance to make

a demand for higher wages to the firm. This was done, Davis
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agreed to pay the wages demanded , which were the same con

tained in the A. F. of L. union's price list. The shop was or

ganized and held by the Alliance. Those who were afraid of

Maroushek's threat stayed away. It was a question which or

ganization should control the shop, and not in the remotest

way could the action of the Alliance be construed as scâbbing.

or no

Chorus of Columny Raised

The A. F. of L. saw its opportunity. The word was passed

to the 400 locals of the Cigar Makers', to all the rest of the

A. F. of L. unions throughout the country that " Alliance men

are scabbing !" Without the activity and zeal of those

who had seceded from the party this would hava

had little effect. The kangaroo press , the

Volkszeitung leading, in sore straits as they were, beaten by

the S. L. P. at every turn , not only joined the chorus, but were

loudest in their denunciation of the Alliance. Abraham Cahan,

against whose methods of bossism and exploitation in these

latter days the writers on the Yiddish Vorwaerts went on

strike , was as a matter of course also one of the loudest in

calling the S. T. & L. A. men scabs. Cahan told the Jewish

workers down town that the Alliance " scabs" were only " dumme

Gojim ” (“ ignorant gentiles” ). The Bohemian daily papers up

town , the New Yorske Listy, a Tammany sheet, and Hlas Lidu,

subsidized by Tammany one year and by the Republican Party

the next , wrote that the Alliance " scabs" were “ only Jews. "

As a proof of the statement as to the foul methods that

were resorted to by the many and varied enemies of the S. T.

& L. A. the below sample from the Bohemian daily paper, New

Yorske Listy, referring to the Pioneer Cigar Makers' Alliance,

is here exhibited . The article in question was an attack upon

the Bohemian Socialist Labor Party organ , Pravda, which was

then published in New York. A few lines will suffice. From

New Yorske Listy, Feb. 20, 1899:

“ The gentlemen of Pravda, those Knights without fear or

fault, reformers who are boasting about their laborism, are so

much in favor of labor that they work with much enthusiasm

for a certain union which is composed of about two dozen

Polish Jews. ”
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In answering the New Yorske Listy, the organ of Tammany

and the misnamed International Cigar Makers' Union, the

Pravda wrote :

" We hold that there should be in existence a fighting un

ion, not a sick benefit society. Furthermore, we wish to tell

the New Yorske Listy, in answer to its allegation that the new

union is composed of Polish Jews, that we are truly interna

tional ; that a worker who is true to the working class and its

interests we esteem much more highly, be he a Polish Jew or

anything else, than a scoundrel who under the mask of pa

triotism commits treason against the working class , even

though it be an editor of a Bohemian daily paper.......How

about the International Cigar Makers' Union - what is Samuel

Gompers or Adolph Strasser ? And here in New York the lo

cal leaders, David Heimerdinger, Abraham Levy, Solomon Ro

senstein , Benjamin Ash, Isaac Bennett, and Moses De Costa ?

Are these any different than the Jewish members of the Al

liance because they emigrated from Poland to America a few

years earlier ?"

Race Prejudice Appealed To

The opponents of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance,

by appeals to racial feeling and to the superstition of the

masses , succeeded in creating the impression that the Alliance

had actually committed a wrong act. Those who utter a lie

over and over again are apt to believe finally that they speak

the truth. After a short period Davis tried the capitalist trick

of cheating the workers out of their gained wage increase. The :

Alliance men and women went on strike and their places were

immediately filled with A. F. of L. cigar makers. These indeed

were the scabs.

Throughout the country, nevertheless, the lie was hurled

at the Socialist Labor Party that the Alliance had scabbed in

the Davis cigar shop. Each slanderer had a different version

of the affair . The most absurd tales were told and believed

by many.

Thus did men who claimed to be Socialists, united with

the open foes of Socialism, stab in the back the Socialist Trade

and Labor Alliance, and stain their hands with the blood of
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the organization that sought to emancipate the working class.

The A. F. of L., which seeks to perpetuate the system of wage

slavery, has benefited thereby as well as capitalism itself.

The bolters from the Socialist Labor Party held a conven

tion at Rochester, N. Y., and decided to unite with the Social

Democratic Party - in fact, that was the only thing left for
them to do.

Seceders Forced Themselves on S. D. P.

At the Indianapolis convention of the Social Democratic

Party some sort of union between that organization and the

Kangaroo party was decided upon, but the rank and file of the

S. D. P. rejected the union by a referendum vote. The Kan

garoos stuck to the S. D. P. just the same ; hatred of the So

cialist Labor Party was with them the most important factor.

They pocketed the kick administered to them by the referen

dum of the Social Democratic Party and supported the Debs

ticket in the 1900 Presidential election with might and main .

All adversaries of the Socialist Labor Party now saw what

they thought was a chance to deal it a death blow. The year

1900 found many outspoken anti-Socialists giving their support

to the S. D. P., hoping thereby to bring about a speedy end of

its feared enemy, the fighting S. L. P.

The Socialist Labor Party had to fight for its life. Had

the party been merely a vote-seeking organization the wish of

its enemies would have been gratified. But the life of the

Socialist Labor Party never depended upon the vote it could

poll for its candidates and least of all in the 1900 Presidential

election, when the elements who regarded the vote as all im

portant had left the party. The life of the party did depend at

that time upon its ability to maintain its press, for in that year

(July 1 , 1900 ) the Daily People was started and had to be main

tained.

The name of Debs, with its sound of popularity combined

with tolerance toward all sorts of reform ideas , from municipal

ownership a la Glasgow , New Zealand “ Socialism , ” to A. F. of

L. unionism, and every other ism that leads away from the

revolutionary path that alone means victory for the working

class, gave the S. D. P. 97,000 votes. The Socialist Labor Par
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ty received 36,000 votes for its Presidential ticket - Joseph F.

Malloney, a machinist of Boston, Mass., and Valentine Rem

mel, a glass blower of Pittsburgh, Pa.

The enemies of the Socialist Labor Party thought that

now the solemn ceremonies at the funeral of the hated S. L. P.

would be held, but they found to their sorrow a “ corpse " very

much alive and kicking.

S. L. P. Immediate Demands Dropped

The convention of 1900 cut off from the party platform

the tapeworm of immediate demands and thus took a step for

ward. De Leon, like all great men, rose to his full height in

the hours of danger and his teaching of the uncompromising

attitude the proletarian movement is to follow and the neces

sity of economic organization without which the social revolu

tion cannot be carried out were studied now more closely than

before.

The financial aid given to maintain the Daily People by

party members and sympathizers indicated clearly enough that

the Socialist Labor Party would stay in the field until it had

fulfilled its mission. Whatever weak spot there was in the

S. L. P. membership was of course now discovered. There

were those who could not remain with an organization that had a

world of enemies to fight against ; these soon left the party.

De Leon worked with greater zeal than ever. His ed orial

in the Daily People were like cannon shots aimed at the armor

of capitalism. With De Leon's none of the writings in the best

of the Social Democratic sheets could be compared.

There still remain to be told many happenings of the days

of the so-called split and the campaign of 1900, a year there

after - happenings that deeply wounded the young movement

which had been guided by the master-hand of Daniel De Leon

to make straight for the proletarian revolution.
Well may

the deeds that inflicted the wounds upon the Socialist Labor

Party be called the Crime of 1899. What slander failed to ac

complish the false prophets of reform sought to bring about

with promises of immediate relief for the workers.

Fifteen years have passed since this Crime of 1899, and
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twenty -five years since the forces of reform and revolution

locked horns in the Socialist Labor movement of America.

Well may we ask in this year of our Lord, 1915, where are the

immediate relief measures promised ? Where are the beautiful

things that were to be showered upon workingmen and women,

upon the aged and upon the babes ? Is there one among the

adherents of reform who is not a self-seeker, and who would

deny that the sweet promises made have not materialized, or

in De Leon's words, that the promised loaf of bread that was

to fall into the worker's lap is not a loaf of bread but a stone ?

Is there an honest man who can deny that the lot of the wage

worker today has not been improved, that immediate relief has

not been secured ? Yet, that was the tune hummed into the

ears of the workers then, and the same tune is hummed into

their ears today : Socialism a step at a time, with something

now, while the step is not toward Socialism, and the something

now turns out to be added misery for the working class.

Party Members Stand True

Once more the 16th Assembly District must be mentioned .

In the campaign of 1900 De Leon was again the Socialist La

bor Party candidate for member of assembly, with the "Hon

orable " . Samuel Prince running against him on the Tammany

ticket, and a dishonorable Kangaroo on the Social Democratic

ticket. The statement made in an East Side café the year be

fore the split by a fellow called " Humpy" Hanover, a Tam

many heeler, that there would be a split in the Socialist Labor

Party and that there would be two Socialist parties in the field |

in the 16th A. R. came true. De Leon received fifteen hundred

votes, or five hundred less than the year before. The Social

Democratic candidate running against De Leon received two

hundred votes. Prince was re -elected,-Tammany was saved.

The joy in the Tammany camp and in the Volkszeitung

camp was unbounded. The Socialistische Liedertafel made

ready to sing at the funeral of the Socialist Labor Party ; how

many kegs of beer were consumed in addition to the regular

supply only God and the brewing company know. They were

a sadly disappointed Liedertafel, for the Socialist Labor Party
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did not show any signs of dying, in spite of the loss of votes.

Those who remained in the Socialist , Labor Party were

convinced that the party had taken the correct stand, and that

sooner or later the working class would realize this fact and

turn to the Socialist Labor Party ; that the logic of events, to

gether with the educational work of the Daily People would

raise the S. L. P. to be recognized as the only party of So

cialism.

The devotion, the sacrifices, the work in behalf of the

maintenance of the Daily People will forever remain the bright

est day in the life of the party. On the day of its birth, after

a march through the streets several hundred comrades waited

until four o'clock in the morning to receive the first copy of

the paper, the first, and in fact the only, Socialist daily ever

published in the English language. The building situated at

2-6 New Reade street, the bi place of the Daily People, was

torn down several years ago. The party members named it the

Daily People Flatiron Building, and it saw many of the strug

gles that followed the ones of 1899.

All party institutions were housed in this building. The

basement was used by the mechanical department ; the ground

floor by the Labor News Company, the party's literature agen

cy ; while the third floor was occupied by the editorial rooms.

On the top floor were the offices of the national secretary,

also of Section New York, and the national office of the So

cialist Trade and Labor Alliance.

De Leon's Sharp Discernment

De Leon's room on the third floor was the point of the

triangle facing due east ; a very small room it was, but with

plenty of air and morning sunshine. Here De Leon labored

day after day pondering over the difficult problems confront

ing the Labor movement, and here he forged many a weapon

with which the arsenal of the Socialist Labor Party bristles

and which the workers will use some day to the undoing of

capitalist class rule.

An interesting incident at the 1900 national convention may

serve to show the prevailing enthusiasm and also how not the

smallest of doings escaped the eyes of De Leon. At that con
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vention I was one of the delegates of Section New York. The

convention decided to hold an executive session, when impor

tant matters dealing with the publication of the Daily People

were to be acted upon. This decision meant that only the

delegates could be present at that particular session, barring

all visitors, even party members. This course had to be taken

to prevent the financial weakness of the undertaking being re

vealed to the many enemies of the party. Among the daily

visitors to the convention was Comrade A. Klein, who realized

the urgent need of keeping away the spies, but who, being a

most loyal S. L. P. member, could not see why he should be

kept out of the executive session. Klein and I being members

in the same assembly district, and personal friends besides, he

came to me, greatly excited, and declared that he must be ad

mitted to the executive session. I. informed him that I had

only one vote in the convention and could not make special

rules for anyone.

Klein was not one of those who could be put off so easily.

He had a very deep and strong voice that trembled with emo

tion when he was speaking about the movement. So brimful

of enthusiasm and devotion to the S. L. P. was he that he

imagined the destiny of the movement in the 22nd assembly

district and the rest of the universe rested upon his shoulders.

Klein turned on me, his large eyes growing larger, and in his

deepest basso voice he pleaded with so much sincerity that I

promised to find a means to have him admitted to the executive

session. I did not know how this could be done, until a for

tunate thought struck me. The convention had appointed a

non -delegate, a member of Section New York, as sergeant-at

arms, as is usually done at conventions. That an executive

session needed more than one doorkeeper was a good enough

theory to advance to have Klein appointed as the assistant

sergeant-at-arms . My motion to that effect went through like

greased lightning ; no one objected - except De Leon, who called

to me after the motion was carried, not angrily but neverthe

less reprovingly : " Katz, that's a scheme to get Klein into the

executive session . "

Shortly after the 1900 national convention of the Socialist

Labor Party the International Socialist Congress was held in
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the city of Paris. It was at this congress that the " Kautsky

Resolution " was adopted. This resolution, proposed by Karl

Kautsky, who posed as the sage of the movement in Ger

many, aye, in all Europe, was voted for by all the parties rep

resented at that congress, with the exception of a few scattered

votes from Italy and Bulgaria, the Irish Workers' Republican

Party, and the Socialist Labor Party of America.

M. Millerand, the present [July, 1915] Minister of War in

France, was then an active member in the French Socialist

movement. “ To save the Republic" he accepted a portfolio in

the French ministry, in the same cabinet with General Galliffet,

the butcher of the Commune. Jules Guesde and his faction

demanded that the International Congress should repudiate

Millerandism. Jean Jaures, who at that time had faith in the

“ co -operation of classes, " asked for an endorsement of Miller

and's action. Kautsky's resolution was to solve the question,

was he not the best informed Marxist on earth ?

The “ Kautsky Resolution "

Kautsky's resolution, which has since become famous-or

infamous, according to the viewpoint of ordinary mortals,

did not solve anything, and everyone was free to construe the

same to his own liking. The Russian Socialist paper Iskra

called it for that reason the “ caoutchouc resolution .” The

resolution read :

" In a modern democratic State the conquest of the public

power by the proletariat cannot be the result of a

main ; it must be the result of a long and painful work of pro

letarian organization on the economic and political fields , of

the physical and moral regeneracy of the laboring class , and of

the gradual conquest of municipalities and legislative assem

blies .

“ But in countries where the governmental power is cen

tralized, it cannot be conquered fragmentarily.

" The accession of an isolated Socialist to a gove

ernment cannot be considered as the normal beginning of the

conquest of political power, but only as an expedient, imposed,

transitory, and exceptional .

"Whether, in a particular case, the political situation neces

coup de
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sitates this dangerous experiment, is a question of tactics and

not of principle ; the International Congress has not to declare

itself upon this point, but in any case the participation of a

Socialist in a capitalist government does not hold out the hope

of good results for the militant proletariat, unless a great ma

jority of the Socialist Party approves of such an act and the

Socialist minister remains the agent of his party . In the con

trary case of this minister becoming independent of his party,

or representing only a fraction of it his intervention in capital

ist government threatens the militant proletariat with dis

organization and confusion, with a weakening instead of a for

tifying of it ; it threatens to hamper the proletarian conquest

of the public powers instead of promoting it.

“ At any rate, the Congress is of the opinion that even in

such extreme cases, a Socialist must leave the ministry when

the organized party recognizes that the government gives

evidences of partiality in the struggle between capital and

labor."

The "kangaroos" loved to tell the tale of how Kautsky dis

liked De Leon. Perhaps Kautsky did ; it does not do much

honor to Kautsky if true. Most likely it is true. The authors

of such resolutions and Daniel De Leon have not much in

common,

Sanial and the " Ninnies"

Lucien Sanial headed the delegation of the Socialist Labor

Party to Paris. I used to take pride in being able to imitate

Sanial's French accent, which was so pronounced that once

after a mass meeting held at Cooper Union, where Sanial was,

as usual then, one of the principal speakers, a comrade who had

not attended our meetings before, wanted to know who the

man was that had spoken in French ! Sanial's report was in

teresting, and my desire to reproduce all Sanial said and the

way he said it to the members of my dear old 22nd Assembly

District, has left an impression still in my memory. Sanial said :

" I was on the commission that had to deal with the Kaut

sky resolution ; so was Jaures, whom I severely criticized. In

answer to my criticism .Jaures retorted sharply that he could
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stand all my sarcasm ; that he had pretty broad shoulders.

Whereupon I replied, 'Comrade Jaures, you may have broad

shoulders, but they are not broad enough to carry the Kautsky

resolution to the members of the Socialist Labor Party in

America .' ”

Sanial in concluding his report denounced the Social Dem

ocratic Party whose delegates had of course voted in favor of

the Kautsky resolution. These were his closing remarks : “ I

would rather have 36,000 men who are revolutionists and who

know what they want, than a million ninnies who don't know

what Socialism is.” Two years later Sanial joined the “nin

nies ”-not only Sanial but quite a number of others who were

functionaries of the party, agitators, organizers, members of

the editorial staff of the Daily People, secretaries of state com

mittees , writers in prose and writers in rhyme- all went helter

skelter down the incline from the heights occupied by the So

cialist Labor Party. So many went down and with such swift

ness that De Leon remarked that he had to look at himself in

the mirror at least once a day to find out whether he had not

gone with the others !

The " Little Kangaroo " Exodus

How did it all happen ? What caused the "kanglet" or

" little kangaroo " outbreak of 1901-1902 ? Did the Socialist

Labor Party change from its revolutionary position ; did the

party renounce its attitude toward pure and simple unions ;

did De Leon violate any of the party's principles ? No, noth

ing of the sort happened, but those who left the Socialist La

bor Party, or others who were made to leave, had changed

their minds, even as did the ones who according to the books

of Moses returned to the flesh pots of Egypt.

Some got tired when they realized that the onward march

of the revolutionary Socialist Labor Party would not be a suc

cession of brilliant dashes carrying with it all the glory in a

day. thers saw a very meager opportunity for an easy life ;

some were made to believe that the Socialist Labor Party was

doomed, and still others of the rank and file were misled, the

majority of whom, however, realizing their mistake, came back

again into the folds of the party .
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Here we come across Charles Vanderporten again. In

1901, at a May Day meeting, he thus explained the difference

between the Socialist Labor Party and the Social Democratic

Party: " The difference, " said Vanderporten , taking a silver

dollar out of his pocket and showing it to the audience, " is

this : this is a genuine silver dollar. There are imitations of

everything that is genuine ; there are counterfeit silver dollars,

but, " continued Vanderporten, to the delight of his auditors,

" the counterfeit dollar hasn't got the ring. So with the S. D.

P., it's a counterfeit of the Socialist Labor Party, and does not

ring true. " Vanderporten a few months after this speech

joined the party he himself had characterized as counterfeit.

Vanderporten no doubt sounded afterward the coin of the

counterfeit party and it must have sounded good enough to

him.

1

1

S. P. Corruption a Brake

Altogether, the shock which the party received when the

" little kang ” affair followed so closely the Crime of 1899 was

the supreme test of its strength. The Socialist Labor Party

survived it all. The intrigues failed. The danger was great,

the life of the Socialist Labor Party was certainly threatened.

When the membership saw Vogt, Sanial, Fiebiger, Forker,

Curran, and a score of others who were speakers and writers,

turn against the S. L. P. it required moral fibre, strong convic

tions, and unbending determination to hold aloft the S. L. P.

banner. At least in a negative way at this time, in a manner

to be described here, the Socialist Party, as it now styled itself,

rendered valuable assistance to the Socialist Labor Party.

While intrigue against the party by former - Socialist Labor

Party officials was the order of the day, and resignations of

individuals and even state organizations came thick and fast,

and all looked dark as night, so that members and sympathiz

ers of the Socialist Labor Party were overcome by a feeling

of uncertainty, the Socialist Party conducted itself in a manner

that was bound to turn one imbued with revolutionary prin

ciples to the Socialist Labor Party. The corrupt practices, the

log-rolling with capitalist political parties, the grovelling be

fore the American Federation of Labor leaders, and the hunt

1
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for votes without considering Socialist principles, did much to

keep steady the hand of Socialist Labor Party men and women,

and had a tendency to make the latter realize that no matter

who left the Socialist Labor Party, no matter how many lam

poons were sent out by soreheads, the principles of the party

were correct, that the Socialist Labor Party had to be upheld.

So the resignations of prominent members finally had the effect

that greater efforts were made to maintain the party and its

press.

The 1902 eruption started with the notorious Hickey case.

T. A. Hickey had been employed by the Socialist Labor Party

as agitator and organizer, and at the time here mentioned he

was a member of the editorial staff of the Daily People. Hickey

as a speaker was applauded to a degree that completely wiped

out his modesty, of which he never possessed any great

amount. Because he was regarded as a good speaker, aided

, by his Irish witticisms , which generally took well , Hickey be

came possessed of the belief that he was the most important

asset of the organization. He failed to appear as a speaker

where Sections had arranged meetings , and sought to excuse

his conduct with most flimsy statements.

Conduct of T. A. Hickey

For literature sold en route Hickey had no inclination to

account, and when asked to appear before the grievance com

mittee of Section New York he claimed the Section had no

jurisdiction over him. He, the great Hickey, would not allow

such a conglomeration as the membership of the Section of

the party in New York to judge him. His work on the Daily

People was altogether unsatisfactory - in fact, he left the work

to others, and was finally dismissed.

Party members who heard Hickey going around denounc

ing the membership of Section New York were indignant

against him. Among these were Julian Pierce, the manager of

the Labor Nens Company, the very one who preferred charges

against Hickey, but who later joined the queer set that de

nounced the Socialist Labor Party, and which included Hickey.

Politics makes strange bed -fellows, and does intrigue.

Hickey's protestations and denunciations alone would have

SO
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been without any effect, for in spite of his abilities as a soap

box orator no one ever suspected Hickey of possessing force

of character or faculties for deep thought.

Hickey's cause was to the surprise of all taken up by a man

whose name has been mentioned in these reminiscences a

number of times , Hugo Vogt, th former editor of the party's

German organ , the able writer and lecturer, who was regarded

as a tower of strength in the movement. Little did the party

members know that Vogt, who was now the manager of the

Daily People , was breaking down under the weight of the

responsibilities heaped upon him, work and responsibilities to

which Vogt was unaccustomed. Vogt was a clever theoreti

cian , a forceful speaker, but he was not at all fitted for the

office he held as Daily People business manager, and should

certainly not have accepted the job . Vogt barely measured

five feet and had a frail physique.

1

The “Brotherhood of Booze!

It was the fact that Vogt was rapidly breaking down, phys

ically, mentally , and morally that made him associate with and

take the part of Hickey. Hickey having Vogt to defend him,

went around like a desperado, shouting defiance at the party,

especially when under the influence of liquor, which was very

frequently and for long periods .

Max Forker, another one among the agitators and or

ganizers, the best German speaker in the Socialist Labor Party

and Vogt's “ college chum ," was in a great degree the cause of

Vogt's conduct. Forker was one of those who have the fixed

idea that the elixir of life and action is to be found in the glass

filled to the brim with the juice of the grape, hops and malt,

or barley, or corn, or rye (he was not particular which, so

long as the juice was well fermented or distilled) . Forker had

the physique to stand a good quantity of any beverage or .

liquor without any visible signs of bad effect, and since Vogt

was overworked Forker recommended the stimulative cup to

him, which, however, had a disastrous effect upon the physi

cally weaker man, Vogt. This partaking of stimulants became

a regular habit among a few other members, until several of
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them formed " the brotherhood of booze” that was bound to

have serious consequences and deplorable results.

Again , in other quarters at this same period members who

had at first no connections with this “ brotherhood ” began to

find fault with the party administration. The principal ones

were a few members of the party in Pittsburgh, Pa. , at that

time a bright spot on the map of the Socialist Labor Party.

Among the latter was the secretary of the Pennsylvania State

Committee, Eberle, and his associates Goff, Adams, Schulberg,

and others. They contended that Pittsburgh should be the seat

of the national headquarters of the party, that the organization

of the Socialist Labor Party and the Alliance was more for

midable there than in New York ; that there was a greater

tonnage of wealth produced in the Pittsburgh district than

elsewhere (which was quite true, as pig iron is heavy of

weight) ; that Pittsburgh was the “ logical center" ; that head

quarters should be moved to Pittsburgh forthwith, with Eberle

incidentally in the position of National Secretary, for while I

did not hear Eberle sing that song, " I want a situation. I

want it very badly , etc.," that was the real object of the chief

of the “ logical centrists," as they were called afterward .

Disruptive Elements Combined

A member from New York who had moved to Pittsburgh,

one Wegeman, who was extremely bald-headed and who wore

spectacles, posed as a sort of intellectual celebrity. Wegeman

had in addition to his baldness of head a diminutively flat nose ,

and wore a Van Dyke beard, so that at first glance he looked

all head and whiskers. This individual denounced the party

administration in New York to the members in Pittsburgh ,

who evidently mistook Wegeman's baldness for a high fore

head - a dome of intellect chockful of knowledge and wisdom .

Many of the members discovered this optical illusion soon, but

not before a whole lot of harm had been done. The "brother

hood of booze” in New York was pleased, and welcomed the

new allies, the “ logical centrists. "

The “ logical centrists " and the “ brotherhood of booze "

received aid and comfort from unexpected quarters. H. Keiser,

James P. Reid, and Thomas Curran, of Rhode Island, all very,
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influential members of the party in " Little Rhody , " also turned

against the Socialist Labor Party, and thus a sort of " triple

alliance” was formed to smash the party.

This combination was joined by an additional or fourth

element in New York, which trained with Julian Pierce, then

manager of the Labor News Company. Pierce had nothing in

common with Hickey or Vogt ; he was a sober man, in fact

the very one, as already stated, who preferred charges against

Hickey at the outset of the whole affair. The fellows who

stood with Pierce were the two Ephraims : Ephraim Siff and

Ephraim Harris , and a few others with saintly names but

Luciferic motives. They wanted to discontinue the Daily Peo

ple and turn the Daily People plant into a money-making en

terprise. The Pierce - Siff aggregation became known, accord

ingly , as the Daily People Killers' League.

United by Jealousy of De Leon

The “ triple alliance ” became a quadruple concern, but none

of its component parts dared openly to assail the Socialist La

bor Party principles or tactics ; they all claimed to be in accord

with the basic principles of the Socialist Labor Party. In at

tacking the party they all hid their real object behind gener

alities and personal attacks upon De Leon, Kuhn, and what

they termed in their lampoons the "managing powers."

Vogt had only contempt for Siff and Pierce ; the “logical

centrists ” were not in love with their Rhode Island allies, and

Pierce disliked all the rest, for he considered himself a “ logical

center" all by himself. The only thing they all had in com

mon, like their predecessors of 1899, was hatred for the man

whose inferiors they all well enough knew themselves to be,

intellectually and morally — Daniel De Leon.

Those were indeed critical days. Lampoon followed lam

poon --sent broadcast by the four groups that were bent upon

killing the Socialist Labor Party. Some good fellows were

drawn into the vortex that for a spell gained quite some force.

Peter Fiebiger, who because of his good nature and his liberal

contributions to the party funds we called " Saint Peter," and

Peter Damm, who because of his name was frequently called

“ Damn Peter," were two men of the latter kind.
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It was at this time that old Lucien Sanial was persuaded

by Vogt and Eberle to join the “logical centrists . ” Sanial sent

a letter of resignation from the S. L. P. to the National Execu

tive Committee. The sending of a resignation from the party

to any other body than the Section of which Sanial was a mem

ber betrayed the man's knowledge of facts relating to party

organization and its laws and regulations. The National Exec

utive Committee notified Sanial of his mistake, but wishing to

save Sanial for his own sake, offered to send a committee to

Northport, L. I., where he lived, to have the whole situation in

the party gone over thoroughly.

Sanial's Avoidance of an Understanding

De Leon, who at that time was with his family at Milford,

Conn., wrote that he too would like to meet Sanial ; in fact,

De Leon suggested that Sanial should be the judge in the case.

De Leon closed his letter by saying, “ If Sanial finds that I am

in the way of harmony in the party, I am willing to migrate

to Kokomo.” Sanial replied that the committee need not call,

that for the time being he would withdraw his resignation, and

that he would come to New York to meet the committee

which had been elected by the National Executive Committee

to meet him. (This committee consisted of John J. Kinneally

and Henry Kuhn.)

Sanial did not keep his word. He did not come to meet

the committee, nor did he make his appearance in party head

quarters. Instead a lampoon written against the S. L. P. by

Sanial was added to the number already issued by the dis

rupters.

All the four groups of the latter were heard by Sanial ;

they looked him up and filled his ears with tales of a horrible

reign of terror in the Socialist Labor Party. Sanial knew bet

ter, but evidently a bit of jealousy against De Leon played a

part.

That Sanial knew better was shown by his escape from

facing the committee of the N. E. C. which he promised to

meet but did not dare to meet. He refused to act as a judge

in open court where all sides would have been heard, but did

assume all the functions of a judge in a court where accusations
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were whispered, where the defendant could not appear, and

the light of day could not break through. After presiding in

such a court Sanial issued his " opinion ," closing with the fol

lowing words :

A “ Boomerang ” Prophecy

" Every bad tendency will run its course, and Socialism

will survive ; then woe to the men whose petty interests, mean

ambitions, and vile intrigues may have for an instant arrested

its progress and smirched its name. "

De Leon had a column in the Daily People reserved for

the " little kangs, ” under the headline : “Light Is Breaking. " In

this column the above prophetic warning written by Sanial

was kept standing. It was like the feather cast by the eagle

that feathered the arrow which pierced the eagle's breast.

The bad tendency did run its course, and Socialism and

the Socialist Labor Party did survive. The four-cornered

conspiracy disintegrated and most of its leaders, including

Sanial, Pierce, Eberle, and others found their way into the

Socialist Party, the same party so vehemently denounced by

all of them.

In the 1902 election the Socialist Labor Party received

over 50,000 votes . The Daily People blazed uninterruptedly

its shot of fire against capitalism and its outposts,-the Social

ist Labor Party square remained unbroken.

In the 1902 Congressional election the Socialist Party re

ceived nearly a quarter of a million votes, votes caught in the

manner that fish are caught, and by no means cast for rev

olutionary Socialism. The opportunistic immediate demands,

palliatives , reform of and within the frame of the capitalist po

litical State were the main issues, besides the catering to the

American Federation of Labor,—which organization De Leon

characterized as being neither American, nor a federation, nor

of labor - brought votes to the Socialist Party . If votes alone

had been the only factor in decreeing the fate of the Socialist

Labor Party, again the wishes and prophecies of its enemies

would have been fulfilled, and the Socialist Labor Party would

have died once more.
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The Socialist Party, intoxicated with its big vote , enlarged

and spread out wider its vote -catching nets, heralding every

reformer who was suspected of being in favor of government

ownership of railroads or municipal ownership of water-works

or garbageaburning plants, as " coming our way.” And with

the possibilities of landing somebody in office the Socialist

Party attracted to itself large quantities of would-be intellec

tuals , physicians without a practice, lawyers without clients,

ministers of the gospel without congregations, all with hearts

bleeding for the suffering working class, all possessed with

the itch for office and the gift of smooth talk. Thus the So

cialist Party grew rapidly. Once having gained the numbers,

that in turn gave that movement the momentum to gain still

larger numbers and still smaller proportions of the kind of

numbers that are needed to carry out the social revolution.

S. L. P.'s Tenacity a Surprise

The innocents among the rank and file of the Socialist

Party could not understand why the Socialist Labor Party re

fused to abide by the majority and how it continued its exist

That the Socialist Labor Party could publish a daily

paper in the English language was a puzzle to a good many

of these innocents, who were bled by the bigger party to main

tain its many papers , all privately owned. The leaders of the

Socialist Party tried to explain how it was “ all on account of

that fiend De Leon," " who was being supplied with funds by

capitalists, " and " whose influence alone kept the Socialist La

bor Party together. " Other similar tales were told , such as

before the period of enlightenment were told to children to

keep them well-behaved and afraid of the bad bogey-man.

While mere numbers were thus gathered the Daily People

and its editor were held in awe by these story-tellers , because

their many schemes to turn a dollar out of the movement by

all sorts of fake advertisements, " get rich quick " methods , sell

ing of gold mine stock by " millionaire Socialists,” and other

gold brick swindles, all under the cloak of Socialism , were

promptly exposed in the columns of the Socialist Labor Party

organ. So also were exposed the crooked political deals of so

cialist Party candidates in accepting endorsements from both

ence.
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the Republican and Democratic camps of the capitalist political

parties.

The Socialist Party editors of the privately-owned papers

simply denounced every exposure of their ill-doing as a “ Daily

People lie ,” notwithstanding the fact that De Leon offered for

inspection in every case documents proving the charges.

Two " answers" the S. Pites had always ready (and it is so

cven unto this day) when the incriminating documents were

held under their noses : First, that the party was not respon

sible for the acts of individuals, locals, or state committees ;

second, that they had the vote anyway. “What was the good

of taking the correct position , preventing corruption, and not

have votes?”

De Leon's Educational Work

Thus, while the Socialist Party leaders were employing

every method to get votes, more votes, with an office captured

here and there and everywhere, and Socialism was used by them

as a means to feather their own nests, De Leon bent down to

the task of supplying the English-speaking proletariat with

most useful knowledge, by translating from the German Marx's

; " The 18th Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, Bebel's (“ Die Frau

und der Sozialismus" ) " Woman under Socialism , " and from

the French the monumental masterpiece of Eugene Sue, “ The

Mysteries of the People, or History of a Proletarian Family

Across the Ages.”

Again, what a contrast between De Leon and the writers

of books , the " authors," in the other camp. There, writers of

pamphlets and books mostly without an original thought, a re

hash of what others had taught and written, in some instances

even plagiarizing De Leon's great lectures, " What Means This

Strike ? ” and “ Reform or Revolution, " and invariably paid for

by a publisher ; here, a man who, having all the qualifications

of a man of letters, preferred to translate what he thought use

ful for the training of the class conscious workers, and equip

ping them with the knowledge requisite for their emancipation ,

rather than appear as the author on the title page, with his

autograph at so much per volume . For all the literary work

outside of the editorship of the Daily and Weekly People, in
1
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cluding the voluminous Sue book translations (21 volumes) ,

De Leon did not accept a cent, and when a magazine such as

The Independent paid De Leon for an article of his, De Leon

turned the amount over to the party. De Leon was denounced

by some people as a fanatic. The Socialist Party certainly

cannot be charged with having in its midst any such “ fanatic " ;

quite the contrary.

James Connolly's Trip to America

At this time (1902) James Connolly, editor of the Irish

Workers' Republic, a paper published in Dublin, came to

America on a lecturing tour, by invitation and under the aus

pices of the Socialist Labor Party. Connolly played a very

sorry role in after years, so it may be well to tell here how

Connolly happened to receive the invitation of the party to

cross the big pond and make speeches in America.

The party administration was not very much in favor of

inviting men from abroad to deliver speeches in a country in

which they were strangers and the conditions of which they

did not understand and did not care to study and understand.

This attitude was based on the experiences of the Socialist

Labor Party with practically all the orators who had been in

vited before Connolly. Some had turned out to be Anarcho

reformists or reformo -Anarchists, like Serati, who came from

Italy, or like Palm of Sweden who, after touring the United

States, told his countrymen that America was an Eldorado for

workingmen !

The plea that was made in behalf of Connolly by his

friends in New York, the reason advanced why he should be

invited to lecture for the Socialist Labor Party, was that he

would not be coming to teach but to learn ; that all the British

pure and simple labor leaders who had visited “ the States "

were misinforming the workers in Great Britain and Ireland

about the Socialist Labor Party, and that when Connolly wanted

to expose them he was told, “ What do you know about the

labor movement in America ? You were never there ; we were."

Connolly wanted to visit America to be able upon his return

home to grind to dust all the misleaders of labor in Dublin

and Cork.
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A young, enthusiastic Irishman, a member of Section New

York, Barney O'Toole, appeared a number of times before the

National Executive Committee urging that Connolly be invited .

Connolly came, and an extensive tour was arranged for him.

He received a weekly salary while lecturing for the Socialist

Labor Party, and was also granted the privilege of selling sub

scriptions to the Irish Workers' Republic. Connolly made

some pretty good speeches, sold quite a number of his sub

scriptions, and returned home. But soon afterward (as some

comrades had predicted) he returned to this country. Evidently

he liked things here better than the “ annihilating " of labor

fakers abroad .

Connolly's Sorry Role

Because a situation was not given him by the party when

he arrived, Connolly began finding fault with the editor of The

People. He insisted upon certain articles of his on wages, mar

riage, and the church being published in the Daily People.

Connolly's contention, embodied in these articles, was that

Bebel's " Woman under Socialism " was a lewd book. The ap

pearance was that Connolly's letters were inspired by Ultra

montanism, and De Leon refused to publish some of them.

The 1904 national convention of the party to which De Leon

reported the “ Connolly matter, " endorsed De Leon's action.

Still Connolly's expression of his opinion, contrary though

it was to the opinions of the whole membership of the Socialist

Labor Party, did not lead to any ill feeling on the part of De

Leon toward him nor did the party Sections show any ill will

toward Connolly. On the contrary, many of the Sections in

vited him to deliver speeches at their meetings, and a friend of

the Socialist Labor Party secured a job for Connolly in a ma

chine shop.

When a man has the ambition to wield the pen and deliver

orations from the public rostrum it is mighty hard to be com

pelled by cruel fate to use a monkey wrench instead of a pen,

and the workshop bench instead of the speaker's stand. Con

nolly thought himself outraged because he was not employed

on the editorial staff of the Daily People, and awaited his time

to strike a blow at De Leon, who he thought was in his way in

reaching his object.
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That time came a few years later, the description of which

will form another chapter in these reminiscences, but Con

nolly's subsequent acts will be more easily understood by re

membering these happenings relating to his first coming to

America.

Western Federation of Miners

The year 1904 was an eventful one in the history of the

American Socialist and labor movement. In the Western

mining states it seemed that an awakening had taken place.

The object lessons given the workers by Governor Peabody of

Colorado and Governor Steunenburg of Idaho, two represent

atives of raw -boned capitalism, were indeed sufficient to war

rant such an awakening.

The members of the Western Federation of Miners struck

to enforce the eight-hour law, a law the passage of which it

had secured through a constitutional amendment in the state

of Colorado after a long-drawn struggle. De Leon's statement

that " the tiger will fight for the tips of his mustache with the

same ferocity with which he would defend his very life, ” was

illustrated in the bitter class war in Colorado in 1903-1904.

The deportations of members of the Western Federation

of Miners, the violation .of every law of decency by the ruling

powers, the erection of so-called bull-pens, where workers were

imprisoned without due process of law ; the turning of the

mining districts of the state into military camps, with all that

such a condition implies --all this was surely enough to create

an awakening in the ranks of organized labor.

The Western Federation of Miners had withdrawn from

the American Federation of Labor in 1897, and was regarded

as a progressive economic organization. The American Labor

Union was practically only another name for the Western

Federation of Miners , called into existence to give the miners'

union a national character. It was the organ of that body, the

American Labor Union Journal, that gave cause for the hope

that an awakening had taken place. The articles in this paper

denounced craft unionism as well as pure and simple Socialist

politics. It looked very much as though the leaders of this

Western movement had at last grasped the situation and wer :

beginning to heed the teachings of Daniel De Leon ,
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How much, in this formative period of industrial un

ionism, the articles in this journal resembled De Leon's posia

tion may be seen from the following quotations, the first from

De Leon's great lecture, “ The Burning Question of Trade Un

ionism , ” delivered at Newark , N. J. , on April 21, 1904, and the

second from an article in The American Labor Union Journal

in the December issue of the same year. From De Leon's

" Burning Question of Trade Unionism " :

Followed De Leon's Lead

" The parliament of civilization in America will consist,

not of Congressmen from geographic districts, but of repre

sentatives of trades throughout the land, and their legislative

work will not be the complicated one which a society of con

flicting interests, such as capitalism requires, but the easy one

which can be summed up in the statistics of the wealth needed,

the wealth producible, and the work required — and that any

average set of workingmen's representatives are fully able to

ascertain infinitely better than our modern rhetoricians in

Congress.......

" In the first place, the trade union has a supreme mission .

That mission is nothing short of organizing by uniting, and

uniting by organizing, the whole working class industrially

not merely those for whom there are jobs ; accordingly, not

only those who can pay dues. This unification or organiza

tion is essential in order to save the eventual and possible vic

tory from bankruptcy, by enabling the working class to assume

and conduct production the moment the guns of the public

powers fall into its hands - or before, if need be, if capitalist

political chicanery pollutes the ballot-box. The mission is im

portant also in that the industrial organization forecasts the

future constituencies of the parliaments of the Socialist Re

public ."

From American Labor Union Journal, December, 1904 :

" The economic organization of the proletariat is the heart

and soul of the Socialist movement, of which the political

party is simply the public expression at the ballot - box. The

1

!
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purpose of industrial unionism is to organize the working

class in approximately the same departments of production

and distribution as those which will obtain in the Co-operative

Commonwealth , so that, if the workers should lose their fran

chise, they would still possess an economic organization intel

ligently trained to take over and collectively administer the

tools of industry and the sources of wealth for themselves.”

The leaders in the American Labor Union were members

of the Socialist Party -- at least a good many of them were.

This made the situation still more hopeful, for if the men who

advocated industrial unionism should carry their convictions

into the Socialist Party camp it could only mean the recogni

tion of the correctness of Socialist Labor Party principles, and
unity would be bound to follow.

The members of the Socialist Labor Party in the East did

not question the integrity of the American Labor nion leader

ship ; least of all did De Leon himself, who, judging men by

his own standard of sincerity and earnestness, trusted the men

at the head of this new movement to be sincere. At the 1904

national convention of the Socialist Labor Party a delegate

from Colorado, Chas. H. Chase, who knew most of the officials

in the American Labor Union, declared his doubts as to their

integrity. Time proved Chase's suspicions well founded. Nev

ertheless, the events that followed demonstrated that De Leon

foresaw the birth of the industrial union from which the rev

olutionary Socialist could not stand apart, and that, regardless

of the character of some of its founders, was a long step toward

the social revolution.

De Leon at Amsterdam Congress

At the 1904 national convention of the Socialist Labor

Party, Charles H. Corregan of New York and William W. Cox

of Illinois were chosen as the party's standard bearers in that

Presidential election. Corregan's speech at a ratification meet

ing held in Cooper Union still lingers in the memory of many

Socialist Labor Party men who heard him that night. The

" little giant" was at his best.

In August, 1904, the International Congress was held at

Amsterdam. De Leon represented at that Congress the so
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1

cialist Labor Paity of the United States, and held also creden

tials from the Socialist Labor Party of Australia and of Canada.

The Kautsky resolution adopted at the Paris Congress in

1900, which practically confirmed the acceptance of a ministerial

post by Millerand, was the most important question to be

acted upon by the Congress. Millerand had become a party

to the shooting by the military of striking workmen at Chalon

and Martinique by remaining a member of the French Cabinet

while those butcheries were perpetrated.

The revolutionary spirit among European Socialists was

not then so conspicuous by its absence as in these latter days ;

the words of Wilhelm Liebknecht, that “ to parliamentarize

means ' to sell out” were still ringing in the ears of many among

the rank and file. The International Congress of 1904 was

looked up to to wipe out the shame of the Kautsky resolution.

The original Kautsky resolution was not repealed or reaffirmed,

but was replaced by another resolution originally adopted at

the national convention of the German Social Democratic

Party held in 1903 at Dresden. The only resolution submitted

that unqualifiedly and without sophistry repudiated the Kaut

sky resolution was the following one submitted by Daniel De

Leon :

De Leon's Resolution Against Compromise

" Whereas, The struggle between the working class and the

capitalist class is a continuous and irrepressible conflict, a con

flict that tends every day rather to be intensified than to be

softened ;

" Whereas, The existing governments are committees of

the ruling class, intended to safeguard the yoke of capitalist

exploitation upon the neck of the working class ;

"Whereas, At the last International Congress , held in

Paris, in 1900, a resolution generally known as the Kautsky

Resolution, was adopted, the closing clauses of which con

template the emergency of the working class accepting office

at the hand of such capitalist governments, and also and es

pecially PRESUPPOSE THE POSSIBILITY OF IMPAR

TIALITY ON THE PART OF THE RULING CLASS GOV

ERNMENTS IN THE CONFLICTS BETWEEN THE

WORKING CLASS AND THE CAPITALIST CLASS ; and
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" Whereas, the said clauses - applicable, perhaps, in coun

tries not yet wholly freed from feudal institutions were adopted

under conditions both in France and in the Paris Congress

itself, that justify erroneous conclusions on the nature of the

class struggle , the character of capitalist governments, and

the tactics that are imperative upon the proletariat in the pur

suit of its campaign to overthrow the capitalist system in

countries, which , like the United States of America, have

wholly wiped out feudal institutions ; therefore, be it

" Resolved, First, That the said Kautsky Resolution be and

the same is hereby repealed as a principle of general Socialist

tactics ;

" Second, That, in fully developed capitalist countries like

America, the working class cannot, without betrayal of the

cause of the proletariat, fill any political office other than they

conquer for and by themselves."

That De Leon's vote alone was cast in favor of this clear

cut resolution demonstrates that De Leon stood head and

shoulders and some more above the leaders of the Socialist

movement in Europe. In De Leon's " Flashlights of the Am

sterdam Congress ” men and conditions in the movement

abroad are depicted in a manner which subsequent happenings

have proved to be as accurate as pictures of a panorama

'caught upon the film by the camera. At the Amsterdam Con

gress the following " Unity Resolution" was adopted :

Amsterdam Unity Resolution

" In order that the working class may develop its full

strength in the struggle against capitalism , it is necessary there

should be but one Socialist party in each country as against

the parties of capitalists, just as there is but one proletariat in

each country.

“ For these reasons all comrades and all Socialist organi

zations have the imperative duty to seek to the utmost of their

power to bring about this unity of the party, on the basis of

the principles established by the International Conventions ;

that unity which is necessary in the interests of the proletariat,
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to which they are responsible for the disastrous consequences

of the continuation of divisions within their ranks,

" To assist in the attainment of this aim the International

Socialist Bureau, as well as all parties within the countries

where unity now exists will cheerfully offer their services and

co -operation . "

Following the Amsterdam Congress the columns of the

Daily People were opened to the discussion of the question of

unity, and this theme became the all absorbing topic, interest

being increased by the fact that at the same time the Industrial

Union movement had begun to take shape, presupposing on

the part of its advocates the acceptance or recognition of So

cialist Labor Party premises, the necessity of a class conscious

economic organization.

A young man just out of college made his début at the

1904 national convention of the Socialist Labor Party. Many

thought that the young man was quite an acquisition to the

movement. With the physique of an athlete, the air of a col

lege professor, and the politeness of a funeral director at

first class funeral, when the funeral fees are paid in advance,

he was hailed by the delegates as the man of the hour. This

young man was Frank Bohn.

a

Advent of Frank Boho

Bohn was made national organizer of the party, made ex

tensive trips through the country, and wrote very many re

ports and letters to party headquarters, depicting how he was

carrying the message of the Socialist Labor Party to the

workers everywhere, aye, even into the darkest corners of the

Socialist Party.

De Leon held Bohn in high esteem and regarded him as a

man who had the capacity to take his (De Leon's) place in

the editorial chair of the Daily People. It may be, too, that

Bohn at that time actuully was what De Leon and other party

members thought him to be a well-informed, level-headed,

studious , able, and devoted adherent of the sacred cause of pro

letarian emancipation. The fact that a few years later he

turned on the Socialist Labor Party, the organization which

He himself had declared to be the only true party of Socialism,
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one of

does by no means determine insincerity in his earlier days.

Men are not born traitors, and the most degraded prostitute

was without doubt a virtuous maiden once upon a time.

While traveling as an organizer of the Socialist Labor

Party Bohn came into personal contact with some of the lead

ing men who were at the time laboring to bring about a con

crete body of the revolutionary forces of the labor movement

on the economic field.

Some of the conferences held at Chicago by officials of

the Western Federation of Miners, the American Labor Union ,

and individual members of other organizations for the purpose

of calling a convention to form such a union of workers were

attended by Bohn, and when the Industrial Union Manifesto

was issued in February, 1905, Bohn's signature was

those attached to it. Bohn was the only member of the So

cialist Labor Party who had his signature attached to that

document. The other signers were practically all members of

the Socialist Party.

Industrial Union Manifesto

Very few members of the Socialist Labor Party and the

Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance questioned the integrity of

the authors of the Industrial Union Manifesto. Some of those

who had their signatures attached to that document, however,

had an unsavory reputation, such as A. M. Simons and a few

more of his kind. It was explained by Bohn, however, that

Simons had his signature attached to save the circulation of

the International Socialist Review, and that fellows like Simons

were the fifth wheel of the wagon anyhow - the men who were

actually the prime movers, the head and soul, were Wm. D.

Haywood, of the Western Federation of Miners ; Clarence

Smith, editor of the American Labor Union Journal ; Wm. E.

Trautmann, editor of the Brewery Workers' Journal ; Thos.

Hagerty, the ex -priest,-all of whom were known to have

publicly given utterance against pure and simple politicianism .

Eugene V. Debs, whose signature also was attached to the

Manifesto , did not personally participate in the conferences;

his signature was obtained by appeals to his consistency, by

reminding him of his verbal declarations and his promises.
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The Manifesto threw a breath of new life into the Socialist

and labor movement ; it aroused the working class spirit of

class consciousness among men who had formerly not been

reached by the advocates of revolutionary unionism ; in the

ranks of the Socialist Labor Party and the Socialist Trade and

Labor Alliance it was hailed as the “ turning of the lane, " as

a realization and acceptance of all that Daniel De Leon had

taught and insisted upon. Among the American Federation of

Labor, leadership and Socialist Party officialdom it created ap

prehension of what might be in store for them should the new

movement succeed .

The Manifesto called upon all trade union bodies regard

less of immediate affiliation and upon all individual members

of the working class to attend a convention in July, 1905, at

Chicago.

De Leon at First I. W. W. Convention

De Leon and twelve other Socialist Trade and Labor Al

liance delegates attended the first convention, where the In

dustrial Workers of the World was founded. I was not pres

ent at the first or the second convention of the I. W. W., but

the stenographic reports of the proceedings of these two con

ventions are today historical documents that can be read by all

who are seeking to be well informed.

It is not within the scope of these reminiscences to de

scribe in detail the many interesting and important happenings

at the first I. W. W. convention. Suffice it to say that it was

due to Daniel De Leon that the stenographic report of that

convention was taken. De Leon foresaw what might come.

No one can prevent the enemies of the movement, the wolves

in sheep's clothing, from spreading their slanders, nor can every

clanderer be answered even when he deserves answer.

As regards the motives of De Leon and the S. T. & L. A.

delegation, the stenographic report of the first I. W. W. con

vention answers them all in advance. It shows that De Leon

stood for and fought for the essential principles without which

Socialism would remain an aspiration and the goal never be

reached.

The Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance was installed in

1
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the Industrial Workers of the World with a membership of

1,400 . Not one of the S. T. & L. A. men was elected at

the first convention to the General Executive Board,

and yet the S. T. & L. A. was the only body that became part

of the I. W. W. that had the actual membership it claimed to

have, and upon which the vote in the convention was alloted.

The Western Federation of Miners delegates claimed 27,000

members, but never actually paid the per capita tax to the or

ganization . The Metal Workers claimed 3,000 members, and

the voting strength of its delegates was based upon that num

ber, but it existed only on paper; yet one of its delegates,

Sherman, was elected president of the new organization. Wm .

E. Trautmann was elected general secretary -treasurer.

Leaving the convention, De Leon delivered his great lec

ture on " The Preamble of the Industrial Workers of the

World,” at Minneapolis, Minn. This lecture is in itself a

strategic chart of the course that must be taken by the or

ganized workers to assure the road to victory.



FROM 1905 TO THE SPLIT IN THE

I. W. W. IN 1908

High Hopes Raised by New Union - Perfidy of

the S. P. - Discord Within the I. W. W.

and S. L. P.-De Leon's Fight Against

“ Physical Force Only "

The Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance not only actually

installed its membership in the Industrial Workers of the

World , but became the most active force in the new organization.

All the pent-up energy of the S. T. & L. A. was now put into

action . Locals of the I. W. W. were organized wherever the

S. T. & L. A. and the S. L. P. had adherents.

The zeal displayed by these organizations in behalf of the

I. W. W. gave the officialdon of the Socialist Party and other

reactionary elements a pretense to make all sorts of allega

tions to the effect that De Leon and the S. L. P. were out to

gain control of the I. W. W., to use such control to bolster up

"the dying S. L. P., " which after having been proclaimed dead

and buried many times , again was attested to be alive and full

of vigor. How sincerely the membership of the S. L. P.

worked for the I. W. W., expecting the only reward that men

and women who hold a cause higher than all else expect, was

shown by the fact that the year following the first I. W. W.

convention the political propaganda work of the party was con

sidered secondary in importance, and in some states wholly

neglected.

In New York city the existing S. T. & L. A. locals, which
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were all chartered by the I. W. W., formed the basis for an

industrial council, a central body of industrial unions that

looked very full of promise indeed. Although the former S. T.

& L. A. men were in the majority in this district council they

did at no time as much as assert their connection with the

S. L. P., so as not to give offense to some delegates who were

S. P. members, like Hanneman ; ultra conservatives like Ke

ough, of the stationary engineers, or Anarchists like Dumas,

of the silk workers.

The self -denying, conciliatory demeanor of the former

S. T. & L. A, men was of no avail, for it soon became as plain

as day that no matter to what lengths of tolerance the delegates

who were true industrial unionists went, there were always

some who shouted that they were abused by De Leonites.

High Hopes Raised by Debs

In December, 1905, Debs came to New York to speak for

the I. W. W. His first speech was delivered before a large

audience in one of New York's largest halls, the Grand Cen

tral Palace. This speech was taken down stenographically

and afterward published in pamphlet form. Surely none could

find fault with anything the speech contained. It was perhaps

the soundest speech Debs ever made.

That day, Dec. 10, I saw some of the brightest expressions

on the faces of both S. L. P. and S. P. men ,-- the revolutionary

union, presaging the unity of the workers on the political and

the economic fields, was here. There were also some very, very

sad countenances to behold, such as the notorious peddler,

Michaelovsky, for whose special edification De Leon had

Letter-box" answer appear in The People in Hebrew charac

ters. Michaelovsky, a dyed - in -the -wool S. P.ite, an old man

with a white beard, paced nervously back and forth in a room

back of the stage while Debs was speaking, with knitted brow

and clenched fists. "Ah !” he said to me, sneeringly, “ now you

have got a new Moses !"

We had our fun with the Volkszeitung, too , then. Shurt

leff, the official representative of the General Executive Board

of the I. W. W., organizer of " musical industrial unions" and

organizer for the New York district of any other kind of ins

a
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dustrial union, etc. , etc. , was bent upon having the Debs meet

ing advertized in the Volkszeitung. I accompanied him to

the Volkszeitung's office ; it was the first time since July

10, 1899, that I had stepped on Volkszeitung premises. The

advertisement we presented was not only for the meeting at

Grand Central Palace where Debs alone was to speak, but for

two other meetings as well, where Debs and De Leon were to

speak together. When the Volkszeitung employe saw what the

ad contained he changed colors. “ Wait a minute, " he said,

and rushed to the editorial department. He returned more

composed and with a forced smile. " All right, we will insert

it.” “ How much ? ” asked the grand musical organizer, who, I

forgot to say, was an S. P. man . "Seventeen dollars, " replied

his S. P. comrade of the Volkszeitung. The ad went in ; the

I. W. W. paid the price ; it was dear, but it was worth the

money .

Debs and De Leon Together

Of course , the Daily People and all other S. L. P. organs

published all announcements of meetings of the I, W. W. with

out asking payment, no doubt some more of that De Leon

istic fanaticism, of which Socialist Party papers are utterly ,

devoid .

The night following the Debs meeting at Grand Central

Palace, Debs, Sherman, and De Leon spoke in a large hall in

the Bronx. Sam French was appointed by the District Coun

cil to act as chairman. French was late, and I had to act in

his stcad as chairman of this memorable meeting - memorable

because the first where Debs and De Leon addressed an audi

ence together, and because both Debs and De Leon were at

their best. Sherman was sandwiched in between the two and

cut a sorry figure.

It was a grand meeting. The audience consisted of men

and women from both the Socialist Labor Party and the So

cialist Party, members and sympathizers. Debs's speech was

better than the one stenographically reported which he had

delivered the day before. De Leon's speech was a master

piece. The audience applauded both speakers loudly and long.

In introducing the speakers I was not prepared to deliver
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a eulogy; it is not S. L. P. style, anyhow. I introduced Sher

man as the president of the I. W. W., the future Workers' Re

public, and Debs as the hero of Woodstock jail. De Leon I

introduced as the man " without friends”-and, hesitating there

a moment, I added— "among labor fakers."

The principles and form of organization of the Industrial

Workers of the World became the all-absorbing topic in the

world of labor. It certainly looked as though the new union

would carry everything before it . Workingmen flocked to the

meetings where the speakers of the I. W. W. were to dwell

upon industrial unionism ; the atmosphere was getting warm

with the heat generated by the propaganda of revolutionary,

economic action of the working class.

Labor “ Leaders” Feared the End

" An injury to one is the concern of all,” was to be applied

in the everyday struggles of the workers ; no more craft divi

sions to divide the workers ; no high initiation fees and dues

to bar them from unionizing ; no more labor fakers to use the

union as a ladder to climb to political office while preaching

“ no politics in the union .”

One thing was sure, that should the I. W. W. succeed in

firmly establishing itself and drawing large numbers of work

ingmen and women to its standard, it would be “ all off " with

the well-paid advocates of the theory of brotherhood between

capital and labor, in the old labor unions, and incidentally “ all

off” with their counterparts, the political hucksters in the So

cialist Party, who claimed to be neutral toward unions while

supporting the American Federation of Labor craft unionists

and advocates of brotherhood between capital and labor. The

success of the industrial union movement would sound their

death knell, and they were aware of that fact.

The Industrial Workers of the World could not be attack

ed with the same weapons and in the same manner as the So

cialist Trade and Labor Alliance had been. The Davis cigar

shop tales and other similar falsehoods could not be warmed

up and used over again (though such attempts were made) ,

other means were resorted to to combat the new organization.

Men joined the I. W. W. for the sole purpose of creating dis

SO
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sension ; to obstruct, create suspicion, and play all the roles

that true disciples of St. Loyola are masters of.

New Jersey Unity Conference

How otherwise can one explain the following occurrence?

At the beginning of the industrial union agitation, shortly af

ter the Industrial Union Manifesto was issued, at the time

when the waves of industrial unionism ran high , a state con

vention of the Socialist Party of New Jersey invited the So

cialist Labor Party to a unity conference to find a basis for

unity of both parties. After the invitation had been accepted

by the Socialist Labor Party and sessions held (beginning De

cember 17, 1905, and ending March 4, 1906) , the delegates of

both parties arrived at the same conclusions and unanimously

recommended a basis for unity - a basis that was indeed the

only kind to bring about unity, namely, the recognition of the

necessity of a revolutionary economic organization such as
the I. W. W. then was. But the conclusions unanimously ar

rived at by the delegates of both parties were rejected by a

referendum of the Socialist Party in New Jersey with all

against some thirty votes ! How could it have happened that

the thirty " revolutionists" swallowed all their statements made

at the unity conference ? How could it have happened that

one of the thirty, and he a delegate to the unity conference,

Wm. Glanz, whose denunciations of the American Federation

of Labor and of private ownership of the party press were em

phatic, joined both the I. W. W. and the Socialist Labor Party,

only to get out again when enough poison of discord had been

spread, and with canine felicity return to his vomit and rejoin

the Socialist Party ?

It goes without saying that the conclusions of the confer

ence were adopted practically with a unanimous vote by the

Socialist Labor Party organization in New Jersey. The fol

lowing is the finding on unionism of the New Jersey Unity

Conference, embodied in a manifesto adopted by the confer

ence and rejected by the Socialist Party referendum :

“ The Conference holds : that, unless the political move

ment is backed by a class conscious , that is , a properly con

structed economic organization , ready to take and hold and con
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duct the productive powers of the land, and thereby ready and

able to enforce if need be, and when need be, the fiat of the

Socialist ballot of the working class — that without such a body

in existence the Socialist political movement will be but a flash

in the pan, successful, at best, in affording political preferment

to scheming intellectuals, and thereby powerful only to attract

such elements . On this specific head the Conference moreover

holds that a political party of Socialism which marches to the

polls unarmed by such a properly constructed economic or

ganization, but invites a catastrophe over the land in the meas

ure that it strains for political success, and in the measure

that it achieves it. It must be an obvious fact to all serious

observers of the times, that the day of the political success of

such a party in America would be the day of its defeat, im

mediately followed by an industrial and financial crisis, from

which none would suffer more than the working class itself.

" The Conference holds that for the Socialist political

movement to favor A. F. of L. craft unionism is bluntly to de

ny Socialist principles and aims, for no matter how vigorously

the A. F. of L. may cry ‘ Organize ! Organize ! ' in practice it

seeks to keep the unorganized, the overwhelming majority of

the working class , out of the organization. The facts can easily

be proved to a candid world. High initiation fees, limitation

of apprentices , cornering the jobs for the few whom they ad

mit into the organization, are but a few of the methods used

to discourage organization , which results not only in lack of

organization, but by the craft from of what organization they

do have , they isolate the workers into groups , which , left to

fight for themselves in time of conflict, become the easy prey

of the capitalists. On the other hand, the readiness with which

certain portions of the exploiting class force their victims to

join the A. F. of L. is sufficient condemnation of the organiza

tion.

" By its own declarations and acts the A. F. of L. shows

that it accepts wage slavery as a finality ; and holding that

there is identity of interest between employer and employe ,

the A. F. of L. follows it out by gladly accepting the vice

presidency of the Belmont Civic Federation for its president ,

Gompers, thus allying itself with an organization fathered by
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the capitalist class for the purpose of blurring the class strug

gle and for prolonging the present system which is cornered

upon the exploitation of labor.

" For these reasons the Conference concludes that it is the

duty of a political party of Socialism to promote the organiza

tion of a properly constructed union, both by elucidating the

virtues of such a union and by exposing the vices of craft un

ionism. Consequently, and as a closing conclusion on this

head, it rejects as impracticable, vicious, and productive only

of corruption, the theory of neutrality on the economic field.

The Conference, true to these views, condemns the A. F. of L.

as an obstacle to the emancipation of the working class.

" Holding that the political power flows from and is a re

sult of economic power, and that the capitalist is entrenched in

the government as the result of his industrial power, the Con

ference commends as useful to the emancipation of the work

ing class the Industrial Workers of the World, which instead

of running away from the class struggle bases itself squarely

upon it, and boldly and correctly sets out the Socialist prin

ciple that the working class and the employing class have

nothing in common' and that 'the working class must come to

gether on the political as well as on the industrial field , to take

and hold that which they produce by their labor.' '

S. P. Actions Contrary to Words

In several other states besides New Jersey the Socialist

Party, for the sake of expediency, feigned attempts at unity

with the Socialist Labor Party. All these ended as the New

Jersey Unity Conference had ended . The Socialist Partyites

agreed on all occasions with the Socialist Labor Party men in

regard to principles and tactics ; they agreed that industrial un

ionism was requisite to the Socialist movement and the reali

zation of Socialism ; that the Industrial Union was the Social

ist Republic in embryo. They agreed also on other vital ques

tions, such as party ownership of the press, and on the ques

tion of discipline in the movement, but they would have

agreed with anything and anybody as a means to extricate

Mbeir party , caught in a cleft stick, as it were. Their actions
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did not square with their declarations of desire for the unity,

of Socialist forces.

The cleft stick the Socialist Party was caught in was this :

to oppose industrial unionism openly or to combat it meant

certain destruction in case the Industrial Workers of the

World should succeed in organizing large numbers of the

working class under its banner ; openly to line up for indus

trial unionism, on the other hand, meant to endorse what they

had been denouncing as " rank De Leonism ” -it meant noth

ing less than the recognition of the correctness of the Social

ist Labor Party position on the question of the attitude of the

party toward the economic organization of labor. To oppose

the new industrial organization that threatened to sweep every

thing before it was to be swept into oblivion along with other

rubbish ; to be allied with it meant to promulgate Socialist La

bor Party enets, promote the growth of that irty, and admit

the incompetence of their own Socialist Party. Hence all the ,

talk of unity , all the unity conferences, etc.

Perfidy of S. P. Press

There was no sincerity in all the declarations of Socialist

Party conferees, as subsequent developments demonstrated.

The Socialist Party press, with its self-appointed editors, ac

cordingly did not dare openly to fight against the Industrial

Workers of the World, or to fight for it, but all these editors

sought to harm the new union by minimizing its successes and

magnifying its mistakes and shortcomings, or by resorting to

the method employed by the capitalist press toward the So

cialist movement, by silence as silent as the grave.

The only means for saving the Socialist Party was to cre

ate discord and dissension in the Industrial Workers of the

World. Slowly but surely this was accomplished. Insinua

tions of the basest sort against the Socialist Labor Party in

general and against Daniel De Leon in particular were thrown

about by men wearing the mask of industrial unionism -- all

calculated, of course, to disrupt the I. W. W.

The following episode is an instance in point. The star

witness in the case is a member of the Socialist Party, a very

prominent member too, one of the secretaries of the New Jer.
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sey Unity Conference of yore, member of the Socialist Party

National Committee a number of times, speaker, lecturer, writ

er and what not, as sleek as an eel, but not sleek enough to

have escaped from the hand of De Leon, who got James Reilly ,

for it is no other, to give the testimony against his comrade,

Algernon Lee, over his own signature in the columns of the

Daily People. This testimony of James Reilly throws light in

only one dark corner, but it is sufficient to prove my allega

tion.

A Ghost-Story About De Leon

After a mass meeting held by the I. W. W. on Union

Square, New York, where both De Leon and Reilly were speak

ers, a number of comrades invited De Leon to a glass of Wurz

burger. Reilly, too, went along. The conversation was, of

course, regarding the situation in the movement, and inciden

tally the talk turned to the horrible tales that were being cir

culated about De Leon by his friends of the Socialist Party.

De Leon chuckled with glee at the wonderful ghost- stories

which were being told, wherein he was the ghost and in which

things were implied, to have been guilty of committing which

De Leon must needs have been among the living from the

time his ancestor, Poncé.De Leon, sought to discover in Flor

ida the Fountain of Youth.

It was then that Reilly volunteered to tell what Algernon

Lee, another shining light in the firmament of the Socialist

Party, was in the habit of telling confidentially to all who

would believe him — that De Leon , while a resident in Germany,

was a Bismarck spy! We all thought this as good a ghost

story as we had heard. De Leon himself had his chuckle out

of it, but he requested Reilly to write a letter to the Daily Peo

ple in the form of an inquiry regarding Algernon Lee's allega

tion. Reilly, after having made the statement, could not re

fuse to comply with De Leon's request or himself stand brand

ed as a base slanderer. He did write such a letter, which was

published in the Daily People with De Leon's answer appended.

It was quite .certain that at the second convention of the

I. W. W. some attempt would be made to cause dissension,

the way having been prepared by the work of the Lees and
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kindred spirits. It was for this reason that De Leon sought

to secure the promise of Eugene V. Debs at the time of their

meetings in New York and New Castle to attend the second

convention, and thus disarm the fellows who were circulating

the false statements that the I. W. W. was the tail to the So

cialist Labor Party kite.

Desertion of the I. W. W. by Debs

Debs promised to come, but did he, the very one who de

clared with emphasis that a man who turns his back upon in

dustrial unionism 'betrays the working class, keep the promise

made to De Leon, or did he turn his back on industrial union

ism at a most critical moment ?

The failure of Debs to keep his word and attend the sec

ond convention of the Industrial Workers of the World was

doubly an act of betrayal of the cause of industrial unionism.

Moyer, Haywood and Pettibone, three officials of the Western

Federation of Miners - then, nominally at least, the Mining

Department of the I. W. W. - had been kidnapped in the state

of Colorado and taken to Idaho, there to stand trial on a charge

of having murdered ex-Governor Steunenberg.

The fact that the Idaho authorities took the three officials

of the miners' union by force instead of proceeding according

to law by instituting extradition proceedings against the ac

cused men was a sample of the lawlessness practiced by the

ruling class of that state. The "starring" of the leading wit

ness for the state was on a par with the mob law methods of

kidnapping men whom it was thought difficult to get into cus

tody by due process of law. Harry Orchard, a self-confessed

murderer, was this star witness.

A wave of indignation among the workers of the land rose

high in protest against the outrage. Workingmen and women,

organized and unorganized, Socialists and non-Socialists , radi

cals and conservatives, demanded a fair trial for Moyer, Hay

wood and Pettibone.

The Daily People was the first paper to come out boldly

and unhesitatingly in favor of the three accused men and

against the foul conspiracy of the mine owners and their po

litical hirelings. De Leon's editorials were not hysterical out
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cries against the atrocious acts of the Citizens' Alliance, like

many articles in Socialist Party papers, but the question was

handled consistently and fearlessly. De Leon's articles and

editorials were the real call to arms to the working class,

should the capitalists of the Western states carry out their

brutal intent to murder men whom they thought dangerous to

their interests.

S. L. P. Endorsement of Haywood

The first and only instance in its history of the Socialist

Labor Party's lowering its standard and practically endorsing

a candidate of another party, occurred at that time. The

candidate was Wm. D. Haywood for governor of Colorado,

and the party was the Socialist Party . “ Theirs the shame and

ours the glory,” for it does not matter that, since the day that

the Socialist Labor Party put up no candidate in opposition

to Haywood, he has retrograded and proved a disappointment,

and turned upon the true industrial union movement.

In 1906 the Socialist Labor Party, against the protest of

some of its members, bowed to the revolutionary requirements

of the time, and the S. L. P. men in Colorado voted for the in

dustrial unionist, Haywood, who at that time typified the rev

olutionary element in the Socialist Party. For that matter, he

perhaps typifies it today, only that in 1906 this "revolutionary

element " in the Socialist Party was believed to be real, where

as in the decade that has passed since it has proved itself to

be very much like the rest of the Socialist Party - revolution

ary only in phrase-mongering.

At such a time, however, when by pressure of emboldened

capitalism threatening the whole labor movement, a realign

ment of revolutionary forces was actually expected, for a man

like Debs to fail to appear at a convention of the Industrial

Workers of the World when it was known that reaction would

show its head and would have to be combatted was indeed to

betray the working class. Before relating some of the impor

tant happenings at the second convention of the Industrial

Workers of the World some of the activities and occurrences

in the Socialist Labor Party should be mentioned.

Henry Kuhn resigned as national secretary of the party, a
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position he had filled for fifteen years. It is safe to say that

few 'men ever worked harder, with more devotion, promptness,

system , and efficiency, in any organization. In determination,

zeal, and moral and physical courage, Henry Kuhn, national

secretary of the Socialist Labor Party, was never found want

ing. On many occasions, in the darkest hours of the party's

existence, Kuhn was at his post, cool-headed and with a steady

hand on the steering wheel, keeping the S. L. P. to its course.

During the time that De Leon was worn out by the strenuous

days of 1899 and 1901-1902, Kuhn was at the helm and bore

the brunt of the battle.

Frank Bohn was elected in Kuhn's place. A German pro

verb tells of “ making a goat the gardener.” That is exactly

what was done when Bohn was chosen to fill such an impor

tant position, as subsequent developments showed.

Second Convention of the I. W. W.

The second convention of the Industrial Workers of the

World was a turbulent one ; it turned out to be a " battle royal "

between the reactionists and the revolutionists. The Western

Federation of Miners delegation consisted of four men, two of

whom were the leaders among those who sought to turn the

organization into a " pure and simple " affair, while the other two

Albert Ryan and Vincent St. John, stood for revolutionary

principles.

De Leon led the fight against reaction and outgeneraled

the bulldozing Mahoney and McCabe who employed all the

tricks of common political crooks. After they saw that the

large majority of the delegates were against any crab - step tak

ing, this gentry tried methods of obstruction, calculating that

many of the delegates who represented numerically smaller lo

cals of the I. W. W., and whose financial resources were con

sequently very limited , could not remain very long in attend

ance at the convention , and that they would have to return

home and leave the Mahoney kind in full control.

For this purpose the tactics of obstruction were employed,

and the convention prolonged for many days. Soon the ma

jority of delegates, who had come equipped with " rations " for

only a few days, were without means to pay for meals and
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lodgings, while the few reactionaries were well equipped with

rolls of greenbacks, of which they occasionally bragged. The

convention overcame this difficulty by voting $1.50 a day while

the convention lasted to the delegates without means of sub

sistence.

Sherman Deluded by S. P. Men

Chas. O. Sherman, the president of the I. W. W., was found

out to be the worst kind of man to be placed at the head of

any labor organization, much less of one such as the I. W. W.

was originally designed to be. The financial reports showed

him to have exploited the organization shamefully. This preci

ous president cost the young organization in one year nigh

seven thousand dollars in salary, mileage, and incidentals.

Sherman, who had called himself a revolutionist at the first

convention (though he never was one) , later changed his con

victions ( though he never really had any) . He had been with

a stock company for some years, playing the part of a villain,

and his histrionic abilities had stood him in good stead at the

first convention of the I. W. W. - it was all acted. Besides, so

far as he was concerned the revolution was accomplished, and

he enjoyed the fruits thereof ; as for other humans- well, they

could wait a few centuries or so.

The Socialist Partyites who were bent upon causing a split

in the I. W. W. told Sherman that “ millions of workers” would

join the organization if De Leon and the De Leonites were

removed. Sherman nursed the fond hope of seeing these mil

lions of members come in and send in the per capita tax by

freight to the headquarters on W. Madison street.

Fate willed it otherwise, however. Instead of removing

the De Leonites, the office of president was abolished by the

convention . This was sufficient cause for Sherman and those

who used him to repeat the kangaroo act of the disturbers in

the Socialist Labor Party in 1899. The whole scheme to side

track the I. W. W. was frustrated for the time being by the

revolutionary majority at the second convention . Beaten upon

the floor of the convention the reactionists resorted to physical

force methods. They did not themselves do any slugging, but
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hired private detectives, vermin with which the city of Chi

cago is infested, to do the slugging for them.

Attempt to Split Unsuccessful

Sherman, Mahoney and McCabe took possession in that

manner of the headquarters and proclaimed themselves to be

the I. W. W. They also took the cash on hand, as well as all

supplies. A Socialist Party man, Hanneman of New York,

was made “secretary” of the usurpers. Sherman of course re

mained " president.” A few locals stayed with him ; his " or

ganization ,” to be sure, had not a single De Leonite in it to

keep out the millions that were to join.

The millions did not join, and the few locals soon stopped

paying their per capita tax. The miles upon miles of freight

trains running into the various railroad yards of Chicago still

kept on running undiminished in number, but nary a one was

directed to 148 W. Madison street, filled with dollars, half dol

lars, quarters, dimes, nickels, or even coppers, and " President"

Sherman waited in vain.

On the other hand, the I. W. W., cleansed of the Sherman

gang, again made headway. Though the new administration

was left without as much as a postage stamp in funds or sup

plies, money was soon gathered, a new headquarters fitted out

in Bush Temple, and the work of organization continued.

Trautmann retained his post as secretary - treasurer ; St. John

was elected general organizer; and Edwards became the editor

of the Industrial Union Bulletin, the weekly then started by

the I. W. W.

To all industrial unionists who were rightly informed upon

what took place in Chicago at the second I. W. W. convention

it was clear that the cause of the fight was the attempt on the

part of reactionists to disrupt the I. W. W. There were never

theless many who were misinformed by the false reports of

Socialist Party privately - owned papers which were secretly

part of the disrupting elements. That De Leon was blamed

for what they called " the split " goes without saying. These

very papers , that had hardly mentioned the I. W. W. before,
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gave much space to the “Sherman faction " now , with the ill

concealed wish to kill both " factions."

The Sherman clique soon petered out. But a serious blow

was dealt the I. W. W. from which it never wholly recovered.

That De Leon was to be blamed for the " split ” at the sec

ond I. W. W. convention, was a foregone conclusion, and no

doubt a part of the scheme of those who engineered that " split.”

It was comparatively easy to blame De Leon among the super

ficial readers of the Socialist Party papers, who were only too

willing to believe anything wicked about De Leon,

De Leon Blamed by His Enemies

Surely, it had to be that De Leon was the cause of all the

splits in the labor movement. “ Was he not in the Knights of

Labor and was there not a split in that organization ? Was he

not a member of the Socialist Labor Party, and was there not

a split there ? Even in the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance

there was a split. So there had to be a split in the I. W. W."

So argued the pure and simple politicians , and a credulous

audience was not wanting. They cited the old proverb in sup

port of their generalities, that " where there is so much smoke,

there must be some fire. " No specific act of De Leon's in the

Knights of Labor, the Socialist Labor Party, or the Socialist

Trade and Labor Alliance was ever referred to, unless some

of the weird tales, such as were whispered by Algernon Lee

( that De Leon was a Bismark spy) and by others of the same

ilk ( that De Leon was a South American Indian ) can be called

such. To the superstitious it was even whispered that De

Leon had underground connections with His Satanic Majesty.

All such statements were again only generalities and had

no bearing on the question of the splitting of organizations ;

yet it is true, without a doubt, that " there must be some fire

where there is so much smoke. " The fire was there in all

those organizations in the shape of pro -capitalist reactionists

whom De Leon invariably drove from cover ; hence all the

smoke and fire whenever De Leon sought to rid the Socialist

movement of such creatures .

The stenographic report of the second I. W. W. conven

tion is the authentic document that is another positive proof
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of De Leon's integrity and loyalty to the cause of Socialism,

and of his ability as well, for such men as Trautmann, Ed

wards, Heslewood, and a score of others who afterward turned

on the organization and became De Leon's enemies, said that

De Leon had saved the I. W. W. at its second convention .

The Socialist Party officialdom heaved a sigh of relief, for

the rumpus at the second I. W. W. convention, the setting up

of a bogus I. W. W., and the withdrawal of the Western Fed

eration of Miners from both " factions " of the I. W. W. ex

tricated their party from a very tight and unpleasant situation.

The Time But Not the Men

All sincere industrial unionists were at that time hopeful

that there was at least one man among the leaders of the West

ern Federation of Miners who would exert all his influence in

favor of the bona - fide I. W. W. and against the reactionists of

the Mahoney type in that organization. This man was thought

to be Haywood as it was generally believed that he would be

acquitted, and that once free he would with Vincent St. John

turn the tide in the Western Federation of Miners. This ex

pectation, as we shall see later, was not fulfilled,

At times like those, when the brutal, bloodstained hands

of the monstrous capitalist class in Idaho sought to stamp out

the economic organization of the wage slaves by hanging

their leaders ; when the only -one-year- old industrial union, the

I. W. W., was treacherously wounded in its vitals by the

scheming politicians wearing the mask of Socialism and hiding

behind a Socialist cloak; and at a time when the masses of

workers were at the crossroads, about to choose whether to

take the road that leads to Revolution and Industrial Democ

racy or to continue on the road of reform promises and craft

unionism that winds its way to prolonged wage slavery , -- at

such a time the Socialist Labor Party was in need of strong

men at the helm, men with one purpose alone: to serve the

working class by standing unflinchingly for the principles for

which the party had fought and bled so many years, for an

uncompromising, revolutionary attitude on the political field,

and for a class conscious union on the economic field. The So

cialist Labor Party needed men at the national headquarters
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who would have no axes of their own to grind, no ambition but

to serve the cause, men such as De Leon himself was.

At this time the party found itself with Frank Bohn as its

national secretary, James Connolly as a member of the Nation

al Executive Committee, and Justus Ebert in the editorial room

of the Daily People. Each one of the trio had his own ambi

tion, each one wanted to become the editor-in-chief of the

Daily People, though each one had a different purpose in that

desire.

The Self -Seekers in the Party

Bohn, whom I have described as resembling in manners a

funeral director, wanted to become the editor of the Daily Peo

ple so as to be able to turn over the Socialist Labor Party in

bulk to the Socialist Party , and thus become the undertaker in

deed. Did he not write, after his schemes had failed, in the New

York Call : " I have bearded the lion in his den, etc.” Yes, he

had " bearded the lion in his den " ; he bore the scars to prove

it.

James Connolly wanted to become the editor of the Daily

People because he imagined himself to have been born to be

an editor and incidentally because he imagined it a much easier

job than to work as a machinist's helper in the Singer sewing

machine factory in Elizabethport, N. J. It would pay better

and one would not need to get his hands dirty with oil and

grease ; not to speak of the opportunities to show one's intellec

tual accomplishments, as, for instance, to demonstrate how a

person can be a revolutionary Socialist and yet remain a good

and pious son of Mother Church .

Justus Ebert, who had been De Leon's assistant editor of

the Daily People for a few years, wanted to become the editor

in-chief just because De Leon's intellectual superiority became

galling to him.

At such a critical period when more than ever the party

membership needed to draw closer, these three fellows worked

up a feeling of distrust among the party membership, and

again some good workers for the S. L. P. principles were led

astray. It was the last conspiracy De Leon had to combat in

the party.
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De Leon Burdened by Controversy

In 1907 De Leon went on a lecture tour from coast to

coast, enduring many hardships, which , in addition to the con

vulsions that the Socialist Labor Party was subjected to by

the intrigues of the three would -be editors of the Daily People

-Bohn, Connolly and Ebert - weighed heavily upon him. The

following part of a letter written by De Leon to the N. E. C.

Sub -Committee shows how he felt at that time:

“Los Angeles, Cal.,

" March 29, 1907.

" Wm . Teichlauf, Sec'y.

" Dear Comrade:

" Your communication reached me at Ogden, Utah , on the

19th inst., where I arrived tired in body and preoccupied in

mind. I was tired in body from a four days' trying railroad

travel from Denver, broken up by frequent freight wrecks

which delayed my journey ; from two consecutive nights' sleep

ing on the train , and able to board the train, one night not be

fore 1.30 a . m., the second as late as 2.30 a. m.; from being

ashore - in Cripple Creek, Florence, and Grand Junction,

either addressing meetings, or, up to the late (early) hours of

boarding the trains, in constant conference with friends and

party members, whom it was necessary to confer with ; finally,

from the culminating trial of physical endurance experienced

in Salt Lake, where my train reached ten hours later than

schedule time, and half an hour after the hour announced for

the meeting, where, due to this delay, I had to be driven

straight to the meeting, and, due to the dining car having been

removed at noon , I had to speak upon a ten hours' fast; finally,

where I had to address three meetings within twenty -four

hours. I arrived in Ogden preoccupied in mind because, from

information received at the ticket office in Salt Lake, there was

a washout on the Salt Lake, San Pedro and Los Angeles road,

thereby rendering doubtful my being able to take, from Rhyo

lite, the train for Los Angeles at Los Vegas - a contingency,

which, had it proved actual, meant the smash-up of the Los

Angeles arrangements, besides heavily increased railroad ex

penses to reach Los Angeles by the wide detour of back to
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Hazen, Nev. , and down again over Sacramento so as to save

whatever could be saved of the Los Angeles meetings. In this

state of body and mind I received your letter asking for an

early answer.

“ Of course, you could not foresee this aggravating con

spiracy of circumstances. Nevertheless, it does seem to me

that your Committee should have realized that - even under

the least adverse circumstances-a party member who, though

not a broken down octogenarian, is no longer a spring chicken ,

sent out on so long a journey and so arduous a party mission as.

I am sent out upon, should be kept as free as possible from an

noyance, all the more seeing that not a question you ask but

has been amply answered in advance both by my letter to the

New Jersey party man who demanded from me an explanation

of the conduct imputed to me by Connolly (Daily People, Feb.

8th) , and by my reply to Connolly's attempted answer ( Daily

People, March 11th) , 13 days and 3 days, respectively, before

the date of your letter.

" In view of this I concluded to give the right of way to

the work upon which I was sent, and postpone answering your

letter to the earliest convenience to the party's interests.

“ As I said, you had in your possession an ample answer

when you wrote to me ; nevertheless , never forgetting that dis

courtesy breeds bad blood, I shall avoid seeming discourteous,

and now yield to your wishes. "

De Leon then answered the N. E. C. Sub -Committee in

New York which allowed itself to be misled by Bohn and Con

nolly. The following is a synopsis of the Connolly -Bohn mat

ter.

De Leon refused publication to certain articles in the Daily

People which emanated from Connolly. Instead of availing

himself of the opportunity to seek constitutional redress and

appeal against the action of the editor, Connolly , as member of

the National Executive Committee, tried a sleight of hand per

formance, by moving at the January, 1907, National Executive

Committee session that the N. E. C. Sub -Committee should

have the right to decide whether certain kinds of matter should

or should not be printed in the columns of the official organ .

His motion defeated, he claimed afterward that the defeated
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motion made by him was to clothe the National Executive

Committee with such power. The National Executive Com

mittee, being the highest executive body in the Socialist Labor

Party , always had such power and it would have been prepos

terous to take such a vote.

Trickery of Frank Bohn

Any old trick is good enough so long as it serves its pur

pose, so Connolly, ably seconded by Bohn, set forth the claim

that the National Executive Committee members of the So

cialist Labor Party had voted down a motion giving them

power over those of the editor, that they were manikins of the

" pope,” De Leon. It was not until almost a year afterward that

Paul Augustine, who, having succeeded Bohn as National Sec

retary, had been in office for several months and had put in

order all party documents which under Bohn's administration

were lying loose in a harum - skarum condition about the office,

discovered the trick that had been played. Augustine found

the original motion as written by the recording secretary of

the Sub-Committee, and found that it had been falsely tran

scribed by Bohn so as to read, by leaving out the word " Sub , ”

" to empower the N. E. C., etc."

The motion as originally written was photographed and

electrotyped and reproduced in the columns of the Daily Peo

ple. Bohn was charged with having thus falsified the N. E. C.

minutes ; he was challenged to refute the charge; he could not.

Before facts in this case were fully known by the party mem

bership, Connolly, as a delegate to the New Jersey state con

vention of the Socialist Labor Party, made, together with Pat

rick Quinlan, the false allegation as stated above . The part of

De Leon's letter quoted related to this Connolly matter.

Before dropping the three former members of the Social

ist Labor Party, Bohn, Connolly and Ebert, let it be told what

became of them, which better than anything else will show

" who's who and why. "

Bohn's chief argument against De Leon was that the Daily

People was not edited in an up-to-date , twentieth century man

ner, that the absolutely correct principles of the Socialist La

bor Party must be carried to the membership of the Socialist
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Party not in long editorials, but in short terse paragraphs such

as only Bohn could write . Bohn demonstrated his inimitable

style of converting S. P. members to the absolutely correct

S. L. P. position by joining the organization he claimed he

knew the art to convert, and in the end advocated the using of

lead pipe as a means of working class emancipation.

Connolly actually did become an editor, but as he could

not be the editor of the Daily People he did as the sinner who

was refused admission in heaven and was not wanted in hell ,

who got himself a bundle of straw and started a place for him

self. Connolly became the editor-in - chief of The Harp, a sheet

published by the Irish Socialist Federation, an organization

composed of James Connolly principally, if not altogether.

Justus Ebert, however, the last of the aspirants to the

editorship of the Daily People, the man who blamed De Leon

for having gone too far with the Anarchists at the first I. W. W.

convention, went over to the Anarchist I. W. W. himself, body,

soul, and breeches.

Third Convention of I. W. W.

Upon his return from the lecture tour De Leon sailed to

Europe to attend the International Socialist Congress held at

Stuttgart, Germany. F. W. Heslewood represented the I. W.

W. at this congress. De Leon made strenuous efforts to en

lighten the European comrades upon American conditions and

the new industrial union movement. All delegates to the Con

gress were supplied with I. W. W. literature. Heslewood car

ried with him some striking proof of the pro-capitalist charac

ter of the American Federation of Labor, such as copies of a

journal published by the Civic Federation in which there was

a double-page picture of this Federation in session, showing

Gompers, John Mitchell, and other officials of the A. F. of L.

sitting alongside of the leading American capitalists like the

founder of the Civic Federation, Marcus Hanna, and church

dignitaries like Archbishop Ireland, discussing how to estab

lish permanent peace between Brother Labor and Brother Cap

ital.

As soon as De Leon returned to New York from Europe,

without having much time to spend with his family, he went
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to Chicago to attend the third convention of the I. W. W.

At the third convention of the I. W. W., which opened its

sessions on Sept. 17, 1907, in Chicago, almost complete har

mony prevailed. The organization had so far recuperated from

the blow it had received the year before that several organiz

ers were being employed and many new locals had been form

ed. A big strike had been conducted by the I. W. W. in

Bridgeport, Conn ., and some smaller strikes among the silk

workers in Paterson , N. J. The Paterson locals alone had

sent during that year (Sept. 1906 to Sept. 1907 ) $ 3,500 in per

capita tax to general headquarters.

Out of the 130 votes apportioned among all delegates at

the third convention according to the number of members

they represented, three Paterson delegates were accorded 28

votes. Among these there was the Anarchist, Ludovico Cam

inita, editor of the Italian Anarchist paper, La Questione So

ciale, the sheet which was later suppressed by Roosevelt for

publishing alleged incendiary articles which were written by

Caminita. The other two delegates were Chas. Trainor and

myself.

Caminita did not try to conceal his Anarchist notions

behind innocently sounding names. There were, however,

three or four fellows at that covention who had the same

ideas as Caminita, but who indignantly resented being called

Anarchists. They were Foote of Kansas City , Axelson of

Minneapolis, and Glover of Cleveland. These men, together

with Caminita , sounded the only note of discord at the third

convention . They were the shadow cast before by the pure and

simple physical force craze that came into full swing a year

after. The motion made by these forerunners of the “ Bum

mery " was to strike out of the preamble to the constitution

of the I. W. W. the words “on the political field.”

De Leon's Speech For Political Action

In answer to the arguments put forth at the convention

by Caminita and Axelson , De Leon took the floor. His speech ,

taken from the stenographic report of that convention , fol

lows here in full :

" I was delighted that the discussion was not closed. I know
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that unless we settle this thing now and for all time, planting

ourselves squarely with both feet and without any quibbling

of terms upon what experience tells us is the field of civiliza

tion, then indeed this body would have gone to pieces, and

that is quite the reverse of the manner in which it was sug

gested by one of the delegates,

" I am delighted that the leading objectors were given

twice the time, that is to say, they were allowed to speak

twice, so there would be no question about gag law or that

they were not given an ample opportunity to be heard.

“ There are two principles underlying their position . One

a principle that I thoroughly sympathize with, and another a

principle that is utterly mistaken. Before taking up those

principles, however, and so as to lead to them, I wish to take

up the incidental errors that cropped out from their argu

ments. Your name is Axelson (addressing Delegate Axelson ) .

" DEL . AXELSON : Yes, sir ; Axelson.

" DEL . DE LEON : Axelson , to my great delight, praised

Marx, considered him the leading man whose every thought

should guide us. Now, Marx did not write the bible, out of

which you can take what you like and leave out what you do

not like . Marx was a man, as you justly say, who wrote co

herently and consistently, and you will not find in Marx one

passage kicking a previous one ; therefore he who quotes Marx

quotes all that Marx said, and among the things that Marx

said was that only the economic organization can set afoot

the political movement of labor.

“ Now , I did not throw over the church in which I was born

to stop kneeling before one Pope and then kneel down before

another. I am not down on my knees before Marx, but I ara

on my knees before that talent whose utterances have proved

to be correct. Marx is right, not because he is Marx, but

Marx is right because experience proves that all he said was

correct, and it is passing strange that anyone who quotes

Marx should not be an advocate of political action, when Marx

was a confirmed foe of that Anarchistic propaganda that has

caused so much blood to flow, and he declared himself upon

that position which it has been the privilege of American men

to be the first to take the position that recognizes the neces
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sity of political action, and knows that without political ac

tion economic action is not worth shucks; not worth that

much. ( Snapping fingers . )

“Now, I pick out these errors in the hope that I may make

some progress in the minds of those who are wedded to them.

There is a contradiction, they say, in the preamble, where it

talks about the political field and then decides to take and

hold without affiliation with any political party, and also or

ders the General Executive Board in the constitution never

to engage an organizer from any political party . You cail

that a contradiction. Well, if that is a contradiction then

whatever is the natural result of existing conditions is a con

tradiction.

“ The I. W. W. preamble is built upon present conditions

and the men who organized the body realized that it would

be premature, and it would be throwing the apple of discord

into our ranks, to attach ourselves to any political party. In

consequence it was a recognition of existing conditions to or

der the G. E. B. not to engage any organizer of a political

party as an organizer for the I. W. W., because by doing so

you introduce in advance of time a question that should not

now be introduced, and the position of the I. W. W. is that

when the day shall come it shall itself project its own politi

cal party. (Applause.)

“There, consequently, is no contradiction in that part of

the preamble, but I have endeavored to explain how correct,

according to Marx's own principle, it is that you must take
and hold without affiliation with any political party.

" The error has gone abroad that a political party can take

and hold. It is an error because you cannot legislate a rev

olution. A political party cannot do it. The nature of its or

ganization prevents it, and that clause was put in there deliber

ately as a blow in the face to those fellows who imagine that

a political movement is capable of a revolutionary act. So

far and no further.

" The brother said what he thought about political action .

Now , I care not if the day after the election there is not a

vote outside of mine cast, for whatever political party I may

cast my vote; I am a revolutionist, and I know the agitation
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that I have made has done good. The delegate said here the

capitalists are such diplomats that they are trying to take

away the ballot from us so as to make us anxious to get it.

Do they try to take your wages away from you to incite your

appetite for wages ? That is too far fetched. Why should

you forget ? Fellow Worker Trautmann yesterday read to

you from the agreement of the Mine Workers' Union where

they were pledged not to take part in legislative action.

" Every man who lives with his eyes open knows that the

capitalist class fears the political agitation of the working

people. They fear it because if we place ourselves upon that

plane of civilization, of a theoretical peaceful solution, we can

demand anything we want, whereas if you do not put yoursel

ves on that plane then they can do whatever they choose. The

vote is not the essential part. If you strike out that political

clause and leave there the clause to take and hold, you place

yourselves entirely upon the plane that has come to be known

as Anarchist, and then good-bye to the I. W. W.

" When I said Anarchist I should perhaps make a correc

tion. I do not believe that he is an Anarchist. I do not be

lieve that the I. W. W. thinks he is an Anarchist ( laughter ) ,

because the word Anarchist properly means a man who denies

literally that there is a head, and we have here a chairman, a

head.

“Caminita says that if we are strong enough we need not

bother with politics. Of course not, that is begging the ques

tion. A child in its mother's womb remains in a bag for a

long while, and when the child has grown strong enough it

breaks that bag and comes wholly before the earth, before the

light, and until the day when he is strong enough to break

that bag, that bag fulfills a necessary function—it is a shield

under which that child can develop .

" It is begging the question to say that we want political

action. I come back to this, I refer to the general strike. We

want our political reflex on the day that we are strong enough,

but we are not quite strong enough for political action now ,

we need a political shield.

" Then the delegate said, 'What do we care if we are call

ed Anarchists ?' Wonderful argument! During these twenty
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years I have been called all sorts of things. I have been

charged by some with being a Jew and denying it, and by

others I have been charged with not being a Jew and claim

ing to be one. Samuel Gompers charged me with having re

ceived $50,000 from Tom Platt to set up a daily paper. The

gentleman in Denver who originated the term 'coffee and

doughnut propaganda,' charged me with having sat at the

feet of Sam Gompers at the Briggs House. These are slan

ders. But what would you think of a man thus being slan

dered who says, 'Well, I will hobnob with Tom Platt and

Samuel Gompers ?' No, I am not going to give them a han

dle to justify the slander just because it is a slander ; I must

be careful not to give them a handle to justify it. I have de

nied those charges, and if I were to hold to that philosophy I

will be charged anyhow ; why, I could associate with Tom

Platt and with Gompers, and I think they would be very much

delighted to see me sitting there. That sort of argument

won't do. If a charge is false against us we must see to it

that that charge has no hook upon which it can be hung, and

failing that, we fail in our duty .

“Now, as to the errors that crop out of Caminita's brain .

He certainly is perpetrating a joke, or else he is woefully mis

informed.

" He said if you keep the political clause in here, then it

is a Socialist organization, but if you will strike out the po

litical clause then you will be greeted as an economic or

ganization . Why, that is a brand new discovery. Socialism

is the gospel of the labor movement. Socialism says that la

bor produces all wealth , but under the capitalist system of

production it is not a human being, it is merchandise, and

there is no hope of anybody recruiting his wages, and cap

italism will lead to worse and worse conditions. That is So

cialism, and Socialism says that the emancipation of the work

ing class must be brought about by the collective ownership

of the means of production. That is Socialism.

" To say that we do not want to be a Socialist organiza

tion is an absurdity. It must be our pride to be a Socialist

organization, and to imagine differently is a denial of the

best literature upon the subject.
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" He said in France the working class were winning. That

is not my information. I know they get it in the neck day

after day. It was only the other day when battalions were

called out on the streets of Paris.

" He said in Italy they are so strong that any day they

like they could start a general strike. Why, my dear sir , I

am afraid you slander them without knowing it. If they were

strong enough for a general strike, they would be cowards if

they did not strike. And by a general strike I understand not

simply getting out, but doing something, and the fact that

they are not ready is shown by the fact that they are not do

ing it, and it will not do in cases of this solemnity to fritter

time away on such words as that, as they are misleading.

" He said if we leave the word political there, we open

the doors for the politician. " Yes, if we say that alone ; but if

we strike out the word political and leave physical force alone

then we open wide the doors for the agent provocateur, and

it is not a thing that is imaginary. It was shown in the

Reichstag of Germany by the documents there that it was a

Prussian minister who furnished the Anarchists of Europe

with money to get bombs to be exploded in Berlin. It was

shown that where an Anarchist had thrown a bomb in France

he had two letters, one from Rothschild, the banker, and an

other letter from the Archbishop of Paris.

"" Two years ago at the I. W. W. convention there was a

delegate from Barcelona who was an Anarchist, he told me.

I met him in San Francisco in April of this year and I said to

him, 'Are you still an Anarchist ?' Well , he shook his head.

A Spaniard came to the office and brought me some papers

from Barcelona and in those papers were documents showing

that men who are imprisoned in Barcelona as Anarchists were

not the men who had furnished or manufactured the bombs,

but they were manufactured by the college of Jesuits in Bar

celona.

" Yes, strike out the words, ' take and hold. ' Strike out

the words that indicate the necessity of economic organiza

tion, and you have invited the scheming politician ; you have

invited the man who will logically be elected on such a ticket .

Do that , and you certainly open the doors to the politician,
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but strike out the words 'political action' in the sense I use

them and leave the words ' take and hold,' and then, as it was

correctly put, instead of the capitalists wishing to hang Hay

wood, they would have hanged him by this time, ' and who

knows how many of us would have been on the road to the

gallows as well.

“ Then the delegate asked, 'How do you expect to unite

those men who are in the Republican and the Democratic

parties into a political party ? I would ask him, How do you

expect those workmen who are Democrats and Republicans

today to unite in an economic organization to overthrow the

Democratic and Republican capitalists ? The political action

is the wedge to get in among those men, it is the wedge that

emancipates them from the thrall of political errors, and when

all political errors are removed from their minds, then we

have a negative united political action, we at least would stand

negatively united upon the political field, and when it comes

to that, the man who cannot vote right will do everything

else wrong. To imagine that you can leave those men there

in that position, that we can leave them there, and try at the

same time to organize this body, why, it is the old story of

Madam Partington trying to sweep the Atlantic ocean away

from her back yard. You cannot do it.

" You may unite a Republican and a Democratic working

man in a pure and simple economic organization that stands

upon the principle of the brotherhood of capital and labor and

says, 'I ought to have more,' but never can you unite Demo

crats and Republicans into an organization that says, 'Ours is

the earth and the fullness thereof, and we want the whole of

it.' Before you can do that you must emancipate their minds

of the political errors, and the political movement necessarily

does that work. (Applause. )

" He asks what is the difference between the S. P., the S.

L. P. , and the I. W. W. I will only stop a moment upon that,

because the question indicates such a fundamental misconcep

tion of matters. The I. W. W. is built along the lines of in

dustries. A railroad knows no state or county line. That is

its constituency. The I. W. W. organizes the miners wher

ever the vein runs , and there is the constituency, whether it is
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in Colorado or in Pennsylvania, or any other state. The I.

W. W. organizes the cotton workers, wherever cotton is

raised, regardless of geographical or political demarkation,

that is the constituency. In other words, the I. W. W. is or

ganizing the future constituency of the government of the

working class. ( Applause .) The I. W. W. is establishing

that constituency or those constituencies which will elect their

delegates, and some day instead of being a convention hurry

ing through its work in one week it will be able, at its leisure ,

to sit as a parliament or congress of the United States. The

1. W. W., accordingly, is an association of organized new

opinion, the opinion of the proletariat.

" The S. P., or the S. L. P., or any other political party

cannot do that, because they are organized upon geographical

demarkations, and the bricklayer or shoemaker may go with

me to votę at the same ballot-box. A political organization

cannot perform a revolutionary act, but a political organiza

tion can carry on a revolutionary propaganda. I can get on

the stump and say, 'Vote for the principle that will overthrow

the capitalist system. Vote for the principle that will put the

sailroads and all the capitalist institutions of the land into

the hands of the workers. Vote for the principle that the man

who does not want to work shall be compelled to starve,' and

when I do that I am free, I am safe. But let me say on the

stump or elsewhere, 'Let us go and take and hold,' and I will

have to go then into rat holes and carry on my propaganda;

and keep this in mind, the labor movement is one that takes

in the masses, and the masses cannot be addressed in rat

holes. The masses have to be addressed in the open, and the

sun of twentieth century civilization frowns down upon the

man who would propose physical force only and reject abso

lutely the theory of an attempt at a peaceful solution.

"As has been well said, the first man who ran away from

this convention was an Anarchist, Moore. We who are not

Anarchists know it, and by the way, I forgot to mention this ;

it is said that this preamble must be more accurate, more ex

act, that it is ambiguous. It is, is it ? You ask Sherman

whether he thought it was ambiguous. You ask McCabe

whether he thought it was ambiguous. You ask all the pure
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and simple economic crooks and their doubles, the pure and

simple political crooks, whether the platform was ambiguous.

It was so clear that no sooner was it enunciated than all those

crooks put their heads together to give us a licking, and we

licked them. (Applause.)

" Caminita said that our platform is revolutionary on pa

per. I want to tell you a joke that Marx cracked on a gentle

man who spoke as Caminita did . Marx said that physical

force is the midwife of revolution. Anybody who imagines

that the ruling class will stand up and peacefully let them do

it , is mistaken, but you must exhaust all peaceful means. And

Marx said, "Physical force is the midwife of revolution . Then

an Anarchist arose and said , 'You say physical force is the

midwife of revolution . Why, let us take physical force alone.'

"Why ,' Marx said to him, 'if that were so , if I want a child

all I have to do is to go and get a midwife .' (Laughter and

applause.)

" Now , then , we were asked what is civilization ? Civiliza

tion means that men shall deal with one another as each ex

pects to be dealt with. Civilization means that we shall utilize

all the conquests of the human race that have enabled us to

do what we are doing here today, talking, although we may

disagree, peacefully, without jumping at one another's throat.

“ The delegate from Indianapolis made use of a remark

able expression, 'Shall we bother with the capitalist ballot ?'

That is the vein with which I utterly disagree, and I wish

now to take up this thing. Caminita said virtually the same

thing.

“There is no such thing as the capitalist ballot-box, any

more than there is such a thing as the capitalist ballot, or

such a thing as capitalist free speech. These are all conquests

that the human race has wrung from the clutches of the rul

ing class, and for the same reason that I walk proudly and

freely on the highway, and for the same reason that we ad

vocate and exercise free speech , for that me reason .we stand

by the ballot-box, not that it is the ballot of the capitalist, but

it is the ballot of the civilized man - the battlefield where we

may go and vote and expect to come out without having our

bones broken, and the other fellow's bones broken likewise.
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am" The vein with which I agree is this : I sure these

delegates feel to a great extent the way they do, unknown to

themselves, because of the corruption that we know has sprung

up in all the parties of labor, and Delegate Young's reference

to the Anaconda experience I think covered the point suffici

ently ; that political movement sprung up ; there was no eco

romic organization back of it. It was a rudderless ship, but

t say that because political action leads , as we know it does

when it is pure and simple political action and not corrupted,

therefore, to go to the other extreme is to forget the experi

ences that we should not forget.

“ The labor movement began first with the Anarchistic

method of physical force, and swung back to the other ex

treme, the pure and simple, and it has been oscillating back

and forth until the time when the I. W. W. came, and not un

til the I. W. W. came could that position be established where

we have the political action in its right place and the eco

nomic action , the necessary basis which gives its reflex to the

political, necessary to start the political and necessary to make

the political triumph a success.

“Now, perhaps it is not simply for us here in America.

I apprehend that the circumstance of my birth, having fallen

on this side of the waters, is what made me think we had to

do it in America. Marx said it was a revolution in the United

States that rung the knell of capitalism, and I came to the

conclusion that it was so, and during the last three years in

the conventions and congresses I have attended, I have come

to the conclusion that it is our duty, and that it would be a

crime on our part if we neglected the experiences of the past.

Europe needs the education that the I. W. W. is imparting

to it. Those young men who are growing up in Europe now

are the superiors of anything Europe has ever seen, and they

look upon the I. W. W. as the angel of light, and they look

for America to give in this generation the signal which was

given in seventeen hundred and something against feudalism

in Europe.

" Don't let us strike out that clause 'political action .' Let

us , on the contrary, understand what it means and carry that

information among the working people. Do not let us yield
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to the sophistries of the pure and simple politicians who talk

about neutrality toward the labor unions. Let us stand upon

the square -jointed principle which Heslewood, your delegate ,

and myself advanced before that congress, and although our

time was limited , we got, outside of our owa two and a half

votes, eighteen votes, the majority of the votes of the French

delegation and three votes from the Italian delegation . That

resolution says that the industrial organization is the embryo,

the seed of civilization.

"Without political organizations we can do nothing; we

can never triumph because we array ourselves for a civil war.

fare, and without economic organizations, the day of political

triumph would be, today, that of political defeat. Political

Socialism in Europe has shown that backward trend ; don't .

let us give a hand to that, by ourselves going back, but let 11s

take a long step forward today, so long that this same ques

tion cannot be brought in here again . "

The motion made at the third convention of the I. W. W.

to strike out the words " on the political field” from the pre

amble was defeated by 113 against 15 votes , not a very en

couraging result for the advocates of " physical force only ."

The preamble remained as it was framed at the first I. W. W.

convention, declaring for both political and industrial action

and unity of the working class.

Haywood's Deficiency in the Crisis

In July, 1907, only a couple of months before the third

convention of the I. W. W. opened its sessions, Haywood's

trial ended with an acquittal ; later Pettibone too was acquitted,

and Moyer was set free without trial.

Had Haywood remained true to the organization which

he was instrumental in launching only two years before and

at the first convention of which he had been the presiding of

ficer, he would have attended the third I. W. W. convention

even though the Western Federation of Miners was no longer

a part of the I. W. W. Instead Haywood was busy in boost

ing the Socialist Party, the very organization that did its ut

most to destroy the I. W. W. , its declarations of "neutrality "

toward trade unions notwithstanding.
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That the Socialist Party exploited Haywood's popularity

goes without saying. Haywood was actually popular then ;

he became notorious afterward. De Leon had regarded Hay

wood, as he himself expressed it, as a tower of strength in the

labor movement. When the prison door's in Boise, Idaho ,

opened for Haywood and large numbers of workers turned

out wherever Haywood was to appear as speaker; when the

true working class instinct asserted itself ; when the revolu

tionary spark only needed to be fanned to become a flame,

Haywood's speeches were as weak as mush. Haywood only

distantly referred to industrial unionism ; did not even men

tion the Industrial Workers of the World ; the supposed

" tower of strength ” turned out to be the very opposite - sim

ply a "moving picture hero " as he was later characterized by

a girl strike leader in the New Jersey silk strike.

Petty Intriguing in the I. W. W.

Yet, Haywood, or no Haywood, when the third I. W. W.

convention had concluded its labors , the delegates were more

than hopeful that judging by the progress made during the

preceding year, in point of membership, influence, and pres

tige the young organization would forge ahead and that the

ailings of infancy were over. This was not the case, however ;

indeed, " the worst was yet to come.” For no sooner had the

delegates returned from the third convention than a most

malignant " colic" had the I. W. W. in its grip. The germs of

this " colic , " barely discernible at the third convention, had

multiplied rapidly .

Wm . E. Trautmann, the general secretary - treasurer; Ed

wards, the editor of the Industrial Union Bulletin ; St. John,

the general organizer, and most of the members of the Gen

eral Executive Board all showed signs of having turned a

somersault, or that they were about to turn one. Trautmann

began to find fault with the Daily People, by claiming that

E. Markley had been using its columns against the I. W. W.

A fellow who was Trautmann's right hand man in the office,

who answered all correspondence and was the secretary de

facto (by appointment of Trautmann ) wrote nasty letters about

De Leon. This fellow was Otto Justh , a suspended member
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of the Socialist Labor Party . Edwards published letters in

the Bulletin written by Pat Quinlan and James Connolly,

wherein the S. T. & L. A. was attacked and De Leon slurred.

How careful De Leon was not to arrive at conclusions

hastily ; how much concerned he was about all that took place

in the organization ; how he viewed things after the third con

vention of the I. W. W., and last but not least, under what

difficulties De Leon had to perform his work, can be seen

from the following letters :

Two Letters From De Leon

" 28 City Hall Place,

"New York, Nov. 4, 1907.

" Rudolph, Katz,

“ Lancaster, Pa .

" Dear Katz :

" I return the two letters you sent me,

"As to Trautmann's letter :

" His conduct is reprehensible. He does not specify the

date of The People containing the alleged objectionable ar

ticle. When I saw in the last Bulletin (Nov. 2) that he says

‘Markley is using the Daily People against the I. W. W.,' I

hunted up The People from convention days down to date, that

is since September. There is no such article to be found . There

are three articles from Markley. Not in the remotest way can

they be construed to be against the I. W. W., or any of its

officers . Just the opposite,.

" In this letter of his to you, however, I imagine I see a

light. Can it be that because of Markley's past bad conduct,

therefore Trautmann is of the opinion that any article Mark

ley may write in The People, even if that article be upon " The

Immortality of the Soul,' the mere fact of his article being

accepted is the 'using of The People against the I. W. W.' ?

Such a notion is so ridiculous that I wish to dismiss it. And

I dismiss it all the more readily because I now have reasons

to believe that Trautmann's explosive nature is being exploit

ed, and his credulity played upon by a fellow whom I now

make free to call a scamp. That fellow is Otto Justh .

"In order to save me trouble in explaining this matter, I
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enclose to you a copy of a letter I received from Justh last

Saturday. I immediately sent the original to Trautmann by

* strictly personal letter, so as to avoid having Justh purloin

it. I said, however, to Trautmann that the letter was not

personal but official . I asked Trautmann for his opinion on

so fishy a letter from his employe , and that Justh was trying

to inject New York S. L. P. dissensions into I. W. W. corre

spondence. I also told Trautmann that some of his letters

come signed by him ( rubber stamp) with O. J. as counter

sign . This Justh was an S. L. P. man until recently. I under

stand he was expelled in Chicago for non -payment of dues, or

something to that effect. It is clear he is in (underhandedly)

with the Connolly crew. How comes he to drag in Connolly ?

I called Trautmann's attention to the fact that Connolly's

name was not mentioned by me or any other delegate on the

floor of the convenion . Now , then, I suspect that Justh has

simply lied to Trautmann about Markley ; and he, Justh, be

ing now out of the party , is trying dirty work against it. I

also suspect that it is through his 'influence that Connolly's

article was published. For all these reasons it will be well

for you to insist upon the date of The People justifying Traut

mann's false charges . This matter should not be allowed to

Test. Return me the copy of Justh's letter.

" As to your letter to Edwards :

" It is first rate as far as it goes. You might add the point

that , when you complained to Trautmann about Quinlan's let

ter Trautmann said, 'How do we know who Quinlan is ?' It

so happens that both Quinlan's letter and Connolly's article

introduced the writers. Quinlan ridiculed 'the editor of The

People'; Connolly slurs the S. T. & L. A. If Quinlan had

any real point in economics to make, the point could have

been made without throwing ridicule upon me ; if Connolly

had any real good bit of instruction to convey to the I. W. W.

on economics, the thing could have been done without slur

ring the S. T. & L. A. No one will say that the I. W. W. will

be promoted by slurring me or the S. T. & L. A. Both Quin

lan and Connolly amply introduced themselves through their

slurs.

“ If anyone has any right to complain, it is The People
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and the S. T. & L. A. element. But we must not play into the

hands of mischief-makers. Edwards and Trautmann are do

ing wrong through inadvertance. I suspect Justh.

"Fraternally,

“ D. De Leon."

De Leon's second letter to me on this matter reads :

“ 28 City Hall Place,

"New York, Nov. 6, 1907.

“ Rudolph Katz,

" Lancaster , Pa.

" Dear Comrade :

" I would, under ordinary circumstances, feel cheap to dis

cover that I failed to send in a letter the enclosures that I

promise. It is, ordinarily, a mark of reprehensible negligence,

In my instance, it does not make me feel cheap, it angers me

at the difficulties I have to contend with in this office . I am

interrupted constantly. This office is the 'continuation of the

street.' The Otto Justh letter goes in now ; I also enclose a

copy of my letter to Trautmann on that letter of 0. J.

not preserve the copy of the second letter to Trautmann on

the subject of his report. Return me the copies.

“ I also return within the letter to you signed with Traut

mann's stamp, but obviously written by 0. J. Your answer,

copy of which you sent me, is to the point. O. J. is hedging.

Trautmann's report reads, ‘Markley is using The Daily Peo

ple against the I. W. W. That is a concrete charge, to be

proved or disproved by the articles in question. If the charge

is true I am guilty. I should not be caught napping by peo

ple who wish to use The People against the I. W. W. O. J.'s

is still vaguer. He speaks of articles which don't conform

with facts. This is an attempt to impeach the veracity of the

allegations in articles that do not concern the I. W. W. In

sist upon an answer , and upon retraction when the time comes

that O. J. can dodge no more.

" Since writing to you , two requests have come to me to

answer in The Bulletin the misleading article of Connolly's

and set things to right. I don't fancy the idea of taking the

initiative in the matter, Edwards having exhibited his woeful
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ignorance on economics by publishing such stuff, and also his

lack of alertness by allowing such an assault on the S. T. &

L. A. ſhe surely would not have done so had he been more

wide-awake) a spontaneous answer by me might wound his

susceptibilities. The best way that occurs to me to proceed

is this : Should Edwards answer your letter, and its tone jus

tifies the move, you may reply to him suggesting, in view of

the importance of economic clearness and historic accuracy ,

that he write to me for an answer to Connolly's article, con

firming or combatting and disproving his contention . Ten to

one Edwards will have good reason to do this . Ten to one

letters will come in on the Connolly article. An unseemly

clapperclaw in The Bulletin may be avoided by a stiff article ,

written academically, yet without mincing matters, and stat

ing the proposition clearly .

" Fraternally ,

" D. De Leon . "



FROM 1908 TO DANIEL DE LEON'S

DEATH IN 1914

Fourth Convention of I.W.W. Packed by “ Bum

mery " Element and De Leon Unseated as

Delegate — Unity Movement- Milwaukee

Craze - De Leon's Greatness

All the efforts of De Leon to preserve harmony in the

I. W. W. were unavailing. St. John, Trautmann, Edwards,

and the majority of the five members of the General Execu

tive Board turned over night, so to speak, against the funda

mental principles of industrialism as laid down in the I. W.W.

preamble. They no longer recognized political action as nec

essary. It was a repetition of the stupid Sherman attempt to

get rid of the Socialist Labor Party element and thus find it

easier to break into the Socialist Party and its much larger

membership, and fish in troubled waters.

Once started on the road of inconsistency the " Bummery "

stage was soon reached. At a special session of the General

Executive Board held in January, 1908, in New York city, De

Leon appeared and endeavored to enlighten those who gave

signs of being in need of enlightenment. Such examples of

wisdom as Trautmann, Williams, and Cole would take no ad

vice from De Leon ; they insinuated that De Leon, not being

a member of the General Executive Board, had no right to

step within the sacred precincts of that highest executive as
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sembly. De Leon was given the floor, but afterward his

statements , in the published proceedings, were deliberately,

misquoted by Trautmana.

I was accused of the monstrous crime of having consulted

De Leon before expressing an opinion as General Executive

Board member on certain questions. I did not only consult

De Leon but frankly so stated in my official communications

to general headquarters. How ridiculous would it not

sound today if we should read somewhere in the archives of

the early history of the Socialist movement that some official

of a German or English trade union had been accused of having

consulted Marx on questions then confronting the movement !

It sounds equally ridiculous even today, and will sound more

so as the years roll by and as deeds of yesterday and today

become history, to have been accused of consulting De Leon

on questions regarding the labor movement. Woe to the ene

mies of the working class, had the labor union officials all

consulted De Leon and acted upon his advice !

Nomination of Preston

Another Presidential election came in 1908. The Socialist

Labor Party held its national convention in New York city .

For the first time in the history of political parties there was

nominated for President of the United States a man who was

accused of murder. The Socialist Labor Party in convention

assembled did nominate as its standard bearer a man whom

the capitalists of Nevada sought to brand as a murderer.

Morrie R. Preston, an official of the Industrial Workers of

the World, in exercising the right to picket, was attacked

by the proprietor of a restaurant the employes of which

were out on strike. The proprietor leveled a pistol at Pres

ton ; Preston in self-defense drew his gun and laid low the

man who wanted to take his life . Class justice , capitalist

class justice, declared that Preston was guilty of murder.

It was not for any sentimental reason that Preston was

picked out by the Socialist Labor Party as its Presidential can

didate ; it was to bring before the American working class

the question of the right to picket in a strike, and correctly
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did the Socialist Labor Party reason . No picket, no union ;

no union, no Socialist Republic; wherever the right to picket

is denied the workers there can be no organization , and with

out an organization on the economic field the capitalists can

not be expropriated Preston was exercising his right to

picket ; the middle class restaurant keeper was the aggressor.

Preston had to defend himself or be killed . No jury in Ne

vada would find a man guilty who had drawn a gun in self

defense-except in a case where a worker stands for his class

against capitalist class interests.

The nomination of Preston was a bold stroke against

class justice, it was a fearless act in behalf of industrial union

ism. Debs was the nominee of the Socialist Party for the

Presidency; he still claimed to be an industrial unionist. It

was the acid test of Debs's sincerity. Could he as an indus

trial unionist run against another industrial unionist whose

liberty was to be taken for his loyalty to the cause of indus

trial unionism?

Instead of Debs saving Preston, Preston saved Debs.

Preston, confined in prison (having been sentenced to twenty

five years at hard labor) did not measure up to the occasion.

Influenced by his attorneys he did not accept the nomination.

Thus the opportunity was lost to make the question of a labor

union's right to picket a national issue without demanding

such a law as a palliative. August Gillhaus was named as

proxy for Preston for President and Donald Munro of Vir

ginia for Vice-President.

Turning again to the I. W. W., the whole organization

was in a state of unrest. The membership, upon discovering

that the officials were acting in a manner that foreshadowed

an ugly conflict within the organization, withdrew in large

numbers. The financial and industrial panic which was then

on had also a very bad effect upon the newly founded local

unions of the I. W. W., and many of these lost members.

The Industrial Union Bulletin was then really no longer

the journal of industrial unionism but became the mouthpiece

of the men in Chicago who sought to overturn the fundamen

tal principles of the I. W. W. As the time set for the holding

of the fourth annual convention drew nearer, the contents
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and tone of the articles in the Industrial Union Bulletin be

came more and more hostile toward political action in general

and toward the Socialist Labor Party in particular, and the

inclinations toward Anarchistic methods more pronounced .

"Overall Brigade" at 1908 Convention

Finally, it was announced that the " Overall Brigade " was

coming in force from the Far West to attend the convention .

This "Overall Brigade" was really not what the name would

seem to imply , namely, men in their working clothes, but con

sisted of that element that traveled on freight trains from one

Western town to the other, holding street meetings that were

opened with the song, " Hallelujah , I'm a Bum , " and closed

with passing the hat, in regular Salvation Army fashion.

The “Overall Brigaders, ” though they traveled in box

cars where conductors do not collect fares, were nevertheless

upholders of “ organized labor" ethics -- they would only steal

rides on railroad lines that employed union men and would

rather walk the ties than " patronize " a scab road. It is

safe to say, however, that the directors of such scab railroad

lines did not consider a boycott by the " Overall Brigaders" a

serious blow .

While the “ Overall Brigade” was on its way to Chicago,

Executive Board Member Cole, in a letter published in the

Industrial Union Bulletin, dared De Leon to come to the

fourth convention of the I. W. W. De Leon did come, the,

open threat of Cole and the implied threat of the “brigaders'

notwithstanding. When De Leon did present his credentials

from several New York locals, the very same fellows who had

dared him to come closed the doors to him when he arrived .

De Leon's seat in the convention was contested and his cre

dentials were rejected on flimsy pretexts.

De Leon was given the floor to state his case , and he did

state it in his characteristic fashion. The “Overall Brigade"

were seated all in a row on one side of the hall, a tough look

ng lot. Vincent St. John was in the chair, with sinister mien,

wielding the gavel and everything else that could be wielded to

keep De Leon out of the convention. Alongside of St. John

sat Trautmann, aot the same fellow at all that he had appear
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ed to be at the previous conventions; in fact, he too looked as

though be bad traveled all the way from Seattle by freight

train .

De Leon's Rebuke to Slummists

St. John had his physical force well organized to back up

his arguments. De Leon had faced many varieties of antago

nists in the labor movement, and he faced this variety with

the same composure and courage born of knowledge and in

tegrity. Such remarks as, “ I would like to get a punch at

'the pope,' ' were overheard in the hall among the “ Overall

Brigaders,” but not loud enough to reach De Leon's ears .

Had not St. John, ably assisted by Heslewood, the day before

the convention opened tried his pugilistic skill on Delegate

Francis ?

De Leon told them whither they were drifting to slum

mism , to Anarchy, to the movement's destruction. When, in

the course of his remarks, De Leon mentioned the fact that

he had been dared to come, Cole, the very one who had his

Dame signed to the letter in the Industrial Union Bulletin

containing the “ dare,” jumped to his feet and demanded proof

that such a letter had been published. De Leon opened his

satchel, placed it between himself and delegate Chas. Trainor

( formerly of the Locomotive Workers of Paterson, N. J. ) ,

and taking out the copy of the Industrial Union Bulletin con

taining the letter in question, handed the same over to Cole,

with the remark : “ Here is your letter in cold type. Have you

forgotten that you wrote such a letter or was your

placed there without your knowledge and consent ? Here I

am handing you the copy. I trust you will return it. I hope

you have not sunk to the level of petty theft."

The brigaders were shifting nervously; St. John turned

red to his ears ; Trautmann got very busy writing. Cole read

his own letter, admitted De Leon had quoted correctly, hand

ed back the copy and sat down. De Leon proceeded.

The "Overall Brigade ” sat in judgment upon Daniel De

Leon. St. John was the prosecuting attorney. This man,

whom De Leon, had befriended and whose life was practically

saved by the generosity of Socialist Labor Party women of

name
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New York who had collected funds to have St. John brought

from a hospital in Nevada where he was lying with a bullet

wound in his right wrist and where, as rumors had it, he did

not receive proper treatment, and made it possible for him to

go to Chicago,—this same St. John whom De Leon had once

confided in, turned on De Leon with all the viciousness of a

Western desperado.

St. John , one of those characters described by a magazine

writer, who can act as a bouncer in a bar-room , salt a mine,

or deliver a sermon or a lecture, charged De Leon with not

understanding the proper form of industrial unionism, and

with being a member of the Office Workers' Local when he

should have been a member of the Printing Workers' Local,

of which only a branch (linotype operators) was organized in

New York. De Leon was not seated as a delegate upon this

flimsy technical pretext.

A sufficient number of other delegates were not seated

under other preposterous pretexts as to give the " Overall

Brigaders ” full control of the convention. It was all the work

of a miniature steam -roller such as is frequently used at the

conventions of capitalist political parties. Being in possession

of all the books of the organization it was an easy matter to

disqualify delegates that were not wanted by setting up the

claim that the locals which they represented were in bad

standing, and seat all those who were wanted. How many of

the delegates who were seated represented mixed locals ex

isting merely on paper, only those in possession of the books

could know, namely, the general officers, Trautmann and St.

John . They guarded that secret well.

Chas. Trainor and I visited De Leon in his hotel before

his return to New York. De Leon was in as good a humor

as. I ever saw him, the action of the packed convention not

withstanding. His faith in the working class and its awaken

ing was unshaken. What he predicted then, subsequent events

have proved, that the manufactured majority and the element

it represented would seek to drag down the name of the I. W.

W. into the gutter of slummism and make it synonymous

with Anarchy.

1
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Political Action Repudiated

When, by unseating duly elected delegates, St. John be

came supreme commander of the “ Brigaders, " the preamble

was changed and political action repudiated. At this conven

tion no stenographic report was taken, and this circumstance

gave the St. John clique the opportunity to set up all sorts of

Tidiculous claims as to what had taken place at the conven

tion . In the Industrial Union Bulletin of Oct. 10, 1908, there

appeared what purported to be the speeches of De Leon and

St. John relative to the argument on De Leon's credentials.

It was Trautmann's " shorthand ” report, styled “ The Intellec

tual against the Worker; Extracts from Arguments Made by

Daniel De Leon ," and " The Worker against the Intellectual;

Extracts from St. John's Arguments against Daniel De Leon."

A reader of these "extracts," however, who would not

have known who De Leon and St. John were, would most

likely have concluded that St. John was the “ intellectual,” for

the representation in the "extracts” of what De Leon had to

say was the basest kind of misrepresentation that only a

Trautmann could have the audacity to put on paper,

After these happenings in Chicago the district councils

of New York and Paterson, together with a number of local

unions, called a conference of I. W. W. organizations which

was held in Paterson, N. J., on Nov. 1 , 1908. The delegates

to that conference declared that the doings of the majority

of the former general officers had placed them outside of the

I. W. W. The conference decided to establish new headquar

ters in New York city, and elected a general secretary and a

general executive board to serve until a regular convention

could be held.

The acts of the conference were endorsed by all locals

there represented. The pirates in Chicago were repudiated by

the I. W. W. organizations generally, as shown by the fact

that of the entire membership that voted on the referendam

issued by the " Trautmann - St. John Administration," the high

est vote cast on any subject was 970, and only three issues of

the Industrial Union ' Bulletin appeared after that packed

" convention " had done its deadly work.

j
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Too Much Talk of Unity

The Socialist Labor Party vote in the Presidential elec

tion of 1908 was anything but encouraging ; it had dropped

to 14,237. This was due partly to the enactment of laws in

some of the states making it extremely difficult for small po

litical parties to file nominating petitions, so that in some of

these states where the Socialist Labor Party had previously

had a ticket in the field no Presidential electors were nom

inated in 1908 .

The main cause, however, for failure to nominate Presi

dential electors in various states and for lack of vigorous agi

tation generally must be ascribed to too much unity talk . The

resolution on unity adopted at the Amsterdam and Stuttgart

International Congresses and voted for by the Socialist Party

delegates from America; the unity conferences held in vari

ous states between Socialist Labor Party and Socialist Party

representatives, created a feeling of uncertainty among So

cialist Labor Party adherents.

As in all of their dealings the Socialist Labor Party mem

bership and officials were honest and upright, so they were

on the question of unity. When the International Congress

had adopted the resolutions urging the unification of Socialist

forces in countries where the movement was split and where

more than one party claimed to be Socialist, the National

Executive Committee of the Socialist Labor Party immedi

ately notified the National Committee of the Socialist Party

that the S. L. P. was ready to abide by the decision of the In

ternational Congress. The National Committee of the Social

ist Party, always playing, like Bret Harte's Heathen Chinee,

with 24 packs in its wide sleeves, pretended to favor unity.

The S. P. had its delegates voting in favor of unity resolu

tions in Europe, but thwarted every effort to unite the Social

ist forces at home. The request of the Socialist Labor Party

that a committee of each party meet to discuss a basis for

unity was hypocritically rejected, without, however, the ques

tion being put to referendum vote of the membership.

The three years intervening between the International

Congress held in 1907 at Stuttgart and the one held t 1910
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at Copenhagen were taken up with unity talk, among groups

of individuals from both parties. A good many Socialist Par

ty members, a few locals and even a whole state organization

sought to bring the matter before the whole membership of

the Socialist Party, but without success. The Socialist Party

officialdom would not have it. They had trouble enough as

it was, mending political fences, preparing catch-penny

schemes, and adding additional quantities of sugar and water

to their already much diluted “ Socialism ." Men with S. L. P.

training would only be in their way. It is, after all, contrary

to the laws of nature and a very unthankful job to try to unite

fire and water.

Nevertheless the Socialist Labor Party with all its integ

rity was seeking to carry into effect the unity proposition of

the International Congress. The least the party expected was

that the double-dealing of the Socialist Party would be cen

sured severely by the Copenhagen Congress. Up to the time

of the Copenhagen Congress much of the Socialist Labor Par

ty's activity and zeal was lost. The unity proposals became

lightning rods down which the S. L. P. bolts were conducted,

which otherwise might have done a good deal of damage to

the S. P. structure. This no doubt was the most important

factor that reduced the voting strength of the Socialist Labor

Party in 1908.

None other than the Socialist Labor Party could have

withstood so severe a reverse . It withstood the setback in

point of its reduced voting strength , quickly recuperating ;

in 1910 the vote again reached nearly 30,000. This , too, at the

time when the city of Milwaukee was carried by the Socialist

Party by electing Emil Seidel mayor in the spring elections

and sending Victor L. Berger to Congress in the fall elections !

of the same year.

Failure to Oust De Leon From I. S. B.

The Socialist Party went Milwaukee- crazy at that time .

Its soap-box orators, like howling dervishes, were shouting,

" Milwaukee, Milwaukee , Milwaukee ; in Milwaukee ; at Milwau

kee ; to Milwaukee ; as Milwaukee ; like Milwaukee ; Milwau

kee, Milwaukee" ; " Oh ! You Milwaukee. " The “ Milwaukee
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Idea ” of opportunism and nonsense was to spread through

out the United States, and then, woe to all capitalists - Mor

gan, Schwab, Carnegie, Hill, Rockefeller trembled at the very

thought of the triumphant Socialist Party buying them out !

De Leon attended the Copenhagen International Con

gress. Messrs. Berger and Hillquit were there, too. There

was an attempt made by Hillquit to have De Leon removed

from the International Bureau. First Hillquit maneuvered

the Congress into deciding that the number of votes the So

cialist Labor Party should be allotted be reduced to one,

which was comparatively easily accomplished, as the S. L. P.

vote had been only 14,000 in the preceeding election. Then

Hillquit moved that only such parties should have a repre

sentative in the Bureau that had at least three votes in the

Congress. This petty scheme the Congress rejected, for while

the European Socialists were not abreast of De Leon in his

revolutionary attitude, they were not men who would indulge

in common trickery. De Leon retained his seat in the Inter

national Socialist Bureau.

The “ Milwaukee Idea " craze reached its climax when in

the Congressional elections of 1910 Victor L. Berger, the

foremost advocate of that " Idea" was elected to Congress.

All that was necessary to elect Socialist Party candidates to

all local, state and national offices , was to emulate Berger's

methods. The S. P. men certainly tried hard, and it was not

their fault that they failed to accomplish what Berger suc

ceeded in accomplishing. The Socialist Party candidates for

public office outdid Berger and his “ Milwaukee Idea" a hun

dred fold. The larger the salary attached to the office for

which they were the running candidates, the more pronounced

were they in the advocacy of opportunism .

De Leon had entertained hopes that Berger might some

day realize, realize before it was too late, that the road of op

portunism leads to reaction instead of progress. De Leon

credited Berger with being more of a Socialist and a man of

more ability and at least willingness to learn, than many of

the S. P. celebrities, until he met Berger at the Copenhagen

Congress. While at Copenhagen Berger on one occasion

(during sessions of the Bureau, as De Leon himself told me)
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came around where De Leon was sitting, eager to engage De

Leon in conversation. With the familiarity of the ward heeler,

Berger said : " Comrade De Leon, why don't you come over

and join our party ?" When De Leon met Berger personally

he abandoned his hopes and sized him up to be a typical poli

tician whose mental vision was limited to the border lines of

the county or district where he might be running for office.

Karl Liebknecht in the United States

In 1910 the Socialist Party engaged the eminent German

Socialist, Dr. Karl Liebknecht, for a lecture tour throughout

the United States - a very clever move on the part of that

party , a move that was to give the Socialist Labor Party its

death blow, for such must have been the real motive of in

viting Karl Liebknecht.

There is hardly another prominent lecturer in the Social

Democratic Party of Germany who has less in common with

the Socialist Party opportunist stand than Liebknecht. Yet

Liebknecht, the leader of the revolutionary wing of the Ger

man Socialist movement, was brought over to lecture for the

Socialist Party here and thus appeal to the revolutionary ele

ment developing in its own midst, just as Legien, the leader

of the German trade unions was brought over later to show

to Samuel Gompers how truly conservative Socialists are, and

thus win the good will of Gompers and his followers .

Liebknecht did not realize that his good name was being

used for a bad purpose. De Leon vainly sought to meet Lieb

knecht upon his arrival in New York , but did finally meet him

at Newark, N. J., not without having first to overcome some

obstacles laid in the way of a meeting between them by the

Socialist Partyites, who were evidently much alarmed lest De

Leon should spoil their vote - catching scheme.

Liebknecht placed too much importance upon mere num

bers. He lectured for the Socialist Party. Socialist Labor

Party men, however, attended the Liebknecht meetings every

where and used the opportunity offered for the distribution

of Socialist Labor Party literature, never forgetting to hand

a few copies to Liebknecht himself,

That Liebknecht did place too much importance upon
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numerical strength I have positive proof of. I was at the time

on an agitation tour and happened to be in St. Paul, Minn.,

when Liebknecht arrived there to deliver his lecture. I in

tended to ask Liebknecht a couple of questions relative to his

revolutionary position and Socialist Party " revisionism , " and

made my intentions known to Socialist Party members in St.

Paul and Minneapolis with whom I had had many tilts during

my stay there and previous to the arrival of Liebknecht: I

never asked these questions , however, for no sooner had Lieb

knecht concluded his lecture than a singing society closed the

meeting with the usual “ Tendenz -Lieder."

Liebknecht impressed me as a true revolutionist, more by

his manner of speech than by what he said. There were no

attempts to reach heights of eloquence, no affectation or

stage-strutting.

Not having the chance to ask a question publicly, I tried

to have my question answered after the meeting was over. In

company with several other S. L. P. members I introduced

myself to Liebknecht, but the S. P.ites formed a cordon around

Liebknecht and I did not get further than the introduction .

Comrade Wm. McCue, a tall and broad-shouldered man, el

bowed his way to Liebknecht in spite of the ring of “ kan

garoos,” and laying his hand on Liebknecht's shoulder, said :

" Dr. Liebknecht, what do you think of the Socialist Labor

Party ?"

Liebknecht, sizing up the tall questioner, replied with a

smile : "Oh, you are all right, but you should join the bigger

party. Now the S. P. is the bigger party. I spoke with Com

rade De Leon three hours in Newark . Oh, you are all right,

but you should join the bigger party."

In coming to St. Paul Liebknecht had passed through

Milwaukee. Evidently the numbers had affected him some

what. Five years after, we find Liebknecht battling , be it

said to his honor, almost single -handed against the "bigger

party " in Germany, while the policy that sacrificed revolu

tionary principles to mere numbers finds the working class

shedding its blood in the bloodiest of all wars, with the sanc

tion and approval of the “bigger parties. "

The warning De Leon had uttered at the congresses of
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the International and that was not heeded was later written on

the hills and plains of Europe in the blood and tears of the

working class. The " bigger party " in Germany sanctioned

the "defense of the Fatherland" by voting billions for the

continuation of the slaughter, and - Oh irony of fate !—"the

bigger party " also sought to read the revolutionist, Karl

Liebknecht, out of its organization.

In a series of brilliant editorials entitled “Berger's Hit

and Misses, ” De Leon paid his respects to "the first Socialist

Congressman ," Victor L. Berger. These articles, which were

published subsequently in pamphlet form , again gave evidence

of De Leon's straightforwardness toward friend or foe. It

was not a question with De Leon whether Berger was a mem

ber of the Socialist Party ; he would have criticized a mem

ber of the Socialist Labor Party who would not have squared

with correct Socialist principles if anything, even more se

verely than he criticized the acts of Berger that were contrary

to the proper conduct of the first Socialist in Congress, and

he would not have bestowed as much praise on an S. L. P.

member for any act that did measure up to the standard of a

revolutionist as he did upon Berger.

One important incident in the class struggle illuminated

vividly, although for a short period, the absolutely correct po

sition of De Leon and what came to be known as “ De Leon

ism . " That incident in the class struggle was the strike of silk

workers in 1911-1912 that started in Paterson, N. J., and which

spread through many cities in New Jersey, New York, and

Pennsylvania.

A Big Strike on “ De Leonistic" Lines

The strike was conducted by the Industrial Workers of

the World, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., the organiza

tion that had repudiated the Anarchist I. W. W., with head

quarters at Chicago. This true industrial union became known

as the Detroit I. W. W .; it some years later ( 1915) changed

its name to the Workers' International Industrial Union.

The silk workers in Paterson , becoming tired of A. F. of

L. pro - capitalist tendencies, joined the Detroit I. W. W. en

masse . The silk workers in Hudson County, Plainfield, Sum
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en

mit, Phillipsburg, N. J. , in New York, in Easton and Allen

town, Pa. , followed. Thousands of other textile workers

joined the Detroit I. W. W. in Passaic, N. J.

This strike movement was conducted differently from the

manner in which any other organization “ runs” strikes. The

opportunity of speaking to thousands of wage workers

gaged in a struggle for better conditions was utilized to im

part to them class consciousness, to enlighten them upon the

goal of the Socialist movement. It was not the old story

dished out by the old as well as the new type of " strike lead

er" : " Boys, stick together and you will win," or, “ Beat up

the scab ," etc. The workers were told what they could ex

pect while capitalism lasts ; they were told in plain words that

the workers produce all wealth and are entitled to all they

produce, but that nothing can be gained unless it is gained

through solidarity, through united intelligent action on both

the political and the industrial fields.

Fifty speakers of the Detroit I. W. W. were on the strike

scene ; Herman Richter, the general secretary was among

them. Arthur E. Reimer, Caleb Harrison, Frank Young, Au

gust Gillhaus, Robert McLure, Olive M. Johnson, Margaret

Hilliard , Edmund Seidel, M. Angelevski, Boris Reinstein , and

many others used their best endeavors and worked overtime to

enlighten, encourage, and organize. A number of young peo

ple, the sons and daughters of New York comrades, came to

Paterson to help in doing clerical work ; thousands of mem

bership books had to be issued for which men, women, and

boys and girls who had joined the organization clamored, and

which could not be made out as fast as applicants for mem

bership demanded them, for in those days nothing was

cherished as a membership card of the Detroit I. W. W.

SO

S. P. and Bummery Treason

But the hand of treason once more destroyed the newly

· built organization, which at its very birth was thus not only

under the fire of the common enemy, the capitalist class , but

was attacked from all sides. The fear of the Socialist Party

ites on the one hand that a strike conducted by men most of

whom were, clear -cut S. L. P. members would not increase the
A
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S. P. vote, and of the Anarchist I. W. W.ites on the other

hand, who feared to lose their much -sought-for notoriety , the

A. F. of L., and all the rest of dark reaction all militated

against the Detroit I. W. W.

In the midst of the strike William D. Haywood was

brought to Paterson and Passaic ; the direct action S. P.ites

as well as their anti-direct action comrades sided in with Hay

wood, and the apple of discord was thrown among the strikers.

Suffice it to say that the textile workers' strike of 1911-1912

clearly demonstrated that the working class will eventually

organize as the workers did then and, ripened by experience,

will not be an easy prey to treason and deceit.

De Leon had no illusions about the outcome, when I

spoke to him at the inception of the strike. He pointed out

the numerous enemies the organization had to combat. I ar

gued that the workers in Paterson had had enough experience

and could not be fooled so easily. While the strike lasted De

Leon gave it the support it deserved and the Daily People

was the only English paper outside of the official organ of the

Detroit I. W: W., the Industrial Union News, that reported

all the strike happenings from the strikers' viewpoint. The

New York Call, of course, supported the other side.

On May 31 , 1912, the notorious Recorder Carroll, of Pat

erson, pronounced a sentence of six months in jail upon me

for alleged loitering in front of the Reinhardt silk mill where

I was doing picket duty that morning. I was confined in the

Passaic County jail until Aug. 12, and had thus to spend the

summer under most unpleasant conditions.

The worst feature of jail life is the regulation that com

pels the inmates to retire each to his cell at a very early hour.

At half past five p. m. the bell rang the signal for the prison

ers to be put under double lock in the long row of cells. The

only thing that comes near to jail life in my experience is a

steerage trip on an old-fashioned steamer across the Atlantic.

One is sure to get sea sick in both of these places. The most

abominable feature is the filth and vermin with which the

walls, ceilings and floors of the very small, dark cells are

filled .

It often occurred to me how well such a place could be
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compared with the capitalist system, inasmuch as neither can

be kept clean or reformed because of the very manner of its

construction, even when attempts at cleanliness are actually

and honestly made. There are bound to be more ills of all

sorts , more things to be reformed, under capitalism , than there

are reformers ; so the vermin in one cell exceeds in numbers

the citizens of a populous city or the membership of a reform

party. The comparison would also hold good in that it would

be as useless to try to reform the capitalists as it would be

to try to reform the bed-bugs.

The stone floors of the halls where the prisoners spend

the short day are kept scrupulously clean, however. A

visitor may easily be deceived, but not if he would stay over

night, especially in summer.

Both Frank Young (who was sentenced to three months)

and I had a good many visitors, with whom we were permit

ted to talk through the bars of a door leading into the main

hall. I had the " special privilege ” to talk half an hour each

day to some representative of the Detroit I.W.W. But each day

persons were admitted into the jail hall itself, where they

could freely converse with the prisoners. These were persons

who had some pull with the sheriff.

De Leon's Visit to the Prison

One set of people seemed to have more of this privilege

than any other; they were clergymen of all denominations. A

minister of the Gospel had evidently the right above anyone

else to come when he liked and go when he pleased. These

gentlemen preached and held religious services very frequent

ly. Nothing was allowed to interfere with these services or

prayer meetings .

One day I was called to the barred door to speak to vis

itors. The visitors were Comrade De Leon and Paul Augus

tine, the then national secretary of the Socialist Labor Party.

The very sight of De Leon made me and Young forget our

tribulations. I asked the guard at the door to let my visitors

inside the hall, but he could not break the rule. De Leon

turned to the sheriff, who happened to be near, with the re

quest to be permitted to come inside. The sheriff's little eyes
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blinked at De Leon's features, and the door was opened.

It was my most pleasant half hour in jail. Later I thought

that the sheriff was so overawed by De Leon's venerable

appearance and his keen searching glance, that he simply for

got to show his authority which he delighted in showing

otherwise, as Victor Hugo's great character, Jean Valjean , was

impressed by the countenance of the good bishop. In fact, I

had a suspicion that the sheriff of Passaic County did indeed

take De Leon for a bishop, and that that was why the door

opened for De Leon so quickly.

A few weeks before De Leon was taken seriously ill I

called at the Daily People office. " Comrade De Leon, how is

your health ? ” I inquired. “ Never felt better in my life, ” De

Leon answered. He then looked the picture of health, robust

and strong. The next time I saw him was at the Mt. Sinai

Hospital a few days before his death. Daniel De Leon passed

away on May 11 , 1914 .

Greatness of Daniel De Leon

The greatness of this man will be recognized by the

whole world . The members of the Socialist Labor Party have

held De Leon in high esteem , but not even the most loyal of

his comrades. could fully appreciate De Leon's genius . His

was a master mind. His hand has drawn the strategic plans

that will give the working class the power to destroy the forts

of capitalism and rear the structure of the Socialist Republic.

De Leon's actions were not prompted by impulse, instinct,

whim or policy. The logical deductions of his scientific studies

were at all times the determining factors guiding all of his

acts . There are perhaps men who possess as much learning as

did De Leon , but to be the possessor of knowledge and to

give that knowledge acquired by long years of study to the

disinherited class of working men and women is quite a dif

ferent matter . This De Leon did. Not only did he give all

his knowledge to the working class, but his whole being as

well. He was not only a philosopher but a man of action,

taking part in the bitter strife and struggles of the Labor

movement.
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While others used the Labor Movement as a means to

gain applause, or an easy life, or both, and trimmed their sails

accordingly, De Leon spurned applause and wealth at the

expense of the progress of the movement. He remained poor

in the things that money can buy, but was as rich as Croesus

in being the possessor of an intellect that all the gold in ex

istence can not procure.

Was De Leon's life a happy one amid the continuous

battle against error, prejudice, superstition, reaction , and cor

ruption ? Was his life a happy one, with his having to forego

many good things and surroundings and companionship con

genial to a man of De Leon's culture ? It was. The knowledge

of having served in such a great measure the lofty cause of

Socialism compensated him for the lack of other pleasures .

His family life was as pure as De Leon's high standard of

ethics. The stern, oft-times grim fighter was like a child

among his children.

I never sought to intrude upon De Leon in his home, but

being invited I visited him with my family (about the size of

which De Leon knew no end of jokes) in the summer of 1912 .

The picture then presented will ever remain in my
mind

Comrade De Leon , his wife, and children seated about him

on that summer evening.

Millions of human lives have been destroyed by the rave

ages of war in Europe. Rivers of human blood have been shed,

untold misery and suffering created. " Is it possible that to

havé followed the teachings of one individual could have pre

vented that most horrible butchery the world has ever known ? "

the well-meaning doubter would ask .

Yes, it was the indomitable spirit of a Columbus that

would not turn back the vessels which set out to reach land

by the western route - one man . Yes, the chart drawn by De

Leon's hand will eventually be accepted and followed by the

working class. Then all the murderous implements of war

will become useless ; the enlightened members of the working

class, organized in an integral body at the point of produc

tion as well as politically, will raise the banner of Internation

al Socialism not only over the parliaments and capitals of the

Political States, but also over the supply stations of the cap
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italist system , the factories, mills, mines, and end capitalist

class rule forever,

When finally all the struggles of the proletariat, all the

defeats and victories will have been recorded in history, the

greatness and worth will be recognized of that One Man

Daniel De Leon,

i
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DANIEL DE LEON - 1904

IN THE EDITORIAL ROOMS OF THE “ DAILY PEOPLE"

2-6 NEW READE STREET, NEW YORK , NOW THE SITE OF THE

MUNICIPAL BUILDING : ENGAGED AT THE VERY TIME

WRITING HIS REPORT TO THE INTERNATIONAL

SOCIALIST CONGRESS HELD THAT YEAR AT AMSTERDAM



TO HIS PEN

}l

[This sonnet, dedicated to Comrade De Leon's

pen , was written by Chas. H. Ross of San Francisco .]

The bands which held thy comrade's love have burst,

And stark thou art in rust-consuming clutch

Bereft, alas ! of his caressing touch !

Oft have those fingers, pulseless now , immersed

Thee in Pierian springs to quench thy thirst,

The while thou served him faithfully and much ;

Fulfilling all thy tasks in manner such

That every line thou traced a cloud dispersed.

So fighting for that age-crushed suffering mass,

Thy point pierced myriad bubbles of untruth

The forfeiture, majority's acclaim ;

Poured rich reflections on the sensive glass,

Which turned awry Reaction's stabbing tooth ;

And well-earned trophies crown thy master's name.

1
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DANIEL DE LEON THE PILOT

TO HIS WIDOW

By F. B. Guamier.

He tarried for a while at the island of the lotus-eaters, a

race of visionaries, and scantily partook of their food, but,

stronger than Ulysses's, his mind was not dulled by it, and in

the social waters he saw a ship being rigged and to it he

went. He inquired whence it came and for where it was to

set sail. Fore and aft he examined, and he inspected the hull

and the beams and the sides and the masts and the sails, and

he put ballast in it and helped in trimming its sails, and he

saw that it was fitly caulked for the arduous voyage. And

he equipped it with a compass lately devised by one Marx ,

an old sailor, whose theories on social navigation had been

spurned in his age and then were beginning to be circulated.

And the crew proclaimed their Pilot this man who had

so endeared himself to them because he was so wise and yet

so unassuming, so human. In the distance, but clearly, he

saw a beautiful sky, he saw green and flowery fields, he saw

a regenerated race of men, he saw freedom , he saw happiness.

And he set sail, hands firmly on the wheel, keen-eyed, alert

minded.

He encountered gales, and the huge billows of that un

known sea did not injure the staunch ship. Once they di

rected its course toward the island of the Cyclopes, but the

Pilot discovered that they were one-eyed, and from their un

free actions he saw that their minds were crippled. And he

did not anchor there. His eye was fixed on the compass, his

mind was fixed on the goal, his hands were fixed at the wheel.

And even the winds of Aeolus were powerless to alter the
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movement of the staunch ship, for the Pilot had well drilled

his sailors in the manning of the sails.

And when the Aegean Isle was near and some of the

sailors on the ship perceived the beauty of Circe's palace, they

swam ashore and, satiated of her charms and food, they be

came as swine. And their mind gradually adapted itself to

the body.

In vain did Sirens sing. The Pilot stood at the wheel,

keen-eyed , alert-minded, and he grinned because some of the

crew fell victims to their ravishing music and to their blan

dishments.

He saw rocks and he steered the ship clear of them, and

he made note of them on his chart. And the icebergs he en

countered did not cause him apprehension or fear, and the

flower of his crew, encouraged by him , did not relinquish

their work.

And Scylla thrust forth her heads, Self- seeking, Ignor

ance , Slander, Mutiny, Treason, Confusion , and he slew them,

and the whirlpool of anarchic Charybdis did not swallow the

ship , though many of the crew sought safety and in fear fell

overboard or jumped to oblivion.

The Pilot diligently watched the compass and steered his

wheel. And his crew received inspiration from him, and cries

were heard from a few that had left the ship that its course

was insane ; from a few that the Pilot was a poor navigator,

that the promised land lay in the opposite direction and that

he should steer backward.

The sea became calmer, the horizon clearer. Some of the

people who inhabited islands nearer to the great land thought

him a master pilot, for he had dared go so far and they shout

ed encouragement to him. And in some of the islands crept

rephiles that hissed defeat. But the Pilot stood at the wheel

by night and by day, imparting great knowledge to the crew,

solaced by the presence of his life- companion and of his chil

dren , making charts for the safety of future navigators. And

he partook of little food that he might not lose sight of the

compass. But the work which he had incessantly, so faith

fully done, began to weigh upon him, and the long vigils ex
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hausted him. And the sight of the approaching island caused

his heart to beat faster, weakened his pulse, and the Pilot suc

cumbed at the wheel.

But the sea you charted we shall sail, O Pilot!





DE LEON - IMMORTAL

BY SAM J. FRENCH .

"Since last we met, alas," my comrade said, “De Leon

died "

Forthwith I challenged : “' Tis not so! De Leon cannot,

did not, will not die."

Only mortal things go through the change called death

and leave no trace of that which in their forms had previously

existed.

The stupid bourgeois dies, bemoaning his sad lot as does

a bellowing kine foundered in the trackless bog -and, like

unto the kine, sinks into the mire of oblivion, to be forgotten

with the passing day.

The churl dies,-and death ends all for him - is thrown

into the ground, less valued than the rooting swine whose

carcass would at least make food for living men.

The lordling dies, and with much pomp and ceremonial

mummery is laid away — and all posterity recks not that he

lived.

The warrior dies, and, truly in his case, “ The path of glory

leads but to the grave. "

The politician dies, and all his cunning tricks and vulgar

play at what he deems great statesmanship, availeth not to

make his name immortal; e'en though the fool has had it

carved in stone on public edifice or shaft, he is as dead as is

the stone itself.

The king dies, and if the thinghe stands for still survives,

some lackey, to another figurehead bows low , and, rising,

cries aloud : “ Long live the King ! "

The great financial master dies, and though with pharisaic

glee and much pretence, and gifts galore from his ill - gotten

gains, he has besought the world to place his name upon the

list of those who loved mankind, his passing off amounts to
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simply this : Another worn-out wheel has dropped from out

the gears that drive the blood -stained car, the great machine

we not inaptly name the "Juggernaut of capitalist sway, " and

been replaced with one more up to date, mayhap with power

more intense than his.

The professorial toady dies, -the tinsel notoriety he

gained, the extra crumbs his masters ' had bestowed, make up

the total sum of his reward; to the truly intellectual, he has

gone “ back to the vile dust from whence he sprung,-unwept,

unhonored and unsung.”

The priest dies , reluctantly - knowing there is no golden

terraced city in the skies with diamond studded gates flung

open to receive him ; leaving behind a man-made hell of brain

emasculating, superstition-fed ignorance and fear,-to have

his memory and calling held in contemptuous execration by.

enlightened generations yet to come.

Even the gods die ,-as human lore expandsmand one by

one the very names they bore become mere threads with which

to weave new nursery tales for children, or themes to illus

trate the crude beliefs the race accepted while yet its mental

status was infantile.

Aye, in countless thousands mortal things and things be

got of mortal wants and fears, are chemically changed, or dis

appear, and all goes with them that they were or stood for

before the transformation ,

When all the preaching charlatans of old, and all the sor

did traders of the marts, and all the sturdy fighters of the

wars are long forgotten , what names will our posterity revere?

Those that were borne by great and noble minds who

gave to usmand, not to us alone, but to all the world : to those

who are and those who are to be - new knowledge and grand

principles to guide the race upon its upward trend along the

glorious spiral to the heights toward which they saw we all

must needs aspire if we would reach the fitting goal of man.

Immortal Marx and Engels; many more in divers lines

of effort and of thought; the great discoverers of scientific

facts ; profound expounders of learning and of truth ; colossal

minds who sent forth to the world vibrations charged with
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wisdom undefiled , which traveling swiftly down the lanes of

time prompt new ideas in the minds of men, the which in turn

give rise to newer thoughts - progression that forever will go

on while progress is the watchword of the race.

From our own little corner of the earth , undying Morgan,

Franklin , Lincoln, Paine, great Phillips, worthy Stephens,

and withal, like Sirius shining in the star- flecked sky undim

med by many other sparkling suns, our own De Leon .

When most of the contemporary names, those who have

sought for prominence or fame, have passed into oblivion's

deepest shade, De Leon's will by all the world be spoken as

reverently as that of Marx today.

When Castro's clever rule and feats of arms are known

no more, men will remember that the great De Leon was of

the Venezuelan sun -kissed coast.

Though all forget did Spanish men - at-arms or Dutch

first rule in fair Curacao's isle, that 'twas the birthplace of

this noble mind will be well known to all the world's elect

De Leon, who taught to labor's struggling hosts the secret

of true tactics for the strife ; who charted all the pitfalls in

the road, warned what to drop, showed what to cultivate, and,

with unerring genius, found the course we must pursue if we

could win the day ;

Who, when the clouds seemed blackest in the sky of all

our hopes and aspirations dear, with keen analysis of passing

things soon pointed where the sun would next break through

and shine with more effulgence than before ;

Whose teachings in the maelstrom of today, are more and

more being turned to by the wise, -impelled thereto by logic

of events - and, we who know them , fully understand that,

shall the destinies of our own class , -- and with them of the

entire human race - be guided right, they must prevail.

That 'twill be so, there is no room to doubt, and yet men

say : " Alas, De Leon died ! "

Ah, no, my friends, I must again repeat : De Leon cannot

did not, will not die !





DANIEL DE LEON - AN ORATION

BY CHAS . H. CORREGAN .

[Delivered at the second annual commemoration of De Leon's

birthday, held at Laurel Garden , New York City ,

on Dec. 14 , 1916.]

Ladies and Gentlemen, Comrades and Friends :

In this celebration of the natal day of Daniel De Leon, I

believe we are taking a page from the calendar of the future

and dedicating it to the memory of one who will be consid

ered the foremost exponent of the principles of Socialism in

America and of his time.

Those who will follow us and will lack the opportunity of

seeing and hearing and knowing De Leon which we enjoyed,

will look to us for an estimate of his life, his character, and

his services, and it is our duty to his memory and to their en

lightenment to utilize these anniversaries in order to convey

to them the contemporary estimate of the man, that they may

truly weigh and determine his place in the history of the strug

gle waged that they might enjoy freedom and plenty.

One who has been honored by an invitation to speak at

the institution of such a day, and for such a man, is prone,

too often, to intrude his own personality into the picture, or

for the sake of rounding a period or turning a phrase to blur

the impression which should be given and thus mar the like

I trust that I will not have sinned in that respect.

Again , it is many times the practice to enlarge the figure

to heroic size, to magnify the services and exaggerate the

claims upon the future . It is not my purpose to place our

dead comrade upon a pedestal high above the crowd. Time

will give the true perspective of his merits, when we are gone.

It is to his greater honor that being thoroughly human and

amid the cares and struggles and opportunities and environ

ness.
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ment, which were common to all his kind he rose far enough

above the level of his time, that future ages will be interested

in his work and hold his name and services in remembrance .

De Leon was no demi-god from whom it is natural to ex

pect marvelous things. Even Alexander the Great could not

survive the fatal cup of Hercules. The very disadvantages

under which a great man carries on his work, his foibles and

weaknesses, serve to accentuate his superiority and confirm

his genius. It is a plain, a true, and an unvarnished story of

his life that throws his greatness into bolder relief. We can

not rear a monument to his memory that will outlast the blasts

of time except on the foundation he has built and with the

material he has supplied.

De Leon was no writer of Bibles, and he founded no

sect. He lacked the dreaminess of the idealist and the pa

tient meekness of the proselyter. He drew none to him by

his magnetic personality, he bound none to his side by the

loveliness of his character, the honesty and purity of his mo

tives, or the beauty of his language, though he possessed all

these endearing and ennobling traits,

It was these very qualities that drove men from him.

For De Leon was an apostle of Fact. Facts were his ideals,

facts alone were honest, facts alone were things of beauty,

and facts alone were the things to be worshipped and adored

and followed. Idealists disdain facts : their heads are in the

clouds, they worship and revere the unseen, the unknown,

and the unknowable, and De Leon was for facts, facts, and

more facts ! for things that were terrestrial, and could be

wrestled with , and manhandled , and grasped , and compre

hended by every reasoning being. In bringing a

the stature of human development and raising it to the dig

nity of a world-wide movement, this quality of his was indis

pensable and he proceeded on his entrance into the Socialist

Labor Party to divest it of its idealism and build on the solid

rock of fact.

De Leon, above all things , was a teacher. His wide

reading, his great learning, and his logical reasoning fitted

him well for the task of mentor, guide , philosopher, and

friend to a class whose position in capitalist society deprives

cause to
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them of nearly all educational advantages . He had remark

able power of lucid explanation, his aptness of illustration

was a marvel of conciseness, and he was adroit in present

ing his case. His keen eye penetrated the obscurity in which

capitalist henchmen sought to surround every assumption of

right, and once he grasped what was necessary to win , he

pursued his course with clear view, fixed purpose, and unfal

tering steps. Not content with tearing to pieces capitalist

sophistries, he found the weak spots in the Socialist move

ment and directed his energies to strengthen or eliminate

them .

There was nothing in the early life or career of De Leon,

his associations or training that identified him with the toils,

the privations, the aspirations , or the thoughts of the class

to whom he afterward devoted his great talents. He was

reared and educated amid the surroundings of the well to do,

who are instilled with the idea that conditions are every

thing that can be hoped for, or are content to leave well

enough alone. But De Leon was a born fighter, and once

he grasped the scope of Socialism he entered the lists as its

champion with all the joy and ardor of a Spanish cavalier . It

was a movement large enough and wide enough and broad

enough and high enough to engage his whole soul, his whole

thought, his every action , his very life, and he devoted to it

his talents and powers , his pen and speech, while life was in

his body, and dying left behind him those whose highest

ambition is to emulate his actions and put a period to his

work.

Upon his entrance into the Socialist Labor Party, after

the single tax movement had spent its force, De Leon's ge

nius was quickly recognized and appreciated, and he

took a leading and at length a commanding position in its

conduct. He became editor of its official organ, and from

that point of vantage began to mold it into a party which

would be able to cope with triumphant capitalism. With him

began the history of a real Socialist movement in America,

the foremost country of capitalism. The task before him ,

however, was common one, for he had to clean house

before he could get fairly started.

soon

no
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He found the movement with no fixed purpose, drifting

with every wind and tide, without compass or direction . It

was a party of fusion, confusion and compromise, lacking

self-confidence and self-sufficiency, seeking to hide its weak

nesses behind the skirts of every movement, no matter how

absurd, that professed to oppose the powers that be. It was

a tail for the Greenback -Labor Party and the United Labor

Party, and lost its identity as a Socialist movement in each,

until the master hand of De Leon plucked it like a brand

from the burning and established it as the only political party

in America that was thoroughly self -sufficient and could

stand alone, refusing compromise and condemning fusion

the undaunted Socialist Labor Party. He gave it a purpose

and a goal.

He found it a movement in the hands of those, however

well meaning, who could not grasp the genius or spirit of

American institutions, and who while conforming in dress

and manners to American ideas, still kept their thoughts

and language in glazed peaked caps and wooden shoes, pat

terning all things political after European models, and en

deavoring to train the young giant of the West in the strict

and narrow school of European tyranny.

He found its advocates and teachers speaking and

working in fustian, aping and phrasing the shibboleths of

bourgeois ideals and concerning themselves with bourgeois

reforms and measures ; looking for success to the barricades

or to a jacquerie, or waiting and watching for a Napoleon

or a Christ.

He found a movement bowing to everything calling it

self labor, without examining its claims or contesting its

right, and indirectly party to the misleadership of the work

ers.

He found in its ranks self-seekers, careerists, those look

ing for advantage or gain at the expense of the movement,

and he drove them ignominiously from the Temple of Labor.

All this he found, and more, and he set himself to the

task of remedying it and pursued it untiringly and unrelent

ingly to completion . Naturally, his greatest opposition came

from within the party . Every freak, every faker, every fraud,
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every fool, whose pet views or private interests were endan

gred, arrayed himself against him. Ambition, envy, hatred,

malice, and downright dishonesty and ignorance, recogniz

ing that he was the head and front of this movement, as

sailed him personally and sought to stay his hand. But he

met them all staunchly and, conscious of the right, fearless

ly pursued his course and left to us a movement whose ene

mies are without and not within.

He bequeathed to us a movement self -reliant, confident

of itself, scorning compromise and fusion, in harmony with

the spirit and progress of American institutions and Amer

ican capitalist development. He gave it a literature and a

language all its own , in keeping with its great purpose and

sufficient for its great needs. When he entered the party he

found Socialism a qualifying adjective and he left it a noun.

He found it credulous; he left it critical. He found it un

informed, intractable, uncertain, uncouth, un -American, in

articulate, almost dumb, and he left it a movement fit to take

its place as the great movement of the age and to meet its

opponents with vision clear, aim certain and tongue unloosed .

And all this was in his time ascribed to him. Others may

have aided in the work as unselfishly , and devotedly, and un

tiringly as he, but those who opposed the movement knew

and recognized that he was the master mind that directed it

all . For

" Some have been beaten till they know

What wood a cudgel's of by th' blow ;

Some kicked until they can tell whether

A shoe be Spanish or neat's leather."

And well they knew the feel of that Spanish kip, and they

unwittingly honored him and recognized his worth, by desig

nating it all by one word - De Leonism,

Let no man shrink from that name, or fear to align him

self under that banner. It stands for clearness , courage, con

stancy, certainty. And as in its growth and development ev

ery unclear and unclean element within went down before it

and every foe without recognized and felt its strength, now
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in full stature, brought to maturity by him , let us keep it a

terror to its enemies and a buckler to its friends.

As Marx in his exile in England, in his time the highest

developed capitalist nation in the world, found the conditions

necessary for a complete and critical analysis of capitalist

production, and by his great work, “Capital,” was able to

point out to less industrially developed countries the methods

of capitalist advancement, so De Leon's residence in the 'met

ropolis of the New World, where capitalism , unhampered by

feudal restraints, was able to press forward to the complete

conquest of social and political powers, enabled him to see

the effects of capitalist advancement and triumph.

As the highest industrially developed country holds up a

mirror to those which are still backward, so De Leon's work

for the Socialist movement in America will make him not

only a national but an international character. The healthy

growth of movements in the British Isles , Australia and

other English-speaking countries , along the lines laid down

by him and upon the principles he enunciated, shows what in

the end will be his position in the estimation of the workers

of the world. As I said in 1903 in the preface to the “ Two

Pages from Roman History," which I wrote at De Leon's

request and which met with his unqualified approval:

“ While the theoretical contributions of the thinkers of

Europe are valuable to the American Movement, capitalist

development in this country and the social and political phe

nomena inseparably connected therewith have peculiarly fit

ted the American Socialist militant for the practical consider

ation of questions arising from them. Just now, when

Aesop's fable of the philosopher who fell into the well is be

ing illustrated by many of the mental giants in theoretical

lore who are leading the working class movement in Europe

into the pitfalls of petty bourgeois Socialism, or into the mire

of official inactivity, American Socialists

debt of gratitude to the European philosophers by pointing

out the dangers that lie in the path along which Socialism

must labor. Fact, in America, has taken the place of theory.

The tragedy of capitalism is no longer produced on the stage,

but is enacted in everyday life. Idealism has given way to

can repay their
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realism ; and the 'American invasion' will soon force similar

conditions in Europe.”

De Leon's voice which at three International meetings

was a voice crying in the wilderness , “ Prepare ye the way ! ”

will swell into louder and louder tones, and those who ignor

ed the lessons he taught and who heeded not his warnings,

will come more and more to recognize his pre-eminent posi

tion in the movement for working class emancipation , and

his teachings will influence and sway the aroused proletariat

for years to come.

The conceit that numbers gathered under a Socialist po

litical banner to overthrow feudal restraints or work out

bourgeois reforms, is sufficient, has ended with millions of

workers in the trenches, fighting each other and dying for

capitalist victories. The pity of it is that this Daniel, who

read and interpreted the handwriting on the wall for parlia

mentarianism, did not live to see the social catastrophe into

which the jingoist, office -holding, cabinet-filling political

Socialists had led the proletariat, and to draw with trenchant

and inspiring pen the lessons that flow from it.

But though his chair may be vacant at the council board

of the workers of the world his spirit and counsel will yet

animate them, and from the ashes of the old International

will arise a new International built on the solid rock of both

political and industrial organization - a political organization

powerful enough to give the death blow to the capitalist State,

backed by an industrial organization prepared and equipped

to rear the Socialist Republic.

De Leon , by neither act nor word, attempted to impress

those whose advantage, social position, or education
in

ferior to his own that he was master. He inculcated the

principle that himself and they should submit to reason and

the party rule . To guide them he used the art of persuasion

and good example, which alone can secure sincere and lasting

obedience. He was no head-hunter seeking the destruction

of others for his own aggrandizement, but the enemies of the

party and the enemies of the working class were his personal

enemies and he pursued them unrelentingly.

Though compelled by that ostracism, which comes to ev

was
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ery man who leaves his class to take up the cause of the op

pressed upon whom that class battens, to give up the associa

tions, relationships, and relaxations to which he was accus

tomed and fitted, and to seek companioniship with those with

whom he labored, it was instinctively felt by all that De

Leon was a man apart from the working class. No one ever

attempted a familiarity with him, any more than a freshman

would be familiar with his professor. All felt the dignity of

his personality and would have resented in others a familiarity

they would not presume to show themselves. Even by older

men he was called by the endearing title, “the Old Man ,"

and while yet in his early career received the homage and

consideration that only comes to others with many years and

long service.

De Leon struggled hard to enter with heart and spirit

into the enjoyments and recreations of the workers, but he

never thoroughly succeeded. His presence, however, never

acted as a damper upon those who were enjoying themselves

to the fullest bent. He loved to see the relaxation of those

engaged in the movement and was as solicitous for their

pleasure as he was for their loyalty. He did not like long

faces. His own hope was large and he had great buoyancy

of spirit. He was never long despondent under adversity and

always took the brighter view. He liked to hear the laugh go

down the battle front, for it showed that the army was not

despondent. Those of us who remember the owl-like solem

nity with which the routine business of the party was

ducted in the early days, and with what frowns even inno

cent attempts at humor were met, can give thanks to De Leon

that he enlarged our views and improved our spirits by dig.

ging Artemus Ward from the dusty shelves of memory and

furnishing the best proof that our hope was unshaken, our

spirit undaunted and strength unbroken.

I remember well the first intimate conversation I had

with him, when I came to New York in 1900. After I had

paid my respects to the party officers and the staff of the

Daily People, De Leon with a serious face requested a pri

vate talk. Taking me into his sanctum, he carefully closed

the door and seating me in a chair opposite him, he said :

con
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"Corregan, you have been placed in a very ticklish position.

As candidate for governor of the state of New York you

have been given the acid test of loyalty, and I want to warn

you of your danger. You see in me the only survivor of that

test, all the others have deserted the party. Now that you

know the worst, what do you think?" Taking in the humor

of the thing, I assured him that did not believe it would

long before I enjoyed the unique distinction on which he

prided himself, for it was not beyond the range of possibility

the way things were going, with old comrades deserting, to

see De Leon himself become an anti-De Leonite. That re

ply placed me upon a friendly footing with him which in all

my personal dealings with him I think I never lost. I believe

the acid test with De Leon was that a man could still keep

his spirit amid difficulties and smile in the face of the foe.

It was because De Leon never fully understood the work

ing class and its limitations that he was so often unfortunate

in the selection of his lieutenants . His workingman was an

ideal workingman. He did not know how alluring are the

prospects that capitalism still holds out to one who seems

fated to be a beast of burden. Coming into the struggle whole

heatedly and devotedly by giving his life to it , he could not

conceive that one of that class, whose only hope rested upon

the success of the movement, could prove untrue.
Being

without griile himself he did not expect it in others ; being

honest himself he could not see dishonesty in them ; being

faithful himself he suspected no treachery. But when he

found his confidence abused , when the truth dawned upon

him that he was deceived, he pursued them ruthlessly. Again

and again the instruments in his hand broke with the strain,

or proved useless, but again and again he returned to the

work, with renewed zeal, depressed but never broken in

spirit.

"For Freedom's battle, once begun,

Though baffled oft, is ever won . "

I have touched, and that perhaps briefly , upon the life

and work of our dead comrade only as it had a powerful and

lasting effect upon the Socialist movement in America. His

personal gifts and graces, his intellectual and moral force, his
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sare self-abnegation, his sterling honesty, his unflinching

courage, his unbounded confidence, the purity of his motives,

the dignity of his personality, the suavity of his manner and

the charm of his conversation, endeared him to us and held

us to him with bands of steel ; and made his death a personal

loss. These traits and qualities cannot be felt, but may be

appreciated by those who come after us.

De Leon's home life was ideal. Love ruled and blessed

that family, and its increasing numbers brought not greater

cares, but greater joy and comfort. To that home he could

go when fatigue and anxiety and disappointment and difficul

ties ' beset him, and return refreshed, with doubts removed,

spirit buoyant, confidence unshaken and purpose undaunted,

to take up again the task which means a future of happiness

for the toilers, and a name which to his dear ones will far

outweigh in the balance of time the greatest fortune that was

ever heaped up on the misery of mankind.

Learned teacher, untiring advocate, revered friend, the

class to whom he devoted the best years of his life will hold

him in grateful memory. Hammered brass and sculptured

stone shall fail to save from oblivion the names of those who

sordidly and selfishly pursued their own gain or advantage,

but when a triumphant working class shall write—as write

they will—the story of these stirring, trying times, his name

will be acclaimed foremost among their champions. Let us

in dedicating this day to him dedicate ourselves to the cause

he espoused so manfully and devotedly, and thereby add

greater glory to him who taught us how to harness and direct

a revolution and put a bit into the mouth of chance.
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Preface

The two articles from the pen of Daniel De Leon, pre

sented in this pamphlet, at first blush seem to deal with sub

ject matters as far apart as the poles. James Madison and

Karl Marx—how incongruous!—the average man is apt to

think or feel when first confronted with the combination.

Incongruity, however, will vanish when the reader dives

into the subject matter itself. It will be seen that James

Madison, long before Marx, clearly foresaw how the insti

tution of private property under the interaction of cause

and effect would move along a line of development that was

bound to produce profound changes in the economic status

of the population of this country; that the time would come

when these changes in full fruition would split that popula

tion into antagonistic opposites; that on the one side we

would have a handful of holders and owners of large prop

erty, and on the other side there would be a large, an over

whelmingly large, mass of the population without property

and without the opportunity and even the hope of ever ac

quiring any. AND SO IT HAS COME TO PASS.

Madison, having in mind only America and its future

fate—the fate of the institutions he helped in building—and

sorely perplexed by the contradictions he clearly saw ahead,

sought the solution of these in the progressive adaptation of

the laws and the institutions of the country to whatever so

cial changes might take place, a way out that is and needs
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must be, under the conditions that have grown up about us,

blocked by the material interests of the ruling class, which

these very conditions have called into being.

Marx, on the other hand, coming at a much later pe

riod, when the outlines of capitalist society had developed

with sufficient clearness to enable him to examine, analyti

cally, the law of its existence and to formulate, theoretically,

the laws that determine the trend of its future development—

Marx did not and could not deal with the manifestations of

that system in any one country; he could and did, in the

very nature of things, deal with it only as a world-wide

phenomenon, his conclusions being applicable to America as

well as to any other spot on this globe where the social sys

tem of capitalism either is fully developed or where it is

spreading its tentacles.

Madison and Marx—Marx and Madison—what a con

trast and yet what similarity | What the one apprehends

and foreshadows on a national scope, the other, at a later

date, formulates and establishes scientifically on an inter

national one.

The pamphlet is timely. It is more than timely, for we

in our day see how the ruling class of the country, fatedly

driven by the law of its existence, unable and unwilling to

“adapt the laws and institutions of the country to whatever

social changes might take place,” seeks to set aside and nul

lify, not only the historic traditions of the country, but the

very institutions and constitutional guarantees framed by

the Revolutionary Fathers to safeguard the future develop

ment of the Nation. And, worse yet, in a mood half scared

and half desperate, as is the mood of every criminal, and

evidently despairing of being able to square its future aims

with the country's political institutions, that ruling class is

— 6 —
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now seen to attack the very foundation upon which these

institutions and constitutional guarantees were based by the

Founders of the Nation—REPRESENTATIVE GOV

ERNMENT.

In the light of present events and of events yet to come,

this pamphlet deserves and should find a host of attentive

readers.

HENRY KUHN.

Brooklyn, March 1920.
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“We are free today substantially, but the

day will come when our Republic will be

an impossibility. It will be an impossibility

because wealth will be concentrated in the

hands of a few. A republic can not stand

upon bayonets, and when that day comes,

when the wealth of the nation will be in

the hands of a few, then we must rely upon

the wisdom of the best elements in the

country to readjust the laws of the nation

to the changed conditions.”

—JAMES MADISON.



The Voice of Madison

(From “The Nationalist,” August, 1889.)

The wrongs on which the social movement in this coun

try has fixed attention have finally, thanks to unremitting

agitation, become matters of such undisputed authencity,

that there is now a perceptible diminution of the refutations

once attempted by those who, with book and candle, were,

and to a certain extent still are, wont to formulate alleged

scientific dicta in opposition to glaring facts. This sort of

argument is now yielding to another which, in legal par

lance, may be termed of confession and avoidance. It con

sists in admitting the ills complained of, but denying their

connection with anything inherent in our economic system,

and attributing them in some unexplained way to a depar

ture from the wholesome lines originally laid down by the

Revolutionary Fathers.” Accordingly, exhortations to return

to old-time ways are becoming no uncommon thing; and,

in proportion as this sort of declamation approaches the

level of 4th of July orations, we find it festooned with

flowery phrases on the fertility of our soil, with encomiums

on the radical political advantages enjoyed by the inhabit

ants of this over those of any other country, and with ran

dom quotations from the Revolutionary Fathers intended

to show that they considered the principles established by

*The centennial sermon of Bishop Potter is the latest,

most notable, and curious instance of this now departure.
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them sufficient to insure to American industry the rewards

of its labor, and to free the American people from the afflic

tions and problems that disturb the happiness of others.

A study of the works left to us by the Revolutionary

Fathers reveals, however, that they were not the visionary

beings their well-meaning admirers would make them, but

indeed the giant intellects Pitt pronounced them to be. Pe

culiarly interesting among these statesmen on the social

conditions of their days, and the future problems with which

they thought the people would come to be confronted, was

James Madison, whom to study is to revere. Madison was

no hireling scribbler, catering to a self-seeking constituency;

no sycophantic pedagogue talking for place or pelf. He was

an honest, as well as earnest and profound thinker, peering

deep into the future in order to foresee his country's trials

and, if possible, smooth her path. Let us then enrich the dis

cussion with the learning of this distinguished Revolution

ary Father, and give ear to the voice of Madison.

The question of the suffrage was one to which Madison

justly attached critical importance. He understood it to be

the point where political and economic conditions meet and

react one upon the other. With pains, himself and his con

temporary statesmen had devised our present duplex system

of small and large constituencies intended to be a check on

popular impulses, and, at the same time, a concession to re

publican instincts. This system met with Madison's approv

al. His reliance on its efficacy was, however, grounded

upon the actual distribution of property in the United States,

and the universal hope of acquiring it.* Those conditions,

*Even as late as the year 1829, a majority of the people in

the United States were property-holders, or the heirs and as

pirants of property,
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Madison argued, lay at the root of, inspired, and nurtured

among the people a sentiment of sympathy with the rights

of property. Again and again he declared that sentiment

essential to the stability of a republican government. And

he pointed with gratification to that social and economic

peculiarity as among the happiest contrasts in the situation

of the new-born states to that of the Old World, where no

anticipated change in that respect could generally inspire a

like sentiment of sympathy with the rights of property. But

would the principles established by the revolution insure

the permanence of that happy contrast? and Madison’s

face grew overcast with apprehension as, searching the an

swer, his thoughts traveled whither economic and historic

reasoning pointed the way.

Madison accepted the natural law touching the capacity

of the earth to yield, under a civilized cultivation, subsis

tence for a large surplus of consumers beyond those who

own the soil, or other equivalent property; he realized the

great lengths to which improvements in agriculture, and

other labor-saving arts were tending, and measured their

effect upon the production of wealth; the laws of increas

ing population with the increasing productivity of labor

were no secret to him ; he succumbed to no hallucination on

the score of the freedom of our political institutions; and,

finally, gauging the effect of the individual system of pro

duction, or competitive struggle for existence, he drew from

these combined premises, and declared the conclusions,

that the class of the propertiless in the United States would

increase from generation to generation; that, from being a

minority, it would eventually swell into a majority; that it

would be reduced to lower and lower wages affording the

bare necessities of life; and that, thus gradually sinking in
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the scale of happiness and well-being, the large majority of

the people of this country would finally touch the point

where they would be, not only without property, but with–

out even the hope of acquiring it.*

It was then no immutable state of happiness, but a

steady progress towards poverty that this eminent Revolu

tionary Father, for one, foresaw and foretold as the inevita

ble sequel of the forces at work under the economic system

that lay at the foundation of the country. All the causes

he enumerates as productive, by their combined agencies,

of a majority of hopeless poor have been at work among

us with an intensity beyond his forecast. The pitiable stage

when the masses of the people would be, not only without

property, but without even the hope of acquiring it, Madi

son calculated would be reached by the United States be

fore the nation numbered a population greater than that of

England and France. Our population is now double that of

either; and Madison's gloomy prophecy is, accordingly, re

alized by us in its deepest colors. Our property holders

have become an actual, ever decreasing minority; the prop

ertiless are today the overwhelming majority; the wages

of these have declined until they afford the bare means for

a pinched subsistence; chance or intrigue, cautious crime or

toadying, may, but no degree of honest toil can any longer,

under the prevailing system, insure property or the just re

wards of their labor to the myriad wealth-producing work

ers with brain or brawn; the few among them, with whom

*It should be noted that in this reasoning Madison alto- .

gether leaves out of his calculation the additional cause of

immigration. Without this cause, a cause to which our so

called statisticians love to turn with predilection, Madison:

justly arrives at the conclusion upon which the present social

movement rests, and from which it starts.
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the spark of hope still glimmers, hold to a straw that must

soon disabuse them; with most, all hope in this direction is

totally extinct; starvation, plus work, is creating by the

thousands the genus “tramp,” which prefers starvation mi

nus work; and, as the certain consequence of grinding pov

erty and its concomitant—extravagant wealth—immorality,

as well as corruption, is rampant among the people, and

breaks out in the government. Not, then, by reason of any

degeneration, not by reason of any departure from, but

closely adhering to the lines laid down by the Revolution

ary Fathers, have the people reached the present shocking

state against which the Nationalist movement is enlisted.

The vulnerable point was the competitive system of pro

duction which the American revolution left extant. The

present conditions are its logical result.*

On a notable occasion, John Adams, another Revolu

tionary Father, had uttered the sentence, that where the

working poor were paid in return for their labor only as

much money as would buy them the necessaries of life, their

condition was identical with that of the slave, who received

those necessaries at short hand; the former might be called

“freemen,” the latter “slaves,” but the difference was imagi

nary only. Madison grasped the bearing of this profound

thought in all its fulness. As his own reasoning revealed to

him the eventual destitution of the masses, the conclusion

was self-evident that their condition would become virtually

that of slavery. A minority of slaves might be kept under;

*It does not necessarily follow from this that a blunder

was committed by the Revolutionary Fathers. History seems

to show that the competitive stage is a requisite step in the

evolution of society. But whether this be so or not, today the

competitive system is only productive of mischief.
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but a large majority—and that made up of the races to

which the world owes its progress, Madison realized would

not long submit to the galling yoke. Accordingly, he descried

in the not distant future a serious conflict between the class

with and the class without property; the fated collapse of

the system of suffrage he had helped to rear; and, conse

quently, the distinct outlines of a grave national problem.

The solution of this problem, which presented itself to

Madison in the guise of a question of suffrage, involved,

however, the economic question: What should be done with

that unfavored class, who, toiling in hopeless poverty,+
º

slaves in fact, if not in name—would constitute the ma

jority of the body social? This question Madison proposed,

but vainly labored to find in the various methods of checks

and balances an answer that was either adequate to the

threatened emergency, or satisfactory to his judgment. To

exclude the class without property from the right of suf

frage he promptly rejected, as no republican government

could be expected to endure that rested upon a portion of

the society having a numerical and physical force excluded

from and liable to be turned against it, unless kept down

by a standing military force fatal to all parties. To confine

the right of suffrage for one branch of the legislature to

those with, and for the other branch to those with

out property, he likewise set aside as a regulation

calculated to lay the foundation for contests and antipathies

not dissimilar to those between the patricians and plebians

at Rome. And again, he shrewdly detected dangers lurking

in a mixture of the two classes in both branches.

Thus the question of the suffrage brought Madison

unconsciously face to face with the social question. His

talent saved him from falling into a reactionary plan, or
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even resorting to a temporary make-shift; but likewise did

the limitations of his age prevent him from hitting upon the

scheme which alone could solve both the problem that pre

occupied him, and the graver one into which his spirit had

projected. He gave the matter over; but not without first

bestowing upon it a parting flash of genius by the significant

avowal that the impending social changes would necessitate

a proportionate change in the institutions and laws of the

country, and would bespeak all the wisdom of the wisest pa

triot.

Karl Marx stops in the midst of his analysis of the law

of values to render tribute to the genius of Aristotle

for discovering in the expression of the value of com

modities the central truth of political economy, which only

the peculiar system of society in which he lived prevented

him from accepting and carrying to its logical conclusion.

How much more brilliant and deserving of tribute the genius

of Madison that enabled him to take so long a look ahead;

calculate with such nicety the results of political and eco

nomic forces; foresee with such accuracy the great coming

problem of our country, and state it with such clearness;

weigh with such breadth of judgment the methods known

to him in order to meet and solve it, and discard them one

after the other with so much acumen; rise to such height of

statesmanship by boldly declaring the problem could be

dealt with in no way other than by adapting the laws and

institutions of the country to the social changes that may

take place; and, finally, commend the task to, and invoke

for its performance, the wisdom of the future patriot!

That the wisdom of the Revolutionary Fathers and

their teachings are not lost upon their successors, the ap
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pearance and growth of the Nationalist movement demon

strate. The voice of Madison has reached our generation.

The patriots in the revolution now impending and equally

important with that of a hundred years ago will be on hand.



KARL MARX



“In the social production which men carry

on they enter into definite relations that are

indispensable and independent of their will;

these relations of production correspond to

a definite stage of development of their

material powers of production. The sum ‘to

tal of these relations of production consti

tutes the economic structure of society—the

real foundation, on which rise legal and po

litical superstructures and to which correspond

definite forms of social consciousness. The

mode of production in material life determines

the general character of the social, political and

spiritual processes of life. It is not the con

sciousness of men that determines their exist

ence, but, on the contrary, their social exist

ence determines their consciousness. At a cer

tain stage of their development, the material

forces of production in society come in con

flict with the existing relations of production,

or—what is but a legal expression for the same

thing—with the property relations within

which they had been at work before. From

forms of development of the forces of produc

tion these relations turn into their fetters.

Then comes the period of social revolution.”

—KARI, MARX.
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Karl Marx

(Daily People, May 4, 1913.)

Above the dust raised by the recent speeches of Vice

President Marshall, the answers attempted by his critics, his

replies, rejoinders and surrejoinders on the subject of “the

rich.”—above that thick dust there rises, majestic, the giant

intellectual figure of Karl Marx—above the confused con

troversy there is heard, clear as a bell, the scientific note of

Marxism.

The Labor Movement, or, be it, the Social Question, is

not a phenomenon of date as recent in America as it would

seem. It arose about ninety years ago. Nevertheless,

first the war with Mexico and thereby the opening of

further and vast natural opportunities; thereupon the dis

covery of gold in California; the Civil War in the Sixties;

the subsequent acquisition of the Hawaiian Islands; the

speedily following discovery of gold in Alaska; then the war

with Spain and the consequent annexation of Porto Rico on

the Atlantic and of the broader acres of the Philippines on

the Pacific; last but not least, the Canal venture on the

Isthmus—these, not to mention minor intermediary incid

-ents, were the forces of varying power, recurring at inter

vals of varying length, that successively “laid on the table”

the motion of the Social Question which was first made in

the Twenties of the last century. To be sure, each successive
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time the motion was supposed to be permanently “tabled,”

yet was it as regularly and persistently again “taken from

the table” at each successively recurring interval—taken

from the table with an ever increasing “vote” in the affir

mative, until now the slininess of the “vote” in the negative

may be gauged by the insignificance of the only two States

carried last November by Mr. Taft. Today the motion is

now in permanence “before the house”; it is the only mo

tion.

Epoch-marking in the discussion was the book of Ed

ward Bellamy, “Looking Backward”—a curious work on

social science, seeing its teachings were threaded with a love

story; a unique romance, seeing it was essentially sociologic.

Down to the Nationalist Movement, to which “Looking

Backward” gave the impulse in 1889, and since the days of

Thomas Skidmore, which may be said to have seen the tan

gible start of the Social Question, the motion presented by

the same bore two characteristics—the distinct note of Rev

olution, and glaring crudity of thought. The Nationalist

Movement was the connecting link between the crude, tho’

Revolutionary Past, and the Revolutionary, but no longer

crude, Present. The difference consisted in the Marxism

that stamps the present.

From the older, hence more experienced civilization of

Europe, the breath of Collectivism was breathed into the

land. With the device “Proletarians of all countries, unite!”,

Collectivism itself had cast off the early Communistic ves

tiges with which it was at first clothed and Marxism made

its appearance here as Socialism, as the compilation of the

economic, ethnic and sociologic principles around which a

vast Movement was crystallizing on the opposite shores of

the Atlantic.
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It goes without saying that the appearance of Marxism

in America denoted a ripening of Social conditions away

from the conditions known to the “Revolutionary Fathers.”

In the measure that Evolution was plowing the field for

Revolution, and in the measure that Evolution was recruit

ing, even organizing, the forces for the Social Revolution,

the Capitalist Class “threw up breastworks”—met the argu

ments of the approaching Revolution with counter-argu

ments. The crudities of the arguments of the pre-Marxian

days furnished the counter-arguments with welcome han

dles. The “handles” grew fewer and fewer in the measure

that Marxism “took possession.” From year to year the

clash narrowed down more and more to Marxism and anti

Marxism.

Today it is Marxism against “the field,” or, “the field”

against Marxism, the multitudinous anti-Marxist theories

making common cause against Marxism. ... •

Which is right; hence, to which belongs the future?

Altho’ the dictum of John Stuart Mill—“Social science

is not an exact science”—is more sweeping than the facts

warrant, this much is true: Social science is not, like the

exact sciences, subject to demonstration in advance. Is,

then, man left wholly without guidance, condemned to floun

der about in the wilderness, and by accident only to strike

the path that leads out of the woods? Not at all—at least

rot our generation.

Altho' not directly demonstrable, like a proposition in

Euclid, sociologic theories are more or less quickly amenable

to a touch-stone that is the test of SCIENCE. What is the

touch-stone? It is Prescience—the power to foresee. Not

one of the sociologic theories advanced today but has lived

long enough to be brought to the touch:—has it foreseen
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correctly —has it not f If it has, it is scientific, and true;

if it has not, it is nonsense and false. If it has foreseen cor

rectly, then may it be safely banked upon as a cardinal

principle, like any mathematical theorem; if it has not fore

seen correctly, then should it be discarded as a chimera.

Brought to the touch, is Marxism scientific 2

Marxism is the sociologic tenet, which, synthetically

combining ethnology and political economy, and, proceed

ing from the theory of the Law of Value, established by it

self, follows the law through its numerous ramifications,

and arrived at the conclusion that the material goal of civil

ized existence is an abundance of wealth for all producible

and produced without arduous toil by any; that the social

structure requisite to reach the goal, is dictated by the pro

gressive mechanism of wealth-production, that social struc

ture being the Co-operative Commonwealth—a common

wealth which substitutes “political government,” govern

ment by political agents, with “industrial government,” gov

ernment by the representatives of the organized useful in

dustries of the Nation; and that broadening and deepening

mass-pauperization, with the consequent enslavement to an

ever more plethorically wealthy economic oligarchy, is the

inevitable outcome of the continued private ownership of

the natural and social requisite for production.

Thus does Marxism foresee and foretell.

How does anti-Marxism?

Anti-Marxism foretells that the social and political insti

tutions raised by the Fathers will be forever; it maintains

that they are the last word of socio-political evolution, and it

surmounts \he Constitution with the motto: “Esto perpetua’’

—so shall it be forevermore.

Anti-Marxism—unmindful of the warning of James
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Madison that the time would come when a majority of our

people would be propertiless and without the hope of ac

quiring property—foretells that involuntary poverty is a

phenomenon impossible under the Stars and Stripes.

Anti-Marxism, speaking through the mouth of the A.

F. of L., asserts the present and foretells the continued

“brotherly relations” between Capital and Labor. -

Anti-Marxism, speaking through Protection, foretells

prosperity from a high tariff and dear goods, profited from

by Brother Labor and Brother Capital alike.

Anti-Marxism, speaking through Free Trade, foretells

prosperity from a low tariff and cheap goods, a bountiful

ness to be shared in reciprocity by Bother Labor and Brother

Capital.

Anti-Marxism, speaking through Finance, foretells

universal well-being, one day from a gold standard, another

day from a silver standard, now from an “elastic currency.”

Anti-Marxism, speaking through its ecclesiasticals,

foretells peace on earth from “Godliness,” and denounces as

“un-Godly” the theorizers who maintain the existence of

classes and class war.

Unnecessary to extend the list. Whatever the special

complexion of the anti-Marxist, one basic feature all have

in common, instinctively in common, a veritable Free Ma

sonry, all reject the Marxian Law of Value, along with its

consequent theory of the unbridgeable, irreconcilable, and

irrepressible Struggle of Classes, UPON THE REJEC

TION OF WHICH EACH PLANT'S HIS SPECIAL

THEORY, speedily to see the prognostics drawn therefrom

come to grief. They prove better things. With the regu

larity of clockwork worse has followed and is following, as
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illustrated, just now, by the spasins of both Vice-President

Marshall and all his bourgeois critics.

Events refute anti-Marxism, and demonstrate it the

opposite of Science. From each recurring refutation of

anti-Marxism, and demonstration of its unscientific foun

dation and spirit, Marxism itself rises re-confirmed; its

scientific merits re-demonstrated; taller in inches, stronger

of voice; with ever more ears catching its vibrant, clear note;

ever more hearts warming and minds rescued from the

Slough of Despond by the lofty sentiments its truths in

spire; ever larger masses marshalling under its banner.

In the meantime, official economists, and other pension

aries of capitalism, writhing with the cold steel of Marxian

science in the vitals of their theories, hide their rage in the

wrinkle of a sneer at Marx.
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That this [ socially necessary labor

time ] is really the foundation of the

exchangeable value of all things, ex

cepting those which can not be in

creased by human industry, is a doc

trine of the utmost importance in

political economy ; for from

source do so many errors, and

much difference of opinion in that

science proceed as from the vague

ideas which are attached to the word

value.

-DAVID RICARDO .
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PREFACE

are

The debate, the report of which is contained in these pages,

was held ibefore the University Extension Society of Philadel

phia on January 27, 1913. The debate was reported steno

graphically and is published without either of the participants

having read or revised the manuscript. There therefore

necessarily some rough places which appear, which otherwise

would have been smoothed out. Such places, however, are very

few , and should interpose no difficulty to the reader.

The debate itself, which was supposed to be on the “trust

problem, ” soon turned into a debate on Capitalism versus So

cialism , as it inevitably had to do. The trust problem is but

one of the many manifestations of a social order which is se

riously out of joint, and as none of the manifestations or social

phenomena can be grasped without understanding the law of

value, the debate soon resolved itself into a debate on value, sup

ply and demand, and the various corollaries. Mr. Berry, though

an able and skilled debater, soon " dashed his head against it,”

[ the law of value] to use an expression of De Leon's.

As for the rest, the debate is interesting for the participation

of two able and scholarly men, and it has interest beyond the

exigencies of the moment, since the battle will continue to rage,

with the “trust problem ” more aggravated, with the condition

of the working class becoming worse and worse, and with that

class which Mr. Berry typifies, the middle class, being ground

into powder between these two millstones in society.

The booklet is herewith commended to the thoughtful student

and reader.

The Publishers.





De Leon - Berry Debate..

CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS.

STEWART WOOD.

The University Extension has adopted this year the practice

of having debates on subjects of political and public interest,

something a little different from the lectures of former years ,

and tonight presents to you in juxtaposition two subjects, both

of which are certainly live topics, those of Socialism and the

trust problem .

I can remember nearly forty years ago, when I was a young

man in Berlin, visiting some of the “revolutionists of the chair, "

as they called the professorial Socialists of that time, and one

of them saying to me, “ You will be having Socialism in Amesica

soon .” I was a little disposed to scoff at it. At that time So

cialism , as it was understood in Europe, was a thing practically

unknown here. We did have a gentle kind of Socialists, who in

a way were very logical. They formed little communities of

their own , where they withdrew quietly from the world to lead

their gentle lives according to their own theories. Such were

the followers of Robert Owen, the Shaker Settlement, tihe Brook

Farm , and so on . Those examples will always prove and re

main classical examples, both of some of the fine points in hu

man nature to which Socialism does make an appeal, and also

of the practical difficulties which exist in human nature for

making it a success, and for which the Socialists will have to

find some remedy if their views are to prevail.

We have with us tonight a Socialist of a very different type

from those I spoke of as having existed in early days in Amer

ica. He does not come to you with a torch or with dynamite,

but he does come bearing radical views of philosophic Socialism.

I take pleasure in introducing to you Mr. De Leon, of New York .



2 DE LEON-BERRY DEBATE.

DIRECT PRESENTATION .

DANIEL DE LEON .

Ladies and Gentlemen :

The subject I was invited to discuss here tonight was the so

lution of the trust problem , and as I am known to be a Socialist

I realized that I was invited to present the Socialist position ,

which is the Socialist solution . I am not forgetful of the fact

that I am speaking here under the auspices of the University

Extension , and that my audience may be supposed to have en

joyed the advantages of college training . We who have gone

through college are aware that words cannot be understood un

less we go to their roots. It is with words and terms as with a

ship. The ship is anchored, but according to the streams and the

winds it may drift to the north or to the south of its anchorage,

to the east or to the west. By following the anchor we ascer

tain where that ship is anchored. It is so with terms, especially

with so -called technical terms.

The word “ trust" is a technical term. It has a surface mani

festation . It cannot be approached, it cannot be understood, let

alone the solution therefor presented, unless we trace that word

down to the anchor which the term is fastened to . I shall there

fore invite your attention to an argument. I do not come with

rhetoric. I do not come with oratory. The times are serious,

very serious, and it is thought that is going to help us out. The

anchor on which the trust question is fastened is that law of po

litical economy known as the law of value. I wish right here

to say that that law has been fought by all the elements of mod

ern capitalist society, and they have dashed their heads against

it. But at such critical moments as the Bryan campaign of 1896

it was to that law that they had to cling for refuge, and it was

a page from Socialist literature that furnished the excellent

speeches with which to overthrow the Bryanistic absurdity of

free coinage of silver regardless of international trade.

What, then , is that law ? I see no blackboard here, and I shall

have to make my illustration short. It must appeal to your

memory . The law of value establishes that merchandise has a
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value according to the amount of labor power crystallized in it

and socially necessary for its reproduction. That is inhesive,

and yet much depends upon the correct understanding of that

position, because that law is the social dynamo that is causing

the upheaval throughcut the civilized world . To understand that

law , I shall give you an illustration .

Take yourselves back some hundred years when this country

began its independent career . Imagine a person weaving doth

here. She wove cloth with an old -style loom , that is to say, old

style compared with what we have today, a ldom that they then

had. You want to suppose that the person wove one yard of

cloth a week . That was doing pretty well. The labor socially

necessary to produce that yard of cloth was one week's labor,

and that week's labor crystallized in that yard of cloth rendered

the yard exchangeable with any other commodity that required

an equal amount of socially necessary labor. You want to sup

pose that it took just one week to produce ten bushels of po

tatoes. You see the subject is a commonplace one, and it is well

for you to realize the beauty of these commonplace facts. Then

it follows from the law of value, that one yard of cloth was the

equivalent of ten bushels of potatoes in the market, and that one

yard exchanged for those ten bushels, and vice versa .

But the progress of machinery presently enabled some one to

produce two yards of cloth during one week. The consequence

was that the exchange value of the cloth was no longer one

week's labor but half a week's labor, or one yard of cloth was

equal no longer to ten bushels of potatoes but was equal to five

bushels. The exchange value being determined by the socially

necessary amount of labor crystallized in the production of those

commodities, rendered lower the value of the cloth ; and the pro

ducer of the cloth , who before exchanged that one yard for ten

bushels of potatoes, was compelled, if he wanted to have pota

toes, to exchange his yard no longer for ten bushels but for five,

because no longer was the whole week socially necessary to pro

duce it. Someone else was producing cloth in half the time.

To make a long story short, as the machine or the tool of pro
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duction improved, the time came when during that week no long

er one yard of cloth, no longer two yards of cloth , but 1000 yards

of cloth were produced. The time necessary to produce potatoes

not having changed, and if it had it would come down to the

same thing, the time necessary to produce 1000 yards of cloth

having been one week , it follows that 1000 yards of cloth are

equal in value to the ten bushels of potatoes, so that he (or she )

who was producing with the old- style loom and could only bring

forth one yard during that week , had to limit himself to the one

one-thousandth part of one bushel a week, in other words, had

either to starve or throw the loom on the scrap heap and go out

and sell himself as a wage slave. That is the law of value. As

I said before, capitalism and its professors have been trying to

overthrow it, and wise they are to try to overthrow it, because

that is the central point that, once understood, all chimeras drop ;

that, once understood, all halfway measures are appreciated at

their real value.

Under the social pot from which issues the trust there is this

law, and all of you who have understood the comparison I have

just made will be able to follow me when I come to that improv

ed method of production which is known as the trust today.

The trust must be stripped of all its accidental circumstances ,

such things as watered stock , such things as agreements be

tween gentlemen or non -gentlemen, such things as chicanery

and bribery of politicians. These are poultices that help the

thing along, but they are not characteristics of the thing. To

understand the thing we must eliminate all these, and what we

then see in the trust is a contrivance of production which car

ries out that evolution I mentioned before with regard to the

loom , and carries it to a state of perfection that we may almost

consider final. The trust is that device, that tool of production ,

which, incited by the law of value, enables production to be car

ried on more and more plentifully, with less and less waste. The

trust , accordingly, is essentially a contrivance of production, a

tool of production .

How is that problem going to be met ? Just as soon as that re
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markable tool presents itself, that gigantic tool that enables

production to be carried on with so much swiftness, with so lit

tle waste, just as soon as that tool presents itself on earth a new

issue also presents itself, or rather is seen . The question of the

history of the tool is civilization turned out. The tool of produc

tion is the yard stick by which to measure the advance of man

from the earliest savagery to his present condition . The human

being is the only one that is born toolless, and therefore help

less. Every other animal is born with implements it needs to

grub its existence out of nature . The meanest spider has all it

needs. The smallest rat has all it needs. The eagle has his

beak, the tiger and lion their fangs and claws, the beaver that

remarkable tail of his.

Go through the whole gamut of animals and you will find that

each one of them is born supplied with the tool that it needs.

Man alone is born toolless, and at that stage of his existence he

is the most helpless of all animals . He is the sport of nature.

Nature has her foot upon his neck , makes him her toy, afflicts

him with drouth one day and drowns him with flood the next,

one day blesses him with abundance and the next afflicts him

with dearth . No animal goes through that experience . Man

does, and he rises from that by slow degrees in the measure

that he fashions the tools with which to fight nature. With

his bare fingers at first he has to eke out his existence. Prez

ently he places his hands upon the tool , and with the tool, per

fecting it by little and little , he reaches that point which is the

point that civilization has advanced to, the point when wealth

can be produced so abundantly and with so little toil that all the

citizens can enjoy the leisure with healthy exercise which only

affluence can afford . That being the case , that the tool is the

weapon for human freedom and the perfection of the tool is the

symbol of the capability of the human race for freedom , it can

not be denied that the element of society which today has no

tocl of production is no better off than our barbarian and sav

age ancestors 25,000 years ago.

The working class today is toolless. Their tool is owned by
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the class that has appropriated it, by historic methods that I

shall not here go into. At any rate , the history of the tool es

tablishes this principle , that the tool is the means for human

emancipation from the thrall of nature, and he who owns that

tool is a free man. He wilio does not is a slave, originally of na

ture and now of the class that does own it. When we see and

weigh that position , then we are enabled to approach the sub

ject of the solution of the trust. We have here a giant that is

instinct with good , and yet, seeing that it raises such a rumpus,

it evidently does harm . How is that problem to be solved ?

Right here a number of propositions present themselves. I

shall take up only those that recognize the significance of the

tool, that is, those propositions that somehow or another stand

planted upon the law of value. One proposition we will call the

proposition of love and affection and habits of thought. It sees

the trust redounding to the benefit of the few . It sees the mil

lionaire heiresses multiplying and purchasing nobility for their

husbands, while the masses of the people are in deplorable and

increasingly deplorable salvery . That element sees that the po

litical government is helpful to the trust. That element says ,

"Smash the trust.” It says, “ Let us return politics to the peo

ple.” Those who propose that solution do not understand the

meaning of a tool. If the trust were to be smashed it would

mean sending us back to that stage where the abundance of

wealth was not producible without excessive toil, where the

abundance of wealth was not possible in quantities large enough

to afford well-being to all. Those who propose to smash the

trust recognize the power of the tool, but do not understand its

mission. To those we say , the trust cannot be smashed be

cause all the powers of civilization are making toward promot

ing the operation of trusts . We say, even if the trust could be

smashed we should not smash it, because by smashing it we

would throw civilization back .

Another proposition is this, control the trusts. This element

recognizes that the trust is valuable, but it says, “ It does do

some mischief. Let us legislate around it .” Twenty years ago
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when that proposition was first presented, we Socialists showed

that it was impracticable. Today no one should deny the im

practicability thereof. To control a trust is like controlling a

tiger. To control a trust is to make believe, because the prac .

tical result of all attempts to control the trust has been to have

those laws broken . Attempts to control the trust resemble an

attempt to hold back a fiery horse by the tail, with the only re

sult that the laws that are passed to control the horse are kick

ed to splinters, and the splinters serve no other purpose than as

pastry for corporation lawyers to grow fat upon .

Now comes the third proposition. That comes from those who

realize that the trust must not be destroyed . It comes from

those who realize that the trust cannot be controlled . They pro

pose to nationalize the trust, and that is the scheme that has the

abnormal name of State Socialism . The trust problem

throws its light upon this development, that today has reached

that point where the political government must be overthrown,

when legislation cannot and must not be conducted by an organ

ism that is separate and apart from the productive capability of

man. Congress, the President, and all our judges may die to

morrow and not a wheel of production would stop running. That

sort of government is political government.

It is said that the solution of the trust lies in the overthrow

of the political government and the institution in place of the

political government of the industrial government, the govern

ment made up of the representatives of the organized industries

of the nation , the wiping out of the state lines, and the institu

tion in lieu of the state lines of the industries. Instead of hav

ing the state of Pennsylvania we would have the industry of

railroads, the industry of mines, the industry of weaving , the

industry of food production , and so forth ; and the represent

atives of those industries, representing the working people

in those industries, would constitute the government, and

that government would then own and control those instruments

of production that civilization needs. But State Socialism , which

is justly called half-baked Socialism , would put into the hands
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of the political State, the State which consists of capitalists, the

management of industry. In other words , it would put in their

hands aduitional powers to tyrannize the people .

If I have any time left I wish to sum up in a few words . So

cialism demands, as the only solution of the trust problem, the

overthrow of the political State and its substitution with the in

dustrial State . It demands this because the trust should not if

it could , and could not if it would, be destroyed ; and the trust

cannot be saved for the people unless the people own it and con

trol it through those who work , and not through politicians,

whose only mission in civilization has been to keep the working

class in subjugation.

In closing, I hope that my opponent, if he opposes this con

clusion , will state whether he accepts the law of exchange

value . If he does not, why not ? If he does , how can he deny the

inevitableness of the perfected tool of production ? If he does

not deny that, how will he explain that course of civilization

which Lewis H. Morgan, the leading American writer on eth

nology, has proclaimed the future of society ; namely, that social

institutions and social associations will overthrow the political

State and establish the industrial State. You have come to list

en . I can assure you that no one will listen to my distinguished

opponent with greater attention than I , and as I have no hobby

to serve, and this one purpose: to promote that system of gov

ernment that will enable man to have what belongs to him, that

will enable woman to enjoy her dignity , that will enable child

hood to enjoy its pleasures , if my distinguished opponent can

bring any point of reason to overthrow my position , no one will

be more thankful than I to hear it .

CHAIRMAN.

STEWART WOOD .

Ladies and gentlemen :

You have undoubtedly listened with interest to this scholarly

statement of the views of the Socialist scholars, and we will

now listen to a presentation from a gentleman who has been a
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captain of industry and is a captain of industry himself, and has

been operating under conditions or individual management of

industry. I need not introduce one to you who is your neighbor,

and who has played so conspicuous à part in restoring the self

respect of Pennsylvanians when they think of their state govern

ment. I have the pleasure of introducing the Honorable Wil

liam H. Berry.

FIRST PRESENTATION .

WILLIAM H. BERRY .

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:

I am extremely gratified to have had the opportunity of list

ening to the presentation of the argument that my friend has

advanced . I am extremely sorry that I am compelled to differ

with him at the very outset. I would like to go along with him

as far as I can, and I think I will begin at the back end of his

address , in order that I may go with him a while . I join with

him, and with every Sccialist who complains of the injustice of

existing conditions. I am not here to make any apology for the

rank and gross injustice that is rife throughout our civilization,

but when it comes to the matter of presenting a remedy, a way

out of those difficulties, I feel myself unable to follow the rea

soning of any of the Socialists . I was in hopes I might find

something on the part of the brother who has just spoken that

would be essentially different from anything I had previously

heard. I have, however, been disappointed in that particular.

I want to preface my remarks by his statement. Mr. De Leon

assumes that commercial or exchange value is determined by

the cost of production , by the labor concentrated in the produc

tion of an article. I am compelled to deny that statement in

toto. The cost of production does not now, never did , and never

can determine exchange value. It never did, does not now , and

never can do it. The thing that determines exchange value is

the law of supply and demand . The amount, the quantity of a

product which is offered in the market in exchange for other
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things, as compared to the quantity of other things which are

offered in exchange for it, will determine how much of one will

go for the other, absolutely regardless of what it cost to produce

either one . Cost of production ultimately, in the long run , and

in those things which come to be of daily use, will have a con

trolling influence upon the quantity of products, ibut until it

does it is absolutely powerless to determine anything in regard

to exchange value. It must first work upon quantity before it

does anything at all with the value. That is in harmony with

the profoundest philosophy of human life. If it were not so, it

would not have persisted through all the ages. These things

which persist age through, age long, you may take for granted

are ingrained in the very system . The reason that that is true

is because the ideal man is a free man . Patrick Henry said , “ I

do not know what course others may pursue, but as for me, give

me liberty or give me death. ” Put me off the planet if I can

not be free. I never recited that old speech when I was a boy

that it did not go from center to circumference of my entire be

ing. I believe it to be true, and man is impossible without free

dom .

There is no merit or demerit possible in any action that is not

volition . I care not how exemplary one's conduct may be, if it

is not from choice there is no merit resident in it. I once ad

dressed an audience of 1,500 men . The most exemplary conduct

I ever saw was practiced by them , universally , absolutely up to

date, every one of them in every particular. I could not find a

single fault with any of them . They were in the Eastern pen

itentiary. There was no merit in anything they did . They did

it perforce. So I hold that in order that we may have a man at

all, we must have a free man , a man who makes choice.

Now , we come into this world, all of us. This world is the

Elivironment, this land, these natural opportunities, are the en

vironments of our existence. Two things, of course , are always

to be considered in the development of any living organism :

heredity and environment. I would like to take time to trace

the heredity of this race to where I believe it originated, in the
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mind of the Eternal God. I differentiate between a man and

any other creature, not on the ground of his being toolless when

he comes into the world, but on the ground that he has the

stamp of Deity placed upon him , in that he is a free agent and

shall determine for himself what he shall do and how he shall

do it.

But we come into this environment. Here are a lot of tasks.

In some places it is easier to work than it is in others. Some

tasks are very pleasant to some people, not always to every

body. I know a fellow that would rather work around a plant,

fool around with a spade, dig among the worms and raise

flowers and vegetables, than do any other thing on earth . I

would not. He has no competitor when it comes to me.

not bothering with his job. There are other jobs I would rather

do for nothing than to be paid for doing some jobs. Some things

are more excellent to some people than they are to others, so

that if we are to have free men, and if we are to have men

who follow the impulse implanted by the Creator, if they shall

develop in full, we must let them choose. If this fellow wants

to raise flowers, let him raise them . But if flower -raising looks

good to one fellow it is very likely to look good to somebody

else. If there is no irksome feature in the task , if it is clean,

wholesome, pleasant, a whole lot of people will likely choose

that occupation. On the contrary, there is another task over

here that is anything but pleasant. It has got to be done, but

it is hard work . It has nothing attractive about it. There is

more or less of dirt and discomfort necessarily associated with

it . Some fellows may choose it. Some fellows may rather do

that than do the other, but most of us would not. So as a con

sequence a great many people will choose the less irksome task,

and very few people will choose the more irksome task .

As a consequence , flowers come into the market in great

quantities, not in great abundance because they can raise a

flower quicker than this fellow can wheel a wheelbarrow of

stone. Not so . It is not the case at all. The labor involved

may be the same, but a whole lot of people want to do this par

m
e
n
o
n
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ticular work . They do it in abundance and come forward with

flowers in great abundance . This other thing over here, which

is extremely necessary, but which involves irksome effort, comes

scarce, and as a natural, necessary, inevitable consequence,

flowers, no matter what they cost in the way of effort and time

to produce them , will exchange, a whole lot of them for very

little of this other thing on the other side. That is the natural

process. If left to itself the easy job will always get the poor

est pay . The hard job will always get the most pay. That is

what ought to happen, but I ought to be perfectly free to choose,

so far as I am concerned , which of those jobs I will work at.

That ought to be left to me, not to you or anybody else. It

should be a matter for me to determine. That is one thing I in

sist upon. I am going to choose my job. I would rather starve

at certain occupations than be a millionaire in some others. I

insist upon it that I can only do my best work and only rise to

th? highest possible levels for me to attain when I have chosen

congenial employment, no matter what it is.

We have the trust problem confronting us . What is the matter

with the trusts ? I have no fault to find with the trust on ac

count of its size ; not at all. I have no fault to find with the

trust on account of its efficiency ; not at all. I am perfectly satis

fied that up to a certain extent the assembling of large capital

and widely co -ordinated effort into some one industry , results,

just as my friend here has said , in some very desirable and very

proper things. I would perhaps define it a little differently from

the way he does. I would call it more a manifestation of the

division of labor, the specialization which goes on and marks it,

as he says, as the index of human advancement, not exactly and

solely the improvement of tools, but largely the improvement of

the skill and ability due to specialization and the direction of the

effort of the individual in some one direction .

If there is anything the matter with the trust, what is it ?

There is only one thing. There is only one characteristic of the

trust that I think we want to try to get rid of, and that is the one

thing that strikes at the very heart of humanity, monopoly. That
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is all. What is monopoly ? Let me give you a definition . Mon

opoly is anything in existence, man -made or natural, that pre

vents the free flow of effort into any channel of production .

That is what it is and that is all it is, if by any process whatso

ever it prevents the free flow of effort. I mean freedom to flow

to any channel of activity you please. What is its opposite ?

Competition . What is competition ? That is the thing that is at

the bottom of the trust proposition which I am opposed to, and

which I think the thoughtful mind of the time is determined to

eradicate. Monopoly , the miasma. It is the cankerworm that is

at the bottom of this entire situation . It is responsible for every

evil with which we are afflicted .

Let me in just a few minutes illustrate its operation. It has

its special field of operation in three particular directions. In

the first place, in land, using the term in the broad sense which

takes in all natural opportunities. Suppose, for instance, we get

before us a com
ommunity that we can see all around. Crusoe alone

on his island, of course , is obliged to do everything for himself.

He is jack of all trades and master of none. He never knows

how to do anything well because he has so many things to do he

never becomes master of anything. In consequence , the 'hats he

makes are of no account. The shoes he makes are bunglesome

and bother him more than they do him good , many times.

Let one hundred men assemble with him on the island. Now

they specialize. Each takes up some one particular branch of

production . One makes hats, another shoes, another coats, and

so on. By concentration of effort, by study of the particular

things of which he makes a life business, he becomes expert.

True, he improves his tool, too. The tools are a factor and a

large factor, but they are not the only factor. The improvement

of the man is the most important factor, in my judgment. I

have seen lots of tools . I was looking just the other day in

amazement at the Merganthaler type -setting machine, and I

want to tell you it never set a type on earth and never will until

there is a man there to handle it. There is a man involved in ev

ery one of these propositions. No matter how complicated the
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tool is, there is a man , and his development comes about by his

specialized attention to some particular thing. He becomes skill

ed. This man produces a hat in a day which it took old Crusoe

a week to make, and it is a far better hat than he ever had. This

man produces a pair of shoes in a da that it took Crusoe a week

to make, and better shoes than Crusoe ever saw . But with the

specialization of labor comes in immediately the necessity of ex

change of products. The shoemaker cannot wear shoes all over

him. Our feminine friends nowadays seem to be able to wear al

most any old thing in the shape of a hat, but there is a limit even

to the power of our lady friends to wear everything on earth

on their heads. He cannot clothe himself entirely with this par

ticular thing , so he must exchange products with his neighbor.

I want to stop right here for a second and illustrate one of the

things which doubtless my friend will raise. He has not raised

it as yet, but every Socialist I ever heard talk does raise it ; that is

the question of profit. I want to show you that this hat maker,

bringing a hat over to the shoemaker, will say, "Here, will you

trade even ? ” Enough said, they trade. The hatmaker going back

with a pair of shoes, chuckles to his neighbor, “ Look at the shoes

I got. I got a pair of shoes 'here I could not have made in a week ,

and got them for a hat I made in a day. Look at the rake -off I

got on that deal. ” The shoemaker , going home to his chum,

says, “ Look at the hat I got, a good hat I could not have made in

a week. I got it for a pair of shoes I made in a day. Look how

I skinned that fellow on that deal , the tremendous profit. ” Both

of them got together and exchanged products.

Some Socialists seem to think one of the great evils against

which we labor is profit taking. I do not. I want to tell you that

profit taking is the grandest thing in the proposition. I want

to tell you that civilization today, and all that beautifies the

earth today, is accumulated profit. Had there been no profit,

this building would not have been here. All that is accumulated

is profit, and it does not scare me after it gets in that position .

Our Socialist friends call it capital, and get awfully scared when

they get to calling it that. I am not afraid of it at all. The only
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trouble about it is that too few people own it. It is the segrega

tion of it in the hands of a few that is doing damage. How has

it been done ? In almost every single instance through the op

eration of monopoly somewhere in some shape or other. So that

when I am seeking a remedy for the trust question, I want to go

to the root of the matter and bring up monopoly.

Suppose in the primitive community of ours, by some process

or other, the shoemakers got 'hold of the section of land that rais

ed all the leather, and there could not be any leather raised any

where else, and that society had been harnessed with some kind

of agreement that gave the owners of that land the title in fees

so that they could say to everybody else, "Keep off !" Don't yom

see that, the population growing,'it would all have to concentrate

in the hat and coat business and elsewhere. But the shoe busi

ness would be cutting out the shoes in the old quantity , and, hats

coming out in double quantity, one pair of shoes would get two

hats. They would have the same labor, the same effort, but the

monopoly that surrounds this shoemaking industry , that prevents

the free flow of effort into that channel, simply banks up an ar

tificial value by operating on the quantity, entirely indifferent

to the cost of production.

By that process, the monopolization of natural opportunity in

the first place, we have permitted a few of our people to absorb

all the profit of all our industry, while the great mass of our

people have very little, and we are fulminating against the trust

because of the name of it in some cases, and for various undi

gested reasons, but at the bottom the one indictment

bring against the trust is that it prevents competition, for it is

not a trust in any hurtful sense until it can prevent competition ,

and when it can then it has got us by the throat, and until it cax

it is as 'harmless as we are. I propose that the monopoly in na

tural opportunities shall be destroyed ; not remedied , but abse

lutely destroyed . I do not believe that title to a single square

inch of the face of God's green earth can be justified anywhere

today. There is not a single title of record today that cannot be

traced back to some physical giant that either murdered the 1.2

we can
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who had it before, or drove him off of it, and kept other people

off by force, and took it and wrote the title to it in the blood of

his fellows.

Second, transportation . People cannot exchange their prod

ucts unless they can get together . If there is a chasm between

the shoemaker and the hatmaker they cannot produce as special

ists. They cannot do it. They cannot improve. Improvement

there is impossible. This man must go back and do everything,

and then he never does anything well. Suppose I am permitted

by the community to open a road and build a bridge across this

chasm , and then I am permitted to sit there and collect toll from

the fellow that crosses this way and the fellow that crosses that

way . I will get them coming and going, both of them . If I am

given a monopoly of transportation , unless there is free entry of

competitive effort in the transportation of goods, the segrega

tion of all the profits on all the industries of people that cross it

will finally land in the pockets of the toll -gate keeper. So that

I will direct your attention, 'second, to the evils of the transpor

tation system .

There is no evil in one of these magnificent locomotives that

pull a hundred cars across the Rocky Mountains ; nothing wrong

about that, nothing wrong about one thousand or ten thousand

miles of railway ; nothing wrong at all about any of it except

monopoly. Whenever you get down to where the prevention of

competition enters then the devilment enters, so that your atten

tion should be directed to the dissolution of the monopolistic fea

tures of transportation , whatever they are. Open up competition

upon it. It is the one thing that will cure the situation. There

is still another . This is one I wish I had about an hour to talk

about. It is not the primary one in point of historic precedence.

It is not even secondary, but while it is tertiary in point of his

toric sequence, it is primary in point of momentary imminence.

I went into the Eastern penitentiary on the occasion I told you

about. They led me through the outside gate and looked it. We

went on in. They let us through the gate of the building, took

us through and looked it. We went on in . They took us to an

1
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man on

inner cell apartment, unlocked that, let us in and locked it be

hind us. There we were with a threefold lock between us and

liberty. Suppose we had begun to fulminate and say, “ Here, the

thing that is troubling us here now is the outside gate. It is

troubling us. We are not going to get away until we open that

gate ." Suppose we had said, “ It is the gate to the main building

that is troubling us. We are never going to get out until we

open that.” But we will never get to those gates until we unlock

the cell door first. The thing that is right next to us , the thing

that has got us in such an iron grip today, is the monopoly in

currency . That is the thing we are up against today.

I want to make this statement here and now , without fear of

successful contradiction , there is no unwillingly idle

God's green earth today that does not owe his present inability

to find work at profitable wages , wages representing every par

ticle of product that he himself produces, to the monopoly of our

rency that exists in this country today. I am prepared to de

fend that proposition at length and show you very briefly how it

works. We come finally to changing these products around , and

pick out one of them as the most convenient for a medium of ex

change, the current commödity, so to speak. By and by we at

tach the power of law to it, and say , "If you owe anybody any

thing this is the thing that you have got to get in order to pay

it.” The minute you do that you do not set up monopoly there,

but you make possible the most dangerous monopoly that con

fronts the race . Why ? Simply for this reason : When you have

done that you have set by law a monopoly which prevents the

free flow of effort into the production of this particular com

modity , which alone in all the scope of our product is empower

ed to cancel debt. That is, the only way you can get away from

a creditor is by coughing up the money. I do not care what else

you have got, get the money or you cannot get away from the

creditor. Whenever you make it difficult to produce the money ,

then you make it difficult to get away from the creditor. Let us

see where that leads you , especially taking this great jump my

friend is obliged to take, down to the present time, where this
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great institution of currency has come to be one of the equival

ents in every exchange.

One-half of the things that pass from hand to hand in the

world is currency , and when that comes to pass and you are pro

ducing a locomotive, for instance, it is very interesting to see.

Visit the Baldwin locomotive works. There is a magnificent

locomotive, weighing 150 tons, representing the labor of probably

thousands of men. Probably a hundred thousand men in differ

ent ways had something to do with the manufacture of that

great machine. There it was, ready to be put on the market.

There was not a man that had anything at all to do with it from

its very inception in the bowels of the earth as iron ore until its

final delivery into the hands of the engineer, but what got a

piece of money for his efforts. Labor, money . Material, money.

Everything weighed against money in that proposition , so that

finally when the locomotive was ready to be put on the market

it owed the Baldwin locomotive works a certain amount of

money , and that money must be secured for it or the locomotive

works cannot run . Anybody that has ever tried to run a factory

I do not make locomotives, but I tell you I make mud -brick ,

and you cannot make such a simple thing as mud -brick without

paying money to somebody every time you turn over in bed . Ev

ery time you have a brick made you have to get a certain

amount of money for that brick when you sell it, or you are go

ing to the sheriff. I do not care what your business is . What

is it that determines the amount of money that I will secure

for the brick , that Mr. Baldwin wlll for

the locomotive ? Not the cost of making brick ? Oh, my, no. Not

the cost of making the locomotive ? Oh, my, no, by no means, not

or secure

ROW or ever .

The thing that determines how much money will be exchang

ed for the locomotive will depend entirely upon the number of

kocomotives that are in the market offered for money, as com

pared to the amount of money, on the other hand, that is offer

ed for locomotives. That is what will determine how much the

Locomotive brings in the market. Then you discover, as every
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manufacturer in the known world has discovered over and over

again , that if you let your people work all the time in the loco

motive shop or in the brickyard or anywhere else, you will get

more of this kind of stock than that fellow is getting of his, and

the first thing you know a locomotive costing you $20,000 to

make, you have to sell for $ 15,000. Then the sheriff looms up as

big as the whole horizon . Your speed of money production

is determined by law , and when you have limited that the nec

essity rests upon every man to limit the production of locomo

tives and of everything else, and lays back upon the whole race

the necessity of restraining effort, and sets up something that

people miscall competition . They tell me that the people who

stand around the gates of the locomotive works fighting one

another for the first chance to get in there and bidding against

one another to get the job at a less and less wage, are compet

ing. No, no, no more like competition than day is like night.

That is war, and war is hell and nothing but hell, and there is

more of it in that contest than there is in the clinch of armed

forces, and it is set up solely by reason of the presence of mon

opoly .

SECOND SPEECH.

DANIEL DE LEON.

My audience will remember that I stated in the course of my

opening that the law of value which Socialist science has, is a

rock against which the capitalist forces have wisely addressed

their efforts. My distinguished opponent proved that proposi

tion . I also stated that against that rock all opposition has dash

ed its head. I think I can prove to you that my distinguished ad

versary proved that point, too.

My distinguished adversary denied that law of value which

says that the amount of labor crystallized in a commodity estab

lishes its exchange -value. He said exchange- value is established

by supply and demand. Now listen , men and women . If supply

and demand establish value it follows, for instance , that if I pull

with my left hand with 40 -pound force and with my right hand
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.

with 10 -pound force upon a pendulum , that pendulum will lean

toward the left hand. If I pull with my right hand with 50

pound force and with my left hand with 20 -pound force, the pen

dulum will swing toward my right. Supply and demand means

that the larger the supply in relation to the demand the lower

is the value, and the lower the supply the higher is the value. In

other words, if the supply is 50 pounds, which I take in my left,

and the demand is only 20, the value would be toward my left

hand . If toward my right hand the supply is 100

pounds and from my left side the demand is only 10,

the price would be so much lower because the supply is so

much higher. All right, but suppose supply and demand cancel

each other. Suppose the supply and the demand are even . What

becomes of value ? Does it vanish ? No. If I pull with 50 -pound

force that pendulum with my right hand and pull it back with

10 -pound force with my left hand , the pendulum will oscillate to

my right, but if with my right I pull with 10 -pound force and

with my left I pull with 10 -pound force, according to that rea

soning the pendulum would fly into the air. No, the pendulum

will swing obedient to the law of gravity. The law of supply and

demand explains nothing at all because if the elements of sup

ply and demand equal each other, what becomes of value ? That

value is dependent upon the amount of labor power that crystal

lizes in it. I think that point is made clear.

My distinguished friend said that monopoly is the trouble. He

said that monopoly means that the free flow of effort is prevent

ed. I admit that, and I showed why - what it is that brings that

about, namely, that law of industry that produces all that improv

ed machinery, which excludes the man who has not got it. He

said that competition is the remedy, that whatever promotes

competition will destroy that monopoly. He said there is no

trust until competition is prevented. Then he started to tell us

what were the causes of monopoly. He began with land . It is

true he mentioned railroads and it is true he mentioned money .

The money subject is one which needs a special address, but he

began with land monopoly and argued that if a person appro
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priates a certain portion of the earth that is the foundation of

all monopoly. According to him , after having made that as a

condition , money and railroads have not any rope left. If the

ownership of land is what produces monopoly , and if the owner

of that land can tell the other fellow to get off the earth , why

cannot the owner of that land tell the moneyed man and the rail

road man to get off the earth ? That is the single tax theory, a

theory which has to be taken separately and will be the subject

of an address . All I can do in the fifteen minutes left to me is

to puncture that bladder. I will show it to you.

I again repeat, I take it for granted most of you have had a

college education . You know the language, the importance of

language in determining certain facts and the significance

thereof. It is through philology alone, language, that we can

trace the stages of our progress . When our ancestors migrated

from Asia, one branch went into Italy and another went into

Germany. Philology tells us that. Philology may help in this

case to prevent this absurdity of the single tax from extending

any further . I say to you that there is nothing in that theory of

land being the source of monopoly. Conjure to yourselves some

of the leading Revolutionary Fathers. Conjure to yourself the

most eminent of them all, Benjamin Franklin . Conjure before

you the most brilliant, Thomas Jefferson . Conjure before you

the profoundest, James Madison . Ask them , “ Did you hear that

so -and - so was land -poor ? ” Imagine the statement . They would

not know what that meant. They would say, “Man, you are

crazy . Land -poor is a contradiction of terms. He who has land

cannot be poor.” That was the condition then . Today we have

the term land - poor, a term that shows that the thing exists , that

a man can have land and yet be poor as Job . Between the land

and natural opportunity has arisen the tool of production, the

trust monopoly of production. Philology right here comes to our

assistance and tells us of this change in conditions, of that

change in conditions which existed at the time of the Revolu

tionary Fathers, when , land being all that was necessary , the

term land -poor did not exist ; whereas today, when land is no
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longer the foundation for monopoly, when between land and na

tural opportunity has arisen the tool of production, that gigan

tic, perfected contrivance called the trust, land has taken a back

seat. There was a time, according to the single taxers, when

white parasols and elephants mad with pride went with the title

to land. Today we have white parasols and elephants mad with

pride that are no longer in the possession of the landlord . They

are in the possession of the capitalist lord . He owns them , and

the landlord has passed the sceptre over to the capitalist who

owns the capital, and owning the capital, owns the land, because

without that capital the land is inaccessible to him, inaccessible

because of the law of exchange value that renders the labor of

him who has not the necessary capital unproductive. That much

for land monopoly.

As to the money monopoly, it falls together with the land

monopoly. We had Crusoe referred to , a favorite authority with

single taxers. I refer all of you, including my distinguished ad

versary , to the other works of the author of "Robinson Crusoe,”

namely Daniel Defoe . He wrote “ Robinson Crusoe,” but he also

wrote “Dilworth.” If I were a single taxer Crusoe would be the

last man I would mention, because he reminds us of Daniel De

foe, and the mention of Daniel Defoe reminds us of his work

which knocks the single tax sky high . I refer you to his great

work, “ Captain Jack.” He was one of the grand men of Eng

land and was sent over here under indenture, virtually a slave,

and had to work seven years for his master. But his master lov

ed him and appreciated him and said to him one day, “ Jack , you

have served me faithfully for a couple of years. I don't want to

have you to serve me any more. I have lots of land. Beyond is

all the land you want. Go there and help yourself .” The author

of Robinson Crusoe says Captain Jack fell upon his knees before

his master and said, "Master, what have I done to you that you

treat me like that ? What can I do without the implements of

production ? I cannot help myself.”

Daniel Defoe is the man who knocked out the single tax .

He lived at a time when that vagary came up, and it was perfectly
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logical it should come up , because right here I want to say to

you that taxation is a badge of servitude . He who taxes is mas

ter . He who is taxed is slave. The feudal lords owned the land,

consequently the land was not taxed . The movable property of

the bourgeois was taxed . When the bourgeois made a revolu

tion they turned the tables on the feudal lords and said, “ Our

property shall not be taxable . Your land shall bear all taxes.”

Take any given land as a pledge, free that man, and leave cap

ital in the hands of the capitalists, and the capitalists will have

the whole sway . Listen to those who claim that land monopoly

is the foundation of all . Do you think when a farmer puts a

mortgage on his land he does so because he thinks a mortgage

is like a flower-pot ? No, it is the law of exchange- value that

renders it impossible for him to produce, with as little effort, as

plentifully as a fellow who has a reaper and other instruments

of production. As he is bankrupt, he goes cap in hand. He, at

one time the holder of the white parasol and elephant mad with

pride, goes to the banker. The banker looks him all over the

same as the feudal lord looked at the bourgeois. He asks him

many questions so as to make sure . When that landlord, the

owner of that foundation and groundwork of all monopoly, has

passed muster with the banker, then the banker puts another

rope around his neck and gets a mortgage whereby the banker

becomes really the owner of the land and the farmer becomes

his slave. He becomes a slave for the capital that the farmer

needs to produce with .

I think I covered the matter of money. I have here a memor

andum which I shall refer to for a moment. My friend said

profit -making is the grandest thing in creation . Every capital

ist will agree with that. The social revolutionist says, “ Nay,

nay ; it is a crime." It was a necessary crime. It was a crime

which was incident to that development of the tool until we

reached the time when production was perfected by the trust .

What is profit ? Profit is that amount of wealth which the

wage slave yields over and above his market price. If the

workingman's market price is $1 a day then $ 1 he gets, and
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profit is everything that the capitalist can squeeze out of him

as use value. Profit means unpaid labor. Profit means that

portion of wealth that humanity has sweated and which is found

in the pockets of the few. It means wholesale and legalized

theft, and how anybody can invoke aid in support of such a thing

passes my understanding.

SECOND SPEECH .

WILLIAM H. BERRY.

one .

I am very much interested in my brother's effort, especially

in this matter of profit. I want to pay attention , however, to

his illustration of the operation of the law of supply and de

mand. There is nothing so illustrative or so apt as a good illus

tration. The tug of war between two contending forces does not

illustrate the phenomena of supply and demand, at all. What

I wish to do is to give you now the real illustration of the law

of supply and demand. It is not an easy thing to do. There are

not very many operations that may be cited. That probably is

the reason my good brother has skipped them all. I know of but

It is the contention between the force of gravity on the

one hand, which tends to pull a balloon down, and the buoyancy

of the atmosphere on the other hand, which tends to raise it up .

As the altitude of the balloon increases, the buoyancy of the at

mosphere decreases by reason of the increasing rarity. Just so,

as the value of an article increases, the demand gradually de

creases by reason of the inaccessibility, the inability of men to

compete for it, and if it were to rest in that position it does not

go up in the air even then . It has a point where the equilibri.

um between the contending forces of gravity on the one hand,

or supply , tends to pull it down , and the buoyancy of the atmos

phere, paralleling the force of demand, on the other hand, tends

to raise it up , and whenever they come to a balance there it

rests. Some things will range higher than others, but the fact

that they have a fixed place in the scale of values does not af

firm for a minute that they are off the map . They are there

just the same. They are there resisting two contending forces.
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aThis would even be true of a couple of teams pulling on

weight with equal force. The fact that the forces are equalized

does not take the weight off the map by any means. The weight

is right there. The equilibrium of forces simply determines

where the weight will rest. If the force on one hand is stronger

than the other it will pull it over there, but the right place and

the best place to bring it is in a vertical movement, because we

usually think of things very valuable as being high. It is a mere

matter of thinking, so the parallel might better be taken that

way . The contention of the forces of supply and demand always

did and always will determine the question of value, and the dis

tribution of profit is the result of the contending forces of sup

ply and demand .

As to the mal-distribution of the profits of industry, whatev

er my friend may say to the contrary, I think the profit upon

anything is the difference between what it cost to produce it

and what you get for it . That is the profit. The difference be

tween what it costs you to make an article and what you get for

it is the profit, and if profits were equally distributed there

would be no trouble . The difficulty is that they are unequally

distributed. I want to tell you that a man who has a factory

and is not a landlord is in bad shape. The man who does not own

the ground his capital rests on is in bad shape. If there is no

other ground to take it to the landlord will eat him up. That is

easy to see, but I want to talk about this mal-distribution of this

profit. That is the whole problem . It is the law of supply and

demand. In other words, it is the law of human freedom .

I want to tell you I would rather have some hard times and

be free than live in luxury a slave. I have not any use for the

slavery I see in the Socialist program . What is the trouble ?

This man has a factory. I want to tell you something. He is

the most miserable of all men if he has to go into a labor mar

ket where the demand for labor is greater than the supply. Just

think a minute. I have got a shoe factory. I want to hire men .

I go out into the market where there are two jobs hunting for

one man . Let that situation persist for any length of time in
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your locality, and the first thing you know the working man will

be making as much profit as the man that owns the factory and

maybe a little more . In most cases today, even in this imper

fect system , that is the case. I can cite you cases without num

ber in which the workman gets more than he produces day in

and day out for months together, and finally the sheriff takes

the factory not infrequently. Seventy -five per cent. of people

that go into productive enterprises get that handed to them be

fore they are done with it. Seventy -five per cent. go to the

sheriff. Why ? Because the workingman gets more than the pro

duces. When he fails to get it ( and in the long run he does fail

to get it ) , he does not get his own by any means. When he does

fail to get it it is simply because the man who wants to hire him

goes into a congested labor market where the law of supply and

demand sets up conditions in which two men are hunting for one

job , in which case always and everywhere the workingman will

get the worst end of the proposition. He is sure to get less than

is coming to him.

Why is there an idle man ? That is the question . Most of the

Socialists who have discussed this question with me attempted

to tell us why. Mr. Kirkpatrick, I think, the last time he was

here, told us the workman does not get all that 'he produces be

cause he does not get all that he produces, and he showed it to

us beyond peradventure that that was true. A man does not

get all he produces because he does not get all he produces, I

cannot see any sense in that and never could , but I can see the

reason why the workingman is in a congested market, why two

men are hunting for one job. Whenever a locomotive works

sees that the price of its locomotives is going down, there is on

ly one thing for the locomotive man to do to save himself from

the sheriff, and that is to shut down the locomotive factory and

stop making locomotives, stop building the product. That is

what he does, and why does he do it ? Not because we do not

want locomotives. James G. Hill said not a great while ago the

railroads of this country today need $5,000,000,000 for extension

of the railways of this nation . Thousands upon thousands of
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locomotives are in immediate demand in this nation today, yet

our locomotive makers dare not make them beyond a certain

speed . Why ? If they do the price goes down and the sheriff

takes the locomotive works. That is the reason .

The land question is a fundamental question . The landlord is

on the job; don't think he is not. But I am not here to tell you

that the land question is the only question , by any means . I tried

to explain to you that it is only the outside gate. It is the gate

to the wall of the prison. You will never be free until you cor

rect it. The gate that leads you into the prison yard and out oi

the building is the transportation question ; but the cell door, the

door that has got you in its grip at this minute all over the

civilized world , is the currency monopoly . The money people

have got you tied down until you cannot get to the outside door .

The first thing you have to decide is , what are you going to do

with this currency question ? It is nothing new. Five hundred

years before the dawn of the Christian era the Prophet Amos

called down the wrath of Jehovah upon Israel because they had

made the ephah small and the shekel great. How had they

made the shekel great ? By making it scarce, setting up mon

opoly around it. They caused the poor of the land to fail. How ?

By making two of them beg for one job . The same old story .

It is as old as the race and just as potent today as it ever was.

Inch by inch the coils of this monopoly contract. The land

lord even comes up to the banker. Why, even the landlord to

day when he comes up to the banker has got his hands full . He

is up against it for fair, as the boys would say, when he meets a

banker . I want to warn you tonight, my friends. I went to a

moving picture show in Pittsburgh not a great while ago. I was

not much interested in the moving pictures but they had a fel

low that swung a lariat. I am always interested in that. I came

from the Western country myself. He was the most expert ar

tist with a rope that I ever saw. He stood his assistant on the

back end of the stage and swung the lariat over and put it

around his ankles and jerked it up , and then one half-hitch after

another ran along. It flew over the assistant's head, like get
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ting a fish hook on a line, one half- hitch after another until he

had every limb tied, and at last he wrapped it around his neck .

I tell you the question here is the use of the rope in this atmos

phere of ours today. Hitch after hitch , half -hitch after half

hitch , is coming and the final ringer they call the Aldrich Bill.

Look out for it. If they land that it is all up. Let them land

that final half -hitch and the poor landlord and the poor manu

facturer, no matter who it is, his name is Dennis . He is finish

ed if ever you allow that last hitch .

But what I want to get back to, for all these things are im

material to me, is the proposition I started out with . Let me

tell you unless we can have free men we cannot have men at all.

I can see an inherent difficulty in the Socialist program , neces

sarily so . Grant that we shall own indiscriminately these in

dustries. By some process or other you determine who shall

run them . Somebody has got to do it. You have got to let us

compete with one another for the opportunity to manage that

thing, by which process alone in my judgment can you ever de

termine who is the best man to do it. The men best capable of

doing it are doing it today. The men at the head of these great

institutions got there, not in every case but in most cases , be

cause they were the men of the hour. They got there by reason

of qualifications, through competitive methods. Sometimes they

did not, but after they got there they put it over us. How are

you going to get it ? You are going to get it in one of two

ways. You are either going to let compete for

those jobs, or you are going to elect somebody at the head of

the situation whose business it will be to say to me, “Berry, you

run that thing. Brother De Leon , you run that one.” “But I

object.” “ Never mind, now . This has got to be run . There are

not enough of these. You come over here and run it.” You

must either let me choose that or choose for me, one of the two.

That difficulty inheres in every fibre of the Socialist pro

gram . As a practical method of operation , you must either let

me choose or choose for me, one of the two. If you let me

choose, that is competition. That is human freedom . If you

us
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moose for me that is slavery. I do not care who the chooser is.

I do not care whether I help to elect him or not. I am a slave

just the same. If there was any necessity for it I would submit

to it, but I insist there is no necessity . I insist that all we have

to do is to undo this monopoly that we have allowed to grow

thus far and set our industries free. If a man is down in a well

the way out is up , not down . The further you dig down the

worse you get. Socialism leads you further down in this thing,

for what is monopoly ? What is the hurtful thing about it ?

Nothing but the infringement of human freedom , that is all.

Nothing but the slavery of man is involved in monopoly. That

we do not like. Monopoly is slavery to whatever extent it ex

ists , and that is what we hate about it. When you begin to ex

tend the system then you take away from every one of us the

very thing that made the civilization of which we are so proud

and which is our boast.

THIRD SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON.

My distinguished adversary denied my symbol of supply

and demand, that is, the opposing forces, and said the real com

parison is the law of gravitation as it affects things up and

down. I will prove to you that that comparison of his will not

fit, for the reason that the law of gravitation is a permanent

thing, always there, always with the same force, whereas de

mand is not always there with the same force, and supply is not

always there with the same force. Consequently, the thing that

puts value upon them must be a thing that is changeable. What

is changeable ? Supply and demand, and I have shown with my

illustration that the forces which I imagined, are changeable. The

comparison of gravity will not hold water for the reason that

gravity is not a changeable force. It remains permanent.

Number 2. My distinguished adversary said that profit is the

difference between the cost of production and what you get for

it. If that is true, then profit is cheating. If a thing costs me

$6 and I get $20 Į 'have stuck the purchaser. That is not profit.
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The man who makes profit does not cheat the purchaser. He re

covers the value of the goods that he sold . The one who is cheat

ed is the workman. He was not paid , and the capitalist gets

that swag . The other definition of profit is typical of the cap

italistic mind. The capitalist actually believes that cheating is

what does it. No, some capitalists cheat, but society could not

last upon that basis. Capitalists give value for what they get,

but the value they give for the money they get get is not the

value that they pay Labor for. The workman is cheated . The

workman does not get all his produce. Of course, not. The law

of exchange-value, which is an illustration of supply and de

mand, only confirms the statement. That explains why the

worker does not get all that he produces. The socially

necessary tool of production is not his. That socially

necessary tool is in the hands of a private concern , and

it needs the tool which can produce as plentifully as

the bost ; that is what is meant by the socially nec

essary tool. Since he has not got that he has to go and sell

himself in wage slavery, and wage slavery means selling oneself

as a commodity. The workman today is nothing but a commodi

ty , and he gets his price, which is determined by supply and de

mand -- the price, not the value. His value is vastly higher, but

his price is determined by supply and demand. The tool throws

more and more capitalists out of the capitalist class into the

lower class. The supply becomes larger. The demand does not

rise in proportion , and the workman does not get what he pro

duces.

We have been told Socialism is slavery and the workman

makes more than the capitalist. How could there be a capitalist

under Socialism ? It is like telling us through the Revolutionary

days that there would be no freedom in America after King

George was kicked out, because the Revolutionary Fathers and

the citizens of these colonies would be trampled upon by the

British Crown. How can the British Crown trample after it is

kicked out ? When the capitalist class has been abolished by ap

propriation by the people of that which by right is theirs — that

which they cannot exist without except as slaves of the capital

1
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ist class then for the first time in creation a revolution takes

place in which the victorious class will not hang that class which

it overthrows, but in which it will enable that class to earn an

honest living by going to work . I realize there is nothing for the

capitalist. I realize it seems almost like servitude to him that

capital cuts no figure, but he will be given an opportunity . The

revolutionary class will do that.

When my distinguished adversary says many workmen get

more than the capitalist, I would like to know if he will accept

my amendment. Many a capitalist cannot continue to skin his

workingmen of part of what they produce, although he is get

ting more . I admit it. That is so because that capitalist is pro

ducing with tools inferior to other capitalists and he is ground

between the upper and nether millstones. The capitalist's tools

fail to produce as cheaply as those of the other capitalists, and

the result is that he cannot continue to exist. He goes into

bankruptcy, but it is not because the workman got more than

he. There is no such capitalist in existence.. If you find any

such in Philadelphia my advice to you is to grab him , pinion him

and put him in a 'hall on exhibition .

We were told a good deal about money . My distinguished ad

versary gave up his theory that land was the foundation of mon

opoly. Instead of being the foundation it was the back gate. I

congratulate him on the progress he has made. What is money ?

I cannot go into that broad subject. Money is a necessary thing

under a social system that produces for sale and not for use.

Given that production for sale, with the law of value working

under it, and you must have money, and you kick against that

as a barricade. The ground and foundation of the theory which

I mentioned was this private tool af production . Remove that

and there is no money anymore. Money vanishes absolutely ,

such a thing as metallic money. We saw yesterday that about

$5,000,000 of gold coin had to be shipped bodily to the Argentine

Republic. Such a thing is evidence of the absurdity of our pres

ent social system . It is not gold used for the arts or sciences.
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It is gold used for exchange, and exeiange under this condition

has to be by means of money with all the evils my friend refer

red to. Remove that method of production , overthrow the politi

cal State, establish the Co -operative Commonwealth or Indus

trial Republic, and money collapses as completely as I would

drop to the center of the earth if this stage broke down and a

vacuum took its place, leaving me down below. There is no sense

in animadverting on money. Of course, it is bad, but how fool

ish it is to scratch at a pimple that has broken out on the hand

that is getting more and more sore, instead of making the blood

healthy, so that the pimple will disappear. You can go on pick

ing at that pimple as much as you like, you cannot pick it out.

Money is one of those pimples on the social body.

My opponent says unless we can have free men we can have

no men at all. That I accept. The question is, what is freedom ?

Freedom is that condition of society in which a man can work

when he pleases, at what he pleases, and keep all that he pro

duces. The great way to get that is to overthrow the political

State and establish the Socialist Industrial Co -operative Com

monwealth. Today there can be no freedom . Money and the

banker are necessities of the capitalist State. Today men are

slaves because they produce more than they get. That is the

condition of slavery, and of course, under those conditions we

have no men. That is why we have this condition of unrest in

the country.

The men at the head of institutions today we are told are men

who know best. I would like to know what man at the head of

an institution is doing any work . I have looked into that ques

tion . Very few of the institutions of the land that are worth

mentioning are not run by wage slaves . Some get pretty good

wages and others lower wages, but the men who own the insti

tutions are not running anything. They are spending their time

in Europe with fast horses and faster women. They are wast

ing their substance . They are not running the country or the

institutions. Those who do run the institutions are small bour

geois who are still trying to save themelves, but the big capital

ist will take care of them .
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As to his plan of Socialism , I cannot see any Socialism but as

I have described. I can assure you that if Socialism were the

kind of thing my distinguished friend perhaps thinks it is, the

thing which he described, I would not advocate it. It is all the

single tax theory we have heard so often, that under Socialism

the State will order me what kind of handkerchiefs I shall use

to blow my patriotic nose with. Socialism is nothing of the sort.

Under Socialism the opportunity for work is there and no one

can live unless he works . People will go to work . A man will

be anxious to work two or three hours a day gladly if he is go

ing to keep all that he produces. There will be no danger of

anybody dictating to him . He is going to choose for himself .

THIRD SPEECH .

WILLIAM H. BERRY.

I shall refer for a moment to what my distinguished oppon

ent thinks is the exceedingly insignificant currency question . It

amuses me. I apprehend that when he will have amputated that

excrescence he will discover himself somewhat in the condition

of the young surgeon who had a very important case . The pa

tient had a tumor, and he performed an operation and removed

it , and he was bragging to his fellow professionals on the sub

ject. He told them that the tumor weighed 120 pounds and the

patient only weighed 60 after the tumor was removed. He was

asked, " Did you save the patient ? ” “ Oh, no, ” he said , " I saved

the tumor.” I rather fear after this currency proposition is

eliminated that you will discover that it is something more than

a mere experience.

If under the Socialistic system you are permitted to choose

your employment, you will undoubtedly find that the

easy jobs will be over - chosen and the product

will become greatly abundant, and that your fancy

notions of the labor value will disappear. Competition

will get its nose in the tent, and before you know it the whole

canvass inside your Socialistic system is gone if ever you let

fellows compete for a job. If you let me choose my occupation
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I am going to choose the easy thing. You can depend on me for

that. I will choose the soft thing. I think a whole lot of other

fellows will choose the soft thing, and just as sure as the soft

thing is over - chosen just that sure the soft thing will be over

produced. Just that sure it will lose value in spite of everything

you can possibly do or say. If you let that proposition into

your game at all it is absolutely gone down the winds.

I put this proposition . I put it to this audience once before.

I think I will do it again , it is so apt. My brother has five min

utes in which he can refute it. Freedom is impossible under a

Socialistic system. We have got to have beef cattle. We are

going to get them in one of two ways. Either we are going to

let people who feel like it choose to raise cattle, or we are go

ing to elect somebody by a 51 per cent vote whose business it

will be to pick out the people who shall raise cattle . I do not

care which it is, but you are going to do one or the other. My

theory is that you must let us choose to raise cattle and take the

consequence if we overproduce and give cheap beef once in a

while. That is my theory about it, for in that case you have

free men . If you do not you put a man who is built for a law

yer in cattle raising. You do all sorts of violence to everything

that is valuable in man . After you have the cattle raised you

have to have a butcher . You will get him one way or the other.

You will either elect a man with a 51 per cent vote whose busi

ness it is to pick out butchers and say, “We want ten butchers.

Ten butchers is all we can have. You are a butcher or nothing, "

or else you let us compete and have a whole lot of butchers - if

it is the thing we like to do, let us do it. We get butchering

cheap , and the cheapness will keep us away if we get too many.

After you get the butchers you have the problem of distribu

tion before you just as big as ever. Who is going to get sirloin

and who is going to get inferior portions ? You are going to de

termine that in the same way you did the other. You have to do

it. There is no escape from it. You have either to elect a man

by a 51 per cent vote, whose business it will be to say, “ It is

your day for shinbone, and, Brother De Leon, it is your day for
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sirloin . " Either you have got to do that or let us compete , and

then the fellow that will give the most for the sirloin will get it ;

one of the two. I can see perfectly well that there is some ex

travagance in that system . A friend said something to me the

other day. We were sitting on my porch and I think about sev

en or eight milkmen went by in the course of an hour. He said ,

“ There is an illustration . Under Socialism you would only have

one milkman who would come around here and serve everybody

on this street . ” I said , “ Not if I could help it, you would not.

I want to choose even my milkman . I do not want you to choose

him for me. I have a preference in milkmen and would rather

pay one man eight cents a quart than pay another man seven . I

know it costs more to have six or eight men come along there,

but I can beat cheapness to death . It is not cheapness we want,

it is freedom we want. That is the thing that develops men.”

CLOSING SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON.

This debate has closed where some debates would have com

menced . My distinguished adversary has drawn a picture of

Socialism which is a caricature. All I can do is to throw out

just one hint. He tells us that the easy job will be over - chosen

and he will choose the soft job. Do you know anybody who

chooses the hard job today ? I do not. The difference between

the Socialist commonwealth and the present capitalistic com

monwealth is that today the hardest jobs have to be chosen com

pulsorily by those who need some kind of a job , and they get paid

in proportion to the supply of applicants for those jobs. Under

Socialism the principle is entirely different, but to give you the

fundamental principle for that would need half an hour and I

have not got it, so I can only give you the concluding principle.

Under Socialism , if there is an over -supply , say of conductors

of cars, it would be an implication that there is less fibre spent,

less labor power consumed in conducting a car, and the conse

quence would be that the hours of those men would have to be

longer than the hours of the men who applied for jobs that are
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disagreeable. It is the application of the law of exchange value

to which I referred at the beginning of my address , as the dyna

mo under capitalist society . It is the application of that. There

is, and I repeat it, nobody today looking gladly for a hard job.

People take whatever job is open to them .

My distinguished friend referred to himself as a brickmaker.

He will allow me to say I do not believe he chose brickmaking be

cause he loved bricks. He chose brickmaking because he thought

he would make more money according to his theory, getting more

than 'he expended in getting it. I do not believe in a civilized

community a gentleman with his shape of head would adopt such

miserable work and spend his life upon making bricks. That can

be done in a few hours and he devote 'his talents to other things.

I refer to his often repeated caricature of Socialism , which

shows he does not grasp the law of exchange -value. He says ,

first, that soft jobs will be over -crowded ; secondly, the supply

will be excessive. That does not hold . I repeat it, in proportion

to the supply of labor for a certain thing you can tell whether

much or little fibre is expended in its production, and the relative

supply for this, that and the other job establishes the number of

hours that are equivalent with this condition . Then we would

have long hours maybe for some on account of the work being

pleasant, and have short hours for others, but the hours of one

cannot exceed the necessary hours for physical exercise, for the

reason that the productivity of the Commonwealth will be so

much larger.

I will use my closing minutes with a rapid survey of the posi

tion . The proposition, the trust proposition, the back gate or the

foundation of the land, and all these various things, you cannot

approach and cannot understand unless you grasp the law of ex

change -value. That law of exchange -value disables the man

who does not own the best machinery for his form of work . That

determines the usefulness of the trust as the best implement

possible, and just as soon as the trust presents itself then the

decree of civilization is that the trust shall be saved, and that it

shall be saved in the only way it can be saved, namely, by bring
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ing society to that condition from which our ancestors moved

wnen they had to enter into the valley of the shadow of death

of capitalism , leaving communism behind.

We have to rear that social system in which the government

consists of the people who are directing production instead of

trie people whose soie work must be to cheat the underlings un

der chem . We must have a social system which outlines with

me truth , and only that is true which fits all the facts, the fact

of the law of exchange -value, the fact of the necessity of the

most perfect tool, the fact that that most perfect tool of today,

the trust, rings the knell of political government and ushers in

the government of representatives of industrial occupations.

That proposition fits all the facts, and as it fits all the facts the

Socialists work along that line. As far as I know , there is no

other movement that is making any progress. All others grow

like cows, tail down toward the earth .

THE CHAIRMAN .

The debate between the speakers is now closed . When we

came we expected to hear Socialism as a cure for the trust. We

have heard very little about trusts and a great deal about So

cialism pro and con . I rather thought the proposition might

have been announced that the formation of the trust was only a

step toward the introduction of Socialism . That is a proposition

which is quite open to debate, and which is very interesting, but

it is too late to open that now .

According to the custom of these meetings, I will state that

it is now open for any one to ask any relevant question of either

of the speakers, but in this we follow a rule which I believe has

been announced by both speakers in their objection to monopoly,

so that no lady or gentleman is expected to ask more than one

question or to take more than two minutes in presenting the

question , and then the speaker will answer it .

A GENTLEMAN . I would like to ask Mr. Berry , why should

the discipline of an industrial government be less desirable than

the discipline of the armies that have fought for political free
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dom .

MR. BERRY. I presume discipline is a necessity of all or

ganizations. This thought would lead me into a very large dis

cussion if I were to follow it. I do not believe in armies at all.

I think the most ridiculous thing on the face of the ea today

are those armies we are mobilizing for various purposes. I be

lieve that they could not be recruited if we had monopoly elimin

ated at the bottom , and a condition set up where the demand for

labor in productive enterprises would always and everywhere ex

ceed the supply. You could not hire a man to go to war if he

could always do better at home than he can in war . Therefore,

I question the whole proposition of discipline. I know perfect

ly well, as a manager of a productive enterprise, that a man who

co -ordinates an enterprise must have control of it, but that con

trol of it must be with free, independent men . Competition is

reprehensible only when it is of the jug -handle type, when it is

all on one side, when the employer does not have to compete

and the employe does. When competition is like a loving cup

that we pass around at our various functions, and has a handle

on both sides of it, then there is nothing the matter with com

petition , and then discipline is quite a different thing from

what ordinarily arises in one's mind in thinking about it.

A GENTLEMAN . How can a trust, or even Socialism , save

the family or even the State ? He was saying about there being

no money .

THE CHAIRMAN . To whom is the question addressed ?

THE GENTLEMAN . To Professor De Leon .

MR. DE LEON. The question is, how can the trust or Social

ism save the family or State ? I do not understand the question.

THE GENTLEMAN . You said wipe out state lines .

MR. DE LEON . Yes, wipe out state lines and establish in lieu

of state lines the industries, representatives of industry. How

will that save the family ?

THE GENTLEMAN . They say Socialism breaks the fam

ily. I always heard that it would lead to free love . They do not

believe in the Bible.

MR . DE LEON. As far as I can judge, I think the capitalist
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is the one who breaks up the family. He sends the husband to

look for a job anywhere. He throws the wife in the market. He

grabs children from the cradle. Socialism cannot be worse than

that. I do not understand that question. Today the family is

smashed by capitalistic conditions under the private ownership

of the tool of production . Overthrow that. Have that which is

real Socialism , not State Socialism ,—that is not Socialism at all.

Overthrow the capitalist system , which means organize the in

dustries of the country so that their representatives can meet

and make laws for production, and I do not believe there will be

any wife who will run away into a factory. I do not believe there

will be any man who will go out West looking for a job . I do not

believe there will be any more she -towns in Massachusetts and

he -towns in Pennsylvania, a disgrace to civilization .

How Socialism would destroy the family ? It is one of the

slanders of capitalism . You might as well say Socialism will

produce arson or do anything else ,—that men under Socialism

will walk on their heads. We have heard such things, but we

hear less and less of them . Socialism will save the family . To

day the family does not exist de facto . Ladies will not think I

am rude when I say that the best of capitalist society recognizes

that houses of prostitution cannot be destroyed because under

capitalism they are a necessity.

A GENTLEMAN . I would like to ask Mr. De Leon a ques

tion . With reference to value, he says that the amount of labor.

in an article constitutes its value, or determines its value. I

would like to ask him whether if he built an ocean steamship on

the Rocky Mountains and another in the Delaware River, the one

on the Rocky Mountains, which presumably has required a great

er amount of labor to construct than the one in the Delaware

River, would be of greater value than the one in the river.

MR . DE LEON . If anybody is insane enough to build a steam

boat there he deserves to get stranded on top of the mountain .

THE ENTLE AN. he question is th amount of labor

power in the article. If the steamboat on the Rocky Mountains

required a greater amount of labor to produce, would that

steamboat then have greater value than the one in the river?
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MR. DE LEON . No, that steamboat would have no value at

all for it is no commodity . I said that all commodities have

their value dependent upon the amount of social labor necessary

for their production . Your steamboat on the Rocky Mountains,

by the very fact of its being built on top of the Rocky Moun

tains, is excluded from the market, is excluded from the category

of commodities. It is a freak production , and freak productions

have no value.

THE GENTLEMAN . Then it follows the amount of labor has

nothing to do with the value of the article.

MR. DE LEON . Oh , no . If you mean that the amount of la

bor, regardless of what it is expended on , has nothing to do with

value, I stated that myself. I said the amount of labor socially

necessary, so that if a man were today to weave with an old

style loom he would produce about one yard of cloth a week, and

that yard of cloth is produced by an instrument that is rejected

by society. It is no longer socially recessary , but it is the an

tediluvian labor which we have outgrown. To say , therefore,

that labor has nothing to do with it is to deny my definition .

The value of a commodity depends upon the amount of socially

necessary labor power to produce it . It means that the thing

must be a commodity. A steam - boat on top of the Rocky Moun

tains is no commodity . It means it must be produced by socially

necessary labor power. The man who spends a whole week in

producing one yard of cloth is not spending socially necessary

labor, but wasting socially unnecessary labor power . The thing

must be a commodity. It must have a market in which it is to

be sold . I am pretty sure a steamboat on top of the Rocky

Mountains has no market.
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FORENOTICE.

What will become one of the most historical debates ever

delivered in this country is the one dealing with the sub

jects covered in this pamphlet, and in interest is bound to

exceed in its far -reaching effect any effort ever presented

to the public on these most important topics.

Here we have Mr. Daniel De Leon, of New York City,

Editor of the Daily and Weekly People, representing So

cialism , and Mr. Thomas F . Carmody, Attorney General

of the State of New York, presenting the subject of In

dividualism .

Here are two contestants, champions of their presenta

tion , holding opposite views on these subjects, and which

are now considered to be of the most intimate interest to

the welfare of humanity.

Two scholars of high attainment. Mr. De Leon with a

reputation which is world -wide on economics, politics and

law , and Mr. Carmody one of the best orators and students

of American politics and law .

These men ,meeting in debate on these important topics ,

the result of which is to produce a battle of the keenest in

tellects, and themost startling,momentous intellectual bat

tle since the Civil War. Why ? Because the war had for

its objeet the release of four million slaves, while the pres

ent war now going on in society between the classes, the

capitalist class and the proletariat or working class, means

the final abolition of the slave markets of the world , or

rather the abolition of the wage system and also, the aboli

tion of the present forms of government in all countries

to be substituted by the co -operative or industrial common

wealth , which in turn means Socialism .

üim523



A complete stenographic account of this memorable meet

ing has now been submitted for publication in a pamphlet

and is bound to reach a very wide distribution owing to its

value to the propagation of information concerning

Socialism .

No propaganda meeting will be successfully terminated

without offering for sale this pamphlet.

No militant Socialist or militant anti-Socialist should

be without the information herein treated .

Here is one paragraph of Mr. Carmody's which clearly

shows the close line which he has drawn :

" Here is where I intend to nail Socialism to the cross

and keep it there. I want somebody to tell the laborer

who is working in the shoe factory, or whose boys and girls

are working for the purpose of earning an honest livelihood,

is there any remedy for that condition ? Where do you find

a remedy in that policy of Anarchy and confiscation , which

provides that public utilities shall be controlled by a com

mon ownership, and that you acquire public utilities by

confiscation ?”

From Mr. De Leon's reply :

“ A word, in connection with 'Confiscation as to what

the Revolutionary Fathers did . I refer my distinguished

bine Tha



produced it. They will only be taking their own — just as

the colonists did .”

In the publication of this debate it is fitting to make

mention of the work of the People 's Forum , of Troy, N . Y .,

as an educational factor, through the dissemination of

knowledge on " present day problems," as inaugurated by

the Enquirer's Club of that city.

This was the first forum of the kind started in this

country which operated under a platform which called

for lectures or talks on “ present day problems” ; the lec

tures or talks to be followed by a discussion of the sub

jects presented.

Its far-reaching effect is in directing the minds of the

people to the problems confronting the nation, which are

pressing for solution. The debate that is the subject of

this pamphlet is a fruit of the efforts of the Forum .

Particularly at this time are the subjects of Socialism ,

as representing the incoming order of society, and Capi

talism , as representing the present order of our develop .

ment, of paramount interest.

Locals, Sections and other progressive organizations, as

well as all others who desire reliable information on a

subject that is the burning issue of the day, should place

their orders for same at the earliest possible moment.

Price to be at the rate of $ 32 per thousand. Single

copies, five cents. This price does not include postage or

express charges.

Address,

F . C . PHOENIX ,

Chairman, People's Forum ,

Troy, N . Y .

Wu.
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DIRECT PRESENTATION.

DANIEL DE LEON .

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen :

When the program was put in my hands a few hours

ago, and I noticed it was " Individualism vs. Socialism "

I thought the proper order of the debate should have been

that the representative of Anti-Socialism should speak first.

The title “ Individualism vs. Socialism ” implies the be

lief that the term “ Individualism ” needs no definition . I

shall prove to you that this is an error. I shall begin , how

ever, by stating, as I shall demonstrate in my closing

remarks, that we of the Socialist movement, hold that we

are the real promoters of Individualism , or Individuality ,

in the country. I put that as my thesis, and that is what

I shall argue.

Let us look at the representatives of the ruling class

to-day. They are leading men ; they are leading statesmen .

I shall begin by quoting the present incumbent of the

presidential chair . President Taft admits that as things

are, they ought not to be in many respects. He admits

that opportunities are not equal to all. He proposes to

remedy them in a certain way. His leading opponent is still

more emphatic ; I mean Colonel Roosevelt. He, not only

contends that as things are to -day, they ought not to be ;

not only does he say that opportunities are not equal, he

boldly asserts that opportunities are unequal, and that

there is no square deal in the country . I am not quoting

obscure persons. My distinguished opponent may per

haps reject the utterances of two Republicans. Let me

now quote the views of representative men of his own,

the Democratic camp. A gentleman who has been three
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times honored with the presidential nomination, Mr.

Bryan , holds to the language of Roosevelt, or, rather ,

Roosevelt holds his language on the subject that I have

mentioned. He says: " The common people are being

thrown down in the interest of plutocracy .” If Mr. Bryan

is not acceptable to my distinguished opponent, let me

quote Governor Woodrow Wilson of New Jersey, also a

Democrat. He says: “ The days of small competition are

gone by, and we have to adjust the institutions of the

country in such a way that an equal opportunity can be

restored to the people. The doors of opportunity are

double-bolted .” If Governor Woodrow Wilson is not

quite acceptable, let me take another candidate, two of

them in a bunch , seeing they travel together, Champ

Clark and Underwood. As you will notice I am only

quoting presidential timber. Both say : " The country is

taking a header towards destruction.” I am quoting from

Champ Clark's campaign speeches in Missouri and Illi

nois, where the people stood by him in the primaries. He

said : “We are steering towards a French Revolution on

account of the unequal opportunities that the majority of

the people are being held to.” If Champ Clark and Un.

derwood , traveling in the same boat, are not acceptable to

my distinguished adversary, I shall quote Governor Jud .

son Harmon of Ohio , also a leading presidential candidate

on the Democratic side. In answer to Roosevelt's address

before the Columbus constitutional convention, he stated

that the conditions which Mr. Roosevelt complains of are

there, but they are not to be met by the measures which

he proposes. In short, the situation is this : From the

mouths of these leading representatives of the present order

of things, we have the statement that existing condi
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tions do not promote the welfare of the majority of the

people. It matters not that they each propose different

methods, and that the measures that they propose are dif

ferent from the methods of Socialism , or the Socialist

Labar Party in particular. It is enough that their diag .

nosis , and our diagnosis agree exactly as to present con

ditions. However different their measures, they are agreed

among themselves that present social conditions are the

conditions of mass ill-being.

Before proceeding further along this line, let us be clear

upon the definition of the word “ Individualism ." As I

started saying, the word seems to be a word of accepted

significance ; but, in the language of Thomas Jefferson ,

when society reaches the point that spells revolution , then

every single term is summoned to the bar of the people and

must be re-examined on the same principle that worn

out coin is re -examined. I shall prove to you that the

word " Individualism " as it is used by the men who are

against Socialism , is a word that no longer represents the

" coinage” that it once represented . It is a counterfeit, or

is found to have been worn out beyond all original sem

blance. The essential thing is to define the word.

What does " Individualism ” mean ? " Individualism !'

means that state of things in man or woman that makes

him or her a strong individuality ; that makes him or her

a strong man or a strong woman ; that makes him a healthy

man and her a healthy woman . There is another term ,

intimately connected with " Individuality," that I might

as well cover now . That is " survival of the fittest.” That

phrase is much bandied about. We are told that we have

the " survival of the fittest" now , and that that should be

enough to shut the mouths of the Socialists. The " sur
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vival of the fittest” means the fittest for given conditions

— and the " fittest” is not always the " best.”

The fittest in mud is the mud eel. No healthy man or

woman can live in mud, and, consequently , the fittest for

those conditions are the mud eels. To use the term in the

sense that opponents of Socialism do, is a travesty on " sur

vival of the fittest.” The term means, he who is fittest

for a certain social condition , and the question comes back ,

Are present social conditions such that they will develop

the highest and best type fit for our ideals of the twen

tieth century ? We Socialists say, No. And we prove it.

Take a forest. That forest consists of trees. It requires

individual fine trees to make a collectively fine forest. If

the trees are too close together they will interfere with their

individual growths. Under that condition of things you

will not have a good forest; you will have jungles. He

who, therefore , has the collective thing, a forest, in mind,

must have individually good trees in mind, and he who

understands what individually good trees mean, must nec

essarily imply the collective thing, a good forest. But

trees are inanimate beings, let us treat with animate beings.

Let us take an army. An army depends upon the in

dividuality of its soldiers. Unless each individual soldier

is properly trained in militarism , unless this individuality

of a soldier is properly instilled, the army is an impossi

bility . The general would have a mob, and he would

be licked by the other army. What does this imply ?

It implies that Individualism does not deny socialistic

or altruistic, or collectivistic requirements. For the very

reason that the soldiers must be individually well trained,

all of them must give up a certain portion of their in

dividualism to the whole, without which there could be no
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organization. Without altruism in the army, each soldier

would pull his own way, and you might have anything you

please , but an army you would not have. It requires in

dividuality , plus the surrender of part of yourself, and that

is a point that Socialism teaches — man is a social being,

and the real capabilities of his individuality cannot de

velop so long as he is not in society, merging part of his

individuality into the whole.

Now then, that being the goal to be attained - strong

individuality — an individuality wise enough to realize that

the acquired individuality will be as zero unless it is civil

ized enough to yield part of itself to the whole ; — that being

the goal, how does capitalism meet the requirements ?

Wecharge modern society, that is capitalism , with crush

ing out individuality . Its methods do the opposite of

bringing about individuality. Its methods, taking the

illustration of the forest, bring about the jungle. Its

methods, taking the illustration of the army, bring about a

mob, and whenever you have a mob , you have theman on

horseback not far away - a circumstance that explains the

presence and existence of Colonel Roosevelt to -day in the

field .

Let me take a few illustrations, in widely opposite ends

of present society , to illustrate what capitalism does for in

dividualism . It is fair treatment. Capitalism has had

the world to itself. Spokesmen of Capitalism admit, as

all those whom I have quoted do, that things are not the

way they ought to be. They have had society so long in

- their hands that wellmay we hold them responsible for the

ills that they admit afflict society.

Take two illustrations from the extreme ends of the
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social system , such as are conceivable only in a Democratic

Republican-Capitalistic order of society .

Here is a shoe manufacturer. He employs we shall say

one hundred hands. He will not manufacture unless he

either has orders, or expects orders. Suppose he has re

ceived orders for ten thousand pairs of shoes, or that he

expects orders for that amount. He has one hundred men

working. Suppose that each man, on an average, produces

one pair of shoes a day. That would mean that it would

take one hundred days to fill that order. What does capi

talism do for the individuality , or individualism , of these

men ? Does it encourage them to develop the best that

is in them so as to produce swifter , and swifter, in order

to accomplish what is desired with least waste of time ?

No. Capitalism does the opposite. Suppose these one

hundred men , who, on the average, produce one pair of

shoes a day, and , therefore, have one hundred days of

work before them suppose they put on steam and were to

produce two pairs of shoes a day on the average. That

would mean that within fifty days they would be out of

work. If they put on still more steam and produce four

pairs of shoes a day on the average, it would mean that

within twenty -five days they would be out of work. If

still they put on more steam , it means that all the sooner

they will be without bread. That is what the capitalist

gvstem does for the individuality of these men . I hope our

friend , Mr. Carmody, will explain how the individuality

of these working men is promoted under a social system

that whips them with a whip of hunger. In what way

could those men be expected to develop the best that is in

them under such a system ? What the capitalist system

does is to compel them to lag in their work as much as
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possible, so as not only not to shorten the period within

which they will be out of work, but so as to lengthen the

period in which they will have a chance to earn a living. "

That is what the capitalist system does for individualism

with the mass of the workers.

Take an illustration from the other extreme end of the

social scale. Look at a large corporation. We know that

great efforts are being put forth by large corporations to

make it appear , statistically, that a large number of stock

holders participate in these concerns. The New York

Central claims that it is now owned by something like,

twenty thousand stockholders. See ! Why, they have in

creased the number of people that have — what? Have,

something to say in the corporation ? Not at all. Twenty

men in that, and similarly with all corporations, can out ,

vote the others. Stockholding of that sort is a delusion.

Those men who constitute the large number of stock .

bolders have not got one-hundredth part of the stock that

is held by the leading corporators. Where does the in

dividuality of this large majority of stockholders come in ? ;

Can they hold up the minority ? Not unless the minority

tries to be too " clever" and runs foul of the criminal code.

But if they can steer just this side of the criminal code,

no court will recognize the majority of the stockholders,

because the majority of the stockholders don 't count, and

the minority can do as it pleases. It is not human beings

that count; it is stock ; it is money ! it is property - not

human individualism .

I shall sum up these two illustrations with a third, to

show you how individualism is the last word that should be

in the mouth of a Republican or a Democratic upholder

of capitalism . Go to Republican meetings; go to Demo
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cratic meetings ; read Republican papers ; read Democratic

papers ; read them of all colors and all shades ; whether

gold or sixteen to one standardists ; whether free trade or

protectionists ; whether for revision upward or downward ;

get all the shades and varieties of them , and you will find

that upon one thing they are all agreed . What is that

thing ? (Applause.)

Let me go back a moment. Remember the interroga

tion “ What is that thing ?”

There was a time in the history of this nation when

the citizen went to the polls as a man, and in a loud voice

proclaimed his political choice. There was a time in the

country's history when the citizen's individuality would

have spurned any move to demand a secret ballot. That

was the time in the nation 's history that carried individ

uality with the ballot. Now ,what is that point upon which

all these capitalist elements agree to -day ? However much

they may disagree in other respects, they all agree that,

without the secret ballot, we cannot have a free expression

of political convictions. Do you realize what that means ?

That is the point they have broughtus to with their individ

nalism . Their individualism is an individualism that has

turned the majority of our people into cowards. To-day

when we go into a sentinelbox , the door closed behind us, we

cast our vote as though we were committing a burglarious

midnight crime. That is what your so -called individual

ism has brought about.

The Socialist says that the present condition is not one

of individualism . Capitalism should begin by proving

that individualism has been promoted by it. I demand of

my distinguished opponent to show us how individualism

is promoted under the capitalist system ; and how , as the
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8: stem of balloting shows, individualism has not been ab

solutely destroyed . Socialism says that individualism can

not be promoted without your guaranteeing to every single

citizen not simply the ballot but also the opportunity to

work, in which the full fruit of what he produces will be

guaranteed to him . It is beside the subject of the debate

to prove that the smashing up of individuality by capital

ism has gone on hand in hand with the plunder of the

working class. But, whether the workers were plundered

or not, we have this principle in the Declaration of Inde

pendence of the United States— Whenever a certain social

system has become hostile to the interests of the people ,

it is the duty of the people to change it, regardless of how

that state of things came about. We charge capitalism

with being the destroyer of individualism .

Having a few more minutes time I want to give one

more painful illustration of this alleged individualism that

capitalism produces, and why it produces it. I wish to

refer to the houses of prostitution . Who, here in Troy,

does not know that there are such houses, where any man

can go any time he wants ? Why is it the police do not

destroy them ? Why is it the police do not uproot them ?

Is it graft simply ? Those houses of prostitution are pil

lars of the present social system . Are they symbols of in

dividuality ?

You have heard the song, the beautiful song sung on this

platform to-day. Here we have a beautiful contradiction

of capitalism . “ Consider the lilies of the field , how they

toil not, neither do they spin , and yet Solomon in all his

glory was not arrayed as one of them .” And right on this

platform you are about to hear the gospel of Capitalist

" Individualism ,” - do others or you will be done by them .
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In my closing minute I want to give you still another

illustration of this contradiction of capitalist preaching

and practice. Look at the biggest capitalists in the coun

try . They tell you that “roughing it” makes individualism ,

and individuality. And yet they will write their last will

and testament in such a way that their wealth is left to

their dearest relatives. What for ? If individualism is

developed by “ roughing it,” they should withhold that

cash from those who are dear to them . Their last act on

earth gives a denial to their theory regarding individualism

being developed by “ roughing it.” (Applause.)
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FIRST PRESENTATION.

MR. THOMAS F . CARMODY.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen :

It is indeed a great pleasure to be permitted to take

part in a discussion that involves questions of such great

public interest before an audience of this character . It is

a great pleasure to have an adversary in that discussion a

recognized champion of the doctrines that he espouses. It

is a pleasure to have an audience that seems friendly

towards the speaker. As an audience that needs to have the

question of Socialism as against Individualism presented

fairly and fully , it in somemeasure at least applauds the

doctrines of Socialism . You have followed the discus

sion of my distinguished adversary with sufficient interest

to know that it has consisted entirely, as Socialism does

consist, not in some remedies, but in attacks, not in pro

viding remedies for evils but in an inventory of the evils,

most of which are natural to human institutions, and to

human nature. Whether the doctrines I stand for are

properly defined in the term Individualism or not, I want

you to clearly understand that it does mean that I oppose,

the party that I stand for opposes, and all parties oppose

( that deserve the name of party ) the attack upon the

institutions upon which all parties build their power and

upon which individual liberty and opportunity must rest.

( Applause .)

I do not intend to let this debate take the current that

my distinguished adversary has marked out for it. I do

not intend this contest to rest upon an inventory of the
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-- evils that exist in our political government, and I do not

intend by any specific analysis of particular evils to allow

the great principle that is at stake in this discussion, and

is involved in the contest which it invokes, and will be

one of the elements to be determined in the forthcoming

presidential contest, in any extent whatever ; obscured or

clouded by specific references to matters that do not neces

sarily involve the merits of party doctrines. My distin

guished adversary has stated with much eloquence that the

trouble is that individualism has been destroyed, and he

thereby hasmade one of the best arguments against Social

ism that could possibly be presented . More than half of

his argument was devoted to pointing out the great indus

trial army of the present time, wherein individual merit

has been destroyed, individual industry has been pre

vented , and the men and women have become part of a

great machine in which opportunity has sunk to a dead

level of mechanical organization. What then ( turning to

Mr. DeLeon ), tell this audience when you face them again ,

will become under a form of government of which there

is no opportunity by law for individual merit or individual

industry ?

He has named every candidate for president now before

the people, and has pointed out that these men concede

that there are evils to be corrected, and if the time ever

comes when we do not concede that there are evils to be

corrected , and when we do not advocate something for their

correction, then safety, progress and opportunity in this

country are gone. The beauty and grandeur of American

institutions is that, when we find evils, when the people

understand there are evils, they find that they can be

eliminated by the ballot.
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I find in this audience many undoubtedly who are

iaboring men , and who believe in the propaganda that has

been preached before you here this afternoon, that with the

inequalities, the lack of opportunities possibly, probably

actual, that you suffer, that there is something wrong with

the form of government under which they occur. The

Socialist will never discuss the remedy. That is whatmy

adversary has got to discuss before he leaves this platform .

I am not going to run away by telling you that things

are bad and that a tyrannical industrialism controls in our

business life. You might as well go out on the streets of

Troy and give vent to your anger because the weather does

not suit you, because it is too cold in winter, raining on

Sunday.

There are things that belong to this world of sin and

trouble. Socialism has pointed them out. It takes their

symptoms worse than any other class of people. I do not

believe that Socialism is very dangerous; it does not stay

long in any one place ; I introduce in evidence Milwaukee

and Schenectady.

I believe that the industrial conditions need a remedy,

I believe that our industrial laws need revising, or en

forcing. I am opposed to any industrial system , and so

are a majority of the American people who are not So

cialists, to any industrial belief, that gives an opportunity

to some men to get more than they earn and other men to

earn more than they get. That industrial system that com

pels the poor man to send his daughters and sons into

factories in order to drive away starvation ; that does

not permit that they go to school and acquire educations

and become as they should be, educated ; are elements to

be reckoned with in this civilization .
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I oppose any influence that undertakes to tear up the

courts. I oppose all of the evils that he has pointed out.

I will not be put in a position, nor will I allow the cause I

speak for to be placed in a position of hostility to labor.

The proudest boast of every party in this State and in

every State is that the interests of labor are the dearest of

all interests to the political parties in this country. To

undertake to place the cause of individualism or to place

the great parties of this country against the interests of

labor is not true. The effort will miscarry.

Take this State, for instance. Get down to specific things.

This State has upon its statute books a law that provides

that in all public contracts in the State or municipalities ,

there must be a clause inserted providing for eight hours

a day for labor. I made this statement before an audience

of Socialists not long since. A few days afterward I re

ceived letters saying it was not true, and it is a fact that

Socialists deny, that the State has been legislating in their

interests, but it is a fact that the labor interests of this

State have received from the Legislature that protection

which they are entitled to ; and a fifty- four hour law was

passed this last session extending to other places where

this law does not extend. In addition the State has a

factory inspection bureau to inspect factories and see that

laws are enforced, that only those arriving at the proper

age are employed , and that there is proper protection for

the life, limb and health of those who are employed .

You have a labor bureau, at the head of which is a com

missioner of labor who is a union laborer. He has at his

control an army of inspectors who go throughout the

State to see that labor laws are enforced . Yet you are told
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that the parties in this State and elsewhere were in a con

spiracy against labor.

Now , I want to get to something which is of greater

importance. I want to establish as propositions right here,

that any party that stands against labor does not deserve

to live. (Applause.) I will say, furthermore, that any

party that does will not live . (Louder applause.) And

I will give you a third proposition — applaud this — that

any party that undertakes to fool labor by remedies other

than sound does not deserve to live . (Still louder applause

in which Mr. DeLeon joins.)

I want to givemy adversary a little something to do. What

has Socialism got to say about this ? What are its remedies ?

They have pointed out the evils. It will not do very much

good for a doctor to come around to your house and tell

you how sick you are unless he can give you some medi.

cine to cure. I have their national platform here and

call your attention to one plank which is the basis of Social

ism . The collective ownership of railroads, telegraph,

telephones, steamship lines and all other means of social

transportation and communication . They say there can

be no private title ; that whether called fee simple or other

wise, must be subordinated to the public title. First is

collective ownership . That is the basic principle of So

cialism . Without that remedy Socialism has no remedy.

If that be not a remedy, Socialism has no cause. Surely,

if it can not make practical this fundamental doctrine of

its creed, then it must cease to appeal to you , or to any

other portion of our people for its support, unless they

find there an answer to the evils that they have diagnosed

as part of the ills of the body politic, then they have no

remedy and I am going to ask my adversary to tell what
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has never yet been told to an American audience in public

that I have ever understood or heard or read .

In the first place how are they going to bring it about?

You have got railroads, telegraphs, telephones, and canals.

How are you going to get them ? They are owned by

private individuals, they are operated by private individuals

as private property. How are they going to be acquired

by Socialism ? Are you going to buy them out ? This

is politics. This shows whether you get anywhere or not,

with Socialism . Where are you going to get the money to

buy them ? Suppose you have got the money and sup

pose you buy them and pay men for their property , then you

start in with a lot of millionaires. I am going to deal

with your proposition as you have defined it in the first

place. You believe in collective ownership. Then you

have got to extinguish private ownership . You have got

two ways to do it ; you have to pay money for it, or you

have got to confiscate it. If you pay for it you start in

with a lot of millionaires. If you confiscate it where is

your Socialism ? (Applause.)

I put this question to Socialists, and never got any

answer except confiscation, which means anarchy. If that

be the theory of Socialism , and that is the only one that

solves the situation, then you have instead of a solvent of

human misery , the most tyrannical, powerful and deadly

attack on human liberty that was ever delivered from any

source since God said , “ Let there be light.” You must

have some way of making political this doctrine of public

ownership.

The present idea, the idea of individualism , is that the

business corporations must be made amenable to the law .

Nobody believes that they should tyrannize property rights,
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liberty or interests ; that you have the power and disposi

tion if you will with your ballot to rectify and correct.

(Applause.) I will not permit any man to say before my

audience that the parties of this country are standing upon

the prostrate body of the laborer or citizen . I will not

allow any one to say, here or anywhere, that this country

is drifting or ever will drift over the common humanity

that is its pride or its glory . Individualism gives to your

man in the shoe factory , it gives to yourman on the farm ,

it gives to your man anywhere , opportunity if he has more

brains or industry than any one else has. It gives him

the opportunity to work it out. It has been the glory

of this country that its opportunities have made it what

it is and what our forefathers when they outlined the forin

of government which is ours to -day, and thank God will

always be ours for we are grown patriotic enough to de

fend it whenever attacked . It was based on the theory

that all men should have equal opportunities to earn what

they could and to have what they earned . If that does not

obtain to- day, then you have the power to go to the polls

and punish the party that does not permit it. But you have

not a remedy in anything that Socialism provides. I

want, during the remainder of this discussion for my ad

versary, instead of pointing out those things upon which

we agree, I want him to give you the remedies which So

cialism has. He has mentioned presidential candidates ,

all of whom have pointed out evils he has dwelt upon .

There are many more, but none of those candidates for

president have advocated the theories he advocates. Every

one of them , Taft, Roosevelt, Wilson , Clark, every one of

them is against Socialism . While they see the evils, as

you see them , they see still that there are remedies under
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our laws and forms of government for these evils. ( Bell

rings, one minute before closing.) This discussion will

be of no importance whatever unless we are able to have

the practical politics of your theories and mine discussed

before this audience. I still insist as I sit down for the

first heat that when my adversary take the stand next time

that he will tell you how the evils he has pointed out are

to be met by the remedies which Socialism proposes. ( Ap

plause.)
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DANIEL DE LEON IN REBUTTAL.

If a traveler from Mars had landed here when my dis

tinguished adversary was speaking he would have been

justified in concluding that the debate was not on individ

ualism . Yet that was the subject for debate. That was

the subject given to go by, and I mean no insult - but a

stump oration was delivered instead . That sort of rea

soning will have to be given up by the old parties if they

are to keep the ear of the people. Anybody who knows

anything knows that the subject of Socialism is a broad

subject. I would not have accepted a debate on " Capitalism

vs. Socialism ." I would have accepted only some sub

division of it, because in a few minutes you can only skim

the surface if you are going to take the broad subject of

Capitalism or Socialism . The subject for debate was that

one feature, Individualism , that issues out of the conflict

of Capitalism vs. Socialism

My distinguished adversary is a lawyer, and so am I.

He and those of you who are lawyers will understand me

when I say that he made a plea of confession and avoid

ance. I have shown with the illustrations that I furnished

that Capitalism has made a mess of individualism . How

did my distinguished adversary meet the charge ? Head

mitted the correctness of the picture that I drew , and then

he charged me with not providing remedies— as though

jemedies were the subject of debate and then he declared

the inventory of the evils that I drew up to be “ inherent in

things” - I suppose as inherent as the weather. That's the

pagan's view of things.

made a mess.oct the charge? and then
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The pagan looked upon disease as something that could

not be overcome. He took the posture that the adversi

ties which befell him were unavoidable, and he bowed down

before them . We say they are not unavoidable. Even

against the weather — why, every man and woman protects

himself and herself against the weather. We have light

ning rods ; and we also have pagans to -day who think it

is against “ the will ofGod " to see to it that lightning does

not strike our steeples. The pagan would consider the

hurricane a breath of God. We deny it. We say that it

is not a breath of God ; it is a disturbance in nature and

we protect ourselves against it; and we see to it that it does

not create more disturbance than we can help . So with

these social ills. They are not inherent in things. The

plea of confession and avoidance was to admit all that I

said with regard to the crushing out of the individual

ism of the people, and then to say : " It can not be helped,

you are Utopians, you are trying to change the Sun and the

Moon .” (Laughter.)

He asserts that these evils are inherent in human na.

ture. This " human nature” has also got to be defined,

What is human nature ? Contemplate a young lady who

has a flea on her cheek — if the press, the politicians and

pulpiteers, tell her that that is a beauty spot, her human

nature will cause her to protect that flea. Her ignor

ance of the facts is superinduced by the leaders of public

information. Let some one impart to that girl the knowl

edge that the flea is not a beauty spot ; that it is a parasite

which sucks her blood, and will put a hole in that spot,

and spoil her complexion ; then that same human nature

that at first caused her to protect that flea will now cause

her to take it between two Dails and kill it. Human nature
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is just what we bank upon. But we claim that human

nature is to-day misinformed and misdirected .

What will become of government under Socialism , which

" bears man under the dead weight of Socialism and

Anarchy,” according to my distinguished adversary ? That

is a further plea of confession and avoidance . But since

my adversary has abandoned the field , I am willing to

follow him up and throw a few hand grenades into the re

treating and routed foe.

I regret such a distinguished official of this Empire

State should have committed the error of identifying Sa

cialism with Anarchy. Right here, let me say that no

body more so than the Socialist reverences the history of

this country, and recognizes the work done in the Revolu

tion. We are not Anarchists, and can look to the past

more proudly than many of those in these United States

who to-day wave the Red , White and Blue. I regret that

the term was used , and that is putting it very mildly.

Where will human nature be, where will man be when

weighed down by Socialism ? I wish to remind my learned

friend of the language held by the Tories against the

Revolutionary Fathers when this country was fighting for

its freedom . You will find that their language against

the Jeffersons of those days was the identical language of

Attorney General Carmody to -day. (Applause.) What will

become of this country, the Tories asked , when it is buried

under the dead and levelling weight of Republicanism ?

And those Tories were wiped out at Yorktown and else

where, and the Republic did arise . There is no differenco

in the nature of the attacks against the obtainers of our

bourgeois freedoms and the attacks used against Socialism

to -day. There will be no such thing as " a dead weight,”
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for the simple reason that under Socialism man will

have the free choice of work, which he has not to-day,

and he will enjoy all that he produces. But that takes

us into the social economic question for which I have not

now the time.

My distinguished adversary says that he cannot get an

answer from any Socialist, and he hoped I would answer

him . I am going to be more courteous to him than he was

to me. He did not answer a single one of my questions.

There is a story told of Andrew Jackson, who, one day ,

when President, and standing with his back before the

fire- place in the White House, heard a noise outside, and

immediately the door of the room flew open , and an old

acquaintance of Tennessee rushed in . “What are you doing

in Washington ?” asked Jackson. “ Do you know , Gen

eral, what is going on in Tennessee ?" "No." " They are

charging me with being a horse thief.” “ Can they prove

it ?” Jackson asked. The answer was : “ That is the worst

of it, they have proved it !” That is the worst of the fix

of our adversaries. The Socialist charges are proved.

I am asked “ How are you going to cure the situation ?”

“ What are you going to do ?” “ Are you going to confis

cate ?”

I want my distinguished adversary to refresh his mind

upon the juridic meaning of the word " confiscation.”

Confiscation means the appropriation of property contrary

to the laws of an existing social system . Revolutions, how

ever, bring their own laws with them . Consequently , up

der the laws of a Social Revolution , thatmay be done legit

imately, without the brand of “ confiscation ” which , under

the laws of the social system that the Revolution has sup

planted, would be called confiscation . We have a striking
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illustration of this fact in the language of one of the early

leaders of our country whom I hope Mr. Carmody will not

repudiate. When the Revolutionary Fathers were asked :

“ Are you going to confiscate these colonies ?” it was no

less a man than Jefferson who answered the " confiscatory "

charge : Whenever in the history of a people conditions

have become such that they have to be changed , changed

they shall be. “ Confiscation ," from the British viewpoint,

was at the root of this Republic . Like all Revolutionary

governments, the Government of the United States was

born in revolution . It did not " confiscate” under the laws

of its own existence , whatever the name given to the act

by the social system and government which it overthrew .

The question is, “ Do the requirements of the working

class demand a different state of society ?” If the answer

is “ Yes," then that appropriation is not confiscation at all.

I hope my distinguished adversary heard, and will remem

ber my answer . The breath that denounces us as " confis

cators,” curiously enough , brands Thomas Jefferson , on

this platform , by a Democrat, as a " confiscator.”

The words were put in my mouth that I claim that the

old parties are engaged in a conspiracy against the work.

ing class. I certainly hold no such view , and expressed

pone. The class interests— the capitalistic class interests —

direct the conduct of the old parties ; and that conduct is

upheld by the present capitalist system . That is not con

spiracy, any more than it is conspiracy for centipedes to

bite. It is the nature of the beast. It has to do it. The

capitalist class could not do otherwise. It is the law of

its existence . Being the law of its existence, none but an

Anarchist would say that the old parties are in a conspir

acy . They are in conspiracies, but not against the working
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class. They are in conspiracies against one another ; one

conspires against the others, and all against each ; and

within the same party there are a lot of conspirators

against one another.

There are various brands of Socialists we are told . Oh,

yes. It is a curious remark to be made, on Sunday, of all

days. When you say that there are in existence several

shades of Socialism , so that you cannot tell what Socialism

means, then , by that same token, you declare that there

is no Christianity , because there are at least two hundred

End fifty varieties of Christianity.

There is nothing in the claim about there being so many

varieties of Socialists, least of all is there any comfort in

it for capitalism . I recommend to my distinguished ad

versary that he refresh his memory on the work of Jane

Grey Swisshólm , the zealous Abolitionist woman . She

despaired at the sight of so many varieties of Abolition

ists ; but, even when her despair was at its height, that hap

pened that brought the Abolitionists all together, with the

consequence that the Copper -head and Bourbon slavehold

ing Democracy came to grief at Appomattox. It is the law

of revolutions that their component elements disintegrate ;

each then attracts its own special affinities ; until that hap

pens that brings them all together into one mighty, irre

sistible stream . There lies at the other end of this evolu

tionary chain ofour own generation, another Appomattox

this time it is in store for Capitalism . To use a favorite

expression of Lincoln — the more black cats fight, all the

more numerous will be the black kittens.

We were told by Mr. Carmody that the Democratic party

loves labor. What do you mean by love of labor ? Do you

mean to give labor its independence ? Surely not. Then
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you don't love labor. What is the use in saying that every

man shall have an equal chance, when capitalism is 80

constructed that every one hasn 't an equal chance ? When

they tell us they love labor, and I believe most of them are

sincere, they love labor in the same sense that human beings

love their cattle. They are willing to do anything for

labor except get off the back of labor.

We were told that no party can live that is against labor

and we applauded that. Capitalist parties, Democratic and

Republican , while they are for labor in the sense that I

showed you, they are against labor, because they propose

to keep labor in wage slavery . No such party can any more

last in the United States. It is true that they will elect

their candidates, but not for much longer.

We are told that Socialism could never be. If Socialism

can never be, why these terrific onslaughts on it from the

pulpit and the press ? If Socialism is an absurdity, why

not let the absurdity kill itself ? A party which does not

intelligently stand for labor, and thatmeans the emancipa

tion of the working class, that party is doomed in the

United States, and the day of its doom is in sight.
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MR. THOMAS F. CARMODY IN REBUTTAL .

I don 't claim to be a prophet, but I can tell just what

a Socialist is going to do when he goes to his remedy.

Just what the speaker has done. Just what all advocates

of Socialism always do. They have but a very few words

to devote to an explanation of the remedies, while they have

a most beautiful vocabulary with which to describe the ills.

I told you that my distinguished adversary would not

tell you how they were going to carry into effect the most

important declaration of Socialism , viz : the acquisition of

public utilities. He sat down without telling you, except

to vaguely intimate that in this social revolution which

he anticipates, a means will be found such as we found in

the Rebellion when the slaves were freed , such as we found

in the Revolution when the colonies struck down the hand

of foreign tyranny and erected a government of independ .

ence. While the charge that I made is denied that, carried

to is: logical conclusion, itmeant Anarchy, he has admitted

that Socialism means Anarchy when it means confiscation

of property rights. Before I discuss that, I am going to

clear up some of the confusion in which he undertook to

involve the statements that I made in my preliminary re

marks.

I did not say, and do not intend to say that there aro

evils in our political system that may not be corrected . I

did say, if there be any question about my meaning, that

such evils as there are, and he has pointed out many fully

as well as I can ; and I go the whole length in pointing

out some, the remedy for which lies with the people in

& 8 .
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an intelligent application of the power of the ballot. (Ap

plause.) Turbulent destruction of property rights has been

preached from this platform this afternoon , although in

covert language.

He says when I pointed out to you that there are evils

that exist in our public life and used the similitude of

the conditions of the weather, he gave you the facetious ex

ample of the young lady with the beauty mark of the para

site upon her cheek. Wemight just as well take that as

anything else. What would Socialism do with that? The

doctrines which they apply to their public questions — ac

cording to those doctrines they would cut off the young

lady's head and mangle her corpse. The trouble is that

their remedies are worse than the disease.

He undertook also to classify me with the Tories. Why,

he inadvertently made a very frank admission against his

own theories of government. You will remember that the

Tory was the man who said the people were not able to

govern themselves. It was the party of Jefferson and Ham

ilton and Adams who raised upon the Atlantic shores the

banner of liberty, and they placed the powers of government

in the hands of the people. They gave them the right to

elect their public servants ; they surrounded public office

with constitutional limitations, and lest in somemoment of

frenzy the people might be led by the voice of the dema

gogue, they placed around each department of government

environments of constitutional strength and power. They

gave you a legislative department to make the laws; they

gave you the power by the ballot to elect the men that

make the laws ; they gave you an executive department to

enforce the laws. They gave you the ballot to elect the

men that enforce the laws. If those who enforce the laws
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don't enforce them justly, you have the power given you

in the Constitution of the nation and of the State, to cor

rect every evil of that character. Don't let us misconceive

or misconstrue what a Democratic form of government

means; it means confidence in the people. If properly en

forced, and if proper laws are passed , and if when passed

they are enforced, if honest men are placed in public office ,

if dishonest men are driven from public office by the power

of the ballot, you will have honest laws honestly enforced .

I am not going to be placed in the position before this au

dience or any other in defending unjust laws or entrenched

privilege. I scorn entrenched privilege everywhere,

whether it is seeking to destroy the duties of labor, whether

it is seeking to curb the currents of justice, whether it is

seeking to destroy the heritage of labor which your fathers

gave to you , I would destroy it, and you have the power to

destroy it. It is not necessary in order to accomplish this

that you destroy the government with it or that you destroy

property rights. (Applause.)

Here is where I intend to nail Socialism to the cross and

keep it there. I want somebody to tell the laborer who is

working in the shoe factory, or whose boys or girls are

working for the purpose of earning an honest livelihood ,

is there any remedy for that condition ? Where do you

find a remedy in that policy of Anarchy and confiscation ,

which provides that public utilities shall be controlled by a

common ownership and that you acquire public utilities by

confiscation ? Is there anybody in this land that needs

to repel the doctrine of confiscation , that needs to repel

the idea of invasion of public rights or public liberty any

more than the poor laborer needs to repel it ? Is there a

citizen under the Flag who needsmore the protection of
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the principle of equality before the law than the poor

laboring man ? It is the only legacy you have ; it is the

only protection you have. You should have it, and if you

don' t have it, you have the power to get it by your ballots,

and it is not either confiscation or Anarchy.

I propounded that question in the beginning, knowing

that it would not be answered. This debate will end with

out its being answered , but there will have to be an admis

sion that it is not answered, except the covert one which

was given . Confiscation is Anarchy.

What is the force of the analogy of the colonies declar

ing their independence ? They did not confiscate anything,

they did not confiscate any property ; they took what they

declared in the Declaration of Independence was theirs.

(Loud applause in which Mr. De Leon joins,and from many

parts of the theatre, shouts of “ That's what the Socialists

will do." ) They did not confiscate the railroads or steam

boats (laughter ) , I was thinking of that platform , What

did they take ? Did they take anybody's property ? Did

they ? They didn't take a dollar ; they didn't take a dollar

of anybody's property ; they took their liberty which they

declared belonged to them . (Applause.) (Laughter.)

(Continuing.) You are a little too rapid in anticipating

my conclusions. There was not a dollar of anybody's prop

erty confiscated . Property rights were held sacred ; the only

thing they demanded was that foreign tyranny of England

be removed from their necks. They demanded first, the

amelioration of their lands ; that unjust tax laws be

amended or repealed ; they demanded equal opportunities

to all men . They did not demand that therebe confiscated

the public utilities.

We go now to the Rebellion , the instances of what Line
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coln did in striking the shackles from the slave. That

was done as an instance in the war of the Rebellion ; it

was done as an act of necessity and for the purpose of doing

what the laws of this country said would be done from the

beginning - give liberty to all. It was accomplished at a

time when it could be justified as a military necessity.

I ask you if you find in these two instances a support for

the theory of government in these days of opportunities &

support for the Socialist theory of government – in these

days when school houses are open to all ; and if you do not

get education you ought to unite with those demanding it.

You say you are going to start this party of yours by

confiscating public utilities, by taking away from the great

corporations their vested property rights. Do you know

what that means ? You are taking it away from the rich.

The stock in these corporations is pretty widely scattered ;

much of it is owned by small investors. You take the Troy

dam ; you take the canals. (Laughter.)

I am rather ashamed to stand before an audience on a

Sunday afternoon in the city of Troy, a city of churches ,

a city of homes, a city of virtue, a city of patriotism and

a city of intelligence, and have to apologize for any eulogy

that I make of law and order. I am ashamed that I have

to stand before an audience and apologize for lauding the

institutions of my country. I am ashamed that I may be

laughed at and scoffed at by men who enjoy what they do

not enjoy anywhere else, did not enjoy since the creation

was started, and do not enjoy anywhere else but here. (Ap

plause .)

If that timehas come, and if it is here, if we have got in

this campaign or if we have got to face in the future any

factor of our political existence that stands upon those doc
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trines, then you are the most dangerous factor that ever

stood beneath the Flag. The tyranny of life is nothing

compared with the tyranny of Anarchy. The tyranny of

entrenched privilege against which you complain is ideal

as against that tyranny that would level and destroy, de

stroy the altar and the home, destroy equality and labor.

(Laughter.) I will say when you laugh at that, then the

only safety is in your numbers. Bear in mind that no

party will grow in this country and succeed which does not

cherish those doctrines that are planted in the heart of

every man , that stand for law and order and for the rights

of others, and for opportunity . (Applause.)

Every man has got some chance himself, and if you have

not got it, unite yourselves with those who can give it to

you , if they deny it to you.

Don't destroy because one of the ramparts of justice has

been stricken down. Don 't give up the citadel because

Benedict Arnold has sold out the cause. Don 't punish

the other patriots of the Revolution because there are trai.

tors. Don 't denounce religion because there are false

prophets in the land. (Applause.)

(Continuing .) Mankind suffers from ills, but don't de

stroy its opportunities. I plead here for those principles,

and I plead that you may understand them , that you may

examine them and that you may know what they mean

and what the creed that you plead means as applied to them .

(Applause.)

(Mr. Carmody then sits down with nine minutes of the

time allotted to him unconsumed.)
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DANIEL DE LEON, FINAL REBUTTAL.

I regret to see the insistence ofmy distinguished adver

sary upon “ confiscation.” I am surprised that he, a Demo

crat, should do so. He is thereby repudiating Jefferson .

Jefferson 's answer to the charge of " confiscation ” is the

Declaration of Independence— an ample answer.

I also regret to notice the confusion of thought on the

part ofmy distinguished adversary concerning the liberties

that “ Jefferson and Hamilton gave to our people.” Does

not my distinguished adversary know that what Hamilton

wanted was not what Jefferson wanted and got ; and does

he not know that the Democratic party has since thrown

Jefferson overboard and become Hamiltonian ?

My distinguished adversary says we are the worst factors

in society. We are not afraid of such charges. That was

the charge that the patriciate of the old Roman Empire

made against the early Christians; that was the charge

that the Roman Catholic political hierachy later hurled at

the Protestants; that was exactly the charge that the

Democratic Bourbon Copperheads flung at the Abolition

ists. We Socialists have not yet been tarred and feathered

and ridden on rails as the Abolitionists were. (Voice from

the audience : “What are they doing in California ?” ) Be

not too hasty. The Socialist of America denies all affinity

with the element whose leading song has for its refrain :

" Hallelujah, Hallelujah , I'm a bum !” Mere declamation

is not enough to prove that the Socialist is " the worst

enemy in society."
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My distinguished adversary insists that I have not an

swered his questions.

I maintain that it is he that has abandoned the field .

If he desires to debate the subject of Socialism , I am ready.

Right here I challenge him to debate on some specific sub

ject concerning Socialism — “ Confiscation," if he likes, or

the subject that " The political State, or Capitalism , must

now make room for the Industrial Government, or Social

ism .” The question of Socialism requires a careful gath

ering of facts, and close reasoning. Declamation will not

stead .

In the few minutes left to me I shall rapidly take up and

dispose of some of my distinguished adversary's last points.

My distinguished adversary said that my remedy for

that young lady with the flea on her cheek would be to

hack off her head. Indeed not! I distinctly said she

would take the parasite between her two nails and nip off

its life. Nor is that the treatment we have in store for

the capitalist class. Wewould give them a chance, for once

in their lives to earn an honest living.

My distinguished adversary said that confiscation is

Anarchy. I have already and amply covered the subject

of " confiscation .” But as to “ Anarchy," what is Anarchy ?

A word upon that. Anarchy is that theory of society under

which man is a law unto himself. It is a theory of society

that denies the collectivity. It is a theory of society that

finds vastly more affinity with the Capitalist class than it

does with the Socialist. It is a theory of society that would

throw mankind back to the primitive state. It denies the

propriety of central government. Hewho speaks of So

cialist policies as Anarchy should premise the statement

with a book on his theory of Anarchy. Such a man's
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theory of Anarchy would be found absolutely at war with

all the teachings of political science. To say that Social

ism is Anarchy is to fly in the face of political science.

A word , in connection with “ Confiscation " as to what

the Revolutionary Fathers did . I refer my distinguished

adversary to the fiscal history of George III's troubles. The

colonists took vastly more than Mr. Carmody imagines. To

gauge how much they took , look at the subsequent famines

in India. Unable to keep its hands upon what it consid

ered its legitimate property in the colonies, the British

Crown had to fall back upon the Hindoos to recoup itself.

Socialism does not, cannot contemplate the " confiscation"

of existing wealth , for the simple reason that the wealth

of society to -day IS the property of the working class ; they

produced it. They would be only " taking their own”

just as the colonists did .

We are asked for a complete list of items of the Socialist

Republic. The same demand has been made before upon

great men upon great occasions — and with as little sense.

When Columbus proposed to start on his trip to discover

the eastern shores of Asia , there were people ofmy distin

guished opponent's bent of mind who asked him where the

mountains, and the mouths of rivers, and the harbors would

lie. His answer was: " I do not know , and I do not care.

Wa t I do know is that the world being round, if I travel

westward I must strike land.”

If Columbus is too ancient in history, take Washington .

When he was fighting the battles of independence there

were Tory pamphleteers who pestered him and the other

Revolutionary Fathers with questions upon the kind of

government they contemplated — was it to be a Venetian

Doge affair , a Dutch Republic of high Mightinesses, or
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what? Washington's answer was: “ First lick the British .”

Impossible for the capitalist system with its political

state to continue. The Goddess of Liberty cannot sit upon

bayonets. With a logic similar to that of Columbus's an

swer, the Socialist says that the Co-operative Common

wealth , or the Industrial Government is next in the order

of social systems. No more than Washington can we give

details in advance, and like Washington we say : First

lick the British of to-day.

We are told “ the Courts are open to all,” yet in these

days what is the cry that is going up from one end of the

country to the other ? - the cry of the " Recall.”

Weare told the doors of our schools are open — and rela

tively fewer and fewer of the workers' children can attend .

Their fathers earn too little to clothe and feed them for

school.

Weare told to use the ballot. You bet we will !

The Constitution of the United States was the first to

provide for its own amendment. The Consitution of the

United States thereby recognized , or, rather, legalized revo

lution, to use the language of a celebrated man in this

country . In the language of Washington , our people hold

the government in the hollow of their hand. The facts

that I have adduced , the arguments that I have presented

demonstrate that the time has come for the oppressed in

this country to make use of that Constitution's amendment

clause, and put an end to the capitalist social system . As

Socialists , asmen who stand upon the International prin

ciples of Socialism , as men who recognize that the Political

State is rotten -ripe for overthrow , we organize the Indus

trial Unions to seize the reins of future government, and

enforce the fiat of the ballot should the reactionists, the
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Bourbon -Copperheads of this generation, rise against it.

It is in the hands of the Socialists that the American

Flag is in the keeping of. It is the Socialists who are

to -day bracing themselves against the attempt, and who

will block the attempt to re -introduce despotism under the

folds of the Flag.

We certainly do propose to use the ballot for all that it

is worth . We are children of the Twentieth Century, and

as such we propose to deport ourselves. (Prolonged ap

plause .)
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That this ( socially necessary labor time) is really

the foundation of the exchangeable value of all

things, excepting those which cannot be increased

by human industry , is a doctrine of the utmost im

portance in political economy; for from no source do

so many errors, and so much difference of opinion

in that science proceed as from the vague ideas

which are attached to the word value. - David

Ricardo.
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2. - On page 19, line 2 in the second speech of Daniel De Leon ,
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PREFACE

The debate , the report of which is contained in these pages,

was held before the University Extension Society of Philadel

phia on January 27, 1913. The debate was reported steno

graphically and is published without either of the participants

having read or revised the manuscript. There are therefore

necessarily some rough places which appear, which otherwise

would have been smoothed out. Such places, however, are very

few , and should interpose no difficulty to the reader .

The debate itself, which was supposed to be on the “ trust

problem ," soon turned into a debate on Capitalism versus So

cialism , as it inevitably had to do. The trust problem is but

one of the many manifestations of a social order which is se

riously out of joint, and as none of the manifestations or social

phenomena can be grasped without understanding the law of

value, the debate soon resolved itself into a debate on value, sup

ply and demand, and the various corollaries. Mr. Berry, though

an able and skilled debater, soon “ dashed his head against it ,"

(the law of value] to use an expression of De Leon 's .

As for the rest, the debate is interesting for the participation

of two able and scholarly men , and it has interest beyond the

exigencies of the moment, since the battle will continue to rage,

with the “ trust problem ” more aggravated , with the condition

of the working class becoming worse and worse, and with that

class which Mr..Berry typifies, the middle class, ibeing ground

into powder between these two millstones in society.

The booklet is herewith commended to the thoughtful student

and reader .

The Publishers.



De Leon -Berry Debate .

CHAIRMAN 'S ADDRESS.

STEWART WOOD.

The University Extension has adopted this year the practice

of 'having debates on subjects of political and public interest,

something a little different from the lectures of former years,

and tonight presents to you in juxtaposition two subjects , both

of which are certainly live topics, those of Socialism and the

trust problem .

I can remember nearly forty years ago, when I was a young

man in Berlin , visiting some of the “ revolutionists of the chair ,"

as they called the professorial Socialists of that time, and one

of them saying to me, “ You will be having Socialism in America

soon.” I was a little disposed to scoff at it. At that time So

cialism , as it was understood in Europe, was a thing practically

unknown here. We did have a gentle kind of Socialists, who in

a way were very logical. They formed little communities of

their own, where they withdrew quietly from the world to lead

their gentle lives according to their own theories. Such were

the followers of Robert Owen , the Shaker Settlement, the Brook

Farm , and so on . Those examples will always prove and re

main classical examples, both of some of the fine points in hu

man nature to which Socialism does make an appeal, and also

of the practical difficulties which exist in human nature for

making it a success , and for which the Socialists will have to

find some remedy if their views are to prevail.

We have with us tonight a Socialist of a very different type

from those I spoke of as having existed in early days in Amer

ica. He does not come to you with a torch or with dynamite,

but he does come bearing radical views of philosophic Socialism .

I take pleasure in introducing to you Mr. De Leon, of New York .
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DIRECT PRESENTATION .

DANIEL DE LEON .

Ladies and Gentlemen :

The subject I was invited to discuss here tonight was the so

lution of the trust problem , and as I am known to ibe a Socialist

I realized that I was invited to present the Socialist position ,

which is the Socialist solution . I am not forgetful of the fact

that I am speaking here under the auspices of the University

Extension , and that my audience may be supposed to have en

joyed the advantages of college training . We who have gone

through college are aware that words cannot be understood un

less we go to their roots. It is with words and terms as with a

ship . The ship is anchored , but according to the streams and the

winds it may drift to the north or to the south of its anchorage,

to the east or to the west. By following the anchor we ascer

tain where that ship is anchored. It is so with terms, especially

with so- called technical terms.

The word “ trust” is a technical term . It has a surface mani.

festation . It cannot be approached, it cannot be understood , let

alone the solution therefor presented, unless we trace that word

down to the anchor which the term is fastened to . I shall there
fore invite your attention to an argument. I do not come with

rhetoric . I do not come with oratory . The times are serious,

very serious, and it is thought that is going to help us out. The

anchor on which the trust question is fastened is that law of po

litical economy known as the law of value. I wish right here

to say that that law has been fought by all the elements of mod

ern capitalist society , and they have dashed their heads against

it. But at such criticalmoments as the Bryan campaign of 1896

it was to that law that they had to cling for refuge, and it was

a page from Socialist literature that furnished the excellent
speeches with which to overthrow the Bryanistic absurdity of

free coinage of silver regardless of international trade.

What, then, is that law ? I see no blackboard here, and I shall
have to make my illustration short. It must appeal to your

memory . The law of value establishes that merchandise has a
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value according to the amount of labor power crystallized in it

and socially necessary for its reproduction . That is inhesive,

and yet much depends upon the correct understanding of that

position, because that law is the social dynamo that is causing

the upheaval throughcut the civilized world . To understand that

law , I shall give you an illustration .

Take yourselves back some hundred years when this country

began its independent career. Imagine a person weaving doth

here. She wove cloth with an old - style loom , that is to say, old

style compared with what we have today , a loom that they then

had. You want to suppose that the person wove one yard of

cloth a week. That was doing pretty well. The labor socially

necessary to produce that yard of cloth was one week 's labor,

and that week 's labor crystallized in that yard of cloth rendered

the yard exchangeable with any other commodity that required

an equal amount of socially necessary labor. You want to sup

pose that it took just one week to produce ten bushels of po

tatoes . You see the subject is a common place one, and it is well

for you to realize the beauty of these commonplace facts . Then

it follows from the law of value, that one yard of cloth was the

equivalent of ten bushels of potatoes in the market, and that one

yard exchanged for those ten bushels, and vice versa .

But the progress of machinery presently enabled some one to

produce two yards of cloth during one week . The consequence

was that the exchange value of the cloth was no longer one

week 's labor but half a week ' s labor, or one yard of cloth was

equal no longer to ten bushels of potatoes but was equal to five

bushels. The exchange value being determined by the socially

necessary amount of labor crystallized in the production of those
commodities, rendered lower the value of the cloth ; and the pro

ducer of the cloth , who before exchanged that one yard for ten

bushels of potatoes, was compelled, if he wanted to have pota

toes, to exchange his yard no longer for ten bushels but for five,

because no longer was the whole week socially necessary to pro

duce it. Someone else was producing cloth in half the time.

To make a long story short, as the machine or the tool of pro
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duction improved, the time camewhen during that week no long

er one yard of cloth, no longer two yards of cloth, but 1000 yards

of cloth were produced . The time necessary to produce potatoes

not having changed, and if it had it would come down to the

same thing, — the time necessary to produce 1000 yards of cloth

having been one week , it follows that 1000 yards of cloth are

equal in value to the ten bushels of potatoes, so that he (or she)

who was producing with the old - style loom and could only bring

forth one yard during that week, had to limit himself to the one

one-thousandth part of one bushel a week, in other words, had

either to starve or throw the loom on the scrap heap and go out

and sell himself as a wage slave. That is the law of value. As

I said before, capitalism and its professors have been trying to

overthrow it, and wise they are to try to overthrow it , because

that is the central point that, once understood, all chimeras drop ;

that, once understood , all halfway measures are appreciated at

their real value.

Under the social pot from which issues the trust there is this

law , and all of you who have understood the comparison I have

just made will be able to follow me when I come to that improv

ed method of production which is known as the trust today.

The trust must be stripped of all its accidental circumstances,

such things as watered stock , such things as agreements be

tween gentlemen or non - gentlemen , such things as chicanery

and bribery of politicians. These are poultices that help the

thing along , but they are not characteristics of the thing. To

understand the thing we must eliminate all these, and what we

then see in the trust is a contrivance of production which car

ries out that evolution I mentioned before with regard to the

loom , and carries it to a state of perfection that wemay almost

consider final. The trust is that device, that tool of production,

which, incited by the law of value, enables production to be car

ried on more and more plentifully, with less and less waste. The

trust, accordingly , is essentially a contrivance of production , a

tool of production .

How is that problem going to be met ? Just as soon as that re
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markable tool presents itself, that gigantic tool that enables

production to be carried on with so much swiftness, with so lit

tie waste, just as soon as that tool presents itself on earth a new

issue also presents itself , or rather is seen . The question of the

history of the tool is civilization turned out. The tool of produc

tion is the yard stick by which to measure the advance of man

from the earliest savagery to his present condition . The human

being is the only one that is born toolless , and therefore help

less. Every other animal is born with implements it needs to

grub its existence out of nature. The meanest spider has all it

needs. The smallest rat has all it needs. The eagle has his

beak , the tiger and lion their fangs and claws, the beaver that

remarkable tail of his.

Go through the whole gamut of animals and you will find that

each one of them is born supplied with the tool that it needs.

Man alone is born toolless, and at that stage of his existence he

is the most helpless of all animals. He is the sport of nature .

Nature has her foot upon his neck , makes him her toy, afflicts

him with drouth one day and drowns him with flood the next,

one day blesses him with abundance and the next afflicts him

with dearth. No animal goes through that experience . Man

does, and he rises from that by slow degrees in the measure

that he fashions the tools with which to fight nature. With

his bare fingers at first he has to eke out his existence. Pres

ently he places his hands upon the tool, and with the tool, per

fecting it by little and little, he reaches that point which is the

point that civilization has advanced to, the point when wealth

can be produced so abundantly and with so little toil that all the

citizens can enjoy the leisure with healthy exercise which only

affluence can afford. That being the case , that the tool is the
weapon for human freedom and the perfection of the tool is the

symbol of the capability of the human race for freedom , it can

not be denied that the element of society which today has no

tool of production is no better off than our barbarian and sav

age ancestors 25,000 years ago.

The working class today is toolless. Their tool is owned by
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the class that has appropriated it, by historic methods that I

shall not here go into . At any rate , the history of the tool es

tablishes this principle, that the tool is the means for human

emancipation from the thrall of nature, and he who owns that

tool is a free man. He who does not is a slave, originally of na

ture and now of the class that does own it. When we see and

weigh that position , then we are enabled to approach the sub

ject of the solution of the trust. We have here a giant that is

instinct with good , and yet, seeing that it raises such a rumpus,

it evidently does harm . How is that problem to be solved ?

Right here a number of propositions present themselves. I

shall take up only those that recognize the significance of the

tool, that is, those propositions that somehow or another stand

planted upon the law of value. One proposition we will call the

proposition of love and affection and habits of thought. It sees

the trust redounding to the benefit of the few . It sees the mil

lionaire heiresses multiplying and purchasing nobility for their

husbands , while the masses of the people are in deplorable and

increasingly deplorable salvery . That element sees that the po

litical government is helpful to the trust. That element says,
“ Smash the trust.” It says, “ Let us return politics to the peo

ple ." Those who propose that solution do not understand the

meaning of a tool. If the trust were to be smashed it would

mean sending us back to that stage where the abundance of

wealth was not producible without excessive toil, where the

abundance of wealth was not possible in quantities large enough

to afford well-being to all. Those who propose to smash the

trust recognize the power of the tool, but do not understand its

mission. To those we say, the trust cannot be smashed be

cause all the powers of civilization are making toward promot

ing the operation of trusts. We say, even if the trust could be

smashed we should not smash it, because by smashing it we

would throw civilization back .

Another proposition is this, control the trusts. This element

recognizes that the trust is valuable , but it says, “ It does do

Gome mischief. Let us legislate around it.” Twenty years ago
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when that proposition was first presented, we Socialists showed

that it was impracticable. Today no one should deny the im

practicability thereof. To control a trust is like controlling a

tiger. To control a trust is to make believe, because the prac.

tical result of all attempts to control the trust has been to have

those laws broken . Attempts to control the trust resemble an

attempt to hold back a fiery horse by the tail, with the only re

sult that the laws that are passed to control the horse are kick

ed to splinters, and the splinters serve no other purpose than as

pastry for corporation lawyers to grow fat upon .

Now comes the third proposition . That comes from those who

realize that the trust must not be destroyed . It comes from

those who realize that the trust cannot be controlled. They pro

pose to nationalize the trust, and that is the scheme that has the

abnormal name of State Socialism . The trust presentation

throws its light upon this development, that today has reached

that point where the political government must be overthrown,

when legislation cannot and must not be conducted by an organ

ism that is separate and apart from the productive capability of

man . Congress, the President, and all our judges may die to

morrow and not a wheel of production would stop running. That

sort of government is political government.

It is said that the solution of the trust lies in the overthrow

of the political government and the institution in place of the

political government of the industrial government, the govern

ment made up of the representatives of the organized industries

of the nation , the wiping out of the state lines , and the institu

tion in lieu of the state lines of the industries . Instead of hav

ing the state of Pennsylvania we would have the industry of

railroads, the industry of mines , the industry of weaving, the

industry of food production , and so forth ; and the represent

atives of those industries, representing the working people

in those industries, would constitute the government, and

that government would then own and control those instruments

of production that civilization needs. But State Socialism , which

is justly called half -baked Socialism , would put into the hands
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of the political State, the State which consists of capitalists, the

management of industry . In other words, it would put in their

hands additional powers to tyrannize the people .

If I have any time left I wish to sum up in a few words. So

cialism demands, as the only solution of the trust problem , the

overthrow of the political State and its substitution with the in

dustrial State . It demands this because the trust should not if

it could , and could not if it would, be destroyed ; and the trust

cannot be saved for the people unless the people own it and con

trol it through those who work , and not through politicians,

whose only mission in civilization has been to keep the working

claşs in subjugation .

In closing, I hope that my opponent, if he opposes this con

clusion , will state whether he accepts the law of exchange

value. If he does not, why not ? If he does, how can he deny the

inevitableness of the perfected tool of production ? If he does

not deny that, how will he explain that course of civilization

which Lewis H . Morgan , the leading American writer on eth

nology , has proclaimed the future of society ; namely , that social

institutions and social associations will overthrow the political

State and establish the industrial State. You have come to list

en. I can assure you that no one will listen to my distinguished
opponent with greater attention than I, and as I have no hobby

to serve, and this one purpose: to promote that system of gov

ernment that will enable man to have what belongs to him , that

will enable woman to enjoy her dignity , that will enable child

hood to enjoy its pleasures, if my distinguished opponent can

bring any point of reason to overthrow my position , no one will

be more thankful than I to hear it .

CHAIRMAN.

STEWART WOOD.

Ladies and gentlemen :

You have undoubtedly listened with interest to this scholarly

statement of the views of the Socialist scholars , and we will

now listen to a presentation from a gentleman who has been a
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captain of industry and is a captain of industry himself, and has

been operating under conditions of individual management of

industry . I need not introduce one to you who is your neighbor,

and who has played so conspicuous a part in restoring the self

respect of Pennsylvanians when they think of their state govern

ment. I have the pleasure of introducing the Honorable Wil
liam H . Berry .

FIRST PRESENTATION .

WILLIAM H . BERRY.

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen :

I am extremely gratified to have had the opportunity of list

ening to the presentation of the argument that my friend has

advanced . I am extremely sorry that I am compelled to differ

with him at the very outset . I would like to go along with him

as far as I can , and I think I will begin at the back end of his

address, in order that I may go with him a while. I join with

him , and with every Sccialist who complains of the injustice of

existing conditions. I am not here to make any apology for the

rank and gross injustice that is rife throughout our civilization ,

but when it comes to thematter of presenting a remedy , a way

out of those difficulties, I feel myself unable to follow the rea

soning of any of the Socialists . I was in hopes I might find

something on the part of the brother who has just spoken that

would be essentially different from anything I had previously

heard. I have, however, been disappointed in that particular.

I want to preface my remarks by his statement. Mr. De Leon

assumes that commercial or exchange value is determined by

the cost of production , by the labor concentrated in the produc

tion of an article . I am compelled to deny that statement in

toto . The cost of production does not now , never did, and never

can determine exchange value. It never did, does not now , and

never can do it. The thing that determines exchange value is

the law of supply and demand. The amount, the quantity of a

product which is offered in the market in exchange for other
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things, as compareu to the quantity of other things which are

offered in exchange for it, will determine how much of one will

go for the other, absolutely regardless of what it cost to produce

either one. Cost of production ultimately , in the long run, and

in those things which come to be of daily use, will have a con

trolling influence upon the quantity of products, but until it

does it is absolutely powerless to determine anything in regard

to exchange value. It must first work upon quantity before it

does anything at all with the value. That is in harmony with

the profoundest philosophy of human life. If it were not so , it

would not have persisted through all the ages. These things

which persist age through, age long, you may take for granted

are ingrained in the very system . The reason that that is true

is because the idealman is a free man . Patrick Henry said , “ I

do not know what course others may pursue, but as for me, give

me liberty or give me death .” Put me off the planet if I can

not be free. I never recited that old speech when I was a boy

that it did not go from center to circumference of my entire be

ing . I believe it to be true, and man is impossible without free

dom .

There is no merit or demerit possible in any action that is not

volition . I care not how exemplary one's conduct may be, if it

is not from choice there is no merit resident in it . I once ad

dressed an audience of 1,500 men . Themost exemplary conduct

I ever saw was practiced by them , universally , absolutely up to

date, every one of them in every particular. I could not find a

single fault with any of them . They were in the Eastern pen

itentiary . There was no merit in anything they did . They did

it perforce. So I hold that in order that we may have a man at

all, we must have a free man , a man who makes choice .

Now , we come into this world , all of us. This world is the

environment, this land , these natural opportunities, are the en

vironments of our existence. Two thing's, of course, are always

to be considered in the development of any living organism :

heredity and environment. I would like to take time to trace

the heredity of this race to where I believe it originated, in the
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mind of the Eternal God. I differentiate between a man and

any other creature, not on the ground of his being toolless when

he comes into the world , but on the ground that he has the

stamp of Deity placed upon him , in that he is a free agent and

shall determine for himself what he shall do and how he shall

do it.

But we come into this environment. Here are a lot of tasks,

In some places it is easier to work than it is in others. Some

tasks are very pleasant to some people , not always to every

body. I know a fellow that would rather work around a plant,

fool around with a spade, dig among the worms and raise

flowers and vegetables, than do any other thing on earth . I

would not. He has no competitor when it comes to me. I am

not bothering with his job . There are other jobs I would rather

do for nothing than to be paid for doing some jobs. Some things

are more excellent to some people than they are to others, so

that ifweare to have free men , and if we are to have men

who follow the impulse implanted by the Creator , if they shall

develop in full, we must let them choose. If this fellow wants

to raise flowers, let him raise them . But if flower -raising looks

good to one fellow it is very likely to look good to somebody

else . If there is no irksome feature in the task , if it is clean ,

wholesome, pleasant, a whole lot of people will likely choose

that occupation . On the contrary, there is another task over

here that is anything but pleasant. It has got to be done, but

it is hard work . It has nothing attractive about it. There is

more or less of dirt and discomfort necessarily associated with

it. Some fellows may choose it. Some fellows may rather do

that than do the other, butmost of us would not. So as a con

sequence a great many people will choose the less irksome task ,

and very few people will choose the more irksome task.

As a consequence , flowers come into the market in great

quantities, not in great abundance because they can raise a

flower quicker than this fellow can wheel a wheelbarrow of

stone. Not so . It is not the case at all. The labor involved

may be the same, but a whole lot of people want to do this par
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ticular work. They do it in abundance and come forward with

flowers in great abundance. This other thing over here, which

is extremely necessary , but which involves irksome effort, comes

scarce , and as a natural, necessary , inevitable consequence ,

flowers, no matter what they cost in the way of effort and time

to produce them , will exchange, a whole lot of them for very

little of this other thing on the other side. That is the natural

process. If left to itself the easy job will always get the poor

est pay. The hard job will always get the most pay. That is

what ought to happen , but I ought to be perfectly free to choose ,

so far as I am concerned , which of those jobs I will work at.

That ought to be left to me, not to you or anybody else . It

should be a matter for me to determine. That is one thing I in

sist upon . I am going to choose my job. I would rather starve

at certain occupations than be a millionaire in some others. I

insist upon it that I can only do my best work and only rise to

the highest possible levels for me to attain when I have chosen

congenial employment, no matter what it is.

We have the trust problem confronting us. What is thematter

with the trusts ? I have no fault to find with the trust on ac.

count of its size ; not at all. I have no fault to find with the

irust on account of its efficiency ; not at all. I am perfectly satis

fied that up to a certain extent the assembling of large capital

and widely co -ordinated effort into some one industry , results,

just as my friend here has said , in some very desirable and very

proper things. I would perhaps define it a little differently from

the way he does. I would call it more a manifestation of the

division of labor, the specialization which goes on and marks it,

as he says, as the index of human advancement, not exactly and

solely the improvement of tools, but largely the improvement of

the skill and ability due to specialization and the direction of the

effort of the individual in some one direction .

If there is anything the matter with the trust , what is it ?

There is only one thing . There is only one characteristic of the

trust that I think we want to try to get rid of, and that is the one

thing that strikes at the very heart of humanity,monopoly . That
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is all. What is monopoly ? Let me give you a definition. Mon

opoly is anything in existence , man-made or natural, that pre

vents the free flow of effort into any channel of production.

That is what it is and that is all it is, if by any process whatso

ever it prevents the free flow of effort. I mean freedom to flow

to any channel of activity you please. What is its opposite ?

Competition . What is competition ? That is the thing that is at

the bottom of the trust proposition which I am opposed to , and

which I think the thoughtful mind of the time is determined to

eradicate. Monopoly , the miasma. It is the cankerworm that is

at the bottom of this entire situation . It is responsible for every

evil with which we are afflicted.

Let me in just a few minutes illustrate its operation . It has

its special field of operation in three particular directions. In

the first place, in land, using the term in the broad sense which

takes in all natural opportunities. Suppose, for instance, we get

before us a community that we can see all around. Crusoe alone

on his island, of course, is obliged to do everything for himself.

He is jack of all trades and master of none. He never knows

how to do anything well because he has so many things to do he

never becomes master of anything. In consequence, the hats he

makes are of no account. The shoes he makes are bunglesome

and bother him more than they do him good ,many times.

Let one hundred men assemble with him on the island . Now

they specialize. Each takes up some one particular branch of

production . One makes hats, another shoes, another coats, and

so on . By concentration of effort , by study of the particular

things of which he makes a life business, he becomes expert .

True, he improves his tool, too. The tools are a factor and a

large factor, but they are not the only factor. The improvement
of the man is the most important factor, in my judgment. I

have seen lots of tools. I was looking just the other day in

amazement at the Merganthaler type-setting machine, and I

want to tell you it never set a type on earth and never will until

there is a man there to handle it. There is a man involved in ev

ery one of these propositions. No matter how complicated the
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tool is, there is a man , and his development comes about by his

specialized attention to some particular thing. He becomes skill

ed. This man produces a hat in a day which it took old Crusoe

a week to make, and it is a far better hat than he ever had. This

man produces a pair of shoes in a day that it took Crusoe a week

to make, and better shoes than Crusoe ever saw . But with the

specialization of labor comes in immediately the necessity of ex

change of products. The shoemaker cannot wear shoes all over

him . Our feminine friends nowadays seem to be able to wear al

most any old thing in the shape of a hat, but there is a limit even

to the power of our lady friends to wear everything on earth

on their heads. He cannot clothe himself entirely with this par

ticular thing , so he must exchange products with his neighbor.

I want to stop right here for a second and illustrate one of the

things which doubtless my friend will raise . He has not raised

it as yet, but every Socialist I ever heard talk does raise it ; that is

the question of profit. I want to show you that this hat maker,

bringing a hat over to the shoemaker , will say , “ Here , will you

trade even ? ” Enough said , they trade. The hatmaker going back

with a pair of shoes, chuckles to his neighbor, “ Look at the shoes

I got. I got a pair of shoes here I could not havemade in a week ,

and got them for a hat I made in a day. Look at the rake-off I

got on that deal.” The shoemaker, going home to his chum ,

says, “ Look at the hat I got, a good hat I could not have made in

a week. I got it for a pair of shoes I made in a day. Look how

I skinned that fellow on that deal, the tremendous profit .” Both

of them got together and exchanged products .

Some Socialists seem to think one of the great evils against

which we labor is profit taking. I do not. I want to tell you that ·

profit taking is the grandest thing in the proposition . I want

to tell you that civilization today, and all that beautifies the

earth today, is accumulated profit. Had there been no profit,

this building would not have been here. All that is accumulated

is profit, and it does not scare me after it gets in that position .

Our Socialist friends call it capital, and get awfully scared when

they get to calling it that. I am not afraid of it at all. The only
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trouble about it is that too few people own it . It is the segrega

tion of it in the hands of a few that is doing damage. How has
it been done ? In almost every single instance through the op

eration ofmonopoly somewhere in some shape or other. So that
when I am seeking a remedy for the trust question , I want to go

to the root of the matter and bring up monopoly .

Suppose in the primitive community of ours, by some process
or other, the shoemakers got hold of the section of land that rais

ed all the leather, and there could not be any leather raised any

'where else, and that society had been harnessed with some kind

of agreement that gave the owners of that land the title in fee ,

so that they could say to everybody else, “ Keep off !” Don 't you

see that, the population growing, it would all have to concentrate

in the hat and coat business and elsewhere. But the shoe busi

ness would be cutting out the shoes in the old quantity, and, hats

coming out in double quantity, one pair of shoes would get two

hats . They would have the same labor, the same effort, but the

monopoly that surrounds this shoemaking industry, that prevents

the free flow of effort into that channel, simply banks up an ar

tificial value by operating on the quantity, entirely indifferent

to the cost of production . '

By that process, the monopolization of natural opportunity in

the first place, we have permitted a few of our people to absorb

all the profit of all our industry, while the great mass of our

people have very little, and we are fulminating against the trust

because of the name of it in some cases , and for various undi

gested reasons, but at the bottom the one indictment we can

bring against the trust is that it prevents competition , for it is

not a trust in any 'hurtful sense until it can prevent competition ,

and when it can then it has got us by the throat, and until it can

it is as harmless as we are. I propose that the monopoly in na

tural opportunities shall be destroyed ; not remedied , but abso

lutely destroyed. I do not believe that title to a single square

inch of the face of God 's green earth can be justified anywhere

today . There is not a single title of record today that cannot be

traced back to some physica'l giant that either murdered the man
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who had it before, or drove him off of it, and kept other people

off by force, and took it and wrote the title to it in the blood of

his fellows.

Second, transportation. People cannot exchange their prod

ucts unless they can get together . If there is a chasm between

the shoemaker and the hatmaker they cannot produce as special

ists. They cannot do it. They cannot improve. Improvement

there is impossible . This man must go back and do everything ,

and then he never does anything well. Suppose I am permitted

by the community to open a road and build a bridge across this

chasm , and then I am permitted to sit there and collect toll from

the fellow that crosses this way and the fellow that crosses that

way. I will get them coming and going, both of them . If I am

given a monopoly of transportation , unless there is free entry of

competitive effort in the transportation of goods, the segrega

tion of all the profits on all the industries of people that cross it

will finally land in the pockets of the toll-gate keeper. So that

I will direct your attention, second, to the evils of the transpor

tation system .

· There is no evil in one of these magnificent locomotives that

pull a hundred cars across the Rocky Mountains; nothing wrong

about that, nothing wrong about one thousand or ten thousand

miles of railway ; nothing wrong at all about any of it except

monopoly. Whenever you get down to where the prevention of

competition enters then the devilment enters, so that your atten

tion should be directed to the dissolution of the monopolistic fea

tures of transportation , whatever they are. Open up competition

upon it. It is the one thing that will cure the situation . There

is still another. This is one I wish I had about an hour to talk

about. It is not the primary one in point of historic precedence.

It is not even secondary, but while it is tertiary in point of his

toric sequence, it is primary in point of momentary imminence.

I went into the Eastern penitentiary on the occasion I told you

about. They led me through the outside gate and locked it. We

went on in . They let us through the gate of the building , took

us through and looked it. We went on in . They took us to an
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inner cell apartment, unlocked that, let us in and locked it be

hind us. There we were with a threefold lock between us and

liberty. Suppose we had begun to fulminate and say, “ Here, the

thing that is troubling us here now is the outside gate. It is

troubling us. We are not going to get away until we open that

gate." Suppose we had said , “ It is the gate to themain building

that is troubling us. We are never going to get out until we

open that.” But we willnever get to those gates until we unlock

the cell door first. The thing that is right next to us, the thing

that has got us in such an iron grip today, is the monopoly in

currency . That is the thing we are up against today.

I want to make this statement here and now , without fear of

successful contradiction , there is no unwillingly id'le man on

God's green earth today that does not owe his present inability

to find work at profitable wages , wages representing every par

ticle of product that he himself produces, to the monopoly of our

rency that exists in this country today. I am prepared to de

fend that proposition at length and show you very briefly how it

works. We come finally to changing these products around, and

pick out one of them as the most convenient for a medium of ex

change, the current commodity, so to speak . By and by we at

tach the power of law to it, and say , “ If you owe anybody any

thing this is the thing that you have got to get in order to pay

it .” The minute you do that you do not set up monopoly there,

but you make possible the most dangerous monopoly that con

fronts the race. Why ? Simply for this reason : When you have

done that you have set by law a monopoly which prevents the

free flow of effort into the production of this particular com

modity, which alone in all the 'scope of our product is empower

ed to cancel debt. That is , the only way you can get away from

a creditor is by coughing up the money. I do not care what else

you have got, get the money or you cannot get away from the

creditor. Whenever you make it difficult to produce the money ,

then you make it difficult to get away from the creditor. Let us

see where that leads you , especially taking this great jump my

friend is obliged to take, down to the present time, where this
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great institution of currency has come to be one of the equival

ents in every exchange.

One- half of the things that pass from hand to hand in the

world is currency, and when that comes to pass and you are pro

ducing a locomotive, for instance, it is very interesting to see.

Visit the Baldwin locomotive works. There is a magnificent

locomotive, weighing 150 tons, representing the labor of probably

thousands of men . Probably a hundred thousand men in differ

ent ways had something to do with the manufacture of that

great machine. There it was, ready to be put on the market.

There was not a man that had anything at all to do with it from

its very inception in the bowels of the earth as iron ore until its

final delivery into the hands of the engineer, but what got a

piece ofmoney for his efforts . Labor, money. Material, money .

Everything weighed against money in that proposition , so that

finally when the locomotive was ready to be put on the market

it owed the Baldwin locomotive works a certain amount of

money, and that money must be secured for it or the locomotive

works cannot run. Anybody that has ever tried to run a factory

- I do not make locomotives, but I tell you I make mud-brick ,

and you cannot make such a simple thing as mud -brick without

paying money to somebody every time you turn over in bed. Ev

ery time you have a brick made you have to get a certain

amount of money for that brick when you sell it, or you are go

ing to the sheriff. I do not care what your business is. What
is it that determines the amount of money that I will secure

for the brick, or that Mr. Baldwin wlll secure for

the locomotive ? Not the cost of making 'brick ? Oh, my, no. Not

the cost of making the locomotive ? Oh,my, no, by no means, not
now or ever.

The thing that determines how much money will be exchang

ed for the locomotive will depend entirely upon the number of

locomotives that are in the market offered for money , as com

pared to the amount of money, on the other hand, that is offer

ed for locomotives. That is what will determine how much the

locomotive brings in the market. Then you discover, as every
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manufacturer in the known world has discovered over and over

again , that if you let your people work all the time in the loco

motive shop or in the brickyard or anywhere else, you will get

more of this kind of stock than that fellow is getting of his, and

the first thing you know a looomotive costing you $20,000 to

make, you have to sell for $ 15 ,000 . Then the sheriff loomsup as

big as the whole horizon. Your speed of money production

is determined by law , and when you have limited that the nec

essity rests upon every man to limit the production of locomo

tives and of everything else , and lays back upon the whole race

the necessity of restraining effort, and sets up something that

people miscall competition . They tell me that the people who

stand around the gates of the locomotive works fighting one

another for the first chance to get in there and bidding against

one another to get the job at a less and less wage, are compet

ing . No, no, no more like competition than day is like night.

That is war, and war is hell and nothing but hell, and there is

more of it in that contest than there is in the clinch of armed

forces, and it is set up solely by reason of the presence of mon

opoly .

SECOND SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON .

My audience will remember that I stated in the course of my

opening that the law of value which Socialistic science has, is a

rock against which the capitalist forces have wisely addressed

their efforts. My distinguished opponent proved that proposi

tion . I also stated that against that rock all opposition has dash

ed its head. I think I can prove to you thatmy distinguished ad

versary proved that point, too.

My distinguished adversary denied that law of value which

says that the amount of labor crystallized in a commodity estab
lishes its exchange-value. He said exchange-value is established

by supply and demand. Now listen , men and women. If supply

and demand establish value it follows, for instance, that if I pull

with my left hand with 40-pound force and with my right hand
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with 10 -pound force upon a pendulum , that pendulum will lean

toward the left hand . If I pull with my right hand with 50

pound force and with my left hand with 20-pound force , the pen

dulum will swing toward my right. Supply and demand means

that the larger the supply in relation to the demand the lower

is the value, and the lower the supply the higher is the value. In

other words, if the supply is 50 pounds, which I take in my left ,

and the demand is only 20, the value would be toward my left

hand. If toward my right hand the supply is 100

pounds and from my left side the demand is only 10 ,

the price would be so much lower because the supply is so

much higher. All right, but suppose supply and demand cancel

each other. Suppose the supply and the demand are even. What

becomes of value ? Does it vanish ? No. If I pull with 50 -pound

force that pendulum with my right hand and pull it back with

10-pound force with my left hand, the pendulum will oscillate to

my right, but if with my right I pull with 10 -pound force and

with my left I pull with 10 -pound force, according to that rea

soning the pendulum would fly into the air . No, the pendulum

will swing obedient to the law of gravity . The law of supply and

demand explains nothing at all because if the elements of sup

ply and demand equal each other, what becomes of value ? That

value is dependent upon the amount of labor power that crystal.

lizes in it. I think that point is made clear.

My distinguished friend said thatmonopoly is the trouble . He

said that monopoly means that the free flow of effort is prevent

ed. I admit that, and I showed why - what it is that brings that

about,namely, that law of industry that produces all that improv

ed machinery, which excludes the man who has not got it . He

said that competition is the remedy, that whatever promotes

competition will destroy that monopoly . He said there is no

trust until competition is prevented. Then he started to tell us

what were the causes of monopoly . He began with land. It is

true he mentioned railroads and it is true he mentioned money.

The money subject is one which needs a special address, but he

began with land monopoly and argued that if a person appro
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priates a certain portion of the earth that is the foundation of

all monopoly . According to him , after having made that as a

condition , money and railroads have not any rope left. If the

ownership of land is what produces monopoly , and if the owner

of that land can tell the other fellow to get off the earth , why

cannot the owner of that land tell the moneyed man and the rail

road man to get off the earth ? That is the single tax theory , a

theory which has to be taken separately and will be the subject

of an address. All I can do in the fifteen minutes left to me is

to puncture that bladder. I will show it to you .

I again repeat, I take it for granted most of you have had a

college education . You know the language , the importance of

language in determining certain facts and the significance

thereof. It is through philology alone, language, that we can

trace the stages of our progress. When our ancestors migrated

from Asia , one branch went into Italy and another went into

Germany. Philology tells us that. Philology may help in this

case to prevent this absurdity of the single tax from extending

any further . I say to you that there is nothing in that theory of

land being the source of monopoly . Conjure to yourselves some

of the leading Revolutionary Fathers. Conjure to yourself the

most eminent of them all, Benjamin Franklin . Conjure before

you the most brilliant, Thomas Jefferson . Conjure before you

the profoundest, James Madison . Ask them , “ Did you hear that

80 -and - so was land -poor ?” Imagine the statement. They would

not know what that meant. They would say, “Man, you are

crazy. Land-poor is a contradiction of terms. He who has land

cannot be poor.” That was the condition then . Today we have

the term land-poor, a term that shows that the thing exists, that

a man can have land and yet be poor as Job. Between the land

and natural opportunity has arisen the tool of production , the

trust monopoly of production . Philology right here comes to our

assistance and tells us of this change in conditions, of that

change in conditions which existed at the time of the Revolu

tionary Fathers, when, land being all that was necessary, the

term land -poor did not exist; whereas today, when land is no
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longer the foundation for monopoly , when between land and na

tural opportunity has arisen the tool of production , that gigan

tic , perfected contrivance called the trust, land has taken a back

seat. There was a time, according to the single taxers, when

white parasols and elephants mad with pride went with the title

to land. Today we have white parasols and elephants mad with

pride that are no longer in the possession of the landlord. They

are in the possession of the capitalist lord . He owns them , and

the landlord has passed the sceptre over to the capitalist who

owns the capital, and owning the capital, owns the land, because

without that capital the land is inaccessible to him , inaccessible

because of the law of exchange value that renders the labor of

him who has not the necessary capital unproductive. That much

for land monopoly .

As to the money monopoly , it falls together with the land

monopoly. We had Crusoe referred to , a favorite authority with

single taxers. I refer all of you , including mydistinguished ad

versary, to the other works of the author of "Robinson Crusoe,”

namely Daniel Defoe. He wrote “ Robinson Crusoe,” but he also

wrote “ Dilworth .” If I were a single taxer Crusoe would be the

last man I would mention , because he reminds us of Daniel De

foe, and the mention of Daniel Defoe reminds us of his work

which knocks the single tax sky high . I refer you to his great

work , “ Captain Jack .” He was one of the grand men of Eng

land and was sent over here under indenture , virtually a slave ,

and had to work seven years for his master. But his master lov

ed him and appreciated him and said to him one day, " Jack , you

have served me faithfully for a couple of years. I don 't want to

have you to serveme any more. I have lots of land. Beyond is

all the land you want. Go there and help yourself.” The author

of Robinson Crusoe says Captain Jack fell upon his knees before

his master and said , “ Master, what have I done to you that you

treat me like that ? What can I do without the implements of

production ? I cannot help myself."

Daniel Defoe is the man who knocked out the single tax .

He lived at a time when that vagary cameup, and it was perfectly
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logical it should come up, because right here I want to say to

you that taxation is a badge of servitude. He who taxes is mas

ter. He who is taxed is slave. The feudal lords owned the land,

consequently the land was not taxed . The movable property of

the bourgeois was taxed . When the bourgeois made a revolu

tion they turned the tables on the feudal lords and said , “ Our

property shall not be taxable . Your land shall bear all taxes."

Take any given land as a pledge, free that man , and leave cap

ital in the hands of the capitalists, and the capitalists will have

the whole sway . Listen to those who claim that land monopoly

is the foundation of all. Do you think when a farmer puts a

mortgage on his land he does so because he thinks a mortgage

is like a flower -pot ? No, it is the law of exchange -value that

renders it impossible for him to produce, with as little effort, as

plentifully as a fellow who has a reaper and other instruments

of production . As he is bankrupt, he goes cap in hand . He, at

one time the holder of the white parasol and elephantmad with

pride, goes to the banker. The banker looks him all over the

same as the feudal lord looked at the bourgeois . He asks him

many questions so as to make sure. When that landlord , the

owner of that foundation and groundwork of all monopoly, has

passed muster with the banker , then the banker puts another

rope around his neck and gets a mortgage whereby the banker

becomes really the owner of the land and the farmer becomes

his slave. He becomes a slave for the capital that the farmer

needs to produce with .

I think I covered the matter of money . I have here a memor

andum which I shall refer to for a moment. My friend said

profit-making is the grandest thing in creation . Every capital

ist will agree with that. The social revolutionist says, “ Nay,

nay ; it is a crime." It was a necessary crime. It was a crime

which was incident to that development of the tool until we

reached the time when production was perfected by the trust.

What is profit ? Profit is that amount of wealth which the

wage slave yields over and above his market price. If the

workingman's market price is $ 1 a day then $ 1 he gets, and
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profit is everything that the capitalist can squeeze out of him

as use value. Profit means unpaid labor. Profit means that

portion of wealth that humanity has sweated and which is found

in the pockets of the few . It means wholesale and legalized

theft, and how anybody can invoke aid in support of such a thing

passes my understanding.

SECOND SPEECH .

WILLIAM H . BERRY.

I am very much interested in my brother's effort, especially

in this matter of profit. I want to pay attention, however, to

his illustration of the operation of the law of supply and de

mand. There is nothing so illustrative or so apt as a good illus

tration . The tug of war between two contending forces does not

illustrate the phenomena of supply and demand , at all. What

I wish to do is to give you now the real illustration of the law

of supply and demand. It is not an easy thing to do. There are

not very many operations that may be cited . That probably is

the reason mygood brother has skipped them all. I know of but

one. It is the contention between the force of gravity on the

one hand, which tends to pull a balloon down, and the buoyancy

of the atmosphere on the other hand , which tends to raise it up .

As the altitude of the balloon increases, thebuoyancy of the at

mosphere decreases by reason of the increasing rarity . Just so ,

as the value of an article increases, the demand gradually de

creases by reason of the inaccessibility, the inability of men to

compete for it , and if it were to rest in that position it does not

go up in the air even then . It has a point where the equilibri.

um between the contending forces of gravity on the one hand ,

or supply, tends to pull it down, and the buoyancy of the atmos

phere, paralleling the force of demand, on the other hand, tends

to raise it up, and whenever they come to a balance there it

rests. Some things will range higher than others, but the fact

that they have a fixed place in the scale of values does not af

firm for a minute that they are off the map. They are there

just the same. They are there resisting two contending forces.
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This would even be true of a couple of teams pulling on a

weight with equal force. The fact that the forces are equalized

does not take the weight off the map by any means. The weight

is right there. The equilibrium of forces simply determines

where the weight will rest. If the force on one hand is stronger

than the other it will pull it over there, but the right place and

the best place to bring it is in a vertical movement, because we

usually think of things very valuable as being high . It is a mere

matter of thinking , so the parallel might better be taken that

way. The contention of the forces of supply and demand always

did and always will determine the question of value, and the dis

tribution of profit is the result of the contending forces of sup

ply and demand.

As to the mal-distribution of the profits of industry , whatev

er my friend may say to the contrary, I think the profit upon

anything is the difference between what it cost to produce it

and what you get for it. That is the profit. The difference be

tween what it costs you to make an article and what you get for

it is the profit, and if profits were equally distributed there

would be no trouble. The difficulty is that they are unequally

distributed . I want to tell you that a man who has a factory

and is not a landlord is in bad shape. The man who does not own

the ground his capital rests on is in bad shape. If there is no

other ground to take it to the landlord will eat him up. That is

easy to see, but I want to talk about this mal-distribution of this

profit. That is the whole problem . It is the law of supply and

demand. In other words, it is the law of human freedom .

I want to tell you I would rather have some hard times and

be free than live in luxury a slave. I have not any use for the

slavery I see in the Socialist program . What is the trouble ?

This man has a factory . I want to tell you something. He is

the most miserable of all men if he has to go into a labor mar

ket where the demand for labor is greater than the supply . Just

think a minute . I have got a shoe factory . I want to hire men .

I go out into the market where there are two jobs hunting for

one man. Let that situation persist for any length of time in
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your locality , and the first thing you know the working man will

bemaking as much profit as the man that owns the factory and

maybe a little more. In most cases today, even in this imper

fect system , that is the case. I can cite you cases without num

ber in which the workman gets more than he produces day in

and day out for months together, and finally the sheriff takes

the factory not infrequently. Seventy -five per cent. of people

that go into productive enterprises get that handed to them be

fore they are done with it. Seventy -five per cent. go to the

sheriff. Why ? Because the workingman gets more than 'he pre

duces. When he fails to get it (and in the long run he does fail

to get it ) , he does not get his own by any means. When he does

fail to get it it is simply because the man who wants to hire him

goes into a congested labor market where the law of supply and

demand sets up conditions in which two men are hunting for one

job , in which case always and everywhere the workingman will

get the worst end of the proposition . He is sure to get less than

is coming to him .

Why is there an idle man ? That is the question . Most of the
Socialists who have discussed this question with me attempted

to tell us why. Mr. Kirkpatrick , I think , the last time he was

here, told us the workman does not get all that 'he produces be

cause he does not get all that he produces, and he showed it to

us beyond peradventure that that was true. A man does not

get all he produces because he does not get all he produces. I

cannot see any sense in that and never could , but I can see the

reason why the workingman is in a congested market ,why two

men are hunting for one job . Whenever a locomotive works

sees that the price of its locomotives is going down, there is on

ly one thing for the locomotive man to do to save himself from

the sheriff, and that is to shut down the locomotive factory and

stop making locomotives, stop building the product. That is

what he does, and why does he do it ? Not because we do not

want locomotives. James G . Hill said not a great while ago the

railroads of this country today need $ 5 ,000,000,000 for extension

of the railways of this nation . Thousands upon thousands of
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locomotives are in immediate demand in this nation today, yet

our locomotive makers dare not make them beyond a certain

speed . Why ? If they do the price goes down and the sheriff

takes the locomotive works. That is the reason .

The land question is a fundamental question . The landlord is

on the job ; don't think he is not. But I am not here to tell you

that the land question is the only question, by any means. I tried
to explain to you that it is only the outside gate. It is the gate

to the wall of the prison . You will never be free until you cor

rect it. The gate that leads you into the prison yard and out of

the building is the transportation question ; but the cell door, the

door that has got you in its grip at this minute all over the

civilized world , is the currency monopoly . The money people

have got you tied down until you cannot get to the outside door.

The first thing you have to decide is , what are you going to do

with this currency question ? It is nothing new . Five hundred

years before the dawn of the Christian era the Prophet Amos

called down the wrath of Jehovah upon Israel because they had

made the ephah small and the shekel great. How had they

made the shekel great ? By making it scarce, setting up mon

opoly around it. They caused the poor of the land to fail. How ?

By making two of them beg for one job . The same old story .

It is as old as the race and just as potent today as it ever was .

Inch by inch the coils of this monopoly contract . The land

lord even comes up to the banker. Why, even the landlord to

day when he comes up to the banker has got his hands full. He

is up against it for fair , as the boys would say, when hemeets a

banker. I want to warn you tonight,my friends. I went to a

moving picture show in Pittsburgh not a great while ago. I was

not much interested in the moving pictures but they had a fel

low that swung a lariat. I am always interested in that. I came

from the Western country myself . He was the most expert ar

tist with a rope that I ever saw . He stood his assistant on the

back end of the stage and swung the lariat over and put it

around his ankles and jerked it up, and then one half -hitch after

another ran along. It flew over the assistant's head, like get.
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ting a fish hook on a line, one half-hitch after anotner until he

had every limb tied , and at last he wrapped it around his neck .

I tell you the question here is the use of the rope in this atmos

phere of ours today. Hitch after hitch , half-hitch after half

hitch , is coming and the final ringer they call the Aldrich Bill.

Look out for it. If they land that it is all up. Let them land

that final half-hitch and the poor landlord and the poor manu

facturer, no matter who it is , his name is Dennis. He is finish

ed if ever you allow that last hitch .

But what I want to get back to , for all these things are im

material to me, is the proposition I started out with . Let me

tell you unless we can have free men we cannot have men at all.

I can see an inherent difficulty in the . Socialist program , neces

sarily so . Grant that we shall own indiscriminately these in

dustries. By some process or other you determine who shall

run them . Somebody has got to do it. You have got to let us

compete with one another for the opportunity to manage that

thing, by which process alone in my judgment can you ever de

termine who is the best man to do it. The men best capable of

doing it are doing it today. The men at the head of these great

institutions got there, not in every case but in most cases, be

cause they were the men of the hour. They got there by reason

of qualifications, through competitive methods. Sometimes they

did not, but after they got there they put it over us. How are

you going to get it ? You are going to get it in one of two

ways. You are either going to let us compete for

those jobs, or you are going to elect somebody at the head of

the situation whose business it will be to say to me, “ Berry, you

run that thing. Brother De Leon , you run that one.” “ But I

object.” “ Never mind, now . This has got to be run . There are

not enough of these. You come over here and run it .” You

must either let me choose that or choose for me, one of the two.

That difficulty inheres in every fibre of the Socialist pro

gram . As a practical method of operation , you must either let

me choose or choose for me, one of the two. If you let me

choose, that is competition . That is human freedom . If you
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choose for me that is slavery. 'I do not care who the chooser is .

I do not care whether I help to elect him or not. I am a slave

just the same. If there was any necessity for it I would submit

to it, but I insist there is no necessity. I insist that all we have

to do is to undo this monopoly that we have allowed to grow

thus far and set our industries free. If a man is down in a well

the way out is up, not down. The further you dig down the

worse you get. Socialism leads you further down in this thing ,

for what is monopoly ? What is the hurtful thing about it ?

Nothing but the infringement of human freedom , that is all.

Nothing but the slavery of man is involved in monopoly . That

we do not like. Monopoly is slavery to whatever extent it .ex

ists , and that is what we hate about it. When you begin to ex

tend the system then you take away from every one of us the

very thing that made the civilization of which we are so proud

and which is our boast.

THIRD SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON .

My distinguished adversary denied my symbol of supply

and demand, that is , the opposing forces, and said the real com

parison is the law of gravitation as it affects things up and

down . I will prove to you that that comparison of his will not

fit, for the reason that the law of gravitation is a permanent

thing, always there, always with the same force, whereas de

mand is not always there with the same force, and supply is not

always there with the same force. Consequently , the thing that

puts value upon them must be a thing that is changeable .What

is changeable ? Supply and demand, and I have shown with my

illustration that the forceswhich I imagined , are changeable . The

comparison of gravity will not hold water for the reason that

gravity is not a changeable force. It remains permanent.

Number 2 . My distinguished adversary said that profit is the

difference ibetween the cost of production and what you get for

it. If that is true, then profit is cheating. If a thing costs me

$ 6 and I get $20 I have stuck the purchaser . That is not profit.
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Theman who makes profit does not cheat the purchaser. He re

covers the value of the goods that he sold . The one who is cheat

ed is the workman . He was not paid , and the capitalist gets

that swag . The other definition of profit is typical of the cap

italistic mind . The capitalist actually believes that cheating is

what does it . No, some capitalists cheat, but society could not

last upon that basis. Capitalists give value for what they get,

but the value they give for the money they get get is not the

value that they pay Labor for. The workman is cheated . The

workman does not get all his produce. Of course, not. The law

of exchange-value, which is an illustration of supply and de

mand, only confirms the statement. That explains why the

worker does not get all that he produces. The socially

necessary tool of production is not his. That socially

necessary tool is in the hands of a private concern, and

it needs the tool which can produce as plentifully as

the bost; that is what is meant by the socially nec

essary tool. Since he has not got that he has to go and sell

himself in wage slavery , and wage slavery means selling oneself

as a commodity. The workman today is nothing but a commodi.

ty , and he gets his price, which is determined by supply and de

mand — the price, not the value. His value is vastly higher, but
his price is determined by supply and demand . The tool throws

more and more capitalists out of the capitalist class into the

lower class . The supply becomes larger . The demand does not

rise in proportion , and the workman does not get what he pro

duces.

Wehave been told Socialism is slavery and the workman

makes more than the capitalist. How could there be a capitalist

under Socialism ? It is like telling us through the Revolutionary

days that there would be no freedom in America after King

George was kicked out, because the Revolutionary Fathers and

the citizens of these colonies would be trampled upon by the

British Crown. How can the British Crown trample after it is
kicked out ? When the capitalist class has been abolished by ap

propriation by the people of that which by right is theirs — that

which they cannot exist without except as slaves of the capital.
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ist class then for the first time in creation a revolution takes

place in which the victorious class will not hang that class which

it overthrows, but in which it will enable that class to earn an

honest living by going to work . I realize there is nothing for the

capitalist. I realize it seems almost like servitude to him that

capital cuts no figure, but he will be given an opportunity . The

revolutionary class will do that.

When my distinguished adversary says many workmen get

more than the capitalist, I would like to know if he will accept

my amendment. Many a capitalist cannot continue to skin his

workingmen of part of what they produce, although he is get

ting more. I admit it. That is so because that capitalist is pro

ducing with tools inferior to other capitalists and he is ground

between the upper and nether millstones. The capitalist's tools

fail to produce as cheaply as those of the other capitalists, and

the result is that he cannot continue to exist . He goes into

bankruptcy, but it is not because the workman got more than

he. There is no such capitalist in existence. . If you find any

such in Philadelphia my advice to you is to grab him , pinion him

and put him in a hall on exhibition .

Wewere told a good deal aboutmoney. My distinguished ad

versary gave up his theory that land was the foundation ofmon

opoly . Instead of being the foundation it was the back gate. I

congratulate him on the progress he has made. What is money ?

I cannot go into that broad subject. Money is a necessary thing
under a social system that produces for sale and not for use .

Given that production for sale, with the law of value working

under it, and you must have money, and you kick against that

as a barricade. The ground and foundation of the theory which

I mentioned was this private tool of production. Remove that

and there is no money anymore . Money vanishes absolutely ,

such a thing as metallic money. We saw yesterday that about

$ 5 ,000,000 of gold coin had to be shipped bodily to the Argentine

Republic. Such a thing is evidence of the absurdity of our pres

ent social system . It is not gold used for the arts or sciences.
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It is gold used for exchange, and exchange under this condition

has to be by means of money with all the evils my friend refer

red to . Remove that method of production , overthrow the politi

cal State , establish the Co-operative Commonwealth or Indus

trial Republic, and money collapses as completely as I would

drop to the center of the earth if this stage broke down and a

vacuum took its place, leaving medown below . There is no sense

in animadverting on money. Of course, it is bad, but how fool

ish it is to scratch at a pimple that has broken out on the hand

that is getting more and more sore, instead of making the blood

healthy, so that the pimple will disappear. You can go on pick

ing at that pimple as much as you like, you cannot pick it out.

Money is one of those pimples on the social body .

My opponent says unless we can have free men we can have

no men at all. That I accept. The question is , what is freedom ?

Freedom is that condition of society in which a man can work

when he pleases, at what he pleases, and keep all that he pro

duces. The great way to get that is to overthrow the political

State and establish the Socialist Industrial Co -operative Com

monwealth . Today there can be no freedom . Money and the

banker are necessities of the capitalist State. Today men are

slaves because they produce more than they get. That is the

condition of slavery, and of course, under those conditions we

have no men . That is why we have this condition of unrest in

the country .

The men at the head of institutions today we are told are men

who know best. I would like to know what man at the head of

an institution is doing any work . I have looked into that ques

tion . Very few of the institutions of the land that are worth

mentioning are not run by wage slaves. Some get pretty good

wages and others lower wages, but the men who own the insti

tutions are not running anything. They are spending their time

in Europe with fast horses and faster women. They are wast

ing their substance. They are not running the country or the

institutions. Those who do run the institutions are small bour.

geois who are still trying to save themelves, but the big capital

ist will take care of them .
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As to his plan of Socialism , I cannot see any Socialism but as

I have described . I can assure you that if Socialism were the

kind of thing my distinguished friend perhaps thinks it is , the

thing which he described, I would not advocate it. It is all the

single tax theory we have heard so often , that under Socialism

the State will order me what kind of handkerchiefs I shall use

to blow my patriotic nose with . Socialism is nothing of the sort.

Under Socialism the opportunity for work is there and no one

can live unless he works. People will go to work . A man will

be anxious to work two or three hours a day gladly if he is go

ing to keep all that he produces. There will be no danger of

anybody dictating to him . He is going to choose for himself.

THIRD SPEECH .

WILLIAM H . BERRY.

I shall refer for a moment to what my distinguished oppon

ent thinks is the exceedingly insignificant currency question . It

amuses me. I apprehend that when he will have amputated that

excrescence he will discover himself somewhat in the condition

of the young surgeon who had a very important case. The pa

tient had a tumor, and he performed an operation and removed

it, and he was ibragging to his fellow professionals on the sub

ject. He told them that the tumor weighed 120 pounds and the

patient only weighed 60 after the tumor was removed . He was

asked, " Did you save the patient ?” “ Oh, no," he said , “ I saved

the tumor.” I rather fear after this currency proposition is

eliminated that you will discover that it is something more than

a mere experience.

If under the Socialistic system you are permitted to choose

your employment, you will undoubtedly find that the

easy jobs will be over -chosen and the product

will become greatly abundant, and that your fancy

notions of the labor value will disappear. Competition

will get its nose in the tent, and before you know it the whole

canvass inside your Socialistic system is gone if ever you let

fellows compete for a job. If you letme choose my occupation
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I am going to choose the easy thing . You can depend on me for

that. I will choose the soft thing. I think a whole lot of other

fellows will choose the soft thing, and just as sure as the soft

thing is over -chosen just that sure the soft thing will be over

produced . Just that sure it will lose value in spite of everything

you can possibly do or say. If you let that proposition into

your game at all it is absolutely gone down the winds.

I put this proposition . I put it to this audience once before .

I think I will do it again , it is so apt. My brother has five min

utes in which he can refute it. Freedom is impossible under a

Socialistic system . We have got to have beef cattle. We are

going to get them in one of two ways. Either we are going to

let people who feel like it choose to raise cattle , or we are go

ing to elect somebody by a 51 per cent vote whose business it

will be to pick out the people who shall raise cattle. I do not

care which it is , but you are going to do one or the other. My

theory is that you must let us choose to raise cattle and take the

consequence if we overproduce and give cheap ibeef once in a

while. That is my theory about it, for in that case you have

freemen . If you do not you put a man who is built for a law

yer in cattle raising. You do all sorts of violence to everything

that is valuable in man . After you have the cattle raised you

have to have a butcher. You will get him one way or the other .

You will either elect a man with a 51 per cent vote whose busi

ness it is to pick out butchers and say , “We want ten butchers .

Ten butchers is all we can have. You are a butcher or nothing, "

or else you let us compete and have a whole lot of butchersif

it is the thing we like to do, let us do it. We get butchering

cheap, and the cheapness will keep us away if we get too many .

After you get the butchers you have the problem of distribu

tion before you just as big as ever. Who is going to get sirloin

and who is going to get inferior portions ? You are going to de

termine that in the same way you did the other. You have to do

it. There is no escape from it . You have either to elect a man

by a 51 per cent vote, whose business it will be to say , “ It is

your day for shinbone, and , Brother De Leon , it is your day for
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sirloin ." Either you have got to do that or let us compete, and

then the fellow that will give themost for the sirloin will get it;

one of the two. I can see perfectly well that there is some ex

travagance in that system . A friend said something to me the

other day. We were sitting on my porch and I think about sev

en or eight milkmen went by in the course of an hour. He said ,

" There is an illustration . Under Socialism you would only have

one milkman who would come around here and serve everybody

on this street.” I said , “ Not if I could help it, you would not.

I want to choose even my milkman . I do not want you to choose

him for me. I have a preference in milkmen and would rather

pay oneman eight cents a quart than pay another man seven . I

know it costs more to have six or eight men come along there ,

but I can beat cheapness to death . It is not cheapness we want,

it is freedom we want. That is the thing that develops men .”

CLOSING SPEECH .

DANIEL DE LEON .

This debate has closed where some debates would have com

menced. My distinguished adversary has drawn a picture of

Socialism which is a caricature. All I can do is to throw out

just one hint. He tells us that the easy job will be over-chosen

and he will choose the soft job . Do you know anybody who

chooses the hard job today ? I do not. The difference between

the Socialist commonwealth and the present capitalistic com

monwealth is that today the hardest jobs have to be chosen com

pulsorily by those who need some kind of a job , and they get paid

in proportion to the supply of applicants for those jobs. Under

Socialism the principle is entirely different, but to give you the

fundamental principle for that would need half an hour and I

have not got it, so I can only give you the concluding principle.

Under Socialism , if there is an over -supply , say of conductors

of cars, it would be an implication that there is less fibre spent,

less labor power consumed in conducting a car, and the conse

quence would be that the hours of those men would have to be

longer than the hours of the men who applied for jobs that are
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disagreeable . It is the application of the law of exchange value

to which I referred at the beginning of my address, as the dyna

mo under capitalist society . It is the application of that. There

is, and I repeat it, nobody today looking gladly for a hard job .

People take whatever job is open to them .

My distinguished friend referred to himself as a brickmaker.

He will allow me to say I do not believe he chose brickmaking be

cause he loved bricks. He chose brickmaking because he thought

he would makemoremoney according to his theory, getting more

than 'he expended in getting it. I do not believe in a civilized

community a gentleman with his shape of head would adopt such

miserable work and spend his life upon making 'bricks. That can

be done in a few hours and he devote his talents to other things.

I refer to his often repeated caricature of Socialism , which

shows he does not grasp the law of exchange-value. He says ,

first, that soft jobs will be over-crowded ; secondly , the supply

will be excessive. That does not hold . I repeat it , in proportion

to the supply of labor for a certain thing you can tell whether

much or little fibre is expended in its production, and the relative

supply for this, that and the other job establishes the number of

hours that are equivalent with this condition . Then we would

have long hours maybe for some on account of the work being

pleasant, and have short hours for others, but the hours of one

cannot exceed the necessary hours for physical exercise, for the

reason that the productivity of the Commonwealth will be so

much larger.

I will use my closing minutes with a rapid survey of the posi

tion . The proposition , the trust proposition , the back gate or the

foundation of the land, and all these various things, you cannot

approach and cannot understand unless you grasp the law of ex

change-value. That law of exchange-value disables the man

who doesnot own thebest machinery for his form of work . That

determines the usefulness of the trust as the best implement

possible, and just as soon as the trust presents itself then the

decree of civilization is that the trust shall be saved , and that it

shall be saved in the only way it can be saved, namely, by bring
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ing society to that condition from which our ancestors moved

when they had to enter into the valley of the shadow of death

of capitalism , leaving communism behind.

We have to rear that social system in which the government

consists of the people who are directing production instead of

the people whose sole work must be to cheat the underlings un

der them . Wemust have a social system which outlines with

the truth , and only that is true which fits all the facts, the fact

of the law of exchange-value, the fact of the necessity of the

most perfect tool, the fact that that most perfect tool of today,

the trust, rings the knell of political government and ushers in

the government of representatives of industrial occupations.

Mbat proposition fits all the facts , and as it fits all the facts the

Socialists work along that•line. As far as I know , there is no

other movement that is making any progress. All others grow

like cows, tail down toward the earth.

THE CHAIRMAN .

The debate between the speakers is now closed. When we

came we expected to hear Socialism as a oure for the trust. We

have heard very little about trusts and a great deal about So

cialism pro and con . I rather thought the proposition might

have been announced that the formation of the trust was only a

step toward the introduction of Socialism . That is a proposition

which is quite open to debate, and which is very interesting , but

it is too late to open that now .

According to the custom of these meetings, I will state that

it is now open for any one to ask any relevant question of either

of the speakers, but in this we follow a rule which I believe has

been announced by both speakers in their objection to monopoly,

so that no lady or gentleman is expected to ask more than one

question or to take more than two minutes in presenting the

question, and then the speaker will answer it.

A GENTLEMAN . I would like to ask Mr. Berry, why should

the discipline of an industrial government be less desirable than

the discipline of the armies that have fought for political free
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dom .

MR. BERRY. I presume discipline is a necessity of all or

ganizations. This thought would lead me into a very large dis

cussion if I were to follow it. I do notbelieve in armies at all.

I think the most ridiculous thing on the face of the earth today

are those armies we are mobilizing for various purposes. I be

lieve that they could not be recruited if we had monopoly elimin

ated at the bottom , and a condition set up where the demand for

labor in productive enterprises would always and everywhere ex

ceed the supply . You could not hire a man to go to war if he

could always do better at home than he can in war. Therefore,

" I question the whole proposition of discipline. I know perfect

ly well, as a manager of a productive enterprise, that a man who

co -ordinates an enterprise must have control of it , but that con

trol of it must be with free, independent men. Competition is

reprehensible only when it is of the jug -handle type, when it is

all on one side, when the employer does not have to compete

and the employe does. When competition is like a loving cup

that we pass around at our various functions, and has a handle

on both sides of it, then there is nothing the matter with com

petition , and then discipline is quite a different thing from

what ordinarily arises in one' s mind in thinking about it.

A GENTLEMAN . How can a trust, or even Socialism , save

the family or even the State ? He was saying about there being

no money .

THE CHAIRMAN . To whom is the question addressed ?

· THE GENTLEMAN. To Professor De Leon .

MR. DE LEON . The question is, how can the trust or Social

ism save the family or State ? I do not understand the question .

THE GENTLEMAN . You said wipe out state lines .

MR. DE LEON . Yes, wipe out state lines and establish in lieu

of state lines the industries, representatives of industry . How

will that save the family ?

THE GENTLEMAN . They say Socialism breaks up the fam

ily . I always heard that it would lead to free love. They do not

believe in the Bible.

MR. DE LEON . As far as I can judge, I think the capitalist
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is the one who breaks up the family. He sends the husband to

look for a job anywhere. He throws the wife in the market. He

grabs children from the cradle . Socialism cannot be worse than

that. I do not understand that question . Today the family is

smashed by capitalistic conditions under the private ownership
of the tool of production . Overthrow that. Have that which is

real Socialism , not State Socialism , — that is not Socialism at all.

Overthrow the capitalist system , which means organize the in

dustries of the country so that their representatives can meet

and make laws for production , and I do not believe there will be

any wife who will run away into a factory. I do not believe there

will be any man who will go out West looking for a job . I do not

believe there will be any more she-towns in Massachusetts and

he-towns in Pennsylvania, a disgrace to civilization .

How Socialism would destroy the family ? It is one of the

slanders of capitalism . You might as well say Socialism will

produce arson or do anything else , — that men under Socialism

will walk on their heads. Wehave heard such things, but we

hear less and less of them . Socialism will save the family . To

day the family does not exist de facto . Ladies will not think I

am rude when I say that the best of capitalist society recognizes

that houses of prostitution cannot be destroyed because under

capitalism they are a necessity .

A GENTLEMAN . I would like to ask Mr. De Leon a ques

tion . With reference to value, he says that the amount of labor

in an article constitutes its value, or determines its value. I

would like to ask him whether if he built an ocean steamship on

the Rocky Mountains and another in the Delaware River, the one

on the Rocky Mountains, which presumably has required a great

er amount of labor to construct than the one in the Delaware

River, would be of greater value than the one in the river .

MR. DE LEON . If anybody is insane enough to build a steam

boat there he deserves to get stranded on top of the mountain .

THE GENTLEMAN . The question is the amount of labor

power in the article . If the steamboat on the Rocky Mountains

required a greater amount of labor to produce, would that

steamboat then have greater value than the one in the river ?
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MR. DE LEON . No, that steamboat would have no value at

all for it is no commodity . I said that all commodities have

their value dependent upon the amount of social labor necessary

for their production. Your steamboat on the Rocky Mountains,

by the very fact of its being built on top of the Rocky Moun

tains, is excluded from the market, is excluded from the category

of commodities. It is a freak production , and freak productions

have no value.

THE GENTLEMAN . Then it follows the amount of labor has

nothing to do with the value of the article .

MR. DE LEON . Oh , no. If you mean that the amount of la

bor, regardless of what it is expended on , has nothing to do with

value, I stated that myself . I said the amount of labor socially

necessary, so that if a man were today to weave with an old

style loom he would produce about one yard of cloth a week , and

that yard of cloth is produced by an instrument that is rejected

by society. It is no longer socially necessary, but it is the an

tediluvian labor which we have outgrown. To say, therefore,

that labor has nothing to do with it is to deny my definition .

The value of a commodity depends upon the amount of socially

necessary labor power to produce it. It means that the thing

must be a commodity . A steam -boat on top of the Rocky Moun

tains is no commodity . It means it must be produced by socially

necessary labor power. The man who spends a whole week in

producing one yard of cloth is not spending socially necessary

labor, but wasting socially unnecessary labior power. The thing

must be a commodity . It must have a market in which it is to

be sold . I am pretty sure a steamboat on top of the Rocky

Mountains has no market.
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THINGS SEEN AND THINGS

NOT SEEN .

CHAPTER I.

THE BROKEN PANE.

HAVE you ever witnessed the rage of the worthy

citizen Jacques Bonhomme,* when his rogue of a son

has happened to break a pane of glass ? If you have

ever been present at this spectacle, assuredly you

must have observed that all the bystanders, were they

as many as thirty, made haste with one accord to

offer to the unfortunate owner this never varying

consolation , “ It is an ill wind that blows nobody

good. Such accidents do good to industry. Every

body must live. What would become of the glaziers,

if windows were never broken ? ”

Now in this formula of condolence there is an

entire theory, which is the basis of the economic

errors of a large part of the world .

Supposing that six francs (five shillings) are re

* Jacques Bonhomme is to the French what John Bull is

to the English .



quired to repair the damage, if it is meant that the

accident brings six francs to the glazier, and encour

ages his industry to the extent of six francs, I grant

it readily : the reasoning is just. The glazier comes,

he finishes the job, he pockets six francs, rubs his

hands, and in his heart blesses themischievous urchin .

This is what is seen .

But if, by way of inference, it be concluded, as it

is too often , that it is a good thing to break windows,

that it makes money circulate, that the result is an

encouragement to industry in general, I am obliged

to cry halt! Your theory stops at what is seen , it

takes no account of what is not seen.

It is not seen that since our citizen has spent six

francs on one thing,he cannot spend them on another.

It is not seen that if he had not had that pane of

glass to replace, he would have replaced, for example,

his shoes now down at heel, or would have placed

another book in his library. In short, he would have

made of those six francs some use which now he

cannot make.

Let us then look at the industry of the country

as a whole .

The pane of glass being broken , the industry of

the glazier is encouraged to the extent of six francs ;

that is what is seen.

If the window had not been broken , the industry

of the shoemaker (or some other) would have been

encouraged to the extent of six francs: this is what

is not seen.

And if one took into consideration what is not

seen , because it is a negative fact, as well as what is



seen, because it is a positive fact, one would under

stand that it is of no consequence whatever to indus

try in general, or to the sum of national industry ,

that windows should be broken or should not be

broken .

Let us now make the reckoning of Jacques Bon

homme.

In the first case supposed ,that of the broken pane,

he spends six francs, and has neither more nor less

than before, the enjoyment of a pane of glass.

In the second, that is, if the accident had not hap

pened, he would have spent six francs in shoes, and

would have had at once the enjoyment of a pair of

shoes and that of a pane of glass.

Now , as Jacques Bonhomme forms part of society,

it must thence be concluded that, considered in its

totality, and the balance of its labours and enjoy

ments being fairly struck, society has lost the value

of the broken pane.

Hence we arrive at these conclusions

“ Society loses the value of objects uselessly

destroyed.”

" To break , to destroy, to dissipate, is not to

encourage the national industry.”

" Destruction is not profit."

The readermust try to establish clearly that there

are not two persons only , but three in the little drama

to which I have called his attention. The first,

Jacques Bonhomme, represents the consumer reduced

by the breaking of the pane to one enjoyment instead

of two. The second, the glazier, is the producer

whose industry is encouraged by the accident. The



third is the shoemaker (or any other craftsman ),

whose industry is discouraged to the same extent by

the same cause.

It is the third person who is always kept in

the shade, and who, personifying what is not seen,

is a necessary element in the problem . It is he

who shows us how absurd it is to see a profit in a

destruction . It is he who will soon teach us that

it is not less absurd to see a profit in protection,

which is, after all, a form of destruction . Indeed,

if you go to the root of all the arguments which are

used in favour of restriction or protection, you will

find that they all resolve themselves into another

way of saying, “ Whatwould become of the glaziers,

if windowswere never broken ? ”
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CHAPTER II.

THE COST OF AN ARMY.

It is with a nation as with a man. When a nation

wishes to allow itself a satisfaction , it must consider

whether the satisfaction is worth what it costs.

Security is the greatest of national blessings. If, to

acquire it, it is necessary to organise a hundred thous

and men , and to spend a hundred millions (of francs ),

I have nothing to say. It is an enjoyment purchased

at the price of a sacrifice.

Let there be no mistake, then, as to the scope of

my position .

A member of Parliament proposes to disband a

hundred thousand men , in order to relieve the tax

payers to the extent of one hundred million of

francs.

The taxpayers may reply : — “ These hundred

thousand men , and these hundred millions, are indis

pensable to the national security ; it is a sacrifice,

but without this sacrifice France would be torn by

factions, or invaded by a foreign enemy.” To this

argument I have nothing to oppose. It may be true

or false in fact, but it involves no heresy in economic

theory. The heresy begins with the attempt to re

present the sacrifice as an advantage, because it

profits someone.
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Yet the moment such a proposition is made some

one will exclaim , “ Disband a hundred thousand men !

are you serious? What will become of them ? How

will they subsist ? Will it be by labour ? But do you

not know that labour everywhere wants employment

- -that every occupation is overstocked ? Would you

throw them into the market, to increase competition

and to depress wages? At a time when it is so

difficult to earn the humblest livelihood , is it not

fortunate that the State gives bread to a hundred

thousand men ? Consider, besides, that the army

consumes wine, clothes, arms— that it thus creates

activity in the workshops in the garrison towns; and

that it is, in a word, the providence of the numberless

persons who live by supplying its wants. Do you

not shudder at the thought of annihilating this

immense industrial movement? ”.

This argument, it will be seen , leaves on one side

the necessities of the service, and attempts to justify

the maintenance of a hundred thousand soldiers on

alleged economic considerations. It is these con

siderations only that I have to refute.

A hundred thousand soldiers and all the work

people and tradesmen who supply their wants are

supported by means of the hundred million francs

subscribed by the taxpayers. This is what is seen.

But the hundred millions, being taken from the

pockets of the taxpayers, cease to support these tax

payers and those who supply their wants : this is

what is not seen. Make the calculation, put down

the figures, and tellme where is the profit for the

nation as a whole.
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On my side, I will tell you where the loss is ; and

for simplicity 's sake, instead of speaking of a hundred

thousand men and of a hundred million of francs, let

us reason on one man and a thousand francs.

Let us take the village of A . The recruiting

sergeants make their round, and carry off a man. The

tax-gatherers make their round also , and carry off

a thousand francs. The man and the money are

transported to Metz , the money keeps the man for a

year in barracks. If you look only at Metz you will

see an advantage ; but if you cast your eyes to

the village of A . you will think otherwise ; for, unless

you are blind, you will see that this village has lost

a labourer, and has lost the thousand francs which

he would have earned by his labour, and has lost the

activity which , by the outlay of those thousand francs,

he would have diffused around him .

At the first glance , it would seem that the two

cases exactly balance ; that what before passed in

the village of A . now passes at Metz, and that is

all. But the loss is in this. In the village a man

dug and worked ; he was a labourer : at Metz,

he goes through his facings— eyes right, eyes left ; he

is a soldier. The money and its circulation are the

same in the two cases; but in the one case there are

three hundred days of useful labour, in the other

three hundred days of useless labour, always on the

supposition that a , part of the army could be dis

banded without risk to national security.

Now , let us consider the proposed disbanding.

You point to an increase of a hundred thousand

labourers, increased competition , and the lowering
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effect of that on the rate of wages. That is what

you see.

But here comes what you do not see. You do

not see that to disband one hundred thousand soldiers

is not to annihilate a hundred million francs, but to

restore them to the taxpayers. You do not see that

by thus throwing a hundred thousand labourers on

themarket, you throw , by the very same act, into the

market the hundred millions destined to pay their

labour ; that, consequently , the samemeasure which

increases the supply of labour increases also the

deniand for it ; whence it follows that your fall of

wages is an illusion . Before, as after, the disbanding,

there are in the country a hundred million francs,

corresponding to a hundred thousand men . But

before the disbanding the country gave the hundred

millions to the hundred thousand men for doing

nothing ; after, it gives the same amount of money

to the same number of men for doing something. I

repeat that whether a taxpayer gives his money to a

soldier in exchange for nothing, or to a labourer in

exchange for something, all the ulterior consequences

as to the circulation of the money are the same;

only , in the second case , the taxpayer receives some

thing, in the first he receives nothing. Therefore, if

the soldiers are not required for national security,

their maintenance is pure loss to the nation .

Let those who think otherwise answer this ques

tion : If you can add to the wealth of the nation by

maintaining soldiers, why not enlist the whole

population ?
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CHAPTER III.

GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURE.

HAVE you never happened to hear it said , “ Govern

ment expenditure is a fertilising dew ? See how

many families it supports, and how many industries

it benefits."

This is only another example of what I have

explained before.

When a Government servant spends for his profit

five francs more, that implies that a taxpayer spends

for his profit five francs less. But the outlay of the

functionary is seen, because it is made ; whilst that

of the taxpayer is not seen , because it is prevented

from being made.

What is very certain is, that when Jacques Bon

homme pays five francs to the tax -gatherer, he

receives nothing in return. When,by-and -by, a func

tionary who spends those five francs returns them to

Jacques Bonhomme, it is in exchange for an equal

value in corn or in labour. The net result is for

Jacques Bonhomme a loss of five francs.

It is very true that frequently , most frequently

if you will, the functionary renders Jacques Bon

homme an equivalent service. In this case , there is
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no loss on either side, but only exchange. My argu

ment, however, does not at all apply to useful func

tions. What I say is this : if you wish to create an

office , prove its usefulness; prove that the services

which it renders to Jacques Bonhomme are an

equivalent for what it costs him . But do not urge

that the mere employment of the functionary

encourages industry.

When Jacques Bonhomme gives five francs to a

functionary in return for a service really useful, the

transaction is similar to giving five francs to a shoe

maker for a pair of shoes. Both sides are quits.

But when Jacques Bonhomme gives five francs to a

functionary to receive no service in return , or even

to receive annoyance, it is as if he gave them to a

robber. It is of no use to say that the functionary

will spend these five francs to the great advantage of

the national industry ; the robber would have done

as much . Jacques Bonhomme would have done as

much himself if he had not met on the road either of

those robbers, the legal or the extra-legal.

Letme take a case. I am about to arrange with

a ditcher to have a trench made in my field , at a

cost of five francs. At the moment of concluding

my bargain the tax -gatherer takes my five francs, and

forwards them to the Minister of the Interior ; my

bargain is broken off, but Monsieur the Minister will

add a dish to his dinner. Upon this you dare to

affirm that this official outlay is an increase of the

national industry ! Do you not understand that

there is here only a displacement of satisfaction and

of labour ? A minister has his table better furnished ,
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it is true ; but a farmer has his field worse drained ,

and that is not less true. A Parisian cook has

gained five francs, I grant you ; but grant me

that a provincial ditcher has missed gaining five

francs. All that can be said is, that the official dish

and the cook contented are what is seen ; the marshy

field , and the ditcher without work, are what is noi

seeii.

Good heavens ! What a labour to prove, with

political economy, that two and two make four ; and

if one succeed in this attempt, you cry, “ It is so clear,

that it is tiresome.” And afterwards you vote as if

nothing had been proved at all.
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CHAPTER IV .

PUBLIC WORKS.

NOTHING is more natural than that a nation , when

convinced that a great undertaking would be of ser

vice to the community, should execute it by means of

a contribution raised from the community. But I

lose patience, I confess, when I hear alleged in sup

port of such a resolution this economic absurdity

“ It is, besides, a means of creating employment for

the workmen."

The State makes a road, builds a palace, improves

a street, digs a canal ; it thus gives employment to

certain workmen - -that is what is seen ; but it deprives

of employment certain other workmen - this is what

is not seen.

Take a road in course of execution . A thousand

workmen come every morning , go away every even

ing, receive their wages — that is certain . If the road

had notbeen decreed, if the funds had not been voted,

those worthy people would not have found in that

place either work or wages. This also is certain .

But is this all ? Must not the State organise the

receipt as well as the outlay ? Must it not send its

tax -gatherers abroad, and lay its taxpayers under

contribution ?
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Let us then study the question in its twofold

bearing. While we mark the destination which the

State gives to the millions voted, let us not neglect

to mark the destination which the taxpayers would

have given - and can no longer give — to those same

millions. You will then understand that a public

enterprise is a medal,with two sides. On one appears

a workman employed, with this device - What is seen ;

on the other, a workman unemployed , with this device

- What is not seen .

The sophism which I combat in this treatise is so

much the more dangerous, when applied to public

works, that it serves to justify enterprises the most

foolish , and prodigality the most wanton . When a

railway or a bridge has a real utility, it is enough to

appeal to that utility ; but if one cannot, what is done ?

Recourse is had to that mystification — “ Employınent

must be provided for the workmen .”

Therefore, orders are given to make and unmake

terraces in the Champ de Mars. The great Napoleon,

it is well known, thought that he performed a philan

thropic act in employing men to dig pits and fill them

up again . He used also to say : “ What signifies the

result ; we must consider only the wealth diffused

among the working classes? ”

Let us go to the bottom of the question. It is

money that deceives us. To demandmoney from all

the citizens for a common work , is in reality to demand

their labour : for each one of them obtains by labour

the sum which he has to pay in taxes. Now , it is

quite intelligible that all the citizens should unite to

accomplish , by their common labour, a work useful
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to all: their reward would be in the results of the

work itself. But that they should be required to

make roads where no one will pass, to build palaces

which no one will inhabit, and all this under pretext

of procuring for them work, is an absurdity, and they

would have good reason to reply — “ This work is of

no use to us ; we prefer to work on our own account."

The process, which consists in making the citizens

contribute in money and not in labour, does not in

the least change the general result : only , by the latter

proceeding, the loss would be shared by all. By the

former, those whom the State employs escape their

share of the loss, by adding it to that which their

fellow -citizens have already to undergo.

There is an article of the constitution to this

effect: - " Society favours and encourages the develop

ment of industry, by establishing, by means of the

State, of the departments and the communes, public

works suitable for occupying the hands unemployed.”

As a temporary measure, in a time of crisis, during

a severe winter, this intervention on the part of the

taxpayer may have good effect. It acts in the same

way as an insurance office. It adds nothing to work

or to wages, but it takes the work and wages of

ordinary times, to bestow them , with loss it is truc,

on periods of difficulty.

As a permanent, general, systematic measure, it

is nothing but a ruinousmystification , an impossibility,

a contradiction which shows a little stimulated labour

which is seen , and hidesmuch prevented labour which

is not seen .
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THE MIDDLEMAN .

SOCIETY is the sum of the services which men render

to each other willingly, or on compulsion, that is to

say, of public services, and of private services.

The first, imposed and regulated by the law ,which

it is not always easy to change when it ought to be

changed, may with it long survive their first utility,

and still preserve the name of public services, even

when they are no longer services at all, even when

they are only public vexations. The second are

within the domain of the individual will and responsi

bility. Everyone gives and receives what he wili,

what he can, after full debate. They have always

in their favourthe presumption of real utility , exactly

measured by their comparative value.

It is for this reason that the former are so often

struck motionless, while the latter obey the law of

progress. The exaggerated development of public

services, by the loss of force which it involves, tends

to constitute in the heart of society a fatal canker.

Yet many modern sects are so blind to this evil that

they are always seeking to extend “ State enter

prise."

These sects protest strongly against what they call

middlemen . They would willingly suppress the capi
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talist, the banker, the speculator, the contractor, the

retailer, and the merchant, accusing them of inter

posing between production and consumption , in order

to levy contributions on both , without rendering any

value in return. Or rather they would transfer to

the State the work which these middlemen accom

plish , for that work could not be suppressed.

The sophism of the socialists on this point consists

in showing to the public what it pays to middlemen

in exchange for their services, and in hiding from

them what they would have to pay to the State. It

is always the struggle between what strikes the eye

and what appears only to the mind, between what

is seen and what is not seen .

It was especially in 1847, and on occasion of the

scarcity , that the socialist schools endeavoured with

success to make their fatal theory current among the

people. They knew well that the most absurd doc

trine has always some chance of disciples among men

who suffer ; “ malesuada fames.” (“ Hunger which

persuades to evil." )

Then by the aid of great phrases — " one man

making profit by the ruin of another, speculation on

hunger, monopoly ” - -they strove to calumniate com

merce and to hide its benefits.

Why, said they, leave to merchants the care of

bringing food from the Crimea and the United States ?

Why does not the State organise a service for supply

and storing of provisions? The State would sell to

the people at cost price ; the poor would be freed

from the tribute which they now pay to commerce.

The tribute which the people pay to commerce ,
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that is what is seen . The tribute which the people

would pay to the State, or its agents, on the socialist

system , that is what is not seen .

In what consists this pretended tribute which the

people pay to commerce? In this — that two men

render a reciprocal service, in all liberty, under the

influence of competition, and at a price settled by

debate.

When the hungry stomach is at Paris, and when

the corn that can satisfy it is at Odessa , the suffering

cannot cease unless the corn and the stomach meet.

There are three ways of effecting this meeting : - -

ist, the hungry men may themselves go to seek the

corn ; 2nd, they may employ those who make this

their business ; 3rd, they may contribute from their

means and charge public functionaries with the

operation.

Of these three ways, which is the most advan

tageous?

Men have always voluntarily chosen the second ,

at all times, in all countries, and I confess that this

fact alone suffices, in my eyes, to place the presump

tion on that side. My mind refuses to admit that the

whole human race are deceived in a matter which

touches them so nearly .

Let us examine, nevertheless.

That thirty- six millions of French citizens should

go to seek at Odessa the corn which they need is

evidently impossible. The first way, therefore, may

be set aside. The consumers, not being able to act by

themselves, are obliged to have recourse to middle

men , whether functionaries or merchants.
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Let us here remark , however, that the first way

would be the most natural. In truth , it is for him

who is hungry to go to seek his corn . It is a labour

which concerns him ; it is a service which he owes

to himself. If another man by any title whatsoever

renders him this service and takes this trouble for

him , that other has a right to compensation. I say

this now to show that the services of middlemen

deserve remuneration .

In any case recourse must be had to what the

socialists term a parasite. I ask which of the two,

themerchant or the functionary , is the less exacting

parasite ?

Merchants — middlemen if you will— are led by

interest to study the seasons, to learn day by day

the state of crops, to collect information from all

quarters of the globe, to foresee wants and to take

precautions for their supply. They have ships

ready, correspondents everywhere, and their im

mediate interest is to buy as cheaply as possible,

to economise on all the details of the operation ,

and to attain the greatest results with the least

effort. It is not only French merchants, but the

merchants of the whole world who are engaged

in supplying France with provisions in the day of

need ; and if interest leads them irresistibly to per

form the task at the least expense to themselves, their

competition with each other leads them , not less irre

sistibly , to give the consumers the advantage of the

economies they have effected. The corn arrives. It

is the interest of the merchants to sell it as soon as

possible to avoid risks, to realise their funds,
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and begin anew if occasion permit. Guided

by comparison of prices, they distribute food

over the whole surface of the country, be

ginning always at the dearest point, that is to say,

where the want is most keenly felt. It is not then

possible to imagine an organisation better calculated

for the interest of those who want food ; and the

beauty of this organisation , unperceived by the social

ists, results precisely from its being free. Of course,

the consumer is obliged to repay to the merchants

their cost of transport, shipments , storage, commis

sion , etc.; but on what system would it not be neces

sary for the man who eats the corn to repay the

expenses incurred in bringing it within his reach ?

It is necessary , besides, to pay a remuneration for

the service , rendered ; but the amount of that re

muneration is reduced to the minimum possible by

competition.

Suppose the State were to take the place of

independent merchants, what would be the result ?

Where would be the saving to the public ? Would

fewer ships be required, fewer sailors, fewer ship

ments, less storage, or would payment for all these

things be dispensed with ? Would it be in the mer

chants' profit ? But would your delegates and func

tionaries go to Odessa for nothing ? Would they

undertake the voyage and the labour on the principle

of fraternity ? Must they not live ? Must not their

time be paid for ? And do you think that this would

not exceed a thousand times the two or three per

cent. that the merchant gains— a rate to which he is

ready to bind himself ?
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And then, think of the difficulty of raising so

many taxes, of distributing so much food . Think of

the injustice , of the abuse, inseparable from such an ,

enterprise. Think of the responsibility which would

weigh on the government.

The socialists do not see that society, under the

influence of freedom , is a true association of human

beings for their common good.

Let us illustrate this by an example.

That a man may, on rising, be able to put on a

coat, land must have been enclosed, cleared , drained,

ploughed , sown with a certain sort of vegetable ;

flocksmust have been fed ; their woolmust have been

shorn , spun , woven, dried, and converted into cloth ;

this cloth must have been cut, stitched , made into

clothing. And this series of operations implies a

multitude of others ; for it supposes the use of agri

cultural implements, sheepfolds, manufactories, coal,

machines, vehicles, etc.

If society were not really an association, the man

who wants a coat would be obliged to labour alone,

and by himself to accomplish the innumerable acts

of this series, from the first stroke of the mattock ,

with which it begins, to the last stroke of the needle,

with which it ends.

But thanks to the sociability which is the distinc

tive character of our species, these operations are

distributed among a multitude of labourers, and it is

to be noted that the larger the consumption becomes,

the greater is the subdivision of labour, for when con

sumption is large, each special operation can be

made the work of a special industry. If, for example ,
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in the course of the operation , transport becomes

sufficiently important to occupy one person , spinning

a second, weaving a third, why should the first be

regarded as more a parasite than the two others ?

Must not the transport be effected ? Does not

he who effects it devote to it time and labour?

Does he not spare the time and labour of his

associates? Is not this exactly what those, do

for him ? Is not the remuneration of all — that

is their share of the product- equally subject

to the law of supply and demand ? Is not this

division of labour effected for the common good ?

What need is there, under pretext of organisation ,

to destroy these voluntary arrangements ? Does an

association cease to be an association because each

person enters and quits it freely , chooses his place in

it, judges and stipulates for himself on his own

responsibility, and brings to his share of the common

work the stimulus and guarantee of his personal

interest ?
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CHAPTER VI.

PROTECTION .

MR. PROHIBITOR employed his time and his capital

in converting into iron the mineral on his estates.

As nature had been more liberal towardsthe Belgians,

they supplied iron to the French cheaper than Mr.

Prohibitor could do, that is to say, the French people

could obtain a given quantity of iron with less

labour, by purchasing it from the Flemings instead

of purchasing it from Mr. Prohibitor. Guided by

their interest, the French people did not complain

of this ; but every day witnessed a multitude of

nailers, smiths, cartwrights, machinists, farriers, and

workmen, on their way, personally, or represented by

middlemen , to provide themselves in Belgium with

the iron they wanted. This very much displeased

Mr. Prohibitor.

At first he thought of stopping this abuse by his

own strength . This was, indeed, the fairest plan , as

he alone suffered. I will take my musket, he said

to himself, I will stick four pistols in my belt, I

will fill my cartridge-box , I will gird on my trusty

sword, and thus equipped, I will make for the fron

tier ; and there, the first smith , nailer, farrier,
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machinist, or locksmith that may present himself,

with the object of buying Belgian iron instead of

mine, I will kill him in order to teach him how to

live.

Atthe momentof setting out, Mr. Prohibitormade

some reflections which tempered a little his warlike

ardour. He said to himself :- In the first place, it is

not absolutely impossible that my fellow -country

men , who are buyers of Belgian iron, may take my

doings amiss, and instead of allowing me to kill them ,

may kill me. In the second place, even if I were to

take with me all my servants, we could not guard all

the passages. Finally , the proceeding would cost

me very dear, dearer than the result is worth .

Mr. Prohibitor was sorrowfully about to resign

himself to being simply free like everyone else, when

a bright thought flashed across his brain .

He remembered that at Paris there is a great

manufactory of laws. What is a law ? he said to him

self. It is a measure to which , when once decreed,

be it good or bad, all are obliged to conform . For

the execution of a law , a public force is organised,

and to constitute the said public force,men and money

are taken from the nation .

If, then, I obtained from the great Parisian law

factory a little law to this effect — “ Belgian iron is

prohibited ” - I should obtain the following results :

- The Government would , instead of the few servants

whom I wished to send to the frontier, send twenty

thousand sons of my refractory blacksmiths, lock

smiths, nailers, farriers, artisans, machinists, and

labourers. Next, in order to keep in good condition
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of health and spirits these 20,000 custom -house

guards, Government would distribute among them

25 millions of francs, taken from those same black

smiths, nailers, artisans, and labourers. The guard

would be more effective ; it would costme nothing ;

I should not be exposed to the brutality of hagglers

about price ; I should sell my iron on my own

terms; and I should enjoy the sweet satisfaction

of seeing our great nation ingloriously mystified .

That would teach it to proclaim itself incessantly

the precursor and promoter of all progress in Europe.

The game will be exciting, and is well worth the.

attempt.

Mr. Prohibitor repaired accordingly to the manu

factory of laws. I may, some other time, tell the

story of his secret negotiations ; but at present I will

speak only of his ostensible proceedings. He ad

dressed to the honourable lawmakers the following

considerations:

" Belgian iron is sold in France at ten francs, and

this obliges me to sell mine at the same price . I

should greatly prefer to sell mine at fifteen , and I

cannot on account of this Belgian iron, which may

heaven confound. Construct a law which shall say,

' Belgian iron shall no longer enter France. Imme

diately I raisemy price five francs, and see the conse

quences.

“ For every cwt. of iron that I shall sell to the

public, instead of receiving ten francs, I shall receive

fifteen ; I shall become rich all the sooner ; I will

enlargemy works, I will employ more workmen . My

workmen and I will expend more, to the great advan
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tage of all who supply us for many leagues round.

These, too, having a greater demand for their pro

ducts, will give greater employment to industry, and

by degrees activity will be diffused through the whole

country. This blessed five franc piece which you will

drop into my pocket will, like a stone thrown into

a lake, spread to a distance an infinite number of

concentric circles."

Charmed by this discourse, enchanted to learn that

it was so easy by legislation to increase the wealth of

a nation , the fabricators of laws voted for protection .

Why speak of labour and economy? they said . What

avail those toilsomemeans of augmenting the national

riches when an Act of Parliament suffices ?*

And, in fact, the law had all the consequences

announced by Mr. Prohibitor ; only it had others also,

for, to do him justice, he had made not a false

reasoning, but an incomplete reasoning. In demanding

a privilege, he had pointed out the effects which are

seen , leaving in the shade those which are not seen.

It is for us to repair this defect of observation, in

voluntary or designed .

The five francs thus directed by legislation into

the pocket of Mr. Prohibitor undoubtedly constitute

an advantage for him and for those whose labour he

• For reasons which it would require long explanation to

render intelligible, the translator has thought it right to

depart considerably from the original in the rest of this
chapter . While he regards the change he has ventured to

make as due at once to the subject, and to the author him

self (whose other works are the best comment upon this), it

seemsdue to the reader that this intimation should be made.
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employs. And if the new law had brought that five

francs down from themoon , these good effects would

not have been counterbalanced by any compensating

bad effects. Unhappily , it is not from themoon that

the mysterious five-franc piece proceeds, but in truth

from the pockets of a smith , a nailer, a cartwright, a

farrier, a labourer, a builder, in a word , from the

pocket of Jacques Bonhomme himself, who has to

pay fifteen francs for exactly the same quantity of

iron for which he used to pay ten francs. At the first

glance, it must be perceived that the question is thus

greatly changed, for, very clearly, the profit of Mr.

Prohibitor is compensated by the loss of Jacques

Bonhomme, and all that Mr. Prohibitor will be able

to do with those five francs for the encouragement of

national industry, Jacques Bonhomme would have

done himself. He could have thrown the stone into

the lake just as well as Mr. Prohibitor, and there

would have been just as many concentric circles.

Let us first see what the position was before the

issuing of the supposed law . Jacques Bonhomme

is possessed of 15 francs , the reward of his labour.

What does he do with these 15 francs ? Mr. Pro

hibitor being obliged by Belgian competition to sell

his iron at ten francs, Jacques Bonhomme buys from

him a cwt. of iron for that sum , and still retains five

francs. He does not throw them away, but (and this

is what is not seen ) he transfers them to some branch

of industry in exchange for some enjoyment - for

example , to a bookseller, for “ Bossuet's Discourse

on Universal History.” Thus the national industry

is encouraged to the full extent of 15 francs,
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namely, 10 francs which go to the iron -master and 5

francs which go to the bookseller. In addition ,

Jacques Bonhomme obtains for his 15 francs two

objects of satisfaction ,namely, first, a cwt. of iron , and

second, a book .

But it will be said : “ You assume that Jacques

Bonhomme buys the iron from Mr. Prohibitor. Were

he, however, to buy the Belgian iron, would not the

French national industry lose precisely what the

Belgian national industry gained ? ” The answer is

easy : - “ Not so ; the Belgian will not give his iron

for nothing (though if he did , would that be a

calamity for Frenchmen who wanted the iron ?) He

demands an equivalent. What is that equivalent to

be ? All exchange is of commodity against com

modity. Thus, either directly in the form of

French goods, or indirectly in the form of money,

which has been obtained, as only it can, by the

previous sale of French goods, the Belgian receives

in exchange for his iron , precisely as does Mr. Pro

hibitor, some product of French industry. In the

one case, as in the other, the national industry is

equally encouraged.” .

Next, suppose that the law has been passed.

What, then, is the condition of Jacques Bonhomme ?

What is that of the national industry ? Jacques Bon

homme, who pays his fifteen francs to Mr. Prohibitor

in exchange for a cwt. of iron, has no more than the

enjoyment of that cwt. of iron . He loses five francs.

Who gains them ? Certainly not the national in

dustry. For, after the law , as before, the national

industry can at most (with a reserve to be yet made)
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be encouraged only to the extent of fifteen francs

- five of which, in the one case, are employed by

Jacques Bonhomme for his own satisfaction, and in

the other, transferred to Mr. Prohibitor for his.

It is Mr. Prohibitor who alone gains the five francs

that Jacques Bonhomme loses.

Thus what is not seen at least balances what is

seen ; only there remains, as residue of the opera

tion , an injustice — and, alas ! an injustice perpetrated

by the law .

But this is not all. A multitude of preventive

officers must be maintained , not in any useful, or

even harmless employment, but for the sole purpose

of forbidding the passage of Belgian iron across the

French frontier. Even if the cost were borne by

Mr. Prohibitor, for whose sole advantage the exclusion

is enforced, this would be a loss. The cost, however,

is horne,notby Mr. Prohibitor, but by the community,

who thus (in addition to the loss of the industry

of all these officers) suffer doubly : first, in the en

hanced price of iron ; second, in the taxes levied

in order to enforce this very enhancement. There

is a twofold injustice, and to Jacques Bonhomme a

twofold loss. And even if his first loss, caused by

the advanced price of iron, were exactly compensated

(waiving the question of injustice ) by the increased

gain of Mr. Prohibitor — the second, at least, is pure,

uncompensated loss to Jacques Bonhomme and to

the whole French nation . This again is what is not

seen , though surely it is important that it should be

seen . And, be it once for all observed , that what is

true of absolute prohibition , is true, in degree, of
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protection in every form , however modified, and under

whatever plausible name it may assume.

The violence which Mr. Prohibitor himself em

ploys at the frontier, or which he causes the law to

employ for him , may be judged very differently in

its moral aspect. There are persons who think that

spoliation loses all its immorality provided it be legal.

For my part, I can imagine no circumstance of

greater aggravation. But, however that may be,

certain it is that the economic results are always bad.

Turn the matter over how you will, but look keenly,

steadily , and you will see that no good issues from

spoliation, legal or illegal. To use violence is not

to produce, it is to destroy. Alas ! if violence were

production , this France of ours would be much richer

than she is !
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CHAPTER VII.

MACHINERY.

“ CURSE on machines! every year their power, con

tinually progressive, consigns to pauperism millions

of workmen , by depriving them of work , consequently

of wages, consequently of bread ! Curse on

machines !”

This is the cry raised by vulgar prejudice.

But to curse machines, is to curse the intelligence

ofman ! I am amazed that any man should be found

to hold such a doctrine.

For, were it true, what is its inevitable conse

quence ? That activity, well-being, riches, happiness,

are possible only among nations stupid , mentally

torpid , to whom God has not given the fatal gift of

thought, of observation , of combination , of invention ,

so as to obtain the greatest results with the smallest

means. On the other hand , rags, miserable hovels,

poverty, famine, are the inevitable portion of every

nation which seeks and finds, in iron , in fire, in wind,

in electricity , in magnetism , the laws of chemistry

and ofmechanics-- in a word,which finds in the forces

of nature a supplement to its own force.

This is not all : if this doctrine is true - as all men

think and invent - -as all, in fact, from the first to the
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last, and at every moment of their existence, seek to

gain the co-operation ofnature's forces,tomakemore

with less, to reduce their own manual labour, or that

of others for which they pay, to attain the greatest

possible sum of satisfaction with the least possible

sum of toil — it must be concluded that humanity at

large is drawn towards its decline precisely by that

intelligent aspiration towards progress which impels

each of its members.

Hence we ought to find the inhabitants of Lanca

shire flying from that land of machinery to seek

work in Ireland, where machinery is less used.

There is, evidently, in this mass of contradictions

something which shocks and warns us that the

problem contains some element of solution not yet

sufficiently evolved .

The whole mystery is in this : behind what is seen

lies what is not seen. I will endeavour to bring it to

the light. My demonstration can be only a repetition

of the foregoing, for the problem is virtually the same.

It is an inclination natural to all men, if they are

not hindered by violence, to seek cheapness * — that

is to say , what with equal satisfaction saves them

labour - whether that cheapness comes from a skilful

foreign producer, or from a skilful mechanical

producer.

* Bastiat has remarked in another of his works that the

word cheapness has no precise equivalent in French . Its

substitute is bon marché, i. e. good market. In cheap market

is, consequently, a good market, i. e . for the buyers ; but that

means the whole community ; for if each man sells one sort

of article, and is so far interested in its dearness, all men
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The theoretic objection brought against this ten

dency is the same in the two cases. In one case as

in ' the other, it is reproached with having reduced

so many labourers to idleness. Now , to render

labour not inactive, but free and at disposal, is pre

cisely the scope and result of this inclination. Hence.

in both cases also, it is opposed by the same practical

obstacle - violence. The legislator prohibits foreign

competition , and discourages mechanical competition.

For what other means can there be to arrest an

inclination natural to all men but to deprive them of

their liberty ?

In many countries, it is true, the legislator strikes

with the arm of law only one of those two sorts of

competition, and contents himself with lamenting the

other. But this only proves that in those countries

the legislator is inconsistent.

This need not surprise us. In a wrong course ,

men are always inconsistent ; otherwise humanity

buy many sorts of articles , as many as possible, and are

consequently interested in their cheapness. The praise of

dearness, in which protectionists are insane or impudent

enough to indulge, is thus in contradiction to universal ex

perience and conviction , as expressed in the very structure of

one of the richest and most refined languages in the world .

But Bastiat was not aware that the English cheap is only an

abbreviated form of the same circumlocution as the French

bon marché. Cheap — (chap-man ; chop, i.e ., exchange ;

Ger. kauffen ; Scot. coff ; Fr. a -chep-ter (acheter), Cheap

side, etc., etc.,) means only purchase, and the full phrase is
good -cheap, which is still retained as a proper name. In

process of time the adjective has been dropped , the noun

having absorbed its meaning into its own. - Translator, 1852.
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would perish . Never have we seen, and never shall

we see, a false principle pushed to its full length .

I have elsewhere said : Inconsistency is the limit of

absurdity. I might have added : It is at the same

time its proof.

Let us come to our demonstration ; it shall not be

long. Jacques Bonhomme had two francs, which he

paid to two workmen whom he employed.

But he one day devises an arrangement of cords

and weights, which abridges the labour by half.

He then obtains the same satisfaction as before,

saves a franc, and discharges a workman .

He discharges a workman ; this is what is seen .

And men seeing only that, exclaim : “ See how

misery follows civilisation , see how fatal liberty is to

equality ! The human mind has made a conquest,

and immediately a workman falls for ever into the

gulf of pauperism . Itmay be, however, that Jacques

Bonhomme will continue to employ the two workmen,

but he will not give them more than half a franc

each , for they will compete with each other, and offer

their labour on lower terms. It is thus that the rich

become always richer, and the poor always poorer.

Society must be re - constructed.”

Admirable conclusion , and worthy of the premises.

Happily , premises and conclusion are both false ,

because behind the half of the phenomenon which

is seen, there is the other half which is not seen .

People do not see the franc saved by Jacques

Bonhomme, and the necessary effects of that saving.

Since, in consequence of his invention , Jacques

Bonhomme spends now only one franc on manual
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labour, in the pursuit of a given satisfaction , another

franc is left to him .

If then , there is in the world a workman who

offers his hands unemployed, there is also in the world

a capitalist who offers his franc unemployed. These

two elements meet and combine.

And it is clear as day that between the offer and

the demand of labour, between the offer and the

demand of wages, the relation is nowise changed.

The invention , and one workman , paid with the

first franc, now do the work which formerly two

workmen accomplished.

The second workman , paid with the second franc,

accomplishes a new work .

What, then , is there changed in the world ? There

is a national satisfaction the more ; in other terms,

the invention is a gratuitous conquest, a gratuitous,

profit for humanity.

From the form which I have given to my demon

stration, some might draw this consequence : “ It is

the capitalist who receives all the advantage of

machines. The class who live by wages, even if

their loss by the introduction of machinery is only

momentary, never profit by it, since , according to

your own statement, machines displace a portion of

national labour without diminishing the total, but

also without increasing it.”

It does not enter into the plan of this little work

to solve all objections. Its sole aim is to combat

a vulgar prejudice, very dangerous, and very widely

spread . I wished to prove that a new machine places

at disposal a certain number of hands, only by plac
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which pays them . Those hands and that remuneration

combine to produce what it was impossible to produce

before the invention ; whence it follows, that the

machine gives as its definitive result an increase of

satisfaction , with an equal amount of labour.

Who obtains this surplus of satisfaction ? Yes, it

is at first the capitalist, the inventor, who successfully

employs the machine, and it is the reward of his

genius and his boldness. In this case, as we have

seen , he realises on the cost of production a saving,

which , in whatever way it may be expended (and

expended it always is), employs just as many hands

as the machine has set free.

But soon competition forces him to lower the price

of the article he sells in the proportion of that very

saving.

And then it is no longer the inventor who receives

the benefit of the invention ; it is the purchaser of

the product, the consumer, the public, including the

workmen - in a word, it is humanity.

And what is not seen is, that the saving, thus

gained for all the consumers, enables them to give

employment to other labour to the full extent to which

the machine has displaced labour in the particular

industry concerned .

Thus, returning to the previous example : Jacques

Bonhomme obtains a product by spending two francs

in wages. Thanks to his invention , manual labour

costs him now only one franc. So long as he sells

the product at the same price, there is a workman the

fewer employed in making that special product
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that is what is seen ; but there is a workman themore

employed by the franc which Jacques Bonhomme

has saved — that is what is not seen .

When , by the natural course of things, Jacques

Bonhomme is compelled to lower by a franc the price

of the product, then he no longer realises a saving

then he no longer disposes of a franc to obtain from

the national labour a new production . But, in this

respect, his customer is put in his place, and that

customer is humanity . Whoever buys the product

pays for it a franc the less, saves a franc, and can

therefore afford to buy something else, or to lend his

franc to some other person who wants to buy some

other thing. This, again, is what is not seen.

Thus all industries are indissolubly allied. They

form a vast whole , of which all the parts communicate

by secret channels. An economy effected on one is

profitable to all. The grand result is, let it be well

understood , that never is this economy effected at the

cost of labour and of wages.
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CHAPTER VIII.

STATE CREDIT. .

At all times, but especially of late years, the notion

has prevailed of rendering riches universal by making

credit universal.

I do not think that I exaggerate when I say, that

since the revolution of February (1848) the Parisian

press has sent forth more than ten thousand pamphlets

proclaining this solution of the social problem .

This solution, alas ! is based on a mere optical

illusion , if, indeed , an illusion can be called a base.

At the outset, coined money is confounded with

commodities, then paper money is confounded with

coined money, and out of this twofold confusion a

reality is pretended to be evolved.

It is absolutely necessary, in this question, to for

get money , gold , silver, or paper, bank bills, and all

the other instruments, by means of which com

modities pass from hand to hand, in order to see only

the products themselves, which are the veritable sub

ject matter of all loans.

For, when a labourer borrows 50 francs to buy a

plough, it is not in reality 50 francs that are lent to

him , it is the plough .



And when a merchant borrows 20,000 francs to

buy a house, it is not 20 ,000 francs that he owes, it

is the house.

Themoney in these cases serves only to facilitate

arrangements among the several parties.

Peter may not be disposed to lend his plough,

and Jamesmaybe disposed to lend his money. What,

then, does William do ? Heborrows themoney from

James, and with this money he buys Peter's plough.

Eut, in truth , no one borrowsmoney for money's

sake. Money is borrowed with a view to obtain

commodities.

Now , in no country can more commodities be

transmitted from hand to hand than that country

possesses.

Whatever be the amount of metal or of paper

money in circulation , the whole number of borrowers

cannot receive more ploughs, houses, utensils, pro

visions, raw materials, than the whole number of

lenders can supply .

For, let us hold firm by this obvious principle,

that every borrower supposes a lender, and that every

act of borrowing implies a loan .

This point fixed, what good can institutions of

credit effect ? They can facilitate, for borrowers and

lenders, the means of finding each other, and coming

to agreement. But what they cannot do is to increase

instantaneously the mass of objects borrowed and

lent.

To effect the wishes of our reformers, however,

it would be necessary for them to have this power

since they aim at nothing less than to place ploughs,
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houses, utensils, provisions, raw materials, in the hands

of all who desire them .

And for this purpose, what is their device ?

To give to loans the guarantee of the State.

Let us sound the depths of this question , for there

is in it something which is seen , and something also

which is not seen. Let us try to see both.

Suppose that there is only one plough in the

world , and that two labourers try to obtain it.

Peter possesses the only plough in France at

disposal. John and James wish to borrow it. John ,

by his honesty , by his good conduct, and good char

acter, offers guarantees. He is trusted ,he has credit.

James does not inspire confidence, or he inspires less.

Naturally it happens that Peter lends his plough to

John .

But suppose the State interferes and says to

Peter, “ Lend your plough to James, and I will guar

antee your being paid ; and this guarantee is worth

more than that of John, for he has only his own

means to answer to his engagements, while I (though

I have nothing of my own, it is true) dispose of the

means of all the taxpayers; and it is with their

money that, in case of need, I will pay you principal

and interest.”

In consequence, Peter lends his plough to James :

this is what is seen .

And the socialists rub their hands and say, “ See

how our plan has succeeded ! Thanks to the inter

vention of the State, poor James has a plough. He

will be no longer obliged to dig the ground ; he is

now on the road to fortune. It is a good thing for
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him , and a profit for the nation, taken in the

mass .”

Alas, no ! gentlemen , it is not a profit for the

nation , for here comes what is not seen .

It is not seen that the plough is in the hands of

James only because it is not in the hands of John .

It is not seen that if James ploughs instead of digging,

John will be obliged to dig instead of ploughing ;

and that, consequently, what was considered as an

increase of loan is in truth only a displacement of

loan .

Besides, it is not seen that this displacement in

volves a serious twofold injustice. Injustice towards

John, who sees himself deprived of the credit which

he had merited and acquired by his honesty and

industry. Injustice towards the ratepayers, who are

made liable to pay a debt which concerns them not.

Will it be said that the government offers to John

the same facilities as to James ? But, since there is

only oneplough at disposal, two cannot be lent. The

argument always returns to the implied assertion that,

thanks to the intervention of the State, there will be

more borrowings than there can be lendings, for the

plough here represents the mass of capitals at dis

posal.

I have reduced , it is true, the operation to its

simplest expression ; but try ,by the same touchstone,

the most complicated institutions of credit that a

government can devise, and you will be convinced

that they can have this result only — to displace

credit, not to increase it. In a given country , and

at a given time, there is only a certain sum of avail
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By guaranteeing men who are of themselves in

solvent, the State may, indeed, increase the number

of those who seek to borrow , and may thus raise the

rate of interest (always to the injury of the taxpayer ),

but what it cannot do is to increase the number of

lenders, and the total amount of loans.

The same consideration applies as already pointed

out in a previous chapter, to direct expenditure by

the State. If, for example , fifty millions are expended

by the State they cannot be expended by the in

dividual taxpayer, as otherwise they would have been.

From all the good attributed to the public expendi

ture effected, must then be deducted all the

evil of private expenditure prevented ; unless ,

indeed, it be said that Jacques Bonhomme would

have made no use of the five-franc pieces he had

earned , and of which the State robs him ; an absurd

assertion, for he would not have taken the trouble

to earn them , had he not hoped for the satisfaction

of employing them . He would have repaired the

fence of his garden , and he can no longer do so ;

this is what is not seen . He would have spread his

field with marl, and he can no longer do so ; this is

what is not seen. He would have added a story to

his cottage, and he can do so no longer ; this is what

is not seen . He would have increased his stock of

implements ; he can do so no longer ; this is what

is not seen . He would have fed himself better,

clothed himself better, obtained better instruction for

his son ; he would have added to his daughter's dowry,

and none of these things is he now able to do ;
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this is what is not seen . He would have joined a

mutual benefit society ; he can no longer do so ;

this is what is not seen . These are the enjoyments

which are taken from him . In addition, the gar

dener, the carpenter, the smith , the tailor, the village

schoolmaster, whose labour he would have encour

aged , have all suffered an injury — this is still what

is not seen .

The only object which I have in view is to make

the reader understand, that in all public expenditure,

and in all employment of State credit behind the

apparent good there is an evil more difficult to dis

cern . So far as in me lies, I would accustom him to

see the one as well as the other, and to take both

into account.

FINIS .
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Introduction

The more we learn of the ancients, the greater our respect

for their ability and the former our conviction that there is " nothing

new under the sun.”

After having conceived the idea outlined in this booklet

and concluded after months of theorizing and study of modern

conditions that it was the real solution of our economic problems,

I began to search history for support and had the extreme satis

faction of discovering that it had proven strikingly effective in

numerous instances in Greece and Rome in correcting conditions

not dissimilar to our own. It was indeed a source of encourage

ment to learn that the principle had the endorsement of such men

as Solon, Plato, Aristotle, Pliny, Livy, and numerous others

whose achievements were such that their fame has withstood the

ravages of 2 ,000 years.

I have left the main text little influenced by historical re

searches, preferring to argue the validity of the principle by con

sidering modern conditions as far as possible, leaving the weight

of history as a fitting close.

This booklet, having been written in spare time snatched

from a life in which the struggle for the material is by no means

an incidental factor in these days of " the high cost of living,"

lacks both finish and development. But the germ at least is here ,

and if it should meet with a sufficiently encouraging reception as

to suggest an " encore," the shortcomings can to some extent be

overcome in a later edition .
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Synopsis

CONDITION : It is generally admitted that our present

economic state of affairs is by no means satisfactory.

CAUSE : There is too great a disparity in the distribution

of wealth . Men being unequal in their ability to accumulate

riches, and no limit having been placed on the amount which any

individual may acquire, some have been able to amass hundreds

of millions of dollars' worth of wealth, while others, less capable

and less fortunate, are forced to struggle with poverty. Some

men, therefore , have too much wealth while others have not

enough.

SOLUTION : Limit each individual to as much commer

cial property as will insure him or her all of the necessaries of

life , and at least a reasonable amount of legitimate luxuries.

In our country and time I propose $ 100,000 for each man,

woman and child as the amount which would amply provide

these. This would permit a family consisting of a father, mother

and eight children to own one million dollars' worth of commer

cial property .

In addition to restricting each individual to that amount of

commercial property , I would permit each to have an unlimited

amount of non-commercial property , such as a home, food, fuel,

clothing, jewelry, furniture, art, horses, automobiles, etc.

MEANS OF ACCOMPLISHING : By forming a So

ciety to ( a ) demonstrate the justice of the principle and induce as

many as possible to carry out its spirit voluntarily ; (b ) induce

employers of labor to share profits with their employees on a merit

basis without any features which smack of peonage; (c) promote

the enactment of income and inheritance tax laws and other laws

which will tend to prevent further centralization of wealth, and



( d ) ultimately secure such amendment to the Federal Constitution

as will give the people a reasonable time in which to dispose of

their surplus, and at the expiration of that time require the gov

ernment to take the surplus from any who had not complied , put

it into the National Treasury, use it for current expenses, thus

reducing taxes and giving everyone the benefit.

RESULT: By thus limiting each individual, the less for

tunate and capable would be able to acquire sufficient to live in

decency and comfort as becomes human beings, which hundreds

of thousands are unable to do today. At the same time, it would

work injustice to no one, the maximum allowed being sufficient

for any individual, as will be demonstrated later.

NAME : This proposed system of economics is called “ In

dividualism ." The name originally suggested itself as the solution

both in theory and practice is diametrically opposed to Socialism .

There is absolutely nothing communistic about it . Each person

would be put on his individual merits. No one would get any

thing for which he did not work ; but those who did work would

be able to reap just rewards from their labors.

WEIGH THE EVIDENCE. — It would be too much to

expect any but those who may have been thinking along the same

lines to admit at once that the solution proposed is sound, effective

and not too radical to be practical, and that the results as stated

would follow its adoption. Therefore, unless you have given this

plan exhaustive consideration , it is not asking too much to request

that you read the arguments pro and con and then draw your con

clusion.

Suppose twenty years ago someone had said to you,

" Thompson, I have been studying aeronautics a long time and

have constructed a machine in which I can ride through the air,"

or “ I have invented an instrument by which I can telegraph a

thousand miles without the aid of wires," or " I have invented a

vehicle which , with proper development, will propel itself 100 miles

an hour." You probably would have doubted him and even



laughed at him . And yet all these things have become realities

and are now commonplace. So don 't decry this solution without

a hearing. It is a simple remedy, and yet too far-reaching to be

grasped from a few paragraphs.

I now propose to show what caused some of the conditions

which exist, offer my solution of them in detail and endeavor to

prove conclusively that its adoption would result in a radical im

provement of conditions.



Causes of Present Conditions

Avarice has been characteristic of the human race from the

beginning. In all ages there have been certain people possessed

with an insatiable greed to accumulate as much wealth as possible

by any methods. The failure of society to limit individual accu

mulationshas lead to the ruination of nations as well as individuals.

Aristotle says, “ Inequality is the source of all revolutions." Au

gust Boeckh , in his exhaustive work on the Political Economy of

Athenians, declares that war between the rich and the poor de

stroyed Greece. Pliny, Varro, Mace, Laveleye and numerous

other writers, both ancient and modern , testify that the unequal dis

tribution of wealth was the cause of the ruin of the Roman Em

pire.

And look at the world today . Mexico in revolt because

sixteen millions of people are working for a few hundred land

owners. Ireland just emerging from 300 years of oppression and

intolerable conditions, because a few men owned the land and

five million worked to support them . England and Russia and

Italy and other nations, including our own United States, are

suffering from the unequal distribution of wealth.

History is simply repeating itself, and until society lessens the

breach between the prince and the pauper by restricting individuals

to a certain amount of wealth , history is going to continue to re

peat itself. The rise and fall of nations will go on as before.

Three causes have contributed to permit the centralization of

wealth in this country probably with greater rapidity than in any

other at any time. They are as follows:

(1 ) NATURAL RESOURCES. — Being a compara

tively new nation with almost unlimited natural resources, wealth

has been produced with marvelous rapidity, and those who have



been able to monopolize the means of production have been able to

acquire the lion 's share of it. Think of the vast fortunes which have

been made out of oil, gas, iron ore, coal, copper, silver, gold and

other valuable deposits which the Creator spent ages to put in

Nature's store house for the benefit of ALL mankind .

(2 ) IMPROVED MACHINERY. – Wonderfully im

proved machinery has displaced manual labor and enabled those

in control of it to reap the benefits which formerly were distributed

amongmany. Here is just one instance in the iron industry which

I mention as I happen to be personally familiar with it : In 1900 ,

870 men , were employed on the L . S . & M . S. Ry. docks at Ash

tabula, Ohio, to handle about 2 ,500,000 tons of ore during the

season . A few years ago , machinery was installed to take the

place of labor, and in 1911 nearly twice as much ore was handled

by about 250 men. Therefore, oneman in 1911 was able to do

asmuch as seven men did eleven years before. And the increase

in wages of those still employed is scarcely sufficient to offset the

higher cost of living.

The 600 men who were thus displaced had to seek employ

ment elsewhere and compete with laborers in other lines. They

received no benefits of the improvements — these went to the cap

italists.

Wewould not have the world stand still, we want improve

ments and progress, but there can be no real progress unless it af

fects all the people favorably. There is certainly something vitally

wrong with that system of wealth distribution which results in

inventions and improvements enriching a few while taking away

the means of livelihood from many.

Our much boasted progress becomes a travesty when upon

analyzing we find that we have been very apt in devising

schemes to save labor, but have not taken the precaution to insure

that humanity as a whole shall be benefited thereby. Under such

a system , improvements and labor-saving devices make for retro

gression in the conditions of humanity.

( 3 ) CORPORATIONS. — The other means which has



permitted the rapid centralization of wealth is the development of

corporations, through which many strong men have been able to

unite their brains and energies and co-operate to their own ad

vantage and to the disadvantage of others.

Corporations probably have been the most powerful agent

in the centralization of wealth . They have enabled a few men

to prevent a just and equitable distribution of the natural resources

of the country and the benefits of improved machinery . I shall,

therefore, discuss them at length for these reasons, and for most

important of all, that by limiting private ownership they can be

utilized to aid working out the economic salvation of ALL the

people.

FORMER BUSINESS METHODS. — Until a half cen

tury or so ago, it was usually customary for men to engage in

business as individuals or partners. Death was the leveler which

helped to keep wealth distributed. A man mightmake a million

dollars or several millions, his son might preserve the fortune in

tact and even increase it , but some place along the chain of de

scendants a weak link would be struck, disintegration would take

place and the fortune would be dissipated and distributed.

ADVENT OF CORPORATIONS. — When corpora

tions came into vogue conditions changed . An artificial person

with perpetual life , created by law , replaced the individual, and

death was no longer the balance wheel of wealth .

In the first place, it requires several persons to incorporate

a company, and in large enterprises there are usually several

strong men in control. If one dies, the corporation does not dis

solve as in the case of a partnership ; the stock of the deceased

simply passes to other persons, and usually some one who has been

active in the affairs of the company steps into the vacated place.

Then , with the assistance of the other cogs in the wheel, the busi

ness goes on as before, increasing or diminishing according to the

relative ability of the new personnel in charge. Thus a corpora

tion has far greater assurance of continuing its existence and be

10



coming a powerful factor in its particular field than has an indi

vidual.

Because of the numerous advantages of doing business

through corporations, they have become so popular, that now

practically all business, both large and small, is conducted through

them .

BIRTH OF TRUSTS. — Trusts were the natural out

growth of corporations. Men found that individual firms operating

in the same field could combine their interests in one large corpora

tion and by stifling competition and gaining control of the means

of production in that line, far greater profits could be made.

After a few such combinations were formed , those operating

in other lines were quick to grasp the advantages to be secured by

combining interests in their respective lines, and trusts, or com

binations, were formed so rapidly that today there are few ave

nues of commerce or industry which are not under their control.

The legitimate advantages of corporations are numerous, but

because of their artificial nature, they offer to unscrupulous men

means of doing many unjust acts which individuals cannot do.

Among these are the following:

WATERED STOCK .— One of the evils which can be

committed through corporations is to filch money from people

through watered stock . For example, it is a matter of common

knowledge that hundreds of millions of dollars worth of water was

poured into the United States Steel Corporation when it was

formed . Mr. Carnegie admitted to the Stanley Investigating Com

mittee that the Carnegie Co. was watered even on the basis

of its earnings when an option was given on it in 1898 for $ 320,

000,000. Yet two and a half years later this was sold to the

United States Seel Corporation for $ 420,000,000. Mr. Car

negie even said he understood later that he could have secured an

other $ 100 ,000 ,000 if he had asked. The Commissioner of

Corporations valued the ore lands secured by the corporation at

$ 100,000,000, yet the steel trust put them in at $ 700,000,

000. The owner of a mill in Ohio purchased by the steel trust
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told me personally that he was paid three times what it was worth .

From these facts and other evidence extant it seems conservative

to say that this trust was watered to the extent of at least $800,

000 ,000.

Alfred Henry Lewis, in the April, 1912, edition of The

World To-Day, gives a few other conspicuous examples of

watered stock . He says :

" The tobacco trust, formed upon an aggregate plant value

of less than $500 ,000 , issued stocks and bonds for $ 25 ,000 ,000 .

The Georgia Central Railroad possessed an actual investment

value of $ 3 ,500,000. Morganization 'watered it to $52,000 ,

000 . The ship trust based its bond and stock issues of $ 71,000 ,

000 upon properties not worth $ 5 ,000,000. The street railways

of Manhattan Island show bond and stock issues aggregating

$ 375 ,000 ,000 . They cost - new — under $ 75 ,000,000 . The

steel trust, in a recent year, supported a bond and stock situation ,

the gold -brick total of which was $ 1,436 ,722, 135. Four- fifths

was 'water.' The story of any one of these gold bricks is the story

of the sugar gold brick and those one thousand and one other gold

bricks, which the Grand Central Petes and Hungry Joes of Wall

Street are handing mankind every day.

" In the old Red Sea pirate times, Kidd, Avery, Singleton

and their black flag fellows found harborage on the Madagascar

coast. New Jersey — Trenton — has been for two decades the

Madagascar of the trusts. In one year at the Trenton yards, pi

rate companies were launched with a total bond and stock issue

of more than $ 6 ,000 ,000 ,000. Only $500 ,000,000 of this

was honestly founded ; the balance ($ 5 ,500,000 ,000) was over

capitalization — 'water - gold bricks."

FREEZING OUT STOCKHOLDERS.- After making

millions by unloading watered stock onto the people, the morgan

izers have another pet scheme for getting back that same stock at

a much lower price than they sold it to them . Through manipula

tion in the stock markets, the market value of the stock is ham

mered down far below the price it has been sold to the people.

Accepting as truth the lies told about the conditions of their com

pany, many of those not on the inside" believe their stock to be

worth no more than the market quotation and they sell. This
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stock is bought by the manipulatorswho sold it to them in the first

place at a high price, and who now have pulled off the infamous

deal to freeze them out. It is the rich who are on the “ inside"

and win , and usually the middle classes who sell and are fleeced .

Thus the breach between the classes widens.

Considered without a bit of dispassion , it is simply amazing

that the government of ninety millions of people will permit its

citizens to be buncoed out of billions of dollars by the unscrupulous

means of watered stock and the freeze-out.

CRIMINAL PUNISHMENT AVOIDABLE. — Cor

porations offer a bulwark behind which men can commit felonies

with impunity which they could not do as individuals. They may

break laws and be punished only with fines which they can well

afford to pay .

DEBAUCHING THE GOVERNMENT.— Through

malicious “business practices” such as those just described , the

trust promoters are able to become so rich and powerful that they

even make the government itself serve to still further plunder the

people — and they get away with it. They secure the nomination

and election of as many favorable legislators as they can , and

bribe a sufficient number more to pass lawswhich will enable them

to do what they desire and still “keep within the law ” ; they se

cure the passage of tariff and other laws which enable them to

make hundreds of millions at the expense of the people ; they se

cure the election or appointment of judges who will render de

cisions favorable to them ; they secure the election of as many

executives as possible who will not enforce the laws against them .

THE TWO-EDGED SWORD . - Aside from debauch

ing the government and exploiting the people out of billions of

dollars through watered stock and tricky stock juggling, the trusts

have two other effective methods of exploitation which are so far

reaching that they can with one or the other, and in hundreds

of thousands of cases with both , make every man, woman and

child pay tribute to them .

The theory of trusts, as advertised by their promoters, is ·

Cull .



beautiful. It is claimed that by combining kindred interests, goods

can be produced and sold more cheaply, hence monopolies are

good for the people. But the actual practice of the trusts is the

worst possible thing for the people. The trusts wield a two-edged

sword, the sharp sting of which few escape. They cut down

wages on one side to cheapen the cost of production , and raise

the selling prices on their commodities. Instead of the people get

ting the benefits of the economy, they are paid less for their work

and charged more for what they buy — and the trusts pocket the

swag.

KILLING COMPETITION .— The methods employed

by trusts in annihilating competition are nothing short of a public

scandal. The inhuman deeds to which men have stooped to take

advantage of their fellow men are almost unbelievable. It has

been a war to the death with no quarter, there has been no restraint

in gaining their end.

When men are stirred to the point that they are willing to

lay down their lives if necessary for a principle and make war

upon each other, they respect and observe a code of rules in the

name of humanity . But in the strife for wealth which has taken

place in this country during the past thirty years, there has been

absolutely and positively NO restraint in the methods used. No

means have been too unfair, no weapon has been too inhuman , no

deed has been too foul in this war of greed .

And when we consider that this struggle was not for any

principle, was not conducted for the benefit of humanity , but to

satisfy the lust of men for gold , and that those conspired against

had done nothing more offensive than to be in business endeavor

ing to make a living, or because they refused to join in forming

monopolies by which wages could be reduced and prices increased,

it is surprising, to say the least, that in this enlightened age such

deeds could be perpetrated with impunity. Impunity ! Why, we

almost bend the knee to these Captains of Infamy.

And now that these financial pirates have succeeded in elimin

ating competition to a negligible quantity and have placed them



selves in a position where they are making millions, there are

people who are willing to protect them in their foully gotten gains.

TRUSTS' EFFECT ON LABOR. — Whenever a trust

gains control of a large part of any industry, among its first steps

is to reduce the number of employees. In many lines the num

ber of workers who can be eliminated is considerable. For in

stance, under competition, in lines in which it is necessary to em

ploy salesmen , each firm has a number of men on the road to

push their particular brands of goods. When these interests combine

and competition ceases, a less number of salesmen are required.

If the articles are staple, the dealers must have them , and as they

can buy only from the trusts they will send their orders direct in

stead of waiting to be sold by salesmen .

In many lines it is not possible to dispense with salesmen al

together as the trademust be visited from time to time. Butwhere

competition is wholly or nearly eliminated , it does not require

high class salesmen to do the work of “ order taking,” so lower

priced men are employed. In the industrial as well as commercial

lines, this policy is pursued .

The effect of throwing thousands of men out of employment

through capitalistic combinations and the introduction of improved

machinery, results in putting the working people into keener com

petition with each other to the detriment of all.

DESTROYING LABOR UNIONS. — After cutting

down the force of employees as far as possible and filling the places

of those who must be used with as cheap men as they can , the

next step , and the one which will receive particular attention

from now on , is to reduce wages of employees. This has not

been done to a marked degree yet by the trusts as a whole

because it has hardly been reached in the evolution. An industry

must be almost entirely monopolized before it is wise or safe to

do this. As yet, the trusts have not quite as good a strangle hold

on the people as they want. But they are getting that hold and

the time is not far distant when the wage conditions in this

country are going to be far worse than they are today. The trust
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masters have demonstrated that they will stop at nothing to make

money.

Another reason the trusts have notmade greater reductions in

wages is that they can, during the evolutionary period , make as

great profits as they dare by increasing prices of their products.

The people will not revolt so quickly at increased prices as they

will at a cut in wages.

The first preparatory act towards cutting wages is to destroy

the unity of the men . As an organized force they can fight a re

duction, but as individuals they are helpless — hence all unions are

throttled as fast as is convenient and expedient. This accomplished

the cutting of wages is then a comparatively easy process. The

fight lies between the power of organized wealth on one side and

single individuals on the other. It is like pitting a whole army

against a lone soldier. And the tragedy of it is, we stand for it !

Mr. Louis D . Brandeis made this statement January 30th ,

1912, to the Stanley Committee, appointed by Congress to in

vestigate the steel trust :

“ This is the situation in regard to wages: As compared to

the period to which you refer, Mr. Young — that is, going back

15 or 20 years, going back before the elimination of the trade

union from the Carnegie plant at Homestead — there has been a

reduction , and a marked reduction , in the rate of wages, in the

actual rate of wages paid skilled labor. That varies according to

to various kinds of labor from a very slight percentage to as high

as 30 or 40 per cent." . . .

“ The second position is that there has been a constant ten

dency, a perfectly natural tendency, to reduce the number of

skilled men relatively in the industry, so that the men who receive

relatively high wages are a very much smaller proportion of the

whole than they were in the 20 years to which you refer."

HIGH COST OF LIVING . — The most powerful factor

of the many which the trusts have for making millions is through

the high prices they are able to command. They cannot sell

everyone watered stock , nor bamboozle everyone into disposing

of it for a fraction of what it is worth ; neither can they reach
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everyone through low wages, but they can and do get something

from every human being in the country who buys anything to eat,

wear or use in his business, profession or home.

Aside from the modicum of cost incident to deliveries be

cause of the advent of the telephone — which those who are hold

ing us up endeavor to make the real scapegoat for present con

ditions — the high cost of living is almost entirely due to the trusts

and their far-reaching influence. The price of thousands of ar

ticles have been arbitrarily raised by means of pools, combinations,

secret agreements and other stealthy and unlawful methods which

their perpetrators dare not commit openly , but which they burn

the evidence of, lie about and even deny under oath .

Here is a far-reaching lap . Arbitrarily increasing and

maintaining the price of one important article in any line serves to

raise the price of kindred articles whether or not they are con

trolled by the trusts, therefore, the trusts are not only responsible

for the prices they raise, but for other high prices as well. For

instance , the meat trust became so strong that it was able to in

crease the price of beef and pork . This naturally increased the

price of other meats produced by farmers who were not connected

with the trust. For example, if the price of beef increased 5 cents

a pound , farmers saw that the profitable thing for them to do was

to produce beef. Many of them did and there was a shortage of

mutton and other meats. The law of supply and demand then

increased the price of these meats.

The general increase in the price of meats lessened the de

mand for them temporarily, as people turned more to cereals and

vegetable products for their foods. But the farmers were now

raising stock, consequently the supply of earth productions being

smaller and the demand being larger, the price of vegetables and

cereals increased . Thus the original increase in beef was alone

sufficient to increase the price of all food stuff. The abstinence

from meat was only temporary , and as the packers controlled

enough of the supply to maintain the high prices, the people finally
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surrendered to the inevitable and paid them — and they are doing

it yet.

These same processes operated to increase the prices in other

lines in which any main article was controlled by a trust and its

price arbitrarily raised .

In an effort to make it appear that high prices are not the

result of monopoly methods, the trusts have coined the euphonious

argument that our trouble is not due to the high cost of living,

but to the cost of high living . Let us analyse the merits of this

statement.

Some economists are not willing to admit that our standard

of living has increased in the past half century . Possibly it has,

but it certainly has not kept pace with the increase of wealth

of the country nor with the increased earning power of the pro

ducers. There has been such an unequal distribution of wealth

that the people at large have not received anything like their just

share of the benefits of our progress, and a continuation of this

inequality must inevitably result in a lowering of the standard of

living of all except the rich as time goes on .

As a basis for a standard of living we must take into con

sideration both the increase in wealth and earning power of the

people .

In 1850 the per capita wealth in the United States was

$ 307. Today it is about $ 1,300 , an increase of over 300 per

cent. This certainly proves that we are entitled to a much higher

standard than we had 60 years ago.

Regarding the earning power of workers, everyone must ad

mit that improved machinery and methods have increased the pro

ductiveness of labor many, many fold , but wages have not in

creased accordingly.

Let us consider the best paid large class of workers today,

the railroad men . They receive higher wages than they did in

1850 , butnot in proportion to the greater results they are produc

ing. The invention of the air brake reduced the number of brake

men required, and the larger engines, better road beds and gen
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.eral equipment enable several times larger loads to be drawn. It

is true the men are working a less number of hours, but this is

offset by the fact that their trains make much better time and they

have far greater responsibilities. It is also a fact that freight rates

have dropped , but the volume of business has increased many fold .

Careful investigation seems to indicate that the wages now received

have about twice the purchasing power, but the men are pro

ducing twenty-five times the results, therefore it is patent that even

this best paid class of workers are not getting anything like the

increase they should

Let us consider a few other lines : Years ago men carried

mortar and bricks up ladders on their shoulders. Today that is

done by machinery and one engineer will now do as much work

as several men did formerly. Sixty years ago letters were written

by hand. Now a boy with a machine can turn out thousands in

a day. A linotype operator can set several times asmuch type

as men formerly did by hand.

Farming implements have been developed to the point that

one man can cultivate a much larger acreage than he was able

when the work was done by hand. Edwin L . Barker, of the In

ternational Harvester Company, claims that it takes ten minutes'

labor now to raise a bushel of wheat, but it took five days' labor

to do it 2 ,000 years ago. This is an increase of over 300 times

in efficiency.

The advent of the telegraph and telephone and improved

postal service have increased efficiency of production and the ex

pedition of business to a wonderful extent.

We have noted that the introduction of ore-handling machines

permits oneman to do as much now as seven men did eleven years

ago, but if we go back to the seventies, when the ore was wheeled

out in barrows, we find that one man now can accomplish as

much as 100 men did then .

It is unnecessary to multiply examples. Everyone recognizes

the progress that has been made. There is probably no industry in

which improved machinery, methods and facilities have not at

en
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least doubled the efficiency of producers and there are some in

which one person can do more than 100 did before. It is difficult

to get satisfactory statistics on the increased productiveness among

all workers, but it is certainly conservative to say that the average

man produces five times asmuch today as he did sixty years ago.

In view of this fact and the fact that our per capita wealth

has increased over 300 per cent, it follows that if there had been

a fair and just distribution of wealth , our standard of living

should have increased from 300 to 400 per cent in the past sixty

years.

Dare even the predatory interests claim that such is the

case ? Certainly not, and their argument that our trouble today is

due to the cost of high living rather than the high cost of living

is not valid. It is a sophism invented to divert attention from

the real cause, which is that the producers are not getting their

just share of what they are earning. The distribution of wealth

is inequitable.



What of the Future ?

The savage never thinks of the morrow , the civilized do, and

when we consider the present unfair conditions and unequal op

portunities we naturally ask : " What of the future? "

When we see a few men at the head of great trusts, in

trenched behind their fortresses of gold , not satisfied with more

millions than they or their children or their children 's children can

need , still laying siege to the people and making them pay tribute,

we ask : " What of the future? " .

When we see men spurred on by their insatiable greed for

gold , corrupting our public officials that they may " legally "

plunder the people and keep out of jail, we are forced to ask :

“What of the future ? ” .

When we see the incentive taken from young men to go into

business, work hard and build up a profitable trade because they

feel that it would be but a few years until some trust would

gobble up the fruits of their sweaty days and sleepless nights, we

ask : “ What of the future ? "

When we see the business of the wealthiest nation on the

globe paralysed , hundreds of thousands idle, the cost of living in

creasing , and the great Captains of Infamy daily laying plans

to widen still further the financial breach between themselves and

the poor, we are not acting as civilized beings unless we consider

seriously the future.

Continuation of our present system of wealth distribution

must make conditions worse. Every day the employees of the

trusts work, a few millionaires are greatly enriched and the work

ers become relatively poorer.

COMBINING THE TRUSTS. — The trusts are still in

the evolutionary state. The next logical step in centralization
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is a combination of the trusts themselves. This is inevitable in

the evolution of the monopoly idea . Unless something inter

venes, a combination will be effected not many years hence which

will result in one great trust instead of the present horde. Indeed

it is not impossible to conceive an international trust wielding a

world -wide influence. When either of these events take place,

the solution will lay not in the ballot, but in the bullet, and God

forbid that the world should ever witness such a spectacle !

If present conditions continue, we can foresee a condition

not unlike that which existed in the Roman Empire at the time

of L . Marcus Phillipus, when 2 ,000 people owned all of the

land. Business enterprise and industry were at a standstill.

There was little or no work for freemen . In self protection the

rich built great amphitheaters like the Coliseum in order to divert

the minds of the people from their unjust condition, and they

fed them at public expense to prevent a revolution .

OLD AGE PENSIONS.— History is already repeating

itself in England. She is paying thousands of pounds annually

in old age pensions. That is simply another form of the pacifica

tion measures used by the Roman patricians to keep the plebeians

from uprising against them . The only difference is that in Rome

they gave food direct, in England they are giving money to buy

the food.

England is doing a humane act in taking care of its poor,

but the old age pension is no real solution. It is paternalism

which must continue to breed paupers. What the people want

and ought to have is not charity, but a chance. Let England

or any other nation enact laws enabling those willing to work

and save, to receive a just return for their labors, and a nation

of thrifty, independent citizens will grow up , few of whom

will need charity from the state or individuals when they get old .

The poorhouses will be inhabited only by the lazy and unfor

tunate — a few of whom we will always have to take care of.

But even the number of these can be reduced by compulsory

insurance.
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There are thousands of beneficiaries of England's paternal

ism who would be independent to -day if they had received what

they had earned.

So long as England or any other nation permits concentra

tion of wealth beyond the danger line, so long will she have to

take care of her people through money taken from her coffers

or let them starve. An English writer has studied conditions

in London for years asserts that a million people are existing

there on less than enough to buy the necessaries of life. Thou

sands upon thousands have no work at all and are being fed by

public and private charities. The next step , as in Rome, is to

provide entertainment to divert their minds, and we need not be

surprised to read any day of free moving picture shows being

established for this purpose.

England is traveling the Roman road. And there are others

in her wake. She is simply in advance of us. We are now ad

vocating old age pensions. We are now furnishing text books

free to the poor at the expense of the State, and private charity

is feeding and clothing thousands. Leading educators and others

are advocating that the State provide free meals, free eyeglasses,

free medical and dental care. Some even go so far as to advo

cate free street car rides to and from school.

I am in favor of everything that will help the children, I

certainly want to see them well fed and clothed, and I think the

State should pay for medical inspection and insist that the children

get the treatment they need. But I am equally firm in the belief

that the parents should pay the bills. If a man brings children

into the world and will not work to provide the necessaries of

life for them , he ought to be made to do it. If he is willing to work,

but can' t get employment, then I am in favor of the State bearing

his burden till he can . But we are not the nation of freemen

we boast of being unless we take the necessary action to make

it possible for every man to earn a livelihood for himself and

family , and thus remove the necessity for this paternalism . Unless

we do, shall the State not next be paying rent that those children

may have shelter ? And furnishing fuel to keep them warm , and

lights that they may study, and who can say where this paternal

ism would end ?

The fact is we are destined not only to reach England's

stage, but to surpass it unless we act and remove the cause of

poverty instead of relieving the pangs of present hunger. A loaf
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of bread will satisfy a man today, but he will need another to

morrow . Give him a chance to earn that loaf today and he can

buy it tomorrow .

Solutions Offered

So oppressive have conditions become that people on every

hand are endeavoring to solve the problem of living. Their

efforts are highly commendable and in some cases they aid a

limited number of people, but I have yet to see a solution offered

which its most ardent advocates can conscientiously claim will

strike the shackles from the economically enslaved everywhere .

The possible exception for such a claim is Socialism , which will

be exposed in due course.

From various sources comes the proposal to right things

by fixing a minimum wage scale by law . Suppose that were

done, what guarantee would a man have that he could get even

one day 's work in a year at any wage? And what assurance

would he have that prices of food, clothing and shelter would

not increase in proportion to his wages?

THE STARVATION METHOD. — There is formed

in Cleveland at one time or another the “No-Meat Club" or the

“ Thirty Cent Egg Club ," the members of which pledge them

selves to eat no meat or eggs until the price is reduced . This

may secure lower prices on these foods temporarily, but not per

manently . If the price is reduced , the people begin to eat the

boycotted article again. The price goes up to its former level

or higher to offset the loss. Then there must be another abstinence

to secure another reduction . But why should the people be re

quired to go without meat, eggs, or any other food to be able

to buy them at a fair price ?

ELIMINATING THE MIDDLEMAN . — The Mayor

of Indianapolis buys potatoes and sells them direct to consumers

below the market price. That helps a few people save a little

on potatoes. But could this system be extended to include every

thing needed , it would not guarantee us the opportunity to make
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money to buy potatoes or anything else, no matter how cheap.

It would simply eliminate the middleman whom we need . We

are willing to pay him a reasonable amount for service and could

well afford to do so if we were getting a fair share of what we

earned . But if our unjust system of wealth distribution causes

us to eliminate the middleman in order to continue to pay tribute

to the moneyed interests, then we are retrograding, we are forced

back to barter as in days of old .

Another effort to get relief is through co -operative societies

which are organized to buy food and other necessaries. These

at best can only avoid in a limited degree the middleman 's profit

and they give no guarantee of an income. They do not remove

the fundamental cause of the trouble.

I am for regulating the all combination in restraint of trade,

whether they be formed by three grocers in a village or by a

score of multi-millionaires in Wall street, who seek to control the

world supply of any commodity . But efforts to correct condi

tions will be futile if we regulate or even eliminate those three

grocers — the middlemen ,without controlling those higher up. The

latter in hundreds of cases already control the source of supply ,

and they have themselves eliminated thousands of independent

middlemen , but we have no relief. We will never get relief

until we remove the source of our trouble.

POLITICAL REFORMS. — The Initiative, Referendum ,

Recall, Short Ballot, Commission Plan of Government, and sim

ilar schemes are being enacted throughout the country. While

these are for political reforms principally they aid somewhat in

economic reform . I believe in them , but they certainly are not

sufficient to cope with the great problems which confront us.

They are all right as remedies for such troubles as would in the

human system correspond to boils, colds, and croup, but they

certainly would not cure organic troubles like heart disease.

WOMAN 'S SUFFRAGE. — I look upon the movement

for woman's suffrage as a protest against existing conditions. As

one of my friends expresses it, she does not care to vote but she
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does want an improvement in the status of affairs so her children

will have better opportunities than are afforded today. She feels

that if men will not take the necessary steps to correct evils it is

incumbent upon the women to see what they can do.

This motive is certainly commendable, and one can have

no objection to women voting provided that without unsexing

them it would improve conditions. I feel that women could exer

cise the same intelligence in voting as men, but I'm not persuaded

that an utopian condition would be the immediate result of their

being granted the right of franchise. To bring about that re

sult, we must have better laws and better executives.

I believe that if women spent the same time and energy

endeavoring to bring about reform that they are now in trying to

get the right of suffrage, they would accomplish as much good

for humanity in the end and raise the standard of womanhood

at the same time. I sincerely hope the time is not far distant

when conditions will be so improved that conscientious, progressive

women will not feel the necessity or desire to vote.

When women have the right of suffrage they will naturally

seek office, and every movement in this direction is an influence

which leads them away from their home duties. Speed the time

when the pendulum will swing back and there will be a recession

ofwomen from the marts of men toward the home where woman

can wield her greatest influence and rise to her highest sphere.

To me, woman attains her greatest glory, she occupies her noblest

position in the place intended for her by the All-Wise Creator

of the Universeas Queen of the Home.

CARNEGIE 'S WIDOW FUND. — Carnegie’s endow

ment of $ 25,000,000 to provide for needy widows is commend

able. But it solves nothing except present hunger. If the hus

bands of many of the widows who will benefit by this fund had

been properly compensated for their labor, their widows would

not be humiliated subjects of charity today. It's the same as

the case of England already mentioned .
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LABOR UNIONS. — Labor unions are about the only

effective bulwark to -day between wealth and pauperism . Their

existence serves measurably to keep up the wage standard to the

benefit of unaffiliated as well as associated workers. But labor

leaders themselves admit that even though labor and capital are

able to agree on terms, this would not really solve the economic

problem . They realize that capital has the power of controlling

prices of commodities and can get back any increase in wages

twofold .

But unless the power of trusts are checked, even this fortress

is doomed, for monopolies destroy unions just as fast as they are

able. Their policy is to permit nothing to exist which stands

in the way of doing as they please in the accumulation of wealth .

Under our present system of combinations of capital on one

side and combinations of employees on the other, both striving

to get advantage over the other, an unwholesome condition exists.

As a matter of fact their interests are interdependent, and under

a just system of profit sharing, such as would result from Individ

ualism , both sides would work together to mutual advantage.

Since capitalists are permitted to combine for mutual ad

vantage,workers must in justice be accorded the same right. It

is not fair to ask an individual employee to deal with a great

trust. Labor unions can never become a menace like trusts. The

rich have sufficient funds to provide the necessaries of life for

themselves and their dependents and they can hold out indefinitely

in case of strike. But the means of labor are limited and in case

of strike a time comes when they have to give in . Therefore,

until a better system of wealth distribution can be materialized

which will give capital and labor an incentive to work for their

mutual interests, labor should not be discriminated against by the

courts as they have been in the past.

REGULATION . — A few years ago the wail of unwhole

some conditions came only from the poor. To-day we hear the

pitiful cry for a new deal going up from the rich alsex This is



a peculiar condition which will be interesting to analyze that we

may determine the cause.

During the past three decades enormous fortunes have been

accumulated with great rapidity through stock jobbing, bunko

deals, trusts, pools, combinations, secret rebates, and kindred

means. The wealthy have pursued a “ public be dammed” policy.

They have had, relatively speaking, no consideration for the

peoples' rights. They have taken every possible means which

could be devised to filch money from them and stay out of jail.

And to prevent the latter inconvenience, it is notorious that they

have bought legislators, big and little, and have had favorable

laws passed which would permit them to " obey the law ” and

still continue their pilfering. Even the judiciary has not been

sacred to them . In hundreds of cases men have been raised to

the bench , not to administer justice, but to bar it.

But, to use a trite saying, “ they reckoned without their

host.” Something happened which was not on their program .

Without being effusive, we can say that the American people

have still enough good red blood in their veins that they will not

stand for everything. There is a limit, and a few years ago the

worm turned. A new deal was demanded and lately we have

been enjoying a wave of reform . So strong has the demand for

new conditions gone up from the people that those in power have

seen the handwriting on the wall and acted accordingly.

Prosecutors have become busy , the money pirates have been

haled into court, and they are now begging for mercy . On Jan .

10, 1912, Andrew Carnegie, appearing before the Stanley Steel

Investigating Committee at Washington , in discussing the Stand

ard Oil and tobacco decisions, said :

“ The offenders in general (there may be exceptions ) so

far under the Supreme Court decision should be gently dealt with

if they can plead misunderstanding of the law .”

My, how the mighty are fallen ! How humiliating it must

be for the elect to beg for mercy from just ordinary, everyday

human beings.



This same cry is going from the Captains of Infamy every

where — " We didn't know we were doing wrong.” But deep

down in their hearts they are saying to themselves, and to each

other - only to each other — in regard to the Sherman Anti- Trust

Law , “We didn 't know it was loaded .”

These men who are " in bad” now want to let bygones be

bygones. They are willing to be forgiven for their little mis

chievous stunts of combining billions of dollars of capital in

direct violation of the law , stifling competition and robbing the

people of hundreds of millions by means of watered stock, freeze

outs, and other little tricks of the trade. They would now like

to be " gently dealt with .” And they would like, if you please,

Mr. People, they would like a “ Commission" appointed, a Com

mission of “ business men ,” not impractical fellows like lawyers,

but a bunch of good fellows like themselves, who could read over

the laws and see what they really do mean, and then tell them

just what they could do and what they couldn't. A Commission

that should , to use Mr. Carnegie 's words, " examine all details,

ascertain cost of production, adding to this such amount as in its

judgment will yield a fair or even a liberal return upon capital

when skillfully invested and properly managed . The maximum

selling price to consumers to be fixed by the court, based upon

the average cost price of production in well managed up -to-date

works."

Of course we would naturally expect the most worthy “ Com

mission ” to base their calculations on the steel trust, for instance,

on $ 1 ,400,000,000 capital and bonds— overlooking the fact

that something like $800,000 ,000 of it is water. Why cer

tainly. The merest courtesy would demand that

Now , what is this move ? Is it a square deal or a frame

up ? Well, I confess my inability to read minds and I can't say

for sure, but I can and do have an opinion and it is simply

this :

The leopard doesn 't change its spots and I am firmly con

vinced that the men who control “ big business” — “ the system "



have notbecome conscience stricken and overflowing with remorse

simply because they have found themselves momentarily in a tight

place . It isn 't reasonable to believe it. They still want to

control affairs as much or more than they did before, and they

people have subsided and they can get a new strangle hold upon

them .

" Regulation of trusts" a remedy ? In the light of ex

perience, to attempt to regulate trusts without curbing the power

of the individuals behind them would be as foolish and futile as

to attempt to reach the North Pole in a duck suit and a straw

hat.

Away back in 1887 the Interstate Commerce Act was

passed as a direct result of the exposure of the scandalous prac

tice of the Standard Oil Company in not only getting rebates

from railroads on its own shipments, but on its competitors' ship

ments as well. And we know what terrible things that Interstate

Commerce Commission has done to the Standard Oil and all

other corporations in the past quarter of a century .

And, by the way, we have noticed the dire results of the

terrible solar plexus blow recently dealt the Standard Oil by the

Supreme Court. That Company has been busy since " cutting

melons” in the shape of millions of dollars and distributing

them among its stockholders. One would naturally infer from

this that it was not going to take so much capital to conduct its

business under the new plan , but on second consideration it seems

that this money is to be retaken from the people, as its prices

have gone up. The excuse given is that it costs more to operate

under the new scheme. Oh, well, we have known for a long

time that it is pretty hard to slip one over on John D . His trust

seems to have a well defined , time honored policy that the people

stand all its losses and the company makes all its profits.

In the past twenty -two years, since the Sherman Anti-Trust

Law was passed by Congress and hundreds of other laws to

prevent pools and combinations in restraint of trade have been



enacted by the various States, practically all of the great trusts

have had their birth and growth . A veritable horde of Franken

steins, big and little, have grown up under laws enacted to stifle

them .

The men who formed the great trusts are now begging to

be “ regulated.” Since they have wilfully defied the law in the

past, what assurance have we that they will respect it in the future ?

And since the law was unable to prevent them from combining

while operating individual companies, how in the name of com

mon sense is it going to regulate their actions now that they have

combined and are therefore infinitely more able to resist ?

Furthermore , if these men are sincere in their desire to do

what is right and just, why should they ask or desire laws to

regulate their actions? Is it possible that they have lost control

over themselves ? Have they become like a man who, for in

stance, has committed many foul deeds and wants to reform , but

is afraid he cannot control himself, so he goes to the authorities

and asks to be locked up so he can commit no more wrong ?

Men of Troy, beware the wooden horse, "Regulation."

Should you draw it within your gates, hidden within its vitals

will be found that trust formed instrument, “ The Commission,”

whose baleful, insidious, destructive power will crush the life of

your women and children and destroy the penates of your fire

sides.

Rockefeller, Carnegie and Morgan with a dozen others, con

trol the destinies of the ninety odd millions of people who inhabit

these United States. Our boasted republic of freemen is con

trolled by an oligarchy whose untold wealth and the dominating

influence which it gives them is more powerful than a standing

army. They hold the sinews of war. There is only one way

to “ regulate ” them and that is to shear them of their power as

the Philistines did Sampson of old . I believe we should do

what we can to regulate the trusts, but to make this effective we

must regulate the individual. Until the units of society are re

duced in their financial strength, until they can be made amenable
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to the law , there can be no effective regulation of their combina

tions. Properly regulate the individuals and the regulation of

the trusts will be a comparatively easy matter.

GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP . - Another remedy

proposed is public ownership . Those who advocate this means

of besting the trusts thereby admit the inability of the govern

ment to control the creatures which have grown up under its

protection . This is a sad commentary on our boasted system

of government, and while I admit that we are virtually governed

by an oligarchy today, I am not willing to admit that the people

have not the power to so change their laws that they will again

become supreme.

I am sure that if the wealth accumulations of each in

dividual are limited to what he should justly have, that it will

not be necessary for the government to go into the coal mining

business in Alaska to compete with the coal barons who are hold

ing up the people of the Northwest for exhorbitant prices; that

it will not be necessary for the government to take over the

eighteen billion dollars' worth of railroads in this country in order

that just rates and conditions may be secured for the producer

and consumer, or do many of the other things which the public

ownership enthusiasts propose.

Let us see what would happen if those who believe in gov

ernment ownership were to carry out their program . In the first

place, if the government started in to compete with private enter

prise to keep down prices and keep up wages, it would have

to compete with every trust in the country . This would neces

sitate buying from .40 % to 50 % of each industry controlled by

a trust. It would, in most instances, have to buy from the trusts

themselves. The trusts owners would then have billions of dol

lars of capital realized from the sale of property to the govern

ment, besides still owning approximately half the business of the

country . Since they practically run the government now they

would be infinitely more powerful to do so then . And our last

state would be worse than the first.
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INDIVIDUALISM VS. SOCIALISM . — Socialism is

one of the many evils which have resulted from the world's inane

policy of permitting human avarice to go unrestrained . It has

attained more or less popularity for the following reasons:

(a ) Because it has been intensely advertised ; (b ) because,

like a free lunch, it offers something for nothing, and ( c)

because the people are so thoroughly disgusted with existing con

ditions that, like a drowning man who grasps at a straw , they

are willing to accept even a dream in the hope that it will turn

out to be a reality.

I have great respect for the intentions of many who sub

scribe to its doctrines. I believe them to be sincere, but mis

guided men and women who are anxious to do something to

better the status of humanity, and have been lured to Socialism

by its social reform program , the aims and ends of which all

humanitarians endorse. But Socialism is subtle and insidious.

Its evils lie beneath its cloak of social reform . Its ultimate

program is so enervating, impractical, selfish , anarchistic and vile

thatwhen its decent, wellmeaning advocates learn what it actually

is they forsake it forthwith .

: Let us see from the writings and speeches of its leaders

what its program really is, and what would result from its adop

tion . At the same time we will compare it with Individualism

and note that one is the direct antithesis of the other.

ENERVATING .— Socialism would centralize all owner

ship and power as far as possible in the government. The people

would become mere cogs in a great machine. The routine and

lack of independent action would dwarf them much as an orphan

asylum does its inmates. Individualism would leave ownership

of property and power with the people as far as possible and

practical. This would put each one on his own merits, thereby

developing the race. People would have even more of an oppor

tunity for independent effort than under our present Liberalism ,

for hundreds of thousands are now dominated by trusts which
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make working conditions similar to what they would be under

Socialism .

Socialism would lower the standard of intelligence and

decrease energy because all workers would be compensated equally

according to the number of hours they worked , irrespective of

the kind or amount of work they did . This would remove the

incentive to self improvement and individual effort. Under In

dividualism the standard would be raised as workers would be

compensated according to both the quality and quantity of their

work .

IMPRACTICAL. - Socialism is impractical because it

proposes to treat all men as equals in their earning capacity .

They are not equal in this respect and no set of human laws can

make them so. Individualism is practical because it recognizes

the inequality of men in their ability to accumulate wealth , and

would permit each to exercise his ability 100 times beyond the

average.

Socialism is impractical because its success would require

each person to work for the common good. This is an ideal

condition which we would all like to bring about, but in dealing

with human nature we must take it as it is and not as we wish

it were. Individualism recognizes that people are more or less

selfish , and it would take advantage of that by making it an

incentive for them to help each other in order to help themselves;

for example, by sharing profits as will be explained at length

later. Those who were thoroughly selfish would be curbed from

carrying their passion for money making to a point where it could

injure others as now .

Centralization of wealth is always dangerous, as it gives

a few strong men a better opportunity of getting control of it

than they would have if ownership were well distributed among

many individuals. Therefore on this point Individualism is far

better than any form of communism .

ANARCHISTIC .— Socialists advocate a Red Revolution

if necessary to establish their system of philosophy. Individual
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ism would establish itself not through violence, but through the

legal procedure prescribed in the basic law of the Nation.

ATHEISTIC . — Socialism would destroy Christianity if it

could . Here are two of several extracts taken from The Com

mon Cause, February , 1912 , which show just where the leaders

of this movement stand :

" It is our duty as Socialists to root out the faith in God

with all our zeal, nor is any one worthy the name who does not

consecrate himself to the spread of atheism .” - Wilhelm Leib

knecht in Materialist Basis of History .

" Christianity is the enemy of liberty and civilization . It

has kept mankind in slavery and oppression. The Church and

State have always fraternally united to exploit the people. Chris

tianity and Socialism are like fire and water.” - August Bebel in

Vorparts.

Socialism would not only attempt to destroy Christianity ,

but the sacredness of the family as well, by making the marriage

contract one of convenience. A man and woman being permitted

to dissolve the bond at pleasure without civil or religious sanc

tion . Individualism anticipates no change in respect to the mar

riage laws.

Free love is commonly advocated by Socialists, and one prom

inent writer whom I have read makes the nauseating suggestion

that the time will come when young people may gratify their

passions without shame.

And this is but an inkling of the foul vileness of Socialism

which , under the cloak of " social reform ," has crept into our

midst; whose deadly poison has inoculated more than a million

of our people. Were it possible that Socialism should become

powerful enough to put its tenets into force, we would have a

condition a thousand times worse than under our present Liberal

ism .

Socialism is like an ugly sore on a man's face. A doctor

may come, look at it, and declare that it should not be there.

But though he talk a year against it, and do nothing to remove

the cause, it will remain there still ; it will increase its deadly in
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fluence, and finally end the life of the patient. Liberalism is

fostering Socialism , we must eradicate the former from our

economic system or take the consequences of the latter.

( To learn what Socialism really is see The Common Cause,

New York City, or Socialism : The Nation of Fatherless Chil

dren, by David Goldstein , Boston. )

The Solution

As stated at the outset, our economic troubles are due

primarily to the fact that some people have too much wealth ,

others too little. My solution is to limit each individual to $ 100,

000 of commercial property, permitting him to retain in addition

an unlimited amount of non -commercial property .

By " commercial property " I mean all wealth except that

which is owned and used for personal shelter, food, clothing,

pleasure, luxury , charitable and religious purposes. Under this

arrangement therefore, each individual could have :

( 1 ) An aggregate of $ 100 ,000 of commercial property,

such as money, notes, stocks, bonds, machinery , boats, and im

proved or vacant land used or held for private gain , rented or

otherwise ;

(2 ) An unlimited amount of non -commercial property

held for personal use, such as a homestead , including any amount

of land actually used for homestead purposes, food, fuel, furniture,

clothing, fine art, jewelry , automobiles, etc., used for pleasure.

Under this arrangement a pope, bishop , rabbi, congrega

tion , religious order, or any strictly eleemosynary or educational

institution not conducted for profit could have an unlimited amount

of church or institutional property, as that would not come under

the head of “ commercial property."

IS THE LIMIT HIGH ENOUGH ? - I think everyone

will admit that it would not be well if one person owned all the

money in the world , therefore there must be some amount between
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nothing and everything to which each individual ought to be lim

ited. But we have become so accustomed to think of men pos

sessing millions, and even hundreds of millions, that the question

naturally arises, " Is the proposed limit high enough ?"

In considering this it should be borne in mind that the limita

tion is put on the individual, not on a family. Women and chil

dren could each have as much as men.

The legitimate uses of wealth are as follows: To provide

(1 ) the necessaries of life; (2 ) a surplus for the " rainy day” ;

( 3 ) for religion, charity and other benevolences ; ( 4 ) bequests

for dependents, and ( 5 ) luxuries. Let us see if the amount per

mitted to be held is not more than sufficient to amply provide for

all these legitimate uses of wealth .

To the rich the cost of actual necessaries of life are not

great, relatively considered . They include food, clothing and

shelter. A person can eat only three meals a day — safely , he

can wear only one suit of clothes at a time- comfortably, and he

needs only one roof to sleep under. For a family of five, the

following amounts would be ample : Food, $ 1,500 ; clothing,

$ 1, 000 ; rent $ 1,500. If the head of a family of five, worth

in toto $500,000,worked , his salary ought to be at least $ 2,000.

Four per cent net on $500,000 would provide an income of

$ 20 ,000, making the total income for the family $ 22,000. The

limit would therefore provide for the necessaries and leave a sur

plus of $ 18,000, which must be disposed of. And $ 18,000 a

year for a family ought to be ample for recreation , religion ,

charities, luxuries, etc.

The individual income on $ 100,000 capital would be

ample provision against old age or other non -producing periods

of life. Insurance could be carried to provide for these exigen

cies also .

At the death of any member of the family his $ 100 ,000

would be available for bequests.

This analysis shows that the limit is ample for each in

dividual to provide for his own uses and do something for his
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fellow man — but not sufficient to permit him to do much against

him .

Let us consider the limit from another angle, the superior

earning power of one person over another. If all individuals

were equal in this respect and had the same opportunities, they

would each possess an equal share of the wealth of the country .

But since some people are more capable than others, and willing

to work harder to earn and make greater sacrifices to save, they

should be permitted to have more than the average.

The per capita wealth being $ 1,300, and our limit being

$ 100,000 plus an unlimited amount of non-commercial property,

which could amount to $ 30,000, this would permit one person

to have at least $ 130,000 commercial and non -commercial prop

erty combined , or 100 times as much as the average.

If all men had approximately even opportunities, would

oneman be more than 100 times stronger than the average? Con

sider it on a physical basis. Can one man shovel more coal than

100 men ? Can one carpenter drive more nails than 100 others ?

Can one mason lay more bricks than 100 others ? Obviously

not; therefore, on a purely physical basis, the limit is high.

Mental ability is more difficult to measure. Can a lawyer

or a doctor or a salesman do 100 times as much as the average

man ?

The immense fortunes in this country, as we know , have

been made through laws which favor the rich at the expense of

the poor, through illegal combinations of capital which permit

the cutting of wages and the arbitrary increase of prices, through

the sale of watered stock , through the freezing out of stockhold

ers, and numerous other unjust means and measures. In respect

to crookedness and injustice, I am willing to admit that some

men are more than a hundred times as adept as the average, and

this is the trait in human nature which Individualism would curb .

There is one other feature to consider. Can one person be

100 times more saving than the average man ? Suppose 100

men are earning $ 100 a month each. A few will spend more

than that and run into debt, others will spend just that, but it is
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conservative to say that at least half will save an average of $ 10

each . The 50 will therefore save $500. As this is 5 times as

much as any one of them makes, it is obvious that one person

cannot save as much as even a small per cent of 100 average

earners.

In view of the above I feel that the limit is just, ample and

even liberal from every standpoint.

Results of Individualism

Individualism is not a panacea which is guaranteed per se

to cure all the ills that “ flesh is heir to ,” but it would remove the

fundamental cause of present conditions, and thereby permit many

wholesome reforms to be accomplished. There would be no

great power behind the throne as now to thwart the will and in

terests of the people.

Individualism is not warranted to make the lazy lively , nor

to make the spendthrifts save their money, but it would give those

who are anxious to work and lay up something for the future a

chance to do so. It would help humanity materially, mentally

and morally as I shall proceed to demonstrate.

MINIMIZE POVERTY. - Since Individualism would

result in a more equal distribution of wealth , it would necessarily

minimize poverty . There is a limited amount of wealth in any

country . If a few men get control of most of it, the others must

necessarily have relatively less. And if the centralization con

tinues far enough, the time comes when some people have so much

wealth that they can enjoy every possible luxury and still not

consume even a fraction of their incomes, while others have 10

struggle along on the edge of starvation.

That is the condition we have reached. A few American

citizens own HUNDREDS OF MILLIONS of dollars' worth

of property each . And yet there are tens of thousands of other

American citizens who would not realize enough to pay their
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grocer and landlord , if the furniture and clothing of the whole

family were sold .

This winter I went into a "home" in this city and found

this condition , which is typical of thousands of others : A father,

who had been unable to secure work for several weeks, a mother

sitting on a box by a kitchen stove, containing but a meager fire,

trying to keep warm a ten days' old baby, born in below zero

weather ; three small boys— one without shoes or stockings, an

other with mittens and cap to aid the spark of fire help keep him

warm . These 6 American citizens possessed, collectively (with

3 months' rent unpaid ) , about $ 8 worth of junk furniture and

clothing, and 2 potatoes. The latter being the remains of what

had been supplied them by the city .

And the combined wealth of two men in this country ex

ceeds ONE BILLION DOLLARS! Look at the line of

figures — $ 1 ,000,000,000.00.

Under Individualism there would be just as much wealth

as before, but there would be no Carnegie, who could GIVE

AWAY TWO HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS to per

petuate his name, while an able-bodied man who was willing to

work could not have more than 2 potatoes to keep his family

of six from starving.

The per capita wealth in the United States, figuring ninety

millions of people and one hundred and twenty billions of dollars'

worth of value, is about $ 1 ,300 each . If Rockefeller has $ 800,

000,000, as reputed , he has over SIX HUNDRED THOU

SAND TIMES as much as the average person in the United

States ; he could give every man, woman and child in the city

of Cleveland $ 1,000 each and still have practically $ 240,000,

000 left; by giving away $ 5 ,000 a minute, working 8 hours a

day , it would require, to dispose of his wealth , 333 DAYS !

But wait, my friends, be not alarmed at such an incon

ceivable aggregation of affluence . Remember, Congress in Wash

ington is on the job . Our representatives are looking after us

“ back home." They are seeing that we are going to get a square
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future? Letof the Ship of th such wise and can grab up the
deal. Yea, e'en now they are wrestling with the mighty prob

lem of coining a half-cent piece so our wives can grab up the

corner grocer's bargains. With such wise and judicious masters

at the helm of the Ship of State , what need we fear for the

future ? Let John D . revel in his Eight Hundred Millions; if

this question be decided in favor of us, The People, we shall

soon be able to jingle a new , bright half-cent piece against the

night key in our jeans, and then we'll all be happy . Hats off I

say to those noble patriots who have the keen vision to see the

crux of the high cost of living, and solve it by that master stroke

of statesmanship — The Half-Cent. With that formidable weapon

in David 's sling, the John D .s and other Goliaths had better

seek refuge in the woods forthwith ! We'll buy a half -cent's

worth of oil or potatoes and let the remainder perish on their

hands. The half-centwill solve the high cost of living — NOT.

Under Individualism there could be no Rockefeller wallow

ing in this mass of wealth while millions of just as honest Ameri

can citizens have to figure down to the half-cent; while the

mothers of the 6 -year-old infants drag them along the streets at

dawn to labor all day in mills, as is done in hundreds of cases in

this country today.

Under Individualism there would be no trust-made mag

nates who could give their wives pearl necklaces which cost

$ 500,000, or even $ 200,000, while thousands and thousands

of their fellow countrymen did not have enough clothing to pre

vent them suffering from the rigors of zero weather.

Under Individualism there would be no favored few who

could amass hundreds of millions by means of tariff protection

and underpaid labor which brought about living conditions so

inhuman and intolerable that it caused a Homestead strike, the

horror of which , after 20 years, is still deeply impressed upon

the memory, or a coal strike, or a McKeesport, Lawrence , or

others of more recent memory.

MINIMIZE TRUST EVILS. — Individualism would re

duce the insidious influence of trusts, or huge combinations of
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capital, by eliminating watered stock , destroying the incentive to

filch both the employee and the consumer, and aiding both direct- :

ly and indirectly in restoring competition . While doing this the

Igitimate usefulness of great corporations would not be impaired ,

and our commercial supremacy would be as marked as now .

EVAPORATE WATERED STOCK . - Individualism

would automatically squeeze water out of stocks of the great

corporations. A man who had in excess of the limit would

naturally list his stock at its true value when The Readjustment

took place.

RESTORE COMPETITION . A great many men have

been forced unwillingly either to amalgamate with the trusts or

be ruined . They are capable men of independent temperament

and prefer to be at the head of small business enterprises of their

own than to be nobodies in great corporations. As soon, there

fore, as the greedy multi-millionaires are shorn of the power and

incentive to crush competition at any cost, just so soon will these

independents re-establish themselves in business.

A NEW BUSINESS POLICY. _ Under Individualism

we could still have as large corporations as now but there would

be different motives behind their owners. The minority stock

holders would have far greater consideration . They would have

a real voice in the election of directors, and I have enough con

fidence in the people to believe that if the control of any company

was divided with tolerable equality among a large number of

people they would not permit the Two Edged Sword used

against the wage earner on one side and the consumer on the

other.

MORE STEADY EMPLOYMENT.— Individualism

would make employment of labor more steady. That is almost

as important to the laboring classes as high wages, many never

having been trained to save for the rainy day. If the annual

income of a man was limited to $ 1 ,200 a year, no matter how

much he worked, it would be better for him and his family to
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make $ 100 a month for 12 months than $ 200 a month for 6

months and be idle the rest of the time.

Mr. Louis D . Brandeis of Boston , in testifying before the

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce in December, 1911,

stated that for nearly four years the plants of the United States

Steel Corporation were operated at little more than two-thirds

their capacity. The company is so large that it cannot keep all

the men employed all the time. Under Individualism there would

be no incentive to have a company so big that it could not keep

all its plants in operation. Under our present Liberalism , if a

millionaire can keep half, or even a quarter, of his wealth bring

ing in an income all the time ; he does not have to worry about

getting along . But if a man were limited to $ 100,000 he would

endeavor to keep all of it working all the time.

When companies are too large, they not only cannot keep

their plants in operation continuously , but they cannot maintain

the quality of their product. This also has been demonstrated in

the case of the steel trust, as evidenced by the greatly increased

number of railroad wrecks during the past ten years.

The fact that an employer of labor were limited in his hold

ings would also cause him to take such steps as would insure his

retaining the maximum amount and secure a good income there

from . Therefore, instead of getting all the work he could out

of his employees and giving them as little as possible in return ,

it would be to his advantage to aid them in every way he could .

Their prosperity would insure his prosperity. Here are some of

the steps he would find it to his interest to take:

(1 ) INCREASE WAGES— To pay as high wages as

he could afford in order to attract and retain the most reliable and

most skilled men in his line ofwork.

( 2 ) SHARE PROFITS— To share profits with his

employees on a merit basis and thus induce them to put forth

their best efforts.



(3 ) IMPROVE WORKING CONDITIONS TO

improve the working conditions of his employees to increase their

efficiency and insure their loyalty.

If some employers were so selfish that they would not vol

untarily make these concessions or were so short sighted that they

could not see it was to their interest to do so , they would be com

pelled to in order to save themselves. Suppose there were three

machine shops in a town, each employing 100 men. If the owner

of one, to insure the retention of his maximum limit of capital and

derive a good income therefrom , increased the wages of his men ,

gave them a share of the profits and improved their working con

ditions, and the proprietors of the other two shops failed to do

likewise, their men would naturally apply to the up-to -date man for

work. He then would be in a position to select the best workers

in that industry in the town. This will give him a great advantage

over his competitors, and they would be compelled to follow suit

in self protection .

Practically the same process would militate to raise the wages

of workers whose employers were not directly affected by the

new order. Suppose a lawyer was paying his stenographer $50

per month . If he were not so affluent as to find it necessary

to increase his stenographer's salary to help rid himself of his

surplus income, he might not voluntarily do so . But if the

factories in his town raised the salaries of their stenographers, he

would then have to do likewise or his stenographer would get a

job with one of them and he would have to take an inferior

worker at $50 per month . A similar adjustment would take

place in every department of effort. Individualism would there

fore make for equalization all along the line .

But the lawyer and others similarly affected could well af

ford to meet the increase as their net incomewould increase. Those

who now have wealth in excess of what they need and should

have are the only ones whose incomes would be decreased under

Individualism .

WOULD INCREASE CONSERVATISM . Present

opportunities for making great fortunes quickly through stock



jobbing and gambling in themarkets tend to make gamblers. The

new order of affairs would prevent this to a large degree. Fur

thermore, it would aid materially in making the people more con

servative.

When men did business as individuals or as partners, they

were personally liable for debts and were necessarily conserva

tive. Today a corporation can gamble any amount in the busi

ness world and if it loses, its stockholders cannot be held for

more than the face of their stock . If the amount of wealth which

a person could own were limited , it would largely remove the

incentive for him to take a chance on making " a big winner," be

cause he could not retain it if he were successful. Furthermore,

he could not so well afford to take a chance of losing.

In addition to all the above, men would further discount

their chance of loss by resorting more extensively to insurance.

Fire, life, accident and sick insurance are common now . These

forms would not only become more popular and general but

other formswould come in vogue also . For example, farmers would

insure against drouth and failure of crops. Southern horticul

turists and agriculturists would insure their orange groves and

other perishables against frost. Most people would insure their

property against tornadoes. Business men would insure against

losses incident to their particular lines, etc., and every extension

of insurance would help to maintain a fair distribution of wealth .

RAISE STANDARD OF LIVING . — Individualism

would raise the standard of living of the poor, the head of the

house having an opportunity to earn a larger income because of

more steady employment and increased wages. Those who were

able and willing to work and husband their earnings could have

all the necessaries and at least some of the luxuries of life.

LESSEN CHILD AND WOMAN LABOR . — Child

labor could be abolished and fewer girls and women would be

required to work in proportion as the opportunity of fathers to

earn were increased. If this were done without a more equitable

distribution of wealth than we have at present, the standard of
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living must necessarily decrease. Therefore, in order to do away

with child and woman labor wemust increase the earning power

of fathers, husbands and brothers.

BETTER EDUCATION . — More children could be

sent to school longer, and a larger percentage could have the

benefit of a college education .

RECREATION AND SELF-IMPROVEMENT.

Shorter hours of labor would permit wage earners more time for

self improvement, recreation, family enjoyment, social and re

ligious service.

INCREASE OF INDIVIDUAL EFFICIENCY.

Individualism offers the best possible incentive to human develop

ment because merit would be a material factor in compensation.

Under the union labor system of today the wages of all journey

men in an industry are virtually the same. Under Individualism

individual efficiency would count in every occupation , since part

of the compensation would come from profits distributed on a merit

basis.

INCREASE MARRIAGES. — On account of the high

cost of living many young men nowadays fail to get married .

They realize their inability to give a wife the same standard of

living which she now enjoys. Many young women now earn

as good salaries as men , and the youth knows that if he marries

such a girl there will be but one income where there were two

before , hence he hesitates about taking the step . With a less

number of young women working and the men earning larger

wages , the present financial barrier would be removed .

MORAL EFFECT. — Extremes breed crime. The very

rich become so avaricious that they commit crimes and do in

justices to their fellowmen that they may make more money.

Furthermore, they become so engrossed in their race for wealth

that they fail to consider the future life. Extreme poverty is

responsible for many petty crimes, both of omission and of com

mission. Since Individualism would reduce swollen fortunes and
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minimize poverty it would produce a wholesome moral effect

accordingly .

CHECK WHITE SLAVERY. — One of the most bale

ful results of poverty is white slavery . Many girls and young

women are now easy victims of the so -called white slave traffic

since their incomes are so small as to prevent in many cases their

earning enough to give them the standard of living they desire.

Individualism would, of course, not in itself abolish this evil, but

it would at least remove one of the causes of it.

CHECK RACE SUICIDE. — There would be an incen

tive to those ambitious to be rich to have a large family , so they

could continue their accumulations and still keep the wealth

within the immediate family circle.

A NEW IDEAL. — The need of the world today is A

New Ideal. In playing the great Game of Grab, in the Struggle

for the Material, the people are developing their baser instead of

their higher qualities. We are not all Christians, but we are all

human , and the ideal to which we can universally subscribe,

whether Pagan, Infidel, Jew , Protestant, Catholic, or other be

lief, is what Christ called the second great commandment— the

Love of our Neighbor. We can all work for The Cause of

Humanity.



Objections Anticipated and

Answered

While Individualism would benefit everyone, a few thousand

would have to dispose of a surpluswhen The Readjustment came,

and many of these naturally will be against its adoption . Being

the ones in control of affairs, they will have an opportunity to

voice their objections so as to make it seem as if they came from

a much larger number. Here are some of the objections which

will bemade:

EFFECT ON INCENTIVE. — Among the first objec

tions which will be advanced is that it would destroy incentive

to earn and save. A careful analysis shows that it would not

destroy legitimate effort one iota, but on the whole would in

crease this incentive to a marvelous extent. It certainly would

curb selfish men from carrying out schemes by which they could

make hundreds of millions, but think of the hundreds and hun

dreds of thousands of people in whom it would put new heart and

life because they would now have enough to eat and wear, and

they would feel there was a place for them in the great plan of

life .

One man said this : " Suppose a man were an inventive

genius and invented a few good devices which were valuable

to mankind and made his limit, he would have no incentive to

continue inventing and the world would lose the value of his

genius."

Let us consider probably the best known, most prolific and

most useful inventor in the world , Edison, and see what would

probably happen in his case . I presume Mr. Edison has so

much wealth that he would have to dispose of some of it to come

within the limit, but is it reasonable to suppose that because he
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could add no more to his fortune he would stop inventing ? I

have not the honor of a personal acquaintance with him , but my,

guess is that this certainly would not stop him . Inventing to him

is life. The mere making of money is a secondary consideration .

He is doing something for humanity. He gets personal satisfac

tion out of his improvements. Under an Individualistic regime,

Edison , undoubtedly , would go on inventing as long as he could .

He has an ideal in life which is something else than the sordid

desire to make money .

Edison is merely a type. Even now many eminent physi

cians and surgeons, when they discover something which will

benefit the human race, at once give it to the whole world to use

free. They don't get it patented to make money on . Their

hearts are in their work , not in themoney they can make from it.

Individualism certainly would not stop their incentive .

But how about the business man ? Whatwould he do when

he had reached his limit ?

There are several situations here to consider. I talked with

a man recently who had made a fortune in the iron business. A

few years ago the steel trust scared him into selling, and offering

him three times what his plant was worth , he accepted and re

tired . He " loafed" a couple of years, but found time weighing

heavily on his hands, so he took a job as superintendent for an

independent mill at a moderate salary . He is now helping the

other fellow get along and is perfectly satisfied .

CURBING THE SELFISH . - Suppose a man did not

want to retire or work for someone else, but preferred to con

tinue conducting the business he has spent his life at. There is

absolutely nothing in the plan of Individualism which would pre

vent him from continuing in business. If he were an employer

of labor and so absolutely selfish that he would not share profits

with his men, his earnings ought to be curbed so as to give some

one else a chance who would be more considerate of those less

fortunate and capable. But even this selfish fellow could go on

making as much as he could providing he used the surplus in such
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a way that he would not accumulate more than the limit of com

mercial property . He could spend it in travel and luxuries, or in

acquiring a splendid home and other non - commercial property .

And yet there would be a natural limit to this. Under most

favorable conditions, mammoth incomes like those today would be

absolutely impossible. Furthermore, taxation on non -commercial

property would in itself serve to limit its accumulations beyond a

reasonable amount. : ?

DEVELOPING MANHOOD.— But how nicely it

would work with the man who was not entirely selfish . When

he had acquired the limit for himself, his wife , each of his chil

dren, and anyone else to whom he took a fancy, it would be

natural for him to consider next those who had helped him gain

that position of independence. He would establish a system of

profit sharing in his mill, factory, store or office, thereby disposing

of his surplus. And think how that would develop in him the

highest qualities in mankind — the helping of others. If Individ

ualism did nothing else but develop real men out of the present

crop of selfish money -mad maniacs it would be worth while. ".

Those who have tried it realize that the only real happiness

in this life comes from service - doing something for others, and

the best kind of service is that which helps men to help them

selves. There is no more pitiful spectacle in the world than the

selfish miser who lives for self alone.

Suppose a lawyer, doctor or other professional man,who is

not an employer of labor, acquired the limit and was still capable

of making $ 20 ,000 or $ 30 ,000 a year from his practice, what

could he do ?

If he were of the selfish type he could do as proposed for

the selfish fellow above. If the other, he could do something for

humanity , work just as hard, and get more out of life than before.

Let him serve his clients or patients for more modest fees if he

desired, let him give his surplus income to religious or charitable

institutions, let him pay for the education of some worthy young

men and women . My God, let him do something for humanity !
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. And think of the opportunities for public, as well as social

service. What a great world this would be if the strong men,

the men who have demonstrated their ability to make good in the

business and professional world , should turn their energies to

public service . What a glorious example we had here in Cleve

land in the person of Tom L . Johnson , who devoted ten years

of his life to the people's interests. He was called everything

which embodied selfishness, insincerity and crookedness, because

hewas almost a pioneer in this line. Many people could not be

lieve that a millionaire could give up his race for wealth and work

for the interests of others at a comparatively small salary. Tom

L . Johnson paved the way for others and left a lasting monument

which will endure in the hearts of the people.

That system of economics must be commendable which

would cause men who have the ability to make millions to turn

their efforts to doing something for their fellow men , instead of

scheming against them ! Under Individualism the incentive would

be to develop the best there is in men ; under our present liberal

ism the incentive is for them to do their worst.

. INCREASE EFFICIENCY OF LABOR . — Now let

us consider what effect Individualism would have upon those mil

lions ofworkers who have less than the limit. Our present policy

of no-limit, get-all-you-can, is essentially selfish ; the policy of

employers is to get as much out of their employees as possible

and give them as little as`need be in return . The employees,

reflecting this spirit, pursue in many instances the policy of getting

all they can and giving less than they might in return . Therefore,

capital and labor under our present system are antagonistic.

Suppose Individualism should become effective. The rela

tions of capital and labor would cease to be antagonistic and be

come reciprocal instead. Wehave seen that for various reasons

it would be to the employers' interest to share profits with their

employees'on a merit system . This would make it to the advan

tage of the employed to put forth more energy, become more

skilled , take greater care with their work, and put forth their
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best efforts in the interests of their employers. What a great

advantage to have such harmonious relations. Strikes, boycotts

and lockouts would be minimized , and the co -operation and har

mony between employers and employees would be greatly in

creased to the benefit of all. .

Thus we see that the increased incentive for honest effort

to the millions of workers would outweigh immeasurably any curb

ing of unjust effort upon the part of the few .

. EFFECT ON COMMERCE. — Some will object that

Individualism would destroy our commercial advantage over other

nations. This is a specious objection . In the first place the

principle underlying Individualism is not only applicable to our

country, but to the whole world , and there is no reason why it

would not materialize in other nations as quickly as here.

But suppose we were the first to adopt it, we would really

be in a better position to compete for foreign business than now ;

( 1) our labor would become more skilled and put forth greater

energy than before for the reasons already stated ; ( 2 ) there

would be no watered stock on which dividends must be made,

therefore we could sell as cheap or cheaper and the people at

large would receive as much benefit as now .

And by the way, where does our great advantage in the

markets of the world rest now ? In many cases, right upon the

shoulders of the American citizens. Hundreds of articles are

manufactured by the sweat of American labor, shipped to foreign

countries and sold for less than we can buy them right here at

home. Surely we have a fine advantage in the markets of the

world , but the people of this country are bearing the burden and

the money barons are reaping the benefit.

THE AMENDMENT.- Some legal lights will advance

the objection that such a change as we propose would not be

constitutional. If they will throw off their superficiality for the

nonce, they will remember that the Federal Constitution provides

for its own amendment; that the people are supreme and can

change the basic law of the nation as they see fit ; that fifteen
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instaficance. Laid, let us see
Millionai

amendments have already been made in the instrument which

proves that it can be changed .

TAKING MONEY ABROAD. — It will be argued that

many, especially the multi-millionaires, instead of submitting to

The Readjustment, would expatriate themselves, to Canada, for

instance. In the light of analysis, this objection fades into in

significance. In the event that Canada did not adopt Individual

ism before we did , let us see what would happen .

In the first place, Mr. Millionaire or Billionaire could not

take the land, and we would still have three million square miles

of soil left after he had gone, also all the oil, gas, coal, lead ,

zinc, iron, silver, gold , and other base and precious elements in

it. Neither could he take the improvements, the factories, great

buildings, dwellings, pavements, bridges and other fixtures. So

we would still have our places to live and work when he was

with us no more.

What could he take? Money, jewelry, furniture and art

( and the law might even prevent the latter as European nations

do now , if deemed advisable ). How much money could he

take? All he could get together, of course, but he would have

a hard time getting even a few millions together with which to

hike. If he had property worth a million , he would have to sell

it to some other millionaire who was going to stay. But no mil

lionaire who was going to remain would buy it because he would

have no use for it after he had bought it , as he would either have

to divide it among others in blocks of not to exceed $ 100,000

or have it taken from him by the government.

Nevertheless, every millionaire who didn't like the way we

were doing things, and therefore decided to leave us, would be

able to " scrape together” at least some cash. Suppose the total

aggregated the enormous sum of a half a billion dollars; that

wouldn't break us. It would not be one 250th part of the wealth

of this nation. Our money per capita being about $ 32, even if

they carried it ALL off, 9712 % of our wealth would still re

main with us. Wewould also have a good many million dollars



worth of precious metals in our rock -ribbed districts, our mints

would still be in working order, and the Government at Wash

ington could get busy and give orders for the manufacture of

more money.

There is another phase of this exodus feature worth men

tioning. If the United States adopted Individualism before

Canada, the latter would undoubtedly follow suit, and many of

the wandering millionaires would doubtless then return .

HIDING THE SURPLUS.— The objection will not be

overlooked that some people would not comply with the law , but

would retain more than $ 100,000 of commercial property. That

is undoubtedly true. There are people breaking laws every day

and they will probably continue to do so . But in this case they

would not be able to injure others as they are at present.

If it were discovered any time that a person did retain more

than the limit, the State would take the surplus and exact a

penalty , just as it does now when a man does not make full re

turns for taxes.

Methods, of course, would have to be adopted to prevent

as far as possible the hiding of surplus. All stock, bonds and

mortgages could be required listed , and if dummy names were

used it would be possible to run these down as addresses would

have to be given . If stock were distributed among different people

to hold that would not hurt, as it is the distribution of wealth

we are aiming to accomplish .

The same reasoning applies here as in the case of taking

wealth from the country. Practically our entire wealth is tangible

and could be made accountable. Money from which no interest

could be secured would be the principal wealth which could be

hidden .

Suppose some who converted their surplus into money had

$ 100,000 or $ 200,000 or $ 300,000 so hid away in safety

deposit vaults or elsewhere, the owners dare not use much over

$ 100 ,000 in their business or it would become apparent to the

public and officials and be taken from them . Therefore, they
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could not become a menace to their fellow men in preventing

them from getting a living to which they are justly entitled .

Admitting that there would be some who would not obey

the spirit or letter of the law , nevertheless the morals of the rich

under the new regime would be greatly improved . No human

law can make angels of men . There is a higher law which must

be invoked for that. But under Individualism there would be

many people working to make men, who now are bending their

energies to make money.

RICH THE PROBLEM , NOT THE POOR . — In this

whole discussion of possible objections, the wholesome thought

stands out clearly that under the proposed regime the problem

would be , “What to do with our rich ? " not "What to do with

the poor? ” as is now the case. We also know that the rich

are usually well able to take care of themselves; that they

are greatly in the minority , and that the unquestioned justice of

government is the greatest good to the greatest number.



Justice of the Principle

A fundamental principle of law , accepted by everyone ex

cept anarchists, is that as members of society we must give up

certain rights which we could exercise if we lived apart from it.

If a man who owned a steam boiler made his home in a

country inhabited only by himself he might carry 300 lbs. of

steam on it, and there would be no one to molest or restrain him .

He would be a law unto himself. But if he moved it to any

place where people lived he would then be a member of society

and would be governed by its laws.

The law provides that an inspector shall test each boiler,

determine what pressure can be carried on it without danger of

explosion and set its safety valve so the steam will " blow off '

when the limit is reached . If the inspector found , upon testing

this hypothetical boiler, that to carry 300 lbs. of steam on it

was dangerous, its owner would not be permitted to do so. The

safety valve would be set at 75 lbs. or whatever the safety mark

was. Hewould be limited for the benefit of society .

Everyone admits that the law which thus limits a man 's

personal liberty is just. Let us examine a case in which we use

money instead of steam and we will see that the same principle

applies with equal force.

Suppose a boat should be wrecked upon an hitherto undis

covered island and only one of the crew survive. Hemight be

come owner of that entire island , and though it were stored with

precious metals worth billions, that would make no difference to

society . His wealth would not be a menace to it, he not being

a part of it.

But if he should hail a passing ship , bring his vast fortune

into society and use it to make himself still richer at the expense

of his fellow men , whom he ground down to the condition that
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they could not buy the necessities of life, he would be an enemy

of society , and the State would have just as divine a right to curb

his power to injure others as it did the other man from carrying

300 lbs. of steam on his boiler.

OTHER PRECEDENTS.— As a further evidence of

the justice of the principle of limited ownership let us cite some

laws which are among the statutes.

We make it a crime punishable by imprisonment for one

person to do personal violence to another, or even threaten to .

Are we not therefore justified in restraining men from acquiring

so much wealth that they make their fellow men suffer the pangs

of hunger and cold ?

Every State regulates by law the rate of interest which can

be collected for the use ofmoney.

The Federal Government lays a tax on the incomes of all

corporations whose net earnings are over $5 ,000 per annum , and

an amendment to the Federal Constitution is now pending which ,

if ratified by the legislatures of three-fourths of the States, will

permit the taxation of incomes of individuals.

Some States lay a heavy tax on inheritances.

If these laws and similar restraints which we put on mem

bers of society are just, there would be nothing unjust in limiting

ownership . In fact, unless we do, we are permitting great in

justice against a large part of our people. It is not only the

privilege, but the duty of society to protect the weak from the

injustice of the strong.

History clearly establishes the fact that for thousands of

years throughout the world members of society who have been

possessed of great wealth have frequently been menaces to society.

No human being can conceive the sufferings of humanity which

have resulted from their machinations. To-day we have a con

dition which portends as great evils as any we can read of in

history .

Throughout this bountiful land, whose crops are so plenti

ful that millions of bushels of its products are exported annually
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to other countries, thousands of people have not enough to eat;

throughout this land of wealth , whose bowels are ladened with

incalculable stores of coal, gas and oil , hundreds of thousands

of its inhabitants have not sufficient fuel to keep them warm

in winter; throughout this land of industry, with brains and ma

chinery capable of competing with the labor of any country , hun

dreds of thousands of honest, willing , deserving men are search

ing for work in vain .

Those who are responsible for these intolerable conditions

are nothing short of enemies of society, and simple justice demands

that their power be curbed .



Program for Materializing

Hundreds of thousands of people throughout the world

know from personal experience and observation that affairs are

unjust, and that they will continue to get worse unless action is

taken to correct them . Indeed , one can scarcely meet a person

who has not a desire to do something to better conditions. Many

are giving charity and doing noble welfare work , but they realize

that this is simply relieving present needs, and that it is not help

ing much for the future. While this should be continued , a con

centrated action which will strike at and remove the cause of much

want and distress is certainly highly desirable.

The body politic has been attacked with a deadly disease

and eruptions have appeared on the surface. While it is a

good work to put salve on these sores and thus help to relieve

the sufferings of the patient, yet if we are going to save the pa

tient's life we must cure the disease itself. When that is done

the sores will automatically disappear.

INDIVIDUALISM EFFECTIVE AND PRAC

TICAL. - A concentrated effort should be made to apply the

remedy of Individualism , (1 ) because it is a positive cure and

(2 ) because it is perfectly feasible.

The advent of the corporation , though largely responsible

for our condition today, is the very thing which makes the

materialization of Individualism possible. The airship had to

wait the invention of the gas engine, and limited ownership in our

age of large business and complex conditions had to await the

invention of the corporation . Now that we have the one, we

can have the matter how high
nothing

But no matter how practical or effective a plan may or

might be, it will accomplish nothing unless materialized . The

first logical and most effective step to vitalize Individualism is to
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get an organized force behind it. Therefore, I propose the forma

tion of a society to be composed of those who believe in the

principle of limited ownership and are willing to assist in securing

its adoption .

A PROPOSED PROGRAM .— A commendable fea

ture of the solution is that much can be done toward realizing the

benefits of it ere the keystone can be placed in position. The

following program would aid greatly both in relieving the economic

situation and hastening the ratification of the desired amend

ment:

( 1) Campaign for disciples among all classes.

(2 ) Induce labor to advocate profit sharing.

( 3 ) Induce political parties to declare for limited owner

ship in their platforms.

(4 ) Secure the passage of income tax and inheritance tax

laws, also other regulatory and restrictive laws which will tend

to prevent further centralization of wealth and make for a more

equitable distribution of it.

(5 ) Finally , secure such amendment to the Federal Con

stitution as will limit the amount of wealth which any individual

may own.

CAMPAIGN OF EDUCATION . — There are at least

some rich men who, upon being shown the justice of the limited

ownership principle, could be induced to acquiesce to it and act

upon it voluntarily. The fact that Dr. Pearson of Chicago dis

tributed his fortune of $ 7,000,000 before his recent death is an

encouraging instance of what others might be induced to do.

Among the first efforts of the Society therefore should be a cam

paign to convert as many as possible to the principle. Every time

a man who possessed in excess of the limit agreed to dispose of

the surplus, and did so, the cause of humanity would be advanced.

ASSISTANCE OF LABOR .— Both organized and un

organized labor should be urged to try to induce their employers

to share profits with them . A minimum wage scale should be

adopted and additional compensation asked for individual work
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ers according to their efficiency, as determined by the quality and

quantity of their results.

Profit sharing should not be of the brand used by the steel

trust .which gives the employer an unjust hold on or power over

men. It should be such as will foster loyalty and make for more

harmonious relations between employer and employee.

POLITICAL PARTIES. — The formation of a new

political party should be unnecessary to secure real reform . We

need two great parties to balance each other, but there is no cry

ing need for another. There are plenty of progressives in both

parties. If a good percentage of these could be formed into a

non -partisan society they could work as a unit for reform through

that, and by still retaining allegiance to their respective parties

exert a leavening influence in each. When the people want any

reform and make a strong enough demand for it, they get it. And

when the great parties see there is a demand for limited owner

ship it will be incorporated in their platforms.

INCOME AND INHERITANCE TAXES, both State

and Federal, increasing rapidly in proportion to the amounts

involved, should be advocated and their enactment urged . Also

laws which will regulate and restrict the unjust actions of trusts,

pools and combinations in restraint of trade, both great and small,

and other progressive laws which will keep the power in the

hands of the people.

SECURING THE AMENDMENT. - While much can

be accomplished by the foregoing factors, The Amendment should

ever be looked forward to and worked for as the desideratum .

This should be hastened further by endeavoring to nominate and

elect candidates to Congress who endorse the principle which un

derlies Individualism .

If the idea possesses the merit which so many forceful

arguments indicate, and which history proves that it does, enough

members of both branches of Congress will be elected eventually

to pass The Amendment Resolution . It will then have to be
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ratified by the legislatures of three- fourths of the States and

when that is done The Readjustment will take place.

The provision for this should contain at least these vital

features :

( a ) A reasonable time, say a year, should be given for

each individual to adjust his affairs and dispose of his surplus

wealth . He should be permitted to give it to his wife, children

or friends, to divide it among his employees on a merit basis or

any basis he chose, or to give it to religious, eleemosynary or

educational institutions, or to dispose of it in any other legitimate

way he wished .

(b ) At the expiration of the stipulated time, if any be

found who had not complied with the law , the surplus over the

limit should be taken by the Government, put into the public

treasury and used to pay the running expenses of the Government,

thus reducing taxes and giving everyone the benefit.

It will be readily seen that this plan for The Readjustment

does not at any point anticipate the summary taking property from

one person and giving it to another. No one would get anything

for which he did not labor any more than he does at present

( except in case it should be given him voluntarily by an individual

in disposing of his surplus) .



The Testimony of History

There are a good many conservative people everywhere who

look askance at new and untried theories of government. They

serve a purpose they act as a sort of balance wheel to that class

who formerly were known as " radicals" or " cranks," but who

now seem to be coming into their own, being styled by the more

respectable title of " progressives," while the formerly so -called

" conservatives " are now known by the somewhat stigmatic title

of " reactionaries."

For the benefit of all classes, however, it is a matter of

considerable satisfaction to be able to cite the fact that limited

ownership is neither new or untried , but was employed more than

2,000 years ago with most beneficial results.

There are numerous instances in ancient history of the period

ical distribution of wealth . According to Aristotle, Phileas of

Chalcedon , deeming property to be the turning point of all revolu

tions, was the first to affirm that the citizens of a State ought to

have equal possessions. We learn from the Old Testament that

there was a redistribution of wealth every half century , in the

Jubilee year. Emile De Laveleye, in his splendid book, Primitive

Property, points out numerous instances among the old Germans,

Celts and others, in which an effort was made to maintain mate

rial equality by frequent redistributions and other means.

While all this is interesting to a certain degree, it is not

altogether relevant to our purpose, since we do not believe in an

exactly equal distribution of wealth , but in a sufficient balance to

equalize Opportunity. We are, therefore, deeply concerned about

the instances in which a limit above the per capita wealth has been

set and the consequences thereof.

LIMITED OWNERSHIP IN GREECE.- Solon , who

is conceded to be one of the greatest constructive statesmen of all
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time, seems to have been the first of whom we have authentic

information to limit accumulations. He did this about the year

594 B . C ., when he gave Athens a new constitution . The sub

sequent history of Greece contains many instances in which the

restricting law was enforced with beneficial results, and when

Liberalism was in vogue dire effects ensued . In summing up

his chapter on “ Property in Greece," Laveleye says:

" In the other Greek republics we find the same economic

evolution as at Sparta — the concentration of landed property , the

advance of inequality , cultivation by slaves, whose number is

continually increasing, and finally depopulation. When Greece

became a Roman province it was transformed into a desert, where

the flocks wandered at will, and wild beasts lurked in the ruins

of temples and cities. At the end of the first century of our era,

the population was so reduced that the whole of Greece could

hardly produce 3,000 fully armed warriors, the number which

Megara alone sent to the battle of Platea. Equality was the

basis of Greek democracies; inequality was their ruin ."

RESULTS IN ROME. — The Licinian laws prohibited

anyone from pasturing more than a certain number of cattle or

from possessing more than 500 jugera (about 375 acres) of pub

lic lands. The surplus of anyone owning more than thatwas dis

tributed among the poor. The results which attended the enact

ment of these laws are given by M . Laboulaye in his Des lois

Agraires chez les Romains, as follows:

“ The century which follows the Licinian laws is the one

in which the soldiers of Rome seem inexhaustible. Varro , Pliny

and Columella continually refer to these great days of the Re

public as the time when Italy was really powerful by the richness

of its soil and the number and prosperity of its inhabitants. The

law of the five hundred jugera is always quoted by them with

admiration , as being the first which recognized the evil, and sought

to remedy it by retarding the formation of those vast domains,

or latifundia, which depopulated Italy, and after Italy the whole

empire."

The “ latifundia," or great estates, of Rome were made

possible by favorable laws, or in some instances, the non-enforce

ment of laws, and in that respect their growth was not unlike



the development of immense fortunes of today. The great number

of slaves which were owned was another factor in their evolution .

In the time of Augustus one man owned over 4 ,000 slaves. In

lieu of actual slaves today those of great wealth have the trusts

by means of which they can derive practically the same results,

being in a position to regain nearly all the wages paid through

their power to regulate prices. In fact, they have a little the

better of the Roman magnates, as they are not only able to make

profits on their employees, but on the public at large as well. An

other similarity between the formation of the latifundia and the

trusts is in the killing of competition. Where freemen owned land

they were sometimes bought out, but often driven out. Human

nature does not seem to change much as the centuries roll on.

The Licinian laws were enforced and abrogated alternately

over a long period, according as the " party " in power favored

the people or the predatory interests, and “ according to M .

Mace,” says Laveleye, “ agrarian laws, that is to say, the dis

tribution of public land among the citizens, produced the best

results every time they were really carried into execution ; and the

aristocracy, by their opposition to them , caused alike their own

ruin and that of the empire."

So strikingly does Laveleye describe the needs of the present

from a study of the past that I cannot refrain from quoting his

closing words on Roman property :

“ The concentration of property in a few hands, by multi

plying the number of slaves, dried up the natural source of wealth ,

free and responsible labour; and by destroying the sturdy race of

proprietor cultivators, at once excellent soldiers and good citizens,

who had given Rome the empire of the world, it destroyed the

foundation of republican institutions. Latifundia perdidere

Italiam , (Vast estates destroyed Rome. — Pliny) the irremediable

fall of the Roman Empire justifies the phrase, which re-echoes

through the centuries as a warning to modern societies. The

French Revolution, and most continental legislation, has been

inspired with the feeling which dictated the Licinian laws and

those of the Gracchi. It endeavoured to create a nation of pro

prietors ; such had been the actual result of primitive communities.
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To-day, in presence of the democratic movement by which we

are impelled , and of the equalising tendencies which agitate the

labouring classes, the one means of averting disaster and saving

liberty , is to seek an organization, which may confer property on

all citizens able to labour.”

Such is the conclusion of a modern historian after an ex

haustive study of ancient conditions. And it is at least a remark

able coincidence that another writer, after studying modern con

ditions and tendencies, should have evolved the same solution as a

corrective measure .

Since our trouble today is due to the same fundamental

cause as in the case of Greece and Rome, and since human

nature is the same now as then it must necessarily follow that the

same principle properly modified to meet modern conditions would

be as effective now as it was 2 ,000 years ago.

If when M . Laveleye wrote his book some thirty years ago

he had formed an organization which would have materialized

his conclusion , the condition of his France and other countries

might be different today. If we fail to do what he neglected I

doubt not but the time will comewhen historians will be recording

the fact that the modern latifundia destroyed our republic .

The time has come when the people should take a united

stand against the machinations and those who are rapidly under

mining the foundations of our government by destroying the op

portunities of its citizens to enjoy " life, liberty and the pursuit of

happiness.” The Declaration of Independence unequivocally

states, “ That whenever any form of government becomes destruc

tive to these ends, it is the right of people to alter or abolish it.”

There is no desire or need to abolish our government, but there is

vital need to alter it as provided by the Constitution itself.

If, in view of the many arguments for limited ownership as

applied to modern conditions set forth in this modest booklet

and the remarkable testimony of history cited in support of it,

you are convinced that action should be taken in this country as

soon as may be to restore opportunity to all citizens by curbing

the money power of individuals, you are invited to become a

member of the proposed militant force for Our Country and

Humanity — THE INDIVIDUALIST SOCIETY.
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Chapter I

Marxian Economics and Its Influence on the Labor Movement

Industrial unionism , which is the theme of this paper ,

is firmly rooted in the economic doctrines of Karl Marx , There

fore , we must understand clearly the economic interpretation of

history and the theory of value enunciated by Marx . Otherwise,

we cannot understand how the tide is setting in the labor move

ment today, - å tide which , in spite of cross-currents and a

powerful undertow , is destined , or so its more aggressive lead

ers believe, to beat upon the seemingly eternal cliffs of cap

italism until they are carried away into the sea . Not what is

true , as Professor Dunning so well reminds us , but what men

believe to be true, shapes the course of history . Karl Marx

is the one economist whose teachings penetrate beyond aloof

academic circles to the restless world of labor . To that world

he seems the evangel of a new economic dispensation .

The materialistic conception of history and doctrine of

the class struggle set forth by Marx and Engels in the Manifesto

of the Comunist Party in 1848 may be thus summarized , using , so

far as possible , the words of the text:

" The history of all hitherto existing society is the his

tory of class struggles. In successive periods, slave strug

gled against freeman , plebeian against patrician , serf against

feudal lord . A revolution in the modes of production and

S

1 . Karl Marx and Frederick Engels, The Manifest of the Communist
Party , 12 .





exchange has always produced a new class alignment , accom

panied by a corresponding shifting of social and political

power .

Modern bourgeois, or capitalistic , society , which

12

sprouted from the ruins of feudalism , has played a most

revolutionary part. It has left no bond between man and

man except that of self- interest . It has converted lawyers,

priests, and men of science into paid wage - laborers . Family

ties are rent asunder and the children of the proletariat

"are transformed into simple articles of commerce and in

struments of labor. " " The bourgeoisie has, through its

exploitation of the world-market, given a cosmopolitan

character to production and consumption . . . . . " Capitalism

has resulted in the concentration of population in cities

and in the concentration of the means of production and of

wealth , and of government in the hands of the few .

Under capitalism , social labor power has created

"more colossal productive forces than have all preceding

generations together . " Nevertheless , " modern bourgeois

society . . . . . that has conjured up such gigantic means of

productiod and of exchange , is like the sorcerer who is

no longer able to control the powers of the nether world

whom he has called up by his spells . " 4 " Not only has the

bourgeoisie forged the weapons that bring death to itself;

1 . Ibid , 38

2 . Ibid , 17

Ibid , 19

Ibia , 20





it has also called into existence the class that is to wield

those weapons - the modern working - class . . . . "

Laborers are a commodity exposed to competition . The

use of machinery and the division of labor have converted them

into appendages to machines . The workshop has become a depot

ically organized factory . More and more the labor of men is

superseded by that of women and children . The small capitalist

sinks gradually into the proletariat .

As the workmen are concentrated in greater masses, they

feel their strength more , and as the various interests and con

ditions of life are equalized by machinery to the same low

level, the struggle takes on the nature of a class -struggle .

Thereupon workers begin to form unions in order to keep up the

rate of wages. Modern means of communication facilitate the

ever - expanding union of workers, who must organize into a

class and consequently into a political party.

The proletariat alone, say Marx and Engels, is a really

revolutionary class. It has no property of its own to fortify;

its mission is to destroy individual property and thereby abol

ish classes .

W

Capitalists are unfit any longer to rule society, be

cause pauperism is developing more rapidly than population and

wealth . Just as the involuntary association of large masses

of wage- laborers for production leads to combination into

unions, so the victory of the proletariat over capitalists

is equally inevitable .

1 . Ibid , 21.





" Let the ruling classes tremble at a Communistic

revolution, the proletarians have nothing to lose but

their chains . They have a world to win . Working men of

all countries, unite'"

Thus Marx taught that all history has been a ser

ies of class struggles, brought on by economic evolution ,

and that it is the historic mission of the working -class

to abolish classes forever by the overthrow of capitalism .

Besides teaching this doctrine of the class strug

gle , Marx has powerfully stimulated class -consciousness

among working -men by his theory of value . What is the value

of a commodity ? Marx says that commodities represent

" crystallized social labor . " " " The relative values of com

I

modities are , therefore , determined by the respective quan

tities or amounts of labor , worked up , realized , fixed in

them . The correlative quantities of commodities which can

be produced in the same time of labor are equal. "

" I used the word 'social labor," " says Marx, " and

many points are involved in this qualification of 'social ' .

In saying that the value of a commodity is determined by

the quantity of labor worked up or crystallized in it , we

mean the quantity of labor necessary for its production in

a given state of society, under certain social average con

ditions of production , with a given social average intensity

1 . Ibid , 62 .

2 . Karl Marx , Value , Price , and Profit, 56 .

3 . Ibid , 57.
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and average skill of the labor employed ." 1 Normal exchange

value is regulated by the " quantity of socially necessary

labor realized in commodities . " "

Marx not only has a labor theory of value, but also

a theory of " surplus value" . Although labor creates all value ,

the wages paid represent, according to Marx , only a fraction

of the value created . In other words, labor produces a sur

plus for which it is not paid . " On the basis of the present

system , ” says Marx , " labor is only a commodity like others. "

Wages are "determined by the value of the necessaries required

to produce , develop, maintain , and perpetuate the laboring

power, " 4 i . e . , the workman is paid a subsistence wage for

himself and his family. " The value of the laboring power is

formed by two elements - the one merely physical , the other

historical or social. Its ultimate limit is determined by

the physical element, that is to say , to maintain and repro

duce itself, to perpetuate its physical existence, the work

ing class must receive the necessaries absolutely indispens

able for living and multiplying . " The social element , the

standard of life, may be depressed to the mere physical min

imum . " The general tendency of capitalistic production is

. . . . . . . . . to sink the average standard of wages . . . .more or

less to its minimum limit. "

The laborer produces more than an equivalent for his

ece

daily maintenance , - produces a " surplus value " for which he

1 . Ibid , 62

E . Ibid , 63 .

3 . Ibid , 112 .

4 . Ibid , 76 .

5 . Ibid , 116 .

6 . Ibid , 125 .





is not paid . " The value of a comnodity is determined by the

total quantity of labor contained in it. But part of that

quantity of labor is realized in a value for which an equiva

lent has been paid in the form of wages ; part of it is realized

in a value for which no equivalent has been paid . Part of the

labor contained in the commodity is paid labor ; part is unpaid

labor.nl

The capitalist appropriates this unpaid labor . "Rent ,

3

Interest , and Industrial Profit are only different names for

different parts of the surplus value of the commodity, or the

unpaid labor enclosed in it , and they are equally derived

from this source, and from this source alone. " Trades Unions

should , therefore , use their organized forces "as a lever for

the ultimate abolition of the wages system . "

Such , in outline, are the two theories associated with

the name of Karl Marx . In studying the constructive side of

industrial unionism , we find its most pronounced advocates con

tinually weaving their philosophy on the scarlet warp of

Marxian ideas .

First , as to the labor theory of value , two illustra

tions will suffice.

The Brewery Workers say in their constitution : " It is

to the interest of the propertied class to buy labor at the

cheapest possible price ; to produce as much as can be produced ,

and to heap up wealth . The few hundreds of thousands who com

pose the propertied class take from the workers the greater

part of the wealth they have created . Of all the product of

1 . Ibid , 87.

2 . Ibid , 90 .

3 . Ibid , 128 .





their toil the millions of workers receive only just as much as

enables them to eke out à miserable existence . . . . . It is organ

ized labor that will finally succeed . . . . in introducing a con

dition of things in which euch shall enjoy the full product of

his toil. "

Daniel De Leon and his followers in the American Social

ist Labor Party and the Workers ' International Industrial Union

(W . I . I . 3 . ) likewise made the larxian theory of value their

starting point. " The profits that the capitalist pockets, "

said De Leon , in an address to strikers in New Bedford , " repre

sent wealth that the wage workers produced, and that the capital

ist . . . . . steals from them ; " and the American Socialist Labor

Party echoes his thought : "The Socialists say that the present

system is robbery , daily , hourly , robbery. We say , and we prove ,

that all wealth is produced by labor - mental and physical. We

say that the present tools of production and all social wealth

are the result of the labor of all ages , past and present ; that

private ownership in the means of production became a social

wrong as soon as these means of production had outgrown the

possibility of private operation . "

" ages, " they say, " are kept small due to the competi

tion among the workers themselves. Owing to this fact, the

employer is continually looking for the cheapest labor con

sistent with the production of lots of value . We are familiar

with the fact that the manufacturer gets profits, that the

banker gets interest , and that the landlord gets rent . The

1

0
2

value we produce pays all this . . . . The workers ' need to eat ,

1 . Constitution of United Brewery and Soft Drink Workers, Preamble .

2 . Daniel De Leon , "What Means this Strike ? "

3 . " The Amer . Socialist Labor Party . " - official pamphlet .
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to live, is the club which compels him to sell his strength to

those who utilize it for their own ends . Thus he has performed

the function of the bee that labors ceaselessly only to have

all taken from it except what will keep it ülive . "

Their conviction on this point is strengthened by the

many living -wage investigations made recently before framers

of awards hand down their decisions . They ask themselves ,

"Why should decisions be based upon the bare cost of necessi

ties ? Why has the working class never received anything more

than a bare living for its services ? If we are to get only a

living wage , why be in haste to increase production ? Why not

change the profit system first? " "

Industrial unions, with the possible exception of the

United Mine Workers and the Auto Workers, also accept the

Marxian doctrine of an inevitable Class Struggle between Labor

and Capital.

"Modern industrial society. " says the One Big Union of

Canada , " is divided into two classes , those who possess and do

not produce , and those who produce and do not possess. . . From

this fact arises the inevitable class struggle.no

The Amalgamated clothing Workers and the Amalgamated

Textile Workers agree on this declaration : " The economic organ

ization of Labor has been called into existence by the capital

ist system of production , under thich the division between the

ruling class and the ruled class is based upon the ownership

of the means of production . The class owning those means is

1 . Industrial Union News, Jan . 31 , 1920 .

2 . Ibid , June 14 , 1919 .

3 . Constitution , Preamble .

ean
s





the one that is ruling, the class that possesses nothing but

its labor power , which is always on the market as a commodity .

is the one that is being rụled . A constant and unceasing

struggle is being waged between these two classes. "

The Ladies ' Garment Workers assert, " That the only way

to secure our rights as producers and to bring about a system

of society wherein the workers shall receive the full value of

their product, is to organize industrially into a class -con

scious labor union politically represented on the various

legislative bodies by representatives of a political party

whose aim is the abolition of the capitalist system . . . . . . " "

The Hotel Workers ' Federation comes to this conclu

ASSA re

sion : " The workers must organize and combine industrially on

the principle of the Class Struggle , " Their object is " the

complete Emancipation of Labor . "

The Brewery Workers begin their constitution with this

assertion : " In our society of today there are two classes

who se interests are directly opposed to each other . . . . . . The

self-conscious power of capital, with all its camp - followers ,

is confronted with the self -conscious power of labor. There

is no power on earth strong enough to thwart the will of such

a majority conscious of itself . It will irresistibly tena

toward its goal . " * This goal is " the emancipation of the

working people . "

1 . Constitutions of both Amalgamated Clothing Workers and

Amalgamated Textile Workers , Preamble of each .

2 . Constitution of Ladies ' Garment Workers, Preamble .

3 . Constitution of International Federation of Workers in

the Hotel , Restaurant , Lunchroom , Club and Catering Industry ,

Preamble .

4 . Constitution of United Brewery & Soft Drink Workers , 13 - 4 .
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Both the I . W . W . and the W . I . I . U . begin their con

stitutions with the statement: " The working class and the em

ploying class have nothing in common . Between these two

classes a struggle must go on . . . . " until capitalism is

abolished .

The I . W . W . " defy the learned doctors of decorated

persiflage to enter any Wobbly sanctum sanctorum and there

not find a student of Marx .

In a pamphlet of the W . I . I . U . intended to impress

upon working men the idea that the proletariat has a " historio

mission " to fulfill , the author says: " . . . . History . . . becomes

a vital, interesting narrative , depicting the unceasing strug

gle of the classes through the ages; a struggle that finds its

culmination in the furious class war raging between Capital

and Labor today , and that will be definitely concluded with

the abolition of class prerogatives in property and the es

tablishment of the Industrial Republic . " "

Such a goal , the W . I . I . v . believes , not only voices
es

the specific class interests of the proletariat , but is also

in accord with the tendencies and dictates of social evolution .

" The working class , as an agent of social evolution , and the

capitalist class , as an obstacle in the path of economic pro

gress have , therefore , nothing in common . This fundamental

difference of interests, functions, and historic destinies

breeds the class antagonism and the struggle for power. "
S WOT

Wa

The original division of society into classes was a

necessary evil because of the slight development of man ' s

1 . The One Big Union Monthly, July , 1919 , p . 49.

2 . Karl Dannenberg , " The Road to Power . " 4 .

3 . Ibid , 7 - 8 .
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control over nature. The W . I . I. v . admits, for instance,

that the immense contributions of classic Greece to the men

tal progress of mankind in science , art, and philosophy were

made possible only through chattel slavery . Leisure for some

was required for a study of natural laws, in order to improve

man ' s productive powers. But with the present development of

science , Class Rule has ceased to have the least excuse for

existence and must be once for all supplanted by industrial

democracy . Thus the W . I . I . U . is opposed to Nietzsche, who

regarded slavery as eternally proper for the masses of mankind .

Accepting the doctrine of the class struggle leads in

evitably to class -consciousness. From the quotations given

above to prove that, as a rule , industrial unions accept the

class struggle , it should be evident that what they mean by

class -consciousness is the recognition of a two-class align

ment, on the one hand the employing class , on the other the

entire working class . This is a horizontal division of the

population , fixing a definite social status. It excludes

all occupational or trade consciousness of the kind found

in the craft union . It is not trade consciousness but

class-consciousness .

Previous struggles have eliminated all other classes .

So this is the last of the class struggles .

Industrial unionism may be resorted to solely in or

der to increase fighting efficiency , an object on which all

industrial unions agree , or with the further purpose of some

day operating the industry . Those unions which are avowedly

" vitalized by the dynamic forces of class consciousness, ' tUSI

1 . Karl Dannenberg , " The Road to Power , " 25 .
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as they themselves express it, are organizing to take possession

of the industry .

The Amalgamated Clothing Workers and the Amalgamated

Textile Workers , for instance, have these statements in the

Preamble to their constitutions : " The same faces that have

been making for Industrial Unionism are likewise making for

a closer inter - industrial alliance of the working class. The

industrial and inter - industrial organization , built upon the

solid rock of clear knowledge and class- consciousness, will

put the organized working class in actual control of the sys

tem of production , and the working class will then be ready

Doprod byman y
to take possession of it .

The I . W . W . has a similar goal in view , as is set

forth in the preamble of their constitution : " The army of

production must be organized , not only for the everyday

struggle with capitalists, but also to carry on production

when capitalism shall have been overthrown . By organizing

industrially we are forming the structure of the new so

ciety within the shell of the old . "

All industrial unions which accept the doctrine of

the class struggle are organizing to take possession of the

industry . In other words, the industrial union is the

class struggle organized in the industries .

Craft unions are dissolving and industrial unions of

new and varied types are crystallizing. It is an intricate

and fascinating process to observe.
veDASS

1 . The United Brewery and soft Drink Workers may be an

exception . They adhere to the Socialist Party .
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Chapter II

The W . I . I . U .

All varieties of industrial unions stand out more

sharply, like separate trees silhouetted black against the

sunset afterglow , when they are seen before the luminous

background of Daniel De Leon ' s philosophy of industrial

unionism , which is embodied in the Workers' International

Industrial Union (W . I . I . U . ) But whatever their differ

ences in regard to goal, or mode of organization and tac

tics employed to attain their goal , on one thing they agree

entirely with De Leon , namely, his analysis of the situa

tion with which they are confronted .

1 . Analysis of the Industrial Situation

Looming up ominously before them is the fact that

" hunger and want are found among millions of working people ,

and the few who make up the employing class have all the

good things of life. " On one side stands a small pro

pertied class that owns the factories , the means of com

munication , machines , and raw materials, all the means of

life. On the other side stand the workers in their mil

lions , without the means of life . Of all the wealth

created by their toil they receive only just as much as

enables them to eke out a miserable existence. And this

1 . Preamble to w . I . I . U . Constitution .
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in an age of machine production ! With modern machinery the

e

Due

working class has produced , and is producing , an ever - in

creasing abundance of wealth . There is no ghost of an excuse

for poverty , want , child labor , unemployment, and wage - slavery .

Yet the working people become all the time more and

more impoverished ; they are able to buy less and less of the

products they have produced . Their condition is going from

bad to worse . Although labor alone, as they believe , pro

duces all wealth , less and less of this wealth comes to the

working class, and more and more of it is plundered by the

capitalist class . Their relative share of the wealth which

of you woned in it . I buti k
they produce keeps shrinking

owe la

s twoother than 2 mando

At the same time , they observe the concentration of

wealth and the centering of the management of industry into

fewer and fewer hands . " The present system , " they exclaim ,

" is robbery, daily, hourly robbery." * "This wealth , under

the present system , . . . .is STOLEN by the capitalist class of

parasites. . . . .DOWN with Capitalism ! " There can be no pouce

in industry so long as the present system of distribution of

the products of Labor exists. "

f

Why is it possible for a small non - producing class

to amass millions while the large producing class eke out

a bare existence ? Why are the capitalists able to appro

priate to themselves what the working class produce ? For

this simple reason that the working class has been

* " The American Socialist Labor Party . "

1 . Industrial Union News, Nov . 15 , 1919.

2 . Constitution of W . I . I . U . , Preamble .
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stripped of the tool , or machine, without which it cannot earn

a living . The development of modern machine production has di

vorced the operation of industry from its ownership and manage

ment . The power of the capitalists is rooted in their economic

control of the socially necessary means of production . More

over , the machine or tool, says De Leon , " has reuched such a

state of development that it can no longer be operated by the

individual, but needs the collective efforts of many."

The same facts are thus expressed by Debs: " At the be

ginning of industrial society men worked with hand tools; a

boy could learn a trade , make himself the master of the simple

tools with which he worked , and employ himself and enjoy what

he produced; but that simple tool of a century ago has become

a mammoth social instrument; in a word, that tool has been so

cialized. Not only this, but production has been socialized .

As small a commodity as a pin or a pen or a match involves for

its production all of the social labor of the land ."

In the evolution of capitalism , society has thus been

divided mainly into two economic classes: a relatively small

class of capitalists who own machines they do not use , and a

great body of many millions of workers who use the machines

and whose very lives depend upon them , yet who do not own them .

The workmen who operate the industries furnish only their la

bor - power , in consideration of which they receive just enough

23 - 4 ,1 . De Leon , Daniel , "What means This Strike ? "

2 . Debs , Eugene V . , " Industrial Unionism , " 18 .
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of what they produce to keep them in working order, while a

few capitalists become fabulously rich . " The dissolution of

the primitive union of the worker with his means of produc

tion , " says a follower of De Leon , " compels the productive

power of the workers to assume a commodity status and flow

to the capitalist class . " Under the capitalist system of

production the division between the ruling class and the

ruled class is thus based upon the ownership of the means

of production .

Furthermore , it is often to the interests of the

employer to substitute machinery for men . The mechaniza

tion of industrial production has reached a stage in Amer

ica beyond anything realized in other countries. As one

illustration of this, between 1899 and 1900 , a period of

tremendous growth in the meat-packing industry , the number

of workers increased by 25 . 8 per cent, horse -power used

increased 129 . 3 per cent, materials 75 per cent, and cap

ital invested 97 per cent. Every new invention , every new

discovery of natural forces, helped to enrich the proper

tied class , while human labor was , as a consequence , being

more and more displaced . Machines took the jobs of men .

The superfluous workers had to live , and therefore had to

sell their labor - power for whatever they could get, Wages

fell accordingly .

Not only did the invention of machinery keep dump

ing unemployed skilled workers upon the country , but " the

1 . Mervyn Smith in Industrial Union News, Oct. 11, 1919 .

2 . Carleton H . Parker , "The Labor Policy of the American

Trusts , " Atlantic , Vol . 125 , p . 230 . (February , 1920 )
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pressure of the workers for ever higher wages and more toler

@ e

able conditions was in itself an inducement (to the capitalist )

to displace the workers by machines. Repeated strikes and

labor troubles gave the most powerful impetus to the develop

ment of machinery, at the same time that they aided the pro

cess of eliminating puny capital from production and pushed

on the development of combinations and trusts. . ." Telegraphs

and railroads made all of the unemployed easily accessible to

the employer . Finally , it became more and more easy for the

unskilled to take the places of the skilled . The introduction

of modern machinery and acute specialization obliterated ola

craft demarcations. To such an extent has the machine elim

inated skill that the jobs of those at work in one trade are

endangered by the unemployed of virtually all trades.

The net result is to place the workman on as absolute

a par with a machine as possible , and to organize the human

element out of consideration . " Trade lines have been swal

lowed up in a common servitude of all workers to the machines

which they tend , " said the summons to the convention of In

dustrial Unionists which met in Chicago in July, 1905 . " The

worker , wholly separated from the land and the tools , with

his skill of craftsmanship rendered useless , is sunk in the

uniform mass of wage slaves. "

Capitalist power , on the contrary, is being organ

ized and concentrated to an ever increasing degree . The

trend of modern industry is toward the concentration of the

management of all industries into fewer and fewer hands.

1 . Editcrial in Industrial Union News, November 29, 1919 .





By this inexorable process large layers of the capitalist class

are expropriated and compelled to identify themselves with the

proletariat. If an employer is unable to purchase new machin

ery , if he is unable to produce as cheaply as his competitors ,

he is driven into bankruptcy . Thus the ranks of the capitalist

class are thinned out and the class is made more powerful .

Mills and factories become the property of ever fewer men . It

is a significant fact that a few men control huge aggregations

of capital .

In the second place , competitors have , to a great ex

tent , consolidated . They wipe out all differences among them

selves and present a united front in their War upon labor ,

i

eans

i

Competition among capitalists is disappearing, due to the

displacement of human skill by machines and the increase in

capitalist power through concentration in the possession of

the means of production and distribution . Industry is high

ly corporate and at times monopolistic . This is a day of

trusts and interlocking directorates .

Finally , the Employing Class , the Business Class ,

organizes Merchants ', Manufacturers ' , and Employers ' Asso

ciations corresponding to the solidarity of the mechanical

and industrial concentration. Through these associations

they control governments and courts . By injunctions of the

judiciary and the use of military power they seek to crush,

with brutal force, all efforts of Labor at resistance. Or ,

when the other policy seems more proiitable , they delude and

betray those whom they would rule and exploit. " The Repub

lican party, likewise the Democratic , is a party of the

1 .'Industrial Union Manifesto . "
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capitalist class, " said De Leon ; " every man who is posted

knows that ; the conduct of its Presidents , Governors , Judges ,

Congresses , and Legislatures can leave no doubt upon the

subject. nl

These conditions breed the class struggle . " The

working class and the employing class have nothing in com

mon ," a declares the W . I . I . v . According to DeLeon ,

"Whatever the interests may be of a class whose material

welfare towers up, and the interests of the class whose

material welfare and all that thereupon depends, sinks

perpendicularly and in even tempo with the former ' s rise,

. . . . . . . whatever these two sets of interests may be , they

can have nothing in common . The relations between these

two sets of interests are . . . . . the relations between the

vampire and the victim . " The working class and the em

ploying class have nothing in common, any more than it is

possible, said De Leon , " to divide an apple in such a way

that each shall have the bigger chunk ." 4 It is foolish to

prate about the "mutuality" , the "brotherhood" , the " iden

tity of interests" , of the Capitalist Class and the Working

Class . Between these two classes a struggle must go on un

til private ownership in the means of production is abolished

2

1 . Daniel De Leon , " What Means This Strike ? " 27 .

2 . Constitution of W . I . I . U . , Preamble .

3 . Daniel De Leon , " Socialist Reconstruction of Society, " 20- 21 .

4 . Ibid , 21.
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and working men enjoy the full fruit of their labors .

In this industrial warfare the employers ' line of bat

tle and methods of warfare correspond to the solidarity of

industrial concentration , while working men still form their

fighting organizations on lines of long- gone trade divisions. *

At present , quick and united action on the part of workers is

hampered by the craft form of organization , which requires per

mission from international officers before a legal strike can

be callea .

The recent steel strike would illustrate their anal

ysis . A union which hopes to fight the Steel rust success

fully, the W . I . I. U . would say, must be organized in the

same way that the Steel Trust is . The Steel Trust üuthority

is not divided or sub -divided . It is a unit . All power over

that mighty industry is centralized in the hands of the Board !e X

of Directors . Against a united master class the A . F . of L .

pitted a labor union twenty - four times divided ; for there are

twenty - four craft unions which clzim jurisdiction over differ

ent groups of Steel Trust employes. Every trade has a separ

ate independent union . Labor, also, the W . I . I . V . insists,

must learn to centralize and concentrate its mighty economic

power .

Not only are the various crafts in the same industry

organized separately, but they sign contracts which expire

at different times . They are not free to support each other

if they would . So craft unionism becomes an " accomplice in

capitalist crime" I and a "scourge to the porking class. " !

Consider an illustration which De Leon used in 1905 and see

1 . Daniel De Leon , "Socialist Reconstruction of Society, " 20 .
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if it might not have been spoken today:

" Say I am a railroad magnate . I make my 'schedules '

or contracts, not with all my employes together , but with each

craft separately - and there cannot be too many autonomous

crafts among them to suit me . . . . . . .My contract with my loco

motive engineers is drain up to expire , we shall say, on April

15 ; my contract with my switchmen is drawn up to expire on

September 3 ; . . . . . . . . and so forth , down the line . . . . . . Each

separate craft being tied up with a separate contract , ex

piring on a separate date , I got the industry at my mercy .

Say that, 'contract ' or no 'contract ' , . . . . . .my switchmen are

driven to rebellion and strike. What do I do ? I telephone

to my chief Labor -Lieutenants - the Presidents, Grand Chiefs,

and Superlative Secretaries of the national unions. . . . . . .My

Labor- Lieutenants hasten to respond to my call . Like black

birds, they hie themselves to the scene from the four quar

.

ters of the compass. And then , to the orchestration of

' Infamous men , they have broken their contracts ! Scundalous

men , they have violated their sacred agreement ! ' and more to

this effect from tne press that I have set agoing , . . . . . . .my

national Labor - Lieutenants fall to work . They do not turn

their attention to the men on strike : these contract- break

ing miscreants are below the contempt of my virtuous Labor

Lieutenant. They call around them the men in the other de

partments - engineers, firemen , conductors, etc . , and address

them in this language: ' . . .They have broken their con

tracts ! Surely You will not do the same ? Surely You will
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not be so base ! Surely YOU will be true ! ' And the men thus

addressed . . . . . . , bowing low to the Goddess of Contract , . . . . . .

make answer : 'Not we! . . . . WE shall not break our sacred con

tracts! ' Which , translated into English, means - 'WE SHALL

SCAB IT UPON OUR FELLOW WAGE SLAVES. ' And they do ! And thus

we have seen Union locomotive engineers scabbing it upon Union

firemen , and Union firemen scabbing it upon Union brakemen ,

and Union brakemen scabbing it upon Union switchmen , down the

line . . . . . It is not the UNORGANIZED SCAB who breaks the strikes,

but the ORGANIZED CRAFT that really does the dirty work. . . . . "

Were De Leon alive today , be might very readily adapt

men

his remarks to the present switchmen ' s strike . He need only

add :

Officers of the Four Brotherhoods hästen to Chicago .

W . G . Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen ,

telegraphs that the strike is illegal and that "members of

the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen and others will be fully

protected in accepting positions as switchmen or switch tend

ers made vacant by such illegal strike ." " And the vice -pres

ident of the Brotherhood assures the railway managers : " The

positions left by these husty strikers will be filled with

other union men . We have contracts with the railroads and

we must live up to them . So union men are hurried to

Chicago from Cleveland , from Iowa , Wyoming , and elsewhere.

Furthermore , officials are not responsive to the

will of the rank and file . The organizer of the " rebel "

1 . Daniel De Leon , " Socialist Reconstruction of Society " 24 - 6 .

2 . Chicago Herald and Examiner , Apr . 7 , 1920 .

3 . Ibid , April 6 , 1920 . Italics mine .
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Enginemen ' s Association says: " This walkout is a protest against

the dilatory tactics of the officers of the brotherhoods.

Their leaders have been playing politics with the federal ad

ministration , and the watchword has been , 'To hell with the

rank and file '. Now it 's ' To hell with the Grand Lodge.' " 1

Perhaps the prediction of De Leon is coming true : " I venture

the statement , on this 10th day of July , 1905 , that the day

is nigh when the Working Class of America will courtmartial

the Gomperses, the Mitchells, the Stoneses, whose generalship

is sacrificing the army of Labor - courtmartial them for

treason to the Working Class."

When the working class unite " , said Debs, " there will

be a lot of jobless labor leaders. In many of these craft

unions. . . . . . the rank and file do not count for any more than

if they were so many sheep . In the railroad organizations,

for instance , if the whole membership vote to go out on

strike, they cannot budge without the official sanction of

the Grand Chief . His word outweighs that of the entire

membership." 3

Moreover , in many industries , the craft union mem

bership constitutes only an aristocracy of labor , müde up

of skilled workmen who are a small minority in the industry .

Experience showed , for example , that if cooks went out on

strike, the unskilled workers , the pot -washer , dish -washer ,

pantry -man , etc . , were pressed into service until " scabs"

1 . Ibia , apr . 8 , 1920

2 . Daniel De Leon , " Socialist Reconstruction of Society," 26 .

3 . Eugene V . Debs , " Industrial Unionism , " 13.
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were got to take the place of strikers, or hundreds of bus

boys would take the places of striking waiters.

To put it briefly , the " tragedy of craft sovereignty "

is that " trade unions foster a state of affairs which allows

one set of workers to be pitted against another set of work

ers in the same industry , thereby helping defeat one another

in wage wars . " " Such a state of affairs may be brought about

by contracts with various crufts in the same industry being

made to expire on different dates . Or modern machinery and

acute specialization may break down craft barriers until the

skilled workers in an industry can be used to replace skilled

workers on strike . As if these defects were not enough ,

O

craft unions have been rendered still more inefficient be

cause their officials are not subject to direct control by

the general membership , and are frequently accused of car :

ing more for their salaries and jobs than they do for the

interests of the rank and file . Such suspicion , whether

justified or not, is destructive of morale . In short , craft

unions have proved wholly inadequate to cope with gigantic

corporations under the centralized control of powerful boards

of directors .

Therefore, Trade Unionism must be transformed both

in structure and purpose in order to make it an efficient

instrument of industrial warfare . The complex and highly

1 . Daniel De Leon , " Industrial Unionism " , 8 .

2 . Constitution of W . I . I . U . , Preamble .
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centralized form of modern production necessitates the Indus

trial Union , whose object is to organize the workers into

units corresponding to the industries in which they work , with

the idea of solidarity .

But before discussing the Industrial Union , it is nec

essary to complete De Leon ' s analysis of the situation by pre

senting his conception of the State .

"Capitalism is the last expression of Class Rule, "

said De Leon . " The economic foundation of Class Rule is the

private ownership of the necessaries for production . The so

cial structure , or garb , of Class Rule is the Political State

- that social structure in which government is an organ sep

arate and apart from production , with no vital function other

than the maintenance of the supremacy of the ruling class . "

Capitalism has created two entirely separate and dis

tinct structures to execute its will , one the economic struc

ture for conducting industry, the other the social structure

for maintaining the supremacy of the capitalist class by

force . The social structure , the State , uses physical force

to attain its ends. The state is the governmental adminis

ver

tration of capitalism , its organized power , which it uses to

keep the working class in subjection . " Thus the capitalist

class dominates the working class by a dual despotism , on the

one hand economic despotism , on the other political despo

tism . Capitalists use the overnment , and are under the

necessity of owning the government in order to enable it to

uphold the capitalist system .

1 . Daniel De Leon , " Industrial Unionism , " 1 .

2 . Daniel De Leon , " Socialist reconstruction of Society , " 36 .

3 . Daniel De Leon , "What Means This Strike ? " 24 .
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2 . Structure and Functions of the Industrial Union

The goal of the proletariat is the overthrow of Class

Rule . The overthrow of Cluss Rule means two things : ( 1 ) The

abolition of the capitalist system of private ownership in

the machinery of production , which must be collectively owned

and operated by the people. ( 2 ) The wrenching of the control

of government from the clutches of the capitalist class, after

which the political State will either wither away by disuse ,

or be amputated , and in its place will arise an Industrial

Republic . The ultimate goal is, therefore , the substitution

of Industrial Government for the Political State .

The problem , then , is to organize the working class

in a way to attain this goal. Gouls determine methods . And ,

since the capitalist class is intrenched in an economic cit

adel -- i . e . , its ownership of the socially necessary means

of production , which are absolutely indispensable to society

- - what economic power can be marshalled for its overthrow ?

SV
A

The v . I . I . U . answers: The power of the capitalists must

be met with the superior economic power of the workers . In

what does that economic power consist ? " The working class ,

being toolless and stripped of every vestige of property ,

cannot organize its economic forces along the lines of owner

ship . The economic power of the proletariat rests not . . . . . .

in the power of ownership , but in . . . . . . . its actual indispens

ability as a producing class. " Experiences during the war

1 . Dannenberg , Karl, " The Road to Power " , 12- 13 .
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made labor realize its importance , and it comes to this conclu

sion : " The present war has shown that the workers are the most

indispensable class in society today. Appeals are made to them

to cease their struggles in order to save the State . Labor must

see to it that , having seved the State , it claims the right to

mould it in accordance with what is known to be best for social

progress as a whole. " The physical and intellectual produc

tive faculties of the workers must be organized on a class- con

scious basis , in line with the dictates of economic development.

Economic solidarity , it has been shown , is the supreme

need of the working class ; and solidarity is best attained ,

De Leon asserted , by organizing the workers at the point of

production into units corresponding to the industries in which

they work .

Locally, the unit of organization is the Local In

dustrial Union , which presents to the employer a class

alignment on the job. Although the local is merely a cell

in the National Industrial Union , it nevertheless typifies

the structure of the whole . Boundaries are traced by facts

in production . The fact of production which determines the

external boundary line of the Local Industrial Union is

output. Whatever the product turned out may be , whether

electrical apparatus, coal , or postal service , the product,

- not the tool , – fixes the boundary . All the wage- earn

ers in a given locality who are engaged in the same industry ,

which turns out à particular product , would belong to one
Il

1. Industrial Union News, May 17, 1919.
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Local Industrial Union . All mail carriers and mail wagon team

CS

sters, as well as postal clerks, would belong to the Postal

Workers' Local Industrial Union . All textile workers engaged

in producing cloth , whether they were weavers, stenographers

in the factories , chemists, or inspectors , would belong to the

Local Industrial Union of Textile Workers.

Within the Local Industrial Union there may be sub

divisions , either Trade or Shop Branches or both , as the re

quirements of the particular industry may render necessary.

Trade , i . e . , craft , divisions, based on the tool instead of

the product , fall within the scope of the Local Industrial

Union . The textile Union, for example , might have a Weavers '

Branch, a Stenographers ' Branch, a Carders' Branch, etc . The

Local Union might also have a separate Branch for each shop

or factory . All Trade and Shop Branches must be properly con

nected so as to constitute the local unit of Industrialism .

All Local Industrial Unions in a given industry through

out America are organized into a National Industrial Union .

A

This means that all producers in the nation are organized ac

cording to the industries in which they work , and there will

be as many National Industrial Unions as there are separate ,

distinct industries in the United States .

It is evident that industrial unionism is an expres

sion of the class struggle , because it mobilizes on one side

the whole working class in any given industry. Whenever there

1 . Constitution of W . I . I . U . , Cf . D . De Leon , " Industrial

Unionism , " 9 .
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is an industrial conflict , all the workers in that industry

will then act as a unit .

The Industrial Union has a dual mission :

( 1 ) To wage the every -day struggle of the workers

against exploitation , a struggle that is waged

distinctly with the view of abolishing exploit

ation , and

( 2 ) To organize the productive faculties of the

workers to carry on production as a unit in

the future Industrial Republic , whose structure

they are reuring now .

1 O

In waging the battle for the overthrow of capitalism

the working class, says the W . I . I . U . , must organize " in

such a way that all its members in any one industry or in all

industries, if necessary, cease work whenever a strike or

lockout is on in any department thereof , thus making an in

jury to one an injury to all . " With victory attained , the

industrial union becomes a constituent unit in the Workers'

Industrial Republic .

3 . Structure and Mission of the Industrial Republic

" The proletariat , " said De Leon , " is one . From the

fundamental principle of the oneness of interests of the

pro etariat arises the ideal to be obtained – their solidarity.

Oneness

1.Constitution of W . 1 . 1. 3 . , Preamble.
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. . . . . However different the nature of the occupation , the work

done, and the conditions of work, the useful labor of the land

is one nation , hence must be organized as one union . The in

dustrial principle of one union , on the same ground as one na

tion , excludes as a matter of course , the jelly - fish conception

of oneness . " . It implies the " oneness of high structure of the

human being. 1

There must be highly organized co -operation , or there

can be no abundance for all without arduous toil. "Hence, "

says De Leon , "the Industrial Union aims at a democratically

centralized government , accompanied by the democratically re

quisite 'local self-rule ' 12 This ideal of a highly central

ized and co -ordinated form of social control of production and

public service places the W . I . I . U . in sharp contrast with

the I . W . W . , as will be seen later . Let us now examine the

structure provided for the attainment of this ideal, keeping

in mind that its framers expect that it will be modified to

some extent when it comes to function as a system of govern

ment .

The Local Industrial Union has two connections , one

nationally , with all other locals in the same industry, one

locally, with the Industrial Council. The Industrial Coun

cil, which is organized " for the purpose of establishing

general solidarity in a given district, " is composed of

delegates from Local Industrial Unions. The Council is

f

1 . Daniel De Leon , " Industrial Unionism , " 6 .

2 . Daniel De Leon , " Industrial Unionism , " 3 .

3 . Constitution of W . I . I . U .





required to maintain communication between the district and

general headquurters.

National Industrial Unions " of closely kindred in

dustries" are united in a Department of Industry, as, for

example, the Department of Mining or the Department of Trans

portation and Communication . On paper there are six of these

Departments. The six departments are organized to form the

Workers' International Industrial Union .

Authority over the whole organization is centralized ,

at the same time that there are elaborate provisions for mak

ing the executives responsive to the will of the general mem

bership .

The annual convention " is the supreme legislative

SI e

body of the organization , and its actions and enactments are

of legal force unless reversed upon a referendum vote by the

whole membership ." Between conventions the supreme author

ity is the General Executive Board ( G . E . B . ) , which is elec

ted annually by referendum vote from a list of candidates

nominated by the convention . " The decisions of the General

Executive Board on all matters pertaining to the organiza

tion or any subordinate part thereof shall be binding , sub

ject to an uppeal to the next convention or to the entire

membership." The G . E . B . hus full power to call out any

other union or unions in support of a strike regularly

1 . Constitution of W . I . I . U .

2 . Ibid .

3 . Ibid .
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ordered by the Organization or G . E . B . , or in case of a lock

out. " Any agreement entered into between the members of any

Local Union , or organization , and their employers , as a final

settlement of any difficulty or trouble which may occur be

tween them , shall not be considered valid or binding until the

agreement shall have the approval of the General Executive

Board of The Workers' International Industrial Union . A local

union shall be entitled to assistance from the general organ

ization in case of strike only when the general organization

has allowed or endorsed the strike question . " Such is the

authority of the General Executive Board , the embryo Economic

Council of the United States.

In the Industrial nepublic there will be – not terri

torial representation - but industrial representation , re

gardless of geographic lines. Tuke Congress , for instance.

The unit of Congressional representation is politically geo

graphic , either a state or a geographic area within the state .

Senators are elected from Wisconsin , Representatives from the

Third and Fifth Congressional Districts , etc . But under a

purely industrial representation , arbitrury geographic bound

aries will be wiped out. There will be no state of Wisconsin ,

no Maine or Mississippi . All the forty -eight states will dis

appear . " Like the flimsy cardhouses thut children raise, ”

said De Leon , " the present political governments of countries,

of States , aye , of the city on the Potomac herself, will

tumble down , their places taken by the central and the sub

ordinate administrative organs of the Nation ' s industrial

forces .12

dan naim 14 at Bananatruction of Society " 38 - 39 .
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The industry vill be the constituency , and activity

therein the basis of suffrage . Elections will take place in

the industries. Instead of elections in Kansas, Connecticut,

and Colorado , the railroad industry of the United states will

elect representatives to the Industrial Congress . So , like

wise , will the coal-mining industry, the farming industry,

the printing industry , the fishing industry , and all the other

national industries . To quote De Leon , " The mining, the rail

road , the textile , the building industries, down or up the

line, each of these , regardless of former political boundar

ies , will be the constituencies of that new central authority

the rough scaffolding of which was raised last week in

Chicago." "

With the Working Class organized industrially , it is

capable of assuming the integral conduct of national produc

tion and distribution . The coal-mine workers , integrally

organized in a national industrial union , will take posses

sion of the mines and hold and administer them in the inter

est of all workers. ' Their slogan is, "The mines to the

control of the miners, the wealth to its producers - pros

perity for the workers ! " * Similarly, the W . I . I . v . ap

peals to the workers in all other industries to organize

BAS

integrally to assume the conduct of the nation ' s production .

The coal miners , together with workers in copper ,

iron , and salt mines, etc. , will be organized into the

1 . Daniel De Leon , " Socialist Reconstruction of Society, " 38 .

2 . Ibid . 37 .

3 . " The Mines to the Control of the Miners , " 9 .

4 . Ibid , 8 .





Mining Department . With all other industries , likewise , or

ganized in their respective departments , the workers will be

ready for " Industrial Democracy," - - ready to elect their

representatives to the new " Industrial Congress which is

to take the place of the present political Congress.

"For Socialist production the Industrial Department

is essential , " explains the official organ of the W . I . I . v . ,

" as a means of co -ordinating productive effort in such đ way

as to provide Industrial Democracy for the workers . The ad

ministration of the Industrial Department rests upon the work

ers in all the industries comprised by the Department . Elec

tions take place in the industries , and officers can be removed

at will . At the same time efficiency is attained and produc

tion so arranged and planned over the entire country as to

prevent all waste, over-lapping, and disorganization in

distribution .

" In place of Departments of Justice , War, Labor ,

State , of a political character , functicning primarily as

offices guarding capitalist interests , the future will see

Departments of Mining , Manufacturing, Transportation , Pub

lic Service, purely industrial and democratic throughout ,

interested not in protecting the property rights of an ex

ploiting class but in meeting the needs of the workers and

AX

in promoting the welfare of all under a classless society . "

1 . Ibid , 11

2 . Ibid , 9

3 . Industrial Union News , Feb . 21 , 1920 .
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In local affairs, " the Industrial Councils will become

the centers of civic administration in place of the present

form of city government. at Chicago , for example , would have

no mayor , no city attorney, none of its present officials ,

but would be governed by the Industrial Council for that dis

trict , - a Council composed of industrial and technical man

agers elected by and responsible to the üctual workers in the

various industries .

The W . I. I . U . expects that, "As a functioning body

under Socialism , the Industrial Council will consist of dele

gates from all branches of activity in the city or town . It

will be charged with the regulation of all matters pertain

ing to the city or district as such . Associated with it , and

responsible to it, will be, necessarily, certain boards and

committees appointed or elected for the supervision of par

ticular branches of civic affairs. " "

At present, the General Executive Board has much

power , but under Socialism its members will become merely

executive heuds, representing their respective departments ,

3

each responsible to his constituents ,

The Convention , on the other hand , is the cocoon

from which will emerge the future Industrial Congress.

De Leon - ites picture vividly its transformation :

" In a completely organized industrial system there

would be practically no Local Unions represented , but onlyS

1 .

2 .

3 .

Industrial Union News, February 7 , 1920.

Ibid .

Ibid , March 6 , 1920 .





National Industrial Unions and Departments of Industries (per

haps exclusively , according to conditions) .

" Under Socialism . . . . . . new functions will be assumed by

the highest body of the organization , or rather, society . The

delegates who assemble from the various industries will not

meet once a year , discuss for a few days and adjourn , but will

remain in session for long periods as the Industrial Congress

of the land .

" The important duties of such a body are readily appar

ent. Through it the various Departmental affairs are co - ordin

ated and uniformity of policy secured in all branches of pro

duction and workers ' activities.

Sea

" The W . I . I . U . is not aiming at į Syndicalist society .

It does not hold that the railway workers shall own the rail

ways , factory workers the fuctories, farmers the land , seamen
mer

the ships , etc . , but that all means of wealth production shall

be the common property of all workers .

" Nor are Departments of Industries given exclusive

authority within their Departments. Such authority must al

ways be subject to the welfare of the people as a whole, re

presented by their Industrial Congress.

"Elected from industrial constituencies, the future

working class administrative bodies are in direct contact

with the requirements of the country, and efficient admin

istration is assured, with the fullest liberty in all

branches, under the guidance of a strong Central Directing

Authority.»?

g

1 . IndustrialUnion news, Feb.28 , 1920. Italics mine.
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Here is the supreme authority under the proposed re

gime. Government will not pass away , but it will be trans

formed. In the Industrial Congress will reside the sovereign

ty of the nation , guarding the weal of the people as a whole .

Ove

4 . Tactics

In order to attain their goal , De Leonites would bring

all toilers together on the political as well as the industrial

field . Of the two kinds of action , political and industrial,

it is quite evident which is considered the necessary pre

requisite . " The political movement, " said De Leon , " is abso

lutely the reflex of economic organization ." 2

Political action is to have a purely destructive func

tion , while economic organization is to serve a constructive

purpose as well, inasmuch as the v . I . I . U . intends " to take

and hold all means of production and distribution , and to run

them für the benefit of all wealth producers. ' ° Ä general

political victory of socialism would spell the govinfull of

political government and the advent of an Industrial Republic ,

à society without classes and without political antagonisms.

" Every political struggle, " says a W . I . I . U . writer , " is

fundamentally an economic struggle; and the eradication of

the industrial struggle of the classes spells, consequently,

the eradication of politics. " *

Sses

1 . Constitution of W . I . I . U . , Preamble .

2 . Ianiel De Leon , " Socialist Reconstruction of Society , " 38 .

3 . Constitution of W . I . I . U . , Preamble .

4 . Karl Dannenberg , " The Rowd to Pover , " 20 .
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The use of political methods puts the organization un

der the protection of the law . The bare idea of conspiracy is

excluded. Said De Leon : " The Industrial Union connects with

the achievements of the Revolutionary Fathers of the country,

the first to frame a constitution that denies the perpetuity

of their own social system , and that, by its amendment clause,

legalizes Revolution. " And again he said , "The Constitution

of the United States was the first to provide for its own

amendment . The time has come for the oppressed in this coun

try to make use of that constitution ' s amendment clause , and

put an end to the capitalist social system . . . . . . . .As men who

recognize that the Political State is rotten -ripe for over

throw , we organize the Industrial Unions to seize the reins

of future government , and enforce the fiat of the ballot

should the reactionists, the Bourbon - Copperheads of this

generation, rise against it. "

They propose to try peaceful , "civilized " methods

first. Then , if the capitalists refuse to abide by the vote

of the people , they will bring the economic power of the in

dustrial unions into action . They will say, "We are in pos

session of the means of producing wealth , and we are going

to stay in possession . You will have to go to work . "

De Leon pictured the transition thus : " As the slough

shed by the serpent that iminediately reappears in its new

skin , the political State will have been shed , and society

will simultaneously appear in its new administrative garb . '
ar
b

. n3

1 . Daniel De Leon , " Industrial Unionism , " 3 .

2 . Quoted in The Weekly People , January 10 , 1920 .

3 , Clarence Hotson , in Industrial Union News, January 17 , 1920 ,
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While strikes are at present necessary , the necessity

for their use is deplored . " The arbitrary stoppage of the gi

gantic forces of production and distribution which in a moment

endangers the life , health , and general well-being of millions

of people , constitutes a social crime ," declares the official

organ of the W . I . I . U . . . . . . . " That the actual workers , in or

der to receive enough to exist and raise future wage -slaves

are periodically forced practically to declare war on produc

tion itself, because of the private and irresponsible ownership

of the productive forces , constitutes the modern social out

rage , not against the nation as a whole , part of which is the

capitalist class , but against the working class as a whole .

That these same irresponsible owners may , at any moment and

by consulting their own sweet will and interest only , effect

à stoppage of production , for reasons such as a desire for

greater profits, a desire to freeze out competition , a desire

to create a stronger market , or to punish of break the back

bone of recalcitrant labor, is what constitutes the great

social crime of today. . . . . The workers ' interest lies in the

preservation and improvement of the productive forces. The

antagonism to production fostered by strikes is a perversion

of common sense , an expression of the insanity engendered by

the insane system of capitalism itself. " "

And the general strike is absolutely rejected as a

weapon of revolution . " " . . . . .We absolutely discard the

strike, general or local , as a weapon of revolution . This

CNC

1 . Industrial Union News, November 29 , 1919 .

2 . By revolution they do not mean a violent revolution , but

only a fundamental , internal change in government .
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use

we do, in the first place , because great strikes easily become

movements of disorder - hungry masses , mass meetings, pa

rades, perhaps riots , all are incentives to disorder , - to

attacks from above. Hunger , starvation , and lack of employ

ment are all elements of weakness which the workers should

avoid as neurly as possible . On the other hand, we hold that

the workers in a revolutionary period must remain in the in

dustry, the shop , the factory , and the mine , in order to take

possession of same. The workers must continue to produce and

take and hold that which they produce .nl

They look upon industries as their heritage . There

fore they are opposed to any tactics which would destroy in

dustry or break down the morale of working men . They will

strike in order to get a living , but they propose to accom

plish the transition to the new social order by political

action . Until this goal is attained there may be lulls in

the battle but there can be no peace. Members of the

W . I . I . U . will sign no contracts.

Accepting the theory of the class struggle in the

ardent spirit of Crusaders, Daniel De Leon and his follow

ers marshall their forces at the point of production . They

pit their indispensability as laborers against the capital

ist ownership of the means of production . To overthrow

capitalism they organize industrial unions, which are

e

1 . " The American Socialist Labor Party. " (Official Pamphlet)





intended to function as administrative units in a future

Republic of Labor . They believe in the authority of gov

ernment , but the government of an Industrial Republic ,

whose structure they are rearing now , is for the political

State , they will employ political action while it endures ,

but it is fated to roll up like a scroll und pass away .

Then will be ushered in the new social era of which they

dream .
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Chapter III

The I . W . W .

1 . The I . W . W . and the State

The I . W . W . and the v . I . I . U . were originally one

organization , but they split on the reef of political action .

A convention of industrial unionists, which included W . E .

Trautmann of the United Brewery Workers, " Bill" Haywood of

the Western Federation of Miners , and Daniel De Leon of the

Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, met in Chicago on June

27, 1905 , and launched the Industrial Workers of the World .

The original 1 . W . W . preamble contained this clause :

" Between these two classes a struggle must go on until all

the toilers come together on the political, as well as the

industrial field , and take and hold that which they produce

by their labor through an economic organization of the work

ing class, without affiliation with any political party . "

From the beginning, there was an internal struggle

for control between those who favored both political and in

dustrial organization and those who advocated only the lat

ter . Over this question two conventions wrangled unsuccess

fully . The fourth convention resulted in a rupture between

the two factions, the De Leon faction being known thereafter

as the Detroit I . W . ü . and the non -political faction as the

Chicago I . W . W . This confusion continued until 1915 , when

1 . Vincent St . John , " The I . W . 7 . , Its History , Structure ,

and Methods , 5 - 6 . Italics mine .
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the Detroit wing adopted the present W . I . I . U . name and

constitution .

Daniel De Leon was the first to work out a philo

sophy of industrial unionism . The W . I . I . v . is the ortho

dox embodiment of his principles, the I . W . W . merely a

variation . The two differ in their conception of the

political state - and therefore in tactics - and in the

allocation of power within the industrial organization ,

Instead of looking upon the political State as

the organized might of capitalism , the collective ex

pression of the tremendous power of the capitalists for

the coercion of the working class, the I . v . W . regard

the State as merely a tool of capitalism , an incidental

factor in the industrial struggle. It is " a committee

acting for the economically powerful. " " To De Leonites,

the State is a power worthy of a foeman ' s steel; they in

variably speak of it with due respect. But I . W . W . ' s

scorn it as the paid servant of capitalism . There is no

I . W . W . " So poor to do it reverence . "

t

Haywood voiced his opinion in these words :

" Morgan and his associates on Wall Street use the govern

ment at Washington as a tool to serve their ends . They

rightly despise the President, the members of the supreme

Court and Congress, for these politicians are far beneath

them in power and importance . What laws Wall Street wants

IS

1 . One Big Union Monthly, August, 1919, p . 25.
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are passed . In case of a strike, the governor of a state is

used to control the militia and crush the strike. The feder

al and state judges issue injunctions, that is, they make

such new laws as the trusts want . . . . . .All the Democratic and

Republican officials , from dog -catcher to President, are but

the hired agents of the empire of industry. " In the same

way, the trusts control the schools, the press, the church ,

and even theaters."

Why , then , should they honor the flag ? " As workers , "

they say, "we have no country . The flags and symbols that

once meant great things to us have been seized by our em

ployers. Today they mean naught to us but oppression and

tyranny. . 3

Political government is to them only the flimsy mask

of capitalism , an illusion over which it is futile to waste

time and energy . "With the camouflage government, the 1 . w .w .

has no fight, " they say haughtily. "We don 't fight windmills,

mirages , or paste governments . We only take this opportunity

to accuse them of not fulfilling their part of the contract

which calls for the protection of the citizens and bringing

to justice of the criminals.

"Our fight is with the secret and invisible govern

ment which is to us) neither secret nor invisible . We know

Where that government is located , and we know of what per

sons it is composed. Its capital is in Wall Street , and

its officials are the defenders of the private ownership

of the means of production throughout the country . . . . . . .
20 Cou

1 . Wm . D . Haywood and Frank Bohn , " Industrial Socialism , " 38 - 9 .

Ibid .

3 . Grover H . Perry , " The Revolutionary I .W .N . , " 7 .
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That government, we frankly confess, we intend to overthrow ."

Their position is tersely stated by another writer as

follows: " The I . W . W . recognizes but one enemy - capitalist

ownership of industry. It has but one goal - workers' posses

sion of industry . It takes but one road to reach that goal -

unionism on the basis of industry . We are on the solid ground

of Marxian science when we totally reject any other program of

action . We see in political government , as in every other so

cial institution , nothing but the reflex of the dominant

ECONOMIC forces . A reflex is a shadow , and the I . W . W . has

no time to fight shadows . It would not lift a finger to upset

reform or participate in any political government. We organ

ize in industry ; we fight in industry ; to achieve a revolution

in industry.nl

Toward the existing State they maintain an attitude

of strict neutrality . We have no set political program ,"

they explain , " but leave the individual to choose his own

course politically . However , let it be clearly understood

that we are neither anti-political nor pro- political. We

are a labor union and in a sphere of activity that is extra

(outside) -political. " " To carry on propoganda either for or

against political action would , they think , be equally use

less. Individual members of the I . W . W . may engage in po

litical action if they wish. In fact, Haywood himself was

C

$ $

1 . The One Big Union Monthly , August , 1919 , p . 7 .

2 . Editorial in the New Solidarity , January 24 , 1920 .

3 . George Hardy , " An Address to American Workers , " 4 .

Vincent St . John , " The I . W . W . and Political Parties . "
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at one time active in the Socialist Party . They are equally

free to be anarchists. The I. W . W . membership " is not made

up of anarchists , as some writers have stated . Its ranks are

not exclusively composed of socialists, as others have as

serted . True, some of its members may have accepted the an

archistio philosophy. Others may have accepted the socialist

faith . However , to the organization of the Industrial Work

ers of the World they are known only as workers, as members

of the working class ."

Since the State is merely the shadow cast by economic

power , the I . W . W . recognizes but one nation , the nation of

those who work . Industrial development is wiping out nation

al dividing lines. Continents long separated by obstacles

of natural origin "are linked and joined together by the gi

gantic weld of that international carrier of exchange and

distribution. " Hence, "National separation must be swept

aside by the advancing forces of international co- operation . "

Therefore, the Industrial Workers of the World "will

embrace all workers in all industries, in all countries

throughout the world . "We aim ," they say, "to have a union

broad enough to take in every worker and narrow enough to

V

CO

exclude all who are not workers . We aim to build up a na

tion of workers that will have no boundary lines or limits

except those of the world ' s industries themselves . They

recognize no nationality or color lines. They are "patriotic"

1 . Grover H . Perry, " The Revolutionary I .W .W . , " 2 .

2 . " The One Big Union , " 26 .

3 . Ibid .

4 . Grover H . Perry, " The Revolutionary I .W . W . , " 7 .
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for their class , the working class of the world , the future

" international nation of wealth -producers. "

In this world -wide nation of workers who , in their

collectivity , will own all the instruments and agencies of

wealth production , coercion will utterly disappear and

happy co -operation will prevail . Such harmony and freedom

cannot exist while society is arrayed in two hostile camps,

one of which is piling up wealth that is merely the unpaid

labor of the other . Such a system of robbery the capital

ists can maintain only by coercion . That is why the mili

tia , the army and navy, are needed . I . W . W . ' ism will have

no such thing as an army or navy, or any other instruments

of coercion . " Harmonious relations of mankind in all their

material affairs will , " so I . W . W . ' s believe , " evolve out

of the change in the control and ownership of industrial

resources of the world . That accomplished , the men and wo

men , all members of society in equal enjoyment of all the

good things and comforts of life , will be the arbiters of

their own destinies in a free society. " * Their ultimate

aim is an Industrial Co -Operative Commonwealth in which

there will be such liberty and justice that crime will

automatically vanish and each industrial citizen will be

a worker of his own free will .

" Industrialism , " declares Mr . Haywood , " will do away

with crime and criminals, as 95 per cent of the crime today

1 . The One Big Union , " 8 .

2 . Ibid .

3 . " Testimony of William D . Haywood before the Industrial

Relations Commission , " 44 .

4 , " The One Big Union , " 8 .





is crime against property . "b
a
n

When asked what he would do with the lazy man , Mr .

Haywood replied , " I would give the lazy man the kind of work

he would like to do. I don 't believe any man is lazy, " and

he added, " I think that each man has a selection of his own ,

and would find his place in the group where the work was go
Was

ing on. na

Since political action is considered worthless, the

only means by which I . W . vi . ' s can attain their goal is phys

ical force . The only force which they can bring to bear is

the organized industrial power of the workers. They speak

much about "direct action , " by which they mean the withdraw

al of labor power or efficiency from the place or object of

production . They propose to organize the workers to control

the use of their labor so that they will be able to stop the

production of wealth except upon terms dictated by the work

ers themselves.

De Leon prophesied that if the I . W . W . abandoned

the "civilized " method of solving social questions it would

be treated to a dose which it would itself have invited , a

dose of Russian governmentül terrorism ; for the exclusion

of the political clause from the constitution , leaving the

" take and hola " clause extant; would drive the agitation

into the narrow quarters of a conspiracy. ” This would give

the capitalist class a welcome pretext to drop all regard

1 . Haywood , " Testimony before the Indus .Relations Commission , " 64 .

2 , Ibid , 38 - 9 .

3 . Ibid , 16 .

4 . Daniel De Leon , " As to Politics , " 30 - 1 .

COM





for decency and resort to the terrorism that would suit it. "

Mass action and " striking at the ballot box with an ax " get

the workers en masse into jails, says the w . I . I . U . "

ST

This is precisely what has happened . Organizers of

the W . I . I . U . agitate unmolested , while I . W . W . ' s , even

when studious in the observance of law , suffer violence of

every kind . Sedition , i . e . , insurrection against the govern

ment, was the charge placed against 166 members and sympathiz

ers of the I . W . W . in 1917, and 100 of these people were con

victed on 400 counts by a jury which was out for only a matter

of ten minutes . Their offices are raided , free speech is re

peatedly denied them , and they are the victims of mob violence .

Such experiences tinge their philosophy with bitter

ness . The following sentences are representative :

" Believing that the whole body of existing law is

class legislation which enslaves us in every respect , we have

nevertheless been studious in our observance of its forms. . .

" Always it has been our law -reverencing enemies , the

capitalists, who have broken their own laws when they faced

the I. v . W . It was Boss Ward and not the I. w . To who

planted the dynamite in Lawrence. It was the Loyalty League

and not the I . W . * . which violated both city , state and

national laws in Bisbee. . . . .

" Their honor is , like their laws, a scrap of paper .

1 . Ibid , 37.

2 . W . I . I . U . Leaflet No . 5 , "Organize Right to have Might . "

36 I . W . W . Leaflet , " Sedition " .
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We trusted to their honor in Trinidad , and we were burned alive .

We learned the sacredness of their contracts in West Virginia,

where they gave us post -mortems. The members of the I . W . W .

have no illusions as to the justice or the patriotism of the

master class . Their justice is class justice and their patri

otism is only profit - deep ."

Their experiences breed contempt for courts. Mr. Haywood

testified before the Industrial Relations Commission as follows:

" The working class of this country have looked upon the courts

with a great deal of awe and respect in the past ; that is not

true now . They look upon the courts as a tool of the employ

ing class.

And he said further, " I have been plastered up with in

junctions until I do not need a suit of clothes , and I have

treated them with contempt . "Pt . 1
3

The illegality of an act would not of itself raise a

moral qualm or scruple against it in an I . W . W . mind , for he

absolutely rejects the conventional " commercial morality " and

the present ethical system . "He retains absolutely no re

spect for the property 'rights' of the profit- takers, " says

Haywood . "He will use any weapon which will win his fight .

He knows that the present laws of property are made by and

for the capitalists. Therefore he does not hesitate to

break them . He knows that whatever action advances the in

terests of the working class is right, because it will save

the workers from destruction and death . " *

1 . H . L . Varney , " The Truth about the I . W . W . "

2 . Wm . D . Haywood, " Testimony before Indust . Relations Comm . , " 65 .

3 . Ibid , 28 .

4 . Wm . D . Haywood and Frank Bohn , " Industrial Socialism , " 57.

Cf. Wm . D .Haywood , " Testimony before Indust .Relations Comm., " 26 .





Nevertheless it would be absurd to conclude that

I . W . W . ' s carry disregard of the law to the point of dis

regard of the practical expediency of keeping within it.

" The I . W . W . has no intention , " we are informed , " of re

sorting to violence in any form in retaliation for the

numerous outrages perpetrated on our members throughout

the country . .. . . . Our members have been murdered , beaten ,

thrown in jail, subjected to every abuse that the master

class could hire thugs to do . " . Nevertheless , they insist ,

" The I . W . W . never has plotted or committed any violence ;

it never has preached or practiced the destruction of pro

perty , and it never had for its aim , nor has it now for its

aim , the overthrow of the United States Government, its

Constitution and its laws. " "

The W . I . I . U . is first to condemn the I . W . W .

indifference to legality : " It ( the W . I . I . U . ) refuses

to conduct the class struggle on the lines of a dog fight .

It does not sanction lawlessness on the part of the em

ployers , the capitalists , and their hirelings by itself

violating the law . " O

The transition to the Industrial Co - operative

Commonwealth will be effected by the use of physical

force, and not by political action as the " . I . I . U .

proposes. Under the W . I . I . U . plan the State would

succumb first . Only in case the capitalists rebelled

1 . "More Truth about the I . W . W . " ( published by I .W . W . ) 14 - 15 .

2 . John Sandgren , " The I . v . . , A Statement of Its Principles,

Objects, and Methods . "

3 . W . I . L . U . Leaflet # 1 , " manifesto of Socialist Indus .Unionism " .
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against the decision of the ballot box would the economic

power of the industrially ranked toilers be brought into

action . Under the I . w . w . plan the factories would suc

cumb first, and the State, which is only the shadow of cap

italist power , would pass away simultaneously . Under the

I . W . w . plan a " general lockout of the parasite class of

non -producers" will end the contest; in other words , pre

sent employers will be shut out of the factories by the

workers .

The General Lockout of the capitalists will be pre

WC

i

ceded by a General Strike . What I . li . vi . ' s mean by these

aminous terms is described by one writer in the following

unmistakable words: "We are going to do away with capital

ism by taking possession of the land and the machinery of

production . We don ' t intend to buy them , either . . . . . . .We

realize that without our labor power no wealth can be pro

duced . We fold our arms. The mills close . Industry is

at a standstill. We then make our proposition to our form

er masters . It is this : We , the workers, have labored

long enough to support idlers. From now on , he who does

not toil , neither shall he eat . "

As Haywood put it, " If labor was organized and self

disciplined it could stop every wheel in the United States

b

tonight - every one - and sweep off your capitalists and

State legislatures and politicians into the sea ." "

The Government is only a shadow anyway , - a shadow

1 . Grover H . Perry , " The Revolutionary I . W .W . , " 11 .

2 . William D . Haywood , " Testimony before Industrial Relations

Commission , " 34 .
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cast by the economic power of the capitalists. Capturing the

State would be like catching a shadow . But after we capture

the factories , I . W . W . ' s boast , find the shadow then , and it

will be our shadow .

2 . Industrial Unionism

The structure of the I . W . W . and that of the W . I . L . U .

are almost identical. The great difference is in the alloca

tion of power. So radically do they differ in this respect

that the governments they propose to set up would be wholly

unlike . The W . I . I . U . proposes to establish a centralized

Industrial Republic , the 1 . w .w . a decentralized Industrial

Democracy which those unkindly disposed have called Anarcho

Syndicalism .

The I .w .w . slogan , "ONE BIG UNION, " means that every

worker must be organized into one big union of his industry .

It does not mean mass unionism . It does not mean that the

railroad worker , the plumber, the teamster , and the baker

will all be in the same local union . That form of organi

zation has been proved a failure. The 1.v .W . and the w . 1 . 1. .

agree on the necessity of organization according to industry .

" The 'one big union ' slogan of the I . w . W . , " we are

tola , "means CLASS organization according to industry . " It

means, "All workers of one industry in one union ; all unions

1 . Grover H . Perry , " The Revolutionary I . W . 9 . , " 3 .

2 . Ibid .
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of workers in one big labor alliance the world over . "
whe

OTT

great central organization is intended to embrace all work

ers in all industries throughout the world .

The structure of local unions of the I . W . W . differs

little from that of the W . I . I . U . The Industrial Branch

Union of the I . W . W . corresponds to the Local Industrial Un

ion of the W . I . I . U . , and both organizations provide for an

Industrial District Council. They differ slightly in the sub

divisions of the local union; for the I. W . W . has, in practice

at least, no Trade Branches, although the constitution speaks

of workers in a given industry being "welded together as the

particular requirements of said industry may render necessary . "

This is interpreted to mean shop sections primarily, although

there may be language sections or department or district sub

S

divisions .

1

The significant difference is in the power and method

of operation of the local. In the I . W . W . , power resides in

the general membership ; officers are only clerks. During the

present fight against capitalism , "workers, not officials , " we

are tola , "call strikes on or off. All power thereby remains

in the hands of the man on the job . " * This is " a real demo

cracy in action . " Officers transact affairs of general con
N

cern , maintain communication with other branches of the same

1 . " One Big Union , " 29.

2 . Vincent St . John , " The I . W . W . , Its History, Structure , and

Methods, " 14 - 15 .

3 . Ibid .

4 . George Harrison ( one of 166 I . W . W . ' s indicted in Sept . .

1917 ) . " Is Freedom Dead ? "
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industrial union , and attend to all detail work . So they

will continue to do when the Industrial Branch Union becomes

a unit in the Industrial Co - operative Commonwealth . But im

portant matters require the attention of the entire local

membership . " Such important matters , " we are informed , " are

referred to a general meeting or a general referendum of the

local membership."

Although the Industrial Union of the I . W . W . is

identical in structure with that of the . I . I . U . , in the

latter it would be a State in an Industrial Republic , in the

former only a federation of Industrial Branches with a staff

of clerks at the head . The Industrial Union would have no

such power as under the W . I . I . U . system . Its officials

and executive board would transact its affairs , maintain com

munication between branches , etc . , but important matters

pertaining to the industry would be dealt with through the

referendum . The officials are also expected to maintain

unity of action among the branches. They function as a

committee , selected by actual workers in the various

branches, to facilitate co - operation throughout the in

3

i

e

dustry , and since the industry . under the I . W . " . . would

recognize no national boundaries , such a committee would

be indispensable . Authority, however , would rest with the

general membership .

1 . B . H . Williams , " The Constructive Program of the I . W . W . , "

in Solidarity, June 7 , 1913 .

2 . Ibid .

3 . Ibid .
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The Departments , identical in structure with those

of the w . I . I . U . , will "take care" of closely related in

dustries in the future I . W . W . democracy . Their officials

will be servants of the people to effect unity and co - oper

ation among allied industries . They will have no authority

to coerce related industries in order to maintain harmonious

production .

The General Executive Board and the Convention will

be the officials of the general organization , or World Com

mune, embracing all industries throughout the world . They

will exist " for the purpose of securing and maintaining the

co -operation of all industrial groups for the work of social

production for the use and benefit of all the people . " " But

all power will rest in the collective membership . In other

words , the State will pass away, and there will be nothing

to take its place ; for officers will be without power . Hay

wood said that he could not conceive " that there would be

officers with power . " 4 Workmen would choose foremen or over

seers where necessary , but there would be no dominating power .

There will be mass government, with the center of gravity in

the general manubership , not in an Industrial Congress. Its

Senators and Representatives will be on the job . " This gov

ernment will have for its legislative halls, " we are told,

0
2 re

1 . Ibid .

2 . Ibid .

3 . Comment appended to " Industrial Union Manifesto . "

4 . William D . Haywood , " Testimony Before Industrial Relations

Commission , " 42 .
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the mills, the workshops, and the factories . Its legislators

will be the men in the mills , the workshops and factories.

i

Its legislative enactments will be those pertaining to the

welfare of the workers.nt .

Ownership of all industries will be vested in the

world commune . The miners will not own the mining industry

nor textile workers the textile industry . No group of work

ers will own and operate an industry for themselves.

Nevertheless each industry is an autonomous industrial

union so long as it does not conflict with the whole, and the

workers in that industry will assume control of it and " regard

it as their particular RESPONSIBILITY, in relation to the in

dustrial society as a whole ." 4 Each industry maintains the

" degree of autonomy necessary for harmonious production and

solidarity without conflicting with the general body. " "

However , there are no instruments of coercion any

where to insure that an industrial union shall not act con

tre

trary to the general welfare . The purpose of the general

organization is merely to secure and maintain co -operation

among all industrial groups. So vigilant are I . W . W . ' s

against the least possibility of domination that, in order

to preclude any chance of building up a machine , no official

of the general organization , except editors, is permitted

1 . Grover H . Perry , " The Revolutionary I . . 1 . , " 12 .

2 . Ibid , 16 .

3 . George Hardy , " An Address to American Workers , " 2 .

4 . B . H . Williams , " The Constructive Program of the I . W . W . . "

Editorial in solidarity , June 7 , 1913 .

5 . George Hardy , An Address to American Workers, " 5 - 6 .
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to hold office for two consecutive years . -

In the entire absence of coercion they yet expect no

conflict of interests. There will be co-operation under a

government in which sovereignty is vested in the individual.

They want " liberty" . When the individual is free to develop

his powers, he will live and work in freedom , and no man ' s

hand will be against his brother. Their conviction on this

point is summed up in the following statement : " The I . W . W .

is composed of free souls to whom liberty is a religion and

individualism a reality . " "

This ideal is criticised by the " . I. I . U . as fol

lows: " The goal of the W . I . I . U . differs from that of the

I . W . W . in contemplating a highly centralized and co - ordin

X

ated form of social control of production and public service ,

instead of aiming at a decentralized Anarcho- Syndicalism .

The goal of the I . W . W . , so far as it can be said to have

any, is ownership and management of different industries by

the workers engaged therein , independently of one another

so far as such a system would be conceivable at all . The

W . I . I . U . holds that the goal of the I . W . W . , even if it

could be realized , would be nothing but confusion and an

archy.13

Yet I. W . W . 's confidently expect order, peace , and

plenty because of industrial patriotism and the perfecti

bility of human nature . They strive to develop an intense

1 . Constitution of I . W . V . , By - Laws, Article XII .

2 . Harold Lord Varney , " The " ruth about the I .W . W . "

3 . Industrial Union News, Jan . 3 , 1920 . I . . v . ' s deny that

their goal includes the ownership of different industries

by the workers engaged therein , See above .
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spirit of solidarity, of patriotism to the working class. With

I . W . W . ' s , this is a cardinal principle. Differences of col

or and language are no obstacle to them . In their organiza

tion, all workers , be they Caucasian , Mongolian , or Negro, are

all on the same footing. An injury to one is an injury to all,

they say , and members are taught loyality to one another . In

the face of the use of injunctions, militia , and bull pens,

they affirm that " it will be possible to make the use of in

junctions and the militia so costly that the capitalist will

not use them . " ' They have been thrown into jail by the huna

reds; they have been clubbed senseless , deported from their

homes, maimed and killed , and they utilize persecution to fan

the flame of class patriotism .

Once victory is attained , a higher plane of civiliza

tion will be achieved and human nature will improve . Haywood

says , "Human psychology will change if given an opportunity . " "

Under the new society people "will grow , physically, intel

lectually, and morally. " ° Haywood believes that with re

sponsibility placed upon the individual his conception of his

responsibilities will increase . * In other words , an ethical

transformation will take place which will develop social re

SO

A

sponsibility .

The wage system of exploitation , so another I . " . W .

contends, destroys both the individuality of the worker and

his sense of social responsibility. "Our ultimate goal , " he

says , " is an ethical transformation - a transformation in the

1 . Vincent St . John , " Political Parties and the I . W . " . "

2 . Haywood , " Testimony Before Indus . Relations Comm . , " 43 .

3 . Graver H . Perry , " The Revolutionary I . W . W . , " ll - 2 .

4 . Haywood , " Testimony Before Indus . Relations Comm . " 6
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sense of duty - and, since men 's ideas are determined by the

way they obtain their living, our way to the ultimate of our

purposes lies in an economic transformation . . . . . . . Industrial

Democracy . . . . .would mutualize the interests of mankind . It

would co - ordinate our productive efforts and completely ad

just us to the prevailing industrial process. In fact, in

dustry would then be a completely social process , and , being

such , would fully develop the sense of social responsibility ,

which would mean that our world would be as it should be -

in economic , in social , in ethical harmony. . . . . . . . . .We come

back again to the ancient idea of mutual service as the driv - -

ing force in human affairs, and the practical translation of

that idea into fact will be . . . . .The Industrial Democracy.nl

3 . Tactics Against the Employer

"Direct action " assumes interesting forms, character

istic of the I . v. ii. They will sign no time contracts with

employers . When strikes are used , they aim to strike when

employers can least afford a cessation of work - during the

busy season and when there are rush orders to be filled. “

They do not believe in long drawn out strikes . " Failing to

force concessions from the employers by the strike , work is

resumed and a more favorable time awaited to force the em

ployers to concede the demands of the workers. " The idea

1 . Abner Woodruff , in One Big Union Monthly , June , 1919 .

2 . Vincent St . John , " The I . . W . , Its History , Structure

and Methods , " 18 .

3 . Ibid .
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is that short , successive strikes accomplish more than one long

strike does .

I . W . W . ' s do not believe in violence, in the ordinary

sense of the term . Haywood explained it thus: " I think you

will agree that there is nothing more violent that you can do

to the capitalist than to drain his pocket book . In that sort

of violence I believe ; " and he illustrated his meaning by de

scribing how I . W . W . ' s during a free speech fight in Sioux

City started for Sioux City " in groups of twos and threes ,

and tens and fifteens , and fifties and hundreds, until the

Sioux City jails, both the city and the county , were crowded

to capacity ." They refused to work and went on hunger strike;

and they won their point . If in some instances they have em

ployed actual violence, it is because violence has more often

been used against them .

A few words regarding the much -discussed sabotage must
femmm

be said in closing . I . W . W . ' s solemnly assoverate that they

have never advocated anything except " passive sabotage . " They

slow up the working pace, for instance , in order to compel the

employment of more workers. According to another writer , the

facts are these: "Frequently we advise to 'strike on the job ',

which means that the workers should by a withdrawal of effi

ciency try to force the concessions they desire. As to sabot

ege , . . . . . . . .no other form has been advised than the one that

consists in withdrawal of efficiency. Due to the vicious mis

interpretatio
n

of the word , the I . W . W . has now ceased to use

e

f

1 . William D . Haywood , " Testimony before Industrial Relations

Commission , " 54 - 5 .

2 . Ibid , 55 .

3 . Vincent St . John , " The 1 . 7 . 1 . , Its History , Structure , and

Methods ," 18 .
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it." * Haywood went on record against the production of defec

tive goods, which might be bought by a fellow -worker.

These methods constitute the black magic employed by

the I . W . W . to hasten the advent of the Industrial Co-oper

The

ative Commonwealth .

The official position of the I . t . w . in opposition

to violence and the destruction of property was reaffirmed

recently at its twelfth convention , which unanimously turned

down a communication favoring change in its tactics and with

out a dissenting vote re- indorsed this resolution passed five

years ago by the General Executive Board:

"WHEREAS, The Industrial Workers of the world has

heretofore published , without editorial adoption or comment ,

many works on industrial subjects, in which the workers have

a natural interest , including treatises on 'Sabotage ' , and

" HEREAS , The industrial interests of the country

. . . . . . are attempting to make it appear that 'Sabotage ' means

the destruction of property and the commission of violence

and that the Industrial Workers of the World favor and ad

vocate such methods ; now ,

" THEREFORE , In order that our position on such mat

ters may be made cleur and unequivocal , we, the General

Executive Board of said Industrial Workers of the worla ,

John Sandgren , " mhe I . W . W . "

1 . William D . Haywood , " Testimony before Industrial Relations

Commission , " 24 - 6 .





do hereby declare that said organization does not now , and never

has believed in or advocated either destruction or violence as

means of accomplishing industrial reform ; first , because no

Was

principle was ever settled by such methods; second, because

industrial history has taught us that when strikers resort to

violence and unlawful methods all the resources of the govern

ment are immediately arrayed against them , and they lose their

cause ; third, because such methods destroy the constructive im

pulse which it is the purpose of this organization to foster

and develop in order that the workers may fit themselves to

assume their place in the new society . . . . "

20

1 . The New Solidarity, May 22 , 1920 .
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Chapter IV

The One Big Union of Canada

It is necessary , in passing , to sketch hastily the One

Big Union of Canada, a system unlike either the W . I . I . U . or

I . W . W . This organization is too new and material too scan

ty and unofficial, to permit of adequate analysis .

The One Big Union ( 0 . B . U . ) was launched at a confer

ence held in Calgary in June , 1919. At that time the Winnipeg

general strike had been in effect for several weeks. Two mem

bers of the General executive Board, Pritchard and Johns, were

arrested for connection with the Winnipeg strike.

This secession movement appears to be a reaction of the

rank and file against the leadership of International officers

and the A . F . of I . craft form of organization . At least the

ere

Secretary points out that the A . F . of L . helped the employers

and the government break the strikes at Winnipeg and Vancouver ,

and in the coal -mining districts. The One Big Union , accord

ing to its own declaration of principles , " seeks to organize

the worker , not according to craft , but according to industry ;

according to class and class needs . " '

Locally, all wage -workers are to be organized into un

its corresponding to the industries in which they work, 4 except

ing that in places where there are only a few members in var

ious industries they may form a mixed unit.

i

ex

0 . V . R . Midgley , Secretary of General Exec . Boara, in circular
letter .

1 . Industrial Union News, Sept . , 27 , 1919. Also The Voice of La

bor , October 1 , 1919 .

2 . V . R . Midgley , in circular letter .

3 . Constitution , Preamble .

4 . The Voice of Labor . Oct . 1 . 1919 ,

5 . Constitution .
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The local industrial units are each represented on a

Central Labor Council and a District Board , on the basis of

membership . The Central Labor Council is apparently in

tended to provide for local solidarity in all industries in

a given city or locality . Presumably the District Board

would do the same throughout a much larger area .

The Central Labor councils and District Boards elect

delegates to a convention which meets every six months. The

convention , in turn , elects from those present a General Exec

utive Board , "consisting of a Chairman , Secretary, and repre

sentatives of the various industries . "

According to the W . I . I . U . , " The 0 . B . U . is NOT an

industrial union . If it were , representation at conventions

would be by industries, by industrial unions and departments ,

instead of by local central committees. . . . . The 0 . B . U . is an

organization of federated district boards and councils . " *

The W . I . I . U . points out that there is no provision for a

National Industrial Union or Industrial Department , and

charges the 0 . B . U . with being only a federation " in which

through Industrial Unionism is strangled at birth through the

functions given to local councils, which while necessary,

supplant in the 0 . B . U . all further organization along in

dustrial lines.- 5 If we are to believe this critic , the

S

1 . Ibid .

2 . Ibid .

3 . Ibid .

4 . Industrial Union News, January 17 , 1920 .

5 . Ibid , October 11, 1919 .
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0 . B . U . has only a crude and hazy knowledge of the tactics and

functions of Industrial Unionism . 1

If a dispute cannot be settled by a local unit through

its Grievance Committee, it must be referred to the Central La

bor Council or District Board . Failing settlement here , it may

be referred to the General Executive Board . The General Exe

cutive Board may refer a dispute to all the Central Labor Coun

cils and District Boards, and if a majority of them vote in fa

vor the General Executive Board is empowered to call a strike

of all affiliated bodies. ?

However , "nothing in the previous clauses shall prevent

any Central Labor Council or District Board from calling a

strike in their own District or industry, provided , however ,

that any Council or Board calling a strike without the con

sent of the General Executive Board , does so on its own re

sponsibility.no

According to one report, the local industrial unit

has complete local autonomy. The Central Council also has

" complete autonomy in its district , but it has no povier to

call a strike. Any local unit may call a strike of its mem

av

bers comprising that entire industry in its locality , by a

plain majority vote , with or without the sanction of the

local Central Labor Council. Should , however, a general

strike be desirable, a fifty- five per cent majority vote

of the units affiliated vith the central council is

1 . Ibia , September 27, 1919.

2 . Constitution .

3 . Ibid .

The Voice of Labor , October 1 , 1919 , quoting from the

Portland Labor News .
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necessary . '

A most ingenious check upon officials has been devised .

To quote further , " Full control is maintained by the rank and

file , by reason of a provision in the general constitution which

calls for each delegate to maintain his credentials in good stand

ing , whether he be sent to the Central Labor Council, to the

General Convention , or elected a member of the General Execu

tive Board .

XIII

.

"For instance , should the president of the General

Executive Boarà prove unsatisfactory to the rank and file of

the local unit of which he is a member , they can call in his

credentials, which automatically forces him to resign . This

course can be followed by the Central Labor Council with

which his local unit is affiliated . Should the delegates there

be dissatisfied with him , they can call in the credentials

which they issued to him and which enabled him to attend the

convention , from the floor of which he was elected to his po

2

sition on the Executive Board . " "

The term of office is only six months, and a paid of

ficer is ineligible for re-election unless his local unit

issues fresh credentials .

0
2

Since the spirit of decentralization is so marked ,

it is with surprise we read that at the recent convention

" a decided antagonism to the I. W . ü . was displayed during

the debates. " 4 Possibly this is explained by the following

statement made by an I . f . p . magazine: " The 0 . B . U . of

1 . Ibid .

2 . Ibid .

3 . Constitutioni ,

4 . Auto Workers' News, varch 4 , 1920 .
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rseCanada differs from the I . W . W . in that it endorses political

action in theory."

At the recent convention the establishment of an 0 . B . U .

paper and of a labor college was taken under consideration . "

It is also interesting to note that a member for the United

States was added to the executive board .
SW exe

1 . The One Big Union Monthly , January , 1920 , p . 58 .

2 . Auto Workers ' News, March 4 , 1920 .
3 . Ibid .
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Chapter V

Industrial Unionism in the Textile and Clothing Industries

Neither the W . I . I . U . nor the I . w . v . have organ

ized any industry . Therefore, in order to see how the theory

of industrial unionism is applied in practice , we must turn

elsewhere ; and the significant group of industrial unions in

the textile and clothing industries challenge inspection .

The Amalgamated clothing Workers of America , The

International Ladies ' Garment Workers ' Union , and the anal

gamated Textile Workers of America are three unions intimate

ly related in the industrial field they occupy and likewise

in their philosophy and structure . The Amalgamated Clothing

Workers and the Ladies ' Garment workers are the most power

ful unions in the men ' s and women ' s clothing industries , and

the Amalgamated Textile Workers is a protégé of the Amalga

mated clothing Workers, organized with their assistance some

thing over a year ago , with a constitution modeled almost

verbatim after that of the elder union .

vel on

t

In fact , the two Amalgamateds are planning to coalesce .

A year ago the General executive Board of the Amulgamuted

Clothing Workers declined to charter textile workers, al

though they sent out organizers to assist them and furn

ished considerable financial aid to textile workers on

strike . The plan of joining the two organizations will

come before the convention of the Clothing Workers in May ,

1 . The New Textile Worker, August 30, 1919.





and a number of their officers have assured the convention of

1

Textile Workers that they ure in sympathy with the plan . '

General Secretary Joseph Schlossberg of the Amalga

mated Clothing Workers, in a message of greetings to the

Textile Workers, said : " The membership of the Amalgamated

clothing Workers of America cherishes the hope that some

day - perhaps sooner than we imagine - all workers engaged

in the making of wearing apparel, your industry included ,

will be united in one great and powerful International . We

seem to be moving in that direction . Speed the day ! " "

The Ladies ' Garnent workers , the Amalgamated cloth

ing Workers , and the Amalgamated Textile Workers are all

OVI

revolutionary in aim . All three subscribe to the class

struggle and other Marxian doctrines, and each of the three

intends to take possession of its respective industry and

to operate it , not selfishly for its own benefit, but in

behalf of the whole working class. Their idea is social

ownership of industry, not ownership by individual unions.

The Amalgamated clothing Workers and the Amalga

mated Textile Workers are looking forward to " a closer

inter - industrial alliance of the working class " which will

ultimately " put the orgunized working class in actual con

trol of the system cf production , " and the Ladies' Carment

Workers will co - operate with organizations of workers in

other industries" * for the same purpose.

S . A >

1 . Advance , April 16 , 1920 .
2 . Ibid .

Constitutions of Analgamated Clothing Workers and Amal

gamated Textile Workers , Preamble of each .

4 . Constitution of International Ladies ' Garment Workers '

Union , Preamble .
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None of the three has officially any political affil

iations ; two , however , advocate political as well as industrial

organization of the working class, and the third (the Amal

gamated clothing Workers ) permits the discussion of politics

in union meetings.

Their philosophy is milder than that of the W . I . I . U .

N
O

One TE

and different in some respects, and it is radically different

from that of the I . W . W . Nevertheless, the General Secre

tary of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers was arraigned by

their deadly enemy, the United Garment workers, on the charge

that he had been a member of the Socialist Labor Party for

twenty- five years, that he had been a staunch supporter of

the I . W . W . during the first two years of its existence , and

was , so they asserted , " always on hand to help Mr. Daniel
WSS

De Leon . in all of his attempts to disrupt the trade union

movement.. 2

Be that as it may , the structure and tactics of the

three organizations under consideration show how the mili

tant class -conscious philosophy of revolutionary industrial

unionism expresses itself in action . These unions show how

an industry organizes to fight employers. They are not a

matter of speculation regarding a future Industrial Republic .

In them we observe how industrial unions actually conduct

themselves under the present capitalistic regime .

1 . He was expelled from the Socialist Labor Party à few years

ago , the General Secretary of the W . I . I . U . states .

Proceedings of the Nineteenth Convention , United Garment

workers of America Toctober 14 - 16 , 1918T . 47 -48 .

2 .
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A convention , biennial in the case of the Ladies'

Garment Workers and the Amalgamated clothing Workers, an

nual in that of the Amalgamated Textile Workers, is in

each case the supreme legislative body . In the two latter

organizations, on motion of five local unions, no two of

which shall be of the same state or province, a special

session may be called by general vote , a two - thirds major

ity to decide . The Ladies' Garment Workers require only the

written request of five local unions, no two of which shall

be located in any one city, in order to call a special con

vention . The Amalgamated Textile Workers show a distrust

of officials by providing that no local shall send to the

convention more than one delegate who is a paid official

either of a local union or the national office. When the

convention is not in session , its powers are vested in the

General Executive Board .

The General Executive Board , whose membership ranges

in number from eleven to fifteen , is, in the Ladies ' Gar

ment Workers, elected by the convention ; in the two Amal

gamated unions, it is nominated by the convention and

elected by referendum of the general membership . It decides

all points of law arising under the organization and all

claims, grievances , and appeals from the decisions of af

filiated organizations , and its decision is binding until

1 . Discussion of structure of the three unions is based on

their respective constitutions.
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the next convention , whereupon , unless appealed and reversed ,

it becomes final . The General Executive Board has general

supervision over the affairs of the organization and in two

of the unions has power to authorize strikes and boycotts .

The Amalgamated Textile Workers give it only advisory power

in this respect . When the General Executive Board of either

of the two Amalgamated unions considers a question of suf

ficient importance , a referendum vote must be ordered , and

a two - thirds vote decides .

The Ladies' Garment Workers do not indulge in refer

endum votes except under rare circumstances . There are three

questions on which a vote of the general membership must be

taken , namely : whether the union shall withdraw from the

A . F . of L . , in what city a convention shall be held , and

whether or not the recommendations of the General Executive

Board after the trial of a general officer , for violation of

the constitution or acts prejudicial to the best interests

of the organization , shall be approved .

The two Amalgamated unions make more generous pro

vision for use of the referendum , both in the general or

ganization and also locally. A convention cannot amend the

constitution without submitting the proposed amendment to

a referendum vote . During the interim between conventions ,

any local union may propose an amendment, which , if proper

ly seconded by five other local unions, must be submitted

to a vote of the general membership ; if approved by a ma

jority vote it becomes law . The General Executive Board
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must , as already stated , order a referendum on important ques

tions. In the local union , all acts of the Local Executive

Board are subject to ratification by the organization . These
Se

provisions are intended to make the officers responsive to the

D D

f

will of the generalmembership .

In local organization there are appreciable differ

ences among the three unions, in spite of marked similarities .

The essential feature of all three is that all branches in a

given locality are, to quote from the constitution of the

Ladies ' Garment Workers, " effectively bound together so as

to mutually strengthen each other. " Each organization , how

ever, has its own method of attaining this essential local

industrial solidarity and so must be treated separately .

The amalgamated Textile Workers have the simplest

method . Seven or more persons employed in the textile in

dustry may organize a local union , which must be approved

by the General Executive Board before a charter is issued .

In each city there can be only one charter. Should distinc

tive branches of the industry organize separately , the

General Executive Board , so the constitution provides,

" shall form said branches into one Local under à Joint

Board. The one charter for the Local in that city shall

thenceforth be hela by said Joint Boara, and said Joint

Boara in consultation with the General Office shall have

the power to grant charters to branches in that city . "

Cs
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Taking up the Amalgamated clothing Workers next,

we find that seven or more persons employed in the making

of clothing may likewise organize a local union , which can

only be chartered by approval of the General Executive

Board . While there may be more than one local union in the

same locality, they are " effectively bound together" under

a Joint Board . In Milwaukee , for instance, there are only

two locals, the Cutters' Local and the Tailors Local,

with a total membership of 1700 ,- bound together under a

Joint Board . In Chicago, on the other hand , there is a

Cutters' and Trimmers ' Local, a local for women employes,

and several tailors' locals, i . e . , one for coats, one for

vests, and one for trousers, - all bound together under a

Joint Board . Locals are formed according to the require

ments of the particular locality , and are sub - divided as

conditions may require , but the Joint Board insures local

solidarity .

A typical way of subdividing the local union is to

organize shop branches, and elect a Shop Chairman and Shop

Committee .

The local unions elect delegates to the Joint Board,

with membership as the basis of apportionment. In prac

tice, an attempt is made to see that the delegates of the

local union are elected in such a way that the various

shops are fairly represented .

1 . Information supplied by office of Joint Bourd , Milwaukee ,

April 26 , 1920 .
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The Ladies' Garment Workers have a still more complicated

way of organizing for local solidárity . They are organized in

to local unions üccording to the "branch of the ladies' garment

industry " , or "branch of the trade" , in which they are employed ,ro

with the following provision :

" A charter shall not be granted to a local Union of a

branch of the trade of which there is another Local Union in

existence in the same city or locality , except with the con

sent of such existing Local Union .at

In New York City there are at the present time twenty

five locals , among which occur such titles as the following :

Ladies ' Waist and Dressmakers ' Union , Cutters' Union , Button

hole Makers' and Button Sewers ' Union , Bonnaz, Sing er and

Hand Embroiderers ' Union , Skirt and Cloth Dressmakers ' Union ,

etc .

For the sake of industrial solidarity , the constitu

tion provides as follows: " Two or more local unions located

in the same city or locality and engaged in various branches

of the same trade, shall organize a Joint Board . " All the

local unions in the cloak , suit, and skirt trade , for example,

must form a Joint Board , to which each union sends an equal

number of delegates. Similarly , local unions in the dress

and waistmaking träde form a Joint Board . The Joint Board

1 . Constitution , Article VI .

2 . Private letter from General Secretary ' s office .





has authority to call and conduct strikes, sud est to pacerse

ment by the General 3xecutive Board . This rules outa t di

vision and insures tat in each branch of the indastry there

is local solidarity .

The constitution provides further that all of the le

cal unions in any one city or localitz , irrespective of the

trade to which toey belong, shall orzünise a distriet Council ,

which shall consist of an equal number of delegates oaeh

local union . The council has nothing to do with strikes. Its

business is to organize all oi the various brunches of the

ladies ' garment industry in its locality and agitate for the

union label. It decides all controversies between local un

ions or between a local union anà a member . It may censure ,

fine, suspend , or expel a lccal union which fails to act au

cording to the general constitution . All its aceisions are

binding unless reversed by the General Executive Board .

In the Amalgamated Textile Workers, the amalgamated

clothing workers , and the Ladies ' Garment forkers the allo

cation of power between the General Executive Board and the

local authority is shown by their method of settling diffi

culties und conducting strikes. In the case of the Textile

workers , when any difficulties with employers arise , the of

4

ficers of the Joint Board investigate the trouble immediate

ly and try to adjust the difference . If they fail to settle

the trouble, they deliberate whether to call å strike. They

must imnediately notify the General Office and consult it in





the matter . But final decision rests with the Joint Board after

such consultation (or with the Local if there is no Joint Board ) .

In the clothing Workers and the Ladies' Garment Workers , on the

other hand , final authority to call strikes rests, not in the

hands of the Joint Board , but with the General Executive Board .

These unions are keenly desirous of avoiding strikes ,

however , and in many cases have entered into contracts with em

ployers, with whom they have jointly set up elaborate machinery

for settling difficulties peaceably, with arbitration as the

lust resort . Severe and costly strikes have prepared the way

for some other method of industrial warfare than crude force.

In entering into contracts with employers these unions take is

sue with both the W . I . I . U . and the I . W . W . , who insist that

there can be no peace in industry so long as the capitalistic

system endures. Against this policy it can be said that if an

industry is sometime to be the heritage of workers it must be

preserved intact and kept prosperous and progressive .

From the Toronto agreement of the Amalgamated clothing

Workers such clauses as the following, which state the pur

poses of the agreement :

ase

( c ) To submit to arbitration in the case of disputes;

( a ) For promoting the best interests of the clothing industry ;

( e ) for the creation and maintenance of friendly and harmoni

ous relations , co- operation , and good -will , between em

ployers and employes; etc . -

lanc

are quoted by the W . I . I . U . only to be condemned as " capitalist





poodle unionis: . -

Sypicas contrats ciine A -signated clothing cars

and of the Ladies' garsent vurgers are di interesting sut est

for study. She Zazzateà cextile workers - s da discisse ,

because they are too nen an organisation to bave sell crea

out contracts.

The labor agreement between tie alginated Clothing

workers and hart , sebainer \ Warx sets up an arbitration

Board and & Trade Board , together with deputies, shop rerre

sentatives, a id cther cfficials, to take charge of its in

istration . The Board of arbitr .tion , bichlus full à inal

jurisdiction over all matters arising under the areneat,

consists of tiree 1.2 bers, one chose by the union , one by

the company , and a chairman who is the mutual choice of both

parties . The prode Board , which is the prinary board for - -

justing grievances , consists of eleven tabers, five chosen

by the company, fire by the union , and a chairman who repre

sents the mutual interests of bith parties . In pru.ctice, both

the Trade Board and Board of Arbitration reduce down to the

impartial chairman . Deputies for the firm and deputies for

the union investigate disputes and act as lawyers to repre

sent their respective principals before the Boards. On euch

side there is one known as Chief Deputy. In euch shop there

is a shop representative of the union , the shop chairman ,

1 . Editorial in Industrial Union News November 9 , 1919.

2 . The Hart , Schaffner & Marx Labor Agreement , by J . E .

Williams, Sidney Hillman , and Earl Dean Howard , 3 .
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authorized by the Joint Board ; he corresponds to the shop

superintendent of the company. Responsibility for making

piece rates is lodged primarily in the Trade Board, but for

expediency this responsibility is delegated by the Trade

Board to a Rate Committee , composed of three members, one

representing the company, one the union , and the chairman

of the Trade Board . Such , in brief, is the administra

tive machinery set up by the Hart , Schaffner and larx labor
0
2

agreement.

When a grievance arises on the floor of a shop , the

complainant reports it to the shop representative . The shop

representative endeavors to adjust the matter with the shop

superintendent. If he is not satisfied with the action of

the superintendent, he reports the matter promptly to his

deputy. In order that a uniform policy may be maintained,

should exception be taken to informal oral adjustments made

by shop officials, they are subject to revision by the Trade

Board , and are not binding on their principals unless rat

ified by the chief deputies. "

f

When shop officers report a disputed complaint to

their respective deputies, the deputies investigate and try

to reach a settlement satisfactory to all parties in dis

pute .

If they fail, the matter comes up for trial before

the Trade Board . The deputies agree , if possible , on a

oritter. statement of facts . Unless otherwise directed by

1 . Ibid , 40 .

2 . Ibid , 7 .





the chairser., cases are begri ia iza otroke : rg.

Complaints to ize rada soari a co te he aires

either party, ty Ting å oritter statecano ne maison

grounds cic plaisi.

Bitter party arreul irite decisiocinerade

Board to toe Boerà ci artitrtion , a acrit: sedisica c :

which is binding . The chie ? ceput; cieve Puto is dead re

sponsible in tie first instance for en creezeat o : devis cas .

Waenever a change of piece rate is conteaplateà , che

matter is re ? ?rzed to tre Rate Committee,who is the rate bus

cording to tre change of sork . If the committee aisupree , the

Trade Board fixes the rate. If a pieve rrier is required

to change his mode of operation so that it causes dia to lose

time in learning,his case may be brought before the Bate Joan

mittee .

The Ladies ' carnent lorkers enter i .ito similar con

tracts . In the agreement with the Dress und ü & ist ümumawa

turers ' Association , dated in New York City , April 7, 1919,

the machinery for adjusting disputes is very similar, although

the names differ . Sach party is represented by a Chief Clerk

who may act through Deputies ; they correspund to the Chief

Deputy and other Deputies of the Hart, Schaffner & Marx agree

ment . They investigate complaints and disputes and adjust

them if possible ; their decision is binding upon both parties. "

1 . Ibid, il.

2 . " Collective Agreement between the Dress and Waist Manufuo

turers ' Association and the International Ladies ' Garment

Workers ' Union and Its Locals Nos . 10 , 25 , and 18 , New

York City , April 17 , 1919 , " p . 12 .





If the Chief Clerks for the union and the association fail to

agree , the dispute is submitted to a Grievance Board , made up

of an equal number of representatives of each party. This

Grievance Board corresponds to the Trade Board of the Hart,

Schaffner , and Marx agreement , except that it has no impar

tial chairman and its determination is conclusive. In the

event there is an equal division between the members of said

Grievance Board , the matter in dispute is submitted for de

termination to an Umpire or Impartial Chairman , whose decision

is final . There are several of these Impartial Chairmon ap

pointed by the parties jointly , and they take turns in serving .

Under agreements of the Amalgamated Clothing Workers, there is

& Board of Arbitration , but the Impartial Chairun is virtual

ly the Board . So the two unions have essentially the same

machinery throughout for adjusting grievances.

. The Ladies ' Garment Workers ' Agreement provides for

the election of a Price Committee by the employes in each

shop . This committee incluces the shop Chairman . Piece

rates are fixed by agreement between the employer and the

Price Committee. All price disputes must be adjusted notMUS

later than one week after the communcement of work upon

Farments, or employes shall not be required to work upon

them .

There is also a Joint Board of Sanitary Control,

with jurisdiction over sanitation , fire protection , and

general health . Both parties contribute to its expenses ,

and are subject to its rulings.

In Cleveland , Ohio, the Ladies ' Garment Workers
S
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recently entered into a contract with the Cleveland Garment

Manufacturers ' Association whereby each party assumed half

of the expense of employing a New York firm of industrial

engineers to make a survey of the industry. The engineers

are instructed to rearrange the wage scale on a basis of a

protected yearly income, to introduce economical methods of

operation , and to devise a plan for joint managerial and

union control of standards of production . If union repre

sentatives and those of the manufacturers fail to agree on

the methods submitted by the engineers, the dispute will be

left to referees . Union leadership thus endorses " scien

tific management " , and has deliberately set out to increase

production . " Joint control of production standards, " says

Meyer Perlstein , vice -president of the International " is

what will make it possible for the union to accept a grad

uated scale based on production . . . . . . Joint control within

the plant and joint supervision of the time tests and the

application of the engineers' findings will prevent speed

ing up . " This is a most unusual contract , the first of

its kind .

All three of the unions under consideration take

an active interest in the education of their members in

order to prepare them to assume control of their respec

tive industries. " For the consumnation of this great end , "

1 . John . Love , " Teamwork in Cleveland ' s Gurment Industry , "

Survey , April 3 , 1920 .

2 . Ibid .
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the Amalgamated Textile Workers declare , " the education of the

S .

working class is most essential . This must , therefore , be a

very important part of the mission of the Labor Movement. "

The constitutions of both the Textile workers and the Amalgam

ated Clothing Workers require each local union to hold lectures

and to do all in its power to strengthen and promote the labor

movement. The section is almost identical with that in the con

stitution of the Ladies ' Garment Workers, which reads as

follows :

" Each Local Union shall maintain a labor bureau and

business agents, either individually or in connection with some

other Local Union , and shall conduct a library and reading room

and lecture courses for the enlightenment of its members, and

shall join central labor unions and maintain friendly relations

with other organizations and do all in its power to strengthen

and promote the labor movement. " "

In compliance with this section , the Ladies' Garment

Workers in New York conduct courses in the labor movement , and

trade unionism , English , art , music , gymnastics, psychology,

American history and civics, modern European history , economics

of the industrial system , etc.

The Ladies ' Garment Workers are affiliated with the

A . F . of L . , while the Amalgamated Clothing workers and the

Amalgamated Textile Workers are " outlaw " organizations, op

posed by rival á . F . of 1 . unions , namely , The United Garment

1 . Constitution of Amalgamated Textile forkers, Preamble .

2 . Constitution of I . L . G . W . U . , Article VI , Sec . 5 .

3 . The Milwaukee Leader . April 26 , 1919 .
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Workers and the United Textile workers . The latter are industrialCS

unions , in that each aims to include in the general organization

all workers in its respective industry. Therefore , this discus

sion would not be complete without contrasting briefly the orth

odox unions and the seceding unions.

Taking the two textile unions first , we find that the

United Textile Workers organize locally by craft . Their consti

tution contains this clause :

" In places where there are unions of the different

crafts in the trade , no textile workers will be allowed to join

any union outside of his or her own craft, if there is a union

of their craft in the place . "

These craft unions may form a District Council", but

they are not welded firmly together , obedient to a single local

authority, as are the local unions of the Amalgamated Textile

Workers under their Joint Board , which compels local solidarity

of all workers in the textile industry. Any local craft union

may strike without consulting other local unions, although it

must have permission from the International , which may , if it

thinks best , call out all operatives in the mill or corporation

where such strike is ordered . The United Textile workers do

not have any shop organization , while the salgamated, on the

other hand , say , " The only form of unionism that will serve to

day is one that follows the lines of the industries , organizing

1 . Constitution and By - Laws of United Textile workers of America ,

Article XVI , Sec . 1 .

2 . Constitution and By - Laws for the Government of Local Unions of

the United Textile Workers of America , Rule XX , Sec . 4 .

3 . Constitution and By - Laws of United Textile Workers of America ,

Article XIII .
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all crafts into one general union , based on the shop or on

the output. " In short , the backbone of industrial union

ism is missing in the United Textile workers, and craft un

ionism , the seceders say, " is flagrantly exemplified. " "

The United Garment Workers and the Amalgamated Cloth

ing Workers are almost identical in outward form . But the

power accorded the local Joint Board or District Council is

radically different. The United Garment Workers make it the

duty of the District Council " to prevent one union from strik

ing without the consent of the said District Council; to ad

just all local differences , if possible , before the same is

referred to the General Executive Board . " " Nevertheless,

the local union need have only the sanction of the General

Executive Board in order to strike. In the Amalgamated

Clothing Workers, however , the Joint Board has authority to

deal with employers, and the sanction of both the Joint Board

and the General Executive Board must be secured before a

strike is called . Since both organizations permit of craft

unions , this is essential if there is to be local industrial

solidarity instead of craft divisions .

But the fundamental difference is in the spirit of

these rival unions. The A . F . of I . unions (the United GarI

ment Workers and the United Textile Workers ) are not revo

lutionary in spirit, not class -conscious, not militant, and

1 . The New Textile Worker , August 30 , 1919 .

2 . Ibid .

3 . Constitution of the United Garment workers of America,

Article XIII , jec . 3 .

4 . Ibid , Article XI.

5 . Constitution of the Analgamated Clothing Workers of

America , article XI .
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they are less responsive to the general will. Their leaders

were accused of being conservative , of being politicians , of

being traitors to the interests of the rank and file . It

was dissatisfaction with officials, particularly with Presi

dent Thomas A . Rickert and President John Golden , which bred

secession ,

President Rickert himself, in giving his official re

port of the secession movement to the convention of the United

Garment Workers, said : " They began attacks on officials to

weaken the confidence and faith of our membership in the man

agement of affairs of the United Garment Workers of America . "

The Amalgamated Textile Workers speak of their experience with

" the i . F . of L . organization of which John Golden is presi

dent" as " disastrous in the highest degree . Time and again

they had been betrayed by the conservative leaders of the

U . T . W . , with their business contracts with the manufacture

ers , their craft union organization , and their professed ad

herence to the false principle of the brotherhood of capital

and labor . Hardly a textile center where the U . . . had

any kind of a foothola where the tiorkers had not been treach

erously misled. " The amalgamated, they declare, is an

organization -

1 . Proceedings of the Nineteenth Convention , United Garment

Workers of America , Cleveland , 1918 , p . 39 .

The New Textile Worker , August 30 , 1919.





" 1 . Industrial in form .

2 . Class - conscious in spirit and action , yet practical.

3 . Democratic in administration of its affairs.

4 . Forward -looking toward the complete political and

industrial organization of the working class and

the full measure of industrial democracy. "

1 . Ibid .





Chapter VI

Miscellaneous Group of Industrial Unions'

l . The Hotel Workers ' Federation

The International Federution of Workers in the Hotel,

Restaurant , LunchRoom , Club, and Catering Industry , which I

shall hereafter designate for convenience as the Hotel Work

ers' Federation , is a rival of the h . F . of I . Hotel and

Restaurant Employeers ' International Alliance , from which it

seceded because of dissatisfaction with officials, many of

whom it charges with utter incapacity and unfaithfulness .

3

In the near future , the Journeymen Bakers ' und Confectioners'

International Union , over 5 , 000 strong , is going to amalga

mate with the Federation , which hopes that other organiza

tions in the food industry will do the same , since it has

been its " intention from the very start to organize the cul

inary industry on an industrial basis. "

The dhief significance of the Hotel Workers' Federa

tion lies in its being , in many respects , an exemplification

1 . This group is not exhaustive . Certain minor industrial

unions, such as the cloth hat and cap makers, the furriers ,

and the boot and shoe workmen , have been omitted because

the necessary material is not at hand .

2 . " An Indictment , " The Hotel Worker , August 16 , 1919 .

3 . The Hotel Worker , April 1 , 1920 .

4 . Ibid , March 15 , 1926 .

I





of the I . W . W . philosophy of " liberty " .

" The structure of this organization , " the constitution

states, " shall conform to the economic structure of the in

dustry, with the shop as the basic unit . " A11 workers employed

30

in one establishment constitute a shop unit .

The workers in each establishment elect a whop Commit

tee , composed of one representative for euch department of that

establishment , one of whom acts as shop Delegate . If there

are less than three departments, e . 8 . , only a kitchen Depart

ment and a Dining Room Department, the workers elect enough

representatives at large to bring the total number up to three. ?

Each department representative has two essistants, one from

each watch . " All casual workers, regardless of the department

in which they work , elect a Casual Workers ' Comnittee, which

carries on its work much like the Shop Committee. “ Shop of

ficials are elected every three months and are subject to re

call at any time.

All members in one city or locality constitute a

Branch . Each Branch elects from its membership at large

ü Branch Executive Board . ' The Hotel Workers are planning

to install group representation . For instance , all dish

washers, glass -washers , silver cleaners , pantry workers, and

" useful nen " will constitute one group , and barbers, mani

ce

curists , hair - dressers , and shoe cleaners another group .

6 . Ibid , $ 24 .1 . Ibia , December 15 , 1919.

2 . Ibid .

3 . Ibid .

4 . Constitut

6 . Ibi
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According to the number of organized workers in any one group ,

it will be entitled to proportionate representation on the

Branch Executive Board . "

The general officers include a Secretary - Treasurer ,

SServe

co

a General Organizer , and a General Executive Board . There

is no president. They take office ten days after election

and serve for one year. The Secretary- Treasurer and General

Organizer are nominated by the annual convention , elected by

referendum vote , and at any time are subject to recall by

special election , called upon petition of ten per cent of

total membership or twenty - five per cent of membership of

each of three Branches. a

Each Branch elects representatives to the General

Executive Board on a graduated basis of membership. Each

member of the General sxecutive Board is responsible to the

Branch he represents and is subject to recall at any time. 4

The General Executive Board is expected " to control all mat

ters of general interest to the organization ," and it

passes upon disputes between Branches .

S

The general officers have no power . They " advise "

shops or branches ; it is the workers who issue instructions.

The editor of the official organ says : " ivany of our

members have üsked us why a Federation is needed in our
Our

1 . The Hotel Worker , January 1 , 1920 .

2 . Constitution , 531 .

3 . Ibid , § 8 .

4 . Ibid , § 16 .

5 . Ibid , g 34 .

6 . The Hotel Worker , September 10 , 1919 , " Sffectiveness of the

Shop Committee System at the Hotel Pennsylvania , "

NU
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trade , " and he explains that " it attends to the wants of the

Branches; " it guides and supports the Branches; " it is in

constant contact with all Branches , and keeps one Branch in

formed of what other Branches are doing" ; there must be " con

certed action and mutual understanding between all Branches . "

The Federation says : "Work in harmony with your officers and

concert measures together in organized co - operation . "

That " liberty " of the membership has its problems is

indicated by the report of a former General Secretary , who

said : " I found . . . . . . lack of self -discipline, self-control

and license instead of democracy on the part of a big amount

of the members a pronounced handicap on the efficient exe

cution of the duties of my office and the work in general. . .

. . . . They must . . . . . understand that the membership pays the of

ficial for a conscientious performance of his duties , and they

must have more confidence in these officials, or else give up

the right to demand efficient work and responsibility for ac

tion . It can 't be done, and I , for one , would rather decline

to assume any responsibilities under such circumstances . " O

Whenever a worker has any grievance, he reports it

immediately to the representative or assistant- representa

tive of his department, who , in turn , reports it to the Shop

Delegate to be taken up with the parties concerned . If the

Shop Committee is unable to secure a satisfactory settlement ,
CUTE

1 . Ibid , December 1 , 1919 .

2 . Ibid . "Harmony in Unions . "

3 . Ibid , Oct. 15 , 1919, " To the Iembers . "

4 . Ibid , Dec . 15 , 1919, " The Shop Committee System . "
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a shop meeting of all the workers in the establishment is

called to decide as to future action. '

When two or more shops are owned by the same firm ,

the workers in all those shops meet together for combined

action to settle a difficulty in any one shop.

The Constitution also provides for Branch action ,

f

as follows: " If the workers in any locality wish to make

a united demand upon their employers, mass meetings of all

the workers concerned shall be held . . . . .Demands shall not

be presented until they have been approved by a majoritye se

of the workers involved .

" In case of a strike or lockout, all question of

tactics shall be decided by the workers involved . " "

Furthermore, a strike committee " shall always be

elected by the strikers from their own ranks. No official

of the Federation or any Branch , whether paid or unpaid ,

shall be eligible to such committee. The members of the

committee shall be answerable directly to the strikers

themselves . . . . . !

Here is a unique example of shop autonomy and

Branch autonomy, with sovereignty residing in the rank

and file . It is syndicalism in operation under à cap

italistic regime. It is correctly called a Federation ,

a local federation of shops and á national federation

COTT

1 . Constitution , § 41 .

2 . Ibia , § 42 .

3 . Ibid , § 43 .

4 . Ibid .
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of Branches.

Some ingenious checks upon the power of officers are

that no paid official is eligible to election or appointment

on any Grievance or Strike Committee or as delegate to the

1

Convention , and that whenever organizers or officials in

terview an employer they must be accompanied always by at

least one more worker than there are officials present at

the interview .

Besides being like the I . W . W . in their ideal of

" free, unhampered liberty of action , " which is peculiarly

adapted to this particular industry, there are other re

semblances, The Hotel Workers ' Federation is "without

political leanings, " conducted purely on industrial and

economic lines. Its comment upon the suspension of Social

ist Assemblymen in New York ran : " This is striking at the

ballot box with a vengeunce . . . . . Poor old ballot box , may

you now rest in peace . . . . May you never be revived . We are

going to do our balloting in our unions , as before, and

back our decisions by our organized economic strength . " "

The Hotel Workers will sign no contracts with em

ployers, which would only prevent them from taking con

certed action when the proper time arrived. "

1 . Ibid ,

2 . Ibid , š 46 .

3 . The Hotel Worker , February 1 , 1920 .

4 . Constitution , $ 45 .

5 . " Our Basic Principles, " The Hotel worker, Dec . 15 , 1919.
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They challenge present ethical concepts. " 111 the talk

about 'rights ' " they suy, "is piffle. What is a 'right ' ?

Right is conditioned by might. When one class has might, the

capitalist flunkies will invariably attach the ghost of right

to it .nl

ce

7

They anticipate an inter - industrial federation . The

preamble to their constitution declares it is necessary for

workers in their industry " to co - operate with all other work

ers who struggle for the complete Emancipation of Labor . "

Sooner or later, they think , "one Big Union is absolutely

necessary . "

Ultimately it is expected that the union will be

world -wide. In reply to a letter from The General Workers'

Union , England , regarding an International Federation , the

Secretary of the Hotel Workers said : " I am very glad that

you are doing your best to prevent international scabbery .

. . . .Although we are not directly affiliated with any organ

ization in Europe, it shall always be our endeavor to keep

up communication with all Class -conscious organizations in

.

our industry. "

Branch New York declares it tá be one of its pur

poses, " TO function with the world -wide working class in

a world -wide movement to establish by class -conscious,

educated , well -disciplined , industrial effort à social era

1 . Editárial in The Hotel Worker , March 1 , 1920 .

2 . The Hotel Worker, March 1 , 1920 , " Sooner or Later . " Cf .

Ibid , Jan . 15 , 1920 , " Lessons in Political Economy. "

3 . Ibid , Feb . 1 , 1920 . Cf . Ibid , Feb . 15 , 1920 , " Report of

Delegates to the Hotel , Restaurant and Club Section of

the Workers ' Union of Great Britain , " and " Rapport Sur

Mon Voyage in Europe . "





wherein the wealth of the world shall belong to the world ' s
w

wealth producers . "
18. 12

The Hotel Workers are waking up to the necessity of

education . A former General Secretary spoke on this point

as follows : " Taking into consideration the psychology of the

workers in our industry, created by the pernicious system of

making their scanty livelihood , the tipping system , which

makes them submissive and servie slaves to their masters and

the public , taking all the backbone out of them and demoral

izing their manhood , I cannot strongly enough recommend to

all concerned the imperative necessity of concentrated ef

forts to educate the membership through lectures and liter

ature , thereby to . . . . .change this psychology and the feeling

of menials and create in them one of class - consciousness and

the feeling of proud members of the vast class of workers . . .

These lectures should embrace in their scope, economics, so

cial science, hygiene and current labor history, and debates

on Unionism . "

As to the method by which Labor will ultimately take

over industry , the Hotel Workers do not say it will neces

sarily be a general strike . However , they do say , " A

general strike is the ultimate weapon in the hands of a

scab -proof organization . "

They also advocate another method, reminiscent of

2

1 . Ibid , October 15 , 1919 , " Branch New York . "

2 . Ibid . " To the Members . "

3 . Ibid , January 15 , 1920 , " Lessons in Political Economy . "
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SIra Steward, which may be stated somewhat as follows: The en

tire system of exploitation rests upon the Social Surplus ,

that is, the surplus produced by the workers over and above

what they themselves consume. We must abolish " Surplus Labor

Time " or "Unpaid Labor " . The Four -Hour Day is likely to

abolish capitalist profit altogether . Therefore , we propose

the Four -Hour Day as a method to secure the Co - operative

Commonwealth. Although other things can be said in its favor,

yet it is its revolutionary character, its expropriating

character, that most recommends it. "

1

1
reco

2 . The Automobile Workers .

f

The United Automobile , Aircraft and vehicle workers

of America are a compact, powerful, efficient union which was

organized industrially before the I . W . W . was heard of .

From the time of its inception in 1891 to April 1 , 1918, it

was affiliated with the À . . of L . In 1918 , it was sus

pended from the A . F . of 1 . because it had refused the con

certed demand of eleven different craft unions to turn over

its members to them . The disciplined solidity of this

" outlaw " industrial union is the outgrowth of thirty years

of experience.

The unit of organization is the shop, with all shop

VUL

1 . The Hotel Worker , May 1 , 1920 , " The Four -Hour Day. "
2 . See A . F . of L . convention Proceedings for years 1913 - 1918 .





units in a given locality constituting a single local union .

The local union for Detroit is Local 127, and we read of meet

ings of the Studebaker Shop Unit, the Packard Shop Unit, the

Hudson whop Unit , etc . , although there is no Ford Shop Unit .

The structure of the shop government presents no new

features . Each depurtment elects committee-men and women ,

one for each ten members or major fraction thereof. Each

department committee elects at least one of its members to

represent the department on the Conference Connittee of the

2

f

shop unit .

All the department and shop committeemen constitute

4

the Board of Administration of Local No . 127* . When this

board is not in session the governing body is the Local Execu

tive Board , a smaller group , composed of the officials of the

Local and one representative for each 250 members or major

fraction thereof . "

The government of the general organization is vested

in a General Executive Board , which consists of the general

officers and five members elected by the Detroit Local,

where the general headquarters is located . The officers

o

are elected in the biennial convention .

rticle II, § 9 .

1 . Constitution , $ $ 9 - 10 .

2 . By - Laws of Local No . 127 ,

3 . Ibid , $ 7 .

4 . Ibia , Article IV , § 1 .

5 . Ibid , Article V , § 1 .

6 . Constitution , $ 22 .

7 . Ibid , § 23.
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The outstanding feature is the centralized discipline

of the union , offset by a generous provision for referendums.

A shop unit of Local 127, in order to receive financial sup

port of any strike , must first receive the sanction of the

Board of Administration . ' The Board of Administration must

first obtain the endorsement of the General Executive Board

in order to secure financial support for a strike. " Local

Unions are obliged to submit their agreements and contracts

to the General Executive Board for endorsement before they

are submitted to the employer , and the General Executive

A S
N

ems

Board muy make such changes as it deems advisable. "

"We must have , above all else , discipline, " said

W . A . Logan , General President of the Auto Workers , speak

ing to the Fisher Shop Unit of Detroit . "The larger the

group of workers affected by working conditions in a fac

tory . . . . . . , the more cumbersome and slower are apt to be

the efforts to bring about more desirable results . . . . . . .

As our union becomes better grounded in all that pertains

to system and discipline, it will be possible for us to

formulate wage scales months in advance. . . . .Until we have

matters so systematized , it is unfair and unjust to the

committee ( on wage scales ) and to the organization to ex

pect that satisfactory wage adjustments can be speedily

made.- 4

e )

1 . By - Laws of Local 127 , Articles II and XVIII .

2 . Ibid , Article XVIII . Also General Constitution

80 , 85 .

3 . General Constitution , § 73 .

4 . Auto Workers ' News, March 18 , 1920 .
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The stern discipline of this organization presents

a sharp contrast to the absence of it in the Hotel Workers'

Sos Ormo

Federation . As a further illustration , Local 127, with

some 10 , 000 members, requires them to attend shop meetings

at least once a month , and they must remain until the meet

ing is over unless excused by the chairman . Some of the

shop units in Detroit impose a fine of $ 1 for failure to do

so . " A fine of $ 122 . 50 , including reinstatement, was as

sessed by the Board of Administrution against ă former

strike-breaker « t the Dodge 110 tor Company; it was reported

that the man made application and started to pay his fine. "

The local in Grand Rapids forced several men who "scabbed "

during a strike to sign a public statement before they would

be admitted ; a sample apology included these statements :

" I admit that in the month of liay, 1919, I accepted a

strike -breaker ' s shameful and dirty job at the Haynes Iona

Company, of Grand Rapids, Michigan . . . . . I ask and beg the

forgiveness of the United Automobile , aircraft and Ve

hicle workers of America and the entire working class of

the world . " *

The Avto Workers are a non - political organization .

However , the Board of „ dministration of Local 137, by a

practically unanimous vote , endorsed the plan of mayor

W

1 . By - Laws of Local 127 , Article XI .

2 . " Report of Organizer Blumenberg , " The Auto Worker , Feb . , 1920 .

3 . Auto Workers ' News , March 4 , 1920 .

4 . The Auto worker , Feb . , 1920 , "Grand Rapids Local News . "

5 .Wm . A . Logan , General Pres . , "Who and What We Are . "
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Couzens for municipal ownership of street cars . - A meeting

of New York Auto Workers on strike was addressed by August

Claessens. Local 127 sent resolutions to Congressmen and

Senators from Michigan , stating their opposition to compuls

ory military training.

Local 127 also took action as being unalterably op

posed to the use of returned soldiers as strike -breakers by

ordering all members who were members of the american Legion

to resign from the Legion within thirty days or pay a fine

of $ 100 , and forbidding any members of the union to join the

Legion on penalty of a fine of $ 100 . The recommendation was

made that those who desired to belong to a service organiza

tion join the private soldiers ' and sailors ' legion . " The

amendment was adopted , " we are told , "after it had been al

leged that the Legion had been used to break the strikes of

the Boston policemen , Kansas miners, and New York long

shoremen , and also because Legion Posts had taken action that

'violated the constitutional right of free speech and as

semblage . ' . 4

One of the objects of the Auto Workers' organization

is, " To endeavor to replace strikes by arbitration and con

ciliation in settlement of all disputes concerning wages and

1 . Auto Workers ' News , March 18 , 1920 .

2 . " Report of Organizer Rohan , " 'The Auto worker , Jan . , 1920 .

The Auto Fiorkers ' News , liarch 11 , 1920 .

4 . " Detroit Local News , " The Auto Worker , January , 1920 .
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conditions of employment. " It is obligatory upon all Local

Unions to insert an arbitration clause in all contracts. " "

However , there is no carefully worked out machinery of ar

bitration , such as is found in the garment trades .

The official journal of the Auto Workers prints reg

ularly a declaration containing this clause : "We make abso

lutely no claim as a revolutionary organization , nor do we

promise workers the world with a wire fence around it if they

will join our organization . " William A . Logan , the General

President, says : "We do not claim that we are going to remodel

society or usher in the dawn of the co - operative commonwealth .

S
S

We have no social revolution ready to hand the workers for a

five - dollar initiation fee and a few months' dues. " an or

ganizer says, "We make no windy promises , but the results

gained make a noise in the envelopes of the workers. " 4

Nevertheless , the general constitution begins by

Cao C

recognizing, " That there can be no peace in industry as long

as the present system of distribution of the products of

Labor exists ; that any system that makes it possible for a

small non -producing class to amass millions,while the large

producing class eke out a bare existence , is unfair ; that

these conditions can be changed ; that a more equitable and

democratic distribution of the wealth created by Labor can

be established . "

1 . Constitution , g 4 .

2 . Ibid , @ 74 .

3 . William A . Logan , "Who and What We Are . "

4 . " Report of Organizer Ben Blumenberg , " The Auto Worker ,

February , 1920 .

5 . Constitution , Preamble .
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And Local 127 declares it is organized " so that ,

( 1 ) We may wage the inevitable day by day struggles against

the effects of the existing system in the most efficient

manner possible, and

( 2 ) To educate ourselves in and propagate anongst the work

ers the economic and political questions necessary for the

abolition of WAGE SLAVEKY ."

The Detroit Labor Forum , with which about 35 labor

organizations are connected , holds its Sunday lectures in

the Auto Workers ' Temple. " On these occasions there are

lectures on various phases of the labor movement, followed

by open discussion . A class in economics and history is

O

conducted at the Temple on Friday evenings The Local

also conducts a Labor Defense League. "

The organization emphasizes the need of education .

The General President says : "Wewant them ( i . e . , the workers)

to read , think , study, and understand all of the reasons

why things are as they are today . We believe that EDUCATION

is the right road to industrial freedom . We know that ex

perience is the best teacher. We know that the workers

will never know how to manage the state even if they should

gain that responsibility through political action , until

i

1 . By - Laws of Local No . 127 , Preamble .

2 . " Report of Organizer Ben Blumenberg , " The Auto Worker ,

February , 1920 .

3 . The auto workers' News, March 11, 1920.
4 . Ibid .
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they learn how to act collectively in getting some of their

immediate needs satisfied .

2

" Therefore we have dedicated our organization to the

most modern , efficient and practical form of organization , the

INDUSTRIAL UNION . In this organization we have no 'wise men

from the east , ' who dictate what we shall do or how it shall

be done ; the membership is the absolute ruler in this union . "

3 . The United line workers

The United Mine Workers of America is another power

ful and long established industrial union üffiliated with the

4 . F . of L . The mine is the unit of organization . " Local

Unions, " so the constitution reads , " shall be composed of ten

or more workmen , skilled and unskilled , working in or around

coul mines, coal washers, or coke ovens. . . . . .No mine shall

be under the jurisdiction of more than one local Union , nei

ther shall separate locals be established for coal washer or

coke oven employes , unless there is no Local Union having

Ver Om SU

jurisdiction over some adjacent coal mine to which they can

belong . " " There is no craft recognition in this union , not

to mention craft division . Different mines may or may not

1 . Willian A . Logan , General President , "Who and What We Are . "

2 . Constitution , Article XIV .
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come under the jurisdiction of a single Local Union .

Local Unions are grouped under a District government,

e . g . , Eastern District, Central District , etc . The District

includes such territory as may be designated by the Inter

national Officers. There may or may not be intermediate Sub

Districts. This district organization is a feature not found

in any other industrial union studied .

The International Executive Board is composed of one

member from each of the Districts . There are also an Inter

national President, Vice -President, and other officers , who

are nominated - not by the biennial convention , - but by lo

cal unions; no person can be a candidate unless nominated by

five or more Local Unions. Election is by referendum vote .

Authority is centralized . If any Local takes action

S

W

opposed to the interest of the general membership , such ac

tion may be reversed by the Sub-District, District, or General

Organization. In regard to strikes, the constitution con

tains the following clauses:

" No District shall be permitted to engage in a strike

involving all or a major portion of its members without the

sanction of an International Convention or the International

Executive Board .

" Districts may order local strikes within their re

spective Districts on their own responsibility , but where

1 . Constitution , Article XI.

2 . Ibid . Article VI.
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local strikes are to be financed by the International Union,

they must be sanctioned by the International Executive Board . "

" The Board shall have power between Conventions, by

a two - thirds vote , to recommend the calling of a general

strike, but under no circumstance shall it call such a strike

until approved by a referendum vote of the members . "

The United Mine Workers say nothing officially to in

dicate that they are class-conscious. Neither do they say

anything about being a revolutionary organization , about con

trolling the industry , for example , or abolishing capitalism .

In this respect they differ from all other industrial unions

under consideration .

4 . The United Brewery workers
ers

The United Brewery and Soft Drink workers of America

are another industrial union affiliated with the h . F . of L .

As prohibition strenched more and more upon the brewing in

dustry , the union jurisdiction was extended to yeast , cereal ,

denatured alcohol , vinegar , cider , and mineral water workers .

Office employes are excluded from membership. Members who

refuse or neglect to take out second citizenship papers are

suspended. 4

There may be one or more Local Unions in a place,

but no two unions of the same branch of the industry shall

1 . Ibid , Article XVI .

2 . Ibid, Article. IX .

3 . Constitution , 16 .

4 . Ibid .
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be recognized in one and the same locality . Local Union

No . 91 , for instance, comprises the Delivery and General

Labor Departments of Cleveland , Ohio , and vicinity , i . e . ,

its membership is made up of beer drivers, stable hands,

and laborers; and there can be no other local union in

Cleveland for workers in these departments . There is a

shop delegate in each establishment, whose duty it is to

report all just complaints against employers to the secre

tary of the Local Union , who will endeavor to settle the

matter .

VO

If there is more than one local union in a place

they must form a Joint Local Executive Board .

At the head of the general organization is a Gen

eral Executive Board of eighteen members, including the

officers . Nine members, however , are non - resident, and

meet regularly with the rest of the Board only twice a

year . They are nominated in various ways , but all mem

bers of the Board are elected by the entire membership

through referendum vote . They serve three years.

Conventions are triennial . '

Authority is centralized . Local unions are obliged

to submit their contracts to the Joint Local Executive

Board and the General Executive Board for endorsement,

1 . Ibid , 20 .

2 . Constitution and By -Laws of Local Union No . 91, 3 .

3 . Ibid , 8 , 12 - 13 .

4 . Constitution , 30 .

5 . Ibid , 32 - 3 .

6 . Ibid , 39 -40 .

7 . Ibid .
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before they are submitted to the proprietors. ] The General

Executive Board has authority to make such changes as it deems

advisable before such contracts are endorsed. It is the duty

of the Joint Local Executive Board to take care that the con

tracts of the various branches of an industry shall be pre

sented to the employers for their signature in each industry

0
2

a

at the same time .

It is obligatory upon all unions to insert the arbi

trution clause in all contracts. ' Strikers are avoided as

much as possible .

If difficulties with employers cannot be ad justed byS c

the local union , they must be reported to the Joint Local Ex

ecutive Board . If the Joint Local Executive Board fails to

ad just the matters in dispute , it must report the case to the

General sxecutive Board , which has full power to authorize

strikes or to terminate a strike, if deemed advisable . The

constitution contains this provision ; " Local unions declar

ing a strike without the consent of the General Executive

Board can expect no support from the International Union ." °

Furthermore, " It is mandatory that, after tlie consent of the

General Executive Board for a strike has been obtained , the

question be considered whether or not a strike shall be in

augurated , and a vote must be taken by ballot on the subject ,

and it shall require a two - thirds majority of all members of

1 . Ibid , 26 .

2 . Ibid , 31 .

3 . Ibia ,

4 . Ibia ,

5 . Ibid ,

6 . Ibid , 46 .

#m
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all local unions that will be involved in the strike to make

a strike legal."

A general referendum vote may be ordered in any one

of three ways: ( 1 ) By a majority of delegates at the conven

tion , ( 2 ) By three- fourths of the members of the General Exe

cutive Boara, ( 3 ) Upon demand of a local union, provided such

demand is supported by one - fourth of all local unions . “

The Brewery workers are frankly class-conscious, and

revolutionary in spirit. Organized labor, they believe , will

finally succeed " in introducing a condition of things in which

SS

each shall enjoy the full product of his toil." In order

that the working class may " emancipate" itself , not only is

industrial organization necessary, but also " education and

enlightenment, by word and pen " and " active participation in

the political labor movement of the country , on independent

labor class lines. " * such independent politics of the work

ing class is represented , they say, in all modern countries

by the Socialist parties . Therefore every honest union

man , if he understands his interests and the interests of his

class, . . . . . . . . .must be a Socialist . " ° " The officers of the

organization , " we are told , "never failed to impress the

members with the fact that it was their duty to join the

Socialist movement , to vote the socialist ticket , and to

m
WAS

learn to understand socialism . " '

1 . Ibid , 47 .

2 . Ibid , 44 - 5 .

3 . Ibid , 14 .

4 . Ibid , 15 .

5 . Herman Schluter , The Brewing Industry

and the Brewery Workers ' Movement in

America , 244 .

Ibid , 247.

7 . Ibid , 247 - 8 .

6 .
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Chapter VII

The Trend of the Movement

This study of industrial unionism has been confined to

the United States , although the idea has been spreading faster

abroad. In the United States and Canada it is spreading with

great rapidity .

The W . I . I . U . , dating back to 1905 , has only about

5 ,000 members enrolled , but it is setting the thinking pace

in industrial unionism . Even the genius of Soviet Russia ,

Nicolai Lenin , acknowledged a debt to De Leon when he said ,

in an interview with Robert Minor : " The American Daniel De Leon

first formulated the idea of a Soviet government , which grew

up in Russia on his idea . Future society will be organized

along soviet lines. There will be Soviet rather than geo

graphical boundaries for nations. Industrial unionism is the

basic state. That is what we are building . " "

The I . W . W ., whose philosophy Hoxie called essential

ly a " doctrine of despair" , has, under the goad of persecution ,

come to number 100 ,000 due paying members. ' The Hotel Workers '

Federation rebelled against the h . F . of 1 . less than four

years ago; from a few hundred members in January , 1917, it

grew to 1 ,000 in the spring of that year, to 15 ,000 in Octo

ber, 1919, * and to 20,000 in Ilarch , 1920. The One Big Union

issued 30 ,000 membership cards in the first four months of

2

S

4

1 . Statement of Gen . Sec . - Treas . in letter , March ll , 1920 .

2 . The Ner. York lorld , February 4 , 1919 .

3 . tatement at headquarters, October , 1919.

4 . The Hotel worker , October 15 . 1919 .

5 . Ibid , March 15 , 1920 .
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its existence , is sweeping Canada , and has established units

in the United States at Oakland , Chicago , Toledo , Butte , etc .

Since the Automobile Workers were suspended from the A . F . of

I . , April 1 , 1918 , they have more than multiplied their mem

bership by ten; ? at present 95% of the organized automobile

workers of America are members of this organization , and

their Detroit Local of 10 ,000 members is the largest local of

any kind in the United States. The Ladies ' Garment Workers

have approximately 145 ,000 members, of whom 108 , 000 are in

New York City. In 1914 the Amalgamated clothing workers se

ceded from the United Garment Workers , with the result that at

present the A . F . of L . union has less than 60,000 members, 5

while its outlaw rival has approximately 200 ,000. Moreover,

the Amalgamated Textile workers, who seceded from the United

Textile Workers a year ago, have now more than 50 ,000 members,

and are planning to coalesce with the Amalgamated clothing

workers .

The number of " outlaw " organizations is growing , and

ATE

07

all of them are gaining rapidly in strength and membership ,

so much so that einployers are coming to feel more kindly

toward the .. F . of I . With wicked glee the W . I . I . U .

quotes the report of Roger W . Babson on the d . F . of L .

Convention of 1919, in which he said : " In the great fight

against Bolshevism , clients may be sure of the help of the

1 . V . R . Midgley in circular letter .

2 . President T . A . Logan , in private letter .

3 . "The Auto Morker , January , 1920 , editorial page .

4 . Statement from Secretary ' s ofnice , in private letter .

5 . Membership in November , 1914 , was 60 , 686 . Proceedings of

the 19th Convention , United Garment workers of America

( 1918 ) , 55 .

6 . Estimate of Business Agent of Lilwaukee Joint Board , apr . 1920 .
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A . F . of L . . . . . .

"Clients may , however , feel entirely safe in believing

that the A . F . of I . is linked with them to continue conserva

tism in American society . . . . .

" There can be no question that the convention of 1919

has on the whole served to cominend organized labor to the em

ployers of this country."

Likewise, the Auto Workers quote the Wall Street Jour

nal as saying , in speaking of the A . F . of I . , " It is time for

employers to extend both encouragement and practical support." "

Meanwhile , volcanic mutterings become ever more omin

ous . The New York harbor strike of 60 ,000 workers in six dif

ferent crufts without permission of International officers

points toward the formation of a Marine workers ' Industrial

Union . The Machinists ' Union is urging amalgamation of the

metal trades unions into an industrial union , a principle to

which it pledged itself by referendum vote as long ago as

4

1914 . Members of the Typographical Union in New York walked

out by the thousands without a strike vote , in sympathy with

locked - out members of four pressmen ' s unions outlawed by their

Internationals . À spontaneous rank - and - file strike of Brick

layers in New York suggests the possibility of an industrial

union in the Building Trades. And the present great railroad

s
i
n

1 . Industrial Union News, August & , 1919. Reprinted from Ohio

Socidist , July 23 , 1919 .

The Auto Worker , January , 1920 .

• The One Big Union Monthly , August , 1919 , p . 32 ; the auto

Workers ' News, October 16 , 1919. Longshoremen , carpenters ,

ship joiners , pipe fitters, riggers , and helpers were involved.

The Machiists ' Monthly Journal, May , 1919 .

5 . Auto workers News , Oct . 9 , 1919.

6 . The Voice of Labor , October 1 , 1919.

Voice of Nake, Oct. sohat
i May, 1919 .
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strike , which is demoralizing industry , has resulted in the

formation of an organization known as the United Railroad Work

ers of America, ' i . e . , the "outlaw " strikers are attempting

to set up " One Big Union" to replace the railroad brotherhoods.

The strike of the coal miners was an unprecedented de

monstration of the tremendous power of an industrial union in

S
X

a key industry .

It is significant that the most successful unions , the

те

most militant, the unions most imperious in their demands, are

industrial unions. They are also the ones which stress most

the need of proletarian education and which found labor col

leges .

The probability is that the more constructive type of

union will prevail, - and not the I. W .W . Unions, like the

Amalgamated clothing workers , which attempt to protect and

stabilize an industry at the same time thut they wrestle

with employe: € for control of that industry , are those whose

star is in the ascendant,

" So while Capital flounders helplessly in the face of

greuter industrial unrest than the worla has ever know Labor

struggles forward on a hundred fields , trying in a hundred

different ways to fashion the only instrument through which

its ultimate emancipation can be achieved , One Big Union . " "

This is , perhaps , an exaggerated statement , but it

illustrates the enthusiasm and optimism that pervade the

ranks of revolutionary unionism .

1 . The Milwaukee Journal , April 11 , 1920 .

2 . The Voice of Labor , October 1, 1919 .
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Are You a Reader of the

Weekly People?

YOU ARE DEPENDENT

upon the capitalist class for chance to earn a

living as long as you allow that class to retain its

autocratic hold on industry. If you would attain

THE RIGHT TO WORK

you must organize with the rest of the working

class on proper lines. What kind of organization

is needed , and what tactics should be pursued to

end the serf-like conditions in the shops and in

dustrial plants of the United States is pointed out

and explained in

THE WEEKLY PEOPLE

45 ROSE STREET
NEW YORK CITY

The Weekly People, being the Party -owned

mouthpiece of the Socialist Labor Party of Amer

ica, aims at industrial democracy through the in

tegral industrial union and revolutionary working

class_political action . It is a complete Socialist

weekly paper, and sells at $ 1.00 a year, 50 cents

for six months, 25 cents for three months. A trial

subscription of seven weeks may be had for 15

cents . Send for a free sample copy ,
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By DANIEL DE LEON

J

move .

Workingmen and Workingwomen of New York:

Almost immediately upon the issuing of the Unity Resolu

tion by the National Executive Committee of the Socialist

Labor Party , a number of acquaintances, and many who were

no acquaintances , approached mewith the request for a pub

lic expression of opinion in The People, from me, on the

I declined . My reasons were that, in my editorial

capacity, I had no right to comment upon an act of the Na

tional Executive Committee ; and that in my individual ca

pacity I had no right to space in The People until the matter

should come before the Party membership on referendum . I

yielded , however, so far to the request of my friend Epstein ,

our chairman here to-night, as to express, from this independ

ent platform , the views that I have on this subject. All this

precaution notwithstanding, and seeing that, somehow or

other , the adversaries of the Socialist Labor Party have in

carnated in memy Party's virtues, I shall take the additional

precaution of.stating right here, at the start, and expressly,

that I do not here represent the Socialist Labor Party ; that

I am not speaking in its name; that I do not stand here in

my official capacity in the Party and not even as a Party mem

ber. I speak here simply as one of the many people active

804842
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4 UNITY .

in the Socialist Movement, and merely exercising the right

of thought and speech . In pursuit of this line of procedure

I shall consider the subject of Unity the way a traveler from

Mars would do--objectively, unbiased by the rancors that

participation in conflicts frequently engenders, but equipped

with certain general information as to basic Socialist prin

ciples.

The first thing that that traveler, coming from Mars,

landing upon earth , here in the United States , would notice

on the field of Labor was the existence of two distinct political

parties, both calling themselves . Socialist, both having the

word “ Socialist in their names, and both heralding the “ So

cialist Republic," but each setting up opposing candidates,

each actively taking the field with opposing propagandists,

and each claiming that it, and not the other , is entitled to the

voters' support. The traveler from Mars must be supposed

to be equipped with some general knowledge of men and

things, and also of history. Such knowledge will warn him

against considering such a sight, as the one I just described ,

as necessarily absurd. Hewill know that such a thing as two,

or even more, bodies, having the same goal and yet bitterly

combatting each other as to methods, is nothing strange in

history. Being versed in history and in the philosophy of

history, the traveler from Mars will be aware that different

sets of people will frequently believe their goal to be identical,

and will give it the same name, and yet, unconscious to most,

but conscious to some, the goals are, in fact, not quite iden

tical, the difference in goals being fatedly manifested by the

differences in methods. For instance, the traveler from Mars

will realize that the concept of a " Socialist Republic," whose

central, or Directing Authority, that is , its Government, is

to consist of the Representatives of the several industries and
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branches of occupations, must needs be a goal somewhat dif

ferent from the goal presented by that concept of a " Socialist

Republic," the Government of which is to consist of a major

ity, or even a totality, of Socialist, instead of Democratic

and Republican Congressmen, members of Legislatures , or

Aldermen . The traveler from Mars, aware that only the for

mer goal is Marxist, will, accordingly, experience no surprise

at seeing in America two opposing parties flying the colors

of Socialism . On the contrary, he would see in the opposing

tactics the reflex of the different goals ; and he would con

sider, not absurd, but perfectly legitimate, and true to his

tory, the existence of the two warring political bodies. But

surprise is in store for our traveler the moment he takes in

a more comprehensive view of the two parties and of the

Socialist field .

The traveler from Mars will not confine his observations

to America. He will extend them over the International field .

The moment he does, there will be a surprise for him , that

will compel closer scrutiny, and will result in revelations and

conclusions that will cause him to change his opinion , and

then wonder at the sharp division existing in America .

The first thing to strike our traveler's eyes will be the

International Socialist Congress. As I am speaking here on

the East Side, the term Sanhedrin may be appreciated. He

will see the International Sanhedrin of Socialism . Landing,

as our traveler is supposed to do, quite recently , his eyes will

alight upon the Stuttgart Socialist Sanhedrin , and upon that

his attention will be next focused . The startling sight will

immediately strike him of the two warring parties in Amer

ica being both seated in the Congress ,and even represented on

the International Bureau. “ What does this mean ?” he would

ask himself, astonished . His astonishment would compel fur

1
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6 UNITY.

ther inquiries. Inquiry would reveal a number of facts.

Three of these facts would be leading ones.

The first leading fact that he would discover is that the

Russian Socialist Revolutionary organization , the methods of

which are essentially terroristic, has long enjoyed a seat in the

Congress. One of the statutes of the Congress requires of its

constituents the recognition of “ political action ,” as expressly

distinguished from the Anarchist claim that “ physical force”

is also of the nature of “ political action .” The “ physical

force” as “ political action ” Anarchists are barred from the

Congress ; the Russian Socialist Revolutionists are admitted .

The next leading fact to be discovered by our traveler

would be that the British Independent Labor Party, which

demanded of the Congress that it amend its statutes so as

not to require of bona fide Trades Unions the recognition of

the class -struggle, was seated at the Congress. The recogni

tion of the class-struggle , besides being an express statutory

provision of the International Congresses, is a basic principle

with Socialism . Christian Socialists, who deny the class

struggle, are barred from the Congress. Although obviously

denying the class-struggle, the Independent Labor Party was

seated in the Congress by a ruling of the chairman of the

Bureau, Vandervelde, to the effect that economic organiza

tions of Labor recognize the class -struggle de facto .

The third leading fact that our traveler would stumble

against is, if anything, more startling than either of the two

others — the granting of a seat on the International Bureau to

the Zionist-Socialists. Socialism is essentially . international,

Nativism or nativistic aims are repugnant to Socialist

thought. Socialism , being essentially practical, does re cog

nize the material fact of existing races and nationalities.
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Indeed , the constituents of its Congresses are grouped ac

cordingly. But, at least not before the Stuttgart Congress,

was ever a body of men , whose first aim is the restoration of

a nationality like the Zionist-Socialists, or Socialist-Zionists,

recognized as entitled to a place in the International Con

gresses of Socialism . In the very nature of Socialist-Zionism ,

the Socialism in its program can not be a thing to be striven

after now ; in the very nature of its program , the only thing

upon which Zionist -Socialism can and must bend its present

energies is the restoration of a nationality. That that can

not be done without the " co-operation of classes” in that par

ticular race goes without saying. Nevertheless, the Zionist

Socialists are to -day an integral body in the International

Sanhedrin of Socialism .

Our traveler from Mars would wonder at all this, and at

many other and similar facts that would jar upon his precon

ceived ideas of Socialism . His wonder will be all the greater

when he looks around, and sees walls and balconies plastered

with Marxian mottoes that sound at variance with the facts

of his discoveries. And still greater will be his wonderment

when he notices that the only picture exhibited at the Con

gress is the picture, and almost the only name he hears con

jured by is the name of Marx. But our traveler from Mars

is a man of sense, and disciplined thought. He does not

adjust facts to a theory ; -he adjusts his theory to the facts.

Seeing the facts do not square with his theory, he lays his

theory by, marshals the facts, and re-casts his theory in

accordance with them . In this task of re- formulating his

theory our traveler is materially aided by two circumstances :

The first is the aspect presented by the continental parlia

ments, especially that of France — the one European country

which.our traveler from Mars knows proceeds with strictest

APR 12
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logic, in the form as well as in the matter. He will notice

that - differently from Germany, for instance , in whose par

liament the various political groups, representing different

grades of social development, are thrown in promiscuously - in

the French parliament these groups are historically and sci

entifically assorted , presenting a picture that is an epitome of

the country's history. He will notice, for instance that, at

the Extreme Right, are the deputies who hold the views of the

Ancient Règime— the " good old days” when the King was

master, the people slaves — deputies whose program is that of

an Ultramontane monarchy, and who, no doubt, would re

introduce Inquisitions and " Dragonades" for the salvation of

the people's souls. To the right of this little group, and mov

ing toward the Left of the Chamber , the traveler from Mars

would see the group of constitutional monarchists of various

degrees and shades. To the right of these , and still further

to the Left of the Chamber, he would see the republican bour

geois, and they , he will notice, extend over and hold the cen

ter. Again to the right of these, and still further toward the

Left, he would perceive the more radical bourgeois repub

licans, shading off further to the Left into the Socialistic

radical republicans. Finally , at the extreme Left of the

Chamber he would perceive the "Mountain " —the Socialist

deputation . Traveling his eyes from the Extreme Right to

the Extreme Left he would see the condensed history of

France pictorially reproduced ,—at the Extreme Right the

Ultramontane monarchy, that once swayed the whole parlia

ment, crowded into a corner by the constitutional monarchy,

which , one-time ruling supreme, has, in turn , been shoved to

the impotent Right by the bourgeois republicans who now

rule the roost and once extended from the right of the con

stitutional monarchy to the extreme Left, but who now have
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been crowded out of the Left by the new apparition of Social

ism . Our Martian traveler will readily grasp themoral of the

picture. It teaches him that the Left — the " Mountain ".

heralds the future ; that the center represents the present; and

that the extremeRight is a memento of the past. The " Moun

tain " tells what will be ; the Center what is ; the Right what

.
a
t was.
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The second circumstance that will aid our traveler in re

formulating his theory is a term with which his ears would

become familiar through the debates at the International

Congress, the committees, and on the International Bureau .

That term is— " The Socialist family” ; or “ The members of

the Socialist family," meaning thereby the groups of differ

ent views admitted to the Congress .

Putting together all the facts that he discovered, and di

het gesting them by the light of the picture presented by the

French parliament, together with the light shed by the term

“ the Socialist family,” our traveler from Mars would con

clude as follows

“ The International Socialist Congress is cast in the mold

of considering as members of the Socialist family' all or

the ganizations - from the most rudimentary, like Zionist-Social

to themost clearly and soundly revolutionary, like the

Socialist Labor Party — provided they all aim , remotely or

of approximately, mediately or immediately, at the overthrow of

the capitalist system of production. By the recognition of

all such bodies as legitimate members of the “Socialist fam

ch ily,' the International Congress establishes a basic principle

of its own as the foundation for the unity of the Socialist

family .' Basic principles, as a rule, are premises ; in this

instance the basic principle is not premises but goal. The

International Congress considers the abstract goal to be the
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family bond for the 'Socialist family. Upon that principle

the Congress rears its organic structure. Furthermore, see

ing that correct methods for the reaching of a goal are them

selves a matter of development, the International Congress

considers the 'Socialist family as a nation , itself as the par

liament of that nation , and the various constituent bodies

of that parliament as reflecting the development of the sev

eral members of the “Socialist family,' in the same manner

that the French parliament reflects the development of the

French nation ."

On the principle that truth is that which fits all the facts,

it must be conceded that the conclusion of the traveler from

Mars must be correct. The theory he sets up with regard to

the " Socialist family" explains the broadness of the Interna

tional Congress ; it explains the tolerance in its midst of

bodies in various stages of development. On the same prin

ciple that the parliament of the French nation tolerates as

members of the “ French family” a large variety of groups

from the “Mountain ” down to the “ Swamp,” — the Interna

tional Congress throws her maternal arms around all those

whom , aiming at the goal of the Socialist Republic, she looks

upon as members of the Socialist family - from the most

rudimentary up to the most completely developed . On the

same principle that the French parliament, schooled by ex

perience , knows that elements once dominant were successively

crowded to the Right by elements once considered “ impossibil

ist,” and which occupied the extreme Left, the International !

Congress takes in "Mountain ” and “ Vale,” leaving to time

to demonstrate whether the " impossibilist” “ Mountain " of

to-day , or the “ possibilisť” “ Vale” is to be the force of to

0
1

morrow .

These being the conclusions, this the theory that our trav
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ziple eler from Mars would set up from the facts in the case, the

result would be that he would cease to wonder at what he

saw on the international field , but would immediately begin

Tes to wonder at what he sees in America. At first, before he

par took in the international lay of the land, and, guided by cer

odies tain general historical experiences, he wondered not at the

open hostility of the two parties in America , even thought

such hostility to be true to history. Subsequently, however,

thi having taken in the spectacle of the International Congress ;

having seen there the two warring American parties seated,

facts without opposition by either ; having taken cognizance of the

fron attitude of the International Congress towards the Russian

rd ti Socialist Revolutionary party, towards the class-struggle

questioning British Independent Labor party , towards the

sto Zionist-Socialists, and on a number of other matters ; having

digested and interpreted all these facts together by the light

of the principle regarding the " Socialist family," set up and

followed by the International Congress ; having done this, it

was inevitable that our traveler from Mars should change his

thos mind with regard to America , and be puzzled at what he saw

look here. The two parties of America being participants of the

International Congress, he is bound to hold that they both

adopt the theory of the International Congress regarding the

“ Socialist family.” The theory of the International Congress

regarding the “ Socialist family” establishes the broad basis

for concerted action . The application of the theory by the

International Congress — proportional representation and free

dom of agitational methods— points the way for the same ap

16 plication in America . Our traveler from Mars would wonder

that the two American members of the “ Socialist family,"

conduct themselves as such at the International Congress, but

proceed here in America from a principle that denies such

familyship .
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But our traveler from Mars would not wend his way back

home upon reaching this conclusion . He would prolong his

stay on earth , and wait and watch developments. Presently

he would have learned of the Unity Resolutions adopted by

the Socialist Labor Party, and forwarded to the Socialist

Party . I do not believe our explorer from Mars would have

wasted any time in deploring that the overtures were not

made by the Socialist Party , or in trying to smell “ secret

motives” in the move of the Socialist Labor Party. From

his premises the move was due. It was over-due. It had to

come from either quarter. It was so natural that he would

have only applause for it — that applause which a thinking

mind always has for a logical sequence. The move came.

That is all that would interest our traveler and investigator.

Soon as the move came a new train of thoughts would be

started in his mind, and the machinery of his intellect would

forthwith begin to grind the fresh grist thrown into it. He

would reason somewhat along these lines :

The broad principles or basis for Unity is established by

the International Sanhedrin ; only details remain to be con

sidered. These details affect only a modus vivendi. True,

these details turn upon many a point that each considers

vital; but, when true “members of a family” differ upon

methods, it should not be hard for them to hit upon a means

of agreement. No compromise even may be needed. If, in

deed, they are “members of the Socialist family,” the in

evitable conclusion must be that each may realize some sense

in the other, however temporary the sense, —the sense that

the “ Vale” must, by experience, be ready to concede to the

" Mountain ," and, inversely, the “ Mountain ” to the “ Vale."

The Socialist Labor Party is unquestionably the Mountain."

Ninety-nine per cent., if not the full hundred per cent. of its
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planks, methods and principles are certain to be in force when

the Movement turns the lap to the " home-stretch.” But, es

sential to the ultimate success of a Revolutionary Movement

as may be and is the upholding, constant and clear to view ,

of all the means necessary on the day of the “home-stretch ,"

just so necessary may, before that day, and simultaneously,

be the looser methods of the "Vale.” Things that, superficially

looked upon , are considered as abstract essentials by the two

warring parties may, if indeed , the two are " members of

the Socialist family," be found to be, not so much a matter

of abstract principle, as a matter of the practical distribution

of functions— “ Vale" and " Mountain " each fulfilling its spe

cial function, while the consciousness of working to a com

mon end may act as an allayer of the inevitable irritation that

the impatience, typical with " Mountains” to raise the " Vale”

to "Mountain " height, and the sluggishness, typical with

" Vales,” to prolong their flatness, may generate all the while.

Reasoning along these lines, our traveler from Mars, be

ing a gentleman of an inquisitive and exploring turn of mind,

would proceed to look into the several differences that each

of the two parties considers as vital.

PRESS OWNERSHIP.

Though not, perhaps, because he thinks that the issue of

the International Congress principle regarding the “ Socialist

party press ownership is supreme, but, probably, because that

issue affects material interests — always a delicate and anger-.

provoking subject- our explorer from Mars would , in all!

likelihood , explore that issue first .

The Socialist Labor Party position , he would discover, is

that the press is the most potent weapon of a Movement.

Word- of-mouth agitation is powerful and necessary ; but it

can be set up and stopped at a moment's notice. Not so with
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the press. It is the product of growth, of financial sacrifices,

of long and strenuous endeavor. To forge such a weapon

without the certainty of preserving control over it, is to

forge a weapon that may at any time turn against the Move

ment; and then the whole work would have to be gone over

again , and under greatly increased difficulties. The Move

mentmust own its press, or the press will own it. Hence the

Socialist Labor Party holds to the strict party-ownership of

its press. Our explorer from Mars would not be likely to

find any fault with this reasoning . On the contrary, he can

not choose but accept it. But before deciding, he would turn

to the Socialist Party and opposite position .

The Socialist Party rejects the principle of party-ownership

of the press. Our traveler from Mars would at first find him

self tangled up in what seems an inextricable tangle — such is

the discord of the reasoning he would run across. He would

run across the recognition of the importance of the press,

and yet plump-and-plain opposition to party-ownership on the

allegation that party -ownership spells “ tyranny" ; and he

would run across declarations of devotion to party-ownership ,

and yet opposition to the Socialist Labor Party position. Our

traveler would have too keen an ear to fail to detect in much

of the opposition to party-ownership the ring of material in

terests that feel themselves rebuked by the Socialist Labor

Party position , and, consequently , feel themselves endangered .

But our traveler is too wise a man to imagine that thema

terial interests of a few individuals and corporations could

dominate the broad membership of a wholly voluntary or

ganization like that of the political party, except in spots.

Our traveler would , accordingly, discard the reasoning ad

vanced from the quarters of material interests, and seek to

fathom t'e seeming mystery of the Socialist Party opposition
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to the Socialist Labor Party principle on this matter. Patient

and conscientious investigation will reward his efforts. He

will discover the mystery, and, in discovering it he will alight

upon the grain of sense that lies imbedded in it.

The United States, a country nearly as large, in point of

area , as the whole of Europe, does not yet present a homo

geneous economic aspect. Capitalism has spread in all direc

tions, but so young is the country that primitive opportunities

still occasionally crop up even in regions where capitalism is

strongest, and, so vast is the country's territory , that primitive

conditions still assert themselves over extensive regions. Be

ing versed in Socialist science , our traveler knows that such

diversity of conditions, implying different stages of economic

development, is bound to be reflected in a variety of mental

stages of development. Such varying mental stages require

different treatment. Being versed upon the process of socio

logic formations, as well as upon economic phenomena, our

traveler knows that a strong organization is dependent, not

merely upon identity of class interests, but upon the degree

of development that these interests have attained . A prole

tarian element, that still has strong navel-string connections

with bourgeois interests, can not be as solidly welded as an

organization of proletarians with whom such navel-string liga

ments have been sundered ; and, obedient to the biologic law

of " natural selection ," the non -proletarian element, attracted

by the two sets of proletarian developments, will share the

features of the respectively attracting bodies. The less class

developed a revolutionary element is, the less homogeneous

it will be; the less homogeneous it is, the more torpid will be

its sense of sacrifice ; the more torpid its sense of sacrifice, the

less focalized will be its efforts. Inversely, the more class

developed a revolutionary element is, the more homogeneous
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will it be ; the more homogeneous it is, the more active will

be its sense of sacrifice ; the more active its sense of sacrifice,

all the more focalized will be its efforts. These facts and

reasoning would illumine the whole field to our traveler . They

would explain to him why the Socialist Party strikes a pos

ture of opposition to the Socialist Labor Party in the matter

of the press .

The Socialist Labor Party being the “Mountain ,” has

gathered in its camp a class-developed revolutionary element.

That renders its membership homogeneous; their homo

geneity quickens their sense of sacrifice ; their sense of sacri

fice focalizes their effort — with the consequence that they have

been able to set up and uphold a press owned by themselves

—not only a Weekly, but a Daily, English Socialist paper--a

magnificentmonument of what organized well-developed class

consciousness can achieve. Our traveler would realize , on the

other hand, that the less class-developed composition of the

Socialist Party, lacking the homogeneity that quickens the

sense of sacrifice and focalizes efforts, could not possibly set

up a press owned by itself. Incapable of that achievement,

the Socialist Party was put to the alternative of either re

maining tongue-tied , or accepting a press owned privately by

individuals and corporations in their midst. Man adjusts his

principles to his material possibilities. Seeing that the ma

terial possibilities of its composition disable it from producing

its own party-owned press, the Socialist Party sings the

praises of a privately-owned press. Furthermore, our traveler

would realize that the very reason why the Socialist Party

could not produce a party -owned press — the less-developed

class-consciousness of its composition is the reason why it

believes that party -ownership spells “tyranny.” The tactical

and theoretic agitation of a "Mountain " can not choose but
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appear tyrannical to the “Vale," and the excusable confusion

of thought is incurred of imputing the “ tyranny" to the sys

tem of ownership .

Clarified on the matter, our traveler would conclude that,

at least upon this head , his theory was correct as to the press

question's offering no insuperable barrier for the establish

ment of a modus vivendi — always, of course proceeding from

familyship.” The united party, recognizing the respective

field of the " Mountain " and the " Vale," consequently , also

their respective capabilities, can leave each to regulate its own

system of ownership . Mutual criticism would continue

sharp, if you please , but, being thenceforth conducted by

bodies who practice the International Congress theory regard

ing the “ Socialist family," the harshness of the manner might

be chastened to the profit of the matter. And as time passes

and class- conscious clearness increases, such increasing clear

ness would lead in its train the qualities that will cast off the

private-ownership and set up the party -ownership principle.

At present when such development takes place, friction is the

consequence, or rupture. In the united party the transition

would be accompanied by no such disagreeable consequences.

Accordingly, upon the head of the press, our traveler would

conclude that unity can be effected without sacrifice of prin

ciple by either side.

AUTONOMY.

The next subject of division that our traveler would place

upon the dissecting table is that of “ autonomy.” The in

vestigations made by him on the press -ownership would great

ly facilitate his understanding of the reason back of the So
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cialist Labor Party and the reason back of the Socialist Party

position , and arriving at a conclusion.

Our traveler from Mars has some knowledge of mechanics

and a good deal of knowledge of the history of the American

people. Mechanics teaches him that there is in Nature a force

called " centripetal” : that force drives matter toward the

center; and that there is in Nature another force, called

" centrifugal” : that force drives matter apart. He knows that

these two forces are not opposed , but are supplementary to

each other. It is due to the joint action of the “centrifugal”

and the " centripetal” forces that our planetary system is kept

in shape. Our traveler's knowledge of American history tells

him that America has solved , in the matter of terrestrial gov

ernment, the problem of yoking together -the " centripetal”

and the " centrifugal” forces, and making them promote the

country's existence. Our system of Federal and State gov

ernments, respectively represent " centralization " and " auton

omy.” The local self-government enjoyed by the several

States is " autonomy" ; the Federal government is " centrali

zation ." Each system has its own sphere of action. The

two combined keep the top spinning. Equipped with this

knowledge our investigator from Mars will tackle the problem

of Socialist Labor Party " centralization” and Socialist Party

" autonomy" with a hopeful heart. As I just said , his in

vestigations concerning the issue of press-ownership will light

en his work greatly. For the identical reason that an organ

ization of " Mountain " elements will necessarily move in focal

ized shape, and, accordingly, exhibit the aspect of " central

ization ,” an organization of" Vale” elements is bound to move

divergently, and exhibit the aspect of “ autonomy.” It is

not that the former starts with " centralization” as a matter

of principle, and the latter with " autonomy," also as a matter
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of principle. The traveler from Mars would realize that the

fact is just the reverse. The one acts " centrally," the other

" autonomously," as a result of their different compositions.

Hewould also realize that, for the same reason that private

ownership of the press is a necessary transitional period with

a " Vale " element, and party-ownership the necessary condi

tion for the successful, or safe, "home-stretch ," " autonomy"

has its transitory , and “ centralization ” its permanent func

tion . Our traveler would furthermore and finally realize that,

at the present stage of American mental conditions, only harm

could come to the Movement from the prolongation of the dis

located operation of the “ centripetal” and the " centrifugal”

forces, which , at the present stage, should operate together.

It would be no rare occurrence for our traveler from Mars,

as 'he travels over the country, to meet thoughtful Socialist

Party men , who dread nothing so much as the verification of

the jubilant prophecy , so often heard from flighty Socialist

Party quarters, that “ the Socialist Labor Party is about to

die.” It would be no rare occurrence for our traveler to hear

thoughtful Socialist Party men and women declare: “ The

Socialist Party needs the Socialist Labor Party to keep our

party straight" *

* A striking confirmation of this passage is furnished by the Eng

lish organ of the Finnish S. P. members — the “Wage-Slave" of

Hancock, Mich ., of Feb. 14, 1908. In an editorial article that

strongly urged unity the “Wage-Slave” said :

"We are very much confirmed in this position by reading the

arguments against uniting with the S. L. P. that are to be met with

in some quarters in our own party. They may be summarized as

follows: That the S. L. P. have been in the past ‘a disturbing ele
ment.'

"We are very much inclined to think that the S. L. P. have

been a disturbing element, and that it is a good thing for our party

that they have been . We are inclined to think that the debt we

owe them , for keeping our movement out of the bogs and quag

mires of Opportunism , is very great.”

.
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Our traveler from Mars would conclude, always proceed

ing from the International Congress theory regarding the

" Socialist family,” that the two American members of that

family, if they are really of one family, should find no diffi

culty , on this subject also , to find a modus vivendi, to the ad

vantage of both , seeing that an agreement would result ad

vantageous to the Movement.

TRADES UNIONS.

Even the theory of the International Congress, regarding

the " Socialist family ,” might have failed to prove a work

able foundation for our traveler from Mars to discover com

mon ground, sufficiently solid , for the two American parties.

to arrive at a common agreement on the Question of Union

ism . On this subject the " Mountain ” and the “ Vale” stood.

upon irreconcilable ground, and the International Congress.

had not yet reached sufficient maturity to bridge the chasm .

The Socialist Labor Party holds, and will ever hold, that,

convenient, useful and even necessary though political action.

is to Socialism , the ballot alone is impotent to accomplish the

Social Revolution. — The Socialist Party holds that the ballot.

is all-sufficient.

The Socialist Labor Party holds, and will ever hold , that

the only physical force, without which no ballot ever was or

ever will be effective , available to the proletariat , and ample

for its purpose, is its class-conscious and industrially organ

ized economic Union .-- The Socialist Party holds that the

political organization is the all-sufficient revolutionary or

ganization .

The Socialist Party looks upon the Union as a transitory

affair ; as an organization that capitalist development tends

to wipe out ; as a sort of Kindergarten in which to train So
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cialist voters ; as a drilling ground for the class-consciousness

of the working-class.— The Socialist Labor Party looks upon

the Union as a permanent institution ; the Socialist Labor

Party looks upon the Union as an organization that capitalist

development does not tend to wipe out, but that, on the con

trary, capitalist development, on the one hand, deliberately

seeks to perpetuate in its obsolete craft Union shape as the

strongest bulwark for the continuance of capitalism , while, on

the other hand, capitalist development unintentionally and

unwillingly forces the workingmen forward to reform their

economic organizations upon a fit system , by itself marshaling

the workers into the industrial battalions that ever more in

dustrially organized capitalism itself furnishes the mold for.

Accordingly, the Socialist Labor Party does not look upon

the craft Union as a drilling ground for the class-conscious

ness of the workers, but, on the contrary as bodies in which

the class -consciousness, learned in the shop, can be, and gen

erally is, stamped out.

All this our traveler from Mars would know . He would

have seen the horns of the two parties locked . Not an inch

of common ground perceptible. Thus, he would know stood

things a year ago. But he would conclude that since then

the declaration of the Stuttgart International Congress on

Unionism had thrown a bridge across the chasm , which be

fore then, seemed impassable .

The declaration of the Stuttgart International Congress

on Unionism , our traveler from Mars would know , is serious

ly defective in more than one respect. He would know that

that declaration places the political abreast of the economic

arm of the Movement, and thereby places the two in false

perspective , seeing that the economic arm is the more im

portant, first, because it is indispensable to the revolutionary
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act, and next, because it is the frame of the Government of

the Co-operative Commonwealth. But our traveler would be

fully aware of the fact that the Stuttgart declaration is the

longest step the International Congress had yet taken in that

direction . He would be aware of Vandervelde's introduc

tory remarks to the volume of the reports to the Stuttgart

Congress in which , taking a bird's-eye view of the situation ,

he observes that the fact is salient from the bulk of the re

ports that the question of the economic organization has as

sumed an importance not recognized even four ycars ago ;

that this fact is the phenomenon of greatest importance since

the Amsterdam Congress ; and that militant Socialism to -day

sees in Unionism a fact of greater moment to the Revolution

than the conquest of a few seats in the political parliaments.

With these facts before him , our traveler from Mars would

not be slow to perceive solid ground for a common inder

standing in America.

It is true, our traveler would be aware that the Socialist

Labor Party voted against the Stuttgart Resolution on Union

ism , but he would not be confused by that circumstance.

Our traveler is versed in parliamentary practice. He is

aware of the inferiority of the parliamentary system followed

at the International Congress — its inferiority to the Amer

ican ; and he knows the false position such inferior parlia

mentary practice often places the voter in . Let me illustrate.

Suppose that, in view of the disgracefully dirty condition of

the streets that we have all had to wade through in order to

reach this hall, some one were to move that a committee of

twenty of us be appointed to call upon the Mayor to-morrow

morning and remonstrate with him . I would immediately

move to amend that the committee consist of only three men,

upon the ground that I have seen large committees appointed
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who were wound up by the Mayor around his finger , and

then, the committee being so large, each member threw upon

the other the blame for their having been humbugged by the

Mayor, and in that way all escaped responsibility for their

poltroonery ; whereas, if the committee is small, then such

shifting of responsibilities is not so easy , and the cominittee

is more likely to keep a stiff upper-lip before "His Honor."

What is our, the American parliamentary method ? It is to

put the amendment first; if my amendment is lost I would

then support the original motion as the next best thing. To

put the original motion first is bad practice. If that is done,

then I would be compelled to vote against the motion, and

preserve my vote for when the amendment was submitted .

Whereas in that other case, all those who favor my amendment

would vote for it ; and, if it is lost, we would all be unanimous

for the original motion. Our traveler from Mars would know

that the practice is upside down at the International Congress.

He would, accordingly, know that the Stuttgart Resolution

was the original motion, the joint S. L. P. and I. W.W. Res

olution an amendment to the original motion , and that, ac

cording to the practice of the International Congress, the

original motion, being put first, the S. L. P. was compelled

to vote against it, and, seeing that it was overwhelmingly

carried , the S. L. P. had no further opportunity to express

itself ; whereas, had the amendment been put first, and de

feated, the S. L. P. would have supported the original Resolu

tion as the next best thing. Our traveler , knowing all this,

would discount the fact of the S. L. P. having voted against

the Stuttgart Resolution on Unionism . He would see in that

resolution and the circumstances of its adoption a long step

forward in the right direction — the recognition of the neces

sity of the Union for the revolutionary act — a recognition

--
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which , though not yet accompanied with all the recognitions

that flow therefrom , nevertheless, removed in fact the chasm

between the two parties in America , and presented a common

ground upon which to negotiate an agreement for the future

conduct of both . Accordingly our traveler from Mars would

have seen no impassible barrier under this head — always, of

course, presupposing that both are loyal to the International

Congress theory regarding the “ Socialist family .”

Our traveler from Mars would , in this way, consider one

by one the other and minor details, and his final conclusion

would then be

That the action of the Socialist Labor Party in adopting

the January Unity Resolutions and presenting them to the

Socialist Party was a proper, was a wise, was a noble act;

it was an act of loyalty to the International Congress, of loy

alty to the international proletariat in general, of loyalty to

the American proletariat in particular. It is now up to the

Socialist Party whether it, in turn , will act as properly, as

wisely and as nobly ; whether it, in turn , will act as loyally

to the International Congress, to the international proletariat

in general, and to the American proletariat in particular.

( Loud and prolonged applause.)

(
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[ The resolution published below was the first move toward

Socialist unity made by the Socialist Labor Party. It was super

seded in January, 1911, by the S. L. P. Unity Memorial, an address

to the International Socialist Bureau stating the position of the

Socialist Labor Party on this question, and outlining a plan for

unity .] .

RESOLUTION ON UNITY QUESTION

Adopted by the National Executive Committee of the So

cialist Labor Party at Its Session of January 6, 1908, and

Rejected, Without Consulting Their Membership , by the

Business and Professional Interests Who Dominate the

National Committee of the Socialist Party .

WHEREAS, The International Socialist Congress, held in Am

sterdam in 1904, adopted under the title of “Unity of the Party "

the following resolution :

" The Congress declares:

“ In order to give to the Working Class all its force in its

struggle against Capitalism , it is indispensable that in each coun

try there should be but one Socialist party against the Capital

ist parties, just as there is but one proletariat.

" Therefore, all comrades and all factions and organizations

which claim to be Socialist have the imperative duty to do all

in their power to bring about Socialist Unity on the basis of the

principles established by the International Congresses and in the

interest of the International proletariat, to whom they are

responsible for the disastrous consequences of the continuation

of their divisions.

" To help reach this aim , the International Bureau and all

parties of Nationalities where Unity exists place themselves at

their disposal and offer their good services.”

WHEREAS, After this call was issued the various warring

factions in the Socialist Movement of France — the Socialist Party of

France, the French Socialist Party , the Revolutionary Socialist:

Labor Party and four Independent Socialist Federations of different

parts of France — after some preliminary work of a Unity Confer

ence, met in a joint Unity Convention in Paris and established the

present Socialist Party (French Section of the Workers' Interna

tional) ; and, likewise, the warring factions in the Social Demo

cratic Movement in Russia — the "majority" ancí “minority" factions
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of the Russian Social Democratic Labor Party and the General

Jewish Labor Union of Russia, Poland and Lithuania ( The Bund )

met in a joint Convention in 1906 at Stockholm , and organized the

united Russian Social Democratic Labor Party ; and ,

WHEREAS, The experience of the Socialists of the above two

countries, as well as that of other countries, where a united and de

veloped party of Socialism exists, demonstrates — first, the possibili

ty for all Socialists, recognizing the principles and decisions of the

International Socialist Congress, to present with immensely in

creased effect a united solid front against the common enemy, the

Capitalist, and to address a united, harmonious appeal to the Work

ing Class which is so much more responsive when confusion, dis

trust and demoralization , created by internal strife and division in

the Socialist camp are eliminated ; and, second — it demonstrates the

possibility of such co -operation based upon the recognition of the

right of minority divisions of a United Party , to advocate their

particular views through their own publications, and their own

minority delegates to National Conventions and International Con

gresses; and,

WHEREAS, The necessity for a United Socialist Movement in

America is ever more keenly felt, and the demands for it are ever

more persistently and insistently voiced by the most active workers,

the rank and file of both parties ; and,

WHEREAS, The decisions of the recent International Socialist

Congress, held at Stuttgart — both upon the matter of immigration ,

which recognizes the soundness of the Marxian motto for the

Working Class, "Proletarians of all Countries, Unite !” and, even

upon the vital question of Unionism , which, while the Congress has

not yet taken the advanced Industrialist position, does take a posi

tion that clearly rejects the principles that the economic organization

is a “ transitory affair,". accordingly a position that holds that the

economic organization is something more than simply a recruiting

ground for votes and funds, but is essential to the revolutionary act

of the proletariat - are, in so far as they affect the issues of the

American Movement, of a character to present a more acceptable

common working basis for the two parties; and in view also of

the greater necessity for unhindered constructive Socialist work and

greater opportunity for it furnished by the spreading of the present

industrial crisis in America ; therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That we, the National Executive Committee of the

Socialist Labor Party, in semi-annual session assembled, desiring to

free the Socialist Labor Party in the eyes of the Working Class of

America and of the International Proletariat, of its seeming share

of responsibility for the divided , demoralized and retarded state of

the Movement in this country, hereby take the initiative toward

remedying such conditions, by electing committee of seven mem
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bers and inviting the National Headquarters of the Socialist Party

to elect a committee of like number to a National Socialist Unity

Conference, to meet not later than the third week of the month of

March of this year, in order to consider whether Unity of the two

parties of Socialism in America is possible, and on what special

basis ; and be it further

RESOLVED, That if such conference takes place and succeeds

in agreeing on conditions for uniting the two parties, such decisions

ofthe Conference be immediately submitted to a general vote of the

membership of both parties for approval, and the date for the

closing of such vote be such , that, in the event of the vote being in

favor of the proposed basis of unity, steps be immediately taken

that one joint National Convention , instead of two separate ones,

be held to adopt - on behalf of the United Party and in conformity

with the Unity basis accepted by the general vote — a platform ,

constitution and resolutions, and nominate candidates, etc., and

finally ,

RESOLVED, That copies of these resolutions be sent to the

National Headquarters of the Socialist Party of America, the In

ternational Socialist Bureau at Brussels, and the leading Socialist

and Labor publications in the United States and other countries.

APR 1 2
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wrote. Written a els before his " Capital”

appeared , it is an address to workingmen , and covers in

popular form many of the subjects later scientifically

expanded in "Capital 5.1 90 loined vå

Lucien Sanial says of it : " It is universally considered as the

best epitome we have of the first volume of 'Capital,' and as such,

is invaluable to the beginner in economics, It
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differences.

being flaunted in
the faces of the working class by the lieutenants of the capitalists

show the necessity there is on the part of the working class for

a comprehensive understanding of the matter of wages, the relation

of the wage worker to the employer, the source of profits, and the

relation between profits and wages. These and other subjects are

here presented , and so clearly does Marx present them that all he
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attention to his words.
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" Once for all I may here state , that by classical political

economy, I understand that economy, which, since the time

of W. Petty, has investigated the real relations of produc

tion in bourgeois society, in contradistinction to vulgar

economy, which deals with appearances only, ruminates

without ceasing on the materials long since provided by

scientific economy, and there seeks plausible explanations

of the most obtrusive phenomena, for bourgeois daily use,

but for the rest, confines itself to systematizing in a pedantic

way, and proclaiming for everlasting truths, the trite ideas

held by the self-complacent bourgeoisie with regard to their

own world, to them the best of all possible worlds."

-Marx.



PREFACE

In sending out in book form this work by Daniel De Leon,

which is the first published since his death, a few remarks

on the author and the subject treated might not be amiss.

The pamphlet is made up of a series of articles which ap

peared in the Daily People from April 8 to June 29, 1912,

and should have been concluded by an “ Epilogue.” For

some reason De Leon did not finish this chapter, and the

notes left are not complete, and what there is, is hardly

legible.

Daniel De Leon was born on December 14, 1852, on the

island of Curacao, off the coast of Venezuela. He came uf ,

an aristocratic Spanish family. His father, Solon De Leon ,

was a physician and wealthy landowner, and the son was

brought up in keeping with the traditions and customs of

South American feudal-aristocracy .

After having spent several years abroad studying at the

largest universities, he returned to the United States , which

henceforth became his home. Having taken a course in the

Columbia Law School, he was awarded prizes on interna

tional and constitutional law. But for his entrance into

the labor movement he would have succeeded to the pro

fessorship ; when , however, during the Henry George cam

paign , he manifested sympathies for the then popular move

ment. he was made to feel that his place was no longer in

the university, if he adhered to views other than those which

tradition of "the centers of learning " dictated, and he left.

From the time of his entrance into the labor movement le

waged a bitter fight against the forces of reaction and cor

ruption, both within as well as without the movement. ll .
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ways insisting on an open and straightforward course, never

temporizing, and equipped with a mind and a store of knowi.

edge equalled by few, he soon became the storm -centre of

the Revolution . Many were the enemies he made, but

from many others he won undivided respect and admira

tion. He was undoubtedly the greatest Marxian scholar in

the International Movement, yet it was not from Marx

alone that he drew his strength. In fact, he told the writer

once that it was the reading of " Ancient Society" by

Morgan, the great American ethnologist , that finally caused

him to the contradictions andand hopeless doom

of Capitalism and private property systems. Bercre

casting his lot with Socialism he desired to investigate

the theories of Anarchism , and , as he himself related , sent

for all the issues of “Liberty," a paper published by Ben.

Tacker. Having read all of that, he decided that an An

archist he could never be.

In the course of his long career in the Socialist Move

ment he dealt many a fatal wound to the “Political Econ

omy" of Capitalism, better known to Marxists as "Vulgar

Economy. ” And just as mercilessly as Marx exposed the

absurdities and vulgarities of the Seniors, M'Cullochs, Ben

thams, and Says, so did De Leon in his day tear to pieces the

false reasoning and misrepresentations of their lineal de

scendants, the Seagers, Fishers, Taussigs, Mallocks and the

Skeltons . His brilliant address entitled “ Marx on Mallock ”

shows him at his best, and in the present work he furnishes

ample proof of the statement of Marx that “ the vulgar econ

omist does practically no more than to translate the queer

concepts of the capitalists into a more theoret

ical and generalizing language and to attempt a vindica

tion of the correctness of those conceptions.”

With Marx he shared a profound admiration for those
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investigators in the field of Political Economy who had

really contributed to that science. Thus, for instance, lie

was loud in praise of that great American , Benjamin Franh

lin, whom Marx also refers to as “ the celebrated Franklin ':

and of whom he says that he was one of the first economists

after William Petty, who saw through the nature of value.

De Leon refers to him in such terms as " the venerable, the

learned Franklin ." He also gave credit to John Stuart

Mill where credit was due, as did Marx, who while criticiz

ing Mill , warns the reader not to classify him with the econ

omists of the " species vulgaris.” In many other respects

the two men resembled each other closely .

Marx furnished the theoretical foundation for the labor

movement and pointed the way the working class must trav .

el . De Leon , with supreme scorn for those who thought

that Marx was a " back number," and required to be " amend

ed,” by applying these theories of Marx, demonstrated the

absolute soundness and correctness of them , and crystallized

them into concrete principles . Marx died a premature death ,

and so did De Leon , both, literally speaking, working them

selves to death . Yet both of them left treasures in the

form of their writings ; and just as the International Move

ment universally has adopted the Marxian principles as its

foundation , so that movement must eventually adopt the

principles for which De Leon fought so hard, so earnestly

and so unselfishly. The recognition of the correctness of

his theories will be a lasting tribute to his genius.

ARNOLD PETERSEN.
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Vulgar Economy
i

SKELTON'S NEY AND SHERIDAN .
.

[ From the Daily People, April 6, 1912]

The story has come down from the 18th Century days of

the British stage that a riotous customer having started a

disturbance in the gallery, and having been seized by those

near by, and being about to be thrown over the railing, a

voice went up from the pit : “Don't waste him ! Don't waste

him ! Drop him on a fiddler!" It would be a pity to allow.

“ Socialism , a Critical Analysis, by 0. D. Skelton, Ph. D.

Sir John A. Macdonald Professor of Political Science,

Queen's University, Kingston, Canada," published by Hough

ton Mifflin Company, to go to waste. We propose to drop

the " Critical Analysis " upon the rock of facts and thus

utilize as a demonstrator what was meant to be a ripping up

of Marxism .

To this end Prof. Skelton's “Critical Analysis ” offers

exceptional opportunities. We shall avail ourselves of the

opportunity in a series of articles, the present being the

first.

Prof. Skelton, p. 128, is astounded at the " gaps in the

Marxian theory” concerning “ the function of the entre

preneur in modern industry ' ; on the same page, he asserts

"Marx persistently refuses to make any adequate allowance

for entrepreneur activity except as exerted to furthering the

exploitation of the laborer.”

Such is the aplomb with which the really astounding

statement is made, that even one familiar with the style and
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methods of anti -Marxist " critical analyzers” feels the breath

taken out of him — for a second .

Does not Marx say : " Capitalist production only then real

ly begins, as we have already seen , when each individual

capitalist employs simultaneously a comparatively large

number of laborers ; when, consequently, the labor process is

carried on on an extensive scale, and yields , relatively, large

quantities of products. A greater number of laborers work

ing together, at the same time, in one place ( or, if you will ,

in the same field of labor) , in order to produce the same

sort of commodity under the mastership of one capitalist,

constitutes, both historically and logically , the starting point

of capitalist production " -are not these Marx's words ? Why,

yes, literally, on page 311 , Swan Sonnenschein and Co. edi

tion. And what is this “ mastership of one capitalist ” if not

entrepreneurship ? And what does Marx call that but his

torically and logically the starting point of capitalist pro

duction ? Can our critical analyst of Marxism have over

Jooked the great chapter on “Co-operation” in which this and

similar passages occur ?

As one reads on , asking these questions of himself, he

comes to the immediately following, the opposite page of

Prof. Skelton's " Critical Analysis” where Marx is quoted :

“ Just as the offensive power of a squadron of cavalry or

the defensive power of a regiment of infantry is essentially

different from the sum of the offensive or defensive powers

of the individual cavalry or infantry soldiers taken separate

ly, so the sum total of the mechanical forces exerted by

the isolated workmen differs from the social force that is
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developed when many hands take part simultaneously in

one and the same undivided operation ."

As one reads this passage he exclams: “Why, our critical

analyzer surely is familiar with the chapter on 'Co-opera

tion. The passage is quoted from that chapter, which amply

and repeatedly fills the alleged 'astounding gap' regarding

the entrepreneur in the Marxian theory !" But the reader's

belief regarding the fullness of the critical analyzer's read

ing is no sooner formulated than it is shattered . Immediate

ly after quoting the passage Prof. Skelton asks :

“ Does a Ney or a Sheridan count for nothing in a cavalry

charge ?"

Assuredly they do—but the bourgeois is neither a Ney, nor

a Sheridan , leastwise is he a Ney and Sheridan rolled in one.

The question whether a Ney or a Sheridan count for noth

ing betrays the fact that, critical analyzer tho’ he consid

ers himself, Prof. Skelton only skimmed over the chapter

on “Co-operation.” The question reveals the fact that that

chapter is substantially a closed book to our Professor. The

question betrays the fact that our Professor does not know

that in that very chapter Marx demonstrates the importance

of the Neys and the Sheridans, and that he also demonstrates

the false claim concerning the capitalist manufacturer's being

the Ney or the Sheridan .

now introduce Marx's " Capital” to our John A.

Macdonald Professor of Political Science .

As to the important mission that Marx demonstrates the

Neys and Sheridans to fill in production, the following pas

sage (p. 321 ) will illustrate :

Let us
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“All combined labor on a large scale requires, more

less, a directing authority, in order to secure the harmonious

working of the individual activities, and to perform the gen

eral functions that have their origin in the action of the

combined organism , as distinguished from the action of its

separate organs. A single violin player is his own conduc

tor ; an orchestra requires a separate one."

As to the falsity of the claim that the bourgeois is the

orchestra director, or, in Prof. Skelton's language, a Ney or

a Sheridan , Marx says ( p. 322 ) :

“ Just as at first the capitalist is relieved from actual labor

80 soon as his capital has reached that minimum amount

with which capitalist production, as such , begins, so now,
he

hands over the work of direct and constant supervision of

the individual workmen , and groups of workmen to a special

kind of wage laborer. An industrial army of workmen, un

der the command of a capitalist, requires, like a real army,

officers (managers), and sergeants ( foremen , overlookers ),

who, while the work is being done, command in the name of

the capitalist. The work of supervision becomes their es

tablished and exclusive function .”

Nor did Marx leave the matter at that point. Having

specified who the Neys and Sheridans of production actually

are, having shown them to be wage slaves, Marx then sums

up the matter from the other side with this master stroke (p.

323 ) :

"It is not because he is a leader of industry that a man

is a capitalist, he is a leader of industry because he is a

capitalist. The leadership of industry is an attribute of
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capital, just as in feudal times the functions of general and

judge were attributes of landed property.” In other words,

it is not because he is a Ney or a Sheridan that the bourgeois

is a capitalist, it is because he is a capitalist that he assumes

the honors, while others fill the actual functions of the Neys

and Sheridans — the same as at their regattas the Iselins

prance in nautical titles, while paid wage slaves perform the

functions and display the talents of commodores.

Prof. Skelton means with his question— “ Does a Ney or

a Sheridan count for nothing in a cavalry charge ?” — first, to

iterate his assertion that Marx knows not the Neys or Sher

idans of production ; and, secondly, to prove the bourgeois'

claim to Ney -and -Sheridanship. Had Prof. Skelton read

“ Capital ” he would have learned that, as to the first, Marx

expressly proves the existence and function of the Neys and

Sheridans ; and, as to the second , that Marx as expressly

disproves the capitalist's title to the names of offices.
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[ From the Daily People, April 19, 1912.]

We have promised a series of articles on “Socialism, A

Critical Analysis ," a 300 -page book issued by “ O. D. Skel

ton , Ph. D. , Sir John A. Macdonald Professor of Political

Science, Queen's University, Kingston, Canada," and

published, a week or so ago, the initial article of the prom

ised series, a sort of overture, preface, or introduction to

the series. The initial article was entitled “Skelton's Ney

we
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and Sheridan ." It afforded a bird's-eye inside view into the

structure of the “ Critical Analysis.” Today we take up a

more concrete and fundamentally economic Marxian prin

ciple which the “ Critical Analysis” analyzes and imagines

it makes short work of the Marxian law of value.

Prof. Skelton's refutation of the Marxian law of value

is presented in such tangle- foot style that it can not be really

enjoyed and profited by without first decomposing it into its

constituent elements. The decomposition and subsequent

synthesis we shall present in five or six successive articles, of

which the present is the first, under the above head .

As starting point, and subject for subsequent demonstra

tion , the law of value, as enunciated by Marx, and later to

be presented in its fulness, but here briefly stated is :

The value, exchange value, of commodities is determined

by the amount of socially necessary labor -power for produc

tion crystallized in them . Actual exchange does not always

take place by that standard. The perturbations of the mar

ket , due mainly to varying supply and demand, one time

send the price up above, other times send it down below

the value. Value is the center towards which current prices

gravitate. Hence " value" and " price" are different things,

though they may, and periodically and in the long run do

coincide.

The Marxian law Prof. Skelton scoffs at with an abun

dance of facile and, often , prettily turned sentences—the

scoffs we may ignore ; and he “ refutes" the Marxian law with

a series of labyrinthian argumentations, buttressed up with

the needed buttresses. The buttresses involve not reasoning.
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They involve only issues of fact, facts, the distortion of

which our Professor tumbled into ( we wish to think unin

tentionally) as necessary to prop up the labyrinthian arch

itecture of his argumentation. Let the field be first cleared

of the buttresses.

As to the first

Prof. Skelton asserts ( p. 124) that the identification of

" value " and " price,” in other words, a conception that flies in

the face of the Marxian law, “ is the view which prevailed

among both the advocates and the critics of Marxism till the

publication of the third volume.”

The statement is so astounding that one breaks off at that

place, and anxiously looks down to the foot of the page for

some reference in substantiation . That " the critics of Marx

ism ” ever, before and after the publication of the so -called

third volume of “ Capital,” and life without end, have iden

tified, that is, confused , “ value" and " price " we know . For

them Marxism is no more responsible than it is for Skelton

ism. What Marx so frequently called " vulgar economists"

are too shallow to comprehend the cleft there is between

“ value ” and “ price," and have ever tripped there, a, to them ,

veritable " pons asinorum " (donkeys' bridge ). But, " the ad

vocates of Marxism ” ! ? ! Which of them ? Where ? When ?

Vainly does one look over Prof. Skelton's pages for an

Neither in footnotes, nor in text is the slightest

trace to be found. Look up and down the page ; back of it ;

in front of it ; hold it to the light and seek to see through

it ;-nary an answer to the question : What advocate of Marx

ism , where and when, had , until the publication of the third

answer.
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volume, said anything to justify the assertion that he " iden

tified ” the Marxian concepts of " value ” and “ price " ?-nary

a reference to, or the shadow of a citation of, an utterance

by an advocate of Marxism to substantiate Prof. Skelton's

assertion , a necessary buttress for the Professor's argument

though the assertion is.

No wonder ! There is none such advocate of Marx who ever

did as charged.

Indeed , had the eyes of 0. D. Skelton, Ph . D., Sir John

A. Macdonald Professor of Political Science, Queen's Uni

versity, Kingston, Canada ,—one can not help lapsing into

contrasting the length of title with the shortness of knowl

edge of the title's bearer — had Prof. Skelton's eyes not been

kept shut by the anxiety to carry off the $1,000 prize offered

by the firm of Hart, Schaffner & Marx of Chicago, for the

best essay against Socialism , a prize that his book carried off,

he would have found instances in abundance of just the op

posite of that which he so positively asserts.

For the benefit of Prof. Skelton, etc. , we shall perform

upon him free, gratis, and for nothing, the oculist operation

of prying his eyes open.

The so -called “third volume” of “ Capital” that Prof.

Skelton mentioned, as quoted above, was published in 1894.

Down to then , according to Prof. Skelton , the view that

“ value” and “ price” were identical was the view which pre

vailed among the advocates of Marxism themselves.

Now , then, in the preface, written by Frederick Engels,

to Marx's refutation of Proudhon , entitled in the English

translation " The Poverty of Philosophy, ” (Twentieth Cen
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tury Press, London, edition ) the following passages occur :
mary

“The value of commodities is determined by the labor ex

con's acted by their production. But it is found that in this wick

nent ed world commodities are bought sometimes above, some

times below , their value, and besides, there is the relation to

the variations of competition. As the rate of profit has aEver

tendency to maintain itself at the same level for all capital

ists, the price of commodities tends also to sink to the value

hn

of labor, through the intermediary of supply and demand .”
ni

( Page seven. )
to

-1 Again, and speaking of modern society where the produc

en
tion of commodities is carried on for sale or exchange :

d
" The continual deviation of the price of commodities in

Еe relation to the value of commodities is the necessary condi

tion by which alone the value of commodities can exist. It

is only by the fluctuations of competition, and following that,

of the price of commodities, that the law of value realizes

itself in the production of commodities, and that the deter

mination of value by the labor time socially necessary be

comes a reality." (Page thirteen .)

These citations should do.

One thing now remains to be established under the head

under consideration — what was the date of the Engels pre

face containing these passages, which so far from identify

ing, explicitly distinguish "value" from " price” ? The pre

face is dated, London, October 23 , 1884 — fully ten years be

fore “ the publication of the third volume.”

Fact is that — since Marx's precise establishment of the
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scientific law of value, precisely distinguishing between " va

lue” and “ price ” -no scientist in economics, hence, no “ ad

vocate of Marxism” ever incurred the shallow and slip - shod

bourgeois reasoning of identifying " value" and " price."

-And there goes buttress No. 1 .

SKELTON ON MARX'S LAW OF VALUE.

II .

[ From the Daily People, April 27 , 1912. ]

In the previous and first article under this head, one of

the buttresses with which Prof. Skelton found it necessary

to buttress his labyrinthian argumentation against the Marx

ian law of value — the assertion that the identification of

" value" and " price " was the view which prevailed among

the advocates of Marxism till the publication of the third

volume of " Capital”—was torn down and removed . It will

be the object of this article likewise to demonstrate the fal

sity of another buttress, and clear that out of the way.

Prof. Skelton asserts ( p . 124 ) : " There is no doubt that

even in the first volume of ‘Capital Marx implies in several

brief passages a distinction between value and price . There

is also no doubt that the tenor of the greater part of the

volume is in the contrary direction."

Thus sayeth 0. D. Skelton , Ph. D. , Etc. , Etc., Etc., as

to what Marx says. Now let us see what Marx himself says.

The page references are to the Swan, Sonnenschein edition :

“ The characters that stamp products as commodities, and

whose establishment is a necessary preliminary to the cir

а
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en " va

culation of commodities, have already acquired the stability
LO " ad .

of natural, self -understood forms of social life, before man

p -shod
seeks to decipher, not their historical character, for in his

eyes they are immutable, but their meaning. Consequently

it was the analysis of the prices of commodities that alone

led to the determination of the magnitude of value." ( Page

47. )

Having thus preliminarily indicated what he calls the

feature of “ vulgar economy” to look at things as immutable,

and the historic importance of “ price ” and “ value,” Marx
ne of

undertakes in the following chapter but one, a nearly 40

sary
page analysis of "Money, or the Circulation of Commodi

arx

ties," in which , out of a large number, we shall quote these
of

passages :

ong

ird “ The price- form , however, is not only compatible with

the possibility of a quantitative incongruity between magni
vill

tude of value and price, i. e . , between the former and its ex

pression in money, but it may also conceal a qualitative in

consistency, so much so, that, although money is nothing but
iat

the value -form of commodities, price ceases altogether to
al

express value . Objects that in themselves are no commodities,

such as conscience, honor, etc., are capable of being offered

for sale by their holders and of thus acquiring through their

price the form of commodities. Hence an object may have

a price without having a value. The price in that case is

imaginary, like certain quantities in mathematics. On the

other hand, the imaginary price- form may sometimes conceal

either a direct or indirect real value-relation ; for instance ,

the price of uncultivated land, which is without value, be

al

re

le
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cause no human labor has been incorporated in it.” ( Page

75. )

Again :

“ The division of labor converts the product of labor into

a commodity and thereby makes necessary its further con

version into money. At the same time it also makes the ac

complishment of this transsubstantiation quite accidental.

Here, however, we are only concerned with the phenomenon

in its integrity , and we therefore assume its progress to be

normal. Moreover, if the conversion take place at all, that

is, if the commodity be not absolutely unsalable, its meta

morphosis does take place although the price realized may be

abnormally above or below the value." (Page 81. )

Further on , when considering the “ Contradictions in the

Formula of Capital,” and still further on under “ Value of

Labor Power and Wages,” Marx returns to the difference

between “ price ” and “ value, " and utters himself in a man

ner the clearness of which may be gathered from the follow

ing passage :

" Little as vulgar economy knows about the nature of val

ue, yet whenever it wishes to consider the phenomena of

circulation in their purity, it assumes that supply and de

mand are equal, which amounts to this, that their effect is

nil.” (Page 136. )

And again : " Classical political economy borrowed from

everyday life the category 'price of labor without further

criticism , and then simply asked the question, how is this

price determined ? It soon recognized that the change in the

relations of demand and supply explained in regard to the
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price of labor, as of all other commodities, nothing except

its changes, i. e . , the oscillations of the market price above

or below a certain mean. If demand and supply balance the

oscillation of prices ceases, all other conditions remaining

the same. But then demand and supply also cease to explain

anything.” ( P. 548. ) In other words, supply and demand

do not determine value, they send prices up above, or down

below value.

Finally, and with an eye especially upon the portion of

Prof. Skelton's sentence to the effect that altho' " there is no

doubt” that Marx "implies in several brief passages a dis

tinction between value and price, there is also no doubt that

the tenor of the greater part of the volume is in a contrary

direction ," the following passage will suffice : “ Despite the

important part which this method [ the lowering of wages

below the value of labor-power ) plays in actual practice, we

are excluded from considering it in this place , by our as

sumption that all commodities, including labor -power, are

bought and sold at their full value." ( P. 302. )

Vulgar economy may be right, or may be wrong, in iden

tifying “value” and “ price, ” using two words to express the

identical idea . Marx may be a driveling idiot to distinguish

between the two terms — that is not, at this point, the issue

-the issue is whether Marx makes the difference. The fact

is that he extensively elaborates the difference the fact is

that “ price, ” with him, is the money expression which “val

lue” fetches in the market ; that " price " may rise above, or

fall below, and at other times coincide with “ value,” the

amount of the socially necessary labor -power crystallized in

f

S
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a commodity ; hence, that “value” and “ price ” are not used

by him as identical terms; finally, that having, for the sake

of considering the law of value unperturbed by perturbing

circumstances, assumed " price” to be normal, the arguments

based upon the assumption can not be considered as evidence

that Marx identifies "price” and “ value” “ in the greater

part” of his work.

A second buttress is now torn down and cleared from the

field.

SKELTON ON MARX'S LAW OF VALUE.

III .

[From the Daily People, May 2 , 1912.]

The third buttress, with which Prof. Skelton wisely found

it necessary to prop up his labyrinthian refutation of Marx's

law of value, and, the sling of Fact being thrown around it,

will now be torn down, so as to clear the field of its vision

distorting influence, is the allegation : " Next Marx brings in

by a side door the factor of utility. 'Nothing can have value,'

he declares, ‘without being an object of utility .' ” ( P. 117. )

There can be no mistaking the presentation made of the

Marxian method by this passage. The paragraph immediate

ly preceding the one with which the passage opens, and from

which it is here reproduced, starts with saying that “ Mars

begins his demonstration " by arguing that the magnitude

of value contained in commodity is measured

by the quantity of human labor embodied in

it. The statement, immediately following that paragraph,

а .
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emphasizes the paragraph , and the paragraph emphas

izes the statement. The words and their arrangement can

mean nothing else than that Marx first ignored the use

value or utility feature of commodities , and, after having

presented the exchange value feature of commodities, and

finding the same limping, then " brings in by a side door the

utility previously disregarded.”

There is nothing like "chucking a bluff" boldly. Even a

well posted Marxist is temporarily disconcerted , especially if

he supposes he is dealing with a scientist , precise in his ut

terances, accurate in his statements. The passage makes

reference to a footnote. The eye glances down to that and

sees itself referred to “ Capital, 1 , pp. 2-7.” That is very much

the beginning of “ Capital.” Nevertheless, recollections of

" Capital” are at variance even with " p.7, " however early in

the work “ p. 7° must be. The inquirer takes up “ Capital” ;

and what does he find ? '

He finds that Prof. Skelton has recklessly misstated the

fact.

The first paragraph of “ Capital,” only four and a half

lines long, roughly sketches the appearance of capitalist so

ciety as an immense accumulation of commodities. Im

mediately after that short introductory paragraph, follow

the following three :

“ A commodity is, in the first place, an object outside of

us, a thing that by its properties satisfies human wants of

some sort or another. The nature of such wants, whether,

for instance, they spring from the stomach or from fancy,

makes no difference. Neither are we here concerned to
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know how the object satisfies these wants, whether directly

að means of subsistence, or indirectly as means of produc

tion .

“ Every useful thing, as iron, paper, etc., may be looked

at from the two points of view of quality and quantity. It is

an assemblage of many properties and may therefore be of

use in various ways. To discover the various uses of things

is the work of history. So also is the establishment of sc

cially recognized standards of measure for the quantities

of these useful objects. The diversity of these measures has

its origin partly in the diverse nature of the objects to be

measured , partly in convention.

“The utility of a thing makes it a use - value. But this:

utility is not a thing of air. Being limited by the physical

properties of the commodity, it has no existence apart from

that commodity. A commodity, such as iron, corn or

diamond, is therefore, so far as it is a material thing, a use

value, something useful. This property of a commodity is

independent of the amount of labor required to appropriate

its useful qualities. When treating use- value, we always as

sume to be dealing with definite quantities, such as dozens

of watches, yards of linen , or tons of iron. The use -values

of commodities furnish the material for a special study, that

of the commercial knowledge of commodities. Use- values

become a reality only by use or consumption : they also con

stitute the substance of all wealth whatever may be the so

cial form of society we are about to consider, they are, in ad

dition, the material depositories of exchange value. ”

There are three more facts to be established in order fully

a
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to grasp the architectural nature of this third buttress of

Prof. Skelton's :

1. Prof. Skelton's foot -notes refer to the Humboldt edi

tion of “ Capital.” The Professor refers to “ pp. 2-7” in sub

stantiation of his allegation that, after Marx had explained

his theory of exchange-value, he then " brings in by a side

door the factor of utility previously disregarded .” Page 2 in

the Humboldt edition begins AFTER the first and second

paragraphs quoted above from " Capital,” that is, AFTER

the first second and third paragraphs with which the work

begins. In other words , the foot- note, excludes two, and that

the first two paragraphs, with which Marx elaborates the

point that, “ in the first place," a commodity is a use - value.

2. Marx takes up exchange value in the eight paragraphs

that immediately follow his elucidation of use -value.

3. The sentence quoted by Prof. Skelton in evidence that

Marx “brings in by a side door the factor of utility pre

viously disregarded,” to wit, “ Nothing can have value with

out being an object of utility,” etc., — that sentence is the

last one in the series of paragraphs in which, having first

considered utility, or use-value, and having thereupon con

sidered exchange value, Marx then makes the synthesis of the

two lines of reasoning.

Accordingly

1. So far from having “ previously disregarded ” the fac

tor of utility, Marx gave that factor first place ;

2. So far from bringing in "by a side door” the factor

of utility, Marx brings it in the frontest of front doors ; and
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3 . So far from having first considered exchange value , the

first time the term appears in " Capital” is as the two clos

ing words of the last of the four first paragraphs of " Capi

tal,” that is , the last of the three paragraphs with which

“ Capital” virtually opens , and in which the utility factor of

commodities was considered .

It may be asked , Are these facts of any , or of importance

enough to make a point of them ? As a preliminary answer

we would meet the question with another, to wit , “ If of no

importance why did Prof. Skelton falsify the facts ? ” The

next article, removing the next buttress , will , together with

the ruins of the other buttresses, reveal the necessity of the

falsification in Prof. Skelton's architectural scheme to " re

fute " Marx.

SKELTON ON MARX'S LAW OF VALUE.

IV.

[From the Daily People, May 18 , 1912. ]

The fourth buttress that Prof. Skelton raised in order to

steady his " refutation " of the Marxian law of value, and

that we are iconoclastic enough now to pull down, is couched

in these three jaunty sentences :

" The theory that labor is the source of value finds few de

fendants today. In the face of the overwhelming criticism

which has been directed against it, even good Marxists are

being forced to abandon it or explain it away. It is not an

explanation of the facts of the existing industrial system ,

Engels declares, but holds good as an analysis of value in
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no more

the more primitive industrial organization of the pre -capi

talist era , " etc. , and there is a reference to a foot -note that

refers one, in corroboration , presumably, to an article by En

gels in “ Die Neue Zeit ” of 1895.

Although, by this time, having considerable experience

regarding the degree of reliance one can attach to Prof. Skel

ton's statements and citations, one will hunt up Engels's

1895 article . But it takes some time to go through the files

of the "Neue Zeit," seventeen years back. While taking the

trip one is apt to reason :

“ Suppose Engels does say something to the effect that the

exchange of commodities at their value is not a feature of

capitalist society ; not an unlikely thing for Engels to say ;

and if he does , he will have said

than Marx's 'Capital is a long thesis on, step by step demon

strating that the practice in capitalist society confuses and

conceals fundamental facts very much in the manner that

the performances of a skilled Japanese juggler seem to set

the laws of gravitation at naught. But that Engels should

in that article have abandoned or explained away the theory

that labor is the source of value - hardly.” By the time one

has got so far, the 1895 Engels article has been reached . The

hunt was worth the trouble. The worst that was expected

regarding the utter unreliability of Prof. Skelton is veri

fied :

1st. The passage quoted by Prof. Skelton as an evidence

that even so good a Marxist as Engels has abandoned the

theory that labor is the source of value, or explains away the

theory, is not Engels at all , but is a passage that Engels
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quotes and quotes in quotation marks, from a rough unfin.

ished sketch left by Marx himself on the history of exchange,

and the spirit of which, as stated above , repeatedly appears

and reappears in Marx's " Capital” itself indicative of the

"salto mortale” that, as Marx expresses it, capitalism per

forms at every turn, or indicative, as he puts it elsewhere, of

the optic illusions that money raises before the eyes of vul

gar economy. If Prof. Skelton thought he could make out

of that passage an abandonment of the theory that labor is

the source of value, there was no need of his loading the

passage upon Engels. He could have charged Marx himself,

the author of the passage, with the abandonment. Venture

some, even reckless tho' Prof. Skelton is in his charges, he

was not quite venturesome and reckless enough to do that.

2nd. The Engels article of 1895 in the “ Neue Zeit” to

which Prof. Skelton refers specifically and generally in sup

port of his allegation that even so good a Marxist as Engels

abandons the theory that labor is the source of wealth , and

explains away the theory,—that article expressly does the ex

act opposite.

In the course of his elaboration of Marx's short and un

finished sketch regarding the history of exchange, Engels

reviews original production, as found even at the beginning

of the XIXth Century on the continent where exploitation had

not yet become the dominant factor in production, and ex

change was still within the community. Following the course

of history, he sketches production and exchange as it reached

the gold and money stage, as it passed through the stage of

exchange between the urban and the rural population, as it
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reached the Hansa period of commercialism , and as it final

ly swung itself up with the discovery of America. At the

start Engels emphasizes the obvious prominence of the fact

that labor is the source of value ; step by step he elucidates

the manner in which the more and more complicated system

of exchange and production itself concealed the once obvious

fact of labor being the source and measure of value, until,

the intervals between which value and price coincided being

more and more prolonged, the fact of labor being the source

and measure of value was lost sight of by all superficial ob

servers, and was left for scientific political economy to re-es

tablish . The point is clinched in this passage : "From the

moment money obtrudes itself into this economic system , the

tendency of adjustment to the law of value, according to

the Marxian formula, nota bene !, becomes, on the one hand,

more marked, on the other hand, however, it is broken

through by the inroads of the usurer's capital and of fiscal

extortions; and the periods when, on an average, prices ap

proximate values to within a negligible point, are put further

off.”

And the man who writes this, and the article in which this

appears, are expressly referred to in proof that " in the face

of the overwhelming criticism which
which has been directed

against " the theory that labor is the source of value, the

theory has been abandoned or explained away " even by good

Marxists .” — And there goes buttress number 4.
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SKELTON ON MARX'S LAW OF VALUE.

T
:

[ From the Daily People, May 23, 1912. ]

The buttresses hitherto considered , whereby Prof. Skelton

endeavors to shore up his labyrinthian refutation of the

Marxian law of value, have concerned facts only. All that

was necessary to cause the previously considered buttresses

to crumble was to blow the breath of Fact against the Pro

fessor's hollow bricks of Fiction . This fourth buttress, how

ever, is worked somewhat into the masonry of the labyrinth

itself. It concerns Facts and Reasoning.

Quoting from Boehm -Bawerk who says of Marx that " Te

acts as one who, urgently desiring to bring a white ball out

of the urn , takes care to secure this result by putting in white

balls only ,” Prof. Skelton proceeds at once to explain Boehm

Bawerk's criticism and to wipe out Marx, observing that

Marx "limits his inquiry to the value of 'commodities, ' and

adopts, without explicit warning, a definition of commodi

ties which includes only products of labor, and excludes 'vir

gin soil, natural meadows, etc.' ” (Pp. 117, 118. )

The fix Prof. Skelton , together with his Boehm -Bawerk

mopsy, is in is that of the dapper barrister, whose knowl.

edge of law is acquired “ on the wing," and who finds his

"'impressions” and, along with them , his case, ruled out of

court as if by magic by the simple quoting of some elemental

principle of jurisprudence .

Guided by the star of that robustious ignorance regarding

which Ruskin wittily observes “ it is noticeable that it always
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tell her side, vulgar, bourgeois political con

mistumwithcommodities things that are commodities

not at all . The process is instinctively aidful in concealing

the source of value, hence in justifying the plunder of the

wage slave class. When the dapper barrister for the bour

geois presents his shallow . plea at the bar of the Science of

Political Economy , it falls with the mere reading of "the

statute and the law . ” This Marx did .

The preceding article of this series outlined the Marxian

presentation of the history of production , utproduction

reached the commodity stage. That the fruit of labor was

not always a "commodity" Marx shows is a closed book to

gamy elaborates the proof tromboth the

economic and the sociologic viewpoint. A few passages from

“ Capital” will illustrate the reasoning, the facts upon which

the reasoning is banked, and last, not least, the importance

thereof :

“ Man's reflections on the forms of social life and conse

quently, also , his scientific analysis of these forms, take a

course directly opposite to that of their actual historical de

velopment. He begins, post festum , with the results of the

process of development ready to hand before him. The char

acters that stamp products as commodities, and whose es

tablishment is a necessary preliminary to the circulation of

commodities, have already acquired the stability of natural,

self -understood forms of social life, before man seeks to de

cipher, not their historical character, for in his eyes they are

immutable, but their meaning." ( P. 47. )

very product fabr , states fciety,
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value ; but it is only at a definite historical epoch in a so

ciety's development that such a product becomes a commodi.

ty , viz., at the epoch when the labor spent on the produc

tion of a useful article becomes expressed as one of the ob

jective qualities of the article, i. e. , its value. It therefore

follows that the elementary value -form is also the primitive

form under which a product of labor appears historically as

a commodity, and that the gradual transformation of such

products into commodities, proceeds paripassu with the de

velopment of the value form.” ( P. 31. )

“ A commodity is therefore a mysterious thing, simply

because in it the social character of men's labor appears to

them as an objective character stamped upon the product of

that labor ; because the relation of the producers to the sum

total of their own labor is presented to them as a social re

lation , existing not between themselves, but between

the products of their labor. This is the

reason why the products of labor become commodities,

social things whose qualities are at the same time perceptible

and imperceptibl
e

to the senses.” ( P. 43. )

One more passage to tie the knot to the string :

“The whole mystery of commodities, all the magic and

necromancy that surrounds the products of labor so long as

they take the form of commodities, vanishes, therefore, so

soon as we come to other forms of production.” ( P. 47. )

Prof. Skelton's assertion that Marx adopts, " without ex

plicit warning," a definition of commodities which includes

only products of labor, is, accordingly, without foundation

in fact, like so many other of our Queen's University Pro
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fessor's allegations have been found to be. The passages just

quoted from “ Capital” are merely a few of the leading

links in a long argument which begins with page 25 and

.closes with page 55 of “ Capital,” in the
course of which ,

with his characteristic thoroughness and conscientiousness,

Marx not only " gives warning," but makes the warning

good . Commodities are shown to be impossible in any other ,

and to represent a certain historic stage in production — the

social stage when cooperative labor has set in ; the social

stage when the producers are eliminated from and the prod

ucts arise in social relation to one another ; the social stage

when the product becomes a " social thing” ; the social stage

when products circulate as " commodities” as a consequence

of a new and previously established form of life ; in short,

the social stage that necessarily excludes from the category

of “ commodities ” all such things as “virgin soil, ” “ natural

meadows,” the " honor of women , ” the "conscience of magis

trates ,” these not being the product of social labor, but mist

which the Boehm -Bawerks and Skeltons require in order to

cover up the tracks of their reasoning -- mist which scientific

economics dispel.

In Homeric mythology it was the giant-beautiful deities

of Olympus whom mists were made to conceal from profane

eyes. In Bourgeois mythology the mists are used to conceal

the bourgeois' hand in Labor's pockets—a necessary bit of

necromancy, we have called it in this series a buttress, to

give color to the myth that, not Labor, but Idleness is the

source of value.
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SKELTON ON MARX'S LAW OF VALUE.

VI .

[ From the Daily People, June 1 , 1912.]

There remains one more buttress to demolish of the sev

eral with which Prof. Skelton sought to protect his over

throw: of the Marxian law of value. This particular buttress

is only a fraction of a buttress. It was severely shaken

when the second buttress was torn down. Portions of it

then fell to the ground, and were swept away along with

the debris of the second . It is this :

In the tortuous course — how tortuous has been laid bare

in the previous articles of this series—to make out that

Marx himself made no distinction between “ value”
and

" price, " but identified the two terms, Prof. Skelton asserts

that “ it is difficult to read any other meaning into such

declarations as that. .price is 'merely the money name

of the quantity of social value in his commodity.' ” ( Page

124. )

From what chapter in " Capital” is this passage taken ?

It is taken from the chapter in which Marx sketches the

economic and sociologic history of money.

Originally, utilities are bartered . The measure of ex

change was demonstrated to be the socially necessary labor

crystallized in them . From the start of the demonstration ,

and with increasing frequency, as the economic historic nar

rative proceeded, the fact was recognized that perturbing

elements set in which perturb the assertion of the law of

exchange in all its purity. The perturbing elements were
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eliminated to facilitate the treatment of the law in its nor

mal operation. Thus the instances in which utilities

exchanged at a " price" below or above their " value" were

eliminated ; the utilities were supposed to be exchanged nor

mally , that is , at their “ value.”

At that, the barter stage, it was shown that each commodi

ty expressed its value in a variety of other utilities, indeed ,

in as many other utilities as were offered for exchange. In

the measure that social development stamped utilities with

the social stamp of " commodities ” the clumsiness and in

creasing impracticability of each commodity's expressing its

value in such a variety of others asserted itself. The ulti

mate consequence was the differentiation of one commodity,

gold, as that one commodity into which all others were to

express their value. A further and later consequence was

the birth of “ money ” -fractions of gold stamped as repre

senting given quantities of gold.

Arrived at this stage of social development, money acquir

ed certain attributes. While the gold , that a coin consisted

of, never did, nor could , lose its commodity qualities, the

coin that the gold was stamped into acquired attributes of

its own . The gold in the coin being the intermediary link

between the commodity that it was sold for, and the com

modity that it was, in turn , to buy, sale and purchase was

bound to take place according to the measure of value in all

the three commodities—the commodity sold , the commodity

bought, and the gold in the coin . Thus in the strictness of

the economic transaction , always supposing it to be normal,

the value of the commodity that was sold and the value of
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the commodity that was purchased receive a money name.

That money name the market has called " price.” Thus

" price ” becomes, as Marx expresses it , “merely the money

name of the quantity of social value ” that commodities con

tain .

When Marx reaches in his demonstration the point of

drawing that conclusion the door is double -bolted against

the Skeltonian allegation that " price" and " value” are iden

tical in Marxian terminology. The door is double-bolted

against that allegation as firmly as the door is found double

bolted against the allegation that, in Marxian terminology,

" price" and " value," are identical, on the ground that Marx

assumes exchange to be conducted normally, that is, free

from the perturbing circumstances under which " price " and

" value " do not coincide.

On the same page on which Prof. Skelton makes the un

warranted assertion here considered , and as introductory

thereto, he speaks of the " assumption of their [ ' price' and

'value') identity" by Marx . The statement is true and it is

Malse.

The geometrician who traces a line on a sheet of paper to

demonstrate that the straight line is the shortest possible

between two given points, does " assume” that the line he

drew is " straight" although, he not being a draftsman, prob

ably drew a line that was very far from being " straight. "

To build upon the " assumption " an argument that the

the geometrician actually held a wabbly line to be identical

with a straight line would be manifestly a sharper's shell

game.
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It is true that Marx " assumes 'price' and ' value' to be

identical ” in the course of an argument that expressly ex

cludes the perturbed conditions under which what a com

modity exchanges for either falls below or rises above its

value, when , in other words, " price" and " value" do not

coincide. However, to build upon the fact of this assumption ,

and the correlated utterance that price is merely the money

name of a commodity's value, -- to build upon this fact an

argument to the effect that Marx considers " price" and

“ value” to be de facto identical,-- to plant upon that fact

the conclusion that “ it is difficult to read any other mean

ing” into Marx's declarations-- to do that is ( well, it is dif

ficult to preserve parliamentary decorum when handling

such arguments ; but we shall perform the feat) —to do

what Prof. Skelton has been exhibited in this article and the

previous articles of this series as doing - such performances

are - well - un -scientific.

X
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[ From the Daily People, June 8, 1912. ]

Seven of the buttresses, with which Prof. Skelton sought

to protect the labyrinthian structure of his demolishment of

Marx's law of value , having themselves been demolished

and the field cleared of the debris, we may now consider the

“ demolishment” itself.

One starts in , and what does he find ? He finds that the

labyrinthian argument is a structure builded on the architec

al

7
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tural plan of the onion. You peal off layer after layer of the

onion, expecting to get at its substance ; the more you peal

off all the less there is left of it ; until, finally, with the last

layers gone, you find there is no substance to it ; the onion

is all layers , labyrinthianly involuted . Similarly is the ex

perience in store for him who would get at the substance of

the demolition of the Marxian law of value by 0. D. Skelton ,

Ph . D. , Sir John A. Macdonald Professor of Political

Science, Queen's University, Kingston, Canada . The Pro

fessor's “ demolition” is made up of buttresses to the demoli

tion .

You hammer down buttress after buttress, in the

hope to reach the arcanum ; and when the buttresses, or

enough of them to make a clearing have been removed , you

face - a vacuum.

The Marxian law of value, condensed by us in a few lines

in the first article of this series as the objective of Prof.

Skelton's demolitionary raid, is now more fully presented,

thus :

Commodities are utilities produced for exchange and, to

that end, brought to the world's market. The exchange is

carried on obedient to that which all commodities have in

common — the quality of being depositories of socially nec

essary labor-power. The quantity of socially necessary labor

power embodied in commodities determines their value. In

exchange it is value that is given for value. The complicated

mechanism of capitalist production conceals the fact. So

many are the perturbing streams in the market that ex

change rarely is value for value. The ravages of competi

tion , the supply-disturbing anarchistic policies of production,
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now send prices above, now depress prices below the stand

ard of value. Despite the seeming chaos there is order. The

law of value, acting like the centripetal force in nature,

counteracts, if it does not at long intervals cure, the cen

trifugal forces in the capitalist market.

The law of value is no idle abstraction, leading Nowhere.

From the law flow, and constitute integral parts of it, a

number of corollaries economic and social. The leading ones

f

are :

Concentration of productive powers increases the vol

ume of wealth, lowers the value of goods, and clears the

field of petty and competitive elements ;

2. Under capitalism , labor-power, being a commodity

like all others, must decline in value ;

3. Concentration of productive powers is an irresistible

economic force;

4. The irresistible force congests wealth in the hands of

the few and pauperizes the masses ;

5. Labor alone produces all wealth ; the wealth in the

hands of the Capitalist Class is plunder.

In the cards of the law of value is, accordingly, Revolu

tion—the adjustment of society to the unbearably changed

conditions. The plumb line of the readjusted social struc

ture is the economic interests of the Working Class. An

other expression for the Socialist or Industrial Republic.

Hence the fierceness of the capitalist onslaught upon the

Marxian Law of Value.

Mere denial could not stead. Capitalism instinctively realiz

ed that. Denial had to be made with an argument that sub
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stituted some other theory for the Marxian . The substitutes

only confirmed that which they were intended to substitute.

They confirmed the original. By the aid of their transpar

ent , often ridiculous pretenses, they only helped to empha

size the Law of Wages .

Thus it happened that the endeavor to overthrow fact

with the fiction that what the Capitalist Class “ takes and

holds” is its “ Wages of Abstinence, " only helped to draw pub

lic attention to the notorious non -abstinence of a notoriously

squandering Class ; the endeavor to overthrow fact with the

fiction that what the Capitalist Class sponges up is its

“Wages of Superintendence," only helped to point the finger

more pointedly at the idleness of a notoriously idle Class,

idle in production ; the endeavor to overthrow fact with the

fiction that what the Capitalist Class raked in was its Insur

ance for Risk run, only helped to uncover more completely

the fact that the only Class that runs no risks and takes none

is that very Capitalist Class ; the endeavor to overthrow fact

with the Mallockian fiction that the wealth of the Capitalist

Class is the increment of its Ability, only helped to expose

more glaringly the amazing inability of capitalists — inabili

ty in production, however phenomenal their ability in grab

bing. Of such consists the pre-Skeltonian series of " demoli

tions of Marx . ”

Prof. 0. D. Skelton, Etc., Etc., more of a sly-boots than

his predecessors, avoided their pickle --unless his " Ney -and

Sheridan ” rhetorical effort, previously considered, be his

contribution to the string of substitutes. He, more of a sly

boots than his predecessors, raised a vacuum , buttressed with
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an extensive involution of buttresses.

SKELTON ON "MARX'S CONTRADICTION .”

ACT 1 .

[ From the Daily People, June 13 , 1912.]

One had almost forgotten that once upon a time there was

quite a little stir about Marx having contradicted himself,

until Prof. 0. D. Skelton , Ph . D. , Sir John Macdonald Pro

fessor of Political Science, Queen's University, Kingston ,

Canada, recalled the silly dead and past. The late lamented

Archbishop Corrigan of this city went so far as to announce

from the pulpit at St. Patrick's as his own swan's song, that

" Marx recanted on his deathbed.” An Italian pundit, Loria

by name, and others in Germany, put it more mildly and

less ecclesiastically. The burden of the song was , in all in

stances, to the effect that Marx had repudiated his own law

of value. Engels treated the whole crew with deserved con

tempt. The incident seemed forgotten, when Prof. Skelton

revamped it ; dished it up anew in his prize-book, “ Social

ism , A Critical Analysis ” ; and , in justice to justice be it

said , presented the “ Contradiction ” in form and style more

precise and concise than it was ever presented before. In

deed , and unfortunately for Prof. Skelton, this part of his

“ Analysis” is the only one in which the reasoning is not too

shadowy to grapple . Hence, it is as easy to be overthrown

as the series of false allegations of fact that have been so far

mainly considered in the previous series .

The " Contradiction ” is presented on pages 131-132 of the

1
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" Analysis.” It is presented dramatically, in three acts.

In the first act Marx is represented as pointing, " in the

first volume of 'Capital,' ” to a patent contradiction in his

theory, and promising to give the solution in the forthcom

ing next volume.

In the second act Engels is represented as challenging— " in

his preface to the second volume of "Capital ," " issued by him

two years after the death of Marx - all the powers that are

in the heaven above, or that are in the earth beneath, or

that are in the waters under the earth , to solve the riddle

that Marx's “ Contradiction” presented, and the solution of

which Marx had promised, Engels himself now promising

to give a solution in the next, or " third volume of 'Capi

tal.' »

The catastrophe occurs in the third act. Marx and Engels

flunk egregiously, ignominiously.

We shall analyze the three acts in three separate articles.

After correctly summing up ( p. 126 ) the Marxian law re

garding constant and variable capital; regarding the differ

ent functions of each ; and regarding the difference between

the " rate of surplus value” and the " rate of profit,” Prof.

Skelton proceeds (p. 131 ) :

“ The doctrine of surplus value as laid down in the first

volume ( Marx's " Capital” ] asserts that surplus value ac

crues only on the variable capital, the wage investment. It

would follow, then, that the rate of profit in different indus

tries would vary with the proportion of laborers employed .

But it is patent that this is not the case ; “every one knows

that a cotton spinner who, reckoning the percentage on the
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whole of his applied capital, employs much constant and lit

tle variable capital, does not on account of this pocket less

profit or surplus value than the baker, who relatively sets in

motion much variable and little constant capital . ' 'Capital

1. , p . 181. The same difficulty proved a stumbling -block in

Rodbertus's labor theory of value. Marx promised its solu

tion in the forthcoming third volume.”

So sayeth Prof. Skelton about Marx. Now let us hear

what Marx did say :

“This law ( that the masses of value and of surplus-value,

produced by different total capitals, vary directly as the

amounts of the variable constituents of these capitals] clear

ly contradicts all experience based on appearance. Every one

knows that a cotton spinner, who, reckoning the percentage

on the whole of his applied capital, employs much constant

and little variable capital, does not, on account of this, pock

et less profit or surplus-value than a baker, who relatively

sets in motion much variable and little constant capital. For

the solution of this apparent contradiction, many interme

diate terms are as yet wanted , as from the standpoint of

elementary algebra many intermediate terms are wanted to

understand that 00 may represent an actual magnitude.

Classical economy, although not formulating the law , holds

instinctively to it , because it is a necessary consequence of

the general law of value. It tries to rescue the law from

collision with contradictory phenomena by a violent abstrac

tion . It will be seen later [ Footnote- " Further particulars

will be given in Book IV ” ] how the school of Ricardo has

come to grief over this stumbling block. Vulgar economy
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which, indeed, has really learned nothing, here as every

where sticks to appearances in opposition to the law which

regulates and explains them . In opposition to Spinoza, it

believes that 'ignorance is a sufficient reason .' ” ( Page

293-4 . )

Accordingly , it leaps to the sight of the attentive reader

that it is not true that Marx promised the solution of the

contradiction which he characterizes as flowing from " ex

perience based on appearances.” What Marx did promise for

a later volume was, not a solution of the seeming contradic

tion, but an exhibition of "how the school of Ricardo has

come to grief over this stumbling block ."

By reading on, beyond the paragraph just quoted from

Marx, it becomes furthermore clear that Marx had no occa

sion to promise the solution of the seeming contradiction

for a later volume. The rest of the chapter in which the

paragraph occurs , together with the 268 immediately follow

ing pages, in fact, the rest of " Capital, ” supplies the “ inter

mediate terms," as yet wanted to solve the mystery of the

seeming contradiction — the extension of relative surplus val

ue ; the secret keeping of improvements, so long as the

manufacturer could keep an improvement secret from com

petitors ; the devices of competition ; finally, and above all ,

co-operation, or the extra yield of co-operative labor, espe

cially on a large scale.

The subject, a broad one, being of deep interest, but re

quiring close reading, will be here treated succinctly .

For the proper understanding of the source of surplus-value,

capital is divided into two categories :
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One category consists of the moneys expended on the plant

and the raw material, generally. These items are transform

ed in the course of production, but they part with no greater

value than they have. If the plant of manufacturer A is worn

in the course of production to the extent of say, $100 , and the

raw material has cost, say, $1,000, then , that $1,100 , and no

more from that source, will reappear in the new product.

That category of the capital is called “constant capital.”

The other category consists of the moneys expended on

wages. Wages purchase labor-power, normally at its exchange

value. The item of labor-power also is transformed in the

course of production ; it also goes into the new product. But it

parts with a larger volume of value than its own . If, say ,

$200 is the amount paid for labor-power by manufacturer A,

then there will re -appear in the new product, that $200, plus,

say, $200 more , the additional value, which to yield over and

above its actual value is the use-value of labor-power, and on

account of which it is bought by the capitalist. — This category

of the capital is called "variable capital.”

From this subdivision is follows that

Whatever volume of surplus-value the capitalist obtains

must flow from the variable capital.

The VOLUME of surplus-value, that is, the maximum of sur

plus-value that can be pocketed by the capitalist depends upon

the amount of variable capital expended, another way of saying

upon the number of hands exploited : if 1 man is employed

and his wages are $2 and he yields $ 2 over and above the

wages, the volume of surplus -value will be $2 ; if 50 men are

employed, the volume of surplus-value will be $100 ;
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Profit is that portion of surplus-value that the capitalist ul

timately pockets : the profit may equal the total surplus-value

that the capitalist squeezed out of his wage slaves, and it may

reduced by expenditures dictated to the trade, such as, for in

be less ; if the profit is less, that happens because the profit is

stance, the bribing of public officials, the necessity to undersell

competitors, etc., etc.; all profit comes from surplus-value, but

not all surplus-value goes to profits;

The RATE of surplus-value depends upon the ratio between

the variable capital and the surplus-value yielded by the

same : if the variable capital is $200 and the surplus- value

$200, then the rate is 100 per cent;

The RATE of profit depends upon the ratio between the va

riable capital plus the constant capital, that is the ratio be

tween the total capital, and the surplus- value. In the illustra

tion of manufacturer A, the rate of profit is determined by

the ratio between the $ 1,100 constant plus the $200 variable

capital, that is the ratio beween $1,300 total capital and the

$200 surplus-value: the rate is slightly over 15 per cent.

Such is the general law .

At first blush , having in mind that " profits ” are “ surplus

value, " two errors are easily slipped into, to wit, first the er

ror of believing that the volume of "profit” pocketed must be

equal to the volume of " surplus- value” squeezed out of labor ;

and, second, the error of mistaking " profits ” for “ rate of

profit ” ; whence — seeing that the rate of profit made by the

cotton spinner who operates, say , a $500,000 constant capital

and the relatively small variable capital of, say, $1,000, yield

ing him $1,000, is below 0.2 per cent.-- the conclusion would
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be that the baker, who operates, a constant capital of, say,

$200, but a relatively large variable capital of, say, $10, yield

ing him profits at the rate of more than 4 per cent., is pocket

ing larger profits than the spinner. Is not the variable capital

which the spinner operates insignificant and that operated by

the baker large, when compared with the constant capital that

each operates ? Hence, the baker, according to the law , should

rake in more profits than the spinner. Is not 4 per cent more

than 0.2 ?

This, however, does not happen . It is the opposite that

happens.

Is, then, the law false ?

Classic economy, Ricardo leading, having scientifically es

tablished beyond cavil that labor was the source of value,

felt imperatively ordered to hold to the law : It instinctively

realized that the contradiction could be in appearance only ;

and it felt as imperatively driven to explain the, to them ,

puzzling mystery. Lacking what Marx denominates the

“ intermediate terms,” the capers cut by the Ricardians in

the effort, as Marx expresses it, “to rescue the law from

collision with contradictory phenomena,” were numerous, at

times even droll—so droll that Marx promised their treat

ment in a later volume.

What the "intermediate terms” are has been mentioned

above. In what way do they solve the mystery ?

It will not have escaped the careful reader that a big

chunk of the mystery" lies, not in the operation of the

law, but in the operation of the slipshod minds who abso

lutely identify " profit ” with “ surplus-value," and who, fur
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thermore confuse “ profit ” with the “ rate of profit” —MASS

of profit with PERCENTAGE. Nor will it have escaped

the careful reader that Prof. Skelton incurred the identical

guilt, only in aggravated form . Others gave no indication

of having at all grasped the Marxian law . Prof. Skelton

did . As was seen , Prof. Skelton correctly states the Marx

ian law by his summary : “ Constant capital , that part of

capital invested in plant and material, merely reproduces

its own value in the process of manufacture. Variable capi

tal on the contrary, the portion invested in labor -power, re

produces its own value and the whole of the surplus appro

priated by the capitalist . The rate of surplus-value is de

termined by proportion between surplus value and variable

capital , the rate of profit by the proportion between surplus

value and the total capital” ( pp. 126-127 ) ; and again : " The

doctrine of surplus value, as laid down in the first volume,

asserts that surplus value accrues only on the variable capi

tal , the wage investment” (p. 131 ) . This notwithstanding,

less than five pages later than the first citation and imme

diately after the second , driven by the stage demands of

this first act in his melodrama of " Marx's Contradiction , ”

the Professor, now become playwright, conveniently forgets

all about what he had said just before, and proceeds: “ It

would follow , then, that the rate of profit in different in

dustries would vary with the proportion of laborers em

ployed ” !!! — In such hocus-pocus no mystery lurks,—not to

the wide-awake.

There is , however, more involved than the looseness of

slipshod thinking or the artifices of a juggler with words.
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There is that involved which “intermediate terms” are

needed to solve.

In order to obtain the identical mass of surplus-value, or

profit, which he obtained before, the manufacturer needs

an ever huger volume of constant capital . It goes without

saying that under economic laws which decree the increase

of a necessary factor, a factor, at that, which is barren of

surplus-value , in order for the manufacturer to hold his own

in the competitive field ,-it goes without saying that under

such economic laws, the “rate of profit is bound to decline.

When the workings of the economic law are furthermore

ascertained to render dependent upon a steadily increasing

monumental constant capital the number of wage- earners

that can be drawn into the vortex of exploitation, hence,

the mass of surplus-value to be squeezed out of the variable

capital ; and furthermore, that, in the course of the process

the mass of surplus value steadily shrivels in contrast with

the increasing mass of the interest on the constant capital ;

--when all this is considered then the mind's optical

illusion concerning the general law's leading to a lower mass

of profit for the spinner than for our baker becomes obvious.

For instance :

The spinner who, for instance, requires a $10,000,000

constant capital to resist being driven from the field of com

petition ; who pays an interest of 5 per cent, on that capital ;

and who exploits 10,000 wage slaves, from whom he extracts

$20,000 surplus-value ;—that spinner would be paying out

$50,000 in interest, or $30,000 more than his surplus -value.

It matters not whether the spinner himself owns the con
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stant capital, or borrows it . If he owns it, he forfeits the

$50,000 interest, which , in this calculation , amounts to the

same as having to pay the interest to others. The spinner,

despite the fact of his operating a vastly larger variable

capital than the baker in our illustration , will be pocketing

less profit than the baker. He would be actually losing . This

is, in fact, the contradiction - yet, a contradiction that flows

only from "experience based on appearance.”

It will suffice to consider one of the intermediate terms

out of the several that Marx proceeds to furnish immediately

after having stated the seeming contradiction.

The conclusion would be that the capitalist who employs

1 wage earner, from whom he extracts $2 surplus-value,

would extract no more than $20,000 from 10,000 wage

slaves. The reasoning is correct in arithmetic ; it is incor

rect in economics. The moment many wage slaves
Co -oper

ate in an industry, the mass of surplus-value that they yield

is not merely the sum of the surplus-value yielded by each .

The surplus-value that they yield is equal to the sum of the

surplus-values yielded by each individually, plus an addi

tional amount which is the specific yield of co-operative

Labor. Say, $2 is the surplus-value yielded by 1 wage earn

er, $10 would be the surplus-value yielded by 5 ; $100 the

surplus- value yielded by 50, and so on in a sort of arith

metic progression. But over and above the sum of these

individual yieldings, there is a mass of surplus- value that

increases in a sort of geometric ratio. The larger the num

ber of co -operating wage slaves , all the larger, and in some

what geometric ratio, grows the mass of the co -operative
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yield. If 5,000 wage earners yield a co -operative surplus of,

say, $20,000, then 10,000 wage earners will yield a co -oper

ative surplus of $80,000 , and so on. Seeing that the larger

the constant capital, all the larger is the number of exploit

able wage -slaves in a plant, it follows that while the profits

would sink according to the general law , yet the soundness

of the law is, nevertheless, sustained ,—and sustained by the

law of value itself. The added surplus- value, that flows

from the co -operative labor of the wage-earners, counteracts

and overcomes the effect of the increasing necessity for

larger constant capital. Instead of losing, our spinner would

pocket $50,000 profit, or surplus-value and distance our

baker out of sight. Other "intermediate terms” fortify the

process in still other manners.

So far from there being any contradiction in the general

law formulated by Marx, the seeming "contradiction” that

he calls attention to furnishes him with the occasion to " rub

in , " so to speak, the conclusions that the law points to.

Inferentially, the general law pointed to the working

class as the source of the wealth in the pockets of the capi

talist and it even formulated the formula to determine the

magnitude of the plunder. The " intermediate terms,” nec

essary to pick the lock of the "contradiction,” do more than

pick that lock . They throw light into corners of exploita

tion, some of which the capitalist was, perhaps, not himself

conscious of, though delighting in the benefits that flowed

from them , and probably looked to heaven in grateful re

cognition of the blessing. The “ contradiction ,” according

ly, leads to an analysis that uncovers a nest of capitalist
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secrets — secrets all of which , besides re-enforcing the gen

eral law, exhibit still larger areas of exploitation which the

capitalist is anxious to keep dark .

And this is the “ contradiction " that Archbishop Corrigan

builded his ecclesiastically colored myth upon ; the " contra

diction ” that at one time threw the capitalist pundits into

a fever of excitement ; finally , the “contradiction” that Prof.

Skelton staged as his melodrama's first act—the act upon

which the curtain now drops.

SKELTON ON “ MARX'S CONTRADICTION.”

ACT II.

[ From the Daily People, June 17 , 1912.]

The curtain rises on Act II of Prof. Skelton's melodrama

“ Marx's Contradiction ” with Frederick Engels occupying

the center of it, if not the whole stage--and keeping it to

the end.

As was stated in the summary of the three acts, Engels

is represented challenging everybody, in sight and out of

sight, to solve the contradiction that Marx promised to

solve in a subsequent volume of “ Capital, " a promise which

he did not live to carry out. The challenge Prof. Skelton

says is made in the second volume of “ Capital," a work that

appeared under Engels's editorship in 1885 , two years after

Marx's death .

Before proceeding with the consideration of this second

act, it is well to place on record that in no legitimate sense

is there such a thing as a IId and a IIId volume of “ Capi
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astal,” meaning, of course, Marx's “ Capital,"

the volumes purport to be. Several times, in the pre

vious article of this second series, and also in the course of

the first series, “ Skelton on Marx's Law of Value," these

IId and IIId volumes have been referred to . The references

were made mainly in citing Prof. Skelton , without further

explanation. An explanation would then have been an un

necessary interruption . A short digression will not now

break the " thread of the plot.”

Without derogating in the slightest from the eminent

services rendered by Engels to the cause of Socialism , ir

from his ability--on the contrary, with all the veneration

that is due to Engels as a founder of scientific Socialism , the

two volumes he issued after Marx's death are not Marx's.

A man's works , especially in the instance of a man of

Marx's caliber, consist only of what he issued in his life , or

left ready for publication after his life. The IId and IIII

volumes were not published in Marx's life ; more than that,

Marx did not leave them ready for publication ; worse yet,

they consist to a great extent, if not mainly, of rough

drafts, of memoranda , sometimes notes, that Engels him

self stated in all frankness he had difficulty in deciphering.

Of much of the material of these volumes Engels speaks as

matter " hurriedly jotted down and partly incomplete in

their first treatment” [ Neue Zeit, 1895, No. 1 ) , and speci

fically he more than once warns , with regard to some liter

ally reproduced passages, that they are rough sketches which

Marx “ would undoubtedly have elaborated ” had he lived

to carry out his design to publish additional volumes to
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the volume which he did give out.

Not even a man of Engels's intellectual inches, not even

when such a man was in full accord with and the close as

sociate of another, as Engels was with and of Marx, cau his

version and rendition of that other's hurriedly jotted down

notes and incomplete sketches be considered the work of that

other ;—when that other is a man of Marx's excepcional

mental acquirements and powers least of all .

The two volumes issued by Engels are essentially a mo:au

ment raised to a dear friendship, a pious tribute to the

shades of one of the world's giants . In the British Museum

a torn shirt of Shakespeare is preserved with veneration ; in

the same Museum rough first sketches of Raffael, which the

illustrious painter would have burned up, are likewise ex

hibited with reverence. These are not manifestations of hu

man weakness . On the contrary. Only the healthy and vig

orous are grateful. Man can not be too grateful cowards

those who have helped to uplift his kind. To the grateful,

whatever the great have touched insensibly acquires a cer

tain sanctity. As all vice is a virtue carried in excess, the

virtue of gratefulness may degenerate into paganism . Thcre

is no paganism in the reverence that Engels entertained for

Marx's jottings. For that very reason , no mention herein

made by us of “ volumes II and III of 'Capital,” ” is to be

construed as a committal to the proposition that we consider

the volumes the work of Marx, or him responsible for them,

or them the “ IId and IIId volumes of 'Capital.' ”

Now , to return to the plot

The " contradiction " in the general law that Marx had
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SO

called attention to, and which he attributed, with keen sar

casm , to " experience based upon appearances,” - that

called contradiction, it will be remembered, turned simply

upon the correct, or incorrect, application of the terms

“ profit” and “ rate of profit,” besides the grasping of “ inter

mediate terms."

As was shown in the previous Act, " profit ,” though it can

come from " surplus-value” only , is not, as surplus- value, in

ferable from the amount of variable capital. A number of

sponges may absorb such a large portion of the surplus

value as — were it not for the " intermediate terms" -- to raise

the mental-optical illusion that “ the baker” would have in

larger mass of surplus-value than “ the spinner ” ; hence, that

the general law of surplus -value was false.

Finally, it will be remembered that Marx promised no

solution of any such “ contradiction ” for a later volume; in

deed could have promised none, seeing he proceeded instant

er to elaborate the solution.”

What, then, was there left for Prof. Skelton to stage in

Act II of his melodrama ?

Artistic skill in the framing of the melodrama there is

not wanting. If Marx furnished no subject for Act II, the

foundation for the act was laid by the Professor with a3

mirable artifice.

It will be remembered that Prof. Skelton , after correcto

ly stating the Marxian law on the "rate of profit," and im

mediately after stating, with equal correctness the Marxian

law regarding surplus -value, to wit, that the same " accrues

only on variable capital,” proceeds, without a blush and with
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charming candorousness, to substitute a false econcmic

proposition as the consequence, and deftly to shove the error

into Marx's shoes , to wit , the proposition that " it would

follow then that the rate of profit in different industries

would vary with the proportion of laborers employed.”

However deftly the trick was performed , no careful

watcher of the Professor's hands was taken in . The ques

tion of the “ rate of profits ” in different industries is a very

different one from the question involved in the " contradic

tion” which Marx pointed out, and himself cleared up fully

in " Capital" —the 1st , the only volume of " Capital.” It is

this wholly different subject that our Professor stages in

his Act II ; it is this wholly different subject that lie , with

out warrant, represents Engels as referring to in the IId

volume, -- referring to it as the " contradiction " touched up

on by Marx.

Accordingly, when the curtain rises upon Act II , Engels

is found filling a role wholly different from the only legiti

mate role that Prof. Skelton's treatment of Act 1 justified

expectation to find Engels in — a role , nevertheless, that, by

insensible gradations, the Professor leads the unwary to ex

pect as the originally and justly expected role, and which

the citation from Engels tends to confirm the unwary in be

lieving

Indeed , Engels challenges the whole pack of Rodbertians ,

degenerate Ricardians, to show , what had puzzled them , " in

what way an equal average rate of profit can and must come

about, not only without violation of the law of value, but

by means of it ” ; indeed, Engels promises to smooth in the
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next volume the " pons asinorum " (donkeys' bridge ) , off

which the pretentious dullards had slipped , and with whom

“to discuss the matter further” he flatly and justly announ

ced his unwillingness.

-And down comes the curtain with a dull thud upon

Act II.

* * *

The writer remembers to have seen a performance of

Meyerbeer's opera " The Huguenots," on a stage, the front

arch of which having an exceptionally wide sweep , one of

the soldiers killed in the massacre incautiously died too far

forward . When the curtain dropped upon the scene it left

the soldier on the outside.

From the gloomy mood the audience was in, it was sud

denly thrown into one of boisterous hilarity, as the clumsy

soldier discovered his plight, wriggled back to life, and,

finally, amid roars from the audience , picked himself up

and scurried behind the curtain.

When the curtain drops upon Prof. Skelton's Act II the

Professor is left scrawling on the outside. We shall allow

him to pick himself up and run behind , because we shall

need him' for the next Act - and for the epilogue.

PROF. SKELTON ON "MARX'S CONTRADICTION.”

ACT III .

[From the Daily People, June 29, 1912.]

It often happens at theatrical performances that not a

few people leave before the last act. The last act of a play
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usually is the solution of the tangled plot in the previous

acts. People who go to plays only for the sake of the plot

know what the solution ” is before the last act is unrolled ;

and they leave . We hope there will be none such at this

play. Though they may know , and surely should know , by

this time, what Act III of Prof. Skelton's melodrama is to

be about, it will pay to wait to the end. There may be some

unexpected scene.

Of course, Marx not having promised any “ solution ” of

the contradiction, imagined by " experience based upon ap

pearance,” which he pointed out in " Capital, " and having

promised none for reasons already made clear, Act III will

have nothing concerning the mass of surplus -value in differ

ent industries.

Of course , Engels having made in the so - called IID

volume no promise for the so -called IIId volume

cerning the mass of surplus -value in different industries,

the said so called IId volume, and, along with it this

Act III will be silent on the subject.

Finally, Engels — having challenged the Rodbertians to

" show in what way an equal average rate of profit can and

must come about, not only without a violation of the law

of value, but by means of it, " and having promised to pro

duce Marx's simple answer in the material which Marx left

unfinished and which was to constitute the next volume

keeps his word .

The drafts left by Marx indicate what Marx had, in a

way, and apropos of another subject matter, amply elabor

ated in his pamphlet “ Value, Price and Profit .” In the

con

}
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measure that the mass of surplus-value, yielded by the va

riable capital in an industry, is preserved as profit, -in that

measure other capital, less advantageously employed, or ly

ing idle, rushes to that industry. The attraction of compe

tition necessarily lowers the rate of profits in that industry.

The lowered rate of profit in that industry, in turn, sprouts

wings in capitals therein employed to search for fields

where, competition being less intense, the rate of interest

is higher ; and so forth, and so on . Thus, by no means be

cause the law of value is untrue, on the contrary, ever

pivoted upon that law, the rate of profit drops in the long

run to an average level, regardless of the different variable

capitals employed.

The challenge , that Engels issued to the Rodbertians in

the so - called IId volume of “ Capital” was issued with the

condescending contempt for his whipper -snapper critics that

Columbus may be supposed to have entertained for the crew

when he formulated the " problem " to set up an egg on its

end. The parallel ends there . History tells us how the

supercilious courtiers " caught on ” when Columbus " solved”

the “ problem .” Forthwith all of them duplicated the trick.

Engels, on the contrary, tells us [Neue Zeit, 1895-96, No.

1 ] that " quite a few , who had prepared themselves for a

perfect miracle, felt deceived : instead of the expected ho

cus-pocus , they saw a simple -rational, prosaic-sober answer

before them ."

This set Prof. Skelton joins - and he joins them by

" speaking a piece" at the close of his drama in that part of

his “ Analysis.”
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The piece that Prof. Skelton speaks we shall suppose to

be spoken , not as the Professor expected, before an audience

of lunk - heads and sausage-skins, anxious to be stuffed ; we

shall suppose the piece spoken before an audience of men

and women fairly well acquainted with Marx ; not disposed

to be stuffed ; and, having reverence for Knowledge, utterly

irreverent toward Ignorance, or Word Jugglery . According

ly we shall suppose the piece spoken before an audience that

butts in with questions and commentaries.

The Professor's closing piece is :

" The third volume did not appear until 1894, twenty

seven years after the publication of the first, although the

greater part of it had been drafted in the sixties. Great was

the astonishment when the oracular solution A voice : " So

lution of what?” Another voice : “ Marx promised no solu

tion !” ] turned out to be a virtual abandonment of the

earlier value theory [ Several voices : " Never ! ” “ A positive

confirmation of the value theory !” ] in favor of an ordinary

cost of production. [Loud laughter. A voice : “ This is your

latest interpolation !” Another voice : “ Cost of production'

nothing !" ] Profits, Marx now declared, are equalized by

competition. [A voice : "You're again misquoting Marx ! "

Another voice : "Marx said 'rate of profit!" A third voice :

“ Don't you know the difference between 'mass of profit and

‘ rate of profit' ? ” ] Originally the rates differed in accord

ance with the proportion of variable capital employed [A

voice : “ Why, Professor, you're going back on your own

words ! Do you forget that on page 126 of your ‘Analysis’

you correctly quoted Marx as stating that the rate of
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profit is determined by the proportion between surplus

value and the total capital, not as you now claim 'in ac

cordance with the proportion of variable capital employ

ed ' ?” ] but through the working of competition capital is

withdrawn from the sphere with low profit rates and thrown

into the industry with the higher rates , so that rates are

reduced to an average throughout the whole field of indus

try. (A voice : “ Thy, man , you are a professor and you don't

know the difference between “surplus -value' and 'profits' !"

Another voice : " Don't you know that the profits may be

next to nothing, and yet the surplus-value that the same

capitalist extracted from his wage slaves was huge ?" ] It

follows that commodities are not sold at their values, but in

accordance with their cost price plus the average profit . ”

[ The audience rises, roars, and in chorus sings out: "Pro

fessor, you mistook your calling. You should apply to the

Barnum and Bailey Circus. Disguise yourself as a Jap.

You can give the expertest Japanese juggler card and spades

--and win out.” ]

And the curtain drops on the third and last act of the

play. Nor do we now care whether Prof. Skelton is now left

within or without the curtain .

1
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Address delivered by Daniel De Leon in the City Hall of

New Bedford, Mass., February 11, 1898.

(FROM A STENOGRAPHIC REPORT.)
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Working men and working women of New Bedford ; ye

striking textile workers ; and all of you others, who, though

not now on strike, have been on strike before this, and will

be on strike some other time

It has been the habit in this country and in England that,

when a strike is on , " stars" in the Labor Movement are in

vited to appear on the scene, and entertain the strikers ;

entertain them and keep them in good spirits with rosy

promises and prophesies, funny anecdotes, bombastic recita

potions in prose and poetry ; stuff them full of rhetoric and

wind, - very much in the style that some Generals do,

who, by means of bad whiskey, seek to keep up the

courage of the soldiers whom they are otherwise un

able to beguile. Such has been the habit in the past;

to a great extent it continues to be the habit in the present;

it was so during the late miners' strike; it has been so to

someextent here in New Bedford ; and it is so everywhere, to

the extent that ignorance of the Social Question predomi

; nates. To the extent, however, that Socialism gets a foot

ing among the working class such false and puerile tactics

are thrown aside. The Socialist workingmen of New Bed
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ford, on whose invitation I am here; all those of us who are

members of that class-conscious revolutionary international

organization of the working class, that throughout the world

stands out to -day as the leading and most promiseful feature

of the age ; - all such would consider it a crime on the part

of the men , whom our organization sends forth to preach the

Gospel of Labor , if they were to spend their platform time in

“ tickling " the workers. Our organization sends us out to

teach the workers , to enlighten them on the great issue

before them , and the great historic drama in which most of

them are still unconscious'aotors. Some of you, accustomed

to a different diet, may find my speech dry ; if there be any

such here, let him leave: he has not yet graduated from that

primary school reared by experience in which the question

of wages is forced upon the workers as a serious question ,

and they ‘are taught that it demands serious thought to

grapple with , and solve it. If, however, you have graduated

from that primary department, and have comehere with the

requisite earnestness, then you will not leave this hall with

out having, so to speak , caught firm hold of the cable of the

Labor Movement; then the last strike of this sort has been

seen in New Bedford ; then , the strikes that may follow will

be as different from this as toddling infancy is from vigorou

manhood ; then you will have entered upon that safe and suro

path along which , not, as heretofore, eternal disaster will

mark your tracks, but New Bedford, Massachusetts and the

nation herself will successively fall into your hands, with

freedom as the crowning fruit of your efforts. (Applause.)

Three years ago I was in your midst during another strike.

The superficial observer who looks back to your attitude

during that strike, who looks back to your attitude during

the strikes that preceded that one, who now turns his eyes

to your attitude in the present strike, and who discovers

substantially no difference between your attitude now and

then might say, " Why, it is a waste of time to speak to such

men ; they learn nothing from experience ; they will eternally

dght the same hopeless battle ; the battle to establish 'sato



relations with the capitalist class , with ho samo hopeless

weapon : the 'pure and simple' organization of labor !" But

the Socialist does not take that view . There is one thing

about your conduct that enlists for and entitles you to the

warm sympathy of the Socialist, and that is that, despite

your persistent errors in fundamental principlos, in aims and

methods, despite the illusions that you are chasing after,

despite the increasing poverty and cumulating failures that

press upon you , despite all that you preserve manhood

enough not to submit to oppression , but rise in the rebellion

that is implied in a strike. The attitude of workingmen en

gaged in a bona fide strike is an inspiring one. It is an

earnest that slavery will not prevail. The slave alone who

will not rise against his master, who will meekly bend his

back to the lash and turn his cheek to him who plucks his

beard - - that slave alone is hopeless. But the slave, who, as

you of New Bedford, persists, despite failures and poverty , in

rebelling , there is always hope for. This is the reason I have

considered it worth my while to loave my home and inter

ruptmy work in New York , and come here , and spend a few

days with you . I bank my hopes wholly and build entirely

upon this sentiment of rebellion within yoll.

WHENCE DO WAGES COME, AND WHENCE PROFITS ?

What you now stand in need of, aye, more than of bread,

is the knowledge of a few elemental principles of political

economy and of sociology. · Be not frightened at the words.

It is only the capitalist professors who try to make them so

difficult of understanding that the very mentioning of them

is expected to throw the workingman into a palpitation of

the heart. The subjects are easy of understanding .

The first point that a workingman should be clear upon is

this : What is the source of the wages he receives ; what is the

source of the profits his employer lives on ? The following

dialogue is not uncommon :

Workingman -- " Do I understand you rightly, that you so

cialists want to abolish the capitalist class ?

Socialist- " That is what we are after ,"



Workingman “ You are ! ? Then I don 't want any of you .

Why, even now my wages are small ; even now I can barely

get along. If you abolish the capitalist I'll have nothing;

there will be nobody to support me."

Who knows how many workingmen in this hall are typified

by the workingman in this dialogue!

When , on pay-day, you reach out your horny, “ unwasheday

hand it is empty . When you take it back again , your wages

are on it. Hence the belief that the capitalist is the source

of your living, that he is your bread-giver, your supporter.
Now that is an error, an optic illusion .

If, early in the morning, you go on top of some house and

look eastward , it will seem to you that the sun moves and

that you are standing still. Indeed , that was at one time the

general and accepted belief. But it was an error, based upon

an optic illusion . So long as that error prevailed , the

sciences could hardly make any progress. Humanity virtu

ally stood stock still. Not until the illusion was discovered

and the error overthrown, not until it was ascertained that

things were just the other way, that the sun stood still, and

that it was our planet that moved at a breakneck rate of

speed , was any real progress possible. So likewise with this

illusion about the source of wages. You can not budge, you

can not move one step forward unless you discover that, in

this respect also , the fact is just the reverse of the appear

ance : that, not the capitalist, but the workingman , is the

source of the worker' s living ; that it is not the capitalist who

supports the workingman , but the workingman who supports

the capitalist (loud applause) ; that it is not the capitalist

who gives bread to the workingman, but the workingman

who gives himself a dry crust, and sumptuously stocks the

table of the capitalist (long and loud applause) . This is a

cardinal point in political economy; and this is the point I

wish first of all to establish in your minds. Now , to the

proof.

Say that I own $ 100 ,000 . Don 't ask mewhere I got it. Il

yoų do, I would have to answer you in the language of an



dapitalists that " Such a question is un- American. You
must not look into the source of this my " original accumu

lation " : it is un-American to pry into such secrets .

(Laughter). Presently I shall take you into my confidence.

For the present I shall draw down the blinds, and keep out

your un -American curiosity. I have $ 100,000, and am a

capitalist. Now , I may not know much ; no capitalist does ;

but I know a few things, and among them is a little plain

arithmetic. I take a pencil and put down on a sheet of paper

“ $100,000." Having determined that I shall need at least

$5 ,000 a year to live with comfort, I divide the $100,000 by

$ 5 ,000 ; the quotient is 20. My hair then begins to stand on

end. The 20 tells me that, if I pull $5 ,000 annually out of

$ 100,000, these are exhausted during that term . At the be

ginning of the 21st year I shall have nothing left. “ Heaven

and earth , I would then have to go to work if I wanted to

live !” No capitalist relishes that thought. He will tell

you , and pay his politicians, professors and political parsons,

to tell you , that “ labor is honorable .” He is perfectly will

ing to let you have that undivided honor, and will do all he

can that you may not be deprived of any part of it ; but, as to

himself, he has for work a constitutional aversion : the cap

italist runs away from work like the man bitten by a mad

dog runs away from water. I want to live without work on

my $ 100,000 and yet keep my capital untouched. If you ask

any farmer, he will tell you that if he invests in a Durham

cow she will yield him a supply of 16 quarts a day, but, after

some years, the supply goes down ; she will run dry ; and then

a new cow must be got. But, I , the capitalist, aim atmaking

my capital a sort of $ 100 ,000 - cow , which I shall annually be

able to milk out of $5 ,000, without her ever running dry. I

want, in short, to perform the proverbially impossible feat of

eating my cake, and yet have it. The capitalist system per

forms tha feat for mo. How !

I go to a prokor. I say, Mr. Broker, I have $ 100 ,000 ; I
want you to invest that for me. I don 't tell him that I have

a special Ilking for New Bedford'mills' stock ; I don ' t tell him



I have a special fancy for railroad stock ; I leave the choosing

with him . The only direction I give him is to get the stock

in such a corporation as will pay the highest dividend. My

broker has a list of all of these corporations, your New Bed

ford corporations among them , to the extent that they may

be listed ; ho makes the choice , say of one of your mills right

here in this town. I hire a vault in a safe deposit company,

and I put my stock into it. I lock it up, put the key in my

pocket, and I go and have a good time. If it is too cold in

the north I go down to Florida ; if it is too hot there I go to

the Adirondack mountains; occasionally I take a spin across

the Atlantio and run the gauntlet of all the gambling dens

in Europe; I spend my time with fast horses and faster

women ; I never put my foot inside the factory that I hoid

stock of; I don 't even come to the town in which it is located,

and yet, lo and behold, a miracle takes place !

Those of you versed in Bible lore surely have read or heard

about the miracle that God performed when the Jews wero

in the desert and about to die of hunger. The Lord opened

the skies and let manna come. But the Jews had to get up

early in the morning, before the sun rose ; if they overslept

themselves the sun would melt the manna , and they would

have nothing to eat. They had to get up early , and go out,

and stoop down and pick up the manna , and put it in baskets

and take it to their tents and eat it. With the appearance

of the manna on earth the miracle ended. But the miracles

that happen in this capitalist system of production are so

wonderful that those recorded in the Bible don 't hold a candle

to them . The Jews had to do some.work , but I, stock -hold

ing capitalist, need do no work at all. I can turn night into

day, and day into night. I can lie flat on my back all day

and all night; and every three months my manna comes down

to me in the shape of dividends. Where does it come from ?

What does that dividend represent?

In the factory of which my broker bought stock , work

men , thousands of them , were at work ; they have woven



cloth that has been putupon themarket of the value of $ 7 , 000 ;

out of the $ 7 ,000 that that cloth is worth my wage werkers

recelve $ 2 ,000 in wages, and I receive the $ 5 ,000 as profita or

dividends. Did I, who never put my foot inside of the mill ;

did I, who never put my foot inside of New Bedford ; did I,

who don 't know how a loom looks; did I , who contributed

nothing whatever toward the weaving of that cloth ; did I do

any work whatever toward producing those $ 5 ,000 that came

to me? No man, with brains in his head instead of saw

dust, can deny that those $ 7 ,000 are exclusively the product

of the wage workers in that mill. That out of the wealth ,

thus produced by them alone, they get $ 2,000 in wages, and I,

who did nothing at all, I get the $ 5 ,000. The wages these

workers receive represent wealth that they have themselves

produced ; the profits that the capitalist pockets represent

wealth that the wage workers produced , and that the cap

italist, does what ? - let us call things by their names that

the capitalist steals from then ,

THE STOCK CORPORATION .

You may ask , But is that the rule , is not that illustration an

exception ? - Yes ; it is the rule ; the exception is the other

thing. The leading industries of the United States are te

day stock concerns, and thither will all others worth mentioe

ing move. An increasing volume of capital in money is

held in stocks and shares . The individual capitalist belds

stock in a score of concerns in different trades, looated in

different towns, too many and too varied for him even to

attempt to run. By virtue of his stock , he draws his income

from them ; which is the same as saying that he lives on what

the workingmen produce but are robbed of. Nor is the case

at all essentially different with the concerns that have not

yet developed into stock corporations. .

"DIRECTORS."

Again , you may ask, The conclusion thatwatmet sterke
kolders live on la stolen wealth because they evidently per
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form no manner of work is irrefutable, but are all stock .

holders equally idle and superfluous ; are there not some who

do perform somo work ; are there not " Directors" ? - There

are “ Directors", but these gentlemen bear a title much like

those "Generals ,” and “ Majors" and "Colonels" who now go

about, and whose generalship, majorship and colonelship

consisted in securing substitutes during the war. (Applause.)

These " Directors” are simply the largest stock -holders, which

is the same as to say that they are the largest sponges; their

directorship consists only in directing conspiracies against

rival "Directors,” in bribing Legislatures, Executives an

Judiciaries, in picking out and hiring men out of your midst

to serve as bell -weathers, that will lead you, like cattle to the

capitalist shambles, and tickle you into contentment and

hopefulness while you are being fleeced . The court decisions

removing responsibility from the “ Directors" are numerous

and increasing; each such decision establishes, from the cap

italist Government's own mouth , the idleness and superflu

ousness of the capitalist class. These “ Directors," and the

capitalist class in general, may perform some " work ," they

do perform some " work ," but that "work " is not of a sort

that directly or indirectly aids production ; - no more than

the intense mental strain and activity of the " work ” done by

the pick - pocket is directly or indirectly productive. (AP

plause.)

"ORIGINAL ACCUMULATION." !

Finally , you may ask , No doubt the stock -holder does no

work , and hence lives on the wealth we produce; no doubt

these " Directors" have a title that only emphasizes their

idleness by a swindle, and, consequently, neither they are

other than sponges on the working class ; but did not your

own illustration start with the supposition that the capitalist

in question had $100,000, is not his original capital entitled

to some returns ? This question opens an important one;

and now I shall, as I promised you, take you into my con

fidence ; I shall raise the curtain which I pulled down before
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the question, Where did I get it ? I shall now let you pry

into my secret.

Whence does this original capital, or " original accumula

tion ," come? Does it grow on the capitalist like hair on his

face, or nails on his fingers and toes ? Does he secrete it as

he secretes sweat from his body ? Let me take one illustra

tion of many.

Before our present Governor, the Governor of New York

was Levi Parsons Morton . The gentleman must be known

to all of you. Besides having been Governor of the Empire

State, he was once Vice -President of the Nation , and also at

one time our Minister to France . Mr. Morton is a leading

“ gentleman" ; he wears tho best of broadcloth ; his shirt

bosom is of spotless white; his nails are trimmed by mani

curists ; he uses the élitest language ; he has front-pews in a

number of churches ; he is a pattern of morality , law and

order ; and he is a multi-millionaire capitalist. How did he

get his start millionaire -ward ? Mr. Morton, being a Re

publican , I shall refer you to a Republican journal, the New

York “ Tribune," for the answer to this interesting question.

The " Tribune" of the day after Mr. Morton 's nomination for

Governor in 1894 gave his biography . There we are informed

thatMr. Morton was born in New Hampshire of poor parents ;

he was industrious, he was clever, he was pushing, and he

settled, a poor young man , in New York city, where in 1860,

mark the date, he started a clothing establishment; then , in

rapid succession , we are informed that he failed , and

STARTED A BANK ! (Loud laughter and applause). A

man may start almost any kind of a shop without a cent. If

the landlord give him credit for the rent, and the brewer, the

shoe manufacturer, the cigar manufacturer, etc., etc., give

him credit for the truck , he may start a saloon, a shoe shop,

a cigar shop, etc., etc., without any cash , do business and

pay off his debt with the proceeds of his sales. But there

is ONE shop that he can not start in that way. That shop

is the banking shop . For that hemust have cash on band.

Ho can no more shave notes without money than he can



shave whiskers without razors. Now , then , the man who

Just previously stood up before a notary public and swore

“ So help him , God ," he had no money to pay his creditors,

immediately after, without having in the meantime married

an heiress, has money enough to start a bank on ! Where

did he get it ? (Applause.) Read the biographies of any of

our founders of capitalist concerns by the torch - light of this

biography, and you will find them all to be essentially the
same, or suggestively silent upon the doings of our man

during the period that he gathers his " original accumula

tion." You will find that " original capital” to be the child

of fraudulent failures and fires, of high -handed crime of some

sort or other, or of the sneaking crime of appropriating trust

funds, etc. With such " original capital," - gotten by dint

of such “ cleverness," " push " and industry” , - as a weapon,

tho " original" capitalist proceeds to fleece the working class

that has been less " industrious," " pushing” and “ clever " than

he. If he consumes all his fleecings, his capital remains of

its original size in his hands, unless some other gentleman of

the road, gifted with greater " industry," " push " and " clever

ness" than he, comes around and relieves him of it ; if he con

sume not the whole of his fleecings, his capital moves up

word , million -ward .

The case is proved : Labor alone produces all wealth .

Wages are that part of Labor' s own product that the work

ingman is allowed to keep ; profits are the present and run

ning stealings perpetrated by the capitalist upon the work

Ingman from day to day, from week to week , from month to

month , from year to year; capital is the accumulated past

stealings of the capitalist - corner-stoned upon his " original

accumulation ." (Long applause).

Who ot you before me falls now to understand, or would
still deny that, not the capitalist supports the workingman ,

but the workingman supports the capitalist ; or still holds

that the workingman could not exist without the capitalist ?

If any there be lot als raias bls hand and speak up now



Nono? Then I may consider this point settlod ; and shall

move on .

THE CLASS STRUGGLE.

The second point, on which it is absolutely necessary that

you be clear, is the nature of your relation , as working

people, to the capitalist in this capitalist system of produc

tion . This point is an inevitable consequence of the first.

You have seen that the wages you live on and the profits

the capitalist riots in are the two parts into which is divided

the wealth that you produce. The workingman wants a larger

and larger share, so does the capitalist. A thing can not

be divided into two shares so as to increase the share of each .

If the workingman produces, say, $ 4 worth of wealth a day ,

and the capitalist keeps 2 , there are only 2 left for the work

ingman ; if the capitalist keeps 3 , there is only 1 left for the

workingman ; if the capitalist keeps 342 there is only 1/2 left

for the workingman . Inversely, if the workingman pushes

up his share from 12 to 1, there are only 3 left to the capital

ist; if the workingman secures 2 , the capitalist will be re

duced to 2 ; if the workingman push still onward and keep 3 ,

the capitalist will have to put up with 1 ;-- and if the work

ingman makes up his mind to enjoy all that he produces, and

keep all the 4 , THE CAPITALIST WILL HAVE TO GO TO

WORK . (Long applause.) These plain figures upset the

theory about the Workingman and the Capitalist being

brothers. Capital, meaning the Capitalist Class, and Labor,

have been portrayed by capitalist illustrated papers as Chang

and Eng ; this, I remember, was done notably by " Harper'a

Weekly ," the property of one of the precious " Seeley Diners'

(laughter) ; — you remember that " dinner." (Laughter). The

Siamese Twins were held together by a piece of flesh . Where

over Shang went Eng was sure to go ; if Shang was happy,

Eng's pulse throbbed harder ; if Shang caught cold , Eng

sneezed in chorus with him ; when Shang died , Eng followed

suit within five minutes. Do we find that to be the relation

of the workingman and the capitalist ? Do you and that the

tatter the capitalist, the latter algo grow the workingmen ?



Is not your experience rather that the wealthier the capital

ist, the poorer are the workingmen ? That the more mag

nificent and prouder the residences of the capitalist, the

dingier and humbler become those of the workingmen ? that

the happier the life of the capitalist' s wife, the greater the

opportunities of his children for enjoyment and education ,

the heavier becomes the cross borne by the workingmen ' s

wives, while their children are crowded more and more from

the schools and deprived of the pleasures of childhood ? Is

that your experience, or is it not ? (Voices all over the hall:
“ It is !" and applause.)

The pregnant point that underlies these pregnant facts is

that, between the Working Class and the Capitalist Class,

there is an irrepressible conflict, a class struggle for life.

No glib tongued politician can vault over it , no capitalist

professor or official statistician can arguo it away ; no cap

italist parson can veil it ; no labor fakir can straddle it ; no

“ reform " architect can bridge it over. It crops up in all

manner of ways, like in this strike, in ways that disconcert

all the plans and all the schemes of those who would deny or

ignore it. It is a struggle that will not down, and must be

ended only by either the total subjugation of the Working

Class, or the abolition of the Capitalist Class. (Loud ap

plause.)

Thus you perceive that the theory on which your " pure

and simple" trade organizations are grounded, and on which

you went into this strike, is false. There being no “ common

interests ," but only HOSTILE INTERESTS , between the

Capitalist Class and the Working Class, the battle you are

waging to establish " safe relations" between the two is a

zopeless one.

Put to the touchstone of these undeniable principles the

theory upon which your " pure and simple" trade organiza

tions are built, and you will find it to be false ; examined by

the light of these undeniable principles the road that your

falso theory makes you travel and the failures that have
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marked your career must strike you as its inevitable result.

How are we to organize and proceed ? you may ask . Before

answering this question, let me take up another branch of

the subject. Its presentation will sweep aside another series

of illusions that beset the mind of the working class , and

will, with what has been said , give us a sufficient sweep over

the ground to lead us to the right answer.

DEVELOPMENT OF CAPITALIST SOCIETY.

Let us take a condensed page of the country 's history .

For the sake of plainness, and forced to it by the exigency of

condensation , I shall assume small figures. Place your

selves back a sufficient number of years with but ten com

peting weaving concerns in the community. How the in

dividual ten owners came by the " original accumulations"

that enabled them to start as capitalists you now know .

(Laughter). Say that each of the ten capitalists employs

ten men ; that each man receives $ 2 a day, and that the prod .

uct of each of the ten sets ofmen in each of the ten estab

lishments is worth $40 a day. You now also know that it

is out of these $40 worth of wealth , produced by the men ,

that each of the ten competing capitalists takes the $20 that

he pays the ten men in wages, and that of that same $40

worth of wealth he takes the $ 20 that he pockets as profits.

Each of these ten capitalists makes, accordingly , $120 a week .

This amount of profits, one should think , should satisfy our

ten capitalists . It is a goodly sum to pocket without work .

Indeed , it may satisfy some, say most of them . But if for

any of many reasons it does not satisfy any one of them , the

whole string of them is set in commotion . " Individuality"

is a deity at whose shrine the capitalist worships, or affects

to worship. In point of fact, capitalism robs of individuality,

not only the working class, but capitalists themselves. The

action of any one of the lot compels action by all; like a row

of bricks, the dropping of one makes all the others drop suc

cessively . Let us take No. 1. He is not satisfied with

$ 120 a week. Of the many reasons ho may have for that,



let's take this : He has a little daughter ; eventually , she will

be of marriageable age; whom is he planning to marry her
to ! Before the public, particularly befere the workers, he .

will declaim on the “ sovereignty ” of our citizens, and declare

the country is stocked with nothing but " peers.” In his

heart, though, he feels otherwise. He looks even upon his

fellow capitalists as plebeians; he aspires at a Prince, a Duke,

or at least a Count for a son -in - law ; and in visions truly ro

fiecting the vulgarity of his mind, he beholds himself the

grandfather of Prince, Duke or Count grandbrats. To re

alize this dream he must have money ; Princes , etc ., are ex

pensive luxuries. His present income, $ 120 a week, will not

buy the luxury . He must have more. To his employees

he will recommend reliance on heaven ; he himself knows

that if he wants more money it will not come from heaven ,

butmust comefrom the sweat of his employees' brow . As all

the wealth produced in his shop is $ 40 a day , heknows that, it

he increases his share of $ 20 to $30, there will be only $ 10 left

for wages. He tries this . Ho announces a wage reduction

of 50 per cent. His men spontaneously draw themselves to

gether and refuse to work ; they go on strike. What is the

situation ?

In those days it Reed'ed skill, acquired by long training, to

do the work ; there may have been corner-loafers out of work ,

but not weavers ; possibly at some great distance there may

have been weavers actually obtainable , but in those days

there was neither telegraph nor rallroad to communicate

with them ; finally , the nine competitors of No. 1 , having no

strike on hand, continued to produce, and thus threatened to

crowd No. 1 out of the market. Thus circumstanced , No. 1

caves in . He withdraws his order et wage reduction .

"Come in ," he says to his striking workmen , " let's make up;

Labcr and Capital are brothers; the most loving of brothers

sometimes fall out; we have had such a falling out; it was a

siip : you have organized yourselves in a union with a $ 2 a day

wage scale ; I shall never fight the unior ; I love it, come back

to work ." And tho n . 44.



Thus ended that first strike. The victory won by the men

made many of them feel bold . At their first next meeting

they argued : “ The employer wanted to reduce our wages and

got left ; why may not we take the hint and reduce his profits

by demanding higher wages ; we licked him in his attempt to

lower our wages, why should we not lick him in an attempt

to resist our demand for more pay ?" But the labor move

ment is democratic. No one man can run things. At that

union meeting the motion to demand higher pay is made by

one member, another must second it ; amendments and

amendments to the amendments are put with the requisite

seconders; debate follows; points of order are raised , ruled on ,

appealed from and settled ;- in the meantime it grows late,

the men must be at work early the next morning , the hour

to adjourn arrives, and the whole matter is left pending.

Thus much for the mon.

Now for the employer. He locks himself up in bis closet.

With clenched fists and scowl on brow , he gnashes his teeth

at the victory of his “ brother" Labor, its union and its, union

regulations. And he ponders. More money he must have

and is determined to have. This resolution is arrived at

with the swiftness and directness which capitalists are able

to. Differently from his men, he is not many, but one. He
makes the motion , seconds it himself , puts it , and carries it

unanimously . More profits he SHALL HAVE . But how ?

Aid comes to him through the mail. The letter -carrier

brings him a circular from a machine shop. Such circulars

are frequent even to- day. It reads like this : "Mr. No. 1, you

are employing ten men ; I have in my machine shop a beauti

fulmachine with which you can produce, with 5 men , twice

as much as now with 10 ; this machine does not chew tobacco ;

it does not smokey (some of these circulars are cruel and

add:) this machine has no wife who gets sick and keeps it

home to attend to her ; it has no children who die, and whom

to bury it must stay away from work ; it never goes on strike ;

it works and gramblea not; come and eso It."
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INVENTION .

Right here let me lock a switch at which not a few people

are apt to switch off and be banked . Somemay think : “ Well,

at least that machine capitalist is entitled to his profits ; he

surely is an inventor.” A grave error. Look into the his

tory of our inventors, and you will see that those who really

profited by their genius are so few that you can count them

on the fingers of your hands, and have fingers to spare. The

capitalists either take advantage of the inventor's stress and

buy his invention for a song ; the inventor believes he can

make his haul with his next invention ; but before that is

pr:rfected , he is as poor as before, and the same advantage is

again taken of him ; until finally the brown of his brains

being exhausted , he sinks into a pauper' s grave, leaving the

fruit of his genius for private capitalists to grow rich on ; or

the capitalist simply steals the invention and gets his courts

to decide against the inventor. From Ely Whitney down,

that 18 the treatment the inventor, as a rule , receives from the

capitalist class .

Such a case , illustrative of the whole situation , happened

recently . The Bonsack Machine Co. discovered that its em

ployees made numerous inventions, and it decided to ap

propriate them wholesale. To this end, it locked out its

men , and demanded of all applicants for work that they sign

a contract whereby, in " consideration of employment" they

assign to the Company all their rights in whatever invention

they may make during the term of their employment. One

of these employees, who had signed such a contract, informed

the Company one day that he thought he could invent a

machine by which cigarettes could be held closed by

crimping at the ends, instead of pasting. This was a valu

able idea ; and he was told to go ahead . For six months he

worked at this invention and perfected it ; and, having.

during all that time, received not a cent in wages or other

wise from the Company, he patented his invention himself.

The Company immediately brought suit against him in the

Federal Courts, daiming that the invention was its property ;
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and - THE FEDERAL COURT DECIDED IN FAVOR OF

THE COMPANY, THUS ROBBING THE INVENTOR OF

HIS TIME, HIS MONEY, OF THE FRUIT OF HIS GENIUS ,

AND OF HIS UNQUESTIONABLE RIGHTS ! ! (Cries of

“ Suama” in the hall.) “ Shame" ? Say not "Shame” ! He

who himself applies the torch to his own house has no cause

to ci'y " Shame!" when the flames consume it . Say rather

“ Natural!” , and smiting your own breasts say “ Ours the

fault !" Having elected into power the Democratic , Repub

lican, Free trade, Protection , Silver or Gold platformsof the

capitalist class, the working class has none but itself to

blame, if the oficial lackeys of that class turn against the

working class the public powers put into their hands. (Loud

applause.)- The capitalist owner of the machine shop that

sends the circular did notmake the invention .

THE SCREWS BEGIN TO TURN .

To return to No. 1. He goes and sees the machine; finds

it to be as represented ; buys it ; puts it up in his shop ; picks

out of his 10 men the 5 least active in the late strike; sets

them to work at $ 2 a day as before ; and full of bows and

smirks, addresses the other 5 thus: “ I am sorry I have no

places for you ; I believe in union principles and am paying

the union scale to the 5 men I need ; I don 't need you now ;

good bye. I hope I'll see you again .” And he means this

last as you will presently perceive.

What is the situation now ? No. 1 pays, as before, $ 2 a

day, but to only 5 men ; these, with the aid of the machine,

now produce twice as much as the 10 did before ; their product

is now $ 80 worth of wealth ; as only $ 10 of this goes in wages,

the capitalist has a profit of $ 70 a day , or 250 per cent. more.

He is moving fast towards his Prince, Duke or Count son -in

law . (Laughter and applause.)

Now watch the men whom his machine displaced ; their

career throws quite some light on the whole question . Are

they not " American citizens" ? Is not this a " Republic with



a Constitution” ? Is anything else wanted to get a living ?
Watch them ! They go to No. 2 for a job ; before they quite

reach the place, the doors open and 5 of that concern are like

wise thrown out upon the street. - What happened there ?

The “ individuality" of No. 2 yielded to the pressure of cap

italist development. The purchase of the machine by No.

1 enabled him to produce so much more plentifully and

cheaply ; if No. 2 did not do likewise , he would be crowded

out of the market by No. 1 ; No. 2 , accordingly, also invested

in a machine, with the result that 5 of his men are also

thrown out.

These 10 unemployed proceed to No. 3 , hoping for better

luck there. But what sight is that that meets their as

tonished eyes ? Not 5 men , as walked out of Nos. 1 and 2 ,

but all No. 3 's 10 have landed on the street; and, what is more

surprising yet to them , No. 3 himself is on the street, now

reduced to the condition of a workingman along with his

former employees. - What is it that happened there ? In

this instance the “ individuality" of No. 3 was crushed by

capitalist development. The same reason that drovo No. 2

to procure the machine, rendered the machine indispensable

to No. 3 . But having, differently from his competitors Nos.

1 and 2 , spent all his stealings from the workingmen instead

of saving up some, he is now unable to make the purchase ;

is, consequently, unable to produce as cheaply as they ; is,

consequently , driven into bankruptcy , and lands in the class

of the proletariat, whose ranks are thus increased .

The now 21 unemployed proceed in their hunt for work ,

and make the round of the other mills . The previous ex

periences are repeated . Not only are there no jobs to be

had, but everywhere workers are thrown out, if the em

ployer got the machine; and if he did not, workers with their

former employers, now ruined , join the army of the unem

ployed .

What happened in that industry happened in all others.

Thus the ranks of the capitalist class are thinned out, and



the glass is made more powerful, while the ranks of the work .

ing class are swelled , and the class is made weaker. This is

the process that explains how , on the one hand , your New

Bedford mills become the property of ever fewer men ; how ,

according to the census, their aggregate capital runs up to

over $14,000 ,000 ; how , despite " bad times," their profits run

up to upwards of $ 1 ,300 ,000 ; how , on the other hand, your

position becomes steadily more precarious.

No. 1' s men return to where they started from . Scabbing

they will not. Uninformed upon the mechanism of capital

ism , they know not what struck them ; and they expect

" better times," - just as so many equally uninformed work

ingmen are expecting to -day ; in the meantime, thinking

thereby to hasten the advent of the good times, No. 1' s men

turn out the Republican party and turn in the Democratic,

turn out the Democratic and turn in the Republican, - just as

our misled workingmen are now doing (Applause), not under

standing that, whether they put in or out Republicans or

Democrats, Protectionists or Free traders, Goldbugs or

Silverbugs, they are every time putting in the capitalist

platform , upholding the social principle that throws them out

of work or reduces their wages. (Long applause).

But endurance has its limits. The Superintendent of the

Pennsylvania Railroad for the Indiana Division , speaking, of

course, from the capitalist standpoint, recently said : "Many

solutions are being offered for the labor question ; but there

is just one and no more. It is this : Lay a silver dollar on

the shell, and at the end of a year you have a silver dollar

left; lay a workingman on the shelf , and at the end of a

month you have a skeleton left. (Loud applause.) This,"

said ho, “ Is the solutian of the labor problem ." In short,

starve out the workers. No. 1' s men finally reached that

point. Finally that happens that few if any can resist. A

man may stand starvation , and resist the sight of starving

wife and children ; but if he has not wherewith to buy med

icine to save the life of a sick wife or child , all control is lost

over him . On the heels of starvation , sickness follows, and



No. 1's men throw to the wind all union principles; they aro

now ready to do anything to save their dear ones. Cap in

hand, they appear before No. 1 , the starch taken clean out

of them during the period they “ lay on the shell.” They

ask for work ; they themselves offer to work for $ 1 a day .

And No. 1, the brother of Labor, who but recently expressed

devotion to the union , what of him ? His eyes sparkle at

“ seeing again " the men he had thrown out ; at their offer to

work for less than the men now employed , his chest expands,

and, grabbing them by the hand in a delirium of patriotic

ecstacy , he says: “ Welcome, my noble American citizens

(Applause); I am proud to see you ready to work and earn

an honest penny for your dear wives and darling children

(Applause) ; I am delighted to notice that you are not, like so

many others, too lazy to work (Applause) ; let the American

eagle screech in honor of your emancipation from the slavery

of a rascally union (Long applause) ; let the American caglo

wag his tail an extra wag in honor of your freedom from a

dictatorial walking delegato (Long applause) ; you are my

long lost brothers (Laughter and long applause) ; go in my

$ 1 - a -day brothers !" ; and he throws his former $ 2 - a -day

brothers heels over head upon the side-walk (Long and pro

longed applause ).

When the late $ 2 - a -day men have recovered from their

surprise, they determine on war. But what sort of war ?

Watch them closely , and you may detect many a feature of

your own in that mirror. “ Have we not struck ," argue they ,

" and beaten this employer once before ? If we strike again ,

we shall again beat him ." But the conditions have wholly

changed .

In the first place, there were no unemployed skilled work

ers during that first strike; now there are ; plenty of them ,

dumped upon the country, not out of the steerage of vessels

from Europe, but by the native-born machine;

In the second place, that very machine has to such an ex

tent eliminated skill that, while formerly only the unem

ployed in a certain trade could endanger the jobs of those at



work in that trade, now the unemployed of all trados (virtu

ally the whole army of the unemployed) bear down upon the

employed in each ; we know of quondam shoemakers taking

the jobs of hatters ; quondam hatters taking the jobs of

weavers ; quondam weavers taking the jobs of cigarmakers ;

quondam cigarmakers taking the jobs of " machinists” ;

quondam farm -hands taking the jobs of factory hands, etc.,

etc. ; 80 easy has it become to learn what is now needed to be

known of a trade ;

In the third place, telegraph and railroads have made all

of the unemployed easily accessible to the employer;

Finally , differently from former days, the competitors have

to a great extent consolidated ; here in New Bedford, for in

stance, the falso appearance of competition between the mill

owners 18 punctured by the fact that to a great extent seem

ingly " independent” mills are owned by one family, as is the

case with the Pierce family .

Not, as at the first strike, with their flanks protected, but

now wholly exposed through the existence of a vast army of

hungry unemployed ; not, as before, facing & divided enemy,

but now faced by a consolidated mass of capitalist concerns ;

how difieront is not the situation of the strikers ! The

changed conditions brought about changed results : instead

of VICTORY, there was DEFEAT (Applause) ; and we have

had a long series of them . Either hunger drove the men

back to work ; or the unemployed took their places ; or, if the

capitalist was in a hurry, he fetched in the help of the strong

arm of the government, now HIS GOVERNMENT.

PRINCIPLES OF SOUND ORGANIZATION .

Wenow have a sufficient survey of the field to enable us to

answer the question , How shall we organize so as not to

fight the same old hopeless battle?

Proceeding from the knowledge that labor alone produces

all wealth ; that less and less of this wealth comes to the

waking class, and more and more of it is plundered by the



idle class or capitalist ; that this is the result of the working

class being stripped of the tool (machine), without which it

can not eara a living ; and, finally, that the machine or tool

has reached such a state of development that it can no longer

be operated by the individual but needs the collective effort
of many; - proceeding from this knowledge, it is clear that

the aim of all intelligent class -conscious workingmen must

be the overthrow of the system of private ownership in the

tools of production because that system keeps them in wage

slavery.

Proceeding from the further knowledge of the uso made of

the Government by the capitalist elass , and of the necessity

that class is under to own the Government, so as to enable it

to uphold and prop up the capitalist system ; - proceeding

from that knowledge , it is clear that the aim of all intelligent,

class-conscious workingmen must be to bring the Govern

ment under the control of their own class by joining and

olecting the American wing of the International Socialist

party -- the Socialist Labor party of America, and thus estab

lish the Socialist Co -operative Republic . (Applause.)

But in the meantime, while moving toward that ideal,

though necessary, goal, what to do ? The thing can not be

accomplished in a day , nor does election come around every

twenty -four hours. Is there nothing that we can do for

ourselves between election and election ?

Yes; plenty .

When crowded, in argument, to the wall by us New Trade

Unionists , by us of the Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance,

your present, or old and " pure and simple" organizations,

yield the point of ultimate aims; they grant the ultimate ne

cessity of establishing Socialism ; but they claim “ the times

are not yet ripe" for that; and, not yet being ripe, they lay

emphasis upon the claim that the " pure and simple" union

does the workers somegood NOW by getting something NOW

from the employers and from the capitalist parties. We are

not " practical" they toll us; they are. Lot us test this theory



on the spot. Here la New Bedford there is not yet a single

New Trade Unionist organization in existence. The " pure

and simple " trade union has had the field all to itself. All

of you ,whose wages are NOW higher than they were five years

ago, kindly raise a hand. (No hand is raised .) All of you

whose wages are now lower than five years ago, please raise

a hand. (The hands of the large audience go up.) The

proof of the pudding lies in the eating. Not only does " pure

and simpledom ” shut off your hope of emancipation by

affecting to think such a state of things is unreachable now ,

but in the meantime and RIGHTNOW , the “ good” it does to

you, the " something" it secures for you " from the employers

and from the politicians" 18 lower wages. (Prolonged ap

plause.) That is what their " practicalness" amounts to in

point of fact. Presently I shall show you that they prove

" practical" only to the labor fakirs who run them , and whom

they put up with . No, no; years ago, before capitalism had

reached its prosent development, a trade organization of

labor could and did afford protection to the workers, even if,

as the " pure and simple" union, it was wholly in the dark on

the issue. THAT TIME IS NO MORE .

The New Trade Unionist knows that no one or two, or even

half a dozen elections will place in the hands of the working

class the Government of the land'; and New Trade Unionism ,

not only wishes to do something now for the workers, but it

knows that the thing can be done, and how to do it.

“ Pure and Simple" or British trade unionism has done a

double mischief to the workers: Besides leaving them in their

present pitiable plight, it has caused many to fly off the

handle and lose all trust in the power of trade organization .

The best of theso, those who have not become pessimistic and

have not wholly been demoralized, see nothing to be done but

voting right on election day - - casting their vote straight for

the S . L . P . This is a serious error. By thus giving over

all participation in the industrialmovement, they wholly dig .

connect themselves from the class struggle that is going on

every day ; and by putting off their whole activity to a single



day in the year - election day, they become floaters in the alt ,

I know several such . Without exception they aro dreamy

and flighty and unbalanced in their methods.

The utter impotence of " pure and simple” unionism to -day

18 born of causes that may be divided under two main heads.

One is the contempt in which the capitalist and ruling class

holds the working people. In 1886, when instinct was, un

consciously to myself, leading me to look into the social prob

lem , when as yet it was to me a confused and blurred interro

gation mark , I associated wholly with capitalists. Expres

sions of contempt for the workers were common . One day I

asked a set of them why they treated their men so hard , and

had so poor an opinion of them . “ They are ignorant, stupid

and corrupt,” was the answer, almost in chorus.

"What makes you think so ?” I asked. " Have you met

them all ?"

"No," was the reply , " we have not met them all individu

ally , but we have had to deal with their leaders, and they are

ignorant, stupid and corrupt. Surely these leaders must be

the best among them , or they would not choose them ."

Now , letme illustrate. I understand that two days ago , in

this city , Mr. Gompers went off at a tangent and shot off his

mouth about me. What he said was too ridiculous for me

to answer. You will have noticed that he simply gave what

he wishes you to consider as his opinion ; he furnished you no

facts from which he drew it , so that you could judge for your

selves. He expected you to take him on faith . I shall not

insult you by treating you likewise. Here are the facts on

which my conclusion is based :

In the State of New York we have a labor law forbidding

the working of railroad men more than ten hours. The rail

road companies disregarded the law ; in Buffalo , the switch

men struck in 1892 to enforce the law ; thereupon the Demo

cratic Governor, Mr. Flower, who had himself signed the law ,

sent the whole militia of the State into Buffalo to help the

railroad capitalists break the law , incidentally to commit



assauit and battery with intent to kill, as they actually did ,

upon the workingmen . Among our State Senators is one

Jacob Cantor. This gentleman hastened to applaud Gov.

Flower's brutal violation of his oath of office to uphold the

constitution and the laws; Cantor applauded the act as a

patriotic one in the defense of " Law and Order." At a sub

sequent campaign , this Cantor being & candidate for re- elec

tion , the New York “ Daily News," a capitalist paper of

Cantor's political complexion , published an autograph letter

addressed to him and intended to be an indorsement of him

by Labor. The letter contained this passage among others:

" If any one says you are not a friend of Labor, he says what

is not true." By whom was this letter written and by whom

signed ? - by Mr. Samuel Gompers, “ President of the Amer

ican Federation of Labor.” (Hisses.)

Whom are you hissing, Gompers or me? (Many voices:

“ Gompers!" followed by prolonged applause.)

Do you imagine that the consideration for that letter was

merely the “ love and affection " of Senator Cantor ?

(Laughter.)

Again : The Republican party, likewise the Democratic, is a

party of the capitalist class ; every man who is posted knows

that; the conduct of its Presidents, Governors, Judges, Con

gresses tnd Legislatures can leave no doubt upon the sub

ject. Likewise the free coinage of silver, or Populist party,

was, while it lived, well known to be a party of capital; the

conduct of its runners, tho silver mine barons, who skin and

then shoot down their miners, leaves no doubt upon that

subject. But the two were deadly opposed : onewanted Gold ,

the other Silver. Notwithstanding these facts, a " labor

leader " in New York city appeared at a recent campaign

standing, not upon the Republican capitalist party platform

only, not upon the Free- Silver capitalist party platform only ,

but- ON BOTH ; he performed the acrobatic feat of being

simultaneously for Gold and against Silver, for Silver against

Gold. Who was that " labor leader" ? - Mr. Samuel Gompers,

“ President of the American Federation of Labor.”



Again : In Washington there is a son of a certala labor

leader with a Government job . He is truly “ non- partisan ,"

Democrats may go and Republicans may come, Republicans

may go and Democrats may come, but he goeth not; the Dem

ocratic and the Republican capitalists may fight like cats

and dogs, but on one thing they fraternize like cooing doves,

to wit, to keep that son of a labor leader in office. Who is

the father of that son ? - -Mr. Samuel Gompors , “ President of

the A . F . of L ."

Again : You have hero a "labor leader ," named Ross (Ap

plause in several parts of the hall)-- Unhappy men ! Uuhappy
men ! As well might you applaud the name of your ex

ecutioner. When I was here about three years ago I met

him . Hewas all aglow with the project of a bill that he was

going to see through your Legislature, of which he was and

is now a member. It was the anti- fines bill ; that, thought

he, was going to put an end to an infamous practice of the

mill owners. I argued with him that it does not matter what

the law is ; the all important thing was, which is the class

charged with enforcing it. So long as the capitalist class

held theGovernment, all such labor laws as he was straining

for, were a snare and a delusion . What I said seemed to be

Greek to him . He went ahead and the bill passed And

what happened ? You continued to be ined after, as before ;

and when one of you sought to enforce the law , was he not

arrested and imprisoned ? (Voices : " That' s so ." ) And when

another brought the lawbreaking mill owner, who continued

to fine him , into court, did not the capitalist court decide in

favor of the capitalist (Voices: " That's so ") , and thus virtu

ally annulled the law ? And where was Mr. Ross all this

time? In the Massachusetts Legislature . Do you imagine

that his ignorance of what a capitalist Government means,

and of what its " labor laws" amount to , did not throw its

shadow upon and color you in the capitalist's estimation ?

Do you , furthermore, imagine that his sitting there in that

Legislature, a member of the majority party at that, and

never once demanding the prompt impeachment of the Court



that rendered null that very law that he had worked to pass,

- do you imagine that while he plays such a complaisant rôle

he is a credit to the working class ?

No need of further illustrations. The ignorance, stupidity

and corruption of the " pure and simple" labor leaders is such

that the capitalist class despises you . The first prerequisite

for success in a struggle is the respect of the enemy. (Ap

plause.)

The other main cause of the present impotence of “ pure and

simple" unionism is that, through its ignoring the existing

class distinctions, and its ignoring the close connection there

is between wages and politics, it splits up at the ballot box

among the parties of capital, and thus unites in upholding

the system of capitalist exploitation . Look at the recent

miners' strike; the men are shot down and the strike was

lost ; this happened in the very midst of a political campaign ;

and these miners, who could at any election capture the Gov

ernment, or at least, by polling a big vote against capitalism

announce their advance towards freedom , are seen to turn

right around and voto back into power the very class that

had just trampled upon them . What prospect is there, in

sight of such conduct, of the capitalists becoming gentler ? or

of the union gaining for the men any thing NOW except more

wage reductions, enforced by bullets ? None! The prospect

of the miners and other workers doing the same thing over

again , a prospect that is made all the surer if they allow

themselves to be further led by the labor fakirs whom the

capitalists keep in pay, renders sure that capitalist outrages

will be repeated and further capitalist encroachments will

follow . Otherwise were it if the union , identifying politics

and wages, voted against capitalism ; if it struck at the ballot

box against the wage system with the same solidarity that it

demands for the strike in the shop. Protected once a year

by the guns of an increasing class - conscious party of labor ,

the union could be a valuable fortification behind which to

conduct the daily class struggle in the shops. The increasing

Socialist Labor party vote alone would not quito give that



temporary protection in the shop that such an increasing vote

would afford if, in the shop also , the workers are intelligently

organized , and honestly , because intelligently , lead . With

out organization in the shop, the capitalist could outrage at

least individuals. Shop organization alone, unbacked by

that political force that threatens the capitalist class with ex

tinction , the working class being the overwhelming majority ,

leaves the workers wholly unprotected . But the shop organi

zation that combines in its warfare the annually recurring

class -conscious ballot, can stem capitalist encroachment from

day to day. The trade organization IS impotent if built and

conducted upon the impotent lines of ignorance and corrup

tion. The trade organization IS NOT impotent if built and

conducted upon the lines of knowledge and honesty ; if it

understands the issue and steps into the arena fully equipped,

not with the shield of the trade union only , but also with

the sword of the Socialist ballot.

The essential principles of sound organization are, accord

ingly, these :

1st- A trade organization must be clear upon the fact that,

not until it has overthrown the capitalist system of private

ownership in themachinery of production , and made this the

joint property of the people, thereby compelling everyone to

work if he wants to live, is it at all possible for the workers

to be safe. (Applause.)

20 - A labor organization must be perfectly clear upon the

fact that it can not reach safety until it has wrenched the

Government from the clutches of the capitalist class; and

that it can not do that unless it votes, not for MEN but for

PRINCIPLE , unless it votes dato power its own class plat

form and programme: THE ABOLITION OF THE WAGES

SYSTEM OF SLAVERY.

30 - A labor organization must be perfectly clear upon the

fact that politics are not, like religion , a private concern , any

more than the wages and the hours of a workingman are his

private concern . For the same reason that his wages and



hours are the concern of his class, so is his politics. (AD

plause .) Politics is not separable from wages. For the

same reason that the organization of labor dictates wages,

hours, etc., in the interest of the working class, for that same

reason must it dictate politics also ; and for the same reason

that it execrates the scab in the shop, it must execrate tho

scab at the bustings. (Applause.)

THE WORK OF THE SOCIALIST TRADE & LABOR

ALLIANCE .

Long did the Socialist Labor party and New Trade Union

ists seek to deliver this important message to the broad

masses of the American proletariat, the rank and file of our

working class. But we could not reach , we could not get at

them . Between us and them there stood a solid wall of

ignorant, stupid and corrupt labor fakirs. Likemen groping

in a dark room for an exit , wemoved along that wall, bump

ing our heads, feeling ever onwards for a door ; wemade the

circuit and no passage was found. The wall was solid . This

discovery once made, there was no way other than to batter

a breach through that wall. With the battering ram of the

Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance we effected a passage ; the

wall now crumbles ; at last we stand face to face with the

rank and file of the American proletariat (Long and pro

longed applause); and we ARE DELIVERING OUR MES

SAGE (Renewed Applause ) -- as you may judge from the howl

that goes up from that fakirs' wall that we have broken

through.

I shall not consider my time well spent with you if I see

no fruit of my labors ; if I leave not behind me in New Bed

ford Local Alliances of your trades organized in the Socialist

Trade & Labor Alliance. That will be my best contribution

toward your strike, as they will serve as centers of enlighten

ment to strengthen you in your conflict, to the extent that it

may now be possible.

In conclusion , my best advice to you for immediate action ,



la to step out boidiy upon the streets, as soon as you can ;

organize & monster parade of the strikers and of all the other

working people in the town ; and let the parade be headed by

& banner bearing the announcement to your employers:

“ We will fight you in this strike to the bitter end ; your

money bag may beat us now ; but whether it does or not, that

is not the end, it is only the beginning of the song; in No

vember we will meet you again at Philippi, and the strike

shall not end until, with the falchion of the Socialist Labor

party ballot we shall have laid you low for all time!" (Loud

applause.)

This is the message that it has been my agreeable privilege

to deliver to you in the name of the Socialist Labor party and

of the New Trade Unionisto or Alliance men of the land.

(Prolonged applause )
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PREFACE

The question of taxation is taken up in the literature of the

Socialist Labor Party mainly for two reasons : ( 1 ) In a purely

scientific spirit an analysis of the question is presented as a con

tribution to the better general understanding of the present eco

nomic and political system. (2) The Socialist Labor Party has a

practical interest in the matter, not that there is anything in

taxation that may be made use of to the ends of Socialism , but

that the political atmosphere must be cleared of the blinding

and confusing dust that is being constantly agitated about this

subject . In brief then , the Socialist Labor Party's chief interest

in the tax question is to be rid of it .

That taxation is both an economic and a political factor in

our social system is obvious. The support of the government,

with its armies and navies and its politicians is expensive. Tax

ation is the immediate means of providing for this expense . And

thus taxation is unavoidably an economic matter. But , in ap

plying taxation to the purpose of providing for governmental

expenses , partiality is practised by the political administration .

And, therefore , contending economic classes fight for political

power, each determined by control of that power, to throw the

burden of taxation upon the other. Thus taxation becomes a

political matter, a matter that is being exploited politically out

of all proportion to its deserts or its importance. It is an old

and hackneyed question , and a question of which there is no

possibility of a final solution under capitalism.

There can be no final solution of the problem of taxation

under capitalism for the reason that so long as there are eco

nomic classes it will still remain to the interest of each capital

ist class faction to throw more of the tax burden upon the other.

And this state of affairs obtains regardless of what sort of tax

adjustment may at an moment be in force . Taxation , then , is

by its very nature a perennial issue among capitalist factions.



They have long made it a political issue. What is still more un

fostanate , throughout all these campaigns the votes and politi

cal forces of the working class have been drawn from the real

issue to be frittered away in the interests of these contending

capitalist factions. It is high time, therefore, that the working

class should be effectively warned that the tax issue can never

be laid to rest by their support.

The tax question can be laid to rest only by the withdrawal

of working class support from tax campaigns and tax issues . It

can be put to rest by pushing the real issue to the front. The

Socialist Labor Party has bent its forces to this task, the task

of demolishing false issues , of relegating unimportant issues to

unimportant positions, and of demanding a clear field for the

burning issue that turns upon the all-importantmatter of indus

trial administration , the issue of Industrial Democracy vs. In

dustrial Feudalism, the issue of Socialism vs. Capitalism.

In the performance of this great task of political clarifica

tion the Socialist Labor Party has , unfortunately, no political

ally . At the very inception of the so-called Socialist Party the .

men who were to become the leaders of that party began by

running amuck on the question of taxation-with what disas

trous effect is illustrated by the confessions of the ex-secretary

of the Socialist Party Mayor Lunn of Schenectady, N. Y.,

Walter Lippman. From that day to this they have

sinned hardly more gravely by demanding Government Owner

ship instead of Industrial Democracy, and by the falsity of their

o'her aspirations, than they have by pushing to the front all

marter of petty questions to obscure and befog the real issue

of Socialism vs. Capitalism.

The Socialist Labor Party, then, takes up the tax question

not to emphasize it , but to relegate it . In order to do that the

Socialist teacher must know exactly the why and the wherefore

of each separate phase of the tax question in all of its ramifica

tions, that he may lead the tax-puzzled workingman out of his

bewilderment. It is to accomplish that end that this pamphlet

is pablished and circulated.

NEW YORK LABOR NEWS COMPANY.

New York , July, 1912.



Taxation

THE NECESSITY OF TAXATION.

It requires enormous amounts of money to maintain the

various Governmental institutions of the land. This necessary

money the Government obtains by the collection of taxes.

The income of the National Government consists of inter

nal revenue collected mainly from the liquor and tobacco trade ,

and of import duties. The expenses of State and Local Govern

ments are met by taxes levied upon the real estate within the

respective borders and upon the personal property of the in

habitants. Some additional income is derived through the col

lection of a variety of fees and fines.

A minimum amount of personal property, such as necessary

household effects , and so forth, is exempt from taxation.

In politics the question of taxation, the manner and method

in which taxes are collected, and the way the realized moneys

are afterward expended, has become a perpetual issue. There

is not a political campaign in which the tax question does not

loom up in some form or other. Candidates for office will

promise , and pledge themselves , to work for " just and equal dis

tribution " of the tax burden and also see to it that " the people's

money ” in the governmental treasuries is properly guarded ,

" economically expended” and the largest possible results ob

tained . In fact, a " Business Administration ” is regarded as the

very last word in good government.

One result of this persistent discussion of the question of

taxation is the highly indignant attitude with which wage work

ers face this subject. Their anger is aroused when they are

confronted with facts that prove the unjust distribution of the

tax burden. Rich and powerful corporations and individual cap

italists , whose demands upon the Government for protection of

their interests, both at home and abroad , are the heaviest and
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always the first considered , are the most unscrupulous tax dodg

ers . on record. As a rule , they manage to roll quantities of

their share of the taxes upon the shoulders of others. The vast

ness of their possessions , together with the nature of their hold

ings in properties that are in the form of stocks, bonds and

mortgages, gives them ample opportunity for concealment and

enables them successfully to side -step the more or less watchful

eyes of the tax assessor. Downright fraud and perjury they

commit with irnpunity. The Sugar Trust was but recently con

victed of defrauding the Federal Government out of millions

of import duties by " adjusting ' the scales on its docks .

But the expenses of Government must be met, and it natu

rally follows that that amount of taxes which the Big Interests

dodge must be borne by those whose possessions are smaller

and more tangible, and consequently more visible and more diſ

ficult to conceal.

The troubles and the struggles of the taxpayers do not end

here. There is still more to contend with . The money that has

been so reluctantly handed over by the taxpayers is now in the

hands of politicians in public office . Eager office-seekers will

scramble and vie with one another for a place at the political

pie counter . Contractors and other capitalist interests that

deal in things the Government needs are ever eager to land a

contract or make a sale . A generous supply of “ grease” to

smooth uneven places in the path that leads to those who have

power to grant contracts or make purchases for the Govern

ment , will help to gather handsome profits . And thus the

poor taxpayers' money is wasted. Corruption in the handling

of public funds is the rule. The very fact that an occasional

administration , by performing its duties along that line with

some degree of decency , will create a sensation throughout

the land, proves that such is the exception .

THE WORKERS' RELATION TO THE TAX QUESTION.

Confronted with such a state of affairs it is not at all un

natural that the keen sense of justice and decency of an

sophisticated working class is offended ; its anger is justly

aroused, and wage workers allow the tax question to influence

them in their political actions.

un
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In doing so, however, they are wasting their time and en

ergy ; nay more, they are neglecting their own interests. While

making other peoples' quarrels their affairs, they afford these

very other people a free and undisputed field better to victim

ize and exploit the working class , which so thoughtlessly allows

itself to be drawn into quarrels in which it has no material in

terest.

It makes no material difference to the working class who

pays the taxes ; whether it be the capitalists of large or those

of small possessions .

There is one thing that every workingman knows. He

knows that the working class has no property of any kind that

can be taxed. It is a sad but uncontrovertible fact that the great

majority of the people, the working class , the class whose la

bor produces all wealth , owns absolutely no wealth of any kind.

The few pieces of household goods , which, in the first place,

were of the cheapest kind and which at most times are in a per

petual state of collapse , are not wealth ; they are junk. In mat

ters of clothing and shoes it is not the supply on hand, but the

lack thereof that causes the workingman worry and trouble.

The working class owns no taxable property, and therefore

it does not pay any taxes. The taxes of the land are paid by

those who own the property of the land, the capitalist class.

The average workingman , however, is prone to challenge

that statement. He will argue that while it is true that the

propertiless working class does not pay taxes directly; in the

end it pays the bulk of all taxes indirectly. His notion on the

subject is , that it is to his interest to keep taxes as low as pos

sible . He holds that , for instance , the owner of the house in

which he lives , no doubt, pays the taxes for the same ; but the

money with which he pays them he first collects from his ten

ant in the shape of rent ; hence it is not the owner but the rent

er who pays the taxes .

This may sound plausible ; but this very plausibility hides

the error of the idea. No one knows this better than the land

lord. He is ever ready to make use of the theory whenever he

sees a chance to raise the rent, in order to lend a color of jus
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tice to his action. The high rate of taxes is very often the ex

cuse of the landlord to raise rents, but not the cause thereof.

Rents will rise or fall according to the supply and the demand

of rentable places. If the demand for living quarters is brisk

and the supply limited the landlord will extract as high a rent

as conditions will yield, no matter whether taxes are high or

low. If conditions , as above stated, will allow he will pull the

shirt off his tenant's back, even if the Government paid him a

premium for owning the property instead of collecting taxes

for the same.

If there be any connection whatever between the rate of

taxes and the rate of rent, it certainly is not that the rate of

taxes determines the rate of rent. On the contrary, when the

Government's agents, the appraisers of property for tax valu

ation, make their estimates they are, as a rule, guided by the

amount of rent that such a property yields and fix the tax valu

ation accordingly. So, while it may be true that the landlord

pays the taxes with part of the money which he has previously

collected from his tenant, it makes no difference to the work

ingman tenant how much of that the landlord is compelled to

hand over in taxes ; he, the tenant , has already been held up and

forced to yield his pound of flesh. Nay more ; if this working

man tenant were of a vindictive nature he would be tempted to

remark : " Serves the old skinflint right ; soak it to hiin !”

THE RENTER AND THE HOME -OWNER .

Workingmen who live in rented quarters, and most of them

do , are not taxpayers. They have no more interest in their

landlord's tax burden than the sparrows that nest in the eaves

trough. No matter how often he may offer the hypocritical ex

cuse that he is compelled to raise rents because his taxes have

increased, the landlord is not likely to reduce rents if he should

succeed in reducing his taxes. Owners of renting property,

whether large or small , are not going to take part in political

agitation, contribute to campaign funds , and bribe , corrupt or

coerce public officials to regulate their taxes downward, and,

after they have succeeded in doing so, hand it over to their
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working class tenants in the shape of reduced rents. Business

is not done that way. The working class voters are merely

used as political pawns. Having a vote, in fact being the vot

ing majority, they are being double -crossed in tax reform poli

tics ; they decide the tax controversies between the large and

small capitalist taxpayers, and are being blinded as to their own

interests at the same time.

But what about the workingman who owns his own home,

is not he a taxpayer ? Yes , indeed, he is a taxpayer ; but he will

not be one very long. While his “ shiftless ” fellow workman,

who pays rent, who has no other ambition than to sit and

rest in his rented quarters, after a hard day's grind and toil of

from eight to twelve hours' work in his capitalist master's shop,

who is , as best he can, recuperating some of the used up tissues

in the work of producing profits for his boss ; who is perhaps

enjoying his pipe and a good book, possibly reading some sound

and instructive SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY literature ; while

he is doing all this his " thrifty " neighbor, who is , or rather

hopes to be, a home-owner some day, is otherwise engaged - he

is somewhere around his premises with a lantern , tinkering

around his shanty. He is too “ ambitious" to rest ; too " level

headed ” and busy to improve his mind ; he is improving his

property upon which some capitalist has plastered a mortgage.

In the meantime, and just around the corner, stands waiting an

enterprising undertaker. And when before very long additional

gloom is added to the already too sombre atmosphere of a pro

letarian neighborhood ; when a hearse stops at his door to re

ceive his remains , his widow will scarcely realize enough from

the equity that he owns in his home to buy him a decent lot in

a graveyard.

Pity the workingman who is a home-owner and a taxpayer ;

who is buying home on the monthly installment plan. De

pending upon permanent employment and continued health ,

which indeed is a violent hope, trusting that the holder of the

mortgage will not foreclose when inevitable , periodical delin

quencies occur, in about fifteen or twenty years he will be a

home-owner. And if the owner is not worn out by that time

the home certainly is . The old shack is ready to tumble down
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on him . He must therefore go to some Mortgage and Loan in

stitution , which exists for his special convenience and well

being, borrow money to build another house and repeat his for

mer experience. Finally, when he dies he leaves to his heirs as

a legacy-the mortgage.

In most of the large cities the question of " home owning "

on the part of the workingmen does not enter into the discus

sion . For various reasons the prospect of wage workers own

ing their own homes is simply impossible. But in smaller towns ,

and even numerous large cities , the energies and aspirations of

many workingmen are directed toward independence from the

landlord. Upon investigation it is hard to decide which one of

the two , the one who pays rent or the one who pays off the

mortgage, is the worse off. It would appear that when peace

of mind and the added impulse and incentive on the part of the

prospective home-owner still further to stint himself and his

family of the common necessaries of life in order to meet his

obligations , are considered , the renter seems to have the better

of the argument.

However this may be decided, both must pay for shelter,

one in the form of rent, the other in interest upon the mortgage ;

both are equally dependent upon the employing class for a job,

for a chance to live at all. Their interests are identical as wage

workers, and as such they should seek to further those inter

ests :-not from the standpoint of taxpayers , but from the

standpoint of inembers of an exploited working class.

The argument mainly used by politicians , when attempting

to have workingimen see things through the spectacles of a tax

payer, is that every time a workingman buys a pair of shoes , a

pound of meat or flour or anything that he needs for his daily

living, the taxes of the country are being collected from him

through the various channels of trade by an additional margin

that is being added to the prices which he pays for the articles

of his daily need . From this the workingman concludes that if

taxes were lower the prices that he pays would be correspond

ingly lower, and hence, with his weekly wage, he could pro

cure correspondingly more or better food, clothing and shel

ter.
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Even if such were the case, the propertyless wage earner

would only be interested in the sum total of the taxes collected.

To himn it would make no difference how the tax burden was

distributed between the big and the middle class capitalists. Why

should he take up the cause of the latter ? Indeed, why should

. even the middle class worry about it if in the end the tax bur

den is rolled upon the working class ? If this theory were cor

rect it should be immaterial to the little fellow in business how

much the big interests shift the taxes upon them ; all they

would need to do would be to pass it on to the working class ;

all they need to do, to recoup their losses, is to raise the prices

of the things in which they deal.

And why, on the other hand, should the big interests, the

large and powerful corporations and individual capitalists, be

so anxious to dodge taxes ; why should they go to the length

of swearing falsely to statements of their wealth when the same

are being prepared for the purpose of tax valuations ? If it

were but a matter of adding the amount they pay in taxes to

the prices of the commodities which they manufacture or deal

in, they surely are in a better position to do so than the little

man in business. They then could reimburse themselves in a

legitimate manner without the violation of any laws upon the

statute books. No matter how unscrupulous the capitalist may

be , he is not likely to violate the law, which he so strenuously

claims to uphold, unless his interests require it.

Or furthermore, if, in the last instance, it be the working

class that bears the burden of the taxes, why not go at the

thing more directly by simply collecting the necessary amount

from them on pay - day, or, in other words , why does not the

capitalist class reimburse itself by reducing wages ? Such a

method would be much simpler and less costly than to corrupt

public officials and subsidize the newspapers , or contribute so

plentifully to canipaign funds. The argument that the capital

ist prefers to rob the wage worker in a more or less indirect

manner, to pay with one hand and take with the other, does

not fit the case. Later on it will be shown why it does not fit

the case. The fact of the matter is that, taxes high or taxes

low, taxes equally or unequally distributed among the taxpay
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ing capitalists , the working class is being skinned to the bone

in either case.

TAX REFORM FRUITLESS FOR WORKERS.

The State of Ohio furnishes a case in point to prove the

foregoing statement. An agitation along the lines of tax re

form , covering a period of about ten years, has finally terminat

ed in something really tangible. A special correspondent to

the Cleveland, O., “ Plain Dealer, " from Columbus, O., publish

ed in its issue of December 24th, 1911 , is certainly cheerful

news to the man who groans under unjust tax burdens. Among

other things one reads as follows :

" Property in Ohio worth hundreds of millions, that escap

ed taxation in the past, has been placed on the tax duplicate

through the operation and application of the 1 per cent. law

in the hands of the tax commission.

“ The figures , now being compiled for the annual report of

the commission, are startling in the showing they present. They

will make the most choice reading the small taxpayer of the

state has had supplied from the State House for a generation.

Advocates of the new taxation law point to the figures and

claim they answer every objection that has been urged at any

time against it.

“ The report will be issued early in the year, and will be

filled with surprising statements . The figures tell the reason of

high tax rates in the past. The showing is plain why the small

home-owner has carried a tax that was burdensome, while the

hig corporation has had a rate that was trivial , compared with

its opportunities for profits in the exercise of its business op

portunities.

" More than fifty freight transportation companies , doing

business in the state, and employing equipment of enormous

value, had been suffered to go ahead year after year without

paying a penny of tax or in any other way contributing to the

revenues of the state. Over 100 corporations, owning and op

erating telephone and electric light plants, had been in business

for from one to ten years without paying a cent of taxes. Three
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railroad lines were operated in the state , with thousands of dok

lars invested, and had failed ever to make a return for taxation .

“ As a result of the work of the commission the railroad

companies of the state will pay in taxes this year $ 1,500,000

more than during the past years. Traction lines of the state

paid last year on a total value of $15,000,000, but this year will

pay on a value of $ 68,000,000.

“ The Buckeye Pipe Co. last year paid on a valuation of

$4,635,000, but this year it will pay on $ 28,281,806. Mineral land

value in the state has been increased $17,850,623. The Pennsył

vania Railroad increased from $53,000,000 to $ 184,000,000. The

Baltimore & Ohio road from $19,000,000 to $ 90,000,000. The

New York Central lines from $41,000,000 to $ 117,000,000. The

electric lines of the state were raised from $6,000,000 to $ 28 ,

000,000. The natural gas companies from $ 20,000,000 to $ 77 ,

000, 000. The artificial gas companies from $ 251,000 to $ 1,

100,000.

" Similar increases have been made in other lines of prop

erty, the idea being to get the real value of all the property in

the state included in the total tax duplicate. The work of the

commission never ends. It is still certifying the values of

property uncovered to the auditors of the counties in which it

is located. During the past week the auditor of one .county re

ceived a certificate covering over $ 1,000,000 of value that had

never been taxed hefore. Another county had overlooked a

water works company doing business , while the commission

found a value of $300,000 which it certified. Another county

had a value of $50,000 on a lighting plant where the commission

made an investigation and raised the value to nearly: $ 1,000,000.

fixing the value almost wholly on the financial showing made

by the company."

These statements of the " Plain Dealer's” correspondent are

no mere juggling with large figures. They are concrete facts

which are corroborated by the further concrete fact that the

tax rate for the City of Cleveland has dropped froin $ 3.47 for

every $100 worth of taxable property to $1.51 . Every owner

of property which is being rented by workingmen for living
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quarters has had his taxes reduced considerably ; in many in

stances as much as fifty per cent. But rents have not come

down one penny !-on the contrary, the tendency is still up

wards. And inasmuch as the city continues to grow in popula

tion there is no abatement in sight.

The merchants of the state, from whom the working class

buys its supply of daily necessaries of life, have , no doubt, also

been benefited by the new tax arrangement. While it is likely

that their stocks of merchandise may have been appraised at a

somewhat higher figure than formerly, it is certain that the in

crease does not compensate the decrease in the rate of taxation,

that is, from $3.47 to $1.51 . In fact, the general approval by

the little fellows in business of the results of the new tax laws

would prove that their taxes have been reduced. But they have

failed to reduce prices. The high cost of living shows no signs

of abatement. The working class in Ohio has not benefited in

the least from the much praised readjustment of taxation for

which it has been hustling and voting for the last ten years.

As in similar other instances , the circumstance is promi

nently mentioned that the little home-owner is decidedly a

gainer. This is done to convey the idea that the working class

has been benefited because those among them who own their

own homes have had their taxes reduced. The City of Cleve

land, though the sixth city in the country, is, due to its pecu

liar topography, a town of individual houses and cottages. The

tenement-house mode of habitation is here an exception. Due

to these conditions it is a veritable paradise for the allotment

shark, and those that are imbued with local pride love to refer

to Cleveland as the “ city of home-owners." But after inves

tigation one finds that all this is based more upon imagination

than upon facts.

According to the report rendered by John A. Zangerly, the

Secretary of the Board of Quadrennial Real Estate Appraisers

of Cuyahoga County, upon completion of its labor and term

of office in 1910, 38 per cent. of the people in Cleveland live in

their own homes. It is safe to assume that the greater portion

of that percentage belongs to the capitalist class of either larger

or smaller possessions. Deducting from the remainder those
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workingmen whose homes are mortgaged, the remaining num

ber that own unincumbered homes are so few that they really

have no weight in the discussion.

THE SOCIALIST PARTY ON TAXATION.

A local paper of the Socialist Party which, of course, sup

ports the theory that the working class is burdened by unjust

taxation , comments at length upon the results of this tax re

vision . It criticizes the entire thing as a mere sop to the un

thinking masses and maintains that the only relief to the bur

dened taxpayer can come through the Socialist Party. It makes,

among others , these arguments :

“ In order to partly pacify the small home owners , a state

law has created a corporation tax ; which latter fact alone made

the present one , or rather, one and one-half per cent. tax ļaw,

at all possible.

“ The common people are led to believe that the corpora

tions are really paying the taxes . Indeed, one can even read this

in some Socialist papers which claim to know everything better.

“ A corporation tax , however, is nothing else but a tax upon

trade and industry ; it belongs therefore to the category of in

direct taxes . Corporations simply add the same to the prices

of their commodities and the consumer pays it in the end.

“ Political economists , even those of the liberal school , have

long since proven that there are only two direct methods of

taxation which really reach the owners of property in propor

tion to the size of their possessions , and these are the progres

sive income and inheritance tax.

“ Real and genuine relief for those who are suffering under

an unjust system of taxation can only be expected from the

Socialist Party. "

In the first place let it be said that the Socialist Party, in

stead of clarifying the minds of the working class , is adding to

the confusion . The idea that taxes placed upon the property

of the capitalist class are shifted upon the shoulders of the

working class by raising prices and thereby making the

working class pay the same as consumers is false:.
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Every seller of commodities , whether he be an individual,

small middle class dealer , or whether it be a large corporation,

will naturally follow the good old business policy and get the

highest possible price under any and all conditions. No mat

ter how low the taxes, the capitalist will exact as high a price

as the state of the market will permit. To sell goods at a

lower price than the market will yield is, as a general proposi

tion , an offense against good business that no shrewd capitalist

will commit. There simply is no chance to recoup for a raise

of taxes because the possibilities of the market are exploited to

the limit. An upward tendency of prices may occur simultane

ously with a rise in taxes, but that by no means proves that

such is the result of the arbitrary acts of the capitalists. It

would indeed be a bold suggestion to hold that prices would

have remained stationary if the capitalists' taxes had not in

creased.

The attempt to shoulder a greater portion of taxes upon

the big interests in the business world by means of a progres

sive income and inheritance tax might succeed and it might fail.

If indeed it be true, as charged by the small fry business men,

that the big interests have so far succeeded in evading their

share of the tax burden, new tax laws will mean that they will

adopt new tactics to get around the law. It is impossible to

beat the capitalist at his own game. He owns the country and

his influence determines the conduct of the Government. As

long as the present system is in vogue, big interests hold both

bowers and the joker against the little fellow, and the latter is

euchered before the game starts.

WAGES AND PROFITS.

are

But all these evasions the working class can view with ut

ter complacency. The conditions of the working class

miserable without question ; but the system of taxation is neith

er the cause thereof nor is it contributory thereto. There is

only one method whereby the working class can gain a liveli

hood , and that is by securing employment. There is no field

of endeavor where competition is so keen as it is in the labor

market. Utterly unable to eke out an existence save by the
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sale of their services to the employing class , which controls the

jobs because it owns all the means of production, the work

ingmen's price , or their daily wage, is subject to the law of sup

ply and demand in the labor market. And inasmuch as the sup

ply of workingnen exceeds the demand for them, the workers'

wage is so low that it yields to them no more than a poor ex

istence at best.

The capitalist employer, when contemplating the hiring of

workingmen , does not consult the tax duplicate for information

as to the amount of wages that he should pay. He studies the

condition of the labor market and will pay the lowest possible

price for the particular kind of labor that he needs. And if

ever he should make a miscalculation and bargain to pay a

higher price than necessary, or if temporarily he is so situated

as to be willing to pay a somewhat higher price than ordinarily,

in order to overcome a passing difficulty, he will soon rectify

the error or adjust his affairs and get down to normal.

The normal condition of the present capitalist system op

erates against the interests of the member of the working class.

As a buyer of the daily necessaries of life the capitalist sellers

will charge him the highest possible price that the condition of

the market will allow, whether taxes are high or low, or wheth

er they are cqually or unequally distributed among the capital

ist taxpayers . To the wage worker, seeking employment, the

capitalist employer will pay the lowest possible wage that the

conditions of the labor market permit, no matter what the taxes

may be or how they are paid.

Due to this operation of the capitalist system the working

class is forced to accept a very small portion of the product of

its labor ; the largest part goes to the capitalist class as prof

its . Students of statistics place the proportion as one-fifth to

the working class for wages and four -fifths to the capitalist

class in profits. With this four -fifths of the wealth withheld

from the working class the capitalist class does various things .

The luxurious life of idleness and debauchery, the fine man

sions and automobiles , the costly yachts and racing stables , to

gether with the ostentatious display of wealth in the form of

priceless jewelry and fine raiment, is being paid for with wealth
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that the working class has produced but never gets . The taxes

of the country come from the same source.

It needs no argument whatever to convince any working

man that his condition would not be improved in any way if

the capitalists were to spend less money for their own pleas

ure. That would by no means imply better or more comforts

for the working class. All that that would mean would be that the

capitalists' pile would grow that much faster. The same argu

ment applies to taxes. Lower taxes would not put anything into

the pockets of the workingman. It would only mean that more

could be spent for the above-mentioned luxuries of the rich , or

that more could be added to their large hoards . Taxes , like all

the other things mentioned, are being paid for with wealth pro

duced by the working iss that is stolen from it in the first

place. It is not good sense nor to the interests of the workers

to worry as to how the plunderers spend or divide the plunder,

but to assert themselves to the end that the plunder cease.

WORKERS ROBBED AS PRODUCERS, NOT AS CON

SUMERS.

The working class is not being robbed as a consumer, or

indirect taxpayer, which means the same thing, in the field of

commerce and trade, but as a producer in the field of produc

tion , in the workshops, factories , mines , and railroads , and so

forth , of the country. But the idea that the working class is

not being robbed as a consumer seems rather foolish to the

average workingman. This is not at all surprising. When he

goes forth , with his week's wages in pocket, to purchase his

supplies, there is waiting for him a hungry horde of shopkeep

ers . And he would better be wary and cautious. If the “ stur

dy and upright” middle class merchant sees a chance he will

cheat his workingman customer blind without compunction.

But our workingman is supposed to know the ropes and , as a

rule , he does, and in the long run gets full value for his money.

To what extent downright cheating resorted to by middle

class shopkeepers was demonstrated very recently by the ad

ministration of the City of Cleveland . In one of the rooms of
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the City Hall were exhibited a choice lot of weights and meas

ures confiscated by the city sealer. All manner of measures ,

from pints to bushels, could be seen with false bottoms and

other deceptions ; scales and weights that registered from one

to four ounces short to the pound testified to the " scrupulous

honesty ” of the small man in business. And this is the class

that cries " Thief !” and appeals to the working class to help it

in its fight to make big interests pay their just share of taxes !

Another reason why it is hard for the average workingman

to comprehend that he he is not being robbed as a consumer,

but as a producer, is the fact that only due to the circumstance

that he is a consumer can he at all be robbed as a producer. If

it were not for the ever present appetite that craves food, and

the inclemency of the climate that makes clothing and shelter

necessary ; in short, if the workingman had no wants that must

be satisfied, no capitalist boss in the country would get a

chance to rob him in the workshop as a producer. It is the

consuming proclivity of the working class that furnishes the

handle by which its nose is being held to the grindstone of pro

duction .

Hunger is the terrible and irresistible force that renders

the working class pliable to the needs of capitalist interests.

Driven by that force, labor takes the fearful risks of the mining

industries, the railroads and all the other industries in which

conditions prevail where the hired wage slave, for a few cents

per hour, will risk limb and life . In spite of the hundreds and

the thousands of workingmen killed and maimed in mines and

railroads every year, in spite of the unhealthy condition of

most of the industrial establishments , where the workers' health

is gradually undermined and their lives correspondingly short

ened , there is no dearth of applications for vacant places. In

fact, the dangers and risks encountered are not taken into con

sideration ; if considered at all , they are regarded as a matter

of course. The main object is to get a job and to hold it against

competition when once procured. Hunger, furthermore , is the

force that will drive men and women, when unable to secure em

ployment, to the extremes of crime and prostitution.
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Such is the economic distress under which the working

class exists.

Let us now assume that, in spite of all that has been said,

an adjustment of taxation would lower the cost of living to the

working class. The result would be that the keen competition

in the labor market would bring the price of labor (wages)

down to the correspondingly lower cost of living and the work

ing class would be no further ahead.

The result could not be otherwise. The army of unem

ployed, a perpetual condition under capitalism, drives the un

fortunate wage workers to such extremes as above stated, and

even to the extent of begging to be locked up in jails and work

houses in order to escape the intensified conditions brought on

by the rigors of winter seasons. The logic of facts cannot be

refuted that an easing up of the distress by a cheapening of

prices could be of no benefit to the working class , when hun

ger dictates its acts in the competitive struggle in the labor

market to the point of establishing the maxim, that he who

works the cheapest gets the job.

same.

EXPENDITURES OF TAX MONEYS.

That feature of the tax question , which concerns itself with

expenditures of public funds after taxes have been collected,

interests the working class no more than the raising of the

The “ people's money" in the governmental treasuries is

just as far out of the reach of the working class as are the

funds in the private vaults of the capitalist employers. Corrup

tion in public office , the mismanagement of public funds or

misappropriations and stealing of tax moneys does not take

anything away from the working class , because the pockets of

that class have already been so thoroughly cleaned out that

there is nothing left.

It is , however, claimed that tax money could and should

be expended in a manner beneficial to the working class . Po

litical reform parties often make that phase of the proposition

their important issue . Clean streets and other sanitary ar

rangements in proletarian neighborhoods are certainly very

desirable, and working class quarters are , as a rule , neglected .
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in that respect in favor of other sections of cities. Now, the

reason that workingmen live in such neglected parts of town

is , that they cannot afford the higher rates of rent in the more

desirable sections. If a city administration were to expend

some of the tax money for a general housecleaning of a prole

tarian district, the demand for quarters would immediately in

crease and the landlords would be the gainers, but not the

workingman. Rents would be sure to go up. Clean streets,

sanitary conditions , nice surroundings , beautiful parks, and all

other propositions of the same nature are certainly necessary

and worth while , but all these things do not seem to cover the

case of the man out of a job or in constant danger of losing it.

He who would suggest a haircut and shave to a man who is

asking for a loaf of bread , is not only mocking distress , but is

evading the unfortunate's petition ,

Tax moneys expended for municipal coal and wood yards ,

or for establishing city ice houses and other semi-charitable

and paternal institutions , where the poor may procure these

respective necessaries of life at cost, or at a reduction of pre

vailing prices in the open market ( propositions largely and

loudly advocated by the Socialist Party) , could have but one

result-cheaper living to the workers means cheaper wage

slaves to the capitalist masters.

Turn whatever way one will, the interests of the working

class are outside the sphere of taxation . To say that govern

mental institutions for the care of the aged and infirm , the

public soup-houses , and other municipal institutions of charity,

where the unfortunate unemployed take their places in the

bread line, are the result of tax money expended in the interest

of the working class , is so much sophistry. The aim and am

bition of every self-respecting workingman is not to take ad

vantage of these provisions , but to avoid them. Such institu

tions are not maintained for the benefit of the poor , but rather

for the self-protection of the rich . If it were not for these , our

capitalist masters might be disturbed and annoyed in the en

joyment of their stolen plunder by the consequences of unre

lieved distress.

But lest we forget, let it be said that considerable sums of
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the taxpayers' money are frequently spent directly and with

out stint upon the working class . When conditions in the work

shops or other fields of production and distribution , where the

robbery of the working class is being perpetrated, become so

unbearable that protests in the form of strikes become un

avoidable, public funds are available in plenty for the hire of

police , deputy sheriffs, and the militia. It is there that the

workers become direct recipients of the disbursements of the

taxpayers' money.

SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY'S WARNING.

The SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY holds that the only

relief for the working class lies in the abolition of the capitalist

system . Any political party of reform that promises, or claims

to be able, to further the interests of the working class along

the lines of tax reform is deceiving the working class with mid

dle class issues ; it is betraying an unfortunate proletariat.



APPENDIX

Who Pays The Taxes ?

By Daniel De Leon

BROTHER JONATHAN-I have joined the “ Tax Re

formers' League of Taxpayers.”

UNCLE SAM – What on earth have you, a workingman ,

got to do with tax reform and taxpayers ?

B. J .-- Am I not a taxpayer ?

U. S.-Not that I know of.

B. J.-Why, of course I am .

U. S.-Do you own any land ?

B. J.-Go away, no !

U. S.-Do you own houses ?

B. J.--Stop your guying ; of course not !

U. S.-Do you own any other property on which taxes aio

levied - say jewelry , fine furniture, machinery ?

B. J.—Now, don't go on that way ; you know I am as poor

as a church mouse .

U. S.—Which is another way of saying as poor as a work

ingman or wage slave, eh ?

B. J.-Yes , certainly.

U. S.—This being thus , what do you pay taxes on, pray ?

B. J.-Am I not a workingman ?

U. S. - Yes.

B. J.-Is not labor the producer of all wealth ?

U. S.-Yes .

B. J.--Are not taxes wealth ?

U. S .-- Yes.
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B. J. - Why, then it follows that I , as a member of Labor,

pay the taxes , and that lower taxes will make me better off.

U. S.-Oh ! Did you read the account of our employers'

ball last week, how my employer's wife had a diamond neck

lace on , worth $5,000 ?

B. J.—Yes , and my employer's wife had on a Brussels lace

bodice worth $6,500 ?

U. S. - Are that diamond necklace and that Brussels lace

bodice wealth or not ?

B. J.-Wealth, of course.

U. S.-Produced by labor or produced by capital ?

B. J. (with a look of disgust)—"By capital” ? Of course not ;

by labor.

U. S.-Now, suppose your employer and mine had not

bought that necklace and bodice, would you and I be in pocket

the amount of money that they cost ? Would we be the pos

sessors of that $11,500 ? Would our wages have gone up any

higher ?

B. J. (scratches his ear, and after meditating a while, dur

ing which a drop of perspiration appears on his forehead)

No. We would not have been in that much more money. Our

wages would not have been any higher. We would have been

just as badly off as we now are. It would have made no dif

ference to us.

U. S.-Yet that necklace and bodice are wealth, and, as

such , are the product of labor.

B. J.-Yes, they are.

U. S.-Would you , in the face of these facts, say that, see

ing luxury is wealth and labor produces all wealth, therefore

you pay for luxury, and lower or less luxury will make you bet

ter off ?

B. J.-I wish there were something around here that I

could sit on. I feel my head swimming. — This thing looks mix

ed up.-Let me see . - As Labor produces all wealth, and dia

mond necklaces and Brussels lace bodices are wealth, it does

seem as if Labor paid for them.-But yet

U. S.-Go on ; guess you are on the right track

B. J. - And yet I feel mixed up.-Let me see .-- If I am the
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man who pays for a thing, then it must follow that if the thing

is not bought, I have not paid for it, and I must be in pocket

the money that the thing would have cost.

U. S.-Correct ! Go on, my boy, you are doing first rate,

though rather slow. Go on.

B. J.-If, then , I am no more money in pocket in case the

thing was not bought-then (very deliberately ) -I can't be the

one that pays for it. Ain't it ?

U. S. - Just so. Go on !

B. J .-- I can't. · Here I am stuck fast. Help me out if you

can . I feel like one sinking in quicksand.

U. S. — Just hook on to me, and I'll pull you out. If I go

faster than you can hang on , sing out, and I will slack up. Now

listen. Your pickle comes first from the wrong, the misleading

use you make of the word PAY. Now, hold tight ! Does a

man PAY out of what he HAS NOT or out of what he HAS ?

B. J.-How can a man pay out of what he has not ? He

pays , of course, out of what he has .

U. S.-Correct. Now, did we ever have in our hands the

$11,500 that our employers expended in Brussels lace bodices

and diamond necklaces ?

B. J. (decidedly hot under the collar ) -- Did we ? No, by

thunder !

U. S.-I am glad of your emphasis . Now stick a pin there.

We did not pay for them for the simple reason that we did not

have the wealth to pay with. This clears up the point why less

luxury enjoyed by the employer does not mean more wealth

left to us. Whether the employer indulges in luxuries or not,

and whether he drops one kind of luxury and changes it for

another, we are no poorer and no richer, because these luxuries

are paid for by wealth that never was in our hands.

B. J. - That's certainly so .

U. S.-Now hold tight again . We are now approaching

the roughest part of the road. Our capitalist employer does

not work ; consequently he does not produce any wealth . Nev

ertheless , he has all the wealth needed to buy luxuries with .

As labor is the sole producer of all wealth , and our employer,

who is an idler, cannot produce any, it follows that the wealth
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he buys the luxuries with, he must have gobbled up from us,

his workingmen, who produced it.

B. J. - Just so.

U. S.-Hold tight !! Here we are face to face with the

central problem. We are the sole producers of all wealth ; the

employer, despite his being an idler, has the bulk of it to pay

with for luxuries. He must have gobbled it up, and from us.

But it never was in our hands. When, where, and how did he

do the gobbling up ? Upon the correct answer to this question

depends the solution of the problem of taxation, and the wis

dom or folly of much of the tactics of the Labor Movement.

B. J.-Yes ; where, when and how?

U. S. - Where ? In the shop. When ? On pay day. How?

Through the system of capitalism or wage slavery.

The wages we are given are only a small part of the

wealth we produce. These wages represent the price of our

labor in the market. Labor, under this system of wage slavery,

is not considered a human being at all ; it is only a merchan

dise. The value of all merchandise depends, broadly speaking,

upon the cost of production. So with us, the merchandise La

bor. Our price, that is , our wages , is simply the cost of keep

ing us alive and able to procreate. This is the law of wages ,

and thus it comes that although we produce all the stupendous

wealth of the nation our share is small; and that just in pro

portion to the increased wealth we produce, our share becomes

smaller.

B. J.-Heaven knows, that's so.

U. S.-Now you know the where, when and how of the

gobbling up.

B. J.-Yes.

· U. S.-Knowing it, you can no longer feel stuck at the

sight of the fact that although we are the sole producers of all

wealth , we do not PAY for luxuries that our employers indulge

in . Those luxuries are paid for with wealth that we produce ,

but they are not paid for by us because the wealth that buys

them is stolen from us before it reaches our hands : they are

paid for by that portion of our product that is stolen from us

anyhow.

B. J. - But
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U. S.-One moment. You may consider this position too

technical to be worth insisting on

B. J.—That's just what I was going to say.

U. S.-Nevertheless , it is important for several reasons. It

follows from that strict statement :

1. That whether the employer is a spendthrift or a miser ,

we are no better and no worse off.

2. That by knowing the exact place where we are robbed ,

we will not spend our efforts in a wrong direction, trying to

better ourselves.

Apply these principles to the question of taxation and you

will soon realize their far- reaching importance.

B. J. ( puckers up his brows . )

U. S. - For the same reason that we could not have paid

for the diamond necklace and Brussels lace bodice of our em

ployers ' wives , the working class cannot have paid these taxes.

Secondly, the share of the wealth that the workingman en

joys depends upon the law of wages , which, you now know, de

pends upon the cost of production , just as with any other mer

chandise. Lower the cost of the necessaries of labor, and it

follows the price of labor will sink proportionately. The lower

the taxes , the lower is the cost of the necessaries of labor ;

consequently , low taxes will send still lower down the percent

age of the share that Labor will keep , under this capitalist sys

tem , of the fruit of its toil .

Say that the workingman needs just one loaf of bread to

If that loaf of bread costs 5 cents , his wages must be

5 cents ; he produces 100 cents worth of wealth ; out of that he

receives the 5 cents for the loaf, and the employer keeps 95

cents profits.

Say the cost of the loaf is raised to 25 cents because of a X

tax of 20 cents on it . The cost of Labor now becomes 25 cents

and his wages must rise to that point , or he dies . What is the

situation ? The worker produces 100 cents , receives 25 cents stambeno

as wages;he is nobetteroff than before, because that25 cents Cairns
can only pay for one loaf, just as the 5 cents did before . But inod ddimaa

the employer only keeps 75 cents profits, whereas before he beer

made 95 cents ; who paid the taxes, you or he ? ärnh

B. J.-He, by Jericho.
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U. S.-And say that taxation is lowered and the loaf costs

only one cent. Will you be in 24 cents ? No, as the cost of

Labor has come down to one cent, one cent will have to be

your wages, while the employer will then make 99 cents prof

its. Are you in either case better off or worse ?

B. J.-In no way. But why, then, all this row about taxa

tion ?

U. S.-The row is between the capitalists. It is a row as

to which of them will preserve the biggest share of the hide of

the workers. The politicians want higher taxes because then

they will have higher salaries and perquisites ; but the “ reform

ers” want low taxes because that means they will keep for them

selves a larger share of the profits they have skinned the work

ers out of and that otherwise would go to the politicians, and

So on .

B. J. (smiting himself on the forehead ) -Heavens, how

those reformers have played me for a sucker.

U. S.-No doubt they have.

B. J.-All their talk about Labor being crushed by taxes

was pure buncombe !

U. S.-Nothing else. By understanding that Labor is rob

bed in the shop, the worker will devote his energies to vote

himself into possession of the shop. He will not be caught in

the trap of the lie that he pays the taxes ; he will not be the

cats -paw of "reformers” and other capitalist swindlers. That

is why it is so important to emphasize the fact that, under this

capitalist system, Labor does not pay the taxes, but they are

paid out of that part of the product of labor that the working

class is robbed of anyhow by the capitalist class.

B. J. ( as mad as he can stick )—The first reformer or his

heeler who talks taxation to me will get his nose punched flat.

U. S .--Would be no more than he deserved.
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De Leonism

Marxism–De Leonism is a libertarian Marxist current developed by the American activist Daniel De Leon.
De Leon was an early leader of the first United States socialist political party, the Socialist Labor Party of
America (SLP). De Leon introduced the concept of Socialist Industrial Unionism.

According to De Leonist theory, militant industrial unions are the vehicle of class struggle. Industrial unions
serving the interests of the proletariat (working class) will be the needed republican structure used to establish a
socialist system.

While sharing some characteristics of anarcho-syndicalism (the management of workplaces through unions)
and with the SLP being a member of the predominantly anarcho-syndicalist Industrial Workers of the World
(IWW), De Leonism actually differs from it in that De Leonism, and its main proponent, the modern SLP, still
believe in the necessity of a political party advocating a Constitutional amendment making the Union the
government of industry. Central government would coordinate production. The party would cease to exist, as
would the political state and that was its goal. No vanguardist elites are provided a base in Marxist-DeLeonism
to scuttle the Republic.[1]

Tactics
Comparison to other forms of socialism
Political parties
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According to the De Leonist theory, workers would simultaneously form socialist industrial unions in the
workplaces and a socialist political party which would organise in the political realm. Upon achieving
sufficient support for a victory at the polls, the political party would be voted into office, giving the De Leonist
program a mandate from the people. It is assumed that at that point the socialist industrial unions will have
attained sufficient strength in the workplaces for workers there to take control of the means of production.[2][3]

The De Leonist victory at the polls would be accompanied by a transfer of control of the factories, mines,
farms and other means of production to workers councils organised within the industrial unions. De Leonists
distinguish this event from the general strike to take control of the workplaces advocated by anarcho-
syndicalists and refer to it instead as a "general lockout of the ruling class".[4]

The existing government would then be replaced with a government elected from within the socialist industrial
unions and the newly elected socialist government would quickly enact whatever constitutional amendments
or other changes in the structure of government needed to bring this about, adjourning sine die. Workers on the
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shop floor would elect local shop floor committees needed to continue production and representatives to local
and national councils representing their particular industry.[5]

Workers would also elect representatives to a central congress, called an All-Industrial Congress, which would
effectively function as the national government. These representatives would be subject to a recall vote at any
time. De Leonism would thus reorganise the national government along industrial lines with representatives
elected by industry, not by geographic location.

De Leonism lies outside the Leninist tradition of communism. It predates Leninism as De Leonism's principles
developed in the early 1890s with De Leon's assuming leadership of the SLP. Leninism and its idea of a
vanguard party took shape after the 1902 publication of Lenin's What Is to Be Done? De Leonism is generally
opposed to the policies of the former Soviet Union and those of the People's Republic of China and other
socialist states, and do not consider them socialist but rather state capitalist or following "bureaucratic state
despotism". The decentralised nature of the proposed De Leonist government is in contrast to the democratic
centralism of Marxism–Leninism and what they see as the dictatorial nature of the Soviet Union.[6]

The success of the De Leonist plan depends on achieving majority support among the people both in the
workplaces and at the polls, in contrast to the Leninist notion that a small vanguard party should lead the
working class to carry out the revolution. De Leonism's stance against reformism[7] means that it is referred to
by the label "impossibilist", along with the Socialist Party of Great Britain.

De Leonist political parties have also been criticised for being allegedly overly dogmatic and sectarian. Despite
their rejection of Leninism and vanguardism, De Leonism also lies outside the "democratic socialist" and
"social democratic" tradition. De Leon and other De Leonist writers have issued frequent polemics against
democratic socialist movements, especially the Socialist Party of America; and consider them to be reformist or
"bourgeois socialist". De Leonists have traditionally refrained from any activity or alliances viewed by them as
trying to reform capitalism, though the Socialist Labor Party in De Leon's time was active during strikes and
such, such as social justice movements, preferring instead to concentrate solely on the twin tasks of building
support for a De Leonist political party and organising socialist industrial unions.

Daniel De Leon proved hugely influential to other socialists, also outside the US. For example, in the UK, a
Socialist Labour Party was formed. De Leon's hopes for peaceful and bloodless revolution also influenced
Antonio Gramsci's concept of passive revolution.[8] George Seldes quotes Lenin saying on the fifth
anniversary of the revolution, "... What we have done in Russia is accept the De Leon interpretation of
Marxism, that is what the Bolsheviks adopted in 1917."[9]
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Newspaper Report of the Speech

TWO PAGES FROM ROMAN HISTORY.

Page I.

PLEBS LEADERS AND LABOR LEADERS.

BY DANIEL DE LEON.

A D D R E S S  D E L I V E R E D  I N  M A N H A T T A N  L Y C E U M ,  N E W  Y O R K ,

W E D N E S D A Y  E V E N I N G ,  A P R I L  2 ,  1 9 0 2 ,  U N D E R  T H E  A U S P I C E S  O F

S E C T I O N  G R E A T E R  N E W  Y O R K ,  S O C I A L I S T  L A B O R  P A R T Y .

( S t e n o g r a p h i c a l l y  r e p o r t e d  b y  B E N J A M I N  F .  K E I N A R D . )

[Daily People, Vol. 2, Nos. 287, 294 and 301, Sundays, April 13, 20 and 27, 1902]

COMRADES OF SECTION NEW YORK:
It is now close on sixteen years since a �cat�s-paw� of the storm of the

Labor Movement drew me within its whirl.  It is now close on twelve years
that I have been intimately connected with the Movement, my whole time,
my whole thought devoted to it.  A certain impression that I gained at a very
early date of my connection with the Movement has grown upon me with
ripened experience.  As a rule it happens that when one joins a movement of
this magnitude with all the natural greenness that I did in 1886, he, after a
few years of activity, finds it necessary to wipe out a good many of the notions
he came with, and a good many of the impressions he gathered at the start.
And so it was in my case.  Nevertheless, out of the wreck of all the false
opinions and notions, and of the illusions that I had brought along with me,
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and out of the wreck of all the false impressions that I gathered early, and
that experience showed me should be abandoned, one impression did not
prove false.  On the contrary.  That one grew upon me by the day.  And the
more I learned of the Movement in America, the more I saw of it�and, as you
may judge, my opportunities have been exceptional during these twelve
years�; the more I observed what happened in other countries in which the
Socialist or the Labor Movement is active, all the stronger did that first
impression grow upon me, and all the completer shape did it take.  That
impression was this:  That the Socialist Republic, another way for saying, the
�Emancipation of the Working Class,� would never come about, could never
come about�unless, unless a good deal more time and thought were devoted
to certain lines of observation, of study and of activity, which I found were
neglected, at least not fully appreciated.

The essence of Socialist theory, of Socialist philosophy, is simple.  The
combined economic law of Exchange Value, and sociologic law with regard to
man�s being a tool-using animal, can be put in a nut-shell.  And the
deductions from them are obvious.  The former demonstrates that the man
who produces with tools that render his labor more expensive than the labor
socially necessary, cannot possibly hold his own against the man, who,
producing with improved machinery, devotes less labor upon the production
of certain goods.  The latter demonstrates that the tool is the weapon of man�s
supremacy over Nature: master of the tool, man harnesses Nature to his
service, and maintains his freedom from his fellows; without it, he is the slave
of him who is equipped therewith.  Coupling these two laws, the philosophy of
Socialism radiates in all the luminousness instinct in simple Truth, and, in
its rays, the Socialist Republic rises in all its splendor, not as a mere Haven
of Refuge, but as truly a Promised Land to the human race, freed at last from
the nightmare of Class-Rule.

Now, this theory or philosophy, can be enlarged upon: broader and deeper
researches may impart greater breadth and depth thereto: it may be enriched
by excursions into the manifold subjects that branch off from, or are tributary
to it: men of eloquence may add thrill to the presentation.  That�s all true;
and it is well that that be done; such a theme calls for and needs the amplest
efforts of the mind.  But this other is also true, That not all the efforts
expended upon that line; nay, not if we were to pile up essays upon essays on
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those subjects mountain-high, and indulge in the most marvelous
refinements of science, will the Socialist Republic be brought one inch nearer
its realization�aye, on the contrary, all such noble efforts might even turn to
its undoing; I say it deliberately, TURN TO ITS UNDOING;�unless, hand in
hand with all that, something else is attended to also.  And that something
else I missed, and missed from the start; and missed all along.  And as the
ship of our Party got into deeper and deeper waters, and severer and severer
gales beat against it, I had occasion to feel more and more how much time
had been lost in furnishing the masses with instruction upon just that thing
that I have in mind; and that is, a knowledge of what I may call the
STRATEGY and the TACTICS of the Movement.

The words strategy and tactics have acquired in the public estimation a
false meaning.  They are generally identified with trickery, deception,
duplicity.  Now, strategy and tactics may degenerate into all that; but
deception, trickery, duplicity are not at all things inseparable from strategy
or tactics.  Take an army that, under the blazing noon-day sun, marches
directly, in a straight line upon the enemy�s fortifications, and storms them:
there can be no duplicity there, there can be no trickery there, there cannot
be there any question of cheating: everything is done in a straight line over
and above board: and yet that army moves obedient to strategic laws, and its
every motion is in rhythm with tactical principles.  If it neglected either at
any time, it would be destroyed.

Strategy and tactics imply simply a military knowledge, of the
topography of the field of action, and of the means at command.  Strategy
implies a military knowledge of the strength that lies in that hill, the
weakness that lies in yonder hollow, to the end that the one may be seized,
the other avoided; or to the end that, if the strategically strong place is in the
enemy�s hand, no disastrous surprise overtake us, and if we happen to find
ourselves on the strategically weak place, we may know enough to throw up
intrenchments.  Similarly, tactics implies a military knowledge of the
strength, the weakness, the qualities, in short, of the forces under fire, to the
end that we may proceed accordingly.

Now, the Socialist Movement may be likened to an army, and it travels
over a field that may be closely compared with that over which an army
advances.  The Socialist Movement should, accordingly, be posted upon the
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military topography of the field it is operating on, and of the tactics dictated
by the nature of the forces it is operating with.  The purpose of these two
lectures is to supply, to a certain extent, the existing deficiency on these
subjects.  Of these two lectures��Two Pages from Roman History��the
second, �The Warning of the Gracchi,� that is to be delivered two weeks from
to-night, will cover a tactical weakness of the Socialist Movement: thereby
help to point out certain pit-falls that are to be avoided.  To-night�s subject,
�Plebs Leaders and Labor Leaders,� is intended to point out a certain
strategically strong post held by the enemy, the Capitalist Interests: thereby
draw due attention to the danger that lurks from that quarter.

With these introductory words I shall enter upon my subject.

L A B O R  L E A D E R  A N D  P L E B S  L E A D E R .

Any one who glances over the Labor Movement in the English-speaking
world, cannot fail to be struck somehow�favorable, unfavorably, or half-and-
half�by a certain apparition not known in any other Labor Movement,
except in that of the English-speaking countries, namely, England, the
United States particularly, Canada and Australia.  That apparition is the
Labor Leader, together with the trades organization back of him.  The
question that I pose here to-night, the question that is of interest to the
Socialist Movement of the English-speaking countries to answer, if it is to
banish the illusions that otherwise lead to Paris Commune disasters, or cause
great Movements to be switched awry, that question is this:  What does that
Labor Leader signify?  What strength is there in him; and, if there is any,
what is the nature thereof; and to whose interest does it accrue?  In other
words, what is the strategic significance of the Labor Leader on the field of
the modern Social Question?  Is it a hill-top whose strategic posture accrues
to the benefit of the Labor Movement, or is it one whose strategic posture
accrues to the benefit of the Capitalist System?

We should profit by the experience back of the age we live in.  History has
not commenced with us.  Other nations have preceded us.  Other nations,
now among the dead, also had to deal with their Social Questions.  In order to
understand what is going on to-day, it is well to look at what has gone on in
ages gone by, in states long since passed away.  Karl Marx, in that
remarkable brochure of his, �The Eighteenth Brumaire,� says that when man
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wants to interpret what is going on in his own day, he tries to find a parallel
in the past, and that such action is like the action of a person trying to learn
a new language: he always keeps on translating that language into his own,
the new language being the new event, his own being the events that lie
behind him, and which, having rounded their course, can be fully understood.
In order to interpret the new language that is being spoken by modern
events, let�s translate it back into the well known language of now well
understood past events: we shall understand the new term �Labor Leader�
when we recall the career of the old term �Plebs Leader� in Roman history.

The page of Roman history to which I turn covers about 120 years, say a
hundred years.  It covers the period of about 500 B. C. to about 400 B. C.  It
starts substantially with the chasing away of the kings.  The Rome that fills
our minds, our eyes and our ears; that Rome, insatiable of plunder, reckless
of human life; that portent of rapine;�that Rome has her formative period
during the century of her life that I propose to take up with you.  When the
Kings were chased away, all the social and political elements that later
turned into the Fury we know of, were yet in ferment only.  During that
period of about 100 years they take shape.  When that period closes, it is
substantially a new social-political compound that steps upon the stage, the
Rome, that, driven like a Fury from her own seething cauldron, becomes a
scourge to the world, and ends by consuming herself.  Let�s look at these
political and social elements.  First at the political.

P O L I T I C A L  M E C H A N I S M .

It will not be necessary to go into a minute account of the constitutional
law of the Roman state.  It will here suffice to designate the principal wheels
of the political mechanism, and to point out their leading functions and
features.  In doing this I shall use modern terms, familiar to all.  That will
answer all practical purposes to-night.

The wheels of the Roman political mechanism that concern us to-night
were:

The Consuls;
The Senate;
The Centuries; and
The Colleges of Priests.
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You may wonder how the Colleges of Priests came to have a place in the
machinery of government.  We will come to that.

Broadly using modern parlance, the Consuls represented the Executive,
the Senate and Centuries the Legislative, the Colleges of Priests the Judicial
Power.

The Consuls were two; they were elected jointly and annually by popular
vote, in the Forum.

The Senate consisted theoretically of 300 members; they held office for
life; vacancies were filled by the Consuls.  The body partook of the character
of a House of Lords, in that its legislative functions consisted mainly in
passing upon measures ordered in the popular branch.  The Senate
sanctioned these, or refused its sanction.

The Centuries were military divisions of the people.  Together, the
Centuries constituted the whole people in �Committee of the Whole,�
gathered at the Forum.  They elected the elective officers, and enacted the
laws,�subject to the sanction of the Senate.  The singular method of voting
by the Centuries is of importance in the subject in hand; I shall come back
upon that later on.

Finally, the Colleges of Priests.  I said they represented the Judiciary.
They did in this way:  If a law or an election, distasteful to the Ruling Class,
was forced through; if, for any one of the thousand and one causes, apt to
arise wherever actual oligarchic power is draped in the drapery of democratic
forms, the Ruling Class of Rome found it prudent to yield in Forum and
Senate Hall;�in such cases the Colleges of Priests would conveniently
discover some flaw in the auspices, some defect in the sacrifices.  That
annulled the election or the law, as �condemned by the Gods.��This fact
suggests another parallel, a parallel between what happens to-day in
Organized Churchdom (applause), and what happened in Rome.  The
allurement is strong to branch off into that.  But I shall resist it, and move
on.

S O C I A L  C O N D I T I O N S .

Such was the political machinery of the Roman State.  Now to the social
aspect.  What was the composition of the people who operated these four
wheels of government, and who were affected by them?  What I was
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compelled to say, in order to explain the political function of the Colleges of
Priests, indicated that the Roman people was not a homogeneous mass; that
in Rome there was a Ruling Class and a Ruled Class.  Indeed these classes
were well marked.

Socialists need not to be told that so long as the machinery of production
is not in the hands of the people collectively, there must be a ruling class and
a ruled class; there must be a working class and an idle class; there must be a
class that toils and does not enjoy life, and there must be a class that toils not
and does the enjoying; and that the enjoying and not toiling coincides with
the ruling, while the toiling and not enjoying coincides with the ruled part.
Socialists need not to be told that.  It is of prime interest, in connection with
the subject in hand, to have a distinct appreciation of the line of class-
cleavage in the Roman Commonwealth.

The Roman peoples were divided into two Orders.  One Order was called
the Patricians, the other Order was the Plebeians.

P A T R I C I A N S .

The patricians can be easily defined.  They were the clan nobility of
Rome; they were the descendents of the old houses, of which there were few
in comparison to the rest of the population.  Although some of the patrician
houses had declined in property, the patricians were, as a whole, large
property holders, both in land and money; being a nobility, the patricians
were the political rulers.

P L E B E I A N S .

The word plebeians is harder to define, and here is where the interest of
the subject begins to centre.  Huxley somewhere lays to the door of Milton the
unscientific conception of creation that is popular to-day.  He claims that the
beauty of the rhythm of a certain passage in Paradise Lost, and the majesty
of its language, has popularized an error that civilization has long since
discarded.  And so may we charge Shakespeare with being responsible for the
popular misconception there is with regard to the word �Plebeians.�  In one of
Shakespeare�s great tragedies, �Coriolanus,� there occurs a certain passage,
in fact the play almost opens with the passage.  In the very first act, a crowd
of rioting Roman citizens are introduced, and one of them, addressing the
mob, says:  (reading)
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�We are accounted poor citizens; the patricians good.  What authority
surfeits on, would relieve us: if they would yield us but the superfluity, while
it were wholesome, we might guess they relieved us humanely; but they think
we are too dear: the leanness that afflicts us, the object of our misery, is as an
inventory to particularize their abundance; our sufferance is a gain to them.
Let us revenge this with our pikes, ere we become rakes: for the gods know I
speak this in hunger for bread, not in thirst for revenge.�

Owing, I think, very extensively to this remarkable presentation, the
popular conception of the plebeian order is that that element was made up of
the poor of the workingmen of Rome; and that conception you will find
cultivated even in the school-books on history.  Here and there something
leaks through to indicate that there were rich plebeians, but the point is
never made that the term �plebeian� in Rome did not designate people
effected like this plebeian that Shakespeare puts in the front of his play of
Coriolanus.  The term plebeian meant in the Roman language, the
�multitude.�  It was a term used in contradistinction to the few, the
patricians.  In other words, it was the antithesis of oligarchy, the patricians
being the few, the plebeians being the many.  It was not an economic
distinction.

Indeed, there was no such economic line of cleavage between �patricians�
and �plebeians.�  There were rich men, in land and money, among the
plebeians, probably more of them than among the patricians.  The difference
between the two sets�patricians and rich plebeians, lay in this: a patrician
who lost his property did not, therefore, lose caste: artificial social corks kept
him in his patrician rank and the political attributes of his clan-nobility, with
the aid of which he might again attain economic power: on the contrary with
the rich plebeian, the loss of his property carried with it the loss of the only
power he had,�economic power.  So absolutely of the same economic class
was a considerable portion of the plebeian order with the patricians, that rich
plebeians and patricians shared together the spoils that their economic power
conferred upon them.

C L A S S  L I N E S .

Again using modern parlance, the plebs, the multitude, fell into three
economic classes: the �bourgeois� or large property-holding plebeian: the
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�middle-class� plebeian; and the �proletarian� plebeian, this last forming the
majority of all, a working class, stript of all property, and forced to hire
themselves out for a living.  So that, in point of economic, or class
distinctions, the Roman commonwealth was divided, not between �patricians�
and �plebeians,� but the class line of cleavage ran between patricians and
�bourgeois� plebeians, on the one hand, and �proletarian� plebeians, on the
other, with a �middle class� plebs in between.  Patricians and �bourgeois�
plebeians, holding the economic power, or means of exploitation, jointly
wielded their power: the �proletarian� plebs were exploited, the �middle class�
plebs were up-rooted,�very much in the way the process goes on to-day.

Now, what was the means of exploitation?  It was not machinery.
Machinery, as we understand the thing, did not then exist.  The means of
exploitation bore, all the same, close resemblance with the modern means.
Already then the law of exchange value was bound to affect things.  The same
as to-day the man who works with a large factory has a power over the man
who works with only a small factory, and can smoke him out, and throw him
into the class of the proletariat, so likewise then the man who held large
farms could produce so much more plentifully, could produce with so much
more economy, that the middle class landholder could not hold his own, and
was proletarianized.  It goes without saying that the power of economic
tyranny that manifested itself in the uprooting of the small holders, or middle
class, had a direct manifestation in the direct exploitation of the workingman,
and rendered the position, at first of the agricultural and subsequently of the
urban proletariat, all the harder to bear.  The specific sources of the
increasing economic tyranny and exploitation, which manifested themselves
in the Roman State were the following:

S O U R C E S  O F  E C O N O M I C  T Y R A N N Y  A N D  E X P L O I T A T I O N .

Rome was almost always engaged in war.  As a rule she won.  The
immediate result of the victories of Rome was the enlargement, not of the
Roman territory merely, but of the estates of the large landlords.  The
territory of the conquered nation in Italy was partitioned among the
conquerors.  Theoretically, the allotments were to be equal among all.  In
point of fact the large landlords, patrician and bourgeois plebs, grabbed the
bulk; the middle class was allowed a sop; the proletarians were left out in the
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cold.  The larger the estates grew, all the more precarious became the
existence of the middle class.

Again, after making the allotments, a portion of the conquered territory
was always left undivided.  It was reserved for the �public domain,� a
�common,� so to say.  On that public domain the whole people, theoretically,
were allowed to graze their cattle.  In point of fact, the large property-holders,
patrician and bourgeois plebs, virtually appropriated these public domains
for their own herds.  Under the guise of a usufruct, for which they paid the
government a rental that was nominal, and that often was not paid at all,
they kept the public domain in perpetuity,�to the still greater injury of the
middle class, and, in some instances, even of proletarians.

Again, in the extensively commercially developed Rome, money was a
staple of prime need.  The patricians and bourgeois plebs were not landlords
only�the �Single-Tax� gets knocked out in Rome at the very start
(laughter)�they were also money-lenders, usurious money-lenders.  The
hard-pushed middle class farmer readily found a patrician or bourgeois
plebeian money-lender waiting to �help him out.�  The result was his
expropriation.

Again, in the instinctive hankering of their class after the property of the
small holders, the Roman large property-holders speedily descried in taxation
a prime means to their end.  In this manoeuvre the Roman large property-
holders gave points to the Dutch Pensionary De Witt, points that he did not
fail to take 2,000 years later.  The community of interest between patrician
and bourgeois plebs drew them into close alliance.  The patricians laid on the
taxes: patricians and bourgeois plebs shifted them deftly over to the
shoulders of the small holders, and thus directly urged on the wholesale
sweeping away of the middle class, and reducing it to proletarians.

There was a fifth source of economic oppression, which does not manifest
itself at the very start, but that grew, and grew, and became a crying evil,
bearing directly upon the proletariat.  It was chattel slavery.  Along with the
territories that Rome appropriated from the nations that she overcame, she
appropriated their people too.  Thus an ever-increasing horde of slaves
swelled the Roman labor-market, raising there a question suggestive of that
of �prison-labor� to-day.  The middle class had no means to invest in the
slave-market, or occasion to use the slave.  Patricians and bourgeois plebs
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were the investors.  Slaves in such abundance were cheaper than free labor.
They were bought cheap, treated worse than cattle, worked for all they were
worth, and, when exhausted, cast off to die like the dogs.  The page of slavery
in Rome is the darkest in the whole history of chattel slavery.  The hordes of
slaves threw the proletariat on the streets and highways.

Finding it hard to compete with the large landlords owing to the
smallness of its own farms and its exclusion from the public domain,
compelled to yield to the large property-holders large shares of its own
product through the usurious rates of interest extorted from it, and
staggering withal under the burden of taxation, the middle class plebeians
grew desperate; in even step, their ranks swelling by the accessions of the
smoked-out middle class, and their labor rendered still more valueless by the
gradual substitution of slaves, the proletarian plebeians became restive.

Thus stood things at the opening of the period of Roman history under
consideration�about 500 B. C.  An economic struggle; a struggle for economic
redress; a struggle�as this plebeian in Shakespeare�s �Coriolanus� puts it�
�in hunger for bread,� and to ward off �being made rakes,� in short, Class
Struggle, however incipient, yet well marked, was on in that Roman
commonwealth.  The line of class-cleavage, it should seem, showed itself
distinct enough to be perceived.  Was it perceived?  No.  Why?  We shall see.
And, seeing, we shall also see the dire results of the oversight.1

The period under consideration is the period during which the Class
Struggle within the Roman commonwealth moves from stage to stage, until it
closes its first epoch, about 400 B. C.  Of course the Struggle continues
beyond that: that struggle cannot cease but with the abolition of Class Rule,
which is to say, with the Co-operative State, the Socialist Republic.  But
during this period the Class Struggle was twisted and beaten and turned, no
longer into an instrument of possible deliverance, but into a weapon for
future national suicide.  This period progresses through seven stages:

P L E B S  L E A D E R S  I N  T H E  S E N A T E .

The rising revolt of the plebeian masses against economic tyranny and
exploitation threw, of course, patricians and plebeian bourgeois together.  But
they were not a unit.  Both had the same economic interests at stake; but

1  First Daily People installment ends here.
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they did not both stand on a par.  On the one side, the patrician was clad with
exclusive, aristocratic, political privileges; the bourgeois plebeian was
consumed with an ambition to share such privileges.  On the other side, the
bourgeois plebeian by the very reason of his hereditary rank as a plebeian,
enjoyed the confidence of the plebeian middle class and proletariat, and was
thereby vested with the requisite qualifications to �jolly� and cajole his
�fellow-plebeians;� the patrician, by his very hereditary rank, was barred
from such confidence, and deprived of such useful qualifications.  These
circumstances gave the two divisions, into which the usurping class of Rome
fell, not a common cause only, but also something to barter on.  And thus the
keynote was struck at an early date for the policy that these two sets were
thenceforth to pursue,�jointly against their joint exploitees, and severally
towards each other.  The Plebs Leader sprang therefrom.  Of course, he was a
bourgeois plebeian.

The first fruit of the first rumblings of the class-revolt in Rome was the
appearance in the Senate of the Plebs Leader.  Picked bourgeois plebeians,
picked out by patrician Consuls�and picked out with an eye to what
qualities you may judge�, were allowed the privilege of a seat in the Senate;
but there, among the august and haughty patrician Senators, the Plebs
Leader was not expected to emit a sound (laughter).  The patrician argued,
the patrician voted, the patrician decided.  When these were through, then
the tellers turned to the Plebs Leaders, but they were not even then allowed
to give a sign with their mouths: their mouths had to remain shut (laughter):
their opinion was expressed with their feet!  If they gave a tap, it meant they
approved; if they gave no tap, it meant they disapproved; and it didn�t much
matter either way.  (Laughter, and applause.)  Oh, this is only a tame prelude
to the noisy orchestra to come.  (Laughter and applause.)  I said it mattered
not much either way,�no more than do the dead sounds, made by the Labor
Leader, picked out and placed to-day by the grace of the Capitalist Class in
the legislative bodies of America, Canada, England or Australia, New
Zealand included, where his vanity may be gratified with the hollow honors of
his prototype, the Plebs Leader dumb appendage of the Roman Senate.  (Loud
applause.)�And this was the �first step� towards the economic redress that
the middle class and proletarian plebs were demanding: this was the first
�victory� of the exploited and tyrannized plebs.
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T R I B U N E S  O F  T H E  P L E B S .

Sweet words butter no parsnips.  It goes without saying that the
hobnobbing of the Plebs Leader with patrician aristocrats in the Senate
relieved not one of the economic burdens complained of by the plebs.  Wars
continued, and they brought on, after as before, their train of fresh allotments
to the already large estates, wider public domains for the large landlords to
appropriate for their own cattle, and an increase of slaves to displace free
labor.  The deepening penury of the middle class heightened the burden of its
debt.  Taxation urged on its downfall.  And the whole mass pressed upon the
proletariat.  Demands for relief were made and pressed, but only to deaf ears.
They were made louder and pressed harder; a promise of their being attended
to was made after the particular war in hand should be over.  The war was
over, and the promise was forgotten by the Senate.  Finally, after another
war, before disbanding, and after ineffectual parleys, the plundered plebs
mass under arms withdrew to the Sacred Mount, threatening to build a city
of their own.  The Senate then yielded and entered into serious negotiations.
The result was the Tribunate of the Plebs.

The newly created offices had extensive powers.  The Tribune of the Plebs
could checkmate the Consuls, while himself was inviolable: he could place his
seal on the public Treasury and thus put a spoke into the wheels of the whole
machinery of government, and so on.  In other words the Tribunate of the
Plebs was a powerful political office, but an office, mark you, that, seeing it
had no salary attached, none but Plebs Leaders could fill.  The trick was
taking fuller shape.  The Plebs Leaders were utilizing popular economic
distress to the end of conquering from the patriciate political power for
themselves.  The plebs masses had asked for relief from debt and for bread;
instead, the Plebs Leaders gained added strength to fight their own
particular battles with the patricians.�And this was the second �victory� of
the exploited and tyrannized plebs.  (Laughter.)

T H E  P U B L I L I A N  L A W .

The Tribunate of the Plebs proved, of course, as barren of economic
benefits to the people as the dumb participation of the Plebs Leaders in the
Senate had done,�as barren as the Bureaux of the Statistics of Labor and
other such fruits of �Labor Legislation� do to-day.  Nor did it take long for the
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plebs masses to make the discovery, or for the Plebs Leaders to utilize the
fresh ferment.  The next ferment bore the Publilian law as its fruit.

You will remember that, in describing the Centuries, I stated they were
in the nature of a �lower legislative Chamber.�  This is the place to look at the
Centuries a little closer.  The Centuries were military subdivisions of the
whole people.  The population was distributed among the Centuries according
to wealth, landed wealth.  The richest citizens were placed in the 1st
Century, the next richest in the 2nd, and so on.  As always in such cases, the
ranks were thinnest in the highest Century; the 2nd, where the standard of
wealth was lower, contained larger numbers; and so on until the 7th Century
was reached, that of the proletariat, which was propertiless and most
populous.  Again, as usually where property qualifications officially
determine rank, the number of votes cast by the Centuries was not equal,
least of all proportionate to the numbers in each.  Altogether, the Centuries
polled 193 votes; but the Knights, a sort of Century that headed the list, and
the nominally 1st Century polled together 97 votes, leaving only a minority
for all the rest.  The system of polling the Centuries accentuated the
preponderance of the Knights and the 1st Century.  These two voted first.  If
they agreed, the others were dispensed with.  Accordingly, only in the
exceptional instances, when the Knights and the 1st Century disagreed, did
the suffrage of the rest of the centuries come into play.  It followed from all
this that, well represented though the Plebs Leader element was in the upper
and controlling Centuries, it did not there have its hands free, and could be
dominated by the patricians: it also followed that, in the exceptional
instances when the upper Centuries disagreed and the proletarian plebs
came into play, it had to be considered in the manipulations of the Plebs
Leaders.  The Plebs Leaders sought to rid themselves of both inconveniences.
They accomplished their purpose through the Publilian law, which they
compelled the Senate to sanction in the midst of a violent popular cry for
bread and the reduction of debts.

And what was the Publilian law?  It was a law that vested in councils of
PLEBEIAN LANDLORDS the right to initiate laws, thus conferring upon
these councils co-ordinate powers with those enjoyed by the Centuries.  In
this way the Plebs Leaders freed themselves at one stroke both from
dependence upon the patricians and from compulsion to consider the
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proletariat in the initiation of laws: a bold stroke for equality upward, and for
tyranny downward.�The third �victory� of the tyrannized and exploited
plebs.  (Laughter and applause.)

T H E  D E C E M V I R A T E .

Within twenty years of the firing of the shot just described, conditions
were ripe for another.  Indeed, conditions had never changed: there was only
a temporary lull of the storm while waiting for the �beneficent� results of the
latest �victory� to materialize.  These failed to; and the Plebs Leader element,
meeting with annoying resistance from the patriciate to the Plebs Leader�s
encroachments on its privi-privileges, needed but to give the signal for the
storm to be again unchained.2  The signal was, accordingly given, and the
storm broke loose afresh.  In this storm the previous magistrates went down.
Consuls, and Tribunate of the Plebs and plebeian councils,�all was swept
away, and a �Decemvirate,� Rule of Ten Men, was established in their stead.
It was as if the Plebs Leaders, tired of trying along the beaten paths of the old
methods of procedure, dictated by the old institutions, resolved upon a
�shuffling of the cards,� so to speak, or a �new throw of the dice� as a quicker
means to reach their private aims.  In a manner they succeeded.  For the first
time in the history of Rome Plebs Leaders appear in the magistracy, clothed
with powers equal to those held by their patrician colleagues.  Among the ten
men elected to the Decemvirate, two were Plebs Leaders.  But no sooner was
the victory won than its hollowness was discovered.  Not only did the
patrician majority lord it over their plebeian colleagues, but it also took
occasion to emphasize its rank-superiority.

An unwritten law forbade the inter-marriage of patricians with plebeians.
The patrician majority on the Decemvirate, no doubt feeling the flood of
bourgeois invasion threatening the clan supremacy of the patriciate, decided
to throw up dikes.  This it did by putting into written law the bar between
patrician and plebeian marriage.  This act sealed the doom of the
Decemvirate.  The burning economic questions having been, just as before,
left wholly untouched, it took no great effort to re-arouse the plebeian masses
into revolt, with the result that down went the Decemvirate.

2 �Unchanged� in the newspaper.
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V A L E R I O - H O R A T I O N  L A W .

This stage, in the period under discussion, is marked by the Valerio-
Horation law which restored the previous wheels of the governmental
machinery,�the Tribunate of the Plebs included,�and enlarged their
authority, but still as before left untouched the economic abuses complained
of by the very masses that were used to gain these political privileges for the
Plebs Leaders.�And thus further �victories� were recorded for the distressed
plebs, and were declaimed about from the stump in the forum to the
enchanted plebs multitude, much as in our own days, the Labor Leader, who,
by means of strikes and other devices, is busy laying up treasures, not in
heaven (laughter), but on earth, is seen to expatiate upon his vast
achievements in behalf of the starving crowd of workingmen, who listen to
him open mouthed.  (Loud applause.)

C A N U L E I A N  L A W .

The Valerio-Horation law was strictly an interlude, a preparatory step.
The Plebs Leader element was stung to the quick by the statute on
marriages, and it was impatient for full equality in political privileges.  A
bitter fight was soon started with the abolition of marital restrictions and
access to the Consulship as the silent objects in view, the matters declaimed
about being those that arose from the wrongful allotments, the extortions of
the usurers, the vexations that the proletariat was subjected to.  The
patricians resisted with stubborn tenacity.  A compromise was the result; and
that was embodied in the Canuleian law.

The patriciate yielded the point on marriages, but it shuffled on the
Consulship.  The Consuls were abolished.  In their stead �Military Tribunes
with Consular power� were set up.  What that meant the Plebs Leaders were
not yet fully aware of.  They believed they had gained their point in both
respects, and when the Canuleian law was enacted they called off their �dogs
of war,� the plebs.�And this was the sixth �victory� of the exploited and
tyrannized plebs: with the economic distress of these as a weapon, the Plebs
Leader element, that itself produced and profited by such conditions, gained
the point of qualifying for Consular powers, and also the privilege of selling
their daughters to scions of patrician houses.  The plebs mass demanded
bread: to the orchestration of this mournful dirge, the Plebs Leader qualified
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for fathers-in-law of patrician youths (loud applause); not unlike the Labor
Leaders of to-day, who, to the orchestration of a declining wage and
deepening misery among the Working Class, qualify for guests fit �to place
their legs under the mahogany,� at banquets given by the capitalist
exploiters.  (Loud applause.)

C A S S I U S  A N D  M A N L I U S .

Between the Canuleian law and the next and closing stage�the Licinian
Law�the longest span of years occurs of any that divides the previous stages
of this epoch of Roman history.  The contending forces gather during this
interval their whole strength for a last and decisive effort.  And the lines are
exactly those along which the conflict was waged thitherto.  Two incidents,
during these first 50 years contribute not a little to underscore the
significance of events.

Only twice, since the struggle started, were there concrete propositions
made looking to the relief of economic distress, and towards removing the
causes thereof; in other words, only twice were propositions brought forward
in line with issues that were raised by the Plebs Leaders.  Both propositions
proceeded from patricians.  And in both instances the noble movers of the
motions were immolated upon the altar of the interests of the Plebs Leader
element, this element distancing the patriciate in its ferocity to �save the
Republic,��just as the Labor Leader of our own days distances the Capitalist
Class in the deep malignity of his hatred of the Socialist.

The first instance was that of Spurius Cassius.  Cassius was no ordinary
patrician.  With him achievements did not lag behind birth.  Often had he led
the Roman legions to victory; vast were the domains his powers had added to
the territory of the commonwealth; and twice, the spoils of war carried before,
he rode, at the head of his army in triumphal march through the streets of
Rome to give thanks to the Capitoline Jupiter,�no ordinary share of Roman
distinction.  Cassius perceived that not one of the laws scored by the Plebs
Leaders at all touched the cause of the evil.  The evil had to be attacked at its
root.  Despite his patrician economic interests, he proposed a law to re-allot
the land, and make provision to prevent the re-occurrence of the disparity of
wealth which, he foresaw, was driving Rome to the brink of ruin.  Class
interests asserted themselves.  In solid mass, the patricians and Plebs
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Leaders rose against the daring innovator.  Cassius and his proposed law
went down, drowned in his own blood.

The second instance was even more tragically dramatic.  The Celt
invasion of Italy had carried everything before it, and virtually swamped
Rome herself.  The inhabitants had fled to the burgs to the south and east.
The Celts camped in the streets of Rome.  Only one spot in the city had
remained free from the desecration of the invader.  That was the Capitoline
Hill.  There a patrician, Marcus Manlius, entrenched himself with a few other
brave companions; resisted all attempts to scale the hill; and held out until
the Celtic marauders, tired out and disheartened by such persistence, fell
back,�never again to reappear before the walls of Rome, except as captives of
war.  Manlius surnamed Capitolinus from that act of successful daring,
seeing one day one of the soldiers who had fought with him dragged to prison
for debt, stopped the tip-staves, emptied his purse in the interest of the
afflicted plebeian, and declared that so long as he had a farthing, no Roman
should suffer want.  His attitude and proposals flew in the face of the
property-holding class.  Again Plebs Leaders vied with the patriciate in
�patriotism� and �respect for the laws of the land.�  Manlius was seized and
thrown headlong down the Tarpeian Rock,�whence the proverb, �There is
but a step from the Capitoline Hill to the Tarpeian Rock�, from glory to
martyrdom.

L I C I N I A N  L A W .

During the 50 years that elapsed between the passing of the Canuleian
law and the Licinian law, Rome made the greatest progress thitherto made in
the expansion of her territory.  Wars were numerous, successful; and the
spoils were in proportion.  It needs no argument to show that all that merely
furnished the Plebs Leader element with vaster material to work on.  Indeed,
the terror of being proletarianized never before weighed heavier upon the
minds of the middle class, nor had the distress of the proletariat ever before
reached such a pitch.  The Plebs Leader element fructified the economic
distress to the utmost, and, after considerable sparring, framed the Licinian
law, and fought it through to a successful finish.

The Licinian law may be termed a platform with six planks:
1.  Restoration of the Consulships;
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2.  At least one of the two Consuls to be a plebeian;
3.  Admission of plebeians to the Colleges of Priests;
4.  Limitation of the number of cattle and sheep to be allowed on the

commons, as well as the quantity of additional allotments to be allowed to
individual holders;

5. The number of free laborers to be proportionate to that of slaves
employed on each farm;

6.  Alleviation of debtors.
It will be noticed that the first three planks are political, the last three

are economic demands.  The first three could be enforced immediately upon
the enactment of the law; the last three required supplementary legislation.
It will also be noticed that the first three cut at the very root of the existing
political inequality between patricians and plebeians.  Upon the enactment of
the Licinian law the Plebs Leader would have supplemented his economic
power with the political privileges requisite to safeguard it, and thenceforth
he could enjoy with the patriciate the double power of economic exploitation
and political usurpation,�including the useful privilege of, whenever
convenient, discovering �flaws in the auspices� and �defects in the sacrifices.�
On the other hand, the three economic planks, even if enforced, could, by that
time, do hardly more than afford temporary relief, and that to some few only:
they left crass economic inequality untouched and thereby the power of
exploitation unclipt.

The Patricians did not fail to perceive all this.  They also knew it was
�now or never� with them.  And they made ready for their last stand.  The
struggle is said to have lasted eleven years.  More than once in this interval
did the patricians offer to grant the last three planks, the economic demands.
But the Plebs Leaders resisted,�exactly as the Labor Leader of to-day who
rejects the employer�s offer to accept the economic demands made by the men,
unless also �the Union is recognized� (loud applause), that is unless the Labor
Leader�s status is maintained.  The Plebs Leader refused to �settle,� unless
settlement was made with him.  At last, a new migration to the Sacred
Mount being threatened, the patriciate surrendered.  The Plebs Leaders had
won out to the fullest.�And this was the seventh and crowning �victory� of
the series won by the exploited and oppressed plebs.
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T H E  T E M P L E  O F  C O N C O R D .

The Licinian law closes this epoch, and I might here close the sketch of it.
But there is still one more event to record.  The seven stages just touched on
are like beads on a string.  The string has a knot.  And the knot is worth all
the beads put together.  It summarizes the set.  Upon the final passing of the
Licinian law, a distinguished Roman patrician, Camillus by name, the Mark
Hanna of the Rome of that day�not that the vulgar Jerry Sneak of the
bourgeois Mark Hanna could compare, either in point of breeding or of
culture, with that distinguished patrician; nevertheless, a Mark Hanna in the
sense that Camillus was then, as Mark Hanna is to-day, the type of the
economic and political usurping class�Camillus, then, in order to celebrate
the event, built a temple at the foot of the Capitol, and dedicated it to the
Goddess of Concord.  Looked at closely, one can not help but be startled at the
close lines of resemblance between Camillus� Temple to the Goddess of
CONCORD and a certain creation of our own days,�Hanna�s Civic
Federation commission of industrial PEACE.  (Applause.)

The Temple to the Goddess of Concord was meant for a monument to
commemorate the end of internal discord.  Did the Temple of Camillus
commemorate a fact?  Was discord at an end?  Did the Licinian law dry up
the sources of the discontent that had been gathering during the preceding
hundred years?  Was crass economic inequality, with its resultant evils, dealt
the blow that ended it, or were at least measures taken for its extinction?
Giving the Licinian law time to operate, and looking 200 years forward, we
find that the census of Italy�Rome having meantime conquered the whole of
Italy�showed in all Italy not two thousand families of solid wealth!  Looking
forward 100 years further, we find Tiberius Gracchus, in Plutarch�s life of
that Roman, giving the following bird�s-eye view of his country:  (reading)

�The wild beasts have their caves to retire to, but the brave men who spill
their blood in her cause have nothing left but air and light.  Without houses,
without any settled habitations, they wander from place to place with their
wives and children; and their generals do but mock them, when, at the head
of their armies, they exhort their men to fight for their sepulchres and
domestic gods; for, among such numbers, perhaps there is not a Roman who
has an altar that belonged to his ancestors, or a sepulchre in which their
ashes rest.  The private soldiers fight and die, to advance the wealth and
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luxury of the great; and they are called masters of the world, while they have
not a foot of ground in their possession.�

Indeed, there was no concord, and none, properly speaking, could be.  The
Licinian law neither cauterized the evil, nor even placed a salve upon it.  The
slight economic improvements it promised were hardly attended to.  On the
other hand, the vaster wars that Rome undertook brought vaster property
into the hands of the already overpowering ruling class.  The expropriation of
the smallholders went on amain.  The usurer held high carnival.  Slaves
deluged the free proletariat;�all the evils complained of at the start were
there, only in a form infinitely more aggravated.  Was then the Temple to the
Goddess of Concord a lie, robust and unqualified?  No.

The Temple to the Goddess of Concord DID record a Truth.  There WAS
concord, but among whom?

The only truly warring factions had been patricians and Plebs Leaders,
the participation of the plebs masses being only in the nature of food for
cannon.  The Plebs Leader element craved political power.  It did so out of
vainglory; it did so also and especially in response to its true class instincts:
It needed political in order to secure and expand its economic power.  That
political power was in the hands of a clan nobility.  What to do?  Overthrow
the patriciate?  That would be to open the sluice-gates to the plebs masses,
and endanger the economic power of the Plebs Leader element.

Note this:  The Plebs Leader was not in arms against patricianism; least
of all was he in arms to overthrow plebsism, meaning economic slavery.
Whether or not the Plebs Leader ever indulged in speculations upon the
beauty, or the sacredness, or the wisdom, or the necessity concerning �the
poor ye will always have with you,� I know not; nor does it matter.  What does
matter is that the Plebs Leader �followed no ideals,� he �pursued no visions,�
he was �practical.�  The Plebs Leader justly saw in plebsism a hell; he saw no
way for the extinction of the flames that devoured the plebs masses, at least
none that did not interfere with his own interests; his political and social
economy tallied exactly with that of the patriciate; he sought to secure
himself against the dire ordeal of plebs insecurity and poverty.  Given such
premises, a policy of deception was the inevitable result.  The Plebs Leader
was bound to work for the perpetuation of all that was essential in the
patriciate, with himself, however, as a sharer in the privileges.  As a
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consequence, the Plebs Leader could feel not a throb in favor of any plan, nor
could his mind be open to any thought that made for the abolition of the
economic usurpation that he enjoyed, and the obverse of which was the
dreaded hell of plebsism.  In the deliberate and instinctive pursuit of his class
safety, the Plebs Leader was aided by the circumstance of his Order�the
name of PLEBEIAN.

The non-patrician landlord and plutocrat was a plebeian.  The
designation of �Plebeian� covered him, along with the racked middle-class
man and the exploited proletarian.  The common designation raised the
common delusion of a �Common Cause�: only that, as delusions always do,
this delusion deluded only those whom it was baneful to: it deluded the plebs
middle-class and proletariat: it deluded the patricians themselves, who saw
in the bourgeois plebs a �Plebeian,� and ostentatiously showed their contempt
for him with aristocratic-oligarchic haughtiness; the plebs bourgeois himself
never succumbed to the delusion.  A phrase thus took the place of a fact;
fractional truth substituted square-jointed scientific truth; the line of class-
cleavage was blurred;�and sentiment did the rest.  These were the
circumstances that manured the soil from which sprang that rank
vegetation,�the Plebs Leader.

The Plebs Leader saw his opportunity and used it with masterly skill.  He
needed but to pursue the routine tenor of his own class interests in order to
increase the size of the club�Social Discontent�, that the mere name of
�Plebeian� placed in his hands, and that he swung over the heads of the
patriciate.  At first, alarmed for its economic power as well as for its political
privileges, the patriciate soon felt reassured upon the score of the former, and
presently discovered in the Plebs Leader the surest protector of both,
provided only he were admitted to participation in the latter.  The patrician
eye was gradually opened.  The seven stages of this epoch�beginning with
the sop thrown at the Plebs Leaders of admitting picked ones from among
them to the role of dumb appendages in the Senate, down to the complete
surrender dictated by the Licinian law, when the whole Plebs Leader class
was admitted to full patrician political rank�mark the stages of the eye-
opening process.  During the process, there was discord and struggle enough,
but we perceive that the real combatants were the patriciate and the Plebs
Leader element.  We perceive more: we perceive that peace being established
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between the combatants upon the lines it was established, the plebs masses
could, at least for a time, be dominated, and that the form their now warped
class-struggle would thenceforth take, would, if it ever again took dangerous
form, be something materially distinct from what it had been.  And so it
happened.  For the present, at any rate, the patriciate breathed freely, and
with it, the Plebs Leader element.  Accordingly, we perceive the strategic
significance of the Plebs Leader to have been a buttress for patricianism,
fraught with the evilest effects upon the plebeian masses.

The Temple that Camillus raised to the Goddess of Concord did
accordingly, commemorate a Truth: concord did now reign, and that Temple,
though a monument it be cast in antique mold, throws out no faint suggestion
of the meaning, at least the aspiration, of Hanna�s modern monument of
guile�the INDUSTRIAL PEACE COMMISSION, on which capitalists and
Labor Leaders are seen in fraternal peace and concord.  (Loud applause.)3

Need I, after all this, answer the questions that I posed at starting:�
what strength, if any, is there in the Labor Leader, and what is the nature
and source thereof?  What is the strategic significance of the Labor Leader on
the field of the modern Social Question?  Is it a strategic force that accrues to
the benefit of the Labor Movement or is it one that makes for capitalist
interests?  Need I answer these questions?  Meseems such an answer is
superfluous.  Well known facts, known to you all, must have all along
suggested themselves to you in the course of my narrative on the career of the
Plebs Leader.  He who is at all informed must have detected the startling
resemblance there is between the leading lineaments on the physiognomy of
the Plebs Leader and those on the physiognomy of the modern Labor Leader;
and he must have perceived that the latter is to modern Capitalism what the
former was to the patriciate,�a strategic post of strength for usurpation, of
danger for its victims.  But I prefer to take nothing for granted.

The social aspect of the country reveals, on the one side, the Capitalist
Class possessed to-day of over 71 per cent. of the wealth of the Nation, and
thereby in possession of the political powers,�a veritable oligarchy, barely 8
per cent. of the population; on the other side, the Working Class, the modern
proletariat, in point of numbers, over 52 per cent. of the population, in point
of property, holding less than 5 per cent. of the national wealth,�a veritable

3 Second Daily People installment ends here.
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slave class, groaning under the yoke of wage-slavery.  And this is no sudden
apparition: it has been a slow but steady development.  Where such
conditions are, it means that a fierce Class Struggle has been on and
continues.  Leaving aside the middle class, that stands between two fires, hits
at and is hit by both, and is by both destroyed, the struggle is between the
Capitalist Class and the Working Class.  But the days of single combats are
no more.  It is now organization against organization; and he who says
�organization� says �leadership.�  A cursory view reveals the capitalist leader
at the head of one column, at the head of the other column there has long
figured the Labor Leader, the leader in the Trades Unions.  The significance
of the Plebs Leader was disclosed by his acts and the effect thereof.  Let his
own acts also speak for the Labor Leader.  These acts, illumined by the career
of the Plebs Leader, will cause the strategic significance of the modern
specimen to stand out in no doubtful light.

L A B O R  L E A D E R  R E C O R D .

I have here with me (pointing to a big bundle on the table) a mass of
documents gathered upon the subject.  It will be impossible to go through all
of them here to-night.  I shall take from this mass mainly the facts furnished
by the Labor Leader in political office.  In many cases, facts as striking are
furnished by the Labor Leader outside of public office,�the same as Plebs
Leaders out of office rendered material aid to their confreres in office.  But it
is now near 10 o�clock, and I shall have to run quickly over, even omit many
that come under the category of the official political conduct of the Labor
Leader.  Voluminous as are the documents I have so far gathered, the
collection is far from complete.  A pamphlet on the record, even only the
official political record, of the Labor Leader will be found to be an invaluable
contribution to the arsenal of the Labor Movement.

The first document I wish to quote from is the answer of Comrade J. A.
Leach of Phoenix, Arizona, to my inquiry touching the Labor Leaders in
public office in his Territory.  He says:  (reading)

�There are no Trades Unionists holding office in Arizona, that I know of,
either elective or appointative.  They tried to get an eight-hour law passed in
last Legislature, making it illegal to work the miners over eight hours per
day.  But when the bill was under discussion in the House, it was there held
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up to ridicule, and referred to as likely to have a bad effect on the miners, and
cause them to become gouty.  (Laughter.)  The miners of the town of Globe
were so dissatisfied with the conduct of the Representative of their county in
the Legislature, that the first time he came to town, they seized him, put him
on a rail, rode him out of town, and ordered him not to return or they would
give him another dose of rail-riding.�  (Loud laughter and applause.)

This gives the key to the situation:  It gives an inkling of what the
Capitalist Class would have to expect if it endeavored, of and by itself, to
rivet the chains of exploitation upon the Working Class (applause): it also
points the Capitalist Class quite clearly to the policy to pursue, to wit, avail
itself of what strategic position there may be to enable it to mask its moves.
Did the Capitalist Class take the hint given it by its early experience?

L E N D I N G  A  C O L O R  O F  L A B O R  T O  C A P I T A L I S M .

The profits of the Capitalist Class represent wages withheld from the
Working Class.  The fleecing of Labor, implied in the raking in of profits, is
predicated upon the existence of a wage-slave class, a Working Class, in
short, a proletariat; and the continuance of the existence of such a class is, in
turn, dependent upon the private ownership of the means of production,�of
the land on and the machinery, capital, with which to work.  Given the
private ownership of these combined elements of production, and the
Capitalist Class will congest ever more into its own hands the wealth of the
land, while the Working Class must sink to ever deeper depths of poverty and
dependence, every mechanical improvement only giving fresh impetus to the
exaltation of the Capitalist and to the degradation of the Workingman.  The
issue between the two Classes is one of life and death; there are no two sides
to it; there is no compromise possible.�Obviously, it is in the interest of the
Working Class that the issue be made and kept clear before the eyes of the
rank and file, and that Capitalism be held up to their view in all its revolting
hideousness.  What does the Labor Leader do?  He lends to the monster that
preys upon the workers the color of Labor by his sanction of its methods.

As leading instances of renderers of this service to the Capitalist Class
may be quoted, among many others of less note, Henry Broadhurst, William
Abrahams and Richard Bell in the British Parliament, and, in America, the
late Robert Howard of the Massachusetts Legislature.
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Member of Parliament Broadhurst, is a member of the Stonemasons�
Union, at the same time he is a large holder of shares in the Brunner-Mands
Chemical Works in England, where 50 per cent. profits is made under
conditions of fearful slavery.  (Hisses.)

Member of Parliament Abrahams is a member of the Miners� Union, at
the same time he is a Director of the London, Edinburg & Glasgow Assurance
Co., and of the Calais Tramway, on the latter of which especially the unpaid
wages of the employees are �directed� into the pockets of the share-holders, of
this M. P. among the lot.  (Hisses.)

Member of Parliament Bell is the Secretary of the Amalgamated Society
of Railway Servants.  During the Taff-Vale Railway dispute, he was
complimented by the Board of Trades representative as �A Labor organizer
who was capable of seeing that a question had two sides.�  (Laughter and
hisses.)

Howard, who had strenuously upheld the Capitalist System in the
Massachusetts Legislature, was of the Fall River, Mass., Weavers� Union.
When he died,4 he was found to be possessed of $70,000 worth of property, a
large part of it in stocks in the very mills in which were fleeced to the skin the
weavers of whose organization he was an officer.  (Prolonged hisses.)

Nor should omission be made under this head, especially not at this
season when the electric motor is throwing the locomotive engineers on their
beam-ends, {of} P. M. Arthur, Grand Chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Engineers.  While Capitalism was slaughtering his Unionmen on the roads,
and was getting ready to reduce them to unskilled labor, he, tho� not holding
political office, pulled the wool over their eyes, and filled his pockets with
railroad stock from which he derived large dividends, yielded by the members
of his Union.  (Prolonged hisses.)

N U R S I N G  A N T I - L A B O R  D E L U S I O N S .

The Capitalist Class knows no country and no race, and any �God� suits it
so that �God� approve of the exploitation of the worker.  Despite all seeming
wranglings, sometimes even wars, among them, the Capitalist Class is
international and presents a united front against the Working Class.  But for

4 �Recently died� in the newspaper. Howard, however, died in 1886.  (See Gary M. Fink,
Biographical Dictionary of American Labor, Greenwood Press, Revised Edition, 1974.)
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that very reason the Capitalist Class is interested in keeping the workingmen
divided among themselves.  Hence it foments race and religious animosities
that come down from the past.

Again, the earnings of the Working Class decline.  This is due to the ever
larger supply of labor, relative to the demand.  The Capitalist Class knows
that what brings on the increased supply is, not immigration so much, but
the improved and ever improving machinery, held as private property.  For
every 1 immigrant, by whom the labor-market is over-stocked, it is over-
stocked by 10 workingmen in the country whom privately owned machinery
displaces.  The Capitalist Class is full well aware that if this fact be known,
the conclusion would leap to sight, to wit, that the solution of the Labor
Problem is simply the public ownership of the machine: if 50 men, working 10
hours a day, can, with improved machinery, produce as much as 100 did
before without such improved machinery, the publicly owned machine would
not, as the privately owned machine does, throw out 50 men: it would throw
out FIVE of the former TEN hours of work.  (Applause.)  It is clear as day to
the Capitalist Class that it must raise dust over this fact so as to conceal it;
and no better means to this end is offered than the fomenting of the plausible
delusion that the evil lies in immigration.  Anti-immigration laws are the
fruit of these two purposes.  Such laws kill two flies with one slap; they draw
attention away from the nerve that aches, and simultaneously they help to
set the workers of the land in racial and creed hostility against the new-
comers, who, of course, the Capitalist Class itself sees to it shall not be
lacking.�Obviously, it is in the interest of the Working Class that this brace
of fatal delusions be dispelled from their minds.  What does the Labor Leader
do?  He helps nurse both delusions.

It is no accident that the Edward F. McSweeneys of the Shoemakers�
Union, the McKims of the Carpenters�, the T. V. Powderlys of K. of L.
antecedents, and now a Frank P. Sargent, Grand Master of the Locomotive-
firemen, are the ones picked out by the Capitalist Presidents, and are found
ready to fill the places in the Department of the Commissioner of
Immigration.  (Applause.)

L E N D I N G  A  C O L O R  O F  L A B O R  T O  C A P I T A L I S T  M E A S U R E S .

Capitalism demands ever larger profits.  Upon the volume of its profits
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depends the power of the Capitalist Class to dominate the Working Class.  It
follows that Capitalism requires an ever intenser exploitation of the adult
worker; that it hungers after the marrow of the children of the Working Class
as one of the most efficient means for the lowering of wages and earnings;
that it seeks to keep these in the ignorance and illiteracy �befitting the
station that God has assigned them to in life�; that it aims at preparing the
field in such way as to leave the Working Class at the greatest possible
disadvantage whenever it rises in the revolt implied in the strike; and that,
while thus seeking to augment its profits, it strains to reduce its taxes, those
slices taken from its profits.�Obviously, it is in the interest of the Working
Class that a spoke be put into each of these wheels.  What does the Labor
Leader do?  He lends the color of labor to these capitalist manoeuvres.

As instances of this particular service to the Capitalist Class may be
quoted, among a great many others, the conduct of John Wilson, Fenwick and
Thomas Burt in the British Parliament; of Henry Blackmore and Clarence
Connolly, Labor Commissioner and Factory Inspector, respectively, in
Missouri; of Stephen Charters in the Mayoralty office of Ansonia, Ct.; of Sam
Ross in the Massachusetts Legislature; of J. J. Kinney, E. J. Bracken and
James L. Cannon in the Ohio Legislature; and of Samuel Prince and William
Maher in the New York Legislature.

In Northumberland and Durham, England, the miners only work six
hours per day; but their children, who act as drawers of coal, and are PAID
BY THE MEN, work ten hours (hisses), one set of children serving two sets of
men.  Fenwick and Wilson, both of the Miners� Union, are Members of
Parliament from those two counties; and both of them, together with Thomas
Burt, Member for Marpeth, and also of the Miners� Union, oppose tooth and
nail all propositions for the legal eight-hour day.  On the last occasion, when
the bill was up, March 5 of this year, Wilson, in voting against it, said �he
regretted Mr. Burt, who took the same line as he did in the matter, was not
present; when he found himself on the same side with Mr. Burt, he felt he
was on the side of the angels.�  (Hisses and laughter.)

Accidents to children in the factories of Missouri have become shockingly
frequent.  The law provides for fire-escapes and forbids the employment of
children under 14 years.  These laws are cooly ignored, and no prosecutions
are instituted.  Blackmore of the St. Louis Carpenters and of the Building
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Trades Council, is the Labor Commissioner, and Connolly of the St. Louis
Int�l Typographical Union, is the Factory Inspector under whose shield these
crimes on Labor are permitted and committed.  (Hisses.)

Under the auspices of Charters, the Carpenters� Union Mayor of Ansonia,
a proposition was introduced this spring to retrench on the school
appropriations, so as to lower taxation!  Thus, besides saving for the
capitalists of Ansonia the profits that would otherwise have to go to the
school tax, the Charters� proposition amounted to cutting off fully two years
from the educational opportunities of the children of the Working Class, and
thereby and additionally hurl these young ones into the factories to compete
with and lower the wages of the workers.  (Prolonged hisses.)

A favorite capitalist flank move to increase the exploitation of his hands,
where he cannot reduce wages outright, is the �fines system�.  Under the
name of �fines� enough can be whacked out of the workers� wages to very
materially increase the plunder in the capitalist�s pockets.  The practice was
threatening a revolt among the spinners of New Bedford, Mass.  Thereupon
the Secretary of their Union, Ross, is picked out by the capitalists to run for
the Legislature on one of the capitalist tickets, on the express issue of
legislating the �fines system� out of existence.  Ross was elected, and an anti-
fines law passed.  Nevertheless, the �fines system� continued in full blast; an
aggrieved spinner hauled one of the violators of the law before the Court; the
Court pronounced the law �unconstitutional�;�and Ross continued in the
Legislature, where he neither moved the impeachment of the Judge, nor any
new anti-fines bill, and by his sepulchral dumbness gave the sanction of
Labor to such a capitalist iniquity.  (Hisses.)

Conscious of the fact that, despite all the drag that the Labor Leader is
on the impulses of Labor, the workingmen periodically take the bit into their
own mouth, the Capitalist Class is intent upon so arranging things
beforehand that, when the workingman goes on strike, he may find himself
�in a hole, with the wind blowing upon him from all sides.�  One of the many
devices to this end is the enactment of laws clothing street railway employees
with police powers: such powers do not add inches to the workingman in
behalf of his class, on the contrary: a strike being on, these employees fall
under the command of Chiefs of Police and can be handled with effect.  A bill
to this effect came up in the Ohio Legislature, only the other day; and it
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passed with the support of the following Labor Leader members:  Kinney, ex-
International Secretary of the Metal Polishers� Union and Business Agent of
the Cleveland Local; Bracken, ex-National Secretary of the Lathers� Union of
Columbus and Secretary when elected; and Cannon, of the Int�l Cigarmakers�
Union of Columbus.�Parenthetically, it is of no slight interest here to note
that, when, in l899, a corrupt conspiracy now well known in the annals of the
American Labor Movement as the �Kangaroo Conspiracy�, broke out against
the Socialist Movement and an attempt being made by the Cleveland wing of
the conspirators to pack a certain meeting of the Cleveland Section of the
Socialist Labor Party, so as to cause the Section to Kangaroo, the above
named J. J. Kinney was on deck; paid up two years� back dues; and tho�
vainly, yet strenuously sought to scuttle the Section!�Other devices, looking
to the placing of the workers in a helpless hole during strikes are �Tramp
Laws�, so-called, whereby a workingman on strike can be adjudged a �tramp�
and sent to work in the identical factory against which he struck; �Military
Codes� vesting the Courts with power to call out the militia, etc.; etc.  Such
conspiracies against the Working Class have been enacted into law in this
State of New York, and they received the support of Prince of the Int�l
Cigarmakers� Union, and Maher of the Cabdrivers� Union,�both members of
the Legislature.  (Hisses.)

S U S T A I N I N G  B Y  C O N C E A L I N G  C A P I T A L I S T  R E C K L E S S  D I S R E G A R D

O F  T H E  W O R K E R S �  L I F E  A N D  L I M B .

It is not merely by the process of sponging up the wealth5 produced by the
Working Class that the Capitalist Class undermines the health and life of the
workingman.  The Capitalist Class is not constructively or inferentially only
a cannibal class.  The roots of Capitalism are literally watered with the blood
of the proletariat.  The fields of production�mills, shops, railroad beds,
yards�are strewn with the limbs and fallen bodies of workingmen.
Capitalist �progress� is built upon the skulls and crossbones of its Working
Class victims{.}�Obviously, in the interest of the Working Class is the
tearing of the veil of hypocrisy with which the Capitalist Class seeks to
conceal these deeds of mayhem and murder, and the giving to them the
greatest publicity possible.  What does the Labor Leader do?  He aids in the

5 �Work� in the newspaper.
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act of concealment, and thereby lends direct support to the capitalist�s
reckless disregard for the safety of the workingman�s limb and life.

Of this particular service to Capitalism, the following few instances,
taken from an inexhaustible quarry, may give an idea:

In Silver Bow County, Mont., Sam Johnson, the Secretary of the Mill
Smelters� Union, is Coroner, and Peter Breen, of the Miners� Union, is County
Attorney.  �Accidents�, by which miners and smelters are injured for life or
killed, due entirely to capitalist reckless methods, are matters of daily
occurrence in the County.  Johnson has been in office now 17 months.  Aided
by Breen, not one,�aye, not one�case has been prosecuted: they are all
hushed up.  (Hisses.)

Here in this State, the cry went up, it was eleven years ago, on the
outrages perpetrated by the Adirondack Railroad Company, Vanderbilt
System, upon the men who were shanghaied to build the road.  Florence F.
Donovan, of the Int�l. Typographical Union, at the time a Commissioner of
Arbitration, was appointed to investigate.  He was shown to have been bribed
by the Company with $500 to whitewash it; and he earned his bribe; and tho�
he went down and out of office in disgrace, the Company went off scot-free!
(Prolonged hisses.)

In the State of Washington, when the Great Northern Tunnel, called the
�Cascade Tunnel�, owing to its heavy grade and length, was first opened,
three or four workingmen were suffocated to death, owing to the Company�s
hurry to operate the road.  The State Legislature appointed a Committee to
investigate.  William Blackman, a member of the Seattle Typographical
Union, and, at the time, Labor Commissioner, was put on the Committee to
�represent Labor.�  The Committee reported unanimously the Tunnel
perfectly safe, and none responsible for the accident.  (Hisses.)

And in Pennsylvania?  The mine and factory Inspectors in that blood-
stained region, a region shaken up periodically by shocking �accidents� to
miners, are Labor Leaders almost to a man.  It has grown late, I shall not
cumulate instances on this head.  You know that the maimed and murdered
miners go unavenged, the crimes being screened by those Labor Leaders.

G I V I N G  A  C O L O R  O F  L A B O R  T O  C A P I T A L I S T  B R U T A L I T Y .

And yet, not all this will stead the Capitalist Class.  And they know it.
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As a last and most effective string to their bow, when all other means fail, the
Capitalist Class thrums on the public powers that it is entrusted with.  If,
despite all their efforts at suppression and misleading, cajoling and cheating,
the indignation of the Working Class breaks loose, the Policeman�s club, the
rifle of the militia, and, if necessary, of the military power of the Nation itself
are brought into requisition.  What deception, cajolements, and chicanery
may have failed to accomplish, brute force is ordered to bring about, and the
workingmen are clubbed, or butchered into subjection.�Obviously in the
interest of the Working Class is, at least, emphatic protest against such
deeds.  What does the Labor Leader do?  From his safe perch in office he
condones by his silence the brutality of Capitalism, occasionally even
applauds it.

A few instances in which this particular service is rendered to the
Capitalist Class are these:

John Burns, Labor Leader in the British Parliament, when the miners
were shot down by the troops in 1893, and the Liberal Home Secretary
Asquith �took upon himself the responsibility for the act,��John Burns
upheld the hand of Mr. Asquith.  (Hisses.)

Dave C. Coates, President of the State Federation of Labor of Colorado,
as Lieutenant Governor of that State remains silent at the periodical
clubbings and shootings of workingmen in his State, and by his conduct
accentuates the meaning of his taking the stump for Charles S. Thomas for
Governor, who, in 1898, was rewarded by the Colorado capitalists with the
nomination for that office in return for his denunciation of the miners of the
Bull Hill district as �thugs and incendiaries.�  (Hisses.)

In New York, the Sam Prince and William Maher, already mentioned,
and before them Williams of the Carpenters� Union sat quietly in their seats
in the Legislature while Governors Flower, Morton and the present
incumbent Odell, successively hurled the militia of the State against the
railway workers in Buffalo, Brooklyn and Albany, on strike to enforce the ten-
hour law, and in support of the capitalists who were violating the law.
Vested as they were with the power to move the impeachment of these law-
breaking Magistrates, the silence of that batch of Labor Leaders was an
emphatic expression of approval.  Nor should it escape us in this connection
that, fresh upon Gov. Flower�s conduct, and the applause bestowed upon him
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by his supporter and fellow-Democrat, Jacob Cantor, this Cantor becoming a
candidate for the Senate, he was pronounced a �friend of Labor,� and he who
said the contrary {was} �one who said what is not true,� by another Labor
Leader, Samuel Gompers.  (Loud hisses.)

In St. Paul, Minn., one B. F. Morgan, a member of Lodge 31 of the
Switchmen�s Union, enjoys a place on the police force of the city, and
despite�or is it, perhaps, because of�this double capacity, appears as a
delegate at the recent Milwaukee, Wis., national convention of his trade.
What virtues qualified that Labor Leader for selection as policeman by the
capitalist government of St. Paul, you may judge.  You may also judge what
influences secured his election to the convention, and what his mission there
was.  (Loud applause.)

In Detroit, Mich., one C. P. Collins had earned his spurs with the
Capitalist Class for shooting down the city employees at Conners Creek.
Wishing, after that to run for Sheriff, and his capitalist backers fearing that
his Connors Creek record would militate against him with the workingmen
voters, his backers hired Henry Eickoff of the Detroit Polishers Union to
impart to Collins a �Labor flavor.�  Collins was elected, and his capitalist
backers rewarded Eickoff with the office of Factory Inspector.  (Hisses.)

B R E A K I N G  O F F  T H E  H E A D  O F  L A B O R � S  L A N C E .

Obviously, independent political action is the head of Labor�s lance.
Useful as any other weapon may be, that weapon is the determining factor.
Entrenched in the public powers, the Capitalist Class commands the field.
None but the political weapon can dislodge the usurper and enthrone the
Working Class, which is to say, emancipate the workers and rear the Socialist
Republic,�and none is better aware of the fact than the Capitalist Class
itself, nor, consequently, more anxious to have the Labor forces turned from
the field of independent Labor political activity.  Obviously in the interest of
the Working Class is it to fan the independent political fires.  What does the
Labor Leader do?  From England, westward over the United States and
Canada to Australia, we find the Labor Leaders solidly arrayed against the
very idea.  A veritable break-water, they throw themselves with might and
main in the way of the flood, and seek to turn the political trend of the Labor
Movement into the channels of capitalist politics, where the head of Labor�s
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lance, its independent, class-conscious political effort, can be safely broken
off.

L A B O R  L E A D E R  A N D  P L E B S  L E A D E R .

Such are the facts thrown up by the career of the Labor Leader
everywhere, every one of whom, in public office, is there by the grace of
capitalist parties.  Even in the instances that would seem exceptional, the
exception is in seeming only.  As far, then, as this goes, the parallel between
the Labor Leader and the Plebs Leader is accurate:

Just as the Plebs Leader, the Labor Leader is �practical,� he makes a
boast of that; he nurses no �visions,� he �chases no rainbows;�

Just as the Plebs Leader, the Labor Leader sees no way out of the
existing Social System.  He will admit the evils of Capitalism; it is profitable
that he should; but no more than the Plebs Leader of old, does the Labor
Leader aim at the extinction of the flames that devour the wage-slave class;

Just as with the Plebs Leader, the Labor Leader accepts the social
economy of the Ruling Class:  �Poverty always was; poverty always will be�;

Just as the Plebs Leader looked upon the plebeian proletariat and middle
class as a hopeless, helpless element, fit only to be used, and brought his
religion to sanction the exploitation of these classes, the Labor Leader places
no faith whatever in the capacity of the Working Class to emancipate itself;

Finally, and by reason of all this, just as the Plebs Leader sought to
secure HIMSELF against plebs distress, and, in doing so, propped up both
the economic power and the political privileges of patricianism at the expense
of the plebs masses, the Labor Leader of to-day limits his aspirations to the
feathering of his own nest, and, in pursuit of this purpose turns himself, at
the expense of the Working Class, into a prop of Capitalism.

There remains just one feature to consider, and that the most important
of all, in the physiognomy of the Plebs Leader,�the circumstance that placed
in the Plebs Leader�s hands the means to carry out his designs.  That
circumstance, it will be remembered, was his sharing the designation of
�Plebeian.�  That designation raised the delusion of �Community of Interests�
between him and the plebeian middle class and proletariat; it secured for him
the confidence of these; it placed in his hands the club that we saw him swing
over the head of the patriciate, and with the aid of which he wrenched from
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the patriciate the privileges he needed to safeguard himself against the hell
of plebsism.  This feature was the determining factor in the physiognomy of
the Plebs Leader.  It was the feature that constituted him into the strategic
force that buttressed patricianism, and, consequently, could and did operate
with deadly effect upon the victimized masses.  How, on this point, stands the
case with the Labor Leader?  Exactly the same.

The common designation of �Labor� that clings to the Labor Leader, and
which he is zealous to cultivate, does for the Labor Leader what the common
designation of �Plebeian� did for the Plebs Leader:  It covers him, along with
the toiling and fleeced wage-slaves in the shops, mills and yards, placing him
before these in the light of a �fellow-workingman.�  In this instance, as in that
of the Plebs Leader, the common designation raises the delusion of �Common
Interests�; in this instance, as in that of the Plebs Leader, the people�
capitalists as well as proletarians�generally fall victims to the delusion, a
delusion that, just as in the instance of the Plebs Leader, the Labor Leader
alone remains free from.  Accordingly, in this instance, as in that of the Plebs
Leader, the common delusion arms the Labor Leader with the club
wherewith to wrench from the Capitalist Class safety for HIMSELF.
(Applause.)

True enough, the character of that safety differs markedly from that
which the Plebs Leader needed, aimed at and got.  Theoretical political
equality in Capitalist Society, especially in a capitalist republic, eliminates
the political issues that arose in patrician Rome.  To-day, the only question
among the elements, that accept the existing Social System, is economic.  And
that question is considered solved by the folks of the �practical� brigade when
a �living� is secured, that is to say, when IMMUNITY IS GAINED FROM
WORK AS A WAGE-SLAVE.  Obviously, the landing on the �stairs of safety�
with the Labor Leader is far below what it necessarily had to be with the
Plebs Leader; with the Labor Leader the landing is brought down to the level
of the �Bribe.� (Loud applause.)  The lowering of the character of the �safety�
with which the Labor Leader is satisfied, quite in keeping with the lowering
morality of capitalist atmosphere, does not affect the essence of the Labor
Leader�s exploit, nor the nature of its effect.  That he can secure such safety;
that he is enveloped in a popular delusion which enables him to secure such
safety, and that imparts direction to would-be imitators; finally, that, bundle
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of ignorance, perverseness and corruption as he is, he succeeds in his double
game of double dealing,�that is the important fact, and that fact marks the
Labor Leader of to-day, just as the Plebs Leader of old, a masked position, a
strategic post and force, that buttresses Capitalism, and the very quality of
which can not but operate demoralizingly, disastrously upon the Working
Class.  (Prolonged applause.)

And this strategic power for evil on the part of the Labor Leader has so
far been effective:  With increasing rafts of them in public office by the grace
of capitalist parties, and still larger rafts of them qualifying for the
distinction, we see to-day that, despite an increasing percentage of
workingmen, even the Census (laughter) admits a decreasing percentage in
wages, and the general situation of the Working Class in the land to-day is
well-pictured by the now common and grim joke:  �When a workingman has
reached 45 years, take him out and shoot him; he is too used up to be of any
further account, and is too poor to take care of himself.�  And yet, despite
these facts, there are those who say:  �The Labor Leader amounts to nothing,
ignore him,��which goes to prove that the ostriches are not all of the
feathered tribe; and others there are who declare:  �The Labor Leader and his
organizations need not concern the Socialist Movement, Capitalism itself is
destroying both,��which goes to show how wide of the mark abstract
scientific principles, when recited by rote, will fall!

T H E  D U T Y  O F  T H E  H O U R .

The Socialist knows that popular well-being implies the emancipation of
the race from Class Rule; and he knows that such was not possible at the
time the Licinian law was being struggled for,�400 B. C.  The abolition of
Class Rule had to await the modern machinery of production.  Not until
mechanical perfection in production can render the production of wealth
ample and easy enough to afford to all the leisure that civilization craves,
does it become at all possible to abolish involuntary poverty.  The Socialist
knows all that, and, knowing it, does not suppose that in 400 B. C. aught
could have been done to remove the causes at the root of popular suffering.
But this other, he knows also, that even if the effects could not then be wholly
wiped out, neither was their aggravation inevitable, and that their
aggravation was the result of fortuitous circumstances.  Those fortuitous
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circumstances were the Plebs Leader, together with the superstitions in his
favor that he was able to exploit.  In the Plebs Leader there was a strategic
post of incalculable strength for usurpation, and of consequent weakness for
the revolutionary class, the Roman proletariat.  The fact having escaped the
revolutionary elements of Rome, they, and the whole commonwealth with
them, suffered the full consequences.  The net result of these combined
causes�deepening poverty among increasing numbers; increased power of
usurpation in an oligarchy; and, as the hoop to hold these staves together, the
delusion born of the term �Plebeian,� that lashed the oppressed in blind
attachment to the chariot wheels of the oppressor,�the net result, I say, of
these combined causes was one that neither side looked for, but was forced
upon both:  It was the transmuting of the Roman people into a professional
army of free-booters; the revolutionary pulse was turned into the channels of
rapine, a development, that, having satiated itself with plunder abroad,
finally turned, as I indicated at the start, into a weapon, not for national
comfort, but of national suicide.

That the revolutionary elements of Rome should have slipped and fallen
is pardonable.  Not so with the revolutionary elements of to-day,�the wage
slave or Working Class, together with the materials whom its great Cause
attracts.  In the first place, to slip is easy where to run is yet impossible: the
primitiveness of production made it, I explained, impossible for the
revolutionary element of Rome to accomplish its emancipation; in the second
place, the steps of the Rome of 500 B. C. to 400 B. C. were not lighted by the
experience of older civilizations.  Not so to-day.  (Applause.)

To-day the condition precedent for proletarian emancipation has been
reached: the mechanism of production has reached the point where �the
wheels move of themselves�: no longer are6 civilized conditions for some
predicated upon the unavoidable privations of any, let alone of most: civilized
conditions are to-day possible for all: and the class-interests of the
revolutionary class�the Working Class�dictate the program, the collective
ownership of the land on and the tools with which to work, in short, the Co-
operative Commonwealth, or Socialist Republic.  (Loud applause.)
Furthermore, to-day we need not grope in historic darkness.  The past throws
its light, and no flickering light it is, across our path, to guide our steps.  By

6 �Is� in the newspaper.
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that light we may read the strategic significance of the Labor Leader; by that
light we may perceive him to embody, as the Plebs Leader did of old, those
fortuitous circumstances that, unless made decided front against, certainly
will nullify all the possibilities for good of the age, turn awry enterprises of
great pith and moment, and make them lose the name of action..  (Prolonged
applause.)  The blindness of the Roman revolutionary elements was
pardonable; blindness on our part were unpardonable to-day.  (Applause.)
The army that operates upon hostile territory may not �ignore� a strategic
post from which it may be mowed down; nor should a parrot-like recitation of
Socialist philosophy be allowed to lull the Socialist Movement into imaginary
safety.

Fain, no doubt, would the Capitalist Class of to-day smash the Labor
Leader and, along with him, the �Organized Labor� that he operates,�but no
more so than, and for the same reason that the Roman patriciate would
gladly have smashed the Plebs Leader, together with the organizations on
and with which he operated.  Why should we expect the modern Usurping
Class to have less wit than the patriciate of Rome in utilizing a popular
delusion, and seeking to curb Labor with the aid of the Labor Leader?  We
have seen the patriciate do the trick, tho� at the cost of no mere trifles,
yielded by it to the Plebs Leader; why should the modern Capitalist be
supposed to be less �clever,� especially seeing that mere bones to gnaw at
suffice to cause the Labor Leader hound to do his bidding?  (Prolonged
applause.)

But we are past the point of �expecting,� �supposing� and �speculating�
upon the subject.  Hanna�s imitation, premature tho� it is, of Camillus�
Temple to the Goddess of Concord removes all conjecture.  Along with twenty-
four active limbs of Capitalism, we find in the niches of Hanna�s Temple to
the Goddess of �Industrial Peace� a choice collection of twelve Labor
Leaders,�Samuel Gompers; John Mitchell, President of the United Mine
Workers; Frank P. Sargent, Grand Master Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen; Theodore J. Shaffer, President Amalgamated Association of Iron,
Steel and Tin Workers; James Duncan, General Secretary Granite Cutters;
Daniel J. Keefe, President Longshoremen�s Association; James O�Connell,
President International Association of Machinists; Martin Fox, President
Iron Molders; James Lynch, President International Typographical Union;
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Edward E. Clark, Grand Chief Order of Railway Conductors; Harry White,
General Secretary United Garment Workers; and W. Macarthur, Editor
�Coast Seaman�s Journal,� each of whom, without exception, prates of
�Harmony between Employer and Employee,� in other words, each of whom
upholds the Capitalist system of society.  This should be warning enough.

I mean not to, I shall not here take a hand in the discussion that is going
on in our Party press on the Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance.  Nevertheless,
at this point I must quote a passage from Letter XX. in that discussion.
Comrade Francis A. Walsh, of Lynn, says there (reading):

�If by some great strike taking place and the workers turned in the
direction of the ballot box, if the S. T. & L. A. was not there to guide them
right, THEY WOULD NATURALLY ELECT THE LABOR FAKIRS TO
OFFICE WHO HAPPENED TO BE MISLEADING THEM, AND BY SO
DOING THEY WOULD DEFEAT THE PURPOSE OF THEIR OWN
SPONTANEOUS, HONEST, WELL-INTENDED MOVEMENT.�

I admit the dialectic point that it does not follow, BECAUSE a certain
thing is bad, THEREFORE a certain other is the proper means to remove it.
Such a conclusion would need demonstration.  Accordingly, I here leave aside
that part of this passage which argues that the S. T. & L. A. is needed to
avoid the particular danger that he points out.  What I here want to
underscore is the point made that the Labor Leader��Labor Fakir� is the
term he uses�would under ordinary circumstances, naturally be chosen by
the rank and file to head their political outbreaks and that the Working Class
would thereby unintentionally defeat their own honest and serious purposes.
The Labor Leader would sell out.  (Applause.)  The Lynn Comrade there hit a
nail, and no unimportant one, squarely on the head, so squarely that the blow
rings.  Moreover, there is nothing to prevent the Labor Leader from
committing to memory a few Socialist phrases�the more scientifically
sonorous, all the better for his purpose,�and thus adding, to the delusion of
�Labor,� that of �Socialism� in his favor.  Indeed, the trick is already being
tried.  And thus, as I stated in my introductory remarks, abstract scientific
dissertations, unaccompanied with accurate knowledge on the military
topography, so to speak, of the field of the Social Question, may redound to
the undoing of the Socialist Movement.

In the fire of the revolutionary discontent during the formative period
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from 500 B. C. to 400 B. C., the Roman commonwealth was forged awry into a
weapon of eventual national suicide.  You have seen why and how.  Let there
be no fatalism in our councils.  The Socialist Republic is no predestined
inevitable development.  The Socialist Republic depends, not upon material
conditions only; it depends upon these,�plus clearness of vision to assist the
evolutionary process.  Nor was the agency of the intellect needful at any
previous stage of social evolution in the Class Struggle to the extent that it is
needful at this, the culminating one of all.

Is the revolutionary class of this Age, living under ripened conditions to
avail itself of its opportunity and fulfill its historic mission?  Or is the
revolutionary spark of our Age to be smothered and banked up till, as in the
Rome of old, it leap from the furnace, a weapon of national suicide?  In sight
of the invasion of the Philippine Islands and the horrors that are coming to
light, is there any to deny the question is a burning one?

The answer depends, to-day, not upon a knowledge of scientific Socialist
economics and sociology alone.  It depends upon that and, hand in hand with
that, upon an accurate knowledge of the strategic features of the field.  Nor is
there a strategic post, that the Socialist or Labor Movement should keep its
weather eye more firmly on, and take more energetic measures against, than
the Labor Leader.

As the Plebs Leader of old was a strategic post of peculiar strength for the
patriciate and of mischief for the proletariat, so and for like reasons is the
Labor Leader of to-day nothing but a masked battery from behind which the
Capitalist Class can encompass what it could not without,�the work of
enslaving and slowly degrading the Working Class, and, along with that, the
work of debasing and ruining the country.  (Great applause.)
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Newspaper Report of the Speech

TWO PAGES FROM ROMAN HISTORY.

Page II.

THE WARNING OF THE GRACCHI.

BY DANIEL DE LEON.

A D D R E S S  D E L I V E R E D  I N  M A N H A T T A N  L Y C E U M ,  N E W  Y O R K ,

W E D N E S D A Y  E V E N I N G ,  A P R I L  1 6 ,  1 9 0 2 ,  U N D E R  T H E  A U S P I C E S  O F

S E C T I O N  G R E A T E R  N E W  Y O R K ,  S O C I A L I S T  L A B O R  P A R T Y .

( S t e n o g r a p h i c a l l y  r e p o r t e d  b y  B E N J A M I N  F .  K E I N A R D . )

[Daily People, Vol. 2, No. 329. Sunday, May 25, 1902]

COMRADES OF SECTION NEW YORK:
The purpose of this second page from Roman history, �The Warning of the

Gracchi,� is in a measure supplementary to the first.  The first page, �Plebs
Leaders and Labor Leaders,� was strategic, this one is tactical.  The first
pointed out a peculiar danger that threatens the Socialist or Labor Movement
from without; this one is to point out an inherent weakness of our forces
under fire.  As the first was intended for aggression, this one is intended for
precaution.

L A W  O F  R E V O L U T I O N A R Y  S U C C E S S I O N .

The Socialist is not like the chicken in the fable that, having on its back
still a bit of the shell of the egg from which he just crawled, looked out into
the world and said:  �Why, as things are, they have always been, and will be.�
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The Socialist, whether with such a shell on his back or not, knows that, as
things are, they have not always been; and he knows that neither will they
always remain so.

The Socialist looks back over history and finds �things,� so far from being
in a state of placid, stable equilibrium, convulsed by violent upheavals; and
he shrewdly surmises the end is not yet.

The Socialist looks below the agitated surface of that agitated mass, and
he discovers that its aspect is not that of turmoil and chaos, merely.  He
discovers there a succession of well marked social changes, many of them
having existed and gone down long before his days, and been succeeded by
others, that also disappeared before he was born, to make place for the Social
System under which he now lives.

The Socialist looks still closer, and he recognizes in these social changes,
not merely a succession, but a progression of revolutions.  He perceives that it
is not a case of �wave following wave,� but a case of development.

With eyes increasingly trained, the Socialist detects the active agency in
each of these progressive upheavals.  Each of these upheavals is found to
mark the downfall and extinction of a Ruling Class, achieved by a Ruled
Class, which, in turn, develops, and enthrones itself on, a new Ruled Class,
which, again in its turn, supplants its oppressors; and so on.

Finally, equipped with the key that these researches fit him out with, the
Socialist fathoms the secret of the force latent in, and that brings on this
progression of revolutions.  It is the law of economic evolution.  Every Ruling
Class represents a distinct Economic System, born of that that went before.
The overthrow of a Ruling Class means the overthrow of its Economic
System.  When the Economic System of a Ruling Class has worn out, when it
has been sapped by the Economic System, carried in the womb of the then
subject Class, it is cast aside.  The downfall of a prevailing Social or Economic
System is conditioned upon the ripeness of the Economic System next in
order to substitute it; and the executor of such fiats in social evolution is the
subject Class, whose class interests dictate the new system, and that then
takes the reins of government.

One illustration will do for all.  Going no further back than the Feudal
System, it is seen to have declined in the measure that�nursed into vigor by
the sheltering boughs of the very tree of Feudalism�there rose and gathered
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strength a new Economic System, that was able to sap the Feudal System
and render the feudal lords dependent upon it.  Feudal rule was grounded on
LAND.  All the same, among the subject Class�the bourgeoisie, or future
Capitalist Class�there rose a new, the capitalist Economic System, grounded
on CAPITAL, slowly undermining the foundation of the Ruling Class, until
the day came when an Economic System different from its own held it by the
throat.  And then came the toppling over; and then came the struggle; and
the Capitalist Revolution was accomplished.

Along identical lines we notice things are proceeding to-day, under the
Capitalist System.  Again�nursed into vigor by the sheltering boughs of the
Capitalist tree itself�there has been rising and gathering strength a new
Economic System, that is sapping the Capitalist System and rendering the
modern Ruling Class, the Capitalist Class, dependent upon it.  Capitalism is
grounded upon the INDIVIDUAL operation and ownership of the machinery
of production.  And again, among the now subject class�the Proletariat, or
Working Class,�there has risen, obedient to their own class interests, a new
Economic System,�Socialism, grounded on the COLLECTIVE operation and
ownership of the machinery of production.  The Socialist Economic System
has been gradually undermining the Capitalist: individualism in production
is vanishing.  When the Economic Principles of a Ruling Class are worn out,
that Class itself is nearing its finale.  The Capitalist Class is on its last legs.
When matters came to that pass in feudal days, the victory of Capitalism
followed inevitably, as night does day.  Is the victory of Socialism, the
emancipation of the Working Class, therefore equally inevitable?

The danger is natural, and, therefore, serious, of drawing automatic�or,
as the Germans call it, �Schablone��conclusions from the principles just
mentioned.  �The Feudal System,� one often hears asserted from many a
sincere Socialist source, �overthrew the Theocratic System; the Capitalist
System overthrew the Feudal System; the Socialist System MUST, therefore,
inevitably overthrow the Capitalist System.�  Some put it this way:
�Theocratic rule was overthrown by the Feudal Class; the Feudal Class was
overthrown by the Capitalist Class; therefore the Proletariat will overthrow
the Capitalist Class.�  And they consider that, by saying that, all is said that
is to be said on the matter.  At best these automatic reasoners may grant the
usefulness of stimulating the people at large, the proletariat in particular,
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with descriptions of the beauties of the Socialist New Jerusalem; and there
you are:  The Capitalist Class will stand by, cap in hand, and allow the
Proletariat�some call it �the people��to step in;�and there you have your
Socialist Republic.  (Applause and laughter.)

Socialist science is no automatic affair.  It knows and teaches that
nothing is the result of any one, but of many causes, operating together.
Accordingly Socialist science submits to the microscope the solemn procession
of past class uprisings.  The additional observations thus gathered disclose
this important fact:  The Working Class, the subject class upon whom
depends the overthrow of Capitalism and the raising of Socialism, differs in
an important respect from all previous subject classes, called upon by History
to throw down an old and set up a new Social System.

Going again no further back than the days of Feudalism, the distinctive
mark of the bourgeoisie, or the then revolutionary class, was the possession of
the material means essential to its own Economic System; on the contrary,
the distinctive mark of the proletariat to-day is the being wholly stript of all
such material possession.  While wealth, logically enough, was the badge of
the revolutionary bourgeoisie, poverty is the badge of the proletariat.  The
sign, the symptom, the gauge of bourgeois ripeness, as of the ripeness for
emancipation of all previous subject classes, was their ownership of the
physical materials essential to their own Economic System; the sign, on the
contrary, of the proletariat is a total lack of all material economic power,�a
novel accompaniment to a revolutionary class, in the whole range of Class
Revolutions.

Does this difference establish a difference in kind between the proletariat
and the old bourgeoisie as a revolutionary class?  It does not.  But it does
establish a serious difference in the tactical quality of the two forces, a
difference that imparted strength to the former revolutionary forces under
fire, while it imparts weakness to the proletariat.

There was nothing imaginable the feudal lord, for instance, could do to
lure the bourgeois force from the path marked out to it.  Holding the economic
power, capital, on which the feudal lords had become dependent, the
bourgeois was safe under fire.  All that was left to Feudalism to maneuver
with was titles.  It might bestow these hollow honors, throwing them as sops
to the leaders of the bourgeoisie.  The bourgeois was not above �rattles and
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toys�; but not all such �rattles and toys� could have led the bourgeois
revolution into the ground.  On the contrary.  If already stripped of economic
power, the feudal lords had also stripped themselves of exclusive feudal
filigrees, they would only have abdicated all the sooner.  A �good king,� a �soft
hearted duchess,� might have stayed the striking arm for a while.  But only
for a while.  The striking arm was bound to come down.  Wealth imparts
strength; strength self-reliance.  Where this is coupled with class interests,
whose development is hampered by social shells, the shell is bound to be
broken through.  The process is almost automatic.

Differently with the proletariat.  It is a force, every atom of which has a
stomach to fill, with wife and children with stomachs to fill, and, withal, a
precarious ability to attend to such urgent needs.  Cato the Elder said in his
usual blunt way:  �The belly has no ears.�  At times this circumstance may be
a force; but it is only a fitful force.  Poverty breeds lack of self-reliance.
Material insecurity suggests temporary devices.  Sops and lures become
captivating baits.  And the one and the other are in the power of the present
Ruling Class to maneuver with.

Obviously, the difference I have been pointing out between the bourgeois
and the present, the proletarian, revolutionary forces shows the bourgeois to
have been sound, while the proletarian, incomparably more powerful by its
numbers, to be afflicted with a certain weakness under fire; a weakness that,
unless the requisite measures of counteraction be taken, must inevitably
cause the course of history to be materially deflected.  It is upon this vital
point that the career of the Gracchi utters its warnings across the ages to the
Socialist.

T H E  R O M E  O F  T H E  G R A C C H I .

The Rome of the Gracchi�about 100 B. C.�was the Rome of 400 B. C.,
the time when the address �Plebs Leaders and Labor Leaders� closed, only
with the then existing evils intensified by 300 years.  All the causes that, 300
years previous, brought on those evils, were at work now, only with the added
swing of 300 years� additional momentum.  To those causes there should be
added just one so as to help explain and complete the picture.

Actuated by the giddy notions of aristocracy, that had seized the Ruling
Class, it took the fancy of being the lords of large cattle and sheep ranges,
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rather than of farms.  It carried on its designs in this way:  Corn was
imported free from Sicily and the Asiatic possessions.  That rendered
valueless, at least not marketable, the corn raised in Italy.  Rome having by
that time become mistress of all Italy, this policy spread ruin over the whole
peninsula.  The farmers were bankrupted: their farms were expropriated: and
these were added to the lands of the ruling Romans, who thus changed the
face of the Italian soil into immense cattle ranges and sheep walks, run
entirely by slaves.

The social-economic situation of the time is summed up graphically in the
words of Tiberius Gracchus, which I quoted in the course of the first address
of this series, to indicate the utter hollowness of the Plebs Leader victories, as
far as the middle class and the proletariat were concerned.  I shall quote it
here again for the sake of completeness:  (reading)

�The wild beasts of Italy have their caves to retire to, but the brave men
who spill their blood in her cause have nothing left but air and light.  Without
houses, without any settled habitations, they wander from place to place with
their wives and children; and their generals do but mock them, when, at the
head of their armies, they exhort their men to fight for their sepulchres and
domestic gods; for, among such numbers, perhaps there is not a Roman who
has an altar that belonged to his ancestors, or a sepulchre in which their
ashes rest.  The private soldiers fight and die, to advance the wealth and
luxury of the great; and they are called masters of the world, while they have
not a foot of ground in their possession.�
�a language that reminds one of the language of the Nazarene, about 150
years later.

When to this is added that a horde of 14,000,000 slaves is said to have
been then in Italy; that not 2,000 families were possessed of solid wealth; and
that the vertigo had reached the point that a Roman Knight, finding himself
bankrupt, tried his luck by freeing his slaves, having them elect him their
king, and starting a servile uprising, which, of course, was speedily
suffocated, a picture may be formed of the social condition of the Rome of the
Gracchi.

As to the political situation, it had remained unchanged, barring one
circumstance that is of importance, having quite a bearing on to-night�s
subject.
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Rome, like most of the empires of antiquity, was a city empire.  Like
Athens, like Sparta, like Carthage, Rome was a city-government, a city-
commonwealth; and one may say she was ruled on democratic principles, in
the sense that all those who had the right to a say in the government, had a
say DIRECTLY, by appearing at the forum, at the marketplace, at a certain
place, and there giving their vote.  The territorial expansion of Rome brought
on a change.

So long as Rome was absorbing only tribes contiguous to the city, the
Roman citizen who settled upon the newly acquired territory, could, with
comparative ease appear in Rome on election, or voting day, and have his
voice heard.  In the measure, however, that the conquered territories lay
further and further away, this direct participation in the government became
more difficult.  When, finally, all Italy was a Roman possession, even the
Roman citizen colonists were �de facto,� tho� not �de jure,� disfranchised:
presence at the forum in Rome was out of the question.

Somehow, the mind of the ancients ran up against a dead wall in face of
the problem thus presented.  Modern civilization has solved the problem
through �Representative Government.�  In Washington, for instance, the laws
are enacted that govern this vast country, infinitely larger than the Italy that
Rome owned.  The laws proceed from Washington; but it is not the people of
Washington that enact the laws.  The laws are enacted by representatives of
the whole country, chosen by the whole people; and in that way the whole
people actually legislate.  If the laws as passed do not suit them, theirs is the
fault.  A country can now consist of so many active citizens that it would be
impossible for them all to meet and legislate; and yet, however far apart they
may reside, they can exercise the suffrage and control the national
legislation: representative government makes that possible.

Antiquity had no conception of this.  As the Roman citizen abroad in Italy
had none but a potential vote�potential inasmuch as it became actual only
by his presence in Rome�the Italians, who had not been turned into slaves,
were mere political pariahs.  They were ruled from Rome.  This brought on a
social alignment of dire results:  Economically, the Italian population, Rome
included, remained divided between the landlord-plutocrat and the
proletarian classes, with the middle class cutting ever less of a figure; but
both these classes fell again into two hostile camps, with the line of cleavage
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drawn by the Roman suffrage.  On the one side stood the denizens of Rome,
rich and poor together; on the other stood the Italians outside of Rome, poor
and rich together.  Now, then, by the slow alluvial accretions of over 300
years of habit, the ragged Roman proletarian came to consider himself a limb
of the ruling power, held together with the Roman landlord-plutocrat by a
common bond of political superiority over the vast numbers of free peoples in
Italy, outside of Rome.

We have seen, in the course of the address on �Plebs Leaders and Labor
Leaders,� the baneful results of the superstition that enabled the bourgeois
plebeian, under the cloak of the common designation of �Plebeian,� to pull the
wool over the eyes of his �fellow plebeians,� the proletariat and middle class,
just as in our own days the Labor Leader does to his �fellow laboring men,�
under the cloak of the common designation of �Labor.�  So now.  Whenever
the question came of granting the franchise to the Italians, the down-trodden
proletarian of Rome joined his oppressors in violent opposition to sharing
with the Italians �the purple of government.�

I hope I have made the point clear enough to warrant the conclusion that
the situation that confronted the Gracchi at about 100 B. C. had passed the
stage of reform.  No tinkering could any longer stead.  No enactment of
�laws,� and waiting for their slow operation could then touch the evils that
afflicted Rome, and, along with Rome, her Italian domain.  The day for
constitutional methods was gone by.  Whenever a nation has reached that
point, there are no longer �institutions� in existence; the institutions have
become shadows.  There is extant nothing but USURPATION.  In such
emergencies nothing short of revolution is in order.

Such were the conditions that confronted the Gracchi, and which they
addressed themselves to correct.  Did they realize the nature of the task
before them?  Did they understand the qualities, the tactical strength and the
tactical weakness, of the material at hand to accomplish their task with?  In
putting these two questions, I am dividing into two a question that can
hardly be divided.  They are like the obverse and reverse of a medal.  They
are the two sides of one and the same thing:�the task to accomplish, and the
element necessary to accomplish it with.  Did the Gracchi understand that?  I
shall show you they did not; and from the series of blunders that they
committed, and the dire result of their blunders, we to-day, in the Rome of to-
day, should take warning.
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T H E  G R A C C H I A N  T A C T I C S .

The Gracchi were two brothers of distinguished extraction and
connections, Tiberius, the elder; Gaius, the younger.  They did not figure
together; they figured successively.  Tiberius began in 133 B. C.; his work was
cut short by assassination, committed by the Senators.  Gaius took up the
work of Tiberius a few years later, and carried it on successfully for a while,
in the teeth of the Senate, until, left in the lurch by the proletariat, he fled
from Rome, and committed suicide in the contiguous Grove of the Furies.
And that ended it, in 121 B. C.  This constitutes the Gracchian episode,
strictly speaking.  Its start, however, should be placed several years earlier,
in certain incipient reformatory Movements, the forerunners of the Gracchian
episode, proper.  The whole period would, accordingly, cover something like a
generation, reaching its climax in the Gracchi.

And, now, as to the series of steps taken to accomplish the gigantic task
in hand.  I shall not here go into a detailed account of the numerous
legislative enactments of this period.  It is not necessary, any more than in
my address, two weeks ago, a detailed account of the Roman constitution was
needed.  That would only surcharge the picture.  The salient and successive
acts will answer all practical purpose.

F I R S T  A C T .

The first act of this period consisted in a reform of the suffrage.
You will remember that the Roman suffrage was exercised by Centuries;

that the Centuries were military divisions of the people, ranked according to
property; that the highest Centuries, including the Knights, had the fewest
numbers and the largest vote; that the Knights and the 1st Century together
polled 97 votes, an absolute majority of the 193 polled by all; and that the
order of voting was according to the rank of the Centuries, so that if, as
happened usually, the first two agreed, the others were not called upon to
express their opinion, seeing the voting was by word of mouth.

All this was certainly vexatious: the majority of the citizens was placed at
a decided disadvantage: wealth preponderated, poverty was aggravated.  The
Gracchian Movement attacked this wrongful system first.  But how?  Did it
restore the preponderance of power to where it belonged?  No.  It tinkered
around the form, and merely reduced the evil.  It lowered the vote of the 1st
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Century from 80 to 70, so that, instead of the first two, it now required the
solid vote of the first three Centuries to carry the day.  Instead of 2 Centuries
having the power to out-vote 5, 3 Centuries�still a minority�were left with
power to out-vote 4; and the shuffling was carried a step further by the
provision that the Centuries were to vote promiscuously and not by rank, as
formerly,�as though trump cards became any the less trumps by the order in
which they were played.  There was a third provision that properly comes
under this head.  It preceded the others.  It was a provision for a secret
ballot,�thereby attuning a vast revolutionary purpose to clandestine
methods.

S E C O N D  A C T .

The Licinian law, described in full in the address on �Plebs Leaders and
Labor Leaders,� had remained a dead letter.  The Licinian law, among other
things, limited the number of additional acres that could be acquired by an
individual from the public domain.  Despite its provisions, the landlord-
plutocracy had proceeded, if anything, more high-handedly than ever to
appropriate what it never had a right to, being State property, but, moreover,
to do so now in violation of express enactments.  The Sempronian law�so
called from the middle name, Sempronius, of the Gracchi�dug up the old
Licinian law, and, at a time when even its provisions had lost whatever
curative power there may have been in them 300 years before, proposed, not
the old Licinian law in all its fullness, but that law in a diluted form.  Besides
the number of acres allowed by the Licinian law to be appropriated from the
public lands, one half the number was now allowed in addition to each holder
for each son; the remainder was to be redistributed, and indemnity was
provided for possible property expropriated from the expropriator.�The
Sempronian law was a compromise with Usurpation.

T H I R D  A C T .

But although Tiberius Gracchus sought to circumvent the Revolution, the
Counter-Revolution promptly locked horns with him.  His colleague in office
had the power to block him, and he did; at least he tried to.  His support was
constitutionally necessary for the enactment of the law.  �Seen� by his
patriciate colleagues, Tiberius� colleague refused his sanction; and tho� at
times he wavered under the fervid pleas of Tiberius, he finally resisted all
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entreaties and even threats.  For a moment Tiberius seems to have caught a
glimpse of the revolutionary requirements of the task he had set his cap to.
He threw legality to the dogs.  �Unconstitutionally� he ordered the proletariat
to depose his colleague; and, walking roughshod over the tatters of the torn
Constitution, pushed the law through.

But the glimpse of the requirements of his task, caught by Tiberius for a
moment, vanished as soon as caught.  Instead of fanning to a flame the spark
that his conduct had kindled in the breast of the revolutionary mass behind
him, he grew apologetic; sought refuge and justification in legal parallels; and
thus cooled off and extinguished the spark.

The Senators were not slow in taking advantage of the reaction in their
favor.  Tiberius speedily fell by their own hands, clubbed to death in plain
view of the populace, that stood by, or ran off awe-stricken.

F O U R T H  A C T .

Four years later Gaius took up the work of his brother where Tiberius
had been forced to drop it.

Gaius saw the Senators� hands red with his brother�s blood, and looked
upon that body as the barrier against which Tiberius had been dashed.
Gaius determined to protect himself against danger from that quarter, first of
all.  How?  By sweeping it away?  No.  By raising a rival to it.  Did he, then,
at least raise the rival power to the dreaded Senate out of the revolutionary
forces at his back?  Yet, again, no.

The Equestrian Order, the Knights, consisted of the same economic
interests that had been incensed at the measures of Tiberius; and they,
though not the direct perpetrators of his assassination, had seconded, and
rejoiced in, and profited by the crime.  To all intents and purposes, they were
as guilty as the Senate itself.  And yet that element it was that Gaius
Gracchus turned to.  He halved the powers of the Senate and clothed the
Equestrian Order therewith.  When warned, his answer was:  �I am raising
an enemy to the Senate: the Senate and the Equestrian Order will kill each
other off.�  We shall see whether they did.

F I F T H  A C T .

For a while the Gracchian policy seemed successful.  Senate and
Equestrian Order did get into each other�s hair.  In the meantime, anxious to
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strengthen his own hands in a positive, and not merely negative, way, Gaius
put through successively two laws, which set the coping stone on the series of
Gracchian blunders, and, watched by the light of certain modern occurrences,
look as if enacted for the express purpose of causing the Gracchian tactics to
serve as a bell-buoy to warn the Socialist Movement of this generation of
sunken rocks in its course.

The first of these was a law providing for 3 colonies.  With funds from the
Roman Treasury, these colonies were to be set up, outside of Italy, of course,
so as to afford immediate relief to the proletarian mass.  The patriciate
promptly parried the thrust.  It out-bid Gaius for popularity with the
proletariat by offering them 12 colonies.

S I X T H  A C T .

The second of these two laws was a provision for the free distribution of
corn among the poor.  The proletarian masses, the revolutionary class, were
expected by that measure in particular to become firmly attached to their
leader�like domestic animals or children to him who feeds them.
(Applause.)

Proceeding along these lines, and having arrived at this point, Gaius
Gracchus thought himself in condition to take up a question that his
penetration told him was a �sine qua non� to all lasting improvement in the
condition of Italy, and, withal, the most ticklish, in view of the existing
popular prejudices and habits of thought, to wit, the question of the Italian
franchise.  But the moment he mentioned that subject, it was as if by a magic
touch he had solidified the denizens of Rome against himself.  Knights and
Senators suspended their wranglings, on the one hand, and, on the other, all
recollection of the �improved form of the suffrage� in Rome; all recollection of
the Sempronian law; all expectations of relief from the prospective three
colonies; aye, all gratitude for free corn was forgotten, and thrown to the
winds.  So completely did the proletariat fall away from its idol that the
Senate and Knights found no difficulty in fomenting a sedition against him.
Forsaken by all but a few close friends and one devoted slave, Gaius first took
refuge in the Temple of Diana, where, falling on his knees, he implored the
gods to punish the Romans with eternal slavery for their base ingratitude.
Beseeched to save himself for better days, Gaius left the Temple and fled
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from the city across the river.  But his pursuers were hot upon him, and
suicide freed him from further agony in the Grove of the Furies.

C A N O N S  O F  T H E  P R O L E T A R I A N  R E V O L U T I O N .

Out of the ship-wreck of the Gracchian Movement and tactics 10 planks
come floating down to our own days.  They may be termed the warnings
uttered by the shades of the Gracchi.  They may be erected into so many
Canons of the Proletarian Revolution.  These canons dove-tail into one
another:  At times it is hard to keep them apart, so close as their inter-
relation, seeing they are essentially differentiations of a central idea, thrown
up by the singular nature, already indicated, of the proletariat as a
revolutionary force:

I .

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION ABHORS FORMS.�It was a
blunder of the Gracchian Movement to devote time and energy to the
changing of the forms of the suffrage.  The characteristic weakness of the
proletariat renders it prone to lures.  It, the least favored of all historic
revolutionary classes, is called upon to carry out a revolution that is pivoted
upon the most complicated synthesis, and one withal that is easiest to be
obscured by the dust that its very foe, the Capitalist Class, is able to raise
most plentifully.  The essence of this revolution, the overthrow of Wage
Slavery, cannot be too forcefuly held up.  Nor can the point be too forcefully
kept in evidence that, short of the abolition of Wage Slavery, all
�improvements,� either accrue to Capitalism, or are the merest moonshine,
where they are not side-tracks.

It matters not how the voting is done; it matters not whether we have the
Australian ballot or the Maltese ballot; it matters not whether we have the
secret ballot or the �viva voce� ballot;�aye, if it comes to it, it should not
matter whether we have the ballot at all.  (Applause.)  All such
�improvements��like the modern �ballot reforms,� and schemes for
�referendums,� �initiative,� �election of Federal Senators by popular vote,�
and what not, are, in the very nature of things, so many lures to allow the
revolutionary heat to radiate into vacancy.  They are even worse than that:
they are opportunities for the Usurper to prosecute his own usurpatory
purposes under the guise, aye, with the aid and plaudits of his victims, who
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imagine they are commanding, he obeying their bidding,�as we see
happening to-day.  (Applause.)

The proletarian�s chance to emerge out of the bewildering woods of
�Capitalist Issues,� is to keep his eyes riveted upon the economic interests of
his own Class,�the public ownership of the land on and the tools with which
to work,�without which the cross he bears to-day will wax ever heavier, to be
passed on still heavier to his descendants.  No �forms� will stead.

I I .

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION IS RELENTLESSLY LOGICAL.�
Often has the charge been made against the Socialist Labor Party that it is
�intolerant,� that its officers are �unyielding.�  The Proletarian Revolution
can know no �tolerance,� because �Tolerance� in social dynamics spells
�Inconsistence.�  Tiberius Gracchus overlooked the principle, and all that
therefrom flows, in his revamped Licinian law.  If the Sempronian law meant
anything; if the attitude of Tiberius, together with that of the proletarian
mass that took him for its paladin, meant anything; it meant that the
landlord-plutocracy of Rome was a criminal class,�criminal in having
plundered the Commonwealth of its estate, doubly criminal in turning its
plunder to the purpose of degrading the people and thereby sapping the
safety of the state.  The only logical conclusion from such premises and
posture is a demand for the unconditional surrender of the social felon.
(Applause.)  The Sempronian law, so far from taking this stand, took the
opposite.  By its confirmation, implied only tho� the confirmation was, of
proprietary rights in stolen goods, by its provision for indemnity to the
robbers, the Gracchian Movement became illogical: it thereby became untrue
to itself.  It truckled to Usurpation: it thereby emasculated itself.

With the Proletarian Revolution, not a point that it scores, not an act that
it commits deliberately, not a claim that it sets forth may be at fisticuffs with
one another, or with the principles that they are born of.  Capitalism is a
Usurpation: the Usurpation must be overthrown.  Labor produces all wealth:
all wealth belongs to Labor.  Any act that indicates,�or rather I shall put it
this way:�any action, that, looking towards �gentleness� or �tolerance,�
sacrifices the logic of the situation, unnerves the Revolution.  With the
Proletarian Revolution, every proposition must be abreast of its aspirations
(applause);�where not, it limps, it stumbles, and falls.
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I I I .

PALLIATIVES ARE PALLIATIONS OF WRONG.�Plausible are the
phrases concerning the �wisdom of not neglecting small things,� and the
suggestions to �accept half a loaf, where a whole loaf cannot yet be had.�  The
Gracchian Movement yielded to this optical illusion.  Even the old Licinian
law, much more so its revamped form of a Sempronian law, was cast in that
mold.  �All that the people were entitled to they could not get�: they were to
have a �first installment,� a slice of what was due, in short, a palliative.  The
Gracchian Movement thereby gave itself a fatal stab.

If the palliative could trammel up the consequence; if it could be the be-
all and end-all here, then, what ills might flow might be ignored as
negligible7 quantities.  But here also the relentless logic of the Proletarian
Revolution commends the ingredients of his poisoned chalice to the bungler�s
own lips.

In the first place, the same hand that reaches out the �palliative� to the
WRONGED, reaches out the �palliation� to the WRONG.  The two acts are
inseparable.  The latter is an inevitable consequence of the former.  Request a
little, when you have a right to the whole, and your request, whatever
declamatory rhetoric or abstract scientific verbiage it be accompanied with,
works a subscription to the principle that wrongs you.  Worse yet:  The
�palliative� may or may not�and more frequently yes than otherwise�be
wholly visionary; the �palliation,� however, is ever tangible; tangible to
feeling as to sight; no visionariness there.  The palliative, accordingly, ever
steels the Wrong that is palliationed.

In the second place, the palliative works the evil of inoculating the
Revolutionary Force with a fundamental misconception of the nature of the
foe it has to deal with.  The tiger will defend the tips of his mustache with the
same ferocity that he will defend his very heart.  It is an instinctive process.
The recourse to palliatives proceeds from, and it imperceptibly inculcates the
theory that he would not.  It proceeds from the theory that the Capitalist
Class will allow itself to be �pared off�  to death.  A fatal illusion.  The body of
Tiberius Gracchus, mangled to death by the landlord-plutocratic tiger of
Rome, sounds the warning against the illusion.  The tiger of Capitalism will
protect its superfluities with the same ferocity that it will protect its very

7 �Neglectable� in the newspaper.
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existence.  (Applause.)  Nothing is gained on the road of palliatives; and all
may be lost.

I V .

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION BRINGS ALONG ITS OWN
CODE.�When, at the critical stage of the revolution he was active in,
Tiberius Gracchus took a �short cut across lots,� and removed, regardless of
�legality,� the colleague that blocked his way, consciously or unconsciously he
acted obedient to that canon of the Proletarian Revolution that it must march
by its own light (applause), look to itself alone, and that, whatever act it
contemplates, it judges by the Code of Law, that, tho� as yet unformulated
into statute, it is carrying in its own womb.  When, afterwards, Tiberius
looked for justification to the laws of the very class that he was arrayed
against, he slided off the revolutionary plane, and dragged his revolution
down, along with himself.  The revolutionist who seeks the cloak of �legality,�
is a revolutionist spent.  He is a boy playing at soldier.

It was at the Denver Convention of the American Federation of Labor, in
1894, that a scene took place which throws much light upon the bearing of
this particular point on the Movement of our own days.  The A. F. of L., at a
previous Convention, had ordered a general vote upon a certain �declaration
of principles.�  Among these principles there was one, the 10th, which a
certain class of people, who called themselves Socialists, were chuckling over
with naive delight.  They claimed it was �Socialistic.�  One of their number
had bravely smuggled it (laughter) into the said �declarations.�  They were by
that maneuver to capture the old style Trades Unions, and thereby �tie the
hands of the Labor Leaders.�  (Laughter.)  For a whole year these
revolutionists had been chuckling gaily and more loudly.  The Unions
actually polled a majority for all the �principles,� the celebrated �Plank 10�
included.  At the Denver Convention the vote was to be canvassed; but the
Labor Leaders in control threw out the vote (laughter) on the, to them, good
and sufficient reason that �the rank and file did not know what they had been
voting for.�  (Laughter and applause.)  That�s not the point.  That�s only the
background for the point that I am coming to.  But before coming to that, let
me here state that the rank and file meekly submitted to such treatment.
The point lies in a certain droll scene that took place during the debate to
throw out that vote.  The scene was this:
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The revolutionist who had surreptitiously introduced �Plank 10� in the
�declaration of principles,� and thereby schemed to capture the Unions by
ambush (laughter), a gentleman of English Social Democratic Federation
antecedents, one Thomas J. Morgan, now of Chicago, was storming in that
Denver Convention against the Labor Leaders� design to throw out his �Plank
10,� and incidentally, as he expressed it himself, was �putting in fine licks for
Socialism.�  Suddenly his flow of oratory was checked.  A notorious Labor
Leader, to whom the cigar manufacturers of America owe no slight debt of
gratitude, Mr. Adolf Strasser of the International Cigarmakers� Union, had
risen across the convention hall and put in:  �Will the gentleman allow me a
question?�

�Certainly.�
�Do you favor confiscation?�
The answer is still due.  (Loud laughter and applause.)  Mr. Morgan

collapsed like a punctured toy-balloon.
That scene should have been engraved to preserve for all time pictorially

the emasculating effect of ignorance of this canon of the Proletarian
Revolution upon that venturesome man who presumes to tread, especially as
a leader, the path of Social Revolution, notwithstanding he lacks the mental
and physical fiber to absorb in his system the canon here under
consideration.  (Prolonged applause.)

As I said, the Proletarian Revolution marches by its own light; its acts
are to be judged by the Code of Legality that itself carries in its folds, not by
the standard of existing Law, which is but the reflex of existing Usurpation.
Indeed, in that respect, the Proletarian Revolution shares a feature of all
previous revolutions, the Capitalist Revolution included.  A new Social
System brings along a new Code of Morals.  The morality of the Code that the
Proletarian Revolution is impregnated with reads like a geometric
demonstration:  Labor alone produces all wealth, Idleness can produce
maggots only; the wealth of the land is in the hands of Idleness, the hands of
Labor are empty; such hard conditions are due to the private ownership by
the Idle or Capitalist Class of the land on and the tools with which to work;
work has become collective, the things needed to work with must, therefore,
also become collective;�get from under whosoever stands in the way of the
inevitable deduction, by what name soever he may please to call it!
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(Prolonged applause.)  Accordingly, no militant in the modern Proletarian
Revolution can be knocked all of a heap by the howl of �Confiscation.�

Plutarch, whom Professor Lieber shrewdly suspects of responsibility for
much of the revolutionary promptings of modern days, touching upon these
two acts of Tiberius Gracchus, produces without comment�a severe sarcasm
in its place�Tiberius� elaborate legal plea in defense of his removal of his
colleague: a Revolution that needs to apologize for itself had better quit
(applause); and he comments upon the Sempronian law in these touchingly
incisive terms:  (reading)

�There never was a milder law made against so much injustice and
oppression; for they who deserved to have been punished for their
infringement of the rights of the community, and fined for holding the lands
contrary to law, were to have a consideration for giving up their groundless
claims, and restoring the estates of such of the citizens as were to be
relieved.�

Preach to the proletariat, in the most convincing way a man may please,
the abstract principles of their own, the Socialist Revolution, and then let
that man seek to sugar-coat the dose with suggestions or acts that imply the
idea of �buying out the capitalists,� and he has simply wiped out clean, for all
practical purposes, all he said before: he has deprived the Revolution of its
own premises, its pulse of its own warmth.  (Great applause.)

V .

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION IS �IRREVERENT.��Karl Marx�
the distinctive feature of whose philosophy is that it stands with its feet on
earth, and is supremely practical,�throws out, right in the midst of an
abstract economic chapter, the point that it is essential to the stability of
Capitalism that the proletarian look upon the conditions sorrounding him as
of all time.

Reverence of the blind type is a fruit of latter-day Capitalism.  Starting as
an iconoclast, the capitalist winds up a Mawworm.  And it is essential to his
safety that the proletarian masses take him seriously.  The root of this blind
reverence is the belief in the antiquity of the subject revered; and that implies
the future, as well as the past.  Capitalism, along with its gods, its gods,
along with it, are all pronounced �sacred,� �ever were and ever will be, life
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without end.�  The capitalist foments such �reverence�; and, while he pushes
his parsons forward to do the work, he holds himself out as the High Priest.
The Usurper ever needs the cloak of sanctity;�and therefore it is of
importance to strip him bare of the cover.

The posture of Tiberius materially played into the hands of this useful
capitalist deception.  He cultivated reverence for the Magistracy.  The plea in
defence of his deposition of his colleague was a santification of the class of the
Usurper.  It riveted superstitious awe on the minds of the proletariat, whose
striking arm never could be free until its mind was emancipated.  When the
reverenceful proletarians trampled over one another, reverently to make way
for the senators, who, sticks and staves and broken furniture in hand, rushed
forward to slay Tiberius, the luckless reformer could not have failed to notice
that the arrow that killed him was steadied by a feather plucked from his
own reformatory pinions.

Irreverence�not the irreverence of insolence, which is the sign-manual of
the weak, but the self-sustained irreverence that is the sign-manual of the
consciously strong because consciously sound�is one of the inspiring breaths
of the Proletarian Revolution.

Reverence for the Usurper denotes mental, with resulting physical,
subjection to Usurpation.

V I .

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION IS SELF-RELIANT.�The tactics
of Gaius Gracchus in seeking support or protection in the Equestrian Order,
by raising it to Senatorial powers, was a grave tactical misstep.  Instead of
inspiring the Proletarian Movement with self-reliance, he thereby trained it
to lean on others than itself.  The Proletarian Revolution must, under no
circumstances, play the role of the horse in the fable.

You know the fable?  It is a pretty one.  A horse was being harassed by a
lion.  The horse found that his opportunities to graze were impaired by that
roaring beast, that lay low in the bushes and threatened to jump upon him,
and frequently did jump upon him, and not infrequently scratched him to the
point of bleeding; so that the horse, finding the area of his pasture narrowing,
and his life threatened either way, entered into a compact with a man.
According to agreement, the man mounted the horse, and by their joint
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efforts the lion was laid low.�But never after could the horse rid himself
from the man on his back.  (Laughter.)

By the action with which he clothed the Equestrian Order with the
powers it had not formerly wielded, Gaius Gracchus certainly weakened the
Senate, but he thereby also, and in the same measure, extended the number
of the political participants in the political usurpations, that had backed and
brought on the social distress which he was combating.  The Equestrian
Order was of the identical class that profited by the Senatorial iniquities.  By
setting up the Equestrian Order with powers formerly wielded by the Senate
Gaius Gracchus was safer from the latter quarter,�but only in the sense that
the horse in the fable was from the quarter of the lion after his alliance with
the man.  Gaius, like the horse, had saddled himself with a master.  And the
hour came when the master threw him.

That it is a waste of time and energy for the proletarian to knock down
the Democratic party, however oppressive that party be, if the knocking down
is to be done by saddling itself with the Republican party, a partner of the
Democratic oppressor; that, however resentful the proletariat may be at a
Republican President or Governor, who throws the armed force of the State or
Nation into the capitalist scales in the conflicts between employer and
employee, it were a mere waste of energy to substitute them with their
Democratic doubles;�all that is elemental.  The absurdity is illustrated by
the fate of the horse in the fable.  There can be no real knocking down of
either party until they are both simultaneously knocked down; that knock-
down blow is in the power of the proletariat only.  (Applause.)

All this is elemental.  But equally elemental, tho� the point be more
hidden, should the principle be that the Proletarian Revolution must not only
not seek, but must avoid, as it would a pestilence, all alliance with any other
Class in its struggles, or even skirmishes, with the Capitalist Class, the
landlord plutocracy of to-day.  Here, again, the peculiar tactical weakness of
the proletariat, the proneness to yield to lures, manifests itself, and needs
watchful guarding against by its Movement.

There is no social or economic class in modern society below the
proletariat.  It is the last on the list.  If there were other classes below it, the
Proletarian Revolution would not be what it is, the first of all with a world-
wide, humane programme.  All other Classes, while seeking their own
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emancipation from the Class that happened to be above, were grounded on
the subjection of a class below.  The Proletarian Revolution alone means the
abolition of Class Rule.  It follows from such a lay of the land that any Class
the proletariat may ally itself with must, tho� oppressed from above, itself be
a fleecers� Class, in other words, must be a Class whose class interests rest on
the subjugation of the workers.  Such a class is the modern Middle Class.  It,
like the man in the fable I have just recited, can ally itself with the
proletariat only with the design to ride it.  However plausible its slogans,
they are only lures.

So long as a Proletarian Movement seeks for �alliances abroad,� it
demonstrates that it has not yet got its �sea legs�: any such move or measure
can only deprive it of whatever chance it had to develop and acquire them.
The Proletarian Revolution is self-reliant.  It is sufficient unto itself.

V I I .

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION SPURNS SOPS.�Sops are not
palliatives.  The two differ essentially.  I have explained the palliative.  The
sop is not a �slice,� an �installment,� ladled out in advance, of what one is
entitled to.  It is an �extra,� a �bon-bon,� a narcotic, thrown out to soothe.
Accordingly, the sop adds as little to the character and directness of a
Movement as does the palliative.  The essential feature of the sop is, however,
that it is a broken reed on which to lean, a thing no clear-headed
revolutionist will ever resort to.  It was upon just such a reed Gaius Gracchus
sought support when he proposed the establishment of three colonies for the
relief of the Roman proletariat.

What could these colonies accomplish?  In the first place they were in the
nature of a desertion.  The colonists were to leave Rome, the soil of Italy, in
short, the battle ground, to set up far away in Africa, in Spain, in Sardinia.
But, above all, in what way could colonies8 relieve the distress in Rome,
unless undertaken on a gigantic scale{,} that is to say, on a scale of wholesale
migration from the city?  And that would nullify their very purpose.  At any
rate to propose only three colonies was the merest sop thrown at his army.
The revolutionist must never throw sops at the revolutionary element; the
instant he does, he places himself at the mercy of the foe; he can always be

8 �Colonists� in the newspaper.
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out-sopped.  And so was Gaius Gracchus.  The proposition for 12 colonies with
which the patriciate answered Gaius� proposition for 3, completely
neutralized the latter, leaving the �honors� on the side of the patriciate.
Nursed at the teat of the sop, the Roman proletariat decamped to where they
could get {the} largest quantities of that commodity.  And that, more than any
other one thing, stripped Gaius of his forces.  Once he was deserted and
downed, the bigger sop of 12 colonies never materialized.  It had answered its
narcotic purpose, and was dropped.

On this very point, there is an all-around remarkable illustration, fresh
from the oven.  I here read to you from a telegram sent from Chicago on April
2,�only two weeks ago�to the Milwaukee �Social Democratic Herald,� and
signed �Jacob Winnen.�  Referring to the vote polled in Chicago by a capitalist
party proposition for �municipal ownership� the day before, the Social
Democratic Winnen says:  (reading)

�Two-thirds majority cast for municipal ownership shows that Socialism
is in the air.�  (Laughter.)

The labor field of Chicago has been convulsed a deal more than that of
New York.  As a result of that, or possibly due to the Lake air (laughter) the
capitalist politicians of Chicago are, if such a thing be possible, �quicker� than
even the New York politicians.  (Laughter.)  I admit that is saying a good
deal.  We have seen, even in New York, �municipal ownership� often of late
used as a stalking-horse by individual politicians.  Unterrified Socialist
agitation has familiarized the public mind with Socialist aspirations, tho� still
only in a vague way.  The politician, being �broad� besides �quick,� has no
objection to polling �Socialistic� votes.  Being �quick� besides �broad,� {he} has
no objection to the performance if he can indulge in it by giving the shadow
for the substance, all the less if he can thereby run Socialism into the ground.
�Municipal ownership� lends itself peculiarly to such purposes.  It sounds
�Socialistic,� it looks �Socialistic�;�and yet we know the term can conceal the
archest capitalist scheme.  His nursery-tale theory concerning his God-given
capacity to run industries having suffered shipwreck, the capitalist can find a
snug harbor of refuge in �municipal ownership.�  It is an ideal capitalist sop
to catch the sopable.  (Applause.)  We know all that.  It is in view of all that
that the Socialist Labor Party �municipal programme� has been drawn up as
it is.  It renders the S. L. P. man sop-proof from that side.  Accordingly, it is
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not surprising to find the �municipal ownership� sop or dodge in full blast
among the Chicago politicians.  It is there in such full blast that in the
municipal campaign, which closed there with the election of April 1,
�municipal ownership� was a capitalist party political cry:  The platform so
declared it; and the speeches of the politicians of that party resounded with
�municipal ownership� of railways, of gas plants, of electric plants,�well, of
everything in sight.  And the Chicago politicians had sharp noses; how sharp
may be judged from the double circumstance that the Socialist Labor Party
vote at the election rose considerably, while the Social Democratic party�
with a national platform declaration on �municipal ownership� that plays into
the hand of the sop�went down so markedly that its statisticians have had
to seek shelter for their diminished heads behind �percentages.�  (Laughter.)
Such, then, was the situation in Chicago.  The intelligent Socialist perceives
the sop of �municipal ownership� in that campaign: it cannot escape him.
The large vote polled for that capitalist �municipal ownership� proposition, so
far from smoothing, can only cause his brow to pucker.  That vote discloses
vast chunks of Socialist education left unattended to: vast masses left so
untutored as to be caught by fly-paper.  No cause for joy in the phenomenon.
(Applause.)  And yet this Social Democrat rejoices:  (reading)

�Two-thirds majority cast for municipal ownership shows that socialism
is in the air.�

�In the air,��I should stutter!  Very much �in the air,��everywhere,
except on Chicago soil!  (Applause and laughter.)

Two-thirds majority cast for a municipal ownership proposition,
emanating from a capitalist political party, �shows that Socialism is in the
air,� and is pointed to with joy!�Can you imagine such childish fatuity?  For
this man, the Gracchi lived and labored, bled and died�in vain!  (Great
applause.)

Let the modern revolutionist try the �municipal ownership� sop, and he
will find himself out-municipal-ownershipped.  Nothing there is more
demagogic than Usurpation.  For every 1 �municipal ownership� he may
propose, the Capitalist Class will propose 12,�the same as, for every 1 colony
proposed by Gaius Gracchus, the Senate out-sopped him with a proposition
for 4, drew his support away from him, and threw the threatened revolution
flat on its back.  And Gaius Gracchus had himself lent a hand.  Every sop,
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thrown by Gaius at the proletariat, was a banana peel placed by himself
under their feet.  Of course they slipped and fell.

Not sops, but the unconditional surrender of capitalism, is the battle-cry
of the Proletarian Revolution.  (Great applause.)
VIII.

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION IS IMPELLED AND HELD
TOGETHER BY REASON, NOT RHETORIC.�Speech is powerful.  No
doubt.  But all is not said when that is said.  The same nature of speech, that
answers in one instance, fails to in another.  Whatever the nature may be of
the proper speech on other fields, on the field of the Proletarian Revolution it
must be marked by Sense, not Sound; by Reason, not Rhetoric.  The training
of the Gracchi, of Gaius in particular, disqualified them in this.  They had
been tutored from infancy by Greek rhetoricians.  Now, rhetoric, like a ship,
may cleave the waters of the Proletarian revolution; but these close after it,
and presently remain trackless.

Organization is a prerequisite of the Proletarian Revolution.  It is
requisite by reason of the very numbers involved; it is requisite, above all, as
a tactical protection against the tactical weakness that I have pointed out in
the proletariat as a revolutionary force.  Other revolutions could succeed with
loose organization and imperfect information:  In the first place, they were
otherwise ballasted; in the second, being grounded on the slavery of some
Class, a dumb driven herd of an army could fit in their social architecture.
Otherwise with the proletariat:  It needs information for ballast as for sails;
and its organization must be marked with intelligent co-operation.  The
proletarian Army of Emancipation cannot consist of a dumb driven herd.  The
very idea is a contradiction in terms.  Now, then, not all the fervid and
trained rhetoric, at the command of the Gracchi and lavishly used by them,
could take the place of the drill that the Roman proletariat needed on hard,
dry information.  The Gracchian rhetoric pleased, entertained, swayed,�but
did not organize.  Could not.  At the first serious shock, their forces melted
away,�just as we have seen proletarian forces again and again melt away in
our own days.  (Applause.)

Rhetoric is a weapon of reform; it may plow the ground, it does not sow.
The Proletarian Revolution wields the tempered steel of sterner stuff.
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I X .

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION DEALS NOT IN DOUBLE
SENSE.�It is at its peril that a revolution conceals its purpose.  This is
truest with the Proletarian Revolution.

Gaius Gracchus had set his cap against the Senate.  He conceived that
body to be the embodiment of all evil.  That he looked only at the surface of
things appears from his conduct in clothing the Equestrian Order�men of
the senatorial class�with senatorial powers.  Nevertheless, it is the Senate
he sought to overthrow.  In his mind that was the barrier against social well-
being.  His revolution aimed at the overthrow of the Senate.  But he kept the
secret locked in his breast, and only allowed it to peep through by indirection.

It is narrated of Gaius that, meaning to convey the idea that, not the
Senate but the people should rule, not the Senate but the people should be
considered, he differently from the orators of old, stood with his face towards
the forum, and not towards the Senate, in his public addresses.  This was a
bit of pantomime, unworthy a great Cause that called for plain language in
no uncertain tones.  By such conduct Gaius Gracchus could only raise dust
over his designs.  And that could have for its effect only to weaken him.  It
could not throw the affronted foe off its guard.  On the other hand, it could
only keep away forces needful to his purpose, whom straightforward language
would attract.

It is only the path to servitude that needs the gentle, the path to freedom
calls for the ruder hand.  Pantomimes, double sense and mummery may
answer the purpose of a Movement in which the proletariat acts only the role
of dumb driven beasts of burden.  Pantomimes, mummery and double sense
are utterly repellent to, and repelled by the Proletarian Revolution.

X .

I stated introductorily to these Canons of the Proletarian Revolution that
they dove-tailed into9

 one another, seeing they all proceeded from a central
principle.  That central principle may be now taken up as the tenth of these
canons.  It sums them all up.  You can not have failed to perceive it peeping
through all the others.  It is this:�

THE PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION IS A CHARACTER-BUILDER.�

9 �In� in the newspaper.
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The proletarian organization, that means to be tributary to the large Army of
Proletarian Emancipation, can not too strenuously guard against aught that
may tend to debauch its membership.  It must be intent upon promoting the
character and moral fibre of the mass.  Characterfulness is a distinctive mark
of the Proletarian Revolution.  Foremost, accordingly, in the long series of
Gracchian blunders, stands the measure of Gaius for the free distribution of
corn.  By that act he reduced the Roman proletarian to beggars.  Beggars can
only desert and compromise, they can not carry out a revolution.  (Applause.)

Their energies consumed with the tinkerings on �forms�; their intellect
cracked by illogical postures; their morale ruined by palliatives; the edge of
their revolutionary dignity blunted by �precedents�; their mental vigor
palsied by the veneration of the unvenerable; their self-reliance broken by
leaning on hostile elements; their resolution warped by sops; their minds left
vacant with rhetoric; their senses entertained with pantomimes; finally, their
character dragged down to the ditch of the beggar;�what wonder that, the
moment the Roman proletariat were brought to the scratch, they acquitted
themselves like beggars, made their peace with the Usurper, and left their
leaders in the lurch?  (Great applause.)

The task is unthankful of submitting to rigid criticism the conduct of men
of such noble aspirations as the Gracchi.  Nevertheless, it must be recorded
that, of all the distressing acts of the Gracchi, none compares with the
conduct of Gaius when, finding himself forsaken by the masses that himself
had debauched and thus virtually driven from him, he implored in the
Temple of Diana eternal slavery for them in punishment for their �base
ingratitude,��exactly as in modern times, Utopians, turned reactionist, have
been seen to do.  (Great applause.)

W A R N I N G S  F R O M  T H E  P A S T

In the course of the first of these Two Pages from Roman History��Plebs
Leaders and Labor Leaders��I pointed out the serious danger that lurked
behind the automatic-mechanical system of reasoning on the domain of the
Social Question.  The man who would say:  �The capitalist lives on the
proceeds of labor; the more the capitalist gets, the less there is for the
workingman; the more the workingman gets, the less there is for the
capitalist; between the two there is an irrepressible conflict; harmony
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between them is impossible; therefore Mark Hanna�s Industrial Peace
Commission is bound to be a failure;{�}�the man who would say that would
speak truly.  And yet grave was the blunder shown to be that such conclusion
leads to, if it complacently stops there.

We saw wherein the danger lay from a review of the career of the Plebs
Leader.  Between the patriciate and bourgeois plebeians, on the one hand,
and the rest of the plebeian order, on the other, there was a conflict as
irrepressible as that between Capitalist Class and Working Class.  Concord
between the two was out of question.  Yet we saw what happened.  The
impossibility of concord between the exploiters and the exploited of Rome
caused neither Camillus� Temple to the Goddess of Concord to crumble, nor
the conditions which it actually was a landmark of to break down.  What
happened was a continuance of social development that moved, we may say,
along the resultant of the forces, that lay in the �irrepressible conflict�
together with the ignorance on, and the manner in which the conflict was
handled.  And we saw how dire the issue.

Just so with regard to to-night�s subject.  A mechanical, �schablone,� style
of reasoning would blind us to the peculiar, the exceptional tactical weakness
that the proletariat labors under as a revolutionary force.  And the blindness
would be fatal.

The Gracchian episode in Roman history supplemented the episode,
whose close was marked by Camillus� Temple to the Goddess of Concord.
Rough-hewn in the quarry of 500 B. C. to 400 B. C., the proletariat of Rome
was 300 years later shaped into final shape in the smithy of the Gracchian
tactics.  And what was that shape?  An army of legions, whose motto was a
mockery of the Socialist maxim that we know to-day.  The Socialist maxim is:
�Workingmen, you have nothing to lose but your chains, and a world to
gain!��a world of human happiness, from your own noble efforts.  The
maxim that arose in the army of revolution that the Gracchi shaped was:
�Proletarians, you have nothing to lose but your weapons, your sword and
pike, and a world to gain!��from what? from the favor of your General! how?
through rapine!�would it, in these days of electric rapidity, take 500 years to
shape the proletariat of the land into another world-fagot?

As in biology, the same elements, submitted to different temperature and
atmospheric pressure, will produce different substances, so in sociology.  The
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Socialist Republic will not leap into existence out of the existing social loom,
like a yard of calico is turned out by a Northrop loom.  Nor will its only
possible architect, the Working Class�that is, the wage earner, or wage-
slave, the modern proletariat;�figure in the process as a mechanical force
moved mechanically.  In other words, the world�s theater of Social Evolution
is not a Punch and Judy Box, nor the actors on that world�s stage manikins,
operated with wires.

As the first of these Two Pages from Roman History, by drawing
attention to a strategic danger that besets the path of the Socialist
Movement, pointed to the urgency of providing safeguards; so this second
Page, �The Warning of the Gracchi,� by drawing attention to a tactical
weakness of our own forces under fire, points to the precautions that the
conditions demand.

And we, then, to-day, in this country, the country that nearest comes to
Rome since Rome went down,�well may we look back to the lessons of those
days.  Well may we take to heart the career of the Plebs Leaders; well may we
take to heart the tactical blunders of the Gracchi; and from the one and the
other receive a warning for our conduct in this generation.  (Great applause.)

{THE END.}
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by

Daniel DeLeon

An address delivered at

Wells’ Memorial Hall, Boston, Mass.,

January 26, 1896

Mr. Chairman and Workingmen of Boston:

I  have  got  into  the  habit  of  putting  two  and  two  together,  and  drawing  my

conclusions. When I was invited to come to Boston, the invitation reached me at about

the  same  time  as  an  official  information  that  a  reorganization  of  the  party  was

contemplated in the city of Boston. I put the two together and I drew the conclusion

that part of the purpose of the invitation was for me to come here to tell you upon what

lines we in New York organized, and upon what lines we “wicked” Socialists of New

York and Brooklyn gave the capitalist class last November the 16,000-vote black eye.

ORGANIZATION

It  has  become  an  axiom  that,  to  accomplish  results,  organization  is  requisite.

Nevertheless, there is “organization” and “organization." That this is so appears clearly

from the fact that the “pure-and-simplers” have been going about saying to the workers:

“Organize!  Organize!”  and  after  they  have  been  saying  that,  and  have  been

“organizing” and “organizing” for the past thirty or forty years, we find that they are

virtually where they started, if not worse off; that their “organization” partakes of the

nature of the lizard, whose tail destroys what his foreparts build up.

I think the best thing I can do to aid you in organizing is to give you the principles

upon which the Socialist sections of New York and Brooklyn are organized. To do that

I shall  go back to basic principles, and in explaining to you the difference there is

between reform and revolution, I shall be able, step by step, to point out how it is we

are organized, and how you ought to be.

I shall assume”it is a wise course for a speaker to adopt—that none in this audience

knows  what  is  “reform”  and  what  is  “revolution."  Those  who  are  posted  will

understand me all the better; those who are not will follow me all the easier.

We  hear  people  talk  about  the  “reform  forces,”  about  “evolution”  and  about

“revolution” in ways that are highly mixed. Let us clear up our terms.

Reform means a change of externals; revolution”peaceful or bloody, the peacefulness
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or the bloodiness of it cuts no figure whatever in the essence of the question”means a

change from within.

REFORM

Take, for instance, a poodle. You can reform him in a lot of ways. You can shave his

whole body and leave a tassel at the tip of his tail; you may bore a hole through each

ear, and tie a blue bow on one and a red bow on the other; you may put a brass collar

around  his  neck  with  your  initials  on,  and  a  trim  little  blanket  on  his  back;  yet,

throughout, a poodle he was and a poodle he remains. Each of these changes probably

wrought a corresponding change in the poodle’s life. When shorn of all his hair except

a tassel at the tail’s tip he was owned by a wag who probably cared only for the fun he

could get out of his pet; when he appears gaily decked in bows, probably his young

mistress’ attachment is of tenderer sort; when later we see him in the fancier’s outfit,

the treatment he receives and the uses he is put to may be yet again and probably are,

different. Each of these transformations or stages may mark a veritable epoch in the

poodle’s existence. And yet, essentially, a poodle he was, a poodle he is and a poodle

he will remain.

That is reform.

REVOLUTION

But when we look back myriads  of  years,  or  project  ourselves into far  --  future

physical cataclysms, and trace the development of animal life from the invertebrate to

the vertebrate,  from the lizard to the bird, from the quadruped and mammal till  we

come to  the  prototype  of  the poodle,  and  finally  reach the  poodle  himself,  and  so

forward”then do we find radical changes at each step, changes from within that alter the

very essence of his being, and that put, or will put, upon him each time a stamp that

alters the very system of his existence.

That is revolution.

So with society. Whenever a change leaves the internal mechanism untouched, we

have reform; whenever the internal mechanism is changed, we have revolution.

Of  course,  no  internal  change  is  possible  without  external  manifestations.  The

internal changes denoted by the revolution or evolution of the lizard into the eagle go

accompanied with external marks. So with society. And therein lies one of the pitfalls

into  which  dilettantism  or  “reforms”  invariably  tumble.  They  have  noticed  that

externals  change with internals;  and they rest  satisfied with mere external  changes,

without looking behind the curtain. But of this more presently.

We Socialists are not reformers; we are revolutionists. We Socialists do not propose

to change forms. We care nothing for forms. We want a change of the inside of the

mechanism of society, let the form take care of itself. We see in England a crowned

monarch; we see in Germany a sceptered emperor; we see in this country an uncrowned

president,  and we fail to  see the essential difference between Germany, England or
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America. That being the case, we are skeptics as to forms. We are like grown children,

in the sense that we like to look at the inside of things and find out what is there.

One  more  preliminary  explanation.  Socialism  is  lauded  by  some  as  an  angelic

movement, by others it is decried as a devilish scheme. Hence you find the Gomperses

blowing hot and cold on the subject;  and Harry Lloyd, with whose capers,  to your

sorrow, you are more familiar than I, pronouncing himself a Socialist in one place, and

in another running Socialism down. Socialism is neither an aspiration of angels nor a

plot of devils. Socialism moves with its feet firmly planted in the ground and its head

not  lost  in  the  clouds;  it  takes  science  by  the  hand,  asks  her  to  lead  and  goes

whithersoever she points. It does not take science by the hand, saying: “I shall follow

you to the end of the road if it  please me.” No! It takes her by the hand and says:

“Whithersoever thou leadest, thither am I bound to go.” The Socialists, consequently,

move as intelligent men; we do not mutiny because, instead of having wings, we have

arms, and cannot fly as we would wish.

What then, with an eye single upon the differences between reform and revolution,

does Socialism mean? To point out that, I shall take up two or three of what I may style

the principal nerve centers of the movement.

GOVERNMENT”THE STATE

One of these principal nerve centers is the question of “government” or the question

of the “State.” How many of you have not seen upon the shelves of our libraries books

that treat upon the “History of the State"; upon the “Limitations of the State"; upon

“What  the  State  Should  do  and  What  It  Should  Not  Do";  upon  the  “Legitimate

Functions of the State,” and so on into infinity? Nevertheless, there is not one among

all  of these,  the products, as they all  are, of the vulgar and superficial character of

capitalist thought, that fathoms the question or actually defines the “State.” Not until

we reach the great works of the American Morgan, of Marx and Engels, and of other

Socialist philosophers, is the matter handled with that scientific lucidity that proceeds

from facts, leads to sound conclusions and breaks the way to practical work. Not until

you know and understand the history of  the “State” and of  “government” will  you

understand one of the cardinal principles upon which Socialist organization rests, and

will you be in a condition to organize successfully.

We are told that “government” has always been as it is today and always will be.

This is the first fundamental error of what Karl Marx justly calls capitalistic vulgarity

of thought.

When man started on his career, after having got beyond the state of the savage, he

realized that  cooperation was a necessity  to  him.  He understood that  together  with

others he could face his enemies in a better way than alone; he could hunt, fish, fight

more successfully. Following the instructions of the great writer Morgan”the only great

and original American writer upon this question”we look to the Indian communities,

the Indian settlements, as a type of the social system that our ancestors, all of them,

without exception, went through at some time.

The Indian lived in the community condition. The Indian lived under a system of
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common property.  As  Franklin  described it,  in  a  sketch  of  the  history  and alleged

sacredness of private property, there was no such thing as private property among the

Indians. They cooperated, worked together, and they had a central directing authority

among  them.  In  the  Indian  communities  we  find  that  central  directing  authority

consisting of the “sachems.” It makes no difference how that central directing authority

was elected; there it was. But note this: its function was to direct the cooperative or

collective  efforts  of  the  communities  and,  in  so  doing,  it  shared  actively  in  the

productive work of the communities. Without its work, the work of the communities

would not have been done.

When,  in  the  further  development  of  society,  the  tools  of  production  grew  and

developed”grew and developed beyond the point reached by the Indian; when the art of

smelting iron ore was discovered; when thereby that leading social cataclysm, wrapped

in the mists of ages, yet discernible, took place that rent former communal society in

twain along the line of sex, the males being able, the females unable, to wield the tool

of production”then society was cast into a new mold; the former community, with its

democratic equality of rights and duties, vanishes and a new social system turns up,

divided into two sections, the one able, the other unable, to work at production. The

line that separated these two sections, being at first the line of sex, could, in the very

nature of things, not yet be sharp or deep. Yet, notwithstanding, in the very shaping of

these  two  sections”one  able,  the  other  unable,  to  feed  itself”we  have  the  first

premonition of  the  classes,  of  class  distinctions,  of  the  division of  society into the

independent and the dependent, into master and slaves, ruler and ruled.

Simultaneously, with this revolution we find the first changes in the nature of the

central directing authority, of that body whose original function was to share in, by

directing, production.

Just as soon as economic equality is destroyed and the economic classes crop up in

society, the functions of the central directing authority gradually begin to change, until

finally, when, after a long range of years, moving slowly at  first and then with the

present hurricane velocity under capitalism proper, the tool has developed further, and

further, and still further, and has reached its present fabulous perfection and magnitude;

when,  through its  private  ownership,  the  tool  has  wrought  a  revolution within  a

revolution by dividing society, no longer along the line of sex, but strictly along the line

of ownership or non-ownership of the land on and the tool with which to work;

when the privately owned, mammoth tool of today has reduced more than fifty-two

per cent of our  population to  the state  of being utterly unable to  feed without first

selling themselves into wage slavery, while it at the same time saps the ground from

under about thirty-nine per cent of our people,  the middle class, whose puny tools,

small capital, render them certain victims of competition with the large capitalist, and

makes them desperate;

when the economic law that asserts itself under the system of private ownership of

the tool has concentrated these private owners into about eight per cent of the nation’s

inhabitants, has thereby enabled this small capitalist class to live without toil, and to

compel the majority, the class of the proletariat, to toil without living;

when, finally, it has come to the pass in which our country now finds itself, that, as
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was  stated  in  Congress,  ninety-four  per  cent  of  the  taxes  are  spent  in  “protecting

property”—the property of the trivially small  capitalist  class—and not in protecting

life;

when, in short, the privately owned tool has wrought this work, and the classes”the

idle rich and the working poor”are in full bloom”then the central directing authority of

old stands transformed; its pristine functions of aiding in, by directing, production have

been supplanted by the functions of holding down the dependent, the slave, the ruled,

i.e., the working class.

Then, and not before, lo, the State, the modern State, the capitalist State! Then, lo,

the government, the modern government, the capitalist government”equipped mainly, if

not solely, with the means of suppression, of oppression, of tyranny!

In sight of these manifestations of the modern State, the anarchist -- the rose-water

and the dirty-water variety alike”shouts: “Away with all central directing authority; see

what it does; it  can only do mischief; it always did mischief!” But Socialism is not

anarchy. Socialism does not, like the chicken in the fable, just out of the shell, start with

the  knowledge  of  that  day.  Socialism rejects  the  premises  and  the  conclusions  of

anarchy upon the State and upon government. What Socialism says is: “Away with the

economic system that alters the beneficent functions of the central directing authority

from an aid to production into a means of oppression.” And it proceeds to show that,

when the instruments of production shall be owned no longer by the minority, but shall

be restored to the Commonwealth; that when, as a result of this, no longer the minority

or any portion of the people shall be in poverty and classes, class distinctions and class

rule  shall,  as  they  necessarily  must,  have  vanished,  that  then  the  central  directing

authority will lose all its repressive functions and is bound to reassume the functions it

had in the old communities of our ancestors, become again a necessary aid, and assist

in production.

The Socialist, in the brilliant simile of Karl Marx, sees that a lone fiddler in his room

needs no director; he can rap himself to order, with his fiddle to his shoulder, and start

his dancing tune, and stop whenever he likes. But just as soon as you have an orchestra,

you must also have an orchestra director”a central directing authority. If you don’t, you

may have a Salvation Army powwow, you may have a Louisiana Negro breakdown;

you may have an orthodox Jewish synagogue, where every man sings in whatever key

he likes, but you won’t have harmony—impossible.

It needs this central directing authority of the orchestra master to rap all the players

to order at a given moment; to point out when they shall begin; when to have these play

louder, when to have those play softer; when to put in this instrument, when to silence

that; to regulate the time of all and preserve the accord. The orchestra director is not an

oppressor, nor is his baton an insignia of tyranny; he is not there to bully anybody; he is

as necessary or important as any or all of the members of the orchestra.

Our system of production is in the nature of an orchestra. No one man, no one town,

no one state, can be said any longer to be independent of the other; the whole people of

the United States, every individual therein, is dependent and interdependent upon all

the others. The nature of the machinery of production; the subdivision of labor, which

aids  cooperation  and  which  cooperation  fosters,  and  which  is  necessary  to  the

plentifulness  of  production that  civilization requires,  compel a  harmonious working
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together of all departments of labor, and thence compel the establishment of a central

directing  authority,  of  an  orchestral  director,  so  to  speak,  of  the  orchestra  of  the

cooperative commonwealth.

Such is the State or government that the Socialist revolution carries in its womb.

Today, production is left to anarchy, and only tyranny, the twin sister of anarchy, is

organized.

Socialism,  accordingly,  implies  organization;  organization  implies  directing

authority; and the one and the other are strict reflections of the revolutions undergone

by the tool  of  production.  Reform, on the  other  hand,  skims  the  surface,  and with

“referendums” and similar devices limits itself to external tinkerings.

MATERIALISM”MORALITY

The  second nerve  center  of  Socialism that  will  serve  to  illustrate  the  difference

between reform and revolution is its materialistic groundwork.

Take, for instance, the history of slavery. All of our ancestors - this may shock some

of you, but it is a fact all the same”all of our ancestors were cannibals at one time. The

human race, in its necessity to seek for food, often found it easier to make a raid and

take  from  others  the  food  they  had  gathered.  In  those  olden,  olden  days  of  the

barbarism of our ancestors, when they conquered a people and took away its property,

they had no further use for the conquered; they killed them, spitted them over a good

fire, roasted and ate them up. It was a simple and the only profitable way known of

disposing of prisoners of war. They did with their captives very much what bees do yet;

when they have raided and conquered a hive they ruthlessly kill every single denizen of

the captured hive.

Our  ancestors  continued  cannibals  until  their  social  system  had  developed

sufficiently to enable them to keep their prisoners under control. From that moment

they found it more profitable to keep their prisoners of war alive and turn them into

slaves to work for them, than it was to kill them off and eat them. With that stage of

material development,  cannibalism was dropped. From the higher material  plane on

which our ancestors then stood, their moral vision enlarged and they presently realized

that it was immoral to eat up a human being.

Cannibalism disappeared to make room for chattel slavery. And what do we see?

Watch the process of “moral development” in this country—the classic ground in many

ways to study history in, for the reason that the whole development of mankind can be

seen here, portrayed in a few years, so to speak. You know how, today, the Northern

people put on airs of morality on the score of having “abolished chattel slavery," the

“traffic in human flesh,” “gone down South and fought, and bled, to free the Negro,”

etc., etc. Yet we know that just as soon as manufacturing was introduced in the North,

the North found that it was too expensive to own the Negro and take care of him; that it

was much cheaper not to own the worker; and, consequently, that they “religiously,”

“humanely” and “morally” sold their slaves to the South, while they transformed the

white people of the North, who had no means of production in their own hands, into

wage  slaves,  and  mercilessly  ground  them  down.  In  the  North,  chattel  slavery
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disappeared  just  as  soon  as  the  development  of  machinery  rendered  the  institution

unprofitable. The immorality of chattel slavery became clear to the North just as soon

as, standing upon that higher plane that its higher material development raised it to, it

acquired a better vision. The benighted South, on the contrary, that had no machinery,

remained with eyes shut, and she stuck to slavery till the slave was knocked out of her

fists.

Guided by the light of this and many similar lessons of history, Socialism builds

upon the principle that the “moral sentiment,” as illustrated by the fate of the slave, is

not the cause, but a powerful aid to revolutions. The moral sentiment is to a movement

as important as the sails are to a ship. Nevertheless, important though sails are, unless a

ship is well laden, unless she is soundly, properly and scientifically constructed, the

more  sails  you  pile  on  and  spread  out,  the  surer  she  is  to  capsize.  So  with  the

organizations that are to carry out a revolution. Unless your Socialist organizations are

as  sound as  a  bell;  unless  they  are  as  intolerant  as  science;  unless  they  will  plant

themselves  squarely  on  the  principle  that  two  and  two  make  four  and  under  no

circumstances allow that they make five, the more feeling you put into them, the surer

they are to capsize and go down. On the contrary, load your revolutionary ship with the

proper lading of science; hold her strictly to the lodestar; try no monkeyshines and no

dillyings and dallyings with anything that is not strictly scientific, or with any man who

does not stand on our uncompromisingly scientific platform; do that, and then unfurl

freely the sails of morality; then the more your sails, the better off your ship; but not

unless you do that, will you be safe, or can you prevail.

Socialism knows that revolutionary upheavals and transformations proceed from the

rock  bed  of  material  needs.  With  a  full  appreciation  of  and  veneration  for  moral

impulses  that  are  balanced  with  scientific  knowledge,  it  eschews,  looks  with  just

suspicion upon and gives a wide berth to balloon morality, or he it those malarial fevers

that reformers love to dignify with the name of “moral feelings.”

THE CLASS STRUGGLE

A third nerve center of Socialism by which to distinguish reform from revolution is

its manly, aggressive posture.

The  laws  that  rule  sociology  run  upon  lines  parallel  with  and  are  the  exact

counterparts of those that natural science has established in biology.

In  the  first  place,  the  central  figure in  biology  is  the species,  not  the  individual

specimen. In sociology, the economic classes take the place of the species in biology.

Consequently, that is the central figure on the field of sociology that corresponds to and

represents the species on the field of biology.

In  the  second place,  struggle,  and  not  piping  peace;  assimilation  by  the  ruthless

process of the expulsion of all elements that are not fit for assimilation, and not external

coalition”such are the laws of growth in biology, and such are and needs must be the

laws of growth in sociology.

Hence, Socialism recognizes in modern society the existence of a struggle of classes,

and the line that  divides  the combatants to  be the economic line that  separates the
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interests of the property-holding capitalist class from the interests of the propertiless

class of the proletariat. As a final result of this, Socialism, with the Nazarene, spurns as

futile, if not wicked, the method of cajolery and seduction, or the crying of “Peace,

peace,  where  there  is  no peace,” and cuts  a  clean swath,  while  reform is  eternally

entangled in its course of charming, luring, decoying.

ILLUSTRATIONS

Let me now give you a few specific illustrations”based upon this general sketch”that

may help to point out more clearly the sharp differences there are between reform and

revolution, , and the grave danger there lurks behind confounding the two.

You remember I referred to  the fact  that  internal,  i.e.,  revolutionary changes,  are

always accompanied with external changes of some sort, and that therein lay a pitfall

into which reform invariably tumbled, inasmuch as  reform habitually  rests satisfied

with externals, allows itself to be deceived with appearances. For instance:

The Socialist revolution demands, among other things, the public ownership of all

the  means  of  transportation.  But,  in  itself,  the  question  of  ownership  affects  only

external forms: The Post Office is the common property of the people, and yet the real

workers in that department are mere wage slaves. In the mouth of the Socialist, of the

revolutionist, the internal fact, the cardinal truth, that for which alone we fight, and

which alone is entitled to all we can give to it - that is the abolition of the system of

wage slavery under which the proletariat is working. Now, up step the Populists”the

dupers,  not  the  duped  among  them  with  a  plan  to  nationalize  the  railroads.  The

standpoint  from which they proceed is  that  of  middle  class  interests  as  against  the

interests  of  the  upper  capitalists  or  monopolists.  The railroad monopolists  are  now

fleecing the middle class; these want to turn the tables upon their exploiters; they want

to abolish them, wipe them out, and appropriate unto themselves the fleecings of the

working class which the railroad monopolists now monopolize. With this reactionary

class  interest  in  mind,  the  duper-Populist  steps  forward  and  holds  this  plausible

language:

“We, too, want the nationalization of the roads; we are going your way; join us!”

The reform straws are regularly taken in by this seeming truth; they are carried off

their feet; and they are drawn heels over head into the vortex of capitalist conflicts. Not

so the revolutionist. His answer follows sharp and clear:

“Excuse me! Guess you do want to nationalize the railroads, but only as a reform; we

want  nationalization  as  a  revolution.  You  do  not  propose,  while  we  are  fixedly

determined, to relieve the railroad workers of the yoke of wage slavery under which

they now grunt and sweat. By your scheme of nationalization, you do not propose, on

the contrary, you oppose all relief to the workers, and you have set dogs at the heels of

our propagandists in Chautauqua County, N.Y., whenever it was proposed to reduce the

hours of work of the employees.”

While we, the revolutionists, seek the emancipation of the working class and the

abolition of all exploitation, duper-Populism seeks to rivet the chains of wage slavery

more firmly upon the proletariat. There is no exploiter like the middle class exploiter.
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Carnegie may fleece his workers”he has 20,000 of them”of only fifty cents a day and

yet net, from sunrise to sunset, $10,000 profits; the banker with plenty of money to lend

can thrive with a trifling shaving of each individual note; but the apple woman on the

street corner must make a hundred and five hundred per cent profit to exist. For the

same reason, the middle class, the employer of few hands, is the worst, the bitterest, the

most inveterate, the most relentless exploiter of the wage slave.

You may now realize what a grave error that man will incur who will rest satisfied

with external appearance. Reform is invariably a cat’s paw for dupers; revolution never.

Take now an illustration of the revolutionary principle that  the material  plane on

which  man stands  determines  his  perception  of  morality.  One  man writes  to  THE

PEOPLE office: “You speak about the immorality of capitalism, don’t you know that it

was immoral to demonetize silver?” Another writes: “How queer to hear you talk about

immorality; don’t you know it is a type of immorality to have a protective tariff?” He

wants free trade. A third one writes: “Oh, sir, I admire the moral sentiment that inspires

you, but how can you make fun of prohibition? Don’t you know that if a man is drunk,

he  will  beat  his  wife  and kill  his  children?”  And so forth.  Each  of  these  looks at

morality from the standpoint of his individual or class interests. The man who owns a

silver mine considers it the height of immorality to demonetize silver. The importer

who can be benefited by free trade thinks it a heinous crime against good morals to set

up a high tariff. The man whose wage slaves come on Monday somewhat boozy, so that

he cannot squeeze, pilfer out of them as much wealth as he would like to, becomes a

pietistic prohibitionist.

One of our great men, a really great man, a man whom I consider a glory to the

United States”Artemus Ward”with that genuine, not bogus, keen Yankee eye of his saw,

and with that master pen of his excellently illustrated this scientific truth, with one of

his yarns. He claimed, you know, that he traveled through the country with a collection

of wax figures representing the great men and criminals of the time. On one occasion

he was in Maine.  At about that  time a little boy, Wilkins,  had killed his  uncle.  Of

course, the occurrence created a good deal of a sensation, and Artemus Ward tells us

that, having an eye to the main chance, he got up a wax figure which he exhibited as

Wilkins,  the boy murderer.  A few years  later,  happening  again in  the  same Maine

village, it  occurred to him that the boy Wilkins had proved a great attraction in the

place. He hunted around among his figures, found none small enough to represent a

boy, and he took the wax figure that he used to represent Captain Kidd with, labeled

that “Wilkins, the Boy Murderer,” and opened his booth. The people flocked in, paid

their  fifteen  cents  admission,  and  Artemus  started to  explain  his  figures.  When he

reached the “Boy Murderer,” and was expatiating upon the lad’s wickedness, a man in

the audience rose, and in a rasping, nasal voice, remarked: “How is that? Three years

ago you showed us the boy, Wilkins, he was a boy then, and died since; how can he

now be a big man?" Thereupon Artemus says: “I was angry at the rascal, and I should

have informed against him, and have him locked up for treason to the flag.”

With the master hand of genius Artemus here exposed the material bases of capitalist

“patriotism,” and pointed to the connection between the two. The material plane, on

which the fraudulent showman stood, determined his moral impulse on patriotism.

The  higher  the  economic  plane  on  which  a  class  stands,  and  the  sounder  its
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understanding  of  material  conditions,  all  the  broader  will  its  horizon  be,  and,

consequently, all the purer and truer its morality. Hence it is that, today, the highest

moral vision, and the truest withal, is found in the camp of the revolutionary proletariat.

Hence, also, you will perceive the danger of the moral cry that goes not hand in hand

with sound knowledge. The morality of reform is the corruscation of the ignis fatuus;

the morality of revolution is lighted by the steady light of science.

Take  another  illustration,  this  time  on  the  belligerent  poise  of  Socialism,  to

distinguish reform from revolution.

The  struggles  that  mark  the  movements  of  man  have  ever  proceeded  from  the

material interests, not of individuals, but of classes. The class interests on top, when

rotten”ripe for overthrow, succumbed, when they did succumb, to nothing short of the

class interests below. Individuals from the former class frequently took leading and

invaluable part on the side of the latter, and individuals of the latter regularly played the

role of traitors to civilization by siding with the former, as did, for instance, the son of

the venerable Franklin when he sided with the British. Yet in both sets of instances, the

combatants  stood  arrayed  upon  platforms  that  represented  opposite  class  interests.

Revolutions  triumphed,  whenever  they  did  triumph,  by  asserting  themselves  and

marching straight upon their goal. On the other hand, the fate of Wat Tyler ever is the

fate of reform. The rebels, in this instance, were weak enough to allow themselves to be

wheedled into placing their  movement into the hands of  Richard II,  who promised

“relief””and brought it by marching the men to the gallows.

You  will  perceive  the  danger  run  by  movements  that”instead  of  accepting  no

leadership except such as stands squarely upon their own demands”rest content with

and entrust themselves to “promises of relief.” Revolution, accordingly, stands on its

own  bottom,  hence  it  cannot  be  overthrown;  reform  leans  upon  others,  hence  its

downfall is certain.

Of  all  revolutionary  epochs,  the  present  draws  sharpest  the  line  between  the

conflicting class interests. Hence, the organizations of the revolution of our generation

must be the most uncompromising of any that yet appeared on the stage of history. The

program of this revolution consists not in any one detail. It demands the unconditional

surrender of the capitalist system and its system of wage slavery; the total extinction of

class rule is its object. Nothing short of that—whether as a first, a temporary, or any

other sort of step can at this late date receive recognition in the camp of the modern

revolution.

Upon these lines we organized in  New York and Brooklyn, and prospered; upon

these lines we have compelled the respect of the foe. And I say unto you, go ye, and do

likewise.

THE REFORMER”THE REVOLUTIONIST

And now to come to, in a sense, the most important, surely the most delicate, of any

of the various subdivisions of this address.

We know that movements make men, but men make movements. Movements cannot

exist unless they are carried on by men; in the last analysis it is the human hand and the
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human brain that serve as the instruments of revolutions.

How shall the revolutionist be known? Which are the marks of the reformer? In New

York a reformer cannot come within smelling distance of us but we can tell him. We

know him; we have experienced him; we know what mischief he can do; and he cannot

get within our ranks if we can help it. He must organize an opposition organization, and

thus fulfill the only good mission he has in the scheme of nature”pull out from among

us whatever reformers may be hiding there.

But you may not yet be familiar with the cut of the reformer’s jib. You may not know

the external marks of the revolutionist. Let me mention them.

The modern revolutionist, i.e., the Socialist, must, in the first place, by reason of the

sketch  I  presented  to  you  upon  the  development  of  the  State,  necessarily  work  in

organization, with all  that  that  implies.  In this you have the first  characteristic  that

distinguishes the revolutionist from the reformer; the reformer spurns organization; his

symbol is “Five Sore Fingers on a Hand””far apart from one another.

The modern revolutionist knows full well that man is not superior to principle, that

principle is superior to man, but he does not fly off the handle with the maxim and thus

turn the maxim into absurdity. He firmly couples the maxim with this other that no

principle is superior to the movement or organization that puts it and upholds it in the

field.

The engineer knows that steam is a powerful thing, but he also knows that unless the

steam is in the boiler, and unless there is a knowing hand at the throttle, the steam will

either evaporate or the boiler will burst. Hence, you will never hear an engineer say:

“Steam  is  the  thing,”  and  then  kick  the  locomotive  off  the  track.  Similarly,  the

revolutionist recognizes that the organization that is propelled by correct principles is

as the boiler that must hold the steam, or the steam will amount to nothing. He knows

that in the revolution demanded by our age, organization must be the incarnation of

principle. Just the reverse of the reformer, who will ever be seen mocking at science,

the revolutionist will not make a distinction between the organization and the principle.

He will say: “The principle and the organization are one.”

A Western judge,  on one occasion, had to do with a quibbling lawyer,  who was

defending  a  burglar”you know what  a  burglar  is”and  rendered a  decision  that  was

supremely wise. The prisoner was charged with having stuck his hand and arm through

a window and stolen something, whatever it was. The judge sentenced the man to the

penitentiary. Said the lawyer: “I demur; the whole of the man did not break through the

window; it was only his arm.” “Well,” said the judge, “I will sentence the arm; let him

do with the body what he likes.” As the man and his arm were certainly one, and as the

man would not wrench his arm out of its  socket and separate it  from the body, he

quietly went to the penitentiary, and I hope is there yet to serve as a permanent warning

against “reform science.”

Again, the modern revolutionist knows that in order to accomplish results or promote

principle, there must be unity of action. He knows that, if we do not go in a body and

hang  together,  we  are  bound  to  hang  separate.  Hence,  you  will  ever  see  the

revolutionist submit to the will of the majority; you will always see him readiest to

obey; he recognizes that obedience is the badge of civilized man. The savage does not
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know the word. The word “obedience” does not exist in the vocabulary of any language

until its people got beyond the stage of savagery. Hence, also, you will never find the

revolutionist  putting  himself  above  the  organization.  The  opposite  conduct  is  an

unmistakable earmark of reformers.

The revolutionist recognizes that the present machinery and methods of production

render impossible”and well it  is they do”the individual freedom of man such as our

savage ancestors knew the thing; that today, the highest individual freedom must go

hand in  hand with collective  freedom; and none such is  possible without  a  central

directing authority. Standing upon this vigor”imparting high plane of civilization, the

revolutionist is virile and self-reliant, in striking contrast with the mentally sickly and,

therefore,  suspicious  reformer.  Hence  the  cry  of  “Bossism!”  is  as  absent  from the

revolutionist’s lips as it is a feature on those of the reformer.

Another leading mark of the revolutionist, which is paralleled with the opposite mark

on the reformer, is the consistency, hence morality, of the former, and the inconsistency,

hence immorality, of the latter. As the revolutionist proceeds upon facts, he is truthful

and  his  course  is  steady;  on  the  other  hand,  the  reformer  will  ever  be  found

prevaricating and in perpetual contradiction of himself. The reformer, for instance, is

ever vaporing against “tyranny,” and yet Watch him; give him rope enough and you

will always see him straining to be the top man in the shebang, the man on horseback,

the autocrat, whose whim shall be law. The reformer is ever prating about “morality,”

but just give him a chance, and you will catch him every time committing the most

immoral acts, as, for instance, sitting in judgment on cases in which he himself is a

particeps criminis, or countenancing and profiting by such acts. The reformer’s mouth

is ever full with the words “individual freedom,” yet in the whole catalogue of defiers

of individual freedom, the reformer vies with the frontmost.

Finally, you will find the reformer ever flying off at a tangent, while the revolutionist

sticks  to  the  point.  The  scatterbrained  reformer  is  ruled  by  a  centrifugal,  the

revolutionist by a centripetal force.

Somebody  has  aptly  said  that  in  social  movements  an  evil  principle  is  like  a

scorpion; it carries the poison that will kill it.  So with the reformers; they carry the

poison of disintegration that breaks them up into twos and ones and thus deprives them

in the end of all power for mischief; while the power of the revolutionist to accomplish

results grows with the gathering strength that its posture insures to him.

The lines  upon which  we organize in  New York and Brooklyn are,  accordingly,

directly opposed to those of reformers. We recognize the need of organization with all

that that implies”of organization, whose scientific basis and uncompromising posture

inspire respect in the foe, and confidence in those who belong with us. This is the sine

qua non for success.

Right here allow me to digress for a moment. Keep in mind where I break off that we

may hitch on again all the easier.

Did you ever stop to consider why it is that in this country where opportunities are so

infinitely superior, the working class movement is so far behind, whereas in Europe,

despite the disadvantages there, it is so far ahead of us? Let me tell you.
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In the first place, the tablets of the minds of our working class are scribbled all over

by every charlatan who has let himself loose. In Europe, somehow or other, the men

who were able to speak respected and respect themselves a good deal more than most

of our public speakers do here. They studied first; they first drank deep at the fountain

of science; and not until they felt their feet firmly planted on the rock bed of fact and

reason, did they go before the masses. So it happens that the tablets of the minds of the

European, especially the Continental working classes, have lines traced upon them by

the master hands of the ages. Hence every succeeding new movement brought forward

by the tides of time found its work paved for and easier. But here, one charlatan after

another who could speak glibly, and who could get money from this, that, or the other

political party, would go among the people and upon the tablets of the minds of the

working classes he scribbled his crude text. So it happens that today, when the apostle

of Socialism goes before our people, he cannot do what his compeers in Europe do,

take a pencil and draw upon the minds of his hearers the letters of science; no, he must

first clutch a sponge, a stout one, and wipe clean the pot-hooks that the charlatans have

left there. Not until he has done that can he begin to preach and teach successfully.

Then, again, with this evil of miseducation, the working class of this country suffers

from another.  The charlatans,  one after the other,  set up movements that proceeded

upon lines of ignorance; movements that were denials of scientific facts; movements

that  bred hopes in the hearts of the people;  yet  movements that  had to collapse.  A

movement  must  be  perfectly  sound,  and  scientifically  based  or  it  cannot  stand.  A

falsely  based  movement  is  like  a  lie,  and  a  lie  cannot  survive.  All  these  false

movements  came  to  grief,  and  what  was  the  result?  -  disappointment,  stagnation,

diffidence, hopelessness in the masses.

The Knights of Labor, meant by Uriah Stephens, as he himself admitted, to be reared

upon the scientific principles of  Socialism—principles found today in no central or

national organization of labor outside of the Socialist Trade & Labor Alliance”sank into

the mire. Uriah Stephens was swept aside; ignoramuses took hold of the organization; a

million and a half men went into it, hoping for salvation; but, instead of salvation, there

came  from  the  veils  of  the  K.  of  L.  Local,  District  and  General  Assemblies  the

developed ignoramuses,  that  is  to say,  the labor fakers,  riding the workingman and

selling him out to the exploiter. Disappointed, the masses fell off.

Thereupon  bubbled  up  another  wondrous  concern,  another  idiosyncrasy  --  the

American Federation of Labor, appropriately called by its numerous English organizers

the American Federation of  Hell.  Ignoramuses  again took hold and the  lead.  They

failed to seek below the surface for the cause of the failure of the K. of L.; like genuine

ignoramuses,  they  fluttered  over  the  surface.  They  saw  on  the  surface  excessive

concentration of power in the K. of L., and they swung to the other extreme”they built a

tapeworm. I call it a tapeworm, because a tapeworm is no organism; it is an aggregation

of links with no cohesive powers worth mentioning. The fate of the K. of L. overtook

the A.F. of L. Like causes brought on like results, false foundations brought on ruin and

failure. Strike upon strike proved disastrous in all concentrated industries; wages and

the  standard  of  living  of  the  working  class  at  large  went  down;  the  unemployed

multiplied;  and  again  the  ignorant  leaders  naturally  and  inevitably  developed  into

approved  labor  fakers;  the  workers  found  themselves  shot,  clubbed,  indicted,

imprisoned by the identical Presidents, governors, mayors, judges, etc. —Republican

and Democratic”whom their misleaders had corruptly induced them to support.
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Today there is no A. F. of L. ”not even the tapeworm”any more. If you reckon it up,

you will find that if the 250,000 members which it claims paid dues regularly every

quarter, it must have four times as large a fund as it reports. The fact is the dues are

paid for the last quarter only; the fakers see to this to the end that they may attend the

annual rowdidow called the “A. F. of L. Convention””and advertise themselves to the

politicians. That’s all there is left of it. It is a ship, never seaworthy, but now stranded

and captured by a handful of pirates; a tapeworn pulled to pieces, condemned by the

rank and file of the American proletariat. Its career only filled still fuller the workers’

measure of disappointment, diffidence, helplessness.

The Henry George movement was another of these charlatan booms that only helped

still more to dispirit people in the end. The “single tax,” with its half-antiquated, half-

idiotic  reasoning,  took  the  field.  Again  great  expectations  were  raised  all  over  the

country”for a while. Again a semi-economic lie proved a broken reed to lean on. Down

came Humpty Dumpty, and all the king’s horses and all the king’s men could not now

put Humpty Dumpty together again. Thus the volume of popular disappointment and

diffidence received a further contribution.

Most recently there came along the People’s Party movement. Oh, how fine it talked!

It was going to emancipate the workers. Did it not say so in its preamble, however

reactionary its  platform? If  bluff  and blarney could save a movement,  the People’s

Party would have been imperishable.  But it  went up like a rocket,  and is  now fast

coming down a stick. In New York State it set itself up against us when we already had

14,000 votes, and had an official standing. It was going to teach us “dreamers” a lesson

in “practical American politics.” Well, its vote never reached ours, and last November

when we rose to 21,000 votes, it dropped to barely 5,000, lost its official standing as a

party in the state, and as far as New York and Brooklyn are concerned, we simply

mopped the floor with it.

These false movements, and many more kindred circumstances that I could mention,

have confused the judgment of our  people,  weakened the spring of  their hope,  and

abashed  their  courage.  Hence  the  existing  popular  apathy  in  the  midst  of  popular

misery;  hence  despondency  despite  unequaled  opportunities  for  redress;  hence  the

backwardness of the movement here when compared with that of Europe.

To return now where I broke off. The Socialist Labor Party cannot, in our country,

fulfill its mission”here less than anywhere else -- without it takes a stand, the scientific

soundness of whose position renders growth certain, failure impossible, and without its

disciplinary  firmness  earns  for  it  the  unqualified  confidence  of  the  now  eagerly

onlooking masses both in its integrity of purpose and its capacity to enforce order. It is

only thus that we can hope to rekindle the now low-burning spark of manhood and

womanhood in our American working class, and reconjure up the Spirit of `76.

We  know  full  well  that  the  race  or  class  that  is  not  virile  enough  to  strike  an

intelligent blow for itself, is not fit for emancipation. If emancipated by others, it will

need constant propping, or will collapse like a dish-clout. While that is true, this other

is true also: In all revolutionary movements, as in the storming of fortresses, the thing

depends  upon the  head  of  the  column”upon  that  minority  that  is  so  intense  in  its

convictions,  so  soundly  based  on  its  principles,  so determined in  its  action,  that  it

carries the masses with it, storms the breastworks and captures the fort. Such a head of
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the column must be our Socialist organization to the whole column of the American

proletariat.

Again our American history furnishes a striking illustration. When Pizarro landed on

the western slope of the Andes, he had with him about 115 men. Beyond the mountains

was an empire”the best  organized empire  of  the aborigines  that  had been found in

America.  It  had  its  departments;  it  had  its  classes;  it  was  managed  as  one  body

numbering hundreds of thousands to the Spaniards’ hundred. That body the small army

of determined men were to capture. What did Pizzaro do? Did he say, “Let us wait till

we get some more?” Or did he say, “Now, boys, I need every one of you 115 men"? No,

he said to them: “Brave men of Spain, yonder lies an empire that is a delight to live in,

full of gold, full of wealth, full of heathens that we ought to convert. They are as the

sands of the sea, compared with us, and they are entrenched behind their mountain

fastnesses. It needs the staunchest among you to undertake the conquest. If any, through

the  hardships  of  travel,  feel  unequal  to  the  hardships  of  the  enterprise,  I  shall  not

consider him a coward; let him stand back to protect our ships. Let only those stay with

me who are determined to fight, and who are determined to conquer.” About twenty

men  stood  aside,  about  ninety-five  remained;  with  ninety-five  determined  men  he

scaled those mountains and conquered that empire.

That  empire  of  the  Incas  is  today  capitalism,  both  in  point  of  its  own  inherent

weakness and the strength of its position. The army that is to conquer it is the army of

the  proletariat,  the  head  of  whose  column  must  consist  of  the  intrepid  Socialist

organization that has earned their love, their respect, their confidence.

What do we see today? At every recent election, the country puts me in mind of a jar

of water”turn the jar and all the water comes out. One election, all the Democratic vote

drops out and goes over to the Republicans; the next year all the Republican vote drops

out and goes over to the Democrats. The workers are moving backward and forward;

they are dissatisfied; they have lost confidence in the existing parties they know of, and

they are seeking desperately for the party of their class. At such a season, it is the duty

of us revolutionists to conduct ourselves in such manner as to cause our organization to

be  better  and  better  known,  its  principles  more  and  more  clearly  understood,  its

integrity and firmness more and more respected and trusted”then, when we shall have

stood that ground well and grown steadily, the masses will in due time flock over to us.

In the crash that is sure to come and is now just ahead of us, our steadfast Socialist

organization will alone stand out intact above the ruins; there will then be a stampede to

our party”but only upon revolutionary lines can it achieve this; upon lines of reform it

can never be victorious.

As the chairman said that time would be allowed for questions, I shall close at this

point, but not before”you will pardon the assumption -- not before I call upon you, in

the name of the 6,000 “wicked," revolutionary Socialists of New York and Brooklyn, to

organize, here in Boston, upon the genuinely revolutionary plan. Your state is a large

manufacturing state; there can be no reason why your vote should not grow, except

that, somehow or other, you have not acted as revolutionists. Every year that goes by in

this way is a year wasted.

Never forget that every incident that takes place within your, within our, ranks is

noted by a large number of workers on the outside. Tamper with discipline, allow this
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member to do as he likes, that member to slap the Party constitution in the face, yonder

member to fuse with reformers, this other to forget the nature of the class struggle and

to act up to his forgetfulness”allow that, keep such “reformers” in your ranks and you

have stabbed your movement at its vitals. With malice toward none, with charity to all,

you must enforce discipline if you mean to reorganize to a purpose. We know that in

struggles of this kind, personal feelings, unfortunately, play a part; you cannot prevent

that; let the other side, the reformer, fill the role of malice that its weak intellect drives

it  to;  do  you  fill  the  role  of  the  square-jointed  revolutionist”and  if  there  must  be

amputation, do it nobly, but firmly. Remember the adage that the tenderhanded surgeon

makes stinging wounds, and lengthens the period of suffering and pain. The surgeon

that has a firm hand to push the knife as deep as it ought to go, and pulls it out, and lets

the pus flow out, that surgeon makes clean wounds, shortens pain, brings cure quickly

about.

No organization will inspire the outside masses with respect that will not insist upon

and enforce discipline within its own ranks. If you allow your own members to play

monkeyshines  with  the  party,  the  lookers-on,  who belong  in  this  camp,  will  justly

believe that you will at some critical moment allow capitalism to play monkeyshines

with you; they will not respect you, and their accession to your ranks will be delayed.

There is, indeed, no social or economic reason why the vote of Boston should not be

one of the pillars of our movement. And yet that vote is weak and virtually stationary,

while in New York and Brooklyn it has on the whole been leaping forward. If you

realize  the  importance  of  the  revolutionary  construction  of  our  army;  if  you

comprehend the situation of the country”that there is a popular tidal wave coming; that,

in order  to bring it  our  way and render  it  effective,  we must be deserving thereof,

whereas, if we are not, the wave will recede with disastrous results; if you properly

appreciate the fact that every year that passes over our heads brings to our lives greater

danger,  throws  a  heavier  load  upon  the  shoulders  of  our  wives,  makes  darker  the

prospects  of  our  sons,  exposes  still  more  the  honor  of  our  daughters  --  if  you

understand  that,  then  for  their  sakes,  for  our  country’s  sake,  for  the  sake  of  the

proletarians of Boston, organize upon the New York and Brooklyn plan.

QUESTIONS

MR. DOOLING: I would like to inquire what it is proposed shall replace wages?

How are men to be supported when wages are done away with? Upon the answer to

that question will depend largely whether the middle class will support Socialism.

THE SPEAKER: I must disagree with the gentleman that the middle class is going

to  be  brought  into  this  movement  by  any  information  upon  what  is  going  to  be

substituted for wages. The middle class will have to be sold at auction by the sheriff.

That alone will enlighten it as a class. When it has lost its property, whereby it is now

skinning some unhappy devils, and its members have themselves become wage slaves,

then  it  will  see  what  this  whole  question  of  wages  amounts  to,  and  what  should

“substitute wages.”

Individuals among the middle class may, however, be intelligent enough to study the

question and, in that way, to learn, before they become wage slaves, the secret of the
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wages question.

Now, what are wages?

Wages  are  that  part  of  the  product  of  labor  which  the  capitalist  pays  to  the

workingman  out  of  the  proceeds  of  the  workingman’s  own  products.  Say  that  a

workingman produces $4 a day, and that $1 is paid him for his labor. That $1 is taken

out of the wealth that he himself produces, and it is kindly given back to him by the

capitalist, who pockets the other $3. That is one feature of wages.

Another is that wages are the price of labor in the labor market, and that in the labor

market, labor stands on the same footing as any other commodity. It is governed by the

law of supply and demand, its price, the same as that of anything else hairpins, shoes or

cast-off clothing, is determined by the law of supply and demand”the more there is of

these, the cheaper their price. Likewise with labor. Under the capitalist system, labor is

a commodity in the market. The workingman must sell his labor, which he gets paid for

with the thing called wages, at the market price. If the supply of labor is so much larger

than the demand, then, instead of getting his one dollar out of the four that he produces

in the illustration above given, he may get only ninety-five cents; if the demand for

labor goes down further, he may get ninety cents as the price of his labor; and if it goes

still further below the supply, still further down would go the price of labor, i.e., wages.

The price of labor may sink to I don’t know how low a level.

Some of you may say that the workingman has to live, and there is a limit. No, there

is no limit. The only limit that there is is a limit to the rapidity of the decline. Wages

cannot fall from a hundred cents to ten cents, but they can fall by easy gradations even

below ten cents.

We have, for instance, this story about the Chinese that in some places they live only

upon the rats they catch; that in other places, their stomachs having been squeezed still

more, they live upon the tails of rats that others ate; and that in still other places there

are Chinamen who live upon the smell of the tail of the rats. This may sound like a

joke, and yet there is more truth than poetry about it.

In the history of France we have it reported that large masses of the population lived,

in the eighteenth century, during the ancient regime, upon herbs, the price of which for

the whole year would not have been five francs. The human stomach is like an India

rubber ball; you can squeeze it, and squeeze it, and squeeze it, and you can shave off

and pare off the wants of the workingman till his wants are merely those of the beast.

Wages,  then, are the part  of  the product of  labor which the capitalist  allows the

workingman to keep, and which the capitalist does not steal, along with the other three

parts.

Now, then, for the same reason that wages are what I have said, there can be, under

Socialism, no “wages,” because sticking to my previous illustration, under Socialism

that workingman must get all the four dollars which he produces.

What are the things which compel the workingman today to receive wages?

First”the capitalist class owns all the things necessary to produce with; it holds the
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land, the railroads and the machinery with which to labor. The working class owns

none of these necessities, all of which it needs to labor with; hence it must sell itself.

Second”The reason why the wageworker must put up with so small a return is that

under  this  system he  is  not  treated  as  a  human being,  Christianity  to  the  contrary

notwithstanding. The capitalists are refined cannibals; they look at the workingman in

no other light than a horse; in fact, in a worse light; they will take care of a horse, but

let the workingmen die. Labor is cheap, and is treated that way under capitalism. Under

Socialism, standing upon that high scientific plane, we see a higher morality. We see

that labor should not be treated as a chattel; it should not be treated as a commodity; it

should not be treated as shoes, and potatoes and hairpins and cast-off clothing, but as a

human  being  capable  of  the  highest  intellectual  development.  So  treating  him,  the

wageworker of today becomes a part owner in the machinery of production, and being

part owner in the machinery of production he then gets the full return of his labor; he is

then free from the shackles that compel him to accept wages; he becomes the boss of

the machine, whereas today he is its appendage.

Under Socialism, we don’t need potato bugs, as a friend puts it, to raise potatoes.

Some people think that the wageworker class must carry the capitalist on its back. As

well  say that  you  must  have  potato bugs,  or  you won’t  have  any  potatoes.  If  you

remove the potato bugs, you will have all the more potatoes; remove the capitalist class

and you will have the whole of your product; there will not then be any potato bug, i.e.,

capitalist, to sponge up the bulk of your product.

JOHN F. O’SULLIVAN: I should like to ask the speaker if the four dollars, as per

the illustration, given to the worker”in other words, if he gets the full product of his

labor or work”wouldn’t that be wages all the same?

THE SPEAKER:  If  you choose  to  call  water  Paris  green,  that’s  your  business.

Suppose I came to you and said: “Paris green is not poisonous, it is an excellent thing

for the human system"; and suppose I went on saying: “See here, I am taking Paris

green, look at me. You see, it refreshes and does not kill me!” What ,would you think

of that? You would he justified to say I was juggling with words. And that is what I tell

you. You have no right to call water Paris green; it is known all the world over as water,

and Paris green is known as Paris green, a poison.

Now in  the same way “wages”  is  a  technical  term.  The term means in  political

economy that portion of the product of labor that the workingman is allowed to keep,

and that is not stolen from him by the capitalist.

Now you may say, “Well, granted; but suppose we call the revenue of a man his

wages, and I mean by that the full proceeds of his labor - wouldn’t that be the same?”

Yes, it would be the same if you mean the right thing, but here I would warn you”and

in that consists one of the “wickednesses” of us New York and Brooklyn Socialists”we

insist upon strict, technical terms, because if you juggle with terms in that way you will

have a Tower of Babel confusion.

The Bible, which I recommend to you to read carefully, furnishes in its Tower of

Babel story a warning worth taking to heart. When the Lord wanted to confuse the Jews

so that they shouldn’t build that tower and get into heaven by that route, he introduced
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the confusion of language among them. Thereupon, when a man said,  “Bring me a

brick,” they brought him a chair, and when a man said, “Bring me a chair,” they struck

him over the head with a crowbar; and so, not being able to understand one another, the

building of the tower was given up, and the people scattered to the four winds.

Now, we Socialists brace ourselves against all Tower of Babel confusion. When we

say “wages,” we mean the thing that is so styled by scientific political economy, and we

won’t allow its well marked and sharply drawn character to be blurred. Wages are what

they are understood to be technically, and we call them by no other name.

The four dollars your workingmen would get  would not be “wages.” Those four

dollars would be the proceeds of labor. Today he gets wages, and wages mean only that

part of his product, as I said before, which capital does not steal away from him.

Unless you define wages in that way, you will not be able to have a clear, scientific

understanding of what profits are, namely, that portion of the product of labor which

the capitalist does steal  from the worker. The worker produces a certain amount of

wealth, and that is divided into two parts. One small part is called wages; the big part is

called  profits.  Now,  by  sticking  to  scientific  definitions,  we  are  aided  in  the

understanding  of  the  nature  of  capitalism,  and  the  relations  that  exist  between the

capitalist class and the workmen’s class. We are aided in understanding that capital, i.e.,

the capitalist class, and labor are enemies born.

Since wages are a part of the product of labor, and profits are another part, it follows

that  you  cannot  increase  profits  without  reducing  wages,  and  you  cannot  increase

wages without reducing profits. It follows that the interests of the man who gets profits

are dead against the interests of the working class. In other words, the two are enemies

born, and the fight between them cannot be patched up; it must be fought to a finish.

You will now understand the danger of a loose use of the word “wages"; it simply

aids the labor fakers --

[Applause, during which the speaker is informed that the questioner is the president

of the Boston Central Labor Union.]

It seems that I hit the nail more squarely on the head than I knew. Well, as I was

saying:

Such loose use of the term “wages” positively aids the labor faker in his work of

bunco-steering you into the political shambles of the capitalists.

The Democratic and Republican capitalists, at election time, seem to be enemies;

but, after they get into their offices, shake hands and have a good laugh. Now, in order

that these gentlemen should laugh, the political agents of their class must have been

kept in office, and the representatives of the working class must have been kept out. To

have that, the workingmen must have voted for the capitalist candidates -- it matters not

whether Democratic or Republican, that is all one”and to induce the workers to cut

their own throats in that way. They must be made to believe that “Capital and labor are

brothers.” This is the important work for which the labor faker is commissioned by the

capitalists. He must make it plausible to the workers that they and their skinners are

brothers.
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So long as a workingman imagines capital is his brother, he will expect something

from his “brother.” When the Irish worker first arrived in this country, they thought an

Irishman all the world over was his brother, and united with him against the “iron heel

of England,” and thus he trusted the Irishman capitalist. But his “brother,” the Irishman

capitalist,  while  patting  him  on  the  back,  skinned  and  bled  and  used  him  in  the

approved capitalist way. It was the same with the Jewish workingmen. They came to

this country, and imagined that the Jewish capitalist was their brother”all of the seed of

Abraham. The Jewish capitalist fostered the profitable delusion and rode on tie backs of

his  Abrahamic  brothers.  And  so  with  the  American  capitalist  and  the  American

workingman, down to the end of the list of nationalities.

By insisting upon a strict use of the terms “wages,” “profits,” etc., we enable the

working class to understand and proceed from the fundamental truth that the interests

of  the  workingmen  bind  these  together,  and  are  opposed  to  those  of  the

capitalist”whether  Jew or  Gentile,  Irishman or  American,  Democrat  or  Republican,

silver bug or gold bug or bed bug. And, by doing that, we lame the arm of the labor

faker that is sent to tell the workingman: “The capitalist is your brother; and I am your

brother; so come to your dear brother, and get skinned.”

QUESTION (no name): The social question is an economic question. Why should

not an economic organization be enough?

THE  SPEAKER:  The  social  question  and  all  such  questions  are  essentially

political. If you have an economic organization alone, you have a duck flying with one

wing. You must have a political organization or you are nowhere.

Watch the capitalist closely, and see whether the social question is exclusively an

economic one, or whether the political wing is not a very necessary one. The capitalist

rules in the shop. Is he satisfied with that? Watch him at election time, it is then he

works; he has also another workshop, not an economic one”the legislatures and capitols

in the nation. He buzzes around them and accomplishes political results. He gets the

laws passed that will protect his economic class interests, and he pulls the wires when

these interests are in danger, bringing down the strong arm of political power over the

heads  of  the  striking  workingmen,  who  have  the  notion  that  the  wages  or  social

question is only an economic question.

Make no mistake: The organization of the working class must be both economic and

political. The capitalist is organized upon both lines. You must attack him on both.
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De Leonism

Marxism–De Leonism is a libertarian Marxist current developed by the American activist Daniel De Leon.
De Leon was an early leader of the first United States socialist political party, the Socialist Labor Party of
America (SLP). De Leon introduced the concept of Socialist Industrial Unionism.

According to De Leonist theory, militant industrial unions are the vehicle of class struggle. Industrial unions
serving the interests of the proletariat (working class) will be the needed republican structure used to establish a
socialist system.

While sharing some characteristics of anarcho-syndicalism (the management of workplaces through unions)
and with the SLP being a member of the predominantly anarcho-syndicalist Industrial Workers of the World
(IWW), De Leonism actually differs from it in that De Leonism, and its main proponent, the modern SLP, still
believe in the necessity of a political party advocating a Constitutional amendment making the Union the
government of industry. Central government would coordinate production. The party would cease to exist, as
would the political state and that was its goal. No vanguardist elites are provided a base in Marxist-DeLeonism
to scuttle the Republic.[1]

Tactics
Comparison to other forms of socialism
Political parties
See also
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According to the De Leonist theory, workers would simultaneously form socialist industrial unions in the
workplaces and a socialist political party which would organise in the political realm. Upon achieving
sufficient support for a victory at the polls, the political party would be voted into office, giving the De Leonist
program a mandate from the people. It is assumed that at that point the socialist industrial unions will have
attained sufficient strength in the workplaces for workers there to take control of the means of production.[2][3]

The De Leonist victory at the polls would be accompanied by a transfer of control of the factories, mines,
farms and other means of production to workers councils organised within the industrial unions. De Leonists
distinguish this event from the general strike to take control of the workplaces advocated by anarcho-
syndicalists and refer to it instead as a "general lockout of the ruling class".[4]

The existing government would then be replaced with a government elected from within the socialist industrial
unions and the newly elected socialist government would quickly enact whatever constitutional amendments
or other changes in the structure of government needed to bring this about, adjourning sine die. Workers on the
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shop floor would elect local shop floor committees needed to continue production and representatives to local
and national councils representing their particular industry.[5]

Workers would also elect representatives to a central congress, called an All-Industrial Congress, which would
effectively function as the national government. These representatives would be subject to a recall vote at any
time. De Leonism would thus reorganise the national government along industrial lines with representatives
elected by industry, not by geographic location.

De Leonism lies outside the Leninist tradition of communism. It predates Leninism as De Leonism's principles
developed in the early 1890s with De Leon's assuming leadership of the SLP. Leninism and its idea of a
vanguard party took shape after the 1902 publication of Lenin's What Is to Be Done? De Leonism is generally
opposed to the policies of the former Soviet Union and those of the People's Republic of China and other
socialist states, and do not consider them socialist but rather state capitalist or following "bureaucratic state
despotism". The decentralised nature of the proposed De Leonist government is in contrast to the democratic
centralism of Marxism–Leninism and what they see as the dictatorial nature of the Soviet Union.[6]

The success of the De Leonist plan depends on achieving majority support among the people both in the
workplaces and at the polls, in contrast to the Leninist notion that a small vanguard party should lead the
working class to carry out the revolution. De Leonism's stance against reformism[7] means that it is referred to
by the label "impossibilist", along with the Socialist Party of Great Britain.

De Leonist political parties have also been criticised for being allegedly overly dogmatic and sectarian. Despite
their rejection of Leninism and vanguardism, De Leonism also lies outside the "democratic socialist" and
"social democratic" tradition. De Leon and other De Leonist writers have issued frequent polemics against
democratic socialist movements, especially the Socialist Party of America; and consider them to be reformist or
"bourgeois socialist". De Leonists have traditionally refrained from any activity or alliances viewed by them as
trying to reform capitalism, though the Socialist Labor Party in De Leon's time was active during strikes and
such, such as social justice movements, preferring instead to concentrate solely on the twin tasks of building
support for a De Leonist political party and organising socialist industrial unions.

Daniel De Leon proved hugely influential to other socialists, also outside the US. For example, in the UK, a
Socialist Labour Party was formed. De Leon's hopes for peaceful and bloodless revolution also influenced
Antonio Gramsci's concept of passive revolution.[8] George Seldes quotes Lenin saying on the fifth
anniversary of the revolution, "... What we have done in Russia is accept the De Leon interpretation of
Marxism, that is what the Bolsheviks adopted in 1917."[9]
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Socialist Labor Party

Founded July 15, 1876

Headquarters Mountain
View,
California

Newspaper The Weekly
People

Membership (2006) 77[1]

Ideology Marxism–De
Leonism

Political position Far-left

Colors   Red

Website
slp.org (http://www.slp.org/index.ht

ml)

Politics of United States

Political parties

Elections

Socialist Labor Party of America
The Socialist Labor Party (SLP)[2] is the oldest socialist political
party in the United States, established in 1876.

Originally known as the Workingmen's Party of the United States, the
party changed its name in 1877 to Socialistic Labor Party[3] and again
sometime in the late 1880s to Socialist Labor Party.[4] The party was
additionally known in some states as the Industrial Party or Industrial
Government Party.[5] In 1890, the SLP came under the influence of
Daniel De Leon, who used his role as editor of The Weekly People,
the SLP's English-language official organ, to expand the party's
popularity beyond its then largely German-speaking membership.
Despite his accomplishments, De Leon was a polarizing figure among
the SLP's membership. In 1899, his opponents left the SLP and
merged with the Social Democratic Party of America to form the
Socialist Party of America.

After his death in 1914, De Leon was followed as national secretary
by Arnold Petersen. Critical of both the Soviet Union and the
reformism of the Socialist Party of America, the SLP became
increasingly isolated from the majority of the American Left. Its
support increased in the late 1940s, but declined again in the 1950s,
when Eric Hass became influential in the party. The SLP experienced
another increase in support in the late 1960s, but again subsequently
declined. The SLP last nominated a candidate for president in 1976
and in 2008 closed its national office.

The party advocates "socialist industrial unionism", the belief in a
fundamental transformation of society through the combined political
and industrial action of the working class organized in industrial
unions.
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In 1872, the International, a European-based international organization for a variety of different left-wing
socialist, communist and anarchist political groups and trade union organizations, moved its headquarters to
New York City. It was in a weakened and disorganized state, having recently suffered a bitter internal struggle
between Marxists, who supported trade union organization as preliminary to workers' revolution and
anarchists, led by Mikhail Bakunin, who advocated the immediate revolutionary overthrow of organized
government.[6]

In 1874, the members of the American-based International, led by cigarmaker Adolph Strasser and carpenter
Peter J. McGuire joined forces with socialists from Newark and Philadelphia to form the ephemeral Social-
Democratic Party of North America, the first Marxist political party in the United States.

Despite these organizational efforts, the socialist movement in America remained deeply divided over tactics.
German immigrants preferred the parliamentary approach employed by Ferdinand Lassalle and the fledgling
Social Democratic Party of Germany while longer-term residents of America usually supported a trade union
orientation.[7] In April 1876, a preliminary conference took place in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania bringing together
representatives of the union-oriented "Internationalists" and the electorally oriented "Lassalleans". The
gathering agreed to issue a call for a Unity Congress to be held in July to establish a new political party.[8]

On Saturday, July 15, 1876, delegates from the remaining American sections of the First International gathered
in Philadelphia and disbanded that organization.[9] The following Wednesday, July 19, the planned Unity
Congress was convened, attended by seven delegates claiming to represent a membership of 3,000 in four
organizations: the trade union-oriented Marxists of the now-disbanded International, and three Lassallean
groups—the Workingmen's Party of Illinois, the Social Political Workingmen's Society of Cincinnati and the
Social-Democratic Party of North America.[10] The organization formed by this Unity Convention was known
as the Workingmen's Party of the United States (WPUS), and the native English-speaking Philip Van Patten
was elected as the party's first "Corresponding Secretary", the official in charge of the day-to-day operations of
the party.[10]
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The SLP does not seem to have used its
distinctive arm and hammer logo until it
appeared on the front page of The
Workmen's Advocate in 1885

A number of socialist newspapers also emerged around this
time, all privately owned, including Paul Grottkau's Chicagoer
Arbeiter-Zeitung, Joseph Brucker's Milwaukee Socialist and an
English-language weekly also published in Milwaukee called
The Emancipator.[11] German émigrés dominated the
organization, although in Chicago Albert Parsons and G.A.
Schilling maintained an active English-speaking section.[12]

In 1877, the Workingmen's Party met at Newark, New Jersey
in a convention which changed the name of the organization to
the Socialist Labor Party (generally rendered in English
throughout the 1880s as "Socialistic Labor Party", a more
stilted rendition of the German name of the group,
Sozialistischen Arbeiter-Partei).[13] The SLP achieved its most
notable electoral success in Chicago, where in 1878–1879, its
candidates won slots for a state senator, three state
representatives and four city aldermen.[14][15] In the 1879
Chicago mayoral election, the party's nominee received more
than 20% of the vote.[15]

There was an upsurge of support for the new organization,
reflected in the proliferation of the socialist press. Between
1876 and 1877, no fewer than 24 newspapers were established
which either directly or indirectly supported the SLP.[16] Eight
of these were English-language publications, including one
daily, while 14 were in German, including seven dailies. Two
more papers were published in Czech and Swedish,
respectively.[16]

Just two years later, in the wake of an economic crisis, not one of the privately owned English newspapers had
survived.[17] In 1878, the party established its own English-language paper, The National Socialist, but
managed to keep the publication alive only one year.[17] The year 1878 saw the establishment of a more
enduring newspaper: the German-language New Yorker Volkszeitung (New York People's News). The
Volkszeitung included material by the best and the brightest of the German-American socialist movement,
including Alexander Jonas, Adolph Douai, and Sergei Shevitch and Herman Schlüter; and quickly emerged as
the leading voice of the SLP during the last decades of the 19th century.[17]

About this same time, the American anarchist movement gained strength, fueled by the economic crisis and
strike wave of 1877. As socialist Frederic Heath recounted in 1900:

The line between Anarchism and Socialism was not at this time sharply drawn in the Socialist
organizations, in spite of the fact of their being opposites. Both being critics and denouncers of the
present system, however, they were able to work together. As a result of the brutalities of the
militia and regulars in the railway strikes of 1877, a new plan was devised by the Chicago
agitators. This found expression in the Lehr und Wehr Verein (teaching and defense society), an
armed and drilled body of workmen pledged to protect the workers against the militia in a strike.
... The arms-bearing tactics were opposed by the Executive Committee of the SLP, the Secretary
of which was Philip van Patten. A fight ensued between the Verbote, which was the weekly
edition of the Arbeiter Zeitung, of Chicago, and the Labor Bulletin, the official party organ which
Patten edited.[18]
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Dutch-American radical Philip
Van Patten was the first National
Secretary of the SLP

The SLP suffered its first split in 1878. Members who were displeased with the exclusively political actionist
turn of the party who wanted the group to focus more on organizing workers formed the International Labor
Union. Members were not barred from belonging to both, but there was still some animosity between the two
organizations.[19]

Amidst economic crisis and factional squabbling, membership in the SLP plummeted. As the 1870s drew to a
close, the Socialistic Labor Party could count about 2,600 members—with at least one estimate substantially
lower.[20]

The years 1880 and 1881 saw a new influx of political refugees from
Germany, activists in the socialist movement fleeing the crackdown on
radicalism launched with the Anti-Socialist Laws of 1878.[20] This influx
of new German members, coming during a time of low ebb of the
English-speaking membership, extended Germanic influence in the SLP.
Excluded from the voting booth by their lack of citizenship status, many
of the newcomers had little use for electoral politics. An SLP German
militia sued on Second Amendment grounds to keep and bear arms in
Chicago parades. However, the Supreme Court ruled against them in
Presser v. Illinois.

The anarchist movement expanded rapidly with the debate over tactics
between the electorally-oriented socialists and the direct action-oriented
anarchists becoming ever more bitter. The 1881 SLP Convention in New
York saw some of the party's anarchist members and one New York
section split from the party to form a new party called the Revolutionary
Socialist Labor Party as part of an International Workingmen's
Association. The official organ of this short-lived splinter group was a
newspaper called The Anarchist.[21]

In 1882, Johann Most, a former German Social Democrat turned
Anarchist firebrand, came to the United States, further fueling the growth and militancy of the American
anarchist movement. The SLP further divided the next year when Marxist Paul Grottkau was forced by the
anarchists to resign as editor of the Chicago daily, the Arbeiter Zeitung. In his place August Spies was
installed, a man later executed as part of the anti-anarchist repression which followed the Haymarket affair of
May 1886.[22]

After a brief honeymoon period in the late 1870s had run its course, the SLP saw the departure of most of its
English-speaking members. The party's English-language organ, Bulletin of the Social Labor Movement,
appeared monthly from Detroit in the shadow of the powerful Chicago German-language radical press until it
was finally discontinued altogether at the end of 1883. The party was so thoroughly German that it published
the stenographic proceedings of its 1884 and 1885 National Conventions only in that language.[23] From
1885, the official organ of the party was a German-language weekly, Der Sozialist. No English-language SLP
organ existed from the demise of the Bulletin in 1883 to the establishment of the Workingmen's Advocate in
1886.

The party's membership situation was so dismal that the English-speaking Corresponding Secretary of the
organization, Philip Van Patten, left a suicide note in April 1883 and mysteriously disappeared. He later
surfaced as a government employee, a socialist oppositionist no more.[24] Membership in the organization

In the 1880s
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atrophied to just 1,500 by 1883.[25] What growth there was among the American radical movement was
experienced by the rival anarchist organization, the International Working People's Association (IWPA), also
sometimes referred to as the International Workingmen's Association.[26]

A split between the electorally oriented SLP and the revolution-minded IWPA, which took with it a good
portion of the SLP's left-wing, including such prominent leaders as the English-speaking orator Albert Parsons
and the German-speaking newspaper editor August Spies, began to develop early in the 1880s, with the split
formalized by 1883, a year in which the SLP and the IWPA held competing conventions in Baltimore and
Pittsburgh, respectively.[27] At its December 1883 Baltimore Convention, the SLP made a vain effort at
reestablishing organizational unity with the IWPA, adopting a particularly radical "proclamation" in the name
of the party and eliminating the position of National Secretary to allow the form of decentralization favored by
the anarchists.[28]

The issue of violence proved an insurmountable barrier to unity between the SLP and the anarchist movement
and as Paul Grottkau, Alexander Jonas and their co-thinkers began to again forcefully espouse the Marxist
point of view in 1884, the SLP began to rebound. In March 1884, the SLP consisted of 30 sections and two
years later it had doubled.[29] Three new privately owned English-language newspapers were briefly
established, although none could achieve the critical mass of subscribers and advertising revenue necessary for
survival.[29]

The SLP attempted to again make a foray into American electoral politics despite its still heavily German
composition, taking an active part in the 1886 New York City mayoral campaign of Single Tax advocate
Henry George. The party remained almost completely separated from the English-speaking workers
movement and longing for leaders who could traverse the seemingly insurmountable language barrier which
limited the organization to a sort of Teutonic ghetto.

Throughout the decade of the 1880s, the SLP was based upon local "Sections" coordinated by a loose
National Executive Committee based in New York City. It was not until 1889 that any move was made to
establish intermediate state levels of organization.[30]

The SLP did attempt to play an influence in the existing labor movement during the decade of the 1880s. As
early as 1881, National Secretary Philip Van Patten joined the Order of the Knights of Labor, the leading
national union of the day.[31] A decade later, the SLP retained a faith in the established trade union
organizations to conduct their own affairs along a generally socialist course. In each issue of The People
during 1891 the weekly affairs of the New York Central Labor Federation, the New York Central Labor
Union, the Brooklyn Central Labor Federation, the Brooklyn Central Labor Union and the Hudson County,
New Jersey (Jersey City) Central Labor Federation were covered in detail under the recurring headline
"Parliaments of Labor". The doings of individual unions in the New York area and around the world were
similarly covered in short summary.

Despite its active role as cheerleader and publicist, the SLP was unable to exert any sort of real influence in the
Knights of Labor until it was already in steep decline toward the start of the 1890s, when it won effective
control of the New York District Assembly of the K of L in 1893.[31] In that same year, socialist delegates to
the governing General Assembly of the K of L were largely responsible for the defeat of Terence Powderly
and his replacement by J. R. Sovereign as Grand Master Workman, the chief executive officer of the
organization.[31]

So great was the SLP's influence that the newly elected Sovereign promised to appoint a member of the party
as editor of the Journal of the Knights of Labor.[31] When he recanted on this pledge, a bitter feud erupted,
ending with the December 1895 General Assembly refusing to seat de facto SLP party leader Daniel De Leon

Relationship with the labor movement
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Daniel De Leon in 1902

as a delegate from District Assembly 49, resulting in an outright break of the two organizations and
withdrawal of the greater part of the New York district from the organization, thereby hastening the Knights of
Labor's demise.[31]

The year 1890 has long been regarded as a watershed by the SLP as it
marked the date when the organization came under the influence of
Daniel De Leon.[32] A native of the South American island of
Curaçao, De Leon had been resident in the United States for 18 years
before he began to play a leading role in the American socialist
movement. De Leon attended a Gymnasium in Hildesheim, Germany
in the 1860s before studying at the University of Leyden, from which
he graduated in 1872 at the age of 20.[33] De Leon was a brilliant
student—well versed in history, philosophy and mathematics. He was
also a linguist with few peers, possessing fluency in Spanish, German,
Dutch, Latin, French, English and ancient Greek; and a reading
knowledge of Portuguese, Italian and modern Greek.[34]

Upon graduation, De Leon immigrated to the United States, settling in
New York City. There he made the acquaintance of a group of
Cubans who sought the liberation of their native land and edited their
Spanish-language newspaper.[35] De Leon paid the bills with a job
teaching Latin, Greek and math at a school in Westchester, New
York.[36] This teaching job enabled De Leon to finance his further
education at Columbia Law School, from which he graduated with honors in 1878.[37] Thereafter, De Leon
moved to Texas, where he practiced law for a time before returning to Columbia University in 1883 to take a
position as a lecturer on Latin American diplomacy.[37]

De Leon seems to have been further politicized by the 1886 workers' campaign for the Eight-Hour Day and
the brutal excesses of the police which came with it.[37] De Leon was on the committee which nominated
Henry George to run for Mayor in that same year and he spoke in public several times on George's behalf
during the course of the campaign.[37] De Leon participated in the first Nationalist Club in New York City, a
group dedicated to advancing the socialist ideas expressed by Edward Bellamy in his extremely popular novel
of the day, Looking Backward (1888).[37] De Leon was also deeply influenced by The Co-operative
Commonwealth by Laurence Gronlund.[38]

The failings of the Nationalist Club movement to develop a viable program or strategy for winning political
power left De Leon searching for an alternative. This he found in the scientific determinism underlying the
writings of Karl Marx.[39] In the fall of 1890, De Leon abandoned his academic career to devote himself full-
time to the SLP. He was engaged in the spring of 1891 as the party's "National Lecturer", traveling the entire
country from coast to coast to speak on the SLP's behalf.[37] He was also named the SLP's candidate for
Governor of New York in the fall of that same year, gathering a respectable 14,651 votes.[40]

As the historian Bernard Johnpoll notes, the SLP which Daniel De Leon joined in 1890 differed little from the
organization which had been born at the end of the 1870s as it was largely a German-language organization
located in an English-speaking country. Just 17 of the party's 77 branches used English as their basic language
while only two members of the party's governing National Executive Committee spoke English fluently.[38]

The arrival of an erudite, well-read and multilingual university lecturer with English fluency was seen as a
great triumph for the SLP organization.

Coming of Daniel De Leon
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In the spring of 1891, De Leon was set to work as the National Organizer for the SLP. He pioneered for an
English-speaking organization on a cross-country six-week tour to the West Coast and back in April and
May.[41]

In 1892, De Leon was elected editor of The Weekly People, the SLP's English-language official organ.[36] He
retained this important position without interruption for the rest of his life. De Leon never assumed the formal
role of head of the organization, National Secretary, but was always recognized—by supporters and detractors
alike—as the leader of the SLP through his tight editorial control of the official party press.

While increasing the exposure and popularity of the organization among the American-born during his
editorial tenure, De Leon proved to be a polarizing figure among the SLP's membership during his editorial
tenure as historian Howard Quint notes:

Even DeLeon's opponents were usually willing to concede that he possessed a tremendous
intellectual grasp of Marxism. Those who had suffered under his editorial lashings looked on him
as an unmitigated scoundrel who took fiendish delight in character assassination, vituperation, and
scurrility. But most of DeLeon's contemporaries, and especially his critics, misunderstood him,
just as he himself lacked understanding of people. He was not a petty tyrant who desired power
for power's sake. Rather, he was a dogmatic idealist, devoted brain and soul to a cause, a zealot
who could not tolerate heresy or backsliding, a doctrinaire who would make no compromise with
principles. For this strong-willed man, this late nineteenth-century Grand Inquisitioner of
American socialism, there was no middle ground. You were either a disciplined and undeviating
Marxist or no socialist at all. You were either with the mischief-making, scatterbrained reformers
and 'labor fakirs' or you were against them. You either agreed on the necessity of uncompromising
revolutionary tactics or you did not, and those falling into the latter category were automatically
expendable as far as the Socialist Labor Party was concerned.[42]

The Socialist Labor Party advocated a two-pronged attack against capitalism, including both economic and
political components—trade unions and electoral campaigns.

The SLP ran candidates under its own name for the first time in the New York elections of 1886, in which it
put forward a full ticket headed by J. Edward Hall as its gubernatorial nominee and Alexander Jonas as its
candidate for Mayor of New York.[43] Fewer than 3,000 votes were cast for this ticket throughout the entire
state of New York, a result so disheartening that the German language party paper the New Yorker
Volkszeitung and some prominent party leaders advocated abandonment of electoral campaigns for the time
being.[44] The National Convention of 1889 upheld the policy of political action and the SLP was again active
in the New York elections of 1890.[44]

In 1891, the party's electoral effort was led by the candidacy of Daniel De Leon for Governor of New York.
De Leon polled a respectable 14,651 votes in the losing effort.[45]

The party nominated its first candidate for President of the United States in 1892, a decision made in
September of that year at a national conference of the organization held at party headquarters in New York
City,[46] despite the fact that the SLP's platform called for the abolition of the offices of President and Vice
President. A pro-forma nominating convention was held in New York City in August, attended by just 8
delegates, at which candidates were named and a platform approved.[47] The party's ticket, featuring Boston
camera manufacturer Simon Wing and New York electrician Charles H. Matchett, appeared on the ballot in
just six states and drew a total of 21,512 votes.[48]

Early electoral politics
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The number of votes gathered by the SLP ticket in 1892 constituted 0.18% of the national presidential vote
that year. In percentage terms, the next two presidential elections of 1896 and 1900 were the most successful
for the party as the SLP presidential candidate Charles H. Matchett received 0.26% of the national popular
vote in 1896 and the party's candidate in 1900 Joseph Maloney received 0.29% of the popular vote
nationwide. The latter's run was also the first time the SLP candidate was eclipsed by another socialist as
Eugene Debs ran for the first time for the Socialist Party that year and received 0.6% of the national popular
vote. Although SLP presidential candidates would go on to get higher vote totals in the mid-20th century, they
would never again surpass 0.25% of the national vote.[49]

The main ideological principle of the SLP is revolutionary industrial unionism (also known as "socialist
industrial unionism").

The early Socialist Labor Party, influenced by the father of the Social Democratic Party of Germany Ferdinand
Lassalle, argued that the wage gains and improvements of conditions achievable by trade unions were
insignificant and ephemeral. Only the capture of the state through the ballot box would enable a restructuring
of the economy and society in anything resembling a permanent manner. So long as capitalism existed, wage
gains here would be offset by the pressure of wage cuts there and incomes would be driven down to a
subsistence minimum through the inexorable pressure of the market. Thus the political campaign for the
capture of the state—winning office for the sake of winning power to enact change—was considered
paramount.

For the Marxists who had come to dominate the Socialist Labor Party by the 1890s, this idea was exactly
backwards. So long as fundamental economic relations between workers and employers remained unchanged,
any alteration of the personnel of the state apparatus would be short-lived and would fall to nothing due to the
wealth of the employers and their desire to preserve the existing economic order. The employing class
controlled press and school and pulpit, the Marxists believed, their ideas of the "natural" order of things stuffed
the heads of their willing political servitors. Only through collective action, trade union activities, could the
working class begin to achieve consciousness of itself, the nature of the world and its purported historic
mission.

However, what sort of trade unions would instill in the working class the ideas and drive to action that would
lead to a revolutionary restructuring of the economic order? This was the central question, over which the SLP
ultimately divided. On the one hand there were those who advocated the policy of "boring from within" the
already-existing unions, attempting to win their memberships over to the idea of socialist reorganization of
society through the force of propaganda and practical example. Ultimately, it was believed that enough
individual unions could be won over that the entire trade union movement could be moved in a socialist
direction.

Others rejected the existing network of craft unions as hopelessly reactionary bureaucracies, sometimes
outright criminal in their administration, but never able to see beyond their own narrow and isolated concerns
of wages, hours, recognition, and jurisdiction. A completely new, explicitly socialist industrial union structure
was required, these individuals believed, an organization established on a broad basis uniting workers of
different crafts in common cause. This new organization would gain the support of the working class when
average workers at the bench witnessed the superiority of its form of organization and ideas in actual practice.

At the SLP's national convention of 1896, this issue came to a head with the formation of the Socialist Trade
and Labor Alliance, a party-sponsored industrial union federation founded to compete directly with the unions
of the emerging American Federation of Labor and the declining Knights of Labor, which eventually became
a part of the Industrial Workers of the World when that organization was founded in 1905.

Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance
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National Secretary Henry Kuhn was
the top political official of the SLP
"regulars" in the faction fight of 1899

De Leon's opponents (primarily German-Americans, Jewish
immigrants of various origins and trade unionists led by Henry
Slobodin and Morris Hillquit) left the SLP in 1899. They later merged
with the Social Democratic Party of America, headed by Victor L.
Berger and Eugene V. Debs to form the Socialist Party of America.

In July 1908, the SLP briefly made national news with the nomination
of Martin R. Preston, a convicted killer serving a 25-year prison
sentence in Nevada, for President of the United States.[50] Making the
nomination on the convention floor was party leader Daniel De Leon
himself, who noted that Preston had "acted as the protector of
defenseless girls" during a strike and had killed a restaurateur who
had threatened him with death.[50] Despite the fact that the 32-year-
old Preston was under the constitutionally mandated presidential age
of 35, he was nonetheless unanimously nominated by the New York
convention, which immediately notified him of their selection by
telegram.[50] However, Preston declined the nomination,[51] leaving
the SLP's National Executive Committee to name a new standard-
bearer for the November election.

Arnold Petersen became national secretary for most of the 20th century from the death of De Leon in 1914 to
1969.

The SLP, always critical of both the Soviet Union and of the Socialist Party's "reformism", became
increasingly isolated from the majority of the American Left.[52] The party had always advocated what they
considered the purist socialism in its program, arguing that other parties had abandoned Marxism and became
either fan clubs for dictators or merely a radical wing of the Democratic Party.

The party experienced two growth spurts in the 20th century. The first occurred in the late 1940s. The
presidential ticket, which had been receiving 15,000 to 30,000 votes, increased to 45,226 in 1944. Meanwhile,
the aggregate nationwide totals for Senate nominees increased during this same period from an average in the
40,000 range to 96,139 in 1946 and 100,072 in 1948. The party's fortunes began to sag during the early 1950s
and by 1954 the aggregate nationwide totals for Senate nominees was down to 30,577.

Eric Hass became influential in the SLP in the early 1950s. Hass, the nominee for president in 1952, 1956,
1960 and 1964, played a major role in rebuilding the SLP. He authored the booklet "Socialism: A Home Study
Course". Hass increased the party's nationwide totals and recruited many local candidates. His vote for
president increased from 30,250 in 1952 to 47,522 in 1960 (a 50% increase). Although his total slipped to
45,187 in 1964, Hass outpolled all other third party candidates—the only time this happened to the SLP.
Aggregate nationwide totals for Senate nominees increased throughout the late 1960s, hitting 112,990 in 1972.

The increased interest in the SLP in the late 1960s was not a permanent growth spurt. New recruits subscribed
to the anti-authoritarian views of the time and wanted their voices to have an equal status with the old-time
party workers. Newcomers felt that the party was too controlled by a small clique, resulting in widespread
discontent. The SLP nominated its last presidential candidate in 1976, and has run few campaigns since then.
In 1980, members of the SLP in Minnesota, claiming that the party had become bureaucratic and authoritarian
in its internal party structure, split from the party and formed the New Union Party.

Party split of 1899

20th century
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The SLP began having trouble funding their newspaper The People, so frequency was changed from monthly
to bi-monthly in 2004. However, that did not save the paper from collapse and it was suspended as of March
31, 2008. An online version, published quarterly, ceased publication in 2011. As of January 2007, the party
had 77 members-at-large as well as seven sections of which four (San Francisco Bay Area, Wayne County,
Cleveland and Portland) held meetings, with an average attendance of 3–6 members.[1] The SLP closed its
national office on September 1, 2008.[53]

De Leon and the SLP helped to found the Industrial Workers of the World in 1905. They soon had a falling
out with the element that they termed "the bummery" and left to form their own rival union, also called the
Industrial Workers of the World, based in Detroit. De Leon died in 1914[52] and with his passing this
organization lost its central focus. This body was renamed the Workers International Industrial Union (WIIU)
and declined into little more than SLP members. The WIIU was wound up in 1924. Famed author Jack
London was an early member of the Socialist Labor Party, joining in 1896. He left in 1901 to join the Socialist
Party of America.

The science fiction writer Mack Reynolds, who wrote one of the first Star Trek novels, was an active member
of the SLP (his father Verne L. Reynolds was twice the SLP's candidate for vice president). His fiction often
deals with socialist reform and revolution as well as socialist utopian thought and his characters often use
DeLeonite terminology such as "industrial feudalism".[54]

21st century

Legacy

National Conventions
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Convention Location Date Notes and references

Union
Congress

Philadelphia,
PA July 19–22, 1876

1. Original edition of the proceedings. (https://archive.org/details/
ProceedingsOfTheUnionCongressHeldAtPhiladelphiaOnThe19th
20th21st_856) 2. The 1976 centennial edition edited and
annotated by Philip S. Foner (https://archive.org/details/TheFor
mationOfTheWorkingmensPartyOfTheUnitedStatesProceedings
Of_230).

National
Congress Newark, NJ December 26–31,

1877
Name changed to Socialistic Labor Party; Documents &
Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1877.pdf).

2nd
National

Convention

Allegheny,
PA

December 26,
1879–January 1,

1880

Documents & Condensed Proceedings (https://archive.org/detail
s/PlatformConstitutionAndResolutionsTogetherWithACondensed
ReportOf).

3rd National
Convention

New York
City

December 26–29,
1881

Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/CongressDerSozialistich
enArbeiterparteiDec.26-291881) in German from the New Yorker
Volkszeitung.

4th National
Convention

Baltimore,
MD

December 26–28,
1883

Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/SozialistischeArbeiter-pa
rteiOfficiellesProtokollDerNational-convention) in German; some
pages blacked out.

5th National
Convention

Cincinnati,
OH October 5–8, 1885 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/OffiziellesProtokollDer5.

National-konventinDerSoz.Arbeiter-parteiVon) in German.

6th National
Convention Buffalo, NY September 17–20,

1887
Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/ReportOfTheProceeding
sOfTheNationalConventionOfTheSocialisticLabor).

7th National
Convention

(regular)
Chicago, IL October 12–17,

1889
Upholds political action. Account of Proceedings in Workmens
Advocate (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1889.pdf).

7th National
Convention
(dissident)

Chicago, IL September 28–
October 2, 1889

Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/ProceedingsOfTheSocial
istLaborParty1889Convention).

1892
Nominating
Convention

New York
City August 27, 1892 Attended by just 8 delegates, who nominated presidential slate

and approved platform.

8th National
Convention Chicago, IL July 2–5, 1893 Proceedings as reported in The People (http://www.slp.org/pdf/sl

phist/nc_1893.pdf).

9th National
Convention

New York
City July 4–10, 1896

Establishes ST&LA. Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/Pro
ceedingsOfTheNinthAnnualConventionOfTheSocialistLaborParty
Held).

10th
National

Convention
(regular)

New York
City June 2–8, 1900

Reviews 1899 party split. Proceedings (https://archive.org/detail
s/ProceedingsOfTheTenthNationalConventionOfTheSocialistLab
orParty).

10th
National

Convention
(dissident)

Rochester,
NY

January 27–
February 2, 1900 No stenographic record published.

11th
National

Convention

New York
City July 2–7, 1904 Microfilm of the typescript is available from the Wisconsin

Historical Society.

12th
National

Convention

New York
City July 2–7, 1908 No stenographic record published.

13th
National

Convention

New York
City April 1912 No stenographic record published. Nomination was made on

April 9.
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14th
National

Convention

New York
City

April 29–May 3,
1916

No stenographic record published. Platform (http://www.slp.org/p
df/platforms/plat1916.pdf).

15th
National

Convention

New York
City May 5–10, 1920 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/NationalConvention.Soci

alistLaborParty.ReportsResolutionsPlatformEtc_650).

16th
National

Convention

New York
City May 10–13, 1924 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/TheSixteenthNationalCo

nventionOfTheSocialistLaborParty).

17th
National

Convention

New York
City May 12–14, 1928 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/SeventeenthNationalCon

vention.SocialistLaborParty).

18th
National

Convention

New York
City

April 30–May 2,
1932

Proceedings p. 1 (https://archive.org/details/SocialistLaborParty
Convention1932), Proceedings p. 2 (https://archive.org/details/Ei
ghteenthNationalConventionSocialistLaborParty1932).

19th
National

Convention

New York
City April 25–28, 1936

Proceedings p. 1 (https://archive.org/details/19thSocialistLaborP
artyNationalConvention1936), Proceedings p. 2 (https://archive.o
rg/details/19thSocialistLaborPartyNationalConvention1936_105).

20th
National

Convention

New York
City April 27–30, 1940

Proceedings p. 1 (https://archive.org/details/20thConventionSoci
alistLaborParty1940Pt.1), Proceedings p. 2 (https://archive.org/d
etails/20thConventionSocialistLaborParty1940Pt.2).

21st
National

Convention

New York
City

April 29–May 2,
1944

Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/Twenty-firstNationalConv
entionOfTheSocialistLaborParty).

22nd
National

Convention

New York
City May 1–3, 1948 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/Twenty-secondNationalC

onvention).

23rd
National

Convention

New York
City May 3–5, 1952 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/ProceedingsOfTheTwent

yThirdNationalConventionOfTheSocialistLaborParty).

24th
National

Convention

New York
City May 5–7, 1956 Platform (http://www.slp.org/pdf/platforms/plat1956.pdf).

25th
National

Convention

New York
City May 7–9, 1960 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/TwentyFifthNationalConv

entionSocialistLaborPartyMay7-91960Minutes).

26th
National

Convention

New York
City May 2–4, 1964 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/Twenty-sixthNationalCon

ventionSocialistLaborPartyMay2-41964.Minutes).

27th
National

Convention

Brooklyn,
NY May 4–7, 1968 Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/Twenty-seventhNational

ConventionSocialistLaborPartyMinutesReports).

28th
National

Convention
Detroit, MI April 8–11, 1972 Platform (http://www.slp.org/pdf/platforms/plat1972.pdf).

29th
National

Convention

Southfield,
MI

February 7–11,
1976

Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/Twenty-ninethNationalCo
nventionOfTheSocialistLaborParty).

30th
National

Convention
Chicago, IL May 28–June 1,

1977
Proceedings (https://archive.org/details/ThirtiethNationalConvent
ionMay28-June11977MinutesReports).

31st
National

Convention

Philadelphia,
PA May 26–31, 1978 Proceedings; no pdf available.
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32nd
National

Convention

Milwaukee,
WI July 1979 Proceedings; no pdf available.

33rd
National

Convention

Milwaukee,
WI

June 27–July 1,
1980 Proceedings; no pdf available.

34th
National

Convention

Milwaukee,
WI July 1981 Proceedings; no pdf available.

35th
National

Convention

Milwaukee,
WI August 1982 Proceedings; no pdf available.

36th
National

Convention
Akron, OH July 18–23, 1983 Proceedings; no pdf available. Platform (http://www.slp.org/pdf/pl

atforms/plat1983.pdf).

37th
National

Convention
Akron, OH July 1985 Proceedings; no pdf available.

38th
National

Convention
Akron, OH July 27–31, 1987 Proceedings; no pdf available.

39th
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA

April 29–May 3,
1989 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1989.pdf).

40th
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA April 28–30, 1991 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1991.pdf).

41st
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA May 1–4, 1993 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1993.pdf).

42nd
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA July 15–18, 1995 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1995.pdf).

43rd
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA May 2–5, 1997 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1997.pdf).

44th
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA April 9–12, 1999 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1999.pdf).

45th
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA June 1–4, 2001 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_2001.pdf).

46th
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA July 9–11, 2005 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_2005.pdf).

47th
National

Convention

Santa Clara,
CA July 14–16, 2007 Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_2007.pdf).

Secretaries of the party
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Name Tenure Title

Philip Van Patten July 1876–April 1883 Corresponding Secretary

Schneider April–October 1883 Corresponding Secretary

Hugo Vogt October–December 1883 Corresponding Secretary

None December 1883–March 1884 (Executive position abolished)

Wilhelm Rosenberg March 1884–October 1889 Corresponding and Financial Secretary

Benjamin J. Gretsch October 1889–October 1891 National Secretary

Henry Kuhn 1891–1906 National Secretary

Frank Bohn 1906–1908 National Secretary

Henry Kuhn 1908 (pro tem) National Secretary

Paul Augustine 1908–1914 National Secretary

Arnold Petersen 1914–1969 National Secretary

Nathan Karp 1969–1980 National Secretary

Robert Bills 1980–present National Secretary

Presidential tickets
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Election Presidential nominee Vice presidential nominee Votes
No. of
states

on ballot

1888 Slate of independent electors Slate of independent electors 2,068 1 (New
York)

1892 Simon Wing Charles Matchett 21,173 5

1896 Charles Matchett Matthew Maguire 36,359 20

1900 Joseph F. Maloney Valentine Remmel 40,943 22

1904 Charles H. Corregan William Wesley Cox 33,454 19

1908 August Gillhaus Donald L. Munro 14,031 15

1912
Arthur E. Reimer

August Gillhaus 29,324 20

1916 Caleb Harrison 15,295 17

1920 William Wesley Cox August Gillhaus 31,084 14

1924 Frank T. Johns Verne L. Reynolds 28,633 19

1928
Verne L. Reynolds

Jeremiah D. Crowley 21,590 19

1932 John W. Aiken 34,038 19

1936
John W. Aiken

Emil F. Teichert 12,799 18

1940 Aaron M. Orange 14,883 14

1944
Edward A. Teichert

Arla A. Albaugh 45,188 15

1948
Stephen Emery

29,244 22

1952

Eric Hass

30,406 23

1956
Georgia Cozzini

44,300 14

1960 47,522 15

1964 Henning A. Blomen 45,189 16

1968 Henning A. Blomen George Sam Taylor 52,589 13

1972 Louis Fisher Genevieve Gundersen 53,814 12

1976 Jules Levin Constance Blomen 9,566 10

All election results taken from Dave Leip's Atlas of U.S. Presidential Elections (http://uselectionatlas.org/) and
Vote for presidential and vice presidential candidates of the Socialist Labor Party (https://archive.org/details/Vo
teForPresidentialAndVicePresidentialCandidatesOfTheSocialistLabor).

John J. Ballam
J. Mahlon Barnes
Ella Reeve Bloor
Frank Bohn
George Boomer
Louis B. Boudin
Abraham Cahan
John C. Chase

Louis C. Fraina
Paul Grottkau
Julius Gerber
Margaret Haile
J. Edward Hall
Benjamin Hanford
Job Harriman
Caleb Harrison

Antoinette Konikow
William Ross
Knudsen
Joseph A. Labadie
Algernon Lee
Jack London
Meyer London
William Mailly

Arthur E. Reimer
Mack Reynolds
Verne L. Reynolds
Wilhelm
Rosenberg
Lucien Sanial
George A. Schilling
Sergei Shevitch
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Maximilian Cohen
James Connolly
Georgia Cozzini
Daniel De Leon
Solon De Leon
Adolph Douai
Benjamin
Feigenbaum

Eric Hass
Max S. Hayes
Morris Hillquit
Isaac Hourwich
Frank Johns
Olive M. Johnson

Charles Matchett
James H. Maurer
P. J. McGuire
Thomas J. Morgan
Kate Richards O'Hare
Albert Parsons
Arnold Petersen
Patrick L. Quinlan

Algie Martin
Simons
Henry Slobodin
August Spies
Adolph Strasser
Philip Van Patten
Leslie White
Morris Winchevsky
Simon Wing

Vorbote (The Warning) (1874–1924) – Chicago weekly. Predated the SLP, party organ 1876–
1878. Broke with SLP for anarchism in the early 1880s.
Arbeiter Stimme (Worker's Voice) (1876–1878) – New York City weekly. Predated the SLP
under the title Sozial-Demokrat. New York Public Library holds master negative film.
The Labor Standard (April 1876–December 1881) – New York City. Originally organ of the
Social-Democratic Workingmen's Party of North America under title The Socialist. New York
Public Library holds master negative film.
The Social Democrat (c. 1877) – New York daily.
The National Socialist (May 1878–1879) – Cincinnati official organ with John McIntosh as
editor.
Bulletin of the Social Labor Movement (1879–1883) – published in Detroit and New York City.
Der Sozialist (1885–1892) – German language. Published in New York City.

Vorwärts (Forward) (1892–1932) – published in New York City. Broke with SLP in 1899 and
became privately owned publication.

The Workmen's Advocate (1885–1891) – originally published by the New Haven (CT) Trades
Council. Official organ of SLP from November 21, 1886. Subscription list taken over by The
People in 1891.

The People (1891–2008) – published in New York City by New Yorker Volkszeitung on
behalf of the SLP. Party-owned from 1899. Later moved to Palo Alto, CA.

Pittsburgher Volkszeitung (c. 1891) – German language. Pittsburgh weekly.

Advance (1896–1902) – San Francisco weekly. Wisconsin Historical Society holds master
negative film.
The Echo (c. 1877) – Boston weekly.
Emancipator (c. 1877) – Cincinnati and Milwaukee weekly.
Emancipator (1894) – Cleveland weekly.

Party press

Party-owned

Privately owned
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The Evening Telegram (c. 1884) – New Haven weekly.
Lawrence Labor (1896) – Lawrence, MA weekly.
The Liberator (1896–1897)
Manchester Labor (1896) – Manchester, NH weekly.
Ohio Labor (1895–1896) – Toledo weekly.
Philadelphia Labor (1893–1894) – Philadelphia weekly.
Quincy Labor (1895) – Quincy, IL weekly
Rochester Labor (1896) – Rochester, NY weekly
Rochester Socialist (1898) – Rochester, NY monthly.
St. Louis Labor (1893–1928) – St. Louis daily. Broke with SLP circa 1897.
San Antonio Labor (1894–1896) – San Antonio weekly.
San Francisco Truth (c. 1884) – San Francisco weekly.
Savannah Labor (1895) – Savannah, GA weekly.
The Socialist (c. 1877) – Detroit weekly.
The Socialist Alliance (1898) – Chicago weekly.
The Star (c. 1877) – St. Louis daily.
The Times (c. 1877) – Indianapolis weekly.
The Tocsin (?–1899) – Minneapolis weekly.
The Truth (1898) – Davenport, IA. Bilingual English and German.
The Voice of the People (c. 1884) – New York City weekly.
The Wage Worker (?–1899) – Kansas City weekly.
Worcester Labor (1896) – Worcester, MA weekly.
Workingmen's Ballot (c. 1877) – Boston weekly.

Arbeiter von Ohio (Ohio Worker) (c. 1877) – Cincinnati weekly.
Chicagoer Arbeiter-Zeitung (Chicago Workers' News) (1876–1924) – Chicago daily paper,
which published Vorbote.
Chicagoer Sozialist (Chicago Socialist) (c. 1877) – Chicago daily.
Chicagoer Volkszeitung (Chicago People's News) (c. 1877) – Chicago daily.
Cleveland Volksfreund (Cleveland People's Friend) (1898) – Weekly.
Freiheitsbanner (Freedom Flag) (c. 1877) – Cincinnati weekly.
Illinois Volkszeitung (c. 1884)
Milwaukee Sozialist (Milwaukee Socialist) (c. 1877) – Milwaukee daily. Predated the SLP.
Die Neue Zeit (The New Era) (c. 1877) – Louisville and Chicago daily.
New Yorker Volkszeitung (New York People's News) (1878–1932) – New York City daily.
Broke with SLP in 1899, but continued publication until 1932.
Ohio Volkszeitung (Ohio People's News) (c. 1877) – Cincinnati daily.
Philadelphia Tageblatt (Philadelphia Daily Paper) (1877–1942) – Philadelphia daily. Broke
with SLP at some point.
Pittsburgher Arbeiter Zietung (c. 1890) – Pittsburgh weekly.
Vorwärts! (Forward!) (1877–1878) – Milwaukee weekly. Wisconsin Historical Society holds
master negative film.
Vorwärts! (1893–1932) – Milwaukee daily with Victor Berger as editor. Broke with SLP in 1897.
Wisconsin Historical Society holds master negative film.
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Vorwärts (Forward) (c. 1877) – Newark daily.
Volksstimme des Westens (Voice of the People of the West) (c. 1877) – St. Louis daily.

Bulgarian

Rabotnicheska Prosveta (Workers' Enlightenment) (1911–1969) – published in Granite City, IL
and Detroit. Weekly.

Croatian

Radnicka Borba (Workers' Struggle) (1907–1970) – published in New York, Cleveland and
Detroit. Weekly, later semi-monthly.

Czech

Delnicke Listy (Voice of Labor) (c. 1877) – Cleveland weekly; predated the SLP.
Pravda (Truth) (1898) – New York City weekly.

Danish-Norwegian

Arbejderen (The Worker) (1898) – Chicago weekly.

Hungarian

A Munkás (The Worker) (1910–1961) – New York City weekly. New York Public Library holds
master negative film.
Nepszava (People's Voice) (1898) – New York City weekly.

Latvian

Proletareets (The Proletarian) (1902–1911)

Norwegian

Den Nye Tid (The New Time) (c. 1877) – Chicago weekly.

Polish

Sila (The Force) (1898) – Buffalo weekly.

Swedish

Arbetaren (The Worker) (1895–1928) – New York City weekly.

Ukrainian

Robitinychyi Holos (Workers' Voice) (1922–?) – New York City weekly.

Yiddish

Der Ermes (The Truth) (1895–1896) – Boston weekly.
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Arbeiter Zeitung (Workers' News) (1898) – New York City.

Sources: Proceedings of the National Congress, 1877, pp. 16–17; Hillquit (1903), pp. 225,
242; American Labor Press Directory (1925), pp. 22–23; Library of Congress Chronicling
America database.

1. Forty-Seventh National Convention, Socialist Labor Party, July 14–16, 2007, Minutes, Reports,
Resolutions etc, p.22, http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_2007.pdf

2. "The name of this organization shall be Socialist Labor Party". Art. I, Sec. 1 of the Constitution
of the Socialist Labor Party of America (http://www.slp.org/res_state_htm/const_07.html)
adopted at the Eleventh National Convention (New York, July 1904; amended at the National
Conventions 1908, 1912, 1916, 1920, 1924, 1928, 1932, 1936, 1940, 1944, 1948, 1952, 1956,
1960, 1964, 1968, 1972, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1987, 1989,
1991, 1993, 2001, 2005 and 2007) (cited February 18, 2016).

3. Socialistic Labor Party. Platform, Constitution, and Resolutions, Adopted at the National
Congress of the Workingmen's Party of the United States, Held at Newark, New Jersey,
December 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 1877. Together with a condensed report of the Congress
Proceedings (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1877.pdf) (Ohio Volks-Zeitung: Cincinnati, Ohio,
1878), pp. 26–27.

4. While the 1885 constitution and platform (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/slpconst_1885.pdf) uses
the term "socialistic" in the party name, the 1890 constitution and platform (http://www.slp.org/p
df/slphist/slpconst_1890.pdf) uses the term "socialist" in the party name. As both of these
sources appear to be scans of original documents, it is safe to assume that this second name
change necessarily occurred somewhere between 1885 and 1890. Unfortunately, the other
sources provided by the SLP are not original scans and must be taken with a grain of salt. The
Report of the Proceedings of the Sixth National Convention of the Socialistic Labor Party, Held
at Buffalo, New York, September 17, 19, 20 & 21, 1887 (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1887.
pdf) (New York Labor News Company: New York, September 1887) would seem to indicate
that party was still calling itself the Socialistic Labor Party in that year. While the majority of the
.pdf is not an original scan, the cover page is. Yet, the 1887 platform (http://www.slp.org/pdf/platf
orms/plat1887.pdf) (which is in no part an original scan) would seem to indicate that the party
was calling itself the Socialist Labor Party by 1887. Likewise, the 1889 platform (reported in this
non-scan copy (http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_1889.pdf) of the Workmen's Advocate on
October 26, 1889) employs the name Socialist Labor Party.

5. 20th Convention, section on Minnesota (https://archive.org/details/20thConventionSocialistLab
orParty1940Pt.1/page/n29) indicates that it was known as the Industrial Party in Minnesota
from approximately 1920 to 1944, when the name was changed to Industrial Government Party.
(https://archive.org/details/Twenty-firstNationalConventionOfTheSocialistLaborParty/page/n25)
This lasted until the apparent dissolution of the Minnesota affiliate after the mass defection into
the New Union Party in 1980. Additionally, the name Industrial Government Party was used in
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Daniel De Leon

Born December 14, 1852
Curaçao, Colony of
Curaçao and
Dependencies

Died May 11, 1914 (aged 61)
New York City, New
York, United States

Nationality American · Dutch

Other names Daniel de León

Alma mater Leiden University

Columbia University

Occupation Editor · Marxist
Theoretician · Union
Organizer

Organization Knights of Labor

Industrial Workers of the
World

Workers' International
Industrial Union

Known for Marxism–De Leonism

Height 5 ft 5 in (165 cm)[1]

Political
party

Socialist Labor Party

Daniel De Leon
Daniel De Leon (/də ˈliːɒn/; December 14, 1852 – May 11,
1914) was an American socialist newspaper editor, politician,
Marxist theoretician, and trade union organizer. He is regarded as
the forefather of the idea of revolutionary industrial unionism and
was the leading figure in the Socialist Labor Party of America
from 1890 until the time of his death.[2] De Leon was a co-
founder of the Industrial Workers of the World and much of his
ideas and philosophy contributed to the creations of Socialist
Labor parties across the world, including: Australia, the United
Kingdom, Canada, and the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance.
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Daniel De Leon was born December 14, 1852 in Curaçao, the
son of Salomon de Leon and Sarah Jesurun De Leon. His father
was a surgeon in the Royal Netherlands Army and a colonial
official. Although he was raised Catholic, his family ancestry is
believed to be Dutch Jewish of the Spanish and Portuguese
community; "De León" is a Spanish surname, oftentimes
toponymic, in which case it can possibly indicate a family's
geographic origin in the Medieval Kingdom of León.

His father lived in the Netherlands before coming to Curaçao
when receiving his commission in the military. Salomon De Leon
died on January 18, 1865, when Daniel was twelve and was the
first to be buried in the new Jewish cemetery.[3]
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Movement American Labor
Movement

Spouse(s) Sarah Lobo (m. died
1887)

Bertha Canary (m. 1892)

Children 9, including Solon

De Leon left Curaçao on April 15, 1866 and arrived in Hamburg
on May 22. In Germany he studied at the Gymnasium in
Hildesheim and in 1870 began attending the University of Leiden
in the Netherlands. He studied medicine at Leiden and was a
member of the Amsterdam student corps, but did not graduate.
While in Europe he had become fluent in German, Dutch,
French, English, ancient Greek and Latin, in addition to his first
language Spanish.[4][5] Sometime between 1872 and 1874 he
emigrated to New York, with his wife and mother. There he
found work as an instructor in Latin, Greek and mathematics at Thomas B. Harrington's School in
Westchester, New York. In 1876 he entered Columbia College, now Columbia University, earning an LLB
with honors 1878.[6]

From 1878 to 1882, he lived in Brownsville, Texas as a practicing attorney, then returned to New York. While
he maintained an attorney's office until 1884 he was more interested in pursuing an academic career at his alma
mater, Columbia. A prize lectureship had been created in 1882. To be eligible a candidate had to be a graduate
of Columbia, a member of the Academy of Political Science and read at least one paper before the academy.
The three year appointment came with a $500 annual salary ($13,000 in 2021 terms) and required the lecturer
to give twenty lectures a year, based on original research, to the students of the School of Political Science. De
Leon devoted his lectures to Latin American diplomacy and the interventions of European powers in South
American affairs. He received his first term in 1883 and his second term in 1886. In 1889 he was not kept on.
Some allege that the University officials denied him a promised full professorship because of his political
activities,[7] while other believe that his subject was too esoteric to be a permanent part of the curriculum.[8]

De Leon published no papers about Latin America during this period, but he did contribute an article to the
debut issue of the Academy's Political Science Quarterly on the Berlin West Africa Conference.[9] He also
wrote reviews on Franz von Holtzendorff's Handbuch des Völkerrechts in June 1888 and its French translation
in March 1889 for the same publication.

De Leon traveled back to Curaçao to marry the 16-year-old Sarah Lobo from Caracas, Venezuela. The Lobo
were a prominent Jewish family in the area that lived in both the Dutch Antilles and Venezuela. After a
traditional Jewish wedding in Caracas the family moved to a Spanish speaking area of Manhattan, at 112 West
14th street where their first son, Solon De Leon would be born on September 2, 1883. By the mid to late
1880s the family was living in the Lower East Side. In 1885 or 1886 another child, Grover Cleveland De
Leon was born but only lived a year and a half. On April 29, 1887 Sarah Lobo De Leon died in childbirth
while delivering stillborn twins; it was the same year that Grover had died. After this the De Leons left the
Lower East Side and moved in with their housekeeper Mary Redden Maguire at 1487 Avenue A.[10]

In 1891, while on a speaking tour around the country for the SLP, De Leon found himself in Kansas when he
learned that a planned speaking engagement in Lawrence had been canceled. He decided to head to
Independence, Kansas where he had been advised there was some sympathy for the socialist movement. He
arrived on April 23 and was hosted by a 26-year-old school teacher, Bertha Canary, who was the head of a
local Bellamyite group, the Christian Socialist Club. Canary was familiar with De Leon, having read some of
his articles in the Nationalist Club movement press, and the two apparently became infatuated with each other.
In 1892 they were married in South Norwalk, Connecticut.[11] They had five children: Florence, Gertrude,
Paul, Donald and Genseric. He named the latter, according to Solon De Leon, after the medieval king
Genseric, a Vandal who made the Pope kiss his toes.[12]
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DeLeon was the editor of the official
newspaper of the Socialist Labor
Party from 1890 until his death in
1914.

De Leon settled in New York City, studying at Columbia University. He was a Georgist socialist during the
1886 Mayoral campaign of Henry George and in 1890 joined the Socialist Labor Party, becoming the editor of
its newspaper, The People. He quickly grew in stature inside the party and in 1891, 1902, and 1904 he ran for
the governorship of the state of New York, winning more than 15,000 votes in 1902, his best result.

De Leon became a Marxist in the late 1880s, and argued for the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism, trying
to divert the SLP away from its Lassallian outlook. Some argue that his famous polemic with James Connolly
showed him to have been an advocate of Ferdinand Lassalle's subsistence theory of wages.[13] Others
question this assertion because by the same logic Marx and Engels could be described as advocates of the Iron
Law because language in The Communist Manifesto and Value, Price and Profit pertaining to the level of
wages and temporary effect of union activity on working conditions is similar to the language used by De
Leon in his answer to Connolly, and the 'iron law of wages' is a Malthusian theory which De Leon did not
indicate any support for.

De Leon was highly critical of the trade union movement in America and described the craft-oriented
American Federation of Labor as the "American Separation of Labor". At this early stage in De Leon's
development, there was still a considerable remnant of the general unionist Knights of Labor in existence, and
the SLP worked within it until being driven out. This resulted in the formation of the Socialist Trade and Labor
Alliance (ST&LA) in 1895, which was dominated by the SLP.

By the early 20th Century, the SLP was declining in numbers, with
first the Social Democratic Party and then the Socialist Party of
America becoming the leading leftist political force in America (as
these splinter groups embraced capitalist reforms). De Leon was an
important figure in the US labor movement, and in 1904 he attended
the International Socialist Congress, held in Amsterdam. Under the
influence of the American Labor Union (ALU), he changed his
politics around this time to put more focus on industrial unionism, and
the ballot as a purely destructive weapon, in contrast to his earlier
view of political organization as 'sword' and industrial union as
'shield'. He worked with the ALU in the founding of the Industrial
Workers of the World (IWW) in 1905. His participation in this
organization was short-lived and acrimonious.

De Leon later accused the IWW of having been taken over by what
he called disparagingly 'the bummery'. De Leon was engaged in a
policy dispute with the leaders of the IWW. His argument was in
support of political action via the Socialist Labor Party while other
leaders, including founder Big Bill Haywood, argued instead for
direct action. Haywood's faction prevailed, resulting in a change to
the Preamble which precluded "affiliation with any political party."
De Leon's followers left the IWW to form a rival Detroit-based IWW,
which was renamed the Workers' International Industrial Union in 1915, and collapsed in 1925.[14]

De Leon was formally expelled from the Chicago IWW after calling proponents of that organization "slum
proletarians".[14] He died in New York on May 11, 1914. His Socialist Labor Party has remained influential,
largely by keeping his ideas alive.
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BY DANIEL DE LEON

Mr. Chairman and Workingmen of Boston : I have got

into the habit of putting two and two together, and drawing

my conclusions. When I was invited to come to Boston , the

invitation reached me at about the same time with an official

information that a re-organization of the party was contem

plated in the city of Boston . I put the two together and I

dren the conclusion that part of the purpose of the invitation

was for me to come here to tell you upon what lines we in

New York organized, and upon what lines we " wicked ” So

cialists of New York and Brooklyn gave the capitalist class

last November the 16,000 -vote black eye.

"ORGANIZATION . ”

It has become an axiom that, to accomplish results, organ

ization is requisite. Nevertheless, there is “ organization "

and “ organization .” That this is so , appears clearly from the

fact that the pure and simplers have been going about saying

to the workers : " Organize ! Organize !” and after they have

been saying that, and have been “ organizing " and "organ

izing ” for the past thirty or forty years, we find that they are

virtually where they started, if not worse off ; that their "or

ganization” partakes of the nature of the lizard, whose tail

destroys what his foreparts build up.

I think the best thing I can do to aid you in organizing is

to give you the principles upon which the Socialist sections

of New York and Brooklyn are organized. To do that I shall

go back to basic principles, and in explaining to you the dif

ference there is between Reform and Revolution , I shall be

able, step by step, to point out how it is we do it, and how you

ought to do.

I shall assume it is a wise course for a speaker to adopt

that none in this audience knows what is “ Reform " and what

is “ Revolution .” Those who are posted will understand me
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all the better ; those who are not will follow me all the easier,

We hear people talk about the "Reform Forces," about

“ Evolution" and about “ Revolution " in ways that are highly

mixed. Let us clear up our terms. Reform means a change

of externals ; Revolution - peaceful or bloody, the peaceful

ness or the bloodiness of it cuts no figure whatever in the

essence of the question means a change from within .

REFORM .

Take, for instance, a poodle. You can reform him in a

lot of ways. You can shave his whole body and leave a tassel

at the tip of his tail ; you may borc a hole through each ear ,

and tie a blue bow on one and a red bow on the other ; you may

put a brass collar around his neck with your initials on, and

a trim little blanket on his back ; yet, throughout, a poodle ng

was and a poodle he remains. Each of these changes prob

ably wrought a corresponding change in the poodle's life.

When shorn of all his hair except a tassel at the tail's tip he

was owned by a wag who probably cared only for the fun he

could get out of his pet ; when he appears gaily decked in

bows, probably his young mistress' attachment is of tenderer

sort; when later we see him in the fancier's outfit, the treat

ment he receives and the uses he is put to may be yet again

and probably are, different. Each of these transformations

or stages may mark a veritable epoch in the poodle's existence .

And yet, essentially, a poodle he was, a poodle he is, and a

poodle he will remain . That is Reform .

REVOLUTION .

But when we look back myriads of years , or project our

selves into far-future physical cataclysms, and trace the de

velopment of animal life from the invertebrate to the verte

brate, from the lizard to the bird, from the quadruped and

mammal till we come to the prototype of the poodle, and

finally reach the poodle himself, and so forward - then do we

find radical changes at each step, changes from within that

alter the very essence of his being, and that put, or will put,

upon him each time a stamp that alters the very system of his

existance. That is Revolution .
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So with society. Whenever a change leaves the interval

mechanism untouched , we have Reform; whenever the in

ternal mechanism is changed , we have Revolution .

Of course, no internal change is possible without external

manifestations . The internal changes denoted by the revo

lution or evolution of the lizard into the eagle go accompanied

with external marks. So with society. And therein lies one

of the pitfalls into which dilettanteism or " Reforms" in

variably tumble. They have noticed that externals change

with internals ; and they rest satisfied with mere external

changes, without looking behind the curtain . But of this

more presently.

We Socialists are not Reformers ; we are Revolutionists.

We Socialists do not propose to change forms. We care noth

ing for forms. We want a change of the inside of the

mechanism of society, let the form take care of itself. We

see in England a crowned monarch ; we see in Germany a

sceptered emperor ; we see in this country an uncrowned pres

ident, and we fail to see the essential difference between Ger

many, England or America. That being the case, we are

skeptics as to forms. We are like grown children, in the sense

that we like to look at the inside of things and find out what

is there.

One more preliminary explanation. Socialism is lauded by

some as an angelic movement, by others it is decried as a

devilish scheme. Hence you find the Gomperses blowing hot

and cold on the subject ; and Harry Lloyd, with whose capers,

to your sorrow , you are more familiar than I, pronouncing

himself a Socialist in one place, and in another running So

cialism down. Socialism is neither an aspiration of angels,

nor a plot of devils. Socialism moves with its feet firmly

planted in the ground, and its head not lost in the clouds;

it takes Science by the hand, asks her to lead, and goes

whithersoever she points. It does not take Science by the

hand, saying: " I shall follow you to the end of the road if it

please me.” No ! It takes her by the hand and says :

“ Whithersoever thou leadest, thither am I bound to go.” The

Socialists, consequently, move as intelligent men ; we do not
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mutiny because, instead of having wings, we have arms, and

cannot fly as we would wish.

What, then, with an eye single upon the differences between

Reform and Revolution , does Socialism mean ? To point out

that, I shall take up two or three of what I may style the

principal nerve centres of the movement.

GOVERNMENT — THE STATE.

One of these principal nerve centres is the question of "Gov

ernmentor the question of the “ State .” How many of you have

not seen upon the shelves of our libraries books that treat

upon the “ History of the State ” ; upon the "Limitations of the

State” ; upon “ What the State Should Do, and What It Should

Not Do " ; upon the “ Legitimate Functions of the State, " and

so on into infinity ? Nevertheless, there is not one among all

of these, the products, as they all are, of the vulgar and super

ficial character of capitalist thought, that fathoms the ques

tion, or actually defines the “State.” Not until we reach the

great works of the American Morgan, of Marx and Engels,

and of other Socialist philosophers, is the matter handled with

that scientific lucidity that proceeds from facts, leads to sound

conclusions, and breaks the way to practical work . Not until

you know and understand the history of the “State” and of

“Government will you understand one of the cardinal prin

ciples upon which Socialist Organization rests, and will you

be in a condition to organize successfully.

We are told that " Government” has always been as it is

to -day, and always will be. This is the first fundamental

error of what Karl Marx justly calls capitalistic vulgarity of

thought.

When man started on his career, after having got beyond

the state of the savage, he realized that co -operation was a

necessity to him. He understood that together with others

he could face his enemies in a better way than alone; he

could hunt, fish, fight more successfully. Following the in

structions of the great writer Morgan - the only great and

original American writer upon this question — we look to the

Indian communities, the Indian settlements, as a type of the
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social system that our ancestors, all of them , without excep

tion , went through at some time.

The Indian lived in the community condition. The Indian

lived under a system of common property. As Franklin de

scribed it, in a sketch of the history and alleged sacredness

of private property, there was no such thing as private prop

erty among the Indians. They co -operated , worked together,

and they had a Central Directing Authority among them .

In the Indian communities we find that Central Directing

Authority consisting of the " Sachems.” It makes no dif

ference how that Central Directing Authority was elected ;

there it was. But note this : its function was to direct the

co -operative or collective efforts of the communities, and, in

so doing, it shared actively in the productive work of the com

munities. Without its work, the work of the communities

would not have been done.

When , in the further development of society, the tools of

production grew and developed - grew and developed beyond

the point reached by the Indian ; when the art of smelting

iron ore was discovered ; when thereby that leading social

cataclysm , wrapped in the mists of ages, yet discernible, took

place that rent former communal society in twain along the

line of sex, the males being able, the females unable, to wield

the tool of production — then society was cast into a new mold ;

the former community , with its democratic equality of rights

and duties , vanishes, and a new social system turns up, divided

into two sections, the one able, the other unable , to work at

production. The line that separated these two sections, being

at first the line of sex, could , in the very nature of things, not

yet be sharp or deep . Yet, notwithstanding, in the very shap

ing of these two sections- one able, the other unable, to feed

itself — we have the first premonition of the classes, of class

distinctions, of the division of society into the independent

and the dependent, into master and slaves, ruler and ruled .

Simultaneously, with this revolution, we find the first

changes in the nature of the Central Directing Authority , of

that body whose original function was to share in , by direct

ing, production. Just as soon as economic equality is de
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stroyed, and the economic classes crop up in society, the func

tions of the Central Directing Authority gradually begin to

change, until finally, when , after a long range of years, moving

slowly at first, and then with the present hurricane velocity

under capitalism proper, the tool has developed further, and

further, and still further, and has reached its present fabulous

perfection and magnitude ; when, through its private owner

ship the tool has wrought a revolution within a revolution by

dividing society, no longer along the line of sex, but strictly

along the line of ownership or non -ownership of the land

on and the tool with which to work ; when the privately owned,

mammoth tool of to-day has reduced more than fifty -two per

cent. of our population to the state of being utterly unable

to feed without first selling themselves into wage slavery, while

it, at the same time, saps the ground from under about thirty

nine per cent. of our people, the middle class, whose puny

tools, small capital, render them certain victims of com

petition with the large capitalists, and makes them desperate ;

when the economic law that asserts itself under the system

of private ownership of the tool has concentrated these pri

vate owners into about eight per cent. of the nation's in

habitants, has thereby enabled this small capitalist class to

live without toil, and to compel the majority, the class of the

proletariat, to toil without living ; when, finally, it has come

to the pass in which our country now finds itself, that, as was

stated in Congress, ninety -four per cent. of the taxes are spent

in “ protecting property ” —the property of the trivially small

capitalist class — and not in protecting life ; when, in short,

the privately owned tool has wrought this work , and the classes

-the idle rich and the working poor — are in full bloom

then the Central Directing Authority of old stands trans

formed ; its pristine functions of aiding in, by directing,

production have been supplanted by the functions of holding

down the dependent, the slave, the ruled, i. e. , the working

class. Then , and not before, lo, the State, the modern State,

the capitalist State ! Then, lo, the Government, the mod

ern Government, the capitalist Government- equipped main

ly, if not solely, with the means of suppression, of oppression,

of tyranny !
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In sight of these manifestations of the modern State, the

Anarchist — the rose -water and the dirty -water variety alike

shouts : “Away with all central directing authority ; see

what it does ; it can only do mischief; it always did mischief ! ”

But Socialism is not Anarchy. Socialism does not, like the

chicken in the fable, just out of the shell, start with the

knowledge of that day. Socialism rejects the premises and

the conclusions of Anarchy upon the State and upon Govern

ment. What Socialism says is : "Away with the economic

system that alters the beneficent functions of the Central

Directing Authority from an aid to production into a means

of oppression . " And it proceeds to show that, when the in

struments of production shall be owned , no longer by the

minority, but shall be restored to the Commonwealth ; that

when , as a result of this, no longer the minority or any portion

of the people shall be in poverty, and classes, class distinctions

and class rule shall, as they necessarily must, have vanished,

that then the Central Directing Authority will lose all its

repressive functions, and is bound to reassume the functions

it had in the old communities of our ancestors, become again

a necessary aid , and assist in production.

The Socialist, in the brilliant simile of Karl Marx, sees

that a lone fiddler in his room needs no director ; he can rap

himself to order, with his fiddle to his shoulder, and start

his dancing tune, and stop whenever he likes. But just as

soon as you have an orchestra, you must also have an orchestra

director — a central directing authority. If you don't you

may have a Salvation Army pow -wow , you may have a Louis

iana negro breakdown ; you may have an orthodox Jewish

synagogue, where every man sings in whatever key he likes,

but you won't have harmony - impossible.

It needs this central directing authority of the orchestra

master to rap all the players to order at a given moment; to

point out when they shall begin ; when to have these play

louder, when to have those play softer ; when to put in this

instrument, when to silence that ; to regulate the time of all

and preserve the accord. The orchestra director is not an

oppressor, nor is his baton an insignia of tyranny; he is not
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there to bully anybody ; he is as necessary or important as

any or all of themembers of the orchestra .

Our system of production is in the nature of an orchestra .

No oneman, no one town , no one State, can be said any longer

to be independent of the other ; the whole people of the United

States, every individual therein , is dependent and interde

pendent upon all the others. The nature of the machinery

of production ; the subdivision of labor, which aids co-opera

tion , and which co-operation fosters, and which is necessary

to the plentifulness of production that civilization requires,

compel a harmonious working together of all departments of

labor, and thence compel the establishment of a Central Di

recting Authority, of an Orchestral Director , so to speak, of

the orchestra of the Co-operative Commonwealth .

Such is the State or Government that the Socialist revo

lution carries in its womb. To-day, production is left to

Anarchy, and only Tyranny, the twin sister of Anarchy , is

organized.

Socialism , accordingly, implies organization ; organization

implies directing authority ; and the one and the other are

strict reflections of the revolutions undergone by the tool of

production . Reform , on the other hand, skims the surface,

and with " Referendums” and similar devices limits itself to

external tinkerings.

MATERIALISM_MORALITY .

The second nerve centre of Socialism that will serve to il .

lustrate the difference between reform and revolution is its

materialistic groundwork.

Take, for instance , the history of slavery. All of our an

cestors— this may shock some of you, but it is a fact all the

same - all of our ancestors were cannibals at one time. The

human race, in its necessity to seek for food, often found it

easier to make a raid and take from others the food they had

gathered. In those olden , olden days of the barbarism of

our ancestors, when they conquered a people and took away

its property, they had no further use for the conquered ; they

killed them , spitted them over a good fire , roasted and ate
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them up. It was a simple and the only profitable way known

of disposing of prisoners of war. They did with their cap

tives very much what bees do yet ; when they have raided and

conquered a hive they ruthlessly kill every single denizen of

the captured hive.

Our ancestors continued cannibals until their social system

had developed sufficiently to enable them to keep their prison.

ers under control. From that moment they found it more

profitable to keep their prisoners of war alive, and turn them

into slaves to work for them , than it was to kill them off and

eat them up. With that stage of material development, can

nibalism was dropped. From the higher material plane on

which our ancestors then stood , their moral vision enlarged

and they presently realized that it was immoral to eat up a

human being.

Cannibalism disappears to make room for chattel slavery.

And what do we see ? Watch the process of " moral develop

ment" in this country — the classic ground in many ways to

study history in, for the reason that the whole development

of mankind can be seen here, portrayed in a few years, so to

speak. You know how , to -day, the Northern people put on

airs of morality on the score of having " abolished chattel

slavery , " the " traffic in human flesh , " "gone down South

and fought, and bled , to free the Negro," etc., etc. Yet we

know that just as soon as manufacturing was introduced in

the North, the North found that it was too expensive to own

the Negro and take care of him ; that it was much cheaper

not to own the worker ; and, consequently, that they “ re

ligiously ," " humanely " and "morally " sold their slavesto the

South, while they transformed the white people of the North ,

who had no means of production in their own handsintowage

slaves, and mercilessly ground them down. In the North ,

chattel slavery disappeared just as soon as the development

of machineryrendered the institution unprofitable. The im

morality of chattel slavery became clear to the North just as

soon as, standing upon that higher plane that its higher

material development raised it to , it acquired a better vision.

The benighted South, on the contrary, that had no machin
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ery , remained with eyes shut, and she stuck to slavery till

the slave was knocked out of her fists.

Guided by the light of this and many similar lessons of

history, Socialism builds upon the principle that the " moral

sentiment," as illustrated by the fate of the slave, is not the

cause, but a powerful aid to revolutions. The moral senti.

ment is to a movement as important as the sails are to a

ship. Nevertheless, important though sails are, unless a ship

is well laden , unless she is soundly, properly and scientifically

constructed , the mere sails you pile on and spread out, the

surer she is to capsize. So with the organizations that are to

carry out a revolution . Unless your Socialist organizations

are as sound as a bell ; unless they are as intolerant as science ;

unless they will plant themselves squarely on the principle

that two and two make four, and under no circumstances

allow that they make five, the more feeling you put into them ,

the surer they are to capsize and go down . On the contrary,

load your revolutionary ship with the proper lading of science ;

hold her strictly to the load -star ; try no monkeyshines and

no dillyings and dallyings with anything that is not strictly

scientific, or with any man who does not stand on our uncom

promisingly scientific platform, do that, and then unfurl free

ly the sails of morality ; then the more your sails, the better

off your ship ; but not unless you do that, will you be safe, or

can you prevail.

Socialism knows that revolutionary upheavals and trans

formations proceed from the rock -bed of material needs.

With a full appreciation of and veneration for moral impulses

that are balanced with scientific knowledge, it eschews, looks

with just suspicion upon and gives a wide berth to balloon

morality, or be it those malarial fevers that reformers love to

dignify with the name of “ moral feelings.”

THE CLASS STRUGGLE .

A third nerve centre of Socialism by which to distinguish

reform from revolution is its manly, aggressive posture.

The laws that rule sociology run upon lines' parallel with

and are the exact counterparts of those that natural science

has established in biology.
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In the first place, the central figure in biology is the species,

not the individual specimen . Consequently , that is the cen

tral figure on the field of sociology that corresponds to and

represents the species on the field of biology . In sociology,

the economic classes take the place of the species in biology .

In the second place , struggle, and not piping peace; assim

ilation by the ruthless process of the expulsion of all elements

that are not fit for assimilation , and not external coalition

such are the laws of growth in biology, and such are and

needs must be the laws of growth in sociology.

Hence, Socialism recognizes in modern society the existence

of a struggle of classes, and the line that divides the com

batants to be the economic line that separates the interests

of the property-holding capitalist class from the interests of

the propertiless class of the proletariat. As a final result of

this, Socialism , with the Nazarene, spurns as futile, if not

wicked , the method of cajolery and seduction , or the crying

of " Peace, peace , where there is no peace," and cuts a clean

swath , while reform is eternally entangled in its course of

charming, luring , decoying.

' ILLUSTRATIONS.

Let me now give you a few specific illustrations - based

upon this general sketch — that may help to point out more

clearly the sharp differences there are between Reform and

Revolution , and the grave danger there lurks behind confound

ing the two.

You remember I referred to the fact that internal, i. e.,

revolutionary changes, are always accompanied with external

changes of some sort, and that therein lay a pitfall into

which reform invariably tumbled , inasmuch as reform habit

ually rests satisfied with externals, allows itself to be deceived

with appearances. For instance :

The Socialist revolution demands, among other things,

the public ownership of all the means of transportation . But,

in itself, the question of ownership affects only external forms:

The Post Office is the common property of the people, and yet

the real workers in that department are mere wage slaves.
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In the mouth of the Socialist, of the revolutionist, the in

ternal fact, the cardinal truth , that for which alone we fight,

and which alone is entitled to all we can give to it that is

the abolition of the system of wage slavery under which the

proletariat is working. Now , up step the Populists — the

dupers, not the duped among them — with a plan to nation

alize the railroads. The standpoint from which they proceed

is that of middle class interests as against the interests of the

upper capitalists or monopolists. The railroad monopolists

are now fleecing the middle class ; these want to turn the

tables upon their exploiters ; they want to abolish them , wipe

them out, and appropriate unto themselves the fleecings of the

working class which the railroad monopolists now monopolize.

With this reactionary class interest in mind the duper - Popu

list - steps forward and holds .this plausible language :

“ We, too, want the nationalization of the roads; we are

going your way ; join us !”

The reform straws are regularly taken in by this seeming

cruth ; they are carried off their feet ; and they are drawn

heels over head into the vortex of capitalist conflicts. Not so

the revolutionist. His answer follows sharp and clear :

"Excuse me ! Guess you do want to nationalize the rail .

roads, but only as a reform ; we want nationalization as a

revolution . You do not propose, while we are fixedly deter

mined, to relieve the railroad workers of the yoke of wage

slavery under which they now grunt and sweat. By your

scheme of nationalization , you do not propose, on the con

trary, you oppose all relief to the workers, and you have set

dogs at the heels of our propagandists in Chautauqua Coun

ty , N. Y., whenever it was proposed to reduce the hours of

work of the employees.”

While we, the revolutionists, seek the emancipation of the

working class, and the abolition of all exploitation , duper

Populism seeks to rivet the chains of wage slavery more

firmly upon the proletariat. There is no exploiter like the

middle class exploiter. Carnegie may fleece his workers

he has 20,000 of them- of only fifty cents a day and yet net,

from sunrise to sunset, $ 10,000 profits ; the banker with
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plenty of money to lend can thrive with a trifling shaving of

each individual note ; but the apple woman on the street cor

ner must make a hundred and five hundred per cent. profit

to exist. For the same reason , the middle class, the em

ployer of few hands, is the worst, the bitterest, the most in

veterate, the most relentless exploiter of the wage slave. You

may now realize what a grave error that man will incur who

will rest satisfied with external appearance. Reform is in

variably a cat's paw for dupers ; Revolution never.

Take now an illustration of the revolutionary principle that

the material plane on which man stands determines his per

ception of morality. One man writes to " The People"

office: “ You speak about the immorality of capitalism , don't

you know that it was immoral to demonetize silver ?” An

other writes: “ How queer to hear you talk about immorality ;

don't you know it is a type of immorality to have a protective

tariff ?” He wants free trade. A third one writes : “ Oh ,

sir, I admire the moral sentiment that inspires you, but

how can you make fun of prohibition ? Don't you know that

if a man is drunk , he will beat his wife and kill his children ? ”

And so forth . Each of these looks at morality from the stand

point of his individual or class interests : The man who owns

a silver mine considers it the height of immorality to demon

etize silver. The importer who can be benefited by free trade

thinks it a heinous crime against good morals to set up a high

tariff. The man whose wage slaves come on Monday some

what boozy, so that he cannot squeeze, pilfer out of them

as much wealth as he would like to, becomes a pietistic pro

hibitionist.

One of our great men, a really great man, a man whom I

consider a glory to the United States -- Artemus Ward-with

that genuine, not bogus, keen Yankee eye of his saw, and

with that master -pen of his excellently illustrated this scien

tific truth, with one of his yarns. He claimed, you know , that

he traveled through the country with a collection of wax fig

ures representing the great men and criminals of the time.

On one occasion he was in Maine. At about that time a little

boy, Wilkins, had killed his uncle. Of course, the occurrence
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created a good deal of a sensation, and Artemus Ward telle

us that, having an eye to the main chance, he got up a wax

figure which he exhibited as Wilkins, the boy murderer. A

few years later , happening again in the same Maine village,

it occurred to him that the boy Wilkins had proved a great

attraction in the place . He hunted around among his figures,

found none small enough to represent a boy, and he took the

wax figure that he used to represent Captain Kidd with ,

labelled that “Wilkins, the Boy Murderer," and opened his

booth. The people flocked in , paid their fifteen cents ad

mission , and Artemus started to explain his figures. When

he reached the " Boy Murderer,” and was expatiating upon

the lad's wickedness, a man in the audience rose, and in a

rasping, nasal voice, remarked : "How is that ? Three years

ago you showed us the boy, Wilkins, he was a boy then , and

died since ; how can he now be a big man ?” Thereupon Arte

mus says : “ I was angry at the rascal, and I should have

informed against him , and have him locked up for treason to

the flag."

With the master hand of genius Artemus here exposed the

material bases of capitalist " patriotism ,” and pointed to the

connection between the two. The material plane, on which

the fraudulent showman stood , determined his moral impulse

on patriotism .

The higher the economic plane on which a class stands, and

the sounder its understanding of material conditions, all the

broader will its horizon be, and, consequently , all the purer

and truer its morality. Hence it is that, to-day, the highest

moral vision, and the truest withal, is found in the camp

of the revolutionary proletariat. Hence, also, you will per

ceive the danger of the moral cry that goes not hand in hand

with sound knowledge. The morality of Reform is the cor

ruscation of the Ignis Fatuus; the morality of Revolution is

lighted by the steady light of science.

Take another illustration , this time on the belligerent poise

of Socialism , to distinguish reform from revolution .

The struggles that mark the movements of man have ever

proceeded from the material interests, not of individuals, but
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of classes. The class interests on top , when rotten -ripe for

overthrow , succumbed , when they did succumb, to nothing

short of the class interests below . Individuals from the for

mer class frequently took leading and invaluable part on the

side of the latter, and individuals of the latter regularly played

the role of traitors to civilization by siding with the former,

as did , for instance, the son of the venerable Franklin when

he sided with the British . Yet in both sets of instances ,

the combatants stood arrayed upon platforms that represented

opposite class interests. Revolutions triumphed, whenever

they did triumph, by asserting themselves and marching

straight upon their goal. On the other hand, the fate of

Wat Tyler ever is the fate of reform . The rebels, in this in

stance , were weak enough to allow themselves to be wheedled

into placing their movement into the hands of Richard II ,

who promised “ relief” —and brought it by marching the men

to the gallows.

You will perceive the danger run by movements that ,

instead of accepting no leadership except such as stands

squarely upon their own demands - rest content with and en

trust themselves to " promises of relief.” Revolution , accord

ingly, stands on its own bottom , hence it cannot be over

thrown ; Reform leans upon others, hence its downfall is cer

tain . Of all revolutionary epochs, the present draws sharp

est the line between the conflicting class interests. Hence,

the organizations of the revolution of our generation must

be the most uncompromising of any that yet appeared on the

stage of history . The program of this revolution consists

not in any one detail. It demands the unconditional sur

render of the capitalist system and its system of wage slavery ;

the total extinction of class rule is its object. Nothing short

of that whether as a first, a temporary, or any other sort of

step can at this late date receive recognition in the camp of

the modern revolution .

Upon these lines we organized in New York and Brooklyn,

and prospered ; upon these lines we have compelled the respect

of the foe. And I say unto you ,Go ye, and do likewise.
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THE REFORMER - THE REVOLUTIONIST.

And now to come to, in a sense , the most important, surely

the most delicate, of any of the various subdivisions of this

address. Weknow that movementsmake men , butmen make

movements. Movements cannot exist unless they are carried

on by men ; in the last analysis it is the human hand and the

human brain that serve as the instruments of revolutions.

How shall the revolutionist be known ? Which are the marks

of the reformer ? In New York a reformer cannot come

within smelling distance of us but we can tell him . WeInow

him ; we have experienced him ; we know what mischief he

can do ; and he cannot get within our ranks if we can help it.

Hemust organize an opposition organization, and thus fulfil

the only good mission he has in the scheme of nature--pull

out from among us whatever reformers may be hiding there.

But you may not yet be familiar with the cut of the reform

er's jib . You may not know the external marks of the revo

lutionist. Let me mention them .

The modern revolutionist, i, e., the Socialist, must, in the

first place, by reason of the sketch I presented to you , upon

the development of the State, necessarily work in organization,

with all that that implies. In this you have the first charac

teristic that distinguishes the revolutionist from the reformer ;

the reformer spurns organization ; his symbol is " Five Sore

Fingers on a Hand” —far apart from one another.

The modern revolutionist knows full well that man is not

superior to principle, that principle is superior to man, but

he does not fly off the handle with the maxim , and thus turn

the maxim into absurdity . He firmly couples the maxim

with this other that no principle is superior to the movement

or organization that puts it and upholds it in the field . The

engineer knows that steam is a powerful thing, but he also

knows that unless the steam is in the boiler, and unless

is a knowing hand at the throttle, the steam will either evapo

rate or the boiler will burst. Hence, you will never hear an

engineer say : " Steam is the thing," and then kick the loco

motive off the track . Similarly , the revolutionist recognizes
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that the organization, that is propelled by correct principles,

is as the boiler that must hold the steam , or the steam will

amount to nothing. He knows that in the revolution demanded

by our age, Organization must be the incarnation of Principle.

Just the reverse of the reformer, who will ever be seen mock

ing at science, the revolutionist will not make a distinction

between the Organization and the Principle. He will say :

“The Principle and the Organization are one.”

A Western judge, on one occasion , had to do with

a quibbling lawyer, who was defending a burglar - you know

what a burglar is — and rendered a decision that was supreme

ly wise . The prisoner was charged with having stuck his

hand and arm through a window , and stolen something,

whatever it was. The judge sentenced the man to the peni

tentiary. Said the lawyer : " I demur ; the whole of the man

did not break through the window ; it was only his arm."

“Well," said the judge, “ I will sentence the arm ; let him da

with the body what he likes. ” As the man and his arm were

certainly one, and as the rian would not wrench his arm out

of its socket and separate it from the body, he quietly went to

the penitentiary, and I hope is there yet to serve as a perma

nent warning against “ Reform Science . ”

Again , the modern revolutionist knows that in order to

accomplish results or promote principle, there must be unity

of action. He knows that, if we do not go in a body and hang

together, we are bound to hang separate. Hence, you will

ever see the revolutionist submit to the will of the majority ;

you will always see him readiest to obey ; he recognizes that

obedience is the badge of civilized man . The savage does

not know the word. The word " obedience " does not exist in

the vocabulary of any language until its people got beyond

the stage of savagery. Hence, also, you will never find the

revolutionist putting himself above the organization. The

opposite conduct is an unmistakable earmark of reformers.

The revolutionist recognizes that the present machinery

and methods of production render impossible and well it

is they do — the individual freedom of man such as our savage

ancestors knew the thing ; that, to - day, the highest individual
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freedom must go hand in hand with collective freedom ; and

none such is possible without a central directing authority.

Standing upon this vigor-imparting high plane of civilization,

the revolutionist is virile and self-reliant, in striking contrast

with the mentally sickly, and, therefore, suspicious reformer .

Hence the cry of " Bossism ! " is as absent from the revolu

tionist's lips as it is a feature on those of the reformer.

Another leading mark of the revolutionist, which is par

alleled with the opposite mark on the reformer, is the con

sistency, hence morality, of the former, and the inconsistency,

hence immorality, of the latter. As the revolutionist proceeds

upon facts he is truthful and his course is steady ; on the

other hand, the reformer will ever be found prevaricating

and in perpetual contradiction of himself. The reformer,

for instance, is ever vaporing against " tyranny, " and yet

watch him ; give him rope enough and you will always see

him straining to be the top man in the shebang, the man

on horseback , the autocrat, whose whim shall be law . The

reformer is ever prating about " morality," but just give him

a chance, and you will catch him every time committing the

most immoral acts, as, for instance, sitting in judgment on

cases, in which he himself is a particeps criminis, or counte

nancing and profiting by such acts. The reformer's mouth is

ever full with the words " individual freedom," yet in the

whole catalogue of defiers of individual freedom , the reformer

vies with the frontmost.

Finally, you will find the reformer ever flying off at a

tangent, while the revolutionist sticks to the point. The scat

ter-brained reformer is ruled by a centrifugal, the revolution

ist by a centripetal force. Somebody has aptly said that in

social movements an evil principle is like a scorpion ; it car .

ries the poison that will kill it. So with the reformers ; they

carry the poison of disintegration that breaks them up into

twos and ones, and thus deprives them in the end of all power

for mischief; while the power of the revolutionist to accom

plish results grows with the gathering strength that its posture

insures to him .

The lines upon which we organize in New York and Brook
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lys are, accordingly, directly opposed to those of reformers.

We recognize the need of organization with all that that im

plies — of organization, whose scientific basis and uncompro

mising posture inspire respect in the foe, and confidence in

those who belong with us. This is the sine qua non for suc

cess .

Right here allow me to digress for a moment. Keep in

mind where I break off that we may hitch on again all the

easier .

Did you ever stop to consider why it is that in this country

where opportunities are so infinitely superior, the working

class movement is so far behind, whereas in Europe, despite

the disadvantages there, it is so far ahead of us ? Let me

tell you. ( See Appendix. )

THE WORK OF THE CHARLATANS.

In the first place, the tablets of the minds of our working

class are scribbled all over by every charlatan who has let

himself loose. In Europe, somehow or other, the men who

were able to speak respected and respect themselves a good

deal more than most of our public speakers do here. They

studied first ; they first drank deep at the fountain of science ;

and, not until they felt their feet firmly planted on the rock

bed of fact and reason, did they go before the masses. So it

happens that the tablets of the minds of the European , es

pecially the Continental working classes, have lines traced

upon them by the master hands of the ages. Hence every suc

ceeding new movement brought forward by the tides of time,

found its work paved for and easier. But here, one charlatan

after another, who could speak glibly, and who could get

money from this, that or the other political party, would go

among the people and upon the tablets of the minds of the

working classes he scribbled his crude text. So it happens

that to -day, when the apostle of Socialism goes before our

people, he cannot do what his compeers in Europe do, take

a pencil and draw upon the minds of his hearers the letters

of science ; no, he must first clutch a sponge, a stout one,

and wipe clean the pot-hooks that the charlatans have left

there. Not until he has done that can he begin to preach and

teach successfull
y

.
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FAKE MOVEMENTS.

Then, again, with this evil of miseducation , the working

class of this country suffers from another. The charlatans,

one after the other, set up movements that proceeded upon

lines of ignorance ; movements that were denials of scientific

facts ; movements that bred hopes in the hearts of the people ;

yet movements that had to collapse. A movement must be

perfectly sound, and scientifically based or it cannot stand .

A falsely based movement is like a lie, and a lie cannot sur

vive. All these false movements came to grief, and what

was the result ?-disappointment, stagnation, diffidence, hope

lessness in the masses.

K. OF L.

The Knights of Labor, meant by Uriah Stephens, as he

himself admitted, to be reared upon the scientific principles

of Socialism - principles found to-day in no central or na

tional organization of labor outside of the Socialist Trade &

Labor Alliance* _sank into the mire. Uriah Stephens was

swept aside ; ignoramuses took hold of the organization ; a

million and a half men went into it, hoping for salvation ;

but, instead of salvation, there came from the veils of the

K. of L. Local, District and General Assemblies the developed

ignoramuses, that is to say, the Labor Fakirs, riding the

workingman and selling him out to the exploiter. Disap

pointed , the masses fell off.

A. F. OF L.

Thereupon bubbled up another wondrous concern , another

idiosyncrasy — the American Federation of Labor, appro

priately called by its numerous English organizers the Amer

ican Federation of Hell . Ignoramuses again took hold and

the lead . They failed to seek below the surface for the cause

of the failure of the K. of L.; like genuine ignoramuscs,

they fluttered over the surface. They saw on the surface

excessive concentration of power in the K. of L., and they

swung to the other extreme— they built a tape-worm. I call

it a tape-worm, because a tape-worm is no organism ; it is

an aggregation of links with no cohesive powers worth men

tioning. The fate of the K. of L. overtook the A. F. of L.

* Since Merged ( 1905)in the Industrial Workers of the World .
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Like causes brought on like results, false foundations brought

on ruin and failure. Strike upon strike proved disastrous

in all concentrated industries ; wages and the standard of

living of the working class at large went down ; the unem

ployed multiplied ; and again the ignorant leaders naturally

and inevitably developed into approved Labor Fakirs ; the

workers found themselves shot, clubbed, indicted, imprisoned

by the identical Presidents, Governors, Mayors, Judges , etc.

Republican and Democratic— whom their misleaders had cor

ruptly induced them to support. To-day there is no A. F.

of L .-- not even the tape -worm - any more . If you reckon

it up, you will find that, if the 250,000 members which it

claims paid dues regularly every quarter , it must have four

times as large a fund as it reports. The fact is the dues

are paid for the last quarter only ; the fakirs see to this to the

end that they may attend the annual rowdidow called the

“ A. F. of L. Convention ” -and advertise themselves to the

politicians. That's all there is left of it. It is a ship, never

seaworthy, but now stranded and captured by a handful of

pirates ; a tape-worm pulled to pieces, contemned by the rank

and file of the American proletariat. Its career only filled

still fuller the workers' measure of disappointment, diffidence ,

helplessness .

SINGLE TAX .

The Henry George movement was another of these char

latan booms, that only helped still more to dispirit people in

the end. The “ Single Tax," with its half-antiquated , half

idiotic reasoning, took the field . Again great expectations

were raised all over the country - for a while. Again a semi

economic lie proved a broken reed to lean on. Down came

Humpty Dumpty, and all the king's horses and all the king's

men could not now put Humpty Dumpty together again .

Thus the volume of popular disappointment and diffidence

received a further contribution .

POPULISM .

Most recently there came along the People's Party move

ment. Oh , how fine it talked ! It was going to emancipate

the workers. Did it not say so in its preamble, however
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reactionary its platform ? If bluff and blarney could save

a movement, the People's Party would have been imperish

able. But it went up like a rocket, and is now fast coming

down a stick. In New York State it set itself up against

us when we already had 14,000 votes, and had an official

standing. It was going to teach us "dreamers" a lesson in

"practical American politics." Well, its vote never reached

ours, and last November when we rose to 21,000 votes, it

dropped to barely 5,000, lost its official standing as a party

in the State, and as far as New York and Brooklyn are con

cerned, we simply mopped the floor with it.

These false movements, and many more kindred circum

stances that I could mention, have confused the judgment

of our people, weakened the spring of their hope, and abashed

their courage. Hence the existing popular apathy in the

midst of popular misery ; hence despondency despite un

equalled opportunities for redress ; hence the backwardness

of the movement here when compared with that of Europe.

To return now where I broke off. The Socialist Labor

Party cannot, in our country, fulfill its mission - here less

than anywhere else - without it takes a stand, the scientific

soundness of whose position renders growth certain, failure

impossible, and without its disciplinary firmness earns for it

the unqualified confidence of the now eagerly onlooking masses

both in its integrity of purpose and its capacity to enforce

order. It is only thus that we can hope to rekindle the now

low -burning spark of manhood and womanhood in our Amer

ican working class, and re -conjure up the Spirit of ’76.

THE S. L. P. THE HEAD OF THE COLUMN.

We know full well that the race or class that is not virile

enough to strike an intelligent blow for itself, is not fit for

emancipation. If emancipated by others, it will need con

stant propping, or will collapse like a dish -clout. While that

is true, this other is true also : In all revolutionary move

ments, as in the storming of fortresses, the thing depends upon

the head of the column — upon that minority that is so in

tense in its convictions, so soundly based on its principles, so
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determined in its action , that it carries the masses with it,

storms the breastworks and captures the fort. Such a head

of the column must be our Socialist organization to the whole

column of the American proletariat.

Again our American history furnishes a striking illustra

tion. When Pizarro landed on the Western slope of the

Andes, he had with him about 115 men . Beyond the moun

tains was an empire — the best organized empire of the abor

igines that had been found in America. It had its depart-.

ments ; it had its classes ; it was managed as one body, num

bering hundreds of thousands to the Spaniards' hundred. That

body the small army of determined men were to capture.

What did Pizarro do ? Did he say "Let us wait till we

get some more” ? Or did he say : "Now, boys, I need every

one of you 115 men” ? No, he said to them : “Brave men

of Spain, yonder lies an empire that is a delight to live in ;

full of gold ; full of wealth ; full of heathens that we ought

to convert. They are as the sands of the sea, compared with

us, and they are entrenched behind their mountain fastnesses.

It needsthe staunchest among you to undertake the conquest.

If any, through the hardships of travel, feel unequal to the

hardships of the enterprise, I shall not consider him a coward ;

let him stand back to protect our ships. Let only those stay

with me who are determined to fight, and who are determined

to conquer.” About twenty men stood aside, about ninety -five

remained ; with ninety- five determined men he scaled those

mountains, and conquered that empire. — That empire of the

Incas is to-day Capitalism , both in point of its own inherent

weakness and the strength of its position. The army that is

to conquer it is the army of the proletariat, the head of whose

column must consist of the intrepid Socialist organization that

has earned their love, their respect, their confidence.

What do we see to-day ? At every recent election, the

country puts me in mind of a jar of water - turn the jar

and all the water comes out. One election , all the Demo

cratic vote drops out and goes over to the Republicans; the

next year all the Republican vote drops out and goes over to

the Democrats. The workers are moving backward and
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forward ; they are dissatisfied ; they have lost confidence in the

existing parties they know of, and they are seeking desperate

ly for the party of their class. At such a season , it is the duty

of us revolutionists to conduct ourselves in such manner as

to cause our organization to be better and better known, its

principles more and more clearly understood, its integrity

and firmness more and more respected and trusted — then ,

when we shall have stood that ground well and grown steadily,

the masses will in due time flock over to us. In the crash that

is sure to come and is now just ahead of us, our steadfast

Socialist organization will alone stand out intact above the

ruins; there will then be a stampede to our party — but only

upon revolutionary lines can it achieve this ; upon lines of re

form it can never be victorious.

As the chairman said that time would be allowed for

questions, I shall close at this point, but not before you will

pardon the assumption — not before I call upon you, in the

name of the 6,000 " wicked ," revolutionary Socialists of New

York and Brooklyn , to organize, here in Boston , upon the

genuinely revolutionary plan . Your State is a large manu

facturing State ; there can be no reason why your vote should

not grow , except that, somehow or other, you have not acted

as revolutionists. Every year that goes by in this way

is a year wasted . Never forget that every incident that takes

place within your, within our, ranks is noted by a large num

ber of workers on the outside. Tamper with discipline, allow

this member to do as he likes, that member to slap the party

constitution in the face, yonder member to fuse with re

formers, this other to forget the nature of the class struggle

and to act up to his forgetfulness— allow that, keep such " re

formers” in your ranks and you have stabbed your movement

at its vitals. With malice toward none, with charity to all,

you must enforce discipline if you mean to reorganize to a

purpose. We know that in struggles of this kind, personal

feelings, unfortunately, play a part ; you cannot prevent that;

let the other side, the reformer, fill the role of malice that its

weak intellect drives it to ; do you fill the role of the square

jointed revolutionist- and if there must be amputation , do
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it nobly, but firmly. Remember the adage that the tender

handed surgeon makes stinging wounds, and lengthens the

period of suffering and pain. The surgeon that has a firm

hand to push the knife as deep as it ought to go, and pulls

it out, and lets the pus flow out, that surgeon makes clean

wounds, shortens pain , brings cure quickly about.

No organization will inspire the outside masses with re

spect that will not insist upon and enforce discipline within

its own ranks. If you allow your own members to play

monkeyshines with the party, the lookers-on, who belong in

this camp, will justly believe that you will at some critical

moment allow capitalism to play monkeyshines with you ;

they will not respect you, and their accession to your ranks

will be delayed.

There is, indeed, no social or economic reason why the vote

of Boston should not be one of the pillars of our movement.

And yet that vote is weak and virtually stationary, while in

New York and Brooklyn it has on the whole been leaping for

ward. If you realize the importance of the revolutionary

construction of our army; if you comprehend the situation

of the country — that there is a popular tidal wave coming ;

that, in order to bring it our way and render it effective, we

must be deserving thereof, whereas, if we are not, the wave

will recede with disastrous results ; if you properly appreciate

the fact that every year that passes over our heads brings

to our lives greater danger, throws a heavier load upon the

shoulders of our wives, makes darker the prospects of our

sons, exposes still more the honor of our daughters — if you

understand that, then for their sakes, for our country's sake,

for the sake of the proletarians of Boston , organize upon the

New York and Brooklyn plan.

QUESTIONS.

MR. DOOLING — I would like to inquire what it is proposed

shall replace wages ? How are men to be supported when

wages are done away with ? Upon the answer to that ques

tion will depend largely whether the middle class will support

Socialism .

THE SPEAKER - I must disagree with the gentleman that
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the middle class is going to be brought into this movement

by any information upon what is going to be substituted for

wages. The middle class will have to be sold at auction by

the sheriff. That alone will enlighten it as a class. When

it has lost its property , whereby it is now skinning some un

happy devils, and its members have themselves become wage

slaves, then it will see what this whole question of wages

amounts to, and what should " substitute wages.”

Individuals among the middle class may, however, be in

telligent enough to study the question , and, in that way, to

learn, before they becomewage slaves, the secret of the wages

question.

Now, what are wages? Wages are that part of the prod

uct of labor which the capitalist pays to the workingman

out of the proceeds of the workingman's own products. Say

that a workingman produces $ 4 a day, and that $ 1 is paid

him for his labor. That $ 1 is taken out of the wealth that

he himself produces, and it is kindly given back to him by

the capitalist, who pockets the other $ 3. That is one feature

of wages.

Another is that wages are the price of labor in the labor

market, and that in the labor market, labor stands on the same

footing as any other commodity ; it is governed by the law

of supply and demand ; its price, the same as that of anything

else - hairpins, shoes or cast-off clothing — is determined by the

law of supply and demand ; the more there is of these , the

cheaper their price. Likewise with labor. Under the capitalist

system , labor is a commodity in the market. The working

man must sell his labor, which he gets paid for with the thing

called wages, at the market price . If the supply of labor

is so much larger than the demand, then, instead of getting

his one dollar out of the four that he produces in the illus

tration above given, he may get only ninety -five cents ; if the

demand for labor goes down further, he may get ninety cents

as the price of his labor ; and if it goes still further below

the supply, still further down would go the price of labor, i. e.,

wages. The price of labor may sink to I don't know how low

a level.
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Some of you may say that the workingman has to live , and

there is a limit. No, there is no limit. The only limit that

there is is a limit to the rapidity of the decline. Wages cannot

fall from a hundred cents to ten cents, but they can fall by

easy. gradations even below ten cents.

We have, for instance, this story about the Chinese that in

some places they live only upon the rats they catch ; that in

other places, their stomachs having been squeezed still more,

they live upon the tails of rats that others ate ; and that in

still other places there are Chinamen who live upon the smell

of the tailof the rats. This may sound like a joke, and yet

there is more truth than poetry about it.

In the history of France we have it reported that large

masses of the population lived, in the eighteenth century, dur

ing the ancient regime, upon herbs, the price of which for the

whole year would not have been five francs. The human

stomach is like an India rubber ball ; you can squeeze it,

and squeeze it, and squeeze it, and you can shave off and pare

off the wants of the workingman till his wants are merely

those of the beast.

Wages, then, are the part of the product of labor which

the capitalist allows the workingman to keep, and which the

capitalist does not steal, along with the other three parts.

Now, then, for the same reason that wages are what I have

said, there can be, under Socialism , no “ wages , ” because stick

ing to my previous illustration , under Socialism that work

ingman must get all the four dollars which he produces.

What are the things which compel the workingman to -day

to receive wages ?

First - The capitalist class owns all the things necessary

to produce with ; it holds the land, the railroads and the ma

chinery with which to labor. The working class owns none of

these necessities, all of which it needs to labor with ; hence it

must sell itself.

Second – The reason why the wage worker must put up with

so small a return is that under this system he is not treated

as a human being, Christianity to the contrary notwithstand

ing. The capitalists are refined cannibals ; they look at the
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workingman in no other light thar a horse ; in fact, in a worse

light; they will take care of a horse, but let the workingmen

die. Labor is cheap, and is treated that way under capital

ism . Under Socialism, standing upon that high scientific

plane, we see a higher morality. We see that Labor should

not be treated as a chattel ; it should not be treated as a com

modity; it should not be treated as shoes, and potatoes and

hairpins and cast-off clothing, but as a human being capable

of the highest intellectual development. So treating him , the

wage worker of to -day becomes a part owner in the machinery

of production, and being part owner in the machinery of

production he then gets the full return of his labor ; he is

then free from the shackles that compel him to accept wages ;

he becomes the boss of the machine, whereas to-day he is its

appendage.

Under Socialism, we don't need potato -bugs, as a friend

puts it, to raise potatoes. Some people think that the wage

worker class must carry the capitalist on its back. As well

say that you must have potato-bugs, or you won't have any

potatoes. If you remove the potato-bugs, you will have all

the more potatoes ; remove the capitalist class and you will

have the whole of your product ; there will not then be any

potato-bug, i. e ., capitalist, to sponge up the bulk of your

product.

JOHN F. O'SULLIVAN , President of Boston Central Labor

Union — I should like to ask the speaker if the four dollars,

as per the illustration , given to the worker — in other words,

if he gets the full product of his labor or work - wouldn't

that be wages all the same ?

THE SPEAKER - If you choose to call water Paris green ,

that's your business. Suppose I came to you and said : " Paris

green is not poisonous, it is an excellent thing for the human

system ” ; and suppose I went on saying : "See here, I am

taking Paris green, look at me.” ( Taking a glass of water

and drinking. ) “ You see, it refreshes and does not kill me !"

What would you think of that ? You would be justified to say

I was juggling with words. And that is what I tell you.

You have no right to call water Paris green : it is known
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all the world over as water , and Paris green is known as

Paris green , a poison .

Now in the same way “ wages” is a technical term . The

term means in political economy that portion of the product

of labor that the workingman is allowed to keep , and tha'

is not stolen from him by the capitalist. Now you may say,

“ Well, granted ; but suppose we call the revenue of a man nis

wages, and I mean by that the full proceeds of his labor

wouldn't that be the same?” Yes, it would be the same if

you mean the right thing, but here I would warn you — and

in that consists one of the " wickednesses” of us New York

and Brooklyn Socialists — we insist upon strict, technical

terms, because if you juggle with terms in that way you will

have a Tower of Babel confusion . The Bible , which I rec

ommend to you to read carefully, furnishes in its Tower of

Babel story a warning worth taking to heart. When the

Lord wanted to confuse the Jews so that they shouldn't

build that tower and get into heaven by that route, he intro

duced the confusion of language among them . Thereupon,

when a man said , “ Bring me a brick ,” they brought him a

chair, and when a man said , “ Bringme a chair,” they struck

him over the head with a crowbar ; and so , not being able

to understand one another, the building of the tower was

given up, and the people scattered to the four winds.

Now , we Socialists brace ourselves against all Tower of

Babel confusion . When we say “ wages," we mean the thing

that is so styled by scientific political economy, and we won't

allow its well marked and sharply drawn character to be

blurred . Wages are what they are understood to be tech

nically , and we call them by no other name. The four dol

lars your workingmen would get would not be " wages.

Those four dollars would be the proceeds of labor. To-day

he gets wages, and wages mean only that part of his product,

as I said before, which capital does not steal away from him .

Unless you define wages in that way, you will not be able

to have a clear, scientific understanding of what profits are,

namely, that portion of the product of labor which the capi

talist does steal from the worker. The worker produces
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a certain amount of wealth, and that is divided into two parts.

One small part is called wages ; the big part is called profits.

Now , by sticking to scientific definitions, we are aidedin the

understanding of the nature of capitalism, and the relations

that exist between the capitalist class and the workmen's

class. We are aided in understanding that capital, i . e. , the

capitalist class, and labor are enemies born. Since wages

are a part of the product of labor, and profits are another

part, it follows that you cannot increase profits without re

ducing wages, and you cannot increase wages without re

ducing profits. It follows that the interests of the man who

gets profits are dead against the interests of the working class .

In other words, the two are enemies born , and the fight be

tween them cannot be patched up - it must be fought to a

finish .

You will now understand the danger of a loose use of the

word " wages” ; it simply aids the Labor Fakir- (Loud and

prolonged applause, during which some one on the platform

whispered to the speaker that the questioner was a notorious

Boston Labor Fakir ) -It seems that I hit the nail more

squarely on the head than I knew. Well, as I was saying :

Such loose use of the term “wages” positively aids the Labor

Fakir in his work of bunco -steering you into the political

shambles of the capitalists.

The Democratic and Republican capitalist, at election

time, seem to be enemies ; but, after they get into their offices,

shake hands and have a good laugh. Now , in order that

these gentlemen should laugh , the political agents of their

class must have been kept in office, and the representatives

of the working class must have been kept out. To have that,

the workingmen must have voted for the capitalist candidates

-it matters not whether Democratic or Republican , that is

all one ; and to induce the workers to cut their own throats

in that way, they must be made to believe that " Capital and

Labor are Brothers." This is the important work for which

the Labor Fakir is commissioned by the capitalists. He

must make it plausible to the workers that they and their

skinners are brothers.
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So long as a workingman imagines capital is his brother,

he will expect something from his “brother.” When the

Irish worker first arrived in this country, he thought an Irish

man all the world over, was his brother and united with

him against the " iron heel of England ," and thus he trusted

the Irishman capitalist. But his “ brother , " the Irishman

capitalist, while patting him on the back, skinned and bled

and used him in the approved capitalist way. It was the

same with the Jewish workingmen . They came to this

country, and imagined that the Jewish capitalist was their

brother - all of the seed of Abraham. The Jewish capitalist

fostered the profitable delusion and rode on the backs of his

Abrahamic brothers . And so with the American capitalist

and the American workingman, down to the end of the list

of nationalities.

By insisting upon a strict use of the terms " wages," " prof

its, etc., we enable the working class to understand and

proceed from the fundamental truth that the interests of the

workingmen bind these together, and are opposed to those

of the capitalist - whether Jew or Gentile, Irishman or

American , Democrat or Republican, silver bug or gold bug

or bed bug. And by doing that we late the arm of the labor

fakir that is sent to tell the workingman : "The capitalist is

your brother ; and I am your brother so come to your dear

brother, and get skinned . "

QUESTION ( no name ) - The Social Question is an eco

nomic question. Why should not an economic organization

be enough ?

THE SPEAKER — The Social Question and all such ques

tions are essentially political. If you have an economic

organization alone, you have a duck flying with one wing ;

you must have a political organization or you are nowhere.

Watch the capitalist closely, and see whether the Social Ques

tion is exclusively an economic one, or whether the political

wing is not a very necessary one. The capitalist rules in the

shop. Is he satisfied with that ? Watch him at election time,

it is then he works ; he has also another workshop, not an

economic one — the Legislatures and Capitols in the nation.
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He buzzes around them and accomplishes political results.

He gets the laws passed that will protect his economic class

interests, and he pulls the wires, when these interests are in

danger, bringing down the strong arm of political power over

the heads of the striking workingmen , who have the notion

that the Wages or Social Question is only an economic ques

tion .

Make no mistake : The organization of the working class

must be both economic and political. The capitalist is or

ganized upon both lines. You must attack him on both

APPENDIX .

Victor Funke, editor of the " Arbetaren ," who completed

a translation of this address into Swedish in 1903, suggested

that the following note be added at page 17 ; and Mr. De

Leon heartily endorsed the suggestion :

" It was seven years ago since this speech was made and a

considerable modification of this view regarding the social

istic movement of Europe and its relation to that of America

is now needed . Even then false tactical steps had been

taken by the European Social Democracy and it was only in

theory that it seemed to be a wholly sound revolutionary labor

movement; practically it had already turned off into the

road which four years later was given the name of 'New ten

dencies within the Social Democracy.' Lasalle, Marx, Engels,

Liebknecht and others who had really drunk deep at the

fountain of science' are dead, and the survivors who had done

likewise have openly broken with the Social Democracy of

'new tendencies,' as happened in France. It can be safely

predicted that a breach is bound to occur in Europe, unless

revolutionary Socialism is to beallowed to run into the ground

of mere anti-monarchic, anti-clerical, anti-military, and anti

taxation bourgeois radical Reform ."

THE END .
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A PAMPHLET WHICH EVERY STUDENT OF

HISTORYAND ECONOMICS SHOULD POSSESS

“ As an economic interpretation of three important crises in

European history it is perhaps one of the best, considering

the brevity of the work. Dr. Bang here employs to the best

advantage the Marxian key, and succeeds in unravelling what

to the average reader usually appear to be mysteries or near

mysteries. As the author explains in his introduction , the mo
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION

The Socialist Labor Party of America, from its very 
inception to the present, has striven to maintain a rather 
peculiar brand of doctrinaire Marxism* As the party inter
prets Marx, this means that there should be substituted for 
capitalism a nsystem of sooial ownership of the means of 
production, industrially administered by the workers, who 
assume control and direction as well as operation of their 
industrial a f f a i r s T h e  party, as far as its theoreti
cal pronouncements are concerned, has maintained this line 
with great consistency and with some logic* In the realm 
of practical politics and intra-party relations, however, 
the party is now and usually has been very far from follow
ing its own dictum. Close examination makes a dichotomy 
very clear*

The above quotation would lead one to believe that the 
Socialist Labor Party believes in decentralized social con
trol, and, in accordance with the party dictum, they favor 
popular election of shop foremen and management personnel* 
Yet, if the practioes of the party are any indication,

•*~22nd National Convention, Socialist Labor Party,
May 1-3. 1948. Minutes, Reports, Platform, Resolutions,
S'to.,TNevT2ork: Socialist Labor Party), p. 46.



elected officials, when in office, are there solely to 
carry out orders from above. Even in some of their polit
ical aspects they admit a final lack of local control, 
for one of the chief objects of their attack has been the 
lack of planning on a national scale. While planning and 
control may not be necessarily concurrent concepts, cer
tainly planning is useless without a great deal of control 
to enforce the results of national planning. In its party 
practices, the Socialist Labor Party recognizes the 
necessity for national control, and exercises a vast 
amount of it.

Being absolute idealists, the party members can 
visualize a sooialist government which would work democrat
ically, even while their own organization is hopelessly 
straight-jacketed by the despotism of the National Exec
utive Committee. The party conventions, to my knowledge 
without exception, always adopt by a completely over
whelming vote (usually greater than ten to one) all pro
posals suggested by the national offioe.2 For example, 
the votes on over thirty resolutions suggested by the 
National Executive in 1920 ranged from 1534 to 4 to 1311

2See National Convention Proceedings, 1920-1956 of 
whioh are readily available*



to 224.® Contrariwise, nearly all measures proposed from 
the sections or from individual delegates are rejected.
Pew of the party members seem to notice this apparent 
dictatorship, and, should they happen to become cognizant, 
tho National Office promptly reads them out of the party 
for '’vicious efforts to disrupt the Socialist Labor 
Party."4 Any statement of incipient democracy on the part 
of the constituent sections is always regarded as an organ
ized plot aimed at the heart of the party. This absolute 
laok of demooracy, which may be prevalent in other 
American political parties, and to some degree in both 
major parties, has been the greatest roadblock to efficien
cy or influence that the Socialist Labor Party has had.
The lack of democratic control, coupled with rigidity in 
thought, can be traced to the European nature of the party.

In the last presidential election, the party polled 
a nation-wide total vote of 44,327.w It may well be asked 
why suoh a party, which has not Increased since 1900,

^National Convention, Socialist Labor Party May 5-10, 
1920 Reports Resolutions Platform Etc.' (New York:
Socialist Labor Party, n. d.), pp. 51-54.

422nd National Convention Socialist Labor Party . « . 
1948. fNew York: Socialist Labor Party, 19497, P» 112.

5AP dispatch, The Oregonian (Portland, Oregon), 
December 17, 1956, p. 5.
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should b© studied. There are several reasons why such a 
study is a valid undertaking. First, the intraparty 
machinations of the Socialist Labor Party are a concrete 
example of a group, who, while being led by a dictator, 
feel that they are acting individually and democratically. 
Certainly this is one of the secrets of successful totali
tarian rule, A study of the Socialist Labor Party presents 
a microcosm of this feeling. Second, the Socialist Labor 
Party demonstrated the weakness of entire acceptance and 
rigid adherence to a set political or economic code, a code 
which cannot be changed. Questions within the party leader
ship are never resolved aocording to fact or propitiousness, 
but rather judged solely in the light of pronouncements by 
Marx or De Leon. Third, suoh a study shows clearly the 
intolerance that exists among idealists; in this case among 
idealists of the left. It has been very popular among 
liberals and left-wingers to charge ’intolerance’ to those 
supporting conservative principles. It Is dangerous to 
assume that the left is any more tolerant than the rightJ 
A study of the party makes it clear that toleranoe is a 
matter that must be judged individually, or by specific 
organized groups, and is not an epithet that can be thrown 
at any political wing. Fourth, a study of the Socialist 
Labor Party demonstrates that party rigidity as practiced
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by many European parties (and by the S. L. P.) is unsuited 
to the American politioal scene. Related closely to this 
fourth point is a fifth reason: a study of the party will
show that a political party based on foreign elements 
cannot grow in American politics. Overwhelmingly the 
Socialist Labor Party has been and is a party of recent 
immigrants to the United States. As these immigrants 
become Americanized, they lose Interest in the party. 
Lastly, as history in itself, the gyrations of the party 
members and the purges by the party leaders make an 
interesting and informative study.



CHAPTER II 
BEGINNINGS OP THE SLP

The beginnings of the Socialist Labor Party in Amer

ica are to be found, of course, in the general socialist 
movement of the latter part of the nineteenth century, and 
in one of the primary voices of this movement, the Interna
tional Working-Men’s Association, the first International* 
This International, founded in London on September 28, 1864, 
was really never a force in the world, even in the socialist 
world, but it did have an influence and effect on many in
dividuals and other groups. During most of its existence, 

it struggled along with only a few sections in the major 
nations. It was perhaps strongest in Germany, but even 
there It did not become prominent, and the socialist move
ment went on to success, not because of the International, 
but becau.se of the Lassalleans, who were often opposed to 
the International * The International, such as it was, was 
strained to the breaking point because of the Franco-Prus- 
sian War of 1870. Internal harmony within the Internation
al had never been conspicuous, and the enmity that was a- 
roused by the war between the French and the German members 
was so great that by 1872 there were few sections left, and 
these were primarily concentrated in Switzerland and Amer
ica. The American group of sections, euphemistically term
ed the North American Federation, though not strong, was
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hardy enough to outlive its parent body, which was formally 
dissolved in 1876* Many members of the North American Fed
eration, being deprived of their international body, began 
to look for allies in the Amerioan labor movement with whom 
they might be able t© rebuild their organization® They 
found what they thought was a good source of recruitment in 
the National Labor Union, an organization which, like the 
International, was on the downgrade in membership and ef
fectiveness.

The National Labor Union, a non-socialist body, had 
first been organized in Baltimore in 1866, and had had, in 
its early years, a phenomenal growth® By 1868, under the 
leadership of William H* Sylvis, it had a membership of 
around 640,000*3- The Union was always much concerned with 
politics, and Sylvis, at the Convention of 1868, was able 
to persuade the membership to found the National Labor Re® 
form Party* After Sylvia's death in 1868, both the Union 
and the Party rapidly disintegrated, and many of the more 
sooiallstloally inclined sections of the Union joined the 
International* The Party itself outlived the Union, and 
increasingly tended to reflect a socialist view, and it

3-Richard Tc Ely, The Labor Movement in America (New 
York: Crowell, 1886), p* 69*



became partially controlled by the ’’Internationalized.” sec

tions. In 1870 the Party pulled a sizeable vote (18,918)
2centered in Massachusetts. In 1872 the Labor Reform Party 

held its national convention in Columbus, Ohio, and nomi

nated Judge David Davis of Illinois and Judge Joel Parker 
of New Jersey for president and vice-president, respectively. 
After both had declined, a second convention substituted 
Charles O’Conor, a New York lawyer and certainly not a so
cialist, for the presidential nomination. O’Conor received 
29,489 votes for president, but the figure is not indicative 
of Labor Reform Party strength, as O'Conor was also the can
didate of a faction of the Democratic Party calling them
selves ’’straight" or "Bourbon” Democrats. Even the plat
form of the Labor Reformers in 1872 was not particularly 
socialistic, though it did hint acceptance of the class 
struggle thesis and it asked the government "to exercise 

its power over railroads and telegraph corporations.”® Many 

members of the Labor Reform Party, apparently having ex
pected some miracle In the 1872 elections, left the party, 
but the more socialistic and doctrinaire among its members

oEdward Stanwood, A History of the Presidency 
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1912), I, 336-37.

Ibid., p. 337.
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held on, hoping that the miracle was merely delayed for 
four years. These "stalwarts" would oertainly form a po
litically-minded nucleus if a socialist party were to ap

pear on the scene.
With the National Labor Union, the North American 

Federation, and the Labor Reform Party all on the wane, 
many members, especially the Germans among them, quit 
these organizations to join the only remaining labor- 
socialist groups in the country, the various independent 
German Workingmen’s Associations. In general, they were 
Lassallean socialists who believed in the primaoy of 
political action, rather than in economic pressure through 
unionization of labor. It was felt by most of them, 
however, that political organization ought to have a union 
organization as a base. These German associations also 
served in a non-political and non-economic role as a 
social group for foreign workmen in a strange land. One 
such group was the Socio-Political Working-Men's Associa
tion, formed in Chicago in 1869. A like group with a 
similar name appeared in Cincinnati about the same time, 
but with no apparent connection. In January of 1874, part 
of the Chicago group formed a political party, the Labor 
Reform Party of Illinois, initiating the purely social
istic party In the west. The presence of former members
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of the National Labor Union may be inferred from the selec
tion of the name for the new party.

Meanwhile, a similar event occurred in the east, when 
in May of the same year, Section VI, the German Social Dem
ocratic Workingmen’s Union, which had been founded in Sep
tember, 1870, by George C. Stiebeling, pulled out of the 
declining International to form the German Social Democrat
ic Workingmen’s Party.^ The split had come about largely 
because of the domination of the International’s Section I, 
New York, which had dominated the International Federation, 
and had expelled both Section VI and Stiebeling. The tend
ency of the New York group to dominate completely the scene, 
and to expel any and all members who challenged its leader
ship was apparent in the International in the seventies. 
This tendency toward New York domination has continued and 
has been intensified by most sooialist groups since, and 
has been the ultimate cause of many of the defections and 
splits that have rent the socialist political movement.
This New York control precludes a "democratically” con
trolled party. The Social Democratic Workingmen*s Party un
der Stiebeling’s leadership, while never large, was able to

4John R. Commons and others, History of Labour in the 
United States (New York: Macmillan, 1926), II, 210-218.
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maintain itself for the next few years and met in regular 

conventions.
In April, 1876, the National Labor Union, which for 

practical purposes had been non-existent since 1873, 
made an attempt to revive itself. The attempt failed, 
but the socialist visionaries who still had some connection 

with the Union took advantage of this funeral convention 
of the Union to Issue a call for a unity conference 
of all socialistic groups in the United States (polit
ically oriented or not) to meet in Philadelphia the next 
July. The date was obviously selected to coincide with 
the last meeting of the International, scheduled to have 

its disbandment meeting on July 4, 1876. On July 19,
1876, the unity conference called for by the National 
Labor Union socialists was held in connection with the 
third annual convention of the Social Democratic Working
men's Party. Present at the unity conference were repre
sentatives from the Labor Party of Illinois, with a 
supposed 593 members, the North American Federation 
(formerly a part of the then defunct International)

Cwith 635, and the Social Democratic Workingmen's Party

5Morris Hillquit, History of Socialism in the United 
States (Third edition; fTew York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1903),
p. 209. Also see Commons, ojd. clt.. II, 270.
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of North America, which claimed 1,500 members. The unity 
conference was successful in creating a new organization, 
the Workingmen’s Party of the United States. The new Party 
reflected the schism that was felt everywhere in the so
cialist world, being divided on the proper relation between 
political action and trades union economic suasion. The 
representatives of the North American Federation (Friedrich 
Sorge and Otto Weydemeyer) were strongly in favor of the 
orthodox Marxist position of working through socialistic 
unions. This view had a supposed assist from Marx himself, 
inasmuch as the latter had backed Sorge in similar contro
versies within the international. In spite of the strong 
Sorge position, the statements from the unity conference 
were of a compromise character. The new party took as its 
demand the principles of the Social Democratic Workingmen’s 
Party, as follows:

The Social Democratic Workingmen’s Party seeks 
to establish a free state founded on labor.
Eaoh member of the party promises to uphold, 
to the best of his ability, the following 
principles:

1. Abolishment of the present unjust 
political and social conditions.

2. Discontinuance of all class rule and 
class privileges.

3. Abolition of the working men’s depend
ence upon the capitalist by introduction of 
cooperative labor in place of the wage system, 
so that every laborer will get the full value
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of his work.
4. Obtaining possession of the political 

power as a prerequisite for the solution of the 
labor question.

5. United struggle, united organization 
of all working men, and strict subordination 
of the individual under the laws framed for 
the general welfare.

6. Sympathy with the working men of all 
countries who strive to attain the same object.6

On the other hand, the Sorge position was expressed in the 
same platform by stating that

political action of the party is confined gen
erally to obtaining legislative acts in the 
interest of the working class proper. It will 
not enter into a political campaign before 
being strong enough to exercise a perceptible 
influenoe . . .

We work for the organization of trades 
unions upon a national and international basis 
to ameliorate the condition of the working 
people and seek to spread therein the above 
principles.7

Even as the split in Germany between the pure ’’Marxists’* 
and the Lassalleans had caused a split in the United States 
so the fusion of the two factions in Germany (through the 
Gotha program, 1875) augured a similar fusion between the 
opposing bodies In the United States. The new party was

%orris Hillquit, History of Socialism (3rd ed.; New
York: Punk and Wagnalls, 19(53), p . S6V •

7John R. Commons, 0£. cit., II, 270.
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to be pun by an executive committee, with headquarters in 
Chicago, and a Board of Control, centered in Newark, As is 
customary in American Marxist parties, the Chicago sections 
were given effective control over the Executive Committee 
of the new party* Philip Van Patten was chosen as the 
national secretary, apparently because the leader of the 
Lassalleans, Adolph Strasser (at the time national secre
tary of the German Workingmen’s Party) and Sorge didn’t 
really trust each other, in spite of the consolidation of 
forces* Van Patten had the further advantage that he under
stood English--a rare accomplishment in the party at that 
day*

The so-called unity of the new party was more talked 
about than real* The Intolerance of the group can be 
shown from the very outset, when representatives of the 
Free German Community of Philadelphia, the Slavonian Socio- 
Political Labor-Union of Cincinnati, and the Labor-Unlon 
of Milwaukee were all refused seats at the unity confer
ence*® In 1877 it became apparent that the Lassalleans and 
the "pure and simple” unionists (generally former Inter
nationalists) were not getting along together* The term

^Morris Hillquit, History of Socialism (3rd ed*, New 
Yorks Funk and Wagnalls, 1903;, p* 210*



’’pure and simple’5® was the designation attached by the 
Lassallean faction and indicated to them any Marxist who 
felt that ultimate socialization should come through union 

activity alone. It is perhaps the most opprobrious term 
that a Marxist can use in describing another Marxist,,^ 
There was a natural antipathy between the ”pure and sim- 
plers” and Van Patten, who was very politically minded and 
attempted to guide the party into a regular political ac
tion. Strasser, while appearing as a rank Lassallean from 
Sorge's Internationalist position, seemed a strictly union 
man from Van Patten’s position, and Strasser and Van Patten 
were frequently in serious conflict within the party. At 
the second convention of the 'workingmen’s Party, held in 
Newark, the group came out definitely for increased politi
cal action; repudiated those who would work for the social
ist utopia only through the trades unions, and changed the 
name of the organization to the Socialistic Labor Party of 
North America. The Socialist Labor Party of today, while 
recognizing the Socialistic Labor Party as its forebear, 
maintains that the modern party is of a different breed.

®For the origin of this term, see p. 86.
•^For Its use in this connection, see Daniel De Leon, 

Industrial Unionism, selected Editorials (New York: New
York Labor News Co., 1920), passim.
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Though the party has gone through many splits and defec
tions, the contemporary party is in many ways much like the 
party in 1878. The latter party has always vitiated the 
earlier, emphasizing the nicn , and generally printing its 
name with io capitalized: Socialistic Labor P a r t y . I n
at least two basic tendencies, intolerance and a tendency 
toward fractionalization, there is certainly no difference 
between the old and the contemporary party. Internal re
criminations and struggles for power were evident inside 
the party from the very first, as is evidenced by the ex
clusion, during the constituent unity conference, of certain 
representatives.-2 In the party1 s first two years (1876- 
1877) there was considerable success. According to Hill- 
quit, there were twenty-four newspapers established which 
were "directly or indireotly supporting the party."-*-® As 
official organs the party adopted the English publication 
Socialist and the German Sozial Demokrat, changing the names 
to Labor Standard and Arbeiteratimme respectively. Both of

■^See, for example, Eric Hass, The Socialist Labor 
Party and The Internationals (New York: New York Labor
Sews Co., 1949), Chapter £ passim.

•*-2See p. 14, above.
^ History of Socialism (3rd ed., New York: Funk and

Wagnalls, 1903), p. 225 .
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these organs had previously been published by the Social

Democratic Workingmen's Party. The Vorbote, the organ of
the Labor Party of Illinois, was also made an official 

14party organ.

Under Van Patten's leadership, and with this consider
able press backing, the local party sections began to doubt 
the wisdom of waiting in a Fabian fashion before beginning 
their political action. As a result, there were many So
cialist Labor backed candidates in 1878. In the election, 
the Party elected four men to the Illinois state house, 
three representatives and one senator. In Chicago and
Saint Louis aldermen were elected, and candidates ran

15well in both Cincinnati and Cleveland. These successes 
had the effect of Increasing the desire to participate in 
political action in the west, while in the east, where the 
party had not fared as we11, the tendency toward internal 
friction increased. There was a decline in party fortunes 
in 1879, and by the end of the year there were no English- 
language papers except the party organs, and there were 
only two German papers which were generally friendly to the

14 /Morris Hillquit, History of Socialism (3rd ed.,
New York: Punk and Wagnalls, 19037, p. 210.

1 8Ibid., p. 261.
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party, the New Yorker Volkszeitung, edited by Adolph Douai, 
a party member, and the Philadelphia Tageblatt. At the 
third convention of the Party, held at Allegheny City, 
Pennsylvania, in late December, 1879 and early January,
1880, only twenty-four delegates appeared, representing 
twenty affiliated sections.16 The total strength of the 
party must have been smaller than at its inception; a most 
optimistic guess as to membership would not place it at 
over 2600, a number almost incomprehensible when compared 
to the estimated 100,000 votes cast for party candidates 
in the state and looal elections of 1877 and 1878. There 
is no good explanation for the rapid decline, though the 
internal dissension and the rise of the Greenback Party 
are certainly both factors.

It was apparent at the convention of 1879-1880 that 
even among the small number of delegates in attendance there 
were two distinct factions, the moderates (generally 
Lassallean) and the Internationalists (both unionist and 
anarchist). The latter group had within it many incendiary 
individuals who were members of the Lehr und Wehr Verein, 
a military group which included not only a Socialistic 
Labor nucleus, but also the Bohemian Sharpshooters, Irish

16Ibid., p. 228
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1 *7Labor Gviards, and similar groups. Although Van Patten 
was much opposed to such military establishments within the 
party, the Vorbote had urged all workers to join the Lehr 
und Wehr Verein and to "contribute freely the few dollars 
necessary to arm and uniform themselves a " A t  Allegheny 
City the party affirmed Van Patten’s view on the military 
organizations, though not until they had tossed bouquets to 
the Lehr und Wehr Verein and to Judges Barnum and McAllis
ter, saying,

Our party was not disappointed in these 
men, for when the question . . .  was brought 
into the courts, these judges affirmed the 
right of the people to maintain their own 
military organizations independent of the 
government. For having been instrumental 
in gaining this deoision, the Lehr und Wehr 
Verein, the military workingmen’s organiza
tion, fulfilled a valuable mission, thus con
vincing us that after all there is nothing on 
earth which is not sometimes useful.

Thus in officially disowning the military group, the party

i^Alan Calmer, Labor Agitator the Story of Albert R. 
Parsons (New York: International Publishers, 1937), p.""43.

l^Henry David, The History of the Hay market Affair 
(New York: Farrar and RlneEa^,^95^,np7~5T77~*

■^Socialistic Labor Party, Platform. Constitution and 
Reselutions together with a condensed report of Proceedings 
of the Natfonal ConventionT held at Allegheny, Pa. Decem
ber 26, 27, 28, 29, 30 and 31, 1879 and JanuaryT, 1880. 
(Detroit: National Executive Committee, 1880), p. 2.
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still approved in principle the idea of forcible resist
ance. The conversion of the militarists to political ac
tivists was one of the primary tasks of the early party, 
and may have led to the slogan ’’Our Missile the Ballot.” 
Eventually the Supreme Court upheld the validity of an Il
linois act which forbade party military organizations.2^

The moderates generally maintained control of the 
1879-1880 Convention, losing only one vote.2 -̂ One of the 
most discussed issues at the convention was the role of the 
Party in relation to the Greenbackers. Western delegates 
and some moderates advocated participation in the Greenback 
Conference with an eye to "socializing” the platform of the 
Greenback Party. The New York group insisted on absolute 
Independence from all other political parties. There was
no official agreement as to whioh course to take22 but there
was an understanding that socialist delegates would attend 
the Greenback Convention, and that the party would support 
the Greenback candidates. Several Socialistic Laborites 
did attend the Greenback conclave, including Philip Van

2QPresser vs. Illinois, 1886, (116 US. 252).
2^Henry David, History of the Haymarket Affair, (New 

York: Farrar and Rinehart, 1936), 'p. 59.
22John R. Commons, op. cit., II, 285.
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Patton* This oloso association with an outside (and non- 
sooialist) party in 1880 caused many of the non-political 
group within the Socialist Labor Party to become disgusted 
and leave*

The platform adopted by the Allegheny City conven
tion was radical for the time, but oannot be considered 
really Marxist, and represents a clear victory for the 
moderate forces within the party* It urged, on the nation
al level, (1) popular initiative and referendum, (2) 
political equality regardless of creed, race, or sex, (3) 
establishment of a bureau of labor and a bureau of labor 
statistics, (4) repeal of all conspiracy laws against 
labor, (5) an eight hour day, (6) that taxes on uncul
tivated land be equal to those on cultivated areas, and 
(7) universal suffrage* On the state level, the plat
form asked for (1) state bureaus of labor statistics,
(2) an eight hour day, (3) employer liability laws, (4) 
an effective child labor law protecting children below 
fourteen, (5) universal compulsory education, (6) factory, 
mine, and workshop Inspectors and sanitary inspectors,
(7) wages to be paid in money, (8) ballots printed at 
government expense in elections, and (9) an equalized 
property tax on all property, inoluding that of religious
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O ' *organi za t i ons•
Though they controlled the convention, the moderates 

dared not go too far, and hence stopped short before 
authorizing full political activity. The net result was 
a confused outcome in which the party (1) did not reverse 
its 1876 stand but rather reiterated Its stand against 
running candidates for the presidency, (2) seleoted three 
men for the membership to vote upon for nomination to the 
presidency, and (3) made an understanding to hold a 
socialist conference in connection with the Greenbaok 
convention, to baok Weaver and Chambers if they were at 
all favorable to socialist thought, Philip Van Patten, 
national secretary, Albert R, Parsons, a member of the 
Chicago English-speaking section, Adolph Douai, educator 
and co-editor of the New Yorker Volkszeltung, and P, J, 
McGuire, party agitator, were consequently all in attend
ance at the Greenback Convention, but the sooialist del
egation numbered only 44 out of a 756 t o t a l A  com
plete lack of either control or influence over the

23Socialistic Labor Party Platform, Constitution, and 
Resolutions , , ... Proceedings ofriatlonal 6onventTonlae1d 
at Allegheny, Pa, , , », (PeiroTts National Executive 
Committee, 1880^ p. 6#

®^John B, Commons, op, clt,, II, 286*
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Greenback polioy led to a crisis within the party. The 
Vorbote and the Nye Tid, strong Party supporters in 
Chicago, both came out in strong opposition to the Green
back compromise. As a result, the editors, Paul Grottkau 
of the German organ and Peterson of the Scandinavian, were 
expelled from the party on the advice of the National Exec
utive Committee* Many members in section New York disap
proved, and some New York area members formed, in November, 
1880, the Social Revolutionary Club. This group in time 
affiliated with Bakunin's "Black International."^5 A few 
others left the party for various anarchist groups also, 
including Albert Parsons, who joined the anarchists after 
having been decisively beaten by the socialists In the fall 
of 1880 when he tried to oppose Thomas J. Morgan (a Lassal- 
lean) for the control of Chicago's Sixth Assembly District.

The two factions continued to oppose one another, and 
conditions had not improved by 1882, when there were two 
sets of candidates run by the socialist groups in many 
cities, one by the pure and simplers, who were often 
aligned with the anarchists, and one by the Lassalleans,

2^Daniel Bell, "The Background and Development of 
Marxian Socialism in the United States" in Donald Egbert 
and Stow Persons, eds., Socialism and American Life 
(Princeton: Princeton U., 1952), I, 23^.
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who often had little or no conception of scientific Marxism. 
When both groups did very poorly, most of the politically- 
minded groups gave up the struggle and the Socialistic 
Labor Party reached its lowest ebb. Van Patten, who had 
sacrificed so much in leading the party, and who had tried 
to Americanize it, finally gave up, disappearing after 
leaving a suicide note on April 22, 1883.26 As a result 
of lack of national leadership and the schism, there were 
two conventions in 1883 claiming to be Socialistic Labor.
The anarchists met in Pittsburgh, and the moderates, both 
the pro-political group and the pro-union faction, met in 
Baltimore. The Pittsburgh group put out a semi-moderate 
platform, and for a time it appeared that unity could be 
achieved; in the end, however, both sides were so doctri
naire that unification was impossible. As is the custom 
with left wing groups, they came to hate each other more 
than the enemy, and the struggle between the moderates, 
who remained in the control of the party, and the inter- 
nationalist-anarohist group who left it, was far more 
bitter than the struggle of either against capitalism.

The Baltimore convention confirmed the political

2%orris Hillquit, History of Socialism, (3rd ed., 
New York: Punk and Wagnalls, 1903T» P» 239.
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weakness of the party by relegating politics to a minor 
role and upholding the original position taken in the 1876 
Philadelphia unity convention: that the party should not
engage in politics until it had a chance of victory. And 
the 1885 convention went even further by advocating aboli
tion of the office of president. In part this may have 
been an attempt to woo back some of the anarchists; in 
part it was a rationalization concerning their political 
inefficacy. As a result of this action the party urged 
Its members, in the election of 1884, to stay away from 
the polls-~one of the few political parties in history to 
do so. There were statements issued In defense of such 
actions, of course, stating that elections, in a capital
ist society, were merely humbug. In speaking to the 
European comrades it was put this way:

Our comrades in America have taken no part 
in the elections, but have proclaimed abstention 
from voting. Both great- political parties, the 
Republican and the Democratic, are capitalistic. 
The struggle against corruption was a war cry In 
which the socialists would surely have joined, 
but the men who first sounded it were of such 
quality that the incorrigible skeptics doubted 
their ability and even their desire to clean 
out the Augean stables. The third party, 
composed of former Greenbacksrs and others, 
with General Butler at the head, our party 
also could not support, because the society 
was a rather promiscuous one, and General 
Butler, a skilful demagog but by no means a 
reliable customer. To enter into the campaign
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independently, our party was too weak, and, 
what is still more important, it was of the 
opinion that the presidential elections are 
nowadays but a humbug and cannot be anything 
else.2'

To say that the moderate section of the Socialist 
Labor Party in 1883 was Lassallean is somewhat of a 
misnomer. Actually, both factions of 1883 believed in the 
achievement of the socialist utopia through revolution.
The actual difference, in theory, between the two was in 
the means of obtaining the revolt. The moderate, or 
the continuing Socialistic Labor Party, felt that the 
revolution would evolve in time, and would not have to 
be forced. The anarcho-internationalist's uppermost 
desire was to bring on the revolution now. The role 
of the ballot, in Socialistic Labor parlance, as it was 
in Lassalle’s doctrines, was to gain political power. 
Lassalle, however, then urged that reforms be instituted 
through the use of that power, while the Socialistic 
Labor Party expected the bourgeois to rebel and start 
the revolution when they saw the socialist political

^Social Democrat (Zurich), as quoted in Morris 
Hillquit, History of Socialism (3rd ed.; Hew York: Punk
and Wagnalls, 1903T7 P* 270.



power i n c r e a s i n g . 28 'ĵ e beginning of this revolt would 

cause the upsurge in 'revolutionary industrial unionism' 
which would then give meaning to the proletarian victory 
at the ballot box, and which would "also serve as the 
governmental structure of the Worker's Republic."29 >phe 
Socialistic Labor Party did not oelieve in the acceptance 
by the majority before their program was instituted, but 
did feel that there should be a large following and a 
general understanding of their position before the revolu
tion could be successful. Before the revolution, then, 
the ballot became more an instrument of education and a 
gauge of power than a means bo power.

In less than a year, it became obvious that the 
official anti-political position was merely a rational
ization, for in 1885 and 1886 the party not only resumed 
some political activity, but formed coalitions with 
whatever party happened, in the particular area, to be 
challenging the two major establishments. In many in
stances they aligned themselves with the United Labor

28Richard T. Ely, "Recent American Socialism", Part IV 
of the Third Series of the Johns Hopkins University Studies 
in Historical and Political Science (Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins, 1884), p. 49.

29Arnold Petersen, Revolutionary Milestones (Second 
edition; New York: New York Labor News Co., 1946), p. 3.
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Party; in some oases they supported Union Labor Party 
candidates, and in a few instances party members were the 
core of various non-socialist citizens' parties. An in
cidental result of this cooperation with other parties 
was the large amount of Americanization that was received 
by party members as a result of the contact with other 
groups* It had been Van Patten's greatest aim to strength
en and emphasize the English-speaking element; he had gone 
so far as to sacrifice a German press organ in order to 
save an English organ, even though the latter had a smaller 
circulation. He had tried to emphasize the distribution 
of English-language tracts and pamphlets as the.most 
valuable means of instruction and of improving "our

rrn
English-speaking m e m b e r s h i p . Y e t  until 1885 all party 
business was either carried on in German, or, if in Eng
lish, with a German translation. It was estimated that in 
1886 not over ten percent of the membership was native 
born.^ In 1887 Engels himself wrote that

3°Socialistic Labor Party, Platform, Constitution, 
and Resolutions . . . Proceedings of National Convention 
held at Allegheny, Pa.-'• '• • (Detroit: National Executive
Committee, 18805» p. 15.

-Z1 Jessie Hughan, American Socialism of the Present 
Day (New York: John Lane, 1912), p. 36. See also Morris
Hillquit, Loose Leaves From A Busy Life (New York: 
Macmillan, 1934), p. 41.
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this party . . .  is called upon to play a very 
important part in the movement. But in order to 
do so they will have to doff every remnant of 
their foreign garb. They will have to become 
out and out American. They cannot expect the 
American to come to them; they, the minority, and 
the immigrants, must go to the Americans who are 
the vast majority and the natives. And to do 
that they must above all learn EnglishT^^-

In spite of Engels' warning, and some honest work on the 

part of some party members, one of the chief attractions 
to the party has been and is its appeal to the foreign 
born minorities. As an example, the first meeting of the 
Irish Land League in New York was advertised by fliers 

proclaiming:

"Land and Liberty for the People of Downtrodden 
Ireland" "Grand Mass Meeting of Sympathy against 
Tyranny to be held under the auspices of the 
Socialist Labor Party on Friday, December 5,
1879 at 8 o'clock, P. M., Germania Assembly 
Rooms. Speakers are Patrick Ford, Dr. A. Douai, 
Alexander Jonas, John Swinton, Henry Drury, 
Osborne Ward, Charles Sotheran."33

All of these speakers were good party members, but not all 
could speak tolerable English. It must have been quite

32As quoted in Arnold PetPrson, Revolutionary Mile
stones (2nd ed.; New York: New York Labor News Co., 1946),
p. 41.

33The People (New York), October 4, 1891.
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a spectacle when Jonas addressed the Irish group in his 
German-English, and without a brogue. Jonas himself was 
keenly aware of his deficiency in English, and agreed to 
be the Socialist Labor candidate for mayor of New York in 
1888 only after being assured by Hillquit that a knowledge 
of English was not a required qualification for the 
off ice. 34 Perhaps the most ‘'Anglicizing” factor in the 
decade of the eighties was the support which the party 
gave to the Henry George campaign in 1886, and the contact 
with others that party members consequently got. Though 
George had many aims in common with the socialists, most 
party members did not believe that Marx would have support
ed the single tax. The New Yorker Volkszeitung, the most 
influential of the Socialist Labor-inolined papers, point
ed this out. We support Henry George, the paper said,
"not on acoount of his single-tax theory, but in spite of 

it."35
The Henry George movement in America was basically a 

native movement, and it shows that there had been some 
Americanization of the New York socialists in that they

34Morris Hillquit, Loose Leaves From A Busy Life 
(New York: Macmillan, 1934), p• 45.

35As quoted in Morris Hillquit, History of Socialism 
(3rd ed.; New York: Funk and Wagnalls, 1903 ; , p. 2')'i.
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were able to support him* How much the support of the 
Socialist Labor Party had to do with George's very credit
able 68,000 votes, it is difficult to say, though one is 
tempted to assume little or no additions outside of their 
own numbers* Th© effect of George's vote on Section New 
York of the party, however, was electric* Falsely 
attributing George's fine showing to their work, the party 
members began to think seriously of independent political 
action on a national scale, a course specifically banned 
in at least three conventions* Suoh contemplation was 
aided by George himself, who, not misled as to the effect 
of his sooialist backing, eliminated all socialists from 
his entourage on August 17, 1887*36

The New York Section, consequently, vowed never again 
to compromise their position by too readily joining with 
others in political action* At the party convention in 
Buffalo the next month, therefore, the question of inde
pendent political action was broached, and received 
much favorable comment* It was decided to form a party 
in opposition to George's United Labor Party* In order to 
have the maximum appeal, the new party was named the 
Progressive Labor Party, and was made up of Sooialist

®®New York Times, August 19, 1887o
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Laborites kicked out of the George party, plus any other 
socialistically-minded men who could be lured from the 

George camp. The Progressive Labor candidate for secretary 
of state received about 7,000 votes, as compared with the 
George party’s 35,000. It takes a real optimist to regard 
the work of the Progressive Labor Party as the "solar
plexus blow" to the United Labor Party, yet that is what
one Socialist Labor editor thought !57

A second item of business at the Buffalo Convention, 
a possible association with the International Workingmen’s 
Association, was also discussed, often in terms that re
flected fear of cooperation with any group, political or
otherwise. The IWMA, as it was called, was a western or
ganization of perhaps 6000 members, officially, though not 
In fact, a revival of the first International. It was 
commonly called at the time the "Red" International, In 
order to distinguish it from the anarchist, or "Black" 
International, established at the Pittsburgh convention in 
1883.^® The Pacific slope groups of the IWMA were led by

^^Rudolph Katz, "With De Leon Since ’89" in National 
Executive Committee, Socialist Labor Party, Daniel De Leon 
The Man and His Work A Symposium (4thed.; New York; New 
York Labor News Co., 1934), 11,2.

58Richard T. Ely, "Recent American Socialism," Johns 
Hopkins University Studies in Historical and Political
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Burdette Haskell, a professional anti-Chinese; a Rocky 
Mountain contingent of the group looked to Joseph R. 
Buchanan*^2 It was the Haskell group which furnished most 
of the impetus to join with the Sooialist Labor Party*
The IWMA was basically anti-political, having declared:

We believe that if universal suffrage had 
been capable of emancipating the working people 
from the rule of the loafing class, it would have 
been taken away from them before now, and we have 
no faith in the ballot as a means of righting 
the wrongs under which the masses groan.40

The union, which would have augmented the membership of the 
party at least fourfold, was rejected, largely because of 
the new politically active bent within the party*4-1-

The convention, momentarily swept by the optimism of 
the pro-political group, considered a presidential nomin
ation,4^ When the matter of a presidential candidate was

Science, 3rd Series, Part IV (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins,
1884), p. 53.

^^John R. Commons, ojd. oit», II, 200.
4^Richard T. Ely, Labor Movement in America (Hew 

York: Crowell, 1886), p. 163*
41John R. Commons, o£. cit., II, 300, says that the 

SLP and the IWMA became amalgamated. I think this idea 
stemmed from the joint declaration of cooperation which the 
two groups issued, not from a true amalgamation.

42Morris Hillquit, History of Socialism, p* 282
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referred to the membership, however, it was solidly voted 
down. As a result Section New York went ahead on its own 
and selected electors to appear on the ballot where they 
had Instructions to vote "no president" if elected! The 
total vote cast for the party in the 1888 elections was 
very s m a l l . S h o r t l y  before the election, a constitution
al change on the question of political action was adopted 
by the party through a mail referendum vote. The amend
ment, while not authorizing presidential politics, 
certainly was a victory for the political faction, and 
read in part as follows:

Whereas, the Socialist Labor Party of the 
United States is a propaganda party and

Whereas the participation in municipal, state, 
congressional elections is a good means of 
agitation,

Resolved that the Socialist Labor Party here
by declares itself to be an independent political 
party for the purpose of participating in such 
elections and

^According to National Executive Committee, Socialist 
Labor Party, Twentieth National Convention. Socialist Labor 
Party April 27-April 30, 1940 Minutes, Reports , Platf orms , 
Resolution, Etc. (New York: Socialist Labor Party, 1942),
p. 209, they received 2068 votes, all in New York State. 
Morris Hillquit, History of Socialism, p. 282, gives them 
3481, 2500 in New York City, 313 in outstate New York, 586 
in Milwaukee, and 32 in New Haven. Stanwood, History of 
the Presidency I, 485, lists Appleton’s as crediting "So
cialist and scattering" as 7006, while McPherson’s gives 
9845.
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Resolved, that faithful allegiance to the 
Socialist Labor Party and severance of all 
connections with other political parties be 
a condition of membership in the Socialist 
Labor Party--all other parties being consid
ered as forming one reactionary m a s s . 44

It became clear that the American Section, New York, was 
the group most outspoken in favor of political action, and 
that it was the German Section New York which acted as a 
brake on the movement to get into politics. The two offi
cial party papers, the German Per Sozialist, started in 
1885, and the English Workman^ Advocate, in 1886, were 
both more or less under the control of the American group, 
and the editors, W. L. Rosenberg and J. P. Busche, respec
tively, both attempted to foster political action in the 
party. Both papers were published by the New Yorker Volks- 
zeitung, and the Volkszeltung group thought that true 
Marxism called for trades union organization and economic 
pressure upon the oppressors of the lower class, not 
political action. With both sides being extremely intol
erant, it meant a certain fight when an editorial in the 
Workman1s Advocate on September 15, 1888, urged a full

^Workman’s Advocate, (New Haven and New York) Aug.
10, 1889, as quoted in Howard Quint, The Forging of Ameri
can Socialism: Origins of the Modern MovememT'(Columbia,
S. C.: U, of South Carolina Press, 1953), p. 55.



and Independent participation in politics.^ As the party 
was organized, Section New York (containing all branches, 
German, American, or other) had the right of selection of 
the national committee. The Germans had a very substantial 
majority in New Yox*k City, and certainly more of them read 
the Volkszeitung (considered by most people as a party 
organ) than read the official German organ. The result 
was that they purged the entire national committee, includ
ing Rosenberg, the national secretary, and elected a new 
group, Rosenberg refused to recognize his dismissal, and 
repaired to Rochester, where he maintained a so-called 
Rochester Richtung.^® It may be that a majority of the 
party members throughout the country were with Rosenberg 
and Busche, yet it cannot be questioned that under the 
constitution of the party the actions of the Volkszeitung 
group was legal. The Rosenberg Rochester Richtung managed 
to keep itself alive throughout the nineties, and eventu
ally found its way into the Socialist Party, The split 
made the party more a 'foreign1 instrument than before.

45Howard Quint, The Forging of American Socialism, 
(Columbia, S. C.: U. of S. C. Press. 1953), p. 54-55.

^Rudolph Katz, "With De Leon Since '89" in National 
Executive Committee, Socialist Labor Party; Daniel De Leon 
. . . A Symposium (4th ed.; New York: New York Labor News
Co., 1934), II, S.
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The new national secretary was Benjamin Gretsoh, a Russian 
law student, and he and Henry Kuhn were, at times, the only 
two on the National Executive Committee who could speak 
English.47

It was into this party that Daniel De Leon came in
1890.

*7Henry Kuhn, "Reminiscences of Daniel De Leon" in Na
tional Executive Committee, Socialist Labor Party, Daniel 
De Leon, The Man and His Work A Symposium (4th ed.jTew 
Y ork Lab or News Co., 1934 ) j " 4.



CHAPTER III 
DE LEON AND DE LEONITE CHANGES

The events of De Leon’s early life are not at all 
clear. According to his own account in The P e o p l e he was 
horn in the West Indies on December 14, 1852, into a family 
which was rich enough to send him to Europe for his health 
and his schooling. He was schooled in Germany until the 
Franco-Prussian war, removing to Holland upon the outbreak 

of troubles.

His national origin has always been of some question.
He himself claimed that he was the descendant of a Spanish- 
Venezuelan line,^ but none of his opponents ever believed 
this, and some of his friends may have doubted it. The 
widespread assumption was that he was German--and some 
credence may be given to this view as it was a German 
Gymnasium in which he enrolled when he went to Europe as 
a youth. De Leon himself always expressly denied German 
blood, once stating that he was "not a German, either by 
birth, remotest ancestry, or collateral kinship.”® Though 
he was often considered a German, his claim to Spanish

3-Paily People (New York), March 19, 1906.
^Olive M. Johnson, Daniel De Leon American Sooialist 

Pathfinder (New York: New York Labor News Co., 1923), p. 9.
5The People (New York), August 11, 1895.
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descent has several arguments in its favor: (1) De Leon
himself claimed it, (2) He knew Spanish well, apparently 
from an early age, even though Dutch was the predominant 
language of the islands during De Leon’s childhood, (3)
He helped edit a Cuban revolutionary paper in New York in 
1873, Charles Madison, in his Critics and Crusaders, 
accepts the Spanish lineage view, and there is no factual 
evidence against It,4 Yet always people with whom he 
associated considered him German, It may be that this 
was the result of his leadership of a predominantly German 
party.

De Leon’s connection with sooialist thought was of 
long standing, and most certainly he was a radical long 
before his entranoe into Sooialist Labor ranks. He is 
sometimes regarded as the source of the revolutionary 
sooialist planks which were written into the George program 
in 1887® and oertainly he emerges as a member of the 
socialist faction in the United Labor (Georgite) Party 
split in 1887, though he was not in a position of leader
ship in the faction at that time and is not even mentioned

4N. Y.: Henry Holt, 1948, p. 471,
®Howard Quint, The Forging of American Sooiallam 

(Columbia, S.C,: USC Press, 1953*77 P* 43,
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In the New York Times dispatches covering the split. It is 
probable that De Leon had his first real contacts with the 
Socialistic Labor Party while In George’s United Labor 
Party. Among the prominent Socialist Laborites to be eject
ed from the party during the split were John Hickey of Troy, 
Matthew Maguire of New Jersey, and Hugo Vogt of New York©® 
Incidentally, the George Party, In spite of a large foreign 
element in Its own ranks, took offense at the foreign 
nature of the S. L. P., declaring that the "Socialists are 
not to be recognized as an American politioal party©"^
There was ample opportunity for De Leon, had he wished to 
support the Socialistic Labor Party cause, to align himself 
with the Socialistic Labor Party members who were leading 
the anti-George revolt. There Is no evidence that he did, 
and, in faot, he joined the Bellamy Nationalist movement 
rather than the S. L. P. That the Bellamy movement was not
as thoroughly Marxist as was the party is obvious. One
might question De Leon’s doctrinaire sinoerity in making 
suoh a move, but perhaps his thought had not, at that time, 
yet become as doctrinaire socialist as he later olaimed 
it was. It is probable that De Leon wasn’t interested in

g
New York Times. August 13 and 18, 1887.
^New York Times, August 12, 1887.
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the party because it offered no apparent chance of success, 
and was not politically minded. The socialists, in gen
eral, approved of the Bellamy movement® and it seems 
certain that contact with the S. L. P. would continue dur
ing De Leon’s stint as a Nationalist.

In 1690, with the decline of the Nationalist move
ment, De Leon joined the Socialist Labor Party. The 
party was happy to get someone with a professional back
ground,9 for the pre-De Leon party was not very class 
conscious, in spite of derogatory remarks on the American 
educational system. For that matter, the De Leon party 
never, to my knowledge, excluded anyone because of his 
occupation. In spite of the party experience that when
ever a college professor would speak on socialism or any 
economic subject he was "utterly ignorant of that on which 
he proposes to speak"-*-0 party leadership seemed to like De 
Leon, and honored him by giving him the S. L. P. candi
dacy for Twenty-second District Assemblyman, New York,

^Workman’s Advocate (New York), March 15, 1890.
9De Leon was a lecturer at Columbia College for six 

years.
10The People (New York), April 4, 1892.
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in 1890.
He quickly became integrated into the propaganda or 

educational wing of the party, making up a sooialist fact 
sheet for the New York Central Labor Pederation^ soon aft

er joining the party.-*’® De Leon’s oratorical powers were 
also recognized, and he was sent on an agitational tour in
1891. In the fall of the same year, De Leon stumped New 
York state for the party t i c k e t M e a n w h i l e ,  he had 
also assumed the post of assistant to Lucien Sanial, the 
editor of the party paper. Although he obviously was 
immediately aocepted by the party leadership, he apparently 
was slower in gaining a reputation among the rank and file,
for in the voting for the party’s delegate to the Brussels

*

Conference De Leon was the low man among the six candidates,

■^Rudolph Katz, "With De Leon Since ’89", in National 
Executive Committee, Sooialist Labor Party, Daniel De Leon 
The Man and His Work A Symposium (4th ed.; New York: New
York Labor News tfo.7 1934), II, 9.

l%!he New York C. L. P. was a Socialist-dominated body 
which had separated from the allegedly "bourgeois" Central 
Labor Union in 1889. See The People (New York), September 
3, 1893.

D. H. Cole, Marxism and Anarchism 1850-1890 
(London: Macmillan, 1954), p. 369.

14The People (New York), September 13, 1891.



receiving only nine votes to Sanial’s 6 7 7 . In August of 
1891 while Sanial was at Brussels, De Leon assumed tempor
ary editorship of the paper. The modus vivendi thus 
created was confirmed when in February of 1892 Sanial re
signed, to be replaced by De Leon.^6 This emergence of
De Leon as editor of The People put him into a position of

1 7leadership he never relinquished.x He began to speak 
to party gatherings regularly, especially in his home 
district where he lectured each Sunday. He was very secure 
in his leadership of the party after the resignation as 
secretary of Benjamin Cretsch, on September 27, 1891, as 
Section New York-1-8 elected, on October 13th, a self-styled 
De Leonite, Henry Kuhn, to the post. Kuhn remained 
Secretary throughout the De Leon rule.

De Leon had several worries as he accepted leadership 
of the party, a position made concrete by the editorship

l^The People (New York), July 26, 1891.
16Ibid., February 14, 1892.
■^It is v/orth noting that De Leon never held a major 

national party office while leading the party. After De 
Leon’s death, Arnold Petersen, Party Secretary, took over 
the reigns of control. In very recent years, history has 
repeated and it appears that the present editor of the 
Weekly People, Hass, is the leader.

•^By the constitution, Section New York selects the 
National Executive Committee and the National Secretary.
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of The People and the election of Kuhn. As leader, he felt 
that he must (1 ) remedy the essentially foreign nature of 
the party, (2) elevate the party press, (3) create a party 
economic arm, (4) redress the adverse cash balance which 
was constantly facing the party, and (5) bring to the 
organization a national unity and control such as it had 
not had previously. Of this five part program, only in the 
last point was De Leon completely successful.

As to Americanization, it is doubtful if De Leon, him
self an immigrant, ever really understood the problem. 
Certainly a basic point that all labor leaders must recog
nize is the basic classlessness of American Labor. This 
fact distinguishes American labor from European. De Leon 
was never able to grasp such a view, and as a result his 
Americanization attempts failed as did those of those 
before him. Morris Hillquit points out, that, in spite of 
Van Patten’s efforts, when he /Hillquit/ joined the Social

ist Labor Party

The net result of its Americanization efforts 
was represented by the publication of one 
English weekly, the Workman’s Advocate, which 
had a circulation of less than fifteen hundred, 
mostly among self-sacrificing German comrades. 
Subsequently an "American Section" of the party 
was formed in New York. In our zeal for the 
cause, we did not appreciate the exquisite humor 
of a political party in the United States estab
lishing a solitary "American Section" in the
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metropolis of the country.19

Americanization remained an aim always, and certainly some 
followed Hillquit’s example of transferring their member
ships from a foreign branch to the American Section as 
soon as their English was sufficiently good.20 Rosenberg, 
secretary of the party before the 1889 split, had said, 
in 1885, "Let us not conceal the truth: the Socialist
Labor Party is only a German colony, an adjunct of the 
German-3peaking Social Democracy." The fact is that in 
spite of the Americanizing plans, the party appeared more 
completely foreign in 1890 than upon its origin. In 1877, 
there had been 18 English-speaking sections, 35 German, 5 
Scandinavian, 6 Bohemian, and 2 French. In 1893, counting 
branches and ward organizations as separate sections, 
there were 54 non-classified (certainly largely German),
65 German, 17 A m e r i c a n , a n d  21 of non-German foreign

optongues•

19Morrls Hillquit, Loose Leaves From A Busy Life (New 
York: Macmillan, 1934), p. 44.

20Ibid., p. 43.
2^The word "American" In Socialist Labor circles, is 

synonomous with the concept "English-speaking."
p p The People (New York), July 16, 1893.
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It had long been accepted by the party that the best 
method of Anglicizing membership lay in the printing and 
circulating of tracts in English*2®

They had not, of course, negleoted the other obvious 
way of beooming Americanized— that of naturalizing party 
members I A fight took place in the Convention of 1879- 
1880 over whether or not to restrict party office-holding 
to American citizens. The final determinant in deciding 
that ”all members shall be eligible to any office or 
position in the party” was the fact that not enough lead-

p  Aers who were Americans were available. It is typical 
of the doctrinaire thinking of the party that the alter
native (allegedly a logical1 alternative) to letting 
non-citizens hold office was their expulsion from the 
party I

When De Leon beoame the leading light in the party, 
he maintained the former party views* He really improved 
the English-language outlets, and he also encouraged 
naturalization. To get party members naturalized was not

2®Sooialistio Labor Party, Platform, Constitution and 
Resolution together with a oondensed report of the Proceeds 
ings of the Na 1 1onalUonvent 1 on, held at Allegheny, fta. 
DeoemFer”^ ,  2 7 , &B, 2 9 . 5 0 , SI, 18^6 and January 1,"7 8 8 0  
(Detroit; National ExecutTveUommittee, 1 8 8 0 ), p .“1 3 •

24Ibid., p. 38.
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always easy, as some judges held that membership in a 
socialist organization constituted a basis for denial of 
citizenship, on the grounds that the Socialist Labor Party 
’’embodied aims that were inimical to the Constitution.”2** 

While De Leon constantly stressed the recruitment of 
English-speaking people, he was not blinded as to the real 
meaning of foreigners to the party. Though the party 
officially berated such men as Ed McSweeney, Assistant 
Commissioner of Immigration,26 for allowing ’’Armenians and 

Italians” to come into New England to scab,2? nonetheless 
it at times welcomed immigration. Immigration plus 
naturalization, thought De Leon, is the one certain way of 
building up the Socialist Labor vote. In an editorial in 
1891 he cited the voting statistics of the recently-immi
grated voters in the United States, and commented that

Politicians do not view these figures with 
satisfaction. They know that most of the 
new citizens who were born on the European

25The People (New York), June 10, 1894.
^^McSweeney, before joining the immigration servioe, 

had been a member of the Laster'a Union, and the socialists 
had been instrumental in a Laster’s strike in Lynn, Mass., 
and Auburn, Maine which was, at the time of the McSweeney 
condemnation, being broken by scab labor.

2?The People (New York), September 22, 1893.
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continent are wage workers in sympathy with 
the great international labor movement, and 
that the day must soon come when a majority 
of the votes of the American metropolis will 
be cast for the Socialist Labor Party.28

One of De Leon’s major difficulties was in securing 
agitators who could propagandize in English. As late as 
1894, four years after De Leon’s entrance into the party, 
the Twelfth Assembly District organization published a 
special appeal in The People for all readers to attend 
Assembly District section meetings, because the party 
needed all the help it could get for agitation in the 
vernacular, and in the 12th District a majority of the 
population ’’belongs to the English-speaking element.”29 

De Leon and the national office seemed to be alter
nately pleased with and disheartened by the ’’Americaniza- 
tion” campaign. De Leon himself, from the moment of 
joining the party, took special pains to focus his work 
upon the ’’American” element. His first agitational tours 
were directed toward English-speaking groups, and it is 
significant that he assumed control of the EngLishnewspaper 
when taking over guidance of the party, rather than the

28Ibid., June 28, 1891.

^October 30, 1894.
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larger-cireulationed German organ. The results of his 
early tours convinced De Leon that the American workmen 
were turning to socialism in ever-increasing numbers.
"That the number of new American Sections," said De Leon, 
"should exceed that of the German ones is a most encourag
ing sign and one that must urge us to renewed efforts."^ 

The rejoicing was over 23 new American sections and 19 
German. This was, of course, at the very time that German 
immigration began to slack off, and many of the 23 American 
sections were not stable as the 1893 figures showed.
When the New Jersey State S. L. P. Convention was held on 
July 12, 1891, it was noted with pride that, of the thirty- 
one delegates, one third were born in the United States, 
and "most of the others ^/were/ sufficiently proficient in 
the English l a n g u a g e . I n  spite of these "good" omens, 
proficiency in the English language continued to make news 
in party circles. It is noted as an exception, for 
instance, when on a campaign tour in the fall of 1894, 
Alexander Jonas spoke in English at Utica, New York. He 
apparently used German in addressing all other socialist 
(not S. L. P.) rallies in Syracuse, Buffalo, and Rochester

30The People (New York), January 24, 1892
31Ibid., July 19, 1891.
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on the same trip.
Early in the same year, E. Kuerschner, agent for 

Section New York, had to urge the American branches to 
take a more active part in the New York City Assembly 
District Organizations* If they did so, Kuerschner 

pointed out,

it would soon be possible to conduct the busi
ness in English in most of the Districts, and 
thereby to promote the joining of large numbers 
of English-speaking workingmen. Such large 
accession of membership would so far strength
en the party as to justify the engaging of a 
permanent agent or organizer*32

Kuerschner himself participated in the Americanization 
campaign by dropping the "e!l from his name.

The call upon the ’’American element,"33 was largely 
in vain. The ’’American element” did not rally to De Leon's 
brand of socialism, and, when English-speaking people 
did join, they were apt to have independent ideas which 
made them unacceptable in the long run. In spite of rath
er glowing claims of "American" Inroads on the part of The 
People, the movement to attract English-speaking people

32The People (New York), February 11, 1894.
33it reflected the composition of the party, of 

course, when they called the English-speaking people of 
the United States an "element."
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must be deemed a failure. The ’’American5* minority within 
the party, furthermore, was a drawback to the De Leon aims. 
The appeal to Americans, in fact, seems to have sabotaged 
oertain principles of the party, especially the class- 
consciousness thought to be necessary. For instanoe, 
according to reports submitted by one of the party’s best 
agitators, Frank Gessner, a New England tour in 1893 was 
credited with having ”a clean American Face” and with 

attracting not

only the underpaid wage earner, in the fac
tories and mills, but also the professional 
men, doctors, lawyers, students, and here and 
there a minister of the g o s p e l . *4

It is obvious that it would be difficult to oreate a pro
letarian movement with such an array of talent. In spite 
of such a patent disability, De Leon remained supremely 
oonfident that the ’’American element” would come, in time, 
to dominate the group. In 1895 he cited the readership 
°** The People as "overwhelmingly English-speaking, and not 
German.” He apparently, in his optimism, didn’t see the 
humor in an attempt to prove an English-language paper was 
read by English-speaking people, De Leon thought that the 

subscription lists of The People were the raw materials

54The People (New York), November 5, 1893.
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without which the historian of the future would be unable 
to record the spread of Socialism in America from 1891
onward.

Even though De Leon often echoed Marx in noting that 
"socialism has nothing to do with nationalities"*56 he 
never saw anything inconsistent with Marxian principles 
in his appeal to English-speaking peoples. Many members 
of the party, however, felt that English-speaking dominance 
over the party was a mistake, and that party views were 
more apt to be held sacred by Europeans. Nearly everyone 
recognized and was proud of the fact that the party had 
been planted by Germans. ^  One of the outstanding party 
organizers in the nineties, Michael D. Fitzgerald, a Mas
sachusetts poet, recorded that he noticed in Maine, as in 
other New England sections (in some of the same sections 
where Gessner had reported a clean American face) that the 
"American" socialists couldn’t be relied on, but that "our 
German veteran Socialists /were/ always in the harness for

^ Ibld., August 11, 1895.
36Ibid., August 11, 1895.
37See Ibid., October 28, 1894, and The New York 

World, October 21, 1894.



the work.”38 It was normally the American branches which 
violated one of the cardinal te2iets of De Leonism, that 
of no cooperation with any reform parties. In San Fran
cisco, for instance, the American section urged coopera
tion with the Populist Party; the German branch opposed 
the move and went on record as upholding the De Leonite 
purity of the party.3® The secession of the Kangaroos 
in 1900 to the Social Democratic Party of Debs was wide
spread chiefly because the Socialist Labor Party, while 
concentrating its appeal on the "English-speaking element” 
failed to modify its party demands in accordance with the 
views of the American non-class conscious workman. Per
haps, as De Leon intimates, to compromise is to be defeat
ed. But in this case not to compromise assured defeat.
De Leon himself put the coup de grace upon his own attempt 
to attract Americans in 1900 when the immediate demands of 
the Socialist Labor Party were removed.^5® While the inter
national orthodox socialist movement, in the Paris meeting

38The People (New York), March 3, 1895.
3®Ibid., November 25, 1894.
^Rudolph Katz, "With De Leon Since ’89", in National 

Executive Committee, Socialist Labor Party, Daniel De Leon 
The Man and His Work A Symposium (4th ed.; New York: New
York Labor Nev/s Co., 1934 J, II, 83f f •
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of 1899, was moving toward a more moderate position in 
deciding to work within a human framework and, in certain 
special cases, to cooperate with capitalist ministries, 
the American Socialist Labor Party under De Leon was 
maintaining a pristine reserve, with no compromises and no 
bargains. Such a course made the tenets of the Socialist 
Labor Party forever untenable to the "American" workman.
The Socialist Labor Party, then, failed to become an 
American Party, and, in the last years of the nineties, 
saw most of their "American” branches leave bodily for the 
Social Democrats.

The failure of De Leon to Americanize the party was 
obvious. His failure to capture or create an eoonomic arm 
(either an old union or a new one of his own creation) was 
more spectacular, and will be taken up in the next two 
chapters.

As regards De Leon’s attempt to establish a rigid dis
cipline within the party, he was very successful. So 
successful, in fact, that his suocess In this area may 
have had much to do with his failures In his other aims. 
Under his guidanoe, the party set up rigidly strict disci
pline that has marked the party from De Leon till today.
In the first place, the socialist movement could not exist, 
according to De Leon, outside the Socialist Labor Party.
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He wrote, in answer to a socialist, but non-Socialist Labor 
Party correspondent,

To be a Socialist, but not to be a Socialist 
Labor Party man is like saying: "I want a
thing so badly that I won't strive to get 
it.” Those are the boys the capitalists like. 
Nine out of ten crooks we know are of your 
opinion. If the opinion has not yet seized 
on you too strongly to affect your character 
and prevent you from ridding yourself of it, 
cast it off quickly.4^

Certainly such a tendency of absolute and exclusive right
eousness can be seen in many differing organizations, but 
the extent to which absolute subservience to the organiza
tion was demanded in the Socialist Labor Party can be 
matched only in military organizations. De Leon was fully 
in accord with rigid discipline, and his ideas have domi
nated the Party. The primary duties of a Socialist Labor- 
ite reflect duties outlined by De Leon. The second duty4^ 
of a party member is to "observe strict party discipline."^ 

Theoretically, the dogmatic Marxism of the Socialist

41The People (New York), October 27, 1895.
4.0Duties and attitudes of party members will be 

discussed more fully in Chapter VI.
^Arnold Petersen, Disruption and Disrupters (New 

York: Socialist Labor Party, 1955), inside front cover.
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Labor Party allowed for self-criticism, as did Marx himself. 

Max Porker, of Brooklyn, one of the party workhorses in the 
early nineties, put the theoretical official view well, 
when he wrote, in tbs report of his agitational report,

No right-minded Socialist will deny the right 
of a comrade, or of a paper, to criticize the 
party, its offices, or its official organs. 
Such criticism is necessary and proper, to the 
end clearing tip any differences of opinion 
that may arise within the party.44 there
is a limit that should not be crossed, where 
criticism ends, and the instigation of sus
picion commences.45

Porker noted that there were some "suspicions”
aroused, for to charge the National Executive Committee

46with "Bismarckian methods," as did the St. Louis Labor 
in its March 16, 1895 issue, was to exceed the limit 
beyond which criticism was to go. Yet the St. Louis Labor 
had not challenged a single Marxian principle accepted by 
the party. It might be noted in passing, however, that if

44On this point, note the a priori assumption that 
there should be no permanent differences of opinion within 
the party.

45Porker Report, The People (New York), April 14,
1895.

46A weekly edited by a pioneer Socialist Laborite,
G. A. Hoehn. The paper was condemned by the party in 1896, 
and Hoehn and others ended up in the Socialist Party.
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the criticism was outgoing from the National Executive 
Committee, rather than incoming, it could be vitriolic, 
to say the least. In one particularly caustic column 
De Leon characterized the socialists who had been charged 
by the party with wrong doing as a "half baker’s dozen of 
gutter snipe reporters, . • • one Pollack who white
washed his name, . . .  /&nd/ one 250 pound perambulating

« 4I7scrap-book and historic junk shop* Actually, the Pole
referred to was M. C. Javoiski, who had changed his name 
to Norwood, and who had done much self-sacrificing work 
for the party, including holding party office in the Sec
tion Erie County (Buffalo) and the organization of a sec
tion in Binghamton.4® His crime had been independence, in 
all probability, for he wanted to produce socialist prop
aganda locally, as well as to use the national literature 
of the party, feeling that locally written material was 
the cheapest and best method of advertising.49

The National Executive Committee, as stated before, 
was selected by Section New York. In effect, this gave the 
control of the national office to the New York City members,

47Daniel De Leon, "Individuals and Elements of 
Strength", The People (New York), June 6, 1894.

48The People (New York), February 24, 1892.
49Ibid., November 26, 1893.
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and once selected, the N. E. C.’s will was unquestionable. 
This manner of selection was, of course, sometimes 
questioned by those outside New York. Several times re
organization of the N. E. C. was proposed, often with some 
support. Section Syracuse in the Pall of 1895 proposed a 
National Executive with representation from each organized 
state. It did so because it felt that

false ideas of economy and utility in the 
composition and selection of the National 
Executive Committee, have dwarfed the growth 
of a movement which in its nature is universal, 
has /sio/ impaired its usefulness and embroiled 
it in personal quarrels and local contests . . . ^

Because of the outspoken opposition from the N. E. C. 
and The People, ^  the Syracuse resolutions were decisively 
beaten in a general vote of the entire membership, 909 to 
371.52 £a interesting to note that of those sections
specifically designated as either German or American, i. e. , 
English-speaking, the Americans voted 57 to 5 for the pro
posal, the Germans splitting 24 to 24. Apparently those 
who were thoroughly "Americanized” didn’t appreciate the

50Ibid., September 25, 1895. 
^ Ibld., September 15, 1895. 
5^Ibid., December 15, 1895.
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difficulties of a nation wide National Executive on the 
order of the major parties, even though the New York N. E.
C. took pains to point them out in The People,

One of the staunchest supporters of the N. E. G. and 
its power, and a firm upholder of party discipline, in the 
nineties, was Thomas C. Brophy, of Boston, Brophy had 
several times risked the displeasure of his Massachusetts 
colleagues by defending the N, E. C,, yet when Brophy, in 
1899, proposed a state-represented N, E. C., Be Leon con
temptuously dismissed the idea, stating that an N, E. C, 
composed of members of different states "would bankrupt 
the party,

Although De Leon was recruited from the ranks' of the 
intelligentsia, and though the whole party prided itself 
(and still does) on the level of their thought and debate, 
oddly enough the Socialist Labor Party of the 1890’s often 
had an anti-intellectual slant. De Leon, in his control of 
the S. L. P., would not allow an independent intellectual 
into the ranks, at least not for long. Prominent among 
those purged by the De Leonite party were those who were 
intellectually inclined— James P. Carey, Herbert N. Casson, 
Morris Hillquit, Squire E. Putney, and a host of others.

5^rbid., January 22, 1899,
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Everyone thrown out of the party was considered "garbage11 
"which grows like dunghills," regardless of the role he had 
played within the party* And the reasons for such individ
uals being thrown out was, according to the Party, in 99 
cases of 100, that "they refused to be governed by the 
rules and the discipline of the Party," resulting from 
"their ignorance of the fundamentals of De Leonism."54 De 
Leon, in one of his editorials on discipline, put the party 
attitude most clearly, when he wrote that people should bow

to the wise principle that a revolutionary 
movement, in order to be successful, must 
combine the elements of Order and Progress: 
it must keep Order while making Progress, 
and must make Progress while keeping Order. 
The vagabond freedom of individual minds, 
however much they may strain progressward, 
destroy that order without which there can 
be no oneness of action, hence no results; 
on the other hand, the exclusive station- 
ariness of order impeded progress.55

In De Leon’s theoretical view, progress and order 
were equally important. In actual practice, order was 
more important, and the party in the nineties spent much

®4Arnold Petersen, Disruption and Disrupters (New 
York: Socialist Labor Party, 1935), p. 11.

5^The People (New York), July 19, 1896.
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more time establishing order than in making progress, with 
inevitable results, for order, in political parties, is not 
an American trait. The establishment of order meant, of 
course, rigid discipline and many purges. Scarcely a week 
went by in the nineties when some individuals or sections 
were not expelled from the party, for the sake of order.
The most famous ’purge* was the so-called Kangaroo Exodus, 
when a large portion of the party left to join Debs’s 
party, but there had been many smaller purges prior to this 
big split. Peculiarly enough, one of the expulsions had 
been of a member successful at the polls, James P. Carey, 
who had been elected alderman of Haverhill, Massachusetts 
in the December, 1897 municipal elections.56 Though in a 
previous success (Matthew Maguire in Paterson, N. J. )57 
The People had devoted page after page to municipal oouncil 
proceedings, after the Carey election they were strangely 
silent, in spite of the fact that Haverhill passed an eight 
hour law for street laborers, a reform far more advanced 
than any Maguire could point to.58 But where Maguire often

56The People (New York), December 12, 1897.
57ibid., April 15, 1894.
58Ibid., August 7, 1898.



"packed" the meeting with supporters59 and attempted some 
non-cooperation with the city council, Carey became a 
normal councilman, acting with independence. The national 
office was horrified when Carey assumed the presidency of 
the council, after an internal division had developed.
Long before he had don© anything specific in violation of 
the party constitution (though the national office somehow 
regarded accepting the presidency as a violation of its 
anti-fusion rules) Carey, and the whole section Haverhill 
with him, found themselves being disciplined by the 
national office, and hence resigned from the party.60 
It should be noted that there was no change in Carey’s 
political or economic views--he remained a socialist 
throughout his life— and that the only real reason for his 
resignation from the party was to escape the intolerant and 
unthinking discipline of the organization.6^ For a time 
he tried to remain within the party, arguing that he had

60The People (New York), May 13, 1894.
60Ibid., Maroh 6, 1898.
6^He did not leave the party because of a vote for an 

armory, as cited in Nathan Fine, Labor and Farmer Parties 
in the United States, 1826-1928 (New York:" RandSchool of 
Social Science, 1928), p. 173., although this vote became 
the focus of later Socialist Labor Party invective against 
him.
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personal freedom as an alderman, inasmuch as he claimed he 
was not elected by party votes, an -undeniable fact in view 

of the small party membership in Haverhill. De Leon in no 

uncertain terms expressed his opinion that

James Carey's argument that he was not 
elected by the party . . . will not hold 
water . . . .  To escape obligation Zto 
the party;/ of such an election on the 
ground that a successful party’s active 
membership is not large enough to elect 
is the dodging of a crook. And this is 
Mr. Carey’s attitude.62

Though De Leon often ranted on about the difference between 
the two major parties and the S. L. P., and though he was 
often careful to point out the exclusiveness of the S. L. 
P., in this case he was claiming that the party was like 
the capitalist parties, in that each vote cast for it was 
an entire endorsement of principles, and not of personnel. 
Such logic was, of course, fallacious, especially so on the 
local level. Even De Leon admitted it later in a first 
page article, when he acknowledged that events in Haverhill 
were proving Carey’s point, and that Carey, ’’whomsoever he 
was elected by, was not elected by Socialists.’’63 It was

62The People (New York), July 3, 1898.

65Ibid., August 7, 1898.
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bitter medicine for De Leon when the "Carey Socialist” 
party, in December, 1898, carried the entire city of 
Haverhill, including the mayorship.

An even more spectacular case concerning the in
transigence of the party through its national leaders was 
in the Herbert N. Casson affair* Casson was a left wing 
Methodist preacher of Lynn, Massachusetts, who served the 
party well as an author, poet, preacher, and teacher. 
Casson’s poems appeared regularly in The People, and many 
of them were effective.®5 Certainly Casson’s ideas and 
methods were unusual--he had a rather unique ability to 
draw unusual lessons from mundane facts. As a party 
member, he became increasingly unwelcome in his Methodist 
parish, and finally he left it to build a "Labor Church,” 
a project whioh garnered mild disapproval from some of his 
party friends.6® Yet Casson went on with his church, as 
well as with his writings and poetry, though the last 
thing The People published of Casson1s seems to be a 
challenge to Tom Watson of the Populists on June 30,

®^Ibid., December 12, 1898.
65Ibid., 1893-1895 passim.
6®See letter from fellow poet and friend Miohael D. 

Fitzgerald of Lynn, Ibid., June 30, 1895.
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1 8 9 5 . No one can doubt that Caason was a good party 
man at that time, for he told Watson that (1) history 
nowhere proved that scientific socialism is a failure,
(2) Watson’s position ignored the evolution of industry, 
(5) Socialism was the ”on!y possible basis of individual 
freedom” and (4) competitive democracy was impossible, a 
self-contradictory dream. A better statement of party 
beliefs oould not have been made by De Leon himself. 
Nonetheless, Section Lynn ousted him October 2nd, 1895,®® 
for crimes against the party allegedly committed on June 
17th. The charge against him was printed in The People, 
but nothing was said in favor of Casson, for, as De Leon 
pointed out, the

Section has sole jurisdiction over its 
members, subject only to an appeal to 
the Grievance Committee. • . • When the 
Grievanoe Committee has spoken the matter 
ends j • . •

When a Section has sentenced a 
member it is entitled to spaoe . . .  
and there is no "other side” • • • 
except the side that the National 
Board of Grievances may present. . . .

67An open letter of August 20, 1895, published in 
The People (New York), August 25, 1895.

68The People (New York), October 20, 1895.
69Ibid., November 3, 1895.
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Our columns are open to Board of
Grievances. . . .  to all other bodies
or individuals these columns are shut, 
and the party's constitution holds the 
key. No Anarchy.70

Casson himself would not have protested his ouster; many 
members of Section Lynn did, however, with the result that 
a full case was presented to the Grievance Board. The 
Board was made up of Greater Boston people, in much the
same way that the N. E. C. was composed of New York area
residents. Under the leadership of David Taylor and Squire 
E. Putney,^ the Board found in favor of Casson, and or
dered him reinstated. T. C. Brophy supported the uncompro
mising view that Casson, because he had organized and con
ducted a discussion group open to the expression of all 
views, rather than allowing only those in support of the 
party line, was guilty. Brophy, and apparently De Leon 
also, thought it a crime against the party when the Massa
chusetts State Committee hired him for the Fall, 1895 
campaign, in spite of the suspension by his section. The

^ Ibid., December 1, 1895.
7^Putney was a pre-De Leon Socialist Laborite, long 

prominent in Massachusetts circles. Taylor attended Har
vard Divinity Sohool and was a graduate of Meadville Theo
logical School in Pennsylvania. See Ibid., August 19 and 
September 30, 1895.
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final report of the Grievance Board, as published by The
People, gave one half column to the Putney majority report,
and the rest of the page to the Brophy minority report.7*2
Of the two campaigners hired by the Massachusetts state
committee, Mrs. Merrifield and Casson, only the former's

7^travels were followed in The People. Significantly, John 
Wauters, a pro-Casson man, was relieved as secretary of the 
Grievance Board in favor of Brophy.74 In spite of De Leon’s 
statement that when the Grievance Committee has spoken the 
matter ends, nothing of Casson’s ever appeared in The People 
after the charges by Section Lynn were brought, although he 
continued to write socialist literature and was officially 
still a party member in good standing- A small item in the 
N. E. C. minutes of September 15, 1696, a year later, re
cords his final expulsion.7^ The paper was, however, open 
to statements against him, and Brophy supplied many.7^ The 
Casson decision brought to light the fact that the Griev
ance Board could overrule the national exeoutive. Hence

7^Ibid., December 8, 1895.
*73Ibid.., October 13, 1895.
74Ibid., December 1, 1895.
75ibid., September 20, 1896.
76Ibid., March 28, 1897.
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when there was trouble controlling certain party papers, 
notably the Jewish Arbeiterzeitung and the Abendblatt, the 
N. E. C. proposed that the Jewish press shall be under the 
"direct control of the N. E. C."77 and that the National 
offios (National Executive Committee) should also act as 
a Board of Grievances in case the papers’ editors, 
although selected and hired by the N. E. C., should regis
ter any complaints about the editorial management.78 The 
entire proposal was then submitted to a general referendum 
of the party members. Because it appeared to be an impor
tant question, the N. E. G. opened the pages of the Party 
Press to letters expressing opinions on both sides— and De 
Leon published them! In the six issues in which the debate 
lasted, thirteen arguments composing 208.5 column-inches 
were printed favoring the N. E. C. proposal, and ten arti
cles 68.5 inches in length were given over to those in 
opposition.79 Not only in the distribution of space did 
the N. E. C.’s show its highhandedness, but they refused 
to allow the letters of Louis E. Miller, a Jewish editor, 
to be printed, on the ground that his aotions had "virtu

77The People (New Yorlc), April 11, 1897.
78Ibld., April 11, 1897.
79Ibld., April 18, 25, and May 9, 16, 23, 1897.
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ally read himself out of the party and /yias/ unworthy of 
recognition*”®0 The National Office barred him space in 
the paper in spite of the facts that he had paid his dues 
and that his section had taken no action against him at 
that time* Mrs* Antonina Konikow, of Boston, a member of 
the Massachusetts State Committee, was adamant against the 
N* E. 0* proposal, noting that "Centralization is a good 
thing when it concerns management of things, but not of 
thoughts,”8*’ and Mrs. Konikow certainly wasn't against 
centralization per se, for she had been one of the leaders 
in the dissolution of the Boston Russian Section and the 
formation of a more highly centralized Greater Boston 
Section.82 After the arguments were all in, the vote 
sustained the N. E. C., 1572 to 538, with the opposition 
centering, strangely enough, in New York City.83 During 
the debate over the disposition of control of the Jewish 
papers, the National Executive Committee didn't stress the 
centralization of the proposal, but rather unity of thought

80N. E. C. meeting of April 20, reported in The 
People (New York), April 25, 1897.

81The People (New York), May 16, 1897*
82Ibid*, December 2, 1894.
83Ibid., June 13, 1897.
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and purpose. It is possible that they actually did not 
feel it was giving them excessive power, though Comrade 
Schlossberg pointed out that a vote for the proposal is a 
"vote for concentration of our powers . . .  "04

It has been customary for historians to explain this 
concentration of power in terms of unity of doctrine, yet 
such an explanation doesn’t fully explain the N. E. C. 
attitude* For the S.-L. P. wanted members, and to get them 
was a difficult task. Strange as It may seem, the leaders 
of the party followed two very divergent practices in get
ting members. On the one hand, the party was "proud” that 
their appeal was so small and their numbers so limited.85 
On the other side, the party was willing to go through a 
great deal if there was a chanoe of success by any means. 
Thus the New Jersey State Committee told prospective 
converts that "we do not ask you to submit to discipline or 
incur risks in your business.1,06 To the contrary, one 
didn’t have to stand up and be counted, for it was appre
ciated even if there were formed a secret oommittee for

84Ibid., May 23, 1897.
85Ibid., June 10, 1894.
86Ibid., August 28, 1892.
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the distribution of leaflets.87 There was no rebuke from 
the N. E. C. for such a statement; to the contrary, the 
appearance of such an appeal in The People is some evidence 
that the N. E. C. approved of such a stand.

When the evidence is all assembled, it seems fair to 
judge that the Socialist Labor Party, in its national of
fice, was more interested in control and power than in 
principle. It has always been the greatest weakness of the 
party that it cannot distinguish between the two. Thus it 
could remove Casson for personal reasons in spite of the 
fact he was still preaching the party line; it could vio
late the principles of its own constitution, if necessary, 
to maintain power undiluted. As a result of such an atti
tude on the part of the national executive, it has always 
forced independent or free thinking men from the party.
To compensate, for this continual drain, it has had to ra
tionalize its losses, an end accomplished in two ways.

First, the party rationalized by regarding the expel
lees as "disrupter-reptiles,”88 ’’garbage,”89 ’’culprits,”90

87Ibid., August 28, 1892.
88Arnold Petersen, Disruption and Disrupters (New 

York: Socialist Labor Party, 1935), p. 39.
89Ibid., p. 11.
9C>The People (New York), January 31, 1892.



"dynamiters,,f and "Polish. Jews and Anarchists."91 The 
titles bestowed upon these men (who were not the bourgeois 
opposition, inasmuch as they were all socialists) are all 
indications that such characterizations were used to in
crease the emotional attachment of the regular S. L. P. 
member to the National office--they have little to do with 
well thought out scientific socialism. And when De Leon 
used such language, it is true that he was not using such 
invective and billingsgate for its own sake, as had been 
s t a t e d , b u t  it is equally true that he was not interested 
solely in purity of socialist principles. He was interest
ed in maintaining party discipline and personal control.

Secondly, the party came to regard its cohesiveness, 
which in reality was the result of its unthinking adherence 
to the N. E. C. dictatorship, as the greatest asset in its 
favor; to confuse Socialist principle with rigid, united, 
and centralized control. For this reason, at the Chicago 
Convention in 1893, the party recommended to the membership 
that "all Sections connected with State organizations shall 
be connected with the national organization.”^  Such a

91Ibid., March 27, 1898.
9%oward Quint, The Forging of American Socialism 

(Columbia, S. C.: USC Press, 19537, p. 146.
93The People (New York), August 13, 1893.
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resolution was later passed by a referendum, only 82 nega
tive votes being cast.94 The Ohio Party, in state conven
tion, had previously passed a state constitutional amend
ment admitting to membership In the Ohio state organization 
all people who "subscribe to the fundamental principles of 
the party program." When the Ohio State Committee served 
notice that they were going to carry out the directions of 
the Ohio Convention,96 the National Executive Committee 
moved swiftly, oalling on Section Toledo (Toledo was the 
site of the Ohio State Committee) to bring charges against 
the State Committeemen, sending a paid agitator (Frank M. 
Gesser) into the state to "reorganize," holding a new 
state convention, and moving the site of the state commit
tee to Cleveland.96 The odd thing was that perhaps 1200 
members of the party in Ohio went along with the changes !
It can truthfully be said that one of the great fundamen-

Q7tals of De Leonism is rigid party discipline, principles 
of belief being seoondary to discipline. Verne L. Reyn
olds, the party's vice-presidential candidate in 1924,

94Ibid., October 29, 1893.
95Ibid., June 10, 1894.
96Ibld., July 1, 1894.

j
^Arnold Petersen, o£. oit., p. 11. !
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gave this advice to new members

If the majority of the Party is against 
you, you must submit* On that thing you 
must be clear. Our liberty, our lives, 
and the revolution itself depends on a 
strict Party discipline.98

88Verne L. Reynolds, The Party1s Work (New York: 
Sooialist Labor Party, 1925), p. 38.



CHAPTER IV
THE S. L. P., THE A. F. OF L., AND THE K. OF L,

The Socialist Labor Party has always regarded itself 
as the leader of class-conscious labor, regardless of the 
actual circumstances or labor affinities in the United 
States. The party members accept such leadership, even 
though the ’’led” may be non-existent, and the party has, 
at all times, called upon labor to follow the party lead
ership into the cooperative commonwealth. When the over
whelming mass of American labor failed to respond, the 
party attributed such a "reactionary" stand to ignorance, 
poor leadership in the union field, and actual corruption. 
The party cannot visualize anyone truly understanding and 
yet rejecting its philosophy.^

In the economic field (trades unionism) as in the 
political, the party cannot conceive of Marxian principles 
being spread except through its guidance and leadership. 
Marxian theorists in every country, of course, have con
sidered themselves to be in a special relation to labor. 
Thus, Lassalle's first party was named the German Working
men’s Association, and similar "workingmen’s" parties grew

•̂ It is difficult to understand this blindness on the 
part of party members, inasmuch as many members of their 
own National Executive Committee, who surely should "under-; 
stand" the party principles, have rejected the party.
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up In other European states* For this reason the Socialist 
Labor Party in the United States has jealously guarded the 
word "Labor" in its title*2 De Leon often castigated the 
doctrinaire sooialist who pointed out that in America 
labor was not olass conscious or Marxist, and that hence 
to include "labor" in the title of the party was to dilute 
Marxian teachings* One correspondent told De Leon that he 
felt hurt at being "slighted by a sooialist party," ex
plaining that he believed in socialism, but that he was 
excluded from the party’s ranks by the word "labor" in the 
title*3 De Leon pointed out that only the capitalist 
should feel repelled by the word; the word was the shibbo
leth of all entitled to enlist In its ranks* Through the 
use of the word "labor", he went on to say, one could 
discover the enemy /presumably the socialist correspondent/ 
"who must be slain."4 Again, the Minneapolis newspaper

CProgressive Age, of which De Leon approved, stated that 
the American people would always distrust a "Labor Party", 
whereas a socialist party would "rapidly call to itself

2The People (New York), March 25, 1894.
5Ibid,, December 8, 1894*
4Ibld., December 8, 1894*
5Ibld*, March 3, 1895.
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great strength."® De Leon laid the subject to rest in 
these words:

No I The Socialist Labor Party will not 
drop the word "Labor" from its name. It is 
not in the field to echo the ignorance of the 
ignorant, or to catch gulls. Its work Is 
serious; its jaws are set; and it moves 
onward, its every step lighted, not by the 
penny tallow candles of dilettanteism, but 
by the steady light of the lamp of science.”

It is interesting to observe that De Leon was also unwill
ing to forgo the name "socialist," in order to make the 
party into a "Labor Party," as was often urged.8

De Leon’s leadership, and hence the party leadership 
as well, could not picture true socialism except through 
the cooperation of organized labor. Nor could the party 
consider a labor organization a true one unless It were 
socialist in principle. Aoting on such theoretical— and, 
in America, patently false^— assumptions, De Leon and his 
party felt a strong desire either (1) to mold the organized 
labor movement into a socialist union by means of persua
sion, agitation, or by gaining control of the movement,

I
i

^Quoted In The People (New York), December 8, 1895.
7Ibid., December 8, 1895.
8Ibid., November 25, 1894.
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or, failing in this, (2) to establish a union on purely 
Marxist principles. Such a union, they felt, would even
tually (and inevitably) grow to be the leader in the labor 
movement. In trying to accomplish both of these goals, 
there were times when the ultimate party aim (the socialist 
revolution) was but dimly seen* Indeed, one can almost 
assume a third alternative: De Leon wanted a personal
position of leadership in the American labor movement, and 
was willing to sacrifice principle to get it*

In pursuit of its objectives, the Socialist Labor 
Party, in the 1880’s and 1890's, worked out two basio 
methods of ’'capturing” organized labor, both of which 
violated the Marxist principles to which the party was 
formally dedicated* First, the party felt it was good 
practice to assume control of a union, even though the 
socialists were In a minority. In so doing the Socialist 
Laborites were apt to make alliances with dissatisfied non- 
socialist elements within the unions, even though such 
alliances were expressly forbidden by the party constitu
tion. For instance, under De Leon's leadership, the 
Socialist Laborites united with the agricultural bloc 
(which was composed In general of the much-hated Populists)
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in the Knights of Labor General Assembly in 1893.9
Second, the Socialist Laborites under De Leon often 

tried to discredit the leadership of an organization in the 
hope that the rank and file of the group would depose it 
and shift to socialist-supported leadership. Thus De Leon 
felt it was a primary duty to expel the ’’rascals,” ”of low 
moral and intellectual achievement,” who were ’’posing as 
leaders of l a b o r . T o  oust such men, he felt, was ’’the 
duty of every man who has at heart the emancipation of the 
toilers of A m e r i c a . A  list of those considered ’’ras
cals” by De Leon would include virtually every great labor 
leader in Amerioa.

After De Leon’s accession to the party leadership 
in 1890, both of the methods were employed, but with no 
great success. In fact, the De Leon party of the nineties 
had less success in this respect than had the "non-polit
ical” party of the eighties. It is natural that the So
cialist Labor Party, in finding a union adjunct, should 
have turned to the Knights of Labor. This was understand-

9Norman J. Ware, The Labor Movement in the United 
States, 1860-1895 (New York and London: D. Appleton & Co.,
1929), p. 369.

10The People (New York), December 15, 1895.
Ibid., December 15, 1895o I
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able inasmuch as the party had always recognized and advo
cated industrial unionism, and also because of the all 
Inclusiveness of the Knights*

The Knights of Labor had a rather unique organiza
tion. It contained mixed assemblies, that were open to 
almost any individual who cared to join and trade 
assemblies consisting of one trade only. The mixed 
assembly, with virtually no requirements for membership, 
offered an ideal opportunity for infiltration and agita
tion. The existence of mixed district assemblies, which 
usually contained both mixed and trade local assemblies, 
provided the socialists with ample contacts with regular 
trade unions. This was especially true as the Knights 
of Labor did not object to its trade assemblies being 
affiliated with other national unions. And it must be 
noted also that a class-conscious socialist would be more 
likely to join the Knights of Labor than would an ordinary 
citizen.

For these reasons, the Knights of Labor, almost from 
its creation, contained a heavy percentage of socialists. 
In many cases the socialist Knights assumed positions of 
leadership In the organization, especially on the district 
level. In New York City the socialists were particularly 
successful In assuming control of the Knights of Labor
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organization, though not necessarily doing so in their 
role as party members. Local Assembly 1562, a mixed local 
in New York, was long a socialistic organization. In 1884, 
within L. A. 1562, party members established a so-called 
’’Home Club” which soon succeeded in establishing socialist 
control in District Assembly 49, the largest in the Order. 
At one time (1886) the Home Club succeeded in controlling 
the national organization itself.^

In the early nineties, a reorganized "inner circle," 
consisting of party members within mixed Local Assembly 
1563, apparently did come under party discipline. This 
may have been what David S. Heimerdinger, a member of 
Cigarmakers1 local union 90 (German) was referring to when 
he accused De Leon of administering party affairs from a 
small inner group called the "Triangle."I5 De Leon always 
Insisted, however, that there was no cabal, but that the 
Triangle was merely a social group which met at its

■̂2The original group of Home Clubbers were all party 
members, and Included the then District Master Workman of
D. A. 49, T. B. McGuire. That the activities of the Home 
Club were not strictly for party controlled infiltration, 
however, can be seen from the fact that Philip Van Patten 
himself had opposed the delegates from L. A. 1562 at a 
Knights of Labor General Assembly. Norman Ware, The Labor 
Movement in the United States (New York: Appleton, 1929),
pp• 1 0 6 and 111.

l^The People (New York), October 4, 1896.
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members’ homes for relaxation and enjoyment.14 Whether or 
not it was this inner group which controlled D. A. 49, it 
is certain the party influence in the District Assembly 
was very strong. This indicated by the fact that a roster 
of assembly officers could also serve as a list of Social
ist Labor Party speakers and agitators*

The socialists tried hard to capture the national 
movement by working through D. A. 49. They also, from the 
early eighties through the nineties, made concerted efforts 
to influence and oontrol the New York City labor movement* 
They were successful in organizing the Central Labor Union 
in that city* As seems to be inevitable in all sooialist 
groups, this central body split in 1889* The more radical 
socialists, under the firm direction of the Socialist Labor 
Party, left the Central Labor Union and formed the Central 
Labor F e d e r a t i o n . T h e  C. L. F. was at first a success, 
due in large measure to the decision of the United German 
Trades to join it. The German Trades, of oourse, had a 
much heavier percentage of party members than did most

■*-4Ibid., October 4, 1896. Nonetheless, the Triangle 
Club was fully organized with club officers and committees 
on a rather formal basis* Ibid*, April 28, 1895.

•̂5For the history of the New York Central Labor 
Federation, see Ibid*, September 3, 1893*
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trade union bodies. In December, 1889, in order to concen
trate the labor forces of the city, the C. L. P. rejoined 
its parent body, and gave up its recently received charter 
from the American Federation of Labor. The rapprochement 
lasted less than a year, when the militant socialists 
again took the C, L. P. out of the Central Labor Union, 
and, in June, 1890, applied to Gompers for the return of 
their A. P. of L. charter. Meanwhile, Henry Emrich—  
a socialist but a friend of Gompers--the treasurer of 
the A. P. of L., to whom the charter had been entrusted, 
had turned over the old charter to Gompers Gompers 
took the legally defensible but generally unused position 
that the reorganized C. L. P. could not regain its "surren
dered" charter but had to apply for a new one. Though 
Gompers used the term "surrendered" when referring to the 
C. L. P. action in regard to the old charter, a letter to 
Gompers, dated August 11, 1890, from Ernest Bohm, Socialist 
Labor Party member and long-time secretary of the C, L. P. 
indicates that the charter was given to Gompers for "safe
keeping" pending a final decision on the part of the

l6Samuel Gompers, Seventy Years of Life and Labor,
revised and edited by Pliilip Taft and“7ohn A. Sessions
(New York: E. P. Dutton & Co., 1957), p. 213.
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C* L. F.l7 When a new application for a charter was filed, 
Gompers refused to issue it on the grounds that the New 
York Central Labor Federation was not a trade union agenoy, 
as one of its constituent ''unions” was the New York Amer
ican Section of the Socialist Labor Party.*8 The A. F. of 
L. Executive Council sustained Gompers1 ruling, and 
Gompers, in the eyes of the Socialist Labor Party, became 
the most hated of all labor leaders.

The Socialist Labor Party, of course, did have some 
members in good standing in the A. F. of L. through other 
affiliated unions. The party decided, therefore, to send 
Lucien Sanial, the party editor, to the 1890 Detroit Con
vention of the A. F. of L. as a G. L. F. delegate. It was 
hoped that party members and other socialists could swing 
enough votes to reverse Gompers1 ruling and seat Sanial.

The question of seating Sanial became the hottest 
issue of the convention. John McBride!s (United Mine 
Workers1 Union) motion to grant Sanial privilege of the !

1'''Executive Council, A. F. of L., Report of Proceed
ings of the Tenth Annual Convention of the ArnerTcan Federa- 
tion of Labor held at Detroit, Michigan, December 8, 10,
11, 12, and 15, 1890 (Bloomington, 111.; PantagrapE Print
ing and Stationery Co., 1905), p. 12n.

•^Samuel Gompers, o£. cit., p. 216.



floor was passed by a narrow margin,^-9 Sanial’s speech in 
defense of his seat was logioal and unemotional. His 
telling points were his stress on desire for cooperation 
rather than disruption, and his insistence that the Sooial
ist Labor Party was not a political party I29 Unfortunately 
for the party, Sanial stated that the A, P. of L. had re
ceived delegates from the Baltimore Federation of Labor, in 
which the party was represanted--a statement that was shown 
to be false,2 -̂ Thomas J. Morgan, a Chicago socialist, 
tried hard to maneuver the convention into seating Sanial* 
Pew people, however, were as adept in parliamentary pro
cedure as President Gompers, and the attempt failed, with 
only eighteen delegates favoring Sanial. The United Mine 
Workers' delegation, led by John MoBride, gave Sanial over 
two-thirds of his votes.22 When Morgan was nominated for 
president to oppose Gompers, however, none of the Mine 
Workers supported him, and he gained the votes of only

■^Executive Counoil, A. P. of L., op. cit., p. 12. 
Although McBride was not a sooialist, this aotTon was re
called when the socialists removed Gompers in favor of 
MoBride for a year, in 1895.

20Ibid., p. 12-13.
21Ibid., p. 24.
22Ibid., p. 26.
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sixteen sooialist delegates.23
It was during the Detroit Convention, while opposing 

the seating of Sanial, that Gompers originated the term 
’’pure and simple” to describe his type of trade unionist,24
i. e., one who opposes independent political action or out
right political affiliation. Usage of the term was adopted 
by both sides, by the left in derision and by the right in 
commendation, Gompers, when claiming the authorship, 
appeared to be very proud of the phrase,2®

Though the C, L. P. was thus frustrated in its bid 
for recognition by the A, P, of L., it continued to operate 
In New York City, However, the pro-Gompers group seceded 
to form the New York Federation of Labor, Officially, the 
Socialist Labor Party was glad to see them go as a means of 
self-purification. One might wonder why party members 
offered such a spirited defense at Detroit if such purifi
cation were a good thing. At any rate, the party editor, 
in observing the events, was gratified that the labor 
movement was at last ”firmly advancing in the right

23Ibid., p. 30,
24Ibid,, p. 25.
25Samuel Gompers, op# clt#, p# 2X6.
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direction”^® and that the C. L. P. had at last eliminated 
"scabbisrai” He went on to rejoice over the fact that

united the Central Labor Federation and the 
Socialist Labor Party have a strength in the 
labor movement which the plain meaning of 
their union alone can give them. This 
strength will soon be felt throughout the 
country.27

The Gompers’ group, the New York Federation of Labor, was 
eventually reamalgamated with the Central Labor Union.28 
In many ways this controversy between the party and the 
A. F. of L. paralleled the earlier fight in the 1880’s 
when the Home Club attempted to take over the Knights of 
Labor. Even some personnel on the side of the Socialist 
Laborites was identical in the persons of T. B. McGuire 
and Theodore Cuno.88

The position of the New York Central Labor Federa
tion as a force in the national labor movement was greatly 
hampered by the rejection by Gompers and the A. F. of 
L. Many socialists within the party began to question

28The People (New York), August 2, 1891. This absurd!
rationalization was one customarily taken by the party.

^ Ibid., August 2, 1891. ;
^8Ibid., August 5, 1894. i
O  Q  iIbid., August 5, 1894. j
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whether or not party representation in the central body 
was worth the handicap that was inevitably gained in the 
view of American labor. Partly through Gompers’ influence, 
a call was issued in August, 1891, by the Bakers’ Union #7, 
Clothing Cutters’ Union #4, and the United Garment Workers, 
for laboring people to unite and stem the sooialist tend
encies of the Central Labor Federation. In retaliation,
De Leon, editor of the party organ in Sanial’s absence, 
urged every socialist who was a man to ”stand to his 
guns.”®® In spite of bravado about purification and 
sooialist duties, many members of the party continued to 
worry about the future of the Socialist Labor Party In 
organized labor.

In November, 1891, therefore, the Brooklyn, Hudson 
Co., N. J., and New York sections of the Socialist Labor 
Party held a joint meeting to discuss whether it was proper 
for the party to be represented in trade union organiza
tions Several prominent party members favored with
drawal from the Central Labor Federation. Included among 
them was Henry Stahl, a oigarmaker and a member of local 
CIgarmakers’ Union #90. As a member of this German Union,

30Ibid., August 16, 1891.
3^Ibid., November 22, 1891.
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Stahl must certainly have known Gompers, a member of local 
Union #15 (English), as the two unions cooperated a great 
deal, and both unions were members of the Cigarmakers' 
International Union (C. M. I. U. ). Stahl was to become, 
for six years, a member of the Socialist Labor Party's 
National Executive Committee, and was a real workhorse for 
the party. It was Stahl's contention that the

party should not put itself upon the plane of 
the trades unions. It stood above the trade 
unions by reason of Its higher aims and its 
political character.®2

It should be noted that Gompers' position is very 
close to Stahl's. Gompers never really rejected the 
principle of class consciousness. He did say that it was 
not fundamental or inherent in many public utterances,®® 
but at the same time Gompers, like many Marxians, was con
vinced of the necessity for international solidarity of 
labor against those nwho hold control over the lives and 
opportunities of those who work for wages.”34 Gompers 
admitted that such a class-conscious concept was the

3^Ibid., November 29, 1891.
^Samuel Gompers, o£. cit., p. 214.
34Ibid., p. 48.



”dominating influence in shaping” his life.33 At the same 
time Gompers, like Stahl, did not care to see the economic 
struggle of the trades unions connected with the political 
struggle against the bourgeois system. The A. F. of L. 
leader, furthermore, acted as he did in the Sanial case, 
not because of constitutional legalism, for Gompers never 
supported technicalities, but because he personally 
thought that representation by political agencies in labor 
unions was deleterious to the labor movement.36

Because of the widespread interest, a referendum of 
the party membership on the question of party representa
tion in trade union bodies followed the defeat in the A.
F. of L. The referendum confirmed Stahl’s views against 
sending delegates to the C. L. F. The party editor, 
chagrined to find that even within the party there was a 
majority of Gompers’ supporters on the issue, rationalized 
the action taken by the party in an editorial:

It is not a repudiation of the fundamental 
principle that the economic forces of labor 
must be united for independent political 
action on socialistic lines, . . • much less 
is it /an okehing/ pure and simple, . . .

35Ibid., p. 48.
36Ibid., p. 216.
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least of all is it surrender or apology.
It is simply a declaration that the 

party will not stand for a moment in the 
way of economic union between workingmen,*7

Overt party representation in labor unions thus 
stopped in 1891, and the Socialist Laborites then had to 
rely on individual infiltration, and upon their individual 
union memberships as workers to instill Marxian principles 
Into the labor movement. Oddly enough, sooialist resolu
tions were passed as readily in the Central Labor Federa
tion without actual party representation as they had been 
previously.38 The C. L, F, was as closely aligned with 
the party as before.

In 1893, when Gompers accused the Central Labor Fed
eration of being a tail to the Socialist Labor Party, the 
Central Labor Federation was very pleased, saying that such 
an accusation proved that the oentral body was on the 
"right track," The C, L, F, also, inconceivably, felt that 
such a charge proved that Gompers1 pure and simple "pap" 
was "In danger of being annihilated,"3® The charge by 
Gompers was certainly truthful; in April, 1893, the C. L. F.

37The People (New York), December 20, 1891,
38Ibid., 1892 passim,
39Ibid., June 4, 1893.
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constitution had been revised in order to reflect more 
fully the Socialist Labor Party line.4^ The C. L. P., in 
many resolutions, had stated that ’’the platform of the 
Socialist Labor Party of the U. S. . . . the only
method by which the final emancipation of labor can be 
accomplished."4-*- After the revision of the C. L. P. 
constitution, it provided safeguards so that none but 
socialists4^ could legally get into the Central Labor 
Federation* According to Article II, paragraph 4, of the 
C. L. P. constitution, every delegate to the Federation 
had to give an affirmative answer to the following 
question:

1. Do you regard it as a sacred duty of 
every laboring man to sever his affilia
tions directly or indireotly with all.,, 
political parties of the capitalists?43
2. Do you solemnly swear and sincerely 
pledge your work and honor as a man that

40Ibid., April 30, 1893.
^Ibid., January 21, 1894*
AO It did not however, specify Socialist Labor Party 

membership.
43This included the Democratic, Republican, Populist, 

Prohibition, Georgite Single Tax, and Greenback, as well 
as local "reform" parties.
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you will obey the rules and regulations 
of the Central Labor Federation and to 
the best of your ability perform all 
duties as a member thereof?44

It might be added that all party members knew that "indi
rectly" in the first question modified ’’affiliations" in 
spite of the rather peculiar grammar 1

The C. L. F. further showed its reliance on the 
party and contempt for the regular organized trade union 
movement by adopting the De Leon-inspired slogan:

Leave the Poor Old Stranded Wreck, (Trade 
Unionism Pure and Simple) And Pull for the 
Shore•4§

The central body tried actions to live up to the slogan.
If Individual members of the C, L, F. weren't sure that 
the pure and simple unions were already wrecks, it was 
their duty to help make them so. In C. L, F. thought, 
a campaign to wreck pure and simple unions was not anti
labor, as the pure and simple unions weren't really bona 
fide unions at all I

After the rejection by Gompers, the New York Central 
Labor Federation made no further attempt to join the A, F.

^ The People (New York), April 28, 1895,
Ibid., November 12, 1893,
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of L., even though technically, when the party representa
tion was officially terminated, it could have done so.
Many of the member unions in the C. L. P. were affiliated 
with the A. P. of L., however, and remained so until the 
formation of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance in 
1895. Consequently, there were generally one or two ”New 
York socialists” at each A. P. of L. convention. The 
National Conventions of the A. P. of L. throughout the 
nineties showed unsuccessful attempts on the part of these 
socialists to influence the A. P. of L. Before the con
vention of 1893, in Chicago, some of the local unions 
controlled by New York Socialists tried to exact pledges 
from their national bodies to compel convention delegates 
to vote for independent socialist political action.4®
These attempts apparently influenced very few national 
bodies, however.

Thomas J. Morgan, Sooialist Labor Party member and 
delegate of the International Machinists’ Union from 
Chicago, was again the leader of the Socialists at the

4®Ibldo, December 3, 1893.
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1893 Convention.4^ Morgan was a member of the Committee 
on Resolutions, and he put through his oommittee an eleven- 
planked resolution supporting political action. The pre
amble to the resolution cited the example of independent 
political action by British labor, referring to the 
Independent Labour Party,48 but it oontained only three 
socialistic planks, which proposed:

8. The municipal ownership of street oars, 
and gas and electrio plants for the public 
distribution of light, heat, and power.
9* The nationalization of telegraph, tele
phone, railroads and mines.
10. The collective ownership by the people 
of all means of production and distribution.49

The resolution, contrary to the later claims of the 
party,88 did not contain any referenoe to independent

4<7Ameriean Federation of Labor, Report of Proceedings 
of the Thirteenth Annual Convention of the American Feder- 
ation of Labor held at Chicago, ill., December 11th i’o"
19 th inclusive, 1893“TBloomington, IllT: FanFagraph,
T O ,  p."77—

4®The reference commended a trade union body for 
taking independent political action, by the formation of 
a political party.

49Ibld., p. 37.
58The People (New York), November 25, 1894.
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political action, except for the broad appreciation of the 
British movement in the preamble. It was not in any way 
an endorsement of the Socialist Labor Party, even though 
a party member had introduced it. The Committee on Resolu
tions recommended that the resolution, after debate by the 
Convention, be referred to the member unions for "favorable 
action." The conservative majority of the Convention, 
however, eliminated the word "favorable", 1253 to 1182, 
even though 54 of the 84 delegates voting favored its 
r e t e n t i o n * T h e  voting was not along socialist anti
socialist lines, as many of the so-called conservatives, 
such as Reichers, Pomeroy, Duncan, and Furuseth, voted for 
the Morgan wording, and some of the large liberal unions, 
such as the United Mine Workers and the Cigarmakers* 
International Union, were split.§2

Through the referendum, it was assumed that all 
delegates to the 1894 Convention would be instructed by 
their individual unions, and that definitive action oould 
then be taken on the Morgan resolution. The Socialist 
Labor Party has always maintained that the results of the

5IA . p. of L., Prodeedings of the Thirteenth Conven
tion. Chicago (Bloomington, 111.: Pantagraph, 1905), p. 38.

5gIbid., p. 38.
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referendum showed that the member unions of the A. P* of L. 
gave approval to the resolution, and especially to plank 
10#53 pgirty thus claimed that the labor organization
was in favor of Independent, and presumably Socialist 
Labor, political action, in spite of the wording of the 
resolution and the nature of the referendum.54

When the A. P. of L. Convention opened in 1894, the 
socialist delegation had not been increased in numbers, 
though the presence of party member John P. Tobin, of the 
Boot and Shoe Workers' International Union, helped build 
up the prestige of the socialist faction.55 When Morgan's 
political resolution was taken up, Strasser moved to 
strike the preamble.56 Strasser's motion prevailed, 1345 
to 861, after some clever maneuvering by Gompers had 
overruled Socialist Labor Party member J. Mahlon Barnes,

53The S. L. P. contention on this point is generally 
granted by historians. See John R. Commons, History of 
Labour in the United States (New York: Macmillan, 192^),
±1, 512.

54The People (New York), November 25, 1894.
55National Executive Council, Report of Proceedings

of the Fourteenth Annual Convention of €Ee American Feder
ation of Labor held a~b JDenver, Colorado, December 10, ITT
12, 13, 14, lb, 16, 1?, and 1.8, I8&4 T^loomington.Tll.: 
Fantagraph, T&05T7 P« 7.

56Ibid., p. 36.
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a Philadelphia Cigarmakers’ delegate. The United Mine 
Workers’ delegates were the only large group whose votes 
were cast against the Strasser p r o p o s a l . W h e n  the vote 
on the main political resolution was taken by planks, both 
plank 8 and plank 9 passed easily— indicating that the 
A. P. of L. was in favor of a rather extreme "light and 
water" socialism, if not for the Marxian brand of the 
Socialist Labor Party. However, a substitute was adopted 
in place of the original plank 10 which put the A. P. of 
L. on record as opposed to unrestricted private property 
in land.58 In a strange action, the Convention then 
rejected the entire program that it had just adopted plank 
by plank. In the year 1895, this made for a curious divi
sion of opinion between the socialists, who insisted the 
A. P. of L. stand by the planks, and the conservatives, 
who held that the organization had no political program.59

The actions of Gompers throughout the Convention 
were such as to alienate all socialists. Even though 
most of them, including party members Morgan and :

^National Executive Council, Report . . . Fourteenth; 
Annual Convention . . . Denver, December, 1894, p. 36.

58Ibld., o. 38.
59The People (New York), December 23, 1895 and June

17, 1895. j
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Bechtold,®® had voted for Gompers in 1893, against McBride, 
they all switohed to McBride in 1894, giving the latter 
enough votes to defeat Gompera for the presidency, 1170 to 
976.61

The results of the 1894 Convention, as far as the 
politioal resolutions were concerned, were in doubt, as to 
their meaning, if not as to the vote totals cast. The 
Socialist Labor Party insisted that the votes of the member 
unions on the resolutions were binding on the A. P. of L. 
delegates,^2 but temporary ohairman McBride ruled otherwise 
and was upheld by the Convention. The People failed 
completely to give notice to the socialistic planks passed, 
and instead De Leon satisfied himself with a vicious edito
rial, in which he grouped Powderly (who had lost his 
position as Master Workman of the Knights of Labor) and 
Gompers. He noted that each man,

weak of fibre and wholly unequipped with 
the needed positive and theoretic infor
mation, . . . became the toy of the social

®^0f the Brewers’ Union.
^National Executive Council, Proceedings of the 

Fourteenth Convention, A. P. of L.,"Denver (Bloomington, 
111.: Pantagraph, 1905J, pp. 41-42.

62The People (New York), December 23, 1894.
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storms that broke over the land, instead 
of being their ruling spirits; character
less, they clung to their jobs long after 
they had realized their impotence* Owing 
to mental and physical weakness, both lost 
all confidence in the worker’s capacity to 
free himself, and determined to feather 
their own nests and look out for their own 
skin, though that be done at the cost of 
their oonfiding followers, • . • Their defeat 
means progress

A rather unusual and wholly unwarranted reaction on 
the part of De Leon after the 1894 convention was his 
condemnation of Morgan, fellow comrade who had been the 
foremost worker for the party program in the convention,
A split in the socialist ranks in Chicago in 1894 had 
resulted in Morgan's leading a coalition, without sacrifice 
of socialist principles, under a Peoples’ Party banner, 
that polled a respectable 30,000 votes. The People did 
not chide the socialists whan the results were in. When 
the off-year election of April, 1895, however, didn’t 
measure up to the former showing, De Leon blamed it on 
"confused, vain, ill-drilled, designing and erratic men 
and lightweights like Thomas J. Morgan."®4 In his edito
rial, De Leon in effect read Morgan out of the party

65Ibld., December 23, 1894.
®4Ibid., April 14, 1895.



(prematurely, as it turned out, for Morgan remained a 
member for three more years), but regarded the loss in 
total vote in Chicago as an "invigorating experience" for 
the party sections.66 Morgan apparently took the attack 
stoically, for he continued to work for Socialist Labor 
principles in organized labor, later even advising groups 
to join the party’s Trade and Labor Alliance.66

Though De Leon never seems to have concentrated his 
infiltration tactics upon the A. P. of L. as he did upon 
the K. of L., still, after the defeat of Gompers in the 
1894 Convention, he recognized that there was certainly a 
chance that the socialists could become dominant in the 
union. He realized full well that it was western agrarian 
sentiment that had been indispensable in electing McBride; 
nonetheless under De Leon’s leadership the party started, 
through its press, to aim more actively toward the infil
tration of the A. P. of L. At the New York State Conven
tion of the A. F. of L. in 1895, party members were well 
organized and put forward a resolution calling for inde
pendent political action, with a view toward collective

66The People (New York), April 14, 1895.
66Ibid., March 8, 1896.



ownership.6"̂ Gompers, a delegate, with the help of John 
J. Junio, state A. P. of L. president, managed to beat the 
Socialist Laborites, but they were forced into two hours 
of acrimonious debate. In the course of the debate,
Gompers accurately noted the real aim of the party, noting 
that the Socialist Labor Party, "the disrupter of trade 
unions, is endeavoring . . .  to make the A. P. of L. the 
tail to their kite.”68 Gompers1 chief opposition from the 
socialists was David Heimerdinger, a fellow cigarworker, 
who introduced the party’s resolutions but who, like 
Morgan, was' soon to be very severely criticized by his own 
group.69 Though the failure to capture the New York State 
Convention ended practioal chances the party had of gaining 
control of the union, it kept up a running barrage of 
agitational articles for a year. The People claimed that 
the political platform had been passed in the 1894 A. P. of 
L. Convention and that the referendum vote of 1894 showed 
that the rank and file of the union members favored the 
original plank 10*70

^ Ibid., January 27, 1895.
68Ibid., January 27, 1895.
69Ibid., October 4, 1896.
7QIbid., 1895 passim.
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When the 1895 Convention of the A. P. of L. opened, 
only John P. Tobin and J, Mahlon Barnes, of the Important 
A. F. of L. delegates, were still party members. Tobin, 
in spite of the fact that he had publicly apologized to 
the party for his 1890 action in opposing Sanial's 
credentials,7 -̂ was at heart a moderate who caused little 
trouble in the convention. Barnes was, in practice, the 
only strong party man in the assembly.

President McBride, as a leader of the socialistically- 
inclined United Mine Workers, was naturally cautious in his 
political statements. He opened his presidential report, 
therefore, by stating that the very existence of a polit
ical platform was a disputed question,7^ McBride's 
statements seemed to reoommend some type of political 
program, though certainly they did not call for outright 
independent political action. Barnes did introduce a 
motion, on behalf of the party, but it got nowhere.173 
There were but three votes taken wherein the Convention

71 Ibid., June 17, 1894.
^American Federation of Labor, Report of Proceedings 

of the Fifteenth Annual Convention of the American ftedera^* 
‘tioETof Labor, held at New York, N. Y., December 9th ~bo 17th 
inclusive, 1895 (Bloomington, 111.: ”*Pantagraph, 190577"pl5.

75Ibid., p. 62.
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had occasion to divide between the socialists, who favored 
outright political action, and the anti-socialist pure and 
simplers: (1) The vote on Pomeroy’s motion that the A. P.
of L. had no political program.74 (2) The vote on 
O’Sullivan’s motion that

this convention declares that party 
politics, whether they be democratic, 
republican, socialistic, populistic, 
prohibition, or any other, should 
have no place in the convention of 
the A. P. of L.7®

(3) The vote for president between McBride and Gompers.7® 
Only five delegates, with 93 votes (and Barnes held 69 of 
these) were found voting on the doctrinaire socialist
side of all three issues.77 The lack of a significant
doctrinaire socialist vote did not mean that there were 
few delegates favorable to political action, but that the 
organized Socialist Labor attempts to influence the 
Federation were fruitless. There were many delegates who

74Ibid., pp. 66-67.
75Ibid., pp. 79-80.
76Ibid., p. 70.
77Barnes, 69 votes, Cigarmakers1J Kenehan, 20, Horse- 

shoers’; Mallly, 1, Birmingham Trade Council; MoCambridge, 
1, Federal Labor Union; Wieman, 1, Milwaukee Federated 
Trades Counoil.
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favored some type of political action. The McBride- 
Gompers election contest reflected, to a great degree, the 
division, with those who supported political action being 
favorable to McBride. The Convention was very evenly 
divided on the question. It illustrates the closeness to 
point out that without his own vote, Gompers would have 
been defeated. Had McBride wished to retain office, in 
fact, he could have voted his own uncast ballot and been 
elected, regardless of Gompers’ vote.*78

Inasmuch as the Fifteenth A. F. of L. Convention was 
held in Hew York, it was perfectly suited for party agita
tion, if not for infiltration. The party was able, when 
the Federation had a public meeting in Cooper Union, to 
’'pack" the meeting.*79 De Leon, at the time of the New 
York Convention, was in the prooess of forming the Social
ist Trade and Labor Allianoe. In doing so, the Socialist 
Labor Party scheduled a mass meeting to follow the A. F. 
of L.’s on December 13th. The Sooialist Laborites,

78A . p. of L., Proceedings of the Fifteenth Convention, 
New York (Bloomington, 111.: Pantagraph, 1905), p. 70.

79De Leon saw nothing morally wrong with this "pack
ing” and congratulated the party for having "packed” the 
hall. The People (New York), December 22, 1895.
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olearly showing their real intentions toward the A. F. of 
L., had installed a banner above the ohairman’s head which 
read

Wreck the Old Trade Unions 
Pull for the Shore of Socialism80

The meeting was advertised by handbills that were distri
buted among A, F. of L. delegates, and many A. F. of L. 
men attended. The audience at Cooper Union pledged itself 
by resolution to leave all other unions in favor of the 
newly created one. Gompers pointed out to the convention 
that some A. F. of L. delegates while attending the A. F. 
of L. Convention had actually participated in such a 
pledge I8-*- Federation delegates Barnes and Tobin, in fact, 
were featured speakers at the Cooper Union meeting, and 
both endorsed the new socialist union.8^ Though there was 
much enthusiasm for the new alliance at the Cooper Union 
gathering, when it came to the actual choice, and member 
unions had to ohoose between the old A. P, of L. and the

®°William C. Roberts, comp., American Federation of 
Labor History Encyclopedia Reference Boole" (no pi.: A. FT 
of L., 1919), I, 38.

81A . F. of L,, Proceedings of the Fifteenth Convention 
New York (Bloomington, 111.: Pantagraph, 1905), p. 65, and
The People (New York), December 22, 1895.

Q^See below, p. 133.
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new Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, union after union 
aligned itself with the A. P. of L.83

After the defeat of McBride, Socialist Laborite infil
tration into the A. P. of L. virtually stopped, and con
sisted only of sporadic attempts to gain control of indi“ 
vidual member unions. The People, of course, continued a 
running depreciation of Gompers' ability. But by and 
large the party oonoentrated on the problems of the new 
Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, the party labor union 
created at the Cooper Union meeting.

De Leon was the originator of the Socialist Trade and 
Labor Alliance. The new union was created when his pocket 
Knights of Labor District Assembly, #49, failed in its bid 
to control the 1895 K. of L. Convention, D. A. 49 had 
long been the most influential district in the Knights of 
Labor. De Leon and his immediate following had taken over 
Mixed Local Assembly 1563, the Excelsior Labor Club.
Using L. A. 1563 as a base, De Leon sought to institute 
rigid party control over the District Assembly. He was
the first party member delegate from L. A. 1563 to D. A. 49

84--beginning in July, 1891.

83The People (New York), March 22, April 19, May 3,
1896.

8^Tbid. f December 1, 1895 and Rudolph Katz, ’’With De
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Under De Leon’s leadership the Socialist Laborites 
hoped to "bore from within" the Order of the Knights of 
Labor. Party members probably never had a clear majority 
in D. A. 49, but there were always enough to control deci
sions, and the District delegates operated under a unit 
rule at the General Assembly, so that their power was mag
nified.8® Although the District Assembly had virtually 
run the Order in the 1880's, it had not been railitantly 
Socialist Laboritej De Leon’s chance to duplicate the im
portance of the old D. A. 49 in the nineties came in 1893.

In that year, the General Assembly of the Knights of 
Labor, held in Philadelphia, reelected General Workman 
Powderly; it later reversed itself when charges of irregu
larity were brought against him by John W. Hayes. De Leon, 
a delegate from D. A. 49, led the socialists into a combin
ation with the Westerners to elect James R. Sovereign.8®
The Socialist Labor press was jubilant over the results of 
the General Assembly. De Leon pointed out that Powderly

Leon Since ’89" in National Executive Committee, Socialist 
Labor Party, Daniel De Leon The Man and His Work A Sympo
sium (New York: Socialist"Labor Party, 1§34), ll7 28.

85John R. Commons and others, History of Labour in 
the United States (New York: Macmillan, 19^), II, 458.

®®Norman J. Ware, op. oit., p. 369.
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was a vestige of an era that is fast 
passing away--the era when the current 
of the Labor Movement brought ’’accidents” 
to the top. . . .  /The late General Assembly 
has/ sounded the opening of a new era.
. . .  The Knights of Labor have set the 
example in plying the broom with firmness.0,7

Upon Sovereign’s election and for the following two 
years, the Knights of Labor became the darling of De Leon’s 
thoughts. As noted previously, it was natural that the 
Socialist Laborites should have been more attracted, in 
principle, to the Knights than to the Federation, because 
of the letter’s endorsement of universality and industrial 
unionism. Yet it was these very principles which allowed 
the Knights to become "infiltrated” with all kinds of 
reformers, single taxers, and Populists--people whom De 
Leon hated and with whom he urged no contact or coopera
tion.88 And the A. F. of L., while it insisted that it 
was composed of craft unions, certainly allowed and 
welcomed the Brewers', a foremost industrial union (and 
one which contained many party members), and included 
within its framework many "federal unions” which were 
counterparts of the mixed assemblies in the Knights of

87The People (New York), Deoember 10, 1893.
88Ibid., October 24, 1897*
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Labor. De Leon always depreciated the federal unions as 
"fishy and mythical links of the Federation,"89 even though 
he himself was a member of a mixed local assembly. Consid
ering the actual parallel nature of the two organizations, 
De Leon probably was not attracted to the Knights of Labor 
because of any of its principles. Rather, as the K. of L. 
was in deoline, it was easier to "infiltrate." Further
more, its constitution made for centralized control, so 
that gaining direction of the national office would give 
one considerable Influence.

After his success in the General Assembly of 1893,
De Leon took the position that the Knights of Labor could 
do no v/rong. This was, of course, an absolute reversal of 
thought, and could not be comprehended overnight by all. 
Loyal party members, in fact, refused to send delegates to 
the Knights of Labor New York State Convention in January, 
1894, because they didn’t like the K. of L* lobbyists who 
were fooling around with capitalist politicians.90 Soon, 
however, everyone in the party seemed to have endorsed the 
change in policy.9-1- The change in De Leon’s view was so

89Ibld., December 23, 1894.
90Ibid., January 14, 1894.
^Perhaps it is just that The People allowed no indications that there was an anti-K7“or if. faction left within
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complete that when a circular was put out by Knights of 
Labor L. A. 54, Boston, which seemed conciliatory to the 
capitalists, De Leon immediately said that such a document 
oouldn't be a Knights of Labor flier and branded it a 
"clumsy forgery, so clumsy that forgery appears on its 
very face."9^ So imbued was De Leon with the cause that 
when the work proved to be, in actuality, that of L. A. 54, 
he claimed that "investigation has confirmed our position 
in all essential particulars /although7 technically, the 
circular did issue from a K. of L. organization."9®

In De Leon's columns, during 1894, Sovereign contin
ually worked for socialism, and the Knights, purified and 
in favor of new trades unionism, were at last beginning 
to grow. Sovereign added to this impression by giving a

Q Arailitantly socialistic address when he visited D. A. 49. 
Articles in The People rewrote history to show that the 
Knights of Labor, when not under the leadership of such 
dupes as Powderly, was a truly socialist organization, and 
had been so from the start. In November, The People

the party.
92Ibid., March 25, 1894.
93Ibid., April 22, 1894.
94Ibid., September 30, 1894.
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carried a life of Uriah Stephens which repeated the 
spurious legend about J, George Eocarius supplying him 
with Marxian literature*96 Stephens, in The People's 
account of his life, became an out and out new trade 
unionist and socialist* When J* A* Rodier, the District 
Master Workman of D. A. 19, claimed that the rank and file 
Knights were not socialists, De Leon felt that "old Uriah 
Stephens must have turned over in his grave."96 After 
all, according to De Leon, it was international socialist 
Stephens who had adopted the red flag as the symbol of K« 
of L, locals*97

Only one doubt publicly crossed De Leon's mind as to 
the worth of the Knights of Labor in 1894--onoe he wonder- 
ed about New York's own member on the General Executive 
Board, T. B. MoGuire.98 McGuire had been an original 
member of the Home Club, and had also served as District 
Master Workman of D. A. 49. De Leon's doubt was only 
transitory, and he, along with Patrick Murphy, William

95Ibid., November 11, 1894, and John R. Commons, 
History of Labour in the United States (New York: Macmil
lan, 19 2̂ 7, II,197n.

96The People (New York), April, 1894.
97Ibld*, October 28, 1894*
98Ibid., July 22, 1894.
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Brower, and Michael Kelley, all Socialist Labor Party 
members, was easily elected to represent D. A. 49 at the 
18th General Assembly in New Orleans."

There were only eight party members at the assembly, 
but they succeeded, through combinations with others, in 
rejecting the credentials of Powderly as well as of Pat 
MoBryde, of the Mine Workers National Trade Assembly No* 
1 3 6 . The relations between Sovereign and De Leon were 
excellent, and the eight party members voted solidly for 
the reelection of the entire Sovereign administration.^^ 
De Leon was very pleased with the whole assembly, and felt 
that the New Orleans meeting had carried on the work begun 
at Philadelphia by the dismissal of Powderly. He wrote:

This year the work of purification 
was continued, and successfully brought 
to a conclusion. ^ The New Orleans 
Assembly^/. © • ruthlessly lopped off 
elements that were a block and hind
rance to progress. It had no use for 
"pure and simpledom." It planted 
itself unmistakably upon the high plane

99Ibid., September 30, 1894.
l°°Ibid., November 18 and 25, 1894. McBryde had also

been a member of the United Mine Workers delegation to the 
A. P. of L. Convention.

•^^Ibid., November 25, 1894.
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of new trade unionism.-1-0®

De Leon was fully satisfied and pledged the "Socialist 
Knights" to full support of the general o f f i o e r s E v e n  
while De Leon was rejoicing, the more conservative forces 
within D. A. 49 were preparing to challenge his leadership. 
On January 13, 1895, the long party control of the D. A* 
was nearly ended when the party’s candidate for Master 
Workman was held to a tie vote. After a two week delay, 
however, the party's candidate, William L. Brower, of the 
Shoemakers’, won handily in the run-off.-1'04 Shortly after 
control of D. A. 49 was again assured, De Leon reversed 
his established policy by becoming critical of Sovereign, 
oastigating him in an open letter on the money question. 
Sovereign had opposed the passage of two currency bills in 
Congress, acting from a doctrinaire socialistic motive 
that it would make nationalization more difficult. De Leon 
could and did oppose all solutions to the money question, 
and urged that no consideration be given to any monetary 
problems. De Leon’s idea was that money problems would

l°gThe People (New York), December 2, 1894.
103Lo o . oit.
104Ibid., February 3, 1895.
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be non-existent after the socialist r e v o l u t i o n . T h a t  
the D. A. 49--General Board honeymoon was over became 
apparent when Brower, in his Inaugural address, spoke of 
the need for the establishment of new trades unionism and 
proposed a full time secretary to take charge of agita
tion.

There was no explanation given for the sudden laok 
of agreement with the General Officers, other than the 
differences in principles discussed in each article. When 
De Leon picked up a Journal of the Knights of Labor arti
cle in which the socialist parties, along with all others, 
were classified as "short-lived and vacillating,” he 
branded the article "unpardonable” in "the organ of the 
order founded by the Socialist Uriah S. Stephens*"^7 
This article appeared in April, and from that time on, 
relations between De Leon and Sovereign continued to be 
less than cordial. It must have been quite a blow to 
De Leon when T. B. McGuire, of the party and the Home Club 
of old, and a past Distriot Master Workman, appeared to be

•̂Q^Ibld., February 10, 1895. 
l°®rbid., February 17, 1895.
107Ibld., April 21, 1895.
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hobnobbing with Powderly and the anti-socialist Knights.
As the rift between De Leon and the general officers 

grew wider, it was reflected in the activities of the 
Central Labor Federation. The party remained in firm, and 
rather centralized, control. In the election of C. L. F. 
officers, for instance, only party members were installed, 
with a single trusted party member holding down several 
jobs in the C. L. F. Thus Ernest Bohm was recording 
secretary for the C. L. F. and was also on the organiza
tion and arbitration committees, as well as being the 
secretary of his local. In addition, he was also secretary 
of the Excelsior Labor Club of D. A. 49.^® David S. 
Heimerdinger, in addition to holding office in his own 
local, was Master Workman of D. A. 49, and, at various 
times in the C. L. F., was sergeant-at-arms, trustee, and 
member of the credential, organization, and arbitration 
committees. In all, in the years 1894 and 1895, the 
C. L. F. used only 42 men to fill 100 offices

l°8See Powderly1s letter to the editor, Ibid., 
September 29, 1895,

•^^Loo. olt.
HOlbid., March 11 and September 9, 1894, and March

10, September 8, and October 27, 1895,
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In spite of the predominance of party leaders and con
tinued party control in the C. L. F., the division between 
De Leon and the K. of L. was reflected in factionalism 
within the Central Labor Federation.

The showdown between the K. of L. faction and the De 
Leonites came in a dispute among the brewery unions. In 
April, 1888, most of the brewery owners in the New York
area had formed an anti-union ’’pool” in order to aid brew-

111ers who were having "union trouble." The proper role of 
labor toward "pool" brewers and "pool" beer was of concern 
for some years. At first labor tried a general boycott, 
which had some success, judging from an attempt by the 
brewers to bribe some union members to remove the boycott. 
When the bribed members denied complicity, the New York 
labor movement split; the Central Labor Federation, 
largely party dominated, left the Central Labor Union.

nOnly the C. L. F. maintained the boycott.x ^ When Gompers 
was influential in forming the New York Federation of Labor 
in 1891, the C. L. F., Tinder party influence, ordered its

^ H e r m a n n  Schlftter, The Brewing Industry and the 
Brewery Workers Movement in America (Cincinnati: Interna
tionalUnion of United Brewery Workmen of America, 1910), 
pp. 148-153.11 oSee above, p. 83.

113Hermann Sehl&ter, o p . cijL.* P# 190.



affiliated unions, including Brewers’ Union No. l , ^ 4 not 
to recognize the new body. The union, however, remained 
loyal to Gompers, and hence was expelled from the C. L. P. 
The C. L. P. then formed a dual union, the Journeymen Brew
ers’ Union of New York.-*-*5 In pique against the Gompera it e 
International Union, the C. L. P. also gave up the boycott. 
The problem of "pool” beer was not finally settled till 
1902, when the brewers entered into contracts with the 
International.'*--1'® Meanwhile, the dual union fought the 
regular union bitterly, even recruiting locals from within 
the Gompersite organization. A confused situation resulted, 
in which some locals were affiliated with the C. L. P., the 
New York Federation of Labor, and the party’s dual union, 
all at the same time I The Firemens’ Union and the Progres
sive Coopers’ Union both fall into this category. There 
were also some locals which had party leadership, but 
which stayed outside the C. L. P. Kurzenknabe, Beohtold, 
and Sohlilter were leaders In locals of this type. The S.
L. P., to show its disapproval of such a course, expelled

H^Brewers’ Union No. 1 was also affiliated with the 
International Union of United Brewery Workmen of America.

-*--*-5Hermann Schltlter, o£. oit., p. 190.
HSlbid., p. 197.
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Kurzenknabe in 1892, though the other two remained in good
117party standing,*-x

In 1894 the International Brewery Workmen, then led by 
secretary Kurzenknabe, joined the Knights of Labor. As 
this was during the De Leon-K. of L. honeymoon, De Leon was 
gratified at the step, and seemed especially pleased that 
Kurzenknabe and Bechtold had been elected to the 1894 K. of 
L. General A s s e m b l y . T h i s  is one of the few times that 
De Leon ever indicated approval of a non-party socialist, 
and the only time he ever praised an expelled member. De 
Leon could not go all the way and endorse Kurzenknabe‘s 
union, of course, for that would have been an affront to 
the Ale and Porter Union, the Ernest Bohm led and party 
controlled affiliate of the dual union. The Ale and Porter 
Union was very ambitious, and had industrial union ideas 
about the whole brewing industry.

Though the Firemens1 Union was sincerely trying to get 
along with both the International and the C. L. F., the 
very fact that It was in the International oaused some re
sentment among loyal De Leonite party members. Thus Edward 
Henckler, a recording secretary of the C. L. F., picked out

ll7The People (New York), January 31, 1892.
118Ibid.. November 18, 1894.
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the Firemens1 Union for his scapegoat. When reporting ab
sences for September 2, 1894, Henokler noted "Firemens’ 
Union No. 1” and added "(as usual) On June 2, 1895
(after the De Leon-Knights of Labor split) when the Fire
mens’ delegate was absent, Henckier noted that "they only 
appear when they have a grievance.*’120 Yet at the time the 
Firemens’ delegate had not been listed absent for two 
months ,^1

Increasingly, the Ale and Porter Union had difficul
ties with the Firemens’ Union and the Progressive Coopers’ 
Union, inasmuch as they continued their first loyalties to 
the International, in spite of membership in the C. L. F. 
Shortly after the Progressive Coopers joined the K. of L., 
(following the same aotion by its parent body), therefore, 
the Ale and Porter Union brought charges whioh resulted in 
the Progressive Coopers being expelled from the C. L. F.-5-22 
Successful in its first attempt, the Ale and Porter organ
ization then filed oharges against the Firemens' Union.^2® ;

i

i

119The people (New York), September 9, 1894.
l20lbid.a June 9, 1895. j
3-21lbid., April 14 through June 2, 1895. I!
122Ibld., May 26, 1895 and July 28, 1895.
123ibid., September 1, 1895.
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But the latter union# already goaded by Henckler's actions, 
answered by preferring countercharges, in the Knights of 
Labor, against all Knights of Labor locals in the C. L. P., 
on the grounds that the C. L. F. was not supporting the 
boycott on "pool” beer.*2^ These charges were all inclu
sive, and henoe were against De Leon’s own local, L. A. 
1563, the Excelsior Labor Club, whioh was an affiliate of 
both the C. L. P. and D. A, 49, Knights of Labor.*26

Meanwhile, De Leon had given up all hope of influenc
ing the general offioers of the Knights of Labor, and had 
written a rather soathing editorial on the attitude of the 
Journal of the Knights of Labor toward the Brooklyn Trol
ley Strike.*26 The strike was not party-instigated, but 
the S. L. P. had hoped to gain members by capitalizing on 
the strikers’ difficulties. The K. of L. recognized the 
strike as the hopeless thing it was. The week following 
De Leon’s editorial, the Excelsior Labor Club protested the
action of D. A. 49 in admitting the Progressive Coopers

* 127(after expulsion from the C. L. P.) to the Assembly.

l24fhe People (New York), October 6, 1895.
125gven against the Firemen themselves, De Leon noted, i

*26The People (New York), June 30, 1895.
127Ibid., 1» 1895* The Progressive Coopers, when
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That D. A, 49 granted the charter at all demonstrated 
that De Leonite control over the sooialist District Assem
bly was not absolute, inasmuch as it was the De Leonite 
faction which had expelled the Progressive Coopers from the
C. L. F. The manipulation of the D. A, was suffioiently 
strong, however, that the delegation selected by the Dis
trict to go to the Washington (1895) General Assembly of 
the Knights of Labor was composed entirely of De Leonite 
party members.

The general officers of the Knights of Labor, after 
reoeiving the charges filed by the Firemens1 Union, took 
the opportunity presented to try to eliminate the De Leon- 
ites from the order. The General Executive Board of the K. 
of L. therefore ordered the officers of L. A. 1563 (Excel
sior Labor Club) to appear in Washington to answer the 
charges preferred by a local in good standing.128 David

expelled from the C. L. F., had joined the K. of L. When a, 
local joined the K. of L., it was expected to affiliate 
with some district organization, although it was not manda
tory. D. A. 49 would have been the mixed district assembly 
in the Progressive Coopers’ area. The Coopers had three 
ohoioes: (1) join the D. A. 49; (2) affiliate with the In
ternational, which was a National Trade Assembly in the K. ; 
of L.; (3) remain autonomous, under the direct supervision 
of the national office. The choice selected, number one, 
indicated that the Progressive Coopers were under sooial
ist, if not De Leonite, control.

!28The People (New York), October 6, 1895. The De
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Heimerdinger, Master Workman of L. A. 1563 and Sergeant-At- 
Arms for the C. L. F., and Ernest Bohm, Corresponding Sec
retary for both the local and the C, L. F., answered the 
charges. They appointed De Leon as their counsel, and the 
three went to Washington to face the Executive Board.

De Leon presented some fine arguments to the Board, 
but it is probable that the decision would have been the 
same regardless of the arguments of L. A. 1563. The Exec
utive Board ordered L. A. 1563 reorganized. Such a reor
ganization at that time would have denied the L. A. its 
representation in the General Assembly. The Excelsior 
Club, of course, could send delegates anyway, and its cre
dentials would then be passed upon by the final authority 
in the Knights of Labor, the General Assembly. L. A. 1563 
followed this course. On the floor of the Assembly De Leon 
was charged with sabotaging the order by advising Arthur 
Keep, a Washington, D. C. party member, not to join the 
K. of L. De Leon vigorously denied this, and presented a

Leonite Socialist Labor Party members within the Firemens’ 
Union later insisted that the charges against L. A. 1563 
were not valid, having been filed by the union secretary 
on his own personal initiative.

lg9The People (New York), September 29, 1895.
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■J - S Qlogical oase exonerating himself. Even though De Leon 
pointed out the error in the specific charge, it is cer
tainly true that the C. L. P., in the last half of 1895, 
did disoourage unions from affiliating with the Knights, 
and that De Leon’s editorials were in line with C. L. F. 
policy. In the case of the Progressive Coopers’ Union, an 
actual protest had been made, and the request to D. A. 49
not to issue the charter. •L3‘*‘ The Assembly denied De Leon a
seat, but the vote was so dose that the Socialist Labor- 
ites called nf raud."*-3^ After the Assembly had refused to 
seat De Leon, the faotors which had caused his quarrel with 
the officers of the Knights began to oome to light*

De Leon’s anger with the Knights of Labor had little 
to do with new trade unionism or with socialistic prin
ciples— it was over the failure of the party to gain con
trol of the Knights. In a series of documents which

13°The People (New York), Deoember 1, 1895.
•*-5^Ibid., June 30, 1895* Inasmuch as there had been

no protest when the Coopers joined the K. of L., it would 
seem strange that there should be objection when the 
Coopers augmented its action by asking affiliation with D. 
A* 49. The issue only becomes clear when two factors are 
considered: (1) the failure of Sanial to get the editor's '
chair in April, between the two applications; (2) the ten- ; 
uous majority held in D. A. 49 by the De Leonites, as evi- ; 
denoed by the closeness in the January elections. See 
above, p. 114.

^32Ibid., December 1, 1895. |
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De Leon published in The People, the matter beoame dear.
In return for De Leon’s support in the 1894 Convention, 
Sovereign had agreed to make Luolen Sanial editor of the 
Journal of the Knights of Labor. S o v e r e i g n ’s opinion 
of Sanial was good; the Grand Master Workman considered 
that Sanial had "not an equal as a writer In New York 
City."^®^ Sovereign was unable to deliver on his promise, 
although there was no reason to think that he was not 
sincere in trying to honor his pledge. Just as it was 
Hayes who preferred charges which ousted Powderly, it was 
probably Hayes who prevented socialistic editorship of the 
Journal. Sovereign still had hope of plaoing Sanial as 
late as March, 1 8 9 5 , but Hayes, in control of the 
Journal, had made no provision for him. Sovereign’s last 
letter to De Leon on the subject referred to a target date 
of April 15, 1895, as the deadline for placing Sanial on

l33It is interesting to note that in the party’s at
tempt to infiltrate the two major unions, the focus of at
tention in both was Luoien Sanial. Notwithstanding his 
vital role, however, Sanial left the party in 1902, "rotten 
ripe for a fall," aooordlng to the De Leonite National Sec-; 
retary. See Henry Kuhn, "Reminiscences of Daniel De Leon," 
in De Leon The Man and His Work A Symposium (New York: 
Socialist Labor Par£y7 1934), I* 48.

134yhe People (New York), December 29, 1895.
^33Letter of Sovereign dated March 4, 1895, loo, oit. j
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the J o u r n a l 6
The sequence of dates, considered with the timing of 

The People’s attacks, clearly showed the source of De 
Leon’s pique. On March 31st, when the Progressive Cooper’s 
Union announced plans for joining the Knights of Labor, 
there was no adverse comment, ^ But the first issue of 
The People, after the target date of April 15th went by 
without the placing of Sanial, attacked Sovereign, Signif
icantly the editorial castigated Sovereign in his position 
as editor of the J o u r n a l . -*-38 In justification of De 
Leon’s actions, it should be recorded that the Journal at 
that time became more vociferous in its condemnation of 
socialism, also.

Prom the evidence presented it is clear that De Leon 
had in mind control of the Knights of Labor, That meant, 
to him, solid domination of D. A. 49 plus editorship of 
the Order’s organ. Failure in this latter field spelled 
failure for the entire aim, De Leon came dose; he lost

1 *IQthe prime vote by a margin of only two votes, 21-23.

■^®Letter of Sovereign, loc, cit.
137Ibid., April 7, 1895,
138Ibid., April 21, 1895.
^^Ibid., December 1, 1895.
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Prom the files of The People, the honeymoon of De Leon 
and the Knights of Labor appears to have been intense but 
short-lived. On November 19, 1893, just before the fall 
of Powderly, the New York Central Labor Federation refused 
cooperation with a union (Brewers’ #69) if they joined the 
Knights of L a b o r . 140 Prom the election of Sovereign to its
failure to put Sanial into the editorship, the party was
very favorable to the Knights; after the latter event The 
People again condemned the leadership of the Order.
Personal ambition, not socialist principles, is the only 
explanation for such a tortuous course of action.

The failure of De Leon at Washington, and the exposure 
of the taotics that had been used in trying to gain oontrol 
of the Knights, opened the eyes of many party members as 
to the true nature of Socialist Labor Party leadership.
The New York Abendblatt,141 on November 14, 1895, ran an
editorial by “Sparks" in which it declared that

De Leon’s “victories," together with his 
"struggles" in both national labor organ
izations do not cause us much joy. Com
rade De Leon is too excessive in his

140ibid., November 26, 1893.
141A Jewish daily issued by the Arbeiterzeitung Pub 

lishlng Association controlled by Jewish party members.
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accusations and attacks . . .  His 
tactics . . .  are senseless. . . .
Such warlike and intolerant tactics are in 
every respect unfortunate for our party, 
and have raised enemies to it even 
among friends of Socialism.*42

Significantly, it was a Jewish comrade, Solomon S. 
Schwartz, who replied to "Sparks.” Schwartz, the organizer 
of Section Brownsville and a watchdog for the p a r t y ,  -̂43 
justified De Leon’s position, and maintained that the 
Socialist Labor Party was pro-Knights of Labor only when 
there was more socialism in the Knights than in the Feder
ation. Schwartz insisted that De Leon had, in 1895, at
tacked the Knights of Labor "fakirs” more than he had the 
A. F. of L. "mlsleaders.”144 Schwartz’s claims on this 
score are very doubtful, inasmuch as serious criticism of 
the Knights didn’t start till late April. On November 23, 
Abendblatt admitted that it had "annoyed us from the begin
ning that De Leon embraced the Knights with such a show of 
kindness."145 it is unfortunate that the discussion re
volved around the roles of the A. F. of L. and the K. of L,

142fhe People (New York), December 1, 1895.
•̂45Ibid., November 12, 1893.
^44Ibld», December 1, 1895.
145_ < *Lo g • olu»
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as it would have been more enlightening to party members 
to have discussed ,,Sparks,,l oharges as to De Leon’s 
tactics•

Much has been said about the De Leon’s constancy and 
devotion to principle. Essays have been written to 
illustrate these traits. One of these, by a party member, 
bears the title De_ Leon the Uncompromising. There is 
also one by a non-member entitled Daniel De Leon The 
Struggle Against Opportunism in the American Labor Move
ment ,3-47 it is obvious that ”Sparks" took a much more
consistent view toward the Knights than did De Leon. The 
Abendblatt maintained that socialists should not meddle in 
any labor organization as they were all (in 1895) run by 
fakirs-**48 who were inimical to socialism,-**49 a position, 
oddly enough, that De Leon came to echo after his failure 
in boring from within*

It was De Leon who made the deal with Sovereign at the

l46By Arnold Petersen (New York: New York Labor News
Co., 1939). 80 pp.

147By L. G. Raisky (New York: New York Labor News
Company, 1932). 48 pp*

148The origin of the word "fakir” is generally attrib
uted to De Leon.

■**49November 20, 1895, as quoted in The People (New
York), Deoember 1, 1895.
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New Orleans General Assembly, In effect joining into a 
coalition with the capitalists; it was De Leon, who, in his 
life of Uriah Stephens, transformed the founder of the 
Knights into a militant socialist, in spite of the latter*s 
clear statement:

You must not allow the socialists 
to get control of your assembly. They 
are simply disturbers. • . .1 detest the 
name of socialism on account of the 
actions of the men who profess to believe 
in it, . . .  If the socialists ever gain 
control of the • . ♦ ^Knights of LaborZ 
they will kill off the work of years .“ 0

De Leon’s control over the party was not seriously 
shaken by the attacks of "Sparks,” however, and, according 
to The People, the Arbeiter-Zeitung Publishing Association 
upheld Schwartz and censured the Abendblatt.1^1 Nonethe
less, the number of defections from the party began to in
crease after this affair, though there had to be in exist
ence a rival socialist organization, the Deb3 Social Demo
cracy, before the number of defections became large enough 
to threaten the life of the Sooialist Labor Party,

^SOLetter of Uriah Stephens, August 19, 1879, quoted 
in Nathan Pine, Labor and Farmer Parties in the United 
States, 1828-1928 (tfew YorlcI Rand School of "Social Science,ISSSJTp. 147.

•^^The People (New York), December 8, 1895,



CHAPTER V
THE SOCIALIST TRADE AND LABOR ALLIANCE

By the end of 1895, socialists in general and the De 
Leon Socialist Laborites in particular had been eliminated 
from the influence in the American labor movement. Though 
there were unions, such as the Cigarmakers or the United 
Brewery Workmen, which contained a large admixture of so
cialists, and even of party members, these unions operated 
on a ’pure and simple' basis in the economic field rather 
than in that of politics. With no avenue left for infil
tration, there was nothing left for De Leon to do but form 
a separate socialistic union organization.

In actual fact, the United Central Labor Federations, 
composed of delegates from the Newark and New York C. L. 
F . ’s, the Brooklyn Socialist Labor Federation, and the 
United Hebrew Trades, was already functioning as a social
ist central union for the entire New York metropolitan 
area. De Leon’s task was to enlarge this working body 
into a national organization. After his credentials had 
been rejected by the Knights of Labor General Assembly in 
November, 1895, he immediately took steps to change the 
New York central body into a national organization. In 
his report (to D. A. 49) of the Knights of Labor’s Wash
ington Assembly he repudiated the ’’bogus’1 General Assembly 
and General Officers of the K. of L.; recited the degrada
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tion of the A, F. of L., and urged labor "to reorganize on 
that higher plane that sooner or later the labor organiza
tions are bound to take."^

Under De Leon's guidance and exhortation both D. A. 49 
and the C. L. P. took prompt action. On Docombor 1, D. A. 
49 passed a resolution repudiating the General Assembly and 
"deposing” the officers, and called on all Knights to join 
in a new organization.^ The C. L. P., in its meeting on 
the same day, discussed the role of new trade unionism in 
America. Prom the discussion, acoording to the minutes, it

appeared to be pretty aertain that in the 
near future a gigantic movement would be 
set on foot in the United States, which 
would result in organizing a truly, pro
gressive and solid centralized body, both 
against the Knights of Labor and the 
Amerioan Federation of Labor.5

The beginnings of the "gigantic movement" turned out 
to be the mass meeting held at Cooper Union, New York City, 
on December 13, at which time De Leon proposed a resolution

3-The People (New York), December 1, 1895.
2Ibid., December 8, 1895. Sovereign, McGuire, and 

French of the National Board of the K. of L., were all 
present at the meeting, but could do nothing to alter the 
decisions taken.

3Loc. pit. It is interesting to note the negative
attitude present even in this preliminary discussion.
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inaugurating the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance. The 
resolution was overwhelmingly adopted.^ J. mahlon Barnes 
and John F. Tobin, both in New York as delegates to the 
A. F. of L. Convention, spoke at the mass meeting.
Perlman, in his account of the proceedings, said that 
Barnes was unaware of De Leon's--De Leon was the final 
speaker of the evening— intention of having the meeting 
declare in favor of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, 
and implied that Barnes would not have appeared had he 
been cognizant of De Leon's intentions.5 This cannot be 
the case, however, as Barnes was present at the Central 
Labor Federation meeting on December 8, when the C. L. F. 
passed its resolution officially endorsing the new organ
ization.6 Furthermore, Barnes’s speech to the C. L. F., 
immediately following the endorsement of the S. T. & L. A., 
congratulated the body on "its aggressive stand for 
progressive l a b o r . B a r n e s  knew full well what he was

^The People (New York), December 22, 1895.
5Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, History of Labor in 

the United States 1896-1952, Volume IV of John~TL Commons, ; 
History of Labour in the United States (New York: Macmil- !
Ian, 19357, p. 221-222.

^The People (New York), December 15, 1895.
^Loo. oit. j

II
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doing, and well deserved the opprobrium of Samuel Gompers 
so freely given.3 The Cooper Union meeting had been filled 
to overflowing, and, in the next few days, many labor 
unions ratified a connection with the new Alliance. The 
five constituent groups (the four bodies of the United 
Central Labor Federations plus D. A. 49) lived in high 
hope the next few months, and the new General Executive 
Board published a "call" to all labor to organize, telling 
the workers:

Don’t despair, fellow workers; the banner 
of victory has been raised; rally around
it; Organize J Join the Socialist Trade
and Labor Alliance.9

But there were many unions who did not heed the call. 
Even within the C. L. F. and D. A. 49, in fact, there were 
large groups who disagreed with the policy of their cen
tral bodies. In D. A. 49, thirteen local assemblies had 
to be expelled the first week for refusing to cooperate
with the new movement. These locals had a reported member
ship of 677 men.^° Included among the expelled unions were

3See above, p. 106.
9The People (New York), December 29, 1895.
l°Ibid., December 15, 1895. Figures are not available 

to the author as to the total membership of D. A. 49 in
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Brewers (L. A. 684), the Beer Drivers (L. A. 685), and the 
Firemen’s Union (L. A. 692). It was the Firemen’s Union 
which had first brought the charges against the De Leonites; 
L. A. 684 had for some time been boycotting L. A. 1563,
De Leon’s l o c a l . T h i s  left the Ale and Porter Union as 
the only brewery union in the new socialist organization.

In retaliation against the many brewery workers who 
remained loyal to the K. of L. (and to the A. F. of L.),
D. A. 49 made a show, immediately after the creation of the 
S. T. & L. A., of raising the boycott on "pool*1 beer, a 
boycott asked most recently by L. A. 684 but whioh had 
never been enforced or even seriously considered. De Leon 
and D. A. 49 (now a district alliance rather than a dis
trict assembly) then began to attack the brewery workers 
unmercifully. Kurzenknabe became a "St. Louis deposit of 
a l c o h o l , w h i l e  the Brewers’ Union became the "Old Polit
ical I-Iacks’ Brotherhood," led by "Pimplenose Fakir Kurzen
knabe and his jelly fish compeer, Winston-Bechtold."-*-3 No

1895, though the 677 may have been close to 50%, in spite 
of the fact that the D. A. had claimed a membership of 
around 10,000 some years previously.

H T h e  People (New York), September 29, 1895.
12Ibid., May 31, 1896.
^Ibid., September 6, 1896.
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charges were brought against De Leon for such statements 
about fellow comrade Bechtold. The abuse, of course, did 
not long remain one-sided, as can be seen from the results 
of a court case, in which Bohm, of the Ale and Porter 
Union, successfully sued Kurzenknabe for libel

Bohm, already secretary of his party section, the Ale 
and Porter Union, and the C, L. P., also became the first 
secretary of the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, The 
People seemed jubilant over the court’s decision, and con
tinued to abuse the Brewers,

Under De Leon’s guidance (he was from the first a 
member of the new General Executive Board, and The People 
was from the first the official organ of the S. T. & L, A,) 
the new labor organization set out to organize dual unions 
in most organized areas. Although it always insisted that 
it stood for unity on the labor front, in most cases the
S, T, & L. A, simply reasoned that the regular unions did 
not exist, as they were fraudulent. The only important 
exception was a short-lived recognition of party-member 
John F. Tobin’s Boot and Shoe Workers (A. F, of L,

Even in this case however, the S, T, & L. A. included

X4Ibid., December 20, 1896 
15Ibid., May 2, 1897.
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the General Council of Shoemakers, which became National 
Trade Alliance #7, and which soon disregarded the Tobin 
unions. In organizing dual unions, the S. T. ix L. A. was 
following the lead of its predecessor, the United Central 
Labor Federations. Among the dual organizations that the 
latter had started were the Independent Bakers* Union 
(later Trade Alliance #8, S. T. & L. A.) and the Interna
tional Marble Cutters* Union. Though in many cases the 
United Central Labor Federations’ dual unions consisted of ! 
expelled or dissatisfied members of the older unions, it 
should not be assumed that there was always no justifica
tion for such dual unions. Certainly the dual Internation
al Marble Cutters (S. T. & L. A.) had some just grievances 
against the older Whitestone Association.

The S. T. & L. A., in its natal enthusiasm, went much 
further into dualism than had its parent body, and caused 
much confusion in the labor movement around New York. 
Regular German editors noted this Wirren and criticized 
the new group. De Leon’s reply was that he was proud of 
Wirren. Emphasizing the negative character of the S. T. & ; 
L. A., De Leon noted that one got blood when lancing a

16The People (New York), May 22, 1898. But the S. T.
& L. A., wHen it became practicable to recognize a rival, 
divorced itself from the socialistic International Marble 
Cutters’, in order to gain a larger group. j
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Labor Federation, which became District Assembly 1, S. T.
& L. A., even went so far as to adopt as a motto "Hurrah 
for die New Yorker Wirren.'1-1-8 Of the constituent bodies of 
the S. T. & L. A., all were committed to the principle of 
dualism. Pregnantly important, the three largest— the C.
L. F., (D. A. 1); United Hebrew Trades, (D. A. 2); D. A. 49 
--all contained unions of the same trade. Thus L* A. 1028 
of D. A. 49 (the Musical Protective Alliance) and the Carl 
Sahm Club of D. A.'s 1 and 2 both had orchestras available 
for hire at socialist functions. D. A. 3 (Brooklyn Social
ist Labor Federation) included the Progressive Musical 
Union #1. Local Assembly 1028, the first to join the S. T. 
& L. A., had the brilliant idea of running a paragraph in 
The People to the effect that they were the only musical 
organization connected with the S. T. & L. A.^® When the 
others protested such an artiole, an appeal was taken to 
the G-eneral Executive Board. The G. E. B. refused to dis
cipline L. A. 1028, and ordered the three organizations to 
cooperate. The musical groups didn’t heed the General

^ T h e  People (New York), March 1, 1896.
^8L o c . cit.
^9Ibid., February 13, 1898. ;
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Board'3 injunction and the S. T. & L. A. remained for two 
years the scene of jurisdictional disputes between the 
three musical unions.

The situation in the musical unions was duplicated in 
other trades, and, as a result, the S. T. & L. A. developed 
a far from serene organization. The reports of the meet
ings of the General Executive Board are replete with 
aocusations, oounter-accusations, and expulsions. Inasmuch 
as D. A. 1 and D. A. 49 were by far the two largest bodies 
in the Alliance, muoh of the jurisdictional trouble came 
to foous between them, notwithstanding the fact that many 
unions, including L. A. 1563, were members of both bodies.

The formal organization of the S. T. & L. A. was much 
like that of the Knights of Labor, in that it provided for 
trade or mixed local or district assemblies. Yet it was 
not, as William E. Trautmann said, "a duodecimo edition of 
the K. of L."20 In actuality, the Knights of Labor was an 
all-inclusive group pledged to the organization of all, 
including the farmer, while the S. T. & L. A. concentrated 
on the factory industries and mining. Like most Marxian 
organizations, the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance

2(̂ Voioe of Labor, May, 1905, quoted in Paul P. Bris- 
senden, The I. W. W. A Study of American Syndicalism, first 
issued, i9l9 (New Yorlt: RusseTl and Russell, 1951?1), p. 49.
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neither understood nor appreciated the farmer's position.
The Knights of Labor, while they had a "centralized" oonst-

22itution, actually allowed great local autonomy; the S. T. 
& L. A. never granted autonomy to any affiliated group*
The General Executive Board, for instance, wouldn't allow 
two of its strongest D. A.’s, 8 and 10, of Boston, to de
velop their own l a b e l s . The striking similarity in the
two groups was that, while advocating the prinoiple of in
dustrial unionism, and adhering to the 'one big union* idea, 
both nevertheless allowed trade alliances within their 
organizations. Three of the largest D. A.'s in the S* T. & 
L. A. were of such a type*24 Trade Alliances, of course, 
allow one Trade a "special" category, and make it possible 
for "trade differences" to arise within an organization.
There was much discussion within the S. T. & L* A. about

21dq Leon always classified the farmer as a capital
ist, to be excluded from the rank and file of the proletar
iat. Technically, of course, he was right. But suoh a 
classification meant no influence for the party in rural 
areas*

22Norman Ware, The Labor Movement in the United 
States, 1860-1895 (New York: Apple ton,T929), passim.

2^The People (New York), March 13, and July 3, 1898*
24D. A. 6, The International Pianomakers* Union, D. A. 

7, The General Council of Shoeworkers, and D. A* 8, The 
Bakers’ and Confectioners' Alliance of America.
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these trade alliances, and several times motions were put 
to restrict any further expansion into the trade alliance 
f i e l d . T h e  motions received but scant attention, as it 
was apparent to labor observers of the 1890’s that the 
relative strength of the A. F. of L. was due to its great
er emphasis on trade organizations.26 Trade Alliances 
were allowed in order to gain members. In practice, the 
S. T. & L. A., like the K. of L., was apt to allow any 
type union, even to a mixed assembly which was limited to

0 7Bohemians.
Hence the leaders of the Alliance were faced with a 

dilemma: Socialist union theory called for cooperation
between unions to the extent that they would become one 
big union, emphasizing the solidarity of all workers 
against capital, but experience in the American labor 
field proved that restricted unionism was the more success
ful. In small matters, the Alliance oould carry out so
cialist unionism: they could oanoel a delegate’s creden
tials because he had a capitalist newspaper (one of the

25The People (New York), Maroh-July, 1898, passim.
26The A. F. of L. was not growing much in the 1890*s, 

but it was holding its own, while the K. of L. was de
clining.

2 The People (New York), April 1, 1898.
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German dallies) in his pocket.2® In more important 
matters the Alliance found itself helpless: it could not
foroe the S. T. & L. A. German Waiters’ Union to accept a 
transfer card from the S. T. & L. A. Waiters’ Alliance 
Liberty.2®

The S. T. & L. A. was unable to instill socialist 
unity into its own organization. It could sometimes re
duce rivalry between local unions of similar trade in the 
same district, as the national constitution allowed no more

•Zf)than one organization of a given trade in each D. A.^v 
Hence the offending unions were amalgamated or expelled. 
Rivalry between D. A.’s, however, frequently got out of 
hand. The only effective punishment that oould be used 
by the General Executive Board was expulsion, as the or
ganization seldom was strong enough to enforce such disci
plinary action as a strike or boycott. When D. A. 5,
United Hebrew Trades of Philadelphia, which Barnes had 
been Influential in organizing, began quarreling with D.

28The People (New York), December 5, 1897.
2®Loc. olt.
30The People (New York), May 15, 1898. This provi

sion was, of course, ineffective if there were more than 
one D. A. in a locality, a situation true in Philadelphia, 
New York, and Boston*
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A. 12, a mixed assembly in Philadelphia, the G. E. B. 
expelled D. A. 5, even though the latter was the S. T. &
L. A.'s first offspring.3 -̂ While the G. E. B. could 
substitute expulsion for a more equitable solution among 

the children of the organization, it was much more diffi
cult to deal with the parents. The national office was 
powerless to prevent an antagonism between D. A. 49 and 
D. A. 1 which grew uncheoked for two and one-half years.

And while the unions of the S. T. & L. A. were bick
ering, the Socialist Labor Party members themselves were 
divided as to the worth of the new organization. Even 
De Leon’s pro-S. T. & L. A. statements as to what the 
party's attitude was were by no means unchallenged. A 
majority of the Socialist Labor Party sections, of course, 
had no qualms about endorsing the S. T. & L. A. as a 
principle of new trades unionism; they had many qualms 
and were very slow when it came to actual cooperation with 
the new organization. Editorially, De Leon put The People 
to work in an attempt to show party members how the S. T.
& L. A. would lead to the socialistic cooperative common
wealth utopia. But even with a continuous pro-Alliance 
barrage in their party organ, party members were very

3^The People (New York), July 25, 189V.
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divided on the question of attitude toward the Alliance.
An early 1896 referendum on the S. T. Sc L. A. in Section 
Greater New York showed only a 267-231 majority for approv
al of the Alliance.®® This divided reaction among the 
rank and file who voted in the referendum was not shared 
by the party leaders, however, for De Leon, who epitomized 
the S. T. & L. A. to most New Yorkers, was the top vote 
getter at a Section New York meeting the next month.®® 
Section meetings attended by only a very small fraction 
of the New York membership were the rulej®^ the conclusion 
to be gained is that De Leon and the S. T. & L. A. were 
popular with the heirarchy and the party faithful, but 
that much of this popularity disappeared at the lower 
level. The referendum vote apparently included the ques
tion of aotual membership in the S. T. Sc L. A. by party 
sections, as many sections did join, as affiliated "unions” 
shortly thereafter. Section Kings County, second largest 
in the party, held a big oelebration on May 22, 1896, to 
celebrate receiving their charter.®5 It was announced in

3%The People (New York), March 29, 1896. 
®®Ibid., April 26, 1896.
34ibid., June 26, 1897.
55Ibid., May 31, 1896.
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the C. L. P. (D. A. 1) meeting two days later that all 
Socialist Labor Party sections affiliated with D. A.’s 2, 
3, 4, and 5 had received their Alliance oharters.3® Sig
nificantly, D. A* 1, with jurisdiction in all Manhattan, 
Bronx, and part of Queene, was not included. D. A. 1 went 
on to report, however, that "all reports thus far show the 
English-speaking element was favorable to the S. T. & L. 
A #«37 Assuming the truth of this report, the close divi
sion on the referendum can only emphasise the foreign 
nature of the party.

The report, however, was overenthusiastio, for at a 
Central Committee meeting of Seotion New York on June 11, 
1896, the 28th Assembly District branch protested the 
referendum on the grounds that the sections had not known 
they were voting for approval, membership, and representa
tion, but thought the vote was merely on the aooeptanoe of 
the principle of new Trade Unionism. The Assembly Dis
trict branch insisted, therefore, that the 267-231 result 
was null and void, and asked a new referendum.38 The 
Twelfth Assembly District branch simply announoed that it

36Lq q . oit.
37Lo o . cit.
38Ibid., June 21, 1896.
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was going to hold another vote on the question of sending 
delegates to the S. L. Sc L. A.30 Ordinarily, the party 
leaders would have made short work of such questioning of 
officially voted policy; this time, they apparently realiz
ed the extent of the opposition to the Alliance, and con
sented to a new referendum, on the question of sending a 
"fraternal" delegate to the first S. T. & L, A. Conven
tion.40 But even this watered-down referendum ran into 
considerable opposition. A partial count as of June 25 
gave 58 to 79 against sending even a fraternal delegate 
The People announced that a meeting would be held June 27 
in which the total vote would be certified, but the results 
were never published. It is to be assumed that the results 
were favorable to the sending of a fraternal delegate; the 
party elected such to attend.4^ But the referendum and 
voting action by no means settled the issue.

3®The People (New York), June 21, 1896.
4(̂ There was no official explanation of why fraternal 

delegates were necessary, Inasmuch as locals, which oould 
be S. L. P. sections, were entitled to representation, as 
were districts which contained seotions as constituent 
locals.

41The People (New York), July 5, 1896.
4^The Idea of skullduggery, of course, presents itself 

here. The People, it should be said In fairness, rarely 
tried toTalsiry, in spite of an aoousation once that the
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It was again brought up at the party convention in 
July, 1896* At that time approval of the S. T. & L. A. was 
gained, 70-6, while the sending of a fraternal delegate was 
approved, 59-9.4^ Convention delegates, of course, were 
party leaders; even so the reduced participation on the 
vote concerning a delegate may be significant, showing that 
even the party leaders were inclined to limit oooperation 
with the S. T. & L. A. One of the reasons for objection to 
the S. T. & L. A. was the reluctance of the party members 
to pay dues, for in early 1897 Section New York had held a 
long conference in which it was deemed unfair to pay dues 
to both the party’s economic arm (the Alliance) and the 
political arm (the party itself)*44

While the Socialist Laborites didn’t have full confi
dence in the Alliance, the reverse was also true* As an 
instanoe, a motion introduced into D. A. 1 on May 23, 1897, 
that all delegates to the District must be members of the 
Socialist Labor Party, failed of adoption, in spite of the 
S* T. & L. A. constitutional provision forbidding the

paper falsified vote results, altering the totals for the 
various areas in the papers destined for those areas, in 
order to prevent detection. See Ibid*, March 10, 1895.

43lbid., July 12, 1896.
44Ibid., February 14, 1897.
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45support of any other party.w  Although De Leon later 
cited this action as an evidence of toleration within the 
S. T. & L. A.,46 it was clearly an indication of hostility 
toward the S. L. P. by the Alliance men. The party Nation 
al Executive Committee, worried about this hostility, 
ordered a long article by Henry Kuhn, National Secretary, 
entitled "Attitude of the Socialist Labor Party toward the 
Trade Unions” to be placed in The People. In the article 
Kuhn pointed out that the S. L. P. thought that capitalism 
had developed to the point wherein pure and simple trade 
unionism, valuable as it had been in the past, was worse 
than useless. He pointed out that it was

plain, however, to every Socialist that 
this sinking away of the old style trade- 
unionism is only the prelude to a new 
organization of labor . . .  the Socialist 
Trade and Labor Allianoe • . • which it is 
the duty of every Socialist in the United 
States to promote by all the legitimate 
means at his oommand.47

Later in the same year, in spite of this clearly and

4^The People (New York), June 7, 1897.
4®Daniel De Leon, Socialism versus Anarchism (original 

title: The Beast Behlnd“~CzoiKogz) (New York: Socialist
Labor Party, 1921), p. 24.

47The People (New York), July 11, 1897.
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officially defined duty to support the Alliance, three 
Assembly District branches of the party requested withdraw
al from the C. L. F. (D. A. I).4® A few weeks later an 
Assembly District branch was discovered using tickets that 
contained no S. T« & L. A, label*45* The relationship 
between the S* L. P. and the S. T* & L. A. oontinued to be 
debated, and, on January 9, 1898, a motion was entertained, 
in the General Committee of Section New York, which would 
have completely severed the section from the S. T. & L. A. 
The motion was defeated*5® In spite of this pro-Allianoe 
vote, which was communicated to all party branches as 
official policy, the Thirtieth Assembly DIstriot branoh 
oalled a mass meeting to discuss the question on January 
25, after taking stringent security provisions to assure 
that no Interlopers gained access to the meeting.5-*- The 
Thirtieth Assembly District branch was later purged be
cause of their questioning attitude.52 A similar revolt 
the same month in a joint meeting of the Thirty-fourth and

48ffhe People (New York), December 5, 1897,
49Ibid., December 19, 1897.

Ibid., January 16, 1898.
5-*~Ibid., January 23, 1898.
52Ibid., March 24, 1898.
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Thirty-fifth Assembly District branches was quelled chief
ly because the meeting was under the chairmanship of John 
J. Kinneally, a De Leonite party leader who was to become 
a member of the National Executive Committee* Yet even 
Kinneally did not rule the Alliance question out of order 
as settled, but rather allowed a vote, which, under his 
guidance, resulted in a 37 to 4 vote in favor of full 
party oontact with the S. T. &L. A.55

The party lost many members during the discussions 
over the Alliance as more and more party members who were 
opposed to the Allianoe left the party. The result was 
that the pro-S* T. & L. A. majority became greater as 
those opposed to the new union left the party. When the 
party leaders felt that their majority was strong enough, 
recalcitrant sections would be reorganized and purified. 
Specifically, the Twenty-third, Twenty-fourth, and Thirty- 
second Assembly District branches, all of which had ex
pressed doubts about the S. T. & L. A. were taken in hand 
and purified* by the "loyal" members of Section New 
York.54 The total loss of membership to the party over 
this issue in two and a half years, through desertions,

53The People (New York), March 24, 1898.
54Ibid., July 10, 1898.
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reorganizations, and expulsions, is difficult to judge, but 
a non-party New York source judged it as high as 4,000 in 
New York a l o n e . ^5 This estimate is probably much too high; 

it is doubtful if the party had 4,000 members in New York 
City all told. But the number of defections was certainly 

large.
For the first two and one-half years of its existence, 

therefore, although all officers of the organization were 
party members, the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance was 
not, strictly speaking, a party-controlled body. It regu
larly endorsed the Socialist Labor Party ticket and candi
dates,0  ̂but it did not require party membership to join, 
and it concerned itself primarily with strikes and boycotts 
taking place in the 1890's, rather than with the socialist 
cooperative commonwealth of the future. Strikes and 
boycotts were the regular tools of the "pure and simple” 
unions; when the Alliance focused its interest on them it 
caused a dichotomy in principle which the party theorists 
were hard put to solve. Articles continued to run in The 
People emphasizing how these two weapons were outmoded;
S. T. & L. A. unions kept participating In them and relyirg

55The People (New York), September 11, 1898
56Ibid., 1896-1899 passim.
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on them as their chief, if not their only, weapons*®^ As 
such, the party did not get all the support it expected 
from the union; the truth is that they were interested in 
different things. The party's union was not the tail to 
the kite--the relationship between the party and its labor 
creation was unsatisfactory, but it was unsatisfactory to 
the party leaders, even though in many cases they were also 
the union leaders. This lack of harmony nettled De Leon 
for two and one-half years, and finally stirred him into 
action. A realignment with possible reorganization within 
the union was thought to be necessary. It has been 
noticed that steps were taken within the party to eliminate 
the anti-Union New York Assembly Districts. Similar steps 
also had to be taken within the S. T. & L. A. itself, to 
eliminate any anti-party factions. The actual crisis whioh 
brought on the Alliance ’purification' and 'reorganization' 
came when the long-smouldering antipathy between D. A. 1 
and D. A. 49 was brought into the open. The event which

caused some excitement on oocasion, as some of 
the doctrinaire socialists were not nimble enough in mind 
to talk in one meeting about the uselessness of strikes and 
in another about the victories to be gained through strik
ing. Thus J. H. Finn, the principle motivator in the ex
pulsion of Herbert Casson of Lynn, refused to join his S*
T. & L. A. union on a strike, because striking was opposed 
by socialist principles. See The People. April 8, 1898, 
for the attempt to explain the socialist position for Finn.
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brought the trouble into the open occurred in the cigar- 

making industry.
The Cigarmakers' International Union (C. M. I. U.), 

under the leadership of Gompers, Strasser, and Perkins, 

had several locals in New York* The largest were #90, a 
German body, and #144, the ’’American11 local which was 
(after its amalgamation with the old #15) Gompers’ original 
union. Union 90 was a ’’progressive” union, even having 
the word in its official title, and its membership includ
ed a large number of Socialist Labor Party members,^® and 
an even greater number of socialists. Union 90 was not, 
because of Gompers1 insistence, a member of the C* L. P., 
but it did maintain cordial relations with the G. L. P. 
unions, frequently being granted privilege of the floor 
within the central body, and it ran a continual advertise
ment in The People about its meetings and attractions*^9 
The C. L. P. membership did include one C. M. I. U. union, 
the Cigarpackers’ 251. When the Socialist Trade and Labor 
Alliance was formed, many members of the C. M. I. U. and

58Rudolph Katz, "With De Leon Since '89” in Daniel De 
Leon The Man and His Work A Symposium (New York: Social-
ist Labor ' tarty,- 1934) , 11, 24, 25, 26.

^These advertisements appeared each week from 1891 
through July 23, 1899.
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Union 90 sent congratulations to the new body, and they 
fully expected to continue their cooperation with D. A. 1. 
The S. T. & L. A., however, early began to try to "capture" 
the cigarmakers' locals in the International, even though 
they were at the same time gaining the enmity of the same 
groups by attacking Strasser, Gompers, and Perkins. The 
attempt to "capture" the International Union had some 
success in Boston60 and in Chicago party members got a 
group of cigarmakers to withdraw from the International 
and join the Alliance.6-1- In New York, a campaign against 
the C. M. I. U. (really only an intensification of normal 
vilification) opened in February, 1897, with an article, 
"Lapses," accusing Strasser of actions verging upon the 
dishonest.6^ At the same time, a charge was brought in 
D. A. 1, accusing both Union 90 and 144 of scabbery.66 The 
charge was proved false,6^ but the attacks on the C. M. I.

60The People (New York), January 10, 1897.
61Ibid., January 24, 1897.
6^Ibid., February 14, 1897. The gist of the charges 

against Strasser was that he tried to get individual cigar-; 
makers memberships to "lapse" temporarily, so that the C.
M. I. U. wouldn't have to pay benefits due upon retiring 
with fifteen years of unbroken service. The article was 
reprinted and widely circulated among cigarmakers.

65Ibid., January 31, 1897. j
64Ibid., February 7, 1897. j
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U. continued unabated throughout 1897. Particular venom 
was reserved for David Heimerdinger, an organizer for the
C. M. I. U., who had been a member of the inner ’’Triangle” 
within the party, as well as an officer of the G. L. P. 
from March, 1895 till his defection in the Pall of 1896.
The C. L. P. (D. A. 1), tried seriously, ”to capture" the 
local C. M. I. U. till mid 1897; at that time it shifted
to its regular "dualism" tactics and organized the All
Tobacco Cigahettemakers' Union.

In December, 1897, the All Tobacco Cigarettemakers' 
Union struck the plant of Seidenberg, Stiefel and Company. 
Through the help of the General Executive Board of the S.
T. & L. A., and especially of William Brower and Bohm, sec
retaries of D. A. 49 and D. A. 1 respectively, the strike 
was settled favorably to the u n i o n . T h e  All Tobacco Cig
arettemakers ' Union, after the strike, changed its name to 
the Progressive Rolled Cigarette Makers' Union (P. R. C.M.U)®® 
and took action against workers who had scabbed during the

65The People (New York), March 17 and September 15, 
1895 and March 15, 1896.

66Ibid., January 16, 1898.
67Ibid., January 30, 1898. '

®®Ibid., January 23, 1898.
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Seidenberg strike by blackballing them for six months from 
all work.®^ The union then asked the General Executive 
Board of the S. T. & L. A. for approval of its union label, 
but the request was denied.7*-* The General Board reflected 
the personnel of D. A. 49, and, shortly before the refusal 
to approve the label, L. A. 1563, De Leon’s mixed local 
alliance, announced that they were going to organize a 
Cigarmakers1 Union.7^ Two weeks later the General Execu
tive Board of the S. T. & L. A. chartered the Pioneer 
Cigarmakers’ Union, L. A. 141, affiliated with D. A. 49.7^ 
The dates of the events strongly support the charge that 
the personnel of the new D. A. 49 local was drawn at least 
in part from those scabs whom the P. R. C. M. U. was un
able to discipline. The International Cigarmakers, at 
about the same time, requested the P. R. C. M. U., in D.
A. 1, not to allow their members to make cigars.7^ D. A. 1 
decided to cooperate with the C. M. I. U. and the Cigarette

69Ibid., February 7, 1898.
7*-*Ibid., February 27, 1898.
71Ibid., February 13, 1898.
72Ibid., February 27, 1898.
7®Meeting of D. A. 1 on February 27. Ibid., Maroh 6,

1898.
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Makers expelled seventeen of their members who had gone in
to the Seidenberg plant as cigarmakers .7^ Reports were that 
these seventeen expelled workers were immediately organ
ized into D. A. 49’s new Pioneer Cigarmakers. D. A. 49 
later admitted that all seventeen had been given union 
cards, but insisted that the cards were to be regarded only

rj c
as application blanks, not as membership certificates.

A showdown in the city industry was effected on March- 
14, 1S98, when the C. M. I. U., through Union 90, struck 
the Seidenberg plant, where thirty-one members of the new 
Pioneer Alliance were engaged. The leader of the strike 
was Isaac Bennett, a man who had been on the National 
Executive Committee of the party since June 15, 1897, and 
who officially was still on the Committee at the time of 
the strike, though he had been "absent without excuse" 
continuously since the formation of L. A. 141, the 
Pioneers.^ The members of L. A. 141, upon coming to work 
on March 14, violated the C. M. I. U.’s picket line. The

^Meeting of March 7. The People (New York), March 
13, 1898.

75Ibid., March 20, 1898.

76Ibid., April 10, 1898.
^National Executive Committee reports, Ibid., June

20, 1897 and February and March, 1898.
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International claimed that the strike was purely economic
in nature, but, although Bennett denied knowledge of there

7ftbeing Alliance men in the plant, ° it is certain that the 
strike was jurisdictional. The strike settlement proved 
its nature, for the primary result was a union shop agree
ment for the C. M. I. U. and the consequent loss of jobs 
for the Allianoe men*7®

The action of the P. R. C. M. U. during the strike 
was amazing, and reflected the influence of D. A. 49 and 
certain party leaders over the actions of the S. T. & L. A. 
locals. Though not concerned directly in the calling of 
the strike, they stood to lose if the Seidenberg strike 
resulted in a union shop for the C. M. I. U. Therefore 
they supported L. A. 141, the very organization that they 
had accused of organizing their expelled members, and the 
P. R. C. M. U. even expelled one of their own members, 
Joseph Simon, because he attempted to present the facts to 
D. A. 49*88 The Cigarette Makers' Union even went meekly

78A man on the National Exeoutive Committee of the 
Socialist Labor Party, even if he didn't attend regularly, 
would oertainly know where the S. T. & L. A. locals of his 
own trade were located.

7QThe People (New York), March 20 and 27, 1898.
88Ibld., April 17, 1898* Simon had tried to speak to 

L. A. 141 on March 17, but had been thrown out as "a spy
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along when D. A. 1 3ided with the Seidenberg management in 
regard to a label issue, threatening to expel the Cigar- 
ettemakers if they didn’t agree to the management view- 
point--a most amazing stand for a Marxian anti-bourgeois 
central trades union.8^ The results of the Seidenberg 
affair, or ’spectre’ as it was called by The People, were 
significant for the party. Many members saw clearly for 
the first time that the S. T. & L. A., and especially D. A. 
49 led by De Leon, was not devoted to labor organization, 
but to dualism; some thought they saw the leaders of the 
Socialist Labor Party emerge as men hungry for complete 
dominance in a portion of the labor union field, motivated 
primarily by personal ambition.

There was truth in both views. To De Leon, however, 
the "Seidenberg Spectre" only illustrated that the reins 
were not tight enough; that party discipline was not 
strict enough. This was especially evident when the Na
tional Executive Committee's treasurer,82 oldest member

of the International." The People (New York), March 27, 
1898.

81Ibld., April 3, 1898.
SSEieoted April 5, 1898.
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(in point of service),®® and most popular®4 member of the 
National Executive Committee, Henry Stahl, the financial 

secretary and brains behind the successful Arbeiter 
Kranken und Sturbe Kasse fftr die Vereinigte Staaten von 
Amerika®^ and a member of C. Ivl. I. IT. #90, sided with the 
International Union.®® De Leon knew that, to the large 
number who had harbored reservations about the S. T. & L. 
A., Stahl’s position concerning the Seidenberg affair 
would be the clincher which confirmed the doubts.

Before the time came for the Third Convention of the 
S. T. & L. A. (July, 1898) it was apparent that the 
majority of those Alliance members who were discontented 
with the dualism of the S. T. & L. A., were in D. A. 1, 
one of the two largest in the organization. Soon after 
the Seidenberg affair, the International Bohemian Marble 
Workers pulled out of the S. T. & L. A.®7 They were tired

83Continuously since January, 1895.
®4In the Spring, 1898, election, Stahl led all candi

dates in total votes from Greater New York, receiving 546 
votes out of a possible high of 640. The People (New York), 
April 3, 189c.

®®A fund founded in 1884 which had good solvency. It 
was made up primarily of German workers.

86Ibid., September 25, 1898.
®7Ibid., May 22, 1898. Undoubtedly the Marble Workers 

realized sooner than most workers the true nature of the
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of D© Leon's leadership. Many influential party men were 
also questioning Alliance leadership. Thomas J. Morgan 
of Chicago, for instance, who had at first overlooked the 
attacks of De Leon on him, now became a leader of the pro
test against De Leon. In D. A. 1, anti-alliance leadership 
opinion was common. And D. A. 1 was successful in thwart
ing D. A. 49 on the date for the 1898 S. T. & L. A. Conven
tion. D. A. 49 voted unanimously but futilely for a later 
(September) date.8® D. A. 49 favored the later date as 
they were at the time using joint party-Alliance agitators 
to organize locals favorable to D. A. 49.89 De Leon even 
admitted that a September date was preferable to July as 
the Alliances then being organized could at the later date 
be legally represented.98 After D. A. 49 was outvoted as

Alliance, as L. A. 141 (Pioneer Cigar Workers) was largely 
Bohemian, also.

88Ibid., April 10 to June 12, 1898.
89In the field in 1898 were De Leon, party editor, and 

Thomas Hickey and Charles VanderPorten, members of the 
National Executive Committee.

90The People (New York), April 10, 1898. There was a 
three months probationary period before a newly chartered 
alliance could be represented in a convention. The agita
tors for D. A. 49 and the party had been quite effective in 
the three months prior to July, doing a great deal of at 
least temporarily successful work in New Bedford, Massachu
setts, Rhode Island, and Gloversville, New York. De Leon's 
agitational work in New Bedford had resulted in five 
locals and one district assembly.
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to the Convention date by the other affiliated unions, for 
some reason, (they claimed it was because of financial rea
sons after so much agitational expense), it did not send 
many delegates to the Convention. It was entitled to one 
delegate from each L. A., plus three general delegates from 
the D. A., but only three delegates were sent, all told.
At the time twelve locals of D. A. 49 were apparently 
eligible to be represented.®^ In oontrast, D. A. 1 sent

Qpa large delegation, numbering sixteen in all. * Inasmuch 
as there was a maximum of twenty-nine delegates to the 
Convention, D. A. 1 at all times had an absolute majority.

D. A. 1 thus controlled the Convention in which the 
stage was set for a showdown between D. A. 1 and D. A. 49. 
The antagonisms between the dual musical unions brought 
the trouble between the two D. A.’s into the open, when
D. A. 1, urged into aotion by the Carl Sahm Club, chal
lenged the credentials of Joseph Krinks, D. A. 49

91The People (New York), July 17, 1898. Eligible 
were L. A. 11— Tailors, 43— Yonkers, 68— Clothing Cutters 
and Trimmers, 84-“Bakers, 122— Shoe Lasters, 141— Pioneer 
Cigarmakers, 298— Shoemakers, 2394— Goodyear Turn and Welt 
Shoemakers, and 140— Bronx Borough Labor Club. In addition 
the Paterson Broad Silk Weavers perhaps were eligible.

®^Loo. oit. There were twenty-two locals eligible 
in D. ATT. T o r  a list, see appendix II.
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statistician and member of L. A. 1028.93 It appeared on 
the first vote that Krinks was to be denied a vote in the 

Convention, but a series of objections and maneuvers by 
De Leon himself finally got Krinks admitted.®4 This vic
tory, however, was virtually the only one that De Leon was 
to gain during the Convention. De Leon’s loss of prestige 

was due in part, at least, to the quality of the opposi
tion: Thomas J. Morgan, from D. A. 11, Chicago, and

Q ̂Ernest Bohm. De Leon singled out Ernest Bohm, longtime 
secretary of D. A. 1, for his special attack, implying that 
Bohm could not carry on in the best interests of the S. T.
& L. A. as secretary if he continued to occupy a similar 
seat in D. A. 1. De Leon was the only delegate to go on 
record as opposed to the re-election of Bohm, and Bohm, 
Waldinger (financial secretary), Miehlenhausen, and Korn

95The People (New York), January 7, and July 17, 1898.
94Ibid., July 17, 1898. The final vote was official

ly recorded as 16-14 for seating Krinks with vote, though 
there were only twenty-seven delegates qualified to vote 
at the time, and only twenty-nine in attendance, including ! 
Krinks himself. There apparently was no explanation given 
for the discrepancy in vote totals.

95Both had ample reason to be anti-De Leon. Morgan 
had been attacked viciously by De Leon in the party press,
Bohm had been the leader and Investigator for D. A. 1 dur
ing the Pioneer Alliance— Seidenberg difficulty, and had 
found himself in sympathy with Stahl and the C. M. I. U. ;
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(Board members) from D. A. 1 were re-elected. The Conven
tion also selected Hugo Vogt, W. P. Wilson and Samuel 
Hoffman of D. A. 49 to the Board.96 The balance of power 
was held by L. Boudin and George Luck, both of D. A, 2 
(United Hebrew Trades),97 and both at that time somewhat 
favorable to De Leon. Nonetheless, immediately after the 
Convention, Vogt and Hoffman "resigned" from the Board, 
and called for a "special convention" of S. T. & L. A. 
members from the New York area to consider their resigna
tions.98 Vogt, in his position as party editor of the 
German organ, reported the reasons for his resignation to 
the party.99 Inasmuch as De Leon edited the English organ, 
party members were made fully aware of D. A. 49*s story.
The Socialist Labor Party (Section New York) itself took 
action, instructing party members who were members of D. A. 
1 to demand, at the District meeting, the resignations of 
Bohm, Waldinger, Korn, and Miehlenhausen. All four did

96There seems to be no logical explanation of why 
these members of D. A. 49 should have been re-elected. 
Perhaps the call as party members overruled union sympa
thies in some delegates, or perhaps they were unaware of 
the D. A. 1--D. A. 49 struggle.

97The People (New York), July 17, 1898.
98Letter of "resignation", July 11, 1898, loo♦ oit.
"hoc. oit.
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resign, ultimately going back to the relative quiet and 
normalcy of the Central Labor Union.100

The July 10, 1898, issue of The People devoted a large 
amount of space to the history of the anti-S. T. & L. A. 
faction of Section New York, preparatory to the purges re
ferred to above.101 In recounting the trouble the report
er noted that Section New York overwhelmingly favored the 
S. T. & L. A. but that an 'element* didn't accept it:

Section New York, voting for the third 
time on this question in the year 1896, 
oast only TWO negative votes. Did the 
irreconcilable minority element now think it 
proper to fall into line? On the contrary. 
That element now adopted the policy . . .  
to bother and weary the majority to the 
point of nmking it knuckle under to the 
minority*102

None of the Socialist Laborites on either side noted the 
humor in TWO men bothering and wearying over a thousand 
until they gave ini As a matter of fact, It turned out

Ibid., July 31, 1898. The constitution of the S. 
T. & L. A. allowed for the demanding of resignations and 
provided for the calling of special conventions in the 
manner in which Vogt acted. Inasmuch as De Leon had a 
great deal to do with making the constitution, he may be
called prophetic on that score.

1Q1Ibld., July 10, 1898.
IQftPhe People (New York), July 10, 1898.
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that the "TWO" were a full 21% of the membership when the 
vote was taken to expel the anti-S. T. & L. A. Assembly 
District branches.-*-05

The tactics of the party leadership in the S. T. & L. 
A. crisis were admirably suited to its purpose. It ex
pelled anti-Alliance sections and branches, and filled its 
official organs with well-written anti-D. A. 1 propaganda. 
The party fraternal delegate to the Third Convention of 
the S. T. & L. A. pointed out the necessity for a thorough 
revamping of the Alliance, characterizing D. A. 1 as "In 
favor of Inferior management and backward actions."104 
The purges of certain Assembly District branches resulted 
in a special convention that was dominated by party mem
bers favorable to De Leon. The De Leonite majority was 
also increased as S. T. & L. A. members loyal to Bohm 
would not come to a ’spurious1 convention called by Vogt. 
The "convention" refused to accept resignations of Vogt 
and Hoffman, and filled the other "resigned" posts. It 
elected William L. Brower, secretary of D. A. 49, to the 
post of secretary to the S. T. & L. A. In this election 
De Leon did not again raise the question of whether a

105Ibid., July 31, 1898.
104Ibid., July 24, 1898.
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secretary of a D. A. could properly handle the job of 
General Secretary I Pat Murphy, D. A. 49 District Worthy 
Foreman, was elected to the finanoial secretaryship, and 
De Leon himself, then District Master Workman, was selected 
as a General Executive Board m e m b e r . S o o n  after this 
action, the largest New York locals connected with D. A. 1 
were expelled from the S. T. & L. A . ^ 6 Included among 
those expelled was the Ale and Porter Union. The Con
vention three months earlier had gone on record as sup
porting the Ale and Porter Union, even urging, in Resolu
tion No. 8, that the whole New York brewing industry be 
organized under Ale and Porter jurisdiction.-1-87 It must 
have given some tortuous moments to doctrinaire men like 
De Leon to realize that when the new Executive Board 
recognized its duty to carry out the resolutions of the 
Convention, it technically meant aiding the organizational 
work of an expelled L. A. I The membership of D. A. 1 at 
the time of the July convention was 3,258.^08 Of this

lOSThe People (New York), August 7, 1898.
106Ibid., September 11, 1898.
107Ibid., July 17, 1898.
•*"88Nahum I. Stone, Attitude of The Socialists to the 

Trade Unions, quoted by Paul ferissenden, The I. W. W. A 
Study of American Syndicalism (New York: Russell and
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total, 1,725 were eliminated in the first purge of I. A.’s 
on September 1.-^^ On September 15, the new Board ex
pelled D. A, 1 itself, after providing that the Board 
could approve the transfer of "loyal" locals to other I). 
A.’s. According to the minutes, however, only two organ
izations, with a total membership of perhaps 150 men, 
joined D. A. 49 from the defunct D. A. l.-*-̂  After the 

expulsion of D. A. 1, the complete domination of the S. T. 
& L. A. by De Leon and a small group of Socialist Labor- 
ites became a reality. Only at that point did the S. T.
6c L. A. lose all chance of a successful life in America. 
Perlman, in his careful analysis of labor in the United 
States, indicates that the Alliance was s t i l l b o r n . I n  

the long view, this is ^rue. But for two and one-half

Russell, 1957), p. 52. Although Brissenden says this total 
is for the whole S. T. & L.A., an analysis of the member 
unions shows that it is only D. A. 1. This total, com
pared with the party membership in New York City, makes it 
a certainty that there were non-party S. T. & L. A. 
members•

109<jhe People (New York), September 11, 1898.
•̂ •̂ Ibid., September 25, 1898.
■̂ •̂̂ Selig Perlman and Philip Taft, History of Labor 

in the United States 1896-1952 (New York: Macmillan,
1935)', p. 221. A partial list of local alliances showing 
remarkable breadth in achievement is included in Appendix 
III.
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years after birth the infant had some virility and constant 
growth, and many Alliance locals, especially as represented 
by Bohm and D. A. 1, were evidencing more and more concord 
with the American Labor movement. Cooperation such as was 
evidenced by the temporary D. A. 1--C. M. I. U. interlude, 
would have resulted in greater acceptance of the Alliance 
in America. In the Seidenberg incident there is much evi
dence that the members of D. A. 1 were becoming increasing-

112ly opposed to dualism. It was only when De Leon took
absolute control, in July, 1898, that the expected child 
proved to be stillborn. As a result of De Leon’s work in 
the summer of 1898, the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance 
became truly a party adjunct, unsuited, as was the party, 
for life or growth in America.

As an arm of the party (after the expulsion of D. A.
1 it would be difficult to call the Alliance a bona fide 
union) the S. T. & L. A. continued to exist for several 
years, until absorbed into the I. W. W. At that time,
(1905) the Allianoe claimed a total of only 1450 mem
bers. ■*-•*-® This compares quite unfavorably with the 30,000

H % h e  People (New York), July 10, 1898.
•̂ •̂ Proceedings of the First Convention of the Indus - 

trial Workers of the World (New York: New York Labor News
Co., 1905), p. 8.
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claimed by secretary Bohm in his official report to the 
July, 1898 convention.

Much has been written on De Leon’s (and the Socialist 
Labor Party’s) theories as to labor and labor’s role in 
the socialist state.^^^ A majority of these works dis
cusses De Leon's attitude as shown through his editorials 
and writings, rather than trying to compare the written 
ideas of De Leon with the record of his actions, as re
corded in the party press. Certainly De Leon's writings 
are vital for an appraisal of his thought; but certainly 
his actions must also be considered if one is to form a 
true impression of the significance and practicability of 
his work.

There were three basic pronouncements on the labor 
question by De Leon, All were speeches delivered when he 
was the recognized leader of the party. The first, What

114The People (New York), July 3, 1898.
■'••̂ Among the analyses might be listed Arnold Peter

sen’3 pamphlets Daniel De Leon Social Scientist (New York: 
New York Labor News, 1945), 80 pp.; Daniel De Leon Social 
Architect (New York: New York Labor News, 1941), 64 pp.;
and Daniel De Leon Bmanoipator (New York: New York Labor
News, 1946), 64 pp.; his two volume Daniel De Leon Social 
Architect (New York: New York Labor News, Vol. I, 1941,
Vol. II, 1953), which contains the above pamphlets and 
other works; James Benjamin Stalvey Daniel De Leon: A
Study of Marxian Orthodoxy in the United States, unpub
lished Ph. D. dissertation, U. of Illinois, 1946.
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Means This Strike? was delivered to strikers at New Bed
ford, Massachusetts, on February 11, 1898, The second,
The Burning Question of Trades Unionism, he gave before a 
predominantly party audience at Newark, New Jersey, on 
April 21, 1904, at a time when the S, T. & L. A. was at a 
very low ebb* His third speech, The Preamble of the I, W* 
W. was delivered before a Minneapolis audience in behalf 
of the newly organized Industrial Workers of the World*
The three speeches were printed in The People; all three 
were reproduced in pamphlet form by the party, and all 
have been through many editions and widely circulated*^6 

In What Means This Strike? De Leon was answering a 
request to speak on the part of some striking party mem
bers* His primary purpose in delivering the speech was to 
organize local alliances in the S. T . & L . A *  He told the 
strikers

I shall not consider my time well 
spent with you if I see no fruit of my

H^See (1) What Means This Strike? new enlarged edi
tion, 1941 (New York: New York Labor News, 1954). Over
15,000 copies had been distributed by 1899. (2) The Burn
ing Question of Trades Unionism* Many editions-”publishers 
have lost count* (New York: Ifew York Labor News, 1952).

Sool&liafr Reconstruction of Society special edition 
1930 (New lork: New York Labor News, 1947). The three
pamphlets together with Reform or Revolution, delivered 
January 26, 1896, have been bound together in one book,
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labors; if I leave not behind me in New 
Bedford Local Alliances of your trades 
organized in the Socialist Trade and 
Labor Alliance* That will be my best 
contribution toward your strike, as 
they will serve as centers of enlighten
ment to strengthen you in your conflict, 
to the extent that it may now be possible*117

The response to De Leon’s organizational appeal was 
pleasing* Soon after the speech, two textile workers’ 
locals, a spinners’ union, and a mixed alliance were 
charted in New Bedford.11® The four unions were later 
brought together to form District Alliance #3, S. T. & L.

The results are perhaps more flattering to De Leon’s 
organizational ability than to his speaking ability, how
ever, for he certainly didn’t flatter the strikers. After 
telling them that their past strikes had all been failures, 
and implying that this strike was also doomed, De Leon 
promised them that he still had sympathy for the strikers

Daniel De Leon, Socialist Landmarks Four Addresses (New 
York: New York Labor ftews," 1942)'.

117Daniel De Leon, What Means This Strike? sixth 
printing, new edition (New' York; New York Labor News, 
1954), p. 31.

11®The People (New York), March 13 and 27, April 10,
1898.

119Ibid>, April 10, 1898.
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in spite of

your ^The strikers^ persistent errors 
in fundamental principles, in aims and 
methods, despite the illusions you are 
chasing after, despite the increasing 
poverty and culminating failures that press upon y o u . 3-20

De Leon thus gave them sympathy, even though he admitted 
they had been dull in mind, because he appreciated the 
stamina shown by the workers, who still had the ability to 
strike in the faoe of their record of failures.*2*

De Leon’s formula for the New Bedford strikers con
sisted of their understanding "a few elemental principles." 
These principles were, in reality, three basic tenets of 
Marxian labor economics: (1) Workers produce everything
but capitalists steal part of the produce.*22 (2) There 
is an irrepressible conflict between the workers and the 
capitalists.*2*̂ (3) Civilization has reached such an 
advanced state that production cannot be maintained by the 
individual, but only by the collective effort of many.*24

*2®Daniel De Leon, What Means This Strike? p. 4-5. 
*2*Loo. oit.
*22Ibid., p. 9 
123Ibid., p. 14.
*24Ibid., p. 23-4.
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Recognition of these socioeconomic laws, said De Leon, 
was necessary to the realization of labor’s real aim, 
bringing the government

under the control of their own class by 
joining and electing the American wing 
of the International Socialist party—  
the Socialist Labor Party of America, 
and thus establishing the Socialist 
Co-operative Republic.125

Admitting this ultimate aim, what could the new trade
union do while awaiting the overthrow, at the ballot box,
of capitalism? This question was, of course, the one
always framed by critics of the Socialist Trade and Labor 

126Alliance. It Is typical of De Leon's courageous atti-
127tude that he took up the question himself. But his 

answer is far from satisfactory, from a trade union point 

of view. He castigates those unionists who think nothing 
can be done "but voting right on election day--casting

125 Ibid., p. 24.
126For a good expression on the implications of the 

question by two members, Job Harriman and Morris Hillquit, 
who left the Socialist Labor Party in part because of the 
S. T. & L. A., see the Harriman--De Leon debate, Weekly 
People (New York), December 8, 1900, and the Hillquit—  
Berry debate, Ibid., December 7, 1901.

127Daniel De Leon, What Means This Strike? (New York: 
New York Labor News, 1954), pp. 24-25,
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their vote straight for the S. L. p.,l128 yet DeLeon points

out no new weapon that a trade union, as distinguished from
a political party, can utilize in bringing on the revolu
tion. Somehow, the increasing Socialist Labor Party vote
would give more protection to the worker if he were en-

1 2 9rolled in an intelligently organized honestly led union.
Intelligent organization, to De Leon, meant vertical 

industrial organization (called ’’shop organization” by De 
Leon) ’’that combines in its warfare the annually recurring 
class-conscious ballot.”130 ij>0 USQ pe Leon's phrase, 

workers needed the ’’shield of the trade union . . .  with 
the sword of the Socialist b a l l o t . B u t  it is not at 
all clear what function the ’’shield" performs. The new 
trade union was to prevent scabbing,•'*32 both political and 
economic, but certainly the actions of the Alliance-'-3'-’ belie

128£)aniel x)0 Leon, What Means This Strike? (New York: 
New York Labor Nev/s, 1954), P» 25.

129Ibid., p. 29.
15QLo c . cit.
151Ibid., p. 30.
^32Loc. cit.
■'■33In scabbing see the case of the Seidenberg shop, 

above, p. 157 and the case of the Davis Cigar Shop, The 
People (New York), March 11, 1900 and Weekly People (New 
York), December 8, 1900.
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any firmly held convictions on this score. Theoretically, 
the new trade union was not to rely on strikes'1̂  or boy
cotts, but the minutes of the S. T. & L. A. meetings 
were almost entirely taken up with just these activi
ties.-1-'̂  In sum, the main differences between De Leon’s 
"socialist new trade union" and the "old pure and 3imple" 
kind was that the "new" were led by Socialist Laborites 
rather than "misleaders," and the "new trade unionist" 
knew he was waiting for the revolution.

To avoid "misleaders" meant to deprive them of their 
unions; hence the S. T. L. A. aim to "wreck" the old

!34See, for instance, the article "Ineffectual Weap
ons --The Strike" Weekly People (New York), September 29, 
1900, in which it is pointed out that more "could be done 
in one election. . . than in a hundred strikes." . . . 
Strikes are a method that "a century of conflict has 
proved to be utterly worthless."

IbS^hQ article "Pure and Simple Weapons," loc. cit., 
observed "The farce of boycott has been played again and 
again. . . .A trust cannot be boycotted. . . . The small 
business man can be affected by the boycott. The boycott 
was of importance when the small business man was of im
portance. When he became a relic of bygone days, the boy
cott was sapped of all its strength, rendered useless by 
new conditions, and should be relegated to the rear."

IS^The People (New York), 1896-1899. There are re
ports of S. T. & L. A. meetings in nearly every issue.

1*57
1 Daniel De Leon, The Burning Question of Trades 

Unionism (New York: New York Labor News, 1952*77 P» 29.
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trade unions* Outside of "wrecking,” the socialist trade 
union, in theory, had no positive activities. In practice, 
in addition to ”wrecking" the "pure and simple," the 
Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance utilized the normal 
economic weapons of regular unions.

This dichotomy between theory and practice created a 
rational gap which was hard to bridge. William L. Brower, 
General Secretary of the S. T. & L. A., in his report to 
the Sixth Annual Convention of the Alliance, (Pittsburgh, 
December, 1901) asked the question

Is an Economic Organization Necessary?
. . . This is the old question of whether 
or not an economic organization oan win 
anything. . . .  It is possible for the 
capitalist olass to fight for months 
and suffer but little. . . .  The working 
class . . .  must win their fight early or 
else suffering is inevitable. . . .

We do not doubt for a moment that 
we must have an economic organization 
^/But/ . . .  we must avoid ill-advised 
strikes. . . . a time comes in
every trade when iu is necessary to strike.•L3°

As Brower indicated, a union organization, in the last 
analysis, must be ready to strike. But insofar as the S. 
T. 8c L. A. admitted its readiness, it violated Its own 
sooialist theory. To remedy such a contradiction,

158Weekly People (New York), Deoember 7, 1901.
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Socialist theorists designated strikes as of two kinds:
(1) pure and simple and (2) socialistic, and they put their 
stamp of approval only on the latter.

When a pure and simple union comes off 
victorious in a strike, -̂39 straightway 
its members drop off and it goes down 
to disruption. How different the after- 
math with an organization planted on 
Socialist principles is seen in 
Slatersville. . . . The comrades after 
the strike was won!40. . . at once 
arranged to establish a strong, lively 
Section of the S. L. P. in the village.

From the events of 1895-1900, it seems apparent that 
to the loyal Socialist Laborite, the only significant diff

erence between a "new” trade union and a ’'pure and simple" 
was the political action taken by individual members. It 
could be maintained that such political action could be 
taken without the worker being a member of a socialist

•^^Although impossible in theory, The People 
admitted that this, on occasion, could happen,

■^^The reference was to a Slatersville, R. I. union 
victory. There were three strikes in the Slatersville, 
Rhode Island textile mills, in 1899. During the first 
strike the Alliance moved in. The first strike was won. 
The two that followed were lost.

14lThomas Curran, "The 'Tramps’ of Slatersville,"
The People (New York), October 22, 1899.
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trade union--or any trade union. This is the position 
maintained by the party members of G. M. I. U. local 90. 

The fact is that the party leaders could not allow such an 
opinion to be voiced, as they wanted control of the labor 

movement, and they therefore could allow the S. T. & L. A. 
to operate only as a group subservient to the party. The 
Convention controlled by D. A. 1 in 1898 caused the party 
leaders to re-evaluate the Alliance, and D. A. 1 was 
ejected because it failed to recognize the

principle upon which the Alliance was 
founded. . . : that the political move
ment must dominate the trade union 
movement, otherwise the trade union 
movement would dominate the party,^42

To prevent the events of 1898 from recurring, the S. 
T. & L. A. took a series of stringent measures. At the 
fourth convention in 1899 it was decreed that locals be
longing to trade alliances must also belong to mixed 
district alliances, a necessary arrangement from the 
party’s standpoint as the party was directly represented 
in the mixed districts.I43 At the same convention union

-*-42Minutes of the Joint Meeting of District Assemb
lies, S. T. & L. A., The People (New York), August 14, 189a

Ibid.t September 24, 1899.
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offices were changed to make them correspond with offices 
in the party.-1-44 In 1900 at the Fifth Convention the Gen

eral Board recommended severe strictness in the matter of 
discipline In the 1902 convention the S. T. & L. A.
took great precautions to preserve its political con
trol. It was enacted that officers of the Alliance
must he "men over whom the Socialist Labor Party had juris- 
d i c t i o n . ^ h e y  followed this with resolutions that no 
one could be a member of the General Executive Board unless 
he was also a party member, and that no expelled party 
member could join the Alliance.*^®

Absolute political control of the union was thus 
assured. But in assuring political control the Alliance

■*-44Loc. cit. The Office of "organizer" became the 
principal office in the Alliance, as it is in the party.

-̂4^Weekly People (New York), September 29, 1900.
146Added precautions to prevent non-party control 

were thought needed after the defection of William Brower, 
general secretary for three and one-half years.

147Weekly People (New York), Dec. 13, 1902. This was 
passed easily in spite of the fact that in a speech enti
tled "The Beast Behind Czolgosz" delivered Oct. 31, 1901,
De Leon, caught in a seeming contradiction, implied that 
the Socialist Labor Party would never require an S. T. & L. 
A. officer to be a party member. See Daniel De Leon, So- 
cialism vs Anarchism, new edition (New York: National Ex
ecutive Committee, Socialist Labor Party, 1921), p. 24.

^®Daniel De Leon, Socialism vs Anarchism, loc. cit. ;
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was deprived of an Independent eoonomic program. In the 
years from 1898 to 1904-5, De Leon developed more fully his 
conception of the role of the socialist industrial union, 
and the effect was to remedy the lack of program within the 
economic organization. The role of the socialist indus
trial union was to manage, direct, and control production 
and distribution through a syndicalist system,14  ̂ to be
come effective after the revolution. But the union organ
ization had to preoede the revolution because

it would be a signal for catastrophe 
if the political triumph did not find 
the working class of the land industri
ally organized, that is, in full pos
session of the plants of production 
and distribution, capable, accordingly, 
to assume the Integral conduct of the 
productive powers of the land.150

It was this thought of De Leon which gained the ad
miration of Lenin. Lenin was impressed that De Leon had

149Daniel De Leon, Socialist Reconstruction of Sooi
ety (New York: New York Labor News, 1947), pp. 44-4FI

15QIbid., p. 45.

anticipated such an essential element 
of the Soviet system as the abolition

on geographicalof the Soviet sys on geographical 
replacement by
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representatives for production units.-^1

In anticipating such a syndicalist^52 action, De 
Leon was perhaps prophetic, yet there were many factors 
which guided him to such a conclusion. De Leon was in fre

quent contact with the so-called "guild socialists" and 
"syndicalists" of England. The People followed the Hyndman 
Social Democratic Federation closely. The syndicalist 
solution had been anticipated by various sections of the 
party.^^3 And De Leon, before becoming a party member, 

had been a member of the "Nationalist" movement, which had 

many overtones of De Leonite syndicalism.
Regardless of the clarity as to the role of labor 

unions, as later developed by De Leon, the S. T. & L. A., 
during its period of growth and virility, operated as did

1-5 1l . g . Raisky, Daniel De Leon The Struggle Against 
Opportunism in the American Labor Movement (New York: New
York Labor News, 1932), pi 30.

152As used here, the term does not refer to those 
campaigning for the general strike or violence, but merely 
the establishment of control over production by the action 
of workers.

-L53See the resolutions of the Ohio State Convention, 
The People (New York), June 11, 1899.

IS^Nicholas p. Gilman, "'Nationalism' in the United 
States," Quarterly Journal of Economics (Boston), 3rd s.,
IV (October, 1889), pp. 50-76.
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any union. The insistence, on the part of some Socialist 
Labor Party leaders that the S. T. & L. A. become a poli
tical organization, caused the ruin of the union, and, as 
will be shown in Chapter Six, contributed to the decline 

of the party.



CHAPTER VI
DOCTRINE OP THE SOCIALIST LABOR PARTY OP THE NINETIES

Though the Socialist Labor Party of the nineties, and 
especially De Leon, often relegated doctrine to a secondary 

role in relation to power, nonetheless a discussion of 
party theory is in order. For even while contesting for 
leadership within the party, the various forces tried, and 
usually succeeded, to convince themselves that they were 
acting in accordance with only the purest and most scien
tifically thought out Marxist motives.

In view of the nature of modern Marxism, several 
items of doctrine naturally suggest themselves for study: 
the party’s attitude toward (l) revolution, (2) religion,
(3) anarchism, (4) United States’ patriotism, (5) interna
tionalism, (6) the class struggle, (7) scientific accom
plishment and the industrial revolution, (8) bourgeois 
political techniques, and (9) non-party Marxian socialists.

As has been noted, De Leon’s chief pronouncement upon 
the subject of revolution was his Reform or Revolution, de
livered in 1896. Arnold Petersen, in his foreward to the 
1947 edition, stated the official doctrinaire position of 
the party (both in 1896 and now) thus: the party could
never support reform, for reforms "imply belief in the use
fulness, or indispensability, of the thing to be



reformed."^- It was admitted, both by De Leon and by 
Petersen, that, at one time, the capitalist system could 
have been reformed somewhat, with profit, but by 1896 the 
time for reform had passed; the whole economic system had 
to be thrown away, as further repair of the capitalist 
economy would most certainly lead to the ’’opposite result 
of that at which the process of repairing was aimed.”2 In 
the nineteen forties, Petersen admitted of the question, 
”How does one know when reform is useless and hence "revo- 
lution” necessary?" His answer was that De Leon "knew" by 
means of scientific demonstration.^ De Leon, however, in 
the nineties, said naught as to the actual date of the 
necessity of the revolution, though he did imply that a 
point of revolution came into existence at a given time, 
the exact moment to be determined not by the workers, but 
by events.4 De Leon admitted the difficulty of telling 
reform activities from revolutionary ones, and seemed to 
feel it necessary to instruct the faithful in discrimina
tion between the two. Yet in spite of the fact that the

^Daniel De Leon, Reform or Revolution (New York: New
York Labor News Co., 1947), p. VI.

p Loc. cit.
5Ibid., p. VIII.
4Ibid., p. 15, and The People (New York), Feb. 23, 1896.
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party regarded the moment of revolutionary action as sci
entifically determined, his instructions lacked any scien
tific objectivity and were merely exercises in semantical 
differentiation. A reformer, said De Leon, can be recog
nized because a reformer "must organize an opposition 
organization."5 Furthermore, a reformer "spurns organiza
tion,"5 and "makes a distinction between the Organization 
and the Principle," failing to realize they are synony
mous.7 The reformer, in addition, would put "himself 
above the organization,"® would always be crying ’Boss-
ism*,9 and would ever be inconsistent, and hence immoral,

IQwhile "flying off at a tangent." The reformer was also 
anyone who objected to the arraying of "class against 
olass."^ The revolutionist, of course, embodied opposite

5The People (New York), Maroh 1, 1896, and De Leon, 
Reform or Revolution, p. 16.

6Lo o. cit.
7The People (New York), March 1, 1896, and De Leon, 

Reform or Revolution, p. 17.
®Loo. cit.
9The People (New York), March 1, 1896, and De Leon, 

Reform or Revolution, p. 18.
■L0Loc. cit.
llThe People (New York), August 2, 1896.
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traits, including continual submission "to the will of the 
m a j o r i t y . O f  course De Leon was referring to the major
ity inside the revolutionary organization, not the prole
tariat as a whole. De Leon insisted that the revolutionist 
knew that principle wa3 superior to the individual, and 
hence De Leon found himself in the logical dilemma of how 
to follow the majority in a revolutionary organization when 
majority thought was not in accordance with the Principle. 
He solved his dilemma semantically and neatly: "The
Principle and the Organization are one."^ Thus De Leon 
said that he who worked within the Socialist Labor Party 
was a revolutionary; those who worked outside the party 
were reformers.

Nonetheless, reformers kept trying to gain entrance 
into the party. By definition, of oourse, they were 
bound to be denied admission, and anyway, as De Leon 
confidently noted, "a reformer cannot come within smelling 
distance of us /New York party members/ but we can tell

l2The People (New York), March 1, 1896 and De Leon, 
Reform or Revolution, p. 17.

•^Loc • cit.
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him."^
In spite of De Leon's vigilance and acute olfactory 

senses, there were many members of the party who had to be 
eliminated because they maintained, according to the party 
leaders, the attitudes of "ref ormers ." The dedication of 
De Leon and the party leaders against "unity" movements, 
of any type, as tending to reform, not revolution, was 
extreme. Hence they allowed no cooperation with any party, 
regardless of its Marxist qualities. In 1895 the party 
leadership forbade the S. L. P. members in Cleveland, Ohio 
to allow fusion candidates to run with party support even 
though the platform was that of the Socialist Labor 
P a r t y . T h e  National Executive Committee suspended all 
members prominent in the coalition, even though the mem
bers ' position were upheld by the highest judicial author
ity in the party, the Board of Grievances.

The national office was so opposed to any coopera
tion, even under a Socialist Labor-Marxist banner, that it 
opposed a "unity conference" held in New Jersey to try to

•*~4The People (New York), March 1, 1896, and De Leon 
Reform or Revolution, p. 16.

^®The People (New York), May 12, 1895.

16Ibid., April 19, 1895.
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unite the two factions of the party itself--the ’’Brooklyn” 
(De Leonite) and ’’Cincinnati” (Rosenberg) groups.7 In 
practice, then, the meaning of the term "revolutionary” 
was very narrow: it was semantically limited only to
those who were members of the Socialist Labor Party, and, 
within that group, to those who had the confidence of the 
national officers. And, it might be added, to those who 
maintained such confidence. Persons who met all the 
qualifications were rare indeed. Such a party workhorse 
and "revolutionary" as J. r.iahlon Barnes, for instance, 
could fall from national favor and be branded a reformer 
or labelled as a "cold-blooded, crafty villain, a man with
out scruples of any sort . . . impartiality on his face 
and treason in his heart."-*-®

There were to be, because of the narrowness of def

inition, few genuine revolutionaries at the time of the 
inevitable revolution, as only S. L. P. members in good 
standing, approved by the national offices, could fit the 
bill. As a result of its small size, the party therefore 
had to cast itself into the familiar role as "van of the 
proletariat." Casting itself in such a role, of course,

l^The People (New York), February 14, 1892.
18Ibid., June 17, 1900.
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was tantamount to an admission that the party could not 
grow; that the Marxist revolt could not be accomplished by 
means of majority action. The party believed that in

all revolutionary movements, . . . the 
thing depends upon • . . that minority 
that is so intense in its convictions, 
so soundly based on its principles, so 
determined in its actions, that it 
carries the masses with it, storms 
the breastworks and captures the fort. 
Such a head of the column must be one 
Socialist organization to the whole 
column of the American proletariat.1®

This vari of the proletariat theory, so common in all 
Marxist circles, thus had been also a central theme of the 

Socialist Labor Party. Inasmuch as it was only the "van” 
who were to realize the true significance of the coming 
revolution, of course, it again limited ’’revolutionaries'* 
to party members. As an inevitable minority, party mem
bers would undoubtedly have lost faith rapidly were it not 
for the belief, which they held to be "scientific," of the 
inevitability of revolution and hence of ultimate justifi
cation. Such a set of beliefs about the revolution and 
the party’s role, of course, gave the party a smugness 
born of knowledge that they alone are "right." As De Leon

19The people (New York), March 1, 1896, and De Leon,
Reform or Kevo'lutTon, p. 22 and 23,
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put it:

Our arguments are . . . irrefutable.
And the character of our spokesmen 
is . . . irreproachable.

The party gave to itself, semantically, two atti
tudes: (1) the only revolutionaries are members of the
Socialist Labor Party; (2) a true revolution is inevitable. 
Such a semantically tight position led to a fanaticism for 
the cause which was beyond the comprehension of the average 
layman, and was even disconcerting to many orthodox Marx
ists. The calumny heaped upon reformers by De Leon in his 
1896 speech has set the tone for the party's pronouncements 
ever since. The party, through its press, has heaped 
abuse upon those who, for any reason, have not been stead
fast in the faith. Many men who devoted years to party 
effort were written off derisively as fools or knaves when 
it appeared they no longer were devoted Socialist Labor 
Party "revolutionaries." The General Executive Board of 
the party, for instance, reported the following about 
party member Feigenbaum, one of the pioneers of the Jewish

20The People (New York), August 29, 1897.
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socialist movement in America,2 -̂

♦ . . Feigenbaum, a semi-lunatic, a freak 
with more kinks in his head than the average 
man could ever begin to think of and more 
mental dishonesty in his make-up than could 
be traced with a thousand x-rays* This man 
Feigenbaum, who, during the taxation debate, 
was very aptly and fitly likened . . .  to a 
monkey in convulsions*22

As a matter of record, Feigenbaum, connected with the 
Volkszeitung group in the great split (Kangaroo exodus) of 
1899, had been a good party worker. He had been very 
active in party work at least since 1895, when he had had 
service as a street speaker for the party.2®

In the 1890’s, as today, the Party prided itself on 
its scientific outlook, and cherished the thought that it 
did not allow emotionalism to interfere in Its logic. But 
the party press rarely was strictly scientific when berat
ing a reformer. And De Leon was as great an offender 
against the semantically pure scientific approach as any. 
In 1911, De Leon wrote a series of editorials entitled,

21Nathan Fine, Labor and Farmer Parties in the United 
States 1828-1928 (New York: Rand Sohool of Social Scienoe,
1928), p. 168-169.

22The People (New York), June 10, 1900.
2®Ibid., May 5 and September 15, 1895.
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"Berger’s Hits and Misses'1 in which he branded Victor 
Berger a "reformist."^ By definition, of course, Berger 

couldn’t have been a "revolutionist” as he was not a 
member of the party. In the series, De Leon recorded 
Berger’s "misses"--issues on which he failed to take a 
revolutionary stand. In so doing, De Leon was belying his 
position, and the uniqueness of the Socialist Labor Party, 
by the implicit assumption that a member of the bourgeois 
Socialist Party should act in a revolutionary manner.
Even so, De Leon was hard put to find fault with Berger's 
actions, for of the thirty "misses" recorded, only four 
are sins of commission, while twenty-five are errors of

O Rommission.^a
Such a dichotomy of thought has constantly been evi

denced by the party: on the one hand reformers are evil;
on the other "socialist" (the use of the term itself is 
challenged by the party) reformers are expected, somehow, 
to take a revolutionary position.26 The failure of the 
Socialist Party to do so, according to the S, L. P., meant

24Daniel De Leon, Revolutionary Socialism in the U.S 
Congress Parliamentary Idiocy vs. Marxian Socialism (hew 
York: New York Labor News Co., 1931), preface (n. p.).

25Ibid., passim.
^®Loc. cit.
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the demise of the former. Yet in the nineties the Social
ist Labor Party maintained "immediate demands" as well as 
calling for ultimate revolution, apparently in an effort 
to outbid "bourgeois reformer groups."2  ̂ For instance, in 
the Platform of 1899, the S. L. P. favored such "bourgeois" 
reforms as initiative and referendum. Only when it became 
apparent that it could not outbid the Social Democracy 
(Socialist Party) did the Socialist Labor Party drop its 
immediate demands. Even then the party, through resolu
tions, continued to support certain reforms. Writing in 
1911, De Leon could still credit an attempt at constitu
tional reform, on the part of Berger, as a "hit," not a 
miss, for "revolutionary" socialism.28 The insistence of 
the contemporary Socialist Labor Party on revolution, not 
reform, would seem to be an insistence born of frustration 

and Marxian opposition.
The party of the nineties, regardless of theoretical 

stand, was ever ready to adopt reform. In 1893 someone on 
the staff of The People29 objected to Dr. C. W. Woolbridge’s

2^The People (New York), October 1, 1898.
opDe Leon, Revolutionary Socialism in the U. S. Con

gress , p. 7-8.
29It was apparently not De Leon, as the editorial 

commenter claimed birth in the United States.
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"A Parable of a Demented Socialist” by noting that Wool- 
bridge’s article favored reform rather than revolution.3® 
Yet editorial comment on Woolbridge's subsequent rejoinder 
pointed out that the Socialist Laborites were happy to 
accept reform, and that socialization of the railroads, 
even within a capitalist society, would be welcomed l3^

In spite of the clarity with which it was apparent 
that, in the nineties, at least, the party actually had no 
objection to reforms, most of the members eliminated from 
the party during the decade were eliminated on the grounds 
that they were "reformers.” Included among those elimina
ted on such grounds were William E. Krumroy, candidate for 
various offices in Ohio, including that of lieutenant- 
governor,^ Karl Ibsen, editor of the Cleveland, Ohio, 
Volksfreund, a party weekly and major policy maker for the 
party in Ohio,33 H. Gaylord Wilshire, an outstanding 
speaker and publicist,3^ Herman Simpson, one of the Jews

3®The People (New York), July 30, 1893.
31Ibld., August 13, 1893.
32The People (New York), March 4, 1894, and April 19, 

and May 12, 1895.
33Ibid., July 14, 1895, December 12, 1897, and Octo

ber 15, 1899.
34Ibid., July 12, 1891, May 26, 1895, and other issues.
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early in the movement, who, after expulsion, became the
editor of the Jewish daily Abendblatt in New Y o r k , 35 Robert

Bandlow, onetime secretary of the Socialist Labor National
Board of A p p e a l s , 3® jda Van Etten, feminist and large do-

37nor to the party, and Lucien Sanial, who wrote the party 
platform in 1899, was first editor of The People, and inde
fatigable speaker and propagandist for the party.3® At the 
beginning of the decade Sanial was overwhelmingly the most 
popular man in the party3® and delivered at least an ad
dress a week under party auspices. The records of all 
these expellees have some common elements. They show all 
were devoted servants of the party until their defection 
and/or expulsion; all continued to be lifelong Marxists, 
most of them in the Socialist Party: all were expelled on
the same grounds, disagreement with the National Office,

35The People (New York), December 1, 1895.
36Ibid., January 2, 1898 and October 15> 1899.
3'7Ibid., December 13, 1891. See also A. F. of L. 

Proceedings, 1690, p. 38. For some reason The People 
showed remorse at her passing. The paper usually continued 
to berate "reformers'1 after death, but, perhaps out of re
spect for her sex, the policy was altered in this instance.

38Almost every issue of The People contained refer
ences to Sanial.

59Ibid., July 26, 1891.
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a disagreement which 'proved' their reform tendencies.
The constant emphasis, in party theory, on revolu

tion, not reform, has had some serious by-products within 
the party. People who remained within the party for any 
length of time knew they had to wait for the revolution; 
they were not to support reforms. Inasmuch as the revolu
tion was inevitable, and there were no reforms to support, 
there v/as very little a party member could actually do.
In such a situation, it is little wonder that the party 
had difficulty preventing large defections. The solutions 
adopted to meet the challenge were (1) to put on an 
emotionally-charged show within the party ranks and (2) to 
give martyr complexes to those within the party to bind 

them together.
In both methods the party did have and has now some 

success. The National Executive Committee, for instance, 
after noting a decline in finances and enthusiasm, recom
mended festivals to the membership.^ The 'festivals' 
were in reality big parties, allowing for participation 
of the entire group. Even today, the party stresses 
bazaars and picnics to a much greater extent than any of 
the larger parties. Ceremony, of course, played an impor-

4^The People (New York), December 27, 1881.
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tant part in the party’s shows. One New York meeting was 
described as follows: Mrs. Martha Moore Avery4"*- ended
with a salute:

Dear Red Flag, symbol of peace on earth,
I salute you with the all Hail Hereafter I 
/applause/ . . . Comrade Alexander Jonas 
held the German address ending with a few 
stirring lines from the poet Freiligrath, 
at the close of which the band struck up 
the Marsaillaise. /Then a/ chorus of 100 
young girls performed a series of evolu
tions that marked out the letters S. L. P. 
. . . /After this oame the/ ball lasting 
till 7 A. M. I42

Such aotivity undoubtedly was impressive. In the 
last analysis, however, the show had to be replaced by 
something solid, if members were to be held. Inasmuch as 
party members were thought to understand the nature of the 
ultimate revolution,43 something had to be given them to 
sustain day to day interest. Reynolds thought it could be 
activity; an advertising campaign emphasizing open air 
meetings with adequate speakers on high ”soap boxes,” with

Mrs. Avery, of Boston, was a paid campaigner for 
the party for several years. The People (New York), 1894 
1895 passim.

42Ibid., October 29, 1893.
43Verne L. Reynolds, The Party1s Work (New York: 

Socialist Labor Party, 192577 P« 3*
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subscription cards ready if the speaker mentioned The 
People, and provision for a cash collection.44 Others 
concentrated almost exclusively on The People as the agen
cy to use for party advertising. Party members were 
instructed, for instance, to secure at least one subscrip
tion per month for the paper, and to place a copy on the 
newstand, at the member’s expense.4^ It seems to the 
author that The People would never convert anyone; yet 
Henry R. Korman, today one of the most influential members 
in the Pacific Northwest, joined the party after reading 

The People
The People, and the Socialist Labor Party itself, 

prided itself above all else on its scientific nature and 
scientific outlook. As expected, the party’s basic pre
mise had been the eoonomio nature of man. Party members 
were supposed not to get ’’their Socialism from their inner 
oonsoiousness, but from study of economics and history.”47 

Oddly enough, the party did not expect the average man to

44Ibid., p. 10-15.
4®Arnold Petersen, Disruption and Disrupters (New 

York: Socialist Labor Party, 1935), inside front cover.
46Personal statement made to the author by Henry R.

Korman.
47The People (New York), July 16, 1893.
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realize he was economically determined. Rather the party 
realized that the average man, not recognizing the scien
tific determinism of the party, would actively persecute 
party members. Hence the party member must be a martyr. 
One of the statements, to be answered affirmatively, in 
the Section Omaha catechism of 1896, was

are you willing to endure hardship, pain, 
loss of friends, ridicule and contempt, for 
the success of the principles represented 
by the Socialist Labor Party?4®

Obviously, the party was using the expectation of martyr
dom to attract. The attraction of becoming a martyr was 
perhaps best stated by Reynolds when he instructed the 
faithful to tell each new member that

There will be nothing In it for you as 
long as you remain with us but give, give, 
give. Of your time, of your energy, of 
your very self. There is never any take 
. . . If you do good work for the revolu
tion, even the best of work, you will receive 
credit only from a small handful of revolu
tionists; nothing but damnation from everyone 
else. The better work you do for us the 
worse hated you will be by others.

48The People (New York), April 15, 1896.
4®Verne Reynolds, The Party1s Work, pp. 37-38. Ital

ics in original.
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One of the permanent dichotomies within the party 

has been and still is its appeal to the moral, one might 
even say religious, nature of man while insisting that it 
is only the economic nature of man which is of effect in 
life. Nearly always the member’s belief in the party 
transcended any economic base, and in fact, usually was 
a religious belief, sometimes parallel to faith in reli
gion. Shepard B. Cowles, a party member from Trufant, 
Michigan, put it this way:

I realize that Socialism "true" is 
based upon the bedrock of humanity.
It is the best religion and the 
highest morality. IT IS REFORMATION 
THAT DOES NOT NEED TO BE REFORMED 
AND CIVILIZATION THAT DOES NOT NEED 
TO BE CIVILIZED. Verily it is salvation 
and God with us. The Socialists really 
are the true sons of God. They are 
the highest degree of humanity. Socialism 
as taught by The People and its platform 
as the only basis of the Brotherhood 
of Man--that glorious state on earth 
long desired and foretold. Let us love 
and worship Socialism with all our might 
and work for it as salvation from the 
clan of legal thieves and from the 
devil’s hell on earth.^0

By making party membership a moral religion, the

5QThe People (New York), July 16, 1893. Capitaliza 
tion in original.-
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attraction for the martyred was confirmed. This has re
mained one of the strongest attractions of the party.

While assuming the guise of a religion, at the same 
time rejecting bourgeois Christianity, the party followed 
"apostolic" maxims, so labelled by De Leon himself.51 
Furthermore, the party, in a sense trying to prove itself 
unalterably "right" always welcomed the addition of 
ministers to its ranks.52 Presumably, the party reasoned, 
a minister based his selection of political party on 
moral grounds. Officially, the party always attacked the 
opiate of the people;55 unofficially, it attuned its 
moral outlook to that of middle class Protestant Chris
tianity. The party was obviously proud of a party gath
ering in which

Beer and all liquors were tabooed.
To show how pleasant the entertain
ment was, it may be sufficient to 
state that the Germans present swore 
off drinking beer henceforth.5^

Middle class morality got an "approve" stamp, even

siThe People (New York), January 7, 1894.

52Ibid., April 26, 1896
55Verne Reynolds, The Party1s Work, p. 30.

54The People (New York), January 14, 1894.
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while the party was prating the orthodox Marxist position 
on religion. As to the organized church, the American 
Sabbath was labelled hypocrisy®^ and the American clergy 
were characterized as men who were ’’bribed to keep their 
minds riveted on the glories up in the skies."®® Such out
looks were respected, as general principles, though not, 
of course, in individual cases. It was acknowledged that 
the "overwhelming majority** of party members were non- 
churchmen.®^ At the same time the party insisted it was 
only the bourgeois church, and not "true" religion, which 
was evil. Supposedly party members perceived

the fact, with varying degrees of clearness, 
that Jesus has been put out of the churches 
and the prophets out of the synagogues; 
that the houses the religionists call the 
"houses of God" have been retransformed 
into "houses of merchandise," and that the 
Pharisee is again in possession. Accord
ingly, they give parsons and churches a 
wide berth*5°

There is some indication, however, that while this 
attitude was expected by the party, the grass roots level

®®Ibid., September 22, 1895.
56Ibid., January 5, 1896.
57Ibid., August 4, 1895.
®®Loo. cit.
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was neither exacting nor doctrinaire. Section Holyoke, one 
of the most active in the party, once considered specifi
cally the question of the party and religion.

The opinion prevailed that religion 
was the private concern of the indi
vidual and the party has no fight with 
ohurches except when we are attacked 
from that s i d e .59

The contact between the party and the Christian 

Church was not large, of course. Most of the ministers 
who associated with the party were of the group roughly 
described as Christian Socialists. But there were many 
preachers who came to the defense of the party. Even suoh 
a respected clergyman as Washington Gladden endorsed the 
Socialist Labor Party,60

The Christian Socialist was faced, in the 1890's, 
with a peculiar situation: though the party derided the
church, Christian Socialist ministers had only the party, 

of organized socialist bodies, which could be supported. 
Some Christian Socialist ministers, such as Herbert Casson, 
actually beoame party members. Par from aooepting the

^ Ibid., January 6, 1895,
60,,Socialism and ChristianityM The Chautauquan (Cha- 

tauqua, N. Y.), November, 1899, p. 138-141.
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normal Marxist statements toward the church, these preach
ers sought out and emphasized a Christian nature in the 
party movement, even going so far as to make the Socialist 
Labor Party itself a religion. Reverend James K. Applebee 
(who was to become a party member) in an address called 
’’Socialism and the Trades Unions" insisted that

all the facts of the Deity tell the 
story of Socialism, if we had eyes 
to see it and ears to hear it.®i

Furthermore, joining the party became the method of salva
tion; only the socialists were true missionaries; only the 
socialists did real fine work in establishing peace and 
good will on earth.®^ Most preachers, however, in con
trast to the party and the party Christian Socialists, were 
still classified as merely "defilers of the sect of the 
N a z a r e n e . " 6 ^  To be moral and to be saved one needed the 

gospel of socialism.
The gospel of socialism, as preached by the party, re

quired a rigid hierarchical organization, apparently so

6^The People (New York), February 11, 1894. 
ibid., February 25, 1894.

®^0pen letter to Reverend Heber Newton, Ibid.., Decem
ber 6, 1896.
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that truth oould be fully understood. We have noted, sev
eral times in this work, the extreme importance laid by 
the party upon organization. So extreme was it, in fact, 
that anarchism oame to be a most hated word. In Boston, 
on October 13, 1901, a month after WIcKinley’s assassina
tion, De Leon delivered a speech, "The Beast Behind 
Czolgosz."®4 It was one of the most popular speeches De
Leon ever gave, as 130,000 copies were ordered by October 

6522. De Leon maintained that to be an anarchist was a 
sin, and, furthermore, it precluded one from being a So
cialist. Though De Leon admitted that Kropotkin expressed 
the ideas of Marx, he also Insisted that his Marxism and 
his Anarchism were antithetical. The basic fault of 
anarchism, thought De Leon, is that it did not recognize 
the social nature of government and of production.67 
Fortunately for the Party, however, the anarchist oould 
never infiltrate the sooialist domain, for,

6^The People (New York), Ootober 19, 1901.
65Ibid., November 2, 1901. The large number ordered 

may be exaggerated, inasmuch as the October 26 issue of 
the paper is the first to list the speech as published.

66Daniel De Leon, Socialism versus Anarchism, new 
edition (New York: National Executive Committee, Sooial
ist Labor Party, 1921), p. 35.

67Ibid., p. 18.
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as the donkey, decked with a lion's 
skin, betrayed himself by his braying 
--braying is a quality inherent in 
donkeydom--so will the bray of 
anarchy inevitably betray the donkey 
crew that tries to borrow glory from 
the lustre of Socialism by decking 
themselves with our feathers. ®

In the last analysis, an anarchist was known by the company 
he kept. An anarchist, not being within the party, could 
not foster socialism. In fact, the party felt that, re
gardless of doctrine, "anarchistic*' talks hurt socialism.69 

Anarchists, of course, generally drew the fire of 
patriotic organizations because of their lack of national 
patriotism. The Socialist Labor Party never attacked the 
anarchist on that ground because the Socialist Labor 
Party itself never claimed to be a patriotic organization. 
The party, while not patriotic, never called for actual 
violation of law, but rather, on the whole, has been very 
law abiding. For the United States' Constitution and con
stitutional forms, it seemed to have had great respect.

®®The_ People (hew York), March 12, 1893.
®^Loc. cit. The talks so condemned were "Lectures 

on Socialism” to be given by "Edelmanites." This latter 
group were apostates from the Socialist Labor Party who 
were condemned along with Ida Van Etten and John Edelman. 
See The People (New York), January 31, 1892.
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Although -Judge Butler could deny citizenship on the 
grounds that the party was "inimical to the Constitution 
of this country,"7*-* there is no evidence that the organized 
party ever opposed the document per se. An election flier 
of 1893, in fact, stated that the Socialist Labor Party

should be supported by all liberty 
loving citizens who stand upon the 
constitution of the United States 
and are ready to support and defend 
it against any and all of its enemies*

A vote for the Sooialist Labor 
Party is a vote for the grand prin
ciples of the constitution and 
American liberty*

Down with Tories and long life 
to the constitution.7!

Even while the party has always maintained a ’revolu
tionary’ position, they have at the same time appreciated 
the role of the present constitutional state* John Dewey, 
for instance, was condemned by H, Gaylord Wilshire, at the 
time a leading party member, because Dewey could not see 
that "industry must be transferred to society /the Social

ist Laborite ’revolution/7 through the medium of the

70Ibid., June 10, 1894.
7!statement by Moritz Ruther, candidate for Lieuten

ant-governor of Massachusetts. Ibid., September 3, 1893.



present s t a t e , T h e  Socialist Laborites, in principle, 
identified themselves not with subversion, but with con
stitutionalism; not with dictatorship of the proletariat 
but with democracy. Granville Forrest Lombard even went 
so far as to say that the "Socialist is the true Democrat, 
and the Socialist Labor Party is the only true Democratic 
P a r t y . S e m a n t i c a l l y ,  this meant that to be either a 
revolutionary or a democrat, one had to be a Socialist 
Labor Party member. The party’s U. S. patriotism, in 
principle at least, was unquestionable. Part of the pa
triotism the party had, however, may have sprung not from 
feelings of Americanism, but rather through fear. It was 
thought that party members

must if possible remain alive until 
the revolution, and outside of jails, 
so we can continue the agitation. We 
must for that reason always do the 
right thing. Never make a serious 
mistake.

Such patriotism as they had, however, did not cause 

them to look favorably upon the so-called patriotic

^ The People (New York), September 13, 1891.

^ Ibid., November 5, 1893.
^Verne Reynolds, The Party’s Work, p. 38. Italics 

in original.



organizations. The organization of the Grand Army of the 
Republic, for instance, was pictured by De Leon as always 
ready to loot the treasury or attack workers.

While they put on airs of the incarna
tion of Americanism and Republicanism, they 
are actually setting up an aristocracy of 
brag, in which "sons of veterans" and "grand
sons of veterans" begin to crop up as the 
early invertebrate limbs of a prospective and 
fully vertebrated privileged cast; while they 
strut about as chips of Mars, their conduct 
in innumerable instances is that of "law 
and order," their guns and swords are always 
for sale to capital . .

But even De Leon honored the spirit of Americanism, though 
he placed labor in the oenter of American historic tradi
tion. He pointed out that while soldiers were important,

76it was labor’s production that won the Civil War. As it 
was not at all loyal to the capitalist system, the party 
felt, further, that true patriotism was limited to social
ists. De Leon once pointed out that it would be "a mis
take to represent, even by implication, that capital is 
patriotic."77 The conclusion is inescapable that the party

75The People (New York), May 28, 1893. In Sooialist 
Labor pEraseology,"law and order” meant something akin to 
"third degree methods."

76Loo. clt.
77Ibld., July 23, 1893.
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considered itself loyal, patriotic, and American*
Marx and the European Marxists, of course, depreciated 

nationalism and national patriotism even though they were 
never able to rise above it. Only such giants as Bebel 
could, in the last analysis, remain true to the principles 
of international Marxism in the faoe of nationalistic war. 
The Socialist Labor Party, in the 1890’s, regarded itself 
as a part of the international movement. But yet it ap
peared that they would not have except for the fact that

Capitalism is international, and 
so is Socialism to be, and Socialism 
would not be international if 
capitalism were not.178

The party had no delegates at international congress
es of socialists from the International’s founding till 
1881. In that year Peter J. McGuire, the A. P. of L. lead
er who was then a party member, was a delegate to the Chur 
Convention.79 To the Second International’s founding con

gress in 1889, the party sent delegate J. P. Busche, then 

the party’s editor.88 The connection with the Second

78Erio Hass, The Socialist Labor Party and the Inter
nationals (New York: New iork Labor News Co., 194§), p. 39.

79Ibid., p. 26.
80Ibid., p. 29.
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International was maintained throughout the Nineties, 
though the party was often piqued at the activity of the 
international body. What it especially disliked was the 
tendency, notably on the part of the British Fabian ele
ment, to allow representation to members of the middle- 

class.8-*-
The reason for maintaining contact with the Second 

International was not principle; it was that De Leon would 
"rather not have it appear that the Socialist Labor Party 
is disconnected from the 'international movement’,8^ As 
time passed, however, It was clear that the International 
was paying too much attention to the newer Socialist Party 
of the United States, and not enough to the Socialist 
Laborites. For several years such a situation remained, 
and in 1919 the party left the International,83 Since 
that time the party has never affiliated with any inter
national body, although it has opened its own satellite

8^Ibid., p, 45. Particular scorn was bestowed on G, 
Bernard Shaw, for advocating the seating of an American 
bourgeois, Winston. Beohtold and Mrs. Charlotte Stetson, 
party members, however, also voted for the admission of 
Winston. Winston, as a result, became a "bad" word in 
party circles. See above, p. 135

82Ibid., p. 40.
83Ibid., p. 100.
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parties in Britain and in certain Commonwealth countries.
It is perhaps strange that a party as foreign as the 

Socialist Labor should be cautious on the issue of inter
nationalism. But perhaps the recedence of enthusiasm for 
the International can be looked upon as a result of the 
increasing Americanization of the party. In 1893 The 
People pointed out that one in three of the workers in 
manufacturing were foreign b o r n . 84 De Leon felt this was 
fine, inasmuch as foreign born persons were more apt to be 
socialistically i n c l i n e d .85 But the foreign born, while 

they were socialistically Inclined, distrusted the ballot,8® 
the chief Socialist Labor weapon. De Leon often expressed 
the opinion that economic organization and political con
sciousness had to go hand in hand. Yet when selecting 
between those who were economically conscious and those 
who were politically aware, the party preferred the latter,

07It protested mass importation of laborers0 and feared 
that the foreign born would lower American working

84May 7, 1893.
e^The People (New York), December 23, 1894,
86Loc. oit.
8'7Ibid., April 12, 1891.
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standards.88 Furthermore, there was great rejoicing with
in the party, in 1896, when a new sight was seen: "in
creasing numbers of American workingmen at Socialist lec
tures. This had never happened before."8®

The movement for Americanization of the party, men
tioned previously,90 always militated against real inter
nationalism, because it stressed American interests and 
American provincialism. And perhaps it was just such 
American provincialism that caused the one major economic 
arm of the party, the Socialist Trade and Labor Allianoe, 
to fall. The party, in fact, had a European concept to 
draw as its chief allurement, belief in the olass struggle. 
American laboring men never have accepted the principle of 

class against class.
In theory the party was close to Marx. According to 

Marx, the class struggle was the very essence of history* 
To the Socialist Laborites, as to the strictly orthodox 

Marxist, there was no such thing as

no strife between capital and labor.
Whenever harmony has existed between

88Ibid., May 7, 1893.
89Ibid., March 1, 1896.
90See above, p. 48.
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these two factors it has always resulted 
in the oppression of labor.9-*-

The party, however, always claimed that it did not array 
"class against class." The party theory was rather that 
it reoognized "the part that classes already exist, and 
. . . brings clearness into ,/the/ s t r u g g l e . $ [ 0t only 

did the struggle already exist, according to the party, 
but the outcome was already known: oomplete and certain
victory for the proletariat.93 The only question a Social
ist Laborite had was the exact timing of the successful 
revolution. In the 1890Ts the day of attainment seemed 
close. On returning from an agitation tour in 1895, De 

Leon wrote:

Everywhere the field is promiseful.
The people are ready to listen to Socialism. 
All their false gods are played out. Above 
the wrecked and mangled remains of these 
rises the unsullied sun of the social 
revolution. It makes one smile to 
think of the efforts of the silly 
capitalists to buttress themselves 
into power against the proletariat.
So long as buttresses can keep the 
proletariat down and in awe no buttresses 
are needed; when the buttresses may be

91Ibid., April 12, 1891.
9^Ibidi, August 2, 1896.
93Lo o. oit.
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needed they will be found useless*
The swelling tide of the oppressed 
and long-3uffering class will swamp
all dams and obstacles* That tide
is certainly rising* QI"ts swell 
extends far and wide.94

There was, i n till j. s quotation, an urgency, and some emotion
alism. Such emotionalism seemed strangely out of place in 
a party devoted to strictly scientific ooncepts. In a
first page editorial in The People, De Leon answered the
commonly brought charge that the Socialist Labor Party 
(and its paper) were "too scientific." De Leon pointed 
out the absurdity of the charge, maintaining that the 
party had to be serious and oold. De Leon charged that 
the lack of scientific approach was the basic reason for 
the lag in American Marxism, and decried the leftists in 
America who "cracked jokes."9^ In muoh the same way, De 
Leon, in his opening speeoh to the First Convention of the 
Socialist Trade and Labor Allianoe, indicated that social
ism was not the product of man, but merely the inevitable 
result of economic conditions. Thus every intelligent, 
i. e., scientifically oriented, man must needs be a

94Ibid., May 26, 1895.
95Ibid., June 9, 1895.
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s o c i a l i s t . T h e  whole appeal to science by the party 

reminds one of the social Darwinists, except that the 
latter approached the capitalist system pragmatically 
while the party projected its "scientific” analysis into 
the future.

While the party was praising science, it nonetheless 
decried the introduction of the scientific method in cer
tain areas.97 In spite of the prohibition against joining 
forces with anyone else, many party members apparently 
cooperated with an Anti-Compulsory Vaccination League of 
the 1890’s. The People urged all party members to unite

for the defense of our homes and 
persons against the lawless in
vasion by police and alleged medi
cal bullies, under pretext of pre
serving the public health, and 
violently inflicting themselves 
upon us.

All lovers of liberty desirous 
of entering into a defense of our 
constitutionally guaranteed personal 
rights should communicate with

96The People (Mew York), July 5, 1896.
Q7The author found no evidence that the party 

opposed scientific advances in the manufacturing fields. 
That they did not object to such was probably because of 
their overriding faith in the ultimate success of their 
cause, a success wherein they would be the manufacturing 
plant operators.
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Comrade P. Scrimshaw,98

One can perhaps understand the reluctance of the party to 
go along with the progress of medical science; it is more 
difficult to understand the party position as regards 
agricultural machinery. The party paper duly noted the 
introduction of the first steam plow on a Washington state 
wheat ranch. De Leon noted that three men oould now do 
the work where twenty-five were formerly employed. Won
dering about the extra twenty-two, De Leon decided that 

they were

probably in Seattle, ^sio/ whistling 
for a job, and, who knows, hurrahing 
for the People’s party so as to fur
nish the farmers with some more cash 
wherewith to buy some more steam plows 
and displace some more workingmen.9®

De Leon’s assumption that the unemployed would seek a Pop
ulist solution to their troubles was perhaps excusable in 
the 1890’s; yet he believed then, and the party believes 
now, that farmers, particularly, should be made acutely 
aware of the scientific nature of socialism. Yet De Leon, 
like Marx, never understood the bourgeois role of the

98The People (New York), April 29, 1894.
Q Q Ibid., June 11, 1893.
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farmer.
The lack of understanding so prevalent in the social

ist attitude toward the farmer was actually visible in all 
fields. The party actually doubted the ability of the 
average man. The party believed that the political knowl
edge of the average citizen was obtained

in fragmentary scraps of information 
and misinformation, derived from the 
confusing and contradictory statements 
and arguments of the various political 
parties. In consequence of this . . .  
politics becomes a matter of guesswork, 
uncertainty, excitement, corruption and 
disappointment.100

Thus the average man had neither the approach nor the rea
soning power to analyze correctly the political situation. 
To be a socialist, it was thought, required application of 
the scientific (and indictive) method to the economic 
facts of history.-^1 At the same time, the party felt 
that the character of the masses was formed (Inductively) 
by the result of the economic forces which play upon the 
mass.-1-0^ On the one hand the party held to a firm belief :

lOOlhe People (New York), September 13, 1896.
^Daniel De Leon, Abolition of Poverty (New York: |

New York Labor News Co., 1945) , p. 77
102The People (New York), July 16, 1893. j
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in the materialist conception of history, with its corol
lary, the formation of character because of economic con
ditions; on the other side the party claimed that unless 
an objective and analytical study was made of economic 
conditions, men did not become socialists The conclu
sion that was sure to come was never stated by the party: 
if economic conditions do not, by themselves, cause social
ists, i. e., if study is needed, there is nothing inevita
ble about the revolution. In fact, if the theory that 
those who control economics also control education be 
accepted, the revolution was not only not inevitable, it 
could not occur at all. Though the party regarded itself 
as coming into being only as the exponent, in the class 
struggle, of the working c l a s s , i n  fact its appeal was 
not economic, or even scientific, but emotional.

As a stimulator of the emotions of the lower class, 
the party of the 1890’s was seldom excelled. An analysis 
of the party techniques of the 1890’s shows but few 
attempts to concentrate on a scientific approach; it 
showed many techniques designed to interest and attract ;

lO^The People (New York), July 16, 1893. ;
104Charles Corregan, "The Socialist Labor Party’s 

Appeal" The Independent (New York), 52 (October 13, 1904),; 
p. 841.
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workers and voters, regardless of doctrinaire orthodoxy#
A party agitator, first of all, was to have a card 

index on each prospect. The party member was to keep a 
record

of every pamphlet h© /[the prospect^ 
reads and his reaction thereto. What
his "bug” is, if any. Whether religious
or irreligious or any other information 
of aid in telling how to handle him.105

Keeping track of prospects was highly recommended, and was 
apparently standard practice. Yet De Leon personally may 
not have approved of such tactics. He took violent issue 
with Fabian Tract Number 64 which advocated getting the 
vote of a man even though he was not a convinced socialist. 
De Leon wrote that an honorable movement would have no use
for the "votes of those that do not support its views.”^ 6

Another much-used technique, which had little to do 
with scientific socialism or inductive reasoning, was that 
of infiltration. We have already discussed attempted con
trol of the national labor unions on the national level, 
where the party had virtually no success. On the local 

level, however, both in political and economic fields,

^■^Verne Reynolds, The Party*s Work, p. 22-23.
•*~°6The People (New York), August 18, 1895.
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there was some success, and party members weren’t particu
lar whom they infiltrated. On September 24, 1892, as an 

example, a Republican Party meeting in Fitchburg, Massa
chusetts, was successfully infiltrated, to the point that 
the party controlled the selection of a c h a i r m a n . I n  
spite of the many De Leon statements against affiliation 
with the enemy, many of the socialists of New Britain, 
Massachusetts (groups which De Leon organized) joined a 
bourgeois (A. F. of L.) Federal Labor Union. They joined, 
presumably, to "keep it out of mischief.”108 Only after 
it became defunct did the Socialists go on to organize a 
S, T. & L. A. mixed alliance.

Of all the techniques utilized by the Socialist 
Laborites for party advancement, two stand out: the mass
distribution of literature and the public debate meeting. 
These were, in the 1890’s, and are today, the principal 
means of propaganda. The leaflets were to be kept simple, 
of course, in recognition of the fact that Socialist Labor

prospects, no matter how mature they 
are In other fields, are children, 
kindergarten pupils, on our subject.

•*-87The People (New York), October 9, 1892.
108Ibid., July 5, 1896.
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They should be treated accordingly.

The national organization never failed in its belief in the 
effectiveness of the written word, as evidenced the con

tinuous braggadocio in The People as to the number of leaf
lets and tracts printed, sold, and/or d i s t r i b u t e d . Y e t  

the local level often had serious reservations as to the 
effectiveness of such a technique. Both Section Haverhill, 
Massachusetts and Stapleton, New York suggested that 
posters be used in place of tracts ’’which are never 
read."-^-^ In fact, Section Stapleton thought that the 
distribution of leaflets merely branded the Socialist 
Laborites as cranks. Section Lynn, Massachusetts was also 
disturbed that results were so meagre even though vast 
quantities of literature had been d i s t r i b u t e d . j n 
spite of the doubts raised, however, tracts, leaflets, and 
pamphlets remained as the number one outlet for party 

propaganda.
The open meeting was also much esteemed. During

^ ^ V e m e  Reynolds, The Party»s Work, p. 22-23.
l^°Examples of such are numerous. For one, see The 

People (New York), May 8, 1898.
■^^Ibid., November 5, 1893.
^^Ibid., September 27, 1896.
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campaign time, the party tried hard to secure open debates 
with bourgeois candidates. Such a debate, of course, 
couldn’t help but benefit the Socialist Labor Party, inas
much as it meant recognition by the large parties that 

such a group existed. In most cases the larger parties 
disdained recognition, but a few notable debates were 
h e l d . A s  was to be expected, the party secured more 
inter-party debates on the local candidate level than on 
the state or national. There is some evidence that such 
meetings on the local level were at times consciously 
packed by the socialists; but such a conclusion may come 
from The People1s method of reporting such meetings. Cer
tainly audience reactions were reported to be overwhelm
ingly socialist.^4 Normally the Socialist Labor’s 
opponents were apt to be only the Populist and the Social 

Democratic candidates, though at times a local meeting was 
held at which all parties were represented. Such a one

  --------------—  - - - --------  —  L

■^■^Especially prominent were (1) the Harriman-Maguire 
debate, which occupied the entire first page of The People 
on July 7, 1895, and was later published in pamphlet form, 
(2) the De Leon-Berry debate in 1913, which as a pamphlet 
has gone through five editions. (It is now published 
under the title Capitalism vs Socialism (New York: New
York Labor News Co., 1947),“7*3) the De Leon-Carmody debate 
in 1912, published as Socialism vs ’Individualism* (New 
York: New York Labor ttews Co. , 1942)".

•^4It was typical for The People to report an audience
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was the 1894 Columbus Day debate in Haverhill.'1'-1-5

In addition to debate meetings, of course, the party 
sponsored thousands of lectures. Nearly every section had 
a well-worked out program of lectures, and all of the "nat
ural leaders" of the party were continuously speaking be
fore various groups. Lectures, in fact, were the one 
standard activity in all party sections. Normally Sunday 
afternoon or evening was devoted to listening to lectures. 
The better lecturers, such as Joseph B. Keim, Peter E. 
Burrowes, Lucien Sanial, i ,loses Hilkowitz (Morris Ilillquit), 
and De Leon himself were "on the circuit," and delivered 
their special speeches to a number of different sections. 
Keim specialized in speeches emphasizing religion, such 
as "Socialism Prom a Bible Standpoint."-1-̂ 5 Hillquit con

centrated on the history of the movement "German Social 
D e m o c r a c y " a n d  on techniques "Our War and Our

vote or ’show of hands’, always overwhelmingly socialist 
in response, sometimes even unanimous. For a typical ex
ample, see the report on audience reaction to the J.
Wison Becker (S. L. P.) and William King (Populist) debate, 
The People (New York), August 4, 1895.

•̂ •̂ Ibid., October 21, 1894. Republicans, Democrats, 
Prohibitionists, Populists, and Socialist Laborites were 
represented, the first by Henry Cabot Lodge.

^ 5Ibid., December, 1893 and January and February, 
1894 passim.

^ 7Ibid., December 29, 1895. j
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Weapons."^® Burrowes was a poet at heart and packed 
emotion in his addresses attacking the capitalist class in 
"Our Return to B a r b a r i s a n d  the "Crucifixion of 
Labor."-1-20 Sanial was an appealing speaker, and attempted 
to stir the proletariat to action with his widely given 
"Appeal to Labor."•L2'L

In gaining converts, the effectiveness of this lec
ture method may well be questioned; its primary result 
seemed to be to stir and guide the faithful, not to per
suade others. The lecture itself was inevitably followed 
by a question period, a period that at times had serious 
consequences. Although aberrations from the prepared line 
were not frequent in prepared speeches, questions frequent
ly brought out differences in thought which the national

office would not tolerate. It was a question period that
1 PPcaused the downfall of Herbert Casson.-1*'̂  Even De Leon 

himself once was badly trapped in the question period,

118The People (New York), March 1, 189 6. j
119 !Ibid., March 3, 1895.

I
•^^Ibid., November 4, 1894. i

•̂2^Ibid., February 2, 1895.
•*-22Ibid., October 20, 1895.
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though he managed, by a small lie, to extract himself.
One other technique, used by the party in their 

activity, is worth mentioning. The party, in its litera
ture, tracts, speeches, and meetings frequently employed 
the name-calling device. And they perhaps carried it as 
far or further than any Marxist party ever has. Some 
samples have already been cited in other connections; it 
may be sufficient here merely to recall such statements as

E. L. Godkin pillories his own stupidity 
in the December ”Atlantio" . . .  124 
The Conceited Ignoramus Adolf Strasser.l2®
Gompers* RagvBag, the ’’American Federationist”126 
Populists are not only dishonest, but stupidl?7. • 
the pure and simple humbugger of labor,
Mr. ^arnuel Gompers . . .  128

l^After his anti-Czolgosz speech in Boston in 1901,
a questioner asked De Leon why, if the S. L. P. did not
want ’’unscientific” votes, it required all members of the
S. T. & L. A. to vote the Socialist Labor ticket. De Leon 
answered that the S. T. & L. A. had no such provision. 
Technically he was right; only officers of the S. T. & L. 
A. had to support the S. L. P. See p. 180 above and Daniel 
De Leon, Socialism vs Anarchism, p. 24-25.

l24The People (New York), December 13, 1896.
125Ibid., April 5, 1896.
126Ibid., July 5, 1896.
127Ibld., August 2, 1896.
128T ,.Loo. cit.
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. . .the A. P. of Hell . . ,129
We never feel kindly toward fakirs, ignoramuses, 
and pollywogs like /fjames R. Sovereign/. . . .  
When the cockroaches get too close we step 
on them. 130

As indicated in these examples, the real vituperation of 
the Socialist Labor Party was reserved for liberals, labor 
leaders, and non-party Marxists who, like the Socialist 
Labor Party, had the interest of the proletariat at heart.

In fact, the party's attitude toward these other re
formers is one of the most difficult to explain or study. 
The modern Socialist Labor Party, beginning in the 1890*s, 
has never, for long, cooperated with any other reformist 
or leftist political group. In fact a resolution adopted 

on September 14, 1888, read

Resolved, that faithful allegiance 
to the Socialist Labor Party and severance 
of all connections with other political 
parties be a condition of membership in 
the Socialist Labor Party— all other 
parties being considered as forming one 
reactionary m a s s . 131

129Ibid., April 19, 1896.
13°Ibld., April 5, 1896.
l^lworkman1s Advocate (New Haven) August 10, 1889, as 

quoted in Howard H. Quint, The Forging of American Social
ism; Origins of the Modem Movement (Columbia, S. 6 .:
U. of S. B. Press, 1953), p. 55.
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In spite of such a prohibition, the sense of which was con
stantly reiterated in The People, the record shows many 
attempts, on the part of local sections, to combine with 
other left-wing groups to present a united front. After 
disheartening results in San Francisco in the general elec
tion of 1894, the American section proposed that either 
(1 ) all party members move into one district, or (2 ) the 
party join with the Populists.-*-5^ The German Section was 
against such a coalition, and received due praise from The 
People for its doctrinaire position. The San Francisco 
section continued to worry the national office, however.
In July, 1895, the San Francisco colleagues, under the 
editorship of Reverend Joseph A. Scott (a Party member 
Christian Socialist) started the weekly Socialist. The 
venture was praised by The People-*-35 and warmly weloomed 
by Leon.̂ -34 In a month, however, De Leon criticized 

t*1® Socialist1s soft attitude toward Populists, especially 
when the Socialist insisted that a ’’Socialist called a 
Populist is still a Socialist.” -̂55 When the San Francisco

132rphe People (New York), November 25, 1894.

133July 21, 1895.
-*-54The People (New York), August 4, 1895.
155Ibid., July 6, 1896.
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colleagues continued to praise unity and fusion in the 

left wing, the national executive repudiated the paper as 
a ’’Christian Socialist” sheet.1^6

In 1896 the Socialist Laborites 'in Ohio adopted a 
policy of unity with other leftist groups, but with an 
important proviso: while candidates didn’t have to be

party members, they did have to run on a Socialist Labor 
platform. In this case it was the German sections, not 
the American, who took the lead. Again It required the 
actual Intervention of the national office before such 
feelings of harmony could be e l i m i n a t e d . W .  Meyer, a 
delegate from Toledo to the Ohio State Convention, finally 
settled the matter by the neat formula: ’’whoever is not
actively with us is against us.”*^8

In Baltimore, In April, 1895, there was yet another 
’’unity” convention. In this one Walter Vrooman, the Popu
list, tried to get city-wide support from left-wingers. 
Vrooman failed to get personal support, but the convention 

went ahead and adopted a socialistic platform and nomin
ated socialist (but non-party) candidates to run under a

156Ibid., July 6, 1896. 
l^See above, p. 73
1^8The People (New York), June 14, 1896.
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Socialist Labor label. Vrooman’s forces, intent on unity, 
then held a rump convention and nominated the same 
t i c k e t . D e  Leon first noted that the Socialist Labor-
ites could not prevent an appropriation of its name (the
party had never polled enough to be legal in Maryland) but 

went on with a very compromising statement:

Nor would such appropriation be 
necessarily ill; it may even be 
a good and cheering sign. In so 
far as the April convention . . .  
set up a sound Socialist platform 
. . . its taking of our party name
was no cause for sorrow with us,
on the contrary.I49

Even though the Socialist Labor Party officially had had 
nothing to do with the nominations, therefore, it urged 
Marylanders to vote for the candidates, a position flatly 
contradictory to the party’s doctrine.x4^

In early 1897 a strange situation developed in Saint 
Louis. Here one August Priesterbach had left the party to 
support Bryan in 1896. In early 1897 he had asked for re- 
admission to the Party. The Seotion organizer, Lewis C.

159The People (New York), September 15, 1895. 

^4^Loo. olt.
141ibid.t November 3, 1895.
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Pry, refused Priesterbachrs petition, but the refusal was 

overruled by the section, 2 8 - 2 4 . Pry refused to accept 
the decision, claiming a two-thirds vote was necessary, and 
he apparently then wrote up some minutes of the meeting, 
got them approved by the Missouri State Committee and sent 

them to the National Executive.143 The N. E. C. upheld 

Pry and ordered the Section dissolved and reorganized.144 
Pry did give Priesterbach an opportunity to rejoin, provid
ed he would sign a statement that he supported the class 
struggle and the party constitution.!^ After Priesterbach 

scorned Pry’s proposals, a large portion of the Saint 
Louis comrades formed the Independent Socialist Labor Partjj 
a thoroughly socialist group which rejected the leader
ship of the National Executive. They regarded "as we 
have been in the past we shall also be in the future--

^42The People (New York), February 14, 1897.
-̂4^Some of the Expelled Members of the Section, Why 

Was Section St. Louis dissolved by the Nat. Exec. Committee 
A Statement Addressed to the Sections and Comrades 
throughout the CountryTn. pi. /_St . Louis/; Cooperative 
Publishing Co., n. d. ^L897/), p. 3.

The People (New York), February 14, 1897.
^45Some of the Expelled Members of the Section, op. 

cit., p. 1. The St. Louis revolters pointed out that 
Priesterbach shouldn’t have to swear to something (belief 
in class struggle) that other party members were not re- j 
quired to swear to I See Ibid., p. 2.
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Socialists" as their slogan.-*-46 In the St. Louis case, it 
seems to be only the action of the National Executive 
which prevented some recognition of the Populists as re
formers, and in this case even the National Office was not 
strong enough to prevent schism.

The non-party reformers of the eighteen nineties 
were uniformly rejected by the national office of the 
party, regardless of their stripe. At one extreme the 
party rejected Joseph R. Buchanan (The Story of a Labor 
Agitator) and actively harrassed him at public meet
ings. -J-4'7 Populists such as Senator Peffer, "Sockless" 
Jerry Simpson, and N. A. Dunning were equally attacked.•*•48 
Tom Watson was thoroughly condemned,-**4® and even a man 
as radical as Wayland was brought to task. For a couple 
of years The People oarried advertisements for The Coming 
Nation. De Leon, in a column addressed to Wayland, began 
to point out "errors" in the paper in April, 1894,

-*-46Some of the Expelled Members of the Section, Why 
Was Section St. Louis Dissolved . . . , p. 5.

^47The People (New York), August 23, 1896.

148Ibid., March 24, 1895.
*-49Ibld., February 2, 1896.



however. Yet Wayland, in spite of the attacks on him,
continued to urge support of the Socialist Labor Party 
from 1895 until 1898.151

The National Office was always the ’’watchdog of the 
party" as to purity and non-cooperation. A blank verse 
poem in The People informed party members that a

Socialist who calls self a Populist 
is not a Socialist
Socialism stands on a moral basis or right 
A Socialist who puts on a Populist 
cloak is immoral.
The Way to Sin should not be made easy.

Thus Socialist Laborites (especially on the national 
level) frowned on and officially avoided any cooperation 
or contact with most of the reform parties of the 1890’s. 
It was very difficult, however, for them to avoid contact 
and cooperation with the Social Democratic Party which 

sprang up in the last half of the decade. The attempt of 
the Socialist Labor Party to avoid harmony with the 
Social Democratic Party led to the biggest split in the

l5QThe People (New York), April 8, 1894. The Coming 
Nation dropped its advertising in May, 1894. The author 
doesn’t know if there be any connection between the attack 
and The Coming Nation's action.

•^^■Quint, o£. cit., p. 217.
152The People (New York), September 15, 1895.
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history of the S. L. P., a split which eliminated in the 
political sphere, as the Socialist Trade and Labor Alli
ance experiment had eliminated in the economic sphere, 
any budding influence which the Socialist Labor Party 

might have had in America.



CHAPTER VII
RELATION WITH DEBSISM AND THE SOCIALIST PARTY

As long as the Socialist Labor Party had no economic 

arm (no party-controlled trade union) the political Marx
ists within the party had to cooperate with or infiltrate 
into the various unions then in existence. In such a sit
uation it was possible for individual Socialist Laborites 
to maintain cordial relations with trade union men. Con
versely, trade union members who had socialistic tenden
cies would support the Socialist Labor Party, as the only 
party of socialism then available.

The Socialist Labor Party reflected this situation 
until 1895, when the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance 
was founded. Until that time, The People, while castigat
ing most labor leaders, was lenient and sometimes even 
friendly with the more radical and unorthodox leaders. 
Among the unions toward which the paper showed some 
friendliness was the American Railway Union of Eugene 
Debs.-*- The United Central Labor Federations welcomed the 
new Debs union, feeling that it could be the beginning 
"of an irresistible movement for social emancipation.11̂
The party was well satisfied with the new union's first

3-The People (New York), June IS*.. JL893.
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convention, and party members confidently distributed The 
People to the railroad workers who were In attendance at 
the convention.^ Debs was regarded as a real hero--as one 
who uttered "the most soundly radical v i e w s . Y e t  the 
party did have some reservations. When the Debs organiza
tion was complete, the sole comment of The People was "so 
far so good."5 The orthodox position taken by The People 
was that while the formation of the American Railway Union 
was a step in the right direction, the new union would not 
be finally successful; ultimate success was reserved for 
an industrial union which included not only railway work

ers, but all workers.6
While the party continued to show some friendliness 

toward Debs and the American Railway Union, the National 
Executive never officially approved of the movement. When 
the new union began to operate more closely with the 

Knights of Labor, however, the party was happy that har
mony was "possible among elements that tend at least in

Slbid., June 25, 1893.
^Loc. clt.
5Ibid., July 2, 1893.

6Loo_. cit.



the right d i r e c t i o n s D e b s ,  as the leader of the new 
■union, was not attacked as were Gompers, Strasser, and 
Powderly; to the contrary, the party always conceded to 
Debs what they would not concede to other labor leaders: 
sincerity of purpose. Although the party urged "Brother” 
Debs to "Come out squarely for Socialism,”8 it admitted 

that

all the gold that could be got in the 
City Hall of Chicago could not sway 
Debs one iota from his purpose to 
benefit the workers.®

Debs, nearly alone among the major labor leaders of 
the nineties, was respected by The People. His personal 
relations with the national officers of the Socialist 
Labor Party seem to have been good; in late 1894 Debs and 
De Leon were on the same platform, and the former intro
duced De Leon to a Brooklyn audience.^ The People, in
reporting Debs's remarks, admitted that Debs "did for the !
workers in his audience a valuable service; at the same

^The People (New York), June 24, 1894. j
8Ibid., January 20, 1895. jI
®Loc. cit.
3-8Ibid., November 4, 1894. j
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time the paper pointed out that ’’Debs was not clear /i.e., 

socialist/ in his t h i n k i n g . T h e  party was sure, how
ever, that Debs would eventually endorse socialism, and, 
as a result, join the Socialist Labor Party.

The party was especially gratified, therefore, when 
Debs, in his Western speaking tour in 1895, continued to 
express socialistic ideas, and when he stated that ’’labor 
alone, even as a unit, cannot win an election.”-'-® With 
such views, The People was sure that he would bo led to 
the position of endorsing independent socialist political 
action. De Leon had faith that when Debs realized that 
there were 4,149,689 more proletarians than there were 
people in all other classes put together in the United 
States,-1-4 the union leader would come out for the party 
ballot and would join the ranks of the socialistso

The socialists were, therefore, bitterly disappoint
ed when Debs declared for Bryan in the 1896 election.-1-®

-'-̂The People (New York), November 4, 1894.
•^Ibid., November 4, 1894 and January 20, 1895. 
■'-5Ibid., April 28, 1895.
14Loc. Cit. The People claimed this majority for 

the working class, while admitting that the Middle Class 
was the largest single group in 1875.

I5ibid., August 16, 1896.
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De Leon felt that lack of class-consciousness, to him 
Debs's greatest failing, had caused such a political ac
tion. The Bryan oampaign, of course, took place after the 
formation of the Socialist Trade and Labor Allianoe, and 
there was no longer, to the party, any merits in any other 
union, including Debs's, regardless of structure. Nonethe
less, there is no evidence that the party ever attempted 
any full-scale campaign of name-calling or vilification 
against Debs or his union. The People generally criticized 
his plans, speeches, and actions, yet it did so with a 
gentleness, for the paper, which must have made the old 

German socialists quite fond of Debs.
In the fall of 1896 Debs brought forward his eight- 

hour day plan. Debs proposed that all workers strike, if 
necessary, to gain an eight-hour day. The Socialist Labor 
Party received the plan with misgivings and some opposi
tion. While not opposed to a shorter work week, the party 
felt that the eight-hour day would not solve unemployment, 
and thought that labor, through strikes, would never get 
an eight-hour day anyway.^6 The People thought that the 
Debs idea (that a strike could alleviate something) was

16The People (New York), December 6, 1896.



"unpardonable in a would-be labor l e a d e r . T h e  party 
hoped, of course, that Debs would see the folly of attempt
ing reform, and join the Socialist Laborites in revolution. 
De Leon, in a January, 1897, open letter to Debs, tried to 
show Debs the error of his ways. After citing the fact 
that both the S. L. P. and Debs wanted the Cooperative Com
monwealth, De Leon pointed out that such aspirations were 
ultimately revolutionary, not reformist. And, the Social
ist Laborite maintained, there were only two weapons by 
which revolution could be accomplished: "ballots and bul
lets."^ Inasmuch as Debs had said that "ballot . . .  can
not be relied upon to execute the will of the people," De 
Leon wondered if Debs could or would explain the tactics he 
proposed to achieve the Cooperative Commonwealth.!9 Debs 
never answered the open letter,29 but perhaps he did think 
about its contents, for in June, 1897, Debs did announce 
his plans for establishing the Cooperative Commonwealth.

Debs’s new tactical plans were involved in his "So
cial Democracy," a plan for all liberal and for all

^7The People (New York), December 6, 1896.
18Ibid., January 10, 1897.

•^Loo. olt.
20Ibid., July 11, 1897.
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socialist*^ workers to concentrate themselves in a western 
area, where they could institute the socialist society.
The People immediately issued an article warning against 
"the Duodecimo Edition of the New Jerusalem Known as the 
’Debs Plan’."^ The article itself was written by the 
Chicago section of the party. It said

These people have dragged you through 
the wilderness of populism into the slough 
of silver, and now by a mirage of false 
hopes they would lead you into a thorny 
desert of utopianism. . . . /_But the/ Coop
erative Commonwealth must be self-contained, 
self-sufficient; . . .  it cannot be on less 
than a national scale. . . .  It is more 
practical to revolutionize the whole than a 
part

Two weeks later, De Leon echoed the words of the 
Chicago section In an article entitled "HOMUNCULUS’1 in 
which he again pointed out that the colonization scheme 
was useless, and further that the American Railway Union 
had not succeeded because it had not been politically

2^In advocating the ’Social Democracy’, Debs at last 
announced himself as a socialist, and declared that the 
Cooperative Commonwealth could be attained only by means 
of socialist activity. McAlister Coleman, Eugene V. Debs 
A Man Unafraid (New York: Greenburg, 1930), p. 185.

^^The People (New York), June 13, 1897.
^^Loc. cit.
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P4-active. Still, however, De Leon closed with "warm 
esteem for the good intentions of Mr, Debs," even while 
warning people not to follow D e b s . 25 The Johnston, Rhode 
Island B e a c o n 2 ^  was less careful of Debs’s feelings:

If you want a Cooperative Commonwealth 
you must teach your followers to take 
possession of one they’ve built, not to 
go out west in a "wild goose c h a s e , "27

Perhaps because of the gentleness of The People’s 

attacks on him, Debs was slow to answer the Socialist 
Labor charges against his plans. In time, however, the 
columns of the Railway Times came to be, in De Leon’s 
words, filled with "scurrilous denunciation of the member
ship of the S. L. P . "28 De Leon assured correspondent 
Louis Billings of Terre Haute, however, that regardless 
of Debs's attacks, nothing personal would "affect our

2^The_ People (New York), June 27, 1897.

2^Loc. clt.
26A Socialist Labor Party fortnightly paper published 

in 1897 and 1898. It was suspended in May, 1898, and its 
subscriptions were filled out by The People. It was often 
quoted by De Leon in editorials. See Ibid., May 8, 1898.

27Ibid., July 11, 1897.
28Loc. cit
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conduct."^® De ^eon would have probably remained on his
’moderate’ track, had it not been for (1) Debs1s decision
to make ’Social Democracy' a political movement as well as

SOa colonisation scheme, in direct competition with the 
Socialist Labor Party, and (2) the New York support which 
the Debs plan picked up, consisting of many New York Jews 
whom the party had expelled.^

After the incident between Sparks, of the Abendblatt, 
and Schwarz, of the S. L. P., in November, 1895, the 
Abendblatt staff had been purified and several prominent 
Jewish comrades had been expelled from the party because 
of their role in the matter. Notable among the expellees 
were Morris Winchewsky, Meyer Gillis, Meyer London, Louis 
E. Miller and Abraham Cahan. These expelled Jews were all 
extremely competent.32 Before the Sparks-Schwarz trouble,

^^Loo. oit.
50Ibid., July 25, 1897.
•^Nathan Fine, Labor and Farmer Parties in the United 

States 1828-1928 (New York: Rand School of Social-Sci-
ence, 1928 j, pp. 172 and 191-192.

^Winchewsky was a poet, who had had poems published 
regularly in The People. See December 9, 1894 and July
14, 1895 for examples. He had, shortly before the Abend- 
blatt attack, been the principle speaker at the unveiling 
of a portrait of Karl Marx at a party function in Boston. 
Gillis, London, and Miller were all editors and speakers 
for the party. Cahan had been a oonstant speaker for the



the party had congratulated these men, especially so when 
they had set up the daily Abendblatt as a party socialist 
propaganda voice.3^ After their expulsion, of course, 
these Jews lost no love for the organization, and in 1897, 
drawing ever further away from the party, the same group 
of men started a socialist, but anti-party, second daily, 
the Jewish Daily Forward3^ contemporaneously with the 
formation of Social Democracy by Debs. Almost immediately 
these New York Jewish socialists had recognized merit in 
Debs's plan, and the Jewish Daily Forward, edited as it was 
by the expelled Socialist Laborites, came out strongly for 
the Social Democracy.35 Some of these Jewish socialists, 
in fact, had participated with Debs from the very first 
"call” of the new Social Democracy.

party, had served on the National Executive Committee, and 
was the editor of the party Jewish organ, Zukunft. He was 
one of the original founders of the Arbeiter ZeItung, 
founded in 1890— see Morris Hillquit, LoosT~tieaves From A 
Busy Life (New York: Macmillan, 1934), p. 35--and was in
nation-wide demand for party functions. The Chicago sec
tion, for instance, requested the National Executive for 
Cahan's services for their 1895 Labor Day celebration.
See The People (New York), April 28, 1895.

^5The People (New York), August 12, 1894.
34Nathan Fine, 0£. clt., p. 172.
35McAlister Coleman, o£. clt., p. 195.
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Former Socialist Laborites in the original New York 
branch of the Social Democracy included Isaao Hourwich, 

Meyer London, Abraham Cahan, Louis E. Miller, and Morris 
W i n o h e w s k y . 3 ®  These men, from the first, gave the New York 

Social Democracy a clear insight into the actual nature of 
the De Leonite party, and they would have nothing to do 
with it. The People, of course, thoroughly disapproved of 
the former S. L. P. element in the Debs entourage, and, 
after it became dear that the new Social Democracy had 
political overtones, the paper became quite vindictive.
It termed formation of the new Social Democracy as the

last gasp and gathering together of a 
variety of idiosyncr.atio elements —  
some Utopians, some crooks, some a 
mixture of both— whose day dreams 
and efforts for the last ten years 
or so have been to fight the S. L. P. 
because its clear-sightedness, honesty, 
and discipline left no elbow room for 
the dreams of visionaries, or tolerated
no crookedness ,5V

Yet in spite of the anti-S. L. P. bias supposedly carried

36 , .Loo. cit.
37The People (New York), August 29, 1897.



by the polltloally-minded Debs,38 De Leon kept "a soft 
spot for Mr. Debs.*'3® De Leon doubted Debs’s veraoity, 
however, as it was inconceivable, to De Leon, how one who 
was in 1897 a socialist could have said seventeen months 
previously, that he was not a s o c i a l i s t . 4 ^ De Leon didn’t 

seem to realize that strict maintenance of such a position 
meant that the Socialist Labor Party growth would be 
greatly hampered, inasmuch as all ’converts’ would be 
suspect. D. R. Davis, a Socialist Labcrite from Brighton, 
Illinois, still doubted that Debs was a socialist in the 
fall of 1897. Davis noted that Debs "said he was a social
ist,” but that he gave no indication that he knew what the 
word meant.4^ The party, of course, was extremely dis
appointed when Debs shared a convention platform with the 
hated James R. Sovereign. It rather put Debs in a class 
with the so-called "labor fakirs," and led Davis to pray

38In reality, Debs's supposed anti-S. L. P. bias had 
a real basis in fact, for Debs himself "held that the So
cialist Labor party was too intolerant, exolusive, and 
German to hold all the revolutionary socialists in a 
catholic embraoe." "Socialism in the United States" (edi
torial), Independent Magazine (New York), LII: 266, Jan
uary 25, 1900.

39The People (New York), August 15, 1897.

48Loo. cit.
4^Ibid., September 12, 1897.
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Oh, Lord, deliver us from capitalism;
/hut/ if you have but one gatling gun 
we implore you to first turn it on the 
labor and reform fakirs.42

It is natural that those members of the Social Democ
racy who were not former Socialist Laborites should think 
of unity between the two organizations, especially so as 
the colonization scheme seemed to work in well with an 
established socialist party. Not knowing the true and 
exclusive nature of the S. L. P., one suoh member, John 
Poster, of the Pennsylvania Social Democracy, Branch One, 
contacted the National Executive Committee of the Social
ist Labor Party to enquire what steps ought to be taken 
”t-o unite the Old Socialist Labor Party and the New Social 
Democracy.”^  The People answered the query in no uncer
tain terms. After pointing out that the two organizations 
did not believe in the same principles, the paper went on 
to note even if the Social Democracy have some principles 
worthy of unity, the '’tactical principles of the two keep 
them irreconcilably apart.”44 The National Executive thus 
spoke its piece on unity, and it was never to change its

42Lo o . oit.
4^Ibid., September 5, 1897.
44Loc• cit.
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mind. Nonetheless, unity factions were continuously to be 
born within the Socialist Labor Party, and these factions 
sapped any strength the old party might have gained, in 
favor of the new. Unity factions, without exception, left 
the Socialist Labor Party for the Social Democracy (and 
its successors, the Social Democratic and Socialist 
parties), not vice versa.

In June, 1898, a serious division appeared within the 
Social Democracy between those favoring emphasis on the 
colonization scheme and those committed solely to politi
cal action. The split became so serious that several mem
bers bolted Social Democracy to found the Social Democrat
ic Party of America. The leaders of the "bolters" includ
ed former Socialist Labor Party members Joseph Barondess, 
Isaao Hourwich, Louis Miller, and P. G. R. Gordon, as well 
as A. F. of L. member Sylvester Keliher, who, at one time, 
had been favorable to the party.45 About the only non-S. 
L, P. among the original bolters was Victor Berger. Debs, 
after wavering, gave up Social Democracy as a colonization 
scheme, and joined the politically-minded division, thus 
assuring the successful launohing of the new party. Of 
the thirty-three signers of the first official pronounce-

45Ibid., July 10, 1898 i
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ment of the Social Democratic Party, twelve were former 
members of the Socialist Labor Party, and several more had 
had close connection with It.4®

As expected, The People1 a attitude toward the new 
political bent was one of continued viciousness.

Whatever has beoome of the Amerioan 
Railway Union? In our viciousness we said 
that it was disbanded when the ’’Social 
Democracy of America and Patagonia” was 
started last year . » • but now somehow 
it was absorbed Into the S. D. of A., a 
better higher stronger body. . . .  But now 
this higher, stronger body kicked itself 
to pieces. Did it kick to pieces its 
absorbees also? 4 '

The old party maintained its disdain for the new, and 
pointed with pride to the low Soaial Democratic vote when 
compared to the Socialist Labor vote in the fall elections 
of 1896. The Socialist Labor total vote in the fall of 
1898 was 82,18248 while the Social Democratic total was 
12,411.49 The margin of ’’victory” of the Socialist Labor-

46Former S. L. P. members included James P. Carey and 
Margaret Halle of Massachusetts, Morris Winchewsky, Louis 
E. Miller, Isaac Hourwich, Isaac Phillips, and Joseph 
Barondess of New York, G. A. Hoehn and C. F. Meier of Mis
souri, Jesse Cox of Illinois, and P. G. R. Gordon of N. H*

47The People (New York), July 3, 1898.
48Ibid., January 8, 1899.
4%cAlister Coleman, o£. oit., p. 203.
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ites was great nearly everywhere, but in New Hampshire it 
was only seven to five.5^ Although Socialist Laborites 
were still able to crow after the general elections, they 
were considerably taken back by the results of the December 
municipal elections in Massachusetts* The rejoicing over 
the victory of Moritz Ruther in Holyoke on a Socialist 
Labor ticket^! was somewhat dampened by the Haverhill re
sults. There

a party /Social Democratic/--carrying 
the word "Socialist” as part of its name, 
and with a platform taken substantially 
from that of the Socialist Labor Party-- 
has recently sprung up . . . and virtually 
carried the city,5”

In addition to the "sweep" of the city of Haverhill, the 
Social Democrats had sent former party member James P.
Carey to the Massachusetts legislature. De Leon, in spite 
of his earlier statements as to having no principles in 
common with the Social Democrats, nevertheless called the

^ The People (New York), December 4, 1898. The S. L. 
P. received 350, the S. D. 263.

5^Ibid.. December 18, 1898. Ruther won over the cap
italist candidate for alderman of Holyoke by ninety-five 
votes. There was no Social Democratic party in the field.

52Loo. cit.
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successful Haverhill party guilty of 'piracy.’5® He later 
admitted, however, that they probably hadn’t stolen the 
party platform, as the Haverhill crowd were branded "re
formers,” v/hich Socialists were not.^4

The election results, especially of the James F.
Carey party in Haverhill^® centered the interest of all 
socialists on the coming campaign of 1900. Originally the 
Socialist Laborites had not been too worried by Social 
Democracy, for Debs himself, on June 12, 1897, had said 
that the campaign would "doubtless be fought under the 
banner" of the Sooialist Labor P a r t y . A f t e r  the elec
tions of 1898, it was sure that there would be no elector
al unity between the parties.

The spectacular success of the Haverhill party, of 
course, led many Socialist Laborites to the thought that 
together, the two parties could virtually control Massachu
setts. In this vein Squire E. Putney, long time party

^ Loo. olt.
54Ibid., January 22, 1899.
^See above, p. 61 for the background of Carey’s pres

ence in the Social Democratic Party.
®%he People (New York), July 4, 1897.
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cr7work-horse from Somerville, Massachusetts on December 19, 
1898 asked that the National Executive Committee of the S. 
L. P. enter into a conference with the National Council of

C Qthe Social Democracy. ° Putney pointed out that the 
people who elected Carey had all left the Socialist Labor 
Party with Carey, in fact, that the party by its "vicious- 
ness" had driven them out. The answer of Henry Kuhn, for 
the National Executive, heaped abuse on Putney, noted that 
his opinions (in spite of five years as a state officer in 
the party) "can scarcely be considered of value.” In the 
light of Putney's views, the N. E. C. pointed out that 
Putney's place was "with them, not with us.”59 In the 
letter, one of the cardinal principles of the party was 
violated: Putney, a member in good standing, was called
mister rather than comrade. Putney, taking many Massachu
setts comrades with him, accordingly left the party.

Putney was, in 1899, secretary of the Massachusetts 
State Committee, a post he had held since 1894. The posi
tion was elective. He had also served as organizer of the 
Boston American Section (1891-1896) and the Boston Central 
Committee (1892-1899). He had run for virtually all elec
tive offices under the party label, including the posts of 
state governor (1892), secretary of state (1894), auditor 
(1891), treasurer (1893), attorney general (1895).

58The People (New York), January 8, 1899.
®9Lo o . cit.
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Though the orthodox doctrinaires felt the party was 
stronger because of the defection, Massachusetts soon show
ed De Leon otherwise.

De Leon was not only to be dismayed on the electoral 
front; it was beooming increasingly apparent that most 
socialist newpapers were going to back Debs in preference 
to the Socialist Laborites. There were, of course, those 
papers on which expelled party members were working, such 
as the St. Louis Brauer Zeitung, and the Tageblatt*s of 
St. Louis, Philadelphia, and San Francisco, all of which 
declared for Debs.®® The socialist Western Miner which 
supported f'ebs’s plans from their inception perhaps had 
the clearest view as to the real accomplishments and 
future of the Socialist Labor Party:

For twenty years it has been the 
custom of the S. L. P. in this country 
to hold meetings in back rooms of saloons, 
with the same audiences week after week 
and a new listener only when barkeepers 
were ohanged; this method of spreading 
the propaganda of Socialism has been so 
successful that at the present ratio of 
increase in the orthodox wing, the co
operative commonwealth will be greatly 
introduced about the year 17,327.61

60Ibid., August 29, 1897.
61Ibid., July 4, 1897.
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Even official party newspapers were apt to stray into
the Debs fold. Though the Abendblatt, as a party organ,

anhad been purified of the Forward crowd, it nonetheless 
gave prominence to Putney’s letter, expressed evident sym
pathy with the Putney point of view, and printed a short
ened version of Kuhn's letter.®15 The editor of Abendblatt 
was notified that

in publishing reports of the proceedings 
of the N. E. C., the same must be given 
exactly as they emanate from this N. E. C; 
and that the N. E. C. demands unswerving 
allegiance to the party from all party 
organs. ^

After this warning the Abendblatt held firm, and spoke no 
more of ’concilication’ with the Social Democrats. Not so 
the New Yorker Volkszeitung, however, which began to chal

lenge the National Committee's attitudes in March, 1899.
The Volkszeitung was published by the Socialist Co

operative Publishing Association, the same organization 

which put out both The People and Vorw&rts, the official 
English and German organs of the party. In effect the 
Volkszeitung had always been an unofficial party organ,

62See above, p. 244.
65The People (New York), January 22, 1899.
64 l q c . c i t .



since its inception in 1878* Early editors had always 
been party members, such as Adolph Douai and Alexander 
Jonas.66 The publishing association by agreement could 
admit to membership only members of the Socialist Labor 
Party in good standing.66 But there was no provision for 
removing expelled or resigned members from the association 
rolls. The inevitable result, in a party like the S. L. 
P., was that there were probably, within the association 
itself, perhaps as many party-haters as party men I An 
association of party-haters publishing the two official 
organs, The People and Vorwfirts, led to trouble. On Jan
uary 28, 1898, the association elected an expelled party 
member, Rudolf Modest, an anarchist, to the Socialist Co
operative Publishing Association Board of Directors.6,7 
The General Committee of Section Greater New York (the 
general committee served as an executive body for the New 
York section) which used the association’s Volkszeitung 
as its official organ, protested Modest, the motion of

65John R. Commons and other, History of Labour in the 
United States (New York: Macmillan, 1926), II, 224.

66Henry Kuhn, Socialist Labor Party, Part I of Henry 
Kuhn and Olive Johnson, The Socialist Labor Party During
Pour Decades 1890-1930 (New York: New York Labor News Co.,
1931), p. 28.

6>7The People (New York), February 13, 1898.
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protest being made by Henry Kuhn, the party's National 
Secretary. The protest passed the general committee unani
mously.®® The New York position was then put before the 
publishing association the next night by Hugo Vogt, editor 
of VorwHrts, but the protest was upheld only by a slim 
vote twenty-five to twenty-four.®® This indication that 
party control was so tenuous resulted in a party call to 
New York German comrades to join the association and build 
the majority. They apparently responded; the vote ousting 
Modest on February 18, 1898, was thirty-eight to eleven.*7® 

But trouble with the association was only beginning.
In spite of the fact that the Vogt resolution stated that 
the Socialist Co-operative Publishing Association was

the association was not, as far as its daily Volkszeitung 
was concerned, beholden to the party. Matters remained

nothing else than an administrative 
branoh of the Socialist Labor Party, 
clothed, by reason of legal exigencies, 
with the business function of 
the publication of the party

®®Loo. olt.
®®Loc. cit.
70Ibld., February 27, 1898.
^•Ibid., February 13, 1898.
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relatively calm for about a year after the Modest expul

sion during which time the Cigarmakers controversy, men
tioned earlier,"72 caused so many expulsions that the pub
lishing association actually came to have majority of 
”expelled” or ’’resigned” members 1 As a result, the pub
lishing association became bitterly critioal of the party. 
At a meeting of March 23, 1899, the association urged a 
greater tolerance of Socialist ideas, pointed out the 

corruptness of the General Committee of Section Greater 
New York, and, significantly, declared that the official 
party attitude toward Debsism was ”mud-slinging.”73 In 
addition, the association voted down a motion by Hugo Vogt 
to endorse the S, T. & L. A., by a margin of two to one.74 
De Leon hated to see his union creation be voted down, and 
hence he proposed first, to bring about the surrender from 
the association of all property of The People and Vorw&rts, 
and have the papers be issued directly by the party, and 
second, to re-form the publishing association. De Leon*s 
desired plan, as far as a publishing association was 
concerned, was to have automatic dismissal from the

72See above, pp. 252 ff.
73The People (New York), April 2, 1899.
74Nathan Fine, 0£. olt., p. 170.
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association for a n y  member for whom a party membership 

were withdrawn or given up. 0 De Leon’s underlying assump
tion, in this controversy, was that the Socialist Co-oper
ative Publishing Association was a creature of and subor
dinate to the party, and hence was subject to the party 
orders. Such an assumption as that was not borne out in 

fact.
The Socialist Co-operative Publishing Association 

was the company which owned and published the daily German 
Socialist paper, the New Yorker VolkszeItung.1̂  When the 
party’s English organ, the Workmen’s Advocate, was in ser
ious financial trouble, the party signed the following 
agreement with the publishing association:

1. The Socialist Labor Party agrees to dis
continue the publication of the Workmen’s 
Advocate with the issue dated March 28, 1891, 
and to ^transfer the subscription list of the 
same to the Socialistic Co-operative Publish
ing Association.
2. The Socialistic Co-operative Publishing 
Association agrees to publish on April 5th, 
1891, the first issue of The People and to fill 
out the undischarged balance of all the pre
paid subscriptions of the Workmen’s Advocate.

75The> People (New York), April 2, 1899.
^Henry Kuhn, "Reminiscences of Daniel De Leon" in 

Daniel De Leon The Man and His Work (New York: National 
Executive Committee, S. L. P., 1934), I, 19.
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3, The Socialistic Co-operative Pub
lishing Association agrees to reserve 
so much of the fifth page of The People 
as the S. L. P. may desire for its 
official use; . . .  the space used by the 
S. L. P. shall be under the sole and
exclusive control of the said S. L. P.
or its National Executive Committee.717

In addition, the agreement provided for a joint elec
tion of the editor of The People, and a referendum by the 
party in oase the election were deadlocked.7® The German 
party organ, VorwSrts, was, in effect, merely the weekly 
edition of the Volkszeitung, and had been adopted as the 
party organ some time after its formation. If the insist
ence of the modern party that the present Socialist Labor 
Party shall be dated from 1890 be correct, the conclusion 
was inescapable that the Socialistic Co-operative Publish
ing Association had existence independent of the party, 
and that The People, other than the fifth page, was sub
ject to the control of the Velkszeitung corporation. In

practice the association did not interfere with De Leon’s 

control of The People. In the eyes of De Leonites, the 
real crime of the Volkszeitung was in its tolerant attitude 
especially toward the Debsites. As a correspondent asked:

77The People (New York), June 11, 1899.
78L o o . oit.



How did a prominent Scandinavian "S. L. P.er" become a 
Debsite? He "caught that ‘malady1 by being a constant 
reader of the Volkszeitung."179 The Volkszeitung, in its 
tolerance, depreciated the leadership of De Leon, calling 

him a "pope," "boss" and other such epithets. The De 

Leonite correspondents of The People pointed out that they 
were proud of terms like that, that the whole group of 
words "Pope," "Boss," "Tyrant," or "intolerant editor • .
. suits us . . . all right."80 The National Executive 
Committee, with Henry Stahl dissenting, accused the Volks
zeitung of giving "aid and comfort to the manifestly cor
rupt ‘Haverhill Social Democracy,’ a "crime" of whioh the 

Volkszeitung was undoubtedly guilty.8^ But although The 
People was loud in its praise of the National Committee, 
several sections of the party aligned themselves against 
the National Executive Committee and in favor of the more 
tolerant Volkszeitung. Section New Haven, for instance, 
was struck with an epidemic of ‘Debsomania’ from which, 

according to the De Leonite reporter, "a number . . .  did

70The People (New York), April 23, 1899.

80Lq c . cit.
81Ibid., May 1, 1899.
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not r e c o v e r . The New Haven vote was twenty-nine to 

nine condemning The People and its editor.
Oddly enough, the showdown between the two forces,

De Leon and the Volkszeitung, did not come over "Debso- 
mania" but rather over the highly technical problem of 
whether the proletariat paid any taxes. De Leon took the 
Marxist view that the capitalist takes three-fourths of 
the product of labor, and, from this share,

pays the taxes and therefore owns the 
Government. Any dispute between cap
italistic factions as to the cost of their 
Government, or as to the mode of apportion
ing taxes between them, is therefore of no 
interest whatever to the working c l a s s .

De Leon termed as scandalous the Lassallean view, held by 
the Volkszeitung, that the workingmen pay any taxes. In
its proof that workers pay taxes, the Volkszeitung was
charged with being injurious to the labor movement of New 
York by being "disloyal to the party, clumsy in its tac
tics, /and7 recklessly untruthful in its ’fact’."84 The 
running battle over the ’taxation1 issue continued

82Ibid., July 9, 1899.
83Ibid., July 14, 1895 and April 23, 1899.
84Ibld., April 23, 1899.
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throughout the spring of 1899 and into the summer, with 
De Leon constantly accusing the publishing association 
of plans for destroying the party. The editor of the 
Volkszeitung, Hermann Schlttter, of the Brewers, was absent 
during the main exchange, but he stood behind the chief 
author, Alexander Jonas, on his tax views, when he re
turned to his post.85 To the contrary, Schltiter opened 
the Volkszeitung up to statements from various groups 
attacking De Leon, the most effective of which was an 
indictment by Cigarmaker’s Union Number 90. Being out
numbered and angry at Schltiter’s conduct, all the De 
Leonite members of the Board of Directors of the Social
istic Co-operative Publishing Association thereupon re
signed, and were replaced by pro-Voikszeltung party

o  ̂members led by Morris Hillquit. u
The resignations assured the control of the paper to 

the anti-Natlonal Executive faction, and shifted the scene 
of hostilities to the New York General Committee. This 
committee was a representative body for the Section New 
York, and was clothed with the power to perform acts which 
were valid in the name of the section, unless later

85The People (New York), April 2, 1899
e6Ibid., June 25, 1899.
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"overthrown by a general vote" of the section.8*̂ Lawyer 

Morris Hillquit led the fight in the general committee, 
but the issue was lost, and the Volkszeitung was condemned 
after some stirring argument by De Leon, forty-seven to 
twenty.88 During the debate, Stahl, an N. 3. C. member, 
pronounced the general committee to be corrupt, and 
labelled it hopeless and demoralized because its members 
"subordinate themselves to certain individuals in whom 
they repose implicit confidence and /whom they/ follow 
. . . blindly."89

After this defeat in the general committee, the 
Schlliter-IIillquit faction, in order to propagandize its 
side of the controversy, used the subscription list of The 
People and sent an English Monthly Edition of the Volks- 
zeitung, dubbed the "Taxpayer" by both friend and foe, to 
each subscriber.90 Hillquit maintained that the

Q^The People (New York), July 2, 1899.
88Ibid., June 4, 1899. The Hillquit forces, however, 

did carry the day in the Fourth Assembly District Branch, 
50-21. The Fourth District was one of the best of the S. 
L. P. districts in New York City, averaging sixth (out of 
thirty-five) in total party vote in the eleotions of 1895 
through 1898.

89Loo. cit.
9QIbid., May 14, 1899.
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association had a perfect right to use the subscription 
list; technically he was right. The feelings of De Leon 

were understandable, of course; the association was using 
The People’s own lists to destroy the paper’s arguments. 
The only possible solution for De Leon was to withdraw The 
People and VorwSrta from any connection with the associa
tion. Therefore the De Leonite National Committee put the 
following to a general vote of the party:

Shall the party sever all connection 
between the Socialistic Co-operative 
Publishing Association; continue, 
through its National Executive 
Committee, the publication of its 
organs The People and Vorwarts and 
demand from the said Association the 
surrender of all property belonging 
to said organs, including their re
spective mailing lists and the amount 
of subscription paid in advance.®!

Though the party proposal was a violation of the oon- 
traotual rights of the association, the association also 
wished to sever the connection. Shortly after the an
nouncement of the referendum the Socialistic Co-operative 
Publishing Association notified the party that the associ

ation wished to terminate the contract on July 15, 1839, 

and asked for opening of negotiations toward that

91Ibid., June 11, 1899.
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G Oend.1'"' The National Executive Committee stated its unwill
ingness to compromise on any solution, but appointed a 

committee to work out the details, nonetheless.^
Meanwhile, as returns began to come in, it was obvi

ous, that, as usual, the proposal of the National Executive 
Committee, which had been referred to the party membership, 
was going to pass nearly unanimously.®^ Very few votes 
were recorded against the De Leon proposition. In New 
York, however, the party majority was by no means certain. 
On July 8, 1899 at the semi-annual meeting of Section 
Greater New York held for the election of delegates to the 
General Committee, the showdown came. Both sides were 
present in large numbers; hand to hand combat between the 
two factions e n s u e d . T h e  result was a draw, and the se
lection of two General Committees. Both sides took action 
the next day. The General Committee of the Volkszeitung

92The People (New York), July 9, 1899.
93T ,.Loo. cit.
94Ibid., June 18, 1899 to July 9, 1899. The final 

vote was 2042 to 98. Only one section, Baltimore, failed 
to give the De Leonites a majority, and only 18 of the 95 
sections who voted failed to cast a unanimous ballot.
Ibid., August 20, 189

95Henry Kuhn, Socialist Labor Party, part I of The 
Socialist Labor Party During Four Decades 1890-1950 (New 
York: New York Labor News Co., 1931), p. 41.
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faction deposed all the officers of the party, from Nation
al Secretary on down to section organizer, while the De 
Leonites collected a ’’defense” force of twenty-five men.9® 
When the "new" National Officers demanded the property of 
the party, (headquarters of the party were then in the 
Volkszeitung Building) De Leon and the twenty-five refused 
to turn anything over and a second fight resulted, ending 
in some serious wounds. The fight was over only when the 
police arrived; De Leon was left in possession of The 
People, and the loyal De Leonites moved all party belong
ings next day. The new address of the De Leonites was 
given the widest possible dissemination.9^ The De Leonite 
New York City Executive Committee then arbitrarily suspend
ed all members of the General Committee who had signed the 
Hillquit-Volkszeitung deposition order, and called for a 
new General Committee meeting in the D. A. 49 meeting 
place.9® The party constitution was explicit on expulsion 
or suspension; either had to be done only by the section 
concerned, and by a two-thirds vote,99 The party, in the

96Ibid., p. 43.
^The People (New York), July 16, 1899.
98Loo. cit.
99Some of the Expelled Members of the Seotlon, op. 

cit., p. 3.
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second week of July, was In a ticklish position: each fac
tion had expelled and suspended their opposition, and vir
tually everyone in the party stood suspended* As to legal
ity, perhaps the Volkszeitung*3 group had as fine a claim 
as the De Leon, for they had used the instrumentality of 
the General Committee, which more closely represented all 
sections in Greater New York than did the Executive Commit
tee, used by the De Leonite faction. And the Hillquit fac
tion had the presence of mind to appeal to the National 
Board of Appeals, the final board of appeal in party dis

pute s. iOO
The Hillquit faction was quite sure of a favorable 

consideration from the Board of Appeals, for that body had 
shown an increasing tendency to be cooperative with Debs- 
ism* The Board had always ruled, however, in accordance 
with the party constitution. Thus they had ruled incipi
ent Social Democrats out of the party; at the same time at 
least one member of the board was "ashamed of this action 

all his life The Board of Appeals’ ruling was

^■^Henry Kuhn, Socialist Labor Party (New York:
Labor News Co., 1931), p. 44.

•^lgoard of Appeals member Karl Ibsen (later expelled) 
said this in regard to holding up the suspension of Eugene 
Dletzgen, a long time party member, for having supported 
Debs’s party. The People (New York), July 2, 1899.
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favorable to the Volkszeitung faction; the board recognized 
Hermann Schliiter as the new secretary of the new General 
Committee. The Board of Appeals certainly had the confl
uence of the Ohio sections of the party; the sections had 
nominated Robert Bandlow, secretary of the board, as can
didate for governor of Ohio, for which position he was 

campaigning when the ruling was given. The De Leonites

refused to accept the Board of Appeals’ ruling; rather 
they ignored it, and, at the next national convention, the 
National Executive managed to get through a vote eliminat
ing the B o a r d . M e a n w h i l e  the De Leonites held their 
New York General Committee meeting (July 15). The commit
tee upheld the national officers and completely reorganized 
the Section New York.^-^ A ’’huge'1 mass meeting was then 
held on July 24 in Cooper Union to celebrate

102The People (New York), June 11, 1899. Even 
though he was declared expelled, hence cutting his vote 
with the De Leonites (and the Hillquit faction urged boy
cotting the polls completely) Bandlow still received 2439 
as compared with 5910 for the De Leonite candidate for 
lieutenant-governor. Ibid., December 3, 1899. Undoubted
ly also, many Volkszeitung socialists voted for "Golden 
Rule" Jones, who was running for governor on an independ
ent ticket. Ibid., November 19, 1899.

l°3Henry Kuhn, Socialist Labor Party (New York:
Labor News Co., 1931), p. 46.

l ° 4The People (New York), July 23, 1899.
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"rejuvenescence11 of Section Greater New York.^®^ Over 
2,000 socialists were reported in attendance.106

Though the split started in New York, and via a New 
York newspaper, it quickly spread to other areas, and there 
was a flurry of questioning of the National Executive 
Committee. The Volkszeitung group, electing Henry Slobodin 
as National Secretary,continued to use The People 
circulation lists to distribute their side of the story.
The use had its results. Sections Chicago, Philadelphia, 

and Cleveland, all large sections, as well as numerous 
smaller ones, had to be suspended en toto.^® The sus
pended sections, of course, considered themselves Socialist 
Labor sections, affiliated with the Slobodin National Com
mittee. Unquestionably many individuals in "loyal"

lO^The People (New York), July 23, 1899.
1Q6Ibid., July 30, 1899.
107Slobodin could not be termed a reformer, nor 

could his views be termed unorthodox. He expressed himself 
in very "De Leonite" principles and ideas. See his long 
address, "Ballot or Bullet" in Ibid., July 4, 1897.

Ibid., August 6, 1899. Section Chicago actually 
proposed a change in seat of the National Executive Com
mittee, and urged all sections to withhold financial sup
port for the party until the new seat be determined by 
party vote. Change of seat, of course, by the party’s 
constitution, meant change of all personnel of the national 
office. Ibid., August 20, 1899.
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sections also left the De Leonite wing for the Slobodin
group, though the number would be hard to estimate. The
De Leonite National Executive Committee hit upon the idea
of having the "loyal” sections swear an affirmative oath,
and then published the list of the "juring" sections under
the title "Tidal W a v e . " -^9 The sections listed, however,

included those "reorganized," and hence were not a true
indicator of the scope of the revolt. One month after the
split, however, The People could report only eighty-eight
De Leonite sections, including any which may have been
r e o r g a n i z e d . A t  least four of these sections were not
active enough to cast a ballot officially on the party
referendum of the i s s u e . I n  addition to these eighty-
four "loyal" and active sections, there were nine sections
which were De Leonite in the referendum, but which hadn’t

IIPtaken the trouble to send in their loyalty oaths. A 
liberal estimate would indicate that there were approxi
mately one hundred De Leonite sections after the split.

lQ9The People (New York), August 6, 1899 through 
September 10, 1899.

H^Ibid., August 20, 1899. This count included sec
tions affiliated with Greater New York.

Ibid., September 17, 1899.

^•^Loc. cit.
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When this number was compared with an even two hundred sec
tions at the time of the 1896 c o n v e n t i o n , ( a n d  there 
had been a constant chartering of sections, 1896-1898) it 
showed a loss of membership to the De Leonite wing of at 
least fifty percent.

It would be expected such a loss would have caused 
much grief to the remaining "loyal" party members. Just 
the reverse is true. The Colorado State Central Committee 
passed a resolution stating that they did

not in any way regret the loss of non
class consoious and discord-breeding 
members--regarding such loss of member
ship as necessary for the good of our 
cause.114

De Leon expressed similar views.
After July 10, 1899, both sides published a People t 

and it was inevitable that the whole controversy, especial
ly as it concerned the use of names and emblems, would end 
in the courts of New York. A temporary induction secured 
by the Volkszeitung faction to prevent De Leonite use of

115Ibid., July 6, 1896.
114Ibid., August 20, 1899.
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the title The People-^® turned out to be legally defec
tive.^® There followed suits and counter-suits, and, 
although De Leon was fully prepared to give up the title 
The People to the opposition, the matter got so bogged 
down in legal technicalities that the Kangaroos (as the 
Voikszeitungers were called) gave up all legal attempts to 
gain the paper's title in September.^-17

The Slobodin faction, instead, tried, in New York 
State, to nominate candidates for office under the party 
emblem. According to New York law, the Secretary of State 
has the judicial function of deciding between opposing 
factions of the same party. Secretary of State McDonough, 
on Ootober 13, 1899 ruled the De Leonite wing should get 
the emblem and the party name for the ballot.

The Hillquit-Slobodin faction, though much more favor
able toward the Social Democratic Party than the De Leon- 
ites, did not, immediately, join Debs's group. Rather they 
continued for a year as a Socialist Labor Party, hoping to 
be confirmed in control of the party by the courts or by

115Ibid., August 27, 1899.
H^Ibid., September 3, 1899.
^ 7Ibid., September 24, 1899.
118Ibid., October 22, 1899.
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the 1900 party convention. Because the Slobodin faction 

did not coalesce with the Social Democrats, outsiders' 
view of the split was somewhat in error. Lack of offioial 
cooperation between the Slobodin executive committee and 
the Debsites seemed to indicate to outsiders that the 
split was unrelated to the new party, Hillquit’s favor
able attitude toward the Tammany candidate in De Leon’s 
district seemed to confirm the fact that the breach had 
nought to do with the Social Democrats. In fact, there 
were some who thought that the split had been engineered 
by Tammany Hall In order to ruin the party, which in 1898 
had been the balance of power In the fall elections 
Suoh a view hardly squares with the long-standing incipi
ent division between the Volkszeitung and De Leon, which 

was present long before the party was the third force, or 
even the fourth, De Leon himself claimed there had been 
aberrations on the part of the New York daily as early as 

1894.120
After the defeat in the New York courts, the Slobo- 

din-KIllquit faction was not prepared to go into the

•̂ •̂ The Independent (New York), August 1899, as quoted 
in The People (New York), September 10, 1899.

120The People (New York), April 2, 1899.
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electoral field in the fall of 1899, and it contented 

itself with urging its followers to boycott the polls.
Only in Massachusetts did the "broad” wing of the Social
ist Labor Party openly support fusion with Debs’s party 
and support of Debs’s candidates. And in Massachusetts 
there was moderate socialist success on the local level; 
so much suocess, in fact, that with three exceptions The 
People was silent as to the results of the December elec
tions, in marked contrast to its attitude in former 
years.^ 2  The results in Massachusetts, for the S. L. P., 
were very bad. The Socialist Laborites trailed the Social 
Democrats in many cities, and their one officeholder,
Moritz Huther of Holyoke, was defeated. After his defeat 
Ruther rationalized that petty looal reasons, not social
ist thought, had elected him in 1898; inasmuoh as these 
petty looal reasons had disappeared, his defeat was cer
tain. After all the emphasis the party had given to

121iphe People (Hew York), November 19, 1899.
1^2ibid., December, 1899 passim. The paper, as usual, 

gave considerable space to the Socialist Labor campaigns 
before the elections. The exceptions were Everett, where 
the vote of the S. L. P. increased, Boston, where the vote 
for School Committee decreased but slightly over 1898, and 
Cambridge, where the party ran candidates for the first 
time. In none of,these cases was the vote compared with 
the Social Democratic vote. Ibid., December 24, 1899.

123ibj.d., December 31, 1899.
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not wanting non-socialist votes, Ruther's admission that 
he wa3 not elected by socialist voters is revealing. 
Exactly why the party should participate in elections at 
all was hard to understand, for the success in elections 
was given as a prime reason for the party’s defeat:

I ^Socialist Labor Alderman Ruther/^took 
such a determined and uncompromising stand 
in the Holyoke city Government that the 
class struggle of our movement became so 
clear as to frighten away all unthinking 
and middle class element instead of attracting 
it.125

The overall Socialist Labor vote, in the fall of 1899, 
did not show a significant decline, a fact which De Leon 
felt should be called to the attention of the boycotting 
Slobodin "kangaroos." In New York County, supposedly the 
center of the split, the vote declined only from 10,091 to 
9,389.^® At first glance, this figure seemed to indicate 
that the Volkszeitung oampaign was a failure. Yet it did 
not indicate that: to the contrary, inasmuch as there
were at the very most only about a thousand active members

•^4Ruther stated that, in one precinct, the vote had 
been 105, even though only four comrades lived In the pre
cinct. Loc. cit.

125Loc. cit.
126Ibid., December 3, 1899.
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in the party (including women, who could not vote) in Sec
tion New York, the overwhelming majority of party votes 
came from non-party members. The results, in themselves, 
proved nothing: neither that the Volkszeitung campaign
was a failure nor that five hundred party members did not 

refuse to vote.
Throughout the last half of 1899, the Slobodin-Hill-

quit faction continued to publish a People, though it
appeared to have been a great financial strain.^-27 At the
same time, the faction tried to get De Leon’s People shut
down, and did secure an injunction to do so on September 

1 PR1, 1899. De Leon refused to obey the court order on
the basis that it only restrained individuals from pub
lishing The People, and the organization could go on pub
lishing. The courts finally took a view favorable to De 
Leon.-1-29 The Volkszeitung faction also appealed the deci

sion of the Seoretary of State on the name and emblem of 
the party; the De Leonites were again upheld in the New 

York Supreme Court on January 19, 1900.-1-30

•^^Ibid., November 5, 1899.
^2®Ibdd., November 26, 1899.

•*-29Ibid., February 11, 1900.
130ibid.t January 28, 1900.
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Upon losing all the court cases, Hillquit (who had 
been the petitioner in the court action) and his faction 
decided to hold a Socialist Labor national convention in 
late J a n u a r y . T h e  convention was advertised in the 
Volkszeitung and in its People and there was a consider
able following who recognized the convention as legal. 
When the call was pronounced, further, it affected the 
wavering Massachusetts State Organization, which, under 
the leadership of Martha Moore Avery, then joined the 
K a n g a r o o s . T h e  convention was held in Rochester, New 
York, on January 31, 1900, and resulted in the nomination 
of Job Harriman, of California,-1-33 for president, and Max 
Hayes, of Cleveland, for vice-president. In addition, a 
Committee of Nine, with Hillquit as its leader, was se
lected to negotiate with the Social Democrats.^34 The 
committee had the power to change either the name of the 
party, or the candidates, or both.

15lThe People (New York), ^January 21, 19007• In 
error, tHe^issue was dated January 14, 1900.

IS^Ibld., February 11, 1900.
133Qne of the party's prominent pamphlet writers and 

lecturers, his debate with Maguire, a Single Tax man, was 
published by the party in pamphlet form and ocoupied the 
entire first page of The People, July 7, 1895.

^34Ibid., February 11, 1900.
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After hia nomination Harriman went on a campaign cir
cuit, and was well received in most areas. His campaign 
was reported carefully and advertised "by the Volkszeitung*s 
People ,-*-35 an£ was meant to prove to the Debsites that the 

Socialist Labor kangaroos were significant. It apparently 
did: the Indianapolis convention of the Social Democratic
Party, which opened March 6, 1900, nominated Debs for 
president and Harriman for vice-president. The Committee 
of Nine led by Hillquit accepted the changed nominations.
De Leon cautioned his faithful to take no notice of the 
new Harriman-Debs coalition, stating the truism that union 
with the Debs forces had been the goal of the kangaroos 

from the first.-1-56
In spite of De Leon’s "What of it?" and. "Who cares" 

attitude-1-57 The People constantly tried to justify its 
position. It published "document" after "document" estab
lishing its orthodox position, till at last one of its 
sympathetic readers was forced to ask that the paper talk 
of something other than the Volkszeitung controversy.-1-58

155The People (New York), March 4, 1900.
156Ibid., March 11, 1900.
^57Ibid., February 25, 1900.

3-38L q o . cit.
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In attacking the Hillquit faction, De Leon sometimes went 
further than the truth: for instance, he claimed that
kangaroo Erasmus Pel'ienz, party candidate for Secretary of 
State of New York in 1895, had ’’never had the Party’s con
fidence," and that The People had never publicized Mrs. 
Avery’s "vaporings.”139 According to De Leon, however, it 

was not vindictiveness, but "just indignation" which led 
him to excess about the Debsite kangaroos.I40

Debs’s party, while nominating Harriman for vice- 
president as a gesture to the Rochester Richtung, did not, 
immediately, fully accept the kangaroos. It did, however, 
select a Committee of Nine to meet with the Hillquit nine, 
and, in spite of some temporary objections by Debs, the 
two groups finally amalgamated under the new title, the 

Socialist Party.
In the meantime, the De Leonite faction went on, con

fident that a

bone fide revolutionary political party 
will never be incommoded by desertions.
It knows that physical, mental, and 
moral cripples are apt to get into its 
ranks for the express purpose of gaining 
notoriety by desertion. Such a Party,

159^he People (New York), February 25, 1900.
^-^Ibid., January 14 /21~f, 1900.
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instead of being disconcerted by the 
"deserters," is glad of the occasion 
that rids it of them.141

The "loyal" convention of 1S00 passed in July with scarce
ly a ruffle, and the De Leonite party headed into the Nov
ember, 1900, campaign with confidence and serenity. 
Kangaroo Socialist Laborites challenged the ’regular* 
tickets in many states, but the De Leonite group was in 
each case successful in remaining on the ballot.142 The 
winning of the ballot position turned out to be an empty 
victory* Everywhere the Socialist (or Social Democratic, 
in many states) Party outvoted the De Leon candidates, 
Malloney and Remmel. The Socialist Laborites garnered but 
33,382 votes,143 as compared with a total vote of 85,231^^ 
claimed for the party in 1899, while Debs drew 96,878.
The Socialist Laborites were close to Debs only in New 

York, where the vote was 12,869 for Debs and 12,622 for 
Malloney, and in Virginia, where neither side had

■̂4^Ibid., November 5, 1899.
142weekly People (New York), October 13, 1900.
143National Executive Committee, Socialist Labor 

Party, Twentieth National Convention Socialist Labor Party 
(New York: Socialist Labor Party, 1942), p. 210.

144The People (New York), 1899 passim.
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campaigned, which gave 167 for the Socialist Labor Party 
and 145 for the Social Democrats.

The lesson of 1900 was clear enough. The American 
socialist wanted a party which was not orthodox to the 
point that it refused to have immediate goals; he didn’t 
choose to have a party which was waiting for the revolu
tion, but rather one which would try to socialize basic 
industries as soon as possible. The inception of the Debs 

party, combined with the dictatorial powers and inflexible 
views of the leaders of the Socialist Labor Party, meant 
that the former, and not the latter, was to be the vehicle 
of socialism for early twentieth century America.

Just as De Leon's class conscious trade union was 
doomed to failure when it disregarded normal American 

methods, so was his hierarchical political party destined 
to fail, when It denied to its American members freedom 
of expression and choice. The stories of both the Social
ist Trade and Labor Allianoe and the Sooialist Labor Party 
are stories which started full of hope for the Marxists of 
America, but which left the hope unfulfilled.



CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS

The Socialist Labor Party, as reorganized in the 
nineties, had a good expectation of growth. The Greenback 
Party and the Granger movement had called attention to the 
increasing oppression of labor in the United States. Con
gress had just passed its first legislation designed to 
regulate trusts and monopolistic corporations. It would 
seem that an organization pledged to the betterment of the 
laboring class would have had noticeable and perhaps rapid 
growth. Yet the Socialist Labor Party, in the nineties, 
did not grow significantly, in spite of the increase of 
socialistic attitudes in the United States and the immi
gration of many who were acquainted with and sympathetic 
to socialism. It had moments of success and flashes of 
promise, but by and large it was a failure.

The reasons given for such failure are many and var
ied. The party itself normally blamed either the capital
ists, the disrupters within the party, or the lack of read
iness on the part of the American people. The majority of 
Americans, perhaps, would blame the inherent incompatibil
ity of socialism with American institutions. There is 
much to commend this majority opinion, and it would explain 
why the majority of Americans did not adopt a socialist
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solution to modern economic problems. But it does not ex
plain why the Socialist Labor Party was unsatisfactory to 
that minority of Americans who were socialists and who be
lieved in Marxist solutions. It is Poster's judgment that 
De La on' s

withdrawal from conservative trade unions, 
his anti-labor-party, anti-Negro, and anti- 
farmer-movement policies, and his abandon
ment of all immediate demands, all of which 
became Party line, had particularly disas
trous consequences for the Party ...-*■

Poster Is only partly right. As has been shown in this 
study, De Leon did not withdraw from the conservative 
trade unions; he was removed. And many party members re
mained in both the A. P. of L. and the K. of L. after De 
Leon was rejected. These men could have continued the job 
of making the two large unions into socialist organiza
tions, and in fact they did temper the bourgeois outlook 
of both bodies. Even De Leon thought it proper to work 
within and through the large unions until his final defeat 

in 1895.
That the Socialist Labor Party members did not con

vert the larger unions to socialism is not really explain
ed by reference to party principles; there was nothing in

■^William Z. Poster, History of the Communist Party of 
the United States (New York: International, 1952), p. 88.
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party dogma that prevented the subversion of the union; to 
the contrary, it was considered quite desirable. The 
party’s difficulty in handling the trade unions resulted 

from the extreme centralization of its national office. 
There was a personal element in this. De Leon’s nature 
demanded personal operational control of a movement, and, 

if this could not be, he did not allow his group to sup
port the movement. When he was personally repudiated by 
the unions, therefore, he caused the Socialist Labor Party 
to stop its support of regular unionism. The formation of 
the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, of course, divided 
the loyalty of party members and made their work in regu
lar unions suspect. But even after the S. T. & L. A. was 
a reality, grassroots party support would have been given 
to the older unions, but for the extreme centralization of 
the party and the almost absolute control of De Leon. The 
national office made expulsion from the party the wages of 
working with the two large unions. The greatest drawback 
to Socialist Labor success in the union field was not the 
doctrinaire attitude or rigidity of party members, for 
even those who were dogmatic in thought were often oppor
tunistic in practice, but the centralization of authority 
—  a centralization which was particularly disagreeable to 

the American members.
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It was the same in the attempts of the party to ap
peal to native-born Americans with its principles. Fail

ure resulted not so much from the party's European doc
trines as from its centralized control. The national of
fice interfered in many activities on the local level, and 
was always quick to criticize local methods and attitudes* 
Furthermore, the fact that the power was located in the 
greater New York area was distasteful to most Americans,
The concentration of all power into the hands of a small 
group of national officers was bad enough, but when it 
was compounded by giving the New York City area the only 
check and the full right of choosing the executive, there 
was no effective appeal left for the majority of social
ist ically-inclined Americans.

Many members and sections voiced dissatisfaction, 
from time to time throughout the nineties, with the partite 
organizational arrangement. This dissatisfaction was il
lustrated by the Ohio and Massachusetts troubles, both of 
which were due to a desire, on the part of the local grouQ 
to be more nearly free from national discipline. Americans 
in general are fond of the representative system of gov
ernment; most Americans within the party believed that 
there was nothing antithetical between a representative 
system and scientific Marxism. The refusal of the nation-
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al executive to grant representation to the nation as a 
whole was a primary factor in the party’s lack of appeal 
to the English-speaking adherents of socialism.

The fact that the group was Marxist in thought should 
have commended it to American socialists. That this actu
ally could have been the case is demonstrated by the rapid 
growth of the Debs party. The failure of the Socialist 
Labor Party to embrace the main body of socialists is not 
explained by a lack of Marxism; the party was deeply, even 
religiously, committed to Marx's teachings, as the poems 
in Appendix I (especially "^air Was The Day") will show.
In the party's study classes a wide range of Marxian inter
pretation was presented. However, while free discussion 
was allowed in the classes, the conclusions were deter
mined by the national offioe. And the national office had 
the power to expel members for differences in Marxian 
theology. This drastic step was not generally taken; 
normally ridicule and belittling by the national executive 
was sufficient to make the dissident leave of his own 

accord.
The socialist press was sometimes blamed by De Leon 

for the slow progress which the party seemed to be making. 
The party press, it seemed, never had really great suocess 
in recruiting members. Yet the non-party socialist press
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was in most cases doing well. Wayland was mailing thou
sands of socialist papers out of Girard, Kansas. The var
ious non-party Tageblatts were doing well. The Volkzeituig, 
as a daily, had a large circulation and was in the black 
financially. The Socialist Labor Party press, however, 
never equalled the other socialist papers in achievement, 
as measured either by circulation or quality. It was af
fected adversely by 1} the supervision and contentiousness 
of the national office and 2) the necessity of subordina
ting the local press in order to push the nationally con
trolled, De Leon-edited The People. But the national 
paper reflected the thought of the national office rather 
than the practice of the party members, and hence it re
flected a doctrinaire dogmatism which made it a poor vehi
cle for recruiting converts.

American socialists, and for that matter, Americans 
in general, have always been as interested in the "here 
and now” as they have been in the "pie in the sky." The 
Socialist Labor Party of today places itself out of the 
running in the race for American socialist support by 
offering its rewards only after the socialist revolution, 
although It has always critized capitalists and religion

ists for doing the same thing. But the Socialist Labor 
Party of the nineties had immediate demands, and maintain
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ed them till 1900. In theory they were given up at that 
time; in practice most party members still kept them in 
mind. In that decade, then, the party did have aims which 
could have appealed to many; that there was little appeal 
is due to the leadership of De Leon, who did not really 
agree that immediate goals were an appropriate concern for 
Marxian socialists. As De Leon's national office con
trolled agitational activities as well as doctrine, it was 
difficult to gain converts even to a program dedicated to 
immediate reforms.

It is possible for a European idea to take root in 
America; many have done so, and we are the richer for them. 
But it is very difficult for an organization based on an 
imported political or economic idea to take root if its 
members do not have some check or control over their own 
organizational hierarchy, when this hierarohy does not re
flect the desires of a majority of the members. The na
tional office of the Socialist Labor Party was not reined, 
and it did not accurately mirror the desires either of its 
own followers or of labor as a whole. The Socialist Labor 
Party, as a result, was a failure.



APPENDIX I
Selected Socialist Labor Poems

RHYMES FOR JUVENILE OLD PARTY INTELLECTS
for the sake of those opponents of 

Socialism on whom argument is 
useless and logic is wasted

Hey diddle diddle I 
I’ll read you a riddle,
As plain as the man in the moon;
How long it will take
For the Government’s sake
To send this whole country to ruin?
There was an old woman who lived in a shoe,
She had so many children she didn’t know what to do,
For a few had monopolized all of the bread,
While the others had nothing, no viotuals, nor bed;
So this good Mrs. Grover— why, what did she do?
She issued some bonds for the sake of a few.
Old Dan Tucker is a fine old man,
He votes for Cleveland when he can;
Without a red cent to his name,
He votes for Cleveland just the same.
Sing a song of sixpence I 
Fifty cents a day.
Associated Charities 
Know how to pay.
When the winter's over,
The birds begin to sing,
Happy is the worker 
When Capital is king.

- - Herbert N. Casson
The People (New York), Feb. 25, 1894.

OUR RED FLAG
Some say: "From the veins of Death

Their banner has Its dye;"
Some shout: "’Tis the flag of Carnage

That thus they wave on highS"
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0 people, foolish, wicked,
Hear now and ponder well I

’Twas Christ Himself who taught us 
What our banner has to tell*

He said, ”Ye all are brothers I"
And we who count this good

Now preach it by the symbol 
Of warm and living blood.

The blood that flows in all men 
Whate’er their race or birth;

The blood that proves the kinship 
Of all who tread the earth.

Then see ye not I Oh, people 1
’Twere well to cease your strife

Against our crimson banner,
For *tis the Flag of Life I

And join our ranks, oh, people;
With us come marching on

To rear the glorious Commonwealth 
To gain the Rights of Man

- - Frances McDaniel
The People (New York), May 6, 1894.

THE BOODLERS (Tune: The Bowery)
Oh, the day that I left New York,
What do you suppose was all the talk?
"Capital will ride but Labor may walk,
Or he’ll never get there any more."
Chorus: The Boodlers, the Boodlers I

We don’t need them any more*
They say such things and they do such

things
The Boodlers, the Dudelers,
We don’t need them any more*

The working men, they make me tired;
They’re content if they’re only hired,
When the BOSS don’t need them they get fired,
And they never see him any more* Chorus
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The Capitalist says: ’’Put your trust in God,
Your time will come if you’ll carry the hod.”
But when luck comes you’re under the sod,
And you don’t need it any more. Chorus
Oh, if all the workmen had common sense 
Couldn’t they just about rake the fence;
You could line up the capitalists for ten cents, 
For I don’t think they’d fetch any more. Chorus
What's the use of having a Boss
Who works you night and day like a horse,
And makes you sweat if he suffers a loss;
Why, slaves couldn’t stand any more. Chorus
What's the use of having a vote
If you put yourself in the very same boat
With the capitalist who will only cut your throat
Until he can do it no more. Chorus
Why not vote with the S. L. P.
Necessities of life would then be free;
Order and justice the rule would be
And you never would want any more. Chorus
The workingmen's danger is the "Boodle Press,"
They tell lies daily, they make a fine mess,
They’re Capitalist wolves in the Labor lamb's dress, 
Oh, I wouldn’t read them any more. Chorus
This winter no coal, and we’re all of us taught to 
Be satisfied with that "as we surely oughter,"
So the capitalist says while we’re mixing mor^er, 
Will we never be warm any more? Chorus
You all may yet live to see the day when 
They’ll disfranchise you, what’ll you do then?
It only needs a stroke of the pen,
And you never can vote any more. Chorus

- - Composed for and sung at an S. L. P. 
festival February 20, 1893.
The People (New York), March 12, 
1893.
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They tell me go suck for a living,
But that, I must say, I don't like;
And what would become of our4 suckers 
If nobody ever did strike?

- - B. E., Red Wing, Minn.
The People (New York), March 26, 1893.

PAIR WAS THE DAY
Delivered at South Framingham, Massachusetts, July 30, 
1899; inscribed for the anniversary reunion of the Karl 
Marx classes of Boston and vicinity. Dedicated to Mrs. 
Martha Moore Avery.
0 fair was the day and still fairer the hour,
When a mother of Treves gave a son not in vain:

Who beholding proud England consume labor power,
Marx opened in science the cap of her reign;

Not the tricks of bold Europe alone did he ferret,
But marked it the classic spot In the world's shame, 

0, then as we triumph, remember his merit,
And honor the classes that meet In his name.

The heart of the system in darkness lay hidden
Till his magical brain poured forth the white light. 

Prom France and from Belgium, the world saw him driven, 
For espousing the cause of the workers* great fight: 

And the brave "Manifesto,” now shining in history, 
Served as the basis of high international claim;

0, then in the splendor of on-coming victory.
Let us honor the classes that meet In his name.

Though anxious and tireless his life was expended,
In work for the workers, to study with care,

Though he died ere our Party in Boston ascended 
To light the fierce struggle of doubt and despair;

The storms he endured in his great life*s December,
The knowledge his science foresaw and o'ercame,

In our Party's rich harvest shall comrades remember 
And honor the classes that meet in his name.

Nor forget his companion, who, in tender affection,
By the side of her dead whom love could not save,

With no casket, no money in death's dark affliction,
To protect against want or the mold of the grave,
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Though thy name does not mingle with saints or with angels, 
The reign of thy virtue, sweet Jenny, we claim.

And with tribute to Marx join the friendship of Engels, 
Though a tear dims the eye as we murmur thy name.

Yet lads, give a cheer, and change the sad measure,
The rites of our grief and our sorrow to stay;

To our party and comrades, devote now the leisure,
The wisdom to plan, and the zeal to obey;

Then up with the banner, and sing its great glory,
Forget not the brave Sections who fan the bright flame,

A hundred years hence men shall feed on the story,
And honor the classes that meet to our name.

  Byron Efford
The People (New York), August 27, 1899.

APPENDIX II
Membership of Sections of D. A. 1 

Eligible to Send Delegates to the July, 1898, 
S. T. & L. A. Convention

Union Membership
Ale and Porter Union 200
Bartenders 90
Bohemian Butchers 150
Bohemian Typographia 32
Carl Sahm Club 80
Empire City Lodge 35
Furriers 250
German Coppersmiths 80
German Waiters 260
Independent Bakers No. 25 45
Independent Bakers No. 33 60
Liberty Waiters 65
Macaroni Workers 65
Marquette Workers 70
New York Cooks 55
Piano Makers 520
Pressmen and Feeders 18
Progressive Cigarette Makers 970
Progressive Typographia 15
Silver Workers 40
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Union Membership
Swedish Machinists 98
United Engineers 60

Total 37258
- - Nahum I. Stone, Attitude of The Socialists

to the Trade Unions, quoted by Paul Brlssenden, The I. W. 
W. A .Study of American Syndicalism (New York: Russell and
Russell, 1957), p. 52. Brissenden incorrectly identifies 
the total as being the whole S. T. & L. A. membership.

APPENDIX III
A Selected List of S. T. & L. A. Locals to 

Illustrate the National Nature of the Organization

Local Name
1
3
77
96
104
130
137
140
165
168
172
191
197
207
221
226
244
250
263
268
282
318
325
342
345
355
368

Daily People Alliance
Mixed Alliance
Mixed Alliance
Hoboken People's Orchestra
Textile Workers
Mixed Alliance
Progressive Musical Union
Bronx Borough Labor Club
Tailors' Alliance
Proletariat Labor Club
Manton Mills' Weavers' Union
Mixed Alliance
Miners' Alliance
German Carpenters' Union
Miners' Alliance
Machinists' Pioneer Alliance
Cloakmakers' Union
Mixed Alliance
Mixed Alliance
Mixed Alliance
Swedish Machinists' Alliance
Weavers' Alliance
Street Car Workers' Union
Forest City Alliance
Pioneer Mixed Alliance
Karl Marx Alliance
Woollen Weavers' Alliance

City and State 
New York, N. Y. 
Minneapolis, Minn. 
Boston, Mass."* 
Hoboken, N. J. 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Bartonville, 111. 
Paterson, N. J. 
Brooklyn, N. Y. 
Washington, D. C. 
Lynn, Mass. 
Olneyville, R. I. 
Allegheny City, Pa. 
Pueblo, Colo. 
Detroit, Mich. 
Dubois, Pa.
London, Ont. 
Toronto, Ont. 
Vancouver, B. C. 
Seattle, Wash.
San Antonio, Tex. 
Newark, N. J, 
Lawrence, Mass.
Los Angeles, Cal. 
Cleveland, 0.
San Francisco, Cal. 
New York, N. Y. 
Plymouth, Mas s•
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Michael Harrington speaking at the Congress of the 

Socialist International in Eastbourne, England, on June 

18, 1969 (By Rolls Press / Popperfoto via Getty Images) 

One day in my third year of college, my French teacher 

asked me to speak with her after class. I was surprised. 

My performance in her course had not seemed so wanting 

as to warrant a consultation. My surprise was even greater 

at her concern. “Peter,” she asked, “are you a socialist?” 

“Well, I suppose I am,” I replied. Her disappointment was 

obvious. She was on a faculty group that nominated 



students for an honor society, and Dean X had blackballed 

me because of rumors that I was (can you imagine?) a 

socialist. Perhaps he had not yet recovered from the 

McCarthyism of a decade earlier. I assured her that I 

couldn’t care less about the honor society and that my 

socialism was entirely peaceful and no obstacle to an 

appreciation of Molière and Jean Anouilh. 

I was not officially a socialist, of course. That came in the 

1970s, a decade later, when I was an early recruit to 

Michael Harrington’s newly founded Democratic 

Socialist Organizing Committee, which in 1982 evolved 

into the Democratic Socialists of America, a group then of 

modest size and influence, to put it generously, but 

currently resurgent behind the attractive persona, active 

Twitter presence, and disruptive politics of Representative 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez. I don’t recall quitting DSA—

maybe I’m listed somewhere as a non-dues paying 

laggard—but sometime well before Harrington’s 

premature death in 1989, I simply faded away. 

Socialism was not in my genes. It is true that in 1932, the 

struggling art student who would, about a decade later, 

become my father cast his first presidential vote for the 

Socialist Norman Thomas. But his father, a generally 

unsuccessful Jewish businessman, voted for Herbert 

Hoover. And my future maternal grandfather, a generally 

successful Irish-American businessman, voted for FDR. 



My future mother was too young to vote, although in 

Chicago that would not necessarily have stopped her. 

By the time I reached the age of political reason, our 

family were basically New Deal Democrats. We were 

anti-Communist, fully sensible of Stalinism and the 

persecution of religion in the Soviet bloc, but at the same 

time very opposed to the redbaiting and blacklisting of the 

McCarthy years. Personally, I was a fierce defender of my 

private property, and John D. Rockefeller would have 

approved of the way I squirreled away the dimes from my 

weekly allowance and the few bills that came tucked in 

birthday cards from relatives. My favorite comic book 

hero was old Scrooge McDuck, Donald’s miserly uncle, 

pictured gleefully diving and swimming in his mighty 

pool of moola. Any feelings of solidarity with the world’s 

downtrodden did not extend much beyond vociferous 

protests against orders to vacuum the living room, rake 

the lawn, or dry the dishes. 

My latent socialism awaited a growing awareness, at 

around age ten, that my self-employed father, who had 

dedicated his artistic talent to work in Catholic churches, 

was in economic and aesthetic competition with the 

plaster statues, conventional crucifixes, and other off-the-

rack products of religious-goods houses. Suddenly I 

became a neo-medieval defender of the individual 

craftsman against capitalist mass production. My inner 



William Morris told me that work should be individual 

expression, not rote drudgery; it should be driven not by 

profit but by a calling. Such notions were in time nurtured 

by absorbing the family intake of the Catholic Worker 

and Commonweal (whose very name, I later learned, 

harkened back to Morris). Those pages also reported labor 

conflicts more serious than ones surrounding my 

household chores, and portrayed hungry families who 

would be only too happy to eat the food I didn’t like. 

At some point I even took an adolescent delight in 

subscribing to the Weekly People, the Socialist Labor 

Party newspaper filled with pictures of full-bellied, cigar-

smoking tycoons stomping on muscular but shackled 

workingmen. The illustrations were much more rousing 

than the Marxist ideology, which echoed the thought of an 

American socialist original, Daniel De Leon (1852–1914), 

and strove to remain simultaneously anti-capitalist, anti-

Soviet, and revolutionary rather than reformist. 

Marxist theory was of course unavoidable as the Sixties 

arrived. I drank in more than a little of it and have no 

regrets. Activists in the civil-rights and anti-war 

movements were searching for radical alternatives to what 

was then dismissed as “Cold War liberalism.” During the 

highly fraught twelve months that I spent in Paris 

researching a doctoral dissertation and participating in 

anti-war demonstrations, I joined the weekly gatherings of 



a Marxist discussion group at the reborn Shakespeare & 

Company bookstore near the Seine. We were a curious 

mix of diehard believers, intellectual explorers like 

myself, and members of Trotskyist sects (or so it seemed) 

who had noms de guerre and sometimes disappeared for 

weeks at a time. We conducted a long march through 

volumes one and two of Capital before the barricades of 

May 1968 gave us other priorities. I am not sure whether 

it was our discussion group or the events of May ’68 that 

explain why an American graduate student in history 

would later find an entry on me in French police files. 

  

My socialism was not a replacement but an extension of 

my very American political beliefs: checks and balances, 

fundamental rights, rule by deliberation and consent, and 

an egalitarian, democratic, and communal ethos. 

All this exposure to Marxism and revolutionary 

socialism had been preceded by several forms of 

vaccination. One was religious. On the one hand, I didn’t 

need Marx to challenge the creed of capitalism; I had the 

prophets, the Beatitudes, Matthew 25, papal social 

encyclicals, and the activities of the Young Christian 

Students. On the other hand, not only had Marxist 

socialism often tended to present itself as a rival to 

religious faith, it had also tended to mimic many of the 

worst elements of religious dogmatism. Most frightfully, 



its Communist mutation had imprisoned and murdered 

millions of believers. 

Then there was the light-hearted vaccination that my best 

undergraduate professor, a radical himself, had 

administered by assigning Dwight Macdonald’s Memoirs 

of a Revolutionist. This was a collection of “essays in 

political criticism” by the anti-Stalinist and erstwhile 

Trotskyist intellectual gadfly who was an editor at the 

Partisan Review before publishing Politics, his own post-

Marxist, anti-totalitarian journal, which counted Albert 

Camus and Simone Weil among its contributors. 

Macdonald’s “Introduction: Politics Past” sketched an 

unforgettable picture of left-wing sectarianism with 

groups incessantly splitting to maintain ideological purity. 

One could derive a kind of Macdonald’s Law: as the 

groups grew smaller and smaller, their titles “generally 

made up in scope for any restriction of numbers.” One 

group that he described did not actually bear so grandiose 

a name as the International Revolutionary Labor League 

and Worldwide Socialist Workers Party, but it might as 

well have. Finally, he noted, it consisted only of its leader 

and his wife. “Then there was a divorce, and the advance-

guard of the revolution was concentrated, like a bouillon 

cube, in the small person of [the leader], who sat for years 

at his secondhand desk…writing his party organ and 

cranking it out on the mimeograph machine.” 



Mimeograph machines, Macdonald observed, “played the 

same part in the American revolutionary movement that 

machine guns did in the Russian.… and many a faction-

fight was decided by who seized control of them first.” 

What Macdonald skewered as child’s play in the United 

States pointed to a darker story in Europe, where utopian 

visions and revolutionary zealotry had indeed been armed 

with guns and not mimeograph machines. It was a story 

dramatized by Orwell and Koestler and Victor Serge and 

many others, but also recounted in dry histories of 

socialist struggles over democracy, parliamentarianism, 

reform versus revolution, stages of history, and modern 

economics. 

If my socialist sympathies survived my ever-deeper 

immersion in this tragic history (I was researching a 

dissertation on French left-wing intellectuals), it was also 

because my socialism was not a replacement but an 

extension of my very American political beliefs: checks 

and balances, fundamental rights, rule by deliberation and 

consent, and an egalitarian, democratic, and communal 

ethos. Workers should have a significant degree of shared 

control over their enterprises, working conditions, 

remuneration, output, and the necessary government 

decisions regarding the economy. They should feel a 

stake in the quality of their work and its social purpose. 

Necessary hierarchies of expertise and authority should 



not be reinforced by sharp differences of wealth, class, 

caste, ethnicity, gender, or culture. Like many other 

people, I had observed or experienced this kind of 

environment on a micro-level, whether in my father’s 

self-employment or on the staff of Commonweal or, to a 

lesser but meaningful degree, in other intellectual and 

journalistic enterprises. The problem of course was how 

such environments could be “scaled up” to become the 

norms for a modern economy of huge corporations, 

assembly-line manufacturing, far-flung trade, split-second 

finance, and complex planning. 

The next chapter in my life as a socialist, and no doubt the 

one most relevant today, began at the Hotel McAlpin at 

the corner of Broadway and 34th Street, right across from 

Macy’s in Manhattan. In October 1973, about 250 

delegates and an equal number of observers gathered 

there to mend what the late Sixties and early Seventies 

had shattered. Youthful New Leftism had descended into 

countercultural exhibitionism, ideological extremism, and 

episodic violence. The hard-earned anti-Communism of 

the majority within Norman Thomas’s venerable Socialist 

Party had curdled into die-hard support for the war in 

Vietnam. Middle-class idealism had foundered on George 

McGovern’s disastrous 1972 presidential campaign. Led 

by Michael Harrington, the new group, modestly titled the 

Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee, committed 

itself both to looking beyond capitalism and to working 



within the Democratic Party. The assumption was that 

incremental measures to address fairly obvious economic 

and social injustices could lay the groundwork for a 

serious socialist movement. 

I was drawn by Harrington’s ties to Commonweal and the 

Catholic Worker.  Harrington’s 1963 book on poverty, 

The Other America, was widely credited with inspiring 

President Kennedy’s war on poverty, thanks to a forty-

page review in the New Yorker by Dwight Macdonald 

(just to complete the circle of associations). The book’s 

title had actually been used for an earlier, somewhat 

different article that Harrington had published in 

Commonweal. I found Michael’s exposition of a non-

utopian, non-deterministic, democratic socialism 

persuasive, even if I never felt his need to demonstrate 

that it represented the “authentic” view of Marx. (I 

already had a Scripture, thank you, which had enough 

problems of its own.) I signed on to this “new 

combination of socialist theory and common-sense 

strategy,” as I put in my October 26, 1973, Commonweal 

report on the founding meeting. But I also wondered how 

easily outsiders could find their way into this subculture 

of socialist and labor radicalism. 

Despite my unfamiliarity with “red-diaper babies” and all 

manner of ex-Trotskyist sects and their summer camps, or 

perhaps because of my unfamiliarity, I soon found myself 



a member of DSOC’s governing committee, a small circle 

of remarkably dedicated, intelligent people. A budding 

Eugene Debs I was not. I have recently happened upon 

some of my notes from our meetings. A few cryptic 

phrases amid pages of doodles. 

My recollection is that for every five minutes we spent on 

economics, politics, and socialist dialectics, we spent an 

hour discussing fundraising—and the not-unrelated 

politics, internal and external, of the labor movement. 

DSOC found friendly supporters in the upper echelons of 

the United Auto Workers, the American Federation of 

State, County, and Municipal Workers (AFSCME), the 

Service Employees, the Machinists, and several other 

unions. Our most successful project was uniting unions 

and middle-class liberal reformers into a coalition called 

Democratic Agenda. It had a major impact on the 

Democrats’ 1976 party platform—which Jimmy Carter 

largely ignored once he was in office. 

DSOC’s priorities were to defend the anti-poverty, racial-

equality, and Great Society programs then feeling the 

backlash from the Sixties, and to promote new initiatives 

in health care, housing, energy policy, and above all, 

labor rights and full employment. The first step toward 

workers’ control, after all, was jobs. 

DSOC’s anti-Stalinist background left it with no 

sympathy for dictatorships of any sort, whether of the 



proletariat, national-liberation fronts, or anti-imperialist 

strongmen, each promising a new socialist variant. There 

was similar consensus on the failure of central-command 

economies. A democratically controlled economy had to 

be a decentralized one. 

My own participation was not entirely limited to 

doodling. During the 1970s I made the case for 

democratic socialism on a number of campuses. I debated 

Michael Novak on democratic socialism versus 

democratic capitalism at Trinity Church in Washington’s 

Georgetown. As someone then working in the emerging 

field of medical ethics, I did my best to broaden the 

field’s focus from quandaries about the rights of 

individual patients and research subjects to “structural” 

questions about health-care funding and accessibility. My 

1979 book on neoconservatism was informed by 

democratic-socialist and left-liberal responses to the 

critiques of government programs mounted by former 

left-wing intellectuals. 

It would take a Five Year Plan to find and excavate the 

texts of my talks during those years. I wonder whether 

their retrieval would please or embarrass me. As far as I 

can recall, my point of departure was Harrington’s—a 

conviction that crucial decisions about investment, 

production, employment, research, and financing were 

determined less and less by direct market competition and 



more and more by the self-interest and class predilections 

of the managers in boardrooms and executive suites. (At 

the time I did not recognize the pedigree of Harrington’s 

theory in left-wing debates about Soviet bureaucratic 

collectivism that had ultimately filtered into works like 

The Managerial Revolution by ex-Communist, ex-

Trotskyist James Burnham. I was simply persuaded by 

what I saw happening in the United States.) In sector after 

sector, oligopolies evaded price competition. Government 

officials, willingly or under pressure, provided corporate 

welfare in the form of subsidies and tax breaks and 

corporate safety nets in the form of bailouts and 

guarantees. Advertising created rather than responded to 

popular tastes and cultural values. Thanks to technology 

and economic interdependence, the important decisions 

were collective, and the important question was no longer 

whether they would be made by the “free” market but 

whether the decision-makers would or would not be 

democratically accountable. 

That may have been an effective rebuttal to textbook free-

market ideology, but did it really offer an alternative? If 

central planning, investment, and allocation were rejected, 

even democratically accountable decision-makers would 

still be working within markets of some sort, whether for 

consumer goods or capital expenditures. They would be 

responding to the price signals those markets provided 

and trying to survive in the competition for market shares. 



While the United States in particular has set new marks in 

approaching full employment, ever more sophisticated 

automation and the ambiguous powers of artificial 

intelligence have raised profound uncertainties about the 

future of work and compensation. 

Within DSOC, there was no agreement on exactly how 

this might work. Mondragon, the Catholic-inspired 

Basque federation of cooperatives, was mentioned 

frequently. Then there was Sweden’s Meidner Plan. By 

annually transferring a proportion of major corporations’ 

profits into shares collectively held by employees, 

workers would eventually control the management of 

leading firms in every sector, but these firms would 

nonetheless continue to compete with one another. 

“Yardstick” corporations were another alternative to 

nationalizing whole industries. Not unlike the public 

option in health insurance, a publicly owned auto 

company or pharmaceutical manufacturer or a major bank 

would measure what the market really required and keep 

other firms from oligarchic mischief. Union pension 

funds, it was also argued, should leverage their 

considerable stock holdings for broader public purposes. 

There was interest in Germany’s “co-determination,” 

requiring elected representatives of workers on the boards 

of sizeable corporations, an idea recently embraced by 

Elizabeth Warren. All the ups and downs of European 

https://www.commonwealmagazine.org/bringing-workers-board


social-democratic parties and proposals were followed 

intently. 

I collected a shelf of books on workers’ control and 

market socialism and even managed to deface some of 

them with underlining. I repeatedly suggested to 

Harrington that DSOC needed an organized discussion of 

democratic socialism and markets. In fact, he took up the 

question more than I realized at the time. But DSOC did 

not. 

Four decades later the growth in oligopoly and inequality 

confirms much of Harrington’s analysis. The Great 

Recession revealed how integral government power was 

to the economy. The world is entwined in incredibly 

complex, computer-programed, split-second financial 

transactions and interdependent obligations—a 

turbocharged capitalism of international financial flows 

and balance sheets. 

On the other hand, market forces must be credited with 

lifting hundreds of millions of people out of extreme 

poverty in developing nations—most dramatically, 

however, under China’s centralized authoritarian regime. 

Of course climate change is a planetary background to 

everything else. And while the United States in particular 

has set new marks in approaching full employment, ever 

more sophisticated automation and the ambiguous powers 



of artificial intelligence have raised profound 

uncertainties about the future of work and compensation. 

Currently the Democratic Socialists of America promotes 

“a vision of a humane international social order based 

both on democratic planning and market mechanisms to 

achieve equitable distribution of resources, meaningful 

work, a healthy environment, sustainable growth, gender 

and racial equality, and non-oppressive relationships.” I 

hope they have made more progress in figuring out how 

that might work.  

Over time my appreciation of the power of markets, for 

both good and ill, has grown. So has my appreciation of 

entrepreneurship, if only because I discovered how little 

of it I possess. Both still seem compatible with democratic 

socialism, but making the case requires more than 

condemning capitalism’s manifest failures.  There is a 

middle ground of a well-regulated capitalism and a 

generous welfare state, which is where in practice Bernie 

Sanders, calling himself a democratic socialist, and 

Elizabeth Warren, declaring herself “capitalist to her 

bones,” seem to converge—as do, in varying degrees, 

most leading Democrats. Socialists argue this middle 

ground is ultimately unstable and precarious, doomed to 

be pushed right if not left. Perhaps. 

  



Horrible things have been done in socialism’s name by its 

totalitarian mutations. 

My participation in DSOC was curtailed by my return to 

editorial responsibilities at Commonweal at the end of the 

1970s. My loss of ardor was also abetted not by 

something specifically socialist but liberal—the hardening 

battle lines over abortion. Moral qualms on this subject 

had best be kept to oneself. 

I can’t speak with any authority about today’s democratic 

socialists. DSA now claims 50,000 members. The reason 

is simple: Bernie. “Bernie popularized the concept of 

democratic socialism,” the editors of DSA’s Socialist 

Forum explain, “and his call for a ‘political revolution’ 

against the billionaire class resonated with millions of 

Americans. Bernie, however, tended to employ these 

concepts as floating signifiers and neglected to fill them 

with much in the way of specific political content.” 

“Floating signifiers” lacking “much in the way of specific 

political content.” Well, that’s one way of putting it. To 

what extent Bernie’s air of self-righteous certitude and 

one-answer-fits-all-questions characterizes DSA today I 

can’t say. Skimming DSA’s website leaves the impression 

that promoting the Sanders version of Medicare for All 

has a much higher priority than defeating Donald Trump. 

DSA’s August convention overwhelmingly voted to 

support Sanders for president and no one else if he failed 



to be nominated, although leaving the decision in that 

case to individual members. “More often than not,” 

Harrington lamented in 1974, “American socialism saw 

liberalism as its immediate enemy, as the program for 

crumbs that kept people from demanding the whole 

lunch.” Although Sanders himself has sometimes 

gallantly shunned personal attacks on rivals, his overall 

stance may have revived the socialist reflex to treat 

liberals as sellouts rather than allies. 

If my French professor of long ago asked me for a 

thumbnail description of my current political stance, I 

would probably quote what Daniel Bell said of himself in 

the Preface to The Cultural Contradictions of Capitalism: 

“a socialist in economics, a liberal in politics, and a 

conservative in culture.” That’s why in 2016 I welcomed 

Bernie’s democratic-socialist challenge, not anticipating 

that it would become one of the many factors contributing 

to Hillary’s defeat and Trump’s election. I thought and 

still think that the United States needs a vibrant, 

thoughtful democratic-socialist presence. One able to 

define its socialism by what it is for and not simply what 

it is against. And one with a tragic sense of history, 

especially of socialism’s history. Horrible things have 

been done in socialism’s name by its totalitarian 

mutations. Even democratic socialism has chalked up 

tragically stupid errors. Risking the reelection of Donald 

Trump would add to that list. 
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Peter Steinfels
Peter F. Steinfels (born 1941) is an American journalist and educator best known for his writings on religious
topics.

A native of Chicago, Illinois, and a lifelong Roman Catholic, Steinfels earned his Ph.D. from Columbia
University and joined the staff of the journal Commonweal in 1964. He served as a visiting professor at Notre
Dame in 1994–95 and then as visiting professor at Georgetown University from 1997 to 2001. From 1990 to
2010, he wrote a column called "Beliefs" for the religion section of The New York Times.[1]

He has also been a professor at Fordham University and co-director of the Fordham Center on Religion and
Culture. Steinfels has written several books, including The Neoconservatives: The Men Who Are Changing
America's Politics (ISBN 0-671-41384-8) and A People Adrift: The Crisis of the Roman Catholic Church in
America (ISBN 0-684-83663-7).

He has argued in favor of the ordination of women as priests and deacons, and has suggested that this could
eventually lead to the creation of female cardinals.[2]

In 2003, he was awarded the Laetare Medal by the University of Notre Dame, the oldest and most prestigious
award for American Catholics.[3]

He is married to Margaret O'Brien Steinfels, a writer and former editor of Commonweal. They have two
children, Gabrielle Steinfels and John Melville Steinfels.

1. On Things Religious, Written and Unwritten (https://www.nytimes.com/2010/01/02/us/02beliefs.
html?ref=petersteinfels)

2. Perspectives: Peter Steinfels (https://www.pbs.org/wnet/religionandethics/week705/perspective
s.html)

3. "Recipients | The Laetare Medal" (https://laetare.nd.edu/recipients/#info2003). University of
Notre Dame. Retrieved 2 August 2020.

Biography (https://web.archive.org/web/20080830052509/http://www.fordham.edu/images/unde
rgraduate/centeronreligionculture/ps%20bio.pdf)
Interview with PBS's Bob Abernethy (https://www.pbs.org/wnet/religionandethics/week705/pers
pectives.html)
A film clip The Open Mind – An Update on Terminal Illness ... and a Doctor Aided Suicide
(1991) (https://archive.org/details/openmind_ep1345) is available at the Internet Archive
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Daniel De Leon, 1902.

This page contains too many unsourced statements and needs to be improved.

Daniel De Leon could use some help. Please research the article's assertions. Whatever is credible should be sourced, and what is not should be removed.

Daniel De Leon was a radical American union organizer, socialist theoretician, academic and politician. He founded a branch of Socialist theory called "De Leonism", which is considered very similar to some forms of anarcho-syndicalism,[1] wherein the
organizations of the worker (the labor unions) are the supreme legal force, and which considers the credible threat of violence to be integral to organization.
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Early life [edit]

De Leon was born December 14, 1852, in in Curaçao. He was the son of Saloman and Sarah De Leon. His family were Dutch Jews, and his father was a military officer. Saloman died when Daniel was 12, and 1 year later,
Daniel left for Hamburg, Germany. He studied at the Gymnasium there for a time, before attending the University of Lieden in the Netherlands. He did not graduate. In 1873, he emigrated to New York, entered Columbia
University and eventually earned an LLB. He had a legal firm for some time in Brownsville, Texas, before eventually becoming a lecturer at his alma mater. His lectures mostly involved South and Central America, and the
history of western intervention in these regions.

This was very controversial, and De Leon was fired in 1889. In 1891, after finding himself in Kansas with a canceled speaking engagement, he was hosted by Bertha Canary, whom he eventually married. They had 5
children, the youngest of whom, Genseric, was named after a Gothic leader who forced the pope to kiss his toes.

Union and political leader [edit]

De Leon became a Socialist in 1886, after first supporting the Mayoral campaign of Henry George, and joined the Socialist Labor Party in 1890, become editor of its newspaper. In 1891, 1902 and 1904, he ran for mayor of New York, with his best result coming in
1902.

De Leon was a revolutionary socialist, and tried to sway the SLP away from Democratic Socialism. He was very critical of craft unionism, referring to the American Federation of Labor as the "American Separation of Labor" and favored not just a one big union
concept, but rather a concept of international labor unionism. He founded the Socialist Trade and Labor Alliance, which tried (largely unsuccessfully) to form international solidarity with other labor unions.

In 1905, along with Eugene V. Debs and Big Bill Haywood, De Leon founded the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW or Wobblies) which would briefly become the largest and most influential union in America. However, he later accused the IWW of being taken
over by "the bummery" and argued for political action, while Haywood was arguing for aggressive direct action. De Leon was expelled for referring to IWW members as "slum proletarians", and founded the Detroit-IWW, which would eventually be named Workers'
International Industrial Union in 1915, and which collapsed in 1925.

Death [edit]

De Leon died in New York on May 11, 1914. The Socialist Labor Party remained influential for many years, and still exists (though dormant since 2008) to this day (All 77 members!)[2] . They hold the distinction of being America's second oldest "third party" after the
Prohibition Party, and the SLP and Prohibition indeed have a lot of similarities, including a long-running poor showing at the ballot, and most of their remaining membership being octegenarians.

References [edit]

1. ↑ With the addition of a political party to bring about revolution
2. ↑ http://www.slp.org/pdf/slphist/nc_2007.pdf
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